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Village fathers weigh
Mt. Prospect's future
Recognition of the fact
that Mount Prospect is part of
a growing metropolitan urban

adaptation of Mount Prospect
to the urbanization of the

area, and the need to solve the
attendant problems that this
creates was the main theme at
the joint quarterly breakfast

1970s.

due to be "reported out" Feb.
14

sive survey and intra-village
bus routes to benefit Mount

lage board and representatives
of village committees and
commissions.

Prospect residents.

Mayor Teichert told the assembled village officials at the
Flaming Torch
restaurant
meeting chaired by George

"We arc in an urban area
and we are going to develop
with it," said Mayor Robert
Teichert. He added, "The
board has taken the position

dustrial

Development

Economic Commission, that
voluntary annexation of a 56 acre parcel of land owned by

Municipal Conference (an orof village presidents and managers) and the
Northeastern
Illinois Planning Commission, "will prove
to he the "most viable organizations in the development of

the Rcalcoa Co., which is west
of Elmhurst Rd. between

Dempster and Algonquin,

BARNFAT, village manager, had good news

Richelieu, one of the more than 250 ships used in the club's
simulated military battle held Saturday in the school gym. The
giant battle, the first of such magnitude held by the club, pitted

is

standards,

By Dalene Mitchell
Representatives from area
railside communities plan a

second meeting soon to explore possibilities for smoother movement of traffic around
the Chicago & North Western
Ry. tracks.
Park

Ridge, Des Plaines.

Mount Prospect, Arlington
Heights, Palatine and Barrington representatives first stet in

November, after the commuindividual
nities presented
traffic proposals to the U. S.
Department of Transportation

in hope of receiving federal
aid.

They came home emptyhanded.

Money would not be available for construction to alleviate traffic problems in the
northwest suburbs, according
to Secretary of Transportation
John Volpe, until the communities developed

regional

a

transportation plan.
The

Illinois

to depressing Northwest High-

temporary
chairman of the group.
"We are waiting to call a
second meeting until a report
Walsh

Carl R. Hansen Of Mount
Prospect will take part in the
first February meeting of the
Cook County Board of Com-

ment Assn. recently told the
city that they could not handle
construction of a 10 -story
building with parking decks to
he erected over the tracks in

Burkey is available." said
Walsh. Burkey headed Northeastern Illinois Plan Commission (NIPC) group sent to the
Department of Transportation

to find out what kind of plan
would he acceptable for a regional transportation organi-

Municipal

has

northwest suburban area.

the first part of January, hut
we have not received it yet,"
Walsh said.

for federal
subsidy must be approved by
the NIPC," he said.
requests

was suggested last month by

The city had wanted to add
1,000 parking spaces to the

the Redevelopment Assn. The
Des Plaines parking lots committee will present the suggestion to the City Council Feb. 2.

for

shoppers

and

COMMUNITIES
"OUR
must consider the long-range
impact of any individual projects," he continued. "It's important to know what the railroad will do in 20 years. They

"We must maintain communication with NI PC. the
Chicago& North Western Railway, the Illinois Division of
Highways and theChicago Area

Transportation study. These
organizations were represented at our first meeting," Walsh
said.

He said he hopes the six community group will elect a
permanent chairman and set

ing areas can view the six -

intersection with Roselle Rd.

building. 218 -acre Palatine
campus during a series of open
Sunday,
beginning
houses

Ilead-on crash
.

the campus will be open at

was injured early Saturday in a

90 -minute program will be
conducted on a continuing
p.m. and 4
basis between
p.m.
A 20 -minute 1111116 -media

head-on hit-and-run crash on
Oakton, just west of Elmhurst
Rd. in an unincorporated area
between Des Plaines and Elk
Grove Village.
State Police said the injured

slide 'presentation, "The Com-

woman, Liiicla A. Keller, 21,

munity College: Creative Environent for Learning," will
be shown. Student guides will

of 1986 W. Algonquin, was the

escort groups of visitors on

bound car which swerved
across the center median strip.

dividual traffic problems. Pro-

Coffee and soft drinks will

320 S. School St., Mount Pros-

posed changes

ranged

pect.

from moving railroad stations

be available for visitors.
Open house visitors should

explain college programs

to

and answer questions.

have made many studies of in-

'

a

friends from Chicago
and the northwest suburbs.

AT THE meeting today a
full complement of five subur-

ban board members will

he

present for the first time since
the death of Joseph S. Kral of
Cicero in the fall of 1969.
Hansen is appointed to a 10 month term. It is expected that
Sheriff Joseph Woods will he
elected in November to the
seat Hansen holds under interim appointment.
After he was sworn in. Hansen spoke to the members of

the hoard and guests for 11
minutes. His first references

me today." said Hansen, "to
have

serving

as

president

Comr. William Erickson. Not
only because he is a friend, but
because he also served as presi-

dent when another commissioner from Elk Grove Township and Mount Prospect
served on this board.

"I refer, of course, to Wil-

general

we won't

ft, kap
v

r1

Day

be

Foul language in an otherwise good hook. E.S.

added.

He said in the area of traffic

flow anti parking. "The feder

liam Busse, who served with
distinction as a commissioner
for 52 years, beginning in
1900. We are putting into the
record today matters of special
interest, since the commission-

history of the Cook County
Board of Commissioners and
the one with undoubtedly one

Florence Luchner of Mount
Al' THE CLOSE of his remarks,

Hansen

Prospect,

Republican

com-

mitteewoman of Elk GA*.

introduced

Meetings
Tottight

I

Cook County Government.
zen's Committee on Cook
County Government.

"This 'Little Hoover Commission' study, made possible
through the leadership of Gov.
Richard B. Ogilvie when he
was president of this board. is
an outstanding example of
what government can do to improve itself.
"Also impressive 19 me are
the air pollution OrdillanCe,
suburban
nuisance ordinance. sponsored by
sponsored

by

the

commissionen, and the

my close friend from Maine
Township, Comr. Floyd Fulle."
Hansen listed the problems
of the northwest suburbs. He
said, "I am quite aware of the
problems existing in the fastgrowing northwest suburbs
where I live. These relate to
pollution. use of the land.

and the representative of President Nixon at the (:eremonies.
Hansen also introduced Ed

Mount Prospect youth

Holm. attorney for ilk Grove
Village: Mayor Herbert (kb NI of Des Plaines: William
Rohlwmg of Nlouilt Prospect.
Elk Grove
supervisor of
Township: George R. Busse of
Mount Prospect. clerk of Elk

Grove township; James

Commission, N'illage
8 p.m.

School District 57, 701
W. Gregory; 8 p.m.
School District 59, Live-

ly Junior High, 999 Lei chaster, Elk Grove Village:
8 p.m.

I

Death cancels
court date
Jane and John Dickens of Morrisville. Ind.
were scheduled to appear in Des Plaines Misdemeanor Court Friday On a charge of shoplifting. They didn't show up.
The man and wife had been arrested Aug. 15
and accused of attempting to take four ladies
dresses from the K-Nlart at Lee and Oak ton. The
merchandise was valued at $63.68. John report-

edly covered his wile's attempt to stuff the
dresses into an empty purse.
When the case was called in court Friday, Des
Plaines Police Officer Herb Volberding announced that Jane Dickens was being held in an
Indiana jail charged with second degree murder.

SAYS =

her auto were
shaken up in the crash, but

among others. These are problems as well for the entire
county." Hansen said.

members of his family and a Township for -29 years.
number of close friends. First
Following the swearing -in
from. the same township and to be introduced was his wife.
ceremonies guests »ere invited
village," said Hansen.
Christi Hansen, followed by
to attend a reception in the
CONCERNING HIS work his father. Carl NI. Hansen of Green Room of the Bismarck
Chicago:
his
uncle
and
aunt.
on the county board. Hansen
Hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Chrissaid, "I look forward to the
opportunity of serving over tensen of Chicago: the Rev.
David J. Quill of Mount Prosthese next several months.
pect. pastor of St. Nlark's Luam particularly impressed with
the need for carrying out the theran Church: Mayor Robert
Teichert of N fount Prospect:
recommendations made in 1968
Rowland NI oore of Chicago
by the Citizen's Committee on

Consider the fact that pins and nails are useful only because their
heads keep them from going too far.

passengers in

posal. public health and preservation of green space.

of the shortest have now come

SUM it13

Miss Keller was treated at
Northwest Community Hospital for cuts and bruises. The

R hind. Chicago attorney and
long-time friend, Col. Raymond -runner. chief of staff of
the 85th Division. L. Army;
Circuit Judge Reginald Holzer
of Lincolnwood and NI rs.

ter supply. flooding, waste dis-

er with the longest term in the

SIMON

the scene after the collision.

staff members will he posted at
key points along the tour route

before

sen's

The eastbound auto fled from

Faculty and administrative

night at a construction site at

COMMUNITIES

monies conducted

standing room crowd of Han-

driver of a westbound auto
that was struck by an east-

tours of the campus.

guildelines at the next meeting.

Erickson of Evanston, a member of the board for 36 years,
presided at the induction cere-

were to his home community.
"It is especially pleasing to

12:30 p.m. each Sunday for six

I

County Building in the Loop
Friday afternoon. William N.

.

W01/11111
A Mount Prospect woman

Feb. 8.

Vandals cut plastic coverings and opened jets on two
propane gas tanks Saturday

have

quin Rd. (Route 62). east of the

weeks through March 15. A

into a tube."

THE

enter the campus from Algon-

Residents of the Harper
College district and surround-

BUT THE SIX commu-

Release (Yas

out federal assistance.

Harper College sets
open house series

nities affected most by railroad

traffic decided to focus on
their particular cause.

doe, n -

parking

downtown Des Plaines with-

commuters. Since no promise

"The report was to he ready

"All

ANOTHER CITY
town

engineering
stud). and financial estimate

structure

zation.

Boor county board room of the

mated it could not handle the
total proposed $3 million
parking construction.

'File Des Plaines Redevelop-

from LaGrange Mayor Lee

missioners as a member today.
Hansen was sworn in at special ceremonies in the I 1th

of federal funds was forthcoming in November, the city esti-

way.

is

could go elevated, depressed or

been discussing
transportation in the whole

League

Heights Mayor

Arlington
John

so

Gripe
Of The

faced with problems three Or
four years from now that we
are faced with today." he

Fred Manuele, of the vil-

By Richard Crabb

decide the final results of the battle. (Photo by Le Roy Meyers)

Railway communities plan parley
on trains blocking rail crossings

Motor Coach Company, told
him last week that he has re-

Hansen takes county board seat

the Japanese, French, Germans and Italians against the British
and Americans. The baffle was carried on through the use of
strategy cards which arc matched and the outcome tabulated.
The tabulations will be examined by a panel of judges who will

Prospect High School Military Gaming Club member Paul
Parkinson, 117 N. Pine, Mount Prospect examines the battleship

Hanks. president of the United

swer to a portion of local traffic problems may lie in intravillage bus routes and more
downtown parking facilities.
"We are looking for a set of

talks.

IT APPEARS that action

to one -car tamilies in Mount
Prospect. He said that John

f( uott(miid Ulf /met' 21

agreement to this move had
been reached in preliminary

Mount Prospect...

survey.
Manuele said that every major intersection in town has

MANUELE SAID the an-

nearing reality.
that

within an eight -count) area."
area."

and

that we don't have any alternatives."
-Feichert said the Northwest

HE SAID

by the engineering con-

sulting firm conducting the

been reviewed and special attention directed to traffic
problems concerning Northwest Hwy. and the Chicago &
North Western Rwy.

Flaherty, chairman of the In-

ganization

4 -.

derway for more than a year, is

-

These are land acquisition,
completion of a comprehen-

meeting Saturday of the vil-

al government people have a
very different view (than that
of the safety commission). It
looks like Mount Prospect is
just one little community

lage's Safely Commission, reported that the comprehensive
traffic survey that has been un-

this year in at least three major
categories
will
implement

John wouldn't he in court, either. He was the
victim.

they did not require treatment.

Lay teachers salaries to rise 10 per cent?
By Jan Bone
Third in a Series
schools-already

Catholic
having financial problems-may find costs going tip even

Parochial school
enrollment drops
chart on page 2
more next year if a tentative
proposal to raise lay teachers
salaries by 10 per cent goes
through.
A -public hearing on the pro-

posal 's scheduled for 8 p.m.

tonight

at

St.

Raymond

School, 300 S. Elmhurst Rd.,
Mount Prospect. The meeting
will be run by Dr. W. Charles

diocese hoard chairman, said.
"But remarks from the

Under the new proposal -which affects only elementary

floor will be heard only if time
remains after officially -designated
spokesmen for the

school

member of the Archdiocesan

schools have been heard."

school board.
School spokesmen --principals, pastors, officers of parish
school boards and faculty representatives-have been invited
to appear, and to comment, be-

Similar hearings are being
held tonight at Christ the King

present $6,030. A teacher who
would receive this sglary

fore the ArchdioceSan board
takes final action.
\'

ON WEDNESDAY, hearings will be held at St. Anas-

Kennedy of Park Ridge,

a

persons
"INTERESTED
are welcome as observers,"
Martin J. Lowery, Arch-

lay

teachers --starting

pay would be increased to
$6,633 a year instead of the

erine of Siena School (Oak

would be inexperienced, but
would have a bachelor's degree and all required profes-

Park).

sional courses.

School (Chicago) and St. Cath-

would qualify the
teaches for an additional $300
at any step of the experience
degree

ladder.
In the northwest suburbs,

public school teachers with a
bachelor's degree and no experience have been starting
their grade school teaching at
$7,000 or close to that level.

Some public school teacher

groups, however, are talking
tasia School (Waukegan), Immaculate Heart of Mary
School and St. Ailbe School,
both in Chicago.

By the 10th year of service,
this teacher would receive
$9,603 instead of the present
$8,730.

POSSESSION of a master's

about asking their boards for a
$1,000 increase in starting
salary next fall --and higher
pay all the way along the line.

THE

ARCHDIOCESE

proposal would also offer cor-

responding increases for
provisional teachers who have
not completed all required
education courses.

"The higher lay teacher pay
is

required to help teachers

cope with the rising cost of
ing," said Archdiocese school
superintendent The Rev. Robert Clark, "and also to assure
that Catholic schools can meet

next fall for teaching sisters On
their faculties.

Al' PRESENT, schools pay
a $2,000 annual' stipend per
sister to the religious order
which supplies its staff.

The Rev. Robert Clark has
told the Archdiocesan school
board that figure should he increased in September-to at
least $2,400.
Salaries for

teachers

in

the salary competition of the

Catholic high schools are also

typical Chicago -area public
school system.
Parish schools are also ex-

expected to rise.
But the board's present proposal, however, only applies to
elementary salaries.

pected

to have higher costs

THE DM
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One hour a week
all she needs
if you ve got une houi a

week to help Learn needs

Y.

Laurie is than yean old.
She has dark hair art d happy
Hue eyes and a cast on her broken leg.

But Laurie a a brain -in anal child. She can't walk or

that's

LAURIE NEEDS

more

bur lire a day. She mash
mop) to encourage Mr, to

thinin.
Laurie had helpers in At-

smile at her, to help with her

lanta when her family lived

muscles.

there. Rut she needs people
tunv. More than 30 of them.

day. She has to do 30 sleepy
hear exercises for each side four times u day. She has 30

If you can help to exercise
Laurie. Mew call her mother.
Mrs. Ray Miller. at 10-3203.
or get in touch with her at 173

mink exercisemfour times a

Bode Rd.. Hoffman Emotes.

day.

old sister Mama and mar -old
Mother Mike.

Golden Eagle

people at a time for 41) minutes

tinguished a fire Saturday
which caused an estimated

55,500 thump: to the Golden
Restaurant.
Rand Rd.
Eagle

1432

N.

Firemen fought the Mate
for about 311 minutes Feline a
was finally brought under control.
Prospect Heights fireman

..

Robert Guskev said the fire
mortal in the kitchen. axialup
the flue, and spread to the roof

of the building.
Guskey said then staurant
was not occupied at the limo(
the fire.

Village fathers weigh
Mt. Prospect's future

nt upon masomet loask experiensmi by his a...mirky.
basal on operating ant of Sill

.rtiticate then if the
ath, prow successful.

AND In
of the trustees. sad commission and committee represenMMus celswd agmement on
the necd l'or be stria
the
nicatimb the
Mtn! and the various wmnisand committer,.

lee. Slit) he felt mother

ray bus, per hour.

He shit said Ilan, aid the
authorimition

grant.

Os-

mond, trial mrial, folloued
ha a second stx-month trail pp

no, with twat. tit

tar

area aeolinnunicationt bleak
the

Joan 10111 been

Mace and local Minder)

"Rorer con.-

B arnett

munieations are going to he
labidled: and he said that

ings with builders

[-School Menus
To Iv stated Tocalas in ArWheeling.

Oh Grove. Hersey and Fun1
flew high mhools ill District
214:

11991

roll

and

lather.

ding. ginpasimp maries.
eu casserole. beefburger. tuna

101111Arthur.

dog. wiener in a Km. Vole.

John
0111

lone choice): fruit juice. tossed
salad. col,. slaw. molded: cherry. sliced news. lemon. and -

Rao

Ann

Muir mid

Betsy

in District 21:

CommCmasion.
g. eh:amain

of the Ilan

cmphasised the eme shy of .1111-

Mak Ming concern. with

fluffy potato,
sandwich.
vegetable of the day. bread and

-the total environment.
broad. sociological problems."
of the COMMilliity
Young said dull definite

butter, pineapple fluff. milk.

policies and guidelima for de-

table tate choice,: hash brown
Sokol

.n

She

Tuesday
Sul l) ill

To he

ths.

I

Me village
velopmem of
should he establishird and adhered to. adding that when poi-

ides arc disregarded, proper
develop.. Ls hindered.
YOUNG POSED the gum,
(ion. -What kind of community Jo you want?" He acid.
are' going In grow. We
can't help it, but how are we
Ping grow? We can't Mow
Roles,. we have a IIrid of norlice. to support
Otte vii-

lag."

TheIllansa considerable
cemes Mmed
amount

Main.titree't

discussion.

ms

to

number and location of the In
mews.

the past year and a half for the Harvard University and is crin
city of Chicago on their cngi- rently attending the College of
ncering staff for the CTA pro- Hebrew Studies in Chicago.
seeking a Bachelor of Hebrew
/ed.
Working in a field office, Letters degree.
He and his wife Carol, a pi Stein said, he Ow responsible

periodic

kir Min liquor

Mrs Dorothy 1-1.11, clerk

of Wheeling Township anrem

in

THE LADIES in the Mount
Prospect Woman's. Club are
going In he pretty smart after
tomorrow's meeting. And they
may be. their way to hemm-

Church of Wheeling.
1111 little Prosmsn Heights
church was organized six years

ago and has heen struggling
along since that time.
has
11

hem holding services in the In-

dian Ridge Schist
A sunny before the church
was organized indicated that
there were enough PrinbyterianS in the area to support a
local
church.
Apparently.

however. its proximity to al rawly established churches in
Mount Prspect. Arlington
Heights and Wheeling didn't
exactly help the new church to

licenses

old Jan. 31 and
Feb. 16 in order to give evary
new resident in the area a
Imam 166i

Joan Kaiser. 1127-3111.

the

trust

investment comthe
Investment
Counsel department.

mit.

of

AS A RESULT, the small

Community Center.
p.m.. tomorrow.
the

HAPPY

1

Day today!

quarters of the people will be

Toastmasters

rcmferring

nual speech contest tonight at

to

the

newly

Rev. George Ekstrom has
Wheeling
church for the post 10 years

Men

serving

the

Yesterday, however, at the official union of the two, he had
to be reinstalled. He even had
Men re.11ed.
Community Presbyterian in
Wheeling is an old established
church, having been organixed

in

1864. The
The newly

formed church .s
name of the old church.

the

GET A CARD in the mail
quick! les Carole Hausleiffs

t

Joe: "Why is a person's
moc always in the middle of
his face?"

Moe: YI don't knew."
loo "Because it is the scow

THE MOUNT' Prospect
hold :their

an-

7:30 at the Community Cen-

formed congregation.

WORSE JOKE of The Day:

GROUk1311414:

rather than rust dissolve.
The
congregation
numbered thou) 125. Half to therm

ter. Erick Orkild. Ken (Ming
Charles Lind and We) Pinehet
tthe contestants. Toastmas-

ives and guests arc in-.

Should
Christianity
heal today?

vited.

ers from six other dubs The
nner of that contest will go
to a district contest, the are.
to
pional match and eventually:,
n international conest.

JUNIOR -HI and Horizon

Christian Science Lecture

slt
enOrte
FIRST CHURCH

of CHRIST, SCIENTIST

°ornate,

Hauff will maintain

mans Monday
through Friday at the Wheel ins Township Hall at 11
No
E.

Thom registering now will
he eligible to v.. in tM Mara
17 primary. There will be a
special interest in the r gistrawoe
soitioi District 2,,

p.m.

7

Fob

1,012

868
950

764
914
975

470

rhea Pi.

662
467

Praimmt. Arlington Heights.
Pelona) and Elk Grove Vii-

benefit

Frank J. Baca. 17, of Rellain. Uas

and 20 grandchildren.

gynrd,, nightby [es Plalnm

no. at
ROnIftia standing in the train station
Church. Bud.' will '4 in OD Luc Saturday night. Police said
Saints Cemetery in De, Baca had blood on his t4hin
Plaines.
and blood and a cut on his
ri°111Anaid that Baca told

William P. Brainard. 82, of them that he had been jumped
409 Albert St, Mount Pros- by two youths in an alley in the
1500 block of Miner and bad
'rect. a retired engineer for
Men in a fight.

Also, police mid, he told
than that he had found some
beer in a city parking Mt and

Home.

Survivors are a daughter,
Marjorie Bischoffer of Mount
Prospect: two grandchildren.
and a sister. Lillian Silsbee of

had drunk two cans and pan of

a fifth of whisky.

After ,ing taken to the police station, his bond was set et
S1.900. He O to appear in Des

Texas.

Visitation will he 7 to 10

guidelines

that

Assorted colors, size. 2 to 6X

Assorted colors, sizes 2 to OX

for

F:"1":7.,,,,"!.""fit"'Z'h,",'i,

inr,
by.,

nIkfini

It

wal ratio

each

were 4.99 to 5.99

00

59' 2.41

Girls'

Prolidlt

announcing

both 01 their 11101 child are Mr.

xi:telling 7 pounds 2 oilman.
She has a sister Kimberly. h.

and sirs lames Berg ot mount

and

rection

Were 87.99
to SI 1.99

$

grandparenit
arex1n.and kb... I
Ilern
Mourn Prospect and S.In. Wil-

liam Nlailkent of Chicago

99

tr

WAS

PLANS SHOULD

INCLUDE OURS
The best plan to piotect

that new home of yours is
a State Farm Homeowners
Policy... the low-cost package of protection that pro.
olden broader coverage for
your home and belongings
and for you, in case of law.
suits. So call me

23.99

9.99

Moonscope
19.99 7.99
Pogo Pony
24.88 10.88
Small King Riding Toy 12.99 5.55
April Showers Doll..
10.99 4.99
Bunny Baby Doll
17.99 7.99

brother. Matthew liaull. horn
Jan II at Lutheran (icneral
Iliapital. weighing it pounds

II IA11000111

aro the win 1,1 Mr. and

Mts. Willard J. la:Lilian.
Plasma
Kristin

Mrs Jar.,

Slane
11 0

at horn Jan. 111 al lal
t wrieral

a 11

D. Schnth or
:Mount Prospect. Sir. and ells.

141011101 of Yahoo. Mo..

aml Charles Selimit of

0111-

The ilea

round,
Waiting anxiously for
Inane 0010 Kristine.
M1

Lisa.

lie,
5

liontilpaienis of 1110

girls arc Sle ond
('acv and 31r. and %Ir.. Wil,
11.1111 tollrke. all of Chicago.

Moro 08::02844 843a WM'

io the Chi.go PoNic Li.

bra,. During the month or
February nine exhihits will Mon

display

Moiled ill ilia. person of Misr
,Ann 00111. or lams, Sr Irish
International Airlines

"Mile Eirc"

Ras mild Audi. Mika Mount

The fashion show by Miss
Kelly will feature a full Itne
of day
wear.
including

a

gins:it 11 1511.01..ind nill Ka -

thos. noon Man lectures dm
gisen eters I huralay. min
hour films are shown on Fri-

Iles Nihau, and Handicrafts
and Art Work lw children :a tending the Smaican Indian

tun, the
Ins rumere
Guild Orchestra on 141.. 7.1he
lakevien SIUNCal Society on

days, and a children s haw 1)
conducted Saturdays

enter.

SHE WEDNESDAY noon
ler

vcry popular dran huh. sults

information or for tickets al

Irish linens and
tweeds and a new selection of

in 394-1171 or Mrs. Grant at

glamorous anktail and eve-

392.1651.

on Sears Revolving Charge

212 E. Northwest Hwy.

Arlington Heights,

WAS

NOW

16.99

7.99

Flashback Race Set. .. 9.99
Double Dymo Racer. . 8.99
Chemistry SelfSears lemma) 24.99
Old Time Fire Engine
39.99

3.99
3.99
9.99

tsco-be

Hospital.

amplest:lc a lour through the
hamital maternity department

mother. clothing needs for the
newhorn and care of the hahy.
For further information.
prospective parents may cell
the hospital orch, rr ie department at 299-2281.'160e is no

nights.

Des

Plaines.

she

to

r

become

sessions.

The

pre -acquainted

with hospital promdure. They
also hear Itch
and sm limo
1111
such topics as pre-nalaT

the

pregnant

and

16.99
9.99

PH: 253-5678

Sears
tatilts NOM iS trollat

Ri. 83 and Rt. 68, Dunhurst Shopping Center
Wheeling, Illinois

have a good time.

Ko-Ki-Tawanka girls made
hinklas
Mr the North
School phrsieally handy
capped children.
The Junior High Camp Fire
Girls take pan In manr organ,iation.wide events hut do a lo
on their own. too. Patch group
sel ec t.

a remmentatite to at-

1970."

at the sabinet awing thin the

Slernherr

done]

of

the

NI011in

Women's ChM and

their guests al the annual VIP
Night Thursday evening. Feb.
12. at Arlington Park Towers.
will hear the odyssey oflessica
Gavrilovieh.

J.sica (iavrilovich Fmk et

:charge for the classes.

Gasrilovich.
M.D, world iraveler mid true
lile story tellor. will he the
speaker, telling cat Isle under
G 0 0, g 0

te nd a

Nlore than 80 junior high girls
look part
The

seventh

and

eighth

grade girls are non looking
forwent to a special ski pony.
They hem e made arrangements

laira law n n.eding their
time

n the dopes.

junior high girls have a
special promo which they find
Theo

iet, rewarding. They have a
,egular lluirsday night date to
Play bingo at the Golf Pmillion

Nursing

The

Horne.

gnat, lake turns going to the
home with small gills for
prism,

usually somethimi they.

made 11101111011e,

Senior Ousew how to 'Swing your partner and do-si-do. al

5.55

RIGHT Senior Citizens Joined In an evening of spume dears
Mg at the Mount Prospect CommtmIty Canter ad their recent
meeting with the Arlington Squares of Arlington Heights calling
the dancing. The Senior group is sponsored by the Mount Prom
pert Junior Woman's Club. Refreshments were served after the
meeting.

H.

Ned occupation di Yugo.-

mite iit her many nearying ex -

!avid and 10 years tinder Com-

perk:non. which include ars
guing with !no and operating
on a Yen,,Ito Iottlefteld with

munism
Silo. Ann Petrie. world atrain chairman of Ilk: III,W.
will po.ent the inendwr 01 [IIC
Chicago Council i.) loseign
KO:111011h and a member Oldie

international
meeting.
meeting.

the

Pla111.11
7

p in

tini

Mrs. liamilosich has inam.
tamed a witty outlook on life in

her husband.
1.10shands

and

club memtvia will

horses

of

5511 al

11110 meeting. elyt
sea president.

Ravi
are to he !Made with Marian
/raker 1253-5877i on 51ildred
day.
,29/-3498, ley Mom
day. Leh. Y.

...111111111111111

4

LEFT Frank and Lee Randall of the Arlington Squares show

Eat

chan, Mr mans of the girls to
earn some sports and garnet
craft honor heads as nen

special] unior high cabinet meeting onee a month. It is

PO Blitineht and Nores.

nursing

swinging' square dance exhibit.

07

Mount Prospect it was a good

plans for special .fivities arc
ma.. At the recent swim party. for instan.. the girls enjoyal
imming immediately
following the younger girls.

VIP for BPW

Swingin' seniors
do-si-do

STORE HOURS
MONDAY thru FRIDAY
9:00 AM to 9:00 PM
SATURDAY
9:00 AM to 6:00 PM

CATALOG OUTLET STORE

and on Feb. 2e.
!gab.

Cold weather didn't stop

more than INI Camp Fire
Girl, from enjoying a splash
party Jan. lo. The fininh. fifth
and sixth grader/ did their
mimnimg at the YMCA In

"Nish, Hill Colony.

53.75 each. contact Mrs. Berg

4°."nr,

CHARGE IT

I9. 'Galen. :0 Glimpse

into the

to atend this luncheon and
fashion show There will he

LIMITED QUANTITIES, WHILE THEY LAST!

rott
ground up!

on NM. 28.

Jich. 5 the subjed n ill he -Re.
storing the State Lopitol." on

today and find

out how you can

Artist Students in Song Recital

given ench !Ninth* at 12:1)
p.111. is bawd On the theme
"Tom Illinois Heritage." ()n

saes 8 to 18;1644 to 2244

12.99

1 eh. 14. the Conn: units Music! oundanon on !eh. 21 ond

Fels.

care for the mother, diet for

for Km consectithe l Ira slay

Assorted winter styles, colors, fabrics in

Injector

hen.'

the Lehruats lecture series

Ireland to V11110111 clubs and

Both mothers and fathers to -he arc Invited to attend the

and the 01111,4" .11 continue

motens Western World

ichools. The Saturday
10111 COlitSrl series be-

high

tographs and Niemorabilia of

organirations.

pinvnts ale invited to enroll for a four-neer,
wriesot classes at Holy Lamily

first class nin he held Thur
day. bob. 5. darting at 7 p.m..

Battery and recharger for above.....21.99

music provided by colleges

Neu. classes for new parents

Women's Coats

Johnny Lighting... ...

hour Slusic Education taxies
begin, Cl 1a:15 p.m. with live

Testing for Puhlie Safety. Pho-

fashann and giving talks, on

free babysitting for infants and
pre-schoolers. For any further

WOHELO

Noon ima o meens off go n on W ednesdays and ,tur-

citiebthroughom North Amer We conducting shows of Irish

minniis. trouser min. the
in heindiful

chain colter" loll., al In

The nine c1110111. are Mardi

Gras Costumes. Negroes in
1.1ano, Illustrations iind Collages. Ceram's,. Musical Arti
facts. ihiseball Memorabilia

Allt arca women arc invited

110 S1

Aiwa' Worn, )

February attractions at
Chicago Public library

et

and crochet.
Between January and June,
Ann Kelly will visit major

am Irciandt.
Each item in the collection of
fashions by today's Irish de-

the name Ihne.

mid

ulna wear in Irish laue linen

11

store thiide love. Give u treat
mil treesa heart-slek eMicl

;await Hospital

salad

luncheon before the
fashion show. which is entitled

nesirch. When you see these
specint suckers in your Meal

laby weighed
ounce, at birth.

A ehariMag brown-esmi MI
of Ireland is coming to Slount

color.ahIT'sires 7 to 14

NOW

812.88 5.55

Go -Go Burro
Bronco Pony

ter. Sandra Lynn. Mai Jan. 11

the

and Sdional Hcari kind re-

eago.
Sir. and Mr,. Heald LooksCilipps

Nchmit has a bonal new baby

ouncs. Chad 01111 510-

Mount

great-grandinother. Mrs Her
tha Schuluke. resides in Cie

of Mount Prospect antitank.
the binh of their ihinl daugh

Oi e

Prospect.

Prices Slashed on Assorted Toys
YOUR HOUSE

samptes 01111, of the candy
erne dish-Mut. by his mother
end tither
emben, of the

011.1r1 Brian agrees that
"There is nothing like having
heart..'lle is right. especially
when the money will benefit
Clathiren, Men:mild 1 lorpital

110,31 are 1110 grandparent,.

Chad

of Chicago.
Nineteen -month -old

Anodic!
ha.
added 10 ille family of Sir. ad

IiIIin in

Prices
Cut

While they last!
Siees 2 to 6X. Aasorted colors; fabrics in
clude cotton corduroy and nylon.

d

:ire Mr. aml Mrs. Anthony IX.

14

('tundr 11 Lit rot

All

3 99

pounds

,111110 weighed
oilme. 1 hipli,

While they last!

Little Boys' Jackets

Mother Kurt. IL
Grandparents of the children

Kristine 910

1

1211Villilild

while

A.°, ed fabrics,

the

Pt Lama AM., intant daughter it, hoin Jan III at Resur-

spn, Irith

Assorted Skirts
Were 83.49
o 84.44

In :in unsolicited testimonial nos

1111,

Bassinet set

signers will be tagged with the
Here on ) promotional tour name of a famous Irish womof oil)!
in
: the aircan evoking some of the more
line.. 111., 60111 11111 shim a
colorful aspects of Irish hisRill range of nen Winerland tory nil people.

Quantities limited
at these low prices

Little Girls' Jumpers

. for it.

(-1

Irish lass to give
fashion show for
St. Raymond women

On Wearing Apparel

were 02.22

chapter donated over 5200 to
tha hospital. It hopes this year.
to double the contribution.

Aelnniae Chapter of Alpha Pl.

Plain. ciao March 2.

REDUCTIONS

Little Girls'Cotton Dresses

with your Valentines.
'fret a child while helping a
tick child with heart disease.
Your 0011 heart' ill he bet -

suburban

Northwest Suburban

akohoii,,s.

Police slid

died Saturday at Nonhbrimk
Net

the

LErr -Yo. these lollipops

/4)

porn elincrandforanama-

Co..

year

are very tasty. smacks Ircvid

he solution is a

pngyy lot inannn m she ,rain

William Brainard

Last

.

Send a sucker instead of or

Nokia, 11.1111-fitiman. rat

and John and Dr. klichaci of
Mount Prospect: two daughters. Patricia Carl of Chicap
oad hlary Kerlsey of Kansas.

Visitation will he until 10
tonight at Freidrichs Funeral

containers ure being

displayed by intermit -A marchants in the arm.

lam.

lollipop can be a dicky problem nmcially when you are only 14 months Was
unicker for Mother Brian who is J. Both are min of mr, and
Ile, Duster Free Jr. of Mount Prospect. I Minns 1, ceni Schneider)
a, id 11,1:

DRASTIC

CATALOG
OUTLET
STORE

Heart

'tell:linr no!

is

Charge .vouth
on 2 counts

Survivors are his wife Mary:
Ihree Owls James of Chicago

special

1.492
closed
1,074
730

home chapel. Burial will be in
Rosehill Cemetery in Chicago.

P.m. tomorrow at 1 auterhurg

Sears

National

they haVe mercased the
candy order to 4.0110 lollipops
for the 1970 campaign.
The sale begins Feb. 5 and
will continue through Feb. 15.

371

will he conduct. by the Rev.
Robert S McDonald Wed..
day at 11 Em_ :n the funeral

Plaines.

F.dison

Ridge. Do Plain, Mount

The money collected will
the

MEMBERS OF the group
rlograted coffee ears with the
timely Valentine motif. These

The areas 111 which the can.

dy will 10 sold include Park

he

and Oehler Funeral Home in
Arlington Heights. Services

Chorks B. Rua., 70. of
304 S. Wa.Pella Av.. Nlount
Prospect, a retimd bus driver
for the Chicago Transit Auscat Holy
dimity, died
Des
Family limpital in

Comnmnwealth

Love.
Hcan-shaped lollipops of
love will again be sold by mein

of the Northwest Suitor.
bun Alumnae Chapter of Al-

Obituaries
Charles Roane

with specific distribution through Children's
Memorial Hospital, ,,,,,duel,
ing research on heart disease
and affiliated disabilities.
Aran.,

February begins a month or

1,077

887
PALATINE:St. 'fhcresa
448
St. Thomas of Villanova
730
PROSPECT HEIGHTS:St, Alphonsus
356
ROLLING MEADOWS:St. Colette
401
WHEELING:St. Joseph the Works:HIGH SCHOOLS:Notre Dame Schaal for Boys. Nilm

Hwy. in Arlington
Mon her office
thinS
wll be
open front 9 until 12
urday:Thorsday, Feb. 5, 7to 9
ong Saturdays, Feb.7 and 14.
9 to 12 pan., and Monday.

ways. There haw been many
classical studies showing that
vou increase the maiden rate

HAROLD L NEBEL
Come to His
saw

being held Fels 7.

Heir cal

been coo many liquiwficen.
isalled of lam on main high -

The winner of this speech
contest will represent the local
club in the area contest competing against winning speak-

election

chance to register.

on down on the number of ara
I don't know if
plieations.
that alone :side answer."
Young said. "There have

te... night.

mamma and is chairman of

.. finvestmenls forenoonn."
He's a qualified omn

and informative matting. Al
congregation chose to merge
with the Wheeling church

Scout Troop 97 is ham
ing a potluck dinner and Court
of Awards at South Church to-

the subject. He's written "Everybody's Guide to the Stock
Market; has a daily column
on weinitim in a Chicago

They're going to hoar Harold Finley, a vice president of
Chicago Tille and Trust. din-

special

a

is

By Delores Hugh

652

St. Raymond

Homae in Mount Prospect.
moral mass will be held tumor-

are

C"Givii'rl.

FOREST Hospital in Dm
Plaines is offering a six -week
refresher course in psychiatrle
nursing Mining lomormw
Class. will be 9 a.m. to 3 p IL.
Monday through Thursday al
the hospital. Any inactive registered nurse currently lice -m
01
in Illinois is eligible.
There's no charge. Call hr,

It should he en interesting

prosper.

Club C., Firc (Ark fun
Mount Prospect are having

skiing outing tonight at Villa

ing wealthy too!

,p,

where
Mrs.

than she

'Imitated

loll FlOrOS trZlinugponh=onnUiltr'ill

the Community Pnahyterian

University of Chicago, Daniel,
16, and Judith, 13.

special registration hours

HE A rrrr ED, -We could
raise license fen and hobby

gested

300 Prospect Manor.

re-

Wheeling Twp. clerk sets

pending."

Trust, Donald Furst sug-

1

progress

the financial COinritinen, said.
-This whole area may he
changing. and particularly ou
Rand Rd.. where licenses

along main highways."
And. la: added. reinforcing
his earlier stated theme. -We
are interested in environment
created by our government."

Churches merge

birthday [ammo, She's at

glee in civil engineering, Stein

csch & Co consulting engi- also holds a master's degree in
nee. of Chicago, worked for sanitary engineering from

make
ports.

341

.590

1,491

Expy. extension of the CTA the city's regular engineering
rapid transit system. open. staff.
A graduate of Purdue UniAll weekend.
Stein. an engineer employed versity with a bachelor's de for 15 years at the Albert Ben-

740

675
St. Stephen Protomartyr
707
St. Zachary
ELK GROVE V1LLAGE:Queen of the Ramey

HOFFMAN ESTATES:St. Hubert
MOUNT PROSPECT:St. Emily

294

I

442
St. Patrick Academy, D. Plaines
1,097
St. Viator, Arlington Heights
Sacred Heart of Mary, Rolling Meadows 995

to see that the construction no teacher, have four chilwndone properly and accord. dren, Larry. 21, David, 18.
log to specifications and to who ore both attending the

lin a community, in proportion to the licenses granted

hc Phhttc. t 1102;ehis John
Cal: in Knit,
Pieshyterian
Church merged yoterday with

provided for persons who

have mr rides to the station.
From Jefferson Park the
mains take 18 minutes to get to
the Chicago Loop.

BUFFALO GROVE.St. Mary
DES PLAINFS:St. Mary

I 002

John Kilroy, chairman of

th. was momding that local builder.

sold be. consulted Ifir pol
suggetons.
and when
11,1
Alum, build.
Avaie
labl
desserts:
pear changes in
cream ing. electrical ai other oak)
halves. orange
puff. blueherm ermith pud- are contemplated.
cols.

Main dish lone choice,: pin

man,. green beans.

_

.

(Het you help three -year -old Leone? She needs more then 30

Mere am. be periodic med.

lino,. Prospect.

.

tau'

nit the fare will be wt depend.

is

stnalion of Inc new Kennedy tewere
hired to supplement

family moved here from 500.11, Ce, just three weeks ago
Illhoto by Stich, linger/

Barnett rept ,,, e , 1 Hanks mid

Mere is little Or no off-street
parking near the Jefferson
Park station. A small drop-off

Our Lady of the Wayside

Lollipops from and for the heart

1969 70

1968-69
1 186
1122
827
416

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS St lames

He said many engineers
A Mount Prospect resident,
Robe. Stein, 212 S. Edward, wore assigned to various pans
had an active part in the eon- of the project, and several es-

hat asked The. Day for help in finding volunteers. Laurie and he

it' rinninied lisim sour /I
Mood dinhoriftnion from the
Illinois Commerce Commis ion to run buses anywhem
waled in Mount 01100001. at
me) not toescad Illeents.

Barrnglo
ington.

because

Mount Prospect engineer
worked on new CTA line

12:40 p.m.

Prospect Heights and Arlington Heights firemen ex-

most

Palatine and

perm. In give her an hour of time once a week. Laurie Miller
173 Bode Rd. Hoffman Estates, is a brain -injured child who
ends special daily exercises for her development. Her mothe

restaurant hit
by 85,500 fire

express will give suburban
residents access to the new

Prospect, Arlin Heights,

one day a week. Her schedule
calk for patterns each day 9 to
9)40: II to 11:40. or 12 to

Call you he a MI, for

sago & North Western Ry,
l/aim, United Motor Coach
hum and the CIA's 'O'Hare

A FOURTH means of celring to the line is driving,
which might prove to be the

Kennedy rapid transit line
from Des Plaines, Mount

Laurie needs three or four

Laurie's mother. Mrs. Ray
Miller. n busy taking care of
old and of ifturic's five -years

Uggied motor coach buses
run between the military gall
at 0 Hare and Jefferson Park
by way of Huggins and Mann
helm Rds., and Me CTA run,
a non-stop expresso the Jef-

complicated

I

Enrollment, in Catholn parochial uhools in The Day area
eve dropped In the past year In 1968 69 there were 16 165
op& enrolled in these school in 1969 70 there are 14 422
Figures come from Chicago Archdiocese school directories

.ferson Park station.

Connections from the Chi-

CAN N. trains stop at the
Jefferson Park station of the

fant to an average mortal age

Loa mind trim on the rug

er things she must do every

y

she begin her special ex =ism Lauri, has progressed
from the mental age of an inM one year. She has learned to
crawl, focus her eyes. transfer
objects. and pick up small

Imirie has many. many oth-

itics closer to northwest subur-

The Atlanta, Ga., Donwn

her. In just a few months after

Ilan 30 people who can each
give her an hour of their time
each walk. Sie iwols maple to
help her crawl the length of 0
12.(on mg. Laurie nem make

the city, transportation feed

Laurie's log was broken.

develop.

have

exercises

opened this week has extended

how

hewn worked an to help her

Special

the CIA Rapid Transit system

the ice while she was carrying

DeLwato clinic, whew lh
Millers must take 1410rie every
three months, has been helping

talk.

Th, Kennedy extension of

THE MILLERS artnt used
to snow and la Thy, sa only
IoW In Hoffman Estates tint.
weeks. Mrs. Miller slipped on

Laurie. and

Enrollment Drop

Kennedy CTA line
gives new choices

The day's prospects

es

E

443.,ts

rags

Monday,Fsbnatry, 2, 1970

One day at a time
.

The other.day I was reeding
a column written by someone
who says he's as authoritY.
Sam, -one had written in and

aged if people really had

move his car in the parking lot,
so I could take his spot, another guy sneaked in front of me.
Cur drivers hate other car drivers, and he got the spot.

hate each other. He said they
did.
At first t thought he was

bargain table, holding up a

wrong. The more I Moulin
about it, however, the more I
realized he was right. Exam-

WHILE I wan standing et a

The other night I decided to

soto the shopping center for
some tems. I climbed into the
old buggy and took off While
I was waiting for the guy to

ets, bat they never seem to be

a good picture, and you're
willing to wait. You're finally

should get a ticket for cutting

three persons from the boxy.oR

wick. People love policemen

err door slam. Nine teen -tiers

Ram in front of the guy whith
10 front of you.
"You almost didn't get here
in time," he tells thcm. People
waiting in line hate other
Prof waiting in line.

said.

"It fits just fine.? Off

wound when the other gay

hate them when they aren't.

,c4,..

WELL, YOU can goon and
our own thperieneth
which are undoubtedly nth
an

41

Everyone agrees we want

Monday, February 2, 1970

and reach 600b0 Households.

Suntan. Ednnr and Pobli,her

William L Kiedaisch

Alterations

Doming Silicosis & Supplies

..,==,2h,

DOLORES

DANCING

ed T9°

hh°

h

16 good, 20 excellent

Weln. Shawl Irramecl, III. M11111.S6

Brench ornr,,
217 Mangan Itehis
h no. Arlington Nom, In. VMS

Answer on Comic rage

YEErenter, Ors Plaine.. Knott&

"There.seems to be a growing resentment in this area.
They're wondering why you don't have o Midwestern
White House, too!"

CARPETS SHAMPOOED
STRIP WAX AND BUFF TIN
AND WOOD FLOOPS

c,...,..,q,,,,,,,,,,y

DRAPERY hardware ins
c
a v
la

''°'

GERALDINE'S

ART
SERVICE

2029

Ewes, Me rem.

S.

, .. ,,1
192.256

YOU

sod

of

need.

warn.

treguasugv SUMP POWS.

'hhh9../'
Po
nel11r3.1118

CL 532142

Hospital administrators and
citizens of the northwest suburban area share national woman owr
h.kpital costs.
The Senate Judiciary SIlbcommittee on Anti -Trust and
Monopoly Legislation plans sa
begin hearings on the problem

month. Local hospitals
have been comamed by The
Day to End ran about aspects
next

of the problem here.

.

AT IIOLY FAMILY Heoc
pital, 100 N. River Rd., Dm
Plaines, 93.5 per cent of the
patients' bilk are paid by some

policy.

SHE SENATE subcomittee will question insurance
compan
rosy to

find ton why

in different places
and premiums increase each
rates

"We want to know why
disparity in hie.pint costs.? ?snys Mrs. Doroy Goodwin. farmer trial at teensy. when is directing the
there is such

subcommittee's

deaths?"

of insurance, which is
thlkd -third cony payment."

h
subcommittee will
compare operatices of profit
and non-profit hospitals to de-

figures

termine which type is must efent. All four area hospitals
arc non-profit. Only a few
profit hospitals exist in Chi -

type

Lutheran

General

show over 90 per mot. and
Nonhwest Commtmity ()vet'
ah per cent. St. AICK2116 had no
figures readily available on

third party payments.

Medicare patients account
for about 6 to 14 per cent of
admissions. On an average.
thoy stay twice as long. other
patients.

Most group knead Maur cc policies arc kept up to
dale according to Harold
Kurth who handles public re.
Imions for Lutheran General
Hospital, 1775 DenuMer SI.,

Park Ridge, but he maggots
Thai persons wish private pob

Kunz said. ?Formerly hoary tale undercharged an the room

am and absortmd the difference in other charges to the

length away is 8.2 days at Lutheran General and Holy
Family unit n.4 days at Northwest Community.

Harper f'ommunity College.
Holy Family has nu noising
school.

valuntece,

occupational

therapy and clerical unit au -

This is a peculiar problem. Maybe you run help. It's ohs.

PRACTICALLY nu one
paw only the basic room fee.
Added to the patient% bill
could he charges for operating
room, laboratory service. tests,
prescriptions, dressings and
other special needs.
When Lutheran General
opened 10 years ago, the twee
room No was $20. Northwest

Community and Holy Family

dwhiper to tour when you have no friend there. Discuss the

also opened about 10 yeth ago

nutter with your doctor. Lamm all you can about how a hmpital
works. Asa friend, concern yourself with the patient's welfare.
With help, you can do wonders.

with the room charges at $30

LONE TRIP

and $24. ST Alesius cost three
years ago,
when that institution opened, was $27.
The basic thorn charge at St.

Dear Lec Janson.

Alex ius is now $42 for semi-

School's out for semester break. and I went to go skiing in
Colorado fora week. I'm 16, a girl, and I have the money. Ian
get a reservation. and I know 111 have a ball. My old-fashioned
mother won't let me go because there won't be a chaperone My
mother reads your column. Please tell her, so she'll quit worry-

private, S50 for private. Two

ing.

. Ready to Side. Elk Grose

OM Mom, ICI tell you. You're right

"executive suites are available there, each costing 505.

These contain carpeting and
Mediterranean furniture. In...sive care facilities are S80 a
Ray and coronary facilities
5100.

mholeery Coll

LA Sella Personnel

CM1016 UPHOLSTERMLi

New federal regulations on savings which were put into
effect on Wednesday, January 21, 1970 allow the First
National Bank to increase interest rates on some accounts. Other accounts will stay unchanged.

The new First National certificates allow Savers to
invest 11,000 or more at 5%% interest. Remember. all
accounts will compound daily to keep on paying our
customers the greatest amount of interest allowed by
law.

Perhaps you have some questions about the new
federal regulations. If so, call 392-1600 and our customer service department will be glad to provide you
with an answer.
Remember, the First National Bank continues to pay

compounded daily,

BOYS 12 to 16

Decorators

,l'A""9"
mn., mh,....,...,q..
"" "'"'n"

DRAPERIES

p;,,
0i_

CL3.3384

h/RuN 0

'h/T9G°00* 999-97,

CHAS.o

B.

BY RAY PETERSON

GRAY SALES

rth o. nth...a as repo, 965 °ism

o

Rlaitering

92,./11

259.0894
I

Entertainment

85

-'
W1NDOW CLEANING - Mc

,.

Yithithsth11,1

6 REMODELING

oil

0

OR,
IF YOU
LIKE, YOU

Window Washing

1

1

JOE ORTMAN

529 5956

Window Well Covers

Ford Dealer

unvJA BEAK

255-7200

537-1244

UP TO 5%4%
You can increase your interest returns by investing in
one of two available maturities: The one-year certifi-

cate pays 5%%, and the two-year certificate earns
5%%. 0100,000 Certificates are available and you
can call for new rates and maturities.

oev emes..,-1Yee

'SST!

Firewood

CABABLE YOUNG MAN WILL DO
CARPENTRY BY CONTRACT OR
BY THE HOUR CALL AFTER 6
PM. WEEKDAYS, ANY TIME SAX
URDAY 6 SUNDAY 239.9341.

526 ow

cc,. cc, acqm, e.2,q ers oys,

5% GOLDEN PASSBOOK ACCOUNTS

places 6
Gem
949.599°

ral repar.
eeMee
ired.

'''''' ''°.

Child Care

ING

SEASONED

BRICK AND STONE WORK,.

TV SERVICES REPAIR

PLACES AND REPAIRS FREE M
TIMATES. CALL FL s-eso

CALL ED 358.5359

Also Kindling wood

CoINE Meat

AA''''

Ah

Floor Refinishing

M

10 AM to 2 P.M

Roofing "

nvelae

was-

First National Bank
of Mount Prospect

"

tt17:::::::;=""'`°-

'-

Carpet Cleaning

Furnace installation

r

tea

priced Det PI

dd0-63¢6

ee,

RUGS 6 CARPETS , d

.9h2.

°

IBM' g p

I

MEMBER

FDIC

Pl

/,

/

Banquets,

-1

9

OUR

hrA

9'

.

&

itherd S Week thsiem, nee

Decorating

P°'"°. 'fl° ' °'" °°°°d .rrn-

WE HAVE 1 YON TRUCK.

AND 2 STRONGMEN
-

Z

NALL BAP, BMFET Pbs. DM,
PROSPECT CATERING CL51033

/L.171, ,,74c. ihh

,...r..., i gw,e,p.

dog ow money's worth from

RISTICH PAVING AND CEMENT

today's costly hospital earn?

WORK ALSO 71,ff ralreMiND
SPECIAL PRICES CALL E27.820S.

Home Maintenance'

fAIIME2-20.1Allw
WASONABLE -REBUKES

FULJINSURED CALLW.jat

4
p

meticulous
II

do

011

"CALL ME WHEN
YOU GET HOME"

AND FOR THE
HOUSEWIFE,
DAY

SLIP COVERS

WANT ADS

WINTER SALE

GET RESULTS,

50% OFF

t 668-3AM

s.,

Also Expert Reupholatery
2.. par Moir plus Mime
,,,,,,,,...2.,, ,,ash.:
,,
'
s
',Ten o/ ....eq./

,

minting, mper hanging wen
work Clean mat. wort at Few
'd
t
SW. T M a

Z

in eta tn. call 4.5516.
'o''w°o's=r?ro'g'w
George per, NiU0

,

-

Shop AI Nome Sewke

up AI
I

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore !Metiers

abao a year,
ks in rhe

EEE

0

10

CUP a COMPUTE & MAIL TO

Phone

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
WANT AD DEPT.

255-7200

DI] S. Arlington Ms. Rd,
Arlington Heights, III, 60005

EASIER!

-

100 6 of Fabrics
to choose from

,

odon crown. e c. third war!.

QUICKER,

ON ALL LABOR

my own itm./eMr.

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

35766

Macher

KRUG. DECORATING
I

6 5 M. West SIM. M Wm.

I 17 S. Main SC, Mount Prospect. 111.60056. If yaa wish a per-

a

HEARING AIDS FOR ROM

SPKWITEY.

TOMORROW: Are we get -

PAPERHANGING.

Rea..

.- Rearing Atha

WA
chart Rat
E

23 -Employment Agencies -Men

BUSINESSMAN

CALL BUD 259-4016

8.

re-gluing..4SM

ties a J -c353..
WEDDINGS

Painting

Whhh°°.°°'°'!°r°59°°/h°

PATCH'S PANTRi
C

ClassIcal.0600 n55617

q

Catering
dings.

YOUR FRIENDLY FULL SERVICE BANK AT RANDHURST CENTER

1

-

ICKES-BRAUN GLASSHOUSES

SOLVER
FOR THE

wE sisecall in Fohric Slip Coe

trJia1 General Hauling

MPG t. hu. u.

,,7'

1°-

Rearestee d 899 8637

PMNO OR ORGAN

Furniture Refinishing

'

r'.'!'.."L''''''''''''

,'"

FOR INTERVIEW CALL
LOU ADAMEC
034.3131

PROBLEM

a.

Slip C°".

Z°Z1:41.

..

outs.

Swathes Remoed. RePOire

mFro°

hy

M99709

IS A REAL

El

19/9Mtd 6 TY9M9. W9Fh G/FT'h-

goo deco,uu

THE DAY

BARGAIN COUNTER

.9''.'.,,ITny

Illinois Bell

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN
ALUMINUM FABRICATOR
ALUMINUM WELDER
SKILLED SAW OPERATOR
MACHINIST
FIELD ERECTION SUPERVISOR
COST ACCOUNTANT

s

1/2 PRICE SALE

."(P °I.ISBAASM3 71'

0

24-lielp Ranted Men

ADULTS ONLY

S25 A TON STACKED

'"

8°269.996"A'n"

Reads Merchandise

Mold Designing

d

E

Radio -9V Repair

er.w ea 8241146.mecoues.e
Da...
Musical Instructions
tug A TON DELIVERED

5''''''

(Top (Ph tip!)

WILL DO TYPING or ADDRESS

S3/.3380

Oak A. Birch ..uud. West Garden
1
A
b
Cenh 0 MI

oath..., oe,Ysea he
Mem boihrocret lim

°

656.9922

CL 3.S961

Fl.°h°'/' W°A'''
WILL NORMAND STACK

WINTER RAILS ME COMP FREE
ESTIMATES CALL 3. 3427.

,

ANs

1143usinessfenices

A. Roof Repairing
op, 067.q7
taccump

NEAT CARPENTER WO,

STAIRS, M./OW& PORCHES.

GENERAL

The new regulations do not permit banks to raise the
interest rates on these accounts. However, you still
benefit by daily compounding of interest and a guaranteed return.

FIREWOOD
LIMP
325 A TON
329 A TON STf ACKEDED

NMc

296-6640

'Plumbing

139MAIMS

Ismspeo

G If

OR

$L000 CERTIFICATES NOW PAY

PARTS DRIVER

ners Rectal plan 39247S0

9h °

824 7510

Masonry

BRCS HOW REPAIRS

14Psisoluls

CAN PHONE
YOUR WANT AD
TO US...

EXPERT PMSTER1NG

Magic

nab/

En

W GS 0,LL TYPES

SEASONAL TUNE UP SPECIAL

/

oe/,.

wigs

HAVE YOUR PIANO TUNED

o

41/2% automatically.

C13.2236

Piano Toning Services

Electrical Work

4% ACCOUNTS NOW PAY 02%
Your First National savings account is now earning

;6 00

Lawn Mower Repairs

ContranEors
CZI9j11"29919T9992
359.145.

L..

ILPAPER

13{ost sad Road

Cali 2OB.4646

A°

we

Mow room 1615 Oaloon Des PI

DM PLAINES 29,2.0520
B

SERVICE 0,1544

CARPETING

255.3816

9

EUMKALUX AND OTHERS
315.9.1 AND UP ABBEY SALES 6

VER

.-

Permanent Waves

Murmur

SHORTEN COATS 6 SKIRTS

h

AMEWCAN UPHOLSTERING

,,,,,n, Repair Service

CL 9 049b

A AA'101401STERy
A'"A'AA
'"CUSTOM

Phone 2S3-70;7

....G.°. 'hBh°'.
, vie
nilwa,

345

RECONDIT 10.2 VACS HOO.

.

Barber Service

315 t

C

csymse.

Lauritz Jensen

Mthlorenine emors

244Ie1p Wanted Men

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

°99-2999

Gee s1/9h9heh

terior Dc.ean,

ROC/MICR M

M

Send your questions to Lee Jaasan,rla Day Pablkarlans,
sonal rrply.irns I a se*addressaravelape.

.

.,,,,L.L-d,,:...acme

In297.395

nernbmg Area 892-7089
....1

Cell Wier CM 392.8892.

the highest interest allowed by law and interest is

Dear Lee Janson.

296.2776

Upholstery

h'°,..°° '''.:T.

MATES CML TODAY .

allowed by law

toral cam. administration of

There h. You are, Ocidentally, not MOMS. Ortm, the biggest,
burliest visitor is the biggrvt baby. Arrange with n nurse or can.

537-0737

BRIDGE LESSONS

B

"OUR BASIC room charge
figures may he higher than
her hospitals, since we pro.

Nonhwest Community and
St. /desists cooperate with
nurses' training courses at

DER. IREs -Swot

DES.

I.V. Soler 6 svwcv nun Ivo

In600Mi0111

II

Automobile Service

vices.

and omen!, house staff, pas-

Nauseous

sat

For the highest interest rates

pharmacy and laboratory ser-

maintenance, plant operasion.
administration, deprciation.
employe benefits, meals. dieticians, nursing service, medical
record,. social service. mime.
clonal programs Ise !Fells for
nursing. suet, chaplain. X-ray

visiting friends in hospitals.
Sometimes I have to go In Whit because a friend of my parents
because a classmate from school is in the
Sometimes it
is
hospital. I don't like hospitals I elm. got sick just walking
through the front door.
I'm poor company for anyone I visit. just became I'm afraid
I'll get sick while I'm sitting therE. 1 want to see these people and
he a cheerful visitor. Is there any help for anyone like roc?

Bjornson Bros.

Shere Form Ageo
0...

`1=C;ZA7,7

CLANS AD.I. TRAINEE

E. V. Service

.

090 6 9999/ h9^0w12.

mastine, 3911231

HEMMING AM MENDING

for the room and leased out the

At Lutheran General that:
items are listed in computing
the basic room coati housekeeping. laundry and linen.

SICK -SICK -SICK

358.38

FILINGS
Office or cr.,/ Mrne.

a

ORMSMAKING.Instrocrion

SIATISTICA1 TYPING,

system.

572.52 at Northwest Commu-

nity. g(10 W. Central Rd., A,
2211,11/11 Heights. An average

se

nopn

0 5-8921

FEDERAL & STATE

Dressmaking.Sewing

255-7200

LEGAL. MEDICAL,

t.y had undercharge'

techni ciao training pro-

Tile

FREE ESTIMATES Mb W.

Coll 259.0561 Rod Sm.

Mb 2881

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

Community. mid that some
kennels went broke with the

vicm and carry on an extensive

COLLEGEGRADS

SAlES TRAINEES

Drapery Repair,

ecuss.
WIMMiel,M6Mord

pal ack Rpm. director of pule
lic relations at Nonhwest

at Lutheran General. 580.73 educational program." Kurtz
at Holy Family. $77.37 at St. /said. 'This includes nursing
Meant, 900 W. Westerfield school, chaplain training and

Rd., Elk Grow Village. and

43T-9'

w 919"19°.

BENVICIAL T. SERVICE

,,,,..,,,no

Business Service

patient day is estimattel at $02

lAID-711014

9992 .W9A9(?991ATA9e/A9:-

DICK'S TILE SERVICE '

...head Designs

First National Bank
of Mount Prospect

Spire in lade room charge."

vide social and chaplain se,

INDIVIMAS

WILL

C P Ph

Molsiew Coll CL 3.06S Pros.

leis arc using a more reelisfic

AVERAGE CHARGE per

Do

392.0105

"Pon the NW tins, hospi.

amounting

Coll

Ton Reliant

PAINTING 6 DECORATING

lie

foamr

f9

read.

Ad Ms 11,39.8280

CAN DEPEND ON

investigative

,tetivitim. -Can cuss be aqua.
led with quality? Do we really
have quality when we are 13th
among other coumries in male

paid

Fee

WALL PAPERING

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

.

Top NMI Corp. with

'9°9 . '9W'.

. DRAPERY REPAIRS

'Second of Moe srdeks)

StIOTE:qttu44, CAR

=69e"'"' "u"Arn ArAA'AA'

.....hh/h/nR
h.9....r'
SpoP11.1retieen
Melling Pieces

nursing service and
meads. runs from $41 at 543 at
three Is/vitals for yemi.privote accommodations.
charge et Lutheran General
nee Ian. I from 5411.50
$54.50.

COMPANY REP.

Sump Pomp

9oARA'areo90'994. PF96997nOh9e
671 0009

Income Tax

JANUARY SALE

JR ACCOUNTANT

AD'S HOME

G

""'C9rZS=""'

Professional Pup...

ii,:,..n, window,

Free E0motee 01 Sminski

COMPUTERIZED

A basic room fee. which in.

Nog ro rmeraknaly be 360130

Coll 4311-8209

NEW WAY PA1NNNG

CLMNING RESIDENTIAL AND

''' "EL"'

eludes

,I39 0)00
Tow Typist -legal, stratilicol, book

SNOWPLOWING

''''''''''''

299.1096a.

Draperies

gropeet Ms/ ...rims pot, path at mount thopert.111. moth

kin check In see if increased
charges are covered by their

WO baby Pt dons far wa,Pn0

Store

I

An Seryire

Oat enemas S. wail nce.$11.en uw.trreedelfet sh mouth
NeewhindPflUe. tonal, a rap,

,

0 AI
P995/. 9°5°WE
NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

GROOMING

Ad.

By Darlene Mitchell

and clekvery
Coll S6PS60)

Snow Plowing

FINE INTERIOR P.11/140
By school teacher. Insurert
Small Jobs weIcome
Merlin Hahegger 358.2022.

HOME OWNERS SERVICE CAR.
PET FURNITURE WALL 6 FLOOR
CLEANING
WAXING BY IN ,

VY. PAINT? 111 om
hnos on Yno

POODLE

MIS%

Sulnerlpenorweet Mouths me... hune.....

Medicare, insurance pay
most patient hospital bills

REGISTER NURSE available for

23-Emplossent Agencieskleri

Painting & Decorating

Home Maintenance

.SLIPSD WORKMEN 8325-3750

VOODU 6 SCHNAUZER
GROOMING
235.2570

sa,c2

mamiy ars ma

ENROLL NOW F OR
3 3500, FL 8.13SS

Dog Service

Gam 39,.1886.
394.1886. Rolling MM.

Alanaging Editor

publihhed dmilb alondes Ihratach Fridw, ITT 12, Publioulions. Im.

CL

0

g all seven of these letters.

SCHOOL 05

FILERS

oars
392511SES.
us

ALTE ANC

1, Ms

INDEX

GO AHEAD, GET SNIPPY,
AND PUT A DAY WANT
AD TO WORK
FOR YOU!

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
u

-CLASSIFIED

Snip and fill out the blank below and
mail to The Day to start your 3 -line,
5 -day want ad to sell, rent, bay, trade
The Day has a ready
or whatever
audience for your message, everyday!

the Prospect Dov, and The Des Plaines DoePwY

HIDEAWORD

Marshell Held 111

1

II

Year Ad will oPPeor doily , tn.
Northwest Do, The Minoan Day

'TOUSDIE

mho

255-7200 OR 296-6640

go Nod,
gaf
Snippy'

it t,

I

CALL

=thus.

2TStulims MOM -lbw

ak

1,11

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:

I know that laws are made to
he broken
but how come
someone else sdways gets away

Pro5pett Dap
Rage 4

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered.
by reputable business people in your comm..
nity...CALL ONE NOW!

1

you off or some other dirty

puttee in the world.
Wonder what would happen
if we got rid of hate in our men
bo hood?
With it? Policemen give tick.
ONS6IRESWORRBBR400,54,40Norerceseoreigrge.

they marched. Shoppers hate

other shoppers.
If you've ever been standing
in line at the theater, you know
5orwmgmee.,51,030500theiteRROOthteseRROthxce

.

how it works. The line doesn't
look too long. It's cold, but it's

ficc, and suddenly you beawhen they are in trouble. bra
. shirt, a woman came by. She
had her son with her. She
gabbed the shirt fron. me,
held it up toiler son's chest and

Wes came to mind.

BILlittel4 gekviee DiiteetOkti

By Ron Swans

Of

296-6640

acre.

proN 'h,. and tort nplIOA PON., nndueee_

wow..

Da Plaines, III. 60016

kve one von

ext ton.

wo wore ol

a

GEORGE APOSTLE

296.1013

or

722 Center St.

owed 335000. A

OPEN

Monday

Tondo),

PH. PAt

ENGINEERING O'HARE

2720 Des Pail. ket.
Des Plaines. III.

DAILY

v Ate. to S Pal

I
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Monday February 2/1970
mondsy,Febnsary, 2, 1970
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24414 Wasted Men

2141eIF Waded Men

2.141elp /faed Mn

248elpWantellMen

2141* Wanted Men

Waded

21

YES.

STOCK HELP
24.1111110:111er

2441elpNitted MO

11

of Notional Co

will

f7.1'.4171

FJ

r

e Enc

a ...Lot

in

h

DRIVER

Pleasant work fora new
hotel, convention
lux
center for Northwest
Suburbs. Breakfast and
lunch shift. Union bene-

Ready for a
great new job?

APPLY LAMSON

EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE

TERRACE SUPPLY

mt. Naive,'

BOYS

3.91,000

CALL 392-4700

0

arlingtifinOrk
towers

Illinois Bell

WALL WASHER

UNIQUE JOBS FOR
YOUNG MEN WITH
AN ELECTRONIC,
BACKGROUND

.0..

CHECK THE DAY... EVERY DAY

increose after com
doed mooting.

Mt IS /NMI. h

ILY

HOSPITAL
100

oge and/. mai

ri

FOR A BETTER DEAL!

PLUS ALL COMPANY BENEFITS

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

INCLUDING:

$3.41 to 4.06 per hr. depending on experience

Premium Pay for Overtime
9 Paid Holidays
Pension Pion

TOOL ROOM MACHINE

(Top job HO
Coll or Apply in Person

0 Illinois Bell

NORTHROP
ARCHITECTURAL

5555 West Touhy Ave.
Skokie, Ill.

Chia.,

ASSISTANT

QUALIFY

Pendburst SM1Opping Canter
BETWEEN 10 00 AM P. 5.00 PM

PORCELAIN ENAMEL SHOP
ASSEMBLY & PACKAGING
METAL FABRICATION

'ARLINGTON WS.

100 N. DIC10200 RD.

297-3550

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR
MR. BRUNNER

SAXON BUSINESS PRODUCTS, INC.

company Norms

GENERAL OFFICE

ACCOUNTING

WITH EXPANDING MACHINE SHOP

Lathe and/or Mill Hard
General Machinist
O.D. and/or I.D. Grinder Hand
Tool Steel Heat Treat Operator
Call NIT McGrath 358-5800

a caw, kraals iricsaany
Laid vecarionsond Wien

EXECUTIVE TRAINEE

wnaum

HOURS, 7:00 A.M.-3:30 P.M.
9 PAID HOLIDAYS
PAID VACATION
PAID SICK LEAVE
PAID HOSPITALIZATION

GRINDER

imumaca. Inaptednetion

PACKER

ditions, top vocation plan, company subsidized
cafeteria and much more.

MilwauLue Aua at Dundee

SIGNODE CORP.
GLENVIEW

3700 W. LAKE AVE.
PHONE 724-6100
Ilea

In.

[8 Litton Medical Products

tam Weans 7 aw.m4 m

ILO

ues. Album 7 A.M.10 78 AL
Ealuday. A.M Lee PAL

HOW DOES YOURm%

86Ineernical -data.111
Bleltelas glvd.
Elk Greve YIllsga, III.

anT .

PAL,

Pine

Tell, A Tneope.

ADA.. Cast and Oaralaymen
mor tidal c reLarding

EXPERIENCED OR WILL TRAIN
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

'WE NEED YOU NOW IN:
3406 W. Montrose Ave
Chicago

INTERNAL AUDITING
rn

COST ACCOUNTING
YOU'LL STAY WITH TELETYPE B.ECAUSE
WE HAVE A FUTURE FOR YOU HERE!

Good Pay
Steady Overtime
Annual Bonus
No Layoffs
Poid Holidays 8 Vocations
Hospitalization Benefits

FULL UNE OF COMPANY BENEFITS

'

STELYN TOOL CO.

CALL MR. P. JENSEN

Ctystol

Lake

815-459-3900

676-1000 Ext. 6117

TELETYPE CORPORATION
Skokie, Illinois
An equal opportunity employer

Des. Ploines,

BOO E. NO(01WeSt

III

824-11 BB

WE HAVE THE FOLLOWING
JOB OPPORTUNITIES

DI0CAPKIONE TYPI

TRAVEL AGENTS

CONTINENTAL CAN
COMPANY

SHARP STENOS:
EXPERIENCED

for

GENERAL CLERK

v. poblic

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS:

mos

290-2770
La Solle Personnel

PARTY PLAN

Stoning salary flee.. Poid

MANAGER

Call Bab Perkins

weekly

OOond olPurninio available in our Payroll Deportment. Some .y
punch expenence necessary. Must be good at figures.

Why Sit Still When you can move ahead?

nth pr,ara

Mailable
392.2700

GAL FRIDAY

be a lo Salle Gal

$433

TELLER TRAINEE

Rent free

CALL OR COME IN,
439-8500

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

"

46111

Cincinnati -Forte Company,
Copany, a wholly
owned subsidiary of Cincinnati, Inc. formerly
the Cincinnati Shaper Company, are now
occupying their new quarters in the Arlington Research Center, immediately adjacent
to Radio station WEXI....WE'RE GROWING

The

La Salle Personnel
Des Moines

TELETYPE CORPORATION
255.9000

CALL LIE et 203.-71,1

Arlington Heights
Federal Savings

Nen Larson &Associates

The individuals we hire for MILLING MACHINE OPERATORS must be
self-starters and capable of doing set-up work. 50 hour work week
minimum. Excellent company benefits - paid for by the company.
-

also 2nd shift openings available

RESERVATIONIST
5540

ems ape caned.

Coll 5378770

Saturday interviews arranged for your convenience.
316 W. University Drive (Arlington Industrial Park)
Arlington Heights, Ill.

Skokie,

,E

TELETYPE OPERATORS
Our Teletype De ortment need. a relief operator. Poprock-nowt,
20 weeks work throughout the year, to cover vacation periods.

CLERK TYPIST

GENERAL OFFICE

ood Leo,
are gam o gad

.,al

'Nina

don DA,
oly tramnas yoa
plesetete
ne
sesame inset

Needed

in

288.6051

CALL OR COME IN,
439-8500
WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

V S. Denten

394-0880

son

FHE'E.

WEST PERSONNEL

GIRLS NOW!

2j SU±A

SECRETARY

'"'SVArt'rS'S'asirrr?'C''''

rid

e

011
11M

Wedc'ne'srate'

Ch p

255-9000

CLERK -TYPIST

'

296-1011

Today's fun -project for' hay.
based on fa and girls is

name. IT he cannot. he goes to the
next player and repeats the ques-

...spews!.

tion, asking. "01.11 d,:! he do?"

DIET

ASSISTANT

The player who is "IC goes
out of the room while the other
room. He is told whether the famous ocoon is a man or a woman.

comes eel far the nest round.

.. -It" is collect back inlo Ike

PERSON
PERSONNEL DEPT

HOLY FAMILY

HOSPITAL

HOSPITAL

HOSPITAL

4143

The second Claret must answer
by staling one thin, the famous
Amon did. Tile game continues

from player to plasbr until "It"
guesses correctly. The player
whose answer tips him off be-

players decide on a farrow per-

al solo,

''''''''AVPnr7IN

Des Raines

in or women.

Diet Tech.

Widow.

100 N. River Rd.

If "It" can guess who the fail.mousonhe announces the

HOLY FAMILY

Des Plaines

identity of the perstm.

255.9000
Arlington Heights
Federal Savings

HOLY FAMILY
IDO N. River Rd

did. trying not to disclose is

B) Cappy Dick

APPLY IN PERSON
PERSONNEL DEPT

O'HARE

PLA1 ?WHAT DID IIE ULT.

MR. CHIRPE.

BUSINESSMEN'S CLEARING HOUSE

2720 Ns Plaines Arc

plume reg.,. AL P."
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

fringe hen.

w,

..1

tgaffl@REPLZVO-PC11242

Young Hobby Club

Len, FRU

NURSES

OFFICE

MARKETING

PM

I

TECHNICIAN

TRAINEES

SECRETARIES

ROATING ROCK OF ICE

r
h

NORTHWEST STATIONERS

a 3 WM

DERE LANE STRANDED ON A

Ps COIL CORP.

IrnIne
WHERE AM
iS
MORIER HERE.?.
OHIO ES Hon.., a

$116 Le NALL

SECRETARY

Promeet

An Equal Opportunity Employer

LIBRARIAN

SALESLADY

WE NEED

wWANG .R5 rim,

AshT.CUT TO ONE MISSION
L,ENOS MISELF AND

MOLON MOTOR

CONTACT MISS AKA,
827-6628

,_:.>

Put Day Want Ads
't o Work For You

TGORTUK

RN's & LPN's

Union 76 Disfisionl Eastern Region

Mark Trail

ogee

o

unktri
Union Oil Company Of Califorrna
200 East Golf Rood, Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone
5294700

Opo

$550 MONTH

approximately February 15th. 10% shift bonuses available.
APPLY IN PERSON OR PHONE 394-4450 FOR APPOINTMENT

5555 West Touhy

CL 3-6100 Ext. 227

CAREER SPECIALISTS
Si 0
PI
1510 !A

FREE PARKING

TALL

MILLING MACHINE OPERATORS

For A Confidential Interview

or Ws owe. m. No EE

OFFICE

WE'VE DOUBLED
OUR SIZE!

676-1000

WO,

SECRETARY

298-2770

940 U.S.

.

toltAt
3301 Col

ONE GIRL

An Equal Opparamly Empbyer

IJ

BAG?

moan, br""in'
ELFUSE, INC.
Subsidiory of Tracor Inc.

c:,ritrrt=syts.

ar5555 West Touhy

171 S. Main St.

297-7770
TEKTRONIX, INC.

2611819 Wanted Women

RENTAL AGENT

These are first shift openings

EXPERIENCED

DIE MAKERS

alung

PLEASE CALL

someellen college

solory. OutstamItng
paid company insurarme
plan plus other employee

to,

YOUR

SALES ORDER CLERK

criZegtOROLZ'L1TTLR'11

ing

:In 1:1:: / Onnortoritry Employ,'

ltiregSii
ir

ADD UP?

TIME SHARING TERMINALS, INC.

MT. PROSPECT

am we would

PHONE

eACCOUNTING FUTURE

TECHNICIANS

2416 Ester Avenue
Elk Grove Village III

FREE TRAVEL!

APPLY TO MR. DON MARCHINI

428-3623

BREAKER CONFECTIONS, INC

eiLoarlence in r. no,
d applicants enny Lind

enr

An equal opponuniry employer.

Egoel OpporTenig Ente/Wer

255-9000

COMPLETE TRAINING

FILE CLERKS

5555 W. Touhy Skokie, III.

'Nonfarm, free Blue Cross and Blue Shield. major
medical and life insurance, finest of working con-

CARGILL, INC.

RANDHURST CENTER

397-5250

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

Big Pay -New People

preferred. Exct stork

TELETYPE CORPORATION

Signodo of ere: an outstanding profit .ha ing

Walden again.

Illinois Bell

2861111101111611 /5,0001- Women

MACHINIST
1ST 8.2ND SHIFT

"rn *rsm=atZl

White Collar Girls

Coll or oPPlY Remora,. OePRomem

MACHINE ERECTORS

CARGILL, INC.
MAINTENANCE WORK

0

Arlington Heights
Federal Savings

MATERIAL HANDLER
STOCKROON1

2ND SHIFT

Pmfir

THIS JOB OFFERS

Plastic Container
Division

Apply in Person fora Confidential Interview

ONE SHIFT

531-0020

CLERK

tiT.n

en

eu

DIAL -A -JOB
656.9922

PART TIME
AM to 3PM

RECEPTIONIST

ad

INSPECTORS

(Installment Loon Adjustor)
raid Vacation

,PisT

493-13500

creZ'1."'n

position tar a young man
who is interested it
variety of generol ac
cowing dudes.
Some
mnorionco es-

TOOL MAKERS

AUTOMATIC PAY INCREASES
.edakr

Local or Loop

COME IN AND REGISTER

SECRETARY-GENERAL OFFICE

.l pike

benefits.

Shame Aunimaiic Screw Machine °verniers

EFITS

1ST 8 28113 SHIFT

5

ASS'T RECEIVING

Immediate opportunity to join an
above AVERAGE COMPANY offering
ABOVE AVERAGE WAGES AND BEN-

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

MACHINISTS

WIRERS AND SOLDERERS

TODAY!

WORK IN YOUR AREA!
JOB OPPORTUNITIES
WORTH LOOKING INTO:

Complete Training

No fee

CALL OR COME IN.

272-5500

SECRETARY

We hove an attractive

Pertfiol,
0

ABOUT A BETTER JOB

VOLKSWAGEN
NORTH CENTRAL
DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

SECRETARY

FREE TRAVEL!

Call Mr. Stephan
collect or

K MART FOODS

WELDERS

TALK TO TELETYPE

259-5010
WANTED FOR PERMANENT POSITIONS

PUNCH PRESS SET-UP
AND OPERATERS

OPERATORS:

PRODUCTS CO
CALL JOHN A BEIR

IE. R.°

$600 MONTH
COMPANY

s

312-325-5210

(-MACHINE

ALL OFFICE SKILLS

Free brush up practice

PHONE 437-3700

WITH NO LAYOFFS AND
AN EXCELLENT CHANCE
FOR ADVANCEMENT

Winn

WEBER -STEPHEN

5018 DADA.

THIS JOB OFFERS

ama

SERVICE TECHNICIANS

koi tar early art

For

Mist PA,

Iders. Erns.

Cell Mr. R. Bareayk at 766.6230 or apply at

"NOW & THEN 10B"

bc

Big Pay -New People

FACTORY EMPLOYMENT

anion, holidays, plus orher bee benefit plans.

TEMPORARY

or Igoe 2 Hon vo

GLOBUS TOURS

OFFICE

SYMONS MFG.

MANAGER

nd

Solve your money problems with o

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

you hi a

FOP APPOINT/MAI CALL

PRODUCE

nv paid bene fir program Jacketing. hlasplriollaanoa.

Wieboldt Auto Center

CAL11.11111.4191

aft avellable

YOU CAN TOO! YOUR FIRST TEAR, IF YOU

III

APPLY

EUROPEAN TOUR
OPERATOR

isijr=nr'..LPT,.nr

(Area Code 815) 568-2283

$10,000 to $12,000 PER YEAR

MAKE YOU FEEL LOW

Coll 64,000 Eg.
GENERAL AMERICAN
RESEARCH DIVISION

Ken Larson& As.c lams

MARENGO, ILLINOIS, 60152

OF LIVING

Ana. Perform RA.' ,elm.

334.00130

GENERAL

HIGH COST

pl y

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

Esestr.rdi7

I

Stenographer

JANITOR

"Specialists in Magnetic Materials"

d

h

BUSINESS PRODUCTS

Customer Service

DENTIST'S
CHAIRSIDE
ASST. TRAINEE

ARNOLD
OUR MEN AVERAGE

TIMEKEEPER
DES PLAINES LOCATION

TOWERS HOTEL

auLla

Chgo.111.

APPLY: Monday - Friday 8AM- 3PM

MOTOROLA (1)

SAXON

Fountain Waitress

040 S firnhille Rd 428.9900

3S941300

1031 N. Cicero Ave

ENGINEERING CO.

GRIFFIN WHEEL CO.

experiene Com-

si <laded wadi and public

0

A

tun

modem working conditions

putOnlelliiii41001.

2R71A550

Ps SON

w

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES
AWAIT YOU AT

apF

9 S. Dueion

W.H. HUTCHINSON

.8 Paid Holidays
. hoe Nespilalionlian 6 SuP.idcai

SYSTEMS

PHONE

Stylal Pull

Well Mg Saien.0.,

racallan plan
manor medical insurance
orsfirssons.

CALL M GRESS'

EXUTIVE
SECY
ECm

wft

aW

to

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

ARLINGTON PARK

Amy Personnel

call 'edam. $425

codas
Walling

WIRERS
SOLDERERS

pany cold benefits.

PHONE 439-7800

,

24 X

PHONE. WRITE OR VISIT

5600 W Roosevelt Rd.

Must
required.
have own ironsportation.
commensurate
Salary

WI,

l'10=.7:V57;ti

Work in
Mt. Prospect

FRONT DESK

ee.

Nee a than. aaw.m7
Saturday. Ain to aim.

(9Q,1

WO

16 W. Northwest Hwy.
Mount Prospect
255-9414

al machine Pols EN
votary plus all frieoe

eel

anipany veasim for

0

Ss.)

!GNI

PUSH BUTTON
if yoe hove

up and sperm!, all

PLUS

SUNBEAM
CORPORATION

Lai lypils
11

p

ledge of various office
duties. Must have experence. Good hrisin9

onth

1.850

rr

f

skills

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

ORDER TYPIST

$111 WEEK

MACHINISTS

TELETYPE CORPORATION

;Rein,.

MANAGER TRAINEE

E G V Figure Clerk
B

TELETYPE CORP.

$3.07 to 3.65 per hr. depending on experience
We need Men who wont Permanent Jobs
WITH NO LAYOFFS!

5555 W. Touhy Skokie, Ill.

854-4652

06.9922

Immediate openings for
2 young lodieswilh know-

150°
Arl

OPERATORS

Call G. Kral at 676-1000, Ext. 5457

463.2010

656.9922

676-1000 ett 6117

WE OFFER:

Computer Business Consultants, Inc.

GENERAL OFFICE

NonhweLi 11,

77' 4

render sr., PI 298-213110
K$L

1261M1p Warted OUP

2641e1pWanteriWoen

k 3173h Ow

54 y

TO WORk FOR A
CALL
LEAKIER?

Illinois Bell

Now Is The
Time To Get Your
1970 Job
Register By Phone
Or Come In

RECEPTION

nos see rims,

WANTED

2,8-1170,

WHAT'S IT Li kE

E32 oD

Des Plaines

Day Want Ads
Sell Things Faster

Fes THE TO01 AND DIE AMKING. OPPOM,

for Additionol Information and a
Confidential Interview.

FACTORY HELP

PUT!

lo

ROL. SI.

amdoolg lori

PROGRAMMER/ANALYST
START BETWEEN 111,000.$15,000 PER Walt

APPRENTICE
COMPOSITOR

2345 Oakton 439.4540

KU. GROW AGAIN.

HOLY=014FNAMEIP'1'

298-2770
Lo Salle Penonnel

N.S.T., Elk Grove

dept. CZ

.00

r4E4Anem.

16 Kelp Wanted Roan

264Blp Warded Bonen

HOTEL

wc all !enma ossionmenn, roach er nOpf Men, wed

Port time work otter
school
16 years and
ve. Free meals, 25c

rinT

MAIDS

$5.00 AN HOUR
.

Age,

Mrs.

EARN UP TO

s

Ran., <names

Laphone helpful. Capable of

FREE PARKING

6561922

2686II Wadd"'

2611e1nRaKellToFee

girl wilh good of lice skills. Dic

LEGAL SEC'S -S650

SCANDA HOLISF
25n aS50

TOOL & DIE MAKERS!

254.nelopnentAgenues Women
SECRETARY - $360. Fes Paid.

Strom. os ammo.

FOR EXPERIENCED

- -

PERSONNEL MANAGER

FULL TIME

...ERRING MAN

GREAT OPPORTUNITIES

817 7000

you

came

12441e0WantedMen

ea ab Salta Oel

Tool and Die Makers

fits.
week NO FEE

.

YEAn run eePreLeni

25 -Employment Agenne, Women

ORDER FILLER

SECOND COOK

MGM'T. TRAINEE 5800

1

2Illelp WEIN Men

He Oleo asks one Oates. "What

In the ilkstration above, "It"

did he Jo?" Of course, lithe fa morn poison were a women, the

finally guesses that the famous

question would le. "Whet did she

Buffalo Bill.

mon the players hod chosen was

do?"

The player must reply by telling one thing the famous person

TOMORROW, A new game to
play with facial tissues!

NON TO

DO!

1111113 A 1.3311.5 'A V CI 0

Monday February 2 1970

Paid K

WORK...HOURS

nweellatelthwe

168dnlianei Women
GIRL 41110611 posman open
bri. sates ogee Typ
hate

No

per.n
ten

bom 3

CREDIT
CLERK

INWRVIDAIRS
now training
fine

I

cep necessary Call
inter

336.4470

Fogel

notion. Per... 1444 Oak.

MAT'S IT RE
CAB

LEAdER?

norm <Mom. mad, Tnnew.

bon. nee...

Typing desirolsks but not a.

Illinois Bell

CLERK
TYPIST

en.. Salary commensurate

with obi. Far Interview c.
824-4919

hour work week in new modem office.

t's 3725 P:;ritt"605

7070

6,542,7

deposit

Nigh

Sales

Potential-IP Ye.

ming. 312.000. loin Oor Pm.

remnimeareN

Old

61

6 CIE

0

$25.

L

GO 3200

Hunched. al old ANAL desks

CALLA. R.D.NWrs

PERSONNEL.
TOP SSSSSSSSSW

537,886

298-2770
La Salle Penonnel

TIORNINITE FOR SALE ALSO
MISC. ITEMS. GOOD GOND
LOW PRICES. C1.13,120

rho now people

624

-

vett, del., Poll

4.

543 8616

'''3"111tIrs

F. Call
3126.mgi.

2nd Cars

In Duch

c

38 Ct., 2 A A MM.=
92 0,9199 *99.

LMO or ma aim. ]556115
ofTer 5

.M.

m.

A yew nine

toad, itatotl..2 1616

co

'arr

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 1970

0016.

auto...

't

3.293

um

tA5

MR 5161

Coll

61600

DAY PUBLICATIONS

296-6127

V8 A/C loll Powen tow

w

Coll 2.05. Rod Sm.
31 6 Ee.

"A '1';A'1'131/33.'

uppg ,

6

.14

:3'131

gond 292,2870 el, la

a

FREE

RESEARCH CENTER.

253-5228

WIGGLESWORTH
IMPORTS, INC.

2.135g ION

Mir

$5 13 p

T

86-Rualfstele4eises

nue
morigope.
Cond Gcl schools 211.37.

469..04

739-IB00

CARPETING

The Boss
Says,

40% - 60% OFF

RKS

May Oocom Ph. 25216131

Closing owl stock

SALES

Seeing Is

, Heavy duty carpeting

COLLEGEORA UATES

Free installation

S.

ADJUSTER TRAINEES

1:173111'ji:le70

See large samples in
your home.

FEMALE:

824-2175

. FLOWER CLERKS

nd

NCR OPERATORS
m3WITCHBOARD

Wrtbuilt

.111.

DEMOS - FACTORY
EXEC CARS

sod.

hop, bur6'NA.7ttlarrNe'Ys'al
613 e3eL

Come in or <all Jean Yale, 259.7010

LYNN DAVIS

5544usicallostnunarts

PI

a

401 E. Respect Ave., Mt. Prospect,
Chicago Office 346.5040

herniae

Believing

DICK VACKSTPON
THE BOSS

Low, 620's Coll .5-73.

0011

a Terms available

CLERK TYPIST
GENERAL OFFICE

OPERATORS

m0

ARl. HTS. INDUSTRIAL

310 N.

WORK IN THE SUBURBS!

.FOR BRIGHT GALS!

'Adlo'ge

&51.30 Tay Included

FSTAG SALE. 64.gues 6 hshld
Jon

FOR DAY OR EVENING INTERVIEW
PHONE MR. REYNOLDS -827-1186

PROO

(VOLVO
trildwede

.""'tt`t"''

DICTAPHONE, BEM
OFFER 201 3351

MALE:
ACCOWO G

me Mercury

tlianstriallhawn (bier

1969 Singer Zig Zag '1

eee

II

Sx

New Office Space

Gd cond. GE 5.2332

PM .3..13

Coll Brod alter

-

WE'RE SELLING THESE
BELOW DEALERS COST

in

ouney club section. R. bothi

be:'1 7on';',7:77:11 'Rd
cond. 6250 53106.

tarp. Jo* bad

arch.

example

oorrh Plenty of double dm

minds am a maer W Ass Rib
people maYa Thar con.
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WE SPECIALIZE

Station .90^

63 Olds
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me rent
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011101110111
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Sett offer 222 8111
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Fo d
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67 Old. Curlos

RUTS Rent Offica Since

ol BARGAIN PRICES

FOR A PERSONA/ INTERVIEW

Des Plaines

d eody ro awe cage. over the mw

03,

Hxl good `ear

55-1101

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Prospect, III.
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299-0111

Ir. new clu.

Phone

350

e
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20205. Mannheim Rd.
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low mu 2600 or offer 296709.1
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000d
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car

Day Want Ads
Get Results
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II
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excellent working condition
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portant then speed. Experience desirable but will
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eluding paid vacation and 8 paid holidays. 3702

car go.a 63. me

3
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G

34
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eve. after
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d
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656.9922
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bath
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Pull. Grove .11 Fun and
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bdim
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Goon R R Balement Appliance.
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2141*Waitedtan inInen
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Experience desirable.

nen mw

Pad 1.

Dot PI
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icy Poodle .1* B
335 S37 WI otter 6 PM or

MOD HAIR

weeldy In Wes sleek

111#IIRrWsFr Sail

rib Rel Emu
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AKC

.-33ite

(Telephone)
Dun

DENTAL
ASSISTANT

TO WORk FOR A

11M ltuRNIN Rum

26.11elptransilhow

SPR/P111011111ema

We Have Immediate Openings For Both
Experienced Or Non -Experienced

'69 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE
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HELP

Used

NOV
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o. 6

sab
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de

UST 1.1.671 90

NOW '2775

6/25"37;Mr

IN YOUR AREA
for the following categories
telession phe eller a erase ermine . Mel Mem or
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Printed Circuit Board Assemblers
.Cabinet Wirers
Maintenance Men
Inspectors

@ Illinois Bell

Personnel Office - 298.3080
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on b Pam, call

Woil

116nch

Milling

Machine

'66 CAPRICE STATION WAGON
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iag
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MOTOROUS 211ii tele.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
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'69 PLYMOUTH ROAD RUNNER
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'65 FORD COUNTRYSOUIRE WAGON

I
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501, MATE 115112011011GHQ

0111.ott. $795
Radio 8 Healer

5 ACRE

BARRINGTON DIOS
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2141elp Wanled-Men & Wane
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II MS

lawle Pull
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53.7 2680 we

SCHOOL BUS

STEP IN

Earn Eniro Cosh

Rold Trout,

6:30-8:30 a.m.

1324 6216 oh.
OR M

POSITIONS OPEN STARTING

Cook County

IMMEDIATELY

T1

.16 d

-

42 -Wallet To Buy

F

solvable. 36/.3300.
PALAIP42010111240 MEADOWS

entlett Pets & Ep*eU

PROGRAM

1 st SHIFT ONLY

uor

UK...Holidays
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V' We Insure..
ShilERTerniMM11
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CARTON SET-UP MEN
PARTS ROOM

me 3E8 0133

o

HOWARD EPROM 6 CO

JEWEL

6 weeks ARC sts cat

Bro.

Toy

Poodle

Mole.

312 3787

Train quo&

MT,
I

PROSPECT

FOOD STORE

teningu Reasonable rental

in.

5

Busse Rd. 4.4100

isional Dort Industries

1955 W. North Ave.

Mellow Pork

SIAMESE kmenwlgeooldol

Papers 3706 375 Also chorea
stud service JR2 48/8
in. Schnauzer

MC. Ch. Mut AP6F. ShOP. 46.41-

w 17975. WINTHROP DR. DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS 60018
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St.Divbetween

Wolf & Mt. Prospect RM.)

An *goal opportunity employer

-

ped. Paper end. Roos. mato
Twining? Yes

Ee North Shore
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mations, protection. Guoront.c1
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aloe bobs, dishwasher 6
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001. per,

rn SI.
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Gtemps.
Busse WO. Di... 4374100
1510 DernpiteDor

USED CARS

For packing, wrinkle7free. and taking to far-

And you'll look pretty dreamy, yourself, in

away places. or ma \ be LiNt. hack to school.
A was to look and leci romantic in boots or
bells. It complement. It harmonizes. In fact,

that softly swinging cape, pure and simple in

you And that go-place,,,,eime make great music

unlined suede.

together,.

out of its icy grasp.

t

s

IRihnaff

$10950°

moor --or a walk to the store.

Daily it tong Term Leasing
401.71ONSCAll
CL 9.14100

'800 C Northwest Hwy.
CL 9-4100

100

-

A cape. for mid -eer thing, for a walk on the
--marilyn shuman, editor

-Iola,. el factory Warranty Available.

apn, Nrte,. eau, W.W can

rne.ing

Dreaming of places to go, people to see,
though winter. won't let you
things to do,

Ready to go...! Many to Choose from...

NEW ALPINE APTS.

pool. rec

-

V41 Engines and all the Standard Safety Features of the Late Model Cots -Winterized and

Mr. Prospect. I 6 2 hedrm.

tor

0

PRICE THAW

1968 CHEVROLETS --cr.-

1116116.1alml.

COURT 6 SWIM.. POOL.

Peri... alentine.

INDUSTRIES CO.

Eff=D7 E:=11 reCra Ez=zr AECmr
GREAT SAVINGS ON

Wm. APN, 1Par.0.

6

1111

TIOTHOMPSON

Dream away a wi2der's day...

2.3.92.04:31167/.

E22-3320

Stoning rate

Heeeley thru Friday R Ant so S Arn.

rr.

358-711.4
Tiny

296.8116'

10

OPEN SUNDAYS

Comet

Coll for Appointment

(lob includes preparing pans inuanta,)

Experience not necessary op w
lied applicants.

Roselle, Illinois

rd. Au, Rum

6

100. Co/I

311-1113

APPLY IN PERSON

El 5.0500 Ext. 594
Office Personnel Dept.

Ford

/RD too 8219,15m, EPo1

so le ow ow ewM1...^.9h,M.

KRUG

529-7070

PM, P/0. W M, scow then E.
o d Sem 5,0238
good.

3rd SHIFT ONLY

matendeue

benefits.

555 Irving-iark Road
NH

SORTER PACKERS

2566

MESCROSCOPE

1661

mterk wish&

d

1600 25

.1. Call 513 0115 Mt 6 30,

2102 13O 2362 wk cloys TM PM

QUALITY CONTROL INSPECTORS

quired. Emellehl fringe

Ch

74.18 Rent Apartments
la

2:30-5 p.m.

peSienCe. Strong clerical
and
f igure
aptitude.
Light
shorthand and
good typing skills re-

'6

BEGINNERS,

COMPANY...HAS THE FOLLOWING

Immediaa openings in
our executive office for
girls with serretoriol ex-

1124atene116 Fe Salo

PNOTOGRAPNERS1
IDEAL FOR

P.M. ROUTES

3040 5 Busse Rd

DICK WICKSTROM

653665 Co110,1 1811

THOMPSON INDUSTRIES

School Bus, Inc

$ W I Elwood

72 -Houses 10 Share

FOR an Interview!

A.M. ROUTES

FULL TIME

RliesorttrepertiesfeeSele

/

17 300

DRIVERS

SECRETARIES

Call
It

d

orthwett Hwy. Adrnstan Ws

Model: Jan Ferguson
Cape from Daisy, Arlington Heights
Photo by Jac StaffOrd

/
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Antique world

Copper...
by

it's own
ad more as a motor Milo
tore element
Fine
hardwood
neers
have been used in furniture for

The fines! copper mt. min.
ed on (0 porn mars ago. As
mum of fact copper derived

name From Me ancient

dictionao descrilx,
reddish broom
satire

The

1

Without veneering, furni-

conductor el electricity and
heal. We antiqus bulls am

itilloenssfil

the

re the onfi too colored clo

or
the amp, inreinatned dorinint until
1,01 Ilineser. Cecil

gold.11actor

menth.

THE DISTORT of cOONI
goes hack to 1111011 5.1

.11,0111

what 1) called Me New Stone
Age. Cme runnings shoo the

I,:ripper

''."'

IN
PALATINE

(11Lin

aim ,
the 1

Mel Chant

mry

mei an Anglit-tiennan
pal ter -hip 1.noon as the

4M
M., Royal.

t

TIIE gcoot

051: (IF

mohleins in copper mutireng In

359-0525

1

ackind :Lt. that ellen comic,

Ads baud

RENTAL

nder sea loch

minis desisso hail to Ise esial
ws- hawaillal

...uale inured.

. pinup the tuner ote
utio

arm neir

watION EQUI
:UAW:MEE MrPMENT-

.

modern design, In fact. modcrn furniture often relies solely
hardwood veneer atr-

ium

,r its aesthetic effect.
Cenemporary
veneering

constructio also has contributed other hooch!, to furniture

and to the use of furniture in
the house, according to the
Fine Hardwoods A son.

',p-

16.11

ti:(

1h

,ohnioneed

for the smelting tarnacsa to
ohtain one norc UM elm:peer.

It is through veneer -co14that furniture pro &ILIA today is stronger and is
designed to last longer under
Me stroll of everyday use. The
veneer andwich is a series of
crrot-grain layers of veneers
that anz perfmnently lami-

%la, or ils COIICCI objects
mde with t opper alloys.

nated into panels svhich arc al:
most
indestructible. These

wicks"
larger than the tip of ene's fin-

tunes of smelting. The poi-

ger. Men young boys miuld
take these smaller pies, and

sonous fumes from the chin].
ney itms bun every living
thing for miles
send.
sill laser ha
a trip that
on husland Stele and I took

shake them in sieves under Mater.

1

Smelting was aloe, done
near the mince of coa.II the
reason lie this i) that
u a%
mere reasonable to shin the
copper ore than the COW_

THE NEAREST cheap

sem. of

coal was Send,
Wales_ Ncuth. Manley and
Swansea have known cen.

to

1 mada.

IYhtle

going

copper. It hikes as many as
17.1 1011% Ill raw material and
between IS and 21 1011S Of COal

Atm.-bro.,. Al,,,.

through Sudhuis. a smelting

aline, choked

to

ormolu. hell inetal. gun metal

dant, vont the fumes.
The impurities found m
copper ale arsenic. :Intim:ins

and othev-gase hen used

:irateiron As many as eight seg.
ir
proeesso have to take

Nest wee,. we
the amid of the alchemists and

place Maio one obtains pure

artists.

t10:11.

I

M many x:11 s.

then arc desmned int0
furniture and am Aura'sts in
P

modern -era furim
tance to warping.

resisVene
tieredeid-

furniture is less likely co
eled by humidity,
dryy, air condi-

tioning or the
atompshere
of centrally.heated homm.

Make-up expert
at Carson's Thurs.

cm, mirestaa. It had to h:

edrsool"

bent

ry the purest of nraight-line

I,

nal lead :sere se, poe.

he

the richness and beauty to car-

Jo y:l-

Ir was s quite surriaine to inc v
discoser that warp, and

.111d

.z.4)

op:nem le Pr:gland in mum
Mit ohm, .111e 10 SW.
tai he ads almost too Mr.

godeful lor Moe pioperho
root Amis.!. 1. lor
natu

11111,

Veneers also Call

and molded to almost any
curve, and their natural figure
patterns and Hxture. supply

I

:lining the reign of Plitaheth I.
Cecil

elegant

the market, and generally MO
heavy to fit the mobility of
American life.

I Mil. Milnify of state

11.1111

from

EEnglish and French periods
wauld be too costly to put on

people m1,1101:1110 was Sir Wil-

ail essullcnt

i%

today and em prized in the
weld, leading museuna.

nes ot the Slit mums HA .
nitinher lit (i.r.
ordet t..3 niers eel,. brought to
1-nglatid amt hegan work at
Keswick in (timberland. Fhe
irdluene That brought thaw

name Ur the island of Cyprus.
Cyprian brass is another name
for copper.
copper
malleuhlc.
arena
that

covered the
ring process.
Some of those pieces still exist

Amdse harnovne copper lan.
Inn from Spells.

By I/column

its

more than 35 centuries, ever
since the Egyptians first dis-

adapted

involved tucking tae foreign ma.
this

axial Vont the large pea

mad only three or four, "he
predicts, as they are designed

through 5.11,11 16,.

OWEN

nd

RUGS

," to protect the skin from

introduce the latest in their
line .11 heal,,, prOdliels. Skill

AT*,

Kenneth has developed nine
treatment products in the Skin

for the many women whose

Potion line --hot dm, flat rec

ace
snots.

ommend

Damen hliThaels

all

nm,

in

each

is

dry only

in certain

His Under bloke -up Lift
sounds

promising.

Kenneth

will rid the face of
wrinkles temporarily, for ap030

it

rosirnately four hours. That%
onger than Cinderella had or
the ball,

you long for sprmnog, Bring It

materialize. On 1001 100 days al week. keep both your mouth and
your wallet closed.

bfight he -dyed blouses and even tic -dyed panty

TAURUS (AprO 10 -May 200 This is week when you coold
yield safely to romantic lures, Taurus. Just remember Mat as
passion comes in the door, reason flies out the window. Solution,
to dilemma? Elementary, my dear Taurus. Simply lock the win.
dons. (But for mercy's sake, allow the door to slay open. Al least
until your guest arrives.)

GEMINI (May 21 -June 205 Whom, Gem. I can hear the
violins playing.You're in fora really dandy week, so enjoy.
enjoy. You tend to be somewhat of a fussbudget. you know, and
this doesn't exactly encourage romance. Kick all negative

thoughts out. They only occupy valuable space. Like the olive in

manini.
CANCER (June 21-htly 22h Cram that intelligent heed of
yours with data in the coming week. It will be extremely useful to

you before the first day of spring Rathok a few bucks for that
rainy day which es wonting up. One born under the sign of Taurus
may need your help late in week. (live it. And without any strings
attached.

LEO (July 23-Aae. Sib Complex financial arrangement
menu to become sewn TOM snarled in week ahead. Keep your
wits about you. Thestnback will be temporary. One who is almost
us clever as you may challenge you on last day of week. Dona be
overpowered by rhetoric.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 soot. 221: Week ahead shook! be rather
profitable. In more ways than one. You will learn o lesson in
coming week, Virg. which will Mick with you for the rot of your
days. Love pecks around the comer.

LIBRA (Sept. 1.1.(kk 1111 Olga hale. 10 be an old 'wet blanket' Libra, but you must he wamed not to press Years uck in week
ahead. Drib with the prevailing winds. Intrigue waits in ambush.

SCORPIO Meg 23.500. 2111. Your desire to always Irma
something challenging to do could lead you into a quagmire
before mid -week. Score. Best yell potpene plum fin adventure
until a dlore favorable time. You Scoria :tap with energy, so
before week is aver use your vitality 10 caw heavy burden of one
who is close to you.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 12.Dee. 216 A turning point is about
to be reached. Saj. It no doubt concerns a matter which had its
beginning early last year. II will he of a persoml nature. You
would be wise to take someone you trust into your confidence.
Fear not. They will net hetray you.

Then Is
n

Spring

Width:N.01x tit
th dyed

brilhmt
duomtiac

( L 5 4680

316 N trlinnion Height.. Rd

Daily 8 6

hose. Suddenly everything is
ard many arc doing it
themselves

MERLE

What is it all about? How is
it done? Is it something new?
"Not exactly new," said

Mrs. Jean Tihhits of 1316 N.
Vail, Arhngton Heights. who

R.

rharlintion

has made many lovely tie-dyed
dresses. Mouses and place mitts

tern will be achieved by the

and hos taught the craft for the

types of knots and the manner

Countryside An Center. It is

of tying the string. On mate- fons. cooluroy, velvets. linens.
real can he gathered up in
COI 1011. If you arc platen,
knots and tint or folded and
to MAC it dress or Nome,

a very old Indian technique rotating somewhat to batik."

The types of material that
can he dyed are cattle.: chif-

pleated ahl tied.

BASICALLY tie-dyeing

sew the garment first and Men
de the tie-dyeing

is

technique of wraping
thread or string tightly mpound
the

snaill knots of Ulric and then
dyeing this 1101 material. The
tied arras will resist the dye

and form the pattern. It wit la
done an home and requires no
special tools 01 materials.
The maim
u) be dpfil ,
ti rs1 molted to remove any dei n a. Use white On a light colored inatenal.

'HILT TIED in:aerial iz then
dyed with a drugstore dye following package directions. ' I
fOtind that Liquid Rit worked

Mme

The design. SIM. Tihhita teeommends thi.,
an mcellent
way to get the "feel" of the
many ways to lie the material.
black or very dark fabric ih

color is right and the piece fin.
Mal. he here tO rinse very well

in cold water." You will wan t
ruhher gloves
ve lor this
mw
on*ear.

used. A scrap should be tested
111St in pure household bleach

to see if the odor .n

The Wring is then untied and

Your design will vary with the

tional tying may he done and

ton cambric from the variety

size of the string uscl. The pat -

mere colors abided.

110r11 usually works well.

announces:

MISS MELBA IS BACK!
NOW 5 LICENSED OPERATORS
TO SERVE YOU

bleaMing weakens the
fabric, so that it 0 mit suitable
for clothing. Handsome 0,11
hangings. pillow cever. or

)This

Thun-Fri 9-9

KANAKELON

scarves

With Use of Instrument
To Beginners on our

+Mid Mack, way 1100

6 WEEK TRIAL PLAN

Hemming and hawing
The great debate oser MinImo continues, and designer
Valentino confidently predicted
Rente. 'The coming

bid

OPEN SUNDAY 10 to 2

'66'4

'

When the material is dol.. spring -smmer collections
o
mark astir g turn in fashkm
immerse in a olution tit one
part bleach aril one part waer.
You will find that the solution
Interviewed in -Women's
May turn wannas chemical as
Wear Daily." he went on.
takes place. Watch sara.
"mints will prtically
ac
tine.
tully. and when the material appear from the fashion scene,
whitenml remove it. Untie there will be many comne
the string and rinse wry well. lengths-.1111111unJ 111,11101.

Oak Leaf Coiffures

Coll for APP INT ENT
same. 50030011.1.1,

IA, ,.

,9,0,0

Bet nsy

mlf.

I
think the mid-ealf
length is unflattering."'
Valentino %Ms a fragile
woman rc-appcaring, wearing
wide-hrimmed km and upnlY

of tt seat far a totally sort look.

HIS GREAT neutrals will
still be
and
or nem'
with white and huller. His um;
rullection ,sill brine hock
teems familiar to his devn.
tees-Iti on a and while

MOW the

the

romantic.

,:,04L-JttL7A7
HEART WITH

feminine

4

woman is back. and quire in
keeping in her long skins with
the frenetic. modern life. And
he has a harsh and final word
for certain vends.
-The miniskirt it definite,:

dead. TheCoat with tu.,

much mickes worn with short.
ies and the little handbag is
ridwillous

,Lktadis,h,
jar

"VAN" of A Arlington
z=z,r."--d

IIC made this use.

will
usually have some extremely
impressive results. However.
the enitl can Mill he challene
ing because with esperienar

OAK LEAF SHOPPING CENTER
1458 5. lee

and pramice more intricare designs ten he produced.

824-1210m297-9141
On Ploiner

American Florist,. These am
generally amilable at garden
centers, hanlware and department stores err 1lorusl shops.

You'll find your
Food Favorites on our "shelves"

A new company merging
01 Johnny Car.
SI
and M. Wile and Co., a
division of Hart Schaffner
the talents

& Mar, to he called Johnhas been
ul

GLASS 8 MIRROR CO.
or

Inc.,

to sell

a

to fashion-conseinus men.
They plan to offer suns.
spoocone.
slacks,
shirts.
knitwear, outerwear.
minformal
wear.
ties

,

Pkture Frames
Glidden Spread Selin Paint
Antique Kill
Wall Decor
.0111.9er

TOMORROW

formed

"coordinated wardrobe look"

ABILITY

YESTERDAY
TODAY and

Apparel.

Carson

ny

shoes.

and

Johnny

Palatine Plaza Shopping Center

president

MN EASY .3 A./A.4P.M. FPI Si! 9 KM.

pany_

Phone 359-1004

Carson

will

of the new co

and

Arthur

(iuns-

THERMOPYLAE WITH SAILS
This 19th Century square rigger was the arch rival of the
famous Cully Sark. The simulated copper hull is pre -painted.

NOW THE

Twemy-five sails. Pre -formed ratlines. Chain and rigging cord.
Movable rudder, yards and booms. Bilge pump. Hatch covers
may be removed to expose details in cargo hold. Twenty crew
figures in typical seafaring poses.

FOOD LEADER

$13.50

Length 3 ft./Height 22"

ol

chairman of the holtird.

WAREHOUSEFOODS

IN THE
NORTHWEST
SUBURBS

OF CHICAGO

MP am

Ana

Since 1921

On ScandinaviaW
The V
Arl.
811N
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wi11.11110
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1,11011i 511.0020
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Vale,

MIN BUIMIHO amerdNO MOORE
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1..erdor. Thuredo,

op,:.

Fly Mrith

Am
SAS & Pan

N.Yale,

Julio \

3rd 8 00 P.M.
-Via
February
- 21 Days

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK

lril

318..00

Us" With
TV1 A
'Coate Fly

V.M

21

Dar

r pea
?Obits
to kW pi
Open
(rent rot

end the

to ii.arp.Ceteneri.still?,ATierits

Via
ARLINGTON DAY
PROSPECT DAY

d nn

DES PLAINES DAY

NORTHWEST DAY

end Olt

ml ond ea wednesday
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eon um.. SOOtun

AUL

DAY PUBLICATIONS

To a European Hall
.V.*
The 'V
Arl. 110s.

and England

And that's a long time to stay young.

EVERY WEDNESDAY

Invited
Cordially
You are
Travelogue

Invited

Cordially
You are
To a Travelogue

lll 1111111

loin'

Sawarm e.30 rumba leen Soon

.e;

217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill. 60005
Phone: (312) 255-7200

TALYRIf
.412,
err14

4

g:10Z-VOLZOL:WCIPft:741:i ti.PC:101::7C

bleaching the beginner

Appointment Net Always Neeessary

Week II
ii

AilISiC Center and 5ehool

Admitting it will he hard
usonn (with all the different
drem-lengthsl. Valentino fah
that

All $400
l:II
Per

THIS

WIKINS
L

howver.
In either tie-dyeing or rie.

PERMANENT WAVE
510 00 COMPLETE

$19.95

eaVottai'M's'.111riZMII :I:wring:lc 00a. 1.10

re

moved. Inespensive black C01-

STRETCH WIGS

-I ic-hleueh

rvienly in' nur't n1

the material imfolded. Addi-

very

Classic - Folk - Pop - Jazz

re -

vane technique. A dark Milk:-

very well." said him Tihhits.
-Simmer slowly in a large
mew l min or pail. When the

The fithrie is then lied with:,

firm thmad er

TIE BLEACHING is

GUITAR LESSONS

Does
Johnny
suit you?

If your windowsills are rim

noRmon

Complimentary Leanne

The manner in which the fabric is knotted and trail forms the
dranuttic dc,igns in lie -dyeing.

shilly-shallying all winter trying to make an important decision,
get on with it. Make up your mind and then forget it. If you have
on seen your doctor in the past 12 months. call this week for an
appointment.

wide enough to accommudate
flower eon, solve the problem
with a self-au:telling plant
shelf, suggests the Society of

a

artifistal
made espestally for
ot

Bouquet

Sylvia's Flowers

:dyad

ham all of your tontornma. yen knew. On evening of Sal day of
week hit the feathers way.

Plant xhplf

w with

into your home

PISCES (Feb. 19.Moreb 200 Shape up. Pisces. If you've Seen

ryness. One of the new products is called ',Over 29 Poconta
tion." night balmining
:m anic enaym m to lubricate
he skin. His
His nave
favorite is special
oil
mu oil. a

!lasing In. ,kin Can: program on tooest.dst

Service Master

-There are a variety of clean.

Salons. is making the visit 1.,

POliOns.

ALSO

aolor

with fun. So he ready. Pleasure abounds. But don't be piggy. You

to help solve a wide ninge of
ers and toners and ...Velem-

lip artist 110111

Doss the snow Ind cold make

Bundle yourself up and drive today to

ARIES (Merril 21 spell 19) Has some big bully bun locking
sand in your face An, Try flexing your inhIlunial muscles and
that bully will ICabt, you alone Weak mu:silent la now ideas to

AQUARIUS (Jun. 20.reb. 1111 Week coming up ix packed

Ain prohkro.

I

Ranters Yliehaels. make -

111

CARPET

672 E. Northwest Hwy
Palatine 358-1500

Caron. Pete Scott st Com-

min, Randlturst sell hate
bons York odor lion, 111n\

Custom Mink by 4NA

By Ruth Cournoyer

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22.Jan. Ink Uncertainty A in the stem
concerning loved one. This (moon may prow difficult to fathom.
Don't waar your heart en your skew. Cap. And don't pass far
any definite commitment. Remain and. but not cold.

and ma. :lone by 7 and 11,year-

,.1.1 cols Stoneman:I 17-tcar

ARTIFICIAL

er

In an age of space age mate

ture

1

flowers
you by Ann

nails wood is holding as own

another
name

Page 1

Suddenly, everything
is tie-dyed

Wood
holds

# t.
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Fashion shows for
a change of pace

Woman on the moon? it's posstble
Tune may bnng the emote
non of three kinds of human

La, that nor the vonments

beings each specaally suated to

below shallow ocean)
These divisions are nOt hke

its own environment Med.&
noted soence writer twat Ast

N to take place or alley long

moo

voles but he estarnates that

Discussing

magazine

Outer Space

Ahmov

bre a t htng normal gravity
people who inhabit the Earth
now; air -breathing, t001 -gearif people who would colonize

lunar
sebum for instanve sliding IT
the

er too and may ache. to
low gravity better than mvn
will Eventual!) ho predict,
cOrrle woman roll volunteer to

duces less traction it would ho
vmv to glide smoothly in some
thmg like 4 pair et snow shoes

tng about loth a pair of Mastic

limited resources and to cycle
all its supplies .refully. It will
not be able to afford pollution
or overpopulation," the author said

While the spam buttons
presently on drawing boerds in
this country are designed
exclasivety for men, gide
shouldn't be discouraged..

wings

vetoes
Stonily.

the moon, and water -breathing, highmrcoure people who
Sinon the moon has only Women may turn out to he
would colonize the continen- 'one -Math of Cann gravity, its better adapted to the moons
tal shelves (sloping layers of insideina may enjoy some new
environment. Asimov raid.

THE SEA bed

reticelly more accessible than
the moon hut Presents In own
Problems. The intense water
of

pressure

By led. Bates Amrs, Ph.D.

ag0 my

ti-,car.old daughter Else

into the ins and outs of the
chilies anxieties. The whole

hurdle 10 000 school because

thing can become quite ne.

she said and she was afraid be.
satim sliu cooklat non 50 1010
as the 011101 0111111100.

'1 checked and found that
roll one child from each clan
or to /3 compete in this race.
Lisa was not that child. But
noor die children arc to have a

romaot on flag drawing. Elsa
want to he in the

Contest because 5111 was she

r in, win. and anyway she
wouldn't want to win even if
she could. She is this way
Mout eserything.

flower, the costume retails for 9350.

refuse to be drawn too deeply

11 -

she raid she was going to be in a
rree-911 1 he ch ildren would he
running around Me school.

ENJOY BEING A CIRtg-in somethink m comfit es thia wool
flannel costume by Andrew Woods. Frame your lam in the hew
rule collar, topping a softly.dmped slmveless dress, bowed In
from And top doff nub this truly charming shawl, si matching
rectangle, lined and ruffled in lace. Loomed In America by May-

ning, a mother's hest polo/lion

is to exp., ',apathy but to

Or, Doctor Ames:

doicstit

-ts it unmual for a child m
he so frightened end shy about

things that go on in schools?
How can I help her to enter
into, things with a will to win?

She has such a defeatist altitude.'

WHEN CHILDREN

15.000

to

en-

hba this rather obsessive anxiety about sinning or not

problem may he.
lt is quite normal Mr a

develop. (as she airflow cominty will) both an ability to

teacher rays or what she
means. Thus. if possible. there

moment.

should he wry close communication between panenl and
leacher. (This is one of the

T
Though competitise table
games00 home do mien muse
line a team and fubs. playing

h -mar -old to get an nogg. lose and an ability to win. It's
mad impression of wltut the all mixed up in her mind at the

such atones ik One way to meet

the reality of winning and losinn. in

Ill

parentmacher conferences.,
At any rate. assure Els that
whenever anything is going to
happen al school that worries
her, she must tell you about it
and very likely you will be able

to straighten it out.. in the
case of the race
i.:MA

SHOWS

do

son&id-

Today is Ground Hog day.
If the shy. little animal wan
his shadow on snow. he will he
presenting
that classically
simple color scheme -black
and whim

For vour
nest dinner pony
L
.

oId to

So your attitude should be
both yes and no. Vol. ,to Jo
sympathize with her feelings.
No. you arc nut going to be

ruled by them or spend too
on and on shout them. Have
omusional mlks, but remain
calm. Let her we M your aninide that these are proNenn
that many children face and.
esentually. conquer.

.

take Lhis little lip,froni Tim

12:30 p.m.

Corrado's Restaurant, Arlington Heights, Ito

infant Fich and Unitizing
"desert" stretches of the
canoe which now lack oxygen

12 M 2 p.01.

Thursday -Camelot Restaurant, Des Maims.

Uncle Andy's Cow Palace, Palatine, 1230
Friday -Arc Steak House, Glenview, I2:30
Corrado's ResMurant, Arlington Heights, 12
to 3 p.m., 5 to 9 p.m.
Plentywood Farm, Bensenville, 12:30 p.m.

II

peltoi

Ito

and disci

w ill

sparkle on a

Mutt black cloth.
You

might

have trouble
finding a black table cloth. hut
if sou have to make Line. the
cokw will help camouflage the
scams. Use ohttecttiao. If you

don't hate :my there are mny six les di inespensive iroroione available. White is so sers

Mink a small set of
such dishes nould be a (mod
inceciniani The, can ala am
smile.

I

THEATER MATINEES
Wedneiday-lvanhoe, Chicago, 2 p.m
Pheasant Ron Theater, St.Charies, 2130p.ot
Old Orchard Country Club, Mount Prospect
luncheon, 1230, curtain, 2 p.m.

be iniscd 000to,our own china.

ham er odor
THING else on the
table. should he siker or cry
tat J 't
enterpkce use 3our
most beautiful Miser at cry..

ART SHOWS

Countryside Gallery, 407 N. Vail. Arlington
Heights -Open daily mimpt Monday. 1 .5 p.m.
Curtest show of graphics by Vera Butdiett

bowl. Fill it with loft of whit
baby's breath front the florists

and asmans white tulips. ea -

md('' aq.dtd .9. 9 ftid9 .
in Hack. Uhllo and sib er.

ART DECO IS Me name of thewdifabdc which amt. IttbrtOorn IMO the look of the /Os. The
100000 .011 whites are reported 10 000 rebrostrIped oleo nig. The dining area furniture b of 'Retry
mean veneer, weed fora cool look. All are from the 'Many Moods of Contemporepc eeiladon
designed by Lawrence Peabody. Available It Sean, Roebuck & Co.

Once roil ham the basic
equipment for a black and
white table. there are endless
variations on the theme_ Ins
by adding another color. yin

Dirty work -woman's challenge

can change the whole mood o
your parts . For giriets . add sel
km plume on the top of the

black cloth and a pyramid it
lemons for a centerPlece.ho
drama. mkt icd napkins. gob
les and a striking bouquet °
red roses or carnations For
serene effect. try gree
with a

Ily Gerry Welsh

centerpiece armor

of and alarmed over a new end

Daly wo, n defined M isTY

dictionary (Funk and Wag-

ment of shim leaves and gem

threatening kind of din, the
kind 1001 tan mean llfr
death Ii,;

family. If she

purience.

Hundreds of things in a
mother's life are dirty. Every
day a mother deals with real

BAN K

for all Clubs
Social er Private
Plus valuable Pthes

00

it

....

eOtIlab

773-1171

a new kind of...

lb

SALE!

111110 boys' plackets. the mud

pies. the dirty animal cam.
and Megrim, fish howls.

it's

on REGULAR STATEMENT

Li 1/2 %

GOLDEN STATEMENT SAVINGS ACCOUNTS pay 5% with no minimum

deposit or balance. Funds must remain on deposit for 90 days, with interest
paid and compounded quarterly

GOLDEN STATEMENT SAVINGS ACCOUNTS% pay 5% with no minimum deposit or balance. Funds must remain on deposit for 90 days, with
interest paid and compounded quarterly

,h%

anddmstnerrlly

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

Interest is paid and compounded quarterly

and 51/2 (7e

minimum certificate $1000, interest earned
from date of purchase

Certificate of Deposit $1,000 to $100,000 - 2 years
Certificate of Deposit $100,000 and over - 30 to 59 doyo
Certificate of Deposit $100,000 and over - 60 to 89 dapn
Certificate of Deposit $100,000 and over - 90 to 179 days
Certificate of Deposit $100,000 and over - 180 days to 1 year
Gemlike. of Deposit $100,000 and over - over 1 year

The Bank fr Trust Company has always paid the highest rate pc...ibis an Time

dirty socks.

is the female who copes

with allthnt dirt every day, and
yet she rises above NSW overcomes it without complaining.
It is entering -a small miracle.
A man would never sum, c.

9550

Now thou Feb. 15

minimum certificote $1000,
'nterest earned from date of purchase

CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT NOW PAY
Certifies. of Deposit $1,000 10 1100,000 1 poor
Certificate of Deposit $1,000 to $100,000.2 years
Certificate of Deposit $100,000 and over 30 to 59 day
Certificate of Deposit $100,000 and over - 60 to 89 days
Gemlike'. of Deposit $100,000 and over 90 to 179 day
Certificate of Deposit $100,000 and over 180 days to 1 year
Certificate of Deposit $100,000 and over- over 1 year

5.75%
6,25%
6.5%
6.75%
7.0%
7.5%

Deposita, and we are pleased to announce this new rate.

5.5%

Northwest Toot and Savings Bank bao always paid the hieing sate predate en
Time Deposits, and we are pleased to amount thinnest rate.

ins the Arlington Market Shopping Conan

THE BANK

900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAL,

6. Trust Company of Arlington Heights

TELEPHONE 215.7900

Roy's Americana
BEAUTY SALON

O/0,050009rier.

259-5020

Courtesy Gifts
from The Day's Sik Shops

BOUTIQUE
"A Shop Full Surprised"
HARD TO GET, BUT WE HAVE'EM

Your chauffeur will escort you to merchants waiting to
present you with gifts. He will remain of year disposal
while you enjoy an afternoon of shopping, after being
our guest for lumheen.

POSTERS 8 BLACK LIGHTS
101055 CANDLES INCENSE

Luncheon For Two

541-2980

WiZAir0711."'

You'll be our guest at o luncheon for two at one of the
Northwest Suburbs leading restaurants.

Tin

tilT)
BEWARE OF WHAT YOU BUY

Colors are playing a bigger and bolder pert in
wardrobes for bath men and hetnen Mall ages.
Wild ties. psychedelic dresses and bright trOW
sera are only part of this color explosion in to'
day's fashion scene. But beware of what you
buy. to is very easy to be so impressed with duo
new outfit that you buy it before cheekiail it for
valarfahrtem. A quick look at the label before.
hand will help assure you Mal your garment will
retain its beautiful look longer.

CL 5-6174
PROSPECT HTS

N ELMHURST RD

/

Ability Glass & Mirror
Stgorott Pogo'

5.75%
6.25%
6.5%
6.75%
7.0%
7,5%

\1

311 South Arington Height, Rood

E

PLANT
N EY HWY

The Bonk I. Trust Company
of Arlington Heights

Mitchell's Jewelers

Sylvia's Flowers

20 AA. A/Ware.

SOO for! Kensington Rood

ArSngton Noah.. Roos,

NelPHYT WHso

Coiffure Hagan.

WE INVITE YOU TO

Wig Salon

her home. the homemaker is
faced with a new threat. DIRTY AIR and DIRTY 1,1/A MR. If her family can't drink
the polluted scaler or breath
the polluted air, all her other
battles with soap and cleoners

to 301 miller. Clean air end
water ere intsvtan to softie
bfe

So M. In Mr span. time
blow

0,0 110011 Fair

of

Restaurant & Lounge

Southern Pried Chicken
With

Northwest Trust
1 Saving Bank

Poing Meadow.

Di South Arlingwn HeigHs Rood

Rolling Meadows, IlL

mom, Whim. th

Family
Style

Dimuits with Heated Honey

Just A Second
12 Sou. Evergreen
Forgiven Plaza

Ion Cream. Sherbet or Tale
Children's Portions Available

Owen Carnet
631 foo

Corporation

Wheeling fnanl& Saving

Will.

nx.ry

tor umspecr

Nlinglon Heights. EL

Lito's Moped.

Roy's American.

II South Donlon Street

1610 Welt hommwr moo

Aslington HeIgMA IA

AWnglon Heights, IA

Windfall Boutique

Dinner
A to Zhu.'

thwisswgrz., ro
33794SSS

Sods depositor insured to 520,000 by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

'Nan" of Arlington

In We Holiday Inn of

mtligholvesi

394.1500

Murphy Carpet
ir South .161. Street
Mocha HASH, E'

Wloppod Potatoes and the Vegetable of the Day

Shin is bece.ek .a.
.

A Generous Platter

1Am Chasms

"Won Height,

isurreo,

AuCrpron lisiusis

a fruhtentes and soMPItT Pro

-1- NORTHWEST `Ituat Savikcialicutk,

Sisters Wig Shoppe

Merle Norman
1050 Ms Prorpect Num

CL D4600
MT PROSPECT

Ample Parking in Bark

SHE IS praised (sometime.
for her baking and sewing or
her finesse es a hostess. But
who says. -You really did a
great Mb today in the battle
agOnst dirt?" No um. ever.

she will 06111 %owe p011UtiOn

Edo daposilai Wanda 820,000 by Oft. Waal Deposit kimonos

hasher day!

Look like a Sweetheart on Valentine's Day

Now besides fighting did to
5.596.

for*

She

Adington Heights A Hewn Rood

on CERTIFICATES
OF DEPOSIT

S

kg

I've never heard of a wife
who met her husband al the
door .d said. -Do you realize
all the dirt that I wallowed in
today?' A ridiculous thought.

on CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT

CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT NOW PAY
Certificate of Deposit $1,000 04100,000 .1 year

the garbage and than par of
-

It

coInterest in

Lore& White Velvet Wove
Cut, Permanent & Set

DOES A MAN really ever
see the amount of dirt that is
imbedded in ears. knee, halt
and nwks? Not very Mien. II%
Me woman who really sotens

re-

and Nom 008., Eli Grow

views the dirty dishes like

on REGULAR
STATEMENT
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

Shop in
elegance...

4

...... of ....lino,. II. ta.

milky. mum 0 the one selks

...but INSIDE

PI

."Eleptie Wig Salm

filthy clothes and the baby and
puppy "accidents". Cumin -

red adjective,. the insid.

0

tante.. roll

4 °Steens ros

mounds of dirty diapers. the

OUTSIDE

toting%

CARDS JEWELRY an ORGINAL ART

FREE WIG DEMONSTRATIONS

dirt.

A man rarely sires the dirty
things that his woman deals
with constantly. For example:
Me grease-cnisted oven, the
Mines, inside of the coffee pol.
the vacuum cleaner hag. Old
ringed bathtubs and toile/
howls. We must also omni the

Strom

A CHAUFFEUR DRIVEN

37 S. Milwaukee, Wheeling

non difficult pan of a lob.'
And the it what we've 003

NORTHWEST
TRUST AND, SAVINGS

-4

lour

puts her mind to it, shell win
this one. too. You e. COSSII
OA boo searsof experiente.

nallat as -a difficult job or the
gals. You'd better believe it!

CHANGE!

Ben

ins special mrseries 0000001

(they can Muss.: used with
u hitt: cloth toot

Alh, all. esselys .9 oil Meg

Inn

4 pm.
Uncle Andy's Cow Palace, Palatine. 12:30

nations or roses as your budget
will all
Uge white napkins

.111

Tree

Camelot R.Murant, D. Plain., 12-2 p.m.
Wednesday -Arc Steak House, Glenview,

eon see herding fish. maintain -

ground hog. notnim canto

111 11 ei.t6t.haLV

much time and emotion going

enable ingenuity even though
slightly neurotic ingenuity. In
her figuring. She Wont try herause she knows she cant win.

By Amy Femuraa

isn't ahnormal in a M1-year.old.

But your daughter needs quite
a lot of help Mom you as she

grade. Aftermon, could be
well spent.0l least in part in

Tonty-.Ehtren Green

senthfle, 12.15 pm.
Jim Saines Tralee Farm (see Monday listing)
Pickwick Hoc...Palatine, 12 to 2 p.m.
Wellegs Restaurant, Morton Grove, 12,30

Entertaining tip
from a ground hog

is ohnomiel in an adult: it

risk if you and the child din.
cua on and on. whatever the

many reasons we'd like 00 gee
half -day session& Dr first

Jim Soma Tralee Farm Barrington Haft
0230102 pm Monday through Friday

Potpourri

But she wouldn't want al win
even if she could. Many adult,
still use this kind .,of ratio nalization for lack of ambits.
It

Golden Eagle Arlington Heigh. 1255 to
2 30 p m. Monday through Friday

benefit of mankind. Asimov

beings. But people could five
in special i;r.litlrd device. and
moon about normally. became

Elsa won't try, she
thinks she can't win
weeks

up

pounds per square inch can
not be withstood by human

Parents ask

A few

thou-

is

1

Rolling Meadows -noon

able/tort human bongs who trt
ANL IT hetotho weter Wort
USW h lot vsmismvnlvd with
nhich has MTh fomd lo
hold a ruhar supply of oxygen
than is normal and hove found
that mice and to
will not
drown in it.
Even if the N. bed colony is
not able to breathe outside air Idled dichers. it will he mesible to exploit the seas for the

the mount low

Enter DAY PUBLICATIONS'

WEEKLY FASHION SHOWINGS
miaday-Black Fox Emmy/ant Holiday Inn

tray tow he possiblt to con

spend hoe L., pregnancy on
thy moon and hew her bah,
there to that it will ht powbk
lew.tth the b tby Mora and
atter birth
as it wash md skcan

Or moon boding perhaps..

'THE MOON civalatatton
will have to lcam to tee on

thv gravity there o normal
Asonov says that genet, en
Istmering might help produce
people who ory botvr adatsted
to higher pressures In feet it

Physiologically women tend
lobe stronger they are small

fortlessly down moon moon
tatns Because low gravity pro

colonizations should began by
the end ot that century

foresees

them twes of humans the air

p[CleS of sports

time to come Astmov con

and Wet Space in Seventeen

to

Page It

Monday February 2 1970

Contest not open to
employees of
Day Publications
or their families.

Card_s blitz Fremd for 8th straight
By Tom Rom:

le leek lowed in 22 points lan

Ito night's work. as In, height

Aided ha two esplint: per.

With

key adontat in

a

the

lorm..nces hr 'O&M mandmils

Cardinal wilt 'Teammate hike

Bill Meek and John Broken.
Ile- I ightme Cardinals from

:Mandel.:

behind

with It while Rill Heffernan

arlington lilted the Frond

Viking. ooh the nnin 1 riday
evening. 71.62. to continue

their rot 000 the Slid.Sub
ohm Logue.

:lase

was

chipped in with nine markers
to round out the Card string.
Mike Kolre was the big man
.from Frond, as the talented sen.

ior ace pounded in 17 points

The sits, keeps the Red-

in the truest IM Viking's

hod on kin of the keep M the

tall center Randy Hate was
ileki ro a mere 14 poi., hut

soli:rent cith all eNeelilll.
unblenmhed go mark. 1 he
Vikings all- nox her tin' the
tooth Met rids Wheeling and
Herbs c hit .1-1.1ates. and the
of 111.6e three ball.
tele
clubs are vei , slink

8E011.
ARLINGTON'S
NAN niecd the . ,,,,,, 0 thr the
night 01111 Ins outstthding 26.

tint contribution. '110 spunk.
, 6-2 60001 nor onls lead
la0111 in poino hic plas0.1 .,
line delensise game in Coin

ade lip ler Ins lack of scoring

pulling Joan
lost 22
Ludy wven
thint the entire
Arlington team.

'111E YIKINGs gni. 6.61
coach George ligmaiii Limn01 and the Card tun wing 1
com in the opting eight Mtnme quarter rs 1110
Viko delinitels held the uppo
Ise

ham)

110 Cards ataC sets cold

with only a few minutes having

I rem.,

clamed

quickness

definitely mevailed as all four
buckets nem result of brook-

away let,.

The Cards settled down and
threw in two kiskets and three
chanty tosses 0ompared to
Fremers four.point ellen to

bring the Redhinls 10 within
one. A layup by Mantle am'
20.1boter by toilet. 000116
tit:danced hy Kolze's short
jumper. give the Curds the
laid for the lits1 time in the
contest. and the quarter ended

seconds later xith Arlington
owning e 1111C-1101111 advantagc.

1,-14.

ARLINGION

BEGAN
with in the second pens..
with Brodmin. Mandela and
Kiosk all hitting on and
the Cordinals' hot hand plus
the hailing from the Vikings

Mt thelloo at HIV illiiial re,

accounted for

rind. which has Nen 1100 11;
pet pino. 11 it 0... ma lot Mc
6,000 .11.i,in, ability is Bradnan. the Rolbirds might haw

commanding ,1-26 advantap
at tha intarmiwon.
lie thin) porter livery

plase, him 11111:1 in the :AI -i111pinta

101111E1 thencelos in a differem

1101 woring It os he

thoilien when this emend the

ing raids est hull.
Cants only picked

:anode

the

11001el

sharp
11011.

1 66161.

110111

nos lac [allied 156 mai kers in

second sumo.

the Shkings tok Li 8-1 6.1

his ogle Lime:ethos

the

Redbirds

loth squids Masi, thd playthe

as

up two
mom point. than the fitted

Frond stink hitt:

Woke

loose in

stanm.

tallying
nine markers, :Molt two thirds
of his teanrn land .01001.
It was only a matter of time
now for the Vikings, when the
Cards took the floor at the
commencement of the final

throws in Me iaNt minute of
play accounted for the final
poitus in the Redbirds 77-62
triumph.

eight minuhm of play.. the

Mantle

the

ARLINGTON 177/
Player
II li R

Vikings presented no major
threat ad comeback.

Hrodnan

Leading by 14. Brodnan and
senior Jack Hull combined

Kieck
Heffernan

they
their talents for a three-point
to extend The lead.
Dave
Wickersham

Harris
TO

Pell,

KOLZE then
swung into onion us he
misled on three consecutive
field pads to raise a Meager
cheer from the Fremd flusters.
I. our free tosses by Brodnan, a

bucket and another pair of

Shooting over

its

leagee-

eading 68.1 per one accuracr
(rem the cliairts stripe. the
team 1, 1,111Gloilsinl North &ladled

the Palatine Pi. at

home Endes Moth iii an es citing motto, COnlesl. i4.
52. the win 1110,ed (i1e111001
dv Pte
wnen1/1

place and dropped 1,11,11ille
in
ink, a lillea.W:15 lie lit 1a..
1,101016 entered mkt

the loss tor the 001:010e Ione.

Palatine coach None Jones
:men:veil his hello earlier
111

that the Pilate, N1a.L.

these

gang iLl ha,' IL, ty
from finding the Panthers.
which 161atine wai
unable to do. Palatine committed 1.1 loth and gave (den-

t. North 24 slues Intim the

from

the

11 per went Pir"t'there'.

charily

" ""."

only six of
Anodic. 10.101 WO, Ilse

t thtrec

;

2

Wright

5

It

14

lips intereeepol onother mos
rim doom:Linn end mosed the

Totals

trim.

Mickel. Nit drec
nom
Phillith tidol on
both atempts and tiliadNril

Paintin0 nixie . gs"'d 1'
per cent. hitting on 2:,11
shots from: the floor. hut mot
of the shot, this missed 4,1
from
Inn or mons When

nest basket

rehoundol palatine. ME:,

might nin .rnds c.th
line con the tol. hut the Pirxes
munoliatels
mob' WIG.

of Kam. ond Clothed got It.

Flagic
Loughlin

'1" '"dI"i '""rc

"IL

mode imis mo and bills one
die perioil

hero.

'The (nrds continuo! to pile

it on in the final minuts..
scoring the Sikes in

free

ctim

nyrAis

tilthanl kid. 1.1-1. the biggest
1011111111, ledge 4110 evening.

11" ''''' lb. '''''''. 1110
Pirates clicked on ow shins
undernoth. one hylOct on a

goal pins limn 1,111,

alld

10611116 wire MI6: Hashich.
mil another 16 Ilium Sehnert.

doe, the gm ti.
PALSONE

CONON-

l' ED its on, 01 1:1111,1aalilW
1111i111, hy inning the lit fise
Lit the second period on a fro
throw

Its

Erege.

Li

Aoki, lb

Kobe on another line

and

the

Panthers iradol haskos

ith
Polatine mos ing to within sac'

With nate

1 0111 Pauling who got .; one.
11691

h0111. R1611110 plasol the Midi

owe ended. the hall mem 1st
Hashach who made his final

tan poi. of the night on a

Al; p ,,,o,

Lin,mother trek ai the liaAet
Arbolasi held the hall while

four stond. ticked
olenburd

WIlpfkine

Nonh Panthers hat nos increased their co.:memo tecord to 3-5 011111awing the

0-

cold of the Pirates who are
nos 7-b. the tilenhaol itord
is an encouedging one conid-

lot

a2,1,011

eine ond 2-21 osernil.

fit;

.,..._

ono,

.

GLENBARD NORTH 150
ff r ff E
, -. , -'
' I'
.'" 6

Et.),

Niskethall championship.

The sick, was Wheeling's
stond in c roc and enabled

fore the busier-

WOOD REMAINED on

in

blid-S6hurhan

Hersey

Plat.

Ili

611 three :

lead. The big cent poured

en behind league-

leading
. Arl ington with n 5-3
VTIIIEELING

WON

the

game at the free throw line.
hitting on

23

Vile
View. The ben

31; attof empts

L,

IN

committed
25 personals and nn technical
While 1Vhceling sin called
rnlr - piss s
Wheeling took COnlinonsi of
the game at Li time shell thing,

let

looked darkest lot the Wildcan. The
Wornl left
game milk his third personal
oiler juss 5:45 had been played
in the
pace iosl and Fore,

Vies .head, 15-1 ;
Kusell. who had

seven

points

already. iremcdiatels
boosted his 101:11 10 aille and
tied the 601110 ill 1 5-15 nun I,

hs

nointainol

a

lead

00
points to one -point throughout the eantest
00111

John Flesch cos the loafing

KAWELL. T1101 Oil
shared string 1101106. .111

controlling

Wood was the outstanding
player
aeon
on the nom 'toms
Wldcat
le, boil. tea
in
reborinrs with 12. especrills

repeatedly da,led the Falcons
with his movo to the basket.

line

41,1011

hated l'our reboil.,
N1S1

leading

corer

seven 11., 111111 his average of

hair

cs of I: and its

ol

sewn Int the tit

I/006 bile. Doe Hon sit an
!Meld wven from the
field and was .loud
at
the, fine lio his loud of

11.

average of 119 hy colloEl tallies. Ill come in her

even hall l'or the leo ot the

hit on.six: from the strip and

1 louh. Pinder

half. and at Untermission the

JUNIOR GUARD John
blacdonald picked up nine
pals
sea Go frslm the finer
and OM from the charity
stripe. Center Dave Lloyd

shipment.

stormed Nock.

Pinder
pulled
down 11 rebounds. three less

Twice in soconsion. the Pan-

than Hock's 14. Mark HopLim and left Boyer were next
in the scoring column with live

marks. Roth sunk two field
goals and one free too. Hi.
kins w. third in rehouneins
with five alt. Backeourtman
Dave Ristau W1L, one for eight

from the field end tiro for

31 per cent of their shots.
Conant mentor Dick Redlin-

''We shot terribly
fight the odd M the first half,
eight it( for 18. We made ter.
ger veil.

points. while

Greg Shevell hnd 12 and 15100

LI
thel 7
nortile
F

Bh

K0,111
Pitt

Wind
63:: K.or

F

P

R

Elesch

6

ti

7

14

Pinder
Hopkins
Boyer

6

3

3

I

5

1

0

6

1

8

5

4

0

0

1

Miedeme

Bog
........t

vi-____

E1k

Grove's

swimming

0

2

day,

Coach Phil Pardth's Genadiers now Iiice a tough week

FPR

with a pair of midathurban

2

4

League meets. They host un-

4
2

4

2

2

14

beaten Arlington at 4:30 to morrow afternoon end once.

0

0

4

4

beaten Form View at 4:30

trim

5

I

2

10

Wallin

0

11

2

2

Brandi

II

11

2

Toth

0

17

running different. offensives.

Conant

16 38
SCORE BY QUARTERS
Elk Grove
11 13 12 11-46
1

7 11 10 12.42

22

1

0

2
1/

9 25 30

all)RE BY QUAICIERS
Who:ling

17 13 17 16-63
17
12 16-53

rinist View

I

-.'

Friday afternoon.

ELK GROVE won

1110

rseboundsthan did its hoots. but
Prospect responded to the

Elm-

1-1].
1.1011-

100.Yard

2:41.4, 100a roil
Insipid.' MedleyIloohlet. 1390: 50 -Yard 11116
tally-Nann:ismer. II I: 2011Yard Eitcyle Reins -Halle-

lime given

PREP;

21.3/ant

A.A. Mahn, 232.7:
Srettyle-Nestomer.

511. Yard

29.0:

100-Yanl Individual Slog,
ak t a, 1:18.0 511 -Yard
Backstrolo-Kcith. 39.r. 50Y

r sl

Bre. , h ,,, ike.Rob-

ing into it 4013 -yard freesolc
relay, which the Indians won
In capture the victory.

'That was really a great
meet: Partin mid. -They
walked all over us two years

lalviii

111

Cl111011-yard Niek,

e and Cliff Sehlak in the
40.1.yard freestyle.

21OYard
Frostyle Relay -1010. Hanni.

gam Peters:. bitten.. no
INTERNIEDIATE;
SOO.
Ydnil bleledy Relay.Schcart.
ing. Lernix,er. Nyeill11. Phil-

1:55.4:

sell -Yard

Ereestsle-Nomo. 211.11; 2110.
Yord
6101Ill,E1110Ler.

1:44.6:

ant -Yard ButicrIly,Nsehas
1:02.3: 1110.
Y r
Fromm le-Phithin.

of most of the fellows on our

NERWEESTY,_ E,LEizi,1,.,,tioNrewmomn:

gam. -

Elk Grove's winners in the
meet were the medley relay
team of Mike Callahan, Bill
Purcell, Mike
and Bob

opening event against No
badJacobson, Dave Toler in the
Weal and didn) lose the
200.yard individual medley:
Until the final event The Gr.. Pat Dunning in diving; (km
adiers were ahead. 46-42. go- in the 100-vard butterfly:Cal-

I.

TOICE LG. 2. Arnianinlos.
NW: 3. Barsenhao NW
SO -YARD
FREESTYLE:
I. Kinaka, NW. 2. Jacobson.
EU; 3. Man.-y..11G. DIVING;

I. Dunning. EG: 2. Whack.

on

a

layup and once front

the corner. Boh Kline and S111

bagged

THE WARRIORS moved
out to their biggest lead of the
night at 42-25 early in the third

slow-sts tarting

Vikings record.

period, but they were in the

ed their first field goal. almost
three minutes into the period.

midst of a cold shooting eight
Minutes that only netted them
10 total points.

On a minimum of turn9 score on buckets by KumAnderson and Horn.
Held goals by Sachs and Hum

hitting Berman:la straight points

cher

mer.

offset

r

B

WITH SEVEN seconds re-

Hut shooting WWI been
the word to describe the St. Vi-

olet basketball team this season. but that was exactly the
tom lhat could be applied to
the Lions in the defeated St

Joseph 6439 Friday night at

St. Vim,
The Liens shot 61 per cent
M the first half as they rolled
up a 36-15 lead after two quarters. They did nearly 0 welted
the second huh In they coasted

to the victory. In their past few
games, they haven't shot much

better than 25 per cent

The Lion, were paced by
fine individuel per
formances. Terry Cullen led
III 17 00i111.1
all the scorers wth
rebounds.
and grabbed
Dave Kaskie had 13 points and
several

FREESTYLE: I. SOU, EG:
Kittake. NW: 3. Clarizio.

100.1.410 BREAST.
STROKE: I. .Zepko. NW:

Shepherd.Purcell.
EG. 400.1(ARD FREESTYLE
RELAY: I. Niles West, 2. Elk
Grove.

'4

Sale,

I

0
0

5

!

0

1

6

Totals
Totals

Peschke hit a charity toss for
the Chargers. Craley hit for

two, Katie hit for four and
Cullen and Keehn got two
apiece and the Lions took.

3 CAlREY

14-

PUMPS])

.

I

19 rebounds. while Mark Keean had I rs
with his four points. Guard
Bob Rech had I points and
three rebounds.
Senior forward More Carley
made great strides in winning

for loth.

his position back from Mike
Pettenucgo as
Po ints

and

he scored
grabbed

II

five

rebounds while filling in for
the injured Pettenuoo. Carknse had been
ley, whose
t shooting was
outstanding
that he could
suspect, prey
score Friday night. Many of
his shots were
range.

the 15-20 foot

TWO.

The Hams played evenly fo
the rest of the period with Kas

kle. Callen and Carley doind

bulk of the scoring fo
the Lions. The hallo,. with
these,. 36-15.
the

MID -SUBURBAN

LEAGUE
TEAM STANDINGS
Team

WL

Arlington

X

0

Prospect

6

2

Forest View

5

3

-Dave Larsen of Mount Pros-

Hersey
Fremd

4

4

pect. Dave Sehnert of 001110110.

4
4

4

Eric

Wheeling

4

Glenbard North

3

5

Conant

2

Elk Grove

2

6
6

Palatine

2

6

THE OTHER four

NORTHERN CONFERENCE

boys-

Porter of Schaumburg

and Mike Freeman of Hoffman Estates -made up the relay team which placed thiid in
the 13-14 year old 200 -yard

will hr .ElI Grove. Conant

Holey.

View,
Maine

Forest

Viator,

St,

Prospect and Maine
East will compete in the Maine

West.

South District along with the

hat Nth, Ix J Imre North

.1

:0,104 hall. hub is op Date

WLT
4

0

2

3

i

4

0
0
0

Central

5

North

2

7

Immanuel

0

4

II

Baldo

Kat ie

5

3

Cement

2

7

3

2
0

15

Cullen

6

Field

5

I

3

3

Sett+

I

3

5

Orchard Bullets
Plainfield Panthers
Plainfield Pythons

0

4

1

2

3

I

3

0

5

6

0

South Bulls

5

I

St Stephens ]Ma

2

4

Plainfield Pant hens

yard medley relay.

Orchard %anion

2

I

I

11

U

I

Frans

Shanahan

O
11

I

2

0

0

1

I

I

15 16

7

5

I

Team

5

U

Zaccanni

W

1.

I I
4

2

4

2

'f
0

4

West

0

1

Terrace

0

4

0
0
0

Adair
Mdena

SIMI Glade

T
0
0
0

West Hawks
Comb Bulls
Cumberland Gators

1

2

I

Team

1

I.

T

Ii

0

Heydecker

3

2

0

Malloy

3

2

0
0
0

3

D

Utecht

3

3

D

E/01111y5

3

3

2

3

I

5

1

NRTH E R N CONFERENCE Team

T
0

WL

76crs
Bulls

Blackhawks

Fitzgerald

Tom

4

0
0

Bruins
Red Wings

5

0

5

0

0

3

2

throws. and Mark
his

Proviso could manage nnly
one wore during this dine, that
Icing a bucket by Roy Koschawith

the hall

to

pivotman

Bondoen. but the Pan-

thers sore Akio uuntrol that
strategy with a fast moving
side, the host squad was able us
cut the Demon margin. hut

firs period
minimized their ream with

throughout

the

several personal fouls.

AT THE SAME time slick

I

shooting junior was guarding

3

0

I

in Me Cteltand, pre.

Rangers

I

2

2

an -to -man defense, hold-

Maple Lean

0

4

O

ins the Proviso gunner to 12
points for the whole game.

WL

T
O

moralizing the Scarlet and
Maines biggest weapon. His

3

I

2

2

O Me teammates

2

-I

10

O

0

Chicago
Detroit
Montreal

4

0

Boston

I

3

5

0

Toronto

0

3

0
1

0

2

4

2

0

0

local Wen Sub -

116.1, 11111001.0 the snarnsi-

final otter to

don in the

ether/le With the ,13-,3 win
Mier 1110 second half tip.
Deschamps once again started
the Demon scoring, hitting
one of his baseline jump shots
to pin East overdo: 40 mark.
IN THE THIRD E01110 110
ting Blue and White put on
ooniplete team pertOrmanee.

saving

of

Des-

champs. Cronin. Rebnann. the
Bondeson boys and Bill Knapik.

By the time the thirst hitter
sounded. Maine had a 19 -point
spread. and the final period

saw the subs from both .sides
engager n a run and shoot thn.

they increased the margin to
311 points. 83-53.

PROVISO WEST 153)
Player
5
2
3
Ondra
3
Koschalek
2
3
Lambeth
Dickerson
_
I/

BEPR

Mc Kinney

3

Comer

2

1

I

U

0

0
II

Sawasko
Cowan

DeWitt
Hosed

Toms

1

11

21

(I

9
2

1/

0

I

2
2

1

0
0

0
1

II 19 LI

MAINE. EAST 1831

I

Team

:INew the

than entry added 111 more
points to its lead in the third
frame. and then sowed I I

661. 0100 won nth shay isitors as

MAINE TRIED early to go

eight minutes.

PEE WEE HOCKEY

6
4

first

Lind only basket.

3

W L T New York

'

free

jor factor as he ndlkd the majority of his points in the initial

WLT

The nr knew his

business

halanced

well, Deschamps being the ma-

14

strategy 66kil/11 in III. dressing
roombeforesendinghischarges
back on the tun for the in.
termission wait/nip.

tallying 22 markers behind the

Maine continued to score

BANTAM HOCKEY
11

7

Lakeo
2
SOUTHERN
CONFERENCE

Get

W

39-.111.

the hoop hy Bob Reimann.
who hit the second basket of
the game, Jay Bentsen. with

By shutting off the ball in-

O'Neill

Thus Maim led.

the intermission. and seernin,
Iv had the game under control
as bleClelland held only a brief

stem defensive ellen. while

2.1.2 zone defense.

HIGH SCHOOL
BASKETBALL

halftime edge.

settle down.
Deschamps wus followed to

two
1

111-pssint scoring effort 10 lead

the Park Ridto ton 3930

holding Proviso to only 12
points 011 an extremely con.

Hondo, who had

2

standing defelnit cork anis a

lead Wore the host five could

and White forged to an 8.:

W L T Viai0
i

Forest

Bulls
Cubs
Bucks

4

WESTERN CONFERENCE

WESTERN CONFERENCE Schwan.
FIFTH GRADE

takers

2

5

16

II

0

0
0
0
0
0

7

1

5

T Team

0
0
0
0

4

1

0

0

viso turnovers. and the Blue

2

0

0 Shea
26 12 12 45 Totals
0

W L T Tom

freestyle and fifth in the 200.

0

4

Knicks

4
4

0

O

0

0

SIXIII GRADE
Team
South Pistons

0

Wieczerek
Polluka
McGonigal

Trawsinki
B. Carley

JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL BASKETBALL

WL

6

I.

FIFTH GRADE

BEPR

Peschke

W

SOUTHERN
CONFERENCE
South Laken

5

IN THE FIRST two niinurns of play. the Maine pressing defense
used three Pro-

SL JOSEPH (39)

3

1

I.
0

W

2

Carat Groomers
Cumberland Cents 3

SIXTH GRADE
Team

I

Deschamps who scored the
fest points of the game for the
visiting Denson.

0

Tom

St. Stephens Buckeyes

100.yard butterfly.

their Venetia sthlrlet tourneys.
In the Barrington District

Park.

Proviso won the pre -game
w'mop and fashion S/106 ai
they entered the court with
Oast* red and white uniform
and a similarly shaded multi-

year. but that game was eontested in Park Ridge. and the
visitors were without the sem
vices of their high scoring for -

2

Keehan

Maple Celtics
Orchard Knicks

Immanuel
Central

rington placed in three OVEOLE
SCCand in the 100 -yard free.
style, third in the 100.yard
backstroke and third in the

20 46

then continued with extremely
cosisteeat play though the remaninder of 111,0010 both offens rely and defensively in
ride home with the 311-pOint

Panthers earlier in the

0

0111001. BASKETBALL
STANDINGS

North

Team placed -in the AAUOpen
Swim Meet held at the Welles
York I'tol 1n Cnlcago.
Rick Schwarting of Bar.

6

Plainfield Pylhon,

Team

Five bays from the Northwest Suburban Boys Swtm

5

4

0 put out by the home team.
but he alone could not match
the outstanding team effort by
Maine East
The Demons took a slight
Ihrewpoint lead after the first
period. stretched their margin
In nine point by the half, and

P R Pharr

6:

Carley

OPP° ELEMENTARY

FIFTH GRADE

at AAU

tor took a IIpoint load.

I

I

the Limo leading 64.37.

5 place

I

viously !behest individual ploy-

ST. V1ATOR 164)

Doyle

a free threw and Cullen hi

2

Fling. and not only defeated the
Panthers. 03.53. but CSC0001
from the West Suburban
League cellar in doing so

the

Pancrab played prthably the hot tine of his young other.

The come, terminated with

tor in lb lead in the opening
imonents of the fourth tarter.
Both cashed free throws and
hit on long shuts. including a

O

Nano Will adVanee to the West
Leyden Sectional Wowing

Proviso West last Friday eve-

lotion of Bruce Brother,.
THE BLUE Demons already held a big victory over

Yellin

Curley and ( them kept Via.

0

The mood pet el so. Jack
In the Giddy test at PW's Cronin tot cling, el the East
Hillside courtandra was oh. effirt as he combined 0111-

lot week oho the sudden rim.

12H01 as he made four of four.

EVO TOM on a lay,. ofd

THE RE -tit of our area

5

:,art. Rick Ondra.

who was appointed head coach

Rech

in the guano. and the period
ended with Viator leafing J] -

5±6

week.

Arlington,

than Proviso. and exhibits a
-0 record for Me Cielland.

the sithsitmo Joe Trawisnki.
Steve Yellin, John Doyle and
Mike Shthehan widens' the
lead while Brian Carley kern
his Ise throw percentage at

outscored the Chargers 11-10

to the Glenbrouk
South Sectional the follinsing
advance

8

4

21

trict am Deerfield. Highland
Park. Lake For.. Lake Zurich. McHenry. Carmel. Mundelein and Women:la. The
winner of the tournament will

2

Page,

nLost nos
Limnos mark. one
on
win better

etch Ed Woielewski ont in

i

tipped in an errant shot and
Corky drove in for two mor

3

23 20 26 30

Frond and Palatine along with
s. Cary
the host school. Fm
Gnme, Crystal Lake and Lake

Maine Fast began

goals front 20 feet out Kee.
hun. Cullen and Rech, how.
ewe. kept the Limn well
ahead. The Lions eventually

Chargers

rally

4

0
t

6

and torn" Miter 111.,. howl
coach Paul Mc Clelland at

Wietorek hit on thrt field

mild

4

0

1

ME rolls under new boss

as

01 down a hit during the third
a

1

2

I

.1

0

10

0

I

0

SPORTS -'rd'

20-fnuter by Cullen and a 25 looter by Carley.
WITH MORE than half the
quarter remaining. Viator

load in the first quarter and the
Chargers never threatened al=
ter that. Rosh and Katie
opened up with a pair of quick
baskets. then. after Bill

1

Patrol.
SF.
0

Kline

dominating the scoring with 25 points and olso the rebounding.
(Photo by George Hamilton)

The pee of the actiOn slew -

0
0

Lindstrom

Meissner

poses. the gamut e belonged to
the Knights. b Hersey.fouled

21E1

27

Jacoby

3

Lomisledt

the pine midway through the
period on steals by White.

from the toe ot the lacy.as Via

3, Hort!. NW. 400 -YARD

BFPRI

Rush

evening Friday, but he is hounded by Gospot's Brad Rucker.

less Chargers, 45.16.

I. Calloktn. EC.. 2. Toler. EG:

Frew

Knights. who then held a 62.
61 lead. For all practical pur-

a pair of field goals. Katie go

Erlfeldf

PR

Player
Rucker

eight -point lead. the biggest of

fished themselves underneath
:es they outrebounded the hap-

1

18 ZS

Hersey's Andy Penceb has another of hls 26 rebounds for the

all season, the Lions also estab-

ins. NW.
Huebner. EG.
IN -YARD BACKSTROKE:

9

HERSEY lel)
II I'
PILO.

the

ch._ homer. Pliabin. 1:46,5.

NW: 3. thhnson. NW. 180.
YARD BITIFIRELY: I.

Totals

and nearly went in.
PROSPECT MD

maining. a Feige shot from the
swill' nd the rebound
corner

mounted

1

II

Invited to the Wheeling Dis-

half tot try that hit the rim

ono

the

.1

2

with one area school. Wheel.
ing, hosting its own District on

end. The two -point lead alnmst wasn't enough. though.
as Fop hurled a last -second

the game.

and

17

mint have been announced

Sectionel and district as.
signemems for the 1970 Illinois State Wrestling tourna.

two.shot that Ito made the see-

a shot with 1,35 remaining.

quarter,

4

Wheeling has state's
wrestling sectional

Lion accuracy demolishes St. Joe's
By George Indus

6

Niles North 13.12.1,25-.66.

R

P

trate :Memel to get the hall at
03.
Binh missed the not of the

the game tw.
Edge aided a pair from Me
line. but Meissner scored on a
beautiful tunianrund jumper
mil Reek., broke loose twice
on the fiat break to give Pms-

time spread was 29.27 in favor
of the hosts.

110 Lions built up

9

MAINE WEST 011

Rush in the hackomn in a des -

throw attempt and had to leave

cr out of a tipin with:55 lett in

rebounds to raise his conference average to 13 points a

2
2

SCORE BY QUARTERS

Meyer

West repined their co.

Anderson's two

ll 0 If nding Meissner's fit

went out of bounds to

4

TOTALS

league.

Niles. meanwhile, on the

other one and one. but Pan. then fouled Meissner on
a layup for his fifth persenal.
londstedt hit the door hard fe-

end Nagel made a three-point-

Stem and Patten, traded
huckets to open the second
half. hot Prospect Wilt an

3

Keefe

ference leaders if they can get
some help from the rest of the

prowess of Sachs. Huscher.
Pat Keefe and Neil Goldstein
managed 16 points to pose
threat at 49-41.

craw. who made the best or an

Nagel kept the Prospect hliir
from hurting much with boa
kelp of their 000 and the half-

entire Prospect mans.
Scott Fcige also contributed
a great deal to the Hersey game
with 19 points and five

3

5

Maine Went 20.19.111.32--8I .

eight apiece. Maine had eight
pom on the board before the

drew

ripped the nets for 25 rnints on

26

2

Bassuk

13.

P

2

chant to challenge the con-

the c1O10111ePs e.nry °I. lie'

F

B

kaPPinS
Huscher

fold. They only on the spread
by two by halftime, 39.25. but

Iftt

0

29 21 23 28

NILES NORTH 1661

scoring attack with 20 apiece
while Anderson and Willison

Schirmer

Spy's fifthsc foul.
Jeff MeiShiler fouled Pan -

Pancratz. John Durso and 'I im

totaled

0

slate ann.:till have an outside

Ith ends nf sine and one situation to give Plopeo another
too -point lead. Mark Lind-

scoring and rebounding. He

he

I

5

But the Vikings refined to

the

peel 622 points. Durso lippml in

then

0

pKI:yed""7he'ir'doppoWneillitirs ill*"01--

Haney

and

0

Goldstein

White

and

12

Sachs

its lead on a three-point play hy
Ihmenitg and then neve up six
free throws in a row as Hersey
took a 50-01 advantage. A
Lundstedt 1111111 0011
sone
once more :Led White hooned

Rucker

4

court in

old of the petal. Prospect lost

While also added buckets for
five in a row by the host club.

Ercestsle Relay -Smoker. sty -

Bachus Ea 200.YARD IN -

DIVIDUAL MEDLEY:

shake loose. Ile scored three
times. once underneath. once

go

I. S01011601, NW:

LAI% I. Elk Grove (Callahan.
Purcell. Kinn. Jacobsen): 2.
N i 1 e s Woo. 2911 -YARD

1

THE KNIGHTS finished
the game with an overall .45/1

IN ONE of their best pews

1:1111.1: 11101 ard lecosod nese.
Schwarting.
12.5: 2011 -Yard

.YARD FREESTYLE:

200-1/ARD MEDLEY RE

6.2

AllE.All BE three al

10

2

honors with 24 while Huscher

strom hit from the corner. hut

as the Lions finished the year
r with 7114 lead.
Aftr
-footer
Dave Wiecturck sun

Armarates.

ago and sitbus in a closer mon
hookea
felt good
h
against them.
wo
pleased with the performences

is

two minutes as Feige
sconsl twice and Paneratz
tipped in a shot with 00 showing on the clock.

omore Andy Pancratz pumped
in his seasons' high in bath

Freestyle.
Intl -Yard
1:17.2:

Kinn. PG: 2. Mashy, .EG:. 3.

MEEK RESULTS

its

ALTHOUGH PROSPF.CT
won the game. the big Mani
cote from Hersey. Big soph-

and

lira' ststrokol'oen

20 .1.15.

11ekly-PIEWkWy. Ne10011. 1,16

when Dave Lundstedt began 10

Prospect

.

'Len. Kaiak lielmk.. 1:1 s.7:
31111GEI': 200-Yar1 Med
les Rel. -Newcomet tickler.

blarkwell. Halsor,.
Divider. no time given:

fourth place.

record.

11 iceman. 2:41.3
Bunt fiy.1,

liackshoke-I -trans

come back for a 11-12 quarter

while Hersey drops to a 4.4
mark and a threcway de for

added

eighth win of the season over
off Forest Wheeling knocked

hark 265: 2inkrianl Indivkl-

1:112.:

pet employed sonic of Ill finest shooting of the yea to

field goal percentage to Herey's .387. T. Huskies reversed that average from the fro
throw line.
their
.679 average there kept them
in the game. The Knights shot
a dismal .310 from the line.
The lead setiawed until the
middle of the wound period

Arleoton

F noisle-Shenert

A r is Oil

corner and on a layup to give
the Huskies a lead, loa Pne,-

in second place in the confer.
once.

2:13.0: 911-1'051 Frewityle.AL

1111 -Gird

Sont Rip clicked from the

lead.

rebound,, one more than the

I

mediately and that 1. I
breakaway late by Rucker.

slowed down by the Hersey
height. Prospect Friday survived for a 63-61 home court
win to leave the Knigh. alone

10 of 15 field goal attempts
and five of sewn from the line.

erpone. 43.1 2011-1 and mestylegelas - okaimtiotriek.Slatei. Nos:miner.
JUNIOR: 3.101.Y:1111 MedRela ...Fitzsimmons. Peterwin. Larsen. Arhal
1:19.2i

his average down to 18.8.

Panorut. tipped one in rind

Hersey gabbed 21

5.3
4

Grens torpedoed, zI9-z16

I

Lloyd
Whiteford

Z

-----

9-,,,,

4
6
2

Barton

_

Jon Pitt (40) and Gary Elwell (32), hone or Wheeling, each lay
Dole to n rebound in Friday night game noinst Forest View.
Dove Long 1251 is too late to help tho Falcons' cause. (photo by
Georg. Amundsen)

0

3

CONANT 1421

Muolonald

-

4

3

5

17 12 14 39
B

Team

Al

oil I took:

4

3

TOTALS

irtlyNelsios 11.6: 50-1'd

tsleItchnk:
troke-I erniLik.

3

Hint

I

Swint

utyle-Belinke.

2

2

7
2

20.k. 25Yaril

it.

I

I

12
tt

VIII -roll medley

.

team lost u heartbreaking 4A
46 decision to Niles West in a
non -conference dual meet in
the Indians' home pool Satur.

I

11

,

Mu, Bonier. Luca,

ELK GROVF: 146)

2

Horn

I 411E1'1

Will. Ilh aheed by four."

B

I

Werner

Yarsi

Barton messed with Maconiild and the pass was interconed." 1 his put Conant
down by liner and Mega.: inn

lot of contact. and we
came out on the long end of
the score. The score !bowed

1/

Lavallarc

5

21011_. in 1Milmot fiat-

:

We ban Iwo 1,66 llioffensivc

sham. The statement was true

off Forest view la drop the
Birds Mto third place with a
0
0

2

skied another name to in list
01 4.1001 arm victims as the

-

Wan a

8
2

0

1

thing

11 was a rugged game. There

2

Phillip

.1

Northcot huhurban

110

The Wildcats didn't gel a 1,1d

Gross. coach Hob Rees saide

6

5

Northwest
boys
submerwe Elmhurst

in the lino! periol. but K.oell
amts Wood outscor Cle
eons 7-2 ai thai illli111 ill give
Wheeling a 58-47 adoninge.

Player

It

P

. 23 19 74

MO ALS

0

7

0

1

5

won,

his teams' height would shut
off Prospect's fall -beak of tense because the Knights
netted to rebound the ball 10

Although thee offal. was

Bilocr
liansfield

WHEELING 1631

Foresi Viex came obit:. six

of mach.

Olson
Shevell

Long 10 fonhe Falcons_

lead to 10.47-37.

rihle mistakes. mostly from inexperience. We were down by
two
one minute left and
Macdonald and Barton started

t7.--

14

611, kinks, dunked

Player

fair percentages
from the field. Conant shot 33
per cent and 110 Grover, sunk

a

View with

Long
Meier

last

League

Hersey's Don Spry got the
opening tipeff. but Knight
Chris Sales stole the bull int.

into 23 turnovers. 12 of them

SEPR

Phow

Suburban

rot, held no 16 points to slow

coming on steals.

FOREST' VIEW 1531

Forest

paced

give the Wilde. some ht erithmg room. Kawell then go his
the tioints In the final 3: sec
leads of the quarter to up the

PINDER WAS also second
10 Elesch in the rebounding

ft

Wheeling

bleier

maser Lind convenol
tree
thnic lor a three-point pl. to

Toth

teams

ease

non m ro.: Immo

stripe.

ANICA

two from the charity stripe.
14 rebounds andsix
scoreboard read
29-26 points Friday
night. Both
Imaged

tirom

Om il

cith 11 points. includiim soen of nine from the chit! ity

Put

pluys against the zone defense.
1101111

hoard for Wheeling. thd he

things a little uncomfortable
hs cutting the -load to 3.325,
Wood /El a short turnaround

their kcal.

the

ottenstve

Me

Lundstedt and Casey Rush.
But Hersey came 0001 in the

Roger
Steingraber said Thunsday that
coach

chattel, by forcing Hersey

When Forest Vim mdre

Vivo with d il, ism, Ideal, hat

six of 7 from the line for IS
001111, kielle Pinder bettered

hod NOW,/

and Lanett got the linul five.
and they nem responsible lor
the Gs points.

gave the lead hack to For,

Junk jump sho. Wayne bleier

Barton pm through 16 tiles.

2-6 lents. Ilk

Frond's Ronds Horne Nell) hangs on for dear life, even though he, notcred by Arlington's
Mike Mandele reenter). Trying
help out is Ylking Hare Wiekeoharn ill, while ("ordinals BSI
Klerk 1441 and Jack Huh 1.5211oult nn. The Redbirds easily trininged in 110 tine. 77A2. (phi.

through 11/points in the pet Sid

goal the hut 63.1 of the goo
hut they convened seven of
nine free throws to protect

night 46-10. to latk ., Sgame
lining streak. !Ilk Grove. 161atine anilL'arnain are now tied

ANKiaL-Al

26-17 lead and held on for a

halted at lour os the Falcons

nave from

hind 1Ca111111aia

rind. Pahtline once again dmw

2-3

5

9

I

Itch. 13-14.

dropped to fourth in the Mid -

game. Prospect% Brad Rucker

By Linda Hamilton
Spode Edda

nine rah. in the pant her a

return in the third quarter :1112
Cu
Wildcats widened their

Elk I nose boilentente outlasted the inoak, trom ( onam I rid.

Nalini got ., the
play
ler Gloated. the mann plushy.

wrni 230 LEFT in the pc-

dtpped to

loss

7.6 in, the parallel N.

hack in full gear with Wsions

rebounding column with 10.

Inc quick.drione hit.

lbe

7

Kummer
Hanselmann
Smith
TOWoodkyTALS

Knights 'steal' thriller from Hersey, 63-61

Vies let the .500 murk with a
4-4 reconi. The b ;deem re.

high Nur. 5.05 on the trampo-

1070

stark in 11SL play at .1 -4.166 -

Oa ,ia ill 17 from the lichl aid

thin tried to move the kill to
'the basket. Mu twice the Pirah.
the ball just ak Glenbard Nought the hall acn.
the midcourt line and made

February 2

est View's winning streak was

Polatine siring when "Iiim
pm.iin,1,1111 a charity but AI-

Palatine

View'i, g5 mnusiics
o
non-confcrence

snaps losing streak

I hi

0001lialed

Monday

Ili reach the .500

the

Rion :dot figured well in the

1.1

and Pal Keefe for WWI, loyup In Friday's 81.66 Nieto, Willison chipped in with 14 points
including seven dial& in the find tarter. (Photo by J. Alan Cook)

4

have a long.awaited runawiy.

overs. the Warriors increased
their margin to a doubling 18-

10 creep with four
53-49. but Warrior DenWalloon took charge of

4

Hoot

2
6

cd Me the Mainito monk!

theoffensiveaspect oftheprne.

atis

Melee Wert Dents W Oltwn (341 somehow finds room between Mos North's Mike Sachs (51)

161h ile,111101 10101100.1 Ike

30-25 advantage at the half.
Wheeling's 1-2 punch wds

scorer for the victors. him,

halftime. the Panthan made the first basket to
take another fisopoint lead.

cit to cis, at 49-41 after three
per060.Northouiseored West.
84. to begin the final eight

14 1' 12 24.40

all-around white 5.811 avenige.
The Falcons senior had scores
of 7 3 ill the free exenthe. 3.8
on the hide horse. 5.95 on the

the Wilskats scored the lint

Wolk, North broke the

Other

2

6 27 14

23

lung the blid-Suhurisin
Pi -

mic Stet (lannine hacked

his
On

time advantage mem the defi-

Monslas. 106.58314.43

riontie
Phillips
Totals

The Vikes kept nibbling
away 01 Maine's 39-25 half-

Willixn

Rkh Hendricks, Willie Andown, Fred Horn. Tom

1110 hosts blurted to a 20.13

Sachs and Stew Huscher.

4

point pp at 32-16 and it looks

allnanference telethons, Mike "me" 1114 05.16nn

1

2

0

Freeman's starting quintet of

advantage after eight minutes
on the combined efforts of An.

ean rallying behind their two

dual moo at Wor Leyden

'Cu Falcons' chances of 11411-

03-53. and seriously datenge

kirove
which

tied Illy sot di 15.15. After

3

visiting Foot Vit.

ra't's the oring 0116: liar the Pi-

pier made allaillar 1,00 and

2

Nam lost

.: bench the entire second peHod. corke 6 aroundwe did the
dirty ork
the hood.
Lind Wheeling jumped ahead.

topple

the

Noising tom free throws.

0

:mil .Roger
Wood each scored 21 points
Friday night to help Wheeling

NISI.

rots. orid In Don Anatol. the
leading wore le; the night

7

11

Forest

4

Wheeling tier it wain to Mike

Jell Artier. lilenhod helped
ha' commit, 160 10-.

3

25 12 37 22

FRESH,

4

°tors lung jumper just be-

229 thin thr. thr the Cougars.
Barton shot 511 per xi) from

rates

0

4

(I
6

each bagged 14. Niles' Sachs
individual scoring
grabbed

.most every department.

lenged only m the early stops
of the Final quarter a, Nilo W-

gymnastics

2

Gary Ktell

x1111

II

1,1' lose.
(S

11

By Mao hurt.

for the cellar prnition in the

loin Iltoloch and d lay, Is

2

Kawell paces Wheelingover Falcons

Iwo

collected

Mg.

1418.
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GAMEWISE, KUMMER
sod Horn led the Warrior

al the outset of the second

0

5

1

West now owns a 5.3 kague

111K 15 -POINT margje of
victory ww seriously chal-

SCORE BY QUARTERS
ARLINGTON 15 21 14.27-77

.tea I

44-411 10:61 with b:13 remain

..

0

Anderson
Hendricks

theyerupted for laquickpoints

League standings.

Ii

4

'

1

to

2

1/

IT APPEARED that Free-

The hoop. led by AnderTHE FIRST half was III
Weat as head coach Gaaton amiss's meters, opened 16 -

iors' second in two tries over
the Viking, and left them sot hay in hind place hehind Niko
West and lions -running Maine
South in the Central Suburban

in

0

Andirano
Whiten

The victory was the War-

twoonspu

10-2. Greg lions%

bldsbach

visiting Niles North.

3

0

P RTS

lead lor the line and lam lime.
161.1010 then committed ti.si

sang thai

2

it

Pace ts

nen. Palatine W1111k61 0110

the

quarter.

.,-- ....

0

Hthks

k

With the riot limiet of Me
Minh simmer In Rusts Sels

!jr..5

Warriors' Assault.

1.21,9991"..-2"

7

3

1

8

(111.0

main

knotted up at .18.

!lie final

victory in the bag.

Itofel

quickly
doused all promising Viking

0

P

Warriors new fieldhous.e when

layup

6

1

that es he entered the gaine and
contributed two magnificent
pass interceptions to set up the

I

1

1

11%1ATINE 1521
Pleser
n li 0

third milker. Knit mode d
loom and the lolls:im en,
sired the Mi] itth.011

With uhout .111 swot. gone_

hob shots
I hen dic 001116, ripped

I

column Friday with a convincing 81-66 triumph ever

0

Nnear the limit scconds ol the

006

AS THE GAME srnened.
looked ds though the Panthers

11

..!

5

0

Alpier

IN 18 49 13

a

4

1

Krege

;

8

,

2

:

4

the Vikings right out of the

2

!..lea.

the

Glen loom

nuntne to , in

Ilona

:

of

0

lead again on Wrigho

6.11 them

Nainds and ealled a ume
hoop. thin -sew demlly dry.,with
, eight seconds .15mi, oil
ehuk
rate.

the Pints en,.,

,

George Woodley made

Willison and Kummer each
contributed 10 points in the
uprising that finally put he

Bruns

2

10

2

thrisitened
the, leadon the 11.11 phis
take the
a hen substitute Charles Philrates

ability of the Mums to LY,11.
11001 011 lield path from oatslide..

S

t,
a

pinto to give the ',mhos a

wen: Hulking their sitiling 75
cent

kite....

pont,

loslint

wk..1.111...

Al 66E1 ill

another long tamper. the Pr

line of x Melt thes nthte 10.
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non6 boys were going to blow

MENU) 1621
II F R
Molornik
4
0 I

GLEN free throws mp Palatine
By Jeff Ulurkson

ls( eine's junior

guRoeard

2

some skid, the Maine Wen ca.
gers jumped back into the win

Player

Kite

way.

After slumping to a three-

I

1

panne when it counted. howpver. rattling off season high
32 points in the final quarter.

f,.reer, throws 11(1/0 the trot

three-point play.
visitors failed to

9

ohm, hI rows hy K kick plus a
mandele

ails....... ,........

k

the

P

4

4VicksasIstin

including

By J. Alan Cook
AWL Sporn Ed.

28 21 29 1:

and Larry Hanks fought back
with two pointers of their own.
but the Cards barged im ahtd
as Mandeb clicked on a 15-

toter.
VIKING

)

141r

9
6

5

9
4
0
0

West ends skid; whips Vikes

over-

Player
Deschumps

BEPR

Reit.,

5

2

2

2

4

3

1

3

Bandeson. I

I

5

1

0

Bondsmen. M

7

Cronin
Knapik

2

Wagner
Ussery

whelmed the remainder of the
0 1PW squad with an aggressive

Bothwell.
Knopf

O

defensive thorn and a het-

O

onced offense.

Anderson
Totals
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0
0
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SHORT RIBS

a
Monday, February 2, 1970

MY INSOMNIA IS GerrING

ME GOWN NOW ON

OUT OUR WAY

GET SOME REST
?

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
DON'T YOU BELIEVE IT/ THAT'S
THE FANCIEST FIGURE SKATNIG I'VE SEEN IN A LONG
TIME! THE PONDS
BAP
ITS MAKIN' YOU
LOOK GOOD/

AH, I NEVER 51-4OULDA
TRIED TO DO ANY SKATIAY

HERE --THIS POND IS 5o
FULL OF STUFF I CANT

Do A THINI6!

LOOKS LIKE A

LOOKS FARTHER.
AWAY THAN THE
NEXT YANKEE

2

EtALONEY!

5
7

OUST BEN'

COOPED UP
MAKES ANYONE MEAN

9

TAR A

AS KIDS!

"A Celebration of
Winter" views some
of New Hampshire's
many resort areas.
26 Turin Acevedo
Show

Special
"The Brave Little
Tailor and other sto-

HURDLER'S
S1 -IDES;

ries." Puppet films

2

based on the fairy

(01:-'

4

0/
-1-,,

(

I MUST HAVE IT,

TM AFRAID, LOVE,

PICKIE 11-51-1-1110

THIS CLOD DOESNT,

6:25
Editorial
26 Quiz

Vision special.
7 Movie

"Sabrina."
Romance
between

chauffeur's daughter
and heir to a fortune.

Ion wounded again in

William Holden and
Humphrey Bogart.

line of duty, closes

11 Bird of the Iron

the Long Branch and

Feather

Audrey Hepburn,

A public welfare
worker visits the deaf
mute relatives of Jonah Rhodes.
32 Truth or Consequences

MAN! Doc-5NT ME

L... *.AB
et

EVENialow MO!

TO 71-115 CRAcKPOT-

A:COLKOR ?

KNOW WHO S AM

r

m%

rj :-

TA

04EAL

111

2.2

currAL., aii

5

---,
...

170

0U I..

T A.

Geography

'i-'.1%-f4111dr

friend are accidental-

mond when he pawns

ly involved with for-

the real gem to get

eign agents planning

money to plunge on
an "inside tip."

26 Today's Racing
32 Of Lands and

BUGS BUNNY

I

Horoscope
FOR TUESDAY

SAY...GARCON!

MAY I HAVE A

WHAT D' YA WANT
WITH A MENU? VA
ALREADY GOT YER

MENU, PLEASE?

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
19) A verbal transaction is all
right -hut be sure you get written evidence of the fact of its
having taken place. Guard
against tricks.

VERY
HOT
SOUP;

ORDER

EHH,
WHAT'S
UP:

or4wi

5

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March

guest star.

lk

trust each other enough, you
should be able to brighten both
lives.

Think about it.
ARIES (March 22 - April
20) Be prepared to give tangible evidence of having ful-

Tonight Show,

Dick Cavett

Show
9 Movie

Mexican leader. Paul
Mum, Claude Rains,

John Garfield and
Bette Davis

32 The Prisoner
11:30

32 News Final
11:35

32 100 Paintings;
Great Musk
12:00
Movie

2

discuss Tuttle's book

Everglades."
Strange film of life in
Florida during the
1900s, with focus on

"Drive for

the

Green."

26 Wrestling
32 News

natural beauty pre-

9:25

Paul Harvey

opher Plummer and
Burl Ives and Gypsy
Rose Lee.
5
7

Midnight Report
Chicago Show

5

Memorandum

9

Flash Gordon

7

1:00
Perspectives

9

1:25
News

7

1:30
Reflections

2

Late Report

Comments

12:30

9:30

32 Debbie Drake
9:45
News

7

10:00
News
News
News

2
5

9

12:55

1:50

A look at life in a
New York City hospital from the emer-

cock Presents
11 NET Festival

32

psychiatric clinic.

26 A Black's View
of the News

The Honey-

1:55

Meditation
9 Movie
"Dangerous." Os perc a r -winning
2

formance by Bette
Davis of a former
star on

the

3:30

10:30

Mery Griffin

9

Five Minutes to

Live By

Show

MORTY MEEKLE
HAVE I TOLD YOU
LATELY THAT I Love rco

CHIPS:WHAT-ARE

YOU

LIP HE'.2g?.

enough.

TAURUS (April 21 - May
21) You should he able to
come to a conclusion regarding a present problem of personalities. Think of others.

GEMINI (May 22

-

June

21) Keep your expectations
high and your approach intellectual. A good day for testing another's reactions.

CANCER (June 22 - July
23) Excellent days ahead for
the Cancer who knows which
side his bread is buttered on. A
day when romance could bring

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
THE BORN LOSER
Answer to Previous Puzzle

surprises.

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23) Increase your efficiency if you
would have as good a chance

Links

PEED A

-7....t.,1/4TTENT1014 EVERYBODY...

VOLUNTEER FOR
A DIRTY JOB!

as the next fellow when adSeek out flaws.

LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23)
Should the day involve you in
changes where employment is
to take

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22) If you would he able to take
advantage of an excellent busi-

ness opportunity, keep mentally alert to its arrival.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22) The quicker you are

CAPTAIN EASY
MY NAME* TIGRA.116RA
STEPAHOS.,.I'M EYPSY, N
CASE YOU'RE WONDERINO.,
YOLI KNOW, FROM A

MIGHT'VE
6UE59ED FROM
THE SUCK WAY

ROMANY TRIBEI

YOU CONNED
ME !

COMPLIMENTS, COMPLIMENTS.,ANYHOW, WHEN

BECAUSE VD HEARD

I SAW THOSE NEW, STORIES ON THE "OPAL
REALIZED YOU WERE JUST THE
SKULL".
MAN TO HELP ME.

ALL ABOUT you FROM

VERY FLATTERING.

BUT WHY MET

MY BIG BROTHER... HE

WAS AN AIR FORCE
BUDDY OF YOURS,.

BLAZES: WAIT

A MINUTE...

Nor GY Y

REMEMBER?

move

into position, the
sooner you will he the reto

spiritual gains.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 20) A full day's labor

Jan.

a

full evening's rest.

Don't plan on anything elaborate: refuse to promise what
you can't deliver.

T
BIER I N
2 Caught, like
ACROSS
DIN
LEAVE
a
fish
I
N
G
A
1 Series of links
L-LES
3
Reach
CE' S
6 Fastening
destination
C
S ANCY
11 Main artery
REA 0O
S I RE
4 Newspaper
12 City in Qhio
E
N
-r
OLEIZI
paragraph
14 Kind of insect
S
U
I
T
S
L_ V
5 Close (Scot.)
15 Feininine
T
A
R
E
0 S EATE
6 Rightful
name
L_ A R
T H AN E S
demands
E
D
AS S
17 Arab name
RAGE
7
Pines
18 Farm animals
32
Directs
22
Titan
8 Wiles
19 Mischievous
24 Features of
33 Poltroon
9 -Paulo,
child
34 Despisers
unity
20 Bulgarian coin Brazil
25 Having been '36 Danube
21 Machine parts 10 Small
tributary
cogwheels
killed
22 Asian desert
13 Aura
27 Summoned to 38 Bluish color
23 Excludes
40 Trick
court
25 Skull cavity 16 Sacred bull
of
Egypt
28
Shackle
41 Have life
26 Native metal
29 Uniformities 43 Perched
27 School group 18 Peels
21 Pasteboards 31 Colt
44 Rodent
28 Sums of
money
2 3 4 -5
6
7
8
9
10
30 John (Gaelic)
31 Wards off
11
12
13
32 Link by
14
15
16
sewing
35 American

JOHN

f

71;)

1,704

NM,

inventor
36 British gun
37 Light criticism

loe:TITSITI:Pot Off

17

r

OUTSIDE
dust
diet
dote
duet
douse
dose

dust
desist

tide
ides

used

edit
site
side

suit
suite
studio

stud
suet
oust

representative
(ab.)

CAMPUS CLATTER

18

26

40 Became
PS5Ti CAN SOME OF YOU WHO'VE HAD
THIS PROFESSOR ARID BEFORE TELL
ME WHAT POINT NOV TRYING TO MAKES
WHAT iS WS OVERALL THEME..HIS BASIC

THESIS?. IS WE SUBJECTIVE OR--

30

extinct

WE ONLY HAVE A,
4NODDI NG" ACQUAINTANCE
WITH HIM

I

41 Tardy
42 Free time
44 Stream
45 Harvester
46 Asseverates
47 Proofreading

mark (pl.)
48 Verb form
DOWN
1 Conniving

group

19

20

39 Legal

Answers to
Hideaword

Aces

AiL, 0 N E
M AR

1

cipient of both material and

brings

G
A
NT
AH
NA
AT

a

ex-

ceptional gain today.

what is yours with you.

RT

I

VIRGO (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23)
Expand your sphere of influence to include those' who
work with you. Followers can

concerned, he sure

P

U

vances are being considered.

bring you a chance for

,CIA M

31

36
39
42

skids.

With Franchot Tone.

mooners
2

Christ-

servation.

9:10
20 Forsyte Saga

32

"Wind Across the

EFK & MEEK

filled a promise. This is not the
time to expect your word to be

Inter-

"Juarez "

esting biography of

Tuttle
and Robert Cromie
Anthony

gency ward to the

glewood: Judy Collins and Don Ellis."
32 Big Valley

is

Joan Rivers.
9 Perry Mason

surance investigators
tracking down an arsonist.
9 Alfred
Hitch-

"Jazz at Tan-

7:00
Laugh -In

Jack Benny

Murder-

movie about two in-

20 TV College
Humanities
26 Big Play

CONTAIN
YOUR
IRE, SIRE:

Movie
"Movie

Barand

Guests are
bara Feldon

11 NET Journal

er." Made for TV

6:55

4

211 If you and your associates

your own and others'

5

Seas
" T h e Malagasy
Republic."

9:00
Burnett
Carol
Show
2

substi-

tutes a cheap stone
for his wife's -dia-

sabotage.

Your

Mayberry RFD

It Takes a Thief
Mundy and his girl

7

roy's gas station so he
can visit his wife,
who Just had a baby.

7

news
summarizes
events of the week.

8:00
2

Doris and Myrna
volunteer to run Le-

ter
Harry Homewood

20 TV College

the shortcomings of
sives and forgets to
keep a lunch date
with his wife.

8:30
Doris Day Show

2

S

11 Fact of the Mat-

7:40

Emmett

Oil.

uS

comes engrossed in a
conversation about

WO
,11

,7

My World and

Welcome to It
John Monroe be-

8:25
TV College
Biography.

11 Book Beat

2

A POSTMAN VENTURES

WHO'D BESENDIMS A
REGISTERED LETTER

dis-

A n n -Margret who
decides to introduce
the song on a tele-

lishment.
OFF M15 REGULAR ROOM

is

26 Spanish News
32 The Ministers

joins a friend in running another estabON 11-15 RUGGED CALIFORNIA COAST;

Craig

couraged about getting his song published until he meets

6:30
Gunsmoke
Kitty, stunned at
seeing Marshal Dil-.

AS IWO LOVERS °FART- DICKER FOR
A LEONARDO CLAY ROCK CA RVI/4G,

7:30
Here's Lucy

tales of Hans Christian Anderson and
the Brothers Grimm.

2

ROBIN MALONE

20

Choice

6:00
News
News
News
Mike Douglas

11 NET Children's

TO

ENOUGH

PENNANT/

THE INVITATIONS 10 1700105 -cWilt!-FARE-V.ElL
PARTY HAVE SEEN POSTED! RAQUEL, MY REc
ORDER ANOTHER CARLOAD Or BLIOOLY!
WISH fo TOAST' AGAIN AND AGAIN
My SOPERO SENSE OF 'THE
MACABRE

Star 'Ink

9

11 Director's

CLEAR CASE OF
DID WU EVER HAVE CABIN FEVER/ ONE
'THE FEELING THAT
HEAD-SHRINKER.
WINTER WILL NEVER CLAIMS IT COMES
END 1 SOMEHOW
FROM HAT1N'
WARM WEATHER.
KINDERGARTEN

=

TONIGHT

43
46

48

WEATHER

Telephone

Tonight: Partly cloudy,
low around zero. Tomorrow: Cloudy, not so cold,

2554400

chance of snow.
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Ponder lay teacher pay hikes
overturn this old system of

each year if they stay in the sys-

state aid. Our public schools

tem.

Pastors, parents, and Catholic school hoard presidents

arc funded by a system started
in 1787. It was prejudiced,

spoke their minds last night to
members of the Archdiocesan

and it's even worse now. We

"Why 10 per cent?" asked
Father McLoraine, pastor of
St. Emily's in Mount Prospect.
"I've done some inquiring
of tradesmen in the parish.
Their salaries over the past

By Jan Bone

School
r)--ea)ge

Board

at

a

must demand our fair share."

hearing

teachers a 10 per cent raise and

UP FOR discussion at the
hearing, held at St. Raymond's

more money to religious or-

in

ders to pay for the services of

Archdiocesan School Board
"tentative" proposal to raise
lay teachers' salaries by 10 per
cent.

called to consider giving lay

nuns who teach.

Final action will come Feb.

t

10 at the Archdiocesan School
Board meeting.
State aid to non-public

Mount Prospect, was an

Starting salary

schools also came up for dis-

for

a

lay

teacher with a Bachelor's Degree but no experience, now
$6,030. would go up to $6,633

cussion in the first five minutes
of the hearing.

next fall. Similar 10 per cent
raises would he in effect at

"All of us second-class citizens had better get on the hall
and demand what is coming to

par with the public schools
when it comes to competing
for teachers.

"HOW MUCH do we have
to pay in order to get the best?
SO far, we've been able to keep
pace with the public schools,

year have gone up about 61/2
or 7 per cent.

and if we don't raise salaries 10

per cent this year. next year it

could be a 25 or 30 per cent

"I COMPARE notes quite
a hit with the superintendent
of School District 62. I find
that the highest paid teacher
on our payroll at St. Emily's -she's in Lane one with a Mas-

increase.

ter's Degree at the eighth step -is higher paid than any teacher
that he has in his public school

thirds of our new lay teachers
did not have a Bachelor's De-

system.

"Last year, every beginning
lay teacher was able to step

"For far too long a time, we
couldn't compete. In 1964 we
were paying salaries of $3,(X)0
and $3,500. In 1964, two-

gree.

"Anyone in District 26 who

each step of the salary scale.

In addition, said the Rev.

us," said Joseph Weddering,
president of the board of education of Wauconda's Transfiguration Parish.
"We're going to have to

said Father Clark. "To be on a

Robert Clark, superintendent
of the schools in the Archdiocese, lay teachers get an
automatic 3 per cent increase

classroom with a
Bachelor's Degree. If we pay

exceeds that salary is in administration. This puzzles most

into the

men of cry parish."

withing 88 or 90 per cent of the
public school salaries. we can
(Continued on page 2)

"There's only one

reason

we want to raise the salaries."

Dist. 57 students petition
o ficials to halt pollution
(

Seventh grade Journalism students at District 57's Lincoln Junior High School in Mount Prospect prepare petitions showing
their concern about pollution to be sent to government officials

S. Main; Linda Brower, 107 N. Forrest; Trina Bowyer, 1511
Greenbrier Dr.; Roland Bydlon, 606 S. Louis. Sitting is Kris
Coulson, 305 S. WaPella, all of Mount Prospect.

Five hundred students from
District 57's Lincoln Junior

circulated six petitions

High School in Mount Pros-

throught the school last week,

pect have signed petitions indicating their concern over
pollution, to be sent to President Richard M. Nixon, Gov.
Ogilvie, U. S. Sen. Charles
Pc: -_y. Rep. Philip Crane (R 13th District) and northwest
suburban delegates to the Illinois Constitutional
Con-

and one third of the needed

The 600 -pupil student body

signatures were acquired withint two days, said Ernest
Blomquist, seventh grade journalism teacher.
The prcfject originated in
Blomquist's class.

"THE WII0EE thing was
spontaneous," Blomquist said.
"It snowballed into its present
scale after a class assignment
called for the pupils in the class

vention.

including President Nixon. Standing from left: Tony Expasito, 306

Civic groups solving youth problems
The Mount Prospect Youth
Commission last night heard
of the positive response the po-

lice department's youth officer Kenneth Zschach is receiving from PTA and other
community groups in asking
tor information and aid from
him and the police department
on youth problems.
Zschach, whose sole respon-

sibility is in the area of youth
problems, gave evidence of a
full schedule in recounting
meetings held and to be held
on drug use and abuse and
many other juvenile problems.
He is to speak Thursday eve-

ning before the Sunset School
(Dist. 57) PTA on the subject.

"How Well Do You Know
Your Children."
For this meeting, Zschach
said that he had been approached by a representative
of the PTA when the group realized

that Mount

Prospect

now has a police officer who

deals only with youth problems.

IN THE PAST,

juvenile
problems have been handled
on a part time basis by detectives who were also assigned to

other police activites. Zschach
still consults with Sgt. Joseph
Bopp, who for some time has
handled youth problems
part-time.
.

Zschach showed the commission

a

pamphlet

devel-

oped through co-operation of
the Schaumburg and Hoffman
police departments
with several of the area schools
to implement an "Officer
Estates

Friendly" program. designed
to give elementary school chil-

dren better knowledge about

and help effect rapport with
police officers.

Noting the pamphlet to be
"one of the best" he had seen,

mentary schools, from fifth or
depending
upon the particular schools.
sixth

grade

up,

He said the department will

furnish the films, then "step
in" at the end of the film program to the extent desired by
each school.
The commission was turned

down recently by the Village
Board on their request for
funds to purchase their own
projector.
Zschach said that he had obtained a quotation of $548 for
a 16 mm sound projector ade-

quate for his filming needs,
that would include an extra
speaker, and splicer.

THE COMMISSION voted
to have chairman John Costello direct a letter to the Village Board for referral to the
proper committee, with suggestions of items that could be

included in the police department budget for youth work.
Included were the movie
projector, a drug abuse display

exhibit case for graphic illus-

[ration of drug abuse talks by

of funding of Youth

rapidly growing interest m the
drug problems films are being
constantly updated.
Apparently far in the future,
but seemingly a most neces-

issue

Commission projects.

THE COMMISSION does
not have a large budget to
work with, though they were
recently authorized by the Village Board to spend up to $525

for purchase of two, 16 mm
sound films on drug use and
abuse for viewing by elementary school children.
The films have already been
ordered, Chief Newell Es-

mond informed the commission.

The commission stil desires

to obtain a projector of their
own for screening the films
when Officer Zschach makes
school visits, to make sched-

Zschach, and two new films.
Zschach said that due to the

sary tool for fighting juvenile
police problems in the Northwest suburban area is an area

branch of' the Cook County
Juvenile Court.

THE NECESSITY

most significant event or ele-

from "runaway child" to burglary, included 15 thefts in-.
volving 28 subjects. The number of subjects involved in
youth offenses in Mount Prospect were down in 1969 compared to 1968, from 520 to

495, and Chief Esmond said
that a suburban branch of the
Juvenile Court appears some
"five or six to 10 years in the
future."

pointed up by the monthly re-

port of the Mount Prospect
Police Department's youth division, which revealed that 56
subjects (children and youths)
were involved in 29 separate
offenses in December.
The offenses, which ranged

"I was surprised to find the
majority of students concerned with pollution. One
thing led to another, and be tore we knew it the class was
asking for some legal voice in
the matter.- he said.
"I felt that this was a good
time to put into practice all the

facilities of
present court in Chicago.

the

A

meeting of the finance

Committee of the Mount Prospect Public Library's board of

directors last night for review

of preliminary plans for the
1970-71 budget revealed that
increase of staff salaries "from

4 to 5 per cent" seem inevitable.

Mrs. Mary Jo Hutchings,
chief librarian, did not include
herself in the proposed raises
as she reviewed them for each
position.
Her recommended changes
are for an addition of two staff

SUBURB \
SAYS
Right or wrong depends on the time, the place and who's listen-

FTA workshop
Northwest

so hurban

captains, met Sunday and ac-

Sen. Ralph Smith will make
a trip to Schaumburg Saturday
in an effort to head -off a defec-

tion in the northwest suburbs
to his challenger, William H.
Rentschler, for the U. S. Senate seat in the March 17 GOP
primary.
Smith took the lead in the
battle for the northwest suburbs last week when he won

[TA workshop Thursday

at

Prospect High School.

Wheeling

by

endorsement

Township.

gressional

and

ted on all endorsements except
the Senate race. The Senate endorsement was delayed to give

Sen. Smith an opportunity to
he heard.

PALATINE GOP

leaders

are meeting this evening to discuss endorsement of Republican candidates. Both Rentsch-

election

fall,

last

ports that there can not he mus-

either candidate.

Elk Grove Republicans are
scheduled to meet later this
month to consider an endorse-

Rentschler forces are at minimum seeking to block Smith

ment in the Senate race. There
may be enough Rentschler

endorsement.

sentiment in this big township

SMITH WILL meet with
Schaumburg Republicans to
give reasons for his endorsement. Rentschler spoke to the

to block a Smith endorsement.
The possibility looms of
Renstchler blocking Smith endorsement in Palatine,

in

Schaumburg and Elk Grove

The Schaumburg Republican Central Committee, made

townships which gave Rep.

Schaumburg
January.

Republicans

up of the organization's execu-

Townships.

These

are

the

Crane a heavy vote in the spe( Continued on potte 2)

Creek washes out

area under street
An underground tributary

positions--one part-time cataloguer, and one fulltime assistant in the expanded children's

of Weller Creek has created

washed out

//

time spent by a librarian for
the children's section be increased from "half-time" to

area of Elk Grove Township
south of Arlington

just

Heights.'

seen the hole, which runs more
than five feet into the roail and

Recently completed remodeling of the library, which increased library space 25 per

only three inches under the
surface, have contacted Ronald Bradley, highway commis-

cent, has made the staff increase necessary.

sioner for Elk Grove Township. He said the juristiction

Mrs. Hutchings noted that
were

belonged to the Weller Creek

needed to brings her staff's
compensation within range of
generally accepted library
salary standards for the area.

Vandals Sunday night
threw a boulder, 12 inches in
diameter, through the front
window of the home of Ronald L. Martin, 19 S. Edward,
Mount Prospect, causing an

under

Some residents who have

three-quarters time."

Boulder thrown

area

a

Douglas in an unincorporated

section.
She also recommended that

estintated $200 damage.

tive committee and precinct

By Richard Crabb

important role in the surprise
victory of Rep. Philip Crane in
the special 13th District Con-

1000008,

increases

Smith in surprise
visit to suburbs

weeks, such as mechanics of
writing. advertising and the

7.,SCHACH SAID that the
police department's program
to fight drug abuse at the ele-

salary

said.

tered the required majority for

uling of his talks more flexible
and not dependent upon availability of school equipment.

the

"Five or six hundred signatures from anybody is bound
to make an impression on the
proper officials," Blomquist

Advertisers who use
songs like "Born Free" for
cigaret conunercials.
T.B.

Backed by GOP leaders in

sors are expected to attend an

greatly

force.

Palatine, Schaumburg and Elk
Grove Townships who had an

than

presently

press as and effective social

elements of journalism we had
covered over the past eight

Chicago Future Teachers of
American officers and spon-

the
overtaxed

Day

ler and Smith have appeared
before the organization. With
a two-thirds majority required
for endorsement, there are re-

was suggested by Rev.
Richard Lehmann that youth
commissions of area communities band together to press
the need for such a branch,
which would provide a better
forum for suburban youth
It

was

ment of the past decade, which
is most likely to affect our lives
in the next one.

Library budget review
shows 4-5% wage hike

SIMON

ing-

Zschach's remarks about costs
of appropriate literature to
supplement his talks raised the

to write an editorial on the

Gripe
Of The

.7.'0.

.1

done before the week is over.

Registration
extended
Harper College registration
will be extended in two special
sessions this week.

Students not yet registered
may enroll between 1 p.m. and
4 p.m. and 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. on
Wednesday and Thursday,

Drainage District, but could

Donn Stansbury, admissions
director, said.
Persons not able to register
either day may contact the admissions office Friday be -

Harvey Klehm, a commis-

tween 9 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
Stansbury said more than

Drainage

District, said

the

hole would be repaired, but
could not say when. Because

'they are a Drainage District
Stephen Golden, 1112 S. Douglas, Arlington Heights, sticks a five foot long hockey stick into
the hole made by_a tributary of Weller_Creek underneatkDouglasst

the work but hopes it can be

have the hole cemented. This
only would cause a back up in
the tributary.

sioner of the Weller Creek
401

found a sewer contractor to do

they have to hire someone to
fix the hole.

Klehm said they have not

4,500 persons have signed for
the Harper spring semester,

"As of Friday, Jan. 30, we
have 2,307 full-time students
and 2,279 part-time students
for a total of 4,586 students,"
Stansbury said.
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Sen. Smith in surprise
visit to NW suburbs

re meowed /nen Pare I
Oaf election in which Crane. a
derkhorse. woo Non-endorne-

Mem in any township will be
Feeney interpreted as a proRentschler development.
Imponant Crane supporters
in these townshim are or
hard for Rentschler. Both

.

Reach and Rentschler Ines nice that the northwest sub tabs vote could be decisive on
March 17.

all Republican county and dim
tric1 GOP candidates,
In
eluding Rep. Crane.
The Republican Organisetion of Schaumburg Township
meets Friday evening. At tlea.
Meeting the decision to withhold endorsement from Super.

U. S. Senator

is

possible.

Here again a twoLhirds mejoricy is needed.

In action Sunday, Scheme.
burg Republicans withheld endorsemem of Ray Page, state

superintend. of instruction
who is seeking moieclion.
Page failed to get the necessary

nve-thirds temerity. Schnumburg Repahliciins did endorse

Menus

To he served Wednesday 0
Arlingtink Prospect, wheel-

ing, Elk Grove, Ilermy and

Per. 'View hint school. in
District 214:
Main dish tone choicel
oven fried chicken, halted liam

seme smil bun. wiener in
him. Vsts:table tone hole
chippcd
thaaltteh. Mitteled
pinach.

Salad wee ch.,: nub
limed

juice.
wedga.

NAO, leorum
molded: sirewherry.

Happiness is the theme of

. 710 annual Mission Mardi
Gras to be held at Notre Dame

High School, 7655 Dempster
St.,Niles, 2 to 1 I e m., ith. 10.

nem will be joy not only
fen the parents, &ice& and

March 6, only II days before

darting salaries

will

the dinner will he $1.50 for
adults and $1.00 for children,

sionaries.

Club.

Chamber chiefs invited
to Con -Con hearings
Harold P. Rell of the A,

Chambers of Commerce ter he

Heights Chamber of
Commerce yesterday her hivitations to the chambers in

nonhwest suburhs as wish to
mend.

Des Pixies s.

Eli; Gm. Vid

end

elounl

Nam

um to he repneented at the
public hearings of the ConConvention

being

held pat
at the Arlington Hotel

Foe II.

Bell invitation menthat tho Come'.

The

limed

stimdine committee. "The
Executive Committee" and
the -Committee on Local

Government" will attend the
hearings in thenh
Aligton Heights.

-Bfhdeoen'enu
Rghts

Members of

To he eine, wedriesday at
Ann Sullivun.
Men

Bell reported Mat ihe village
of Arlington Sleights is giving

Jeltn Muir sad Betsy Rose Jun.
lee bleb schools in Dislrim 23,

a noon luncheon in honor of
the Con -Con delegates. The
Bell invitation offered to secure the 53.50 luncheon lick-

Committee" and
will also attend.
In mm
In all, one-fourth of the dole sates lo the Comitinional
Convention will mend the
Feb. I hearings in Arlington

en for as many members of ihe

Heigh..

Mead.

clod. Iridi me. m,11-.

I.

Black Panther Rush
to speak at high school

Club dells

run by Ihe Holy Crum mis-

I

Hain Sire et

school had two nuns and II lay

7

Raymond Rosenberg (left) and Marshall Nemetn, of Hoosier Drugs, Ind., check on the spring
and summer merchandise at the Annual Stineway-Ford Hopkins Trade Show in Elk Grote
Village yesteiday. The thaw, witkh ends way, we, open to sueddinry companies and franchise
stores assocleted with GSC Enterprise, MG, for the elmemmt ef orders In, ele eeellne s.....

teed chicken dim... mill ,

John Clark, 188 N. 8th Av.,
Dee Plain.. Ins been elected
president of the Maine Shrine

Ion

Bobbie Rush. deputy minister of defense of the Mme.
chanter Black Panther Pany.
will speak at 0 p.m. Thursday
el Forest View High School.
Arlington Heights. it was an-

Negro community in Chicago.
The meetings are being held in
the high school cafeteria.
Hurst will speak on ...White

nounced Mond..
He will appear a5 rho sec.

cuss the Black Panther Party
in Illinois.

ond speaker on a program

Shah. Community Collsge.
Chicago.

they Jonl expect "any trouble

Educational Lahormory is a
civic organisalion.

The Sidewalk Academy is
scrim al mks by lenders oldie

Fire

Cd1011

" ill office to beer a rthent

Girl 'memo:Mon

is

=Mira-

ting Ill 111th birthday this year
and, to mark the tayasion. the
Mount Prospect district is
presenting a giant -sized Variety Show Feb. 27 and 28.
Girls in the organization

will be displaying their talents
as singers, damyrs,
comedienne,. etc. There'll he
individual acts. well as
group perthrmances. Leaders
will even he involved in mite.
The finale of the program will

he a giant patriotic pageant
with
with

singers.

narration and

ATTENTION -folks in Prospect

Heights who live

in

School District 21. If you exand want tto vote on the
referendum being put to the
ewers that day, pick up an. ab.

ballot lomorrow at the
,semi
Asiminisirative

Cover. The

LADIES IN

the

Prospect

Heights Woman's Club may
a super glamorous
gnu, after tomorrow', lunchwell he
eon

meeting.

Paul

marked baliois must then he
returned by 5 p.m. on Friday.

Stemm. a club Mee.
mber. will

'Die center is localed at 999 W.

She'll be giving beauty seerets
and telling methods of improving one's appearance. The
meeting stuns al I I a.m. at Old

Dundee Rd Wheeling. and is
open 8 am. to 5 p.m. daily.

TIIE NURSERY school at

Commun t y Presbyterian
Church is having a parents'

Eunice (hanen.

American and National e complaint had been made

pect to be out of town on Saturd ay

present

a

beauty

seminar.

Orchard Country CLUB.

DOES EVF.RYONE know
than one of the servica pro-

meeting tomonow evening, g

association chairn ian. is in
charge of the prod.:lion.

p.m. etre Nathelie Zimmer-

vided by the Village is an emer-

man. psychiatric SOCiel worker

Tidies will be nominally
priced at 50 acme for ode'.

with Northwest Menial Health
Assn.. will speak on "Family
Relationship,
Friends are

gency ambulance? The Fire
Department has eve ambulances
equipped with inhalators and manna! by
sonnel. They'll ne
spend toy
ho'emergency at any
hour of
day or nighe Just
call CL 3-7141.

welcome.

a display case for the Mount
Prospect library.

PROGRAM CHAIR.MEN

Keep the daces open. The

Chamber of Commerce electsd nos officers at its meeting

for mens clubs or groups
might he incr.:sled in knowing
that the official 1969 Wend
Series movie is now available
for group showings. Prints
may he obtained from the mo-

Int week. Paul Demo is

don picture division of the

show is sure to be a kneekotie

THE MOUNT

Prospect

the

new president: Louis Velasco
is first vim president: Rat,
nand Johnston is second vice
president: Gerry Shull h treasurer: Matt Pr)'an is canonise
styretary.
Directors to be carried over
for another year are Terry

Francs. John Weber. Fred
Menke and Douglas Winklemann. New directors to scree

two years arc Nick Drain's,
Ted Small, lack Keefer and
Robert Salewan.

Sea

about the closed session. Al.
though the complaint was
made by telephone and Vol yet
signed. the representative told

Gilben the attorney general's

uff. was calling a
hearing for

10

a.m.

closed

Friday.

Feh. 6, in the Cook County
TILE off. in Niles.
sheriffs
REPRFSENTATHE
said both parties to the e0111.
plaint should be present et

hearing. Gilbert said. Dbtrio board members would be

receiving writ. notice of the

leaders'

and 25 cents fm children. Proceeds rill he used to purchase

Supt. Edward Gilbert said
nothe attorney generale office
him late last thick Mat

leagues ut 200 S. Michigan.
Call WA 2-9655.

WORST JOBE of The Day:

Wit, -I haven't slept for 10

Nil: -Aren't you tired?'

at alr due to Me Mee..

1966. the date that the Panther

ramie.
Hurst has been president of

Malcolm X Shaba.. Comm.

hearing. lie mid.

Harper concert
The Purdue University ColRelate Singers. under the di-

rection of Albert P. Stewart.
will open the Harper College
concert series at 8 p.m. Friday.
Feb. 9.
Additional
winter -spring

musical programs include an
afternoon with Spanish guitarist

Francisco

Espinosa

on

Thursday. March 19. and an
evening with the Chicago
Bram Quintet on TOOkley.
April 14.

complaint but erm aware that a
hearing had been scheduled_

Last week after a four and e

half hour board mettles, the
members called x closed sneon to discuss personnel maiters. However, they digressed

to a discussion on rental or
school facilities. the members
said.

The personnel matter fails
within the limits of four cone
gorier allowing closed sessions

according to the Illinois public
meeting act. Rental of school
facilities does not.

THE DIGRESSION was a

Come to this

Christian Science Lecture
Soweto Feb.,. SOO..
FIRST CHURCH
of CHRIST, SCIENTIST

On that day, all
for March
Catholic schools in Illinois
will hold classes in non -religious subjects and invite non.
Catholics ill observe
schools in a demonstrated de.

gain support tor s

punch

hpuifirchase.oescrvices

elate aid

weather. of Si. Zachary
Des
Plaine.. "ICs a completely a

men

and

sensitivity in the

selling muscly. or wino we alhave in
resurces?
ready
like to come back and see wt.

Faculty praised
for curriculum

of the day.

haw suds a eninglete deteram
redone'

11 is

a

policy of the Areh-

.0x1 rankly
presented as a
the parents ore

that

Iloard

moody

to

r

M.. Wessell Van inimpen, Shell Oil Award cluirman for 1969, and her ansislant, Mt, Robert
Peterson, happily paste the Shell oil second place award into their prize winning book. The check
for $300 was later removed and the looney ie. for further educational philanthropies thh year.

Junior Woman's Club

work in School Diorico 26
and 59, and donations to Iingh

won line in the state with their

School Dialed 214.
In February of Iasi pool EJ
ward H. Gilben, superintendent of District 214. said.
This scholarship program is

prop.

entry and the organitution's
.. icipation. 'Became of it
our club's scholarship pne

Juniors esiablished a new hook

civic leaders, prepared by Mrs.

Rabat Petersen md Mn. Rus-

just one cif the many the- me'
group provides service in eon-

gram was greatly stimulated."
The shill game usod o, he a
was a
game of chance.

sell Van aiimon. The award

neeti011 with cducalional ac-

Working wish the Mount
Prospect l'uldie Library. the
lending program for the abed
'elegmis Farm. Mere were
also imnies for the children wielding the library's Story
H on and during National 1.1.

tivities. the Mount Prospect

theeed

pandl discussion.

115656000011110060011066010501161111110550.110i9Tet;

A

00,109,

lueolaL Fehr.:r

.tv70

Engagements

o0

Prospect and the late
Mr. Donahue. Io Thimeo Wil.
likm Scharer. Jr. lollIx'o
nounced by her moth:, Seth,
fers
the son of Mr. and Mrs

graduate of Salami Heart oi

Arlington High. both English
deramment chairmen. Krid AI-

lending Harem Collet,

was nationally knoun psychic-

alto has appeared licipicinis

private cen. not a% a

Alphin . sus Church

Schafer, a 10.60 graduate of
tit Vint, High School.
'roost at tilensice Naval Moe
rit.1 abo :mens the Illinois In.

Heidi mid. She said she read
about Bergen's objection to
the Bun:rings ill a me-am:mei
Iho Prose. I leighis

housewife told The Day she is
a member of the NWSPC.
She is also a hoard mem-

ber of the recently thrmed

in

to:el Steel..
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haring was o remmentativeol
11111011
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the

.Arch.
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alliliaod said: AS1.410.

through compreheinise
neinired subjees. Staid survey
courses have lean deleted. The
z,,,, ,,et,tr,rtitLilum will take of-

Jennifer Dian, and MiHallam, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Clem Hallam of
Nonhpor, Long Island. N.Y.
ter.
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weight accuracy of in.,

Active in
emit campaigns in !he northwmt suburbs. Mrs. ileidt frequently re

INSURANCE
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meetings

and public pith:ring, She ha.
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literature at dime affairs.
She did not att.! la.
week's Maria 714 hoed

THE INSURANCE CENTER

103 N. Arlington Heights Rd.

Arlington Heights,
Phony:253-5971
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the Year of the Pig" in the
schools.

is here!

member,

complained about the show legs. He suggested the boa,
requat its attorneys to tighten
the policy on rental of school
facilities m community organ Wiliam.
Board members agreed to

INTERIORS

on.

Kathateen Ann Donahue

rhe bride -elect

pecthe
ate

picketed a chain food siore and
attempted to keep tab on

community

The engagement of Sown Jo

Mommsen to !airy A. Sebes.
'lien has been announcal by
her parents. Mr. and MIS. ILO
ley MOIMInell of Plouni Prospect. Scbmtien is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Sebastian
of Milwaukee. Wis.

and pros-.
twin:gnaw met at

Iowa. where hoth will gradu.

MCI:). The organization has

tends

Mr. and AI.. Arthur H.
welch of !Ovum Pnapect announce the enganment and
wedding plant of their daugh-

Parson. C Wiese in Fairfield.

Northwest Consumers Union

Sun Be Momenta

Jennifer Olean Stretch

fred Snap. district coordinaim
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thin

Mary High School and is at

of English mid tiw direeior of

-this we deny teem Len' to been reviwd to woman.
pay the NIL"
amore special interim subjecis
mp hethien th, set. of offer-
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Stamm Prospect
Donahue

View

the English curlicue. Itaa

in lime. Miss Stmich, a

Wheeling High School graduate.
majoring in elementary
n
educiition
Hallam is majoring
in husinew dminisinnion.
The wedding will take place
Saturday. Eon 7. al Nonimes.
Church. Mount
Covenant

Prospect. The couple plans
to live in the Lung Island drea
after graduation

The bride-cleet attend, he
University of Wisconsib at
Madison and will graditaie in
rewith if H.S. degree in
ing. Sebastian was gradu-

he University of

Wiscimsin with a B.S. degme
in chemistry. Ito served m
helicomer pilot in Vietnam
and will receive his master's

oast mom,

Ness Arm., Mrs. Wight., also
writes a weekly newspaper col.
umn on ESP.
The Westbrook audience
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Only Jame Brylinke
The engagement of dim
daughter. Cynthia Sue. has
he, parf
lawn announcal

el.,

SIne. John
Mr. a
Slivka. Her fiance is Eduard
P. Bench. son of hlr, Bernier

Lunch.
Both Cynthia and Edeard
School. Cynthia i. emplojed
In the Mount Provem Sane

set out of port to a warmer cli-

Prospect aboard the detained
P and 0 luxury liner Oransay.
Vic writes
-How would you like to
spend a plunned south Pacific
vacation in the harbor of Vancouver? I presume no one in

board members who new in
from London,

his words -have some laughs!

his riglit sense would do so.
Yet that is what Is happening

the

MA

to us and some 900 passenger.
of the Oransay.
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Monday thru
Friday
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and 0 officials doing ell they
can for us, but the crux of the
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yet hod not approved our r0

before 5 Ph, lybricin 14.
197o.

so

file. the sooner so
Mat Mandrill cheek.
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If you done additinwl
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ing Bomb" because of the suer
pected typhoid carrier aboard,
was received by The Day.
The latest telrease is Mat she
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SPECIAL INNERS CLUB EXECUTIVE SERVICE: Your income

ton prepared in your home by appointment

at low,

published prices.

authorities hope to have the
ship on its Mediterranean way
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Jon And wee a suck

14. 0011.

he 'hewn. A letters, eine campaign to seek ap.
propnate legislation Rom the

9WE NOW HAVE the P

This report of the activities
ebo.d the Oransay, headlined
in Vancouver as "The Float-

prognim neognieed and

and moid oat
lao-mianie run? Okay.

early.

Folic

expedite its release from the

and other exotic places where
we planned to go."

ermine your MIMI...With

?et dune

income

s

,exdra, See dsc inc
same Lind of rtheputers to
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of parish 1011101 bear& to this

much to improve conditions
eboard the ship and possibly

today.

HAVE YOUR INCOME TAX RETURN PREPARED NOW

Aren't you idea, loll-

do

Vancouver is beautihil,
even in winter, but it is no sub-

senger., of the United States.
9Thc ship's passengers lane

CY

Bank. Her fiance is employed
at Banker's Life and Casualty
and is a student et Harper esnthr College.
The wedding will take phis.,
June 21. 1970.

a nu* per put. do who, you, always said Meth INMO th do:

piett, explaining the position

as presented, to the board by

lewe.
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preparation
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,11-nlint. color Mellen

tation directly and forcefully.
The:tidal. of the mosengen.

seven was appointed. It fell my
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fitments and travel plans and
mine had to get back to work.
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9The committee was well
receiveol. and made its presen-
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fever, but sitting in a harboc

Phone 358-7460

Radio 670

"They have become apprehensive of their rights as passengers and of the intentioned

mince find represent the pas-
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1, Home Interior Decorating Service
2. Hand Finished Draperies
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Shop & Compare!
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of FSIGind other Nellie
erial
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St. Steolan s school liouril
a ill hold on open meeting a

planned.

committee.

end some of her omit P.
Metions and made several pre.
diction. ;or the future. Tits
pontraill Seas climaxed by
destionsimiion of ESP throng

t Ints. .all, oat

are graduates of Promem High

MA

Hughes discin0d the
background of psychic abilitY

state aid
campaign

minim Co.

Bittner speaks for
US passengers on
quaranteen liner

blry

rfo discuss

tion al Southern Illinois. He is
employed by Penn Mutual In

degree in busiest. from Ihe
University of Wisconsin in
June. An Augmt wedding
Is

I he mmple plan, to le mar.
tied to SI. R.0 0100d Catholic
:
fit 0100 Catholic
the

field.
Miss Brylinke, a graduate or
Southern Illinois University.
leaches school ill Highland
Park.
Fox completed his educa-

lure.

als -el from

Mr and Mrs Gemmel lilyMike of Ivrospat Heights :mutton.: the engagement of
their daughter. Betty jane. to
John M. Fox. son of !Qr. and
Mn. William D. Fox of North-

Tcchnok,.

tin: Jan. 2tt

meeting of Westbrook PTA

are hotted to cuend this mem-

By Delores flank

have the hwyers review the

,

Irene Hughes at Westbrook

Thom. William Schaller. of
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reading.
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rental policy, which demands
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obiain"d W itat
insurance" and sign a hole
harmless clause of liability.
filed the complaint as a

tian." said a poem nom St.

and advancement. All participants are winner..

lair)Week the Juniors con.

William Daleiski. Hersey
High: Rolyrt Sand. Wheeling
High. and Ronald Sinn. Prospect HO, ihe lints English di-

educational talent,
-We all want qualio aka:ti-

Item. In this 911011 game there
are only claimer. for greater
mce. education
commune,

GeWC. Inc Mount Prospect club non the second place award
of $300.

Spacial

Lee Hued, Funst

Past president elm. Edward
Wegner summed up the Shell

for needy 111 years The group

Junior Woman% Club has ,ilways provided vol....hie asds-

tl dent scholarships and

Olpenatentleat of instrumioni
,Rii.c,hhazdhLt,,a,iliseli.

THE LIST of service is almost endless.

y,y4O

This is a latest report from

No. I sleep nights."

snd

Valentines Engaged

the Victor Rhine. of Mauro

Wit:

Com-

"I think we Mould sop trying to ignore thc titles of economcs." said en. c( iough
of St. Reymimile. a layinall
who said he spoke foi himself
and not for any mg:nil/mime
"Can ytni continued aehie

on permitting the Norlhwest
Suburban Peace Coalition
INWSPCI to show the film "In
Bergen,

inter.

he

s

parish"refreum to

hangover of tho board's debate

Frank

Caucus

t.eeei lakes Naval Hospital.
and cohere received packages
while serving abroad.

on the Me meend place for
their entry.
The entry consists of a written report containing news.
paper clippings. pictures end
letters from local officials and

ap-

new

the

English

n given
s

57

active

anani.
members
pis. a resolution

commending
proach

Included in the winning entry was participation in School

Veterans were nol forgotten. Many were enterthined at

ner, president, Mount prespeet Junior woman, chili. and SheaLauren,
Frye, Illinois public educed. chairman of the

People are likely to say --a fine

you're really like."

diocese ihat if you raise the lei

mittee,

benefited.

day treats.

'Me Shell -General Federation of Womenk flubs eduanionet
awards were presented last year by R. Sr. Abbott. 10.1e1 Manage, Chicago -South, Shell Oil Co. fir Oeftt Mr,. Edward Weg-

iliial situanon. Are we to he

mom?"

Father Christian. in response
question from the noor.

Alone

Last year the Mount Pros-

s

exhiNiion you pitmen.. I'd

I think it would
said
upley. "ir the school hard
gave Lis a little more insight
into discussions. What if 00
waited ill next war? Would we

the area. AMC and nalkm are

wm gained especially through
the group's contribution to

this." said lair Marie

H aatci SL Hubert. asked.
"When, does the money mums

his music -happy newear!

How close
are you
to God?

Duffy

Father

"that would fill up a

education.
The first place club in each
Mathis then eligible tocompete
for three national awards [Dialing 95,000.
pect

01

to

.

Supt. Gilbert said the morney general's office confirmed
that Mr, Heidi made the complaint.

Open House Sunday.

Educaiional lehoraiory ex 'stew promote human aware -

telligibilily Wainer and pro.
el -armed talking lay. that

pressing

general's office. She
mid she had not signed the

day.

Also en

help children learn to speak.

is

an author and lecturer and has
invented an electronic in.

was born in Georgia, but gives

tummy

'If we meld get a link help

unteer service in area Mlle,
tional institutionsihe youth in

theater for those at Maryville
and in Project Head Stare
while others in many hospitals
were remembered with holi-

our children."
eEIIE JUNIORS have
worked us provide scholarships and educational awlsfederated and noniance
e:dimmed 100011, remaining
total of 52.900 in 1909.
Money was not the only
contribution. Members gave
0000 service houry.
Senior citirens' programs
Mr HAI have heel eondueed

to denote finw Or money to
their educational institutions.

petition offering rash swards
totaling 11,000 in the field of

has given

attenlion to the problems of
providing how schools for

rage club won.
en
'throughout the United Mates

Through scholarship, and vol-

watchers.

Tie English deperunent
mul teaching oall of Niel,
sehied Distrim 214 recently
reeci.l commendthonst
"ms rurrusm raisc cane he cha
in the English air.
N tOed automatically:.
will

ant y College Iiir a year. Ile

Rush lives in Chicago with
his wife end foot children. He

Day late last Friday announeing that the had phoned them.

said I%ther (lark later in the
program. "the union will succeed in getting a majOrity of

sl am very much opposed ei

Don Ruplcy. presider. of
the school hoard at lioffinan

party wits orgenizal in Cali -

"If we wait till next year In

school

kcep

ot

Olsen:.

classroom and help pay leachers'
ad

schools and community. its
promoters say. It is trying to
expose people to some of the

MRS. LYNN Heidi, 6 Mari
berry, Prospect Heigh.. the
complMnant, telephoned The

necessary

hosing -wise"

hirthddle October of

his

us

teachers. and Ihai his people
"will mike evors ...Gm:

said.

Hearing Friday on protest
of closed board session
"illegal" closed board session.

national

Sidewalk Academy spokemen. in

announcing Rush's
appearance Monday evening.
deemed that theirs is an educe.
done! organization. They said

Officials of High School
District 214 am awaiting formal notice of a hearing called
M the Illinois attorney gener-

Iril Flutes

Racism, Institutional, CullerA. Personal:' Rush will did-

of

the Educational Laboratory,
Sidewalk Academy. The first
garterprliL.totp.,r,i.,Ccotr,17,.

By K. C. Radtke

Mark 60th
The

-WE'VE CHECKED with

schools came from Father
Duffy, pastor at St. klary's in
Buffalo Grove, who said his

dorm for teenagers and games
for parents.

screed from 5 to 7 p.m. Cost of

sariums. schools end churches

grant the II per cent rain,-

ries of 57.400 to 57.1t00 next
Pill."
A pica for help from public

signed for young children, a

ry of 97.560 for lay lowlier,

in Da Plaines, S7.100 in Hoffman Estates. and 57,0110 in
Palatine.. Clark said.

will he added variety shoves, a
chicken dinner. plum de-

booth

THE EXINTEST ROM. to

American

Oil Co. com-

Shell

the

in

IHeights public schools. 97.0011

ill these places. and they're going to be offering starting sala-

carnival

all

the

Throughout the area the Illinois Fedevated Women%
Club, are preparing for entry

She reed a petition paper
and 53,000 stipends for nuns.

J

kw. Africa and Pakistan who
will benefit Gem flic proceeds
of this pre I mien festival.
school officid. MI Friday.
last yearme its than 4.1,00D
from this
o cm directly
to the mission hospitals. lepro-

Prospect

23:

"Present

are 97,100 M the Arlington

New features will highlfgba
dm festivities this year. There

The

Committees. and
Salute

Again working with children. the club provided live

Jame to our Lay Citizens'

youth programs.

By Dolores Haugh

which .this,,dab:U, sl..700;;;_

'Continued from mine II

the primary.

0, at 2:15 p.m. The h,,

and hum, aild milk.
chocolate puddina.
cherry rhuleirb crunch. banana eeke. ndlcd wheal
matkies.

=reit icachers of high cali-

people reached by Holy Cross
missionaries in South Amer.

hme. Rolling kleadox

Available dessens, apricot

ther sustained or refused. The
organization's vote on Senate
candidates will not come until

MR also for the thousands of

Shell game has all winners
51100 game.

1500 students of Noire Dame.

pineapple grape. orange. lian.a pineapple. Cointhead
halves.

intendent Page will be 0firmed or defeated. Other oath
diddle endorsements will be el -

Notre Dame High School
sets Mission Mardi Gras

SCHAUMBURG Republicans will meet Feb. 15 to see if
ofendorsement for the office

The Day's Prospect

Catholics study
salary hike for
lay teachers

stIV
Two 8-yeanold E -Hart Ghia, Maureen Meastatu, 201 N. Rusten and Mary key Boyle, III N.
ghnhurst, Mount Prospect, will participate in a drive to collect old sheep from leen residents on
Jen. 31. The linens wog be used to nuke annex dressings and bed pada for relents in lise arm.

t

1125 5. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights
419-5350

40 5. Evergreen

Arlington Hondo,
759-7493
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One day at a time
Behave no I m not normal

ly one for comparing wawa
Today I will. though.

If you live in the Chicago
area and have a son or &ugh ter at the university in Chem Pd. -Urbana. you've pro-

bably Med to drive clown to
the campus. It's virtually im-

impeller 35 cob.

they now h., erMly 40.000
modems Imagine the inmo
waken< in one state and not

are in comparboo for umren
dollars. To aeon MIMS you
wart by giving Men Made 10

the other. Why the mid to

travel On. WS winter nerer, and

rod that is son of a freeway. It

Champaign wasn't built 15 or

*Mg ,x a major soractioe. If
you're up in Michipn, youll

was probe* batik by politi-

have fun counting the Illinois
license plates Those boutihd

Springfield It was hilt some

mads.

make mut or vend as Hit

If you are an antique hunter
or history bit you can enjoy a

20 years ago defies answer.

IF YOU TRAVEL

in

Michigan. and a great many
people room IBimn do.

Not so in Michigan. You
on drive from any point in the
nate to the two major universities. University of Michigm
and Michigan State University, on a freeway that's Mem

find
min -gabber
road. Toltways are linker" of.
but freeways are everywhere.
AS. the pleasure of ticking off
the miles without the initation
and cost of stopping to put in
never

delight.

'Travel at Your Owe RM.-

Both Mates have mmor universities that have grown until

possible.

40 SPRING

By Ron Swan
Bath Minos and Metope

It's so bed we forget what you
came to Colon to see.

ILIJNOIS don haw one
cians for pobticims. It goes to

yews awn Maybe do's why it

trip to the delightful town of

hen some tires.
It takes time to Wild roads.
Mimes should have started a

Galena in Illinois. You cm

tong time ago.

that is if you can drive J.,. O.
taw They have a sign On nit
road Caning in drat rods.

enjoying Michigan instead of

William Rainey Harper College in Palatine still has class
openings for the Winter -Spring semester of the 1969-70
school year. Prospective full-time and part-time students will
be accommodated from 1:00 to 4:00 p.m. and from 7:00 to

If your grandchildren arc
Illinois. don't be surprised_

Rugs.

Programs

Many students pursuing a four-year A resideni is one who resides in the
512. which
baccalaureate degree spend their first Harper College
serves
the
three
high
school.
districts
two years at Harper earning an Asso.
mate Degree and then transfer to a 211. 214. and 224. District 512 infoutyear in
without 1.6 of cludes the following communities:
time or credit. Transfer programs are Arlington Heights
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'Donor Mr original dream fr, arm L., rjraleras6: 1eeping
rho paper's freedom and insellermal integrity .

Marshal rod to
Tuesday. February 3.1970
John E Stanton. Editor and Pubether

William 1. Kiednisch

-

Tlx OM is man.. ail, Moans tarvoch rrigam

Managing Editor

BREEMAC

available in
study:
%Poem

Make as many four letter or more words oar of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.

.

1171. klain,louvl Prospect 111. Monias

Branch ore..,:

.1-11nzloa Helms ne.. Mamma Helen., 111,0005
7.121eater.
Plaine, III. Maim

I hot...11o. n

"Those were the dangerous and unsafe times, but at least
they didn't have to worry about their maxis on escalators!"

.S masl rate.117.02,...: Senator vs enunilr.

answer on Comic Page

Talk with a teacher
withermour" was wri.rtif

Of The Good Shepherd and
Chrio Church. the

Wet" r epee ts

memory serves. by Voltaire.

women stress that no religious

on the semces perform& the

interest , necertart to give or

premeling month.

receive

services

Keep the number. 392.
2900. The one to call 111)0in in

1HE ONLY NOD to the

the Mod doings is Lent khlz.
531-7295. Maybe it's not own
amid. cold world

One of our favorite -stories

He met the Devil one day. it
seems. and asked him. -With
all the fine. noble idms Man
has had. how is it you have
continued tO triumph sooners?"

The Devil smiled and re

the

,arred

dm will he amiable
dangerous organized- Mien a
molohl, calendar
who is

mailable for u hat hid -fish
with no maim

plied. Whenever a noble motive is torn m the mind et

Can you heat a castle
for 200 a year
with electricity?

transportation to the hospital
with her sick Mild, the shm.in
wanting someone to talk to.
another mother stith m emerhome
gency call away from home
needing someone to give
children dinner may call 392-

refer legitimate ones to whom.
ever is on duty at their home.

THE FISH of this most recent contement come from as

far north as Highlmd Park.
south to Rolling Meadows.
There are othen in Northbrook and Glenview.

FISH people take shifts. 7
a.m. to 7 p.m..7 p.m. to7 am m many days a week as they

I have a new kilo. ICs wry nice, and se have V 101 Of fun to,
gether. I'm scared my mother won't let me keep it because h is
tearing op the opholsten. I want to keep my Goy. What should

English

Foreign Languages
Journalism

SHIRLEY tad Loth Milo
who brought the idea with her

I do?
Scared

Ask your mother to go with you In .tar seteriaarian. Hell figure

ay for moo to keep ,our kin, 1 gum sap won't love it.

the oldest in a family of five girls. When my dad looks at us

at the dinner table he breaks up. He alp. ^Yo tl an have to
dope_ I'll never be able to afford weddings RR all you girls.don't know if he's really kidding or not.
Now I'm beginning to think about being married. All of us
1

girls have already agreed we ant big Church weddings. Do you

think bell let us,
Getting Rmdy. Arlington
ra he surprised if be doesn't. Om thing wouldn't weprise me.
/bough. He might de one on' when begets through marching the
filth one down the aisle

Send sour questions so Lee Janson. rlo Day Pobliraliont
117 S. Moat St. Moan Prospect 111 60056. ff you eOlt a per.
aortal reply. soda self-addressed em elope.

SPECIAL OFFER

NOW! SAVE ON

from Nonhbrook, tell us the
movement began seven years

ago in Englmd. A pastor of a
small Oxford parish decided it

was time to CO p just talking
about the Christi. life tad do

VETS' NUGGETS

something about it.

In mcient Greece, citizens
sympathetic to the then -persecuted Christian demo a

.

$32.78 per same., hour
Out -of -State Tuition

$4520 per mmester hour
Financial Aid

A comprehensive program of financial
aids

Anthropology
Economics
Geography
History
Political Science
Psychology
Social Work
Sociology
Technical and semi-profassional stud.

people buy, namely, the six -room size,
there are some things you ought to know
about electric heat.

First of all, you should know that
Commonwealth Edison has dramatically
reduced electric heat rates over the past
ten years. What's that mean? Simply that
you should expect to pay less than $200
a year to heat an average six -room
house with proper insulation.
Then, you should know there's a definite
trend to electric heat Example: Over
25,000 families in Northern Illinois are
heating electrically, and more than 5,000
new families are joining them every year.
That many people feel the price is small
compared to the many benefits of
modern electric heat
No matter what size castle you have.

Owed Ilysigee

dance with the college calendar.

O re* To:Melon
Dunmire

Textbooks,

laboratory manuals, and
various supplies may be purchased at
the College Bookstore. Cost for these
supplies are estimated to range from
535 to $50 Per semester.

NAM hair
Fad Service Masampeet

Jeers*.
law Lehmann

Instructions ter
Reading Sthedule

ROOM Illesmemeet
Medwrical neap
generical Coed Tedeungt

ing so Chrin.

The bright new ideas
are Electric.

BUS098 131

Bus. Recordkeeping

BUS099 131

Princ. of Accounting I
Pone. of Accounting II
Intro. to Bus. Organ.
Salesmanship
BuSiness Math

105101 131
005102 131
005111 131
BUS140 131

BUS150 131

Inter. Accounting I
BUS201 131
Inter. Accounting II
BUS202 131
BUS203 131
Cost Accounting
BU5211 13/
Business Law I
'Business Law II
BUS21213/
Supermarket Operation BUS215 131
Principles of.Marketing BUS245 131
Small Business Mgmt. BUS255 131
Personnel Management BUS265 131
Prin. of Management BUS270 131

'Elementary Typing
SEC12112/
Intermediate Typing
SEC122 12)
Beginning Shorthand
SEC125 13)
Intermediate Shorthand SEC12613/
Business Machines
SEC131 121
Advanced Typing
SEC221 121
Diet/Transcript
5EC225 131
Office Procedures
SEC236 111

Example:
Payroll Accounting BUS098 (3)

--`4,0:13. Go.

Course
Title

Course

Credit
Hours

Recent Final Construction Inspection of Harper's New

the capacity and maturity to benefit

Campus Enables the College to

from programs and courses offered by
the college. Evening and Continuing

Now Open its Doors for Public

Education

programs

are

being

ex-

panded to mMt the needs of adults
the college community. All
classed are open to adults who meet
course prerequisites and wish to. at -

.led.

Number

Open House Activities. The First
Series of Open Houses Have

Been Scheduled for Six Consecutive Sundays. Feb. 8
Through Mar. 15. From 1:00 to
4:00 P.M. 'Guided campus
Toms! Film Program'

Creative Nat. of Man II HUM102 13)

'Comp. Study of Cultures ANT202 131

Logic

EGR121 13/

Analytical Mechanics
EGR211 131
Much /Deformable Bodies EGR212 13/
ElectroMes

'Circuits 11. S.T.C.
Electronics I Resistive

Electronics III - Advance

UHF Com & Reception
Computer Programming

Analog Simulation I

ELT210 131
ELT211 131

MeMarical Design

Music Appreciation
Mus Lit. ball from

MCD202 131
MCD206 13/

Archittriatal Trento,

Basic Design II
Building Constr
Design II

II

Arch, Hist. II

1750

131

ARC102 131
ARC104 131
ARC202 141

ARC206 131

ENG102 13)
EN G13013)

Ehology Sunny
Botany

Elio -Physical Science II

1910171 14)

Practical Norsk,'

Practical Nursing II
Disaster Nursing

Trumpet 121, MUS187 Trombone 121,
MUS188 Baritone 121, MUS189 Tuba
121,
MUS190 Percussion 12).

Voice

121,

MUS199

Guitar 121, MU5280 Flute
and Piccolo 141 MUS281 Oboe and
English Horn 141. M1,S282 Clarinet
141, MU5283 Bassoon 141. MUS284
Classical

PNR070 621

PNR071 I?)

Community Dentistry II
Clinic Dhy. + X -Ray III
Dental Assisting

DHY221 131
DHY251 141
OHY291 121

Gymnastic/Free Exer

PED102 11/
PED103 11)

Archery/Badminton

PED107 (1)

Softball/Beg. Wrestling
Track/Fteld/Body Dyn.

PED114 11/
PEDI27 111

Golf/Volleyball

PE0136(1)

Golf/Square Dance
Track/Field/Basketball
Modern Dance
Conditioning/Tumbling
Sports Officiating
Track/Field
Aquatics

PED143 111
PED152 111
PED161 111
PED176 111
PED210 12)
PE0220 121
PED228 12/

Division of
Humanities
& Fine Arts

Continuing Education
Offerings

In addition to regmtration at the College on February 4 end 5. regi ttttt ions

for the courses listed below will be
accepted by mail up to the day of
class or by telephone 1359-4200. Extensions 301 or 2331 Address all mail
to the Office of Evening and Continuing Education, enclosing check or
money ordit der in full amount for
non-cre
courses specified.

8:00

-

141 MUS299 Classical GuiMr 141.

550003 Nome Tax Seminal

Division of Math.
+ Physical Science

CF11004 fundammtals of Investian I

person. married or
couples. S15 00 per couple.

engaged

Mon. Feb 9 Mar 30 7:30 - 10:00
pm Room F307 Fee 98.00
April 13
May 11. 7:30
10 00 p.m. Room F307 Fee 58.00.

Mon

-

CE11002 Secreterial Wortslem

Fund of Math I
'Fund. of Math. II

MTH101 131

'College Algebra
Plane Trigonometry
'Analytic Geometry

MTH103 131
MTH104 131
MTH105 141

MOM Comemporary Clem I
Mon Feb 9 . M. 30. 8.00

Mathematics I
Mathemetics II

MTH106 15/

CE11005 Contemporary Med

MTH107 151
MTH112 (51
MTH165 13)
MTH201 151
MTH2O2 IS)

Mon. Feb 9 April 13. 7:00 - 9:00
p m Room F318 Fee: 510.00.

MTH102 Id/

'Calculus
'Calculus II
I

MTH212 (3)

Intro. to Auto Dig. Comp. MTH215 131

Feb 21 Mar 21. 8.30 - 12.00
a.m. Room F339 Fee $8.00.
Sat

-

- 10:00

o .9 Room D233 Fee 58.00.
-

CH1002 Painting I

Wed Feb 18 - And 8. 8:00 - 10:00
p m. Room C203 Fee: 58.00.
CH1001 Interior Das* I
Thurs . Feb. 12 Mar
.

30. 7:30 - 9:30

p.m Room F319. Fee $8.00.

Srvy of Ore & BM Char CHM101 141
CHM121 14/
General Chemistry I
CHM122 141
CHM205 151

Physical Thome

CER007 Phiesophy
Toes Feb. 17 -

April 7, 8 00 . 10'00
on. Room F306 Fee 88.00.
CES001 Human Potential Semler

Thurs., Feb 16 - April 6. 11:00 - 10,00
pm. Room 0347. Fee. 58.00.
CEE001 Welding I

Physical Science II
Technical Physics
Technical Physics II
intro to Physics II
General Physics II
I

Tues., Mar. 3 - May 5. 8:00 - 10:00
GE0201 lab pm. Room B114. Fee: $18.00 Limit.
PHS112 (41 ed to 16 persons.
PHY101 (41
PHY102 141
PHY122 (5)
PHY202 (51

Mabel

May 5. 7:00
p.m. Room F319 Fed 55.00.
.

9100

CEMII2 Boon Calgary

Oreamnal Ifaniadorm

'Amer. History to 1865 HST111 131
'Amer. Hist Since 1865 HST112 13/
Far East in Mod. Weld. HST143 131

April 21, 7:00 - 9:00

Thurs., Mar. 3

p.m. Room $211. Fen $800.
GEM 6.011.11 Aviation I

Mon and Wed., Mar. 3

-

April 23.

TOO - moo p.m. Room E107. Fee:
524.00.

lam Edetommet

Police Organ. + Adm.
Criminal Law II
Criminal Investigation
Traffic Administration
Police Defense Tech

5E2001 Gordatieg I

Thurs . April 2

Toes, Feb 17 - Apnl 7, 8:00 - IDOO
pm. Cafeteria. Harper College. Fee,
$12.00 plus $7 00 lab fee
CEZ0113 letup., I.

Division of
Social Science

LAE102 131
LAE202 13/

LAE211 13)
LAE212 13)
LAE215 12)

Pglicel Seine
Art Appreciation
ARTIO5 13)
Drawing I
ART110131 Comparative Government PSC205 13/
'Drawing II
ART111 131
Interior Des. Workshop ART181 12) Fin Mama

InMnsive Oral Prentice 6E0205131

Print Making II

Elementary Spanish

Advanced Painting

SPA102 14)

SOC101 (3)
SOC120 (31
SOC205 131

per

Elementary French
F0AI102
Intermediate French
FRN201 141
Intermediate French
FRN202 14)
Intro to Modern Ern, Ut. FRN210 (3)
Elementary German
GER102 141
Intermediate German
GER201 141
Intermediate German
GER202141

ART201 131

Intro. to Sociology
Courtship and Marriage
Social Problems

141,
MUS296 Piano 14).
MU5297 Organ 141, MUS298 Voice

On

ART202 (3)
ART207 (2)
ART262 (2)

PSY101 131
Intro to Psychology
Adolescent Psychology P00217131
Swilagy

Harp

PSC201 131

Drawing IV

Thydadegy

-

Amer. Govt.-Org. + Powers

Drawing III

GEG101 (3)

World Geography

10'00 pm Room F307. Fee: 18.00

Rocks & Minerals
DHY10112/

Bealte*

MUS294 Strmg Bass 14). MUS29 5

General Chemistry II
Chronic Chemistry II
NUR102 15)
NUR202 110)

EDU201 131
Intro to Educ
'Psychology of Education EDU211 13/

Saxophone 141, MUS285 French Horn
141, MUS286 Trumpet 141. MUS287
Trombone 141. MUS288 Baritone 141.
MUS289 Tuba 141, MUS290 Per.
cussion 141. MUS291
Violin 141. CE11101 Fenny Halantial Planing
Mar. 28.
MUS292 Viola 141, MUS293 Cello 14). Wed.. Feb. 18

Chemistry

Pre.Chnical

'Archery/Pm!, Defense

Taral Maim!.

MUS16b 12/

Anatomy ÷ Physiology II 010161 (4) Differential Equations

Liman/.

Fundamentals of Speech SPE101 (3)
Public Speaking
SPE102 13/
Oral Interpretation
SPE107 13,
Acting
SPE212 13/

'Class Piano

'Statistics
010101 131
810120 141

PhYQaI Eduatioa

Fiction
LIT115 13/
World Lit. Since 1800
111207 131
Civil War to 20th Cent. 11122213)
20th Cent. Brit/Amer. W.117241 13)
Developmental Reading 806099 12)
Reading Acceleration
00010412)

111

Pre -Calculus Math

DMA Hyper.
ENG099 131
ENG101 131

Cont. Chan, Orch.

MUS130 11/
MUS136111
MUS140 101
MUS150 111

Nethmaties

Division of Health
and Biological Sdence

Found. of Nursing II
Physical/Mental III II

Communised=

MUS103 131
MUS122131

MUS191 Violin 121, MUS192 Viola
Technical Drafting
MCD102 141 121, MUS193 Cello 121, MU519
Mechanisms
MCD103 14/ String Bass 121, MUS195 Harp 121,
Manufacturing Processes MCD108 13) MUS196 Piano 121, MUS197 Organ
Mach,ne Design

Edson.

Music

Also to be offered both day and evening MUS180 Flute and Piccolo 121,
ELT102 141 MUS181 Oboe and English Horn 12/.
ELT111 131 MUS182 Clarinet 121. MUS183 Bas
ELT204 141 soon 121, MUS184 Saxophone 121,
ELT207 141 MUS185 French Horn 121, MUS186

N ein,

Division of

PHI20513)

Religions of the World

Community Chorus

Salm

nab Process*

Speeds mid Thole,

Moilsiem
All high school graduates are eligible
for admission M Harper College. Non graduates. 18 years of age or older,
may be admitted if they demonstrate

Within

munernowattair very NUGGETS
THE couara"ff MEAL FOR YOUR DOG

Refunds will be made according to the

Bala Preemie,

Secretarial Seine

Springfield, Mao. The idea

made to the office of

'Terminates with the Friday evening
the first full week of classes in accor-

GOMM led elegy

Nen*

caught on so in Massachusetts

Payroll Accounting

Intro. to Data Proc.
DP0101 13)
ships, grantsin.aid, loans educational Keypunch
DP0103 121
opportunity grants, a college. work- Computer Prog. II
DP0110 15)
study program. and employment op- 'Data Processing Math DPR150 13/
portunities. Further information may Programming Sys.
DP11202 131
be obtained from the. Director of
'Sys. Anal. + Design 1 DPR203 131
Placement and Student Aids at
Sys. Anal 6 Design II DP11204 131
'359.4200.
Computer Pron. III
DP0210 14)
should be
the registrar.

Pothemakin

Band

available. including scholar

Tuition NNW Policy
Tuition refund requests

XsosaKM

Choy

Engineering

Business

Ambilecheal lechwilegf

there. Fish io that language
ma an acrostic in wind, each
letter wood fora word referr-

With visit to his parish in

Division of

sire to complete a college program in
Caramisitim sad Rodip
Per GM of Refund
preparation for careers mooning spe.80 'Composition
cialued study beyond the high school First week of classes'
Second week of classes.
level
'Composition
Cain, Nam prepares Mande the Balmier Third week of classes.
Composition
Fourth week of classes
Aeon* eid
Business Writing

food and haven foe Christians

brought the idea bads from an

is

in are designed for perms who de following schedule:

indicating Mere was

THE REV. Robert Howell

to

Resident Tuition
88.00 per semester hour
Non-resident Tuition

Said Mimeo

what a man's home is -his castle. And if
your castle happens to be the kind most

requested

Sa

Biology
Botany
Chemistry
Geology
Mathematics
Physics
Zoology

According to the old saying, that's exactly

are

5.00

Nand Scissors mid Mathematics

Commonwealth Edison Company

simple outhaeof a fish on their
doors.

Dentistry
Medicine
Nursing
Optometry
Pharmacy
Physical Therapy
Veterinary Medicine

If it's the
six-room kind
you can.

residents

and Technology

Metal/Heat Treatment
consult officials between the hours of
Computer Prog. FortranMCD210 131
SOO a.m. and 4.00 p.m. as follows.
Deerfield High School...... 945.5440 Consumer Economics
EC01 1 5 131
Arai/echos' Technology
Glenbrook N High School _272.6400 Princ. of Economics I
ECO201 131
Glenbrook 5 High School ...729-2000 Poem of Economics II
ECO202 13/ 'Intro. to Arch. Tech. II
ATE102 141
Highland Park High School 432-6510
Building Mater Tech.11 ATE104 141
Feed Maio Martmeimit
College of Lake County623-2776
Comp. Math. Arch. Tech. IIATE106 131
'Maine East High School......297 4200
Comp. Build Project II
ATE202 14/
Adv.
Quantity
Baking
FSM091
110/
Maine South High School.. 297-4200
Constr Problems II
ATE204 14/
Adv.
Quantity
Cooking
FSM096
1101
Maine West High School
297-4200
Computer Appl in Arch. ATE206 13/
Niles East High School...... 297-4200 Quant. Food Production FSM112 141 Strgth of Materials II
ATE208 131
FSM113 14)
Niles North High School.... 297-4200 Quantity Food Service
N
umerical
Can/
FSM114 13)
Niles West High School... .. 297-4200 Food Stand./Saturation
Nutrition & Menu Plan
FSM115 121
Fees
Food Perch. & Strg.
FSM211 131 Numerical Cont. Draft NMC093 12/
Activity Fee
Part Programming I
NMC105 131
Mom &anode Seisms
(Full-time
Part Programming III NMC216 131
(Part-time
5.00

Art

Dor Leelanson.

about
is so re.

quested.

information on the charge back
tion. Students approved for charge
backs will pay the resident tuition

Humanities

HERE KITTY. KITTY'

hears per week.

confidential
their clients that

Illinois but outside Junior College District 512 Prospective Harper students
who live outside of the college district
in no -college districts should contact
the hingh school of theg residence for

Pinkie

can. or sometinxs just a fear

They are pledged
pledged to keep

A nonresident is one who resides in

SPA201 141

SPA20214/
Offerings
I n tensive Oral Practice SPA205 13)
Credit c ourse s being offered include
those listed below. Courses prece.ded Malaise
by an asterisk CI are offered both day
JNM131 131
and evening Courses offered only in News Report/Writing
JNM133 13/
the evening are shown in boldface Feature Writing
JNM236 :3/
Woe Non-credit evening courses are Radio and TV
listed separately under the heading
Division of Engineering '
"Continuing Education"

Graphics II

Nen-Rmidonto

Nearby

Intermediate Spanish
Intermediate Spanish

Credit Course

%ashen Adangstrethe

Rolling Meadows
Roselle M area of H S. Dist. 211
Schaumburg
Wheeling

Speech
Theology

This is a professional. round

obvious crank ails tad then

Marketing
Retailing
Transportation

Liberal Ans
Literature
Music
Philosophy

2305.

the clock answering service.
giving M services free for the
frrst few months and at half
price from then on.
The operator will screen col

Palatine
Prospect Heights

Law

down to the hare bones on the
meenng-comminrt.soungside.
and del,vet nelghborly service.
24 hours a day.
The
non -denominational.
an -profit. non-professional

THE MOTHER needing

Finance

Hanover Park in area of H.S. Dist. 224
Hoffman Estates
Mount Prospect

Architecture
Chemical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Electrical Engneering
Industrial Engineering
Mechanical Engineering

more ways than one. Shirley
Romnquist of the neu mrtice
group says they will keep it

Buffalo Grove
Des Plaines M area of El. Dist. 59
Elk Grove

Easimering

The FISH organizati
Deadvil is
in
striving to Om! die

Barrington H.S. HMI 224

Accounting
Advertising
Business Administration
Commerce

Special Education

simply put it into his
had to orgarusel"

ness Sunday.

areas of

B usiness Education
Education
Library Science
Personnel and Guidance
Physical Education

M.. I

orgmiration opene.d for busi-

following

Education

Priapert Das. Served-11ra me paid at Slam Pronsol.11160056

What's a good school?

the

9:00 p.m. tomorrow, Wednesday, February 4 and Thursday,
February 5. Those unable to report on either day may telephone the Admissions office Friday for information on late
registration procedures. All phones: 359-4200.

CE11003 Sadal Poise led Apparaisca

Tits, Mar. 3 - April 7. 8:00 - 10:00
p.m. Room D107. Fee: $15.00.
CEH004 FRAM Garish*

Wed.. Feb. 18 - April 8, 7.00 9,00
p.m. Room D233. Fee: $8.00.
CE11005 bowie

Thurs.. Feb. 19 - April 9. SOO - 10:00
p.m. Room $210. Fee, $8.00.
CEMBI Plrysicel F11119 I

Mon.. Feb. 9

-

April 6. 7:30 - 9:30

p.m. Arena. Fieldhouse. Fee: 08.013.

CE2084 Semiewriee Tff11 Ng.
Wed.. April 15 - May 20. 7:30 - ROO
p.m. Room F307. Fee, 510.00.
Intr.. to Fire Prevent,
FIS103 3) CF1846 Ewan. Tmaal Peeler
Bldg. Coda Conetruct.FIS115 3) Wed,. June 17 - July 22. 7:30. ROO
Fire Hydmulios & Equip. F151301 31 p.m. Room F307, Fee: $10.00

I
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volvement,. Be awe you arc
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title
17 Epoch
18 Samuel's

CAPTAIN EASY
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name
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38 Redactors
42 Abstract being
45 Slight bow
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20) Demon... your

ability to carry your share of
the weight. Others may not relize how essential you arc.
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Knock
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19 Musical note
teacher (Bib.) 21 Hebrew
ascetic
20 Fopepmetintiecm
22 Sprinkled
with seeds
21 Landed
23 Eluder
properties
24 Warning
25 Stanza
devices
28 Moral faults
25
Ruffed lemur
32 Entertain
33 Got up
34 Vexed (coll.)
35 Javanese
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LIE))
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matD
ters left hanging rim since Last

Crarn

chance to go al each ether's
thorns again in opening thal.
meet. Eremd plays the Warren

District winner in the second
game. Arlington opens the
Tuesday nigh games against

ther

bee

'00
pap
acme
race
ream

opening pew agarnst
Niles Minh. Also included
there are New Trier East.
the

Niles West and Ennston.

°)Ill)sixth.

27

al' on

29 Price
30 Essential

43 Genus of
insects

44 Health re orts
44'7

Philippine

sweetsop
31 Gunlock catch 48 Saucy
39 Bury
50 School subject
40 Preposition
51 Mariner's
41 Of land
direction
ownership
53 At this f me

42 Formerly

54 Knight's titl

Utah

World Sprint Championships
as members of the United
States team. They begin training and time trials tomorrow at
Wort Allis, where the event

will be held. This is thc first
lime there has been a world
champwriship for sprinters

More

sports
on
page 8

11.nd
11

aid

Plaines just missed qualifying
19 .N Midget Girls one -sixth.
.

Richard Whe, Gary Jodart4, Bobby Knight and Tommy Grunnah admire Jonland's trophy min
in the National Outdoor Speed Skating Championship at St. Paul, Minn.

-

1970

117 J. Alan Canal

As/ Sports Eal
The Maine West gymnastics

mam is now 0-11 un the sea-

tan. hut of welching them

0111ER GAAS a Com

twice this weekend, one must

will find Invest View taking it easy again i wink,
Glenhook South in the see.
aed pme klanday nigh.
Maine West take, on mumNing Conant in the Tuesday
night open, pith Maine East

wonder how they could man.
age such dismal record.
Head imach Sid Drain's
corps literally exploded over
the weekend in running up
their two highest scores of the

The St Raymond, Skating
place at the CYO speed skating
meet held
Humboldt Park in

Chicago. Forty-five memhers
participut.1 from the club
with 17 of them earning points
for the winners.
The

point

winners

wore

The state champion Ailing
Ion gymnastic squad amainued its winning ways Friday
afternoon. downing
fifthGrove, 135.9.
133.92, to remain on top in the
Mid -Suburban League.
This extremely important
victory for du:Cardinals keeps

fantastic string of 56 conWadi, havedwins alive as the
ii

Redbirds

a

not been beaten

Randy Cherwin. Julie Cun-

since

Iltimman.
Ann Halas, Barb Knight, Pat

also set a surain scoring record
for their team as their 135.9 4,

ningham.

Patrick

Mary Pope. Bob

mid -I967. The Cards

the highest rating so far this

in

the

pound march. 3-2. and Dan
shut out Bob King in the 1117 pound ntaich, 1611, to give the
Wildcan, a 0-0 advantage.

mar.

ARLING1ON'S
STEVE
Von Ebers stance off the mcct
in fine style forme cards as his
fine 148 score easily earned
him a blue ribbon in the free
exercise

Teammare

event.

Jiff Wayne Olson's 8.5 score
The Cardinals owned a commanding 47.7-31S1 at the end
of the horse competition.

second Mem.
Card Kim Moore COMMeted the sweep. gathering in

The hip bar event featured
a tine bank between Grove's

the thiM place honors with a
6.6 averag e. Top Elk Grove

nandez. and Arlington's John

Dave Swenson and Benny lerBoylan. Swenson squaked our

Rowet

YMCA girl swimmers win

Marled the (ally with a decisive

11-0 victors aver Mike Suck -

winners' home pool.

--1.1110. Mate. Hale. Takata.

'The

in the I 15 -pound bout.

gound match 9.3; Mike Piron nipped Gary Schweitzer in
he I30 -pound match. 4.2:and

dark Bowe ripped Chris Airthe

137 -pound

'The girls team 110W NIS floor

dm, mac. 1c0 befms the
Riot finals. The biggest trot
will prohohly be against the B
R. Ryall YMCA team on lett
21. Nest weekend the team
will MUM 10 1.2Grangc to dual
girls
the West Suburban

Stasaid

back-

stroke--Duenter thew record

JUNIORS: 010 -yard medley relay -Fitzsimmons. Too
halo. Gabler. Geisler. 50-

up

s

rd Ism:west iokes Takata.

INTERMEDIATINe 2011 medley relay-Gahler.

frautyle-Ivisen.

IN -purl

backstroke -Gabler. 200 -yard
freestyle relay--Cieiskr. GM -

leg. pike,

NED
WHEELING'S
milli broke the Forest Vicw

FIRST PLACE WINNERS

Beak with a 14 win over Rick
thristopher at 145 pounds.

CADETS: 100 -yard medley
relay -Eggert. Takata, Halsor ten. Duenser. 13 -yard frse-

in Randy Trash got those
iree points back with a 162
wiling of Dick Edwards in
tic 155 -pound match.

That.ems traded wins again
a the next two bouts. Wheel.

n rs Randy 06010 pinned
3m Malloy in 2:10 of the 165.

in the
an the cake with wins in
Ina] two boob, John
whipped Tom Holzkopf in the

and,
TOW Reid shut out Mike Bail on in the heavyweight
contest, 7-0.
match,

7-3,

FOREST VIEW winds up
in conference schedule with
home meet at 120 Saturday af.
t et noon against Palatine.

Wheeling goes for its rust win
at Conant Saturday.

TOM JACKSON and Bob
Slipke. both sidehorse men.
posted their best marks against

Wheeling. lackxm sward us a
6.2 after registering an earlier
5.6 agmnst Prospect while
Slipke came up with a 6.3. His
previous high was a 5.9 versus
Prospect.

A. 8.8: 2. Isaacs. A, X.1:

The high bar competition
found the Warriors at their
hest

Niles

against conference foe
West. All three of

Drain's entries in the even,
zoomed In new heights. Dan caster registered
5.95. more

5.4 in

KM

par

Mathis' 6.5 in the parallel bars
rings to edge

PARVLEL BAR& I.
Mathis. W. 6.5; 2. Demister.
MW. 6.45: 3. Glenn. W.5.3:4.

the

Mainites.
Mathis registered n 5.17 in the
all-around conmetmon.
the

4B.i1h5.:r5i:.,,K,Wro.

Wiand.

leek.

MNGS: '. Bien W. 7.0: 2,

MEE1 RESUL IS VS.

66.

I.

FLthr'SEX"E'RESCTISE.

MMV.65..97-1..106:00)113' ie7

Halperin, NW, 6 72, 2. Prim, Sulik. MW. 5.55, 6. Rohs.
NW. 5.65, 3 Shore NW. 4.1: MW. 4.65:
Dancamer. MW. 2.65: 5.
Kolts. MW. 2.6;
ALL-AROUND: I, Mathis.
W. 5.17, 7. Dam:aster, MW.
SIDE HORSE I. Jammu. 4,5
NW. 6.85; 2. Posolsky. NW,
5.55:3, Jackson. MW, 5.35:4.

Hood. NW. 5.15: 5. Slipke.
91W. 5.05: 6. Jacobs MW.
:015:

than a point beller than his
I.

the

Raina. W. 5.4; 4. Fisher. W.
4.95; 5. Holthion, Pi, 3.3: nSchwenk MW. 3.1:

111011 BAR:

I. Gillespie,

Legal
Notice 1

Brousseau. A. 8.8: 2. Olson.

4.65 against both Prospect and
Wheeling.

MW. 6.85: 2. blot Jeremus.
and Kushner, NW. 6.55: 4.

EG, 8.5; 3. Sakaul. F.G.
Boylan. A. 7.65; 5. Prochaska.
A, 7.25; 6. Boasting. 6.9, A;

Rohs came through with a

Koh,. MW. 6.3: 5. Dancaster.

63 for his effort. wiping out

31W. 5.95: 6 Johnson. NW.

previous mark of 4.9
against Prospect. High man in
the event. Gillespie. averaged

5.25:

7.3 and 6.4 for his 11.45 row
tine. His previous high was e

NIW. 6.9:

Ahshire, NW. 5.4: 4. Halpe-

413VOIS of the c

6.3 againsi Maine South.

TONY KURT]- and John

rin. NOV. 1.15: Parallel Bars:
I. %laser. NW. 6115: 2. Red-

Leer each recorded anew mendard lire theniselvm on the Irani pollee. Leer. only
sopho-

mond. MW. 10: 3, Kushner.
NOV. 615: 4, Bihan. MW,
4.65: 5. Dancaster. MW. 4.4:

the You Conference Ream n1lhe
3h00 Rachel( Read on the pen

TRAMPOLINE: I. Milsos,
EG. 8.7, 2_ HOU& EG. 7.8; 3.
Van Flom. A. 7.25:4. M0000.
A. 6.9: 5. Dorsey. EG., 6.8; 6.
Sayre. A. 6.0:

PARALLEL

BARS:
I.
Boylan. A. 7.45; 2. B. Fernan-

dez. EG, 7.4; 3. Murcia. E(i.
7.3;4. L Fernandez. EG. 7.2.
5. Hadley. EG. 6.35; 6. Wilson. A. 6.15;

RINGS: I. B Fernandez.
EG. 0.55; 2. Mackedahl. EG.

7.75: 3, °null°, A. 7.05; 4.
Kennedy. A. 7.4;5. Wilson. A.
7.2: 6 I.. Fernandez. EG.
7.15,

his

TRAMPOLINE:

More. Paced5.6 for his ef-

I. Rum

Shore. NW. 6.5:3.

PUBLIC NOTICE

PUBLIC NOTICE n heathy goen

as. an Nestle., lehleme

aaa7 Read. Rood. Ralling Mao,
lys Road and Eu

Ahshire. NW. 3.95:

Meadows.

fort agninal Wheeling. afro

previous high of 4.35 yams

RIN(.S: 1. Garden, NW.

Oak Park. Kurtz. meanwhile.
averaged "sires of 1.1 and 6.7

70: 7 Dancaster. MOO. 5.7:

for his total of 6.9 against Niles
besting his previous
mark of 6.25 against South.

NW. 5.3: 5. Sulk, MW. 3.35:

West.

Things didn't slow down in
the parallel bar companion as
Mike Redmond and Doncaster
hit their bor. Redmond came
up with a 6.5 effort versus

Niles West while Doncaster
followed with a 6.45 the following day.
Three Cl

Mom,

per-

00.1 Rolling Mead

of hang Mead.

3. Kushner. NOV. 5.6, 4. Maser.
To

Versa, MW. 53/5:

d parsons should oh

All -

Around: I. Kushner, 5.9E 2,
Doncaster. MW. 4.52:

MEET RESULTS VS.

WHEELING

Ily lo he beard.
ABIATIYAR WHILE JR.. Chairman
Ewing Board ol Appools
Rolling t.smodaws.
ATTE51,

lisa A.Nouldzwor,M1
Ebeth

FLOOR EXERCISE:

I.
Holthaus, W. 6.95; 2. Mathis.
W. 6.15:3. Rainer. W.4.45: 4
Schwaah, MW, 3.65: 5 Me)

Gly Clerk
Publis1.64 in the.
DAY PUIMICATIONS. INC

They're off and running

NOW! SAVE ON
VETS! NUGGETS

stYle-Moloney. 15 -Yard b.,
terfly--1 arten. 50 -yard freestyle -Halvorsen. '25.yard
25-yerd
backstroke -Egger -0
100 breaststroke--Takatag
yard medley relay-l.arsen,

Takata. Halvorsen. Moloney.

round battle and Brno) Brod
napped Roy Mackfteld at 1:40
if the 175 -pound bout.
Forest View put the frosting

Sleve...Hrin.,11bauspo' n6.9k5.iinnIrbe,

up with a 125, his hot ever.

came last wok against P1,

caster. MW. 4.65: 5. Buigra-

SPECIAL OFFER

team.

latch. 10-1.

185 -pound

through

HIGH BAR: I. Swenum.
M. 7.9; 2. B. Fernandes. EG.
7.85; 3. Boyland. A. 7,55: 4.
Brogdon. A. 65; 5 Temko, A.
6.15; 6, Wilson. A. 5.6:

Cards won,135.9-133.92.Pernandea's 7.4 effort was good enough far second place. i photo by Tom

cruise event. Dean Kolts came

eh. heart-

breaker. Whal
eeling was paced

sped.

grabbed sewed

Gillespie

I.

ThAMPOLINE I. Kurtz.
MW. 6.3; 2. Leer. MW. 5.6: J.

iTWarriors

ond.

parallel bars winning the event

HIGH BAR:

M7W.,..6,1.8..5:..2,7_ Ra7ine.77r., W. 1,7,..1.5ng

Wheeling with 04.21,

and Rick Bids 73/ on

with a 7.45 rating. The Gains

3.2:

her. 4.3.0:M1. Mathis. W. 3.6:

recorded his host allaround average against

Wheeling. His best of 3.75

SIDE HORSE:

rim NM I

Beginning in the goer es.

°meager. only a junior.

ors for the Gran while teammate Bill Helhig gobbed secBoylan provided the only
glory for the Card fans in the

62:3. Poterocki. NW, 4.15,4

also

5.35 in the high bar. Raines

SON brought home the top hon-

3. Moore. A. 6.6: 4. Brennen,
EG. 6.35: 5. Walters. 10. 6.3:

Elk Grove's Benny Fernandez concentrates (in his routine during the Arlington meet which the

honors with averaged scores of

All-around man Rich Dances ter performed his second hest
routine in 3.25 fashion against

FREE EXERCISE I. Von

Dalton. Hale, Ivisen. 5)1 -yard
freettyle--Dalion.
100 -yard

in

THE GRENADIERS began ro close the pp in the
trampoline event,outscoring
the Cards. 22.8-20 I5, Al MA-

Eber

Gelder. 200 -yard medley relay

men

This weekend. no less than
vious scores In the campaign.

horse, .3 point ahead of Grena.

I.

etched'

of Boylan.l.

Mike Issues alm armed in an
expikm performance. end he
was awarded an 8.1 rating for

-

7.0 eat 4.8 for a 5.9 against

10 Warrior ,rformers either

the fans with his outstanding
11.8 performance en the side

SIDE HORSE:

MW, 02; 2. Jackson. MW.
mann. W. 3.65:6. Gilben. W.

against arch -rival Milne
Mainires

golts. MW.

KOLTS EQUALLED his Jacobs, MW, 3.75: 5. Hoff acc

equalled or bettered :heir pre-

yang

123-

535 and a 5 25 in both appearances t top the Pour mark for
the first time

with identical cores
ores of 4.65.
Yeiscr, however. grabbed top

the

Dancagter and
3.25:

the year. Chuck Sulik hit a

ThiE STORY of the season
has been one of improvement
for WOOL Only last week

of Fernandez and .25 in front

of 54.111. 511.yard breaststroke--

the

116.61 on Friday and 92.82
Wheeling's 95.22 on

Me win. His 7.9 was .03 ahead

an easy 241-92 victory over
the Elmhurst girls warn in the

ng Al Staerm in

West's

who turned in a 6.35 routine.
Card Pal Broumeau dazzled

style -111en

Tom Moore continued the
pee for Tarot View by hoei-

Niles

scorer was Eugene Mennen.

Northwest SehOrhan
YMCA girls swim team scored

Forest View than rattled off
four straight wins to grab the
cad for pad. Mark Hyneman

(maim,

once again, in a losing cause.

MEET RESULTS

1141

98 -

81.57

formers in the rings pent performed the hest they have For

their way into the 706 but

Fernandee.

mark.

Kettleborough

tial ninc encounters. the
Warriors erupted for scores of

Smith

fourth places with fine performances by Bonny Fernandez. John Stenoin and Tandy

mem remaining. Wheeling re-

THE BEARI/ brothers.
Mike and Dan. shot Wheeling
into the lend. Mike Algid Dan

total

a

count of 64.91 through their

Saturday.

6. B. Fernandez, EG, 5.15;

mained winlem with an

Averaging

season.

versus

Gymnastics showdown proves
Ste Raymond Arlington's 56th dual in row
skaters no. 1

better in losses

MW gym men

Tuesday,
February 3,

The Hawks already own an 0460 win over Prospect this sea -

x

"1 '100

11.11 Pc. 4..

Page 7

ed home team in the think

Jonland and Knight now
move on to training for the

Ihnees by gist one poSi

The Park Ridge team low
only to New Trier East this
ment by topping the state rank-

fell in the onv milt. event

.

1.11

None Dame stem inn" the
rough Niles West RegMna! in

year, winning the tough Easi
Aurora Christmas Tourna-

Intern.diate Gals raving Sk

FROM TIT I)
was
Club, Tr,.

2-6,

MIDGETS( 200-yant medley reluy-,Gran. Di Franeesea,
Antonik, Grunwald. 10 -yang
freestyle-Antonik. 100.yeid
individual medley and 50 -yard
50 -yard
backstroke --Gran.
butterfly -Di Somata. 100 -

yard fremmle--Grunwald. 50 -

yard breaststroke -Di Francesca (new record of 39.1).
relay -Larsen. Di Francesca. Gran, Antonik (nevi record of 218.81
200 -yard

brace
beer

Mundelein while St. Viol,,
squares elf against Palatine in
the final first -round pine.

their record to 5-3 with one
Answer to Previous Puzzle

SAGITTARIUS )Nov. 23 -

mare

game of the Omani Regional.
'The regionals are held March

Hersey and Wheeling will get a

220and 440 placing fourth
Sandra Miksan was fourth
in the one sixth and 880 in the

the semi-finals.

Coach Dave Themfeld's
Falcons assured themselves of
finishing above SIR) in the
conference as they boosted

CHIPS... PP TOOK

most unexpected sources. Enterprises may pay off suddenly.

beam

011 Maine Sotith in the opening

meuting Glenhava, North.
In the regional al Arlington.

qualifier, from the Mount
Prospect Club earned points,
whnh meant that they had to
place in both the heats and in

he Wilde:. home mats.

egarrrsurza.

results today come from the

ab

Tom Tenancy of the mount
Prospect Club won lap prize

ry Over Wheeling Saturday on

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Problems

EMBRACE

Thus, all five of t. Illinois

1:17.0.

urban Lea, wrrstling victo-

LIBRA (Sept. 24 - On. 23)

Hideaword

meat of them all. The Knights
must contend with once -heat-

Moore. Jill M.'s°, Terry
and Jim dangney. Robst Weber. Maureen Kelly, Dan Gil -

toweddror

very ss ell.

Answe)ra to

440 HIS time of 35.8 tied the

110.1g Seh, both of the Midget

Northbrook Club was th tea
Clue or Mount Prospect
noreal champion in the Junior look places in four races.
Boys one-half rode event wishGrunnah got a third in Sct
a time of 1,17.2. Scranton Satone -sixth mile and a fourth in
the 440. Vehe finished right
urday did some more racing at
West Allis, Wis, and broke the behind his teammate in the
half mile rczaregof the Great one -sixth mile and also added a
Lakes Meet 12E seminds to a fourth in the 220

Ithrest View dropped ihe
opening too matches but rallied back fora 2614 Mid,Sub-

tainmet of important goals.
Teria can take care of itself

Jan.

squad as he look the title in the

101- the Iwo mile [rimmed.te
Bop chammonships go St
Purl Tommy Grunnah and

2641

VIRGO (Au, 24 - Sept. 23)
Mose row ard the completion
of important projects. the t-

CAPRICORN (Ike 23

perhaps the toughest usip-

Schneider,

9.641220

toad, transfers Tom affectmoh

two

Tonight Show

'S

his birthday.

9

70124 &RING

marely gen you
more of the UM. Thc light

be

Five Minutes ta
Live By

Show

1.1-11NOM ,ANG.

pessimism

would

Mery Griffin

2

beautiful watch for

2:40

WHAT COHRAGES

LEO :Jul. 24 - Aug. 231 Be
ar. open...This is a day when

common to all
shook( he studied by alp. Eon,
take upon yourself the full re
sponsibility for things gong
well.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 Nov.
221 You may find that the best

10:30

MORTY MEEKLE

CANCER Dune 22 - July
23: Its wend get around Mat
.vm are bight) proficient in

detCmg with ethers. A chance
tat etteanisment may be coos.

tledilation

Metal a near intermediate
sweep for the Mount Prospea

i

Mat victory
to Falcons,

foreefulne, of your communication v. ith oilier,. If you
can% rnake yourself under-

and make Mts a day for keep-

2

BOBBY KNIGHT con,

sat

record
oric hem
Deem, Scranton 01 nrimi
on 1-1011611 who r tats to Iht.

tasty. Pat and Marty Fisher
and Licii Lc Sophie.

211 What counts today is the

Make Pmousm )tu tau keep

1:511

41111,..

TAURUS (April 21 - May

stood you mav Min trouble.
GEMINI 1 May 23 - June
211 Keep ahead of the game.

Late Report

EEK & MEEK

questions first

project
many.

buy

ica: Chests Rev. G.
F Riddick. Rodney

the results of this day's labors
until long after they arc done.
Don't he discouraged.
PISCES (Feb. 10 March
11) Join with ohms in asearch
for the meaning of proem in-

2

oo,
n er

Splurges to
her father a

al meets of the stare husker ball
tournament have ken re.
leased. and Pnnpect draws

Team recency captured Sint
1:45

and 1.1.
1..1.

Reflections

T he Honey-

32

TheGovernor

2

7

of the Neva

11:30

Smith,

PempectIves

26 A Blades View

Social Science.

Patricia

ER...LET'S CROSS OVER TO
THE OTHER SIDE OF THE

LOD

for the beginner.

20 lY College

-Ruth.- With Tom

singer who returns
New York to Ind
mother is a downand.our chantmse.
With Gene Nelson.

II Sld School
Ski instructions

11:25

athing But the

BUGS BUNNY

FOR WEDNESDAY

week.

32 Big Valley

7:00
Debbie Reynolds
5
Show

-Lullaby et

with Dods Coy. a

10:00
News
News
News
News

2

Monk

Broadway." hlusical

II French Chef
20 TV high Schaal
NAME
26 ('urly

Study of the young
American violinist.
lames Boswell.'"

6,55

Your
Horoscope

1200

0,311

Redgrave.

end

Everyman

9

Plaits with Vanessa

Purdue.

32 Of lads

5

12:30

5 NM TOAltbly

Michigan State at

9

12:20
News

Comments

1:00

ban

BUDDY

MkInight Report
Chime., Slum

Pantiles -1,y

32

Piper

7

5

9:25

War.

00 Purdue mina

Gant.,

7%*LEONARD,'

alum from the Civil

With

Laurie and Don Tay.
ior.

II Chicago Festival
"A Country
era in one act Wt
the short story by
Franz kallan
32 News

7140

exchange

an

race.

Perry Mason

for features Hans
Werner Neltes op-

Julie fain in Ion
with

enters big sports car

yard sprint.

a

low Wirings tor tee region-

12:90

Movie
"Johnny Dark."
Tony CurtA is Sr
auto designer who

2

he didn't place was the 440-

seat nand and he

Regional pairings set

Great Music

to complete loss of
'me m or y and inability,: function.
9

tide for the second year in

Paintings -

100

second. The only race in which

nesoln over the weekend were
several skaters from northwest
suburban clubs.
Mount Prospect Skating
Club's Gary Jonland was perhops the mwd successful, win.
ning the Intermediate Boys

11:35

tary disease that leads

11 Advenum

Di in a.- Barbara
7

11:30

WOW,

Djinn-

32 The Baron

L32

to 10.110 the death.
Plabette,
iSuranne
Ed Nelson.

Jeannie

Hartley.
I1 The Forsyte Saga

and Mike Welk,.

'her name and sets out

I Dream of

'5

East Africa. Frank',
AvaMn and Marine

row with three first plaice fin
ohs lonland won thi. 1100
lard sprint and both dn. mu
me ma Fmk ridetT 114 was
iust nosed out W
sat emile title and took a

Helping Illinois so win the
dIM Ink ai the Mebane! Out
oor Speed Skating C hampionships in St. Paul Min.

Reuoner

Harry

. not

cattlemen when
he befriends young
sheepman who used
Es life.

land survey for a mil 1 way in Equatorial

32 News Final

"Along Come
i Spider." A women,

cal

of

Ai
rika
An LngInear
tatbmpts to maks I

9:00
60 allsenes

'2

(Nolan.
.7 Moyle

s.ditorial

2

By Linda Hamilton
Sports Editor

Movie
Drums

'EneAm Show

Jelin

5

9

.and Gregory Gizzard
'and Hildy Johnson.
Ortega
;26 Victor

nine.D

Cavell

Show

Ryan, Walter Burns

oil

!villa brass.

6:15
111 TV College
Psychology

1-ERVR. -PR PPRLY7

Red

2

rama

SlYeETHER TO ER

THE FALL WAS TOO 1404NY AND

7 30

Mike Dough.
II Indian Pano-

,galvg'gt?

5.14.2 7.00

06)66

cw

7
9

LISTEN TO OLD

oHNat ',GOREN, Go'11.11PArr

comedy melodrama
ores
conerning
Chicago ,
betwAen
P ess, politicians and
police stars Robert

Star Trek

9

News
News
News

5

The Ben Hecht
McArthur
Charles

Rani. Lincoln

Dick

7

Front Page

9

Leonard Gale
E
Johnson and host

TONIGHT

Jonland repeats national title

medley

PREPS: 200 -yard medley
inlay --Mate, Gabler, Evans,,
Cunningham. 100 -yard frec-

P 0 \Y

a

1,

OU\ GE
Now
appearing

Take' III
Igr:rt=eVT rO::ry ad.

:,:.V.T.Tzt."=7;:=Vm
arlinotonVark towers

"NUTRITION -RICH" VETS' NUGGETS
THE COMFIER MEAL FOR YOUR DOG

00
0 tt

Dons! roll to season's best- score
In a basketball game

lmvictorius" bet Friday in
the Suburban Catholic confercue. league -leading Notre
Dame crushed eel ler-dweller
St. Edward, 97-45.

Hinger had a 16 game unbeaten string following them as

their familiar first period
blitzes to stamp OM the host

they journeyed to Elgin- to
meet the Green Wave of St.

five.

Ed's which had yet to win a

IN 11118 first them the
Dons tellied 27 points in eight
minutes while holding the
week Wave to but five.

league test, and the Niles con-

tingent easily added number

The mtghn Dons of Rauh

17 to the lid es they usedoneof

Co -captain Gabe Eaton led
the offensive work, once again
leading the scoring brigade as
he hit 25 points in leap than two
and one halfquarters of play.
Eaton's first -period scorbm

that Notre Dame began to
flood the court with substi.

Suburban Catholic hemline.

Bing in terms of what total

cuter. Eventually everyone saw
action for the Green and

The second period featured
a more eguimbic carnal, with

and what sub could perform
Hinged
the
best
before

White as they hit their highest
point total of the season to re-

St. Ed's missing Rick -Were' total by only six points ',Mead of

watchful eye.

differential was so great (27-51,

"'" '''''

(cats.

Hingcr merely said, 'We
got Milo a good star, and the
press bothered them lot..

complemented the ND defew
sive work in which the destroy-

BY THE time the second

The fiml half only length.
ened the ND lead, and falling
three short of the century
mark, the state -ranked power
from the Dempster St. school

"-Next Friday Notre Dame

J
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Ms or 11 in

M 050 at 145. to pull Arlington into the lead by a 14 -II
margin. State contender Don
Stumpf of Arlington blanked

top In 11,, of rho ,1 4...111%
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AT 175 JUNIOR Pete
Harth stuck Al Carlson in 42
seconds to set the team tallies
at 25-11. Andy Locken of Ar.
linmon blanked John Dykstra
4-0 to end the Arlington scoring at 28.
Jeff Settee of Adington was
pinned by Jim Tuerk of bread
in 3:50 in the heavyweight
mooch to end the contest at
28.16 in Arlington,: favor.

in tin. tn., Luso, Btrslund
with 4 h on

hula holm
Strklund end Intl Bronn both
(has

BO

ash on the hon ontll
ha Dun I man, with o 25 nn
the 1r =palm, BLiklund with

rte on lha pudtat b., old
Brown w eh

on Ma imp

..ol

kout,

ma all

1

Rick Salina, 11.0 at 155. Carl
Anderson of Arlington set the
sco re at 20-11, with a 4-0 shut
out or Bill Bischoff at 165.

lop stortrs bur tht. I tkons
Lic Noun 01,Ln 11th II 10

Mill MR( I I ND on,
Ma

SP RTS

trod ht tropALd
xis t non 5 15

2.73. Berglundh scores were
6.3 in the free en:misc. 4.8 on

z

,0,16Z

MEET RESULTS

''cam
Arlington's Wayne Pierre and Eremd, Ken Glueck face olTnnd try to maneuver for position in
thvir 115 -pound match. Glued: arm the match. 1-0, but Arlington won the meet, 2X-16.

6.85, 2. Berglund.

sem EV.

Martin. FV. 5.35:
4. Roberts. I.E. 4.3: 5. Camphell. LE. 3.25: 6. Hansen. LE.
I

Another fine recto d break

105.

a 57-38 victory over Marmion
Saturday afternoon in a Lwimming meet at St. Viator.
Lynch set 11.3 SI. Vial..

SIDE 11011SE: I. Bemlund.
EV. 4.81 2. Pierce. EV. 3.9: 3.
Watson.

EV.

3.7:

4.

Kap-

records in the 50 andItXI
freestyle and also added a tine

WW1. LE 3.45: S Hansen,
LE 2.4: 6, Gorey, I.F, 10.

effort

HORIZONTAL BAR:
Brown.

and

Berglund.

i.

FV.

hat: 3_ Gramm. FV. 5.2: 4.
Rutledge. LF, 3.75: 5. Camp.
bell. 1.F. 2.45: 6, Rohens. LE,
1.85.

TRAMPOLINE: I. fosby.

Geiser.

ing performance hy co -captain
Rich Lynch led the Sealions to

the

in

winning 400

Lynch was
clocked in -am for the 511 and
50.1 for the 100.
relay.

freestyle

THE SEALIONS, who also
won 57-38 on the frosh-each

level, swam without the hroic. of their hest

nnjuni ad

I.P. 3.1: 5, Camphc11.1. 2.1.

soploomorvs. who were swimming at Highland Park Senor Victor Lon.
day
night.

PARALLEL BARS: .. Hew-

Charlie Mond) used Bill Geiser and Tom Harrison in the
medley relay, but this was the

EV. 6.25: 2. Conte. FV. 6.0: 3,

Berglund. FV. 4.95: 4. Fox.

lund.

EV. 6.0:

2.

Sullivan.

extent of the junior partici,

EV. 5.45: 3. Conroy, FV. 4.5:
4. Robert,. I.E. 3.55: 1 Nord-

don.

berg. I.E. 20: 6. Myers. I.F.

nonce of some of their

0.9.

Howeve., despite the

all hest

swimmers. the Stations managed to beat

RINGS: 1. Cordell. LE, 1.1:
2. Brown. EV. 4.7: .1. Pcpich,
EV. 1.15:4. Stocklborger. LE.
3.45: S Pergander. EV. 3.05:
n. Roberts. LI'. 2.35.

Mean,
rm by more

points than the last time the
was squads met. Earlier in the
season. Visitor heat the Ka dens. 51-44, in a meet Mal was
decided in the final coley.

Dorris..

George

fine 1:48.8 clocking.

bard North Panthers. 27-14.

At 98 Dean Hutchinson of

Pala( inc walloped Doug
Illeckinger. 10-2. Kevin to-

neg. blanked Charles Garrett of North. 4-0, at 107. At
115 Ed Chavez squeaked by
Steve Silkwonh by a 3.2 mar.
Simko. the team score at 6-3.

Don Hoshaw of Glenbard
Nunh ,hat out Jim Bandlnek
of Palatine, WO, TO tie Ihe Meet

Would
you like
a fresh
start?

at six all. AI 1311 Rick Munch
blanked Chuck Hen of North.
4-0. Mike Caldwell extended
the Pirate lead hy pinning Tom
Marmitt in 9:47. Al 145 1111MT-

Mated Ran McAlister pinned
Guy Hemmich in 3:14 to set

Come to this
Sourday Fob 1.3

rM

FIRST CHURCH

of CHRIST, SCIENTIST

19-6

az

and

Jail 1 venren was amond and

John Driscoll wa5 third for

1-2 finish in the 100 Inv.
:touching with 501 and 53.0

Gunnies another fine race
fore falling to meund place an
the tine! III yards of the 100
yard breaststroke. (jungles
was timed in I:09.1 and
Campana had a 1:09.8.

a

STEVE SALERNO gave
Marmiords Gary Brock a non
km his money before placing
second in the 200 -yard free.
style. Brock. Marmiotis finest
swimmer, woo timed in 1:58.1

times respectively.

while Salerno had a 2:10.4.

in 104.1 (iary Brock followed with a 4:21.5. clocking to
win the MO tree. Froslunon

Salerno

Pl9PPLI 99.9.0 inthe 100,9"Croke. with Salem. winning

Halos nollowed within win in

a tight 200 individual medley
race edging Tom Brock by .1
seconds. Hales ma, timed in
2:20.1. Lynch followed this
with a to in the 50 free. in
which Gene O'Hara was sec-

ond with a 24.1/ Art Carina
wm third for Marmion.
Viator suffcroxl a beating in
the diving event as ,con Mar -

schack

and

The limper
lege haskethall

honmr Co
team

fantastic comeback
day night at Kendall.

onion divers outclansed the St.

the game at the end of rep
!anon ploy and went on t

Vitae pair. Jim Walker sal-

loin

overtime.

in

=re=
MIKE NOLAN'S

lar divers Terry McCue and
Winans. acre alm at Highland Park. however.

venge fate his defeat in the Ihf
as he heat Holm in the WO fly.

IPS Northwest Hwy.
Der Plo nee

event.
and

O'Hara. Salerno,
Lynch picked up some incur-

down

and

mom at 22-12. At 185 Craig
Reddens and Eric Malmhorg
wrestled to a draw. Jeff Frost
of Palatine downed lay Eddy,
UM, to finalize the meet at 27 Id in favor of Palatine.

Mike Schroeder in the 300

[E

0

I

9

Gardner
Zeller
Booth
Condron
Hallman

4

I 112

TOTALS

0

4

1

I

9I

2

I

18

10.

WYERE DAME (971

PLAYER

0

P TP

F

K itchen

6

King

s

2

2

14

I

10

o

II
Pohl

I

Reckert

4

Hillingcr

2

25
I

Faber

Skinner
Stratton
Sullivan

II

14.

utes. But they rallied to p
within two al the half. 3. 31.

scored th ir hosts, 12-7, to
easily pal it nut.
Scott Schuster of Harold

lied with Iwo Kendall pla
era for

g

with

16

and

Don

1741

tributed

S

Hynes

Green

Knopf
Duffy
%dram

Nshy

l

Sibbersen
Sport:
Schuster
Tatels

5
3
5

24

2
3
6

n

7

3

19

4

4

4

14

26 24 52

TOTALS
Harper
Kendall

WE INVITE YOU TO

-

by Don Appel

,

WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

11
11

4
4
7

31

33 29

3

6

I

II

2

2

5

7

6

2

It

It

0t)

41 15 17 97

17th -nth Gravid

2

I
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Apprentice

1 dart fed a change would he advisable at this dine. I feel
Nom will edjuet DIM prawns Jutland dam, win be better.
Dear Mr. Delantise:
We are from Canada. We have larn with the American divi.
31011 of our wapany for HS yews now. Do you see a move or
prono tion. or both. in the near future for my husband? Do you

promotion. I see min adopting more children.

(.Peterson, Hawks
Kaage. Laken.

ONZG'APATITS7.'CITS
392 310

DOLORES FILMS SCHOOL Of

102
vI

SPECIAL OFFER

NOW! SAVE ON
VETS NUGGETS

50.

394.1866. Rolling Mdws.

cALL

O

ALTERATIONS

PiNf INTERIOR PAINTING

HOME OWNERS SERVICE CAR.

eN"ElAXING

BY

WSW MN" 1
on

II

Coll /38 /1439

Storm Windows

co.e.

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

d
e d Wes Re
FA3.111 MK.. Po...a 358-6

130

POODLE

GROOMING
WW1.

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN
CLS399I

CI
Art Service

by NELSO

RICK, DECORATING

by

PrIP"COTPORA'TCE' TrR7P1=
CALL 439.7094 Mier 6 p

Income Tar

ROThND E JOHNSON

COMPUTERIZED

call err

(/)

our 'ono

orel HE, rill 439-8180

Waltman Conan. Co.
ILTIehen RemedelTny

Tole
DICK'S TILE SW/VICE

CV2:,=,D;Zr=r

SERVICE
392.23/6

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

Ton Returns

PI= =UPHOLSTERY
CALL 259,018

GERALDIVAS

0

CL 5 3841

COMMERCIAL ERFENE'6'inV:AIS

,E1/12FTON1'

339 4050

EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS
SALES and SERVICE

WALL PAPERING

dp

ART

392-3.0

or

N W Hvw

S

Sump Pump

NEW WAY PAINTING

Draperies

Li]
li

THAD S HOME IMPROVEMENTS.

yo.,

'23,2370

fp

W. DO TYPING or ADDRESS-

SNOWPLOWING

IN

sueso WORMS. 1325-3740

0000%.=41.11FR

253-1838

ESTIMATES

FREE

PALL 814 0460

437-4093

REGIS

1.1

Pomo

Cull 259 0561 Pod SoiTh

Drapery Repairs

Dressmaking Sewing

z

T. V. Service

FEDERAL & STATE
FILINGS

Bjornson Bros.

392.4080 or W2 1031

537-0737

Upholstery
CUSTOM UPHOLSTER,Eurpoure,

Peal

Automobile Service

GIUA'l4R2OnING

43913706
CUSTOM UpHOLSTERK

BRIDGE LESSONS

StnOurnbwe Amu ars 1081

0011 bah, d

392 0403

4deFo'l 6

'13EFEes':

W'F'S'E'L'VE"ASHIIE=TEE VE'T'K
MATES CALE TODAY . P1.3193

Interior Decorating
MCRlorenln,erior

Lauritz Jensen

mrs '31Otz13'io',r3'

437 2E84
AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

el 255 0302

Vacuum Repair Service

Decorators
Business Service

I me ma hatband leaving. Then 1 we on adjustment period
and your getting hack together. "10ings will be improved in a
mem* err rem.

RE

EON/WILE CO, Owessmolp

at=

Barber Service

Dew Mn DeLouisc:
Will my family and friends' problem improve for the better.
Will 1 find unmher boyfriend soon? Also, how will my new dirt
work out?

2519169

13.0.. Des Plaines

Derr D.E.:
1 reel very good with your diet. Coo' achieve your goals, and
gnawing find another boyfriend. feel an old one coming back.
Regardin the problem you ntentMn. 1 few the trundle owe.

Carpentry -Remodeling

sit

SHORTEN COATS. SK RTS

CoF'F'

s

s

'COE

F[0111E00011

1645

14

16 00
0

CL3 2136

.23 Employment AgennotMei
.Anorys s 300:30

CL331B4

oF

James E. loclom14..0706

PI

.9

Piano Tuning Servoces

Call An. Ladd. 394. 5240.

WIGS OF AIL TYPES

SEASONAL TUNE LIP SPECIAL.

Verru'o"ry'

Electrical Work

C=N"ST7R741

WAWPAPER

Lawn Mower Rennin

'D'E'S.PrEr;;:f

Sem.. 31 5B Des

setntears o err 4.741

HAVE YOUR PIANO TUNED
BY RAY PETERSON

Des PloTnes

Window Washing

CHAS. B. GRAY SALES

111111.171 Ihychic. will ensurer
r kr- IteLerrarrc in nth.
Day

JOSEPII 1,ELOL'ISE. neritinally

111.ACCOUNIAN1

Fee Paid. Calleye mod.

Insured 24
Carelut

Patients today get more

5

2

11

0

0

0

-

5

Last of three mild.

I

5

9
9

2

1

10

Hospital administrators and
citizens of the northwant suburban arm share national concern over rising hospital amts.
The Semite Judiciary Sob -

2
7

services, hospitals say

3

"NUTRITION -RICH" VETS' NUGGETS
THE COMPLETE MEAL FOR YOUR DOG

Chicken

Dinner

A Generous Platter
of

Southern Fried Chicken

with
Whipped Potatoes and the Vegetable of the Day

Biscuits with Heated Honey
Ice Cream, Sherbet or Jelin
Children's Portoons Available

Phone: 259-5000
Located in the

committee on Arnim -on and
Monopoly Legislation plans to
begin hearings on the rising
cost of hospital care next
bonth. Local hospitals have

hospital and laboratory sew
vices.

tion

prograF11.

said

Shultz.

IT WOULD not he possible
to make a valid comparison of

such as pediatric and 01151.4iC

the present average charge per

day to the patient with that of
10 years ago. hospital reprosentativos say.
'The patient has more
things done to him today.

There are twice the tests and
procedures available now due
advances.
to technological
There are also some reductions
in costs made pOsPihle yauto.

3

r73P°4FM1;:""

TOE ORMAN

Entertainment

537 1244

FIREWOOD

3162996

STAIRS, WINDOWS. PORCHES.
REC. RMS. ROOM ADD. ETC OUR
WINTER RATES ARE LOWER. FRU
ESTIMATES CALL 394 3427.

GENERAL

>-

wards. arc not always filled to
often
coped, But there
waiting list for loll emergency
each hospital.
surgery 101e
St. Ale x ins had a total of 289

[wadable C.311 1.3440

Ape

263.7686.

Est

oily.

Northwest Community HOsni-

includes an alcohol ward and a
special memos, section, bring-

Radio -TV Repair
TV

A

h

10 AMmo 4 PIA.
Closed Wednesday 6 Sundoy

oF Sowrdoy Coll 62/ 1510

FIREWOOD

Musical Instnoctions

127 8020

337 3380

326 29Y6

Roofing

IS A REAL

FASHION SLIPCOVER CO

F

pored on P. sod. 290-63g.
RUGS S. CARPETS

el

I

PI

tog the total number of beds
available at that hospital to
666. The hospital is not always

Catering

blood tests in a minute .0 10
the patient is 512. Formerly.

filled to capacity. This is also

tor for Holy Family Hospital,
100 N. River Rd. This appsratus diagnoses diseases of the

misuse a Howard O'Leary

al

r

h

or ...NI,

Y

re-gloing

0

h

Decorating.

Banquets,

WEDDINGS

OUR

CotAimil Poe.
SPECIAILY.

4543

WA'N'D'21:Z1NOTAALE'H'
CL S-8232

Hia-ring Aids
HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

700I22PECAT'C'gR7P!E7531.1

Cement & Blacktop
RdSTICH PAVING AND CEMENT
WORK - ALSO TREE TRIMMING
SPJCIAL PRICES CALL 8274203.

Plaines

"1°9cE17

FOR THE

PAPERHANGING

HOUSEWIFE,

Ford Dealer

DAY

827-4175

SLIP COVERS

WANT ADS

WINTER SALE

GET RESULTS,

50% OFF

BRUM. DECORATING

SmfD. CALL 56115

Also Expert Renpholstery
324.w Rem solo Alps tame

100's of fabrics
to choose from

Home Maintenance
,PAINTER OR F116

QUICKER,

ON ALL LABOR
or after 6 PM. 627.7480

392.4/60

V

BUSINESSMAN

CALL BUD 259 .16
FL

I

PAICITS PANTR-9

9. 1.5

PARTS DRIVER

Furniture Refinishing

General Hauling

dings.

295.0170
LA Soli* Personnel

AND FOR THE

PIANO OR ORGAN

Painting

I

DIV. ft. -$14141.

DES

24 fnIp Wanted Men

shampoo.°
01/FaRN

CC

PROBLEM

SOLVER"

Slip Covers

mARPET

CLAIMS ADJ. TILAINIF

"THE DAY

ROOFING AND REROOFING ALL
WORK GUARANTEED FREE ew
motes 392 7537

ART HTS DAV CARE CENTER

IIngton Heights.
Ryon describes a blood desling machine which can do 12

Carolina), Kennedy (D-Massachusetts), Hruska (R-Nebrasks) and Fong (R-Hawein.
Chief counsel for the Thm-

TRAINEES

sloe

BARGAIN COUNTER

Floor Refinishing

Child Core

Carpet Cleating

2
0

SALES

1/2 PRICE SALE
ALL CLOTHING Vl PRICE

Corpe plecmipg
Ugh g 6

Family Hospital.
Assigned to the Hart mom mince are Senators Dodd (D Connecticut), McClellan (13 Arkansas), Ervin ID -North

1433 O.

Resale Merchandise

Mold Designing
Is

4470.11.1
el.

CALL ED 338 3339

TIMATES CALL FL 8E6913

Coll EE 7-449/

0 MI

SERVICE .F.01,1

ZFCC'ESA'ANTIErEP"AlrFL'F'S.

LUTHERAN GENERAL

doe case with the 250.bed Holy

h1113-111ffil

COLLEGE 0110405

531E3380

Mime lan. 15. the hospital
capacity. with a new wing
recently added. is 289 beds.
Over 90 per cent of the 223
beds hove boon occupied don.
log the past four or five
Months at Northwest Cornmo-

o

AM

PlumbMg
358.6190.

814 0140

Ones 6 gen

0

or! Co

CL 3 5901

WILL PlEtVW AND STACK

C Me

COMPANY RR.
57101, BONO, CAN

enrr

/53 3B32

DAN KRPSH

EIR=000

NEAT CARPENTER WORK

C4510
Pe

Smell Jobs My Mmiain,

Firewood

=2°

FIBERGLASS

8.4510

EXPENSES

Masonry
REVERS MASONRY
ALL TYPES FREE ESTIMATE,

r63,_111"D'AYMT,PV'TZE:APMAK 1. SUNDAY 439434.

.

2114410.

Window Well Covers

All local hospital wards,

=awn," said lack Ryon. director of public relations at
Jul. SOO W. Central Rd., Ar.

"

6 REMODELS. '

MAGIC BY "DENY THE 'MAGIC

BRE L HOME REPAIRS

O

IICAPITAIS in this area
arc aftiliabed with the Amcri.
can Hospital Assn. Accredita-

I'm sure that their standards
em even higher than a state

Plumed of paying 552,000
far radio isotope equipment
for our nuclear medicine program, we rent it." said George
Shulte, public relations direc3405 Algonquin Rood
Rolling Meadows III

ing to discover if the various
state codes affect the price of

een contacted by The Day to
expluin aspects of the problem
in this area.

he mid, this was done by hand
at a cost of $90 to the patient.

Dinner

brain, heart and limp, he said.
The subcommittee will also
investigate state law, on lion.

0

WINDOW CLEANING SO

EXPERT PLASTERING

Magic

co

9

tendering

PROT ESSIONAT

33 41921

Coll Wm, 6FM 392-889

Publicaliana. 722 (leder St.. Om Meaner M1001h.

4
4
4

3-2831

odel

Uedre

g

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR

Call 3138 4646

253 33 W

R:!=71E'D=Rds

W Ilpope

DRAPERIES

Xon775777/7""'

rulduir,L;,

FEWMP 359.1544

CL 9-0495

;SION UPHOLSTER,'

HEMMING AND MENDING

rangier,

one

22 Si batons Wanlel

Goy.
dpoa

ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

Fe: many years I have had domestic problems. I have sought
every avenue of help from priests to ennui health. only to realise
il was all in vain. 1 now feel a divorce is inevitable for the health
and well being of my children as well as Myself. Do you sec my
husband walking out or will I have tog t the divorce? Also. will 1
he able to retain our home to raise the children?
Worried
Deer Worried:

the ear.i., 91 flay

wadi.,

by

hlllosmossfenke5

.haw Plowing

WALL 4. FLOOR

°c%VaTt'a
Dog service

Dear Mr. Delamise:

Ill

NOW'4"'ff'O"'7

'111:ary

Painting ilitecorag

Nome Maintetuce

Instructions

Leading Sc

''''''..

Daring Schools 0 Supplies

f

we our returning to Canada in the future? We have MDe adopted
children. Do you WC us having any dour own?

Den Mn. G.C.:
I fed you will he relating to the Catindhe division - rte
wither mother three to three and a half years. I am feeling

..... Keenan, Bullets
,,, Groot. Rockets
,

Dear Mr. Delamise:
Should I encourage my husband to stay with his present em-

Mrs. G.0 Arlington Height.

'ream
Bullets

2

Beyond The Mind
Beyond the mind lies the colorful imagination of the soul.
Mind and seal wander together n one,
11 takes you to far off places poem ROM seen.
When it returns you remember funhing of those places.
Only the deep and and SLIM know.
R.S., Rolling Meadows
Dear R.N.,
1 definitely feel you had some help. Some hi our geld would
confider your poen, spiritually inspired. Each and every one of
us, aware of it or not has help from a spirit dimension. I think
your poetry is lovely and feel a future for you in writMg. Thank
you for letting us ahare your mod,

condition, or management. or should he seek employment else.
where? HOT 42 soars old.
Mrs.
Chicago
Dear Mom NT.:

I

3

Alterations

It

I

Your Ad will appear doily in Me
Northwest Oa, The Adragion Day
The Prospect Day, and the Des Plaines Day
and reach 60,000 Households!

Without life ., there would be no love.

11

SCORE BY QUARTERS
Notre Dante 27 25 23 22-97
St. Edward
5 19 9 12-15

El

Sat. Matinee for Children
The Sorcerer's

Daly FEW.

NTerscmals

359 1439

12-7J

3016.

255-7200 OR 296-6640

O

ployment. homing for change in the near future of perhaps

-

Style

Low Ion.

lisoshucto

7

25 19 22 43
31

11.

room, Des PI 13241.6793

LOVE: A Netmaity?
Love is a necessity to life
Without love there would only be haw.
With hale there would only be war.
With war there medld only come death.
With death them would be no life.

S

EVERY MON., WED., FRI. & SUN.

FOR

"a girl could
get lucky"

I

F

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:
CALL

I'm enclo,ing my mother's favorite poem that I wrote and m
favorite. I am 17.1 would like to know if I had help from the spiri
world in writing these poems. It doesn't seem to me like some
thing I would write.

I

SCORE BY HALVES

Vbbei
countrytheatre
club

6

Mayberry

ibherscn

Duffy each co
Ir for the or

I

Underwood

mc scoring honors

!mine

2

d'

mver, male. oc wee A Um

nity...CALL ONE NOW

a,. 1 just wanted In ask .1(1'11 ever become a well known poet

0
3

1

Abraham
Rohinson
Parrnh

II

KENDALL 1691

Hudson
Brown
Krenias

'FO''IT173 Go'dn"la ber

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered
by reputable business people in your commu-

csi

SL0Td

04T.Tm

FOUND.

14/A. see getatiee DOPidefig

LO
LO

Dear Mr. DeLouifc,
My mother has limn writing to you and she got me interest,,
in dl this reincarnation. E.S.P. astrology, etc., about three year

2

3

P urtell

TOTALS

I

0
0

term.

Sihbersen

4
4

45

lay team of Jim Wolfe. Mie
SeMichudth Jim Moth and

Jimmy

to

HARPER

SCOTT SIBBERSEN h
o
1S -foot r with 23 seconds
left to ph y to send the on lest into overtime. In th
extra period the Hawks 011

heat John Keating of Palatine.
6-2, el 175 to put the team

Salerno in the 511 backstroke.

0

4

Dm, and from the 2110 free re-

IN THE FINAL

Hymn add.]

I

HMI BROCK gained no

in 033.7.
On the fresh -mph level. Viatm got wins front Dan Burn,
Randy Robertson. Mark Say age and Mike Dtiffy in the
lewdly relIncr. Eddie Moore in
the 1511
Mike Milumbi"

ism the leader in rebounds ph,
with le and Schumer polled Winandy

The Hawks started e. treinely slowly and trailed
17-I
after
several
mi

"SUITS ME"
Two Blocks West of
Downtown Des Alpines,
Amigo Really Bldg.,

Campine gave Marmion Hill

74-69.

Northwest Suburbs Only
Professional Theatre Presents

fi

FM All Day sera

Jim

0

Haack

i l Rackets
21 Hawks

Fm. Dulls
Snow Bulls

amo manta with a win 400 free
relay. The foursome was timed

Family

a MEN'S SUITS

1 to

breaststruker

vaged a third for Viator. Regu-

GREA1' BUYS

Fri.

Sealion

nen.

made
Eri
an

TERRY HORAN of North
dmisioncd Glen Hughes by
0.2 margin. At 167 MM.- lent
Walsh Slipped by Jim Likalle,
by a 6-5 gap. Flank Savenago

Vint°,

Amdemon, Celtics

Lichtfuss
Weidner

TP

Hawks net. victory

MC/iiiNdr4 record at 17.

ISt

Christian Science Lecture

score

h

while

had

a

Pirates flatten GBN
-11se moonier, vet
High School skinnwl the Glen -

102.7

Hales had a 1:04.5 Marmion
also took third.
Lynch and Lavin mo Ilona
lawk on the winning track with

Brock

Hales and leg Lavin started
things off for Viator by winning the medley relay with a

Scorer..

ST. EDWARD MD
RFP
PLAYER

2

3

Player

Dons in cconference play.

I.! takers

W

Knockouts
Celtics
Bulls
Koolkats
LeodIe

1970

Lynch cracks swim mark in win

FREE EXERCISE, I. 01-

WHEELING PARK
DISTRICT STANDINGS
1011 -6th Grade)

Fehrti on 3

the side horse. t,.45 on the high

,..

min Rick Stancnk beat Bob

Sant
Douglas pinned Steve Kearns

marl

alt

AT 123 JUNIOR Bob Wilson decisioned Steve Olson by
a 6.2 margon. Undefeated mp.

Junior standout

Falcons step from MSL
for 98 -point gym win
mut

will face a more difficult task
as it hosts Holy Cross. the
squad which if second to the

tog until the last match.

Bauer. 54

S Mord n

win with

17th

ease at the expense of St. Ed.
wards of Elgin.

Card captain Mike Weber.
who is also undefeated in con.
Ferenc. blanked Bill Lang.

1

n

melted up it.

Hawkins of North, 6 I, at 133
to make the Tile. Were 6.11 in
favor of the Panthers. At 137

Roth Marstnik of Glington ha, control of I remd s Bob Saxton in throe 130.pround match
hum, ot run otnod unbraten minium Ole haul 6-1 and tha Cardinals 100i the meet 28 16

13 -Last and found

Pour 9

score the visitors would hit.

Cardinals uphold unbeaten
record on mats again, 28-16

Tha Arlinpon varmy gip

Tomorrow,
Is Today

the opening period 22. Out the

game merely became Weis

period had begun, the scoring

cohesive of.

w

Cs! CD

main Iwo full games ahead of
their nearest competitor in the

live Don press kept St. Ed.

THE DAY
Tuesday, February 3, 1970

.

6 Decorating
and Wall
George PlelWoshing
d..2:13603
PuT.T

Slop. None Service
WorloGuarenteed

CAUNOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors

EASIER!

Phone

255-7200
or

296-6640

PSST!
(Top lob Tip!)

656.9922

0

Illinois Bell

Tuesday. February 3. 1970

Page 10

/41NOWNINIEN

2411EX MINIMS

I

BOYS tato lb

13Empkrona Agencies -Men

24-16PDIMMer.

WANTED FOR PERMANENT POSITIONS

"CALL ME WHEN
YOU GET HOME"

DRIVER

WITH EXPANDING MACHINE SHOP

TERRACE SUPPLY

--

mean.

se.

ROPO

0

SERVICE TECHNICIANS

fidentlal inmede

ENGINEERING O'HARE

OPEN

DAILY

gag. to service ow ...quip.... Potoolfol

gri all"(

PSST!

WANTED

(Top lob tip!)

6569922
0 Illinois Bell

Coll or Apply in Permn

NORTHROP
ARCHITECTURAL

CALL ROE GERUE

297-3550

SYSTEMS

SAXON

ICKES-BRAUN GLASSHOUSES

BUSINESS
PRODUCTS

MACHINISTS

A5S'T RECEIVING

COMPUTER

CLERK

0

OPERATORS
W.H. HUTCHINSON

I SON

ro,

OUR MEN AVERAGE

Runway &
1625 W. Algonquin
43P-7010

100 N. HICKORY RD.

and

scale

beam onolvdi

Degree required, prefer

5600

W. Rooney, Rd
Chicago. Ill

etarico,

EXECUTIVE TRAINEE

a chain will he shorter than that

If Iwo colorhof demean: being

tan."
537-0020

FACTORY
loamy

CARGILL, INC.
MAINTENANCE WORK

[VG

for

perionee4 Moierene

Ions and Ampow

Weide°

nonce mak.. oho

METROPOLITAN
SPECIALTIES INC.

CARGILL, INC.

2706 Edginglon
Franklin Pork

Dick% "Birthday Party Slimes"

CAPPY

011014

booklet. 'Or gee 5 Amy, send Fll
cents In coin. phi, a wIral-

P.O. Dos 4787/.15verercen Park

TECHNICIANS

Our building expansion

EXPERIENCED OR WILL TRAIN
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

<reeled

ha

VigreSSLS'.

'

111

1100141.41

,

POPikk.

N.ST., Elk Grove
2345 Ou Sion 439-4500

'

Vpiositin

Cincinnati -Forte

Company,

k S. Ounton
0020 Der,ler

e IVY, 1196

Ayers...

RECEPTION TRAINEE

ANIMAL HOSPITAL

TRAINEE $540

line

The individuals we hire for MILLING MACHINE OPERATORS must be

opportunities for ez
perienced Production

self-starters and capable of doing set-up work. 50 hour work week
minimum:Excellent company benefits - paid for by the company.

TIME SHARING TERMINALS, INC.
3406 W. Montroke Ave
Chicago

Welders on Pressure
Vessels. Compleie com

m., paid benefit pro

These are first shift openings

HERR WE GROW AGAIN!

gram.
maremmenweep

Call Ed Sunk

PROGRAMMER/ANALYST

willing

to

Computer Business Consultants, Inc.
MO. West Peterson Avenue
Chicag Iline1160645

063-2010

Saturday interviews arranged for your convenience.
316 W. University Drive (Arlington Industrial Pork)
Arlington Heights, III.

@Mg/MIAMI .P @Gtirg'

292_2561

HOSPITAL

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

1100 Kolis Road

in

I

$SSO

!!rc7rVignire...

sup

tanate aria

@

e

lamas

ben.el

'III nois

Bell

,

,

RoIling Meadows

OFFICE POSITIONS
/Bolus.

Free

ion

hes,

Age Open

loll

II

DAYS

EVENINGS

5-12
NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

-

BERTG MFrota,G.& SALES

Call Bob Perkins

0.01.

.a w

Oady ',fro eI5

An 00.10pportuelly Employer

able. Will coml. PeeMme

Paid

and a N.
OW who

lelephone OW ate o p .7.ex,ning Talon, with wiser ot

lad.

8:15 - 4:45

gel

6IEe ;MOM' '

ooL 25,1620

OP

TwTe.1144Wwirnewoo

-% 1<i

IS THIS

01

11,

ThInklas *ow were, To ...wilt OT mobs Thinking Tsboii
changing your promo, OW II you, Ilse Igoe of indwidnel
who le looking ler hne worting vol, plus o merlon 'For

2994446

392-2700

YOUR

con elfin odroncemern and chaenge. here are a ism Pon,.

GIN.

KEY PUNCH LEAD OPERATOR

FILE CLERKS

BAG?

Erle derie eve

backbone of any Sep comPeT. We
so.. owr ine ION
errorerks bur ore etwayv leaking lee mew
ow, maple We .11 a. a .. teAng. Gaud BeRm,.,G
11

SECRETARY I550 Fee paid.

ave. loll

ra p

00,0)0,0,

0

one thing or spoil. oll

day

GENERAL CLERKS
tr... posit.. we open in Aveed doemmom. 4 0.0

S500

SPORTS ASSOC.

)),
We puh/G Coll

.

0

7300 N. LINDER
Tuohy,

7215

P.

1-8505.

o te Salle sal

LEGAL SECS -$650
770A Tgioed itis yours

298-2770
La Salk Personnel

267-5300 or 677-0600

PHONE
OPEN SAT EVES BY APP2.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

I

G. Helms

rick,

INSURANCE

TRAINEES

'''''

&

S973535

GENERA! CLERK

Veo, if

a ger on individual who hal hod prey

296-1071

o,, Teletk pe Deportment needs a relied operator. Approximately
20 weeks work throughout the year, to cover vocolion periods.

MI

Coll or apply Personnel Department

SALES ORDER CLERK
rod

Ina am wllIl MI va Nom and advance In im A,,,,
1/11/

inking

I

nutn

CONVENIENT LOCATION

MARKETING
. room eletok about.. 0 ond Pa accompanying benefits

'eke the Noolovestern direct to PG Jellerlon evoden. Prom
Dere the Lova.a hus..11 will Iwing you tp our SEM door.

Union 76 Division, Eastern Region

oding DOROTHY ULRICH or stoPPA9 RS.

O'HARE
MOO. Plain. Are.

CORRESPONDENCE

Till.

BUSINESSMEN'S CLEARING HOUSE

hle

TELETYF E OPERATORS

AND

PHONE 437-3700

OFFICEj

,-

ADMINISTRATIVE TRAINEES
IN
CLAIMS ADJUSTING

2416 Estes Avenue
Elk Grove Village, III.

.....

alls. do dela!, Moen.
Modern offical
vau
eo

An Equal Opwnuniry Emplace.

.14

npmed of about AO words nor min..

Good app tees, owailoble in ow Payroll Deponent. Some Key.

BREAKER CONFECTIONS, INC.

i-ii

mmol eueGone or entel Ta

OB OPPORTUNITIES

IV

,n11:112,..7.-,Lt=:::r::::..-.. ArTo':,

haw,

WE HAVE THE FOLLOWING

mat

TYPISTS, TYPISTS

SECRETARY-GENERAL OFFICE

[ SECRETA RIES.t
:,:t,

Se,. OW

who, oew
van
co. Youll screen

FIGURE CLERKS
II your Dem ^,

Me work with !inure,

punch exp enence necessary. Must be goad at figures.

SECT $140
SnaPPY

pin

iodine, adoo.

NEED9

'

FRITlAVNT"

Thlok

PART TIME
AlAto 3PM

GIRLS NOW!
cti)

''._:

He now

SKOKIE

souMAY REGISTER .

WE
297.3535

-..---,...,

Sargent -Welch Scientific

WO

PERSONNEL

MODEL AGENCY

APPLY IN PERSON OR PHONE 394-4450 FOR APPOINTMENT
work hord for o boner lowe, let's ger together. Coll or write

HOLY FAMILY

numbas when a dinewv irr

sr..

940 Lee St.

START BETWEEN 511,000415,000 PER MR

7..
An Enool Oppononiw Ereptoyer

also 2nd shift openings available

approximately February 15th. 10% shift bonuses available.

27T1000

1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook,

-

just a few minures from your home. This is a permane, position with excellent company beneres.

Pair 33a110

p

piso

TALL

several

..r modern. conveniently located focilities ore

dol.

Honk Nelson

FILE CIERK

06.130730

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

293 2615

a

MILLING MACHINE OPERATORS

,.,,,....,,,

and Srd vhifl peg.

de ler keypunch

.,'evI ITPi,,n ea clerical WM ore o now br
stall.
"55...121^ ...59.9. h

For More Information Coll

in

.

Operators

TYPIST -CLERK

Call or come in for cm interview_

APPLY IN PERSON
PERSONNEL DEP,

Iola, fleeible.
3.1.0660

,

e.

Keypunch

OtOed Calls ell weer Ole taw,

,.

We hove an irnmodinle opening for on oxperienc.
ed KEYPUNCH OPERATOR, and we will) ain you
0, !he verifier.

Ad instrnent Clerk

55.

WE'VE DOUBLEDI
OUR SIZE.

h

1

WO

BOOKKEEPER

I

OPERATORS

kerne

Pens wok promehenel

Typing

TRAINEE

.76e'dgesrdlee:tee,,

5

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

RECEPTIONIST
Peso

I

do,

Wog Pee*

1.11 ond Ea fGno e

,:n° ---- -

kw

re.

wed noir, you vo deal

oh

Don Roth's
In Wheeling

...FOR BR: GHT GALS!

'Alpha & Numeric

G

i

a,,,

ro

7

5.37 Sege

Route 12 S. 83

lAsrc ss Randhurst Shopping Center)
W. Prospect, Illinois

455.8350

Iv.. boreGerd mi..

to Radio station WEXI....WE'RE GROWING

CERTIFIED

have

ss

$550 MONTH

DJ

r vortll Ise the Rol vAlib IRO Med

'es .h.es Ohre e5

Tenn, t'c'eZIc

thou correctly. he will lose coin
if Ike mak,
longer ebetin.
,p'haait

BUILDER'S
GIRL FRIDAY

OFFICE

Illinois Bell

WAITRESSES

'.1

Franklin P.A

en

20,3.5090`°"

ONE GIRL

0

c

2706 dw..

CLERK -TYPIST

MT. PROSPECT

SWITCHBOARD $11.12S

children

METROPOLITAN
SPECIALTIES INC.

297-7160

._.

_.

25Employment Agencies -Women

FI

656.9922

McDonalds -...)-4.i..
eeeeer

FP

' eF'. 'Ff.

EMPLOYMENT

FREE PARKING

1

-

CLEAN PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS

A

.

O'Hare Lake Bldg.
2400 E. Devon

TO WORT( FOR A
CALL
LEAKIER?

IF YOU WANT TO WORK PART TIME

WOMAN

N

9.,66 p. rb, Gig Errtay far

APPRENTICE
COMPOSITOR

i1 i

likE

WHAT'S

II

McDonolds has o few openings for lodies to fill
orders.. lunchtime, 3 to 5 days a week.

nunty Gore.

DES PLAINES

.....

411

255-4500

Arlington Heights
Federal Savings
''''' `'""' k''''''''""', fi'''Tf`r

GENERAL OFFICE

e

100%Free Positions

Rana dewed. re.
mien. tawnekie
COMPOOV
ftwwfilo

GOTTLIEB MEMORIAL
HOSPITAL

liar Girls

0,,[ifl

MICRODY NE, I NC.

11 A.M. to 2 P.M. WEEKDAYS

Plaines, 2O7 3635

6......-0.
ow Hones

(Area Code 8 5) 568.2283

COWIN,

all Belo Nol

e

.PAO hellss .

vsa me ie

MARENGO, I L NOIS, 80152

518P,Osi

11 r...ow.. you WII be

r

Av.CLERK TYPISTS

Lo Salle Personnel

"Specialists in Magnetic Materials"

dressed.

°' .59."'.5

URGENTLY NEEDED:

439-PS00

"FORD"

ENGINEERING CO.

the Cincinnati Shaper Company, are now
occupying their new quarters in the Arlington Research Center, immediately adjacent

WELDERS

and new product

your

Cc

RANDHUR5T CEN TER
MT. PROSPECT
39 2-5230

S. COIL CORP.

29E-2770

wholly
owned subsidiary of Cincinnati, Inc. formerly

455-8350

Bud flange

Pad

ARNOLD

IS PARTY STUNTS
hlothers and fathered If iteu
can use new ideas iirrainhdlar

The

428-3623

FREE TRAVEL!

Suracel ..... nee

PHONE, WRITE OR VISIT

In Figure I it is eass to see that

fa

White

255-9000

SrOLON MOTOR

bealaSolleGel

Sucellenr work, ,ondirion intheSagunto!

although Sam tied totwther 10 liiwe. in did Bill. hi, ehaio io shorter ehan Bill's because he owed
more tissue: informing his seal,.

party

.99ro

Or944.4,.........,.......

Bolos a nous. Woll

196

,

p

Lynn Sc hang kali

i.

PLUS:

you'll find 45 of them in Cap,

The ham, of
Opportunity
advancement

Free Nosarakvanon

to alumnae°

Imed. If a playa.

rd.

.RrE. IGH

TRAVEL AGENTS

Cowman, Pers. f

eame.

esed Wiper.: I eggeg, pink and
I he colon most he sleep

GENERAL

ree00T,

"-°'ii,,,iliyiiiii
ir.''

sow o.. maw

rion,

much is used in making the

which is formed of knots cori
um* less tishiee.

urban hopRol..... PH.

R. Garbe11601.3200

goo

COVEN OR GASSIOR.CHIRPT

Cl a2826

Big Pay -New People

You'll le

rush up practice

COME IN ,AND REGISTER

KIDS BACK IN SCHOOL

;'1:R.,=I: 4.= ix.

FREE TRAVEL!

PHARMACIST

No fo
Local or Loop

SECRETARY

Complete Training
Big Pay.Now People

FOR A BETTER DEAL!

sary to firm a solid knot. If too

dr. The longer chain OIm ehe
Po Id

ties.

THIS JOB OFFERS

THEN JOB"

,

Free k

I

Mt Prespect

THIS JOB OFFERS

determined by hove carefully

5 adiiiahle to go Mother, pep

mil a

pr, .i .,..,ry .,,,,,

,a rive

NORTHWEST STATION

Is alisoas nor..

L:CZ.,

Coll 259.4910
berween 100, f,PG

PORARY

ALL OF FICE SKILLS

INSPECTOR

711 5Y. Algonquin Rd

....

ARLINGTON 055.

player eichlhe tissues together. using as little of the paper as iwees-

Here is Li game for he, and

NOW

...e.g..,

MOM?

v,m

an

FREE PARKING

Young Hobby Club

2 to see v. hose chain will he long.

1667 Skernor Rood
Northbrook, Ill

mteresting

...in.'
3 elocks 5. of SDI.

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR
MR. BRUNNER

eirla plated with Secial time:LA.11

Solve your mo ney problems with a
TEA

HOURS:

Thursday mornings, Fri.
day
and
afternoons
evenings. and &Modem.

QUALITY CONTROL

h

$3 07 to 3.65 per hr. depending on experience
Wo need Men who want Permanent Jobs

By Capp, Dick

orr6.11 b.

P

oe

RIO lee St.

OPERATORS

Ite use the timum. If Iwo
redeye. are availohle. whe them.
one ador will do.
Other.
The idea I, leer each player to
de 10 lame, aVOlher :Nig Figure

(Installment Loan Adjustor)

50

Heights.

ton

liberal

CALL OR COME IN!
439-.8500
WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

ORDER TYPIST

Wog

e

po.Der

SUNBEAM
CORPORATION

f'
,,I

0 MOTOROLA 0

al Meg cod

edge

1

ARLINGTON nen

obl so .2.

Doctor's office in Arling-

yOU FEEL LOW

MA I

'

35,4800

CLERK TYPIST
k o04

Ft! 1. 1, :.11 t

,

Wet

I

mature older woman
with grown family. Must
have sense of humor.

OF LIVING

` Profit Wen,
APPLY: Monday - Friday 13 AM - 3 PM

SALESLADY

2,8-2770

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

(*.SNIT, WEEIITISSUIN

outoomile increases
"olio, Medical innurenee

391-0765

BEEFS BARREL

RECEPTION

d

TOOL ROOM MACHINE

854-4652

Degree treatment experience but will ?roe
the right person.

WIRERS
SOLDERERS

A.191.1^ ,9'

E OMR,

Oakbrook

Arlington

137-8313AP. 2PAA

Apply or Call

3.9

PHONE 439.7800

VISUAL MODEL MAKER

internorionol
ter. in Northbrook.

Receptionist
20 S. Gunton

Arlington Heights

be eta Salle Gal

259-5010

model shop

5 toy

1432 Rand Rood

NIGHT HOSTESS

DOCTOR'S

ed

'''

h.raPw12. El.. Rd

people ea

vin oroo

lH5'

FOR ARPT. GALL

Coll 537.8770

1127462.

GOLDEN EAGLE
RESTAURANT

S

i

'DamWe

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

don new

opg or.. employer

EXPERIENCED

S."'
965.7070

AgAgsst

i' S

125-11elp Waded Warefi

M. to 4,30

11

ALSO CASHIER

...ea, ssertet

CONTACT/MS.514CW

Port Time or Full Time
Nights

N

9o8 Wist

WITH NO LAYOFFS!

ANALYTICAL
For

-,,,,,,.,.
--., - Notion. Top PO,

'il' i°

Prospect His. ore,
Peonies* lor

Fountain wouress

HIGH COST

WAITRESSES

... 0...1-

16 W. Northwest Hwy.
Mount Prospect
255.9414

$600 MONTH

9x8

MELROSE PARK

CHEMIST

engMen GP Thom V,Mv D!'!"

Heel f riendly pee& - sene
Hient AVON'S GUARANTEED

BABY

$3.41 to 0.06 per hr, depending on experience

1955 W. NORTH AVE.

1650

SIGNODE CORP.
GLENVIEW

CALL OR COME IN]
439.8500

STORES

moo

Des PI Secretary

3700 W. LAKE AVE.
PHONE 724-6100

Mork Trail

Engineering Co.

Polo. Pen. 011ie.

'

tTrnIsTelejeb:r.7:351= reealbereor 2rtingtI:Fl

Amy Personnel

OFFICE

PRODUCTS CO.

PACKER

JEWEL FOOD

2550

APPLY TO MR. DON MARCHINI

WEBER -STEPHEN

Fabricator

Great Lakes

Pros. Cow Service
Foote Orok
,,,,ii. :To LW Tigris,
en enwIle Tel Girl

La Solle Pononnel

eagg.'ziaF.,F;1,7,40,,
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Arlington Heights
Federal Savings
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Call M. E. Borrsyk of 766.6230 or apply or

OFFICE PERSONNEL

CAREER SPECIALISTS

MAINTENANCE
MECHANICS

MATERIAL HANDLER
STOCKROOM
sons and reduces

RI

FILE CLERKS

caviar Pod hewn, poem,. Arludinge

Metal

P

1970 Job
Register By Phone
Or Come In

Fen Larson FAF'Ff iff1FF

GRIFFIN WHEEL CO.

YOU

"""

-

Now Is The
Time To Get Your

CALL LIZ ol 299.71,1

PORCELAIN ENAMEL SHOP
ASSEMBLY & PACKAGING
METAL FABRICATION

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES
AWAIT YOU AT

'.G Hioer 5,

CHAIRSIDE
ASST. TRAINEE

Si geode offers: on outstanding profit shoring
program, free NI,, Cross and Blue Shield, molar
medical and life insurance, finest of working con-

Route 11 8. 83
(Across Rar1411,st Shopping Center)
Mi. Prospect, Illinois

&A

a

CAREER SPECIALISTS

DENTIST'S

15T 6 2ND SHIFT

!y19ponald's

Ken La

F

2ND SHIFT

259-5787

,

RENTAL AGENT

Needed

255-9000

ehe,.. 5.11 office

MACHINE ERECTORS

OR CALL MR. SCHWARTZ

,

t!=.",,;rz; f F9° ..6 0.

CALL LIB co 2..7191

.20 p.m..

MACHINIST

COME IN BETWEEN 3 & 5

Olighschael otrouneing or Amemmadowo
FOR INTERVIEW CALI
LOU ADAMEC
634-3131

MACHINISTS

hoee o goodthey

Tuesday. February 3. 1970

2wIthtstd WERE

26-11dp1Fifited Waren

RN's & LPN's

TELLER TRAINEE

Iler. Meow, renorrivi

GRINDER

After School -Saturdays -Sundays

SMALL OFFICE

5

ag

2ND SHIFT

Waded Renee

MATURE WOMEN

NO

5433 rr Rem Free

:=4:7:-,°:.°;:';':,

Wafted Wow

26-0e

Women

GAL FRIDAY

Mist Poige
Atlinstantie10.11.
391,0880
9 5. Donton
966A700

1ST 8 2ND SHIFT

PART TIME

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN
ALUMINUM FABRICATOR
ALUMINUM WELDER
SKILLED SAW OPERATOR
MACHINIST
FIELD ERECTION SUPERVISOR
COST ACCOUNTANT

I'

,u,ulusly eun ,su. si,u

INSPECTORS

SAXON BUSINESS PRODUCTS, INC.

g.EPlopment Alexia tow 115

PHONE

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

OD

ORDER FILLER

I

'

EFITS

297-3550

FACTORY HELP

827-7880

St,

WORK IN YOUR AREA!

dy

CMS JOHN ABEIR

HOSPITAL

Sourh

Pal Gay Wan( Ads To Work For You

HIGH SCHOOL BOYS

248elpYla tedMen

21Help Wanted Men

P

Gr 3 6100, Crt 227

geowI mwung simony. Wane include

o to

1,1181,1

301 W

25,

Immediate opportunity to join an
above AVERAGE COMPANY offering
ABOVE AVERAGE WAGES AND BEN-

.17.5260

,<Se peal I on Wee
knowledge ol eleorerw Nod mecheacol MAG. Tao mill be

'

WORTH LOOKING INTO:

Illinois Bell

927-6908

296.1043

PART TIME
EVENINGS

PUSH BUTTON
Pro.

656.9922

1

.,olloge or ea.

--

Ready for a
great new job?

STOCK HELP

GEORGE APOSTLE

PTRrN

2595.0

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

hon gond
re

5.f.mPorment AFesne, Women

$117 WEEK

MEAN TOW Regew',

5140 PER WEEK

sma n moue. In rhinkinG

The

PPP,

i

Call Mr. McGrath 358-5800

q, 004 peace. Poen°, '5

SCHOOL
MAINTENANCE
'

CALL 392-4700

Day Want Ads'
Sell Things Faster

1be' Tot

CLEANING. MAN

week Coll 6716763 wkdoys

115.

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist
O.D. and/or I.D. Grinder Hpnd
Tool Steel Heat Treat Operator

FULL TIME

WALL WASHER

Per

TIMPINNI Atin

led Men

24.

2411elpWrbilthE

24400 Wrinte Met

LITIELFUSE, INC.
Subsidiary of Tracor Inc.
Des Plainer,
800E Northwest Hwy.

...Heine, NU!.

L__

824-1188
An equal opportunity...PIO,

Personnel Open Daily to 8.30 PM
Ill.

BANKERS LIFE A CASUALTY CO.
4401 W. Lawrence

RI 5-7701

Union Oil Company of California
2 00 East Golf Road, Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Page 12

Tuesday, February 3, 1970
26 -Help Wanted Women

26a Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

Working mother must have help

Receptionist
part time, pos
sibly full time, Dr's office,
Dempster St, Des PI 298 2880

5 days o wk 3 pm to 11 pm My
home 2 child 5-3 PH 437 0719

NURSES
ASSISTANT

Experienced for full time days,
7 to 3:30 and P.M.'s 3 to 11:30.
Excellent salary with progression, Fringe benefits including
paid life insurance, 7 holiabys,
sick benefits, and 2 weeks vocotion after one year.

Reliable cleaning lady, 1 day a

week, own transportation, Mt
Prospect area, references
437-4401 otter 6 pm

desirable.

Duties

PERSONNEL DEPT.

HOLY FAMILY

sential. Pleasant surroundings,
extras. Salary commensurate

with ability. For interview ap-

HOSPITAL
100 N. River Rd.

pointment call -

824 -4919

Des Plaines

FEMALE

SECRETARY
time in Mortgage Dept.,
including Friday evening and
Full

Saturday mornings. Off Wednesday. Call Mr. Jack Clark.
Jr.

Arlington Heights
Federal Savings
An equal opportunity employer

DIAL -A -JOB
656-91122

National firm

1249 Elmhurst Rd.
BUS DRIVER

wanted for Nursery School

Would perform other related
clerical functions as well. Must
be able -to operate an adding
machine. Typing a plus, but

but not necessary.
537-6660

work.

$2.00 per hour plus. Car desired

not a requirement. A payroll

GRADUATES & PROFESSIONALS

background would be helpful.
Attractive salary - numerous

Send Resume For Confidential
Review To Jeff Wright or Ann
Ladd, or call 298.5240, Tri-State
Professional

6:30-8:30 a.m.

2:30-5 p.m.
Cook County

School Bus, Inc.
3040 S. Busse Rd.
ARLINGTON HIS., ILL
439 0923

SECRETARIES

Line

Very good wage Lunch probenefits.

1st

dinge "Dove Tail" cabinet T.R.

Immediate openings

Immediate opening in new lux-

ury hotel. Duties include gel,
eral clerical work and public

110,000 BTU output; 88,000 BTU
input. $275.

Corp.

CL 3-4554

2241 PRATT BLVD.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

62" 42 LB. Ben Pearson bow $30.

Leather quiver $15. 14X650 tire
chains $7. 19" Motorola port. TV.
w/stand $35. 2 14" w/w tires fit
VW or Renault $2 each 359-4794
Fantastic Color TV Buys
(Must See to Believe))
All new 1970 real wood
consoles - American Made

contact. 3 PM to 11:30 PM.
Apply in Person

ARLINGTON PARK
TOWERS HOTEL
Euclid and Rte. 53
(Just west of Arlington
Race Track)

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR
We have on immediate opening for a keypunch operator
with at least 2 years experience.

Good

starting

salary

We Have Immediate Openings For Both

our executive office for
girls with secretarial ex-

Experienced OHrENLopn-Experienced

perience. Strong clerical
aptitude.
and
figure
Light
shorthand and
good typing skills required. Excellent fringe

IN YOUR AREA

benefits.

Printed Circuit Board Assemblers

Cabinet Wirers
Maintenance Men
Inspectors

Fl 5-0500 Ext. 594
Office Personnel Dept.

Personnel Office - 298-3080'

FOOD STORES

VOLKSWAGEN
NORTH CENTRAL
DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

Also, grown females for lease;

2000

Wolf

Des

Road

Brand Names - Largest -

brightest picture . Fully guar
21" 5299; 25" $369
Stereo consoles: $99 & up

German Shepherd, 8 mos old,

259-6076

BRUNING

Black Toy Poodle.
6 weeks. AKC. $75. Call
392-3787
Tiny

7 mo. old
kitten, good with
children, free to good home.
824.4239

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener

110

SAXON

ESTATE SALE. Antiques & hshld.
Jan. 31 & Feb. 1, 11 AM. 918 N.
Dunton, Arlington Hts.

SORTER PACKERS
Starting rates

Stenographer
We need a gol with good typing and steno or dictaphone
skills. Ability to check on and
answer customer and salesmen inquiries a must. If you

hove experience

in

Single bowl kitchen
tings, base cabinets.

V Paid Vacations
V Paid Holidays
V Paid Hospitalization
V Major Medical
V Life Insurance
V Shift Preminums
V Profit Sharing

mica top. 550. 3582699

Good cond. $75 or best offer.

CARTON SET-UP MEN
PARTS ROOM

259-7287 after 1 P.M.

Evinrude

APPLY IN PERSON

THOMPSON INDUSTRIES CO.

sonable. 297-4904

Fun-.,

E. Dennis (off 83) Wheeling.

Lovely 5' wok rm. divider. Gloss
sldg. drs., a section for bar/rec-

V1797 S. WINTHROP DR. DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS 60018

ords. 575. Cl 3-0797

Division of Dart Industries

(S. of Oakton St., between Wolf & Mt. Prospect Rds.)

Hide -a -bed, shed, snow blower,
air cond., AM -FM radio, sled.
bird cages, misc. 537.8649

An equal opportunity employer

An Equal Opportunity Employer

1/31-2/6.

%AT% IT tikE
TO WORk FOR A
LEAdER? CALL

Clerical Position

656.9922
Illinois Bell

Daily Reports for
* PRIVATE OFFICE

DIET
Mature woman who has office
skills and likes public contact
to be trained as a Diet Technician. Permanent full time
day employment. Good salary
with progression. Excellent

fringe- benefits program

insick

cluding paid holidays,
benefits, hospitalization and
life insurance.
APPLY IN PERSON

unit n

HOSPITAL

NEW ALPINE APTS.
Mt.

cyl. Auto.

Runs

sell.

654-3086 or 654-4071.

WE SPECIALIZE

'65 FORD 2-dr. sedan, 6 cyl.,
standard shift, very clean, no

In Quality 2nd Cars

rust, make offer. 259-4528

These Cars Start
In Coldest Weather!

'64 Valiant 2 dr., stick shift, R/H,
snow tires. $300. Call after 5.

2 dr., 6 stdrd Runs
$145

'58 Chevy
Perfect

'62 Dodge wgn.

1968 Camero convertible, auto.,
mint condition. After 5 call

auto, pwr

6

stg. SHARP

253-1408

$295

'64 Chevy 2 dr. 6, auto., Red.
A very nice 1st car

1967 Firebird 400. P/B, P/S, air.,
AM/FM, auto., $1475.
394-3057

$395

'62 Pont. Tempest auto , pwr.
stg. Good Condition
$395

296-6127

'66 Chevrolet Impala 4 dr. hdtp,
V-8, air., vinyl top, owner, best

600 E. NW Hwy.

259.0827

Des Plaines

'62 Volvo Sport 544, B-18. Good

cond., like new tires 8 battery
259-0825

$475.

Chevelle Malibu, V8, ATI,

(VOLVO)

Opel Ralley Kadett, 1969,
excellent condition,
$1550.394-5472

Take This
Ad To The

1962 LINCOLN CONTINENTAL,

full power with air. $500,
956.0653 after 6 pm

Midwest's
Largest
Volvo Dealer
and receive

1964 4 door Bel Air. Std. trans.
or best offer.
after 5 P.M.
$400

255-6165

FREE

'65 Mercury Colony Park Wag.,
A/T, PS, PB. w.w., low miles, exc.
cond.; best off. 392-1619

License Frames!
(No Purchase Necessary)

'66 Merc. Colony Park Wagon, 6
Pass., V8, A/C. Full Power, Low
miles,

$1400.

Call

64 Ford Custom,

WIGGLESWORTH
IMPORTS, INC.

529-5262

dr, 6 cyl.,
$400.
4

stick, good cond.
827-0312

Exclusive Volvo Dealer
1723 Waukegan Rd.

1966 Mercury Cyclone GT. Auto.,
Radio. Tach.
Best offer. 392-8241

Must

P/S.

GLENVIEW

sell.

729-1800

The Boss
Says,
Seeing Is

&

I

2

Believing

DICK WICKSTROM
"THE BOSS"

DEMOS - FACTORY
EXEC CARS

-

WE'RE SELLING THESE
BELOW DEALERS COST

1510 Dempster (Dempster &
Busse Rd). DiMucci. 437-4200

fe

'69 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE

Arl. Hts. 3 bedrooms. I block
from R.R. Basement. Appliances.
After 5 P.M. 253-2681

Vinyl roof, Turbo-Hydromatic, Power Steering, Wheel covers, White walls tires, Push button radio.
UST $3675.90

NOW $2775

UNBELIEVABLE?

SCHAUMBURG

bunkbds $20; reeling chrs $50;
Burton Dixie studio couches
$75; Bassett bedrm sets $165;

Lancer Corp., 894-1500.

Automatic,

Elgin lux. duplex, Century Oaks.
3 bdrm. 11/2 baths, liv. rm. w/

power brakes, bucket seats, $1995

5

pc.

kit. sets

baby furn.

$35;

Bassett

dining rm

sets,

-

New 4

Bed-

room Bilevel, large family room,
2

car garage, $390 mo. Call

frplc.,

huge

rec.

rm.,

gar. &

desks, up to 50% off; trundle
beds $50; 10 pc. corn. grp

many extras. $325 per mo. 695-

Sit -N -Sleep $165; 20 vol. encyclopedic $35; Hollywood

Hosbrook in Arl. Hts. 3 bedrms.,
2
baths,
dbl. garage, car-

7070 or 695-7277

peted, avail. March
deposit

MARJEN DISCOUNT
FURNITURE AND BEDDING

I, security
mo. rent

required,
in advance, $300 mo. 255-5371
oft. 6 pm only
1

8121 Milwaukee, Niles, III.

n 7 do s til

-966

88

1/ -To Rent, Stores, Offices

1968 OLDS 442
power steering,

radio, heater, white -walls,

1968 FORD GALAXY 500
V-8, automatic, power steering, power brakes,
walls, low mileage.

white 4675

1968 IMPALA STATION WAGON
power glide,
steering,
radio,
white walls.
V-8,

power

heater, $11995

350 sq. ft. office in new modern
air cond. bldg. in Des Plaines.
Phone Mr. Dennen, 297-1111

CARPETING
* OTHER CO. BENEFITS

80 -To Rent Office. Space

New Office Space
40%

- 60% OFF

1. Closing out stock
2. Heavy duty carpeting
3. Free installation

OIL COMPANY

83 -Industrial Property (ToRent)
For lease

Arlington Industrial
and Research Center.
3000 Sq. Ft. units.

529-7070

ft office 8 warehouse space available imme-

Roselle, Illinois

6000

439-8765 or 437-0727

824-2175

sq.

diately in:

ARL. HIS. INDUSTRIAL
Distributor

an equal opportunity employer

& RESEARCH CENTER.

253-5228
48

555 Irving Park Road

9.54-8850

5. Terms available.

Des Plaines

DICK WICKSTROM

2700 sq. ft. & up.
Arlington Research Center
254-8850'
Kelmer

4. See large samples in

83,

Prospect.

bedrm.
opts, imrned. occup. W -W carpeting, walk in closets, ceramic
baths, dishwasher &
garb. disposal, air-cond., el.
evator, pool, rec & meeting
rms., free sauna & steam
baths,
babysitter
service
avail., pets., From $190 to $285

your home.

Golf Road & Rte.

6

Serta mattresses $20; queen
sz. $90; king sz. $110; Hideaway bed sleepers $1 38;

PERSONNEL DEPT.

HOLY FAMILY

(i/4 mile west of Rte 83...
Between Dempster & Golf)

utilities. References and Sec. Deposit. (815) 459-1855

on new furniture.

$2.50 Per Hour To Start

TECHNICIAN

Ford,

good. $100. Call
392-7223

TENNIS

LOW PRICES. CL5-3420

Service Stations

*PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS

Appliances,

cludes

CARY-2 Bedr. Home available
Mar. 1st. $185 per month plus

BUY DIRECT -NAME BRANDS

1968 Pontiac GTO air cond., olive

green- blk. trim, loaded with
extras. Sharp, clean car. Must

2 Bedrm. Apts. (parklike
setting). Reasonable rental in-

FURNITURE FOR
SALE, ALSO
MISC. ITEMS, GOOD COND.

beds $40. We beat any price

FULL TIME or PART TIME

A.

piece blond modern dining

room set w/china cabinet. Rea-

app)., clothes, tools, Misc. 274

$3800 or offer. 296-5486

'65 Chevy BelAir 2 dr. 6 cyl.
P/S, P/B, W/W, snow tires. Exc.

(Timberlake)

PROSPECT

V8,

control, Premium tires, AM/FM.

112-Autemobies For Sale

&

1

76 -To Rent Houses

537.9886
6

sin

'68 Cadillac H.T. coupe, full
Dower, air, vinyl top, climate

Call for Appointment
358-7844

at BARGAIN PRICES.

81" sofa, recliner, hi-fi, white
drapes 84x100, baby walker,
pen, misc. 297-3054
Sale:

&

Hundreds of old school desks

CL 3-6916

Moving

All

392-9325

Snow-

Mustang, yellow,

after 6 pm. 529-4067

$45,000 - Owner 381-4464.

$160

MT.

one
Ask-

auto., excel. cond., low mileages, Days- 437-5500 ext. 617;

BARRINGTON HILLS S ACRES
2/3
wooded. Choice
area.

Immediately Available. Carpet
and all Appliances included.

COURT & SWIMMING POOL.
1444 S. Busse Rd. 439-4100

Old style Dresser & Chest $25.

with 20 leaves

automatic,

ing $55 894-1341
'68

One Bedr. Apartments

8 chairs, good condition $50.

Gas conversion complete $25.

296-8116

711 W. Algonquin Rd.
Arlington Heights

H.P.

For single middle aged person,
garden 1-bedrm. apt. in new
bldg, Touhy & Mannheim. Ceramic tile, bath, avocado appls,
laundry facilities. $145. Call

296-7574

90,000 BTU small gas furn. $50.

Monday thru Friday - 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

1969, 20

tioning, no pets. $155 & $175.

Ford,

PALATINE/ROLLING MEADOWS

Brand new carpeting mode for
model homes. Heavy nylon pile.
Huge discounts. 824-7353 dlr.

set

2 bdrm

MT. PROSPECT. Immediate occupancy: I & 2 bedrm apts.,
range, refrig., heat, air condi-

-

Kitchen

call 358-2897

1959

owner, low miles. Tudor.

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

HOWARD SPROAT & CO.

chairs .50 each.
in good condition 824.291 I.

mobile & heavy duty trailer,
$900. 437-6692 oft. 8 p.m.

Experience not necessary as we will train qualified applicants.

areas.

information

Deluxe

1

729-7367.

New.

I

Hoffman Estates, 2 bedrm., carpeted, air cond., with pool facilities, building
yr. old. $190.
mo. 894.9042 aft 5 pm

a

Kitchen

DECOUPAGE CLASSES
FORMING
For

(Job includes preparing parts inventory)
Starting rate
$2.80

these

CALL OR COME IN!
493-8500

fitft. for-

Apt.

garden apt. 3 flat, adults pref.

French Prov. arm chair, custom
made, antique white wood; Like

sink,
7

there

Orchard

Old

bdrm. Heat, air cond. inc. Pool.

difference in dog
training? Yes we're North Shore
owned and operated. Basic
obedience, brush -ups, conformations, protection. Guaranteed
Housebreaking. At home dog
training. MANOR MANNERS
Is

fied buyer. Upstairs Laundry. Private -501 W. Sho-Bonee Tr. Mt.
Prospect CL 3-9461 Low 50's

P/S, vinyl top, excel. cond. $1795
or best offer. 255-0571

14 -To Rent Apartments

Best

1963 VW. Sun roof. White walls.
Deluxe 4 Bedrm. custom ranch
Beautiful corner location In Radio, Perfect condition. $495.
Call 359.3629
country club section. 21/2 baths,
2 car attached Gar. Patio front '64 Pont. midnight blue, 4-sp,
porch. Large Jalouise back buckets, cherry cond, best offer.
porch Plenty of double closets,. 671-0509. 455-1424
Bedrms, twin size. Large Lrm.
Mercedes Benz '68 250S A/T,
with Nat. Fireplace. Newly finP/S, P/B, AM -FM, tinted glass,
ished Apt. in basement (Perfect
absolutely beaus. cond. 298.6973
in-law arrangement) will provide
$200 month income if desired. '65 Ford Custom, auto. trans.;
Owner anxious to sell and will good cond., P/S, always starts,
offer attractive terms to quali- low mis. $600 or offer. 296-7893

'68

FL 8-2075

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

Kenmore Auto. washer. Bronze.
i-x"' Pleasant working conditions

Customer Service

$2.18 plus 20c per hour night bonus.

1st SHIFT ONLY

BUSINESS PRODUCTS

bar bell

NEW, UNUSED,
DICTAPHONE, BEST
OFFER. 392-4351

BENEFIT

bdrm.

2

apartment. Elderly couple only.

MANNERS. 729-7367

Call 2590561 Rod Smith

QUALITY CONTROL INSPECTORS

PROGRAM

vinyl coated

lb.

297-3550
CHeck out this
tremendous

543-8918

tection. Guar'd Housebreaking.
At home dog training. MANOR

F19-3200

hardwood,
ft. stack delv'd. Call

Income Tax & Bookkeeping
Forms available.

3rd SHIFT ONLY

CALL MR. GRESS

Mixed

set with weight bench. $:35.
Call Brad after 7 PM 253-4743

IMMEDIATELY

furnished

aft. 5 p.m. GL 3-8311.

Is there a difference in dog training? Yes we're North Shore owned & operated. Basic obedience,
brush -ups, conformations, pro-

255-1107

POSITIONS OPEN STARTING

have own transportation.
Salary
commensurate
with experience. Company paid benefits.

Perfect Valentine. Min. Schnauzer
AKC. Ch. sire M&F. Shots, cropped. Paper trnd. Reas. 392-5189

Dart GTS. 4 speed.
offer. Call
437-5662
'69

Cai r o2se

schols., shopg., Loop bus. Immed.

offer.

Owner. 437-3300

SIAMESE kittens -beautiful.
Papers $20 & $25. Also champ.
stud service. 392-4878

M/F

FIREWOOD.
4x8
$24.

Male,

,

trans, P/S, P/B, P/W, A/C, excel
cond. 392-2876 aft 6:30

1

$200 439-2262 wk days t. it 7 PM

FOR an Interview!

duties. Must have experience. Good typing
skills
required.
Must

Hts.

.gpaarn.,elp,ohatiom; fremnc" ecde nytd,

4.

Poodle Puppies. Home raised. 7

Div. of Addressograph
Multigraph Corp.

COMPANY...HAS THE FOLLOWING

537.2688 weekend, or after

Des Plaines

255-1910

ledge of various office

same to share lovely Buffalo
Grove apartment, $90. Call

Avail. March 1st. 5185. 677-5248

Plaines

THOMPSON INDUSTRIES

Young working girl would like

Art.

Gd. cond. CL 5-3339 aft. 6;30
'66 Olds Cutlass, 2-dr., auto.

439-7262

$75. 537.5641 after 6 P.M. or
weekends.

1800 W. CENTRAL RD.
MT. PROSPECT

\

area.

13 -To Rent Furnished Apartments

44 -Dogs, Pets & Equipment

An equal opportunity employer

2 young ladies with know-

Wheeling

Toy Poodle. Male. 8 wks. AKC.

at tollway
Deerfield

Immediate openings for

Wonted: Apartment to share or
room in private home by young

Mdws. area. 392.0669

537-1926

baths,

21/2

Morton Grove -By owner-3bedrm.
brk. ranch, 11/2 baths, large

1961

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

RN would like room mate for
partially furn. apt. in Des Pl.
23 or older. 298-3275 aft. 4 PM.

working girl,
Call 537-2688

brk 4 bdrm
frplc.,

cond. $825 259-0238

Skokie:

21 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

GENERAL OFFICE

delivered. 766-0736

Working mother wants to share
her 3 bedrm. house & exp. Roll.

wks. Males.

STEP IN

action, needs work. $250. Both

female, very good with children,
house trained. $75. 824.0488

3737 lake Cook Rd.

An equal opportunity employer

By tuner: Recon. Lyon & Healy
grand has Sustenudo pedal, new
boss strings, keys, etc. $575. Also,
recond. upright. Has player

company benefits.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

272-5500

$725. 259-5483

toy stud service. 358-9233

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

1955 W. North Ave.
Melrose Park

Ampeg Amp. 5400. Orig. price

ment and an excellent starting salary plus a full line of

ITT

and excellent company benefits.

personal develop.

for

New Interviewing Hours:
Daily 7:45 to 4:15
Mon. Evenings till 7:30
Sat. 9 A.M. to Noon

If interested, please come in or call

JEWEL

Poodles. AKC. Tiny Toy puppies.

unity

Burgundy Martin Elec. guitar.
Used very little. Plush case &

12 -Houses to Share

We have an immediate posi.
tion available in our Data Pro.
cessing Dept. for an computer
programmer. At least
year
experience programming the
360 model 30 or 40 using
COBOL or BAL is required.
DOS background and RPG is
desirable. We offer the oppor.
1

for the following categories.

Horlz.

NEW Luxaire heating unit low
boy, gas forced air, full control.

PROGRAMMER
in

Kearney Trecker

Mill CL 9-1115

Mass Feeding

HOTEL

Rickenbacker guitar. 12 string. 2
pk ups. Like new. $140 or offer.
394-1588 oft. 5

Eastman, Arlington Hts.

Bridgeport 1 H.P. Vert. Mill with
P.F. small index vert. Mill, liar-

FULL TIME
FRONT DESK

cond. 5250 537.0696
5 pc. Sonar Drums with cymbals
& leather covers. White satin
flame. Must sell. 392-2948

condition. A king $80 call 593-

Lathe,

Call - 437-5920

FOR DAY OR EVENING INTERVIEW
PHONE MR. REYNOLDS -827-1186

Spinet piano, mahogany, with
bench. Bought new, very gd.

New $80 Kay 12 string guitar.
One only $47.50! El Rey, 7 W.

6 P.M.

We offer excellent compensation with improved fringe ben-

Illinois Bell

55 -Musical Instruments

rodio-recorder,

Panasonic AM -FM stereo cassette player -recorder. 2 stereo
speakers, micro., demo tape.
3
mos. old. 824-6716 after

Production

efits.

Call

12.

Col

runs perfect $75
2554101
'66 Buick LeSabre Custom 400,
4 dr A/T, P/S, P/B Low miles

poss. low S30's Call 965-7384

469-7204

6415 after 6:30 pm.

HELP WANTED

We are interviewing to fill an opening in our sales staff in the
Arlington Hts. - Palatine area.

II, 12 X

X

SOLID STATE STEREO (KNIGHT)
stereoversatile, A-1

FREE PARKING

Chicago Motor Club - AM

13

50 wan amplifier for:

Des Plaines
940 Lee St.
3 Blocks S. of Station

vided. Fringe
Shift Only.

9 p.m.

wide 31/2" thick. 827-3075

the now people

SALESWOMAN OR SALESMAN

misc. 827-1463 aft 5pm

2 nearly compl. dinnerware sets.
j 30" floor model mangle. Various
lengths solid maple blocks, 24"

La Salle Personnel

21 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

P.M. ROUTES

-

now. 529-8213

298-2770

Experienced Couple
Part Time Evenings
5 Hours, 6 Evenings
Call 253-1285

block S. of Oakton and 3

of $5.13 per month. For free'
home demonstration, call
Capitol Credit Manager until.

in A.H. Sell your old treasures,
antiques or junke. Reserve tbl

Exp. or no - many openings

JANITORS

tbl,

Breakfast

1958 FORD, 6 cyl, auto trans,

Owner 3 bedrm lot level assume
30's 534 S
I Clevlond Arl Hts 259 4693

4blymrs old-t' PIOW
L
40's
att, 2974" 151q7.

;51.30 Tax Included

This 'n That Flea Market. Feb. 22

TOP $$$$$$$$S$

Ser-

CITY,

'64 Gray V W , Well treated en
gine 3 new tires -Battery It
body work $500 Call 359 2809

Pros Hts 3 bdrm custom ranch,
1/2 acre Assume mortgage Exc
Cond Gd schools 394-3777

164% mart Mid

or $5.13 down and 9 payments

437-8356 aft. 6;30 PM

PERSONNEL -

Plaines.

blocks W. of Mt. Prospect Rd.)
Equal Opportunity Employer

14,

excellent pay. Phone 327-8905,
eves. after 6 or Sundays.

vice, 3158 Des Plaines Ave., Des

1669 Marshall Dr., Des Plaines
(1

Employment

1969 Singer Zig Zag
Used machine in stylish cabinet Does everythiing without
attachments

Washer/Dryer $75. Single bed
set $10. Blue nylon cptg., 10 X

ultra -antique Beauty Parlour. Opening soon in NEW
Buffalo Grove Mall. Fun and
In

Light delivery

Evenings.

ttonal, $150 255-7289

chest;

STYLISTS

Mount Prospect area.
439-3405

$75 CL 5-1295

6 chrs; Wal. Din. Tbl (buffet, 6
chrs) liv. rm chrs; White bed &

MOD HAIR

in

UHF, walnut cabinet 4 yrs old

LEAVING

21 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

GENERAL AMERICAN
RESEARCH DIVISION

Earn Extra Cash
Paid Training

FOR APPT. CALL

1112 -Automobiles For Sale

86-RealEstate-Houses

Trod dining rm set, tbl buffet,
6 chairs, 5100 3 pc toast sec

GE convertible deluxe copper
dishwasher. 3 years old. Perfect
condition. 392-5819

437-8313 aft. 2 p.m.

Des Plaines.

Anita

14741mm F

TV,

console

Dbl oven gas range porcelain &
s - clean - exc cond , 3 yrs old
392-8694 aft 6 30

Must be 16 or older
For Self Service Food Chain

Inter
national Personnel, 1433 Oakton,
298 4470,

Fogel,

Mrs.

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

23" B&W Zenith

BOYS & GIRLS NEEDED
PART TIME

now training

mature women for a career

For interview appointment
Call 647-9000 Et. 206

DRIVERS

is

position No exp necessary Call

benefits.

SCHOOL BUS

A.M. ROUTES

255-9000

insurance Arlington Hts Public
Schools Dist 25 301 W South
St Arlington Hts

TIMEKEEPER

consist of statements, receptionist, operating room core.
Typing' desirable but not es-

APPLY IN PERSON

INTERVIEWERS

DES PLAINES LOCATION
Our accounting department
has need of someone to
handle the verification and
computation of employees'
hours for payroll purposes.

IN DES PLAINES

Experience

SECRETARY
Secretory to director of publications Year round employment 36 hr week Hospital

'

1-

Accountant needs
Part Time Bookkeeper
Call 359 0855

time
ladies
Wishing Well Wog Salon DesPI
846 S Elmhurst Rd 439-9906
Stylist Full

Wog

CL 3-6100 Ext. 227

DENTAL
ASSISTANT

21-He1p Wanted -Men & Woie-n1

26 -Help Wanted Women

OPEN SUNDAYS

4

WEATHER
Tonight: Cloudy, warmer, chance of snow; low 10
to 15; Tomorrow: Cloudy

Telephone

,ow'v Pme

.we

255-4400

and warmer.

Your llome
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Fairview Gardens sewers
are ordered disconnected
By Ben Clarke

Judge John J. Lupe of the
chancery division of the Ciryesterday

that

revealed

The decision ended a suit
more than two years old, but
left residents of the subdivi-

that ground water was dis-

that ground water
drains had been constructed so

charged to the sanitary sewer

recently annexed to
Mount Prospect, with the

system in violation of sewer

problem of how to handle the
storm water from the dis-

builders.

sion,

cuit Court of Cook County
ruled

cago (MSD) by June 15.

R.J.

Bluett and Sons must sever
storm water sewer connections
between about 80 homes in the

permits issued by MSD to the

Further inspection had re-

connected drains.

vealed

THE SUIT was instituted

Fairview Gardens subdivision
of Mount Prospect and sewer
lines of the Metropolitan Sani-

by MSD in 1967, after `an inspection of the subdivision's

tary District of Greater Chi-

sewer system in October, 1966

that the ground and

storm water came from the 80
homes where further illegal

connections had been made
between home drains and the

Nixon to visit
most efficient of its kind in the

publican Committeeman Eu-

United States.

Although
White
House
aides would not confirm it, ar-

Plans call for the President,
to arrive at the Roselle Airport

rangements have been made to
permit President Nixon to

at 8:45 a.m. Friday via helicopter from O'Hare Airport
where he will land after his

spend 45 minutes in Hanover

Park Friday morning before

flight from Washington.

he goes to Chicago's Loop pol-

lution conference with Gov.
Ogilvie and the governors of

THE WHITE House lim-

The President will inspect
the new treatment plant of the
Metropolitan Sanitary District

considered to be one of the

Building, zone violations

found at mushroom farm
County building inspectors
returned to Elk Grove Town-

ship

yesterday,

OTHER CODE violations
include two -foot

wide hall-

ways, smaller than the minimum five-foot width, and no
direct exits from the living
units, Davis said. Two house

swooping

down on a mushroom farm at
1225 E. Oakton and issuing a
notice of several building and
zoning code violations on the
property.

trailers on the property are in
violation of county zoning ordinances, he said, and four additional camper -type trailers
being stored there would he in

The inspectors, under the
direction of Marvin Davis,
north zone chief of inspections

violation if someone were living in them.

for the county building, zoning and air pollution control
department, found about 20
violations in a building Davis
described as "a mushroom
house partially converted into
two residential units."

compliances

of the Nixon visit by the County Republican central committee.

DEvurr SAID official invitations for the tour have

Grove Village.

Davis said an unshielded,
oil -fired furnace, rotted and
dried walls and lack of fire-resistant wall hoard combine to
make the mushroom house a

and Bartlett will accompany
the President on the tour, he
said.

The Friday conference will
bring together governors of
four states and top federal offi-

cials, including the new cabinet -level Environmental Qual-

ity Council, for discussion of
regional pollution problems.
In addition to Gov. Richard
Ogilvie, governors from Michigan, Wisconsin and Indiana
will attend.

hoard

Palatine
GOP backs
Sen. Smith
Sen. Ralph Smith won a
close endorsement on the

fifth ballot in the Palatine
Township Republican Organization
ning.

Tuesday

eve-

A week ago Smith won

Major Eldon Deardorf, 21
N. Dryden, Mount Prospect
has been awarded the Dis-

fire hazard.

"If that boiler ever went,"
he said, "that place would he
an inferno in two minutes."

MSD system.

IN THEIR SUIT, MSD relied upon language in the Illinois

Revised Statutes

that

states that under MSD sewer
permits "flows to the said
(MSD) sewerage system are
limited lnd sanitary sewage
(roof, footing, and ground water drainage are not to he dis-

Judge Lupe said that the
Bluett Co. must furnish. MSD
with letters of permission,

from the 80 homeowners to
conic on their land and com-

ones, which average out to
$365 per home, said Richard
Hendricks, president of the association.
Judge Lupe said that he

could not rule on anything
outside the issue of the suit,
and therefore the question of
"where will storm water go
now" could not he immediately answered.

The listing of the 80 homes
to be affected by the order was

compiled by Bluett and the
M$D legal department, and
residents will be notified within a few days, said Hendricks.

HE SAID that he did not yet
know the identity of all affected by the .order.

plete the work needed to sever
lines by March 31.
Many of the homes involved
have sump pumps. and drains

Recently Village Atty. John
Zimmerman
accompanied
representatives of the civic as-

sociation to a conference in

in stair wells to handle storm
water, and to sever the connections could result in wide-

Barricades were put up this week to warn motorists and pedestrians in the 1100 block of South

Judge Lime's chambers to explain how the severance of the
connections could put the affected homeowners in violation of village ordinances.

Douglas in an unincorporated area of Elk Grove Township south of Arlington Heights, of a

spread flooding.

MEMBERS OF the Fair.

washed-out area under the road (covered by trash can). An underground tributary of Weller Creek
caused the washout. Harvey Klehm, a commissioner of the Weller Creek Drainage District, said that

Blackmore Sewer Construction of Arlington Heights, which has been contracted to repair the
washout, put the barricades in place.

Kindergarten classes set
for fall at Gregory School

SIMON

SUBURB
SAYS

A full day of kindergarten
classes will begin next September at Gregory School in

"The Debt of a Salesman" - His expense account.

sponsor of the Chicago gathering.
Local officials from
Hanover Park, Streamwood

Village man
is awarded
`flying cross'

corporated area east of Elk

bids for the cost to sever the
connections and make proper

been received from the Great
Lakes Regional Environmental
Conference committee,

violations.

Davis said is owned by George
Hasselman, is. in an unin-

night said

vides for tertiary or third -stage
treatment of sewage effluent,
at 8 a.m.. before attending the
Chicago conference.

would be set to consider the

THE PROPERTY, which

last

President Nixon will tour the
plant, a pilot facility that pro-

Davis said a hearing of the
county's

Devitt

The MSD had issued permits to the Bluett company by
1961 that allowed them to tie
in their sanitary sewers but not
their storm sewers in with the

Devitt said he was notified

ousine will he available to the
President at the Roselle airport. Aides and press will follow in buses to Hanover Park.
Nixon is allowing 45 minutes
for the visit.
Hanover Township
Re -

other states bordering Lake
Michigan.

gene

view Civic Assn. have received

charged therein.)"

Hanover Park
By Bob Casey

of the sanitary

lateral lines
sewer system.

Mount Prospect as a result of
action taken by the District 57
School Board Monday at a

State Trooper is awarded
commercial copter rating

,

meeting attended by more than

20 members of the Gregory
PTA who said they would sup-

port a hoard decision to initiate a kindergarten at their
school.

State Trooper Harry Gottschalk of District 15, Illinois
"Follway, is a veteran of more
than eight years of service with
the

Illinois State Police and

has been assigned to the air op-

erations section for the past

lice for manhunts, traffic surveys and emergencies and is
wise inaccessible areas.
Gottachalk lives in

cause it would give continuity
to the school's program which
is currently interrupted by
sending kindergarten pupils to
Busse or Fairview schools and

Ann, and his daughter, Susan.

three. Recently he added to his

aviation credits a commerical
helicopter rating.
Gottschalk, who also has a
commercial airplane license
with multi -engine and instrument rating, flies above the
tollways conducting air -speed

-

ter rating now allows him to

be-

the wall between the rooms to
provide a larger room approxi-

mately the size of one and a
half classrooms.

purpose room they would only

Other work on the kindergarten room would include add-

ing a washroom facility and
rials comparable to those in
the District's other kindergartens.

The estimated cost for all
the proposed construction is
$6,000 with $1,840 of that to-

tal going for equipment and
approximately $2,000 for the
THE BOARD'S final deci-

quested by the District's administration staff but did not
include the remodeling that
was requested at the Jan.

garten.

Sahlhcrg said the district
will still utilize the same
amount of kindergarten teach-

That decision was made despite reluctance of the administration to forego the room's
use for the library, which Sahlberg said is now located in a
smaller room that is in-

ers in the north side schools.
There are presently four
kindergarten teachers, he said
and one teacher from Fairview
and one from Busse will spend
a half day each at Gregory.

5

berg.

AT THAT MEETING Sahlberg asked that two classrooms
in

endorsement in the Wheel-

the north section of the

Rod McLennan,
secretary.

vitation of 3d District 'Con -

Walsh of Arlington Heights,

to speak in Arlington Heights

Con delegates, John G. Woods

have yet to make Senate endorsements.

suburbs to 'take part in the
public hearings at the Arlington Hotel.

next week, Witwer met !iesterday with Woods. Mrs. Macdo-

Samuel W. Witwer, president of the Illinois Con-

will he for the more than onefourth of the Illinois Constitution Convention delegates
of Arlington Heights, who extended the invitation several

the

pinpointing his ordinance

posed

TWO SUBCOMMITTEES
set meeting dates. The extracurricular activities subcommittee will meet Thursday,
Feb. 12 at
p.m. at Hersey
High School. The community
resources subcommittee will

The trio was previously suggested by the group's steering
committee.

EIGHT PERSONS

1

were

chosen to lead various subcommittees: Martin Hering,
transportation; Eugene Sackett, extracurricular activities.
Mrs. Walker Millner, hu-

by

extending school
hours); Robert Weber, finances; and Herbert Laubenstein, community resources.

executive

meet Monday, Feb. 16 at 8
p.m. in Prospect High School.
.,

Gregory 53 pupils.

nesday for the Con -Con delegates coming to the northwest

plications that might be im-

Ergang, vice chairman; and.

gartet- students at Busse and 70
at Fairview and will
give

Arlington Heights next Wed-

tees.

mously elected were: Richard
Bachhuber, chairman; George

per day.

By Richard Crahb
(From Springfield)

men for its eight subcommit-

The three officers unani-

Fairview schools and will allow those schools to cut their
kindergarten classes to three

dorsement for U. S. Senator will be sought Feb. 15.
Elk Grove, Hanover and
Barrington
Townships

man factors; Donald Fyfe, curriculum scheduling, and staffing; Harold Best, physical facilities;
Gene Artemenko, interfacing (coming of related com-

elected officers and chose chair-

THESE STUDENTS will
be drawn from both Busse and

This will leave 87 k inder-

Witwer to speak at Con -Con luncheon

township where an en-

stitutional Convention, will he
speaker

at

and Mrs. Virginia Macdonald
tend the public hearings in Arlington Heights next week.

luncheon

a

being given by the Village of

Witwer accepted

The luncheon, to he prethe

in-

sided

over by Mayor Jack

days ago.

In accepting the invitation

Committee to study longer school year picks officers
portunities for the six District
214 high schools last night

school.

arc full-time students.
Deardorf was cited for,
"braving intense and accurate
hostile anti-aircraft fire and
aiding the aircraft commander

hostile territory, Vietnam."

op-

kindergarten students will be
the same as those currently in
effect for grades 1-6 at that

burg Saturday to meet with
Republican leaders in that

is used to grow mushrooms.

school

have the cost of equipment
and installing a washroom.
Boundaries for the Gregory

tinguished Flying Cross at the

on target on 12 June 1969 over

extended

cost and by using the multi-

University of Arizona, where
some 150 Air Force officers

in

The Committee of 75 to

keep the project at a minimal

ing Township Republican
Organization. He is scheduled to come to Schaum-

The two rooms in the building reportedly are occupied by
two single men, although one
of the rooms has two cots in it.
The remainder of the building

study

The hoard members indicated that they wanted to

sion designated that the multipurpose room at Gregol-y, currently being remodeled for a library. he used for the kinder-

meeting by Supt. Eric Sahl-

C.K.

need.

deling would include moving

washroom.

The board voted to allow the
kindergarten classes as re-

Reading the Gripe of the
Day and getting newspaper
ink all over my hands.

the tollway's Bell Jet
Ranger helicopter. The Jet
Ranger is used by the state po-

kindergarten

Gregory for grades 1-6.

Day

use

the

then bringing them back to

Gripe
Of The

checks to apprehend spt'xders.

which is the primary function
of the air section.
Gottschalk said the helicop-

The parents said they favored

Ben-

sufficient to meet the school's

remodeled. He said the remo-

equipping the room with mate-

capable of landing in other-

senville witif his wife, Mary

lower level of the school be

Bachhuber, a board member and Mount Prospect resident, said every meeting will
N

be open to the public.

"We will hope to conduct
three sorts of meeting," he

tribute their time and effort.
The entire group represents
teachers, administrators, stu-

dents, board members and citi-

said.

zens.

"THE STUDY groups (the
subcommittees) will be pretty
autonomous. Executive committee meetings will be called

for the officers and subcommittee leaders. And we will
probably have several general
meetings (the entire Committee of 75) perhaps with outside speakers,"
Bachhuber
outlined.
Only nine persons named to
the Committee of 75.were ab-

sent at last night's conclave.
Although a figure of 75 was
originally calculated for the
committee, only 73 persons
have
.

tended school day, so the name
change covered any extension
of learning opportunities.

been requested to con-

A name change has occurred since the committee
announced early last
month as the Committee of 75
was

EACH MEMBER present
volunteered to serve one of the
nine subcommittees. The nine
groups minus chairmen are:
Transportation:
Donald

to study the extended school

Barrett; Richard Stamm; For-

year.

rest

Oldenburg; Alan Hess;

Sherry]

THE GROUP IS

now
known as the Committee of 75

to study extending school opportunities.
"Time is what we're dealing

with," temporary 'chairman
Donald Fyfe said before the
election of officers.

He said the time implications could involve an extended school year as well as ex-

Gedelhoefer;
and,
Robert Huber.
Extracurricular activities:

Keith North; Charles Carroll;
Ann Tobin; Martha Koelsch;
Faith Ottery; Jerry Parsons;
Fred Schmoyer; and Richard
Kinneman.

HUMAN FACTORS: Julie

Obst.

Curriculum - Staffing: Tom
Hansen;
Howard
Gibson;
Weiss; Linda Bahl;
Thomas O'Driscoll; Donald
Ring; Galin Berrier; Carol

Keith

Collins; Maurice Champagne;
Ruth Helbig.
Physcial facilities:

Dennis

Olenik; Rex Lewis; David Oswald; Norman Patberg.
Interfacing: Marge Nelson;
Mrs. F.B. Roser; John B. Stevens; Henry Szala; Robert
Moore; Bruno Waara..
Finances: Charles Bassford;
William Burke; Ken Pitts;
R.L. Lundstedt.

Jacobsen;

Community
resources:
John L. Eldridge; Donald

dersen; Ron Christofel; Roger.

Russ; Donald Hruby; James
DeLill; Howard Sandiund.

James Wicklund;
Mrs. D.C. Aletop; Maud An-

nald and Mrs. Anne Evans of
Des Plaines, 4th District Con Con delegate who will also at who will take part in the public
hearing in the Arlington Hotel
.next week. Civic leaders from
the northwest suburbs will also
attend the luncheon.

The hearings will follow the
luncheon. They are scheduled
for 2 p.m. until 5 p.m.. and
from 7 p.m. until 9 p.m.

Two of the major standing
committees of the convention

will he in Arlington Heights
for the hearings. They are the

Local Oovcrnemtn Committee and the Executive Committee. There will also he members

of the Bills of Rights Committee and the Education Committee taking part.
The public hearings are

conducted for the purpose of
giving citizens and organizations in the northwest suburbs
an opportunity to make suggestions of any nature.

Suggestions arc not to be
limited to subjects of interest
to just those committees represented. The entire public hear-

ing.report will be recorded for

further study by convention
delegates.
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Teen group seeks voting
privilege at age of 19

Wednesday February 4 1970

Army medical officer
awarded Bronze Star
Cam Limn A Conroe Ir
son 01 Me and Mo. &mks
(onset 222 S Lam Mount

41,
-0130U

of Pharmaii in 1961
He 0 also a gradate of the

Hr Oilier Brown

r

Ittot of a series,

Unnemiti ol Ilhnean School
of Medidni
Alb, moving u one ycar
krrahip at Rockford Me moriel Hospital, he took one

his boon anagdiAl
dht Bron, Star rind the Com
Medic Badge for treating
wounded under direct enemy
fire in Vietnam
Prospect

It has ban almost I &min
sack Presidsnt lot
F Km
nod) said ask not what your

country can do for you, ask
what you can do for your
country" Since that lime a

month of training at Dort Sam

Conroy received the Bronze

Houston, San Antonio, Tex.,

Star on Dix 19 at Fort Riley.

449.

before he was sent to Vietnam.
In Vietnam he worked

Kansas, where he is cunerilly
motioned Hier Serving one
,rtr in Vietnam as a pre.

40 mite southeast of Saigon.

motive medical officer with
1 IlhArmored Cavalry
Regiment.
He and his wife Susan hew
the

CONROY HAS applied for

generation of young
adults has come and gone from

bt

the can to 20 age group and

c.c., .P.

,

mainly nt Black Florae Camp

now

have been replaced by
and yet another.

.../.....'

A group or a0 siudents
ink it about

residency in radiology with she

a daughter. Charon. 3 years

Army. and if accepted he will
he sent to Sari Francisco. Ca-

old.

SI.

Antonio. T..,

San

and that someihing is
ring the voring age. ac-

1,

cording to Neal

Denver. Colo,

A 1959 graduate of ArlingCn
Heights High School
onroy gradrialed from the

University of Illinois School

Powers.

a

inemlicr of ,TheNineten in the
Semniks. Th
group was
recently organized to work toward lowering the wising age
to 19 iii Illinois.

James Coney Sr. is owner
of the Esquire Huber Chop at
109 S. Main St. in Mani ProsPoeal,

Hiroup is to address Cern

Jib

Con
Feb.
at tie
Arlinggon Park Towers late in

f

the afternoon. Members will
present petitions to the dele.
yea, hand out pamphlets. and

In what
ember pot, will give a
MC member
what naa' Ire barter termed
a "mad
braking'l'atha a.. En. 'aaaa'58 5"." la'aIr
Hugh Rose of Grafie Eng-M.A'. Mayor
Robert Teich,/ a mama proem, John y, judich of five-minute spocch,
HOW Do SOME of the
Jursich Realty. Oakbrook, and Robert J. Jam, owes reposeataliVe of Moo Corp., partake in the
ceremony Saturday at the future sire of the Naggrown shopping Center. Algonquin and Item,
seer,

Hersey speech

Mount Prospect.

students enter

Dist. 57 Advisory Council
examines neighbor schools
Visits to achhonzig junior
high schools are tong made
this month by members of the

School Distil. 57 CitirenS
Advisory Council to examine
the facilitio and programs as
sourceofof 'deanfor thedieMa's
gram.

Condole Jima A. Conroy Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Janes
232 S, Louts Mount Prospect received the Bronze Aar
sod Cumber Medic badge for treating wounded under direct

Schools to be

Conn

School.

Lorene: Clime Junior High Sehaol. Evanston:
Lincoln Ilall. 1 incienvomd:

10 Elk Grove

students nabbed
for vandalism
Monday anon,' 10 sitaletits

Elk Grove Villa, High

at

School

in connivtion
ith
three separate window -break-

ing incidents in the village in
110 past lot months.

Choir

A00ested

,A,11:

nine

nive-

nil. and laii,taav Confolti. 17.
of 019 49,tmere. Des Plaines.

All woe char,i1 with crims.
nil damage to property.
Police

of the

throe

Said

her
tour

e

`rt,;?;T:g.a.';',701',;.:

ler a Mn. and Mn,. Then.,
Anderson. 605 S. Oben Si.,
Mount Prmpo i e a member

of the Concordia College Con-

Grove
said severe' windows villas!

peck District residents are seek

comni

At the

meeting silks
milks, will Mee progress 0ports on math and scieno.
humanities, practical ans. fa
cilitics aod staff.

of 102 modems initiated

t

thisnionih in. the Univenity

of Illinois liamma chapter of
Phi Beta Kappa, national honor sociem for students, in WT.
arts and silences

incr, ih,

tion woo, kpko

B.B. pellet's.

-

On Nov. TO. the windMields

of six mica in the villain: wine
hnrkcn by' perig,g. pik,, raid
lege in Moorhead, Minn.
four moreof the romhs were
an -idled for this incident.
Mid Anderson will be tour,
Finally. police said. Coning with the group beginning foni
and two other youths
Feb. 13 to March runlhe v.form throughout seve mama.

The choir oPene its tom in
Fob.

with performar.ps in
er Wisconsin ales,

11

othbefore

Stops in
dean.. West

Michigan. In.
Virginia and
Ohio. Their final performance
will be held at Concordia Col.
legs.

were

arrested
pt

breaking a

for

allegedly
glass dindow

at the high school last Thurs.
dey. The window win valued al
1325.

Police said

while
solinaqing Ow 11100 ivernil ion
cident, they metiveinl leads

which led to the arnols of all
the youths.

The U. of I. chapter is one of
m ore Thant 60 in the nation

Phi lieuKappa was founded

in 1776 a the Coll, of Wiliam and Mary. Williamsburg,

1970-11

District

57

schools

are:

Busse School ik-61. Central
School. 0-81, Faiiview

he district contestants aro
exiemporaneom
1' ail h Otters,

speaking:

Arlington

Heigt, original oraion,
Ronnie Allie. Prospect
Heights.

orates ical

iteclanim

lion, Hoh Moore. Arlington
Heiehts. radio speaking and

verse reading; Other Ratner
Pnispeet Heights. after.dinnei
speaking

Craig Som. Arlington

aropry School.
11.61: Lincoln School. 1740,
Liam Park School. 0-61; Sun.
set Park School, rk-01; West-

Ilehnie Huff Mount Moyne..
prose ceding, Vol Schema

brook School. tk.01.

rlk,zirine,ii

12 students
at WIU cited
for achievement

Diane A. Ago, 811 S.
Richard F. Martin, 506 S.

liheral Arts and Sciences.

the

age of 3.3orhener, or for both.
The %indents, who arc
among Sr 1.420 honored, are:

o

and miens, and satisfy' ISe-

competition as first place winnem in libt Vcars Corner,
Hersey individual speech

SIM Chen. Main, !inspect.

walesr fore cumulative ave-

mho seniors. 4.6 for firm se.
motor seniors rind .1.75 for

cign language and residence
regain:metn in the College of

,

and makerecommendinion, ror
its Mime ileyelopmeni.
Currently they will he work -

school Mar.

"I think the 19 -year -olds
need more participniion in our

Heights. original inonologne.

Mmint

14eigih,is.

ntivi

-

The quotion of lowering the

the voting rip' la 19." said

Vetting age may he included :IN
a part of one of the articles one
that way it won't endanger the
rest of the changes in the con.

lington heights Mayor Jok

siitution.

m in favor of lowerg
An'

meeting Feb.

t

by

THINK THE

mature enough under 11. To
bog mid yin we send diem oil
lo oar eh 18. I think Mere
would be leks dissent Wive lowered the voting age. -

like h the way,t is" ,atd
Ralph

Bugg

Elmhurst, Mount Prospect,
kis been appointed manager of
Hie Properts Development 1)i-

n of L. J. S bend, & Co.,
Chicago, a real estate manage-

inert, brokerage and
opment

Martin limed

with Me Prudential Insurance
Co. of America for ntore Man

See

Ginn; Linda Marie Crain.
;007 Greenfield Lila Nancy
Jean Ewer, 709 S. Main; Michael T. Faklaris. 607 Grimm
wood St.
Nancy J.

Haapoja,

1115

Wedgewonal kn.; Becky L.

606 W. Golf
Victoria G. Kane.,

Hulterstrum.

Rd.;
1110 N. Enimerson 1..n., John

E MeMorrow. 122 N..P,

22 years in the company's Real
Estate
Invesintent Ilivisinn
and In the management of the
original lapsing and maaagis

ands

merit phase of Chicago's Pr.

and Louise A. Sutton. 209 S.

dentin:1 Building.

wood; Linda K. kinsman 602
N. Fairview, Paul K. Ostroin.
312 N. Emerson St., Diane B.

govenunent offices whom I
had known to he longdirne
-vivo en la calk Maple No members 05 the Communal

ef...

re-

312." says Omen Spielmann.
giving his Mount Prospect ad.

ing to abandon iheir Henna
home and heritage.

05 per mint of
people", --was in favor.

then

embolic wow le Miami!'

the

"At fiat he stayed with a
Blanco

The

family

husband and wife were leach-

Blanco recalh. I n. aBer
four months, they bent him to

ers. He hnd spent 14 yearto in

an Amnion familY in Oak

junior high sale.. where he
had spositbed in teaching
Its

:ZrenmigIlcvlwll

to begin Feb. 4. The class.
will mmt
the River Trails
Junior High School gym, 100
Wolf Rd.. Mount Prospect.

ol

1111

grammar and composilion and
had been inspector of the

ith neighboring park district
team. The registration lbw for
the nine -week class is S5.

Registration is also open for

the Saturday potpourri pro.
fin rimrlh ihnnigh sixth
made snider.. 'The ma'am -

n fee for the pnwram 53
Brentwood. Ifiniiin Prospect.
per child.
The poipourri program will
it he Nitwit:ea in the Sev- he held Sinurdays for eigin
enth., group will wan circulak woks beginning Feb. 7 at In.
Mg Their
throughonf St..Jnn Grove School 208 S. Lee
one
1110 sehools
and the northwest
t nrovect Height, and Feesuhurbau area this 'llvarsday. hamille School. MOO E. Ken:wording to Jan Recker, head singion
drat un Prospect.
or the Orgabiration.Orny will Rom 9,30 a.m. to I k3Da.m.
have an open mmting al 3 pm.
Registralions are being tak
Sattirday at the home of Neal
ei the Rivm Trails Park DisPonen. 112 N. Pim. alouni trim office. HIM E. Kensing-

inn Rd., Mount Prospect. or
made hi calling.
.1-,

NO WAITING

NO RED TAPE application, 1969 identification card, the
license fee and for $1.00 we will take care

ILLINOIS

1970
-- LAND OF LINCOLN

last minute, as is the case by mail.
Tues. then Thurs. 9:00 A.M. to 6:30 P.M.
Mon. 8 Fri. 9:00 A M. to 8:00 P.M.
Sat. 9:00 A M. to 3:00 P.M.

Arlington Heights

in the Arlington Market Shopping Center
900 EAST KENSINGTON. ROAD
TELEPHONE 255.7900

students am

inking Spanish under Slant°
ill a Iwicycar sequence: four

(that's the family my ram was
staying with) said he was talk-

a-long folksongs make classes

and

tone choicet
chop soy over rice. submit:trine sandwich, w
in a
bun. Vegetable utteredhoice),
potato rounds, buttere corn.
Inn! juice.
Salad lone
limed salad, relish dish. mold-

,oge, diced Peed,.
lime. fink cocktail. Rolled
wheat mot On and hang, milk.
Available downs,
limit
eucktail. raspberry gelaiin.

Spanish teacher Jose Blanco, of Lincoln Junior High School In Mount Pr.peet, pauses to be sure
Lazo 11,ker,711 Dresser Or., and James Marsolais, Jul Mallen Dr., are comprehending what they
ear.

and [nonacid with their boy.
the family was bray. Blanco
worked
a metal products
factory dering the Jay while

beans.

since 191,5 to leave Me emit -

THLEV
DIDN'T have
Chrisinws in Cuba this year-

ter's degree).

Caoro nmded 10 million trnis
of sugar. and the governmem

"I met John Chivies." on'.
Man.,. "He was teaching at

liked

the

and

school

the

have
Blanco --who will
completed 30 mars of teaching

ducat of a rail kinks.
Five members of,lk skating

lice Department. on -Drugs."

ocr oldie Mount Pr... po-

club were invited o comp.:

said

that cvsohisly had io

work and siay in thirst., cane
forth without iaking time oft
for the holiday.

are

Thurs., Fri., Sat, February 5th -6th -7th

tryinl,Buytfar,,norte

You never know what is going

Dollar Daqs

1011100."

SAT FEB 7-10 AM -5

PM

AM 2 PM

WORST JOKE of The Dant

their general Meeting 101110,

in a poodle."

The boys from the Mount
Prospect %ming Club who

at

Martha

The meeting is open to

Airlines will mesent Sc new
winter -spring fashions of today's Irish &signori. Baby silting is available. Hole info
and tickets at 53.71 frt., Mo.
P et Grant. 392-1611.
Park

-The Hickory
Stink," telling about diseipline, respect and citizenship
Tl

discuss

m influenced by school and

THE GREATEST SAVINGS EVENT

,

IN THE NORTHWEST SUBURBS!
o

served.

TIDY

IS

-National

Open Mon., Thurs.
and 'Fri. Nights!

SOME STORES

adtdis interested in this timely
topic. Refreshments will be

OPEN SUNDAY
FOR THIS SALE!

to:

Your Bills Week" Celebrate

lute will he presenled al honest

mrmd will see an Irish fashion
Mow 10111009W at their Leprechaun Cooler and Salad
Luncheon, 1130. Mid Ann
Kelly of Irish Mice:rational

Here!

ROLLING

MEADOWS

all

by plying off your mons...or!

THE WOMEN of SI. Ray-

To Get

nient o providing the speaker.

Bob Tagney. Gary Jonland.
B ob Knight. Tom Cirunnah
and Rich VA., They did us
proud!

It's Easy

row evening. 8 p.m. The A,
lington Heights Police Hopi.,

were invited 10 compete were

Rychologist for District 57,

SUN FEB 8-10

.nd load dinner.

are also hearing about dnigs an

Webool PTAs mon triMOrterft
anent
at 8 p.m. At Busse
School, Mn. Jo Ann Sterling,

THURS. FEB. 5-10 AM -7 PM
FRI: FEB. 6-10 AM -7 PM

Feb. 27. Ds to he a beef stew

Paul law weekend. The skaters

been quite a scramble for other
transportation!

DES PLAINES

THE IADIS

plans for a "Hobo" dinner
they're planning for Friday.

ands Ng hunch train
ehuslastic
fans weni by trato Min.
manta last Friday and came
back by train on Monday

If the trains had not ham

Friendly Service!

some here.

NM "It's ruining cats and
dom.'
Wir -I Mum. I psi stePlacsi

operating. there would have

Convenient!

-

ily

and wry Luthetan Chinch

Sihe Nafional Outdoor Speed

Sunset

says she k not a member of the

the service will to Rev. Edwin
I. Stevens. In Ilan of flowers. it
is asked that donations go to
the American Canor Society.

'

-did pm know about Mat?

Skaling championships in M.

and

Suburban

Mn. Heidi

laws there chew all the lino

were very concerned about the

Busse

Northwest

Peace

organimlion,

MEAD9WS

try, bill they still don't .now
whin they can come here.

at night. meeting U. S. [ann.
callus standar& for teaching
land picking up an mare nuts.

The PTA pronoun at Minsl
Park will he it discussion by
un juvenile arcKenneth

Family and friends of the

8730 DEMPSTER

the

'They have tided permission

he attended Loyola University

xorlit."

Mauro Pnwpect Skating Club

*Children 10 Years of age and older, '2.95

S.
Baptist. 501
Emerson,
Mount Prospot. Officiating

ralstunv

lull Rotas

time offer. Osco is offering a full 5"x7" natural color photograph of your children for just 99c per child. And for
that extra -nice touch, we mount each portrait in a handsome feather -edged presentation folder. Just stop in while
shopping.

school hoard, said Mat Mrs.
Lynne Heidt is a member of

brother and two

.1 have

Scramble avoided

Sava new by taking advantage of this special one-

held at 2 pm. Saturday in
South Church Community

SISECD 5011 M Cuba." he sass.

Maio Street

This Week OnlyatJewel-Osco!

on a hearing to discs, a reCaill
closed Nrnsitin by the Dist 214

about his son !now a senior at

.1
were moter.

schools in Otstrict 23;
Hot dog on a him or tacos

in

doughnut. milk

99'

Neb.. and five grandchildren.
Liemoriai services will be

PLANO° ENJOYS ieach.

States.

Jahn Muir endRoss

[ream pie. German Chow!.

Army lk..

SPECIAL:

A story in ',mislay% DO

ing al Lincoln and talking
Oak Park -River Forest High
!Mandl and his wife. who
teach. foreign languages at
Elk Grove High School.
But he wishes his Dimly

Lincoln School bultire he wool
to Harper College in charge of
foreign languages. We became
friends. He asked ow if i wookl
warn 10 w ine and teach here.I
had many other offers. but I

OSCO'S
COLOR
PORTRAIT

OS Mount Prospect, died yes-

inkresting

was for the prisoners."
lhat ship --the last ship per,
tad to love Cuba-brought them to the Uninw

SEITLED IN Oak Park

baked

1300 S.

Bargains Galore In Every Store!

trip., towers, annum, a

lish.

mem sent a ship with medicine. Warne° remembers. "It

District 7.14,
Main dish

chips.

Nendellon,

Michigan, Chicago, formerly

rra

Miming soon) Mexican ung-

Ferest View high schools in

potato

Alice Pendelton
Alice

fr

ing and understanding Eng-

mission to Mom ('ills.
-Ile American macre.

W heel,

Elk Grove, HMO

Obituaries

Manors filially vectived ?o-

Into served 1 hariday in

served Thornier
MacArthur,

HURRY! 3 DAYS
ONLY AT OSCO

THE BANK
E.' Trust Company of

of the lop students

th

dian Grove School, to termite, plans for 1070.

David of Rolling Meadows
and 'Thomas of Columbus.

Correction

"MYSELF', I think now
this is not so necesswy. I am
he
and I love this. I cannot
complain about the diooipltne

AlIn l'iin,.nrol'in.."1611

Ile fat meeting of the new
hoard will be hold Feb. 2 al In-

Suirgiving her are her eons.

lines when the hell rings.

I have

chard. 011 of Prospect Heights.

terday in Illinois Central Fla pod. Chicago.

and have to keep order. Students stand up whim teachers
enter the room, and they form

years' experience as a professor of marketing and rmerach.
plus his doctor% degree in pc -

Arlington, Prospect,

New members of the board
of directors are, Ronald Burton, 1204 Wood Ln.; Conrad
Heinlein. 1102 Orchavel Ln,:
Wdliem DeWaal, 1514 Hollyhock; Paul Himan. 113 Al.

larger classes

land es -understand and
speak" Tape recorders. filnk

calm safari cookism.

Pine St.

of all the details. You will receive your
plates immediately, no waiting until the

have

Others art Harry Kintrler
Holly Hock; Rabe,
Schmidt, I 306Corktree; lames
Sullivan, 1208 Wood Ln.; end
TheadoreWattenberg,14070r1313

Indigo. all of Prospect Heights.

make out a written and m oral
esam,and the students would
try very hard all year king.

day, a letter came. Mrs. Wilson

Fm

Peachtree. and re.clected trea-

surer was Alan Peterson 212

spa,. of the whim; would

In addition. he had three

School
Menus

1415 Camp McDonald Rd.;
seermmy, lean Carney, SOS

lames Jordan 305 Col

thea

umhins

heginning Spanish

Eighteen months later. the

Volleynall games are played
between teams in the clans and

viemprenclent, William Haase,

"Every year, the students
had to pass a finial exam before
they could go to the next

and two

school.

Elected president was Mack

and Materials, But in Cuba, the
students had to buy books and
mat rills themselves.

YFOR A long tires', he was
very shy. I would get letters-he does not talk. Finally, one

morning.

Just stop in anytime between December 1,
1969 and February 14, 1970, with your

Park.

days.

1106 Meadcne kn.

WE HAVE LICENSE PLATES
FOR YOUR CAR! (NO TRUCKS)

the fields.

At

WHEN CASTRO look over
Oast. says Senor Blanco. he.

--like

for high achool. they have to
go to the imuntry and work in
"When they are lb, or even
kss. they have 10 go into the
militia.
The Blancos sap their son,
then 10 years old, to America.
Alone.

iron g pm. to III p.m. Wedno.
fornings

AMU n:' said S. W. Mid M
173.1 Arbor. Rolling Mmtd
dus. "You wondw if they're

Brea

standard

were living in Havana. Both

olttt.rfon far Me

mixed

get

arm,

Rivet Iraili Paris District

10 -year

should he Mien Lite rigN
to sole at
-Torn

-

register tor'
co cy rte

far

"vii

r

agnomen,

'oilier' rrtay

passed the 21.ivar-old of the
I

in

are invited to auend.

Maturity aril lOgic with a Imo(
has

the

Caylor, 318 Euclid Ct. Eat;

teachers

id. is a degree of maturity.
19.year-old

is

!MERE THE government
everything -teachers

pays for

portant.-so important. in fact.
that he and his wife were will-

arc

tend iho meetings of her

motin. In this day and age

School

don's annual meeting Jan. 27.

"Where do you liver is irm age, want lo get a mai.te

delegates

hi the constitution. 'The irhole

the

SENORA ILANCO ay.

"Ronde ninny" its a question teaching in a normal school.
with a 'special meaning for. Their son was 10 years old.
him.
"Soon After Castro," BlanThe answer from his sev- co says. "I began +rein a
enth -grade student at Lincoln lot of teachers working a the

ei
tors for 1970 at the °wr,

junior high school and a Cuban
school.

According to Miss Becker,
anyone who feels Strongly
about ibis problem should
now while there is the opportunny to do something ahms
it. Anyone who wishes to at

laid that many of the weer

Prospee.
"The place it has to NC done is

toms betaken an American

wilh coo.

of lowering the voting ege and

of it in concept and in prin-

Mbar of Mount

Pit

cloned officors and
mendismnf Me board of dine
atien

says ills. Aro differ

"In Cuba. the discipline is
different, perhaps because

I. "Ili in

ever before'
"I've already made puhlie
gammons
I'm in Torun of
lowering Ihe Yining age to IR
or 19.- said Rohe. -I-tackier,

mat fall

grade. The teachers and the in.

Mrs. Macdonald is in lidor

cipk. They're better educated.
they have a Wier awareness
and arc far more capable than

When Spa rah teacher
reacher Jose
Blanco asks his

door/ trop Hwa10 Ulmer

Page 7

Euclid Lake assn.
elects board members
Mk Euclid Lake Assom

By Jam Bane

"We sought to leave the
urns. And others is Stevens country. We were worried
chess reply similarly.
about our we.
For Senor Blanco. being
able
to
answer
-United
IF THE young rano, the
States" to the tumuli. of children 12. 13, Id yeas of

Walsh who is sponsoring
of the

im,
Caul -full handle
Mc pooleciu tit Bum Irm Me

Jr,

Mrs.

Virginia Macdonald. Con Con delegate, the new eon
stitution will be presented to
the voters in separate artieVi.

mature legal person in 19,"

Provo,.

rl

ACCORDING TO

goveniment: said Pabline
Mayor hero
ohn MOOdie. "They
should
a stake in being
more productive. Let therti
handle their financial affairs
and drink and make them a

ing Bari

cove -all hest in 1.50-711 speak Mg events,

distil. Miring

ages 'needed in their ohms,.

Rob have been wlected tor corn- ert Borland ol 05 W Ridge.
Notion in the Saturdm. beh Elk limbo Village.
"I think

The mumeil's purpose is to
make:islet:tiled study of the
junior high schmil program

men1 for compiling a 3.3 grade
point average or better During
he fall guano. hosed on a 4.0

the Orhana.Chitomaign
campus. membership is based
on
4.5 grade point overage
fa second semester and grado-

Studenis also must have a
proper disirihelion or courses
in the hummities.
stud -

tam

on

ma and Obi had Mva, soh,

Twelve Mount Proses, stu-

tequirernimis

tee pin i moon 5 -An.

lw

an is and loathers

ing toward development of
program to he initialed when
Lincoln School become, rho
single junior high min.' in Ihe

it
Mho nsw sonstitution!
Other indins
ham nod ran son
Minnow rattan hi the his

dent attending Wesiern Illinois University have hem
cited Mr scholidic aChiesie.

in Ph Hem Kappa are the
highest of any him, sit oily

second se tt,ster juniors Ion

district COMPS,

.iifidvad.ny

.Sc

gob .reanyxon Mellen. 7110
Cathy 1.n., Mount Prospect, is

Membership

approximately 55 districi par -

ior High School library, 700
W. Lincoln Si.. Mount Prio-

Name student
to honor society
on

The Council is mule nP ,if

School. Glencoe and Wilaidt
Selinol. in Deerfield.
The oral general tooning of
the council will lie. Feb. 18 at
7,30 p.m. in the Lincoln Jun-

on
al

cert Choir at Concordia Col-

Wis.,

IV)

tooth, were arsenal tin- a win.

Virginia Anderson, daugh-

Grantsburg,

oiled

Rand Jimior High School in
Arlington Heights; Barring ion Middle School Barrington:
Loam Junior High

enemy fire in Vietnam.

OIL Grow Village ,11,

high wandpro-

Orchard Ali,.
School.
Skokie, Cemial
0101

solo, Aso it INCV &Lida be

that the

vernmerat did something for

or

monk in our aAa kid Mout
lonsring thi owing Ngo and
how will Con Con h in Mk
situation il a Limn nle in ths
tax konstantion'

Teacher recalls family's
flight from Castro's Cuba

THE DAY
Wednesday February 4 1970

AN INTERESTING

Ice -

View High School tomorrow
Mevening. Dr. Charles Hurst,
Maleohn 5, Community College president. will doxrns
"White Racism Institutional,
Cultural, Personal."
'This is one of t he six km ors

the -Sidewalk AodniiiY-

n

sponsor.] by the Educational
Laboratories

of Elk

Grove

Village, Tickets at the door,
51. More info, Mrs. Gawne,
392-7995.

TDB AWANA Youth o

for the Day's

all New
FRIDAY

FINANCIAL
PAGE
starting Friday
February 6th

Tremendous Values for Yourself,

Your Family and Your Home!
sIav,"19N WW2

25

FINE STORES & SHOPS TO SERVE YOU

litk 601111011

CRAWFORD NW Store

ROOM,

Appliance Repair

Currency Oebrtlie

Rolling 0000 Barber We

I ARMANETII liquors

DUCHSS Beano Salon

1100.511. Card Studio

ISM MOO, In.

SC6111 Shot Ws
Sonko Station

ME et

hang Moab.

Mount Prospect Bible
Church are holding that
eighth annual Fairmount Fai

SHEERS 33 Reran

MOM Catering

MOM'S Idol akin

MEL Super Man

SPIN'S CRAM

this wok. There'll be game

116001 Pastry Shop

with prizes and refreshments.

MILL fent.

SUBURBAN DRUBS

Clasen

bear Hore

US. 16:1 Ortko

the

THE WOMEN'S Guild of

Lutheran
horne. Discussion groups will OurRedeemer
be led by the Rev. Gil Bowen, Church of Prospect Heights
Pastor of Community Presby- win hear Mrs. Gerald Anterian Church, Jerry Weider. drews tomorrow when she reSchool sociologist, and Tom views the book "Pontius PiJOrgensen, assistant principal late" by Or. Paul L Maier.
The ladies also will be making
and tench, M Bugs.

Ogg SAM Inisdnerill

dikthe new.

Coughing spell is best help for choking
Youre sitting around the

orewskot among childron 4.n

a s dud &Wing

inner table one emning. Sad.
dully, your 4 -war -old dough'

den Hoe as Weil AS among .ien

1141.1$ imams it. small chil.

lure wear,,,, kill swam, MOO

ter starts choking one nifty of
swat and turning Nue in the

ly 1,1511 ;rms. yes:,." moo
.Dean Kiton. :Minoan el fns
aid. and -Ammo chows M
theAinerican RN Crom
Bon., a gime of steak co

.100 Stara the Anions child
11511 M 40,01 Ise small

face, Your first reaction wmold
probably to tts slap Mr on the

Ma to dislodge the ankle.
According to the Amens.
Red Cross a better 'hog se do
is to let the child kwp soughing wanewr hitting her on the
back. Getting her head lower
than her chest may help your
daughter cough up the pieve

tion and administer

by small children could quits

fault in chocking to Math.

unable io tail, `meta obn't

if he National Safety Coun-

"Maybe we we can use it-his theory is we'll know 'the Age
Of Aquarius' is here when 'the silent majority' is
EVERYBODY!"

driving when the motorist has
been drinking does not appear
to lase got the message across.
According to Carol Cm.

mile of the NS,: public service
organization, -If we could
eliminate all cameo of high.
way accidents but one. We
would still be faced with 50 per

rot eat Dap

cent of the problem drinking
end driving." Alcohol was a
factor in half of the 55.200

Homo Mr 'War! dream alk
jealainly Aremr
dk.or,r ',freedom and in frilertual
"

highway fatalities during
1968.

Menhall Field III
Pare

'the risk factor in another
arm is men mom danger°.

Wednesday, February L 1970

John 1

main, l

el

The use of drugs in the suburbs
last year hm moved up on off!.
cial charts.

William J. Kiedoisch

HI

s main sham Pnwpmi III, nown

317 Nee.. Bright.. Rd.. menet. Ileum. in mem
73.3 Ten. 1M Pkiha tie foam

sommand prk, ta

Mlle 01 lilt 411M11,11, 111 then

ocur. men if

thnot firmly medial. until
e age of four. In order to

mouths am esponalls
able to Moking amide.,

such as cougMu sohside. con-

Dour Les Janson.

The principal at our school is old-fashioned. At lots of other
schools, the stinks. can wear log most modern clmhes than tee
an. He sends orb honk fen wearing teal short skiffs, and none
would dare wear 1,11 bottoms.

It just doesn't seem right fur us not to wear Ito latest fasd
ions, just because our principal is so old.fashioned. Why don't
they get same young principals? Ell bet they'd undersimd us.

the

how mn

determining how bolero/ it Sc

My: Michael kloran. Manic

while others

er, Manly Mattson and Richard Stanowski. directors. The

stress

the

dis-

maroon side -effects of more

potent drugs to which marl.

Moneys am

Juana addicts may graduate.

Mount Prospect. and Stanley
Gross and Paul Hamer, both
of Wheeling
Information on confidential

An authoritative verdict en
Is direct harms will wail up.
on current research groat...
The risk factor we speak of
is that which allows increased
laxity in attitudes to the whole
social ,tincture. family togetherness. law and order.

Realishcally. even the current harsh penalties for push.
ha and users do not seem lo
haw provided etfeetive deterrents. if the optrend in use
since 1956, when stronger pc.
tallies were emit:kW, means
anything.

o
hay, , hod,
qualiat,

., . Thu go boot, work Mg in schools for a 10, time

Old ii 'ever dawn on you that you're in whim. to study, and not
to ran a fashion show? Principals emywhere are having steep-

Mn. Culton. What di, you

le. Net

Rh* 6 a good sehimIt

Mn. HAL,

trying to Way ahead of Wad... Young.. old, I hope

they gel some rest noon.

Dear

weekM.B.L.,

Lag

FIRST DATE
Dear Lee Janson.

I'm having my first date Saturday. If my date honks the horn
for me. should I oi 11111 10 the ear or stay in the home?
Puzzled

Slay In the house unlit he mimesis] to use yew prangs

(ILT (IF WORK

1

visitial a school

In 1111bWInilli: your qui.,tion

Dear lee Jimum.

would like tel ielk about this

LaN,111111111:1- I had a goad job, hat the company closed up. Os'

you know when Icon find a job this year?

school

(load for you. Shan looking now. Fin. dieck nil the places
Maki waking distance of your Lome. Notify all your parents.
friends that you are looking fur . jab. Register with the State
E111,10,1111,111 Service. Check The Day want ads. Talk with your
whoa! eounselom. Being far-sighted, you'll make 11,

and introduced by the princijail to a wry friendly group of
leachers

A G0015 SCIRM/L is

Dew Lee Janson.
The other day I went out to apply fore job. The personnel guy

chewed me out fir wearing 'mod' clothes. It's the 'in' thing.
Whit's his trouble?

You'd hardly hesitate tipping off a member of your
famili to the risk factor that

change in my hushand's 1.I1111.1 %11 he will be Wig 10 work days

maideni: Jack Kimsey. rice
president; Ruth Wieder, score.

i

1

it,,, Mobil, (mom.

6005n

At recent installation ban-

HIDEAWORD
'SAPSIME

quer of the Toastmasters Club

number IUST reaming proddent, Robert Perschbacher of
Arlington Heights received
the Roger Kell, imply given
annually to the member sc.
lected as contributing most to
the club in the orior year.

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
axing all seven °flit= letters.

The presentation was made

by Bury Gilder of Rolling
Meadows, president ekes

for

1970.
was

also

awarded the Art Travers iregood, 14 excellent

Answerers Cmftk Nee

would like to live. They must
justify their choice of location
as to liveability of climate.
ability to have food, etc. A
journal was kept of the find ins. and problems at their

`91,001.

A quoit school is a beat
places -yes. this was a hung
fusion was noticed all over the
build
keenest good Pl..nine had removed most of the
need for confusion.
I visited a fifth grade class room. Sometimes a classroom
is a noisY Place

acthillcI.

we in P.a...

lased

give-andOoke

emY

scour,

!Mere om felt in this Mem'

phy

for the

club's

manual

speech contest. He will now
advance to the area coated
scheduled for Feb. 28 at the
Rolling Meadows Holiday
nn.

imaginary location_ Ibis led to
study of amps. scale of miles,

etc. One boy discovered that
he was 400 miles from his meat
supply.
wanted to stay and
1

Kam with them.

A good school is a school
where hearers know that all
healthy children misbehave m

times. They knots thal some
misbehavior

harirdess and
some is of a more serious no.
L.

lure and needs special atten-

room. It was e busy mom and
no one need Mel 'left out"

tion. For the behavior that
needs Special help that special
help is available in this school

here.

in District 62.

NO G11013 SCHOOL min noises the imPertenee of

Ls!

academic nde. In this school
the fascinating worlds of
ewe. social studies and an
These fifth grade boys and
girls

were
making trans.
potencies to illustrate the

Other speakers selected by
the members to compete for
the Art Travers trophy includale Bernard Clark of Ailing ton Heights; Thomas Botany
of Palatine, Harold Jorge,
on; and Raab Swinish both of
Rolling Meadows.
The
Arlington
Heights
Toastmasters Club meets evay 2nd and 4th Wednesday at
7:45 p.m. at the Arlington
Heights Federal Savings &
Loan

herschbacher
10

were competing for attention.

afraid to Inake errors.
friendly atssamthere b

Retiring Toastmasters
president wins award

Sod, but true, he seta the sender* for that mummy. If yea
went thejoh.youhme to meet hbatmdanie Teemed, nojob.
l.1, .11111.1011

to ask for help. They are not

Association

building.

The club's Feb. I1 meeting
will be e combination "hippie" night and pot luck dinner.
For further information re carding the club call 255.6764
or

358-0696. A number of

openings exec for mew memben.

solve problems relined to the

overweight

might

present.

Why delay in spreading the

word about the risk Peter in

The outer rip cos in sun tut turquoise tapped

hilit btu eoloi Its two phut
sun nm made of talou the is
the
around
te eom
Bertha Fields of

atondini

winld
mem stor

Meno Produshons Destined
(rink Sratth thc officer
,hna p outfit minded t

Sett, MI the new

tool

undorm ol
In,

mmar

^ ohm stew o less

wild silk

ul solid brown

eented Mt 11411011010 fins mho

bha
Ike dullest

omit
area

THE FINALE of the show

matehim, haulm with a brim
flies

in every degree.

htsterfield seals

two

A

the Pm Am melon

threats Ir ml and unto'

liOnalt BROWN uua
reeentu

pre1C111,111N

1111.

11,111h1

A test amt

Wk. mot plus

1%111,11 blouse m tat tha
it to slum Its sus rld mit

Designed hy Bill Sch., of
the Custom Uniform Shop at
°Hare. it consisted of a dam
Pon and wool wrist -to -ankle
stretch jumpsuit in crater pink.
Mc moon circle short, Mort,
skirt dared slightly, and hardly
myone even noticed her oiry
horned red helmet or kneehigh boots.

I

the

015111

is the into ot .1,
sr
In rpm It Ile I

wind

!Wien on fu tu re space stations.

brought every male's eye Mto
orbit. ThemOW fashion worn
In Chicago professional model Linda C0,11. was 7.100.11

is

eol us end hone nem.

with a

huge clear ohmic bubble hat.
Ibis is. we predict, the look of

t

1

th

t mourn o

et

de trtheil mho

I he

III

bled ,n old Ws I Se us mil Ion
eat
roll
Oh the ,
of

then i

out tit lama

m

Id lin I is bon, :Muted bs
lb mill Ile 1 wet the outfit
tons with a no sheet rolled
n aline d nom End silk mm
mho a. Mill Ill%

holl

turquni.

m
blue

n

llbht

,red hot pml It in

Ale maths whin too
'skim

1,101011

the

Els
s

Proud BM N1 nh the Goldin
fail sou will delimtels
Up Up ond bee IN will the
lashum this old
Mshest
sphere h nn to oiler

F

dr,

only instead of shift work?
Do you sea: anf marriage nest year for my step -daughter? Will
our relationship alter any?
The Wonderer. Palatine
Dew Wonderer:

It WI berm with lb. 1933 American stewardess outfit worn
by Kiwi Sloane St )Ind NN ithout identification thn could ow

ordinary "good citizen" bc.
hevierl

Rises)

In the 0011Ii. ym.

United host,. Shale, C moholm models the Miami sand
whin led 'Sr an Nut trtalann of Hollswood Mom, Imo
Louts flu ssmplr moddiad L lam doss n toppril o
matchiny

ay have named as a mannish midi of today (Photos by k leanor

rip front coat and hobbit hat who, allows sr, to Iv Jrann
through top for Most winds t Me -off, i

Dear air. DeLmise:
I

mat Moir patients. Do sou know any doctors in this area using
Ihis form of Imminent? Would elemm-rnagnetism restore me.
ailing IN years. and my 73 -year- old mm her to god health?
Will my 1111,hillIll M suconsful in the business urea he is con.
Elk &OW and Wheeling
Township Young Republicans iemplaning going into within the coming year. and will he find a
C11111% have planned a joint ski suitable partner'
trip to Wilmot Mounhon
Will my oldest domino'. who is a freshman in college. finish
in'Wiscons
'1
say
school and marry while ill college or later? I am a fan of yours
A chaffere has ie sched- VIII0 has kept your newspoper predictions and read about your
uled to leave Arlington
fascinating life story. Lied bless you.
shopping meter at Ken.
Mrs. GP.. Arlington Heights
sington and Dryden in Arling- Dem MN. G.P.:
ton Ilinghts at 5:45 p.m. tofry to hold on Ilnle longer. and meanwhile continue with
morrow. 'I he mum is sched- your preseol bean
for now. Yes. I revl your husband will
uled lost midnight.
succeed and feel he will lbut the tight partner. I feel your doughA fee of S
per perm will ter win finish college and marry later.
cover the cost of the bus, ski
towss ski equipment rental and
refreshments.

STP, Raceways
acquisition

talks dropped

have Ken going with this boy for

ways. Incs an affiliation of racetracks. by SOP Corp.. of Des
Plaines, have boa dropped by
mutual consent. a spokesman

for the local linos said Monday.

in which I have
worked. I will also have reports about books the children

STP had mportedly offered
about 58 million to acquits the

collections of tracks ,n Mich
iron, California, Georgia
Twos and New Jersey.

RIGHT the honey brown of Bother awe, the irim en-

this another outfit de -Wind to go est,

omen, Haugh., omen, Litom

Good year ahead for
wife of alcholic
The

Family

pro, discussions. She can

Group in Mount Prospect is

learn what alcoholism is and

working to make 1970 a good
year for the wife of Me 11100-

reasisac help from other mem.
bens who sham the same prob.

hobo. When she attends weekly meetings of the local grump

lem.

she will pain a deeper insight
into her problems, plus under-

Anonymity is protmted.
The group is open to all who
am concerned oboist another
penion9 excessive drinking.

ning shared with the man of

Wk.,ismconsrr inmednLis hca well ktlinoti!,nn

BrowdHost.esses.

bewilder.

There is no admission charge.

Arboretum, will present tlw

went and ragtime. of the

For information call Al -Anon

program,

past year disappear in informal'

at 848-2707.

I predict you will emelt him, hoi 1 Man see California in the
homediale future, unless perhaps on a honeymoon. But your
dream will he fulfilled later.

Robert

P.

Hanrahats.

Cook Cotsnty superintendent
of schools. has announced

plans for a two.day seminar
Feb. 9 and III 10 help school
distriga in Elk Grove. Palatine. Schaumburg and WIumlins, townships establish planning, programming and hudgwing systems. Pew Manvick,
Mitchell & Co., 1"ert1tied Pub.

Re-elected
to Salvation
Army board
Clifford C. Hagedorn, 1515
5th Av.. D. Ploines, has been
re-elected to a three-year tem)
on the Salvation Army's Chicago Advisory Board.
A plant supervisor for the Illinois Bell Telephone Co.,
Hagedorn has served as chair-

man of the metropolitan sub.
urbanedivsi

of the Salvation

Army' 1969 Christmas appeal, and is president of the
Army's metropolitan area ser.

sce oast =not.

Husbands invited to garden club
Community Center

says.

with

Al -Anon

hi

park hoard of Lisle. Ilk, is a
graduate of the University of

standing

The Northwest Educational
Cooperative, in cooperation

11111

Puri creation bubble head. The space -inspired bonnet 1100 u
zipper down the rounded center for easy removal and Is wont in
rain or any other inter-Moneta, di...whence,.

The Garden Club of mount
Prospect will present "an ew-

Dear 1.11,1

Two-day seminar slated
on school budget systems

Weilnewlm NM. iri 4

LEFT: pretty Carol I aulkner mks way -wt fur Mastiff with

cheated on me. Ilc won't mlmit anything and pots mad at being

reservationim for the :Whom. I wonted to have my own apart.
meet ein the ocean. But 1 know I would he 4 101 happier if I had
this boy for myself and he codd share my dream. What du you
predict for me?
JAL. Des Plaines

the world

9110.0.9.2.21199"9J11 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

up over little things. 'Ilse main go.= e, that I am told he has
He always talks, and has inked. Mout getting married this
spring or summer and wants to Ito: in California. Wore I met

A(TailRE

semble created for Pan An: by Irani. ,mith modeled by N loon
Braint Iht light blin outfit will he wom lot hostess. aboard the
747 super tits on.. rIMIt sc rd and added coat era etst make

months. I low him

him I had planned Its 1110VC 10 California by onself and become a

Negotialions
concerning
acquisition of Anserican Rams -

."7

very much. It seems he lows me RIM but Me are always breaking

accuses]. He is 22 and I am IN.

lo my marl,

caste,

Dear SIC. DeLouisc
1

minas

sly Marl bchaffnw and M vs at the ...mimeo! too of 51
million the !mood tomcat our pun in tat air lashion ra

read that 41.1111C donors are now using elect.magnetism to

trip Thursday

In future columns I am goto write about other

haw read, reruns written by
the children

s sr IA tml
eolottul teemeortm

hneht

1111
%merle

I don't feel you'll have am children for a couple of years, but
then I feel everything will be all right. don't rwe a change in your
hoshand's job in the Immediate future. I feel It will come ohm.
conduct, morals, even plain 'the end of the year. I donnae a problem witImmir s tr,dauehter

Young GOP ski

offs.

Can you tell Cu Rive will have any more children? If the answer

even a "soft'. drug to those not
mere of it subtle, undermining wayss in influencing

ing

schools

J

to expand the work may be Dear Mrs. KV"
sent to the same addn, helpI feel it will Ise Ilusalon. and I feel it will be o move fee the
ing awe: mom of literature better. I feel you should it your home. Too are correct about a
sent to inquirers undo( tbes for Itirmhold of change it
jest Inginning. risings should Kippen
professional speakers
within the next year or Mo. It seems your corigsensitry perWe 641.1 you spread the cepfiun is worki. Mr you by summing yea for Manton,
word about this local nonprofit group seeking to help Dear alr. Delawise:

the area of drug abuse and re -

hoed problems" HELP stands
tor Help Eliminate laical
Problems. Thu committee is
led by the Rev. Bruce Whetter.

bells

Rolling Meadows

pink jumper with huge down
Du from ripper for quick take

in their fashions mod
sled by b man Br not Thu um
dorm tool. w,s,oltaned Is, the
pe sled

1111.1.111116

with the old w Ik

MA

faShion next adds an A -line hot

which topped the. pennon had

or rent our lame. Will it he o move for the

contributions

the

under

The blue dues boated by

lode Irom hattlollh prop toh

the in Ind with mod ehain

better?

I ler erisp ell m one tilt, worn
,wth
ham tlh the eo w
plod in gnaw Name and
I mu ranted with bone earl
ired h tb dal shins

lionrolled-bri

Pin Am liter stun was re

mimes lenn

mho

thew mdmidusl tomb
ish pod
ets shoocr skirts or Km t idor
p triad up
eel lime The it

turbance there, such as illness, moving or divorce.
Ifangrep himband md tare on the threshold of something. a d
a change is nearing. Cmild you tell us if you feel this is so? We've
heard rumors that Inv luishind will he manslimred to one of three
plans. Gary. blemPhis or H011h11111. Do .you see us movin ?

that

the chin. The saturn ring of

oh

immtortable

daloloal wsa

ind tan shied Almon uett
be Gilbert oft eh Simpson

SAUL I UR neklul

woociabd with the happy Ir

saran an' os, shoes and bhas,

eat

es welt mit:Aim

I call them. On Web. every occasion them has hem sonic die.

denoted Pm blarney brikhtness

I met uf demon. D end a run
dal who ere dad the cn1 101

de fie saris 11111 dowsers

peril:nee a desire to contact distant relatives. and 1 can't rest un el

delll interest and participation
indicates that a straightforward dismission of basic
facts is welcomed by local Where. Will we

snit

a

stripper by Carol Fulkner. She
ulded patent high heeled boots
Ind 0 hmeahat g ng print

m Munn the sewn,' hod!,

un BOAC I adios, Mess
worn In
i tact WA w
DUD She
f trot Siam a
modeled

worn with the coyness of a

lingth cape also in dull grain
Sevireh on and moot mannish

P11 lateen oil F won Ren.e
thu ear li
n the b
toiler

e

is "Yes." will it he a normal. healths child? The you prelim any

feel the satisfactions that result books they had read. They
from the friendly concern of were Fruiting maps with int*,
teachers. They um not afraid nary locations of places they

Unemployed

1,1

a

frimdly place. Item children

'100 MOD

ring to HELP in care of

have been attempting ot develop ESP. Sommimax I

I

area of drug abuse.

visited. I walked inn

was greeted by a very friendly
principal. I was offered lunch

Dear Mr. /Moms,

mphlets may he obtained by
Wheeling 1.11 School. 900
S. Elmhurst Rd., Wheeling
M11190. Steads growth of NM-

1-r ink Smith

muosin

110

members of the community in

the imchen: lunchroom and
Advice Noaled

.Saul woo mtrrf
1173.Ml, 1i., Almint

I

/311d1r/..1,1

Smith bun Pm ne
le in lens al Hobsxt od

el

Haas,

about drugs and

youth.
Incidentally,

r

Winston Noe Nori :Litho
aids Simpson
Item (Albert Mho ma
t

arm ...red to 41 in 1968.

in Des Plain.. went to talk to quire via...O....en, Bur
the children and ask loots to sometime,. classroom e
if thinking and searchtell me about books they had
bom reading. I hum to use this
knowledge it, future to ousiivote children us rein! books
other children haw enjoyed.

data

melodies, B demi eat I bee ut
linen Rim inn, .1 Samuel

Tomorrow
Is Today

promote and prtonle ihe nm
awry facilities and aid to any

moo, school. A minimum of con-

Student

aid,

John

fashion donnenot the world

with 71/ "taken into cuslody"
reports
in uninturporated

this school was a very friendly

Loon if my child is Mending a
tot ,jegtoas ,toot
ohti.

gel 10ne d' I, Itha outslinthm,

December. 1919, "TO educate.

need rot mom money to nu wholesome eimmPhem. Tes.

the up to due 1 Miens
n ies blue
The esupuon
ranee Amen
wad h.,

Them thiht look eat the air
borne set semis will &Untie Is
femur.. the senor ol the wild
Iron ant
Hue mender Sh

statistics for narcotics arrests.

A

show on the rum ts at Men.
wood Form 1 1st I rid it,

slt it physician inunediately.

Risk factor

Talk with a teacher
By Esther Colton
Dear Mrs. Colton.
After reading ahmt

worn inch hem) walking
shoo proved the forerunner of

form n 1, to Inht sk AIM Ill

What's a good school?

SHORT SKIRTS

accidents
symptoms

The chewing habit in a child

a

launched the firm annuli
Mle
Fashion in the Ma,

III1C

sted a foreign lash,. don't give
him crackers or my bread.

'Dec Cook County sheriffs
office just released the 1969

risk factor of even such -soft"
drugs as marijuana, we don't
mean the immediate !wren's.
Some big own are talking of
the lack of scientific basis far

at ment.s. mitt ran. St7atimin ma inn shmmitis

laughtohor

And when auch

no

autos,

Benuldul steesaMmes snit
hostmus hom 16 motor end

10 cry. 1115 person had inge-

1,110 IOW

Hind

Kiwi Her midi
hanilim met M. hip msu
tailond matt and strmly
mamba,. L ip shin and toe

grounded

menthe" Is never lo stimulate a

011111

Donna M

By Deform Mug).

Kling said one point to re -

THE MST approach to the
problem, locally may be that
outlined by HELP, the non profit organization initiated in

WHEN WE speak of the
monenpuim rem: ss rem numb. Irvin. widowed.out

demonsare not

1ml, check cart:11.11y for bones
ill specially pi epared dishes.

Math otPct Alum 0,111111.1101.

IVintite

Day light
cil's effort to publicize the
supped.up risk factor added to

sure

crocked and are promrly fit -

among children under (we.

awidents.

By Joseph Stultearauseh

6:1111,,11.11

several

Week! slam on the hack.

-CHOKING

Whew food twice as long es
hen they had normal teeth;
be

Approximately half rot the
deaths from choking occur

the head in a below dant posi-

The Red Cross emphasins
ot denture wearers should

AN,. CV
1411
Nveorrw an .aohNo obtrivi
erest, at, an math. nut al.
uk-ots h. wwIlow the mitten
Ismh NM. ',We on intact is

Out of this world fashion takes off

fake teeth.

..meld he mallosoM

food swallowed the w tongues

If breathing wawa, leave

chewing habits and odor saf
ty measure, remeding use of

maroon Ater ehddsen about
givens The Yoh omm Meek

fruil. nuts or ruler bits et

by herself.

These people should learn safe

Residents,

Imese obwm, m nis mouth, mid

miser food awidentalb urged
N into the windpipe be adult,
and pin, small toys. pitmes of

The day's prospects

Ilse

friends,
loneliness,

the

group

the house."

Anthyny Tysnik, general
superintendent of the Morton

"landscaping the
is on the
llome Ground "

Hu

advocate of using native ores
and shrubs in conjunction with
land contour.
The lecture will be presentcd
the Mount Prospect

Feb.

I

at

It;

Mn.

on Sunday morning, Feb.1, in
Me church.

Mrs -lama Romag.Mrs.Henry
Fischer and Mrs. Nets Ander

Six men went elected to the
Church Council at Grace
Evangelical Lutheran Church.

Mount Prospect, and Louis

For information, call Mrs
William Bala, 253-6235.

Prospect

Elected to tbe auditing commime wcrc Paul Carlstedt,
Lavern Kron and Edward
Maclennan Sr- The nomi-

the congregation was the era -

noting eommille, winner, in.
elude Mrs. Ron Drake. John
Cole, and Gorge Riess.

goals of the congregation in.

Heights, on Sue,

day. lm. 25, at the annual congregational meeting.

Elected to three-year

Nurses bowl husbands over

lie Ammumann, will conduct

New councilmen elected

7:30

I.

the church council were
Larry Benedict, Frank Franz.
John Hofmann, Richard Roeon

nig and Larry Picini, all of

Gartner. of Prospect Heights.

Other significant action by

The church councilmen
will be installed in their offices

don oft congregational goals
committee to carry out Inct
197U goals of the church. The
elude a broad scope of service
projects and ministry both in side and outside the congregalion.

the seminar.

"We arc always searching
for new ways)o utilbe available funds effemively and cflicimM to net expanding
educational

Try change from
meat and potatoes

mm

requirements,-

Hanrahan said -1,113S concept of budget planning objeclives and evaluation is valu.
able information for local
wk.l adminisuntors and
board niemhers."
The seminar will he held at
I lamer Junior College in Pula tine. Funds for the project am
provided under the Illinois
Small Grant program.

"Gel it right in the pocket,"

slays Fmk Malmhe, left, to

hi

throughout the country.
Related follow-, programs
on PPB Systems or planned
by the 10 school districts comprising the Northwest Educational Cooperative, 15, 21, 23,
25 26 14 17 59 211 and 214.

Mrs. lobo Franldin point in
movement. The two couples
planned the evening of bowling for the Mount Prospect
Nurses Club held at Shileing

Thirty.six pen ons will participate in the seminar which
will focus on initial training
and oricmation for starting
PHIS protects. Ono, Marwick.
Mitchell & Co. have demonstrated
PPSS
theories to'

tl neat ional institutiOnS

bis wife Veronica as Mr. and

Lane, Twenty-four couples
Joined the ftm, followed by
a buffet lunch at the alleys.

medium

size) several minutes before re-

rooms.

moving steak from broiler.
Topping should be bubbling

scallions. chopped One, and
about ? tablespoons etch of

when served,

and green bell peppers and
re
salt and pepper to taste. Bring
to a boil, lower heat and lover.
cooking as long as directed on
package. Stuff mto tomato
cavit)s. Bake 311 minusad

colorfid aubstinne-weak and
omatoes.

Add a stalwart Weak sauce,
based

an Amens.Nue

heese, and you have a Meal
for the man's roan.

llic topping an also be
used for hash browned or cottage fried pounoes w as sauce

for broiled,

roasted

toe( entims.

felt

drained.

Any dyed-in-the-wool steak
and potatoes man will accept a

BLUE STEAK SAUCE
Blend three par. American

BLUE

part soft butter. Add a small
amount of Worc.tershire

Melt 3 tablespoons butter or
margarine in skillet. Add I cup
rice and fry until lightly
browned. Add two owes water,

1

ding crumbles of Americus
blue cheese to rice caps in last

STUFFED TOMATOES

blue cheese (crumbled) to ono

sauce to taste. Blend.
Speed
to 2 mblespomn
sauce on sank (depending an

3

ow wall can sliced mush-

five minute,.
To prepare tomatoes,: gice
off caps about one fourth inch
from top. Remove seeds and
membrane gently with sewn
or paring knife. Lightly sad tomato insides

DOWN

All These
Spectacular

DISCOUNT

GOES YOUR
LIVING!

FOR THUR
FRI

DEEP DISCOUNTS... 7 DAYS A WEEK!

4Igrk FOR

THURS., FRI., SAT.

Discount Wonder.
priced Everyday!

CAR CARE!

SACCHARINITT

17c

TOOTHPASTE. tza nu-, family size tube. (14rn4 one)

Professional Hair Spray

13 ounces
Unolt one

Ivory Liquid
DETERGENT. 22 -oz. wdh I 3c off label. (Limit one)

In the Ina week, the Consfilutional Con-

veryeoy 'iVer'te'reervn a4 OUSE rt7ent crsi"

uY

-7111111r-

C

sTP
matrat.
met pemonmu

OIL

Page suggested that all pub-

Joseph Bell and Donna Henske pave that true lore can alm
keep one or two warm. The two play the leads in the current
Country Club play, "A Girl Could Get Lucky", and so could m
audience who se. the funffiled play Mit is alarming up the world
on these cold wintry nights. Directed by Resident Norman Rice
and written by Don Appell, the sany comedy
still growing,
glowing and ming strong. Dinner Is wrved before the play in the
Old Orchard Country Club Restaurant for those who would like
the combinaion. It is one of the prettiest scenes around. For
Information and reservations call 259-5400.

WALGREENS

anell1woun

ICE

OIL

POLAROID

ALWAYS SO GOODi.

97c Value, 15 -oz.

59,

Inventory group seminar
The American Production

CREAM COLORPACK H

For Thur.,
Frt., Sat.
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Tower, Euclid Av. and
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53.

studying
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69,
PROCTOR-SILEX
Automatic Electric
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VALENTINES
1

Chocolates

HEARTS

Tempting assort.
me t. 8 ounces

Clever saying
on each. 9 -oz.

77c

''474 14:q2)

110.

26c

Assorted centers.

Vs -LB. SIZE

.

.

.63.

.

1 -LB. HEART BOX

2 -LB. HEART BOX

... 99c
..

111,wris.

88

SAT.

before

April.

CHOCOLATE HEARTS

VALENTINE CARDS

a n a 423C

In black
and gold.

was moved a few months ago

I V4 -ounce

West.

Cologne Spray

7

wile inmor-

a statement

to

lance of Ogilvie and Daley is

in policy on this nom phase of
urbanigation in the new eon-

oheitnts, hut few mail. the

Page

also

the station Ine, a great futu"

E. H. lErniel Shoal,

Steal.

shown

to

-

preresi-

or

Our growth in 1969 has heen
beyond our expectations and
latest

the

figurin show that

within the past year our UHF
penetration has jumped from

178

dry your
hair far
quicker!

a.

2688

315

MO 195 15159"
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A four -week series of pre -nand dames for meek -met puma will begin at 7 p.m. tomorrow at
Holy Family Hospital, Des Plaines. Couples will lour the matemIty department. hour lectures, and
we films on such topics as diet and care for the mother. and clothing needs and care for the lohy.
Delivery room nurse Mrs. Julie Se.eifets, i.e( rigM1 explains the hospital's infant wanner meal
for transporting the new baby to the mammy.

Jerome Houghton. 1604 N.
Arlington

BB

Y.!!5111

Budweiser
86 -proof Blended

Canadian Mist
q98
whiskey

ImImported Cara
o

at low price...aela Sth
PHILADELPHIA
Mended whiskey
66 proof Sth

3.707

BEER
12 OUNCE CANS

.S tandard Oil.

FSUENNSATOTIYONAASL

fore beim nude an aitalyst it
the regmnal oflice in Oct 196R. In his new assignment.

he will Sc,- hi., at the district

A ',Aim
K

office in Des Plaines.
He and his wife, the former

INCOME TAX GUIDE
Tax -saving ideas &
kr%
latest rulings. 128
fact -filled pages --I

Mks Lonna Lee Gould of
Kans. City. Missouri. arc the
parents of a son, Todd Adam
Radunsky, born on April 18,

'Mk lo

`Store for Homes'
being built here

55C

Named to post
at day center
Mrs. Lois Inkster has been
named supervisor for the
Clearbrook-Maine Day Center which will be serving mentally retarded and multiply -

7.

Maine Township. The Day
Center is temporarily located
the First Congregational

MT. PROSPECT

TUNION PLAN PRESCRIPTIONS

tall neMrehan
at the November general elm-

Iiil;rigieerl=n'db101011tr'a

Third

mmimum cif 27 days before or
after the Nov. general eke.

muicetions.
During the prugratil. the
children soh a 20.minute sound

in

film on the history of commu-

School District 54 are beim
taught how to use the sake

nicatiom from the find tele.

grade

students

Ifs effectively s7/ith the use
phone
a -tole-trainer", a somata-

no

System. The students are also
learning the science. history
and social significanm of com-

phone invented by Alt:Moder
Graham the t the picture.
phonm of the future.

Artwork of

handicapped
to be displayed
NOTICE OF HEARING
BEFORE THE MOUNT PROSPECT MAN COMMISSION

NOTICE IS HERE. GIVEN Mat on Me 20th day al February, 1010 as the
hum el BOO P.M. Mere will be a nubile hearing at ibe Village Holt. 112 E.
Northwest Highway. concerning a peg. far change to she Toning Orq

materials

nano el the Village of Moony Prospect as IniNvesi

cemer
CASE 'ref 70-3P

Pete. to ohm. apparel al

natured unit nevanwnent of P.p..,

located 202 few sou. al the i ...... ction of Neonatal and Rom Roads.
known as Tally.Ho Apartment; legally described ow

not part of ins to/insert gee.. al
noose.
Section 22, Sawstiss SI sons, Range II Fast al the

ol

Two-dimensional art well.
such as paint... drawing. collage. weaving, stitchery. printmaking and photography will

Life & Casualty by Harold
Stein. general agent.

Houghton is a graduate of

thence Farr 39 0 P., thence Noe. 17 degrees 14 minutes SS
Fast NON thence North SE egres. 45 minutes. 15

.....

seconds Wass 420.0 is to a pains on Me Fast lino el the West

205.14 It

r -id cleaner quarter section said paint being

be eligible.
000000 cod, Wence North SO degrees. 22 minutes.

00000 ch.

fast along wild North line of the South 5 noes mos a. A 6.
place al beginning. in Cook Coon,
MI peones Interested in the abase petition will be heard
Dated al Moons Prassaws Illinois this Ath day al Feb..., IWO.

trim in 1960. He is a mexber
MALCOLM G. YOUNG. Clo;;man
Mount Prospect Plan Commission

Chartered Life Undenvriters.
the Chicago Assn. of Life Undemriters and the Life Agen-
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cy Supervivors Club.

weeny
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TODAY and
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N fix tome anon um' lor
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OOM sit
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TOMORROW
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and Ohio h n lis 5 Ammo, nituri m ioniplos. in 1

it sit...,
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th n thi Mount
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iwe o 105111151 lisink room

prospistiss huist m m ikmi
rtiht Junior, for hit home

win ill, Sp,' til kd disci is
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s irpinn, and ipplrijai iam
ter scheduled for completion
in mid -1970
L. Fish Furniture Co., a 112
year old firm opearting stores
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What

FOOL -PROOF

is

WIG!

God?

handicapped children in

W.4tima

Limn two 6 paks

write a message! Does he tun
nopolign the telephone. use it
for a plaything?

tUe

nications and telephone pro.
gram developed and supplied
by the Illinois Bell Telephone

And that's a long time to stay young.

THE

7,4.4eaut
476

Ant( WE FILL Rx INSURANCE AND

answer a telephone call and

of the American society of

1968.

Itmeles

Zoe

Radunsky

served in a number of marketing assignments in Decatur,
S1. Louis and Chicago. tic.

e'ree

5-PAK

he might make n proposal.
Wham- proposed that the
new constitution he offered for

Heights hat horn appointed as-

Oil

sim of the company's Central
Regios. with offices in down.

The Queen of
Mild Cigars!

FOR THUR.,
FRI., SAT.

Does your child know hose
to telephone for help if an
emergency should occur? Flex
an been inoructed on how to

sockm general agent at the
Chicago Life division of Aetna

Rosen Radunsky. 29. of

sawn Chicago Alter joining

CHARGE IT with your BUY
Midwest Bank Card NOW!

43101't -US ti

first time took his delegate's
wat in the convention so that

Were the approval to

this first week in February.

3d graders learn telephone
use from 'tele-trainer

Wham- turned the MVO! 0005
to Vice President Elbert 5
Smith of Decatur, and for the

Beloit College. He joined
Aetna in 1958 and was named
supervisor of the Chicago dk-

Douglaa Av..

an unalyst in the Manning divi-

Run wheal on hard surface to rev

LARKS

ing
FOURTEENTH
MEET.
ING, Jan. 28, 1970 President

Promoted

76 to XS per cent.

9030 Federal Ct. in Iles
Plaines, has been appointed

RAIDUNSEV 11AD been

Arthur C. Strasburg.

86 pr.

again. In a special ekction a speeml election by a large
the constitution would need margin, and it is remade (bat
only a majority of those vol. 'the mailer might be made final

Special education districts.
menial health centers and private agencies throughout the
state Inc urged to ionic:igen,

Division, Amuriem
Oil Company. in in Chicago
Nonh nork sting district.

SEEN ON NI

PARK
RIDGE

Those not voting at alion COO

Con would in Meet he a vote

Convention alone have the au thorny to decide when Ow MO.
fiegliOn election will is. held.
favor
Delegates are believed

names field
sales chief

HAIR DRYER

lets of
warns air

World's Wildest Whirler

CORINA

the election.

center.

VicwerS.

Its transmitter. which

Standard

it up. Whirler.gyrafeS, teeters,
balances, swings 'n spins 'round!

King William
SCOTCH

ems vain in

handicapped children and
youth, state office of public in and the NIU art de par Meill.
The exhibit will be shown at
N1U through March 14, when
it ss-U1 be taken to Springfield.
111.,
instructional materials

and now has some of the most
pen pert I a r programs being

mow powerful in the Mid..

) Capri Consolette

NEW! WIZ-Z-ZER

7-YearOld
BOURBON

Con Rules Committee. Monbus of Inc Constitutional

Entry deadline for a Northern Illinois University handi-

the finest television stations in
the Chicago area. NVe feel that

bdieve WEI.D is the finest
UHF station in the United

and
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state

7°6

field sale manager for Stand.

LEADING LIQUOR VALUES!

said the

confirm. has become one of

to the Hancock Timer. is the

LADY SCHICK

97c

omk

he offered to answer questions
at the close and his answering
isf gliekliuti5 was equally
done." Mrs Macdonald reported.

mai approval by two.thirds of
ition: CitOkns voting oa mittcation or a majority of all cili.

-rile nation has a large and

red & white
loving pets!
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Brach's marshmallow centers. 5 -oz.

thi,l,ole00,PM0nvlouihn..z

HOWARD swim: -W,

Sure to
please!
4 ounce
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the Commission
1469, and the

Chanel No.5
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SOLID MILK CHOCOLATE BALLS
40 balls, each foil wrapt with love note.

only u. his talk excellent. but

been brought into being in a
very
very short period. 1 think it is

FOR HER(

PLUSH CUDDLERS
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I've heard Mr. Page make. Not

highly qualified staff and. m its
consistently improved ratings

tiger of WELD, ,aid -During
the pass yew our umwri has
made truly significant snicks

Jade East
After Shave
sr

be done has been seen in Du.
Page County where the West.
on atomic research center has

Ogilvie. Mayor Daley and Set O
Mary of State Paul Powell.

non and urged Con -Con to require the state to meet at least
half the cost of elementary and
secondary school olLICIlli011 no
compared to los than ono
third at present. TRAM Og Mai
mtale for school support
should be lowered. Pam said.

forsctionai

contract- entered into
last March. the WC of the station was stihiect to approval of
The
( ommunicatkms
Commission and under its
terms could be cancelled by either party if FC'C approval had
.not been olgained by February

ommission has not taken any
action.

GLASS PERCOLATOR
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"II wo the rms address

-An indication of whet ea

medialely referred to the Con-

the university in OcKelb.
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I. The owner ho been pend-
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capped children's an exhibit is
Friday, Feb. 6.
The exhibit opens March

Under the term of the pur-
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nye program for forming the
new citim that will come into
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were impressed with Page's
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al to the convention. No mid.
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THIRD DISTRICT dele.

Mom ei ght niths.
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he has to
organize a constitutioml convention and bring about the
writing of a meaningful draft
of a new constitution which
earn the support of Gov.
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would he appointed by a state

gate John CI. Woods of Arling.
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rington gave a revealing summary thia week of the respond.
bilities of Con -Con's president, Samuel W. Wilier.
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most difficult tasks that could
come to anyone in public anrvice in nnis nate. Ina period cif

porkmid Graham.
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Rae, K Flo, aril, president of Field Enterprises. Inc._
announced today the termination of an agreement with Met-
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FIREPLACE WOOD
WILL DELIVER AND STACK

EDMOND

TIMATES CALL FL P.6911

Mold Designing
Gene

0

MI

A

I,

Radio -TV Repair

SERVICE

la

Open Fes

Vs PRIC SALE
Musical Instructions

THE DAY DOES IT!

I

113

25'5'563 ;

Sot. by mapt.

BANKERS NOW OMER LOANS

EXPERIENCED OR WILL TRAIN
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

BARGAIN COUNTER

656.9922

Roofing

529-1211

FASHION SLIPCOVER CO.

0 Illinois Bell

Z. a PorlgorskI rod..

TELETYPE CORP.

23 -Employment Agencies -Men

'TZ,b3;
d

Fl

Illaness Seats

Painting

&

243.5766.

CALL MID 2504015

SLIP COVERS
A39.2181

PAPERHANGING.

WINTER SALE
50% OFF
ON ALL LABOR

Hearing Aids
100,,C, 3.0053_
OUR

SPECIALTY.

NEARING AIDS FOE

.ER DECORATING

PROSPECT CATERING CI.5-4823
6 F. IrlorM Wee
Prot.

MILO per solo MOS f Ohrb

100's of fabrics
to choose from

.

WSTICH PAVING AND CEMENT
WORK ALSO TREE TRIMMING
SPACIAL PRICES CPU 827425,

Also Expert Reupholstery
SISSo per choirs.. Db.
$1750 per 'omen plus fabric

HALL, BAP, BUFFD Kg D.,

Consent& Blacktop

ALTERATIONS

AND MENDING
3,4-10,18

SHARON HOFER

Norm Maintenance
TR,TrMAH"
REASONABLE - RiFFRENCES

SULLITINSLIRED - CALL 562.1,75

training will be In.. of Chic go offices. After obour 'a eer,
or less, when the mantrained and h income is in Me

MACHINIST

George geinriaLoso9

CALL NOW 251.7767
North Shore Interiors

CERTIFIED

2ND SHIFT
.

created

Barb. 529-807A Schaumbu,s,

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

Waltman Const. Co.
Kiichen Remodeling
...creation Rooms
Roorn Additions
Porch Rapala

oompleie fringe package including 2 weeks paid vocalic,

SIGNODE CORP.
GLENVIEW

0oRepe or equiv lent business
I idernial interview call,

OPEN

ENGINEERING O'HARE

Free fstirnales

Monday Tuesday

2720 Des Plalner Ars.

CALL 821-0460

Tina P.M.

DAILY

AM. lo 5 P.M.

CONTACT OUR EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT FOR DETAILS

hipments,

RECEPTION

Call Ed Sunk
572-100O

$117 WEEK

Cular.060Ak.

PHONE

1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook,

hove

pond P

w,11 complettrzrevo

e

5 D.,lan

1W.DEPO

MACHINISTS

CHAIRSIDE
ASST. TRAINEE
ASS'T RECEIVING
CLERK

CALL Di at SP9-7191
CAREER SPECIALISTS

MATERIAL HANDLER
STOCKROOM

PLUS:

Excellent working condemns sn The Beautiful

GENERAL

ElgimOsetal Lake area In the Northwestern Sulam,

OFFICE

ports end products

PHONE, WRITE OR VISIT

Union 76 Division: Eastern Region

ARNOLD

$600 MONTH
PACKER

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road, Palatine, Illinois 60067

'Specialists in Magnetic Materials"

Rasa

MARENGO, ILLINOIS, 60152

IfigreSSiS
vosIlln

Telephone (312) 529-7700

CALL OR COME IN:
439-8500

An Equal Opportunity Employer

WEBER MARKING

nada kal en,
Miss

Poip
}J,1 0000

S

,66 0700

$5.00 AN HOUR

be o La Salle Cal

WE'VE DOUBLED
OUR SIZE!

reodY er.P.P.R"t

and

MILLING MACHINE OPERATORS
The individuals we hire for MILLING MACHINE OPERATORS must be

INCLUDING:

self-starters and capable of doing set-up work, 50 hour work week

for Additional Information and a
Confidential Interview.

TELETYPE CORPORATION
5555 W. TOuhy Skokie, III.
Ealon.wend. NI. PAM. la a sm.

Tu.. Thurs., AM to
Saturdw AM.toe PM.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

29O-2770

La Soh Penannel
rhe new people

FREE

These are first shift openings

-

also 2nd shift openings available

GIRLS NOW!
[INSURANCE
14, TRAINEES

approximately February 15th. 10% shift bonuses available.
Saturday interviews arranged for your convenience.
316 W. University Drive (Arlington Industrial Park)
Arlington Heights, Ill.

PARKING

WE NEED

minimum. Excellent company benefits - paid for by the company.

APPLY IN PERSON OR PHONE 394-4450 FOR APPOINTMENT

259-5787

TRAINEE

SWITCHBOARD 5110-125

the Cincinnati Shaper Company, are now
occupying their new quarters in the Arlington Research Center, immediately adjacent
toRadio station WEXI....WE'RE GROWING

PLUS ALL COMPANY BENEFITS
Premium Pay for Overtime
9 Paid Holidays
Pension Plan

lEmploymerit Agencies Women

Cincinnati -Forte Company, a wholly
owned subsidiary of Cincinnati, Inc. formerly

TALL

n.laokIng tral

FILE CLERKS

The

$

EARN UP TO

aneressing assislamme

me

Mae Rage
Arlsepron Heighis

8 Paid Had,

(Area Code 815) 568-2283

Call G. Krol g55676-1000, Ext. 5457

Route 128 83
'Across Randhurst Shopping Center)
Mt. Prospect, Illinois

rtsh orders Itallaw
shoot

°Perot. to

TOOL & DIE MAKERS!

Wu age

Mcponaldtedik

GEORGE APOO L

in

SYSTEMS, INC.

'910919'

OR CALL MR. SCHWARTZ
Lk. mon we seek is mature n thinking, aver
has Rood
appearance. inquisitive mind can al atlion. NM years of

Pas ifions open in our central mail room for mail clerks. Learn to operate
various rnailin6 machines. Also have need for individual with chauffeurs
license for driver ossignment in addition To other dufies.

ENGINEERING CO.

hir. R. Banzyk al 7664230r apply at

COME IN BETWEEN 3 & 5

SMALL OFFICE

MAILCLERK/DRIVER

capoor Pena.. Folly Paid

APPLY TO MR. DON MARCHINI

-.00,..:::;%:a.J,:zz-..."

After School -Saturdays -Sundays

NO STENO $115

line
Several
kr ex-

Ken Larson 8 Associoms

MACHINE ERECTORS

910,000 TO 512,000 PER YEAR
YOU CAN 7001 YOUR FIRST YEAR, IF YOU
QUALIFY

PART TIME

Des PG:.

sy

apply in person of the station.

WE OFFER:

FOR EXPERIENCED

HIGH SCHOOL BOYS

cote if he with.. He will Men Nome Me reaponsibIlity of on

ektce S PANTRY

WEDDINGS

DRESSMAKING

General Hauling

Cat!nng

now iswou

WELDERS

WITH NO LAYOFFS!

2ND SHIFT

GRIFFIN WHEEL CO.

able.Alter 1.30 2697195.

Decorating.

290-2770
Do Salle Personnel

DENTIST'S

TOOL ROOM MACHINE
53.07 to 3.65 per hr. depending on experience
We need M. who want Permanent Jobs

GRINDER

GREAT OPPORTUNITIES

23 -Employment AgenciesMen

YOU G T HOME"

53.41 to 4.06 per hr. depending on experience

OPERATORS

1ST 8 2ND SHIFT

"CALL ME WHEN

rolls, Wiglels. Wigs cur, Styled,

Furniture Refinishing

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

INSPECTORS

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES
AWAIT YOU AT

'Mho
PI.

EFITS

MOCoil
EastGrage Segel

Skokie,

15instation

ric a, min

RUGS 6 CARPETS

Immediate opportunity to join en
above AVERAGE COMPANY offering
ABOVE AVERAGE WAGES AND BEN-

3406 W. Montrose Ave
Chicago

0" s

PIANO OR ORGAN

MELROSE PARK

DRIVEWAY SALESMAN
Our service station at Golf Rood and meecham has openings for
driveway salesman. Full time. Musi be over 21 years of ago. Please

TIME SHARING TERMINALS, INC.

OUR MIN AVERAGE

5555 West Touhy Ave,

Mr bra Oa,0052 000

Furnace installotionj

FOR A BETTER DEAL!

WORTH LOOKING INTO:

6701000 eat 5117
ROOFING AND REROOFING ATE
WORK GUARANTEED. FREE esti.

ARL NM DAY =ENTER

'Mud ger

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

3700 W. LAKE AVE.
PHONE 724.6100

MAINTENANCE
MECHANICS

PSST!
(Top lob tip!)

ADULTS ONLY

Floor Refinishing

UNIQUE JOBS FOR
YOUNG MEN WITH
AN ELECTRONIC
BACKGROUND

Resale Merchandise
ALL CLOTHINGE F PRICE

Comet Cleaning

y

EMPLOYMENT

by

Position open NT our terminal for individual capable of record keeping,
acs well acs working out of doors in oll kinds of seethe,.

WORK IN YOUR AREA!

66vE6 HEART

,AlL ED 1.58-5259

824 6146

Child Care

a.earn.,

TV SERVICE 6 REPAIR

Coll LE 7 .94

ESTIMATES CALL 394.3,12).

8.41637

GRAY

h

TECHNICIANS

LEGAL SECS -$650

1955W. NORTH AVE.

PUSH BUTTON

CLERICAL -LABOR

rofit shoring
Signode offers: an outstanding
program, free Blue Cross and BlueShield, molar
medical and life insurance, finest of working conditions. lop vocaiion plan, company subsidized
cafeteria and molt mare.

297-3550

All Nana. Flreploces

IZAVEK'D°4

ICKES-BRAUN GLASSHOUSES

CALL BOB GERUE

82.1-39BP

CL 3 5961

LIR., 0 SUNDAY 439 9344

FOR INTERVIEW CALL
LOU ADAMEC
634.3131

be a La Salle Gal

essentmal.

1ST & 2ND SHIFT

SAXON

n.

ALLr

CAPABLE YOUNG. MAN WILL DO
CARPENTRY BY CONTRACT OR

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN
ALUMINUM FABRICATOR
ALUMINUM WELDER
SKILLED SAW OPERATOR
MACHINIST
FIELD ERECTION SUPERVISOR
COST ACCOUNTANT

MGM'T. TRAINEE $800

5371241

Pay or N.3.359 FM

8.2,12310

Masonry

RILL'S HOW REPAIRS

Advoncemem

2345 Oakton 439-0500

too

am, V, row

ou

N.S.T., Elk Grove

'DENY Elf MAGIC

MAGIC BY

5600 W. Roosevelt Rd.
Chicago, Ill.

W H HUTCHINSON

PrIvate Mae, NO 6751

Good opportunity for recent college graduate or port' n with some cost
occaumng experience Degree in accounting or business odminislvotion

854-4652

Haim.

For

ACCOUNTANT

Skokie, Ills

298-2770

7 3533

perienced Production
Welders on Pressure
Vessel, Complete company poid benefit prO901°

An equal DPI...Toni, 4,6011T.11

LA Salle Personnel

Modern

STORES

have

5555 West Touhy

WIGS OF ALI TYPES

SLASONAE IDNE UP SPECIAL

An equal opportuniiy employer.

TELETYPE CORPORATION

tt'T-T,T..ft',Lr, -"Z

PI

HAVE YOUR PIANO TUNED
EY RAY PHERSON

Electrical Work

CALI MN ,TIP 5RM
359 las,

6600
D

Lawn Mower Repairs

0.5TP'0Z1b'lf 8=3E'

Carpentry -Remodeling
.Controctors
EXEERE CARPENTER

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR

305-0500, Est. 594

670.1000 .1.0117

MR P. JENSEN

Mach

Vacuum Repair Service

Wove:

Piano Tuning Services

2 In

253916

SI

CL 9-0490

OFFICE PERSONNEL

and new product

SAXON BUSINESS PRODUCTS, INC.

.005. DEV. Mes- S140

5.15 93 AND UP. ABBEY

arion and esernates.

REASONABLE COST: Dreamak

Barber Service

407 M.
AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

Lausitz Jensen

SECY $140

Our building expansion

FULL LINE OF COMPANY BENEFITS

MACHINISTS
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

Interior Decorating
McKlaren Interiors

m

YOU'LL STAY WITH TELETYPE BECAUSE
WE HAVE A FUTURE FOR YOU HERE!

CLAIMS A111. TRAINEE

MATES CALL TODAY 2,7 3195

535

AT UNION 76

AM. so SP

Tues. 6 Thugs 7. AM no

COST ACCOUNTING

1625 W Algonquin
409.7010

A pl

p

F.1 ERICSSON

BRIDGE LESSONS

SKIRTS, DRESSES HEMMED

297-3550

Engineering Co.
SALES TRAINEES

Instructions
Automobile Service

CALL JOHN ABEIR

Runway &

C

Med tb,s HIGH nayrng lah,

opportunities
Great Lakes

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY...Paw,

!Lena Platt CIS 1920.

1657 Sherrner Road Northbrook, Ill

T. V. Service

°fleece P,,,acv of Herne

255-7200

MODEL AGENCY

CALI'am,

ga

early ad.
mirk@ wr cow erneornsmfmtemoi
I M a low growing yrung camp,. Ilene. Include
cznr,71, pakl Iowans. ..Cohn and mileage reimburse.

Paphone heo, Capable al

Ed Surek

OF 76
WITH A JOB

5555 W. Toutty Skokie, III
mos .9. sri.

$550. Fee Paid

ECRUARY

Day Want Ads

272-1000

GET THE SPIRIT

TELETYPE CORPORATION

Fabricator
w srmwis12 w NW May

324

JEWEL FOOD

Apply In Pelson far a Confidential Interview

'WE NEED YOU NOW IN:

171

or

OPERATORS

COME IN OR CALL 299-0111

INTERNAL AUDITING

CIS 807

Z. 0561 Rod Smiih

Drapery Repairs

FREE'E=SM4]97,P1M

A39 9.1

erErnoTok

43,11210

297-2080

water treatment experience but will Ton
the right preen.

paid rocasions and holidays.

ADD UP?

THE DAY DOES IT!

1000 ELMHURST ROAD
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

COMPUTER

Des Plaines

SERVICE
EFEFFICIAL TAX SERVICE

Nonhbrook, Ill.

PORSCHE AUDI
AT O'HARE, INC.

Degree required, prefer

COLONIAL CARBON CO.

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

SERVICE TECHNICIANS

ters in

ft Paid Holidays 3 Increases 1st Year
Permanent Employment
Liberal Vacation Policy
Major Medical

HOW DOES YOURENik

rACCOUNTING

clay

(!cation analysis at new
international headquar-

ARLINGTON HTS.

Call Mr. McGrath 358-5800

Ilhnois Bell

$72004 BONUS-, CAR
EXPENSES

WITH EXPANDING MACHINE SHOP

and

scale

For

Sick Pay Policy

259-5010

Equal Oppor I unify Employer

WANTED FOR PERMANENT POSITIONS

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

299 1696

4634010

the,'

LOOK AT THESE BENEFITS.

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR
MR. BRUNNER

3550 Wnt Peterson Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 606AS

359 1650

NW

S

Computer Business Consultants, Inc

in Wheeling

THAD S HON, IMPROVEMENTF,

'"GROP'51TP'"'

MIMR,IONS

^

354,72

belerfin Habegger

MACHINE OPERATORS
MATERIAL HANDLERS

TODAY!

eon -

Don Roth's
Restaurant

CHEMIST

Earn Higher Pry
Now While You Learn

MEN!

ABOUT A BETTER JOB

WEBER -STEPHEN

today,

SNOWPLOWING

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

hwo

50 Rell,ng *A:

FINE INTERIOR PAINTING

9hez

593-6690

TALK TO TELETYPE

810 N. HICKORY RD.

Lica

rsP0617ne7:0esr

COMMUNITY SORKICES

428-3623

OPERATORS:

START SISTWER.1011,000.9/5,000 PSI TEAK

:Soave Hawing
Call 138 109

CeFANIZ'Ul',17151G'
SURED WORKMEN 8253740

Dog Service

ulL

Painting B Decoratidg

Home Maintenance

ntrin,

MACHINE

PRODUCTS CO
I

see

YOUTH WORKER

ANALYTICAL

rot

DAYS

nildt ::;e:Sinz

6.-

CARGILL, INC.

NM

KITCHEN MAN

c

RECEPTION MINH
ANIA41.110,PRAI

General
Maintenance

Welding
n ability,

WRE WS OSOW AOAIN1

and reach 60.000 Household,

79

earnea

Pi, Fining experi

827-7880

An Fowl Opporrunity

The Prospect Day and The Des PS:mimes Doy

Alterations

Top notch Chemical

d

315 tool54, pero week

Con

'25fmpopant Agences WRMn

241RIpPlantpd Men

BO, 12 so 16
Sot
Work offer scho

CARGILL, INC
MAINTENANCE WORK

SCHOOL
MAINTENANCE

Er

2441e19WantedMen

I: 2I11elp Wanted Men

CHECK THE DAY...EVERY DAY

Call

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY,
CALL

248.9 Wanted Men

24 Ilelp Wanted Men

Inclede

Man In paerneced phwIcal con,
positron in our
Non for full

woGIng ...Men 253.7019

211111Wagleil Men

PARTS DRIVER

m.
Ask for Pere

Consult this doily guide of reliable services, offered r
by

2444e9 Woad Alen

2411eMleantedMu

Plos car allowance for mon

BusinemSeiwiteDutectom

Wednesday February 4 1970

249Ii Wand Men

12/1RgwandMn

SECRETARIES

.,4-

OFFICE

MARKETING

BUSINESSMEN'S CLEARING HOUSE

O'HARE

ardrEDUNDM PEE4tE
2720 Des Nobles Ave

296-1071

Des Plc

--WIPage 10

2MIelp Meted Worm

Wednesday, February 4. 1970

2EMBRatel Wass

25Imimm1lemees-

Ex.

DIAL -A -JOB

g

we. ond Nping. New INN.'

ONE GIRL

656.9922

0

Bo a la Salle Gel
A.TINEWS PAINT CO.

OFFICE

TRAVEL AGENTS

$550 MONTH

CALLMR'S"Ntail""°.31.7.9200

Minimom exp. pets Sh.

fr,101, hm

'prPery

SECRETARY

I TTNOWailid Mom

Seers. to director o. poh-

Mature
have

7300 N. LINDER

THIS JOB OFFERS

GAL FRIDAY

me me, shost

824.4919

Complete Training

Rent Free

$933

Oredieg ie. Red.. Pem

General Office

Big Pay -New People

Call Bob Perkins
TOO, :01 0005000 000

FREE TRAVEL!

CALL LII ot 29,7191

Ken Larson & Associates

SKOKIE

267-5300 or 677-0600
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

dd

"'

ttO:nbsTRMtg:.

COMPLETE TRAINING
oll p

day.. rad.. Buhr., 6 6
or call 773.9200

A

BUIIDEX

Hank Nelson
292-2501

Ira0

WAITRESSES

1 OPP

Ers

N

d

E

161

5

TIMEKEEPER
DES PLAINES LOCATION

GENERAL AMERICAN
RESEARCH DIVISION

1,40 T G9,2010

Fsponding medical clinic

RN's & LPN's

HOSPITAL
HECHT

255-9019

LIBRARIAN

M

MAIDS

MAKE YOU FEEL LOW

CALL OR COME INI
439-8500

I';.! Solve your money problems with si
TEMPORARY

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

IA

r

ALL OFFICE SKILLS

h

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

NIGHT HOSTESS

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

BEEF & BARREL

A

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

ALSO CASHIER

hmano. fra,

4378513AI. 2,1
591-0813

A.plus.

Free

NURSES

Aosp,

Or G.A. Gin3M0 obo,
...LOAM veer precept NM If Am. As sm of indorser

,.os,,,0001I

"FORD"

Lynn Schmuckall

EMPLOYMENT

Os

oin FRIDAY

Illinois Bell

5555 West Touhy
Skokie, ill.

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

do

$450

nssdHl we
v4I Poe you to lawn mih ar *Man wpwienca. you we be
Med..
q
lato
come it or Loll Beb NON.

$650

APT. MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITY.

MICRO DY N E, INC.
1600 5 HicTs Rd

$433

FILE CLERK

OIRL REPAY

3.1=DPI"""

$500
Meet pubbc or new desk Busy

.,, ouch P.m.

$341

IMO MUMS?

$500

TELLER TRAINEE
Like

$500
HoodN tournament rwords
lea sportsmen. Kone, vorletr.
laeSOWNI
SOO

rho 0 sae N pouf
day. ..a Milk

att

YOU MAY

LIT

REGISTER

we hes on ormomg for o
working conditions. Coll Mrs,

255-9000

Arlington Heights
Federal Savings
An .4310CPP6MMINWM3/61.

OPEN Mt, EWA BY APPT.

WIRERS
SOLDERERS

to mew people,. so,

rime Teller. Pleasard. congenial
&POETS ASSOC.

werIc with figures,

II

your answer to

pho.

w Vow we en se sea, le come herr Yee here
e Gmher el different pecnons from which to dome Must
hese Awed of uheurva ward. ea Mesta

oIL mussel. ..... 91100. Pm.

nutomone .nue000
mop.. nudkal insurance

occur. plan

Telephone

experience

Peasoyin Meocimen Rd...homburg,
An wipolopperruniSemployer

Closing mitstock
Heavy duty carpeting
3 Free installation
4 See large samples in
vow home.
5
Terms available

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

255-1107

(VOLVO)

fl.9 3200
6B

Siorm

SOLID STATE STERE1315191GAI,

INSPECT

824-2175

The Big Car Buys
available now at
these leading
N -W Suburban
Auto Dealers:

Ad To lhd.

Coll 259 0561 Rod SM.
ESTATE SALE
M. Feb

benefits. Coil

Jon 31

Antiques 6 lishld.
I. 11 AM PIP N

zn,t7,9.,5,1,;,97,313.0 toll 593

ler

V

FREE

WantedMen & Women

°7.71i.ncle5 ve;..11111 tittr,

Service Stations

WIGGLES WORTH

622 E. Northwest Hwy; Rt. 14

IMPORTS, INC.

Des Plaines, III.

°PAID VACATION 8 HOLIDAYS

ono. MORO PIP

°OTHER CO. BENEFITS

GLENVIEw

72,1800

112-Autonsthiesfm Sale

$2'CI.14554

The Boss
Says,

unwn OIL COMPANY
Road & Rte. 83, Des Plaines

Seeing Is
DICK WICKSTROM

Believing

DEMOS - FACTORY

Lattof Chevrolet

EXEC CARS -

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Hts., Ill.

WE'RE SELLING THESE
BELOW DEALERS COST

Mark Trail

Bravos Oldsmobile

erorple

;75 P.Mt.sr'sef,s',

440 East Main St.
Barrington, III.

'69 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE

'5, Lou.

NOW '2775

Wigglesworth Imports Inc.

for 340 359-6996

UNBELIEVABLE?

you ow maw ss Ham and *ono in 11 years

Young Hobby Club
PRESS OUTFIT!

CALL: FALBA. HINTZ

Personnel Open Daily to 0:30 PM

BANKERS LIFE & CASUALTY CO.
4401 W. Lowronee

THE SINGER COMPANY
BOO E Northwest Hwy.

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

K15-7701

power brakes, bucker seats, $,995

Five Superior Flash Printing
Plants manufactured for boys
and girls by the Superior Marking

Equipment Co. are the national
today's

and closes. and a tiny saw driver. Each tool inc small it can he

easy

The outfits include an all-rnet-

To enter the contest all you

ideas and instructions for junior
printers who want to publish their

need do is unscramble the names
of the boys and girls in the picture
shove. using the letters appearing
on the balloons they are holding.

In addition to the printing°ut
fits as national awards there Ire
local qualifying prizes to be won

SEE MR. BAKER

These Will be packete IT fivc tiny
workable 0000) 19011 Including

MARRIOTT IN-FLITE SERVICES
686-7494
n.aknk w. of Mannheim - 1 Black 5.0 ilV/11,0

9, 09,01 Op.., Employer

Schiller Park

your own name, age, address sod
Zip Code number.
Decorate the entry in any nun,

paw of pliers that grip a pair of

original way with paints, crayors
or cutouts. Finally address it to

scissors and shears that actually

Canny Dick's Midwwk Printing

Hit paper a penknife that opens

Plias Cont. at The Day and

126 No. Cook St.
Barrington, III.

power

h"'e'r $1995

Keep

LOOK WE HAVE

win the printing outfits.

Clip out the picture, paste it on
paper, print the unscrambled
names beneath it, together with

glide,

Barrington Imports Volvo

729-7367

holding thc type, supplies of ink

own miniature newspapers, famiadmission tickets
ly menus
memberehip cards and odisr
printed matter

whiTe walls.

oln 171:7ftkAA

most original entries of all will

and paper and a handbook of tips.

power

Pearl,

is published. The GAo neatest and

GIRL FRIDAY

9675

1968 IMPALA STATION WAGON
V-8,

all Mher cities where this colurnn

al rotary press, a supply of rubber
type, varioue lools for setting and

4330 N. Transworld Rd.

V-8, automatic, power steer
ing, po,ver brakes, while

nal correct contest entries receind from boy, and girls. Entries winning the tool, will be advanced to the national mMpelitian with local winnerS from

CAREER OPPORTUNITY

1

1968 FORD GALAXY 500

worn as a charm.
Tense's of the tools are Offered
for the 10 neatest arid most origi-

By Cappy Dick

grand prizm in

A variedy of assignmetls and lots of opportunity for personal reward. Shorthand helpful but not a must. Jom a company where people ore our most
important asset and where benefits are the very hest

power steering,

radio, heater, whit...oils.

WIN A JUNIOR PRINTING

1723 Waukegan Road

Glenview, III.

1968 OLDS 442
Automatic,

nouns., Bo otlrolosmeni.
Hoo ownnsensoran
nence.

505 W. Northwest Hwy.
Barrington, III.

'INF ROSS"

44-0ogs, Pets & Equipment

NOSODALZIOCOCELIN MOODS
COLA DANGEROUS 0A0131.5

555 Irving Park Road
Roselle, III.

Bender Rieger Pontiac

42 -Wanted To Bey

an equal opportunity employer

Dick Wickstrom Chevrolet

62" Mi LB Oen Pearsen Haw P30

52.50 Per Hour To Start

CLERK
TYPIST

CLERKS

central telephone sompenv of illinokt,

CA9395 t1375330A

OFF

n

Also Available

8 MOTOROLA C),

MT. PROSPECT. mmm dere mem

I.

A't

ADMINISTRATIVE TRAINEES
IN
CLAIMS ADJUSTING
AND

PLEASING

APPLY: Monday - Friday 8 AM- 3 PM
359-4800

PM

2

helpful

SO.1-111100

2004 Miner St.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
827-9919
An Equal Opportunity Employer

mu

112,Automohiles Foe Sole

DESPERATE TO SET 5006
001 01* FLOATING ISLAND
OF ICE AND TO THE M6510N

TYPISTS, TYPISTS

THE KEY TO

NO EXPERIENCE

3200 439,262 W dew efr

III

',T-Tur1,7

Scenes skeane solos

NECESSARY

$550

PICIAPPOHR

CREDIT
CLERK

255-4500

CALL SPARKS & CO.
692,166

40% , 60%

439-8765 or 437-0727

FOR A PERSONAL INTERVIEW

SERVICE

15cIrtn ere

mo 894 .3,12 Mr 5 pen

P
Ev
ing
5 Hours, 6 Evenings
Coll 253-1185

Doily Reports for

Golf

CONVENIENT LOCATION

REAL ESTATE SUBURBAN
BOOKKEEPER

all /he reqdno Good Mph.,

tow ix. ustowciiiis air., re the ieffenyn gess frOrn
URGENTLY NEEDED:

NI

255-1900

Da company hood.

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

I

el 9- 9654 0,

CARPETING

CORRESPONDENCE

INSPECTOR
Insp. our oroduo E.o.m.

8121 Mil
Open days

BRUNING

BOISE GIRLS NEEDED

For A Confidential Interview
In

TELETYPE CORPORATION

QUALITY CONTROL

reeple

FURNITURE AND BEDDING

392E9694 oh, 610.

it,st Sae to Belieit9/)

one Mtge C.M.P. We

Ede LNG& me the reel beckbane

1.11(E

06.9922

5600

CAR LEASING

rell reds. 3425

Alt Pros L9t
Hollywood

M-Mushallegniments

FILE CLERKS

676-1000

h

FvenIngtiN 7 30

2,11.5240. Tr,..ore

a:%Late'usiows

BRUNING

free wads 50,3m ',Wad.

TO WORk FOR A
LEAdER? CALF

BUILDER'S

P"'

lgrZO'inon24..p."1.

8 E Northwea Hwy.
394.5660
M. Prospeci

%AT% IT

1720 Algonquin (62)
437-5090

GOTTLIEB MEMORIAL
HOSPITAL

Bud Billings
439.9500

100% Free Positions
DES PLAINES

Apply or Coll
R Garbs!! 691-32O0

Oh dons.

r

Ake work Light lypinp em
Boon open

II

14.4n,4

who Is It., far o fine shading where plus. position teue
cue olive Was.. cod challenge, here are e few pos..

pu

Imo wlyPer i tax lo gni

U
.711Y,H.'WrIrry. 'N"Pr"osiobEle
hheral
CNN., beLehN

'6717Zeill '7";°°,'

GRADUATES 6 PROFESSIONALS

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

*PRIVATE OFFICE

ROUES CLERKS

Work in
Mr Prospect

M

"

PP

h

HOUSEMEN & MAIDS

1.8,45 to .3 IP

Why Sir Still When you can move ahead?

06

.s4srs, Swmwor. rs,

H

FULL TIME or PART TIME

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS:

HOSPITAL

PHARMACIST

W

bl

T

GENERAL CLERKS

ORDER TYPIST

law. Sang

d

AAIIICL 9 1115

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

299.4446

Tomil 10d7 capable of nenerof

1Z'''"Cdei

Experienced Caul,.

weaned. pleasecems in or coil

EXPERIENCED

=Svoh'sing;'.
HOLY FAMILY

COUP,

74 -To Rent Apartments

JANITORS

5 - 12

9ood People. We

BERG AVG.& SALES

PHONE 439-7800

Cabinet Wirers
Maintenance Men
Inspectors

MT. PROSPECT

SHARP STENOS:

13 -To Rent Furnished Apartments

ALSO

ILOWPRICFS.CL5-3420
BUY DIRECT-46MM WADS

255-1910

IWO W CENTRAL PO

Fountain Waitress

SALE,

INNS, GOOD COND.

272-5500

Operators

EVENINGS

ASSISTANT

if

orlo

I

rea1=0

Ceols Rd

Printed Circuit Board Assemblers

ITT

Th.n4Ing NNW relurnAN

MT. PROSPECT

392-5230

wel consider pemilme
Typing

EURNHURE MP

=7,

OFFICE POSITIONS

White Collar Girls

Led

FOR APPI

Ea .10797
.MISC.

Clerical Position

II am

RANDHURGE CENTER

r

Coll 537 2688

orris.

TAT. PROSPECT

Keypunch

lleitz ale Emu REM&

ot BARGAIN PRICES

.000 3511

011ice

13741]53

he 16 or elder

Age Open

Don Roth's
in Wheeling

discount':

Des PlainesChrysler Plymouth

COME IN AND REGISTER

1

Adjustment Clerk

MATURE WOMEN

with excellent raise sAter Ifiprl

3737

K.arso,00,,o,2.nyroes,n4500 0900

DAYS
eft.

'/72°572:40'34'

0411

Oas converio;Xr:silete 326

PART TIME

Personnel Office. 290.3080

@ Illinois Bell
11:15 4:05

537.5006

CALL

pp,. BRA small pas {urn. 330

PROGRAMMER

may 1.43a 91S

3040 5 Busse Rd,

Taienhanesan effer a mere swans solow. was robes ar

Like

296-7374'

S37.9386

T800 1.9 CENTRAL RD

Cook County

W's
home...mos deem

439-4060

4550 me. to Nom

VOLKSWAGEN
NORTH CENTRAL
DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

dd

Local or Loop

no emmr

,o

i'reode'',:rinpue white' wee..

FREE PARKING

21 Help WantedMen & Women

No fee

WAITRESSES

,n/Plen

rn

Om Moines
3 Blocks 5 of Mahon

for the following categories.

TYPIST -CLERK

W.

ihe now people

Chicago Motor Club - AAA

M Free brush up practice

ARLINGTON IN6

RN

One only 347,501 El Rey

.

940 Lee SI.

IN YOUR AREA

230-5 p.m.

"NOW & THEN JOB"

Nney in moos

BABY

PO HP

IPOP

298.2770

030-8:30 a.m.
P.M. ROUTES

Of p

Lo Salle Personnel

OF LIVING

Needed

Mount Prospect

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

'6=B6'efrnri

Annave Gold C nen p

Oinene Set all excel. cond.
43,1106
d

Auto Shoppig Center

PicItenbacker guitar. 12 string. 2

.1.1upe

A.M. ROUTES

Roping Meadows

HIGH COST

HOLY FAMILY

MC0=55E5.
rnoHle
het, d
1900. /13.7.66,2 oh.

PERSONNEL -

TOP $$$$$$$$$$

27 -Help Wooled Ott & Women

We Have Immediate Openings For Both
Experienced Or Non -Experienced

s...who

25P/72137 one/ I P.M.

E

HELP

School Bus, Inc.

PERSONNEL DEPT

MT. PROSPECT

DRI VERS
Earn Extra Cosh

...FOR BRIGHT GALS!

5045.

CALL 259-1620

1100 Hicks Road

33761 f or 31)5 299.3761

scot... Phone 327-8905,

°Illinois Bell

297.3550

SAXON

Best offer. 81.809 oh 5
herring:Paned smell upright pi-

Good cond. 3.75 or bon offer

Bollolo Oros WA Fon ona

CALL MR.GRESS

493-8500

STYLISTS
,Armontleme Moo, Par-

Gur. Opening soon in NEW

CALL OR COME 151

SCHOOL BUS

5

827..28

Gom.

FOR DAY OR EVENING INTERVIEW
PHONE MR. REYNOLDS -827-1186

FEMALE

CLERK TYPIST

'NAV

'''COTI3rCrINSS

experience.

Hanal,3150.355.720/7

ODER. 3914351

bowl- Chase sink
Lingo, ipme cabins,. 7 h. lop.
Smple

cyclopedia SIN

An Equal Opportunity Employer

RsAing MEN, Nes Sec, 3650

In
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SiMeee Inshumeet&

NEW, UNUSED,
DICTAPHONE BEST

mica ton. $S0. 358-2699

co.mensurate

with

Meitigsalien

r

MOD HAIR

tinieni7 of:r1

ci ma. nen arse: pull be rho mt... heod

1432 Rand Rood

43Y 3232 berween 9 30

Must

SALESWOMAN OR SALESMAN

OPERATORS

3944765

Oliare Lake Bldg.
24008. Devon
297-7160

Sal,

Arlington S.W.,

Arlington Heights

leS'Sk

typing

have own transportation.

711 W AMonP3in

Call or tome in for on interview.

GOLDEN EAGLE
RESTAURANT

Pl. orl friday

9S. Damon

perience. Good
reqaired.

skills

BUSINESS PRODUCTS

Our modern, conveniently located facilities ore
just0 few minutes from your home. This i.o permanent position with excellent company benefits

NigMs

TYPIST

'"CeLe.'L'L

06.9922

duties. M. have es-

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC..,

Route 12 & 83
bAcress Rondhurer Shopping Center)
Mt. Prospect, Illinois

TO WORk FOR A
LEAKIER?
CALL

ledge of various office

puny maid bonen,.

We have on immediate opening for an expenenc
ed KEYPUNCH OPERATOR. and we 001 troM you
on rho verifier.

EXPERIENCED

r

TECHNICIAN

A

Mount Nome, oreo.
439.105

I. I kE

Alpha & Numeric

DIET

Sam

2 young ladies with know-,

27 Help WantedMen & Women

Port Time or Full Time

Amy Personnel
16 W. Northwest II,.

Stenographer
we need n gal W. good N.

32.1Malmeas linebreise

wonsd for Nursery Seal in

For More Infommtion Coll

INTERVIEWERS

Ns,

GENERAL OFFICE

Call 259-4910

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

264kle Ranted Women

Np,x1

6

Immediate openings for.

Thursdoy morninge, Frh
day
ofternoons
and
evenings, and Saturdays.

Big Pay -New People

FREE TRAVEL!

alt.

Customer Service

HOURS:

CLERK TYPISTS

L'EAtgiNit11:7E'T 7b1:.'74tetil

THIS JOB OFFERS

5500

Heighte.

ton

SWITCHBOARD TYPIST

WIT q

3,2/8513

'YAW nurn .,anspanofion, w,

WhAT'S IT

McDonaldS

NP

T

Ag d

MP Pros he...

of humor.

McDonald, hos a few openings for ladies to fill
orders at lunchtime, 3.5 days a week.

sZemeRent'pos:

Pelsaino Gen. Office

sense

Doctor's office in Arling.

11 A.M. to 2 P.M. WEEKDAYS

Eal=i117:e
W

0450

woman

IF YOU WANT TO WORK PART TIME

392-2700

766-7600
BASF SYSTEMS
INC.

Gis epoommiN NO FEE

Now Is The
Time To Get Your
1970 Job
Register By Phone
Or Come In

older

CLEAN PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS

Smol Soles Office

Call Mr, Gibbs

L

1.:,,,n1ral Pond.

ser &

9.0700

212e& Winte&Men & Wove

Day Want Ads

with grown family. Mist

KIDS BACK IN SCHOOL

NTS

Receptionist

Call 537,8770

MOM?
960SNID1';:n;sTer

Coll 537.5020

[13,1500

CL 3-6100 Ext. 227

RECEPTIONIST

2641e& Weed Mem

BUS ORIVER

5 doy

"t:L7nr;n50"ro'eewl,7'

Sargent -Welch Scientific

Des Plaines

I

1126111Wartsd Wcomf,

KEY PUNCH LEAD OPERATOR

RENTAL AGENT

Schools Dist. 25 301 W. Sou.

As raw MASS

940 L. St

,

'.7ornIterr.'

Illinois Bell

DENTAL
ASSISTANT

290-2770
La Salle Personnel

MAK LEW Mem

.252Ielp WNW Mem

f onl or My

GENERAL OPNCE
F

Waited

2

262102 Meted Man

PMKTIRG'"'-'"aix

7-Ve'RANT
POOP.. CelteePI111/1

mail it before midnight of day af
er tomorrow.

TOWN & COUNTRY

Shepherd

S.

misa poppies ored

ffiste of

awl& RNPFN

PET SHOP

Winners names will be an

41:117
555 Irving Park Road

ie Old Town

ounced here. Their prizes will be
sent to their homes by mail. Ludt

TOMORROW: Directions for
playing the 'bland game"!

Eye on

h:7ir 'Pene.s11, AKL
Nouriful Oohs

II' decisions will be final. All en
Rids become Cappy Dick's properly; none will be returned.

Your

DICK WICKSTROM

529-7070
358.6563

RoseHe, Illinois

Itleme femishirrESHIWSKE
KONG

OUT

FURNITURE

es

model Torn.. 1011 01101*,
We

deliver.
'

Colin

3.17-19.

or

Terms.

OPEN SUNDAYS

The Day's
AUTO

SHOPPING

CENTEIA
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11241enditu in Salt

HAW Estaleftuat
kis Rat Ism111188s

16ft Sent Ikons

I

SM.. Old Ortbrd 41.

SCHAD/MRG - New
Bed.
room bileveL large.mtly room,

I

kdrm. Heat, air cond. inc. Pool.
IV 0105.677.x24.1

rwto s mannbeinn.

IF

Wm. I, baths. San an..

m 013.6311.

5

7030,3.05-7277

ACRES,

NEW
2 PM

"2391125

M.,

.tinely'Zloble. Carpet

Cell onen.unmenr

/

.75

MT.

PROSPECT

Crimberlakel

erten,

4292

$PernZe Itl. "'" 3],'S

ftdo7r :7W7,767AG
1444 5. Lobe Rd. 439.41.'

253-5228

-

wer low

A

netWOO,, Demos.,

B$ReelEsteteflouses

tvrrdown

N

I

In

MD Rent 1101125

alas na. um P.

Cbegy, 6 cyl ekk Mb power

0

da

rTr r"rcvd-'-

ry,,;n,
No,

Mies, Ref ereoces antl Sec De Mods ODD meksse

-

BARRINGTON

F,r

$1395
11966 CAPRICE STATION WAGON

At the hands of such French

$1695

$1195

vinyl Roof, Fbiory ar Conditioning. Full Pow

$1495

BENDER-RIEGER
mARRINOTON. ILLINOIS

FOR RESERVATIONS OW

CL 9-4100

'acid E. Northwest Hwy.
CL 9-4100

THE FINEST SERVICE

Prospect Cs 3.9461 Low 50,

Only 3 To Choose From

1965 T -BIRD COUPE

\ _MUSLIM

"THE EXCIZSV DEALER

$1495

Sharp

Sloop

Daily 8 Lang Term Leasing

389-0899

During the 18th century
French desserts became visions of beauty as the republic
saw the rise of Napoleon and
the beginning of an elegant era.
chefs as Antonin Careme, desserts became works of art. He
built airy Turkish pavilions,
lacy rotundas and fountains of
spun sugar and cremes.

505 W. Northwest Hwy.

"Parfait" meaning perfect
desserts were served in novel

layers; fruit was glued, covor
"Mousse"
described their smooth foamy
textured desserts and "souffle"
ered with wine
served
flambe.

the light and puffy baked ones,

TODAY'S DESSERTS, by
old French standards, would
be considered hopelessly Spar-

But convenience foods,
temperature controls and tested recipes allow a hostess to
create similarly in minutes. Or
when she has the time in the
manner of those 18th century
tan,

masters.

One of the most glorious

of French pastry making is Gateau Saint-Honore,
an eight -inch tart bordered with
classics

1965 GTO CPE.

$1095"

IMOlarirj01

$1695

1967 PONTIAC CATALINA

-Balance of Factory Warranty Available-

IMPORT MOTORS

In the grand French manner
IX:;71.1171:r7

W

Page 13

$1795

1966 GP CPE

USED CARS

Delicious desserts

1966 FAIRLANE SQUIRE STATION WAGON

Only

Ready to go...! Many to Choose from...

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON-

nwSSg ob. 273-.5371'
oft tom 0,43

Sabo, Rem W,Wow Defoggers Raba, Hear

65E-3066 or 65441071.

PRICE THAW

',mud hem

$3895

1969 VOLKSWAGON

steering. Asking 31400
19,729,5

V-8 Engines and all the Standard Safety Features of the Late Model Cars -Winterized and

SEE THE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE 11 YEAR CARL
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

$2388.00

Z:7,7==
Is,

A speed FM.. radio, rally wheels, low ,nlle

1968 CHEVROLETS

.

t7fd!Z ,n`Zrivrrij

Mar

1968 CORVETTE 427 2 TOPS

43,5661

Neaten Ro. wheel,

°IMMOBILE

CARP -2 See arm available

Sea

NEW 1970
FI35 SPORT COUPE

6101,,

4 mewl

knett offer. 437.3107

GREAT SAVINGS ON

NEW AL1;1191 APTS.

100% GUARANTEE FOR 30 DAYS
ON ALL GOODWILL USED CARS.
Whim. Seemed Outing Our Sammie..
. Mahe umi Car Ebbe In 541.,

169 Dart 0E5

394.3335

'60 Menc Calonne Pod. Wagon 0

2994551

2

izirgs7 Effam 4:w =CP' aliZIF

age S675. 529.5499
P

t

;,4nC(PrM'
;Mr";;Z.
153800 Pr ober. 29.6.54196

res. stn. Goode41con

bane, P/S. P/B, 1/W, AFC, excel

.296-6127

g560653 al ter, Pm

INDUSTRIAL
& RESEARCH CENTER.

mo. bane.

cond. Law mileage. 53400 or

1.2 LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

. iHT&

dialARC.en,

CL

66 Old

'"'"int01

145

AiT,

'1=3741472'

retrcti;°"502141.4;d"°'

M1

1 L 2 we.. aitn ,Pamt

ma FORD, e.

galley KadeR, 1969,
d

bealed

to; 4!ornk.';H:13%rgrA09

to Coldem Weaberl

ow

1966 Ue. Malbe, 2 dab, 4

In 010111, 211d Cara

159.0025

MB Chew,* bobby, AR,

fftishchialftenerty deiteeol
Mod 1 A fa d 1,929

OW Mil. $600 or offer. 29 6693

THE DA
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as Cadillac HI. cooPe.omel

WA Eery Ste Wagon. Alrnoa

14,6

Bee offer. W242,11

1124stmlint fir SW

1110g1.0163'FOI Sait

Ford Custom, 01110. bans.

65

oller Cob

ar beei offer. 2554531

I

Must

'64 Gray V.W.,

.

II ARO
dd
HOWARD SPROAT $ co.

Rod, Tack

P/5.

TFeee Cars Start

ea Raba 5porr 544, &IS. Go.

ruesdmoke Often254,1528

19.6 Mercury Cyclone MAW,

WE SPECIALIZE

bp, I ow=

2,6-2042

'65 FORD 2dr. sedan,

des

cond., best off. W2.1619

vro Impala 4 dr. blip,'66 Chale,

C. CON D. CALL a

1124thwilit fit Sin

1124itatilis fir SW

'65 Mwoury Cobb, Pork Wog.

M.

53.1406

117Autausliet for SW

PAIAWNS/NOLL.40 mmows 11.IS Rest, Skeet, Offoces
o
Ap

,112-11WelissFei Salt

1966 Comoro c bobble, mean

anScostas.

Lancer... 094.1500.
mgin leo duple, Can, Ooks

For single mIddle 12.114 person,,
garden IMdrrn. ow in new'

5

$45.000. Owner - 361-M,

p. cog,

car game,

Arai

WZIERINGTON HILLS
ded
Cho'

sauces

"thou" paste cream -puff balls,
the tops drizzled with caramel
syrup.

A picturesque parfait blends
coffee and cognac in an easy to
make, low caloric winner.
44

381-6000,

Open °oily 9.9; SAT. 9-5 CLOSED SUNDAY

DAY

Shopping Center
DES PLAINES

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

parfait
VALIANT DUSTERS
BARRACUDAS
SUPER BIRD
ROAD RUNNERS. CHRYSLERS
SATALITES
A CHOICE SELECTION OF
STATION WAGONS
FURYS

YOUR TRADE IN
WILL NEVER
BE WORTH MORE

4 Dr. Vinyl Roof, Equip. with auto. irons. 383 V-8, Power Steering 8
Power Brakes. WON Fires, Undercoat Etc.

NOWs3278

.1.41 MI :0111

°AM.
air

cans.Power,

1495

1968 Ford 4 Dr. Sdn.

14' OW

$999

61" 1'n1/

ROADRUNNERS

1965 Mercury
Door,

4

Sedan,

V.8, Auto.

at., Power Steering, Blue
finish

$995

/195
$2045

aata., power steering,

imtamanc, radio chrome whew....

4095

Vinyl

Intedan

4895

2D

r

h rd p f Ilp

yl

f

$1395

Place gelatine, cognac and coffee in blender
container. Cover and blend 40 seconds. Add
sugar and blend 10 seconds. Then add cream
and crushed ice.

Cover and blend for a minute and let stand in
blender for one more minute. Pour into 6 individual parfait glasses. Mixture will set without

o

refrigeration.
6 servings, 80 calories per serving.

1967 Buick Wildcat

$1395

'$1895

Radio, Blue Bnpsh

1969 Rambler
2 Door, Factory air conditioned, 6 cylinder,
automatic, power steering

Dr. KT. full power, fact.
air cond., black vinyl roof,
Bluefnsh

9995

1965 Dodge 880

1967 MG Roadster Convert.

3 seat wagon, full power, air

$1395

Coffee Cognac Snowdrifts may look rich and creamy, hot they weigh Us at a gentle 80 calories, per serving.

1968 Plymouth GTX

A glorious classic --Saint Honore Cake

$1999

SSPRICESPECIALS$$

x$2699

1968 Mercury Montego

d

Door hardtop, full power, No Money

Down

1967 Rambler Classic

6 cylinder, automatic, A Real Buy

1969 Chrysler New Yorker

Full Power, rends VeryBele

9188

1965 Chevrolet SS Coupe

124

pzerig, bucket seats.

9077

EINIPLAINES

PLYMOUTH

1/4 cup sugar
MS cup soft butter
1/4 teaspoon vanilla

1 egg yolk beaten with
1 teaspoon water

with fork, then work with fingers
until dough is smooth. Wrap in wax
paper and chill 30 minutes, or until
firm enough to roll. Place dough' between 2 pieces of floured wax paper and roll into 8 -inch circle about

TO CHOOSE FROM

1/4

CHRYSLER -

1 cup unsifted all-purpose flour

Mix together flour and sugar; cut
in butter. Add egg and vanilla. Mix

MANY, MANY MORE

$777

Tart Dough
I cup omitted ail -purpose flour

I egg, slightly beaten

V-8, automatic transmission,

1966 Ford Station Wagon

$3878

'

$476

1965 Rambler Wagon

1965 Mercury Comet Caliente

$999

1/4 cup light cream
2 cups crushed ice

1964 Pontiac Bonneville

9988
.automatic.

1/4 cup sugar

1967 Catalina Convertible

2 Door, radio.

1968 Chrysler 300

1966 Gentle SS Malibu Cpe.
47eed TM V8 bronze fin

1188'

AIR-CONDITIONED

1968 Dodge Coronet 4 Dr. Sedan
Power,

444,)*

1967 Volkswagen

PLYMOUTH 1968 ROADRUNNERS

1965 Ford Country Squire

$495

.rap CondD,gn

2 envelopes unflavored gelatine
2 tablespoons cognac
1 cup strong coffee

COMPACTS

PLYMOUTH 1968 ROADRUNNERS

Lt. fact. oincond. green 9995

V.B,

0215'0'

PLYMOUTH 1968 ROADRUNNERS

1967 Chrysler Newport

e`P.

1965 Rambler

$395 TO $895
Price Range

k't

14 :ail g=1

14 4.0111

1969 Plymouth Fury II
Fact

00

COFFEE COGNAC SNOWDRIFTS

BRAND NEW 1969 CHRYSLER LUXURIOUS NEWPORT

v

to prepare

NEW 1970's

$1200

4179

An easy

:ON OVER 150

BUY NOW AND
SAVE UP TO

WAS

has its DAY

CHRYSLER -PLYMOUTH

FINAL CLEARANCE ON ALL '69's IN STOCK

EXAMPLE:

dr,

inch

thick. Transfer circle to

baking sheet. Chill while preparing

622 E. Northwest Hwy Rt 14
Des Plaines, III Phone 298-422

Chou Paste.
CHOU PASTE

The fabulous French classic, Gateau Saint-Honore, bordered with cream
puffs and caramels, is perhaps the finest of pasteries.

may be served separately). Brush
pastry ring and top of thou paste
ring and puffs with egg yolk beaten
with water; do not let it drip down

4 eggs

sides.

Combine water and butter in
saucepan; bring to boil. Add salt

131ke pastry ring in 425 degrees
over 10 to 15 minutes, until puffed
and lightly browned. Pierce inside
edge of puff in several places with

and flour all at once; stir vigorously
and continue to cook until mixture
forms ball and leaves side of pan;
remove from heat. Beat in eggs, one

point of knife, reduce oven tem-

at a time; continue to beat until

perature to 375 degrees and bake
10 to 15 minutes longer, until dried
and brown. Cool.

smooth and glossy.

Turn into pastry bag with large
plain tip. Pipe a I -inch thick ring of
thou paste about 1/4 inch inside
edge of dough circle.

On another baking sheet, make
1 cup water
6 tablespoons butter
Si teaspoon salt

walnut -size puffs with

remaining

thou paste (the gateau will require
about 10 of the puffs, and the rest

-

Reheat oven to 425 degrees and
bake small puffs 10 minutes, or until puffed and lightly browned.
Pierce each puff, reduce oven temof 375 degrees and bake
about 10 minutes longer, until
dried. Cool.
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Cold. Cool World

EAGLE TAKES THE CONFU

Luxury dish for budget - conscious cooks
Then. ere several types of

By Charlotte Eridourt

mushrooms mown com-

A recent issue of Vend, (a
tneprine for restaurants and

mercially. The white mushroom is most popular in the
East, while in the West the

commercial food vendors) had
an article entitled "Mush -

vegetable that an turn warmet fare.

In these days of spiraling
food prices we wn use the

inchm in diameter.
Select fresh mushrooms that
are !inn with even colored
connecting with the stem.
However. if the veils arc pulled
away from the stem, they are

year, dehydreted or canned.

whole.

ponlllrocor. Under normal tem-

40 degrees
they should keep
Fahrenheit) they

still good. This is called the

sliced,

piews

and

stem, They eliminate all preparation and require only draining and brief heating.
Ore'
Fm nen
mushrooms
NOIlleliMDS available or you
maywish to ammo: and Deem
your 0.11. They may he frown
whole or sliced. Blanching is
not necessary. Just put them in
freezer cartons sod freeze until ready to use. They should he

fresh
REFRIGERATE
mushrooms in their original

caps and tightly closed veils

round either fresh, fro-

m u s hrooms are available

mushroom Is usable. although
occasionally a thin slice may
he taken off the bottom of the
stem if it has Mcome Jry or
woody. Othenvise there it no
wasIn to this vegetable. .factor
when considering the cost.

quarters of an inch to three

same tactics in our kitchens at
home. Mushrooms arc still as.
swim.] With the luxury imago
that they've held for centuries.
even though they area moderately paced item available the

large and extra la, ones are
hest for stuffing and garnishing where large picces are desired for appearance. Canned

underneath the Ike All arise

A mcrican Mushroom Indin.. Sixes range fn. three.

doy menu offerings into par-.,

and for GUICCD and Nnups. The

drained immediately.
They should never he peeled.
as much of Me flavorAl stored

me parcel, the floor is
Ike same. according to the

There is a Midas touch in this

rinsed quickly in cold water

and

brown ones ore mattered.
However. white, brown OF

moms. The Midas Touch."

Fresh mils...should be

for at least a week. In genend.
smaller mushrooms are well
suited for slicing and chopping

'wen veil stage."

used straight fn. the Romer

ie" to your meals by trvitig the

without thawing.
mushrooms
Dehydratedalso are available in a greater
variery. Them arc used mainly

following men..
CHICKEN LIVERS WITH

in sauces and casserole type

A gourmet meal for the
budget-cothcanw cook.
Mich approx. 6 serving.

dishes.

MARINATED mushrooms
are fairly new on the market.
available in gourmet shop and
liquor moms primarily. They
made their ilebut as an olive

substitute for marts. However. their make a marvelous
addition to any relish platter or

as an hors d'oeuvre on toothp

This. hone., is not a

budget item.

IVrhaps you would like to

add a 111111nutg-

browned. Remove chicken livers and saute mushrooms; add
more butter if necc,sarv. Prepare sour creme sane.: mixaccording to package directions,

using .15 cup milk. After the
mushrooms are sauteed, re -

Ott OF FOOD

MO. from pan Add sour

145 morn dl chicken livers

top flour
teaspnon salt

cream sauce mi to drippings.
along with wine. Stir until dia.
solved cod well blended. Add
onions. mushrooms and chicken Koons and simmer over low
Mat for Ill minutes. Serve over
hot fluffy rice.

a nick butter

44 pound fresh mushrooms
I envelope sour cream sauce
ruts

cup milk
cup dr, wine
toMespoon Instant minced
rmieu
Halve

iott3

Saute in butter until lightly

MUSHROOMS

from ..The Frecter Cook hook" by Charlotte Erickson.

thicken lima and

Chilton Books.

shake in flour and salt mixture.

that is bound
to draw praise

EAq LE DiscoUNT

eagle

OMECENTE

Crescent Rolls

...z. 340

i;;;;;;Iace
Orange

56' im-e-riclnlgeele ',7 59' Eagle Flour

Bag

ei

1.-. 64'

White Rain

500 Count

OcTr

Filler Paper

n.

190

I

Colgate
Toothpaste

Shampoo

720

880
LOW PIM

oppearance Mks Soothe tapped with
oerreme eno moons
whipped cream or sauce wIll bring unary compliments. Add

10 -Ounce

Hand

Porcelain

Adder

Coffee Mug;

souffle is prepared.
Melt butter or margarine in a saucemm Adel flour and pep per.
blend well. Cook Over medium hear until bubbly. Add milk :011 at
once and cook. stirring constantly until sm ooth and thicken,.
that egg yolks mail thick and lemon -colored. Fold into lilt

'..',; 51'

Canned Coeds

I

amt 29' liiirs'iwkoffee

11'

n,Pme

Fiiitilaii""'"

Secre

,,Pictures
`"'.

Anti
Perspirant

Ea=111
10

DI

2 48'
All Meat Wieners

$228

WhitexPotatoes0:: 14' ST; -Flo Starch

Potatoes -

MCI

FORMA

44

25 Foot
Trouble
Light

Disposable

=7=.9

tainer in cool place. Do not re

literate.
Yield, 36 cookie, 33

/44

c

lories per cookie.

11*

rind
1 tablespoon lemon juice

Continue beating until

Doh cinnamon and nu.eg

Witt. Add lemon juice Or vinegs) and almond extract.
Blend.

3 medium green -tipped benon. peed end hayed

Drop by the teaspoon unto
ungreased cockle shed. Insert
an Arnold sliver into the center of each. Bake at 230 de-

r ourbine butter, brown lugu, lemon rind, lemon juice
and spices in skillet or chafing

vat one hour. Remove to

bananas and cook 2 or 3 min utm, turning once.

lengthwise

lAS

Cough Syrup

.$799

.0.580

27' All Meat Wieners 78' Rib Steak MSetC1FnC;aa;tiika

03"

Link Sausage

39' Beef hort Ribs

I

Russet 11;;;-°"-"'
)Potatoes

aRgil
Hirt

Gas Line
Anti -F
rem.

MP/Sp

Cold

Capsules

84c

Socrets
Decongestant
Lozenges

440

Dicks

Personal

Ivory

Deodorant
Zest

1428

Camay
Soap

"; 62'

89`
ter,.

'7,tr

'10

Soap

ulraaaE°mGrOYndm

10,67 X2,1590

Long Handle
Windshield
Scraper

Prestone
Spray

1MM

46'

t

Top

630

Job

Span

85 01::zzer, 50

Mr.
Clean

2..

aver

:Z 18'

t

gR l

Eagle

Lenin.=

Bacon

HATTLEART MOTET

Grade A
Fryers

290

C

French Fries

60'

12' Chopped Spinach

=BU Y I Spanish Rice
Cake

Iii;icaiolis
r.V

.iC,IAIIOR CRIN. CUT

Broccoli Spears
Key Sc

110 1

ISO

Strawberries

Pe
r -Soak

VAILIERES

39,

Green Beans

17'

ri.G;een-Peas

34' 14 ;L. t

3r

17
Corne'e-0

Orange Juice

18°

Key Buy
IUD WAS ask Risible ly
mud packet sr ly a
tenter/1y measliest! Montt

Health 8 Beauty Aids

STORE NOOKS: Alen.-Thurs. 9 A.S9-11 P.M. / Fri. 9

paste - a:' 72'

Mix

I

6-7,--ecioe

Polident Powder '7,;' 71'

Quality, Courtesy And Service!

Aspiriar".132'

We Discount Everything

31C

4111

ea
I

I

IIII llIit

VapoRab

Nasal Spray

94'
1,;,' $1"

,,TOUCHICN

Adorn

$121

Soft & Dri

84'

DISCOUNT SUPERMARKETS

IT TAKES A LOT OF HAPPY CUSTOMERS TO MAKE US NO. 1
1.

Chops

C

260

loofa per serving.

Grade A

Joie

dub. Heat until bubbly. Add

Yield: 6 servinp 110 P-

Pork

790

ticTurkey

Tomato "
Paste

40

f67.3.

FRESH SELECTED OlOalTV

CONTAIN.

TZTc'°-

Sticks

run

ad'r

SISE

Cleanser

ipfai""

cFish'

444.Beef

250 Lava---"" 13c Caaei"-Soap

200

V

kWh,

Golden

9' Eagle Bleach

Formula 44

We Discount Everything ej..00
Quality, Courtesy And Service!

""

xe

Dristan

EDI CONITIFTION GERI

ICage-Mate

77995

Pork CIOiss

0 79' Beef iirer

It 1

1559 IRVING PARK RD.
HANOVER PARK

0;-

2 tablespoons butter or mar -

cup packed brown sugar
teaspoon grated lemonith

Romilar
Children's

-1.114Er

CANDIED BANANAS
marine

;

HiImpact
Flashlight

lvorya e'
Soap

10'

69' Rib Eye Steak-

-,7" 63'
1.39'"-

QUALITY NORTHERN GROWN

26

gLipton

Rolled Beef Roast nw 0101 Fryer Thighs

Fryer Wings

ge '!.7 10'

U S NO.

IT' 46'

Tomato Sauce

,r774,7?__

1.1,11,111tt

MILE

14`

190

r 88` Fryer Breasts -II" 69'

2 795 Pot Roast

".LF 29'

7..:1 210 ii;;;;;B

t7' 69'

Soup

se

Just A few Of Ow Everyday low Meethicesi

o 0210

Coffeeale"'°-1 490 Tomato Juice

1/70114"

Steak

790

35, d gagl;c Instanc::

Crisco Oil

fi=gs Standing
la Roast

tied

Check 8 Compare
7-.7 10`

Steak

.

leverages
7.7 25`

Geritol
Vitamin Mineral
Tablets

itso

candied bananas
and almond kisses

Nola Kisses may be made
ithead. Store in airtight con.
I

sl"

Heart Box

Tomato Paste

16" ic 24"
Framed

AND C010.

Flashlight

cake rack to cool.

Tacou7 ""'"'

Wheat Bread

II471X11wea'n7

dry

attractive serving anpearance. on ,nto
heated casserole.
souffle mixture with a spoon about one thcb trom side of casserole and about au inch deep. eompletely circling the mixture.
y.
Bake in a 325 -degree oven Ito 5510 M) minutes or until
delicately browned. and until a knife inserted in center a.m. out
clean. Serve immediately. Makes three to four servings.

ally.

roux

AS ORIEL/ 5.1.

so teaspoon all
Preheat oven to 325 dean.. So 0 Its -quart casserole in a
shallow baking pan; plum: in oven. Pour boiling water around
casserole to depth of at lava one inch: tel casserole heat while

I

990

wws. c

118

"...44.s. 5.0

Mein

°°"°r°.:-.:

Kidney Beans"..7 15' rMacaroni Dinner'o%743'

1.1011T-AS-A-CIDUD SOINITE
3 tablespoons butter or rnewarine
3 toblespoon, flour
lethomm pepper
I cup milk
4 egg, separated

white sat.. Add salt to egg wIdt. heat until stint.
Fold yolk mixture into stiffly hemen erg whites.

.

7,..; 37' Hamburgerrger Buns at. 290 i;Zi;ink

164 Beets

III

crushed fruit, marmatode ter extroms to glamorise the dessert.

of
not

,4 52` grl,714,,,,,

Steak

88'

'2 74`

verve

TBonex

Steak

55.

,.....

Iii;;;---

280 ilia;

nwr-

7,ilt.

77'

fakery

Heart Box

Roast

37`

ri741;;Liiie7",,,,

45` White goad
460 iliairead

Sugar Wafers

Hot Hearts

HE,

g6.116g,itipf...,

-

fI

-r221=11.`aa

FrostingMrcx°"'::,

1:,

Cookies 8 Candies

Server

680

7r ii;;;;64;;;--- 2 16,

niscliis'5rm'''''''''.a: 8' Sharp Cheese

2 Cup Cory

Vinyl

..

'.°.°'

Jelly Hearts
Garment

Largo Eggs

.earn-

FudgesEremes

ANTAREITI
3 egg whites
mA teaspoon .11
I cup sugar
teaspoon lemon juice tor
white vinegar)
teaspoon almond caned
Almond slivers for gandsh
Have egg Phues at room
temperature. Add salt and heat
wire whisk until son
peaks form. Add sugar grade-

Eagle has taken the confusion out of food pricing ... no longer do
you have to stop and mentally divide or multiply as you shop. If you
will notice, every item is individually priced at Eagle! Thanks to this
single -unit pricing, you con buy ONLY what you need rather than
having to purchase in quantities of 3 or 4 to realize savings. There is
no more guesswork in food pricing at Eagle ... every item is individually priced for your added shopping convenience
and at low,
low everyday discount prices, tool

flour 8 Mixes

17;6;are--

LOW IMITE

4v%kol

...With "SINGLE - ITEM" PRICING!

DISCOUNT SUPERMARKETS

ii;;;;;;;;DISCOUNT SUPERMARKETS

for igsi

Prices Are ViscOHMTEd Excep, on toirticaded and Goyernmnt Controlled Remy

BEFORE YOU Buy, COMPARE EAGLE'S DISCOUNT PRICES

A souffle

ON

IT TAKES A LOT OF NAPPY CUSTOMERS TO MAKE US NO. 1

1559 IRVING PARK RD.
HANOVER PARK

THE DAY
Wednesday, Febiamy 4,1970

P age In

Senate's bean soup is American tradition
By MarPreee Murphy

3 potatoes, peeled, cooked
end mashed for leftover nosh -

The other evening while
President Nixon was unfolding hh plans for the '70s and
the camera gave us a view of

I doer midi. crushed and
chopped
I small
chapped

whelmed with great pride in
my

country.

Law,

ran

into notes 1 hed taken once on
the legendary U.S. Senate

l asp white or yellow omen.

Bean Soup.

3 tatamvaoso, sagas

Soak them overnight On cold
r. Drain and cover beans
with freshwater and cook until
tender. Drain well.

house and look forward to the

ham bone, as this mum ts
table meal. Were I challenged

by a European to match his
counto's favorite soup WOO
one of ours. the following

awns cold water and ham
We:Simmer covered for an
hours, skimming ocrdtsionally.

Add potatod, onions, gar.

U.S. SENATE BEAN SOUP

lie. celery. has

2 cups dried miry beam

A beef fondue dinner is an
that every hostess will

leaf, peppers

idea

corm, and parsley to beans.
Simmer for another Nur.

3 cops co. water
Ham bona with met Monti

ids an

welcome.

interesting

dinner that can be
erred nath grace while allow and

Remove ham bone and cut

please)

a1375 degred for 39 minutes.
Serve hot. of course:

mm from hone. Return meat

cess at Lis seder until 'month.

Return to skillet and cook 10
to 15 minas
mil reduced to
about I cup. Refrigerate and
warm before serving. Makes

Mg the hostess maximum time

Beef fondue has been

featured

rod

years in

European and A merican

nalaurants. Basically, it con.
slags of raw neef tenderldn at
small pieces and cooked individually byofeach gest in a

49 teaspoon tarragon

adi

2 tablespoongs s
vimPur

hot
fondue dishshut
When
meat

em

gm's

cooked to the
desire, it is dunked ins
is

oil and hot sauces
can he ready for Mating at the
vegetaloks,

oanveninice of the hostess.

With onty a minimum

moon of her time required
in the kitchen before dinner.
the hostess is free to enjoy

prodinner comanmion with

suds an unfavorable eye on
cyclamates, the homemaker is

How snarly servingswill
will
four-pirund beet rump
provide? Is this cola mres..
nominal buy than the blade
pot-roast displayed nearby?
How lenge:in a sirloin steak he

stored in rho refrigerathr?
Answers ro thew questions

m imposam to the budge
minded homemaker. Yet
may not have them jmt when
she needs them mted when
she's selecting Main rot her
(aridly. She can have the answers at her fingertips if sine
has a -Beef Fact pheonwill
d
in
her pocketbook. A

proe
the information she
meteabout
haying. snoring
and preparing beef.
This handy fact

Administratinn

finder

Marta for odh hint dal the

beaming increasingly aware
of he virtues of nature, own
bounty. She wants her dollies
to buy products that are fresh,

flavorable, nutritionally naturat.

And in Me most pros

perous country in the world.
with a fresh food supply like a
co
that s a most rea-

sonshic don,
plays of
arttilled with
displays of all form, of citrus.
for instance, any of which of.
fed a bonanda of vitamin C.
And if you are one of themoth.
wondering how to replace
the banned low calorie dinks.
Dr.

Jean

Mayer, the

dent's adviser on with

Presiand

with the meal
natural suggestion in the world
nature's own beverages.
health, cornes

The human race

per serving. number of

very well until only a few years

cramps per pound and storage

ago without soft drinka." Dr.

cost

time in hoth rehigdaior and
freezer. It also details cooking

colliding times, for
fresh and Bonn cuts, making
methods.

osefut in the kitchen as the
food siore.

n is excellent shopping sill
am he obtained by sending 60

"lime Fact Finder."
National Live Stock and MOM
Board. 36 S. Wabash, Chicago
606(13.

Mayer said. sWhat, wrong
with tomato juice, orange
puce, milk and water?"

Nothing. A glass of fresh
citrus juice, for instance, of firs comparatively lbw mi-

dies. provides quali° mtd-

tion for children and grown -

um alike, and what's more
children especially enjoy the
sunny taste and refreshing Onvor of citrus.

Swiss milk fudge
is newest topping
Smucker's Swiss Milk
Chocolate Fudge Topping, the
newest addition to Smucker's
family of toppings, is being in.

trended in all national marken.
Available in 12 -ounce jars.

SmackersSwiss Milk Chaco
!. Fudge Topping Iva ahish
milk content which gives it a
smoother, richer flavor.
Sw i se Milk Chmolate
Fudge Tapping Ws he readily

differentiated from Smokes

other chocolate toppings by its
lighter product color and by its

RIrPrisinS[O' enough. mrecYo

'chow that threc-minim of our
population receives less M.

75 to Or milligrams of vita.
min C day, the amount rm.
ommended by the National

into intake.

min-

Vitamin C is crucial for tine
teeth.

too. A deficiency

in

childhood cause slow dental
growth or cessation of gmwth.
Dtperinwnis show toota when
vitamin C s added
he diet

of a child hocking it. normal
dentin formation is resumed.

Mdhers Mould keep in
mind that vitamin C. unlike
ether vitamins 0 not stored in
the body. The supply must be
replenished daily. A big Mollce of cold Waage 311,11 in the
refrigerator easily accessible

hog,. Divide naval on Individual plates and pass

snacks is an easY a.). to

plate.

Give pickles

a new flavor
The cucumber, with its
pleasum yet nnqommival 1111me, atserbs almost any heartY

flew. Mmitted to its presence.
Many spices, seeds and
vegetables will enhance the
taste of the hamburger dill,
while fruits will lend subtle Sas
wring to sweet pickles.
Introduce a hot, red pepper

to a jar of mild dills, for in -

Each

spear,

guest

Serve with haled potatoes

and one or two vegetables.
plus the sauces listed below.

4.1111 salted

Prepare mil bake mks:

:anonling to package

using two or q-nch layer cake pans. C1101.
Comhi as
whites. brown sugar. Wil11.r. cream of tarteri
salt in top of double Mier. Nam Wier boiling water and beat

from water

tads gt,,

et, ,

no teaspoon curry powder

Put peanuts into °umber
blender container. cover and

process at Hi until finely
ground. Empty into bowl.

Add coconut and curry

powder und nits well. Mako

Using scissors. cut larm gumdrops in crosswise slices to
nuke flower petals Make three large !lowers on top of cake,
arranMag gumdrop slims as wands
ming small whole gumdrop for winter:prone mundrom very lightly into frosting. Deco,
rate side of cake with gumdrop circles and a few whole small
gundrops.
Servos

miss
I large onion. mein eighths
2 lublemoms flour

tly c,0go,
arsp,,n rah

yy ,epn

t tempo. lemon Yam
Melt butter in a medium
saucepan. Put carrot pieces,
parsley. white wine and half

of the onion into °stellar

container. cover and
process at Hi or Chop speed
Until chopped. Pour through

89c

lb. Pkg.

12 oz. Box

CHEESE

til golden Mown. Add flour
and cook until slightly brown,
reserved

ine, WthStIMMC and

\

HOT THIS NOT THIS

keostil Can

59c

88 SIZE

,R,1 $119

WEEKEND SPECIALS
GOOD THRU FEBRUARY 8

34 on.

WHITE BREAD

mnues.
Meanwhile, put remeining

and red wine into

cream topping flavors which
include Sulterscotch, Cara-

Emily into an 8 -inch shiner.

sweet pickles.

speed

Bring to

a

until
boil

chopped.
and

cook

about 10 minutes until liquid
is reduced to 2 tablespoons,
Empty into °sterner blender
container. Drain liquid from
carrot mixture into Osteriaer

blender container and add
lemon juice. Cover and pro -

I

COCA

3

O:i="Np"pi:,""12

G Ma re
Garden

lie

$1

2... 29'

BANANAS

1,?:; 69'

19

Each

C

"1
:

'

1

390

5 g, 79'

GRAPEFRUIT

,..

2

HEAD LETTUCE

ear

49'

- 1
ri
;%

A

WHEELING

SAVE $1.00

SAVE 50c

SAVE

BAG

110

; vgt:=

\`'""""."-----

LIMIT 1

Roll
6-0z.

c..

77C
1 9C

SAVE 11c- Banquet Frozen

DINNERS .

12 -Oz. Can

49t

asoog

ORANGE JUICE

Thursday & Friday 9:00 to 9:00
Saturday 9:00 to 6:00
Wheeling Store Open Sun. 10 to 4

99c

E.B.

OntICHED1Wg's
.....

SAVE 4c -Mist-O.Gold Frozen

HOURS: Mon., Tues., Wed. 9:00 to 7:00

HAIR SPRAY

1

FRESH BUTTER

310 E. Rand Road

MOUTHWASH

I

Lb.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

COLGATE 100

'
_......

SAVE 12c- Christians

Rand & Central Roads

GET SET

1

I

AL

EVERYDAY DISCOUNT PRICES

291 E. Dundee

a

.

1z*
712,: 38c

KROGER DISCOUNT PRICES

EVERYDAY DISCOUNT PRICES

Sore 8c -Sungold

WHITE BREAD
K

Plus Deposit

GOLD MEDAL
FLOUR

rash

.

25-0z. Mti.

1

I

COLA
11.-.14)::. 79C

1

3
LIMIT3 el

emsonings. Bring to e

corder and simmer for 15

/9C

SAVEruin

With $7.30 Or

MT. PROSPECT

CREST

Pkg.

BUT THIS
56 SIZE

$100

FARM BUTTERMAID

12.0r.

16-0z

QUALITY PLUS

SNACKMATE

11.69c

BOTTLES

ICE CREAM

PANTY HOSE

t. 9 8 C

Ptar

RC COLA

ALL FLAVORS

39c

99c

is.$139

JUMBO
IZ

EGG PLA T

SEALTEST

4 Pints

BOLOGNA

Navel Oranges

TOMATOES

33c

PORK STEAK

cursItti DEEPER
KROGER BONUS BUYS

Vow Rimmed

NAlzAR F
HALFAL

Meer Mayer All Meet

Mare Purchnee

79c

LINKS

Ground Round

BACON

\

PORK SAUSAGE

NABISCO

Porterhouse

1
$119

Len Meaty

California Seedless 51 size

113 SIZE

pt.Carron

Lb.

r Merl akl 1..l

WIENERS

Tiede,

SLICED

;

FOOD MART
DAILYTIL MIDNIGHT

Sate vegaMbles in honer un-

d iming constantly. Add

9 09

89c

U.S... Owlet

U.S.D.a. Oahe

RUMP ROAST CUBE STEAK

ela th:rig1%

4191 DISCOUNT
FOOD PRICES
TO FIGHT INFLATION!

roe

OSCAR MAYER1

Monde

a strainer., reserving wine.

Ile.79c

U.S.O.S. Chain

1,1

RITZ CRACKERS

yr tegs,,, egg,

U.S. Choice
Lender, iladlds

WIENERS
Lb.

Lind/

141

in vanilla.

PANTRY

2 sprigs parsley
s

SLICED BACON

Place one
layer on plate and cover top with about Du
over frosting. Add second cake lap:I.:spread remaining Ironing
over top and side of cake.

eelb rup unned comma

1 cuo.

SLICED 'BACON

with electric mixer or nnary heater fiw live to sewn minutes.
until frosting is thick and fluffy and holds its shape. Remove

ktoll

OPEN

egbast..,

y

mint leaves to alter the lae of

"faces" are more absorbent
than uncut cucumber skins.

Not

lame and mall

gORDELAISE SAUCE

P uree

in Syrup.

dish mixture.

CURRIED PEANUTS
AND COCONUT

a

or garlic breed. a tossed auled

peppery flavor. Or you cans me

Wok.. in Symp and Pecans

eon.

4
99c

gte.nms.

The new topping is the 12th
addition no Strauckeia ice

voring ideas on prealiced
hamburger pickles, The sliced

and
not

hoiling. wale, Makes about I

Is preference. and then dunk
the meat into one or MOW.

the dills will have taken on a

er rani., you might prefer to
test your original pickle tla.

or refrigerated

the boiling oil until done to

het.

Experimenting? For quick-

serving

warmed own hot. but

q29

SOLD AS STEAK ONLY!

Oscar Mayer all dad

49c

3 -LB. CAN HAM

29

!sr cum packed light brown sugar
.1 cup water
W tea po. cream of terror
la teaspoon salt

piece of meat and dips it ,coo

I imp dry red wine
-

mied.
This touce may be kem
warm over hot water until

small quantities of sauces on

sternzer blender container,
cover and process at Lo or

Chocolate Mint
Fudge, Pineapple, Strawberry,
Chocolate -Favored
Syrup,

her spatula to keep thiekoning
cream moving through the

for after school and anytimelot leaf
comwipnlgish this daily vitamin

2 egg whiles

imetic. cover and co
process only uaril

mos to mch guest to place

stance, and within two weeks,

Fudge,

until thickened. ming a rub.

BEARNAISE SAUCE

to a depth of about 2 inches
in fondue dish. place over
alcohol burner and heal to
425 degrees. or until gently

distinctive whined' brown la-

me t, Cherry, Chocolate

and pepper. Mix
well. Put cream into Overirer
Mende container. cover anti
promo at Lo or Whip speed

Refrigerate until serving time.
Makes about 2 cups.

onion

.

sugar. salt

continental flair which will

temperature about Id to 34 of
an hour to prevent spattering
when cooking. Pour salad sit

pnwides than With the wigar

as

horseradish. Bahr cream

ed 'pieces, about d inch in
sine. Alio, to stand at noun

sell vitamin C they "MM.-

add

I packer, spice rake or chocohne cake ink

Fondue dish and long

listofchikthodfewrdtesand

Council

Empty into a bowl

GUMDROP CAKE

complerely emulsified. Add

Mac to

MIXED CHICKEN

Lk,

Country Club

STEAK

Even the youngeat cook can make this festive cake and will
find an extra delight in using scissors to on out the large gumdrop flower petals which are the finishing touches. It hegins with
a spice tor chocolate cake nix and gets a wonderful seafoam
frosting Ilan is 'saintly fun to make.

steady stream until mistime is

45 cup light crew

minden-handled forks
Cul tenderloin into hilessis-

As for youngums. orange
juice is generally high en the

Research

honteradioh

Immediately remove feeder
cap and pour honer in a

Goldcrest TURKEYS

Pkg.

Firm Fresh

beef tenderloin per midi
Salad oil for merlins

healthful drinks
Ever since the Food and

Pal egg yolks. salt.

mustard. lemon juice and

About 1/3 pound 1,1111111.11

Citrus juices are
Drug

carp prepared

blades. Fold cream into

BEEF FONDUE

is evapontted. Set aside.

Hens g Tenn

Lk. 89c

Lb

78c

Oh.

Flowers that
you can eat

pan and cook until vinegar

begin processing at Lo speed.

I slim dry had

her guests. Emy to prepare M
advance. the dinner also has
please all gums.

Fondue dinners are becoming the in way to entertain guests. The
secret is in the sauces but even the most difficult of them can be prepared
quickly and easily in an electric blender.

many
servings?

HORSERADISH SAUCE.

etwer and process at Si ow
Grind speed until crumblol.

potatoes or garlic bread,

cake mix quickie.

Ail

Tabasco sauce into Osterimr
blender container. cover and

refrigerator. and the baked

can be stored in the

I

cup.

meat. .1. and rod sauces

can he made in advance. The

%

blender con Loos

I tablespoon sugar
44 teaspoon salt
Dash of pepper
1/2 cop heal, cream
Break bread in pieces 'MO
051elth{1 blender container.

m enjoyable to serve is the
fact Mat all the preparations

if

Put all ingredients into
Os -Wirer

ferent in Ironic entertaining.
WHAT SLAKES Me dinner

of

Maloof pepper

45

NH onion, tarragon. panild
container, cover and
process at Lo or Stir speed un.

Cover and process at
Whip until pickle is chopped.
Refrigerate until serving lime.

difficult sauces FL, Romaine
can he prepared quickly and
cosily making beef fondue s
natural for mini:thins dif-

Gumdrop garnish adds a cheery note to this

pound Miner, mehod

Wender

Vs tempo....

to any one or a combination

electric blender. even the most

I tablespoon lerminjuice

and vinegar into Osterizer

45 teaspoon dill weed

SPARE RIBS

Oh.88c

Doh diabase., .11.

2 tablespoons prepared

Makes

PORK CHOPS

1/2 tensor.) do ...staid

Into Isinch pieces

of sateen depending again on
particular tastes.

The secret of the dinner is
in he sauces which are of Pored. Now with the aid of an

Oscar Meyer

PORK LINKS

tarragon

4 mg o olks
Vs teaspoon salt

DILL SMIET.
I cup sour trthIll
2 medium dill pickles, on

mote.

SOAK

SIRLOIN

I medium onion, quartered

to spend moth her guests.

How

A

The secret to fondue
is in the sauces

Combine bans With three

would be my instant choice:

,

I ma
Ion cops milk for no rem

Pick over beans weevily.

We relish this soup at our

BOSTS111.8ROLL

mighty and quickly. keeping
spoon on bottom of howl and
stirring well. Pour onto well
peased shallow put and hake

5 Namara balkim powtkr

I bay leaf
5 whale pePPesenn.

PORK CHOPS

04

baron fat
Mix and sift dry ingredients.
Add unbeaten egg, milk and
melted shortening. Alix shoe.

meal

RY

U.S.D.A. Choice Tenderay

eon water)
3 tablespoons shortening ar

AMERICAN CORNBREAD
Ina cops white floor

oleo),

44, cup Andy chopped pans

going
I

bunch

canned meek mined with

A happy companion for
bean soup is corn bread. also
an American tradition.

ed potatoes)
3 onions, nnely chopped

his august 'Smatters, I was over-

through my scrapbook,

to bean soup. Remove bay leaf.

CENTER CUT

SAVE 10c-Swift's Beltiole

-:;.17C

1t.

SHORTENING

Wiener or

SAVE 17c -Kandu

Sandwich Buns 4 :;,c9s;.$1
SAVE 10c-Kitty Clover

POTATO CHIPS

a t, 59C

47c

GALLON BLEACH
u

Bti.

38C

SAVE 10c -Chef Delight

CHEESE SPREAD 2: 62c

THE DAY
Wednesday, February 4,1970

Pagt 20

A salad for all seasons

so!

Fish and seafood gated. are

Sprinkle gelatin on VS cup

perfect fern for meal or en
buffet dish, especially who
molded and garnished prettily.
The choice of dressing makes a
big difference with a large

salad. Here we give a choice

of four flavorful
..rat

dressings--

)dill, horseradish, lime and cot lye cheese. Garnish the molded salad with crisp iceberg let -

sears

tablespoon light corn sr

and water Let. Batten about
five minutes. Combine gelatin,

up

bouillon cubes. salt and boiling water in mixing bowl. Stir
until gelatin is completely dissolved. then mix in 11/2 cups
cold water. Chill until mixture
r.ches the consistency of unbmten egg white.

whipped
Mix mayonnaise, lime juice,

1/2

cup

heavy

crew",

lime rind and light corn syrup.
Fold whipped cream into mayonnaise mixture. Chill. Makes
1J4 cups.

COTTAGE CHEESE
MAYONNAISE DRESSING
Si cep real migonnsbe

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

VISIT JEWEL'S BUTCHER SHOP FOR

I tempoon Snag chopped
mien
4i Dawson MI

XS tap tarp curd cottage

DINE pepper

Mix mayonnaise and cot-

cheese

chopped

tage cheese, then mix in green
pepper, radish, onMe. salt and

3 tablrspoom chopped red bb (optional)

pepper. Chill at least 15 min-

tablespoons
green pepper
3

Ph -quart ring mold. Chill maid set. Unmold on serving platter. Fill center with a dressing.
Garnish with lettuce, hard

2 mbimpoons chopped pimiento
1 teaspoon grated onion
Choice of dressings

Molded lobster salad can be the Center of attention at your next buffet or
family gathering. Serve with a choice of dressings -dill, horseradish, Cottage cheese or time.

Hearty pair
to thaw
out skiers
Winter sports fans 01 all
ages will enjoy tic special
pickup treat of a spiced hot Ica
and lemon.glamil pound cake.
Serve the too in pottery
mugs, in glasses as many En-

rowans do. This is especially
good 1br family and friends tor

an icrsskating party thawkan
and for skiers.

Parsl, to garnish

cup. Serve with seafood oy

Cook lobster tail, according

vegetable salads.

lent two hours. Makes about I

SKIERS. SPECIA1,

lb Mahon en 1/4 kap teem
I teespien cracked fame!

seeds

I teasporm ground ginger
I teaspoon whole cloves
Grated rind of 2 lemoas
I cup sugar
Its leaspoom rum extend
Pour boiling water over tea,
fennel, ginger. doves and lem-

Baumgart no. has selected a menu specializing in

typiml Creole cuisine, a blend of culindby en
from France, Spain and the West Indies. Two of
the specialties will he Shrimp Arnaud and Oysters Rockefeller.

OYSTERS ROCKEFELLER
FROM ANTOINE'S

ill pound I ounce) package

Prepare cede with eggs and
milk according to package di rections. Bake and cool. Spread

or brush with lemon glue.

en' sugar
Dissolve instant tea in we ter. Blend with sugar. Spread
or brush over cake. Let stand

CREME SAINT-HONORE
11/2 cups milk

t eke yolk
, elm plus M cup sugar,
a

I envelope undavored gel.
lle cup cold water
tenspivon

6 egg whites

Not milk in heavy saucepan. Scat egg yolks: gradually
beat in 1/2 cup sugar, then

our. Stir not
info egg
yolk mixture, return to saucepan. Cook, stirring constantly.

over kw heat until mixture
thickens

unopened bons or

bags of raisins in a dry place at
temperatures below 10 de,

Remove raisins from pertly
u sed boxes or bags and store in
gl-tight containers, such as

boxes. Refrigsrate to prevent
1111'.41'NS''es& BE Loral

in loss of flavor and nutrients.

Raisins can be makal in
fruit juice. coffee, brandies or
other beverages for added Da-

ding rukira.
California raisins are care-

fully

inspected

USDA. and

by the
raded acquality.

cording to size a
Large size top quality raisins
art called 7SelecCl These are
sold in consumer size packages
in food stores and in 30 -pound
bulk containers for
stitutional use. Smaller size
top -grade rans are called
"midgets" and are preferred

by bakers for use in breads.
Only top -made raisins
tavailarle to consuown.

are

cup paprika
I tablrspoon salt
Combine all ingredients except shrimp and
mix well. Pour over shrimp. Marinate For at least
15 minutes, Serves six.

WIN

A CHAUFFEUR

DVEN
RI

his is a very hot sauce.

e)72877,iefif I MIMI

a"7 -di 7M2M/IllY00.,00 OM, tat

For list of Participating
Merchants.

Cut -

,_B

p

3

Pkg

aHORMEL

Ilocc:f. 4347:

FRENCH -MIX

Spaghetti Sauce

Fryers

C

GRADE Breasted
Brea
!Double

Ravioli

FRYERS

BETTY CROCKER

Mushroom Sauce 8,-12- 33c
Ka 13c
V
Hollandaise

LB

LB

BETTY CROCKER

FryetS
CAN I ER CUl

Pork Chops

lb 8 oL 55c

co.
is1/4016c

CHEF BOY AR DEE

WHOLE

Swift Prem

'L. 56c

PO; d Meat

T.722

29:

GEISHA

Smoked Oysters

CHERRY VALLEY
CREAM STYLE

Cut the lops of 10 small
puffs and dip the bottoms into
Caramel Syrup, place bottom
halts. around edge of pastry
ring and fill with Creme Saint Honore. Add tom of puffs.
Drizzle Caramel Syrup over

Parties Are Our Pleasure!

1

1,I!1

Anniversaries/Birthdays
Bar Mitzvahs
Bowling Banquets
Business/Club Meetings

Showers

Special Group menus

Yield: It servings.
Caramel Syrup
Combine 45 cup sugar, 16
use water and th teaspoon
cream of tartar in small heavy
skillet. Bring to It boil and'
simmer until syrup is pale
amber. Do not overcook.

GRADE 'A'

LB.

cOc

Chicken
Legs & Thighs

LB

,

68`

Open Daily at 11:30 A.M.

Dog Food

Gaines Burger
Gravy Train
PURINA
Puppy Chow
PUSS N BOOTS CAT FOOD
Chicken Parts
TUNA
Cat
JAM
POLANDER
Strawberry
Grame Jelly
POLA N ER-ORANGE
Marmalade
Grape Jam

36od
Pkg.

5 lb.
Bob
2 lb.
Bog

83c
69c
49c

655 mu. 17

nILL.t.

RAND & DUNDEE a.. PALATINE,
for Reservations Call 258-3222

Iii

IM

B44 era.
Jor

11E1 IM
IMF

I

ENTICING -JUMBO

INS

89 c

I I 111

1=1

Bananas

44c

POLANER

Chicken

with
Whipped Potatoes and the Vegetable of the D

Biscuits with Heated Honey

Mici'r't 34c

WELCHS

YUMMY APRICOT

Preserves
SKIPPY -CHU NKY

Peanut Butter
PETER PAN CREAMY
Peanut
Butter
HEINZ
Piccalilli

82'Cf 34 41c

,20 35c
Jar
2E-

1105

86c

oz.28c

Jar

Phone: 259-5000
Located an the

1 th

kill eel.,

BANQUET

Buffet Suppers

See For Yourself How PleasaQt

A

Columbia "0 -NLL7 4199
Encyclopedia

Btl.

79c

23c

1°11°' 59c
18,sT 42c

WISHBONE

Italian Dressing
HEI LNIANS
Sandwich Spread
GOOD SEASONS
Italian Refill

2$3191cc

18c
89
Jo,

6Z:. 69c

2,, 55c

Crystals

Cocoa

Coe .

Quik Chocolate

Cont.

C

81C

Jewel Shopping Trip Can tae

GOOD THRIJ
FEB

1

1 th

CONTADI NA

.1 M1.

eel.
el

NMI,. kno, ow'

.

Tomato Paste

y,day,

all ere .......

8 OZ
CAN

AUTMODsc AND ACCURATE
the Col

c

REG PRICE 11'

VOLUME NO. 1 AVAILABLE FOR 49a

A

12oz

Catsup
A-1
Sauce
OPEN PIT
BBQ Sauce

FULLY INFORMATIVE

THE ILLUSTRATED

48 oz
Jar

Sweet Pickles

odors. Ow Colug ohi:lzr.,

,GOOD THRU

REG. PRICE 9"

AUNT JANE - SANDWICH

LBONUS SPECIAL

Mum,

1

48c12 az

NESTLES

BLAWIDDIATILIAISTRATLIa
FEB

20c

al r

'-

C

HERSHEY

COMPLETE 22-VOLUMaFT

Ice Cream, Sherbet or Jello

Children's Portions Available

Small Mi dgets

FeoGiRfee

Keep Learning At Any Age With This
Reference Set From Jewell
OII

BOND CANDIED

Sanka
Coffee
ROYAL JEWEL
Instant Coffee

29

Jar

9 oz.
Jar

Relish

52

FREEZE DRIED

StV °V4ber6Ce
PINT

,1b. 12 or. 43

LB.

RED RIPE

7 Pr

Pitted
tsar

BROOKS TANGY

GOLDEN RIPE

13c

toz,

LB.

Produce 11 a diet:

r\,

Can

PERK

St. George & the Dragon

Beef Brisket

14`

oib,;

77

LB.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
WHOLE OR WEDGE CUT

IDEAL -BEEF

a

$1 09

Rib
Steaks

REG. PRICE 19`

White Tuna

puffs by making small hole in
side of puffs, and filling pull's

fruit.

C

oz.

THREE DIAMOND

Private Facilities For

center of amity ring with re learning cream. Chill about
nvo hours.
Garnish with
whipped Oman and candied

Pork
Roast

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

GOOD FOODORINK

tops. DI you wish, fill small
through hole. with rream in
pastry bag with small zip.) Fill

LB.

CAN

Southern Fried Chicken

CHECK THE DAY'S MONDAY
"SHE" Section

GRAD',

Con

17

- auk Del

"She" entry blank obtainable at
many participating merchants.

I

Chop Suey

lb 56.

1

COLLEGE

Spaghetti

17c

Golden Corn

of

To Win Simply fill out your

con

Bead Molasses

ln

EVERY MON., WED., FRI. 8 SUN.

PLUS A LUNCHEON FOR TWOI

c

CHUN KING -BEEF

Stuffed Peppers
ii Con Carne
amen Ala King

63c

GOOD THOU FEB. 1 1 th

A Generous Platter

PLUS COURTESY GIFTS FROM
THE DAYS "SHE" SHOPS

car L 0
ABBY
,Rob
14.c
Vegetarian Beans C'n
05M
2v 32`
Baked Beans

WM'

Dinner

ot A

25c

.ac;

CHINA BEAUTY

'a cup olive oil

Frying
Chickens

747 10`

Spanish Rice

Pkg

85C

FRANCO AMERICAN

VAN CAMP

quently. until mixture is Dick
enough to pile. about 10 min-

WE INVITE YOU TO

overnight.

cup of frozen raisins at a
lime. Remove and grind more.
When using a meat grinder, oil
the scow and Nadesbefore ad-

gins to brown.
Serve immediately in the pie tins. Serwessix.

Applesauce Parfodt is one of the prettiest d.serts you can serve and one of I& easiest to make.
Arrange alternate layers of chilled tanned applesauce, thick fudge sauce, chopped walnuts and
whipped cream in parfait glass., topping with whipped cream and a sprinkle of walnuts.

aor. Cover deism with liquid
and let stand sveral hours or

CHOPTING OR grinding
raisins can be a breeze. For
blender
grinding, oil the
blender jar and blades lightly
with cooking oil. then grind up

sim-

dropped from a spoon. Beat
cas whites until stiff bur not
dry, gradually add remaining
one-third cup sugar and knot
until very stiff.

ass jars or plastic bags or

then

reaches

gelatin
dissolves.
Remove
from heat; add vanilla.
Chill, stirring frequently.
until mixture is compktely
cool and mounds slightly when

g rimn.

minutes.

and

miring point, do not boil.
Soften gelatin in cold water:
Or into hot custard. Stir until

become hank

druM. Longer soaking nnults

oyster. Beal under nvolium heat tinniest. be-

pan

16%. oz

Pizza
KRAFT DINNER
ROYAL PRINCE

FRESH

19c

4c3.-:

Macaroni

GRADE 'A'

T,',VANF

1 4clo r. 2 3 c

Clam Chowder
GREAT AMERICAN
Tomato Soup
MRS. GRASS SOUP
French Onion
LIPTON SOUP
Ring 0 Noodle

Fold into chilled custard
mixture. Chill. stirring fre-

1.1105.

tin

Mitt

five

divided

V.tap flour

Raisins are naturally resistant to spoilage and with care
will imp for years. Fresh California reinss have a moisture
IS per con. Air and
hem cause raisins to dry and

where you hove your choice of the finest.

Chow Mein

34c

BoNllS SPECIAL

Another version
of Saint - Honore

until Mucked beforeLicing.

Raisin
lore

to

Place rock salt in pie tins. Set oysters an half
shell on top and put a spoonful of sauce on each

Spiced hot tea and lemon -glazed pound cake revive winter sports.

LEMON.GLAAED
POUND CAKE.

Iwo

Ingtedienn except the oysters. Cook. stirring
onstanly, for IS minutes or until soft. Press
through: eve or food mill. Cool.

2 pounds cooked shrimp, peeled
kr cup minced celery
M cup minced green onions
M cup minced parsley
la cup prepared mustard
ita cup vinegar

5 rabl.poons bread crumbs
Dash labasco sauce
ts lampoon Herbmint
N teaspoon salt
Melt butter in saucepan. Add all the rest of the

3 teaspoons lemon -Named
Whoa tea
5 teaspoons wale
144 sups sifted coofeedoro

Can

prefer o steaming cassevole of park chops whichever - choose their favorites at Jewel -

m,r 23c
Vegetable Beef
GREAT AMERICAN SOUP
Wks's. 23c
Split Pea W/Ham Can
GREAT AMERICAN
Chicken Gumbo 14,Vcr,:z. 23c
GREAT AMERICAN

SHRINIP ARNAUD

36 freshly opened oysters on the half shell
6 tablespoons butter
6 tablespoons finely minced raw spimch
3 bblespoons minced onion
3 tablespoons minced parsley
3 lablespoom minced celery

tract. Makes In servings.

become dry, or where a mft
rsisin
desired. cover with
very No tap water and soak

Oyster appetizer
for a Mardi Gras
Feb. 6. 7 and R. Pheasant Run's chef, Aims

rit diwolved Stir in rum ex.

quickly room temperature.
To plump raisins that have

To a rem chef, a good sauce Is his proudest achievement and In this appetiser, Oysters
Rockefeller, her sauce is delectable. This Is one of several typkal New Orleans dishes to he featured
at Pheasant Run during Mardi Gr. weekend. February 6, 7 and 8.

I teaspoon grated lime rind

44 nip milk

CHUN KING -SHRIMP

Con

GREAT AMERICAN SOUP

LIME DRESSING

teapot. chafing dish or serving
Wcontainer. Add stir in and Lir

in shoe.eezer far railseriods
of tim Frozen rasn thaw

Green Pea

Pe cup real mayonnaise
2 tablespoons lime juice

pound cake mix
2eggs

Meatless Fried Rice Can

Stop in today - choose fresh Grade A
chickens ... or perhaps your family would

,, 17

CAMPBELL S SOUP

CHUN KING

tractive prices too.

17c19

Chicken & Stars

Now Orleans food will he served in Pheasant
Run's restaurants during Mardi Gras weekend,

on rind Cover and let Land
five minutes strain into hot

Store

CANIPBELtS SOUP

to package di reel Mrs. Remove

meat from shells and cut into
chunks. Mix with celery and
cucumber. Sprinkle with lemon juice. Cover and chill.

"Miracle Prices"

all Chicagoland. And what's best - you'll

have your pick of tit., finest at some mighty at-

1100.
Can

Cheese Soup

milk. Blend. Chill at

LEMON GLAZE

2 queen honing makes

In

.stir in

One visit to your Jewel Butcher Shop

will be enough to convince you that here is
in

CAMPBELLS

M cup milk
Mix mayonnaise nod sour
cream. Add chopped dill, Bme
join and onion salt Gradually

Western iceberg lettu.
Hard`ooked eggs

Here Are
Just A Few
Of Jewel's

one of the most extensive displays of fine meat

I cup chopped celery
cooked eggs and parsley.
1/2 cup chopped cucumber
Makes six to eight servings.
2 tablmpoorts lemonjuice
2
envelopes
unflavored.,
DILL DRESSING
gelatin
M cup red mayonnaise
SS cup cold water
ki cup dairy sour cream
3 chicken houillon cubes
I tablespoon chopped fresh
1/2 teaspoon salt
dill weed
/ 1/2 cups hailing water
I teaspoon lime juice
1 1/2 cups cord water
Dash onion salt

Ass_

For Winter Eating

Like These!

thickened gelatin. Pour into

. .

rietyOf Fine Meats

"Miracle Prices"

utes. Makes about 1 cup

pimiento and onbion. Fold into

2 (e -to 10 -ounce) packages
frozen rock lobster talks

I 7)

Jewel's Shelves
Are Filled With Low

Combine loster. mixture.

MOLDED LOBSTER
SALAD

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

See For Yourself How Pleasant

A

Jewel Shopping TrIP Can

Grove ins 1st loss on Cardinals
By Linda Hamilton
Sports Editor

er took the top plaids

fashioned a 1:51.7.

The 400 freestyle went M
Arlington's Steve Juno in
4:28.3. and Jeff Burling continued the Arlington trend
with a 1:12.5 win in the 100
breaststroke. The other Can

The 200 freestyle went to
Elk Grove when Mike Bathos

Arlington suffered its firm
I® of the season in a vanity
wbter sport last night as Elk

THE FROSH mph meet

Tam Rowe and B111 Witch,

churned up a 2:10,0 first place

and was followed 4 seconds
later by teammate Spencer
Moab disqualificattoo took
Huebner. The 200 individual
place in this event.
medley was Grove's second
one-two finish in a row with
the help of the first Arlington
To cap off ,k wilt, dm
disqualification. Cliff Saida Gremidien teak the final relay
won the event with a 2:26.3.. in 3,40,0 by pm satagg,Hugb.
with Mate Dave Toiler musedtier, Baehus and Jacobson.

Grove stuck close to the Cardinal swimming team and
made use of two Redbird dis-

qualifications for a 5540 up eel win.

The Cards had been rolling

along in Elm: place alter de.
hating preseason favorite For.
cer View in an early showdown. Should Arlington win
IN meet tonight with Prospect
and Forest View knock off Elk
Grove Friday night, the Nand
new Mid-Sburuban Swimming
League would see a three-way
tie in its first year of competition.

went quite the other way with
the Cards having the scoring
almost all to themselves. The

little Birds won a 77-18 rout,
taking firsts in all but one of
the events.

Winners for Arlington were
Mike Tope M the 200 free and
400 free, Jim Stoll in the 200
IM and the 100 breaststroke,
Rich Cook in the 50 free. Greg

Quid M diving, Bill Tardnda
in the 100 fly and Mmk Stan-

and behind.

double winner of the night for
either team. ROW, sprinted lea
24.2 in rho 50 free, pushed by

Forest View's sw.mrmag
team look a vacation from the
Mid -Suburban League ware
and split a pair of nonsconfer-

Grove's Bob Jacobson with a
24.7. Cardinal Jeff Thieman

easily won the diving with
62.25, and fellow Bird Bill
Witcher earn. a 55.3. This
finish put Arlington into a 23-

would bc up to the conference

well Feb. 14 to decide which
kaM will win the initial league

ence meets aains Elgin Larkin and Lakeg Foretst

Cinch Gordy Aukermatis
Falcons scored a 62.33 win

20 lead. and Rowe lengthened

championship.

that with an excellent 59.2 in
the 1N) ny.
Elk Grove's Jacobaon got
the Grenadiers hook into the
Brame in the 100 freestyle

Last night. Arlington would
have lost the rneei by just one
mint had nor the dis.
qualifications
for
illegal
strokes or kicks been called.
with a near -nine second win in

with a 56.5 clocking and train mate Bachus coming in sec and. The 100 backstroke was

the 200.yard medley relay as

alt., a -slam" for the Gross

Eric Lindblad. Denny Stout.

when Mike Callahan and Tol-

The Cardinals stepped off

Tarchala and Dave Petrovski
combined for the 200 medley
relay win, and Cook, Jell S,ilee, Jeff Simon and Mask To
berman claimed the 400 fret
May medal.
MEET RESULTS

200 -MEDLEY RELAY: I.
Arlington (Lindblad, Stout,
Rowe Witcher), I:511; 2. Elk

over Elgin Larkin in the Royals' home pool Friday and then
dropped a tight 1946 decision

to Lake Forest in the Scouts'
home pool Monday.

FOREST VIEW easily ran

away with the Elgin Larkin

OTHER

CONTRIB.

OTORS to tbeFakoni list of
first -place finishes were Jim
Johnson in diving. Scott Patience in the I Oftward freestyle
and Nosh Polacek in Bet 100.

yard brerttstroke.

Things were

freestyle relay with the same

loss in the msdlcy relay with a

combination that beat Elgin

against

Lake

Forest.

relay

Larkin.
Forest View's four individ-

team consisted of Fred West.

ual wins were registered by Pa-

.Ackerman'.winning
1970

grabbed Tunis in 11w 20/2 -yard
freestyle end the 400 -yard
freestyle.

'The Falcons avenged the
victory in the freestyle relay.

dale. Mark S.M. John Maw

tience in the 50 -and 100.yard

and Scott Patience.

freestyk events. Mate in the

Wesidale and Mate were
for

doriblewsinnen

stn.

NO. 1.05.4 100 -YARD

ming meeLs :he

1 REES111.E. 1. Meows. SP.
4:2. Romano. ND. 55.0: 3.
wet. ND. 56.5; Rebuck. SP.

s.

fininen of ME Ca,
first rse-warc

Forest

II/BYARD

lean -

it. Parrwat

em

Majewski, Sp. 1,13.7: 400.

YARD FREESTYLE

RElAY: I St. Patrick's fitebuck,
Beldam, 1 Mkes, Menvest,

3:39.0, 2. Not

4,

weeks

SACK.

111111LE 1. Chapman.
Kelly .ND.

own 1:itar.
week
eh. or

al,. SP.

Feu. omen Ater

'

Smamu

1:07 8.

i:094:

.

.111 ESITLE:

Plr I
8,0 Crsta mg '4

n30 A.

.

S.

2

Dame Mkt-

ac[Weischolth. Kelly.

Ro-

moral 3:40.0.

SP.

2120 -yard freestyle and John.
son in diving,

' Finnican-SP.1,38P:

-. ND. 443.9:

MARMION RESULTS

200-VARD MEDLEY RELAY: I, Notre Dame (Car,
Iterg. Bradds, Romano. Kel2. blarmion :Peterson. Jingles. Kinney. Cannot
ly)

200.YARD FREESTYLE 2. Brock. M. 2:01.5;
7- Ailed. M. 2105.0, 3. Netrel.ND.2,06.]:4. Malato.ND.
2142:
5513;

.

AGALNST

II

-

rods
Ch.
side. Nov: Durc

:

e lead after
t6 -3-s

.

and mu

their margin hv ors year/

MEDLEY RELAY: I. Elgin
Larkin, 2. Forest View. NO -

YARD FREESTYLE:

I.
Mate, FV; 2. Lenkeit, FV; 3.
Mouse, EL. 260 -YARD INDIVIDUAL MEDLEY: I.
Westilale, FV; 2. Polacek, FV:

school record

Thai Dons am: 460 -yard
freestyk content in 1:40.4.
B ut ST Patrick's who turned

in its ben tide of the year to

Sesxral

years

ago

Russia

tried unsuccessfully to in%Mute a -troika" system in the
United Nations, bum now the
vi -pan contrml seems to have

food a home on the Notre

show an men better 3.30 read.
km to capture the whole Mow

Dame High School molar star,fi, basketball team.

in the lam race.

Since the beginning of the
wason. three separate wad=
have watched the Doe 'Yea.

Against the Cadets of Marandon. the Dons again won the

opening relay and this time

176.95;
126.25:

3.

Schweiss.

SO -YARD FREESTYLE:
I. Sorenson. EL; 7. Patience
FV: 3. Bailey, 'V, DIVING:
I. Johnson, FV; 2 Lauderdale.
EL43. Hansen, EL 100 -YARD
BUTTERFLY: 1 .Wesulde,FV,
2. Feldhan, FY: 3.Clarke. El..

100 -YARD FREESTYLE:
I. Patience, FV , 2 Bailey. EV;
3. Crain,
EL
100 -YARD
BACKSTROKE: I Sorenmn.
EL: 2 Bethke EL: 3 Schmitt.
FV.400.YAR I) FREESTYLE
I. Mate, I V. 2 Leach. PV:
3 Kenhner. EL.

SOPYARIR
SACK
STROKEel I. Carlborg, ND.
1:07.1; 2 Sally, No. 1:07.1; 3.
Peterson, M, I 08 5; 4. Roy.
M.
I:10.8,
400.YARD
FREESTYLE: 1. crock. M.
4:35.0; 2. Stoesser, ND.
4:46.5; 3. Malmo. ND, 4:57.6;
4, Mock. M, 5;01.61

ND.
100 -YARD

BREASTST-

ROKE: 1. Jingles, M. 1,11.1:
100 -YARD BUTTERFLY:
1. Bracket, M. 1:01.9. 2. Bon
map ND, 1:07.0; 3. Bushnell.
M.I,07.9.4.1rows.N11.1,08.5,
100 -YARD FREESTYLE: 1.
Allard.
55.2, 2. Weischo-

lek. ND. 5742 Newel. ND.
5? 5: A Dixon, M 576;

centered the final warn event.

hut fell noefully Mort in the
individual races_ The Aurora
contingent put the meet away
in the final solo owe. the 1100
yard broaststaske, hy scoring e

firm and maand to raise its to.

to 51 while Casey's boys
could muster but 37 as that
tal

Romano.

Jones). 1.52.6: 2. St. Patrick's
(Chapman, Calhoun, Hinkes.

Baldaccil, 1:52. 200 -YARD
FREESTYLE:

I.

Meewess

SP. 202, 2. Netbel, ND,

2:061.3. Mackie, SP. 2:07.7;
4. Weischolek. ND. 2:09.2:

son under Jim Meyer. Tony
Karol, and Stu Snow.

LAST SATURDAY it was
Snow's turn to lead the Green

and While, and he was re.
warded with the moo comperitive game of the season in
hin Dempster St, citruses idged
host M. Ignatius, 66-64.

the lower weights and went on

261R Mid -Suburban
League wrestling victory un
the Cougars' home mats Fria

sley night.

ElkGrove's strength all
the lower
weights, but it managed only
the first silt bon.
00e win
year has

been in

against Conant. The Gmdims won only four victOrics
in the entire

meet,

though

50 -YARD

4. Cantaflo, SP, 267; INDI-

VIDUAL %%DELT: I. Orr,
ND. 2:22.0,1 Cariborg, ND,
'

2:29.0; 3. Eggert, SP, 2:25.4:
Majewski, Si, 2:35.6; DIVING: I. Grcech, SE 2.

kindest, ND: 3. Meyers, ND:
Leopold, SP:

IN -YARD

" WRYLY:

I.

BUT.!

Hinkes,
I:03.1; 2. Baklocci, SP,

SP,

IN THAT important third
period sophonare Drward
Abraham. who had been

swing important action with
the vanity team. led the ND

ing room.
Snow must have had some
special Coaching magic which
he administered
et
intermission us has team of Les. BM
Abraham, Bill label. John

Hillinger and Greg .Stratton
explodwl for 23 points after

eight

markers.

once in the period as the Niles

team led 56-50 at the thirst
horn. Hillinger rellinl Mx. Nbar also scored sot. Stratton hit

two points, and high man 1.m

chime! in two for the Wanted total.
It was only in the final quer-

Conalit's lower weight
men do job on Growers

duce came on pins.

FREESTYLE:
I. Rebuck, SP, 246; 2. Kelly,
- ND 24,8; 3. Jones. ND, 25.6;

off the final Wolf rally.

the quarter and took e 39-32
halftime spread into the drew-

to

None Deme4Can

between the two teams so hold

uraight games for an 8.1 sea-

Conant stifled Elk Grove in

I.

Rove Dame, led by the 23point total of guard Tom Los.
edged into the lead after the
first period by one point. 17.
In. But the second frame he.

he break to recapture the lead

end pal just enough daylight

But it was the balanced team
effort of the visiting Dons
which really made the differ -

record also rode along with the
Niles team.

lborg, Kozelka.

five

offense with

the hoe nip home was par.
tkularly umumfortable for
ND no n thee -meet losing

LAY

became

five throughout as
each coach used only his start
ing lineup in du: close contest,

longed to the home team as St,

THUS THE final relay conbecame unimportant as

20PYARD MEDLEY RE

game

Ignatius rallied for 23 points in

test

ST. PATRICK RESULTS

The
against

together eight

Do" string

AMAZING JERRY 'Ancona, Elk Grove's unbeaten
98 -pounder, kept his record
unblemished with a pin win
over Conant's Blaine Bachus
after 1:37 of their battle. An
cone has had only two points

fiat lead with a 4-0 wash victory over Bob Webb
triumph over Ken Siebold at aat 155 pounds.
115 pounds.
Elk Grove got mother pin
their

COM1111, final three absn In

the sneak seem Scott Hen-

dricks' 2-1 decision over Den
nix Byrne al 123 pounds. Jim
Buller's 12-3 route of Paul,

Monis et /30 [Mends and
Teny Stenger's

win over
r«Dig,,,,i at 137 pounds.

Conant won the next five

Ides..

On0ech.3.2,md

3. Mrs, ND, I:05.g; Henna- Mike Beck pm the Cougars

7-I

JEFF EROYSLAND then
pkked up Elk Grove's only
non -pin win when he toppled

Brim Rucks at 145 pounds.
104. Conant's Ron Ortwerth
followed this with a 9-0 white -

2. Me Crink, M. 1:11.1i: 3. Ko-

Jean. NO. 113 2: 4 Braddy.
401 -YARD
FREESTYLE RELAY: I.
Notre Dame (Wiescholek.
Ne110hRomano.Kelly).3:45.6:
2, Mannino ISnika, Olson. Dixon, Darhy14,09 2,

ND.

1:14.2.

win in the next bow when Bill
Kasallis stopped Paul Bond at
3:15 of the 165 pound battle,

but Warren Kastning halted
any Grenadier hopes of a rally
with a 12-4 decision over Greg
Berto in the 175 -pound con -

The teams split the final
two weight classes with Elk
Grove's Bob Glejf stopping
Fred Beesley at 2:46 of the
185 -pound match and Rich
Meisel winning the h.vyweight match by forfeit.

ter that the pack from Sr. lg.
matins was aNe to take control
of the hoards and managed to

creep within one hmket of the

leaders. Oct their effort was
too little, too late as the jayvee

Dons of Mu Snow grabbed
their eighth viclory in a row.
66-64.

BACKSTROKE: I.
Callahan. PG. 1,05.2; 2. Tel.
er, EG, I:05.3; 3. Lindblad, A.

Jacobean. EG.

241; 3. Thieman, A, 25.6;

100 BREASTSTROKE: I.

Registration for Me Arhng-

t. Heights Boy( Baseball
gue and c e
a Ur ay,
7, and Saturday, Feb. 1.1,
lia

Recreation Park from 9 a.m.
I p.m.

li a not necessary for the
boys to be proem, SR at lean

one parent must be there to
sign up.

BOYS WHO will be eight
years old by July 31 and who
are le. than 18 are eligible to
play, Proof of ageia anecessity
for boys who have
played

I

BREAST -

Polacek, FV, 2.

4 0 OYARD
RELAY:

FREESTYLE
Forest View
(Westdale, Bailey, Mate. Patience); 2. Elgin Larkin.
I

Ulm Fast 49

trek, EG. 1:14.9; 3. Purcell,
:EG. 1:15.5:400 FREESTYLE
!RELAY: I. Elk Grove (MasIse, Huebner, Bachus, Jacob tsonMimeo.
13:48S;2,Arlington(Witchler,
Lindblad. Jump/.
'3:53.0.

Generally speaking, births

Marc, FV, 2. Nickel, LF: 3,
Venkeit, FV. 200. -YARD INDIVIDUAL MEDLEY: I.
Recketennald, IT; 2. Westdale, FE 3. Polacek. VV,

Johnson. FV: 2. Seems. LF: 3,
100.11ARD

LAY: I. Forest View (Wmdale. Bailey. Mate, Patin.),

BUTTERFLY: I. Mackenzie.
LF; 2. West/late. FV: 3, Feld-

2. Lake Forest.

Leilner,

100 -YARD FREESTYLE/
EV; Nickel, LF;

i.

Bailey,

3,

FV

100 -YARD

LE 2. Mat, FV: 3. Lenkeit,
BREAST-

FOR THE KNIGHTS. Art

The I OS,CI Krtzght frosh
A basketball team kept Mc

heat on Mt -plea Arlington
Saturday morning with a /led.

sive 57-40 win over the host
Hersey Huskies.
The win moved the Knights'
conference record to 7.1.

Both

coaches.

Kintzle, began to substitute
liberally in the final quarter.

THE STORY of the game
was Prospect's excellent

Bent

half. The Knights outhustled
and generally outplayed the
Huskies and ran up 34-13 halftime lead.

Park district

seeks summer
employes
The Des Plaines Park District hoe announced that it ls
accepting applications
for

Willison
Horn
Woodley
Hendricks
Smith

Southern
/11inoisaldwardsvine. Carroll and Danville

Albert L. Gundelach

Albert L Gundclach, 976
Margret St.,

Des Plaines,

a

owner in the real estate firm
of Marken h, Gundelach & Associntes. Arlington Heights,
has been awarded the Residen-

tial Member IR MI designation

of the A rn,rwan Inmitute of
Real Estate Appraisers by Me
Institute's governing council.
The designation signifies a

high level of professional attainment in the valuation of

praisers and 1 a senior mem
ber of the American Society of
Appraise, He has been secretary of the Des Plaines Zoning
Board of Appeals and the wining commission since 1440
and is a past president of Chicago Chapter No P Society of
Real Estate APP6liscry

Carl R Hansen of Mount
missioners, took mot in the
boards first meting. Monday,
in the County Building.

All of the five suburban

TP R

5

8.3
6,1

' 6 3.2
3

Kerr

4
3

3.2
I -I

11.5

4

6-5
5-3

7. 10

a

6

7

7

PO 0

4

1

2-1

3

6

0

0

I

PO 04 2

11

3

G PG A/M

Kummer
Anderson
Horn
illis

addedplayed thatgo ohde

club

Hendricks
Gutowski
Smith
Hanselmann
Kerr

up.

!

Besenbart
Miller
v[Legend

P

TP R Al

1

1

6-3

8-2

0-0

AO

5 00
3

-

G -Games

P -Personal Fouls: TF:Total Points,

6

8 10.

It

0

I

1

played: FOAM -Field

I lemPlMiMM0 ft AirdiFoM Throws

the federal owe. and Illinois inheritance tits laws.
And it Star thought rhos Me

poveninient Inevitably took a
cut of an estate. large or small,
you are in for surprise. According to Me bar group. a person hits the right to arrange his

affairs so as to Millet, IhO las
bin to a mininium. and thisot'ten means no tax at all.

AS EXPI.AINE1)

the

by

ISBA. the federal tax

a

ly on aperson, estate
and ordinarily as paid iinoit
dAth out an estate tun& Hos,

0

0

Goals

AtdflemthediEfade:

R -Rebounds; A -Assists,

.

pd. the odginal big are list
for Illinois. The list was pub tithed in the June 1969 edition

a Outdoor Illinois Magarinc.

national florae'

break hcca le

a lame number of items. For
the most part I spent my first
meeting listening and watch.
inn." Hens. renoried.

members were IhmmIs

The meeting Lined an hour

and 45 minutes.

Teacher aide
institute planned

2 in Australia

THE AMERICAN Forest-

Building.

Springfield, IL 62706,

Sie-

materials center for handicapped children and youth, division of special education se,
vices, office of the superintendent of public instruetion,
The speCial education de-

arth-nem of NIU is co -sponthe day's activities
which begin at 9:30 am. in thc
Heritage and Capital rooms of
the University Center.
The workshop is specially
designed for non -certified perthe
sonnel working with
orothopedically handicapPed

soring

dind the =Dully relented.

Any person wishing to nom Ire'nae tree must do so on a spe-

cial form available
forestry

Office

He

from a
will he

Two

Lutheran

r4sahle

and

10110.

mem claim. i114.1 5145.1810.

rehabilita-

Learning Model and the Multi -Discipline

Team

in

V incent

Pisani. psychologist and consultant at the
center, will prebent -Com-

bininga Multi-Disciplinc Team
Approach with Milieu Therapy
in Alcoholism Treatment..
The congress runs from
Feb. 1 through Feb, 14.

'Dm HAWTHORN lentil,
of trues is a large one OMI.
posed

of

many

ny Hawthorn

species
tn Edear

United tate. Several Mina
trees are considered national

Corenty. a tree It feel.

records.
A
Blue

irt species known.
In Harms Woods near Glenim is Pear Hawthorn.
foot. I inch annind. xhich

Cirtive

in

Ash in Funk's

McLean County.

with a trunk 10 fort inches in circumference. is the
largest of its kind In die
11

inel; in

cilenniferenCe. is the 14,1 of

1

holds the national reconl for
that species.

contest publish.] M The Day
on Wednesday. Jan. 21.
Her prize is a Stamp Collec.

's Hobby Kit including an
Album and 1.000 World.Wide
Postage Stamps. She is also the

a inner of n local prise in the
wow contest -a set of two
Mph bounce halls.
sle neu the conk,' judges 0,-

mimed all the local prise-winine entries fawn all cities

Sc Arlington arca winner
of u set of two high -bounce
balls, in addition Cr: Deborah,
is Holly Hutchioso 2103 Eastmans Cl., Arlington Heights.
Winners of sots of two cupansl-hall games offered as the
local prizes for the most neatly
prepared correct entries in the
&wens oaunting contest pub fished In the Young Hobbs

Club Department in The ay
on Wednesday. Jan. 14, arcs

wbe Ow Young Hobby Club

Traci Cris, 5. 611 W. Hintz
Rd.. Arlington Heights; lack

published. they agreed that
Dehorah's was one of the
best Rom the points of view of

Larsen. 11. 5 larch Dr.. Prospen Heights. and Jon John um. 8. 98 S. Louis St. Mount

neatiww and iv iginality, thus

Promect.

United States.
A Shellbork Nicker!, 10
Tea. 5 inches in circumfer.

area. and a Shumard Oak. 15

goir yatentirIP,
kumde &BINA.
CANDIES

W, G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

O -What Is Friedlander's
pheumonia? Is it more severe
month'ia?'Wh'hat7rthe' beast Pnetree't--

man

Minces received by individual
heneficiaries. The exemptions
depend 011 the relationship o f

11(lebsiella one
eel. It is
usually severe, and ins severity

?

A-Thb Manse is caused by
Friedlander
bacillus

Ihe

is aggravated by the fact that

de-

the victims ore often elderly

The (roe 52111X61 left to a
iz

oPr."217thhenob'eucsr'J'ehh'iEchek'il'uic'ribocuLre17.

the

beneficiary to

the

FW:air
520.1100 tax-free haw: a broth.

arms uncle, no

ew or nisve has a S51.61 ex.
emPtion. and mom for non.
relative the first 5100 A free of

motiQT:'ossti

°c"oulughwing"cuup-

mood? wm. is the here

-

A-Then

serest t
M imenmenis. They generally
sum with chills, fever. nausea
n,00d-tinged

and chasm

TOL

It is a different story. how...,t4::"'in::',ie'd0a1,1711,'),1,i;g'7,0'Egr'hu",:guignever. when the amount of an
of
thepneumonia
at all. If the
ads
"
a/manse organ
is Mend :111000d exemption.
fled. an appropriate antibiotic
gives the hest result.
Here's what happens if a
er

IrepavroeNs

valued at 5120.000 in cash
rev

er

nand

hl-ilLels1ehr7afit'er'" trr210.00%
wettaeN ggbsp,,g, sba bat-

ance left to her is subject to

atto4x

present continously Dr seven
months. mime other cause for

three months ago, and I still
hoot
and am short of breath on ex.
ertion. Rechecks of my chest
ray

were OK. What could

moAnc_ythoe.stsmumPtop,m...s ts,11.P4.18yiabt:

used by chronic bronchitis,
eMphysema nervous tension

0-fdy son, 20 was hospi.
talized for ono week vith a collapsed lung. Is there any MO
erCiSe he could take to avoid a
recurrences

A -There is no exercise for
this, but every effort should be
made 10
possible
remove
causative faCtorS. Alter a third
episode of this disease, surgical
remiir may be advisable.

RED

FOIL HEARTS

04 not a woman. Mt MY
chest X-ray showed a calcium
deposit near one of my heart
valves. What causes this? D.
dairy products arid other foods
make this condititm worse?
Would dtstilkd water and to
from
of lemonade prevent
getting wome?

1

lb. $2 45

cn

00010101 and barer bon

13'4 lbs. $4 15

A -The calcium deposits may

be in part the result of a preious infection, such m rheumink fever, and in prt an acAlcompaniment of
though .rnilk contains calcium.
it does not aggravate this disease but cream and other an

an or a large intake of
sugar might. Save the distilled
weter for your ear battery.
Neither this nor the lemonade
will dissolver, prevent the calcium deposits.
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Treatment of Alcoholism."

a national record for m kind.
It is feet 3 inches in enema

Seek came
in pneumonia

which mss direct las on the csme. the Illinois inheritance
tas is levied against the inher-

national congress on alcohol -

tin center. will present "A

0,0,.anothe

reCord tree. a Fink oak .1
1 'Aches in Cialmference.
A Caldwell Oak in Edge brook Woods. Cook Counts. is

entitling her to one of the Boo
national awards,

it should be sought.

UNLIKE THE federal tax.

present papers within the next

Goereral Hospital

the

near Naperville.

In Calumet City is

Deborah Wojelki, 7. 906 S.
LOON St., Mount Prospect, is
the w inner of a national grand
Hobby

on

S5003100 the federal govern-

Hospital Neff members will

and drug dependency in
Sickly, Australia.
Jean J. Rossi, M.D., program director for the Lutheran

throughton

lily,

9 inches Parkrfnce ,sin

the 'Meru! tax on 520,000

General

two weeks at the 26th inter-

Is search

Slates. a tree measuring

DOCTOR SAYS

state tax as follows:

for congress

Pioneer

sermfion.
Anyone who has nominated
a nee that is nn the original list
of mate champions may obtain
a certificate from the Department of Conservation. Siemert
said. District forest ers %ill
measure and verify all a inning

Mount Prospect girl wins
Cappy Dick grand prize

THE BIGGEST European

from the Depirtment of t'on-

ry Association conducts a big

State Office

biggest of their species in elw

Alder ever lound in the United

ANYONE W110 knows of

contact a district forester or
the division of forestry. 106

feet. II inches around, arc the

Gingko are eligible.
The finder of a record sized
from will receive
certificate

a tree Of unusual size should

net taxable value is 01.016 It
mews so S21000 on 5100.000

from federal estate las. Mon,

"You quickly see the full
mope of county government,"
said Hansen. -when you study
the long agenda for a regular
taxiing. I had the agenda over
the weekend which gave me a

such

an

trees.

ever. Me first 8041.1100 of the
value of an estate is exempt

filled.Thrtees tithe 15 board

A one -day institute Mr
tewher aides will he held Friday, Feb. 20, at Northern Illinois University, EftKalb.
The institute day is being
sponsored by the instructional
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ductions-is subject to tax. Then
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nt, federal tax will be due.

estate or to sour heirs under

were

commissioner
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to Malone
asmeiation.
aware of the exe mptions from
tax which are .,m ilahle to your
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Hallerherg of

men said. The name and address of a district forester may
over. Ow law allows a marital be obtained front the Soil
&Auction of one-half of the Conservation Service or other
value of the estate,
agricultural offices.

The federal law alai allows
dolueikuss 6sr debts, lawyer's
fees. other final omens. and
i11001MS left to charity. Only
Me balance of the estate
.,the...the net taxable value
after all exemptions and de.

Carl Hansen attends 1st
County Board meeting
Prospect a new member of thme

,t

Beseishofer

brother. Each boy must pure adiersSaturdaymorningal9:30
chase $15 worth of pancake am. and travel to Wheeling
day tickets, with no family
'Monday afternoon fora 4:30
attired to take more than that p.m. contest with Me Wildamount.
.cats. The Huskie fresh A's

hurts him now." said

WESLEYAN WILL host

Miller

39 for one boy and 16 for each They host the Elk Grove Gren-

'

surely improve as the season

6

even dozen.

The registration fee will be game weekend coming

and

miss. the other Iwo. But the
mphomore's 11-1-1 mark will

ilamelmann
Gutowski

The Knights have a too-

previously.

matches

8 6646 54.30 27 130 107 26
8 7639 7137 21 117 17 39
R 7716 19-10 28 102 42 25
8 56.37 35-19 27 93 66 14
II 40-14 12-9 14 37 13 24
8 25-12 21-13 19 37 16

mimed in an

its
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Junior College Felt 7,

Kummer
Anderson

MIDI EKBLAD topped all
Healy scorers. The lanky

to

class in

G PG KM FT A/01

Proapect poinkoaking.

defense thanks

nents from a heavier weight

F

three point rounded out de

Knight coach Dick Taylor
said, "We played a very fine
first half but reverted back to
me of our old ways in the

out.

nosed

wrestle two-

T,AOINNFEE=E"SVA:11:1'SIZT

matesRobZimmanckand Mark
.Blasco each litt for five. Ray
Sabo r's four and StanDeLoin's

the park district office, 748
Pearson St., Des Plaints. or
all 296-6106 for more infor-

is the tax
sharing wo muc
collector.
If so. you nil! he interested
in a short cosine in dIale and

Cook County Board of Co-

nine, Bob Bostrum dumped in

fronteourter

being
had to

accumulated a little

along to your heirs witt

dential appraiser member of
the Society of Real Estate A,

and it

the

You

mat egg. and when the time
it
conws you'd like to

Plumley. who A 3-1 in varsity
competition thus tar.
Lea is

Paul

.

various types of property.
Gundelach is a senior resi-

`Lewis
knows
all
the
mow, but he mimed lam year

Arlington Cardimils

Exemptions take
teeth out of
estate tax bite

I. E W I S' 142 -POUND
compuitor is' letterman Don

progresses.

tern°. eneounta with

six for Prospect while learn-

half."
fo."cH,

sent Dull against other schools.

hit' to

Number two scorer for the
Knights was Craig Matthews
with a do/en. and he was followed by Bill Freeman with

hood

ton Saturday'night

the late

The law serves you

I

Grenadiers at Elk Crone Friday evening and hosts the
Wheeling bathtub Saturday.
Hotel is honte to Fremd Fri.
day and on the mad at Arling-

Ann

return home fin a Monday ad.

appraisers
medal

number to two this weekend
when it takes on the Elk Grove

Frr'ernirrttutrodur rynoarning and

rehounds with III,

summer employment. Persons
interested are urged to apply at

mation.

I

said the Department of Conservation is carrying on the big
tree protect Ma was stated by

Gets

Keck.

Hersey eonnolled the tempo of play in the second half
Ma couldn't make up the 21point deficit. Trailing 42-24 at
the end of she third quaver.

He elms topped the club in

mained atop the league with an

hospitals serving northwest suburban coinmunitim. See story page

Fremd grad M. Lewis
bids for mat start

offs by one point each." said
couch Soh Keck of the Intro squad
prelimitmry matches
that determine who will repro,

ProsPecTs

Earl Remiche and Hersty's Al

over Fremd.

re-

as the Tree of Heaven end

ProSped tries To CM Its map.

"Mika has loot four wrestle -

ILO ledger following a victory

Arlington

Keensburg in Wabash (Minty.

linois.
Fred Siemer, state forester.

Products of Bra suburban baby boom evident Mai.. past 10 years are Todd, age four, and
Kyle, nine months, sons of Mr. and Ma, Richard Hendrickson, 3 Weidner Cu, BMTAo Gran.
Todd was born al suburban Elmhurst Memorial limpid and Kyle was born at Northwest Cootmunity Hmpind. More than 54,552 babies have been born during the last 10 yews at the fear

Rohan had
and Canon
four. Dove Harhach polled in
three while Hagg. O'Donnell
and Mike Tolmin each hauled
in a pair.

tine. is competing Ice Illinois.
Wesleyan University's wrestl-

muk.

the Huskies were beaten off in
it last-ditch effort by the young
Knights.
Leading the scoring parade
for Prospect was 6-6 Keith
Baumgardner with 13 paints.

Firs t -place

Beall Woods SW, Park near

°tie or introsfuced

making. BM lava and Tim
Carson had lour each while

a regular. hut Lady Luck has

"There hoe been a steady
upward trend in the past 10
years. somewhat contrary to

SINCE JAN. I. MO. there

neap big one.

tive Species. Sivmert said. Ex.

led the team w I, 11 rehounds.

eluded hint.

serving the northwest comma.
nines indicate the baby busk.

sized Ines, true champions.
the biggest of their kind in II.

by with a dozen.
for
Jeff Bstlelik hit eight for the
while backcourt ace
Rick Robert:01,1w had seven.
Both licdelik and Robernshaw
clipped off four artists.
Rounding 0111 Knight point.

ins team. He could have been

opened." a spokesman said.

United SrI:,:loth gr. in

Prospect also held a slight
advantage on the hoards. Korf

Mike Lewis, Ibriner Fremd

"1969 was the biggest year
Lutheran General

St.

Family -October, 95: Lutheran General -Nos emher. 265.

nominees do not have to be na-

a virus. tied for the runne,up
spot in Prospectk zoning der.

High School athlete from Pala-

births:

since

forestry is seawhing for record

column with eight points,
quells. divided between them.

STEVE of
pumped m
almost half of the Hrsey team
total. converting
buckets
and six free thrOWS for lb

ling a 37-16 advantage to the
locker room at the ball.
Hersey put on its best pen
formance of the contest in period three. outscoring the
Knights. 12-10. While the
wore made up pan of the Hersey deficit. Prospect still led,
47-211, at the three.quaners

2112

Alesiu,-October. 116: 11010

Tim Marwitz with eight and

Mike Koff, who oris slowed by

Bill Thurnhoffer and Jim
O'Donnell dumped in basket

quarter. 16.6. and added to the
lend in the second quarter, car.,

Ekeember.

While a vend leeward an
over-all increase in births remains undocumented. Minis.
tics kept by the lour hospitals

Forestry division seeks
record size trees

filled m the Her, iawing

minis Terry Rohan and

Mickel from all angles and suc-

The total number of babies
born since each hospital
opened is: Northwest Community -16.151; St Alexius
Family
Holy
-3,123;
-11,578: Lutheran General

Peak months &Irina MA

spokesman said.

the Chicago Hospital Gnoncil
Show metropolitan Cook
County births have keen de -

Scott Schubert and Phil Benedict each bagged five. Mark
Leonard and Tom O'Connell

Hogg was tops in scoring with

cessfully stopping Me usually
good -shooting Huskim. Prospect led at the end of toe first

said.

for 1961-62_, I uthcran Genera/ -1.265 births for 1959.60.

Lutheran General Hospital

how to
given instructions
measure his nominee. Big tree

Sill Ludwig.. was
next for Rene), with six and

the Knights' "Wild Bunch."

all

up ever since." a NorthWat
Community Hospital official

ten first year of operation
were: Northwest Community
-1346 births for 1959-60: St.
Alcides -544 births for 1966E7; Holy Faintly -1.291 births

Do you know where a big
tree grows? The division of

Terry Kahan with seven.

apiece.

THE KNIGHTS put it

Family Hospital, Des Plaines.
"We started the new year
slowly, but have been picking

-1.145: Holy Faihil1 -971,

lowed by Joe Nelson with nine.

poi..

sey reserves on the floor versus

together in the first half of the
showdown match, hitting the

Lutheran General -2.622.
Birth figures Ii:: each !mol-

pick-up in Mc birth rate not

Figures recently released by

Ward Schell led St. James
with 13 .ints, and he was fol-

PV,

lhe Mari mum. NW she Her-

MS1. jayvee chempionship.

born in Cook County hospitals
in 1960 and only 103,642 born
in MEM This is an 18.7 per

only in northwest suburban
hoepitals but also in the city,"

Op.'. he added.

spite .30 points by the losers'
John Amoroso,

i

The high.fiymg jwyaces of

third spot with it 6-2 mark.
Wheeling. with their 7-1 slate,
will pay a call on Prospect Saturday evening and a win there
would just about give the
Knights their second straight

munity -2034: St. Modes

130,000

Su James hooded St. Al-

BACKSTROKE, I. Vague.
LE; 2. Recktenwald, I.F. 3.
Sc
it FV. 400 -YARD
FREESTYLE:
Mackenzie.

Prospect High School hurdled
one of the two remaining walk
that sus 9. hemecii Mom and
the
Midomburban League
basketball MN Friday evening
with a
In win Deer the
tough II.
....ski..
The vid ny boom. the
Promo t conference record to
841, on. ,one ahead of Wheeling,
had hoar hind for
the loss relegated them to the

babies

were

conversations'
with doctors revealed a recent

'They're down 20 per cent
in metropolitan Cook Coon.

phomus n 65-42 defeat Sunday
in the Northwest
Catholic
Athletic Conference Eighth
Grade basketball league ye

Prospect jayvees take
giant step toward title

second with the wikkats, but

there

Ridge. and 78 births at Holy

were: Northwest Community

St. James wins

han, FV.

FREESTYLE STROKE 1.14140,1.F:2.Po-

I

theran General Hospital. Park

THE 1961 Chicago Hospital Council report indicates

"Informal

ing at Northwest Community
Hospital, At Alexius Hospital,
Holy Family Hospital and Lutheran General Hospital.
"Births are up in the nub.
urbs," a spokesman for Northweet Community
Hoepital

I. Patience, FV 2 Krebs, LE, Neck, FE; 3. Willituns. LF,
Rain LE DIVING: I, :400-YARDMIEESTYLERE-

100 -YARD
NET ART)

have been 133 births at Lu-

cent decrease.

have been continuously boom-

3.

Forest View 46

MEDLEY RELAY: I.

AT LEAST 6 It'd children
were born at the tem hospitals
during 1909 Totals for each
hospital are: Northwest Com-

clining steadily sin. 1960.

In the last 10 years at least
54.552 babies have been born
at northwest suburban tempitals, according to hospital

Burling, A, 1:125; 2. Marti -

100

Knight frosh team wins

Baseball registration set

scored on him all season.

matches to jump out to a 15-5
lead. Mark Magnuson ignited
..Pree by topping pre.
yi0Oal Y entlefeined Craig

Si FREESTYLE: I. Rowe.
A. 24.2; 2.

By K. C. Radice

i

sop, EG. 56.5; 2. Bachus. EG.
58.1, 3. KolA, A, 5977;

Lake Forest, 2. Forest View.
200 -YARD FREESTYLE: I,

the next two races. sa set up the

final relay in which ND set a

1.07.1, 400 FREESTYLE: I.
Jurco, A. 4:28.3; 2. Schlak,
EG. 4:35.7; 3. Clartrio, EG,
4:532;

;

2:26.3:2. Toler, EG, 2:26.4; 3.
Stout, A, 3:02.7;

Clarke, EL, 3. Schen°, EL

Notre Dame jayvees nose out
Ignatius for eighth straight

ing the opeceir-g
B us we pa. -<e
hOSISwimroen me
ditell as fit Pat s
event,

Calhoun. SP.
Kozelks. ND.
B: ad,::.
12 5.

50 -YARD FREESTYLE:
I. Romano. Np. 24.2; 2. Ca rinn. M. 71.4; 3. Dixon. M,
25.0; 1. Weischolik. ND, 25.9,
INDIVIDUAL
MEDLEY:
Buck. SI, 2:25.5: 1 Orr. ND.
2:23.1: 1 Mc Crink. Al.

2:25.2; DIVING: 1. Straub.
M. 188.75; 2. Warren. M.

Schweisw

400 -YARD
I. Carlborg.
Mackler. OP.

I, Thieman, A.
62.25; 2. Witcher, A. 55.3; 3.
,Doning, EG. 49.3:

ha 0 BUITERELE I.
EG, 2:10.4: 3. K.a, A. I Rowe, A, 59.2: Massey, KG.
1:02.0; 3, Kinn. EG. 1.05.9,
2:14.0, 200 INDIVIDUAL
MEDLEY: I. Sehlak, EG, 100 FREESTYLE: I. Jacob-

STROKE

Dons reeling in 3 -meet swim skid
Aft,r

200 FREESTYLE: I, Bachus, EG, 2:10.0; 2. Huebner.

100 -YARD

MEET RESULTS
Forest View 62
Larkin 33

vidual medley and the 100yard
butterfly and Mate

relay. the 30 -yard freestyk and
the backstroke.

Falcons captured
nigh of the I I events in the
. losing only the medley

S P/1R TS ::"";

View. Westdale came home
with Reset in the 200 -yard indi.

different
which
captured six firsts. The warns
split the relays 0:1h the Scou ts
winning the
dley relay and
it ha Falconsme taking the

meet. The
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straight sicaane,

DIVING.

Pursdl,

(Callahan,

Grose

Kinn, Schlak) 101.1:
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Suburban birth rate keeps
climbing, hospitals report

Falcon tankers split out of MSL

ARLINGTDNS
TOM
itowe, a junior, was the only

IF 111E TIE occurs, it

ley in the 100 back, Both relay
warto also won. Stanley, Stoll.
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Wednesday February 4 1970

Joins Beltone

would

halo if nee

col.
Lapsed? This happened Seven
months ago, and
lungs still
hurt him.
A -A collapsed lung usually

Corp., as an engineer in the
produthion
partment,

engineering

de-

ASSORTED CHOCOLATES

1 lb. box $1.95
2 lb. box $3.85

611

breirpand,snwciesthin..: few des

Palmer S. Lazarus of 670
Stephen Dr.. Palatine has
joined the Behone Electronics

The Bible
is alive
today.
Come to this
Christian science Lecture
FIRST CHURCH

heavy smokers and persons
who are overweight or have
chronic bronchitis, If the pain
in tlds
0.1.'1 1160 been

Orris

26 ,CDanbn CL
Hale te
CL 9-11611

of CHRIST, SCIENTIST

14AAIngtou

tricrei owl known Sts.

11

OmPleirms. III.

'0 111

-4 411,0.4'

SHORT RIBS
Wednesday, February 4, 1970

TONIGHT

OUT OUR WAY

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

mac 014' 1 CAN'T IMAGINE
WHY CANT I FINISH CLEANiN' ANY
ROOkn WHEN 1 GET BACK? AN' WHAT'S HIS PARENTS REQUIRING
NOTHING FROM HIM I'D
wRONG WITH ME DOIN MY HOMELIKE TO HEAR WHAT NE
WORK LATER TONIGHT t'60LPIE'S
ALLOWED TO' AN' CANT SOMEBODY HAS TO SAY ABOUT IT
OH, 60L DIE.
ELSE TAKE OUT TN' TRASH FOR
ONCE? GOLDIE NEVER HASTO DO
THAT.' I GOT ALL KINDS OF RULES
AN' RF r,4 II ATIONS, BUT GOLDIE...

!NY svoRt? MARTHA, SURELY

'YOU DONT THINK I'M 60
ITS WONDERFUL THAT
'ICU HAVE SO MUCH
ENERGY THIS WINTER,
AMOS"- MOST OLDER
MEN GET ANCHORED

To THEIR. ROCKERS!
b'
INCIDENTALLY, 'THE

FRONT WALK NEEDS
SHOVELING;

Mike
9
Show

OLD THAT I CAN'T"-

sHovaL. THE WALK T

Tom Corbett

6:00
News
News
News

2
5
7

tine's board of directors chairlady to fire

and Rod McKuen
Alfred
Hitchcock Presents
11 News In Per-

his fnend

spective

is

isked by the maga-

Douglas

-

photo-

11 PREMIERE:
Kukla, Fran and 01 lie

6:10

with Fran Allison to
hail their return to
network television.
26 Spanish Movie

6:15
11 Italian
Panorama

Editorial
26 Quiz
2

6:30
Hee-Hips,

Buck Owens and
Roy Clark welcome
Ferlin Husky and
Dottie West.
The Virginian
Guest star Dennis
Weaver and his bride
board a train outside

with

Cheyenne

Agr HAVE EVER

LOOK HERE, CLAY,

RAISE MY OFFER ONE
MORE MILLION!

SAND THATS

55EN ROSIN MALONE!

a

grqup of passengers

BUT Nor FOR FILMY LOCK ./ You MAY
HAVE THEMAGTERP/ECEIN EKCHANGE
FOR AN AIRLINElICKET-TO NEW YORK!
1 MUST FLY TO KEEP A VULILIRE

interests are

whose
7

Nanny and the

Professor
11

0

IP,

WILL NO STAND

IDLY BY!

24

sequences

I

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
19) Make every effort to
soothe away the hurt feelings
of another. The stakes are too
high for you to he playing

KNOW...

I KNOW:

9

11 Yoga for Health

ness.
5 Music

26 A Black's View

Chee-

Guests

Hall

Bernadette

2
5

10:00
News
News
News
News

12:30

12:55

"This Side of the
, Law." Kent Smith is
hired by crooked

lawyer to imperso! nate missing wealthy
' man.
7

1:00
Perspectives

7

Reflections

Honey-

2

Late Report

'

2

Meditation

9

Five Minutes to

1:30

of the News
Desi

are

Arnaz, Lucy Arnaz,

3 2 The
mooners

1:35

1:40

Peters

and Vivian Vance.
7 Johnny Cash Show

Guests include

7:00

10:30

2

Mery Griffin

5

2:20

Live By

Tonight Show

EEK & MEEK
EXPECT THE GIR-1.-

I MARRY ID STICK- BY ME
ITIMoor.;14 SICKNESS AND

HEALTH'

MORTY MEEKLE

ARIES (March 22 - April
20) If you would impress others with your ability to handle difficult situations, move

HEYILOOk LIP THIERE!

quickly and calmly.

rr

TAURUS (April 21 - May
21) New methods applied to

CHIF HANGING

`WAY UP IN THE AIR.:

old projects bring a gainful day
to he long remembered. Consider a suggestion for change.
GEMINI (May 22 - June
21) Make contact immediately
with those who can be of help

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

to you in the fulfillment of an
be

9:30

26 Arturo Mendoza
32 Debbie Drake

Show

presence of

Don't

Movie

cause for her blind-

26 Big Play

higher-ups. Seek a change.

ambition.

9

Seas

"Friendly

Chicago Show

Farm Forum

7

tahs and Chimps."

Midnight Report

5

psychological

a

5
7

- 9:10
20 The Forsyte Saga

is

2

Joan Bennett.

12:25
News

9:25
32
Paul Harvey
Comments

Geography.

12:00

Movie
"Father's
Little
Dividend." Delightful sequel to "Father
of the Bride" has
Spencer Tracy expecting to become a
grandfather.
With
,Elizabeth Taylor and
2

9

determining if there

Humanities.

211 1f dissatisfied with your position on the employment
scene; try to air your disthe

7:40

11:35

32 100
Paintings;
Great Music

tico
32 News

32 Of Lands and

6:55

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March

in

or Con-

11:30

32 News Final

26 Boulevard Adis-

26 Today's Racing

20 TV College

games.

pleasure

Englebert Hum-

as host.

prize-winner Edward

BUGS

Then Came

Bronson
Bronson's cousin
and her boyfriend decide to get married.

8:00
Medical Center
Dr. Gannon is
confronted by the
dual problems of
healing a teen-ager's
physical injuries and

Alb e, with Bill Moll

I

32 Truth

20 TV College

features Pulitzer

FOR THURSDAY

separated from his
wife, meets another

cade, Nanny advises
the professor that his

world. This program

Horoscope

Jonah Rhodes,

32 Man in a Suitcase

a

row

11 PREMIERE:

ONE CY THESE DAYS A -A
ELMER'S GONNA DISCOVER
HIS POOCH HAS GOT THE j
WORLD'S WORST ig
TASTE IN CLOTHES!!-

of taking

dealer

7

overly

Answer to Previous Puzzle

modest.

CANCER (June 22

Mountains

July
23) Take an interest in what's
going on around you this
morning. This is no time to become discouraged over minor
-

THE BORN LOSER

ACROSS

upsets.

1 Mountain
group in
Slovakia
6 South
American

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23)
Concern yourself with family
solidarity. This is an excellent
time for seeking the support of
those dear to you.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23)
Be prepared to respond quickly to opportunity. Group parti-

with others.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23)
Should you be offered an opportunity to get in on the

\A

ground floor of a new operation, don't jump too quickly.
Investigate.

CAPTAIN EASY'

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22) Place minor happenings in
perspective. You may be mak-

IT

ing too much of small things;

ALL STARTED WHEN I

IVORY

poAcHiNa ;
WELL. THAT

HEARD ABOUT THE DISCOVERY

OF TANZANITE.WHILE I WAS
IVORY POACHING IN AFRICA'

consider the total picture.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22) An important day
for the Sagittarius who fol-

FIGURES.

BUT WHAT'S
TANIANITS;

A NEW GEM5TONE, LIKE SAPPHIRE,
NT WITH FLASHES OF PURPLE -AND
GREEN JEWELERS CALL IT THE
MOST EXCITING FIND OF THE
CENTURY!

wEN
BELIEVE (TOR Non WHEN
TO' THE DIGGINGS IN TANZAN IA1 I

MADE A LUCKY STRIKE -9 0

BLAZES!

CARATS, TO BE PRECISE:

SIGN

-

A VA

Jan. 20) Let matters of health

come first. You can ill afford
to run after material goals at
41W__

the expense of calm and mod-,
eration.

IN.

miss
mesa

spasm

pass

spasm
samp
semi
amiss

pima
passe

same

sounds
2 Bow's
companion

3 Papal crown
4 Unit of
reluctance
5 Fish sauce
11 Bay window
6 Dismounted 23 Is mistaken
organism
12 Comic strip
7 Memorandum 24 Sigmoid curve 42 Seasoned
hero
26 Kitchen items
with salt
14 Papal garment 8 Tiny speck
27 Twist (coll.) 43 Dry, as the
9 Piece out
15 Left out
10 Melancholy
28 Earth
Sahara
16 Rocky hill
29 Naught
12 Mexican
44 Far East
17 Novelist,
30 First man
volcano
currency (pl.
Truman (Bib.)
45 Waste
13 Biblical
19 Lake bird
32 Amount
prophet
allowance
21 Dowry
34 Asseverate
47 Unit of work
22 English river 18 Mine
38 Greek
entrance
48 Version (ab.)
25 Narrative
20 Asian
mountain
49 Greek letter
poem
40 Bathes
51 Yellow bugle
country
27 Moves slightly
41 Soft -stemmed
22 God (Fr.)
plant
29 Mexican
national hero
5
2
3
4
'6 7 8 9 10
31 Sly looks
32 City in France 11
13
12
33 Asian
mountain
14
15
range
35 Soviet
16
11.7 18
mountain
19
1,21
23 24
range
36 All the time
25
37 Family member (coll.)
29 30
31
38 Unclose

CAMPUS CLATTER.
WELCOME ABOARD,

DOCTOR UPTiTE
AND HOW is OUR
NEW DEAN OF
STUDENTS

IMPASSE
seam

4

US, Po

_./

Answers to
Hideaword
mass
mess

1 Whistle

1

lows up decisions with prompt
action. Let others go their own
way; you go yours.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23

DOWN

mountain
range

cipation may bring better results than you anticipate; join

NERVOUS! I
WONDER IF
SE ACCEPTED BY

THE STUDENTS':

(poet.)

Mountain
range
43 State
46 Winglike part

47 Mount -

simp
simp

1

32

39 Swiss
DON'T WORRY! I'M SURE EVEN THE
MOST RADICAL STUDENT WILL GIVE
YOU A FAIR, JUST CHANCE TO
PROVE YOURSELF ON The JOB!

44.
.

a At

h

50 Competitor
52 Of an eye part
53 Happening
54 EX -students
(coll.)
55 Flavorful

36

36

37

39

41

42

52'53
7

48

wBear-

!movie with US

bribe by a narcotics

Feather

woman.

The Masters
'
Outstanding figures in the creative

WOVER ALWAYS
No<
HELPS ME PICK TIlf
OUT MY SUITS! IN oLr. 6LACKS.

ac-

is

20 To Save Tomor-

When Butch affects a cool, hip fa-

tention.

BUGS BUNNY.

in-

vestigators

11 Bird of the Iron

Robert Ryan narr a t e s documentary
special which tells
the story of the West-

son needs more at-

'71

One of

ern frontier.

Westerners

I

ibe

perdinck Show
G u es t s include
Lou Rawls, Gina
Lollobrigida, Kaye
Ballard and Roger
Whittaker.
9 Perry Mason

widely diversified.

FROM RAVISHING THE NEST OF
AN UNWARY ROBIN

LEONARDO CLAY

Your

The Last of the

7

5

ROBIN MALONE
fHIS INSIDIOUS
INVITATION HINr5
1HE DESPOILING OF
-(HE ONLY LIONS WORK

barricades himself in
the secretarial pool
of Drysdale's bank.

Movie
"The Enemy
low "Good
9

;

II Interface
26 Luis Carlos Ur-

M.cGarrett's

5

Shorty, still trying
to escape marriage,

Cavett

'Show

chum, Curt Jurgens.

9:00
Hawaii Five -0

'2

cused

7:30
' 2 Beverly Hillbillies

6:25

1-4.

8:25

20 TV College
Biology:

players assemble

Social Science.

Dick

17

against Germany in
action
underwater
with notable special
effects. Robert Mit-

The Kuklapolitan

20 TV College

2

9

32 Big Valley

grapher
9 Star Trek

26 Spanish News
32 The Monsters

(-I'VE SEEN HER THROW
THE ROPE OVER HIM
BEFORE BUT THIS IS
THE FIRST TIME HE
-TIGHTENED THE NOOSE!---

Dust y Springfield,
the Everly Brothers

The Courtship of
Eddie's Father
7

49

50

55
__

(Newspaper Enterprise Aun.)

4

C
Telephone

WEATHER
Tonight: Partly cloudy,

.1111111r

low 15 to 20. Tomorrow:

255.4400

IMO

Partly cloudy, little temperature change.
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Fairview Gardens loses
underground wiring
The hopes of Fairview Gar-

section of the village.

dens residents for new style
light posts and underground
wiring went a -glimmering

When the subdivision was
voluntarily annexed to the vil-

Tuesday

entitled to street lighting in accordance with village policy.

lage last year, the area became

night, when the
Mount Prospect Village Board

failed to find authority to allow them to spread a special as-

sessment for the wiring and
lights among the 293 homeowners in the farthest eastern

Cook County Commissioner Carl R. Hansen (right) and Mrs. Gordon Rairden, Elk Grove
Township Deputy Assessor (left) assist William Rohlwing, Township Supervisor as he fills out his
"Homestead Exemption" application. The new exemption law provide a reduction in property
taxes for many Illinois residents over 65 years of age.

Speaker drops in to tell
clergy about 'drop -outs'
presumptions

By K. C. Radtke

leave the ministry. He also offered a few theories on the fu-

The clergy "drop out" is an
activist who leaves 111S 1111111Stn

ture of the ministry.

because he is dissatisfied, a national correspondent told

Catholic priests forsake the
priesthood, the journalist said.
first because they are dissatisfied. then because they es-

tablish a liaison with a woman

'Iwo married es -priests, a
former rabbi. and a rabbi who

and then because they marry.
"The second two may be reversed, but dissatisfaction is al-

left his synagogue and later reextheir
shared
turned.
periences in a panel and work-

ways first." Ostling said.

shop sessions.

"I CAN'T identify him because it would harm him. but a

"[HERE IS no typology to

man from Rome predicts the
celibacy rule (in the Catholic
Church) will disappear a year
or two after the reign of Pope

the clergy 'drop out.," ()siting
told the men.

"They tend to

feel unful-

filled. I hey tend to he more ac-

Paul.

tive than pietistic. Its difficult

"Also,

the

R01111111';

who

to generalize Veliv these per-

handle dispensations (for

sons leave."

priests who leave the church)
say it (celibacy) is on the way
out."

Ostling is a graduate 01 the

University of Michigan who
did

post -graduate

work

at

Referring to a soon to be

Northwestern university. He
is also news editor of Chris-

published book on a Yale Uni-

tianity -roday, a magazine.
A layman with an apparent
strong insight into religious

(Conn.) diocese. Ostling explained part of the Catholic

life, Ostling disspelled

a

versity study of the Hartford

few

Gripe
()f The

or no
said.

Trying to fit two pair of
high boots and Iwo maxi

Catholic

churches, it is significant that

which projects will be under-

of the Jewish
American population arc without a full-time rabbi, Ostling

taken in 1971).
Emphasis will he put on par-

said.

year and at the organizational
meeting committee chairman

per cent

"Perhaps the lifelong committment of the clergy is
breaking down, perhaps the
surplus of clergymen. Ostling
But the Protestant minister
suffers a culture crisis, a financial crisis and personal difficulties.

supervision." Ostling

Unlike the professional who

can leave his personal problems out of his professional
life. Ostling asked what the
minister can do if he gets a divorce or his kid is on drugs?
.11 -he Time writer said Proconservative

the

churches

ticipation during the coming

equipment to compact

Area officials agree with
Sheriff Joseph Woods that the
problem of abandoned au-

ALTHOUGH JUDAISM
experiences les.; of

a

"drop

out" problem than either the
nerve, he suggested.
Both ex -priests panelists exreaction
strong
a
pressed

(Canfinaed an page 2,

gested.

Cook County Commissioner Floyd Folic agreed that
some plan should he adopted
for disposal of the autos, but
that the county wouldn't have
money to buy a crusher at this

day that although 9011 aban-

doned automobiles from the
northwest corner of the county had been crushed with leas-

ed equipment and removed
recently. an estimated 1.000

time. "We might he able to
lease one:' he said.

abandoned cars are still scattered about the county.

"I already have a nuisance

The board took no action
Monday on Woods' plan to
dispose of the cars in the fu-

ordinance pending with the

ture. He suggested to them that

removal of abandoned autos to
three designated areas, possibly Forest Preserve burning

grounds. Sheriffs 'police
would provide personnel to
handle legal red tape, Woods

cities

and villages could co-operate
in the program, Woods sug-

may also be crushing.
Woods told t he Cook County
Board of Commissioners Mon-

'

amined by the states attorney,

and Fulle said he hoped the
hoard would vote on the proposition Feb. 16.

THE SUBURBAN

tomobiles in Cook County is
crushing and that the solution

the county highway department provide tow trucks for

the

autos.

hoard," Fulle added, "This
would give the county authority to dispose of the abandoned
autos, and also such things as
refrigerators, furniture and

Members of the Board of

rectors were elected Jan. 28 at

the George I.. Busse Co., Fred

a dinner held at the Old Orchard Country Club in Mount

Meeske of Meeske's Supermarket, Doug Winkleman of

Prospect.

Winklemarcs

Service:

The 1970 officers are: Presi-

Nick Drakos of City Barber

assistant

Shop: Jack Keefer of Keefer's
Pharmacy, Robert Salzman of
Milbourn Bros., Inc.
Others are: John Weber of
Commonwealth Edison, Richard Hughes, vice president of
the Mount
Prospect State
Bank, and Ted Small of Paddock Publications.

Paul

general mgr. of the Randhurst
Corporation; first vice president, Louis Velasco, owner of
Louie's Barber Shop: second
vice president, Ray Johnston,
president of the First National
Bank of Mount Prospect; treasurer, Jerry Shutt, president of

SIMON

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY Matthew Pryan said,

At the meeting of representatives of the civic association
with the public works com-

system.

There were returns of questionnaires from 220 homes,
with 145 homeowners approving

the more expensive in-

stallation. 75 homeowners registering a negative vote on the
proposition.

TUESDAY, NORRIS
noted that the votes in favor of
the proposed different in-

By Rich Crabb
From Springfield

there

was

vised Statutes and case law on

the subject and had found no
legal grounds for the hoard to
spread a special assessment for
the purpose.

THE MATTER was

re-

ferred back to committee for
further

future

consideration

until any other means of financing have been explored.
after Hendricks read a letter
from the association's street
light committee chairman.

Robert Burhop, in which he
noted that "Underground wiring, for street lights is a desirable as well as a practical approach for Mount Prospect to
consider. Although the cost is
somewhat higher than the out
dated

overhead

system,

it

seems somewhat inconsistent

that the village still considers
this the preferable approach."

Elward,
delegate Paul
fought stubbornly for delaying
the decision on the manner of
submission until after the new
draft of a constitution has been
by

completed.
the

noon for two hours and then

decision. "To make any other
decision would have been irresponsible. All of us know

...-

it

of

Third

voted 68 to 37 for separate submission of articles.
The Chicago delegation. led

There's nothing more easy-going than hard money.

JOHN WOODS,

convention held a
heated debate yesterday after-

District.

Arlington

Heights, commented on the

voting on a nest constitution as a single package is
What
defeated
rant 'cation
that

recently in New Mexico and
before that in NON York and
M,tryland.Copies of a 110w state constitution written by the history

students of Elk Grove High
School

were

placed

in

the

hands of convention delegates
yesterday afternoon.

are

Mrs. Karen Miner, 34, of 12
S. Owen, Mount Prospect, wa
pronounced dead at Holy
Family Hospital after she wai
found by Mount Prospect po
licemen, unconscious in het
auto in the garage of her home
said

He further noted that Village Atty. John Zimmermann
had checked the Illinois Re-

Single article vote
for new constitution

The

SAYS

found dead
in garage

Police

residents.

than as a package.

sent businessmen in matters of
civic and industrial impor-

Woman, 34,

made there would he no charge
to residents.

The
new
Illinois Constitution will he submitted to
the people by articles rather

SUBURB

"The Chamber of Commerce
will be planning an active and
effective year for Mount Pros-

STUDENT REPRESENTATIVES had visited the convention on Tuesday. had been
introduced by Con -Con Presi-

dent Samuel W. Witwer and
delegate Virginia Macdonald
of Arlington Heights. leaving

a copy of the

a

student

con-

stitution for the delegates.

was not running, and the gas
tank was empty. The garage

Fulle estimated that from
3,000 to 5,000 cars are aban-

Holy Family Hospital and her
body removed to Haire Funeral Home. Arlington Heights.
Police said there will he an
inquest at a later date.

"Considerable time is also
used in attempting to trace the
last known auto owner, and in

day.

the state at a cost of $2 each,"

vast junkyard in. the not too
distant future," stated Des
Plaines Police Chief Arthur
Hintz.

ABOUT 225 to 250 cars are

securing junker's titles from

Hintz continued, "Then we
must advertise a public auction."
On Jan. 30, the last of 161
junkers from Wheeling were
crushed by equipment from a
Northbrook firm. "There are
still 350 abandoned cars scattered within a mile or two radius

of Wheeling," estimated

Police Chief Marvin Horcher.
"It costs us. from $5 to $25 to

abandoned within Des Plaines

dispose of each one,"

in one year, Hintz reported.

about 80 have been collected, a

which had been introduced to

private firm disposes of the

the board in June, has been ex-

autos.

erage use of 6 years.

The city has constructed a pit
area to store them, and when

The students also presented
copy to Gov. Ogilvie.

John Woods and Mrs. Macdonald announced last night
that the Con -Con public hearing to he held in the Arlington
next Wednesday will
open with remarks by Albert

hotel

Volz, of Arlington Heights.
98 -year -old "lather
of the
northwest suburbs."

`Disorderly conduct' defined
under change in code

hatch were crushed by the private firm.

year. This would be at the rate
of from 8 to 13 once bright and
shining autos discarded in one

problem is provided, suburban
Cook County will become one

Winning debaters from Forest View High School proudly display their trophies. (From left)
First row: Joyce Scheller, Rolling Meadows senior; 'fed Maas, Mount Prospect sophomore; Ellen
Martin, Rolling Meadows senior. Second row: Chuck McHaley, Rolling Meadows junior; Roger
Frech, Larry Larson, and Steve Cardwell, all Mount Prospect sophomores. Maas, Larson, and
Cardwell placed first as a team in a recent Highland Park invitational. McHaley and Miss Martin
joined Maas and Larson in securing another first place at a recent Lake Park tournament. Both
Frech and Miss Scheller won three out of four debates in the two competitions.

"But it's getting too expensive for labor and equipment to be used in cutting up
the cars." Hintz said. The last

doned in the county within a

"I agree wholeheartedly
with Woods' statement that
unless some solution to the

a

door was closed.
She was pronounced dead at

ORDINANCE,

THE

Specialities, Inc.;
executive secretary. Mathew

Directors are: Terry ['rakes of

dent,

If the usual installation were

Hendricks, association president, presented results of a poll taken of subdivision residents on the flatter of
installing the more modern

Pryan of the Randhurst Corp.

Dasso,

ment poles. which it has been
estimated would cost each
homeowner an additional S50.

Richard

Seventeen

Shell

cent of the total number of

mittee and Village Manager
Virgil Barnett on Jan. 21,

N E W OFFICERS and
members of the Board of Di-

started on the new year.

Horcher spoke of how formidable the problem has become when he mentioned the
millions of new cars which are
produced each year for an av-

other items which have been
discarded about the county."

tance and to work for the betterment of the community.

will be appointed and their
work outlined to get them

Abandoned autos are 'crushing' problem
proposed, and the county either purchase or hire crushing

public works committee noted
the earlier 2 -to -0 vote of his

stallation was less than 50 per

denial of the request for the
underground wiring and ce-

in the garage. The car's engine

While the Catholic Church
is "on the verge of disaster,"

By Darlene Mitchell

petition for early installation
of the usual combination of

committee in recommending

strong odor of exhaust fumes

gregations.

clergy is losing its religious

passive people...

ris, chairman of the board's

HE MUST play the roles of pect businessmen."
"All plans will be made with
and
scourge"
"prophetic
handholder (the comforter), the community's businesses in
Ostling said: the minister pre- mind," Pryan said.
fers the former, but the laymen
The purpose of the Cham
cherishes the latter,
ber of Commerce is to repre
Ministers frequently must
subsidize up to a S1.000 without reimbursement. particularly for car expenses. the journalist emphasized.

TRUSTEE LLOYD Nor-

However, the Fairview Gardens Civic Assn. delayed any

added.

priest

"It's a structural problem
Which tends to woo and hold

coats into one small school
locker.
L.B.

The directors and officers

where pay is low and the liturgical life is rich because their is
a strong identity in these con-

a pastor with either too much

8

Corp. headquarters.

dogle."

young assistant
spending 21 or 22 years under

at

p.m. Monday in the conference room at the Randhurst

testantministers do not leave

ing

Day

organizational meeting

clergy problem in terms of a
"tremendous structural boonARE
"RESTRAINTS
from above, with the languish-

The newly elected officers
and Board of Directors of the
Mount Prospect Chamber of
Commerce will hold their first

churches have a
or
Protestant

Protestant

section as is common throughout Mount Prospect. until they
had conducted a survey of the
subdivision's residents.

Mount Prospect chamber
officers set first parley

will be discussing and reviewing past and future projects 01
the chamber in an attempt to
analyze their effectiveness in
the community and determine

10

QUOTING FROM writings of Kenneth Mulholland, a
former Jesuit. Ostling said "the
Catholic pre -occupation with
celibacy is really a dodge."

clergymen yesterday at Forest
Hospital.
Richard Ostling. religion
correspondent for 'rime magazine. gave the keynote address
hospital's seventh
the
in
clergymen., institute. More
than 75 priests. ministers. and
rabbis attended.
'

on why men

wooden poles and lights with
overhead wiring at each inter-

At Tuesday night's Mount
Prospect Village Board Meeting the second reading or final

approval was given to Sec.
25.301, Art Ill, Chapter 25 of
minicipal code, which
more specifically defined the
offense of "disorderly
conduct, with some 16 categories as contrasted with, the
the

previous eight -line description
of the offense, which was
amended last in February,

the hands of the police an extremely heavy burden to use
good judgment in its enforcement."

THE NEW section's definition of disorderly conduct specifically singles out any person
who "Resists or obstructs the
performance by one, who may
reasonably be believed to be a

utterance, gesture, or display.

THE SECTION goes further in stating that a peron is
guilty if he does or makes an
unreasonable or offensive act,
utterance, gesture, or display

"which disrupts or interferes
with or tends to disrupt or interfere with administrative
functions, educational classes,

or social and athletic activi-

1962.

police officer, of any authorized act within such officer's
official capacity.".

Mayor Robert Teichert,
noting the all -inclusiveness of

Also included as an activity
that makes a person guilty of

out in paragraph 8, which
specifies disorderly conduct

the new law which amended
the previous section in its entirety, said, "You can enforce

the offense

the entering

when one "Creates disturb-

upon school property when

this law against just about any-

the purpose or with the

one in Mount Prospect."

tention of making or doing any
unreasonable or offensive act,

ance of public order by an act
of violence or by an act likely
to produce violence."
Further accommodating to
the times, the definition in -

He added, "This places in

is

other persons are present, "for
in-

ties...in progress."

Violence per se is singled

a
person who "Intentionally inhales vapors or

eludes

fumes or any substance which
induce euphoria, hallucinations, or intoxication --except
as otherwise provided by law"
or "visits...any place" where

such practices are being conducted."

John Zimmerman, village
attorney, while noting that the

greatly enlarged definition of
the offense would give police
officials a tool to obtain convictions in cases formerly
thrown out by the courts, said
"An officer's intent three-quarters of the times is to be a peace

officer rather than a police officer."
The vote of approval by the
Village Board was unanimous.
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Guitar lessons planned
The Mount Prospect Park
District is extending its guitar
and drum lessons program that
was begun last fall.

well as answer questions.
For further information,
can the Park District office,

(Cottlitutedfrom page II
swine the Catholic Church's

25.7-33811.

-e,1y'Twi'ln'
7reruebrrem SCOUt-O-Rama
Karns Music Company and
to be held at
wiII be offered to any One in
the Parkthith'et seven Yeas
Arlington Park
old or over in beginners and
of the Northwest

Council. Out Scouts of Amer

the Lions Park Fieldhouse. Be.
p.m.nning drums will meet at 6
and intermediates at 7

Packs

p.

and to provide the opportuntly
Scouting
Ss to demonstrate 1Mir

1

I

man.
Scout Tae purpose of
stimulate and
0 -Rama

i

strengthen the program of Cub

Eatemponatema speaker Mill Chen, a Haney High School senior practices lib technique

boys g-10, Boy Scou
Ex-

before eight of his chtsamates and teacher, Richard Panama Blending background). Chen and the
other students .11 represent Hersey in India -Woad speech event of the dlstrict Wools High School

I

The cost of the program is
boo for ID weeks WI. 51.50
book fee for beginners). Stu-

Id -17,

Assecialln tonommon to be held Feb. 14 at Has.. Listening and offering critiques are: Oral
row -Robert Moore, Arlington Heights Km Scheme!, Primpeet Heigh. Esther Ratner, Prospect
Heights K. C. Scott, Moon Prospect Second row-Falth Onerey, Arlington Heights Craig
hjogren, Arlington Heights; Bonnk Mlle, Prom, Heigh. Debbie Huff, Montt Prospect

tng skill, to the public as
pan of do character building
purpose of the semolina pro gram. lhivies said.

cost rent.

al instruments or furnish their

Registration. can he made
in person at. the Park District

office. MI Seeliwun Av.. or
by mending a special session
with Me instructere from
Karns Mum who will give an
introduction to the program as

Scouting

Units from

left the parish three
years ago and married a widow

dards." he confessed.

si t u a t i o where assistants
frequently arc much younger
than pmtors and a commanicetion gap exists. He spoke
out against his parish assignment in a Chicago neighborhood where :trace and religion

was not bothered to M mix-

Marine buried with full honors
Marine Capt. D.

J.

Rey-

Northwest Suburban Council now, tqof ter,. and Mrs.
will have a 'Sent -'Rama Richard Reynolds. 114 Tam

Kick-off Night? on Feb. 23 at glewood Dr., Elk Grove Vilthe Council Scrim Center. lam was buried with full mill1622 N. Rand Rd.. Arlington wry honors on Jan. 20 at AtHeights.
Enron National Cemetery.

A veteran of 14 months sec
vice ie

Vietnam, cape Rey.

noIds died Dec, 3, 1969 during

training flight accident

ejected

The

at

Cherry Point, North Carolina.
Reynolds who was the instructor on the F-4 Phantom
jet,

when mechanical Dilutes de Moped over Georgetown.
South Carolina.

from tat: plane

high-speed

ejection

from the jet traveling m sp750 miles
per
proximately
oho
hour
the rvported cause of
Reynolds death.

Mena. It didn't meet my con-

caption of the Biblical can

micsthood because of the
Chtirch's restlessnese, he lack
of identity, lack of goals. a ntitore, and purpose.

Moshe Davidowitz- a for seer rabbi turned teacher, add
he finds himself more concaned with the Jewish world

now than he did during his

"I'd he back tomorrow if
they

changed

celibacy

the

rule," Lally admitted,

synagogue days.

"It's unlikely that I'll go
back to the robbing, My
teaching

FRANCIS MOSKAL. an

the

any
re-

MOSKAL SAID he left the

Lally criticirM the parish

Davies. Scout.0-Rama chair.

Floor Posts for boys

channeling of men and

with three children.

ica. will be held it the Ad.
ington Park Exposition Hall
April 25 and 26. said Rees

lacking

"YOU HAD to accept eartain blind spots," Thom. Lally said. He was ordained in
1958,

Suburban

held on Wednesday's beginning Feb. I at the Mount
PrOspect Community Center
Maple room.
Intermediate class will begroat 4 pm. and the beginning
g roup will meet at 5 pm.
Drum lc,sufs will also begin
an Feb. I but will M held at

dents may obtain

conservative.

The annual Scout-D-Rayd

The guitar lessons will he

when 1 first became priest fin
1%2)." Moskal said.

PI saw the church as eery

conservatism.

e

intermediate classes.

7 ways to get

Speaker drops in to tell
clergy about 'drop -outs'

is mom critical

to

me,- said Davidowitz, who is

other ex -prim, who served
three parishes for five years be.

now staff member af thhi-

requesting a leave of al,
and Inter marng
loutlessa Nogoo former nn,
sure

Ds.

Mat he would return to the
priesthood under my dramstances

?Some of my assumptions
about the priest and Cathie:.

camwere pretty

shook -up

Turn out more work? B.
mai deadlines? Of course.
CosCoe m up with an

idea that

or sarvs a tidy sum for
tha company?

No doubt about ib-you're in
line for a raiW Wear& any of

1 mimed the satisfaction of
the pastorship," Tabachnik

these things.

said.

But how do you do it? If

Car hits van,
2 teens hurt

you're already doing a good

job, how can you do a sufficiently belle rjoh to nuke the
big difference?

were

jured yesterday when their
auto struck a moving van
parked in front: of 1.14 S,

THESE SEVEN steps, taken in many 'successful career.
'

Rohlwing RC Palatine.

nuty help.
I. Listen with both ean.

Speech experts estimate that

Police said the auto driven
by Bette Lawrence. 17, of 919
Babcock Ln., Palatine, was
northbound on Rohlwing Rd.,

the average man hears only
half of what's said to him! By
getting all the facts the first
time around, you avoid costly

when it struck a North Amer,

mistakes

Lines truck.
Miss Lawrence and her sis-:

." Van

time -wasting.

and

back -necking. A busy

hose

prizes the employe who has to
Fe told only once.
2. &COt a an idea man. I1N
maim than many people think.

16, were akin to
Northwest Community Hospiml where Bette was admitted
for treatment of facial cuts and
aa injured right leg. She was
reported in fair condition
there lam night.

Be
step.

skeptical

should

nized or more highly trained!
4. Knox. your boss's jet. So

qualified people exceeds

that one day when he moves up
10 11 higher %lot you'll he a logicel candidate to succoal

your own tote

You'll understand his prob-

serves and gets train!

5. MAKE rtv clock work

7. KNOW WIIAT courses

of .tion to avoid. You may

the habit of emmanng now

Bombarding the

long each lank SI1011111 take you,

questions is MI a sign of alert-

then dying to awe a few minutes...a half horsr...even sev-

ness: ask only the questions
that arc strictly necessary 10

eral hours off your deadline.

get the job done.

that the

ciency. neeillms complOations

an scpe.

sued.

ie were ineffective.

your daily work routine.

Form thenbraiing
-storm

it:

write down usmany solutions
as sou can think of. drawing

on everything011 kw from
your own

experyience anond

from

1. Recogniry kour hidings.
lEs fine to have faith in your
!

hut h may be equally
meth:111e to Linde:wand what
trans ere ItInels hie sour path to

1

serves,. What dory the how

-41/

peel diili Jan. 31 in Ninhbrook Nursing Home.
Surviving hint are a doughter Marjorie Bischoffer of

Mount Prospect nvo grandchildren and a skier. Lillian
Silsbee of Texas.

litmeral services were held
yesterday at II a.m. ni the
I...Mord Oehler rotten.'
Home Chapel in Arlington
Heights.

Interment

was

in

C'!!!!'1: Chht"iv:

lower

s!

SCh 4301 Me

William P. Brainard. SO
41F) S. Albert Sr. Mitunt ow.

AtTo he served Friday
button. Prospect. Wheeling
Elk Grove. Hersey end Forest

lime, grapefruit orange Cara
reel roll and bum, milk.

Lew high schools in District

Available desserts: pine.
apple slices, vanilla pudding,

main dish tone choice):
tuna noodle casserole. Mw

apple Me. chocolate Marble

I,

cake. weer cookies
Tolle served Friday in Mary

honor in a hon. wiener in a

Arthur. Ann Sullivan, John

bun. Vegetable I Ow choice!:
to pniatoes. applesauce.
choicet: Omit juice
Salad
tossed salad. cote slaw. mold.
.sltherrY. grape pinmpple

Call Pesche's

Muir and Basy Ross schools
in District 23:
Pima green salad, fruit
cocktail. cookie. rrelk.

in DesPlainesa..

and

See the many splendorous flowers
of the world, all beautifully arranged
in actual landscaped gardens
of unique and dramatic designs
by leading area Landscapers,
Flower Clubs, and Florists.
You'll walk through a wonderland of

SC

'distinctive floral beauty in an
atmosphere of breath -taking charm
and perfumed elegance.

a en
estival

-Wee

Send a LoveBundle

,

FEBRUARY

12th

for

sT

THROUGH

FEBRUARY 22nd

Valentkne's

NIL \

mr"

,

tlf

AozisL

Week.

C)

6
,e-ww

:

Waukegan.

similar at all. Becht...5in its

mom Sill.M1i0115

Own way.

aid... at old people's homes. at

Briefly. FISH is

entergericy service. The Volunteer
t

Eureau

provides

an

volunteers

lidimmuity work.
',

FISH has a 24 -hour answer-

for help
ribs service. A
FISH in. 2 'tier operator gets

FISH mintier cm duty to re.
ann the gall. The FISH inem.
for either handles du: situation
nr gets someone who can. Ina
that simple.

teacher

ha nil ic a peed children,

ARE for items
transponation. baby-

hopes to raise

54"

110

Molded in

ne

consisting ta
, rt
limited apngai .: :ling of L..

...Tin

at

Who:ling High School! The

Volunteers include both men
and women. teen-agers to old
people. There is no charge for

Leeds to finance a concert tour

the service.

the choir and the school band.

'

ut heron Church's now

Youth Building? The firm is
Anderson. Rehder. Yondre of

lation affected hy various pollutants so that other high -risk
groups can he pinpointed and

it

prutecled.

,

.

?Physicians tun play an rim -

pertain pan in finding these

-AND." he said. -certain
pollutants. such

groups by looking for possible
their
between
axweiations

carbon

patients' illnrys and environ-

directly :Mem the hears."
Dr. Carnim. who

mental changes. These clues
can then he used in definitive
Wudies to hoe for other high-

has

rott Inily er -pollution
noni the cin ot Calls

ti
ret

rskgrorp,."D

Crurnow said.

o,

Fora Great

Maytag Pair!

t

with °wilt-.

try

Quell, Inhere. snit

space. a fellowship hall with a
kitchen and a new office wing.

wide arirla
se

Paula:

"Paper

1.0.so

it

lion quaranMed. Open ion
vv. Fri. 7
9 PM NI des

MIKE NOLAN'S

school choir will use the pro -

)

D
Only

"SLITS ME"
O

and env.

howen
prieml

v seam svav,

O

WORST NIKE of The Day:

lopes remain stationary'

set sv
All

Easter. 1971.

Mk . stock reports?"'

roesize
nel

.

E

two Nocks West
Of lkirenlOwn Om
Arrigo Poetry Bldo.
e7baoas
MorT,vet

IS

$39990

Plaines

hor
to Boston mat spring.
the is a combination effort b

The sale starts in the ova-

TheVoluntc.

Bureau

works like this: void meers who

,can contribute u few hours ,
Week gall the bureau and offer
Community
services.
t

ning tomorrow_ from 11:311

10:30. On Saturday the hours

In ant 10 lim. Anyone
wishing to donate item may
.11 Mrs.

Betty Carlherg

DE90

These are not "stopped down" models

A BIG SPENDER

537-1455.

About 55.0011 is waled for
the trip scheduled tar March

es the V0111111., 10 the juh. The

.16

volunteer gets the rich feeling
f accomplishment and being
n eeded. and the agency gets
tile work done.
Anyone can be a volunteer.
old people. students. house-

YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE

at

menu. ask the bureau to pmide someone to help the get
job done.110 bureau inatch-

gives. newcomen. youth

to April 4. It is hoped that
more than 51.000 will he

..

all these great dependable Maytag features

OR BIG SAVER, EITHER
Our Institution Serves
the Man, Woman or Child
Who Wants to Save
Any Amount He Pleases

gained by the rummage sale.

DID YOU KNOW that the
huilding pmject OKd by Trinire United Methodist Church

Whenever He Pleases

was designed by the same an

II You Want Flexibility and Safety, Both:
They're oft end running

oev

rh

define persons in the popu-

Trinity expeas iv add a tow

son ci tt

mom sale toorrow
ho
and Sat in

*WE ARE currently conducting a study attempting to

Lowest Price Ever

,FAMOUS BRANDS:
MEN'S SUITS
E
AT
!I WHOLESALE
PRICES
r,

Paula: -Did you hear the
urday

or. perhaps.. in bed.

111E1 SW' k ION wit bee

The local the
Burcau
e a branch of the large North-

west Cook County Volunteer
Bureau. The bureau is not an
emergency service A week or
two is desired for placement of
a volunteer. The number it.
Mount Pspect is 394-1-1EIT.
is the dinlitor.
Elden

or 111,1MMC111%. remain indoors

go

two -fold c

plete the original Mans made
for the church. the new facilities will he built directly north
of the prment church.
The congregation hopes to
he using the new addition by

sitting, locating neolol antiVol like sickroom equipment.

VISIT US TODAY

they have

& servicetoo!

MAYTAG

EASY TO \
WHY ACE WASHER - DRYER?

INSTALL!

Why does one dealer consistently outsell all

DISPOSER

fit

You Do It!

other dealers in cgiven field? Is it lower

Or

prices? Is it beffer product? Is 0 better service?
We at Ace-Maelag think it's all

Zit!,

We Do It

three: We buy direct from the factory, which
means lower prices. We run our own service
department which means quicker, personalized service. We sell one product, MAY TAG, Over 18 million sold Need we say
mare? This time, buy an Ace Washer Maytag. You'll be glad you did.

led

!

It isn't ne

to haven fixed °mom. or a Minimum

n't hove to buy o certificate -jest set up
account. You don't
Mery and
o passbook account such has brought

DISHWASHERS
Built -Ins Portables

savings insurance to millions of Amarine over the
years.

CREDIT IS EASY AT ACE!

PO\Y

ran
299-5531..

MI/MM.M.

71,11
GI ft s

days. The Easter Seal So

'This new addition will com-

$ 795

Flowers and

More than 7.6e1011. volm:
leers throughout Chime ...nd
will march during the P ..re

hoes.

THF.REI.I. BE a Inc i u-

anocuirs
Etch

as

to increase dosage of medicine

pollu-

about

tion's effects. we do Imo.

speech end
p'Donal ler., tor entailed eh I-

used to support two Chicago

unteers have loon placed in
high school lilmiri.. in class -

might be advising the patient

NEED A WASHER or DRYER
DISHWASHER or DISPOSER?

March 21

Lit Flt.ros

1 .

Cash
& Carry
Jonquils

begin Tuesday, Maich 17 and

ter Seals II. Dail contributors

Why lry to snoop,
1101 of love into lust one day'
Call or stop in today.
And order you, Love3undle to
virr ive early. Amuas the
street. Or ;tunas PT cOentry.
A special Valentine
At a spec! 1 priCe.

troatment eenters I M ourtors looniest at 59113 A I tillon
10411 S Michigan, offer

continued through Sao. o

What is FISH?

thought it was quite similar to
the already existing Volunton
Bureau. Actually. they are not

lion levels are h igh.
Among step1 no protection.
according to Dr. Carom.

ing on Its severity. to take steps

cago Easter Seal Sockr will

Follow these seven positive
skills that will make von more
promouthle: a working knowl- steps toward making a good
edge of accounting. Ike ex- job performance better. and
ample. will probably make you you will find that you have
n Imerints
a Ire more .11110131e to tout, promoted your
company. no matter what spe and raised more mob
than your
of hryinew it is, our Miffhe you hop. for gelling ahead.

chit, who dmignol St. Mark

for proceed. when Mr polka.

end Cook County. said, "We
Arced' know that some
groups are at a higher risk in
the general population when
lir pollution is heavy." Dr.
am,. included infants. person, suffering from emphyAma.asthma undother chronic

cen cause spasm of the air pas and 'n
g
th I
npiratory
g reused
fection." Dr. Cresorn. stated.

I.door rop..1 for the Chi-

ALSO.SEEK TO acquire

groups. church grouts. A skill
is desirable but not essential.
lust being a person willing to
do something is enough. Vol.

herculosis Institute of Chicago

andltrake Univeriity in lee.

in the Easter campaign are

Mary people were confused
when they heard about the new
They
urganieation.
FISH.

thma or emphysema. depend-

understood

'rho annual Easter Mal Parade for the Crippled, a door-

hooks in )war field general-interesi magazines. n hat itioney
"Companhe can always
nuking knack of idea creation fuel lightweights to do thee..
depends to a great extent on jobs What they look for are
how much knowledge you can men and women who mgerly
& an 1111011.
lake on the hard job."

155

RANDHURST
presents its annual

ing to risk, they can, for ex_
ample. tell o mtient with as-

Dr. Beranli1 W. Caroms.
molical director of The TO-

pinned on by his sister-in-law while his brother William Hein and niece lim watch. rho commis shining took place at the University of Arizona. Scott was graduated from Irilipeet High in 1965

of past yeurs, and the Pareilc
The majority of funds raised

Ili

ref 14- ""

William Brainard

technical

and

professional

have them. As Donald R. Morrison. President of InternetionalAccountantsSociely.fiwo
points out:

Witt Street

0f

I

qualnu or &mho even if yier

6. I.earn! Rear! as widely
possible: trade publications.

piratory ailments, explained
by encouraging physicians to
classify their patients accord-

of treating their

"Although much is still not

Easter Seal door-to-door
campaign set March 17 2 1

Here's where being ailloatcher

The truck driver was not in
Rabbi Joseph Tabachnik.
West Suburban Temple. left the truck at the tine of the
his pastoral life for me- crash, police said, and did not
chological reasons, but re- know of the accident until poturned when he found his in- lice told him.
There were no tickets is
tonvlvement in laymen's nevi-

part
venial part

aeon Debi of 221 N. Pr.pect Manor, Mount Prospect, lee he new skated lima rant, hers

with

Antl then do it to the hest of
can help youw eau
use the elm.* as stimulus. not your ability :eel don't voice

igen :me simply adaptations of
groudures that worked in other fields.

Obituaries

boss

st doctors m ton.
cogs
ing patients with chronic res-

respiratory ailments, especially
the elderly. and those with
Marl discaze.

earn a raise as much for what
you don't do as for your more
amomplishments.
positive

TRAIN YOURSELF topinpoint areas of waste. ineffi-

.

I

and allied subjects exclusively.
and ask for m accounting apti-

for you. Plan your time as
muchm possible by tlingualendarpads-mernol y-joggingnmes.
and methodical 111m. Grs into

, ',Chicago area doctors must
include environment as an

patients along with medicines
and diet.- according to a leading Chicago expert on health
effects of air pollution.

lems and presmres, and how to tude test
There's no charge and you
be mon useful to him. In shore.
you will he a more effective can take the ton at home and
employeeohe kind who de- score it yourself.

1 Many of the boo .new'

A ...My ming a hand-held fire estingukher fights the blaze which cameo extensive damage
yesterday In the engine compartment of a car helonging to Jryse L. Nolan of Maywood. Firemen
arrived seconds later at Me scene of Me fire in front of he Day office at 117 S. Mal, 114011111
Prospect, to put out the names. Nolan ens southbound on Main when flamry erupted under the
hood of the ear.

onder if you have an apti-

tude for that kind of work?

him. Also, if you know your

What you have observed.

.sqvi

viPW PO:

Belts. was treated Ma re
!med.

in

A'

the

Write the Information Department, International Accounhoesh
job -understand the tants Society, Inc., 209 West
duties of all Me ether people Jackson Boulevard, Chicago,
who report to him und how he III. 60606, the largest and old Coordinates their affortseyoull tan honre-study whool in
hnve a clearer perumetive of America teaching aceounting

Page 3

Environment an
important consideration
in health treatment

preparing

consider

transfer to
yourself for
WOULDCERTAINInksbe growth arca such as accounteasier it you wore Meer orga- ing where the demand for

'ivied and true" way is always
the hest! hat's the scam!.

cago College of Jewhh Stud

a raise

most often criticize about your
work!

Thais the first
Be

TILE DAY
Thursday, February 5, /970

VALENTINES

RA.1\T

ilAND (U. S. 12) AND ELMHURST (RT.

BAY
FEB 14

Dehvery to Clocogo & Suburbs Nay

00Fla

4144h,

Coll 2b9-5531

"CT R,S

13) ROADS MT.

LOU\GE
NOW

appearing

Take II

YOU CAN ADD TO YOUR SAVINGS

Also...Select Lute Model Re onditioned Washers and Dryers

Yom Children's Accounts Are as
Welcome as Those of Their Parents

DRYER

$79

DRYER

AUTO.WASHER

$69
In Arlington Heights

Mount Prospect
Federal
Savings and Loan
Association
15 EAST PROSPECT OE. CLearbrook 5-6400

arlington \alk torrn

Guaranteed

AT ANY TIME, AND:

$88
In Saha

DRYER

WASHER

*69

ntb$59
mburg

CURTIS OROS.

1615 N. RAND RD. 24 W. GOLF RD.

PROSPECT, ILL.

75 STORES AND SERVICES All UNDER ONE ROOF WITH CARSON PINE SCOTT & CO.. WIEBOLDPS AND MONTGOMERY WARD

1ST PAYMENT IN MARCH

X.ImPaa.

(U.S. 12)

(ROUTE 58)

CALL 392-2800

CALL 894-1900

ACE

Free Parking In Our Lofts?

Emerson and hasped Ave.

OPEN MON. THURS. - FRI. NIGHTS 'TIL 9:30 P.M.

WASHER &
DRYER CO.

0011i

6.1.3.5111.5 14 V CI 17

49Y

One day at a time
For a politician, it must be
feeling

greatest

the

to

the

in

to

lr`

mirld. It lets you say and do
you can sing all the way home.
You know you'll never have to

people.

tress

Be

especially

Graham's

mitts.

Tell the people to cast their
for "liberty, independence and our nationL Safety.'' Tell them they will be

then January for a November

dected state senator. You're a
winner.

Make it known that you arc
mailable to speak at Innelss
eons, particularly those of

election.

If your name is lone Grahem, and you live in Barringdee again, you don't need a
abort course on "How To Win
nElection."Someday,though.
sommne else May be foolish

'

By Dolores Haugh

"the thundering of the com-

HIT THE MINORITIES

man

mon

hard. Say such things as

much h. Ira. clone or pro-

the

ut

American
Meet an all
homemaker. In fact, meet an
all American homemaker fam-

polling

One thing further. Make
are your district is still pm dominalely Republkan. And

posed in the arms of minorslin that a new segment of nur

wornen of your own party.
Always smile pleasantly.
Learn as many new name as
possible. Bo especially nice to
organization officers.
Avoid issum. Do 1101

ton, and you're running for of-

vote

ity" and its importance al the
polls. You should also matt we "The Press" at this point.

BEGIN EARLY, no luer

it to you again. You've got it
made. You're going to he re-

understand

People

spiracy.
that.

the President's "Silent 1411.01.

try hard. The voters will hand

Homemaking is an art

pan of the Communist con-

careful of taxes, inflation, pollution, roads or zoning.
Talk in platitudes. Invoke

et

We'll follow

unbelievable things. At night,

pies, yippi. and beatniks. Explain how yea believe they are

about those things which dis-

yrwrian..mThislemon

for

than,

The day's prospects

By Ron Swans

society has become a minority-

by a big margin.
Sleep well. You've

the taxpayer.- How can you

Miss with that in rho suburb?g10

Mrs. Albin Pukssta, homemates extraordinaire, has just
completed a two-year term az
president of the Cook County
Homemakers Extension Assn.

ti

to
29th Annual Meeting or the

Enthusiasm is chatching

Sterling had
many fine times together with
his friends, and Rascal.
baby

Dear children, parents and
friends of children,
I visited school again today.

ciAi-emy

day. This is a story of many adventures.

differe

Mary Larson

books. Children catch her enthusiasm. as the following ad

'It IARTHAWASHINGTON"

count and book repons will

By Jean Brown Wagoner -200

He always said to his pateels. "There arc two, things
but
wen, want
can't do that. just want top,

show.

Pages

Moeller

who gives

-

attention spans cover a wide
range. However, this teacher
has been ape to skillfully and
effectively fining together each
child and hooks.

Thursday., February 5. 1970

Williams. Kicdtixl,

shoe bog full of hook reports."
She pm:Gated to give me a lox
Iilc
filled wth
cards. On these cards the Mildun had recorded Itch, autlthr
and number of pegs read. phis

klam....11Tnaper1.111.611rn
Burma 011beri
217 Arlbelan labia. Rd.. ArlInalan 11.221,111. 6111.5
722 Cater. 11. Pane,in. 101116

aularibillan rain: affair.

Mar alb a*.

theme.

Taiwan. abr. rah Tair

DOCTOR SAYS

Dear Mr. Del...,
For many yea, now my husband has been a hard -playing and
harthdrinking phyboy. Though capable and talented. he hams%
managed to stick to anything and has constantly kept us in
serious financial difficulties.
For the past year he has been trying to build up a business of
ids own but on far is not at all sumessful. and the financial burden
has been on my shoulders. Will this burden ever be Shed? Is there

a chance that he will gain some success from this venture? Is
there a chance that he will ever smile down?

Tired of it all. Palatim

Faulty diet cause
of portal cirrhdsis
BRANDSTADT,
U -Hoer dues penal cirrhosis

a person? How is

Iho

diagnosis made?
A -P.181, alcoholic or 1.se
nee.'s cirrhosis is the com-

monest form of this liver ailment. It comes On gradually
after many wars of faulty diet
which in many. but not all.
cm. is due to heavy drinking.
The symptoms. which are varied. include poor appetite. easy
fatigabilitst and loss of weight.
As the disease progress. there
ney
jmndith. waterlogging, spider veins and a tendency to hemorrhage horn the
esophagus.

A history of alcoholism and

Dear Tired:
I don't feel either he or conditions will change much, M11 do
222 seen improvement flnaneblly.

tort malnutrition. the

Dear M g Detoui,

e doctor a mason to
or give thirrhosis

manner we invest, and entered into the delightful world
of horse racing So far we had owned and nark money off some

fairly good horses We now plan on inking in a partner and
investing a little deeper. What do you see in the fume for us on
this part nership? Also. donou see anything good in the futon, for
the Ow horses we now own and haw a lot of faith in?

above mentioned and g

bard. merate!)
.1121 gal liv.
od

suspect c. If there

is

any dean liver -function ton
will shmv inipairment and a
microsmtpic examination of
liver tissue (needle hiopsyl will

show characteristic chang.
1.)-1 have hard that certain

Mn. DK.. Arlington Heights
Dear Mrs. K.Kr
feel good with a partnership and Inc prospect: for your
present two horses. Send me the hirth.t. and lomtions and
lime of birth of the horses. With a natal chart drawn !would be

cirrhosis of the fiver. If

able to tell you more about their future success..
Deur Mr. Delduise.
My
has
three diamond rings. Tv. were keepsakes,
and the Thad was her wedding band. They were pinned together
in her pone Where can we look? Also, how can !lose weight?

form, chlorinated naptha
outhad (TNT,.
kne
poisonous mushrooms and ar

1

Mrs. WC.. Elk Grove Village
Dear Mn,. W.C.,
don't feel the ringsare lost, outs misplaced. They could be on
the bottom of an old purse or bag. Keep looking.
As to weight loss, l feel you would do well to get involved with

wme physiml activity perhaps join a health dub or a weight
watching organimtion. Check wills your local chamber of commerce for the mme of such groups in your arm.
Dear Mr. DeLouise,
After working for one company for many year, my husband
has to find another job because of an economy mow. He natantly feels concerned about finding another job at his age. 1 feel

chem..' this., nat. ca n.

A -lid Mad likely Mclude

mrbon tetrachloride. cilium

Send a
LoveBundle
for Valentine's

Week.
A special Valentine.
Delivered anywhere.
Al a special price.

12.50

am. Please tell me what you see in his fume.
Concerned, Dee Plaines
Dear Concenied.
Your husbend's going to be surprised, and probably has been

Yes, Pe should, and yea, he will. I feel bell run into problem,
hat he'll neck them ant.

JOSEPH DE LOUISE, nationally known psychic, will answer the orations O'Day readers in this column. Letters should
be signed, but names will be omitted if Ike writer requests it.
Write to DeLoulse in care of Day Publication,. 722 Center Sr,

up

she

-JIM THORPE.'
By Gtancy Von Riper --Nonfiction -192 Pages

opening.

lies Thorpe was burn

I

may 20.
2. The first world .rites War
played to 1403.

3. Jim Thorpe was .W the
4. He played prnfmational

5. lint Thorpe died March
2X.

By

One child's enthusiasm about

Pages

Here arc some of the hook
reports just as they were written on the file cards. My hope
motivate children to read.

lithe finish one

Owenita

solves

both

mysteries. It is a say exciting
story.

Moroi Nelson

sAMELIA EARIIART'
By Jane Moore Hon e--Non-

greatest male athlete.

`JOHNNY"

Cosy

Sanderlin--144

LISTENS'

fiction--192 Pages
I. Swas
he '
The first woman
pike to solo actox the ocean.

2. That she liked to do hoy
thin, On tomboyi
3 That President Hoover
gave her the gold medal of
4.

years

old. lie was a good student. a
Owls player, an amateur
writer and a tennis champion.
When he was I I he stoned
feeling vengtired and just plain

I

didn't know that air-

plane was spelled aemplane
when Amelia Earhart was

11

bars.

Thal the had

me mailed 10 have a max! time.
dound rules

1

Next thus well haw 10 Ian. and 10 girls. Well pa to know
hens Well play gam. that will he fun mho her they want to or
OIL and they run dance if they wish.
Ms on asked if he could m to a class party next Friday night. I
sold No. 1111 Wondering what experiences other mothen have
d.

A Rolling Meadows Mother
Ill hem aious as you to hear how other mothers have fared
with their parties.

Door, Haugh-Womans Editor

Juvenile Officer

Hideaword

Zshack of the Mal. Prospect
Police Department will speak
on -Problems With Juveniles
Using Drugs," at the Sunset
Park School PTA meeting at
p.m. Thursday, Feb. 5.
Officer Zsback believes

Richard Crabb, author of

using all seven of these I tterx.

Herbert R. Lewis, to whom the
book is dedimted, will assist in
the program relating "The

Stoner on (Moir l'age

9

0

presentation.

126 Pages
I.

He was intoratcd

membership

chairman,

and

A

Swing to Sony Sound
Out -Door Sound

of his friends
thought he was a coal spy.
5. But at the end of the story
he heconm a TV star.
Some

st/

iiRASCAL.
By Sterling Nonh--Nonfiction

Mardi Gras
at St. Emily

hiography-189 Pages
This is a due story about

moo. named Rascal. Sterling

Something
to hold

"Come to Tie.. Isle,.
beckons the St. Emily's Women., Club as it prepares to give'
its annual Mardi Gras Monday
sad Tuesday, Feb. 9 and 10, at
St. Emily's Catholic Church at

on to
model

Do you believe only what you

can see? Ord0 you elm believe

Sony 230

what you MI See, but ton

- only

Wind, for induce. Yet

.57 T rijo

can't see il, but you tan prove
it exists by it, effect on things
around you.
While many of us may be

Cony model 125
A STEREO CASSETTE DECK

& Gifts Inc.
PHONE 259.2210
WWI, Mau. thru Sat.

only

$1095*

Stereo Record/Playback
Complete Push Bonen Operation

Tape Sentinel lamp

they never noticed it before.

Pop Up Cassette Elector
Handsome Walnut Cam

Tennant, G.S.E, an experienced Mather and practitioner
of Christian Science.

Busse's Flowers

FIRST CHURCH

MI, Preapoel

Des Plaines, If.

Speaker On -OH Switch
3 Speeds
2 Sony F 45 Cordioid Mikes
4 Track stereo/Monophonic Record L Playback

to

`

Hours of Mardi Gras are 7
to 9 p.m. Monday night for the
general public, and regular
school hours Monday and

Tuesday for children of St.
Emily's and pre-schoolen and
their mothers.
-

SUPER COPE®

AMERICA'S. FIRST CHOIR

TAPE RE e,eR

Mrs. Harold Dickinson

1000 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

255-0700
HOME APPLIANCES

Open Mon., Thurs., Er Fri. nights
2 blocks wmt of Euclid Finery of Fran Parking

chairman;

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Sabah -vises and now -are shown at their golden wedding anniversary
party hdd at the Mount Premed Commudd Center on Jan 31. They were married ht Chiang. mad
me the In Proapect Heights. Atteedl, the miehredon were ester. end brothers from Michigan,

Mau wed Wh000de and three children, W.eeen Shihnke of Arlington Heights, Vernon S.
Sebsulaeri ma Evelyn of Wen Also seending were five granddaughters, twin anode= and ooe
lintthffitMdMe.

Ya

trict 26, area.
Program chairman Mn,
Thomas Uddenberg urges the
public to attend.

The engagement of Cheryl
Julia Scherkenbach to Robert

E. McGrath. son of Mr. IS
Mrs. Edward J. McGrath of

ror-

Arlington Heights, is ennounced by her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer W. Scharkenloch of Mount Prospect,

Da Plain. reside..

The bride-to-be is a gradu-

ate of Alverno College, Milwaukee, Wis., where she was

ner, wolf badge, Steve GilIman.

-

Den 4, denner, Bill Proft;
assistant denner, Mike Fran UP. bear badge and gold as
row. Den 5, Don Schlm, wolf
badge. Den d Bob Dallstream

and the honors committee. She
now resides in Milwaukee,
where she is teaching that

Edgewood SchooL
Her fiance is a student at Marquette University School of
grade at

Sigma

and the American
Chemical Society.
July 25, 1970, wedding is

Cheryl JMb Selserkenbech

planned at Sr Raymond de
Penafon Church in Mount
Prospect.

Tax break for seniors

Den 10, definer, Dadid lie!.
ler,

assissant

definer.

Bryon

Hocl; Robert Patterson, wolf
badge and gold rro.
Ar-

Welaclos Den

rons, artist, John Gluecken.
artist. geologist, sportsman
and
aluXalisr, Mike Vaten-

tine, naturalist, and Mike Gil -

Imo,

aquanaut,

showman.

mortsman and raeler.
The February meeting will
be a Blue .d Gold dinner for

AllatI1011 all citizens over
65 yore of eget

You may save es moue flown Heights.
SIO0 on your 1971 111.11

258 is sponsored by

denner and wolf badge;

the PTA of Greenbrier
School, Arlington Heights.

Submit application to the
Estate Exemption MR Obtain County Board of Appeals by
an
application from your July
1970, giving proof of
township

Following dinner, dancing

will be to the musk of Dave
Mills and the Swinger.

will hear Mrs. W.E. Lothry,
reminiscences of her two-year
stay
in "Siam, Land of
Smiles.. Monday. Feb. 16 at

730 p.m. ai the Mount Pros.
pest Community Center,
Mrs. Lowery, who is
presently living in Des Plaines,

will present slides, customs
and treasures of this exotic
land and its people.
Future programs for the Se-

or

from

rho

ownership

of

her

co-chairmen

e Mn. Earl Splitt and Mrs.
Allan Johnson both of Mount
Prospect. Proceeds of the affair go to the school. Past
events helped buy books for
the library, filmstrips, a projector, teaching aids and a
rthently installed intercom
system.
6

March 16: Arlington High
School German Band M costume. directed by Fred SchmoYes

April

20:

Mellow.

Chorus from Prospect High
School, directed by Ken Wil-

thrther information
260111 the club, call Mr.. Stenley Anderson at 537-0532.

Haw any hot fudgesundae
lovers in your faintly" Serve

You can paint your cookies
if you use special cookie paint.

their favorite dessert at home
by heating Ptlisbury Choco-

To make, mendrle neseral
small custard cup. and tint
small amount or Pet Evapo-

Fudge

Ready -to -Spread

Frosting over medium heat
just until melted. Serve warm
aver ice meets, cake en other

teats.

rated Skimmed milk with rood
colon, Apply with swell

fine lipped paintbrush. Apply
before baking.

Wisconsin U. students wed
Mary

Therese

Ethic,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter W. Ether Jr. of Pittsburgh,
Pa.. and John Douglas Lytle,

son of Mr. and Mrs. A. Ben
Lytle of Mount Prospect. were
united in marriage Dec. Z7 at

Holy Hill Catholic Church in
Hubert.. Wis.
Father Patrick Farrell officiated at the noon

The groom's sister, Debbie,

served as one of the bridesmaids. Immediately following
the wedding, a dinner reception was held at the Fox and
Hounds. The couple honeymooned at the Colony Club on

liams,

Water Isle in the Virgin Is-

May 18t the Seniors' annual
Potluck Supper.

lands.

Seniors of the area art invited to come the third Monday evening of every month,
September through May, for
these Programs.

For further information,
phone Mn,, Jan Hanson, 2598691, or Mn. Kenneth Guenther, 392-6434.

property and

Dessert quickies
late

For

`Siam, land of
Smiles' program
for Seniors
The Senior Citizens group
sponsored by the Mount Preget:et Junior Woman's Club

hall

County Building in chimp.
cep
fit
Wheeling Township: 1818 plication and photocopies of
E. Nonhwest Hwy. Arlington documents will be available to
Heights.
your menship hall.

Guys, Dolls hold dance

Feb. 7 at Lmders Chalet in Elk
Grove Village.

e

tax. because of a recent Real

and cub scouts.

the

Wout awards: Den 2, Mike Fe-

The Gum and Dolls Sciessl
Club of Prospect Heights will
hold an informal dinner deice

Elk.Grove Township: 2400

S. Arlington Heights ltd An

niors are

SONY
9

Saturday. Feb. 7th 8.00

of CHRIST, SCIENTIST
laurel and Marion Su.

invited

win a goldfish, to toss a "Bag
of Bones" at the skeleton for
poises, or a hall at the -Trunk
Of Gold". to play tic-rarstoc at
"Pieces of Eight" or win some
"Booty from tho Bounty" and
to refresh themselves at the
"Bitemneer's Pub." There
will be many other booths, too,
including a few surprites.

You never heard it so good.

WE'RE PROUD TO FEATURE

Christian Science lecture

B Id 5,30
Dm H. E Evergreen Ave.,

99950

X

GOOD ENOUGH TO COME FROM SONY

goodness around them where
Learn how from Georgina

is

ly end win a cake, to visit
'Captain Hook's trove and

Dual 55 23 Full Range Speak.
20 Won Music Power

fearful and depressed by what
seems like a confused world,

and stability to their lives.
They are findy order and

Everyone

"Walk the Plank" successful-

prove?

proving the existence Ole
force which is bringing peace

1400 E. Central Rd., Mount
Plasma.

.

ings in the River Trans, Dis-

and assistant denner, Tim Va-

David Mull., assistant den-

Golden years for Stahnkes

Business Trips

Jeannie Ruske

Engaged

g owned and wigged, was Prin-

the following Cub

Education
Invite the Gang

prior to or after the groomer

g uards, Mike Finelli, suitably

black belt judo expert, was assided in a judo demonstration
by Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dallas
Of Adington Heights, who
hold brown belts.
Bob Sehlox, Pack 258 commince chairman, presented
personal inspection awards to
Dim
first, Den ho second,
end Den 7, third place honors.
Cent.
Cubmaster Jetty
Keller

1. He wasn't so good in
4.

able for those who seek stamps

and worldwide stamps will be

AL CHAPMAN, physical. Mark Schultz, gold arrow.

TAPEWAY TO EASY LISTENING...

school.

p.m. Dealer tables are avail-

Minialum of 50 Ion of U.S.

Dentistry, where he also did
his undergraduate work. He's
a member of Psi Omega, Phi

education instructor at Man,
delein College, Chicago. and

in

2. He was interested in tell

has spoken at many PTA meet-

tates, on the second and fourth
Mondays of the month at 7:30

mn1 denner, Ken Williams and

the community.

Family of Name Brand Products...

g jokes.

Blackhawk
at
the
School, Schaumburg Rd. and
Illinois Blvd.. Hoffman Es-

auction. and details may be obtained by calling the president,
Pane Floyd, at 894-4955. A

education about dogs shot,
mart tn the lower grades. He

cess Rowena, Ken Williams lentine.
end Man Ayllon were knights,
Den 8, Jenne, Craig Pim
Msrk Schultz was Sr Georg, sons, assistant denner, Soled
23151
the triple -joined dragon Diekison, silver and gold a,
was portrayed by 'feud Kra- rows. Charles Carklauff. wolf
mer. David Mullin and John badg,e, rte. and gold arrow,
B urns. leITGelb was the nano- Jeff Sukup, silver arrow. Den
tor.
5, denner, loan Ayllon, sash-

society, mid -year membership drive. Moe. John Welter,

Terri Sohn:

BylohnH.Cohen-Nonlicoon-

The Twinbr.k Stamp Club
meets

and Mike Foil, bear badges.
Den 7, donne, Pat Valentine,

Ms king, Scott Schultz and
Stew, Gillman were palace

Mn. Rolwrt Haugh, program
chairman, stre in charge and
hope it will make residents of
the area aware of the society
and lb None contribudons to

18 oval at

offered to the highest bidder.

announced

forWorst auction

member of Alpha Sigma Tau
Den 3 presented the colors
a. Cub 'Scout Pack 258s
January meeting.
A play.9St. George and -the
Dragon," was presented by
Deis 2 and 9 Tim Maybee was

The event win highlight the

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you cm. In Addition. find thc Word -

tion and respect.

Stamp auction

Cub Pack 258
presents awards

"Binh of a Giant," was be the
featured speaker on Feb. 15
from 2 to 4 p.m. at the Mount
Prospect Community Center.

sponsoring the

TIGTLER

Kenneth

responsible,

founded upon mutual affec-

Th radar, February 5, 1970

Giant coming to Mt. Prospect

socially

spiritually inspiring sod

ROSEMARY HAS serval

Spotlight on drugs
at Sunset PTA

'Tool Cos -The Sal of Bill
Cosby"

Tying,

the 4-H County Fair"

tors are invited to attend the

toe Car." All antique car huffs
win went th attend -The Mount
Prospect Historical Society b

There will be more hook re.
BOOK REPORTS

"Now he has the corn booth at

II -

Stamp Club. All ar. collec-

klbtory of the American Mo-

Thans Mr writing.

Sony Super Scope Joins

"I got my husband Mermen, too," Rosemary said.

Of the year by the Twinbrook

agreed. but I've al. set new

read another.

ports in future columns.

Pat is now 24, married and
living in Tex.. She is a gradu-

Interest the organisation has completed two more highly successful years.

I was happs 10 rer la 1 5 corm. and the end of the party. Severn
boysmayed to vamturn mop the poocorn. My mat mid ow thin cverY-

Y good

Queen and has attended many
{conferences concerned with
borne economics.

Feb. 9 has b

tones. A few wanted to Mow. :Oda sat and talked. with the girl,
tn one side and the both on the other. Some couples
on each
kissing fervently. li took Willa doing !ohm:ant. up.
thers

I

she has conducted the Snappy
4-11 group to which her daughten Pat and Faith belonged.

Thew aims rc:
To have a home economically sound. mechanically convenient, physically healthful,
morally wholesome, mentally
atimulating, artistically ml'

as the date

eme of the girls hoped to slip away with their boyfriends and ge
hack in time to have their moans pick Illela up from the puny.
As I knew might happen. they didn't want to play games. This

sixter

Illinois. She is a former 4-H

Mn, Albin Puldrith of the Arlington Heights Homemaker U. hashust completed her second
non as president of the Cook Cmnly Homemekers Extension Assn. Through her consistent

eyinjd,
The doorbell labia ringing at 7:30 and was still ringing at
W. Word had spread about the class party and I counted ohm
35 kids. including sumo from high school. bbl' son mid. "Gee.
mly know about Ili kids del arc hem." I WI IRO imponsion tha

named Pidgc.

the aims of the homemaker.

exception, for over the yeah

Page 5

'gar
idyl 3 -war -old hoy had a clue pony the other night. I'd like n
011 you about it so other eighth grade nthffirs might Itc cnliehti
and and benefit front my experience
Firm of all, don't let the word "class" fool you. 1 wanted to di
share thr my son and thcschool by tmening our home."Class
in clam that then,
turty appammly means that it is
he a party at your house. and everyone including their friends.

When you think homemaker you are thinking Rowmary.
She in tum thinks and upholds

Faith isw 21 and in her

linois. While there she lived in
the 4-H house majoring M in stitutional management. She is

to

two years as 4-H chairman.

junior your tithe University of

..... ossolM

TO YOU

achievement.

Johnny ve. only II

At the same time, just

the= years'on the County Et tension Executive Board and

finds the time. Rosemary is no

an of the University of

chapters gave glowing reports.

idn't Want the lights on. and they certainly didn't want chap-

Cosy gun ro his 11011

hum: for a visit expecting a

Lady."
Mike Arnold

school library. supplemented
by occasional oral reports.

a book can be very contagious.
One tells another and Nulls his
story to the next follow.

By Clarke 186 pages

peaceful visit. But. Casy gets
involved in Iwo mysteries. The
fill burglaries and mysterious
mites. The mond a mysterinos
box fnms India with a secret

Glenn Witt

thousands of individuals are

by the lime this is in pd.. Hell have anew job, and I feel good
with it. More women shoukl nand behind their husbands with
the optimistic support you provide. He's a lucky man.

Dear Lffidecidatt

marrioi
George Washington. During
the war she took care of sick
and wounded men. After the
war she theme the lint "Fins
grew

um]) hn vdRg Needs in the

sent,

optimistic and think this will be a good move, cyan if a food

Dear Mr. DeLosise:
My husband and his brothers became heir to properly due to
his parents' death. He was appointed executor of this property
about a year ago and now is considering fully purchasing it. Is
this wise? Will he? Should he?
Undecided, Roselle

locked in the gun room. When

-THE
DAGGER.
THE
FISH, AND COSY MeREE7

conducted

so

please say which ones?

$

tug a baby bear and getting

baseball and fixated!.

writ. in this clamroom. !al-

Robert Bahr

mischief. like rain-

run 1021

There are also free reading

Prospect Dort Sealeallaw pa, pad a klonint Prospect III. 601156

af fect

one farm. Everyone mil. her
P.Y. 00 the farm Palsy got

she

colleges.

to heaven." Hc died few tlayt
before his 16th birthday.

Month was born and raised

of sentences about the story

Ow aim. RJR mail ale. 517.111. your: W.1111far Jr mall.

Tomorrow
Is Today

thik
about book reports beams., of

my feeling that Imgthy hook
reports,muctimm stifle readtug for enjoyment. but when I
dR sk M s H dime laugh,ugly replied, "Oh. I have a

Manuring Firm,

Healcd scholarships to

sparingly of her own love of

yiEs-mmigyy

John E. Stanton. Editor arid Publisher

Des Plaines 60016.

the richness of literature, on-e

wrest fickb, ability ley. and

-- Musket] Held III
Page 4

tad playing chess, going to
school and also winning a
comb of trophies in tennis.

slept ooh Marling

are with htm, and played with
him. They went fishing every

In this particular elms
about which I am writing. in-

firo5pect 3Dap

Rascal

I would like to write shout a
teacher and children sharing
ted

"It's really groovy! Whenever they use canned laughter
-he pushes the button on his 'Bag of Laughs'!"

racoon.

recently

LaSalle Hotel. Here some 30

Lee Janson

sick. The do 100mA Maio and
found he had leukemia. They
gave him 15 months to live. Ho
refused to give up, be condo -

found Rascal when he was a

By Esther Colton

this phase of education in
by homemaking and her
mother's extension es
perienth.

A BUSY MOTHER always

She

Talk with a teacher

now serteMg her internship in

ty. Rosemary held the office of
president for the Arlington
Heights Unit.

ily.

made.

Hit Sct dirty, unwashed hip-

prove her organisati.al abili-

The new Mn. Lytle is in
graduate school at the University of Wisconsin. She is affiliated with Gamma Phi Ben sorority. Lytle ia in the School of

Engineering al the Univenity
of Wiscomin and is affiliated
wth Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity.

Mrs Jobs DR

Lyd

THE DAY
Thursday, February 5. 1970

YOU ARE INVITED

YMCA Auxiliary plans

They've got the spirit

eighth Pancake day
The eighth annual pm.kc
day of the Northwest Subur-

ban YMCA Wornen's Auxiliary will he held at the "Y."
300 E Northwest Hwy., Des
Plaines, on Feb. 14. Pancakes.
sausages. applesauce. coffee

and milk will be served from
830 um. to 730 p.m.

pent. Ray Wilkins and several

of hie students will entertain
alth more music and a folk
singer and guitarist will perform.

Co-chairmen for the event
arc Mrs. J. Harvey Manny and
Mrs. London Chapman, both
of Des Plaines.

Mrs. Charles Toot is ticket
enternunment

Continuous

will be provided by Wallis
Music Center of Mount Pros -

uluirman, and Mrs. Mykin
Roo end Mrs. Ede Whitney
rking together on pub-

licity.

Clipped Wings meet
The general nionhership of

O'Hare ['heater of Clipped
Wings will select a nominating

commit. topes ent the 197071 slate of officers at the
Thursday. Feb. 12. meeting in
We home of Mrs. Richard
Reid. 561 Wellington. Elk
Grove Village. at X p.m.

Former United Air Lines

Sorority chases
Valentine girl

"If you haven't got the spirit of the '7r you can still get MY mid Mrs. Gerold
Mask, presid. of the Wheeling Township Women's Republic. Club. End Mrs.

stewardes

This is the women's only
Rind -raising project. Tickets
are 1 each and are available

To our

the "Y" or from any auxiliary
member.
Proceeds

from the clan
will go to the YMCA building
fund. The auxiliary has giVell
$65,000 to the "Y" since its
beginning in 1960.

OPEN HOUSE CELEBRATION

The members of the group
give many volunteer hours at

the "V"

the

in

snack

bar,

health club and locker room
as pool guards and in many
other mem. Mrs. Walter amen is president of the group.

- Ray Wilkins

interested in the

meeting or doing volunteer
work Cl Countryside center

Silverliners organizing

Mr the Handicapped, may cull
Mrs. Reid. 417-8377, Mrs..

The newlyfarad Mldrvest
Don Ahm,, Arlington chapter of Silverliners will
Heights. 437.6278, Mrs. Pat- mid ha ....my rot..grin. 81
in the Eastern
rick Phillips. Men. Prospect,p.m. Fch.
25 5.4111. or Mra. Jack Airlines hangar at 0Hare
O'Connor, Palatine, Field. Silverliners is the no-

ern Airlines mounter!. All
W.V.'. Easternsteuttmesws

I

I

teaDD., Ill loin the grenl,

I

done! organisation of ex -East-

359.3654.

!dent. at.543-6566, for more

Northwest Chapter of Clipped

information.

Wing,

.Phi at R pm in the home of
kles. Darwin Miller. 103 N.
Elm. Mount Prospect. Mn.
Jack 00WIM will present the

0412.5, or Mrs. Davis at CL 3.39a, Luncliton 0011110111s L.

program -Cooking for Infants
and Invalids."

Randhurst Show Sprouts
Rand.

Folival will be held Feb. 12

dent of liming. Florists at
Randhurst and Chicago, will
be chuirnian for Me event

tarded. A Sartte's Workshop Bazaar
was held to raise the funds. W.

naLind viceTrans: -

Delivery And. "TM

world

1.

Now will include 25 memo-

Will he t.ed to purchase CUSS MOM materials and equipment

AR

(or the new chostooms to be
built in laes Plaines early i

god, "Real Mee, °Best of
theme. and °Rod of Color.

with special emphasis on Va-

lentine's 1..

klcAllister. director of the

devekminent. said the money

rable displays and gardens to
inspire and imtruct in all," he
mid. There win he three este.
spinial Parisian Mower
Market oflAring ant flowers at
cent prices will be a focal point

AM\
/11111,

t

0/1
et4F4

w

.

MEN'S FINE WOOL
OR WOOL BLEND
SPORTCOATS

I n7I1

ON.

rilat.TaJ

Te RAND POOL
allam ". & PATIO

Slowpokes

earn badges
.Huggin' Mig" budges oil
be earned from 8 to II p.m..
Feb. 5 when the Slimpokes

FLOOR MODEL POOL TABLES

Square Dance ChM 1110111 a

UP

Euclid School. east of Rand
hunt Center.

Gene Tidwell will do

cnwa,

Special Selection...
Look for the Red Tags!
Not all 90091

/VOFF

TO

in

and the Onvises

caning

I

Tn
9 JO

The l'hienge Northwest
Suhurhun Alumnae Chapter
of Alpha Xi Delta recently
rumen.' a 5400 chmk to the
Clcarbrook Center for the Re-

through 22 M the Randhurst
Mall. Frank Brautignn, presi-

is

9 30

Alpha
Xi Delta

and Carden

president of Florists

be

the Feb. II meeting of Xi Zeta
Epsilon chapter of Beta Sigma

For reservations call the program chairman, eln. Donald MIMING]. al CL

nrautigan

benefit of their or.
in omanitting the

perience

AMERICA'S LARGEST FAMILY CLOTHING CHAIN

elected and remembrance gifts
exchanged by secret sisters at

Broadway hit musical 41776".

Flower

the

February 12,13 and 14

OPEN

A Valentine Girl will

All or their spirit will explode at Me urganitation's Nth anniversary luncheon.
"Sight.o '76" on Thursday, Feb. 26 at Rolling Green Country Clun, Arlington
Heights Cocktails will be served beginning st 11.1 a.m. and luncheon at 1200
pro. Igniting the mplosion will he Mille Harm., n.iunally known Award.
who will present a musical drama with songs from the curreni Award -winning

the third Annual

us

PO Mrs. Marty Mora..

John Davis, right.

hunt

this month. Iwo former
Unilol AU I Met. stewanleme.
will attend the naming to give

25% OFF ON ALL CUE STICKS!

sounds.

NO1E11%0110 tilt

St ItCt10111 Blg

the

Our friendly stall invites you to come in and say hello.

bl it

111111

111050 Do t 1111, ti11,1411. 111/111

COMPLETE ALTERATIONS INCLUDED

_WILD BIRD SEED SPECIALS!!
Sunflower Seed

FL T2COUPON
50

BAG
20 LB.R,. '4*
Now
BAG

OPC

Sunflower Seed
7,%
BAG

$179

5

,249

99a

MEN'S HALL-PREST°
ACRILAN0 BLEND
DRESS SLACKS

2 for '13

Reg.

Le.

7.95 ea.

BAG 5""""
SEDUCED PRICES WITH COUPON ONLY!

-add iilesattafa-ax'nyt-Eunzz.,---aft,^ariiraa-mrid

Come and see our beautiful quarters, now
doubled in size for still better service to you.
More tellers, additional drive-in windows,
highest legal rates on savings, check -free
checking account, expanded hoursand
many other accommodations.
We're the most convenient bank in the
community, handy to your shopping in
Randhurst with plenty of parking. Visit us
during our 3 -day Open House and
enter the exciting money -guessing contest.
You may win a paid vacation trip
arranged by Paradise Tours.

Permanently pressed Acrdan acrylic, Avril"
rayon and acetate ... Wear -Dated and guaranteed
for ant year's normal wear... pre -cuffed, 211 to 42.

5 DAY SPECIAL!!
e

1/3 OFF:

cit,
psCT*
UP!

UP!

and AWAY!
to

9 DAYS

p OP 0(

AtOS

$6.W',%Rlue
For The Next Five Days

95

4 FT. TALL
in

HAWAII
HAWAIIAN LUAU
Feb. 6 dos PA 15

LOADED WITH LEGIT.
CLUSTERS OF ORANGE

MOREL, BERRIES AND
BEAUTIFUL MULTICOLORED

IITA"N'TCWILTVE3=

TO THE DECOR 0

GOLDEN REAR

?,r,

RESTAURANTS

-WARM
MEN'S WINTER
mosLin.
Big cboice
dernsnd styles ...manypile)
lined in Ottone, acrylic
Get bare last
io

and share

the ravine

4...
OHME101

EASTER DECORATIONS

OUTERWEAR

997

1 /163

o gidr

Reg. 14.95 to 24.95

ffdt

ANY HOME!

We Are Now Showing Our Complete Line Of

1.127elkif:g

ESTATES
110 N ROSELLE ROAD

DES PLAINES
RAND ROAD

.,T4.5.0L
OnlyVila Our
Big 8 Tall Men's Dept)

FOR TWO TO

HAWAII
Nothing to buy, you don't have
to open an account. Just fill in
entry blank, then put down your
guess of the amount of change in

our money bowl. No obligation.

OPEN

9:30

SIR

rat

9:30

First National Bank of Mount Prospect

'AMERICA, LARGEST FAMILY CLOTHING CHAIN

HOFFMAN

A 16 -DAY TRIP

DUNDEE

220 S Dundee Ave
Rt 25 Just North
of Rt 72

MEMBER
FDIC

YOUR FRIENDLY FULL SERVICE BANK AT RANDHURST CENTER

Arlington bumps Prospect swimmers
5

6:00
News
News

7

Neves

2

A young

II

S

participant in
Ironside's search for

Show

16 PREMIERE:

Margot Fonteyn,
Rudolph Nureyer,
Valente,
Catering

Unsung Heroes

bank robbers,
Bewitched
"Super Arthur."

.7

Show

renchman's

6:25

Family Alble

herit a 011511 sum of

1.16SEAOL
Fr50.1 FOOD 1.01TFR
FOR 10LI

.5116XL PEA

-11./Wcsw ISKRISINATIOG

PICIIWES WE cm./

QUEST wsr

MAGNA ILiNE AVOW.

MALES LF "ir-

CASIMPAIWO 0120

32 The Champions,

suicide. George

Tarzan" and others.
32 Truth or Con-

Hamilton.
Perry Mason
9

in

II Our People
1 i m Tilmon

Gue,,t

WIRMRAWAIG FRO,

Mike Connors, Foghorn Leghorn and

'MD EWA," le

FAVOR OF OUR
CANDIDATE !

HT JOST HAD IT
DEMOWED AND NOW

--;

rf. 52025 WHEN
HE LAUGHS.

32 Of bath
Th

llroN aaaa

Show
Guest

Your
Horoscope

is

FOR FRIDAY

II Speaking Freely
Edwin Newman is

Show

16 Wrestling

Hob Cromie hosts
a scrim that exNores
neighborhoods an d

19) Service rendered to anoth.
er should soon bring rewards.
Encourage another to go after
what he wants.

other places in Chicago.

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
21) Look into facilities for

9

adult education. This may well
be the time when you can pm,

Social Science.

O'Hare's novel

BOO

about Ciao. Cooper
romance
allowing

with Bay Parker to

Damsel

Friday and Gannon answer a lam

overshadow his political ambitions.

many call in an upper
iddlemlam neigh -

Grew Up

26 Ayoda Illelp)

2

Late Report

Last weekend, NliffSuburben Leas. hasket1.11 mtion
saw several fine individual performancus. but
was as
an
m that
at of this

week's Day Athlete of the
Week -Gary Kawell of Wheeling.

Forest View wen a heavy favorite to hand the troubleo

film of John

20 TV College

Star Trek

IndoChie War.
1:35

'Ten North End Effective
crick."

8:55

5

volvedin

9 Mork

31 Big Vale,

II Chicago Is

AQUARIUS Oan. 21 -Feb.

paratroopers in.

Tonight Show
Dick Caven
7
Shun
5

host.

last to the wilderness
following a light
plane crash-landing.

Mery Griffin

2

2

7

Med:I:11'0n

2:00
Reflections

TAURUS (April 21 - May
EVE./ CLAY
LOT TO HEAQ

another.

Don't wait until others enter
the picture.

CANCER Iltim 22

July
r rain must not he
23) A
allowedwoe depress you. You
need all the optimism you can

071z111L41.1

ACROSS

Aug. 231
Where the finances of others
are involved. take the Inman
-

1- del Rey,
African

care in spending. You don't

know failure.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 231
Emphasize the social side of

t

0

seaport

.....

awl®

,_,,----,,.

the employment
scene loday. Others may need
a little eheeriag up; me tot.

,-.,,,=,,.

SCORPIO tact. 24 Nov.
22) An opportunity for in-

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 27
Dec. 22) Keep your mhedule
tight and orderly if you would
be able to employ the day's

II Prf
A.- _L

.... .

ballot

1j=-'4SXV,VBE WORN A FoiOusst

ND 0.55.50 TO

1.0E A DB, WITH
hems
......fer Or f1510,
1

DB

talrersr

21 - Deer,
Saskatchewan

DURODD

river

MP weeN501.1T 50-50
.ANFORTUNATD,
INON' KNOW TILL
TOO WS MIO 151155

rim Ly DADI

time to best advantage.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 2p

22 Declines

24 meu ,,,t
26 Continent

27 Ballston -,

-

Jan. 201 You 150111d know par.

New York

ticularly satkfying panonal
relationships at this lime. Turn
ymt attention to social active

30 Begone!

32 Lethargy
34 Overseer of
morals
35 Wife of Perla

ties.

(myth.)
36 Bitter vetch
37 Symbol
39 Angers
40Prevarleator
41 Certain insect
B, Pas

title
tile
tiger

gait

gilt
girl

tilt
trite
tire
trig
tier
titre

grit

rite
rile

relit
liter

litter

Cill9/L1129

/-11`91_,NAI
1OI111.212.1121/3

CoWA121CMIN

fAltallfoi

opponent in the regional tourhexing .

RIGHT NOW. however.

atter

thhi,01,11,1Lea,k.U.Irg,

kg.1:1701a60
WI -11.0E2121
1611212316k1

42

Martinique
volcano

45 Useful tool
49 Supersedes

il Extinct bled
of New
Zealwel
52 Cotton fabric
53 Hideo=

rooster

${'1'00

tests
9 Surf noise at

have a good chance of heating
on their schedule.
who
Like most of the add.,

Nothing would please him
more than a win in that gam.

who attend Wheeling. Ka

hilny of beating tourney favor.

Wailuld

10 Fish sauce

11 Bird' home
17Deduction

111AT KIND of amfidence

GARY TIED Ilea, semi,

since. act:ordinate Ecker. Ku 00111s at his hest under pro.

teatammaoger

sure and against the better

and
add

21

Forest View mould not dispute that point.
Also considend lira AOW

temporarily

3 More

50 Moths

island
29 Greek war god 48 Knight's wife

Mai MAME MAUR
OM=
MOMMUMMEM
MINIUM
MIME
Min WREN
MAIM ©ill ORO
MIME MAMIE

WM UM
UMMIIMM

Jul UWE JIM
MOM MEM
ammo

mamumma
JEMMIUMEM amm
OM MEM JEM
GAME

win in 3:490.

PROSPECT WONthe
froshwoph meet in the find re-

lay after being down by two
points after the breaststroke.
The find score of that mean
was 5045.

MEET RESULTS

200 -YARD MEDLEY RE-

LAY: I. (tin Arlington (LindHad, Stool. Rowe, Thieman)
'1:524
Prospect
(Ham,
Young, Braun, Hutchinson),
;

A. 2:133;

3.

Conway.,

RAW FLORES increased
the victors' edge at 115 pounds

Mad, A. 108.8; 2. Sandebers.

P.2_:348; 3.01.1,P, 2:312:
50 -YARD FREESTYLE:
I. Rowe, A. 240: 2. Holmes.

: 04 .

1:13.1; 3. Young. P. 1:14.1:
400 -YARD
FREESTYLE
RELAY: I. Arlington (Thie.
man, Witcher. Kolee, Jurcol.

(Sand.

400 -YARD FRErsrvi.E.

drag. Holmes, Rimer. Kir.

I. Hofstad. A. 5:03.5: 2. Bent.
M. .1. loberrnan.
A. 5
0
10161e.011)
BREASTSIROKE: I. '1,0,1.
P.1:1.3 2:0 Stoll. A. Ills 4: I.
Young. P. 1:17.3. 400-Y.aRIl
FREESTYLE RELAY:
Prammt :Fos. House. 'Ilea 1
Ms
nun Engelsoiff 4:01.1..
lington 1.1opp. !Met tilmou.
Cook I, A.104 8

2.

Rules Committee members. issues a scrim of interpretations to
mrious rules. Th.,: rulings arc in response to Situations present NI by coaches and officials With the up-and-coming tournaments III 1111110. I thought an aught consider some ni these situ
also he of intei est to wrestling Sins
ations 11.0
STFUAT1ON: The mat to he used for competition does 1101
include the red and gram.12.inch sections on the an of the 10 foot drck or the two one.tnel starting lines at the scoter.
RULING: Both the 12 -inch sections on the arc of the 10 -foot
circle and the starting linm arc requital.

wean himself urn practicing

learn as a freshman.
and we
now
really
know if he could

do the job for

he said.
"But he has improved tremendously since 1500. and there's
certainly no doubt he gets the
job done for us now."
L21"

°horn, 2:54.8.

:

FROSII.SOPH

200 -YARD MEDLEY RE LAY: 1. Prospect lEilbracht.
Todd, Larson, House, 1:58.7:
2. Arlington (Stanley., Stoll,
Tarchala, Petrovski
2:01.
200 -YARD EREESTYI.Ei

COMMENT: The purpose of the red and green heelialm oppo-

sob other on the 10 -foot circle ih to designew spots from
which the wrestlers in a neutral position begin and resume the
BIM

match after having gone out -of -hounds. Ne color has twen &nig.
fluted for the starting lines. but there shall M placed at the center
of the mat two one -inch startling lines. 1 hoc net in length. st ith
outside measurements of 12 inches. The purpose of these lines

wstlers assume
arc 10 give the official guildelines when there
staning position on the matt -the knees end hands of the derma
sive wrestler must be 12 inches apart.

SITUATION: A wrestler reports to the mat ready to wrestle
and he has (a) a growth 00 heavy Whiskers. or (b) a neatly+
trimmed goatee. or 10) a' mond:Mlle. or (di sideburns reaching

of

moothne,"
ss
and more Importantly his lack of height.
will probably cost him a shot al.
big-time college basketball.
But he says he'll definitely try
to continue in the sport at the
college level,

probably at

a

smaller school.
"I've always

played forward, and, don't think I could
make the switch to the back.

Court now: he said. "And at

I

.

,

with a pin in the 137.pound division.

But 110ne then

1obt

Famous Liquor Stores

10

matches in a row to close the
gap to 16-12 before Gary El.

SCHLITZ

"COOK -OFF"

BEER

The use of wines and cordials in cookery

lund. Pete Gross and Bob Ber-

thold strung three important
mateho to secure the vie
Eklund ethml his 165-p ....id
opponent. 8-5. Gross folio.
with a pinto 175 and Berthold
held his Ig5-pound foe sr a
nine.point draw to lift the

allows you to use your imaginationand
daring in cooking. YOU CAN BECOME
THE COOKING CHAMP! Sand yoar
favorite recipe on official envy blank
your Famous Liquor Store.

1st GRAND PRIZE

somrc to 26-14 before the
heavyweight bout in which

HOP Carstens of GW pinned
Steve Knapik to make the tiThe Saving Is Yourst

nal. 2,19.
THE NEXT afternuon the
Demons douhled up mi their
first win with an easy victory
over Niles East.
In the Saturday contest. the
Park Ridgers won all hut two
weight

classes.

Andy Patna of

Hcoot and John &odium of

tine at 1117. He was followed h,

Arlington.

Dave SI nvek 11551. Gary Ekhind 11651. n forfeit pin to Pete

PANCRATZ TURNED in
what was probably the best
game of his shmt career Fri-

Gross et 175. and Knapik's find stop in the heavyweight

day night at Prospect when he
had 25 points and 26 reNninds

And Bng idnanse put 26 points
through the nets in leading the
Cardinals to, their eighth

nre
te.nn
from Dempster St.
mbined
with theno
and hmket.
hall squads.using
for one of the hest
weekends in reomt memory
for the athletic representative.

straight waft:rem win.

from Maine ELI.

elms.
Thus

FALSTAFF

HAWAII VACATION

Ametica's Quality

Rrzieav,

BEER

Round trip
Case of 24
12 oz. deo Mrs

chalking up

.".
M...spf

CONTINENTAL AIRLINES

Sightseeing and tronders between hotel

nod airport 4 nights in Waikiki. Motel

J

Kali/land

The Sowing Is Tours!
the

costling

The Saving 11 204111

American
CHAMPAGNE

SOUTHERN
COMFORT
100 Proof liqueur

398h

139

RULING; 1110 wrestler must be clean-shaven and the side bums nail not reach below the earlobe level. The wrestler will
not be permitted to wrestle unlem his hair is trimmed and well.

trig Is Yours!

CANADA

position. The referee recognizes stalling. warns and subsequently
penalizes the defensive wrestler without stopping the mmeh.

RULING: Thd referee is cornea. If. in the mind of the mime.
a wrestler is Walling. he shall be warned after a MiiMMOM Of 10

6t7.59
there s o lot of folk about the low
prices at Famous Liquor Stores...

AND IT'S ALL TRUE!

wrestler. the match should not be stopped.

warning kw pennlicing the defensive wrestler for stalling is to be
cenain that an advantagt: which the offensive wrestler arch.rly
gained is not ,010,0d by stopping
-starting the ma

While oluerving conmlation

in tournament coin petition, sp.Mmors should remember that these bouts Yvill le
only five mi nutm in length. Theefirst period will be one minute In
length and will he followed by th usual two two -minute periods

Imported From Canada

GOLD
PENNANT
Canadian Whiskey

seconds and subsequently penalized after a maximum of live
seconds. In the case of stalling on the pan of the defensive

1"

CHRISTIAN

SO

BROTHERS

The Saving Is Yours1

California', famed wines
Burgundy Rhine Sherry

GASTON
deLAGRANGE

Chablis
Port
Rom

169

Fifth

Fifth

IMPORTED

FRENCH COGNAC

Many qUesliOns have come up during the season as to what
constituns predicament. near -fall and pin. A predicament is a
ft/onion in which the offonive wrestler has eenhol 27 his opponent Mu pima ng situation. When Jul both shoulders of the defen-

ive wrestler are held momentarily (stopped) within appron
malely four inches of the mat or less, or when (b) one shoulder of
the defomi ye wrestler is touching the mat and the other shoulder
is held at an angle 01 45 degrees or less for one second or more.
Two points shall he awarded for 0 predicament,

A near -fall G a position in which the offensive wrestler has
control of his opponent in a pinning situation with both Moul-

that one of the purposes of athletics is In Mach good health habits.

for two full second, Three points shall be awarded for a near -

It further helieses that those participating in at Mends hate the
respopsibility to he well-groomed. It is the hest intim:fa of the

fall. A pin is when any part of both shoulders or scapula areas are
held in contact with the mat for two full seconds.
Next week's column who be our ten this pecson and we thought
we'd preview
state tournament, which will start that weekend

der -length hair do not comply with Mean standards and. than
arc prohilibed.

No Deco,

SITUATION: A wrestler is aggressively attempting to pin hi
opponent. but his opponent. 001110111 with the score. don not
initiate any move to escape or gain a never.' from the down

COMMENT: The joim wrestling rules committee believes

sport that these standards be met. Beard, moustaches and shoul-

A Blend

Ginger Ale

ders Or the scapula area held M contact with the mat for one
tecond or when one shoulder of the defensive wrestler is touching the mat and the other schoulder is held within one inch or less

groomed.

KING
Whiskey

DRY

COMMENT: the purpose of not stopping the match while

below IM earlobe. or Tel shouldeolenglb hair.

GARY'S LACK

Prospect

Dave Maple increased the
Blue and White lead to 16-6

wrestling official

around the basket. and he just

vHe was only on the 'B'

I

2 Engleson, P 1111.6; 3, Lorton. P. 1001. 100.YARD
BACKSTROKE: I; Minsky.
A. lkh s 2 Kemper. A.
insweht. P. I:16.s:

showed host Maine on top. 1 !-

By Dick Mudge
Each year the National Fedenation. through its wrestling

advantage of the abilities he

100 -YARD

By the Makers of
Early Times

"He has some great moves

every day.'
Ecker describes his stalwart
fonvard A 11101 loo smooth a
ballplayer. but one who takes

;

BREASTSTROKE: I. Stout,
A, 1:12.5; 2. Burling. A.

By the end of Johnson's

out and did it: said Etter.

every night. and you can loll he
needs that much by the way he

6

I.

match. the team score still

Bone

prised with his fine play.
.11e just made up his mind
he had a 'oh to du. and he went

to this game during the season." he won on. "HO really
puts out 11 practice: he gels
about 10 or 12 hours of sleep

109 -YARD BUTTERFLY:
Thielman. P. 1:13.1: 1
Tarchala. A, 1:15:4: 3. Simon.
A. 1:10,0. 100-1'.181) FREE-.
1 otm A. 59.1;
STYLE:

410 -YARD FREESTYLE
I. Juno, A. 4:26.1: 2. Brask.
A, 4:51.8: 3. Prinslow. P.

131Xpound victory.

mrge

Wheeling emeli fed Ecker
also thought Kancll was in
in the victory. but
he too wasn't rwily very mr-

'HEX REAI2.y dedicated

1:37.1:

3. Flynn, P, 103.7,

I

put them all together against
Forest View."

STYLE: I. House. P. 26.1;
2. Larson. P. 22269: 3. Cook.
I. Qacd.
A. 27.0;
A. I:49.6; 2. Wunder', A.
140.251, 3. Rohmlsoffer. P.

BACKSTROKE: I. Hass, P.
I:02.2; 2. Lindblad, A. I:05.8;

P.

200 -YARD INDIVIDUAL MEDLEY: I. Lind-

standout:,were

Imin cau.

200.YARD INDIVIDUAL
MEDLEY: I. Fox. P. 2:33.9:
2 Stoll, A. 2:34.5; 3 Sinton.
A. 2:43.1: 50 -YARD FREE-

2:17.2;

fise pins in the proms.
Verner maned the pin rou-

in

2120 0:

Witcher,

I.

5

2.1111,ARD FREESTYLE:
I. Jurco, A. 100.7: 2. Koine.

two other MSI.

Dal m

lopp, A, 2:10.41 2. Thiomun,
P. 2:16A: 1
Hofstad. A.

breaststroke, and the 400 free

ua a lot mole than the big kid
1Woodl. said Arneson. "We
worked against that weak side
play, Ind
certainly didn't
think he'd score that many
points."

46 Sea bird
47 Hebrides

not he an impomibility

teams.

-rnoufa iv he was the
key player m the game; he hurt

1114.1,1

(arch.
Hunter) oi
fisherman
28 Corn bread

JIM JUNO

and he even sees a good piwai.

is lypical of the Wheeling star.
a
win over Arlington

knew he'd he tough on the
boards. and that s why we

Ei0l611.1LCi=1-

27

nament at Arlington.

win over the Falcons that just
ahout eliminated the visitors
from the title picture

MIAIA

vote
14021i;.1
131N1131
211M1J01
DOWN
El WEI
1.4MIIACKAftlai
1 Imprudent
1011046.1
2 Arrow poison
12 Cape - in
LILILIF0
Massachusetts 3 Men from
Toronto
13 Mine entrance
19 Ancient
inquisitive
14 Actor's part
4.COVered a
Italian
33 Coalition
street with
15 Egyptian
goddess
38 Resentment
brick
divinity
23 - Peak,
40 Boy's name
5 English river
f evil
Colorado
41 Assail
IB Reveres
6 Washes lightly 24 Openwork
42 Italian
?Shoshonean
18 Thefrmafabric
province
Indian
eat (PL)
25 Above
43 Level
9 Carta n school 26 Open courts
20 Choose by
44 Grant use
bless
8 Algerian
aeaport

..

i

55 Masculine
nickname
56 Mailed
57 Negative

Oland of the

..

things on

tellectual improvement must
be met head-on. Don't be misled pen thinking problems will
disappear if ignored.

club can really go non

talents to track. where he participates in the high jump. Me
long jump and two relays. He
also hopes to continue in that
sport in colkge.

had 01110 11000,

muster to keep on the right

to accomplish everything yourself today. you will

Ken
am will switch his athletic

Nokethall team Ile sm. the

for neighborhood rival Herwy. the Wildcats' first -round

Ken Ammon drilled his team
all week prior to the game on
stopping hint from rebounding
on the weak shle. hut his club

younger family members.

tempt

has it special place in his heart

dime future M the Wheeling

too surprised nifty KawelIN
heroics. Forest View mach

21) Take in hand itnmediately
matters of column to you and

Riau

his onli, concern is the

At least one person wasn't

GEMINI (May 22 - June

Once

6-2 Pnytust too:mall to play al
a big college."
After the haskaball season.

and whenuser the rats needed
a clutch field goal it was Gary
who came through with U.

A GENUINE TRIFLE
NEGATIVE,

lead and increased that

hued the lost =mum with a

match.

roughhouse, took to the top.
they managed to stay ahead.

But the statistic% don't tell
the full tale of Kawell's deeds
in the contest. The a-10 Wood
was on the bench much of the
game because .if foul trouble.

the time you can.

commanding 251/2.

a

next

lieve ir. The 6.2 senior led his

Wood. each plcklcg

gagement. rocky if you rearninge your sclualule. Save all

A. 55.8: 2.
Holmes, A. 568; 3. Sandeherg, P, 58.5; 100 -YARD

by Sesitt Verner in the very

into Mislead one live -point pin

encouter.

points. and he lett everyone in
rebounds with M.

want to be thought ,elfish.
VIRGO (Aug 24 - Sept. 231
Contact with others is your
bent bet for success. If you at-

team lam Friday and Saturday

team to a convincing 63.53

II The Toy net

leg -YARD FREESTYLE:

sweep with a near siweeicond

to

as he decisioned Frank Fill 'eel. I-1. After a close 1-0 loss
by Jim Onman in the next
awn,. Rick Johnson recap -

ileaAttrhliyng2t0on,.17,h11,,,ihnanthdolecirliit,lx:,

.20) You can accommodate
both busine, and social en-

LEO (July 24

miring 3-0 after the opening
98 -pound cont., but jumped

defeat Friday night. but Kw
well and his man, didn't be-

honors with.

One thing definitely leads to

pal by the Damn Nreslimg

Wildcats their fifth conference

pare for bigger Mines local,.
ARIES (March 22 April

211 If you desire success on a
social level. you might he wise
to cater to business associates.

In do (ilenburd affair.
Maine was down in the team

upset is AOW

Movie

"Jump Into Hell."
Action movie of

A highly -successful
:doe
East athletic weekend was cup-

411.6.

1:05

10:30

relay finished the Arlington

Jeff Thiemen's
220.45 for Arlington.
227.25

Maine East wrestlers
victorious in 2 meets
as the grapplers of Boh Riek
dumped visiting
Glenhanl
Wet. 20.101. Frosty. and then
cmshed Niles East the nem

News

Of Cabbage; and
Kings

9

DIR.

cock Prem.

Phyllis

Diller.
7 Thal GM
Ann end Doh are

After completing his 11111 length in Inc grueling 400 -yard
freestyle, Arlington's distance man Steve loran gets a well -de.
served breath of air in an open turn. lure, a double winner for
the night In the Cards' 62.-32YS win over Prospect, churned the
mule in 4:26.1 (Mom hr J. Alan Cook/

the Honey-

mooner:

chinson took the diving with

Not to be outdone, Denny

3:49.0:

7

of the Now

1:07.5; 3. Peter, A, 1,12.8:

place Cardinal Lindblad. Arlington, however. Melted up

1:00

26 A Blades View
32

Alfred

9

American
Community College

and the First Edition
9

Zone

220.45; 3. Witcher, A, 199.75:

plished the same feat in the 100

Holmes by a full second.
The backstroke went to
Prospect as Scot:Joe made it
up and book in 14/2.2. a full
31/2 seconds ahead of second

II 'he

Nancy Wilton,
arc guess.

2

10:00
News
News
News
News

Phil Hants. Oliver

Postage

7:00

Chicago Show

7

End

Seas

Midnight Repo.

7

9

Tills Is Tom

26 Ttide.fa Rectos

5

5

interviewer.

Jean Byron.

9:30

20 TV High Serino!
32 Debbie Drake

Dave Brask.

lion.
Prospect's lanky Craig Hut-

171/2

Joel McCrea.

Chapman

and Shelley Wintem
are women inter.
viewed for a Kinseytype report. Efrem
Zimbelist Jr. is the

include

Paul Harvey

P, 2.5.0; 3. Rimer. P. 25.7:,
DIVING: 1. Hutchinson, P.
Thieman. A.
227 .25

100 -YARD BUTTEREM I.
Rowe, A, 58.4; 2. Brauti, P.

with Rowe, butterfly win. Bill
Witcher went the 100 free in
55.11,
topping Knight Kcn

returns home age
opens a saloon. plan.
Ding revenge. With

Comments

cisht pointewitha weep in the
400 free by JortM, winning his
second event of the night, and
Stout and Jeff Burling accom-

held

Movie
"FrenChie." When
her father is murder.
ed. Shelley Winters

Quintana

Sluts

hours as he equalled Maine

12:00

'n

standanl-hearer

Parent's 584 in the 1110 -yard
butterfly and also won the 50
free with a 24 net, more than
one and a half seconds ahead of his nearest camped.

NEARING THE halfway
mark in the meet. Arlington

11;35

9:25

Johns. lane Fonda

Tom Rowe won his third

West

and fourth races in !median 30

32 100
Paintings;
Great Made

32 News

Rcpor t.' Claim
Bloom. Cl yni s

Lindblad copped the 200 individual medley.

32 Nom Final

Show

32

relay

200 freestyle and Erick

the

2

26 Tony

11100

VIII. but the
limes indicated Prospist was
thew arner. I:52.0-1:52.4. Asa
result. both teams won. more
medley

11:30

host.

Mode
"The

views and

froend committed

"Fightin'
t hru," "Come On

2

lIalf a Conody Hear

C

judge called Arlington's 200

Paris 7000
Brennan relines to
believe a police rw
port that a close gin

money and run into
problems
5 Daniel Beene
Gabe teams his
mother mgdil be
alive m Williams.
vine. Va., which is
slave country.
P I Paulsen.,
7

guest

7

20 TV College
American Literature from the Civil
War.

Bully and Jody in-

The first ment provided
some excitement as the field.

II They Went That-

7:40
2

inter-

choirs.

sequences

6:30

features

guest.

seen

Editorial
26 Quiz

:Nude W. B. Hol-

t

100 -yard
diving and
backstroke. Steve Turco took

die

by

gent.

ature from the Civil

2

hosted

ery and Dick Sar-

11 TV College
Americen LiterWar.

ram

Leonard Ban and the
art
Golddiggers

AsWay
Ken Maynard and
Gabby Hayes are

6:15

621/2 ,32Ih last night at the SI.

or loss, and each relay earned
31/2 points instead of the usual
seven fora relay win.

Vador pool as the Redbirds
tried to make up for Tuesday
ARLINGTON
00611 night's conference loss to Elk NATED the rest of the mem.
Grove.
giving up first places only in

An interview pro;

Corbett Monica,

Elizabeth Montgom-

World
26 Spanish News
32 The Monsters

Dean Munn

becomes an unwilling

MI keDouglm

9

9:00

actress

Arlington]
swimmers
emned lowly Prospect.

vHis Picture in
the Papers." A 1916
release starring
Douglas Fairbanks

7:30
leonsIde

with'the districts.

ARLINGTON HTS.

ARLINGTON HTS.

1207 RAND ROAD

1307 RAND ROAD
<1.11.00_, ADDISON

CA1n1.,17CARI7MrC715,

CICERO

LOMA.

FOREST 50.111(

515010SE PARR
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FVcould spell trouble for Knights
Tonight a camera night in

Even though the Falcons

Prospect High School
lieldhouse. hut the main event
Mid.Suhurban
be
a
will
1.eague duR between Forest
View and the host Knights.
Everytirne weve
we've had
gainer hob,

have had a Tough time with In-

the

a rough time." said Prospect
mach Rich Chew. 'That's
why I want aims. with my hest
men in each event."

CHEW LAMENTED that
Fored View had taken usquea.

her from Prmpect
:rod

the

year

!.ear.

loot

the

hefore

Knights had just horsily nunagy/1

juries and losses of key Men,
they put togehter a 110 -point
performance last wreck. scar
Litt that they can knock
ing
with a
conic

Counney, Kurt

good

high

Prospect hasn't much hope
of taking a league champion ship or even second with state
enviers Arlington. Hersey and
Elk Grove already owning

Wold, Klingaman and Pete
Klein on parallel bars and
Word, Don Liston, John Va-

wins over the Knights. Pros,

The side horse will sec the
only newcomer, Ken Baker, to
Knight lineup. He will
team

pee, will more than likely have
to settle In a Meth in ens con.
Terence. and the Falcons will
be out to take even that away

from Mom

N

THE KNIGHTS will siert
their usual lineup of Guy
Hendershot

and Jay Benson on both the
trampoline and free exercise,

around duties after taking

the flu last weak.

tel from them last week. His
8.6 on high bar in the Glen-

up by Chew to give parents and

meet apparently

others interested a chit= to

hasNort
convinced coach Chew

Steve Klan amen. Steve Sam,

that Wold's concentration in

Bill Lutz and Ron Wald on

that event was enough to bring

Valemino,

about the desired routine and
he can now diversify.

bar;

Rich

imni.

wrri over Wheeling. their sec-

which hal to n0,1tho top 0000r Age in the state from Thursday
night =tit Salted:, after-

mid higheR imal of the season.

noon. will go tilt.
ght win or file

13th

no

plithed

Huskk Ispres.
'I he Mates hasc set to clear

the low 80, this scar and an
HninJct ing in the Slid-Sultur.
ban League's wcond Jio' on
m the, should he Mt trouble
tor Duo" Yon Theo: machine.

HIE HUSKIES tacked up
n
36 hi atm, 1,4 week

task

lentino and Mike Ossowski on

BENSON IS fresh off an
8.55 on trampoline and Hen-

rings.

dershot earned an 8.3 in free ex

last week. Ossowski also ap,

Forest View squad at a time

team with Wold, Jim Wilma
and Howie Beck there.
Wold will return to all.

form that was Iwo due to an

when the Falcons are just
reaching its peak. They had

elbow injury earlier in the season. John Valentino returns to

trouble staying in the 90's a
month ago, but now consider

competition after a bout with

themselves capahle of topping
the 120 mark.

peered

to

be

regaining the

ence mgel

Glenbrook South.

with Gary Morava

Readily, however. and Von

Elk (io,a-100, toles cm m
and get hack on the winning
track again. lox I? Wheeling
ina klid-Suhurhan 1 mane gym-

ilaslics meet in 7 tonight m
the Wild.ts' gym.

Elk Grow b. 0-2 in NISI.
...mention and rentsin third
place. Wheeling. on the other
after ois
hand. is still st
le:Igoe "mess.

COACH FREI,

listinsi

top-

gar worked on Me high bar the

decide the league title and may

ranked oll-around man before
his shoulder injury
weeks ago. has only been

other day without too much

have a bearing on the crown-

trouble That piece is the heal en on his imured shoulder. so

ing of the state champion.

working. the trampoline ond
Mc free exercise and will he

ho should he ready to go full

egam relegated to those limit-

'There's no doubt that hell
be reedy for the Arlington
meet." said Von Ehers. -Even
if he's not fully healthy he
won't tell uo. so won hove to
let him ga in that one."
That meet on Feb. 19 could
pmsibly be the biggest single

THERE WILL probably be
no lineup changes tonight for
the Huskies except that one
challenge between Tom SeIcski and Bob Lindsey will de-

"a

the

ed duties.

Meanwhile junior Jeff Far-

he has hem filling in
nic*
astar Nloram. will again
he the Hersey all-around man
tonight at Palatine and also to.

mornm night in a nonconfer-

can Imo FIcisCS, though

the!'re o heck.. team. Mt

force befttre too long.

Jack MalmAlahl and toady

inn other 1,1001

man.

Ell Grove didn't

exactly

tall flat on its face in

lomes.1 he Grenadiers hit 128
to Hersey, 113 and then
scored 113 to Arlington's 135,

mil as Gaines put it. 'our kids
performs! well in thine

go with Dale Walters. Eugene

frame --tars u

weond.dnision ammo -left on

Brennan. Benny lit-nand...id
handy liernandea in the floor

ng schedule. The team is look-

la5CICINal

leg foment to the Felt "1
grow:meet in which it hopes
Arlingto reverse the Imo..

tion on the side horse. Dave

Fernamkz.
David Sakata and Wayne 01Swenson,

Benny

Benny

ill

Bob Berglund and Norm 01-

sen will be M the floor ekso Olsen, Berglund, Doug
Watson and Bruce Pierce on
me side horse; Olsen, Ber-

(find, Jeff Brown and Randy
Granzow on the Totbyhrzontal
and
bar, Berglund, Don
Mike Come on the trampoline;

Prinpecth, sophastlaire bits-

kettmll team took adventage of
bet -shooting first half Saturday and gained a 6/1-59 victory

Berglund, Mike Sullivan, Joe
Conroy and Jim Pergander on
parallel bars, and Ben
glund, Olsen, Brown and Per gander on the rings. Berglund
is the all-around man.
the

over Hersey in an immetant
Mid -Suburb. League mune
for heir teams.
The Knights 1141W own a ft -2

charms: of catching undefeated Conank The km was
the third for the Huskies. and
g

`Even with the lack of com-

petition facing us lately, the
spirit around here has never
been greater." he said. "And
really most of these kids
haven't yet reached their peak,

so1 think well continue to improve on our score?'

PROSPECT COACH
Village of Mount Prosped -Legal 71.30
Thursday, February 5, 1970

Hank .Seyntanski noted that
/Its club performed better than
, hod the past few weeks. "We
were pretty hot in the first
half," he admitted.

nonce°, HPAING

Den. actually

MOORE THE HOLM PROSPECT SWOOP APINA13

Nona IS HEREBY GIVEN thot on the aim day of Delevosy. IVO se Me

mere of

CA. NO 703A

Township AP

c

ed os bllowk

Ihe froohsoph
basket.
hailers from Blaine East travel-

really only has
Area standouts: Paul Mellow
in the free exercise, Ed HMI

Woodward

hal to Pnwiso West last Uri thy night. but lett with nothing
to show for thcjourney tis they

on the side horse and Jim Yae-

ger on the rings. Both Hunt

ale of go
SONirees woh the loot d

dropped a 67.60 W. Subur.
but contest to the host nin-

the litlaihtia averages, and the

describe d AN

Pirates' lack of depth is *w-

duronce al 113.09

The top performers for the
Wildcats are probably Steve
Holthaus in the free exercise
and Rene Mathis, the Wiaround nun Mathis averaged
5.17 Mr Esc emus in the vic.
tory over Maine West.

nt. 11 should he another one.

sided meet in which Henry's
only concern is rolling up m-

and Landy Fernandez on the
high hat.

-We. looking ahead to
the thinks,':'turent Gaines said.

Bill Helhig. Al Must. and
Neal Dorsey on the tramp.

ll hem Arline-

line, Lands- Fernand.. Benny
Fern:tilde'', Dan Menoien and

Rend Road °tope tRiethence
and Road for

issi toot Roo,

us

th.,

distance ot

The game was evenly we throughout. neither five
able to hmak the contest open

other fantastic score.

Published in IN
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WeFealare

Hallmark Valentines
n's..57 opal

ilk

107 S. MAIN ST,
MT. PROSPECT

CL 3-1218

me -t of the smond half and
nar.owed the margin to five at
one point at 51.46. It wasn't

THE MOST
MINK -LIKE
FAKE FUR!
92.7 Ito

IF YOU THOUGHT
FM IS ALL
BACKGROUND MUSIC...
YOU HAVEN'T HEARD
WEXI.

89.99

you'll agree it's worthst65
Beatillhd. Unbelievably like expensive
renl mink. The imported pile, luxuriously
warm rterylic-and-cotton with rich -as.
mink luster
horisontolly rippled like
the new look in sumptuous minks. The

coat itself. imprint.., its fashionable
back -belted lines, superb pelt.' ike workmanship, and hand.sewn details, reflect
the skill of famed European furriers who

made this Mot arrival collection
of styles in mink -like ands.

Misses' sizes 8 to 16

The big SWITCH is on !

away.

Ihni s winning tree relay team.

HRIISPFX, Gar only
balanced seeing from its four
lop Mown. who till hit double
figures. Jack Brink woo high
with It. follovied Its Brian
Bergen with 14. Andy !Alta
with 10 and Cult Manning
with 11.
Hersey. which uma112 displays 5 lulanced attack of iv.
own. wits led by forward Dive

OcVile the overwhelming
score. NI> only caplumd six
firsts, splitting the mo relay
rams and picking up wins
from Ines Orr in the individ-

MAL

MOM

egg

HOFFMAN ESTATES

experienced

2412

WASTE DISPOSAL BAGS

3$

learn the farts about

FARMERS NEW

nd roll." said (hovel 'It was
well -played pme on both

Stalistics prase you are super

Ides. and 1 give Prospect a lot

D Lis, rate sayings plus new

if credit."

and bromic, coverages.

spite

col

the

Knights

Farmers Insurance Group

DUNDEE

big

SI

ref Loon

Mfrs List 1.59

bags, 10 kitchen or 6 trash

DECORATOR CENTERPIECES
Lis -mires

IN ITALIAN CERAMIC PLANTERS

392-1250

2.4"e: i7:

nL

1 99
each

A breath of spur, to mit,

LISTERINE

right nowt Many

b000lilul
styles to choose from. Many
blooms, many colors. Bring
these lovelies into your home

--.^.

CORN HUSKERS

THROAT LOZENGES HAND LOTION

Natimuth, Alt Codas
GIANT STOREWIDE
OIL PAINTING SALE!

57,

cane

wogh

mock

take

!hot

decorator

over.

Mfrs List 1.09

Mfrs List 1.19

SELECT FROM OVER

2,000 ORIGINAL
ART PIECES By Stich

Renowned Arils's

From that point on Maine

s

ANAHIST

SOHLER
STADELHOF ER

seemed to he unable to regain

oAmtrol of the contest as they
compounded their own deficit

HANSUNG
FRIEDRICH

with pmt hall handling. and

BOWER

-I

final minutes for the visito.
was the play of Marty Dina, to.

SUPER ANAHIST

FABER

NEOGRADIN
NILSEN & OTHERS

EXTRA ORDINARY
VALUES,

ampere at 2.98

compare at 4.99

SPIE OMAN N

several nh t infractions.
The only bright spot in the

ten points racked up by the De -

a

Cheese hem 25 garbage
can bags, tl waste basket

SAVE 33%!

JOHN LABIAK

orment. the host Pan.
Men wor, able to take a foartr.
point lead with two more successful gift attempts.

make the ore
and then
added another banket and a
free throw for half of the final

get

ioblets

host

- DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES -

S111Unded. WW1 a um and one

I

50e back! guy 3 end you

1060 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

do the basket while the origh
nal charity toss was Ming re.

pointer to

PLUS

package fiord. refunds
25.1 Buy 2 peeks - get

refund) When you hey

con bank

aunts.

the Blue and White again uas

spurt with a

the coupon and ger a cash

Wen.. reney.

H to play them evenly. the

little Demons could retaliate

who broke the Proviso scot.,

92,-

ALKA SELTZER

88c 1, cold

Mfrs List 1.98

alk to vi elra,

5511.1.

SHAMPOO

preferred risks and mailed

eight advantage. Hersey was

PHOSPF2-3

BRECK

PACKAGE

ust muldn't mop their plc,

for

-51

AUTO INSURANCE

ten we gel 5N points. Inn we

charged With illegal action un-

0.]

Pkgs.

30/60

res wi th eigt.
"We usuallhy figure 10 Win

TABLETS

EFFERDENT

Mfrs List 1.98

I EXPERT CUSTOM FRAMING

STEEL AND WOOD
INDOOR DRYER

DENTURE CLEANSER

107

Prices To Fit Every Budget

Gal 36 feet

564,0

of odditionol drying
pac e, Dryer sets up in a iifly, folds

lor easy garage. Tubular steel

hobs

sides. Smooth wooden dowels.

Mfrs List 1.09

UMBO PLASTIC
TRASH CAN WITH COVER
Gaps mead 35 months - 2 MI
scars; Dash or are hods in this
nicer- tardy con.st lock.lid handles
on sorer tar emy securing. currying

SEE THE MIDWEST'S LARGEST DISPLAY Or ORIGINAL ART PIECES!

- 5 YEAR EXCHANGE PRIVILEGE -

IN THE last two miam

Nana Rat Centene

PW entered a mall. and pinctked
up their last seven points Iron.
the free throw strips or Maine

7V171;;;722

trod in rein to keep the pine
from slipping away.

Free!

NO

MONEY
DOWN

la NM CROPS el 10
1042110111111 ROUND

Bensenville

Meats...

-

HEAVY DUTY
RUBBER BOOT TRAY

'31"..

ompare
cot 1.69

99,

766-6750
,a
oniv
1.1

.0 NE

PECIASISTS

Heuhtuying, ea -to
celain

766-6750

0,,,,
(FREEZER MEATS

"We won't give you

IDIUMILIE

Ill

Bum Steer"

220 S. Dundee Ave.

88c

SOLID STATE
HOME BATTERY CHARGER

---- 277'
Save S Recharge "C", "V. pen-

1.

qt. and 11/2,1. eweepons-th

light and "216" transistor batteries. No murcharging-built.ln

qsusies1" deed White.

transformer. Mfrs. g 00000 teel

INC

IDN1

59

Proled your floor with heavy
duly vinyl clone with man.sllp
grips

on

back! Sow -ha -clean,

keepi rugs dean. 27' wide.

III'

FIRST CARO

TOWN & COUNTRY
CHARGE IT
AND OTHER

0

II

1

MEMBERS PLANS ARE ACCEPTED

I

I I

Order WM NI eelVeTiisT: rum

79c

7.7.7.-

at 5,95

per.

You get

GRIPPER -BACK

VINYL RUNNER

-

nu,

(

7,P.79.

las! Ma, lndeeo end outdoor
sets. IGO% rubber. Slide handles
AT

3 -PC.

ENAMEL SAUCEPAN SET

Molds wet shoes. boots, umbrel-

for cosy moisture disposal.

1114 W RUNG MK Cl III

f.

opps

VALUEg

SPRUCE UP FOR SPRING! SAVE 28% TO 58%

John Clarke added 10. loll
K.m1 van (km to dmible lig-

BENSENVILLE

account cO,PSO1110OVO
who'll quickly show you just how easy 11

TOM JONES on this Saturday's WEXI All Night Conc,ert, 9 P.M. to 6 A.M.

the

Married men
between
30-60 YEARS

11011 NWCARTIIT had
marker. for the Huskies. and

110 N. ROSELLE. ROAD

3 Lines 5 Days $3.90

increased

ergowho was in front of cv.

eryone with 25 points.

PHONE

is.

seadily

and Dick Merck also touched
out first for the victors to help
compile the impressive win.

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

1507 RAND ROAD

Dial 255.7200 or 296.6640 today for an

the

Frank Morgan, Mike Sedjo.

anti Jim Itraddy in the bruits,

DES PLAINES

fied Ads and ring up extra profits lea.

Greg Wray. Frank Arvidson

money back guarantee!

ual Medi.. RiC11 SellOCifis in
dining. 1,1111 Romano in dm
Nmertly event. lienrickoon.

"CHARGE IT" REEF SALE

Get your sales message to reody-to-buy
prospects with inexpensive Doe Classi-

Davitt's tankers jumped off to
capturing
a 7-0 team lead

SATURDAY ONLY!
&
FRIDAY

B

(Men and While's Charlie
Henrickson who captured
first in the 41Myurd freestyle
and than swain a leg of the

sonal foul on a successful hasket. 012 the ensuing free tat ow.

made by fine
European furriers

Classified Ads Keep
Your Cash Register Ringing

awards as he aeon the 210 and
400 -yard freestyle events.

R

err and us, 6 ree d to

The mant complete individual REM was turned in by the

until the linal minute that the
Knight., were able to pull

and then the Panthers played
(1111
the game tie the seven point win.
With the score knotted SO -

Decorations & Party Paper
kinds of Celebrations

prim lead at laillinac, bum the
Huskies kept it close through

all, 04150 was called for a per-

stereo excitement

cum.

the

all other swimming
teams were already in the proe-

With this l'actor in mind.

rr fleeArlington Monday at-

50-50

BETA taller PW quintet hit

Both tonight's and tomorrow's meet will get under way
at 7 p.m. Willa
froshoph
squad taking the floor fina.

watched

while

Casey juggled his lineup condderably. just
"swimming
through" the competition.

eight straight points before the

lied

Saws:

km than loon minutes re.
tnaining in the final quarter.

GEORGE SAGOBSNEYER, ChcOoose

PARTY ROOM

BIRTHDAYS
SHOWERS

East

completed, the finned Demons
quickly made up for lost time.
Against Downers Grove

went to ND by default.

ilk Grove Saturday morning
nd will travel to Wheeling for
Mondays:Merman, contest.
Laney. next affair will he at
and Saturday limning. and
he Huskies will return horsg

withIlse

In rosin. InseeNted in the above pension will he eard.
Dsrled
MouN Pros*, Illinois, this ath day of Febasserx1.0.

TO 8 VISIT OUR NEW

all

two team record to 6-9.

Makin of ns new pool facility

n:sled

Sca0.

WELriONAE

for

three meets in a row aver an
early season win streak which
stretched to eight.

eight -

Maine East's
sophs taken

of said Nod) and
o

BUT ONCE Me new Sans

Marsulo Natatorium was

itins Downers Grove North
60-31, to lift the Park Ridge

I

f get

Southwest 44 lateasured on 9e E
Southwest 44 of the Sunsthwee

lion.

margin to splash home with
thc *Bt.
The big man in the Maine
effort was Roger Erickson
who captured Iwo first place

quired places, and some events

run. it, very U110%11111 for any.
tme so come cl
to that umber of pones.tne
" etid (Rover.

to 26. althongh

miN important early season
workouts because of comm.

Maine East

Ron

am continued its
swimming teats
climb hack horn a late start as
the Demons overwhelmed vis-

TIIE MEET wets never real.
ly in doubt as a small EP contingent could not fill all the no-

Knights from the floor with 27

Prospect onned
Rosa roned sJ au.... Ramat goo. eetnt.0 OS,

weekend. Sklvig's

last

dual

to the Huskies' 09. The win 'q.t.: just had a fantastic Mts..
nem minim their hons than scoring inoide and outside
the free throw fine. 1005.
about equally well."

Village of Mount Ramp. as (Plows:

ing nun-conferencefoe Maine
West

a

"With the offense that we

beat

Pr(011OCI Shoe SI Floc Olt per"

PALATINE COACH Jim

and Yaeger have reached the

in

the

field goals

kr. of too P.M. there wad ben public mien at Net Vane HA. Na g
a petition fp de. N. A. aesdno OnIL
...al 000.00.

7's this season.
But all.around man Tom
Schergan has not snorted near

manage to more 95.22 in beet-

according to coach
Gloer his team is now "relegated
to the role or a spoiler "

Notice

ljega.

Ode horse

Even without Morava, Von

63-29.

Demon swimmers triumph

conference mark and still have

cide the fourth entry on the
Ebers says that a 140 is not out
of reach.

I nesday.

swimming meet.
Prior to the victory, the
Dons of 111 III Carey had lea

Huskies soph cagers
now in 'spoiler role'
but not for Knights

9/30

Kurt Bucholz, Dick Martin,

Fernandez

tit and Helms.

ton. then and .h some let

Wheeling is down this year
in gymeastio. and that', s bad
thing to he in the tough MSL,
but Wayne Selvies crew did

been a lack of depth.

mason vim only Wheeling.

-We

Fernandez on the rings. Benny
Fernandez is the all-around

biggest problem all year bas

meets."

THE. GREANIHERS will

and

CMrIcs Hadley on the pandkl
Mrs: and Benny Fernandez,

weeon't be esperimenting in
them final dual meets_ Well
still a IN hit lilte we would in

Grenadier, should hose cleats
Nailing thetesittf the dual meet
Palatine

Hughes will use the same
lineup that hit 110 last week.

dual maces, and the depot be-

n the two will detely

Grenadier gymnasts seek
win streak start tonight
looses to Helms and Arlington

OPIM
1,30

team.

the Notre Daine swimming
team finaily passed through its
recent rough water by beating
hoot Elmwood Park
High

sporting event in the young
school's history. Arlington is

Ebers reports Mat the senior

Biome.

"WE'VE BEEN improving
and improving and we didn't
hit 110 by accident," Hugh.

ILY CLOTHING CHAIN

Aea Rieke

MOR A VA'S CONDI..
was mom- TION has been improving now unbeaten in 56 straight

ming limited action.

stalINNI

tonight at Palatine. hut that
supposed's unlucks mtnther
thonld log no harrier to the

that

and

take close.up pictures or myies of their favorite gymnasts.
taken
Photographs may
starting during the pre -meet
ab.t 6.15. Flash
warmup
altachernents may be used during the half-hour session.
Prospect has the misfortune
of meeting coach Gay Hughes'

Huskie strongmen test Bucs
Nancy.

The Camera Night was set

said. 'We've never shown our
capability but 1 think if every.
body does what they are ca.
pable of we can bee low 120

Notre Dame tankers
finally get victory

.

DAILY 1040
I

SUNDAY 10- 6

I

'

I

'I

THE DAY

Thum* February 5

Loving

1970
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00

O

Gfts from Wille

Sueineas Smite 'Di/teat:ow

"G

hO

IfasePloeTseg

LO crt

to
OPEN:

Valentines Day is a time for special gifts
that say something special to her, and him.

TIME TO CLEAN..

Mon. thru Fri. 8 to 13,

SNOWPLOWING

Consult this doily guide of reliable services, offered
by reputable business people in your commu-

to

N

Coll 138 810.

Storm Windows

nity...CALL ONE NOW)

-J

.

THAD, HOME IMPROVEMENT-.

SurnpPump

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:
CALL

EMERGENCY SUP/W.5
SALES°. SERVICE
CS N3212

255-7200 OR 296-6640

Tax Returns

Your Ad will appear doily in the

PLENTY

wags It's tail?

.4

CA:DA-CO:PDX 1,,K=1=

Northwest Day, The ArlingtOn Day
The Prospect Day, and The Des Moines Day

QUESTION: What tells time and

N W NH, 3591660

130

TIME TO SAVE TOO!

Sat. 8 to 6,
Sun. 9:30 to 1:30

)

CALL 132.7091 After 6 pm

Til

and reach 60.000 Households'

DISK'S TILE SERVICE

OF
457 4093

FREE ESTIMATES

ANSWER: A "Mod -Car from Wine!

FREE
TOO WEST NORTHWEST HWY.

Iterations

PARKING

MOUNT PROSPECT

..,:..i"'

CL5-1600

Dancing Schools& Supplies

4

Special...During Feb. Only

0010010 MRS SCHOOL OF
DANCING ENROLL NOW FOR
3-3500. FL 61355
[rAhSES

3,25110

AND RENEW THE

Mdws

POODLE L SCHNAUZER
GROOMING

ALTERATIONS

ce,

p

...CRISPNESS OF YOUR DRAPES

It

mo.

PAINTING

peen. 399-9612

GROOMING

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

Y. 16,6

DRAPERY CLEANING SPECIALISTS
FEATURING DECORATOR FOLD (DRAPES READY TO HANG)

392 3450
CARPETS SHAMPOOED
STRIP WAX AND BUFF TILF
AND WOOD FLOORS
FURNITURE AND UPHOLSTER,

r.vd

31.610 area. 25, 2651

REMOVAL .REHANGING AT YOUR OPTION

Art Semite

CLEANERS

wau PAneRING

Danil.ng

A
Fling
36111
RICK'S DECORATING.

C0
5v
56-301

CALL

C------,ZA/cot,

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

Upholstery

POODLE

6

AT A SAVINGS NOW OF -

want her

T. V. Service

265-3630

cloM

moody prowl Rohl..

The Polka -Dot is in Green and Pink.

ONLY '9.50

GERALDINE S

ART

Income Tax

ROLAND E. JOHNSON
PAINTING 6 DECORATING

COMPUTERIZED

SERVICE

REP

392-2576

to be

al

needs

PROSPECT HEIGHTS M5-6174

fond -o -u?

ORES
SERVE
I

7N. Elmhurst Rd.

20 Yems...M Choice

'Northwest Suburban Fanatic.

SPO P

"f1rHs"TIP'Z'n'slr.

SERVICE 3.15.11

R

Wallpapering

for

Wollpoo

g

d

LemnsrFewl Designs

Drapery Repairs

Mena P.n.

a 5-4600

662 E. NeNlsOftwy.

EUREKA= AVAD 'OTHER'S

515 OS AND HP ABBEY SALES

BECNVKI:j1r''ff7=22GE

Norlevesse

Aclesr1.369 Leveret AA

(Er. N & McDenald

MT. PROSPECT

YOUI

nw 0NY

FINE INTERIOR PAINTING

HOME OWNERS SERVICE CAR
PET, .RNITURE WALL 6 FLOOR
atom, WAXING ay

5.EDWORKIAN 0263710

CALL 3,11880R

that wags and eyes that slowly open and

Painting & Decoratirth

Home Maintenance

six W.

ALTERATIONS
HEMS
011 ALL. GARMENTS 6 COATS

-"::e LET US CLEAN

These animated Mod -Cats ate the perkiest,
"Grooviest" wall clocks in town! Animated tail
close. The flowered Mod -Cat A Pink and Bluth

Yourself Heade/Het R;

o

[amoral!.

ALT DRAPERY REPAIRS

and olFer erwiees

}

FEDERAL & STATE
FILINGS

Bjornson Bros.

1051080 or 3461381

537-0737

Dressmaking -Sewing

255-7200

',Hs OF %I TYPES

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

fondues make it!

museum and comtemporary

masterpieces

STAINLESS, DELUXE MODEL
Complete with matching stainless troy and sterna burner.
Black wrought iron base. Carved with Rosewood handle
knob.

in replicas!
ABOVE: YOUNG LOVERS
BELOW: UTTLE MERMAID

2 quart aluminum enameled in avocado, gold or flame.
Matching steel tray, with block base and burner for Stern.

$15.00
$27.50

12.95

Wood handle and knob.

HIGHEST RATES
$15.00

Automobile Service

r

IN THE NORTHWEST

jr'r
Ouol

d

SehO=7274:27007

;1`.1.

ST'ATSSC'S'Y'L=VG,
My home 122.0911

PASSBOOK ACCOUNTS

'6.50

PAID QUARTERLY

for him

Lauritz Jensen

.

Decorators

pan

Cl. 9-0495

;It

DRAPERIES
FURNITURE

LICENSED BEADTv DPERATO

"e,74,;...76 """

y

Lawn Mower Repairs

'D'ES'PPLYZY7E'S1291=
H

D

Alt

I

Cathentry.Remodeling

CL3 2236

3 MONTH CERTIFICATE of DEPOSIT

ms
Plastering

Matt

call Mier DPM HUM

pore

6 REMODELING

Zwlez,..3.,08LA,paring

($1,000.00 minimum)

E ORTAJN

with Quality Clock Mamma.

elves

FULL HOUSE

... Covered with an original

red end black

card

design

on white

calf -grained vinyl. Chrome finish cover
and handle.

4

6 MONTH CERTIFICATE of DEPOSIT
Interest is payable quarterly
and may be compounded.

'8.00

(S1,000.00 minimum)

CANE ... Genuine cone wrapping on this
deluxe ice bucket. Trimmed in black
calf -grained vinyl. Brass finish covet and
handle. Walnut knob.

513.00

N.T CARPENTER WORK
STAIRS, WINDOWS PORCHES,
RFC RMS. ROOM ADD EEG OUR

Also Krell,. Wood

TV KR., REPAIR
171A'C'ESA=EP"AlrE'RhM

CALL ED 358 53.

CAtL FL 8.6913

53

AIL CLOTHING V2 PRICE
094-61,10

litilenitiatkr#

THE DAY DOES IT!

rT,RTS,er,n,2,epted

FIGURINES

el,

Roofing

25525632

95

inPthretnwooltiTafIgiOn.

speaker to produce powerful and placing lanes.
Built in rechargeable battery plus battery rechar-

I

EAsHsGS. 3ffppovER cp.
Speciolinn9 in =cairn cloth

To":s in rn?y home 3.-5573
F

329-1751

d

1

E

ger as stondard equipment, at plays while it is
being recharged. Slide rule dial, easy station selection. In Ebony or Red with Chrome case. Ban
tery charger, earphone, soft lather case, canying
strap.

NOW....MORE THAN EVER....
HER FIRST BOUQUET

$30.00

anywhere - indoors or oat A 31/29 speaker brings
excellent reception. Set operates om battery or
house current. Colon Ebony. Complete with batteries and earphone.

.'29.95

Carpel

Pointing

=Mr=2: Ree'prOl:s..t
eRGeneral

leon

li.162 Pro."

ST. VALENTINES MESSENGER

&

Decorating.

PANTY
For

IN THE NORTHWEST IT'S

APRONFUL OF FLOWERS

TENDER LOVING CARE

OES PINES at 141 LIE STREET

'25.00

complme cos
mo,
s

I

$30.00

H.

1244111

nem kne., Tom, Mrs.

FI-3

We.

Hoar- ing Aids

12 0030

WEDDINGS

OUR

SPECIALTY.

HALL, MR, BUFFET 131._ DEAL
pROSPKT CATERING L5-1833
OE. Norlh Wee Hod, Mr ros.

'Cement B
le

MINS:. ON ,Ine. ohm.

W<E11.1"DArST=GrEIT'
CL 54132

R1STICH PAVING AND CEMENT
WORK AlSO TREE TRIMMING 6F6C161. PRICES <163 027-0183.

HEARING AIDS FOR REN

Re.

dr

meticulont

leach n

rwads non hme work 66.3/ 5
.or °fae P.M.. 627-7180
KRUGLER DKORANNG

10, S. Main, mr. Praia

Nome Maintenance

50% OFF
ON All LA BOR
Also Expert Re phalatery
15.50 per Moo Om fabric
7.50 per selosbrp
317.50 per section plus bhrk

100's of Fabrics
to choose from
For free ....call 139-5326.

AIRIER OR tathreANH--

P17,=:''"=6

1 3-67

WINTER SALE

PAPERHANGING

P7'3I':871:11'16707r
Gawps 6313462/3601

11.8624, 544

B32-3211

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

Reins
Reams

SLIP COVERS

Catering

$30.00

10

Waltman Const. Co.

CALL BUD 2594016

Hauling

$29.95

FM and AIM portable handles itself brilliantly

WHERE YOU SAVE DOES MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

so.

owl

259 MN!

Wast/easeh.

PIANO OR ORGAN

Furniture Refinishing.
woyoe,

SHARON HOFER

g

63

AM pocketable is equipped with a special oval

AlwAlier 1 23 25,7195

DRESSM16,A6=RATIONS

Slip Covers
Coll 322.6222

Furnace installation,

($10,000.00 minimum)

824 3271

I/ Business Senices

0 6,10R ORGAN l3330113

PIANO LESSONS-Meoryterne y

529621

Carpet Cleaning

RANKERS NOW OFR/LOANS
solid
e Arra.

ADULTS, ONLY

hey .mem.113rof

2 or 3 YEAR
CERTIFICATE of DEPOSIT
Interest is payable quarterly
and may be compounded.

aw e
vas,' d
BARGAIN COUNTER
o

Musical Instructions

Floor Refinishing

rP:=1161arcal

Resale Merchandise

l/2 PRICE SALE

Interest is payable quarterly
and may be compounded.

Saris

5-Insinction

Mold Designing

1 YEAR CERTIFICATE of DEPOSIT

Min Me

Radio -TV Repair

COLE 7-1194

wLS

GENERAL

-6zon:I="z

5317.3388

SEASONED
FIREPLACE WOOD
WILL DELIVER AND STACK

ESTIMATES CALL 324 .7

KRY"SZI"' 'Prtss

Plumbing

522 A TON °LIVERED

WIN. RAT. ARE LOWER FREE

DAN

'hEehlrFP'EE ESTI'

5.1214
Meye

'5'2n9T2'6"TACKE'

FA amok 7pm

Ste Teel. Sway

All wo=loope
Dv THE HOUR. GALL AFTER 6

1121-i5113

Ham Dcme133311 Trgral

- Firewood

($5,000.00 minimum)

these

1,1 -Personals Pa

EXPERT -PLASTERING

PAYABLE QUARTERLY

ALL

love

0.3 338

CHAS. P.GRAY SALES

ReproduNions of Original Oil Paintings...

She will

-3R76

SEASONAL TUNE UP SPECIAL.

NEWEST CONCEPT IN CLOCKS

SAY IT WITH A SONY

O

Piano Tuning Services

Entertainment

. .

Vro7o'13,

fxs.I .Electrical Work

Tee °elms

ICE BUCKETS

a gift for him?

or

Conlastors

distinctively designed

Size 16" x 20"
WHAT A CONVERSATIONAL PIECE to flatter any wall

P

3

SO 00

SHORAN COATSS. SKV-IS

P"117;n1TIETXM

Cordless Battery Operated Clocks

'Most and Toed

Permanent Waves

CARPETING

Barber Service

January 1,1970)

bucket of love
$23.95

."'"CfUSTOM

Phone 256 .77

Regular Pass Book Savings Accounts Earn 5%, Interest paid and compounded quarterly. (Retroactive to

... a

indoor Well Covert

STIESWSZIO'ffAT2r319S5'

McKlaren Interiors

Business Service

WALLPAPER A

.

Interior Decorating

OOUTURIER

BRANDENBERRY BARBERS

$23.95

rmoNs

n;n: T,trAsiorirl .721/90 6,,A2

REASONABLE COST Oresund.

Set of four white ceramic dishes with glazed finish. Five

Free'El7nP.O'sehs'""" ''aS'Y']22
PAINTING

FONDUE DISH SET
partitions for condiments.

02/ALTVt=1",TINO

Insirsi.ons
6

SKIRTS, DRESSES HEMMED

$11.00

e9m°9 'Window Washing

9."e

A Dry

Room AdeNions

ePo/ch Rep.
CALL 821 0160

22:EituationsWanIed Women

2556 693

392.0072

439,0706

CALL NOW 251.7767
North Shore Interiors

Top Neiselegol, smtisliool. hook

VNO:67$29=."

Page 14

Thursday, February

1970

.24180 Wanted Mn

24 461$ Rated Men

14460 VIEW Men

2.14181$ Wanted Mai

LIlleIp Wanted Men

I

2.1.11elp WantedMen

214610 Wanted Mn

BOYS TS to IP

22.1ilualiaisWaitetWeenu

24460WantedMen

ATTENTION!

Con IFS Mg

vith
Men o you g
mornings free - flexible
hours. Storting woge

work, morrer ESS.701,

$2.25 Tel

HIGH SCHOOL

and op

hr.

BOYS

Lunch lorniShltd.

Excellent

sowing row

Tot

p p,On

quolified

CALL 253-7230

mr. Prospeer

AFTER 5 P.M.

43,1334

C01111,0,

YOUTH WORKER

pd.. preferred,

MCDONALD'S
HAMBURGERS

Fabricator

-

60,110l1. 1111,010

259-5187

23180loyrnent Agencies Men

Great Lakes

PSST!

Runway &

(Top lob tip!)

Engineering Co.

100 N. HICKORY RD.

Across from Rondhorst
Shopping Center.

based company
6wellerd benefirs

Welders on 'Pressure
Vessels. Complete com-

1-1

,,conghons
ClA161$A0.1.,, 711EJNEE

bier

War.. 0on0,

I.

CALL NOW

NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED
ENWENoble mon needed to One

DRIVER/EXPEDITER -

Call Ed Sunk
272-1000

Coll.14

312-695-7080

298-2770

ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL

LA Solle Personnel

302.7110

-

CARGILL, INC.

ALLOY DEMMER, BOORMAN - in & sod Shift -Wean sa
ed"
con hed arm paying skill position.

428-3623

We offer high starting pay, automatic Increases,
9 paid holidays, 2 weeks vacation offer I year,
group insurance and more.

CLERK

great new job?

DRIVER
FULL TIME

w of 33 RO pre how. woh gHerenbal paid lot

656.9922

0

TERRACE SUPPLY

$140 PER WEEK

OF 76
WITH A JOB

MARTIN MARIETTA

AT UNION 76

2.50 N. 12 Street -Wheeling
(off Dundee Rood -between Wolf Road E. Cl. 83)

Illinois Bell

tn flea bandlina

You'll loom w deep vocotton

DOCTOR'S

too °Ian. Free IVT.

RECEPTION

1.06

927-6908

PROGRAMMER/ANALYST

APPRENTICE
COMPOSITOR

51081

"Des" Plaines

MG

Ebb

S

RECEPTION TRAINEE

Complete Training
Big Pay -New People

GeL VOU

ORDER FILLER

I

0.11 and/or ID. Grinder Hand
Tool Steel Heal Treat Operator

Don Roth's
Restaurant
WheelIng

r

$117 WEEK

APT. MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITY.

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.
CALL BOB NERVE

297-3550

00 Lervich Flagon at Golf Rood ond Meacham has opening. for a
driveway salesman. Full Erne. Must be over DI years of age. Please
apply in person al Me potion

03.41 to ,06 per hr. depending on experience

SERVICE TECHNICIANS

MAILCLERK/DRIVER
Positions open in our central moil room for moil clerks. loom to operate
vorious mailing mocenev Also have need for indiedual with chauffeurs
license for driver assignment in addition to other duties.

OPERATORS
$3.07 to 3.05 per hr depending on experience
We need Men who want Permanent Jobs
WITH NO LAYOFFS!

CONTACT OUR EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT FOR DETAILS

unk n

WE OFFER:

PreeNge bee,On

car dealership.
Good salon, Excellent

SAXON

abildy. You will be

PORSCHE AUDI

FIgn.Crwtal Lake area in the NoriNnwiern Sob.,

A11101110 AMER

ELK GROVE VILLAGE
HMO
nr
IM 2324

CHEMIST
ANALYTICAL

mosekeepine Met ou.F

king men,.
'n'ETON"6MT'

297-3550

PHONE, WRITE OBOIST

SAXON BUSINESS PRODUCTS, INC.

ARNOLD

scale one ,o-,1,o0son analysis or row,
inTernational headquarters in NorMbrook, III
Degree required, prefer
For

watei treatment

VISUAL MODEL MAKER

smoid kove

re s wors Lucturoum in cr.... sive

Cd.914'

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN
ALUMINUM FABRICATOR
ALUMINUM WELDER
SKILLED SAW OPERATOR
MACHINIST
FIELD ERECTION SUPERVISOR
COST ACCOUNTANT

I 6B7 slmoner Rood
Northbrook, III

656-9922
COMPUTER
OPERATORS

GENERAL

Good starting

I

it, nigh Rawson Wid

OFFICE PERSONNEL

advancement..

345-0500, Est. 594

AWAIT YOU Al

GRIFFIN WHEEL CO.
MAINTENANCE
MECHANICS

JEWEL FOOD

2706 Edgington
rohken Pork

455-8350

1955W. NORTH AVE.
MELROSE PARK

The

Cincinnati -Forte Company, a wholly
owned subsidiary of Cincinnati, Inc. formerly
the Cincinnati Shaper Company, are now
occupying their new quarters in the Arlington Research Center, immediately adjacent
to Radio station WEXI....WE'RE GROWING

holiday% ale, Mho, Womb,. plum

Coll*. R. Bonsyli at 7663230er apply at

..10 Edo Grew Sneer

These are first shift openings

-

also 2nd shift openings available

approximately February 15th. 10% shift bonuses available.

OUR MEN AVERAGE

QUALIFY

,.

On

The individuals we hire for MILLING MACHINE OPERATORS must be
self-starters and capable of doing set-up work. 50 hour work week
minimum. Excellent company benefits - paid for by the company.

510,000 90 092,000 PER YEAR
YOU CAN TOO! YOUR FIRST YEAR, IF YOU

Subs.d.ory of Necleor Dom

WE'VE DOUBLED
OUR SIZE!

ICKES-BRAUN GLASSHOUSES

0

STORES

1%fressi.s.

MILLING MACHINE HANDS

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES

Young moo Im yodel, of
ntereseng factory do
yes.
Opportunity
for

1720 Algonquin (62)
437-5090

Bensenville. Illinois

fount Opportunity Ernpbyer

LEAKIER?

APPLY IN PERSON OR PHONE 394-4450 FOR APPOINTMENT

HIGH COST

'MAKE YOU FEEL LOW
Solve yOur money problems with a

CLERK
TYPIST

TEMPORARY

"NOW & THEN JOB"
ALL OFFICE SKILLS

Free brush up practice

COME IN AND REGISTER

lee. RA. MIN,
194.000

TECHNICIAN

White Collar Girls

THE SINGER COMPANY

McDonald'S

800 E. Northwest Hwy
Mt Prospect, Ill

RANOHLIRST CENTER

SECRETARY

CAREER OPPORTUNITY
l%FPF.fSIONAI. ATMOSPHERE

GIRL FRIDAY

ROLY FAMILY
HOSPITAL

A variety of assignments and I. of opportunity for personal reward. Shanhond helpful but nM a most. Join a company when people are our most
mam., asset and where benefits ore he very best

Call Bob Perkins
392-2700
SWITCHBOARD TYPIST

OFFICE

PHARMACIST
Gymion opening
rtoo

$550 MONTH
or call 773-9200
BUILDEX

'moo

For CuM Service

nn.

re:

Polorne Gen. Mee

RNA

4330 R. Tronsworld Rd.

company

Schiller Park

686-7494

Negusioble.

Mew...

Apply or Call
R 0006.11 681-3200
GOTTLIEB MEMORIAL
HOSPITAL

64Ielp Wailed Women
g

CLERK TYPISTS

SSW

nit:trr:gt1

SEE MR. BAKER

MARRIOTT IN-FLITE SERVICES

ohor

wiorr.

966-0700

MT. PROSPECT

39G5230

ONE GIRL

ler

Local or Loop

f OR P REICSOXAL INIERNIEW

DIET

RECEPTIONIST

Now Is The
Time To Get Your
1970 Job
Register By Phone
Or Come In

i(01fIg MEAGER

455-8350

$600 MONTH

FREE PARKING

ROSE Dern

CALL 250 1620

CONDITIONS

3600

OFFICE
NO Lee St.
Dee Plain.
3 B.cks S. or Sloven

KU.

An Erma Opportunity Employer

CrEAN MASAN, WORKING

6561922

GENERAL

WIge

GUAM

1100 Ed. Road

ta torment bee... 66.

Ken Larson lit Associates

FILE CLERKS

KEY PUNCH LEAD OPERATOR

Wilt Mew are enc.. pay

No..., wc. Sion rode,
TYPIST

298-2770
la Sell* Personnel

Amy Personnel

Ole now P.P.

M.P.
3 B.cks S. of Station

Des Moines

Mount Prospect

255-9414

ERN PARKING

wham Lai, and mod roma

mem

Ier°1BoIr21. NO

For More Information Call

16 W. Northwest Hwy.,

"""c1Z ;575's'OW

Honk Nelson
292-2501

RN's & LPN's
Needed

WE NEED

GIRLS NOW!

''''UWAThliSS HECHT
MAIDS

TOO PeZr'
ARLINGTON INN

1432 Rand Road

TRAINEES

SECRETARIES

.,4

OFFICE

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Where you work does make a DIFFERENCE

cell -945-3770

ALSO CASHIER
437 B313Aft. 2P.M.

OUISTANDING BENEFIT PROGRAM
RAPID PROGRESSION

ION NIGHT WORK BONUS

7. HOUR DAT
APPLY OR CALL MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

8 AM TO 4:14 P.M.
Ottetlutiment Clertit

3800 Golf Road

vocotica IOW on.

Pod Wm.

255..9000

299-4446

Arlington Heights
Federal Savings
An MO. ILINEMNILIN eoliinger

of duties.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

Gee -Owns. tiosoitoleonon

Self Serv6e Food Choin.

..v.rieN

Work Monday thro Friday in our modem regional center.

BOUQUETS TO YOU

BEEF & BARREL

FORAPPT CALL

296-107i

CALCULATING MACHINE OPERATORS

394-0765

AkkTURE WOMEN

3720 Des Wwww Ave

P.M. Shift open - start 5 P.M.
Our girls average well over

Arlington Heights

MARKETING

... top Mg for the experienced.

ATIRACTNE STARTING SALARY

439-4060

Needed ell Time. Mon. Oa

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
GENERAL CLERICAL

ULM BEAR YonoIr RESTAIRANT
Wastetan I. Late tog Roads-W.1E

NIGHT HOSTESS

immediate openings for

ATTENTION WAITRESSES!
Why 0016 47(9 place?

$125 a week.

TELLER TRAINEE

BUSINESSMEN'S CLEARING HOUSE

@Ord@oraFill ofK)Gi4IN

SKOKIE

267-5300 or 677-0600

Part Time or Full Time
Nights

GOLDEN EAGLE
RESTAURANT

ANCE

'4$

WAITRESSES

Sargent -Welch Scientific
7300 N. LINDER

EXPERIENCED

837.603.

O'HARE
An Equal OpporNnW EmP,Ww

P(4140 T

CREDIT
CLERK

PoOmOITONS

Saturday interviews arranged for your convenience.
316 W. University Drive (Arlington Industrial Park)
Arlington Heights, 10.

Call mar. infer an interview.

No fee

METROPOLITAN
SPECIALTIES INC.

CALL

burton phone system. Should

Is a la Salle Gal

LOU ADAMEC
634-3131

.1.1

FACTORY

METROPOLITAN
SPECIALTIES INC.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

255-1910

background

ph

290-2770
La Salle Penonnel

TALL

FOR 1571109W

692-2166

TO WORk FOR A

MT. PROSPECT

t'VF'gral

CALL SPARKS & CO.

GREER SPECIAUSTS

Telephone 012)529-7700

854-4652

SUNBEAM
CORPORATION

SCHOOL MOM?

Coll 72,604S or Wg.71O1

'Specialists in Magnetic Materials"

(Area Code 815) 568-2283

jusi a few minutes Irons your home. This is a permanent posirion with eireellenr company benefits.

KIDS BACK IN

pl

y

WkAT'S IT likE

NO FEE

LEGAL SEC'S -$650

Our modern, mmenierlay located fociltles are

P.M. WEEKDAYS

ACCOUNTING CLERK d

5600 W, Roo 00,7 00
Chicago, lid

0 Illinois Bell

Art Co-Ordinator's
Assistant

G

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road, Palatine, Illinois 60067

ex

porience but will train
0e right person.

pp

WOMAN

loberal

MARENGO, ILLINOIS, 60152

HOSPITAL

(Top lob tip!)

'Union 76 Division: Eastern Region

ENGINEERING CO.

HOLY. FAMILY

PSST!

gomPany Pens.. FeD/ PoW
Excellent working candgens in she Beaufifol

AT O'HARE, INC.

WALL WASHER

Free Noepholsolion L Bursa...Wm.
PLUS:

1000 ELMHURT ROAD

AnWsIn mod physical rrod

Paid Nolidcres

neat for early.
vnubscompow.wwwwwwd6

BUSINESS
PRODUCTS

p

h. new suburban fac.lihes.

in. en solo ind

AIT.PROSPEct-

OF LIVING

Illinois Bell
w4-3535

WOO W.RENTRaiRa

3040 S. Busse Rd.
ARLIN,O=ES, ILL

PART TIME II AM to 2

EMPLOYMENT

DRIVEWAY SALESMAN

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

We hove on immediate opening for un experienced KEYPUNCH OPERATOR, and we will wain you
on the verifier.

School Bus, Inc.

"FORD"

5000 00 $635

FOR A BETTER DEAL!

Coil Mr McGrath 358 5800

General
Maintenance

2:30-5 p.m.

011,5

IF YOU WANT TO WORK

O'Hare Lake Bldg.
2400 E. Devon
297-7160

Position open ot our terminal for individual capable oh record keeping,
m well o: working out of doors M all kinds of oalFrnr.

TOOL ROOM MACHINE

Ana 6. Hollow.. Wrwest

lalwouLee Ave. N. ur Dundee

of Ots 0.8

A

NIGH

REAL ESTATE SUBURBAN

463-2010

WANTED FOR PERMANENT POSITIONS

CALL

P.M. ROUTES

CALL OR COME IN1
439-8500
WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

RECEPTION

essentel

637.36 eller 4 p.m.

Do you rune 50 WPM moon!.

FREE TRAVEL!

100% Free Positions
DES PLAINES

MODEL AGENCY

Bruning

6:30-8:30 a.m.

Cook County

emputer Business Consoltants,

WITH EXPANDING MACHINE SHOP
wRIs good references.

Earn Extra Cosh
Paid Training

PUSH BUTTON

CLERICAL -LABOR

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

CAREER SPECIALISTS

I

.

gLathe andjor PAT Hand
General Machinist L

and

CLERK TYPIST

259-5300, Ent 37

Ken Larson & Associates

C.F... ill.

Maly 7:4S to4:16
Mon.Eveningssill 7160

A.M. ROUTES

II

G67odur7r'Ire'x'P'e'rre'nrc7,,e1;::",7,11',Z,I,%"::'bPuTZEWEilaltralToortl

KITCHEN MAN

DRIVERS

High Selo,

ANIMAINOSNIAL

20012 111006111000 PER YEAR

W H. HUTCHINSON
& SON

F?,

evenings, and Saturdays.
C011259.4910

odgo

ACCOUNTANT
N.S.T., Elk Grove

SCHOOL ES

HOURS:

401afternoons

3.4880

OS Donlon

Heights.

Thursday mornings,
STENO

$90 to $135 per Wk.
DOCTOR'S
ASSISTANT

'FEMALE

of humor,

sense

ton

u, mese

THIS JOB OFFERS

Slageopeent Agencies -Rumen

Or Coll - 824.136

Alpha & Numeric

Id

Doctor's office in Arling-

FREE PARKING

LA

2345 Ookten 439,540

GOLDEN BEAR
FAMILY
RESTAURANT

Receptionist

PHONE
0.1000

1412 Miner Street

hove

ArlIngbr Meg,.

CITY OF
DES PLAINES

945-3770

with grown family. Must

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

911ot=10..w.%tr,:tr:::00=Ltro:"

Operators

0"d0..0t1000

BEAUTICIAN

PACKER

HERE WE GROW AGAIN!

MACHINISTS

METER MAID

P0701 Full Dale

LEA1g1

Ad Or A MO

Illinois Bell

Wis Poetic. nn

la Salle Gel

seo

7.7L,

Prn

Evenings - Will Train

392-1234 or
392-1485
be

Brand New Company
needs wornIn.who wom

'ea r

137,110I offer

"

iLeTZ,"nt; te'n'or,i;

1000 001 Des PI III 1115

p..osc

dot,

t

potrolEns mewed poking areas ond issuing

HOSTESS

booklwednE and

392-5362

BABY

Coll 73,441.11 or geg-7191

EI,10 Rota 4:00 pin
Monday thru Friday

267-6900

0

16460 Waded wren

26-160 Wanted Woos
Relloble cleaning lady.

Keypunch

EXP. SECRETARY

" 'Cr170"07o7O"'

131.

= treVb;%:::rl'afft

537-2180

965-4700

p

II

loo,of time. toe'll be cern-

439-8500

MARTIN METALS DIVISION
Baxter Laboratories, inc.

Itt

CALL OR COME IN I

GET THE SPIRIT

6564922

gEto°.V:/ill'67e

100020r 0'. sew 4"..`

298-2770
la Salle Personnel

COME SEE US AT.

MATERIAL HANDLERS

Ready for a

ATTENTION!

MATERIAL HANDLER
STOCKROOM

-

24461$ Waled Men

Call Mr. Gibbs
766-7600
BASF SYSTEMS

Day Want Ads

ploy

6,

PO.. mining

437.037, or 522-1766

LABORATORY

Seel:Soles Office.

FREE TRAVEL?

ASS'T RECEIVING

wEitl

pp

TRAVEL AGENTS

jnonel truck name. inilde Wigs. Muss know Chicago awn

CUT.OFF MACHINE OFFRAtoe-Ist & End Shill.Pennsment,

THIS JOB OFFERS

Big Pay -New People

1657 Shermer Rood
Northbrook, III.

AFTER 6 00 P M.

RESEARCH

of trrthes, 'd 611 'pre'ss,

totten 105080 Owe,. fork

904E,

fringe benefits including FREE group medical and
life insurance. On the job training available.

Immediate Openings
SABBSTENNEIS

Mechanical Assembly Men

Good Harting sainry with overtime and many

McDonald'S

PHONE 439-7800
An eq

several

opportunities for ex
perienced Production

pany paid br.fir pro -

MARTIN METALS

CARGI , INC.
MAINTENANCE WORK

created

have

Filing kepi., Hours flexible,

DIAL -A -JOB

INC.

line

PART TIME

Brick Layers

0 Illinois Bell

MACHINIST

-r6

OPENINGS FOR FULL AND

259-5010

439-7010
3911.3240,

ARLINGTON OGG

656.9922

1625 W Algonquin

Call Ann road.

and new product

ASK FOR MX ANDERSEN OR
MR. BRUNNER

Pori time girl needed. Typing,

ORDER TYPIST

3 m S yews *W.W.I.

Our building expansion

"

General Office

MACHINISTS

CERTIFIED

Furnaces, Kilns

PRODUCTS CO.

d

Bud Billings
439-9500

Manufacturer of Industrial

Schwartz.

"

36261,417 after S

e

Lynn SC hmuckall
Or

WELDERS

-

WEBER -STEPHEN

We how an open,W for
21 cbrC PA IS
ft'
sh

Ado.

COMMUNITY SERVICES

TEMTEK CORP.

Nye. 50 5 oi coil Mr.

II wr to4d.v.e,

593-6690

See n676'4776?.'Hersh

After School Saturdays
Sundays Conse in be

aware..

827-7880

Eon 5001

Day Want Ads

P000lion

preferred. Buffalo

Page IS

Thursday. February 5, 1970

24f61p Rated Mae,

2fille8Illutel hoes

16-111041111WR

2611e8 Weed Wow

02.

EVENIN95

MT. PROSPECT STANDARD

tgAplopraiNgeocies. Won

PART TIME

Light Maintenance

"MlirAn'

PORCELAIN ENAMEL SHOP
ASSEMBLY & PACKAGING
METAL FABRICATION

Suabyast hears. Wow

24118p WateiMen

me...ring and mlos rammury
x..

rirr-7.1.

wwcW

©

Phone 956-2641 or 956-2642

ROM., Meadows, Ill.

Western Electric
A: 09o010PpOrtunity employer

Thursday, February 5, 1970

Page 16

2I

Wa

Wow

26 -Help Waded Women

\\i

RECEPTI0NIST-111UAR

Fountain Waitress

Full time Experience in figure

II A.M. to 4 30 PM.
5 day week
Apply in person
hams Phormacy

work and typing New beau
Many benefits
tiful office
Salary open No age limit

20 S Dunton
Arlington Heights

400 S Mercantile Court
Wheeling, Illinois

MATTHEWS PAINT CO

CALL MRS NOREEN

537-9200

QUALITY CONTROL

26 -Help Wanted Women

26-11elp Wanted Women

214Ielp Wanted -Men & Women

Mature woman to care for in
font at my hs 5 day wk $1 75
hr Own trans nec Refs Vic

Like People? Dental Receptionist

& Assistant Will train Under 25
439-1500

Central Rand

N RSES

392-8513 oft

344rts and Antiques

BUS DRIVER

wanted for Nursery School

In

Mount Prospect area
439-3405

6

ASSISTANT

WhAT'S IT tikE.

MOD HAIR

TO WORT( FOR A
LEAdER? CALL

STYLISTS
ultra -antique Beauty Parlour Opening soon in NEW

Buffalo Grove Mall Fun and

Rolling Meadows

255-4500

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

We need a gal with good typing and steno or dictaphone
skills, Ability to check on and
answer customer and salesmen inquiries a must. If you
have experience in these

Must be 16 or older
FOR APPT. CALL

437-8313 aft. 2 p.m.
1249 Elmhurst Rd.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Experienced Couple
Part Time Evenings
5 Hours, 6 Evenings
Call 253-1285

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR
We have an immediate opening for o keypunch operator
with at least 2 years experstarting

Good

CLERKS

259-5000
HOLIDAY INN
Rolling Meadows

3737 Lake Cook Rd.

of tollway
Deerfield

INSPECTOR

An equal opportunity employer

central telephone company of illinois

GENERAL OFFICE

We are a medium size

2 young ladies with know-

manufacturer of Electro-Mechanical products
with excellent opportun-

ledge of various office
duties. Must have ex-

ity for EXPERIENCED INSPECTOR. Must be able

perience. Good typing
skills
required.
Must
have own transportation.
Salary
commensurate
with experience. Com-

to read prints, perform
1st piece set-up work

Immediate openings for

training? Yes we're North Shore
owned and operated. Basic
obedience,

BUSINESS PRODUCTS

WALNUT DINING ROOM SET.
827-7075
$165

ESTATE SALE. Antiques & hshld.
Jon. 31 & Feb. I, 11 AM. 918 N.
Dunton, Arlington Hts.

kitchen

sink,

fit-

mica too. $50. 358-2699

259.7287 after I P.M.

information call

358-2897

Evinrude 1969, 20 H.P. Snowmobile & heavy duty trailer,
$900. 437-6692 aft. 8 p.m.

Dux sofa, chairs, teak tbls., walnut coffee & cocktail tbls.,
lamps. Top quality. 298-3864

Full size headboard bed comp.
$15; Formica buffet, table & 4
RefrigFreezer. 18
mo. old. (Orig. $400). Like new.
2

dr.

HELP

Telephone jobs offer a great starting salary, with raises at

Printed Circuit Board Assemblers
Cabinet Wirers
Maintenance Men

least every six months, friendly co-workers in pleasant
working conditions, and the famous Bell benefits.

Inspectors

Illinois Bell

model homes. Heavy nylon pile.
Huge discounts. 824,7353 dlr.
Kitchen

An Equal Opportunity Employer

392-9325
at BARGAIN PRICES.
537-9886

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Des

Plaines

An Equal Opportunity Employer
1

piece blond ,modern dining
room set w/china cabinet. ReaFURNITURE FOR SALE, ALSO
MISC. ITEMS, GOOD COND.
LOW PRICES. CLS-3420

BUY DIRECT --NAME BRAN5c-1

Serra mattresses $20; queen
sz. $90; king sz. $110; Hideaway bed sleepers $138;
bunkbds $20; reeling chrs $50;

23" B&W Zenith console

FULL TIME or PART TIME
* PRIVATE OFFICE

TV,

Golf Road & Rte.

* OTHER CO. BENEFITS

OIL COMPANY
Des Plaines

439-8765 or 437-0727
on equal opportunity employer

sets

$35; Bassett
dining rm sets,

Sit -N -Sleep $165; 20 vol. encyclopedia $35; Hollywood

8121 Milwaukee, Niles, Ill.

on new furniture.
MARTEN DISCOUNT
FURNITURE AND BEDDING

speed - $2100.

fied buyer. Upstairs Laundry. Private -501 W. Sha-Bonee Tr. Mt.
Prospect CL 3-9461 Low 50's

CL 3-6.479

'66

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

2.dr.,

I speed. Best

437.5662

1963 VW. Sun roof. White walls.

Radio. Perfect condition. $495.

98 -Mobile Homes

Call 359.3629

'69 Manor, 2 bedrms., 12'x54',
like new, in park in Elk Grove

1968 %poss. Bel Air

Station Wagon. A/T, P/B,

township, 05500. 541.2664

Corvette.

'67

101 -Auto Parts and Access.

427-400.

best offer. 439-1500

390 C.I.D. Ford V8 eng, comp.
Disassembled. Many new parts.

1964 Fury Sta. Wagon. Almost
new battery, regulator, snow

Exc. Cond. $100. 439-3285

tires. $375. Gd. 2nd car.299-8551

'66 Chevrolet 4-dr Belaire, se -don, P/S, air cond., excel. cond.

1969 HONDA TRAIL BIKE LIKE
NEW - EXC. COND. CALL 8 AM 298-2042
2 PM

$800. 2554083

1966 Mercury Comet. 2 dr. sedan. 6 cyl. A/T. Exc. cond. Low

112 -Automobiles For Sale

mi. 253-3445.

Cadillac H.T. coupe, full
power, air, vinyl top, climate
'68

control, Premium tires, AM/FM.
$3800 or offer. 296-5486

'64 Valiant 2 dr., stick shift, R/H,
snow tires. $300. Coll after 5.

'67 Foirlone wagon, 8 cyl., NT,

439-7262

W/W, P/tailgate, clean.
$1495. 394-0247 aft. 5 PM weekdays & aft. 9 AM on weekends.
P/S,

Model A Ford 1929 sedan. Extro
block & engine parts. Ready for
restoration. $350 392-2047

1968 Plymouth Station
Wagon. Sport Suburban
Model. V8 Air cond.
Snow tires. Good condition
$2195. Call 259-5405

1965 Ford station wagon, V-8,
std. trans., very clean, low mileage $675. 529-5499
'66 Merc. Colony Park Wagon, 6
Poss,, V8, A/C, Full Power, Low
miles,

$1400.

Call

1968 Pontiac GTO air cond., olive
green blk. trim, loaded with

529-5262

extras. Sharp, clean car. Must

Ford Custom, 4 dr, 6 cyl.,

'64

sell.

stick, good cond. $400.
827-0312

654-3086 or 654-4071.

WE SPECIALIZE

1964 4 door Bel Air. Std. trans.
or best offer. 255-6165

$400

In Quality 2nd Cars

after 5 P.M.

These Cars Start
In Coldest Weather!

'65 Ford Custom, auto. trans,

good cond., P/S, always starts,
low mis. $600 or offer. 296-7093

'58 Chevy
Perfect

2 dr., 6 stdrd Runs
$145

'62 Dodge wgn.

6-

auto, pwr

to. SHARP

$295

64 Chevy 2 dr. 6, auto., Red.
A very nice I st car

$395

'62 Pont. Tempest auto , pwr.
sty. Good Condition
$395

296-6127
600 E. NW Hwy.

Des Ploines

The Boss
Says,
Seeing Is

double door refrigerators,

Furnished
Days

Models

Open

7

DEMOS - FACTORY
EXEC CARS

Located on CENTRAL RD., one

mile west of Northwest HighArlington

in

14)

DICK WICKSTROM
"THE BOSS"

till

Dusk.

way (Rte
Heights.

Believing

and

o week -10 A.M.

-

WE'RE SELLING THESE
BELOW DEALERS COST

Chevy ' crew

FOR RENTAL

INFORMATION
Phone: 956-1110

'69 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE
Vinyl roof, Turbo-Hydromatic, Power Steering, Wheel covers, White walls tires, Push button radio.
UST $3675.90

Qpen 7 days til 9-9664088

NOW $2775

16,To Rent Houses
SCHAUMBURG

-

New 4

Bed-

room Bilevel, large family room,

2 car garage, $390 mo. Call
12.

Lancer Corp., 894-1500.

40% - 60%

Call

CARY-2 Bedr. Home available
Mar. 1st. $185 per month plus

OFF

437-8356 aft. 6:30 PM

utilities. References and Sec. Deposit. (815) 459-1855

This 'n That Flea Market. Feb. 22

in A.H. Sell your old treasures,
antiques or junke. Reserve tbl.

condition. A king $80 call 5936415 after 6:30 pm.

1. Closing out stock
2. Heavy duty carpeting
3. Free installation
4. See large samples in

Hasbrook in Arl. Hts. 3 bedrms.,
2
baths, dbl. garage, car-

peted, avail. March
deposit required,

1,
I

security
mo. rent

in advance, $300 mo. 255-5371
aft. 6 pm only

your home.

5. Terms available
112 -Automobiles For Sale

Panasonic AM -FM stereo cassette player -recorder. 2 stereo
speakers, micro., demo tope.
3
mos. old. 824-6716 after
6 P.M.

UNBELIEVABLE?
1968 OLDS 442
Automatic, power steering,

power brakes, bucket seats, 9995
radio, heater, white -walls.

1968 FORD GALAXY 500
V-8, automatic, power steering, power brakes,
walls, low mileage.

white 9675

1968 IMPALA STATION WAGON

824-2175

power glide,
steering,
radio,
white walls.
V-8,

Distributor

Lathe,

Kearney Trecker Horiz.

Mill CL 9-1115

NEW Luxaire heating unit low
boy, gas forced air, full control.

power

heater, $1995

62" 42 LB. Ben Pearson bow $30.

Leather quiver $15. 14X650 tire
chains $7. 19" Motorola port. TV
w/stand $35. 2 14" w/w tires fit
VW or Renault $2 each 359-4794

ntastk C or TV Buys
(Must See to Believe))
All new 1970 real wood
consoles - American Made
Brand Names - Largest brightest picture Fully guar:
21" $299; 25" $369
Stereo consoles: $99 & up

55 -Musical Instruments

Baldwin organ M-77, used 14
mos. w/bench & head phones.
Best offer. 824-6809 aft. 5.

Largest
Volvo Dealer
and receive;

Reconditioned small upright piano. 45" high. $300 delivered.
.

FREE

766-0736

License Frames!
(No Purchase Necessary)

Rickenbocker guitar. 12 string. 2
pk ups. Like new. $140 or offer.
394-1588 aft. 5

New $80 Kay 12 string guitar.
Clete only $47.501 El Rey, 7 W..
Eastman, Arlington Hts,
SELLING

OUT

FURNITURE

in

4 model homes. Will separate.
We

deliver.

Cash or
537-1930_

DICK WICKSTROM

Midwest's

5 pc. Sonar Drums with cymbals
& leather covers. White satin
flame. Must sell. 392-2948

_

Take This
Ad To The

Terms.

.

WIGGLESWORTH

IMPORTS, INC.
Exclusive Volvo Dealer
1723 Waukegan Rd.
GLENVIEW

7294E00

Good

cond. Low mileage. $3400 or

22' Living Rms
19' BedrmsFormal Dining Rooms, walk-in
closets, 2 baths, circular balconies...featured with all
apartments: Health club,
Sauna, pith 'n' putt golf rooms
in each building w/fireplaces,
special security features,
closed circuit TV, private

1, 2, and 3 BEDROOMS
From $215

P/S.

392-8065

1

completely soundproof
fully carpeted.

auto.

offer. Call

'66 Chevrolet Impala 4 dr. hdtp,
V-8, air., vinyl top,
owner, best
offer.
259.0827

LAKE SHORE LIVING
IN THE SUBURBS

Cutlass,

69 Dart GTS.

BARRINGTON HILLS 5 ACRES
area.
wooded. Choice
2/3
$.45,000 - Owner - 381-4464.

1967 Firebird 400. P/B, P/S, air.,
AM/FM, auto., $1475.
394-3057

you're beautiful!

Olds

trans, P/S, P/B, P/W, A/C, excel
cond. 392.2876 aft 6:30

253-1408

BEN PEKIN CORP.

CARPETING

110,000 BTU output; 88,000 BTU
input. $275.
CL 3.4554

83,

kit.

GE convertible deluxe copper
dishwasher. 3 years old. Perfect
condition. 392-5819

P.F. small index vent. Mill, Hardinge "Dove Tail" cabinet T.R.

$2.50 Per Hour To Start

unkin

pc.

beds $40. We beat any price

12 X

394-3335

1968 Chevele Malibu, 2 door, 4

offer attractive terms to quali-

Bridgeport 1 H.P. Vert. Mill with

Service Stations

* PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS

5

Dbl. oven gas range porcelain &
s.s - clean - exc. cond., 3 yrs. old.
392-8694 oft. 6:30.

11,

DANA
POINT

studio couches

desks, up to 50% off; trundle
beds $50; 10 pc. corn. grp,

SOLID STATE STEREO (KNIGHT)
stereo versatile, A-1
radio -recorder,

Daily Reports for

Dixie

baby turn.

X

297-7296

'60 Chevy VB, Aft, air cond.,
good condition. $125 or offer.

1968 Camera convertible, auto.,
mint condition. After 5 call

ens, with dishwasher, disposal,
self-cleaning oven, frost free

Mini -Bike, $125. 894-1049

13

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

guard patrol, carpeted kitch-

$75; Bassett bedrm sets $165;

50 watt amplifier for:

Clerical Position

IMt. Prospect.
& 2 bedrim
opts, immed. occup. WW cot.
peting, walk in closets, cer
omit baths, dishwasher &
garb. disposal, air-cond., elevator, pool, rec & meeting
rms., free Saver, &
steam
baths,
babysitter
service
avail., pets., From $190 to $285
1510 Dempster (Dempster &
Busse Rd). DiMucci. 437-4200

sonable. 297-4904

Burton

now. 529-8213

21 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

Appliances, TENNIS
COURT & SWIMMING POOL.
1444 S. Busse Rd. 439-4100
(1/4 mile west of Rte 83...
Between Dempster & Golf)

6

Med. sz. Accordion $60. Bass
guitar & ampl., 0200. 5 H.P.

14,

Road

2

&

Hundreds of old school desks

Washer/Dryer $75. Single bed
set $10. Blue nylon cptg., 10 X

ITT
Wolf

set

leaves

choirs, good condition $50.

times. Exc. cond. $150.
439-3285

Personnel Office - 298-3080

2000

with

Acetylene Welding outfit. Complete with hose & tanks. Used S

If interested, please come in or call

Start your application by phone, call 656-9922
Mon -Fri 8:00 am'- 6:00 pm, or Sat. 9:00 am - 1:00 pm.

296-7574

Brand new carpeting mode for

$75 CL 5-1295

for the following categories.

250.4101

'68 Chevy, 6 cyl stick with power
steering. Asking $1400

'65 Mercury Colony Park Wag.,

&

437-8106

New.

UHF, walnut cabinet. 4 yrs. old.

IN YOUR AREA

Good typing and clerical skills are a must for the gal who
wants to join our top-notch clerical staff.

1958 FORD, 6 cyl., auto. trans.,
runs perfect. $75.

A/T, PS, PB. vv.w , low miles, exc.
cond.; best off. 392.1619

(Timberlake)

PROSPECT

Lt.

body work. $500. Call 359-2809.

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

2 Bedrm. Apts. (parklike
setting). Reasonable rental inI

sell.

gine: 3 new tires -Battery:

Deluxe 4 Bedrm. custom ranch
Beautiful corner location in
country club section. 21/2 baths,
2 car attached Gar. Patio front
porch. Large Jalouise bock
porch Plenty of double closets,
Bedrms. twin size. Large Lrm.
with Nnt. Fireplace. Newly finished Apt. in basement (Perfect
in -low arrangement) will provide
$200 month income if desired.,
Owner anxious to sell and will

Call

Call for Appointment
358-7844

French Prov. arm chair, custom
mode, antique white wood; Like

bells. $7 or offer. 392-1486

We Have Immediate Openings For Both
Experienced Or Non -Experienced

aundry facilities. $145.
aft. 5 p.m. GL 3-8311.

Antique Gold Carpeting & Drapes, Dinette Set, all excel. cond.

8

Hardwood fireplace logs. Split &
delivered. $20 a ton.
438-2676

6

dials. 2 yrs. old. exc. cond. (orig.
$375) for $175 299-3767

piece upholstered Sectional.

West.

Deluxe model,

Best offer

chairs $20. 392-1821.

TYPIST -CLERK

21 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

$70, two antique-wht steptbls,
Relaxaciz'or,

tings, base cabinets. 7 ft. for-

For

lge Chr
w/Ige matching ottoman, of-gr,
$90.

$20 ea. All excel. cond.255-6052

NEW, UNUSED,
DICTAPHONE, BEST
OFFER. 392-4351

bowl

ol-gr/bl,

Sofa,

2%1915
6 .. 5b3arbeIs
7-0716Alike new. Can be
converted into 2 5 lb. hand bar-

As on Illinois Bell operator you'll be the gal with the head
set, poised and ready to speed calls all over the country.
Smiling voices and quick minds are a must for this job
which specializes in helping people make their connections and find phone numbers when a directory isn't
availoble.

For single middle aged person
garden 1-bedrm. opt. in new
bldg, Touhy & Mannheim. Ceramic tile, bath, avocado appls,

MT.

Must

'64 Gray V.W., Well treated en-

Owner. 437-3300

NEW ALPINE APTS.

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

9 PIECE JUNIOR SIZE MODERN

827-6949

OPERATORS

tioning, no pets. $155 & $175.

I

Income Tax & Bookkeeping
Forms available.
Call 259-0561 Rod Smith

Good for family room. $20. Call

FOR DAY OR EVENING INTERVIEW
PHONE MR. REYNOLDS -827-1186

358-6563

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
2551107
FL9-3200

2

efits.

MT. PROSPECT. Immediate occu& 2 bedrm opts.,
pancy.
range, refrig., heat, air condi-

cludes

In Old Town
Downtown Palatine
17. N. Bothwell
Palatine

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

CL 3-6916

We offer excellent compensation with improved fringe ben-

Hoffman Estates, 2 bedrm., carpeted, air cond., with pool facilyr. old. $190
ities, building
mo. 894-9042 aft 5 pm

HOWARD SPROAT & CO.

PET SHOP

90,000 BTU small gas turn. $50.
Gas conversion complete $25.

We are interviewing to fill an opening in our sales staff in the
Arlington Hts. - Palatine area.

359-6300, ext 220, 9 am to 5

One Bedr. Apartments
$160

255-1910

21 Help Wanted Men & Women

A.

3 Rm. apt. inclg. stove, refrig. &
heat. $141 per mo. Call

Immediately Available. Carpet
and all Appliances included.

mixed puppies and all kinds of
other mixed puppies.

COMPANY

Chicago Motor Club -

sublet, March 1, cptg., pool, balcony. $195 mo. 392-1546

WE HAVE

DECOUPAGE CLASSES
FORMING

SALESWOMAN OR SALESMAN

Mt. Pros. Lux. 1 bdrm. opt. 4 mo.

LOOK -

METHODE MFG.
1700 S. Hicks Road

jor appl. $170. 1 blk. from train.
Mar. 1st occup. 253-9210

PALATINE/ROLLING MEADOWS

729-7367.

Good cond. $75 or best offer.

Rolling Meadows, Ill.
392-3500

confor-

mations, protection. Guaranteed
Housebreaking. At home dog
training. MANOR MANNERS -

Kenmore Auto. washer. Bronze.

SAXON

brush -ups,

1800 W. CENTRAL RD.
MT. PROSPECT

Single

297-3550

dog

in

M/F

basic inspection guages.

CALL MR. GRESS

brighten even the wintriest day.

there a difference

TOWN & COUNTRY

as well as the use of all
Call or apply in person

Banish those cold weather blues with o job that con

Is

An equal opportunity employer

and receiving inspection

pany paid benefits.

...FOR BRIGHT GALS!

AKC. Ch. sire M&F. Shots, cropped. Paper trnd. Reas. 392-5189

Siamese Kittens.
Sm. blk. min. Poodles, AKC.
Beautiful Collie & Shepherd

272-5500

CENTEL
SYSTEM

Perfect Valentine. Min. Schnauzer

Div. of Addressograph
Multigroph Corp.

Schuldt.

Arl. Hts. 1 bdrm. Heat. A/C. Ma-

1

Bruning

Full Time

Good salary, paid vacation,
fringe benefits. Call Mrs.

VOLKSWAGEN
NORTH CENTRAL
DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

2004 Miner St.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
827-9919
An Equal Opportunity Employer

SIAMESE kittens -beautiful.
Papers $20 & $25. Also champ.
stud service. 392-4878

New Interviewing Hours:
Doily 7:45 to 4:15
Mon. Evenings till 7:30
Sat. 9 A.M. to Noon

HOUSEMEN & MAIDS

fits.

Radio. Tech.
Best offer. 392-8241
P/S.

1

salary

and excellent company bene-

I

pm; aft 5 pm 297-7463.

old kitten, good with
children, free to good home.
824-4239
mo.

7

company benefits.

JANITORS

NO EXPERIENCE

ience.

Sm. min. poodles blk. AKC, 2
males home raised, 9 weeks,

1

For Self -Service Food Chain

711 W. Algonquin Rd.
Arlington Heights

mole,

shots. Reasonable 394-0568

BOYS & GIRLS NEEDED
PART TIME

Apt.

bdrm. Heat, air cond. inc. Pool.
Avail. March 1st. $185. 677.5248

11/2 bath, pool, air cond., avail.

for $40. 359-6996

We have on immediate position available in our Data Processing Dept. for an computer
programmer. At least
year
experience programming the
360 model 30 or 40 using
COBOL or BAL is required.
DOS background and RPG is
desirable. We offer the opportunity for personal development and an excellent starting salary plus a full line of

Orchard

Old

Skokie:

Mar. 1st $195. 541-2982

I female. Black & tan. Must sac.

Employment Service, 3158 Des Plaines Ave., De

1966 Mercur/Cyclone GT Auto,

253-5228

ASS-.

Poodle Puppies. Home raised. 7

2594076

Programmer

Opel Ralley Kaden, 1969,
excellent condition,
$1550 394 5472

& RESEARCH CENTER

wks. Moles.

1

office & ware

ARL HIS INDUSTRIAL

FL 8-2075

P. Hts. area, lg. 2 bdrm. apt.,

Dachshunds AKC, 3 mo.

Send Resume For Confidential
Review. To Jeff Wright or Ann
Ladd, or call 298-5240, Tri-State

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

Also Available

FREE PARKING

GRADUATES & PROFESSIONALS

CALL OR COME IN!
493-8500

NECESSARY

Des Plaines
940 Lee St.
3 Blocks S. of Station

Light

PloMes.

THE KEY TO
PLEASING
SERVICE

weekends.

Professional

areas.

Provide

Toy Poodle. Male. 8 wks. `AKC.
$75. 537-5641 otter 6 P.M. or

the now people

delivery work.
$2.00 per hour plus. Car desired
but not necessary.
537.6660
Evenings.

Stenographer
1600 S. Hicks Rd.

298-2770
La Salle Personnel

ft

V8, A/T,

P/S, vinyl top, excel cond $1795
9E best offer 255-0571

house space available imme

2

259 0825

$475

'68 Chevelle Malibu,

86 -Real Estate -Houses

female, very good with children,
house trained. $75. 824-0488

358-0631

cond, like new tires & battery

,14 -To Rent Apartments

German Shepherd, 8 mos old,

successful people. Coll

Customer Service

'62 Volvo Sport 544, 8-18 Good

III)

PM. 253-1119

Exp. or no - many openings

Estobilish a 2nd income like all

diately in

furnished

Hts

3 room furnished studio apartment. I or 2 adults. Call after 6

$3. 6 week pups. Mother,
toy collie. Father 727.
Call 253-1828

21 -Help Wanted Men & Women

100 N. River

6000 sq

bdrm
apartment Elderly couple only

44 -Dogs, Pets & Equipment

TOP $$$$$$$$$$

Pone Mr Dennent 297

'73 -To Rent Furnished Apartments

Arl

1112 -Wallabies For Sale

350 sq ft office lq new modern
air cond bldg in Des Plaines
83-Industnal Property (ToRent)

259 5483

$725

827-4521

PERSONNEL -

HOSPITAL

MICRODYNE, INC.

Ampeg Amp $400 Ong price

WANTED 20 to 25 H P Johnson
outboard meter

excellent pay. Phone 327-8905,
eves. after 6 or Sundays.

Illinois Bell

HOLY FAMILY

People to inspect our products. Experience not needed. We
will pay you to !earn. With or without experience, you will be
reworded since we base wages on your ability.
Come in or toll Bob Holkup

coed 299-2191

42 -Wanted To Buy

In

656.9922

PERSONNEL DEPT.

URGENTLY NEEDED:

Burgundy Martin Elec guitar
Used very little Plush case &

Day Want Ads
Get Results

APPLY IN PERSON

INSPECTOR

Oak Roll Top Desk, Rein $275
Queen Anne Chr, $30 Exc

PM

Experienced for full time days,
7 to 3 30 and P M 's 3 to 11 30
Excellent salary with progression Fringe benefits including
paid life insurance, 7 holidays,
sick benefits, and 2 weeks vo
cation after one year.

1 To Rent, Stores, Offices

55 -Musical Instraments

555 Irving Park Rood

529-7070
Roselle, Illinois

OPEN SUNDAYS

Telephone

WEATHER
Tonight: Fair, low In
mid -20s. Tomorrow: Partly
cloudy and mild.

-wv

Adke-vc

255.4400

Your Home Newspaper
Volume 4, Number 202,

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

20 Pages
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It's Nixon
u,ay in N.W.

uburbs
More than two thousand
northwest suburbanites, many
of them school children gave

Richard Nixon

President

a

hearty welcome this morning
when he arrived at Schaumburg Airport near Roselle.
Seconds after the president-

ial helicopter landed through

the murky cloud cover. Mr.
Nixon popped out of the door

and was greeted by cheers
from the crowd. After difficulties with a faulty public
address system, the President

spoke to the gathering as he
stood on the hood of an auto
near the edge of the crowd.

Accompanying Mr. Nixon
were Gov. Richard Ogilvie
and Illinois Senators Charles
Percy and Ralph Smith. Local
officials on hand included
Schaumburg Mayor Robert
Atcher and newly -appointed
Cook County Commissioner
Carl Hansen from Mount
Prospect.

An enthusiastic crowd greets President Nixon moments after his arrival this morning at Schaumburg Airport. Illinois Senators Smith and Percy
are at left. (Photo by Gary Shiffman)

Dist. 21

An editorial

Vote yes tomorrow
on school proposals
Voters in School District 21 (which cov-

ers Wheeling, Buffalo Grove, part of Arlington Heights and part of Prospect
Heights), will go to the polls tomorrow to
decide on two propositions.

Both, if approved, will give the district
more classrooms.

THE FIRST PROPOSAL calls for District 21 to issue $800,000 in construction
bonds.
an

Money from this will be used to pay for
addition to Tarkington School in

Wheeling, additions

to

a

maintenance

THE SECOND PROPOSAL will ask voters for permission to use funds supplied by

the Illinois School Building Commission
(ISBC) to build a 30 -classroom school in
the Northgate subdivision of Arlington
Heights and a six -classroom addition to
Field School in Wheeling.
ISBC money will also be used for equipment and site work for the Northgate
School.

The technical term for this method of

financing construction is "rent levy."
The ballot calls it the "levying annually

of an additional tax to pay rentals on

flyer

School District 2I's referendum tomorrow for more classrooms, Supt. Kenneth Gill has

By Dan Ruck

cago. Bobby Rush, chairman

More than 700 suburbanites

of the Illinois chapter of the
Black

leased school facilities."
Under this process, the ISBC builds the
school and rents it back to the district. At

district's 7,700 children.
Stapled firmly on top of the
anti -referendum flyer is Gill's

Heights

resentation of Fascism

the end of 16 and two-thirds years, the

reply.

rent will have paid the cost of the building,
and the building will become the property
of District 21.
The cost of the building is interest -free.

voters in Wheeling, Buffalo
Grove, parts of Prospect
Heights and Arlington

DISTRICT 21 EXPECTS that the ISBC

financing will

taxpayers about
$500,000 in interest costs over the 16 and
two-thirds year period.
Both proposals, if approved, will add apsave

value about $25,000).

proved at the last referendum.

anonymous

opposing

School cafeteria in Arlington

School in Wheeling, and equipment for
Hawthrone School which will be built in
Wheeling in 1971 from funds already ap-

As a counter-attack on an

filled the Forest View High

warehouse and the administration center,
Tarkington, the administration center, and

By Jan Bone

700 hear Negro
educator, Black
Panther leader

reproduced the "Vote No"
letter and sent it home with the

proximately $2 or $3 a year to the tax bill
for a house assessed at $10,000 (market

paving and site work at Jack London

hits back

Standing in the chilly morning air without a hat or over -

District 21 is growing so rapidly that

between 30 and 40 classrooms a year must
be added just to keep up with the children
who enter the school system.
Present enrollment is about 7,700 ---with

an additional 1,000 students expected by
next fall.
The schools the district now has (Poe in
Arlington Heights), Frost in Prospect

Tomorrow,

District

propositions. Each would give
the district more classrooms.

THE FIRST proposal asks
voter approval for District 21
to issue $800,000 in its own
construction bonds. This money would be used for an addition to Wheeling's Tarkington
School, an addition to the adand
ministration building,

equipment for both; for site
at

Wheeling's

London Junior High School,
for equipment for the school to

be built in the Northgate subdivision of Arlington Heights;
and for equipment for the
Hawthorne School in Wheel-

Heights; Alcott, Kilmer, and Longfellow
in Buffalo Grove; and Whitman, Field, ing (to be built in 1971 with
Holmes, London, Sandburg, Tarkington, funds already authorized in
and Twain in Wheeling) just can't hold the
children.

the last referendum).

The second proposal asks

District 21 has worked out the most
economical way possible to pay for the voters to approve an additional
financing of the classrooms it desperately
needs.

We urge a "yes" vote on both proposals.

night

to

hear

Negro educator and
Panther Party leader.

Black

21's

Heights will decide on two

improvement

last

about life in Chicago from a

rental tax which will be used to
pay rentals on school facilities

And hear they did. About
400 years of suppression that
burst from the speeches in
comments such as, "The police have ruthlessly subjugated
the black people of Chicago,
and when they couldn't subjugate them, annihilated them,"
and "If whites don't feel
threatened by the situation

they have created for themselves, I feel sorry for them."
Both statements were made

by Dr. Charles Hurst, president of Malcolm X Shabazz
Community College

in Chi -

Panther

Party,

said,

"This country is the true rep-

determination to do it," Mr.

Nixon said. "Coming out and
seeing this determined crowd

The President was sched-

pacity to do it."
The President left the airport by motorcade to visit the
nearby Hanover Park Sewage
Treatment Plant, a metropolitan sanitary district pilot proj-

uled to take part this afternoon

Plant big step
in pollution fight
The Hanover Park sewage
treatment plant, visited today
by President Nixon, represents

a major step toward elimination of water pollution in the

steps, including chemical co-

Chicago metropolitan area.

agulation of solid wastes, chlo-

The Metropolitan Sanitary
District (MSD) facility gives

rination, sand filtration straining and aeration of the efflu-

tertiary or third -stage treatment to up to five million gallons of sewage effluent daily.
Taking effluent already purified 90 per cent by the regular sewage treatment process,
the tertiary process makes the

ent.

water 99 per cent pollution -

Meeting Monday

he playing Jews."
The audience interrupted
both speeches many times with

eventually apply it to all MSD
plants, which produce a total

of the five. Rush was invited

Day

education in Chicago schools

TOTAL TERTIARY tr
ment would reduce that pol
tion by 90 per cent.

Chicago area.
The Hanover Park facility is
a prototype, allowing MSD engineers to test operation of the
tertiary treatment process and

gro community.
Hurst's talk was the second

Michigan. Also participating

level Environmental Council.

Mitchell and J. Edgar Hoover,

the talks as part of its Sidewalk
Academy, a series of speeches
by leaders of the Chicago Ne-

the four states bordering Lake

sewage effluent.

ed operation in April 1968, is
the only one of its kind in the

Elk Grove Village sponsored

problems with governors of
in the conference were several
member of Nixon's cabinet
and the newly -formed cabinet -

HE WARNED that PresiNixon, Vice President
Agnew, Atty. Gen. John N.

trouble during the meeting.
Laboratory,
Educational

in top-level talks on pollution

ect that provides for tertiary
or third -stage treatment of

dent

applause. There was no

rice H. Stans.

makes me feel we have the ca-

free.

director of the FBI, can "play
Germans all they want to, hut
black people are not going to

Also accompanying the
President were Secretary of

school children that
Agriculture Clifford M.
another set of 3 R's- Reform,
Hardin, Secretary of Housing
Restoration and Renewal-will
Urban Development,
and
be needed to help the country
George W. Romney, Secresolve its problems in coming
tary of the Interior. Walter J.
years he said.
Nickel, Secretary of Trans"We have the will, we have portation, John A. Volpe and
the capacity, all we need is the
Secretary of Commerce, Mau-

many

throughout the world."

Gripe
Of The
Discovering,

coat the President told the

THE PLANT, which start-

of more than 1.3 billion gallons of effluent daily.
Because

the

other MSD

plants leave effluent 10 per
cent untreated, that 1.3 billion,
gallons of effluent is equivalent to a little less than 130 million gallons of raw sewage begin releasing into the river system each day.

The process involves several

It

is

designed

to remove

both solid wastes and oxidiremaining in
sewage that has already been
90 per cent treated.
zable material

on park plans
The Prospect Heights Park
District Board of Commissioners will hold an open hearing at 8 p.m. Monday at John

Muir School, Drake Terrace
and Oak, Prospect Heights, to
present a master plan for
parks, recreation and conservation in the district.

All residents of the district
interested in the park district's

development may attend the
meeting. The over-all comprehensive plan, prepared by
McFadzean and Everly park
planners of Winnetka, will be
discussed to give residents a
chance to voice their opinions,

seperately to appear.

HURST SAID the level of
is a "sick and sad situation that
30

years

later, that the good-looking
boy in algebra, on whom I
had a terrible, secret crush
had a crush on me.

ought to have everyone upset." For Negroes, he added,
going to school there is a "demeaning and insulting 'experience, and purely a waste of

time."
I.M.

SIMON
SUM 1213
SAYS
Those who think credit cards will eventually replace money

The reading level of 11th

should consider the chicken and the egg.

(Continued on page 2)

(Continued on page 2)

-3;,,gatanawas

Lawyers to push or suburban court system
By Gary Shiffman
An intensive drive to estab.
lish a suburban court system,
completely independent from
the judicial operation in Chicago, is about to be started by
the Northwest Suburban Bar

Assn. (NSBA), The Day has
learned exclusively.

The lawyers' proposal will
call for expansion of the jurisdiction of the five existing suburbans district courts, giving
them full power to handle virtually all criminal and civil
cases.

Under the present setup,

suburban branches have only
limited power permitting them

to handle traffic and

lesser

criminal cases and suits involving claims of $10,000 or
less. All other cases serious
criminal offenses, large suits
and divorces are now heard in
Chicago at the Civic Center or
Criminal Courts building.

THE BAR association will
seek support for their revolutionary plan from elected officials, suburban police departments, community groups and
other judicial organizations
throughout . the suburbs. The.

NSBA also plans to petition
the state legislature and Con Con for the enactment of legisI a t i o n and constitutional
changes which will be necessary if their proposal is to become a reality.
NSBA resident Robert L.
Sklodowski, 123 Northwest

Hwy., Park Ridge, last September appointed a committee
to study the possibility of a sep-

lington Heights; and Ross A.
Miller, 6 W. Northwest Hwy.,

cases

in
the

Mount Prospect.
The three-man study group,
after their investigation, issued
a report to the NSBA this week
which reads in part:

claimant sues for more than

"It is the contention of the
Committee on Full Jurisdic-

cago."
The

tion for Suburban Courts that
each of the five existing subur-

arate court operation for the

ban districts should have a
complete court system. The

suburbs. The attorneys on the
conmittee were Donald L.

committee cites as some of the
reasons, the congestion in the

Norman, 6 N. Dunton, Arlington Heights; Gerald A.

city, such as traffic, and the
long delay in having cases
brought to trial.'

Facchini, 10 E. Campbell, Ar-

"LAW JURY

Cook County wherein

$10,000 take about five years
to get to trial. Also, there is no
purpose in carrying suburban centered litigation to Chicommittee's report
cites population figures, saying: "More than 40 per cent of
the 51/2 million population of

Cook County is now in the

northwest suburban districts)
there are about 350,000 persons each. In DuPage County
there are approximately
450,000 persons. Districts two
and three are rapidly 'achieving the population of DuPage
County, but these districts do
not have the same facilities as
in DuPage County. The situation is similar in the other

three suburban districts.
The existing suburban dis-

suburbs, yet the court facilities
are centered in Chicago.
In another population com-

trict system was set up in )964,

parison, the report states: "In
District 2 and 3 (the main

islature. Prior to the. judicial

two years after a court reform
was approved by the state legchanges, suburban cases were

heard in

a conglomerate of

overlapping Justice of the
Peace, Police Magistrate, Superior and Circuit Courts.

THE THREE lawyers, in
their report, call for the acquistion of new buildings in
the suburban districts which
would,
provide additional
courtrooms, chambers, offices, conference rooms, adult

and juvenile detention areas
and record -keeping facilities,

"When the districts were
brought into being," states the
report, "the suburban villages
(Continued an page 141
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Scouts plan busy week to mark 60th year

700 hear Negro educator, Black Panther chairman
Irionineetfliem Pone l It

Asked if a sense of white

grade students on the weal side
of the metropolis, he said, h 22
per cent below the national

Olt is needed for blacks 10

to America. Sixteen nears ater.
the Northwest Suburban Coun-

achieve their goals, Hurst mid
the people have gone tlwough
a period of blind rage and
name calling, such as "Fascist
pig," that now seems irrele-

norm. In .e school it is 40 per
below the norm and
"dangerously close to Miter cent

nation of the "Bpypower 7E'
slumm. "America's Manpow-

of Smiting and in relationship

educational program and the

from Feb, 7 to II.
easing
Robert M. Saner, Council
More than 23,000 Cab
moms, Buy Smuts. Emplorhrs president, of RID S. Aldine.

to varktus groups.

er.

Sutunby, Fah. T o Good
Turn Day and also Smut Sab-

close ties Scouting enjoys with
/oboe's and the PTA.

and adult leaders in the North.

Park Ridge, said that the theme

special emphasis on wme phase

at Suburban Council will

for this year would be a cond..

Set classes for

week-long observance of the
annual Scout Week which runs

Sixty years ago. the Nation's

largat youth organisation. the
Boy Scouts of Americo. conc

cil was organized. Both antis
versatile will be observed with

join in a series of special eyeeso
111.1 ceremonies to mark them-

and that each day of Scoot
Week would he set aside for

DEIDUISE

to recreate the myth of ',leek
inferiority. He said Negro studmts there are taught a concept of personal inferiority,
imducd with a sense of white
power. forced to accept the
his sense of values, and im-

out of mutual understanding,'

Dear Mr. Daman,

he added,

I have a rnponsible job in a department store in the Loop. In
the past rear the pressures connected with this job ham loon too
much for no, and my health and nerves have about given out,
However. I think there will be a chance. with the same company,
to change jolts and he closer lo my home and 1101 haw all the
expenses of travelling it, and from the city.
Do you see this change torne in the next few months, and if so
will it he to my advantage in money and peace of mill? Also. I
have hen a widow for live years and would like to get married
wain. to you think there will be another marriage for me, and if

HURST SAID deluunani.
cation was one effect of thee
Chi
school prolate.
People become insensitive to
evil. He said that process is be-

ginning to be reversed among
middle class whites.

pressed with their helplessness
to effect change.

A sign of it is the appearance

THE ACCEPTED way of
enforcing discipline in black

On semblance of conscience

Chicago schools, he added, is

are beginning to become can-

to fill them with police.Man
waY." he said the 'twin rum.

cerned.
Asked

Above Dr Charles Hurst, preside. of Malcohn X Sheba,
addresses the Educational Laboratory,

Community College

Sidevalk Academy In For. View High School Arlington

if blacks can be
taught law and order with men

(len) Bobby Rush chairman of the Illinon chapter at
the Black Panther Party and the crowd
Heights

such as Judge Julius J. Hoff

"F.docation." Hum said.

man, who is presiding aver the

their synagogs.
111E
Anniversary Is

year on six separate dates. with
nine classes scheduBd, begin-

ers have loon removal to attend the religious institution r
their choice in uniform.
Official Smut religious pro-,

Menus

Cgicagn 7 conspiracy iris( on
the finch, Hurst said. "I don't
think there is any hope of
teaching it to people the law is

"needs a new will for self ap-

praiser In the black comm.
nity it needs leadership inholed by the Negroes. re-education and sensitizing of teach-.

abusing."

,upgraded curriculum and

willingness of themmma- men arc esereising self de
nity to involve itself in school
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strwhmts du. mars Bit
cults Ind honks hut. ma
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5,41,0 high st.hools in Ontnet

,Iserlhehs
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Rush said she Black Pan
Mem power.

Ile denounced whites for

affairs, he said.
The administrator said he is

holding all the political power

doing this at Malcolm X Shaheel Community College. a
school he said he hopes will be-

If hlacks don't get what they
consider a fair deal, he said.
they're going to throw a "nig.
ger wrench" that will halt she

action to that of farmers who

tried to
achieve fair treetment through

th.... mn.t grow emits if

the democratic and electoral

whole national machine.

they don't get what they want.

HE LIKENED the blank,

Negroes

have

coulee but one," Rush said.
That is revolution.
He said there arc three oppressers of blacks: the "an-

ricious, Brady, low -life" busi-
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Frost School, 305 Aspen Dr..

Heights; and Me
School. 21100 N. Highland, An
lington Heights.

Promm

Dear Mr. Delandse:
Do you see any charge in my job M Me near future? Should I
look for something all diffemnt dun what 1 mn doing so 1 can
spend more lime with my !unhand? Do youat a trip to Germany
Mr my husband. my mother and myself? Will we be able easy my

brother in East Cienneny? Will mm.r's health he OIL?

Mo. PA.. Wheeling

dies

7 HAIRDRESSERS TO SERVE YOU

INDIVIDUAL NAIR STYLING
EXPERT HAIR TINTING

Dem Mrs. P.A.,

fed mu Mould find work 161
more time with
your husband, but what you should dt end what you will de are
twin...rent things. kip see trip Germany and feel yoa will
we your brother. I reel your mother's health will be an right.

Voters who am not sure
where to go should call 13711270.

child's educational future for

Field, Holmes. Sandburg, Tar.
kinmon, and Twain in Wheel.

Mg, and Kilmer and Longfellow Schools in Buffab Grove.

Towd...?
SAION DE COIFF,117

PALATINE PLAZA

PH: 358-5550

Palatine,

Dear air. Iklamiset
kly husband is anticipating a new joh in a different field which
involves travel. Do you me this working out? ('en you tell me if
there is so he any happinem or contentment for me and my children?

Mn. C.. Rolling MealiOW,

Ilenr Min. Co
I feel Lf change all be an opoommity for your husband to
also sew form of expremion. and I feel good with lids change. I
also see cooditinns improving fir you and the children.

JOSEPH DE LOUISE. notionally known psychic, acill Um r ttquesfionf nf One renders in this column. Leiters shook!
he enabled if
writer requests if
he .thineck MI names
DriaMiAl. in rare of Decy Publications. 712 Center SI..
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traveling Con -Con is generally events. In Chicago all time
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gale John 0.
Arling- and for so. committees all
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Christian Science Lecture
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of CHRIST SCIENTIST
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can help

Christian Science lecture

Algonquin and Busse Roads, Arlington Heights III
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SUPER SERVICE STATION
MIDWEST BANK CARDS
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your judgment in this may

Other schools in District 21
Insides those mentioned are
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Betsy Rooschools in District 23:
Hein sandwich or noalloat
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Cook County Clerk Edward
J. Barrett has announced that
his annual school Oct election
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Dear M.N.:
Ideal see u merriest for you very soon. ' do feel Monne in

Dear Mr. D.:Louise:
1 am a married woman of 5t1 with a kind, matenne. ataliceled
husband. hut aw the past three and a half years my employer hes
hen lbremost in my thoughts. He
never let him
know the CNIC111 ill' my feeling.. He is a bachelor and has never
shown any other dun a nice. friendly work relationship. Should I
leave my present employment and my feelings for another joh in
my field?
No Name Please. Mundelein
Dear No Name:
Don't In Needy foul you. Something oar of reach In Always so

M
men

Moen. by thaw: of thelowish

so, how soon?

the black man noted. Whim

"them nigger, will learn to act
right."
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Hurst charged Mat the goal
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Several children died because
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of lire in the hovel which was
Weir home. This
used the
the chief to evacuate a dozen
ar so other families from their
hovels, a very noble gestem.
Trouble is, his action started
other problems.
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Some said Good riddence
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&estop a program which will
be responsive to the housing
needs .. and they arc to use

Its not that I don t UP
M6.16611' .8r other acc` b'

epparently we need peopk

to perform many Ian in lb:
suburbs Some jobs don t pay
very weld Not enough. that is,
houee in the suburb.
os of the families are Mill
homeless. At least one family

hey;

surveys. reports

and Pablo

borings to obtain information
sod to make periodic reports
and recommendations tO the

fa. shelter in nth basement

of chiirch. At his writing,
they are mill hying tha....

community and its repreeentatives."
'When you've got a problem, '
well you know the rest.

they have be. for a month.

AN
ORGANIZATION
caned Neighbors At Work is

So do the homelese

DOCTOR SAYS

vaced?
A -Usually the earliest symp-

Lee Janson

tont is a chronic cough, Intl it
may be a nagging pain in the
shoulder or wheezing. Persistence of any of those symp-

toms should prompt your dm,
tor to order a chest X-ray. Microseopw examimtion
sputum for cancer cells is an
other means of early diagnosis.

now known to have a herediLary factor. There are several

0 -Is h hoe that people star
to shrink after 45?

typee of mental disease. Since

A.With aging,
after ful
growth is attained, them is

not all arc hereditary. no deft-

nite answer can he given to
your

question. For
more information you might
ort the American Genetic
second

A -.wham, 1597 M Sr, NW.
W olling0n. D.C. 20005.

gravated in many per tom h
an increasingly shoo, 1 p,

O-Csin lung

cancer

he

"This Brody boy trying to give away his millions just
Shows you how dangerous this drug -taking can be!"

Letters to the Editor
He likes
new column

Compliment for Catherine
Editor:
We

Editor:

Hats off to Ren Swam! His

mink concerning our kindly
MDb And the Atnericno Mo.
dice! Awn. with its powerful
lobbying is refreshing.
ahem. time thire eomeone
the ''Sdent Majority"

asks

why they tolerme the spiraling

fees by

inaeLessibility of
many modern doctors.
I.W S,
-

Letters To
The Editor
All Niters to she MO
riff

be tient

RINSI

bat

win hail be withltdd upon request.

Leil(IN

should be at betel as pinnate.
soak.

opearitent. g pos

tboald contain
on address in phone number to ilea. authrntlette

eon be charted

have

little to build omfidence in his
always

found

abilities.

Catherine

un n

O'Donnell's colthee Day to be most en-

jomyebie We were quire pleased

with the sland she rook in her

'grill No Women- regarding
the appointment of James T.

Ryan. Wetiety you will

re-

With four scan open in Me
next election, it will be a diffi.

cult decision for the voters.
However. it will he obvious
who to vote again,.
Desna and Claude Daley

ceive inainy letters in response.

We llama there is a great
dad of dissatisfaction on the

appointment of Ryan. Not

A-tyln cancers ilmito

wmc have

been

this
reported.

Damage to the lungs due to
foreign matter doposilS from
inhaling hair spray has occurred in hair dressers whoa
exposure

is

daily and pew

longed, but not in their clients.
Q -What awe some of the he
reditary diseases that might ikfirst c
marry?
Would menial disease
ease in one
member of the familybe o ten
ton to avoid such a inaTiagen
A -The science of

on if

has develop. rapidly in
in re

cent years through a study of
family trees and chmmosoma
defems. Over 100 diseases are

yes. Three week, from now
ho will he embarking on his
I th missionary immeY M A T

rim He Find tel fool on Afri-

can soil 50 year, ago next De-

cember. His last missionary
nay,' the Congo was devoted
Meline a new hospital isi Ihe
Congo in memory of the We
Dr. Paul Carlson, who was
killed during the Conga. re-

Them's a bay I like at school, but beta. another girl. Should

BETWEEN FREQUENT
trips to the Congo, to assist
there, Dr. Johnson
haserk
practiced medicine cm the
northwest side of Chicago for
these many years. He returned
to ,he Congo for an extended
period In 1954 and 1955 when
the 90-hed hospital of the
Evangelical Free Church was

When the/ Swedish Mission

Disturbed, Arlington Heights

lives seeking what they can't have, or don't want when they get it.
D on't be one of those.

Your problem is not unique, m you know. In fact, for older
teen-agerN he's whet les all about, no bear what the moral Into

sity of Chicago. will he the

Is.

guest

Send wine gile.fliOnS to Lae Janson, do Day Foblirallnos.
/ 17 S. Milo St.. Mutant Prospect, Ill, 60056. If wne aloha per -

Church of Die
Plaines. Graecland and Prairie
,Aux., ar the 9:31/ and 11.01.

and the skin Is angling.

woad reply, wend, selroddnased envelope.

preacher at

the

AntMethodist

speaker fee Raw
Relations Sunday. He hathOen

very storm in the Church Fedoration
Greater Chiwgo

r

""
Committee ter One Society.orand h"

genie. to deal with white rats
a
sp

easily of Chicago. IN. Pitcher

err Pnditc.Iser
married and
the father of four children. He
is
Incaa grandfather to four

GOLDEN

ng

recently

Don't be afraid.. venture out on Friday the 131h1 The
&medals% legion, on Douglas and Miner Streak in Arlington Heights, has planned o safe....and hap.
py...night for Monts, Dads, Teens, and little ones. At 8
pm the famous Palatine Chapter of "Op With People"
will present a quake' variety hour....re be followed by
a Bell and Howell film feature, "Major League Baseball
Family Style". The Con is low, $1 for adults and 50c for
your friends and help the American Legion further their
community probes.

bock for morel

stereo excitement

92.7 foto

IF YOU THOUGHT
FM IS ALL
BACKGROUND MUSIC...
YOU HAVEN'T HEARD
WEXI.

Family Sabbath Service, Feb.

830 pm Rahhi Jay Kamen
will officiate with Me 13 -voice
Symphen, Choir.

Randy Yaffe, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Irving Wee. 9251
Twin Oaks I.n.. Des Plaines.
will observe his Bar Mitzvah at
the Seturday
Shack-

lervin Feh. 7 at 9311 a.m.
Mincho afternoon worship
'

include the Shalosh Seederr
meal and Havdalah.

cost of the 8 -week
Came is MO which coma all
bene materials. Fee further
information. call Ken Uding.
at 29,6897 or drop him note
at 766 Therese Terre Des

Bill Han. one of
outstanding

Americas
evangelists. will

Baptist Church. Pempeal
re 7:30 pm. from

Heights.

Feb. t to IS to conduct special

vangelistic services.
Hall is a graduate of Bob

sr the Sendai' Morning Pray.
er Breakfast at 93(1
following the 9 a.m. Tallit-Tene
lin Minyen religious service.
provoogive discussion with
the rabbi on current issues
highlights the morning KS Mon. Everyone is invited
participate.

vices

Riveraurst Woman's ChM, rnernbees home. 8

night, Lions Park School.] to 8:30 p.m.

p.m.

Church. :30 p.m.
Preepect Sleights School Dieldet 23, board of
education. MacArthur Junior High, 7:30 p.m.
High School District 214, eighth annual music
Retied, Arlington High School gym. 8 pm.
American Legion Pmt 525 Auxiliary,
home, 8 p.m.
bar's hones:,

Pimped Chapter IkMoley, 11114 S. Arlinp

The big SWITCH is on !

Buffalo

Grove.

Girl Seoul Senior Troop 499. junior skill

PUBLIC INVITED

NIELSEN'S

The Mt. Steak Romagna,. in Wood Dole hos you "early
birds" at heart Tusk. now Nam for breakfast and will
take rho load off Mom. Stop in an the way to work, or
before or offer church on flu weekends, and enjoy your
favorite breakfast menu served the way you like it. Hey
Mom...it's your weekend...NO DISHES!

ProMective Waist-Aweys, Friedrich's Funeral Home, 7:30 p.m.

SUNDAY BRUNCH
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

"HAVE A GREAT WEEK-END!"
CHUCK BERRY on this Saturday's WEXI All Night Concert, 9 P.M. to 6 A.M.

mSul in March. bb .' alp
Sunday morning et 1030

Ms.m.werdsipimMr..

13,00 10.

h;finn'esuguMe''"

Guest Spook.,

Rabbi Mark Mlapro will load
the discussion.

SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN

SOCII

CHURCH
PASTORS
PEKE

SCHOOL
STREET

-

WPM. KAustriA101
J

FIRST

MOUNT

E DOLIsCli,

PROSPECT

.r

era rhe

Lb- CL 5-0332

BAPTIST
CHURCH

F8---

CIS,tittl
III W. Olive

Sunday. School:

Activity

9:45 A.M.
Morning Worship:

Duel this Sunday to the
Chthean Science Rod,

A Double Cormithrnene

Arlington Heights

YJ W:7

SERVICES

10:50

Serie. for some interesting insights on this
question.

Evening Service,
7:00

"A Relevant Christian Ministry
To All People"

"Divine Protection
or Divine Punishmom"
Nursery Provided for
All Services

It's on 36 Illinois Moons
inclurfing:
1160Se

MSc

820Yr
104.3ms

10 10U

Sunday Services 8:00 and 10:45 A.M.
Sunday School 9:30 (all ages) 10:45 (ages 3-7)
Nursery for Tiny Tens 10:45 A.M.

/

$t.3amo Church
841 N. Arlington His. Rd.
Arlington Heights,
Illinois

Par

6:45, 8:00, 9:15,
10:30, 11:45, LOO,

h-e-6--66-AwwWweres*".,
Church of the Master -Rand and Central

Parish Center

CL 3-6305

9:30, 10:45, 12:00

)1.

Vernon R. Sehrieber
C. Devid Si...Freezer
2534 839

Sunday Masses:

Rectory:

e.

431 S. Arlington Hh. Rd. -Arlington Height.

121 I W. Campbell
Arlington Heights
Phone: 392-1712

SPEAKS

259-4114

"'FAITH LUTHERAN CHURCH

Poster: Alban A. Lueehi
C13-2407

BIBLE

-- United [111100/ OJ ChniSt --

827-7229
che,m5thml-Marning Warship
'The friendly Clued, with the Vital Menton,
Reverend Keith Davis

MIS

First Presbyterian Church
TWO SERVICES

10,15o.m.

u.6

see

'The Wetrung Women"

antl.

iNi

Beira° Grove Over 54 Club, Bored Menlo.,
Ranch Marl Shopping Center, Buffalo Grove,

1003 E EUCLID, Cl 5-5112

Eby

SUNDAY SERVICES: Church School and Worship

9:00 AM, 10:20 A.M. 11,40 A.M.

Trinity United Methodists
605 W. Grirlf

p

Pew,391.6
Homey R. Neuman
619.8463

=s=
Hopp;'OBiniehMerallyallno;VS.mohl

Mount Prospect Lions Club, VFW,] p.m.
DoublesResta 7 p.m.

Dydee, Melbas of Twin, Lauterburg

IVICMINEW

and Oehler, 8 p.m.

Hsrper College Board Menktg, 1200 W. AlgOnquin, 8 p.m.

FRIDAY

Also Complete Dinners &mad Nem I l a.m.

Mount Prospect Chew Club, Mount Prospect
Community Center, 8 P.m

FOR RESERVATIONS 02741119
6475 N. MANNHEIM ROAD - ROSEMONT, ILL.
(JUST ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF MONS ROAD)

VFW Prospect Post 1337, board meeting.
VFW, 8 p.m.
NADI Conference, (Catholic society for (widowed), Knights of Columbus Hall, 8:30 p.m.

-11

LENTEN WORSHIP

wateeety.

pect Community Center. 9:30 unit

Moult Probed DPW, dinner at Carousel

First United
Methodist Church
of Arlington Heights

"Faith Without Fences"

WEDNESDAY
Elise Girls, leader's meeting, Mount Pros-

Northwest &Moth.. Welfare Council, North-

r

(ORGANIZED 1855)
302 N. Dunton, Arlington Reighty

Nordennt Philatelic Club. Arlington Heights
Savings and Loan, 730 p.m.
Country Chentls Cheater, Sweet Adelina. International. St. lames United Church of Christ.
0:15 pm.

ing, Dosser Park, Arlington Webb 1030-3

Beginning this Sunday,Feb.8th

Pastor
Tel 137 3213 1.39 0 SI2

ION @Ida Event., Bank of Rolling Meadows, 7:30 p.m.

Arlington Heights Over Se Club, Board Meet-

RESTAURANT'

Pady"

. root

west Schurban Y, noon.

FOR EARLY BIRDS

Champagne

Pubs etc

"Josh

For Everyone"

a.m. o3 p.m.

HEAD FOR THE EXCITING NEW

Voyage

Hymn of the Republic"

"Purposeful

Center, Community Presbyterian Church, 10:30

called The Andy De Falco Duo. Fun, elegant surrounds
ings, special foods, and a real treat for the whole
evening.

St. John

Lutheran Church

Men's Club will honor Rabbi

write different Words.
The song became the major
war mite of the Onion forces.
an
American anthem eve
sincexid
:mein, "Boil

haL For information call 537-

WJJD FM

1944.

C1,6,a1rIeEs

Mark Shapiro with a -Bon

words. So she was inspi. t,

Friday.

on

Institute. since

kegee

Ahern.
That evening at 8 p.m.. the

'"C'oinInempo'rra'r;

singing

by

THURSDAY
Exterakemers of Mount Praised, Drop in

AFTER CHURCH

iHolland,

is Castor

All dm long the soldiers had

be followed by en Ones Sty b-

10:30 am. le 3 p.m.
Garden Club of Mount Prospect, Mount Pros.
peel Community Center, 7:30 p.m.
Meant Proems Junior Woman's Club, Mount
Prospect Community Center, 8;15 p.m.

SOMETHING
NEW

is

M..//.://h"ipn

a.m. the adult edumtion dis-

odist Chu rch. 401 W. Dundee.

9so om.

ter.

1

Baptist

Missionary

Church for the poi 15 yeas.

the Kingswaod elm h-

.0

Mount Prospect Community Centee. I p.m.

Toyethhip District 214, board meeting. Arlington High School. 7 p.m.
Member,. Toastmasters. M. Mark Lutheran

wood

Ahern,j

.gar Mofile..varh ofand St

Brown's Body."
She liked the melody but
thiamin very little of th

Congregation Beth Judea
will hold evening worship ser-

ones University. Greenville.

try Club. 12:15 p.m.
lOPS, Went Prospect Community Ceth

oily Center.

S.11.13^,./.1183

ven

ing the Union troops in a drees
parade outside of Washington.

gone

Evening worship

7:00 no. W.1.10

TUESDAY
Mount Prospect Woman's Club, bridge.

I gr.

lege, Oberlin Ohio, and Oe.

will be
Feb. 14. The
congregation will observe the

Julia Ward Howe was review-

The M.'s Club will spon-

Evangelist
will hold
7 - day services

MONDAY
Meant Prospect Rotary. Old Ordurd Coen.

Mount Prospect Wanton's Club. Veteran's
Service Department. Mount Prospect CoMmu-

Glenview.

Sias, Lec Sonia,

According to World Book
Encycloped,. IOR years bet
this month on Feb. 1. 1862.

5423.

come to the Prmpen Heights
TheThe

degree from

Milwaukee

Orpitl and Helen Marro.

Inspiration

will begin at 5 p.m. and will' Fcb. b, at le pin. Services svill

management in the relaxed en -

wrombent of a Toastmasters

Jewish
Ballard

Rd.. Des Plaines. will oak.
bate Me Bat Mitzvah of
Debra Shore, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Myron Shore. M912
Church Si.Des Plaines. al the

call Mrs. Helen Becker. C1.3-7469. Deadline for
listing is Tuesday of the preceding week.

ton Heights Rd.. 8 p.m.

Make a point to stop in at the new Marchatis in
Barrington,They'ts "intently featuring a dandy pair

Dancing 9. I

"

00010

Mount Respect Path Hearne beard meninli
Mount Prmpect Community Center.8 gm.
Arlington Heights Chapter SPERSQSA.
Knights of Columbus Hall, 8 pm.

THE NEW MARCHETTI'S

Douglas B Mk. Sh.
Arlington Heights

fundamentals

Commotion,

This calendar is prepared as a public service by

OLD FASHIONED ICE CREAM!
moath.watering ice cream. And for you who are not
dieing -try some of their specialties Smothered in rich
homemade sauces. Hmmetiarne You'll definitely go

Intortainomnt 830 pen

mgt she

Pend n.rese:nts.

Plaines, 60016,

the Mount Pneepect Chamber of Commerce.
Any organization wishing to contribute should

SUPPER CLUB

children, Come and enjoy a family night with all of

Call 255-7914 or get your tickets at the door
Dinner 7-9 pm
lamed at

sat

Pins

Web. 9 -141

BARREL

FRI. 13TH! -- FAMILY NIGHT!

ONLY 200 RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE

Mount

Township

Calendar of Events

DAVIS QUARTET

Swinging with a
unique soundl

54.00 per meson

r long
cmben of the
ospect club,

w

services Seinday. INh. M.

A graduate of the University of Getagia and the Led.

Announce special

THE

I have to mention Maybeny's Ice Cream Parlor again. I
wm in there the other day and can still ttse t their

Sat., Feb. 7

pared by Toastmaster, Ibex national, will be held every
Monday for 8 weeks from 7:30
10 9:45 pm in the Mount
Prmpeet Country Club.
Members of various

B,a

graduate study at Oberlin Col -

iodating. ifemett portable television.

DONNA DAY

HIDEAWORD

MONTHLY STEAK FRY

THhEcrar,
SEMINAR,pr.a

race relations
Dr. Alvin Plicher..osociate
protean, of ellricx and society
at the divinity school. Univer-

suburban

I3, al 901

bs
7.d

A TRADITIONAL SHROVE TUESDAY pancake supper will be smnsored next Tuesday, Feb. 10
from 5i30 pm. through the dinner hour by the St. Simon Guild of Acolytes and the Brotherhood of
So,
Si, Andrew at M. ties,
Episcopal Church, )(Imhoff Rd., Arlington Nei his. These.° groups are
then efforts to Ocher In the Lenten season In true Nese Orleans fashion. Practicing for
the occasion are acolytes Steve Wilton, (from len, Dwight EmsInger, Peter and hrelT Harmr with a
helping had from the Rev. Samuel Keys of St. Simon's. Entertainment will
supplied by the
Revelers and the Harmonettes from Arlington High Selma Numerous door prizes will he awarded

Maine

gob interested
improving
their speaking skills are urged
to tall, or to come to the first
meeting, which is free.

He probably undershirts it only loo weo. If you've dheussed
the matter web him, he probably understands the implications If
mmething goes wrong. If you haven't discuesed it with bib You
shadel. His argument will undoubtedly he tough to counter. More
than four years is a him time to wait, If they both love each other

l

worship services

Through Speaking" seminar
which begins Monday. sword.
Nimaso Wes Pinchot, president
of the Mount Prospect Toast-

legs and his

hi p

1275 Marion. Des Plaines.

Openings are still available
in an 8.week, ''Leadership

Methodists to hear
professor speak on

le h whim Be t h

Elohim senior youth Houp

o

needs and desires did

$

S.

Heights:

ivregdi

ford University. Oxford, F-.13-

B Em 'Itnoth
13' nai

reformed the sinner by their
religion. Hence the mistake

411

c

of the Tuskegeo Institute and

Paul who was memie of his

Church of Chrixt, Scientist,

Rev. Harvey, born in 1.41
srl:en df

J00

students, healed the sick and

amplml"
Christian Science churches
in the northwest area are First

services

10.45 a.m. and ] pm.

eciad
spl
worshiphas been pmmr of the 40050

who
m well as

he'e making out with his steady girl friend? Both Elitism plan to
go te college. We certainly want that for our son. We desperately

Sad Parent

0'

apostles

masters Club.
All northwest

arc married. Hare can I get him 10 Understand this?

Sunday, MP 8, and each eve -e
through

A passage from "Science
and Health with Key to Me
Scriptures, by Mary Baker
Eddy in Me/ lesson is: "An-

which allows words, rather
than works, to follow such ex-.

Sunday worship

Howard University in Washita., 9:30 am and 6 p.m., on legion, D.C. He has done

be read this Sunday M all

Dear Lee Janson,
What do you do when your son is in high school' nd you know

d on't want him to get into trouble and ruin his future. There is
enough evidence that he's sleeping with the girl, and he's all but
admitted it. I feel its wrong, end that he should wait until they

ths

at

Study sessions will be held
during the regular Sunday
school and church training

Christian Science churches.

ciently those
an
(were les&

Mrs,

Baptist
Church of Palatine, Feb to
I1.

titled "Spirit." The lesson will

Seminar
starts

& VIEWS

TOO FAMILIAR

Pima,

are part of the lesson -sermon

S. Rohl wing Rd., and Film
Chumh of Christ, Scientist,

,pin in1960 to return to the

vet( of Tuskcmc Instal. Ala

Would God that all the
Lord's people were prophets
end that the Lord would put
his spirit upon them!" These
words of Moses in Numbers

Johnson left his practice cam

gree and a PhD in theology.

eral confrontations with Ryan
that hk rudeness and obvious
leek of interest for concerned

Merle Guild Past #208 -American Legion

Spirit is
lesson sermon

Evergreen, Arlington
First Church of
Christ, Scientist of Palatine_ I

bunei. 0 lower Congo, Dr.

Wednesday inclusive Feb 9
to II at 7 10 p m In addition
Bible studs conducted by the Rev Harvey will be preaching
Porn the book ot lames at the
Rio Raymond Frame Har

The Epistle of lames will be
the mbact of a comprehensive

veloped after independence

had a need for a doctor at its
hospits1 and station or Ki-

NEWS

Do what will tube you happier. May people speed their

at

Kibunn when the
he revolts nots
and unrest of July 1960 de

Religion

I keep trying. or find someone eke? II really do like him.

at the

Answer on Comic Da,

Ubangi

Tandala. Hc was back again in
the'lete '$0s.

ics. a bate. of divinity de-

We have found through sev-

19 good. 25 excellent

dell

design.. erected and built at

hem a B.S. degree m mathemat-

main consideration.

using all seven of These letters.

tions work hand in hand in that

arca under the name Mission
Evangeligue

A tier training In America.

pea

leadership and strong Npremutation for the people of Arlington Heights must be the

Make as many four letter or more words out of
thew letters as you can. In addition. find the word

Evangelical Free Church of
America and The Evangelical
Mission Covenant denomina-

lMerr''1)
r. Pitcher speak at

fortunate decision by the
Board 01 'Trustees. At this par-.
Ocular lime. our mod for good

PHICCEA

there are more than 125, as the

From his family of 12 children
have con, llse trimionnrics
and peachers.

only is it we Mat there a,
women available who amid
intelligently and efficient I, fill
this position. but the choke of
Ryan is. above all. a most un-

villager

corner of the Congo. Today

1

I

D working in the

Dar Lee.

uttered and the prom. of mi)

cabed by inhaling hair spray7

nussionames in that northwest
00

noon until p.m. All men ere
invited to attend.
Dr. Johnson has /O.. dem
nuppacked and interesting 72

Week of Bible
study offered

Congo He was OA tilt 'ARUM

In 1924 he welcomed four
nov mostonamm He and his
co workers prayed for

Masse Restdur01 on Men
nhelm Rd ahout one Moak
t011th of Higgins Rd from

which he was the minieter.

RIGHT BOY, WRONG GIRL

sue. In cancer, the cells are b-

anis is smirch,' up.

These rugular vowlds lunkh
eon mmtums ars huld a the

Isy preacher who build three
church structures whkh
hob. three erinerceations of

body's connective tissues and
slight decrease in height. ag-

cane,

A -Mitosis is the from of cell

1920 under the African Inland
Miwton Pave months after his
arrival hepreached the funeral
service for his fiancee who
died in the field

of 12 children. the son of a
tn. who huilt home, end
church, His father was also

TO YOU

12 -sly husband has mi.is
of the lungs. Is that a form of

division seen in all living as.

Dr tohnson went to Africa m

speak to the Northwest Chns
lion Business Mens Cant
mithe on Tuesday Feb II

bum in Sweden. the youngest

LISTENS

gradual loss of elasticity in the

lure.

me

11111 JOHNSON am

WC. BRANDSTADT, MO.
detected before it becomes ad-

Dr Titus M Whnson
decalmignotury M D

bellion.

X'ray, sputum exam
aid in cancer diagnosis
0 -How ran bog CAA= he

CBMC to hear missionary

By Ron Swan

insbut they ran out of money

no place to go, and it was Cold

Ot.

300N. ELMHURST MT. PROSPECT
JEROME FIGSS141. PASTOR 2SS-4071

Sunday School -PAS Aul
PlemIng Worship- 11:00 AM

"Church Keep Sharp!'

tam,

Evening
71.00

Samba

;

ene, Care M oil Services

A deeper trust

As we grow in our understanding of the nature of
God, it leads to a deeper trust in Him. It happens
through the calm of prayer, the joy Of song, a
thoughtful searching of the Scriptures, remon
and inspiration. For one hour every Sunday
morning, Christian Science church services
provide a sanctuary for these tharinnialo
deeper trust. They are open to everyone. You are
alwayo welcome.

Christian Science Churches
of Greater New York

First Church of Christ Scientist
401 S. Evergreen Street

Arlington Heights
Please consult your telephone directory for the
Christian Science church usenet you.

Service at 11:00 a.m.

Subject this Sunday: "Spirit"

Masque and Staff
`Seeger' draws praise

Get more meat per dollar

Mk Elk Gross Masque and
Stall Hewn deurvc rniKh
praise for having the courage

by deciding on priorities

necessarily

compare

per

lain minimum flavor, tender.
nem and appetite appol. Cart-

price

fill cooking may yield moss
servings. Shrinkage on over.
cooked meat can bc very cm.

they appear, because they haw

no waste. This also applies to
canned meats, sausage and
luncheon meats Ills the price
'per edible serving that counrs.

ing.

A real secret for stretching
the food dollar is 'lima"nme to plan both menus end
a shopping list, time to shop,
time. store and time to cook.
Decide whether you want

more serving, per pound or
more sessiris per dollar. Arc
you willing to,pend some time

to develop palatability, or do
you want built-in
on
W ike= to save time?
W H E N PURCHASING

fly.

There is more grading, more
trimming, more packaging.

M cK c I vcy. was well-con-

C m Marsh as General Seeger point an accusing finger at Ars Hassel. Melva plays the tide rote
in the Elk Grove Masque and Staff production of "Gene. Seeger.' Chris Trafford looks on in

Cessain fetal is inesPettfi. end
nutritious is no sign con meters will assent it,
Meat is the most imminent
salurce of protein in Mr diets.
With a little planning, the
homemaker can get "more"

this sane from the play which Ls reviewed elsewhere on this page. It will be shown again this
weekend at Dempster Junior High School, Friday and Saturday at 8,33 mm. Information ma be
had at 437-3805.

mend there it just naturally
drives the prices upward, as
top grade and popular cuts are
in limited simply.
Take advantage of recent research in meat cookery meth.

rem on the total amount. the
degree of difference will be
relatively minor, since the fur
itself aiso contains some pm.
'rein. vitamins and minerals.
This also applies to the new,

ate. While the percentage off t
in the meat will have some ef-

leaner pork.
Today's meat

is

lea.xr

atosphere.

Flavor, appetite appeal and

day'. menus. last because a

.

Girl Could Get Lucky is

fascinating entertainment

valuaNc hen protein into her
daily meals. keep within her
budget and satisfy her fan*.

By Catherine O'Donnell

"A Girl Gnu. Get Lucky." is
scheduled to

Even if the current arrastion at the neat, small Country

Golden Agers
Of The
Des Plaines
Park Dist.

Mrs. Lucille Anderson with her dog, "Doc,7 holds a pallette knife scene similar lo the work she
will be painting at the Feb 9 meeting of the O. Plaines An Guild. Under the ,me "Lucien.," she

Dolores Haugh -Yeomans Editor

shields like old knights

Indies and Central and South America. Announcements will

MAY WE sucimer that each person bring a Valanine.

Food. conversation and gams are planned am Tuesdays.
Members will gather to enjoy these Feb. 17 at Mao Park from
noo
nti1.4 p.m. Remember to bring along the gold cord, which
am punched at each meeting. Members who accumulate 12
punches will he special guests authe 19711 Christmas banquet. If
you forget your card. don't expect to get credit for unending. as
them will he many more oemsions throughout the year when you

F ,day. February 6. 1970

Pall the cubs from Park 115
carried shields and swords at
the pack's January meeting.
.was
Theme
Theme of the

meaning

Yid Rorer and John Scincie-

zen.

sow.

Cuhmaste Hagenson. with
the help of assistant eubmaster

stripes went to Ricky Hogan der and Robby Kohler.
Den 4. directril by dm lead -

Ed Eike, brought John Nix

of Old.

Cuhmaster Darold Hagen -

as King Arthur led the
grand march of knights as Den
('hid Chris Mager pissed

"Knight:.

becoming a United Sta. cid-

March"

on

his

into the pick as a bobcat_ The
Indian folklore of Chief Akela
and King Arthur and the

Knights of the ffhl

thinner

will he held at %Yam Park.

Tae Robin Had Players. 0 professional group from Chicago,
will appear Feb. 1210 pimenz -The Merry Adventures of Robin
Hood" at Maine West High School. Wouldn't this be a nice treat
for the mandchildram? Performance tegins at 2 p.m. Tickets am
50 cents for I hai children: Golden Agers may present their gold
card_

Members have hegira to make reservations tor tables for the
Handicraft Fair Saturday. May 2. at South Park. Golden Agers
am being encouraged to participate in this fair by making items
which can he sold to the general public that day. Last fall great
variety of items were made. and the Mir enured such a successful
venture that n will he repeated annually in May and September.

Den mother Elizabeth
Berns was presented a corsage
and a red rose from each mem-

those of today's seines.
Mark Richter recessed

a

boards. Winners and loser,

onrsyear service pin. Delmer

mch received a banana. which

ber of her then in honor of her

stripes were proem. to Da-

was used in

jousting

knights

teeter

hones in Vienna should make reservations before Feb. 15. Tickets far the performance all for 512 each.

One of our nmbers will be moving soon and wishes to all a
fixeser. move. washer and dryer. For information, call 2963196.
Pleas are being made for help in naming homes. Anyone wha

can work Einar part.time as an aide, muse m kitchen helper
should phone 296.6400.

VFW auxiliary
schedules meeting
tilted members. Duty for 1970
will be accepted,

p.m.

to
Caroline Carlson and her farm
ily
the passing of her hue
band, Knute Carlson.
is

extended

anrioyied

are

ear.. down 3

ents:, pound: pork loins oflas
much

8 avail.

relay eating race.

Egg producers are emtfuseal

anticipation

ship Republican Womenl Club
arc busy making plans for the

supply,

quality

Alain beef pot and rollril
amp roasts. round. sirloin tip
sirloin steaks. ground
beef. rib slash and steaks,
hoc ribs. kled beet: pork
beef

oasts

and maks. sparerihs.

arn slims.

es:

Ft peak supply month)
Might apples. avocados. ha-

Poultry: large mg, whole

Feb. toms,.

dERRg NESTER

theran General ilrxpdlal. 1-10
was welcomed home by his
older sister and hrother. Pie

broccoli'.

KATHY GARVER

Six-pound-14.ounce Deana
to Mallet; was horn Dee 25 to
Mr. and Mn,. Robert Mallak.
9524 Forest Pl. She was born
at Lutheran General Hospital.
Waiting at home for his special
Christmas gift was 3-yearsold
Nicholas. Grandparents am

Mr. and M r, Walter Mal. of
Chicago and Mr. and Mrs. Jo Raymond
of Niles.
Great-graruhnothers
include

to swing
trict her announced plans for a
second session of the square
dance classes for boys .d girls
between 9 and 13. The pro gram, to begin Feb. 16, is dm
signed to give professional in the fundaMentals
enaction
of square dancing.
Classes will be held H South

SAT. SUN, WED,
1,30-4,45-13,00 P.M.

under the Yum-Yam Tree.

Mrs. Mary Mallets and him.
Eva (Much of Chicago and
Mrs. Jennie Raimondo of
Republican Num.'s Club Prokkol Lillian Wright, chairman
of the gift mmmiltec Marge Haack, Pat Kinder, and Ways and
Means chairman Kay Korff formulate plans for the club's luncheon and card party.

Terrace inaugurates
block parent plan

Niles.
3

3

Mr. and Mrs. Jonas
Mahoney. 11155 Webster La..
named their new daughter
Michele Lee following her
birth Deo. 27. She was born al
Lutheran General Hospital.
weighing II pounds 12 ounces.

Jeffery Frank Scndra, born
Dec. 28 ut Lutheran General

program. Me primary purpose
of which is to aid very young

business mating and Feb. 19 a

he took on a recent visit to

the program, which will run

Drop In Center Day, with the
Junior Woman's Club serving

Scotland.

through lune 15. should contact the park district office or
attend any one of the first four

children who might be lost,
scared or in trouble as they
travel to and from school.

and

black

sign

showing a

Hospital, is the third son of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Send-

at his birth. His older brothers

are Timothy, 2%. end Scott,
1%.
Sevempound..1054,ounce

mother with two children.

Taber headman Seguin was

aal Hospital to Mr. and Mrs.
Princeton.

sessions at South Park. Cut off

Mrs. Betsey Mulch, princi-

Mrs. Barrett, who may be
contacted at 827-6444, say.

date for registration is March

pal, has expressed her apprOffl
of the program.

volunteers need not be paresis
children.

of young

individuallyinter.

be

Feted. Thus the cast of ahtyut
141eachers will be ahle to prof'
ea then own feelings into the
characters they portray.

All behind-the.scenes ...es are beine handled by fan

Shirley
Mac LAINE
Richardo
MONTALBAN

SWEET
CHARITY
Weekdays
6:50, 9:20

by Don Appel

RE

ONLY
from

Sat. & Sun.
2:10, 4:40,
7:15, 9:45

WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

$3,00

Sol. Matinee Joe Children
The Sorcerer's

Apprentice

8:00 P.M. ONLY

--

SCREEN IN COLOR

"a girl could
get lucky"

THURS. FRI.

For information and reser.
vabons call 25,5400.

STARTS FRIDAY`'
1RW 1 E
ON
BRILLIANTO

A

Northwest Suburbs Only
Professional Theatre Presents

MON. TUES,

sS

imam(
Drne86.2

According to Mrs. Patricia
each of Sand bares works being presented
Lewkowies,

A

'5.95

S

Rim Anthology."

country club

HEATeF
from

ryS1 and
ticket

the

dust Show Buy in Me Area

GOLDEN BARREL SUPPER CLUB

fVuE s

,

Despite the tub ario ca and is mods in the tuburbs, one of the warmest local spots these day.has
been ffinrices Golden Barrel Supper Club at O'Hara
Inn in Des Plaines. Headlining Me slob, entertain.
run

is a swinging, versatile ion group called Me

witty,
Bob ond Don Davis Quartet. They present
entertainment with
truly unique
ATEATAA Type of
end. The group will be headlining Arrargh roes -

Dining...Dancing-Entertainment in the Northwest Suburbs

day, Mammy UM. So, sals,Seir straw Tuesdays
Pee Sword.. al 8, 10, or midnightsktis well worth

elery. celery calk

J

IL

greens. kale. team,.
mushrooms. parsnips. rho-

barb. turnips. yarns and sweet

enamel.
Locally, pick

PIT 'n PUBt

SIDUCEn ANSWER

from these

to the
late show -

ON RAND RD. - JUST SOUTH OF PALATINE RD.

BOB NOLAN

\

CL 5-2441

Dion.

°a"

EAT - DRINK - MAKE MERRY

played piano for Jock E Leenord,
Shed, Greene, and Henry
Youngman. (ond he's funny, too!)

PIANO COMEDY

WEDNESDAY thru SUNDAY

born Dec. 30 at Lutheran Gen-

William L.

Segall,

570

BASKET OF TASTE TEMPTING

FRENCH FRIED

OUR FAMOUS PIT 8 PUB

STEAK SANDWICH

SHRIMP
Richard VV. Teeters

mela. 6. and Steven, 4.

lessons
Thepa Plain. Park Die.

OLIVER

Kenneth W. Near. 507 W.

Dance

The play
continues at
Dempster Junior High School
this weekend, Feb. 7 and 8 at
8,30 p.m. Call 437-3805 for Information.

at

us

yeses very succauful "Spoon

can

DINNER

Lance Dr. Weighing an even 7
pounds, Philip was born al Lu-

Members of the committee in dude Lillian Wright. president. Louise Geisler, Pat

booth.

NOW
SHOWING

story seems unnecissary. It is a
goa r .. eed evening of fm.

born Dec. 22 to Mr. and Sirs.

Those interested in joining

Jenny McInnes at 253-1941.

THEATRE

and

A boy. Philip Grant, was
Ways and means chairman
Mrs.
Mrs. Kay
Marge Hatch. gi committee

duction, was chosen by the laculry because it is similar to last

WeekEnd FInFare

Aquarius?

of Barrington shows Use slides

Party tram 7:30 till midnight,

get

are available

the trip!

Miner St.. Des Plaines at 11:30

formation of a Block Parent

seniors will hold a Valenti.

retire and roast

as e sad, warmly human woo

burg," a reader's theater pro-

YenctuNen

Crib Set

March 4 luncheon and card
party at the VFW Hall. 2067

quark dance clubs in this area.

For information regarding
tours .d other activities, call
Kay Gilday at 392-0034 er

should

came moss in ha final none

night NI -formula

AttfittOtta

into their odes that the

,

ness that did much to relieve
the selhconmicus prose of Ihe
narration. Mi.
Bradman

s watts for the small Enda,

The World of Carl Sand

HENRICI'S

,nas. grape., orange,
Puling. and rh.arri..

Are you acting
your Age,

weighed 8 pounds 12% ounces

On Saturday, Feb. 21, the,

situations of

the'OP

mend. of the Maine Town,

along the major routes to and
from Terrace School. A mfm
imum of two families per block
should volunteer to display in
their front windows the orange

February activities with a theater party Feb. 5. Feb 12 is a

an objective harts, even though
they may LIIOW Ihat under any

at spring,

ra. 905 E. Villa Dr. Jeffery

their

arc played by Joseph Bell anti
Donna Henske. The LWO

WAYNE
In

As many block parents as

Line. Heights began

THE CURRENT perdue-

actors employed the same flat
inkmalion, the same slow delivery, the same unchanging
facial expression and bodily atitude throughout the 'play.

Donna poor
enough commly timed
Bell

natural-

youthful

variety of mood. Most of the

PHONE 255-2125

burst out laughing at last Sat ,,day's performance.

THERE 1.7 much story

energetic,

CALL

possible are needed, espechdly

meets al Pioneer Park in Ar-

gethcr again in the third act.

integrity.
Thc Masque and Staff production lacked both pace and

`Ar

PIZZA!1\

Mm. Rath Barren, Terra=

complete with refreshments.
An armchair trip to Great
Britain will entertain them
Feb. 26 when Charles Rowell

in the second act and .back to-

ales, a

:dented director,

They started with a slightly
cloudal script and tossed so
much energy. knoschow and
vim into the play that a dour
gentleman sipping a motch
spilled it in his lap when lie

but

The you, couple. fulmar
tied in the first M. wparroril

and his superiors. lack of

dig

perfectly

in "A Girl Could Get Lucky."

little lives have more fun."

ber piece about an army gener.
forced to face his son's sub
cide. He is also confronted
with his own part
the nage.

man, and Liz Brodenen, the
general's wife. Farber had an

...r-

gau

School PTA school educetion
n, has announced the
chair

Over 50 Club' on the move

The play does not have a
message. bat it dn., have u
moral. "Little people who 1,-

are

=4_6_

very little at all.
"General Seeger" is som-

Farber, who narrated and
played General Seeger's PR

huge. chivies. collards. endive.

Park field house, 1560 How and St., on Mondays from 7 to
9 p.m. Instruction will be furnished by Dick Colucci. who
has called for most of the

The Over 50 Club which

Norman's fine direction
and the lovely broad approach
of tw o talented thespian s insures a fascinating evening of
plain old entertainment.

'Fbey

to com.nsate for the
fail.. of script and direction

about

Two esseptIons seem Bob

..,..,.ar..6,,,,,wart

gatoni s Little Thy.,

and mticipme other
Chicago -area Food Buys

GOP Women organize
spring luncheon, cards

Kinder, Ethel Koehler. Reba
Bass. Margaret Gulid and
Eleanor Novak.

A waiting list is growing for our European tour. New itinerarim are now amilable. Anyone wishing to see the Lipizainer

March I.

married.
mated.

excellence

PERFECT

Lancmter and Harrishurg. Down payment of 550 will he due
March 13.

Sympathy

ISVC12).

WhalsGaletS
with it thee!

lady prices lower every
day this week and retails are
falling by 4 to 5 cents,.

to discuss the coin Fla event.

8

im the "high" side enjoy

hy

chairman. and he commit.

meeting at

think Met should be at least a
pound hisherl. Those
penny

to 27 Cana

pared the knightb rules with

ALL RESERVATIONS far the American Heritage Tour in

Monday. Feb. 9.
Membership
chairman
Agnes Bregenzer will accept
applimtions for new or reins-

pommies annoyed by delay,
in reporting crop damage on

nteudy. nith lass week's 26,1

trumpet.

April have hem filled by our reit:milers:a waiting list is now being
compiled. 'the itinerary, includes .10, al Pittsburgh, Ha rper's
Ferry, tigushington.
Charlottesville. Manassas, Monticello, Richmond. Williamsburg. Fredrickshurg. Mount Vernon,

husiness

petition seems to work. The
fellows on the -down" side
don't appreciate it leattlemen

lo she 1ebruary's ankh. val-

Mr.Willianbarrangedgiume
to
the evening. including

end earn, like,

through

technical

sub alas with He comet

gh the

The second annual faculty
play nth be presented tomer
row at A p min Prospect Hugh

RESTAURANT OF THE WEEK:

p.m. a

PLEASE NOTE that the Feb 20 meeting has hem changed
from South Park to West Pault. At West Park we can use the
piano when Gram ('flash and her students come to entertain us.
In the Mum. all musical programs requiring the use of a piano

The Ladies Auxiliary to
VFW Post 0992 v011 hold

Frrsn fruit and vegetable

(hop arc more Hum ].ems
LT BM Halpin. appeared as pound higher..
court jimers tars presented v
Myer producer revel in it
skit making fun of television lineal warehouss irrivala held
ra'

and charming.
If his charming wife. moms
Maureen Lee. whose name
comes into his conversation
often. doesn't agree. so he it.
He is the kind of man both ram

play

But
failed

Very seldom did they relate to

DAY MCB1-1(1411ONS
It's a strange thing. Com

and prices. thew are scheduled

mentherkhip cards may he ohtained at miming,
I

Norman is that kind of man.

lion of the semi -circle theater.

Better market values
it

.rnM1Ic

were combined in the serene.
ny. The cuhnunter also cone

assistant

and

can receive credit. The henent list for persons holding active
Loosen thine joints by bowling every Thursday at
Sim's Bowl, 1555 Ellinwood.

has been painting Mr the last 10 coo Mrs. Anderson also teaches adults and children in her home
stadia. She has exhibited in many fairs around Chicago and the suburbs and has a permanent
one,. show et the Red Wheel Restaurant in Palatine. She has been a member of the Des Plaines
Art Guild for six years. The guild mars the second Monday of the month at West Park field house,
651 Walt Rd., beginning ate p.m. Visitors are always welcome.

Cubs carry swords,

Islands in the Carihhean Sea," telling about ilm area around the

preferably a handmade one, to the meeting? Please sign your
name on it. If east addressed litany individual. instructions will be
given for an exchange of the cards.
On Feb. 15 the Maine West music department will present an
orchestra concert at 3 p.m. Pima bring your gold card.

Club Theater at Old Orchard
Country Club failed u, make
an impression. you couldn't
my so aloud to director Nor.
man Rice
He is Orifice.6 sincere. quiet

If you mn't lease town for a vacation. come us the Golden
Age. meeting Feb. 13 and ace a travelog with "tour guides"
Mr. and Mn. Elmer Passim. Thc Passows will narrate "The
begin at 7 p.m. at West Park, 651 Wolf Rd.
Rmidents of the Des Plaines Park District who arc at least 60
years old are welcome to join.

To show knife technique

Pa

Ry lane landowier and Pat Schoen

executed

witha minimum of equipment.
Sound added to the army post

ham,. am imPaRem in iai

same amount of

nicely

ectved

age and more built-in con-

cut,

has -the

and

better processing, better sun venience.

protein, vitamins and nineb

cooking all cuts of meat to ob-

fully employing the right rennin elements. Lighting. by Lois

NUTRITIONALLY, lean
boneless beef, regardless of the

Don't always demand the
top grade and rnost popular
cuts. When many people do

ods which points the way to

nom of authenticity by arc -

more uniform and more in line
with what the consumer yams.

detailed,

Page 7

Faculty presents
Sandburg

worked well honever demie

a play that lacks both the than
isma of a Broadway hit and the
An biasses, setting struck a

serving rather than price per
pound. Some of the boneless
meats arc a better buy than

unrelieved by humor Dudoge
some highnown pedantry an

lines

mat.

THE SCRIPT is virtually

to pr... General Sager

universality of sex and funny
"Must meat for the money"
can mean most bulk, most
number of servings, mist Ilevor. must nutrition, roost calories. most Sete saved. mod
convenience or most appeal.

THE DAY

Friday February 6 1970

Receives

honor
award

They say tom horn under Be
sign at A epf or loran free in
spirit, generally popular and
outgoing. Aquarius has all the
stan going for him most of the
time. But then there are than
cloudy days when even Aquar-

ius might appreciate what the
Dale Carnegie Course can do
fora person . like helping)au
communicate ideas better and
make faster decisions

... ogln

Richard W. 'feelers, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar A. 'fee ten. 437 Lynne CL, her bean
awarded a President's Honor-

put your best foot fonvard in
.y situation.

ary Scholarship at Valpara.

and women who live under

University. Valparaiso. Ind.
Teeters is enrolled in the College of Arts and Sitienco at the
university.

A graduate of Elk Grove
High School, Stoats was pres-

ident of the National Honor
Society and president of the
Chess Club there He also received varsity letters in football and baseball.

Teeters was also affiliated
with the Campus Life Youth
Organization and St. John Lutheran Church.

Sisterhood's
theme is 'Books'

queries have already taken
the Dale Carnegie Course. Let
us ten you more about it.

394-0765

Join
Your Fronds

8535 W. Higgins Rd.

Feb. 9, E30 pm.
Des Plaines

300 Northwest Highway
Feb.

P. 7,30 p.m.

Niles Leaning Tower

Wed. Feb. I l th 630 p.m.

HARCZAKS
SAUSAGGINN
"The Drive -In

with the

DALE CARNEGIE
COURSES

Feb. 19 in the home of Bathe
Campbell. "Books" will be the

MID -WEST INSTITUTE

aeons.

-the

flaming

Exceptional

Menu!"

frat

MAK SANDWICH

ITUTI=SACE

:Viggr

RESTAURANT

ONION RINGS
FRENCH FRIES

865 5. Elmhurst Road

439-7050

YOUR AD

f AINTASII< PITSURGFRS
ITALIAN SAUSAGFISALIAN BEFF

ARRGOUS SERVICE

Tool

537.9866

CONNOISSEURS OF
EXCELLENT FOOD

Bring the Family
and watch Jerre '0
make "balloon animals"

EVERY FRIDAY!

TO THEIR ALREADY FINE MENU

iv

MOUTH WATERING PIZZA
DRAFI BeSO-WIN.E=ITHE RED,TOST

COME AS OU ARE

FOR DINING GUIDE

THE FRIENDLY

PUB

EAT -DRINK

MAKE MERRY

.ADVERTISING
ORDER BY PHONE -FOOD WILL BE READY
WHEN YOU ARRIVE

ARE ADDING NEW
TASTE TREATS'

COMBINATION SANDWICHES

4 PM to 8 PM

PLACE

600 S. Milwaukee
Wheeling, Ill.

BAR.GO BEEF

EVERY SUNDAY

COULD APPEAR HERE

2:1;

PHONE:
For Reservations, Call

Des Plumes

at

BRADNURST

Chapter KK, PEO Sister hood, will meet at 9.30 sm.

lion led by Marion Davis.

1432 N Rand Rd , Arlington Heights

NAASSURGFr

...Motor Hotel

ts.if74:: °I
ss
0ensAkA.M.

IECTIL:EC eaNus°8
,Is'nlIk::"IcLOUNGEt1:es::14:11a011°4"::Itetit0Showeell'n
It:Eic
1:::S41:::!":11:::::U:e6:EniR°6AAtLtG.INIID'eSLI

ROUSH SAUSAGE

Attend a Free Pardee Meeting

DN. DILL PICKLES IFTSUCT &TOMATO

Ye Poetic DOUSE

11::::IRIeta

Approximately 100.000 men

HA -7 5916

theme of the study in apprecia-

NEDrutalt

MVOS WITH SPECIALTY PREPARED
CHIPS, SLAW AND OUR DRIGHIESS SAUCE

CALL: 255-7200

HELP US CELEBRATE OUR NEW COCKTAIL BAR

255-9181
HOURS COME FOR LUNCH -11 A.M.,

253 Rand Rd. a 255-3300 Mt. Prospect

OPEN NITELT MI MIDNIGHT, Rik g SAT, Till R A.M.

20 F. laltson Galva. Masa

"

s

THE DA1
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Arlington Inn -good food,
fast service with fun
n

W

ere'.
Mousui or Mutat, mein. _il

I nRE'DdrnEEI

EN E, lid,, snow wisxred
streets and lacks the wherewithal. he should try a visit to
Me charming and warm Arling:ton Inn Restaurant.
The restaurant. which .is
.now under the supervieion of

though

is

former

is

pre -

dominant incatise the Codas
am frequent visit. to the wany lad south of us Each time

they go day hring hack all
item that cant' fit into the decor
or an idea that mom ex,
eitement eating for their rapid ly growing list of customers.

:owner Pete CraW and his

.tg blond wife dandy

the

a

warm glow of red and sun col-

in a musical mood
ItsOn re in the mood fora
mood musical then the plass
to to for the nest 10 xeckads

TIE good foal tin red and
pink tablthloths, the pink napkins and the Mkt. efficient ser.
vice make the restaurant popu-

other

Three of the lesuing, tantallz00 gang gals in St. Via., Sacred Man of Mary promotion al
-West Side Story" are portrayed by Mary Kane, Kathy Schaeffer ad Cindy Sperm. 'Ticket

Mexican or Mediternmen.
our food is wonderfully Ameri-

information can be had by calling J92-4050. The musical opens Saturday night at 8:311 p.m. in In,

Violin 'Theatre, 1213 E. Oakton. :Giingop Heigh..

can. On Sunday we offer a
Brunch starting at J,
Pete
and I Irina our own an.
children

a trailer that doesn't trail. The
driver can slide from under his
wheel nod kv his partner take

here for that. Diners have a
choke of egp. served with ha.

con. ham or steak and Aso.
lutely marvelous country bis-

even while he goes to sleep in:

comfonable
in Ike hack.
This year the Craigs joined the

cuits."

sdr

ers humming.

ditorium of St. Victor

number to call for retervations

point mark in gymnastics, but
so far has fallen shon in each

igh

Producer of the play it Fa
is 392-4050.

director

meet.

Knights

lbe f:raite. have just re.
turned folio a winter vacation
in (inadakjara. They shoed
relatives there. They drive 0
Dodge hate on wheels. Thais

I.Jge motorvan made up of
all over
thenuntry. who rendezvous
and go together to a chosen
Dodo: dri , e %%

spot. The gathering point wan

.Nogales, Any:.
'Mc C'raim this year almost
didn't go. They didn't want to
leave the now restaurant. but
the thought of the treasures
they could bring back was too
much to resist. For instance,
Barbara was looking for an
reAare cakndar in

Bun bar in the basement of the

pia, the stone one

and new sonpi. the better to bill
requests with.

.

has

been pin in the new pianthor-

nestaurnm.

THAT SPOT' is a real fun

in
League.

place. Pete Van Dyke is all ex-

ceptional organist. Ile mom,
from the organ to the piano to
the accordion without getting
out of his swivel chair. He has
a ready command of all the old

Pan" Feb. 14 and 21 at 10.m.

neighboring Forest View lag

SCANDA HOUSE
SMORGASBORD

Jay Benson of Prospect scared an 8.8 last night on the trampoline as 00 Knights defeated Forest
VIII, 130.11-103.32. :Photo by Linda Hamilton:

LEON BERRY
AT OUR FRIENDLY ORGAN BAR
TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY,

NIELSEN'S 827 /879
6475N MANNHEIM RD INENE,Ni

legal) ILite

3lnn1.

ALTHOUGH THEY haw
had nn trouhle with the re-

Ain

field this weekend m take on

bounding aspect of the game.
the Lions haw often shot less

than 25 per cent in mmc of

Griffin high school at 8 p.m.
Saturday in the only game

their losses Last Friday Vidor
jumped off to a 2.3 first quarer lead mid e 36-15 halflime

accot load NO
kr children under three years
of age. NO parking problems and...NO charge for
banquet room,. Al those "no's" odd up ro o great
big
for the Seanda House. Stop by soon any

they play this weekend.

margin on the einem of hit-

have the pleasure of .leeting ham a hog. variety

10-10 for the season for an

Cumin. off

munmding

64-39 defeat of Si Joseph's
last Friday'. the Lions are now
men
.500
percentage. They are also .5110 in
Ihe Chicagoland Prep League

ting 61 per cent from the field
in the first half. Accurate
shooting
the
red half.
coupled with strong rebound-

ing. enabled the Lions to increase their lead to the 25 point spread at the final bug.

qb/ffel
CHICKEN DINNER
served FAMILY STYLE

FV

Now Appearing...THE RUMORS...in the

BRASS RAIL RESTAURANT & SHOW LOUNGE

Take the
Easy Way Out

"mtonn

-

Were Open 24 Hours Every Day!
HAVE A HAPPY NEW YEAH!
1110 Higgins Rd.

art le TnnIn

7:;z!v,

deaca we

Elk Grove Village

Don't Miss Floyd's .
Aged Steaks or- Sea Food
/sF eaturing

ADULTS

RSTEAK
NOW OPEN FOR

$1.69

Monsloys thra Fridays

a an. Settml, one! Boo*

CHILDREN

CI. 52025

Now featuring

noon, complimentary champagne.

Rand Rd. & Euclid Ave.
Mt. Prospect

111

EDITH JOHNSON

free throws.

'You've gin to put the hall
in the basket if you warn to

bath and held theo leagues No.
0 scorer to 14 points. Jones'

win." Jones said. "Jeff Algaier
and Rusty Sehnert are end,-

biggest problem this season
has been finding somebody to
take the pressure otT his 6.2

attempts and 31 ,r cent of ill

ably OM- hest shooters and they

Saturday night

Plus -

third.
Then came the parallel bars

Hendershot, P. 6.95; 3. Conte,
FV, 6.25; 4. Courtney, P. 5.9;

Watson, FV, 1.6;

with Klingaman earning an

5.

8.15

first.

Senior

Swing in the
CLAUDE SCHEMER TRIO

WOODDAll Ilk

ON HROALE RD,
IN HOFFMAN.

LUNCHES MN
EXCSATURDAYS

114 miles fast uf
Remington Rd.
on Rte. 72

PH: 529-8840

Hersey's gymnastics team
remained undefeated last night

Griffin's high scorer will
not eter the Lions' /one de.
fuse, though "We'll play our

ance convinced Wasielewski
that Carley could score which

3.

Iliel Tosby. FV-Berglund,

FV, 5.75:

had ithe.n suspect and had lost
his position earlier in the year.

.

PARALLEL BAR& I.
Klingman, P. 8.15; 2. Klein,

Martin, FV, 1.9; 6. Moran. P,

provement on the rings, pulling an 8.55 . the last man to
perform in the meet. Valeralino was much behind with an
8.3, and Liston pulled 077.
The Knight trash-soph also
won, 53.4-41.9. as Randy &keg put on a second straight

Is. 7.95; 3. Berglund, FV, 7.7;
4. Valentino, R., P, 6.9; 5. Sul-

ham, P, 2:9; 2, Loizzi, FV. 3.3;

liven. FV, 6.35; E Conroy,
FV, 5.1; RINGS: I. Ossowski,

-Wheeling, which beat For.
est Vkw in a key Mid-Subur.
ban League varsity baskRball

Kaskie
Keehan

for the first 20 games.

Pettenurco

TLSTICS

tense, as he n one of the better
defensive players oil die want.
Otherwise. Me starting line -

3. Moran, P, 3.2; 4.. Ferraro,
FV, 2.8, A Teichert, P.2.3; 6.
Hayden, FV, 1.2;

game. continued its cage domi-

mom over do Falcons by win -

ning three of four lower level

PLAYER

POIN'IS REBOUNDS
238

106

with a 128.35-94.66 victory
over an improved Palatine
outfit in a Mid -Suburban
League dual.

Hersey the stays locked in

between the two schools will
take piece Feb. 19 st Arlington.

nis HUMORS took every

Bluer
shapetonight

ARENSON ISN'T taking
either Palatine or Glenbard

North lightly, saying "if we
don't play together we can lose
both of these games." The Falcons haven't faced Palatine

o.
dt,Titi4

efforts, 81-53.
Palatine lost to Glenbard

and never let up in the fou/255
129
109

182 64
56 45

Trawinski
S. Carley
B. Caney
Yellin
Cook
Doyle

33
14

33

7

7
9

4

0

1

8

fall to St. Edward squad
While t,

Notre Dame
High School varsity basketball

le
KNOWS
lttle about the Griffin quintet
be facing Saurday. "We
know they have
real big
win under their belts, emoparable to us beating lima.
Salle or St. Mel." he
id.
'They have," he motioned,

io wng

. continues

11111

selves in a live -grime mdse..

Lust Friday night the fresh.
mph faced the Suburban Cath-

ways. the big team's underclass companions have hit

olic leader M. Edssurd in El-

some rough

their recent loom. 6245.

rts recently.

gin, and absorbed the latest of

This eNusged an impressive
as

9-2 record into

disappointing

9-7 mark as the little Dons of
Anthony Kagole found them-

one boy who mores 25 or 30

game for the Pirates.

center

THE PATTERN or

the

game was set in the nowfew
minutes as 010 Green Wave

fast

break

offense

which

caught the Don] unprepared.
The surprise strategy or
well enough in the hot quarter
1011,00,0 home team a 12-9
edge, but in the second frame
the Wave overwhelmed Notre

I.me with a 20-,int effot to
put the game away before the
half.

The Dom were able to ampiled & 35 per cent shooting av-

erage which minimized their

game. The Panthers are one of

Glenbard starter George
Sodini has been out of school
with illness all week and might
be replaced at forward by

the best free Mrow shooting
teams in the conference and

Gene Howell, Dan Crabtree
will be the other toward. Bill

the Falcons have a tendency to

Wright the center and
and Don

foul a lot, as evidenced by the
25 lho picked up al Wheeling

guards.

Forest View fits tomorrow if it
can control the tempo of the

from St. El's opened with u

trol the bueols, but they ...-

last week.

Glenbard North mull give

THE LATEST player to try
giving Hasbach some help is
Steve Garoutte, a 6-1 guard
who was the fourth leading
scorer in sophomore com.
petition. Garoutte made his
first start km week and.
though he only scored five
,ints, played a fine floor

Doug Hartl placed third with a

the

pace the win.

4.3.

TODD KLEHRI 73 on
the parallel hos gave Hersey
another first, and
Boy.
pulled up second with a 7.15.
.

Anostasi and Tom

the

relmunding effort. At the same

time the victors hit a line 54
per cent average. as many of
their recorded Mots came via
the L
ay,uprLoute at the end of

sb

Ilse

With the

k sequence.

32-11 at in-

the hschool

merely plawd on even terms
with he visitors in the final

two ,riods for

their ninth
*intercom win of the year.

High point man for ND win

One surprise for Haley was
the presence' of Gary Morava

in the side horse for the Ent
timesincehisshoulder,njurya
few weeks ago. He had only
ercise and the tram,line, and
although he could only muster

4.15 on the hone, it looks
way
a full
tae heis00

Guy Moran of Hersey performs on the side bare Bathe flea
North last week and coach lime since harden his shoulder seven] weeks ego. His score woe
Norm Jones' club had the not up to par whet Pektine, hut he sewn to be recovering
trouble that's been rapidly sod should be ready for Arlington (Photo by Jim Store)
same

day et Glenbard North.
Hersey

RESULTS

FREE EXERCISE; I. Reb-

individual victor with a fine

m.n, H, 8.4; 2. Moran, H.
7.95; 3. Farris,
6.55; 4.
Mallow, P, 6.5; 5. Schergen, P.

the 1-2-3 sweep with a 6.55.

4.55; 6. Co, P, 3.75;

of Palatine
took the bone with a 7.65, but
the Huskies took the next three

pIves to wrap n up. Kyle

count.

Pirate

John Compton took first place
with 7.55, and DanCovelli of
Hersey came in second at 7.0.

Lake Boyers hod a 6.5 for
third place honors and nommate Farris was fourth with a

replaced

third -in -stay: -

were minus junior performer
Bob Wilson, who suffered an
iojury earlier.

BOYLAN AGAIN figured
the parallel bars with a 635 average.
All-around Brogdon

was second with a 54. Arms -

Mike Isaacs with 825, Mike

Cougars on the rings. Bartley
averaged a very good 7.49 101

erage 5.5 each which was high
for the Cougars in free ex -

the Cougars' highest score of

Farris H, 6.45; 5. Sheldon, P.
5.6; 6, Schergen, P, 445;

TRAMPOLINE: I. We. H, 8.35; 2, Morava, H,
6.45; 3. Chance, P, 4.35; 41
Hara, H. 4.3; 5, MHbw, P,
er,

4.15;

6.45.

John Weaver of Hersey
PARALLEL BARS: I.
turned in his usual fine job on Klehr, H, 7.51 2, Boyett, H,
the trampoline and ended up 7.15; 3. (tie) Hudson, H, and
with . 8.35. Morava was sec. Scheme, P, 6.45; 5, Mallow,
ond with a 6;45 and Hackie P.4.451 6. LeBreck, P, 4.3;

were John Russo with 14 and

S.e Blake with n.
FOREST VIEW got iu only

win of the weekend in the
freshman A gone, 5731. The
Falcons built up a 10-,int
lead after Mree gunners and
then held off Wheeling in the
fourth period.
The Falcons were guided 'to

the victory by Tom Mueller'
with 16 points Greg Fink with
14 and John Forsunder with
Vas ,i1Tein'ilk5 tE"::'rdth0e4hVI:j-'
COLS.

Wheeling's

freshman

I

tcam garnered a split for its
class by topping the Forest
View 0 team. 45411. Forest
View led 37-30 after the third
period, but the Wildcats had o
15-3 edge in the final stanza to
capture the victory.
Leading scorer in the game
was Wheeling's Tim McGowan
with 12 and the only other
man in double figures was For-

est View's John Rohde with
10.

FOREST VIEW goes up

The Arlington side horse
squad, currently rated first in
Illinois, picked up 22.70 points

fed placed third with an average of 5.0. Junior Greg Datillo of Arlington hit on his
7.3 routine to place second in

the meet. Brogdan was the lone

place average of A57.

through the efforts of Larry
Booting,

meet

and
Brousseau

Columbus, however, Wu no
slouch with a 116.95. On the
had that Indiana scores 10.nen.. the final was 80.52.1n
the Card, favor. A capacity
of

3,000

tilled

the

again nopected

for this year,

MEET RESULTS

FREE EXERCISE: I. Van
2, Isaacs A,
8.25; 2. Moore, A, 6.65; 4.
B,kely, C. 55: 4. Rambo, C,

Der, A, 8.5,

55; 5. Gardener, C, 5.2; SIDE
HORSE: I. Brousseau. A.
7.95; 2. Boylan, A.7.6; 3. Bos.
sung, A, 7.15; 4. Miller. C. 4.3;
5. Jungwirth,C, 3,816. Peters.

C. VS:

all-around man with a Inc
Tonight the Cards are putting their dual meet winning
streak on the line when they

Hoyt.

bus with their highest score El
the year, an excellent 134.05.

in the scoring placing first on

Buckley and Tom Rambo av-

HORIZONTAL BAR: I.

nagging. 19. Jim
Hearn 15 and Mark Kenny.
Top scorens for Forest Vino

last year and it

6.45: 5, Weder, P, 3.35;
Schergen, P, 2.85,

6.

The Wildcats had a balanced scor ing attack with Don

crowd
Grove

back of Doyle Bartley of the

H, 70; 3, Boyett, H, 6.5; 4.

a

Last night.

performance. Von Ebers was
followed closely by teammate

The high bar also went to

but only by

Boston High School gymnasts
as they defeated the strongmen
from Conant, 123.43-69.10.

bar, placing second with a respicoble average of 7.00. Armfield was bested by Boylan
with a 7.2 slate. Isaacs of Arlington W. the trampoline
with a 6.65 score. followed by
Kim Moore of the Cards with

7.65; 2. Wooldrige, H, 735; 3.
Hembd. H, 6,75; 4, Penis, H.

Compton, P, 7.55; 2. Covell',

the visitors,
19.95-17.60

The count is up to 57 dual
meet wins'n a row for the Ar-

SIDE HORSE: I. Huitt, P,

Wooldridge led the effort with
a 7.15, and a 6.75 by Ed
Hembd and a 6.45 by Farris
were good for third and fourth.

good port of th game. but the
Falcons couldn't withstand
the Wildcat, lam surge.

Cardinals down Conant;
meet Columbus tonight

SIEVE VON EBERS was
in good form, placing first in
the floor exercise with an 8.5

ED HUITI

62-50. FinaleView eel for a

and Prospect

ranked John Boylan in the all around category and the Cads

8.4,95,d Morava followed with
a 7.95 Jeff Farris completed

to top the Forest View sophs,

spot in the early season play.

don

with a convincing, 22.9014.80 win in the free exercise.
Huskie Rob Rebmann was the

sophomore
Wheeling's
Warn used a big fourth.querter

P. 4.65.

Junior standout Steve Brog-

opened the meet

Rusek added 14. Double -figure men for Forest View were
Bob Kasper with 15 and Rick
Hoyt with 10.

6.15; 9. Henan, P, 5.45; 5.
Enna H. 4.85; B. Schergen.

In '1'8. al.F°89d. Faris
was the w
with 5.89 average to 4.61 for Schergen.

Hersey will travel to Glen.
brOok North tonight locationeonference meet starting at 7
p.m. The Huskies' neat MSL

8114. SYFF.RT paced all
with 22 points for
Wheeling and teammate Jay
scorers

againw Palatine and Gimbal,
Nonh this weekend, while
Wheeling tangles with Conant

Tom Schergen of Palatine lied
for third at 6.45.

been competing in the free ex-

filled game.

alp 14 markers for the struggling Dons who now stand hack
in the conference pack with a
6.4 mark after holding the top

RINGS: I. Sjogren, H. ICI;
2. Yaeger, P.7.313. Boy.. H.

&oil Hudson of Hersey and

mmvvy.- encounter will be next Thurs-

this season, but they rocked
Glenbard in one of their best

Wheefing's jayvees preceded the varsity win Friday night
with decisive 63-35 win_ The
Wildcats built up an early lead

Little Dons lose 6 in row

up will include Cullen, who is

rings. Craig Sjogren was the
individual winner there with
an fel for Hersey, but Palatine
got 7,3 from Jim Yaeger and
a 7.25 from John Botthof to

timeg and see

Phillips and

193
153
180

Rea

ST. VIATOR SEASON STA.

Cullen

even/ but the last one.

Wayne Meier at the forwards.

DINE IN COMFORT AT
SCANDA NOUSE Of MT. PROSPECT

1.5; TRAMPOLINE: I. (Im-

Wheeling gets best of
underlevel Falcons

Listed are the Vouir scoring and rebounding statistics

special wincover him." he

His addition beefs up the do

owning perfect 7.0
league records. The showdown
each

the guards and Dave Long and

Special Childrens Prices.

HIGH BAR: I. Ramo.,
P.3.4; 2, Krug, P, 2.8;3. Blare,
FV, 2,414, Moran, FV, 2.1; 5.

and Berglund was third at 7.7.
Ossowski continued his in.

regular ball game, and no one

said. "Well concede him the
first 15 points he gets. but we
will try to shut out everyone

oft -place tie with Arlington

will start. The rest Of
the lineup will feature Rich
Olson and Greg Shevell

SERVING 11 A.M. - 7 P.M.

Plata
259-9550

a

ever seems in the best

Mt. Prospect

ESTATES

AMMERIr7 S F405115 atillY hr. hiji. LI'. a,

Both

Saturday night
opms doily or I:00 a
Setwdoyaot Sao.

766-1010
EVORGErOWN SQUARE'

P,

Kevin Mullaney who picked

practices yesterday, and which.

iss

Teichert. P, 3.0, A Hayden,

Cameron, P, 2.3; 3. Wel
Himebaugh, P-Manin, FV,
2.0; 5. Hardesty, FV. 1.11; V.

Huskies hit off night but win

Phillips, who started Imt week
against Wheeling, missed two
lads
days of practice with the
George Bauer, who has
had
most of the season. Ms
had tanning back misieries.

in the prise of your

P, WO; 2. Pedersen, FV, 3.9; 3.

5. Berglund, FV, 6.15; 6, 01sen, FV, 435:
TRAMOO.
LINE: 1. Benson, P, 8.8; 2.

FREE EXERCISE: I. Hen.

points 0 game, thoegh."

apparently won

bad troubles all 10135011. Keith

1.99

Vocal styling every

every Friel, and

SHOPPING CENTER

dint n,

ay

FROSHSOPH

TUMBLING: I. Graham,

Lutz, P, 7.15; A Samp, P. 6.6;

MEET RESULTS

WOLD SLIPPED mat 8.2

give him another

238 points for an 11.5 per
game average, Kaskic. who is
averaging 11.3 in three fewer
games, Rech and Keats..

pivot, where Forest View its

Every Sunday we cone BEEF in our mainti

dining as

SIRE HORSE: 1. Baker, P,
7.6; 2. Beck, P, 7.15; 3, Bergland, FV, 6.45; 4. Wilcox, P,
6.05; 5. Pierce, FV, 3.13; 6.
Olsen, FV, 2.7;

Laken P 7 7 4 Brown
FV 4 6 5 Olsen FV 4 0 6
Pepah FV 285

had a 6.95 and Falcon Mike
Come survived a had fell in
which he caught his head between the springs for a 6.25.

high -quality side horse routine
earning a 5.8.

7.6 Howard Beck was second
at 7.15 with Berglund coming
in third to 6.45.

week." said the Lion mentor,

but he was busy hauling down
13 rebounds

Arneson is going into the
weekend with problems in the

Baked Cod with Lemon Butler -sauce
Golden Brown SCANDA HOUSE
Chicken

.n1.11

$175

P.S. For those arriving after If

The side horse went coM-

last

the squad's leading scorer with

this is a crazy game."

with Giblet Gravy

Zale iloae

"EARLY -BIRO". HOURS:

One.
7

enough

me

other starter. had four poi..

ugh to catch Arlington. but

Roast Turkey over Dressing

144

EVERY DAY
'

with 13 and guard Bob
with 11. Mark Keehan. the

lhat happens. Ids going to be

Featuring Sunday, February 8th

BREAKFAST

Falcons will need a miracle, in
the form of some help from the
other teams in the league. but
they still have 0 change of

than one at

"ALL YOU CARE TO EAT"

$275

Terry Cullen led 1110 scorers

with 17 point,. and Once other
stoners were in double figure,
They were center Dave Kaskie
with 13. forward Stove Carl,
Rath

with EN games left," Arneson
to play
said. °We're goin

.'sERvING4.3o-8:oo

d ay

0: 30 a.m. to 2 11.111.

this theory right.

P

ing can happen

Swedish Meatballs

COUNTRY CLUB

Brunch Buffet

games behind league -leading
Arlington, when it lost to
Wheeling lost week. Palatine.
which plays Conant tomorrow
night, it 2.6 and Glenbard

Chicken

/1

rCharci

Sunday

ball games we

Meining six games Forest
View plays Arlington again
nod we
d.
We haven't
hoar
given up be-

Golden Brown SCANDA
HOUSE
vY
1

For Reservations Phone 312.426,3446

Sunday feature We are huh lose.
- so may we suggest,

league com,lition,

in
three

catching Arlington in Me re.

Chuck Wagon Sleek with Jardiniere

ROUTE 31 NORTH OF ROUTE 72, CAROENTFRSVIIFF

CD I ci

Saturday, February 7th"

Roast Beef A Jus
I

ne wish more people knew about it
If you have not tried this every

Forest View fell to 5.3

COACH KEN Arneson%

Wednesday,Thorsdoy, Friday, Set,rdey

Vic have been told our Sunday
Brunch Buffet is the best in the
area - we think so too - however.

Forest View tries to cling to
in slim Mid.Suburban 14ague
basketball title hopes this
weekend when h hosts Palatine tonight and towels to
Glenbard North tomorro,v
night.

.

ENTERTAINMENT

An finery

the.

The St. Joseph moist

only hit II of 35 shots against
Glenbard North's zone"
With Palatine unable to hit
from the outside. Glenbard
Nonh sagged inn Dave Has

it all IOUSn poor
shooting. The Pirates bugged
only 35 per and of itsfieldgoal
plaguing

ton tonight, is 3.5.

Luncheons and Dinners from 11:30 Doily

PHONE: 437-6526

Counne, P 71 5 Berglund
FV 705 6 Martin FV 445

FV, 2.7; 5. Moran. P. 2.3; 6.
Mackin, FV, 2.2; MDE
HORSE: I. Sabcy, P, 5.8; 2.

North. which tackho Arling-

C

4

HIGH BAR: I. Wold,
8.2, 2. Brown, FV, 7.2;

needs 2 wins to keep hopes flickering

By MII,1 Immo

``"`m°'

This Weekend ... discover

ANYTIME!!

scoring in

ment an November.
Wasielewski was happy with
Carley's performance. "He

A 1'111'IST111.1.01 N

SNACKTIME

starting shot this weekend."
Caney's 13 -point ocrform-

the starling forward position
hack tram junior Mikd Pines
nuzzo Carley started there at
the beginning of the season,
for Pettenurni took his position during the CPI. tourna.

EOM

Prospect

pletely Prospect's way
Ken
Baker. a newcomer to the line-

The ringmen were spurred
on by an unusually fine showing from the parallel ban team

FV 725

hn his highest score, a dazzling
BR. Teammate Hendershot

=client

up, worked the apparel. for

Mg "We will have balanced

Another reason says Viator

154(

PLEVMeil

sneaked into third with a 7.25.
Courtney had a 7.1 for fourth

impressed

CARLEY, AT area for the

For Resv. Phone 259-5000

state as Don Liston,

coach Ed Wusielewski, is batmad scoring. Earlier this seaon., he was quoted us to say-

moment,

Every Mon., Wed.,
Fri. and Sun.!
locution, DS big nquiERd , Rolling Meadows, II

7.6 while Falcon Norm Ohm

the

3

Olsen

3

CORMS..

I ENJOY THE LATE SING -A -LONGS

WITH

that it would be one of the best

in the year.

wilh a 5-5 mark.

RESTAURANT

free ex learn was led by Hendershot with a 7E5. Batson
vc. second in the event with a

Elk Grove had a 2.14:artier

cages mind to Spring-

of good feed...hat and awaiting your dining tun!

COME TONIGHT TO
THE EXCITING NEW

parallel bar teams. The rings
squad lived up to coach Rich
Chew's pre -season prediction

rings team in the state.

Seeking to improve their
record for the season. St,

What's a "No No" Restaurant, The Sr anda House
Smorgasbord in Mt. .Proapeet Nora, of cannel NO
110othe far seconds cad thirds oi founhs of their

I

Wold, 5.132-5.81.
A well -bunched

in

P 8 55 2 Yatenono J P 8 3

76

Klein was second with 7.95

Prospect

John Valentino and Mike Ossowski combined for a 24_55.
To Chew's knowledge, this
may be the best score for

By Gongs Halm

Dining....Daticing...Entertnintnent in the Northwest Suburbs

THE VISITING Falcons
didn't win .y of the events except for the anaround title se
Bob Berglund defeated Ron

LEADINGer THE way for
e the rings and

denhot P 7 65 2 Benson P

but even though it nun t the
86 he had last week II Wu

SV Lions travel south to meet Sprint field

RESTAURANT OF THE WEEK:

I

P.,

night in Prospect's gym,

at 7:00 pm. for jun. high

IltY PUBLICATIONS

WcckEnd FunFare

a good night with a 22.35 In
start off the evening for Prow

Everybody put everything

Memory m old as spring- school students, parents, and
fed adults St .the
time. Rival gaogie oo, the other in
young love n from°OWEN same location. Admission is SI
poles carry the audience along for all performances. The play

.

and Kun Hendershot also had

Mid -Suburban

the

yet

together as Prospect soared to
a
140.11-103.32 win over

ino fast pace to destruction,. is geared for grade three and
needle, useless, but total.
tip
Major roles are taken 10
A 1.000-thar-old genie such
Larry Quin nett, Grog Ziomek, denly appears before Greg ad.
Sandy
Stavropoulos, Tom his friends and lakes them to
Hoeg, Paul Gorman, Mary the fur away land of Baglak
Kane, Frank Del Guidice, whine they help stop a revolts
Steve Aylward. Janice Cie-- tionary plot.
romki. Bill Barrett, Bob QuinFor further information cal
nen Steve Smith; ear Breuss. Thmtm 65 at 8N-4496.

The free exercise unit of
Guy Courtney, Jay Beeman

I30's and delighted the
crowd with the highest score

and 2 pin. at Chute Junior
High School, 1400 Oakton in
..silhouette of smoke drini. Evanston,.
skyward as a drumstick taps a
snag p
pain
drum in time to the beat of a formance will he giver Feb. 13
basketball."

the Knights to a 109.75 in the
running tally.

the

on an "eosin the high bar
enough to win the esent Fat
con Jeff Brown scored m 7.2
with a nice routine for second.
The trampoline saw another
fine performance by possible
Statc champion Benson as he

ly for a 23.00 score to raise

But last night, the
completely skipped

soot of the Frs.,

Billprsn

Publicist Tom Harrison demaks the olacning scene as a

food. Even though we kick

Name the cone and Pete will play IL Pete Van Dyke playa
nightly Tun. through Sat. at the nosily re -opened Arlington Inn
on Nog hue. Hwy. and N. Dryden. Ibis inlet keeps th custom-

night everything Went smooth-

Rankin.

steaks, roams and chops. We
very the menu with out-

ode

Prospect has been trying all

year to hit the magical 130-

adtechnical

We have all of the popular
for

din Kenneth Yam. "The

=WO im Stamm He is aided
Theatre 65, the children's
by choreographer Al Mueller. theater of Evanston,

does With food has to be tasted.

Steve

beginning tomorrow is these u-

Theatre 65
offers 'Out
have been melded into a production of 'West Side 8tory" .of Frying Pan'
by the school's perennial di -

"PEOPLE. SEEM to want

Valentino

Klingaman .d Pert Mem

Donley

double cast of 65 and countless
behind the scenes workers

to okra little mere time at dinner no that they can dine leisurely." she said. "Our chef is
Carmen Klause, and what he

Ruh

of

Sports Editor

The combined talents of a

that the servic at night is
geared Inc more languid pace.

recipes

By Linda HomIllon

lohn McGurn. Tnd Tom

Last week all thick mined or
fell off the apparatus but lest

School at 8:30 p.m.

lar for lunches. Barbara says

standing

Knights soar to 140.11 over FV

This wilt put you

with Columbus High

HIGH BAR: I. Boylan. A,
7.2; 2. Armfield, C. 7,011

3.

Brogdan, A, 5.135; 4. Temko,

A, 5.69. TRAMPOLINE: I.

Broome..
WIN
high with a 7.95 performs ce.

School in the Grace Gym of
Arlington at 7:30. Columbus

Issacs, A. 6.65; 2. Moore, A,
6.0; 3, Simnot, C, 5.63 4. Von
Ebers, A. 5,05; 5. Gardner, C.

Boylan followed closely wi th a
7.6, and Bossung hit a 7 .15
routine. Tod Miller pla ced
fourth in the meet and first for
the Cougars with a 4.3 yen

has held the Indiana state gym -

4.75; 6. Buckley, C, 2,2.

Tim Armfield wee the only
Cougar performer on the high

Ian year Arlington rose to
the task of whipping Colum-

Pat

n.tics crown for the past three

years, and Arlington is in the
running this year for a possible

third state championship in a

RINGS: 1.13.11y, C. 7.49;
2. Datillo, A, 7.3, 3. Pascale,
A. 6.65; 4. Rambo, C, 5.9; 5.
Brogdan, A. 5,05, 6, Holten.
bach, A, 4.4. ALL-AROUNM

I. Broad. A.433.

Critical weekend or Cards, Huskies
will either make or break the

By Jim Short and
Torn Rowe

Crads as a pair of Arlington
vim would almost eliminate

"This is not a cut and dried,
simple weekend."

any other ballteam from can

Arlington head coach

Zigman said, "If we can get

Zigman's worfied
depict the situation that

merge

plagues

his

league -leading

tention.

by this road game and the
tough home game, we'll be sit-

tiro good.

If

can

we

get

quintet as the Cards will have
their hands hill when they
travel to Glen bard North
tonight to tangle with the rising Panthers. The Birds turn
around tomorrow night to take

through these games, it would
give us a lot of breathing room
and put us in great shape."
The Cards and Zigman hold

on the revenge -seeking Hersey
Huskies.

the Panthers are now securing
the seventh spot in the standings and have beaten Palatine,
Conant and Elk Grove.

THE REDBIRDS presently
own the top stop in the =pre-

dict able Mid

Suburban
League with an undefeated 8-0
Mark. The action this weekend

plenty of respect for the former blunders of the MSE, as

head in the game all the time

mg two games at guard The

last week although he did a
good job penetrating on of-

Mandele have the task of con
trolling Pancrats, but two other potential rebounding threats,
Don Spry and Marklindstrom,

mathmatically in the title race,
but it would take a minor miracle note to catch the Cards.

hies since

must also he guarded.

of his starting lineup yet. Pan -

games so far this year. A victory over them would keep us in

Cards Bill Kieck and Mike

first place -it's a game we've
got to have."

Zigman went on to say,
"We're not taking this game
lightly -it's the fins of the last
six that are so important for

Steiner isn't even sure
craft will definitely open at

T h e Hersey encounter,
though every bit as important,

will provide a greater chat
some for the Cardinal five some. The main problem run ning through coach Zigman's

Joining starters Mmdele
and Klock will be seniors Jack
Hult and Bill Heffemen, along
with Junior standout John

center and Mark Jacoby will

Brodnan.

Part of the indecision is
caused bye mino r illness to

"They played

in the MSL, are to keep the

claman will jump center, leay.

Sports F.dhae

ing the talkr Dave Lundstedt
in

Elk Grove coach Bob Rem
looked at his hmketball team's
last
siWalton
reallistically
night. Wala a 2-6 record and a
share of last place, the Groutdiens can only make the M id Suburban League race a little
more interesting for someone
else.

-We're in the role of the
now, and wed like to
make somebody
omebody else misereble
along with us," he said.
sile

'We're in a position to do it,
too, because our nem four
games ere against contenders
and

if we heat them, they'll

feel it.

"AND I THINK me can do
The Grenadiers face Pros.

pees tonight and Frond tomorrow on the road. The
Knights are probably the only
tam ice in the leagues.h any
real chance of ohertaking unbeaten Arlington, hut it's

teams 1,0 Elk Gmec and
Wheeling. which thew Knights
must

face tomorro. which

give a contender fits.

Elk Grove owns two of the
hest scoring and rebounding
foinords around in Gene Pin der and John blesch. and the
.Wildeuts haveheght maenad
end scoring ability to go with
their fourth -place standing.

Tonight at Elk Grove, Prospect will send senior Bob Kline
back into the starting lineup.
For the first hoc, the 6-2 mu.

Arlington
frosh whip
Fremd, 53-45
The EsumwA. hardcourtmen
of Adjust.] High .School

cbblwred the Eremd Viking
squad Satunlay. 53-15.

the

forward

position.

Lundstedt played forward for

Jim Stull was again the leading

Scott

before going to Arlington for

points. He was out of school
nvo days this week, and his
condition is still uncertain.

Huskies' sraond

ROGER STEINGRA.
DEWS club is now tied fpr

LINDSTROM IS

COACH DRAIN said,

the Grenadiers. He

THE REST of the lineup
will contain flashy Brad Ruck.
er and ball.handliug specialista
Casey Rush and Stu White in
the backcourt.
Tonight coach

Bill Slay.
ton's boys will have to break
open what their coach calls a
"ball control team. They like
to control the hall quite a hit.
wured much.
They have
but they haven't intended to."
Elk Grove will use Mark
Hopkins at center with Pindcr
and Flesh flanking him, and
Jeff Boyer and Da, Risme at
the guards -111, Gress won
their second game of the MSL
season last week. topping Conant by neo. But the Elk Grove
record is deceptive one as
they haven't been beaten bad-

and

high.

scoring Mike Kolze at the
guards. The
The Vikes will be
bumping heads with Hersey
tonight in a battle to get out of
a three-way tie for fourth.

toniyAL the Wheeling mead
will he out to also move out of

center and Kevin Bardnde and

OVER AT CONANT

in

Inc

nn Sa sIAsy, hareem the
girls of Palatine's Comuryside
YMCA. and those of the Elm-

hurst U MCA received a real
surprise.

lhe highly.reted hue league
team, was defeated by (:oun.

tryside, who is in its feet full
year of competition. The final
score. 244-101, mirrored fine
by the entire
perform
e team, and put
Countrysidance

Elk

Grove's

gymnastics

team suffered through a ram
off -night but will had enough
to score a 112.91-74.81 Mkt,
Suburban League victory at

cond.

Howland. Gretchen's win was
d]. followed up by Sue Enam
der in the prep IN1 and by

their 'streak. for the day. winning IWO eVent, They wcre the

Andy Sue Hi., winning with

Blair and Cindy Wolfe, and
the junior 100 free, touching

2:54.0 in the junior event.
with Sue Stahnke also grabbing a second for Countryside.

Nut to he outdone, Inter-

pects Baum in the minds of

mediates Sue Chips and Kerry

AS IN PREVIOUS meets,
the relays wem Countryside's
strongest point, as they swept
eight out .. In of the inlays.
All medley Man were won
Cadets. Susan Winslow. Dan-

ielle Moran.. Darcy Dee and
Clod Branch won with a
I:23.4. 1130 midgets rallied for

ferty sod Cndy Wolfe.

the Intermediate division with
a 1 17.0.

Starting out the individual
competition, the Countryside
girls grabbed three of the Brat
four first places, Sheila Rafferty in the 200.yard freestyle
came ill with a winning 2,26.7.
Linda Stahnke grabbed first
place in the 25 -yard free, with

ings slipped past the Cards by a

18.2, and Cathy Howland

62-61 margin. The Cards were

placed first in the 50 -yard fine
with 16.9.
In the junior 280 -yard free,
Elmhurst scored its first win of
the meet with Denise Rafferty

led by Ron tewan with

points. Bill Gr. and Mike
Cleveland aided levoan under-

neath while Gene Flsberg led
the attack from out from. The
Cards were plagued by the well
known Fremd press which
caused numerous turnovers.

POOR FREE throw shoot.
ing was the major cause for the

All butterfly events, ran, ex -

mining the juniors, fell to the
onrushing Countryside team.
In the cadets. Darcy Dee gat
her second first place of the
men with a 19.3. followed to
the wall by Tracey Hibbs.
Siobhan Rafferty pulled in a
first for the 50 yard fly, she too
being followed by a teammate.

Ann Rem,.
IN THE PREP division. the
winning time,
turned
in by Cindy Wolfe eranother

loss. With a minute and a half
remaining soph Mike Cleveland had a chance to put Ar-

lington ahead from the line,
Ws mined his shot. With less
than a minute remaining soph
Terry Ormsbee also massed his

the . 50 -yard

Neither could Elmhu st score

THE COUNTRYSIDE

free toss with a minute and a

team then bounced back, rally-

half left to put themeives in
front to say.

ing to a streak which endured
for 10 soltd events, allowing

ets that the other kids miss:.

ARLINGTON BEAT the

ing at Hersey, and it will be
tough M turn around and take
the Cards on their home coon.

The Wilde= figure to make
Conwth cats their third
straight victims, but tomorrow
night Wheeling will have to be

Coach Slayton isn't sure
that hell start the se= lineup
tomorrow night as he will

at its very best to knock off the
Knights.

how everyone plays against
Elk Grove. But it is certein

Grove
wins

tonight, saying he wants to see

though we made some monkea I think we're over the hump
and ready to roll now.

Knights have a lot to fight for

cause defensive strength and
rebounding arc his attribut-

on their own court. A poor
Knight team nmirly bested
conference charnnton Wheel rag last year on the Prospect
floor. and tomorrow night's
battle figures to be one of the
best in the league.

faience for Elk Grove, but that

both in losing causes.

The score was Elk Groves
lowest of the semen end
Wheeling's performance was
just a, disappointing to Wiklcat fans. Couch Wayne gel-

the Midget 100 -yard froc.

ELMHURST THEN had
Prep 100 bee, beating out Kay

ahead of Kay Neilsen and Dee
Fricke.

freshman B contests.

Coach Don Schnakes Grca

after jayvees built m a Ng
first quarter lead and cowed
to a 62.42 victory. Elk Grove

log lightly and never did.

led 16-4 after the opening
stanza and stretched it to 32-17

felt we were fortunate in beat -

at

ins them over there.

three periods.

Slayton doesn't take Wheel -

the

half and S6-26 after

Holcombe.

Dee A. Joseph and Joan
Grady then finished first -second ahead of Elmhurst in the
prep breaststroke.

and

Sue

Stuhnke took a hot place with
a 1:23.7 in the junior 100 -yard
ace. Caryl
second.

Cannis finished

their spree. Kay tied an Elmhurst girl for first plaCe. each
finishing with a 1:8511.

A second Countryside
streak then commenced. with
H ue Winslow and Tracy Hibbs

grahbing nest and second in
the 25 -yard backstroke, followed M the midget 50 -yard
backstroke by Char% Blair in

'first and Kim Holcombe

THE PREP

backstroke.
too, was taken by Countryside.
as Colleen MeGiveny took

Great
American
Homes
Great Homes of Yesterday
and Today...Featured
each Friday with the Day's
Home Buyer's Guide

Pancrate, H

midget

relay

the prep and junior

141

26 17,6

Kicek, All.
Meier, FY

94

15 11.7

Sehnert, Pal.

Hague, Fr.

90
71

23 15.0

Anastasi, GBN
Rucker, Pros.
Durso, H
Brandt, Con.
Sales, Pro.
Lindstrom, H
Pauling, GBN
Feige, H

54

Al

II

65

II

64

14
10

8.9
8.5
8.2
8.0
'7.9

10

7,7
7.6
7.4
7.0
7.0

10

6.7

52

15

.6.5

51

13

6.4

50
50

12

63

Motorail, Fr.
Heffernan, MI.

9
16

6.2
7.0
6.0
6.0
5.5

Stipp, An,
Macdonald. Con.
Whiteford, Con.
Wiekum, Fr.
Loughlin. Fr.

15
9
13

56
56
54

14

48
48
44

E.G. 7.8; 2. Helbig EG. 7.15:

defeated Arlington the Lune

3. Dorsey. EG, 4.65, 4. Fisher,

night.

W. 4,0; 5. Holt haus, W.3.05:

10
9
8

6. Rainer, W, 3.3.

man and the talented senior

PARALLEL

MEET RESULTS

:13711Z 5,-,11177,rortt
side horse. 7.05 on Be high

Mathis,w, 6.15) 3. Smoke.

EG, 5.45; 2_ Okon, EG. 5.13;

3. Gilbert W, 4.6; 4. (tie) B.

3.816. Betty, W. 2.45.

EXERCISEr

I,

Henan, W, In; ff Brennan.

and 8.20 on the rings.

E.G. 6.05; 3. (tic) Walters, EC,
and Mathis, W, 5.75, 5, Rainer. W, 4,90: 1. B. Fernandes.
EG, 4.2.

HIGH SCORERS in

the

kW on the side bone with

I.

EG, 5.85, 3. B. Fernendat
EG, 3.75, a. Hadley, EG, 4.7.
1.01 6, Her 5. Rainer. W,
rmann. 175.
RINGS: I. B. Fernandez
EG, 8.25; 2. Malmcdahl, EG,
7.5. 3.1- Frseendes, EG, 6A,
4. Bing, W, 3.9: 5. Madge. W.

FLOOR

bar, 5.75 on the walk! bars

meet were Wheeling's Steve
Holthatis in the noon exercise
with 6.6, Elk Groves Dave

BARS:

SIDE HORSE I.

Saluda.

THE PRESIDENT'S HOUSE

WASHINGTON AND LEE
UNIVERSITY
LEXINGTON, VIRGINIA

The president's house was architecturally a joint
product of General Lee and his son, Custis Lee,
then professor at Virgins Military Institute later
president of Washington and Lee University. The
influence of Stratford, where General Lee was
born, is seen in cluster of central chimmeys. Some
persons called this a double house, with a separate' side entrance for the Lee's seven children. The
original house had two basements and two attics.

General Lee lived in his house only little over a
year, but the Trustees of Washington College gave
Mrs. Lee the use of the house for her lifetime.

also

relays.

winning Countryside combination of Kim Corbett, Sue
Chips, Sheila Rafferty and Pat

over the years. The house has two drawing rooms,
one to the left and one to the right of the center hall.
The dining room is the room in which General Lee
died. The Lee house's broad porch, extending around
three sides of the main part of the structure, was an
accomodation for Mrs. Lee who was an invalid and
confined to a wheelchair. The large porch afforded
her pleasure with its diverse and excellent view of the
Lexington Community.

Jack Melmedahl of Elk Grove tucks in his knees and puffs out his cheeks as he flies off the rings
In Int night's meet agai. Wheeling. Malmedahl Mt 7.5 In the event. (Photo by Mike Imrem

Six Northwest area Lutherschools are still M the run
for the winner's circle on both

victories over St. John of For est Park and St. Phillip of Chi -

Quarter -final

action

knocked out of play by St

will be completed Friday afterand semi-final ram.
petition will be held Saturday.
The championship match= on

John Mayfair of Chicago, 33 -

levels.

both levels will be contested
41
40

28

ON THE fifth and
ON

grade level, Si, John 01 .95 i.

45

,7Pa,,,
rosmc..dtvi.nncthL

4.6
4A
4.4

m the semis
with a 25-23 win over Immonoel Lutheran of Des Plaines
and an 18-14 victory over St,

4.3
4.6
5.6

Peter of Arlington Heights. St.
Peter had opened with a 30-17
drubbing of Trinity of Roselle.

33

Phillips, FV

3.1

Newman, Con.
Meissner, Pros.
Howell, GBN
Rush, Pros,

6.0
3.0
3,0
2.0
2.7
2
2.6
20
19

18
17

.

5.0
5.8
4.9
6.3

12

2,5
2.4
2.6
2.1

THIS SECTION
for your "Great
American Home" from the
northwest suburbs leading
Realtors and Builders

Bell Federal gives you the
highest savings interest rates allowed by law!
Effective Immediately

St. Paul begins B -ball finals
pions in both the fifth and sixth
grade tourney and the seventh
and eighth grade contests
slated to be crowned.

CHECK

Few structural changes have been made in the house

.A111=i1=11MIliao

from a third triumph by the

Algaier, Pal.
Brodnan, Arl.

Ars.

49

Thursday. Wheeling hosts un-

Sunday evening.

Barthule, Whl.
Bauer, FV

GR

9

mark last night.
Benny Fernandez was once
again Elk Groves 01 -mound

W, 1.95.

Fricke. Siobhan Raffeny and
Cherie Blair.
Elmhurst attempted to go
out ina blaze of glory, kits gum
ning ahead, and winning both

Kelm Fr,

Hull, Alt

TRAMPOLINE: I. Milsos,

against

fir, with a team of
Cindy Wolfe, Gretchen

ment will be drawing to a climax this weekend with cham-

Hashch, Pal.

Wickersham. Fr,
Lloyd, Con.
Mandele, Arl,
Lundstedt, Pros.
Barton, Con.
PM, WM.
Kawell, Whl.
Kline, Pros.
Wood, Whl.
Hopkins, EG
Crabtree, GBN
Shevell, FV

The
placed

ielk Morando finished close

63
62

tine in the Pirate, gym next

95

Cheri Branch and Darcy Dee.

Play in the 1970 St. Paul
Lutheran Basketball tourna-

The midget

come clew to that

t

hit

again took firm with Linda
St a hnke, Susan Winslow,

for Countryside in the 25 -yard
Breaststroke with a 22.11. Dan.
behind, falling into second
place, and gaining more points
for the already triumphant
Countryside squad.
50.yard

Maine West last weekend but

squad

That ended the individual

Walker.

Tracy Hibbs finished lint

P. Fernandq

Mathis. W, 4.9; 5. L Fermin.
des. EG. 3.25:6. Stringlam,

yin's

2.

EG, 7.05: 3, Rainer. W, 5.4; 4.

competition. and rho cadet free
nilay was up. Countryside

firsts from Kay Corbett and
Beth Kolin. Mary Jo Comer
mediates.

EC. 7.70;

the
Intermsdiate
100
breaststroke also fell to Cosmtryside. as Pam Dip*, and

They were however, robbed

ford placed third in the Inter-

Wheeling's Rene Mathis on

Fernandez, EG, and Waters.
W.4.3; 6. Mathis, W. 2.95.
HIGH BAR: I. Swenson,

FIRST ANIS second place

tint. and teammate Dru Iodic
took third. Th,t reek was temporarily broken in the junior
and listermediae backstroke.
when Elmhurst snatched two

HG -high game
Playas,

in

second.

5.45, Elk Grove's Dave Seoc.
son on the high bar with 7.75.
the parallel ham with 6.15 and
Elk Grove's Benny Fernandes
on the rings with 8.25.
Elk Grove has a week to get
k Into form, meeting Pala-

cou ldn

breaststroke fell to Elmhurst.
being the last individual event
in which they fairsd well. Sec.
and and third pleas were taken by Mane Spi cue= and Kim

That was all the Elmhunt

G -games, R -rebounds

Pinder, HO
Gaare, Fr,
Flesch, EG
Spry, H

other hand the Vikings hit

FEBRUARY 6, 1970

Huskies by 10 in the first meet-

was about all that was good
about its performmee. The
Grenadiers' 112 total couldn't
compare with the .128 it =upiled against Hersey and the
133 it had against Arlington,

as Chad. Blair and Tammy
Rieger grabbed first and se.

MID -SUBURBAN LEAGUE
TOP 50 REBOIJNDERS

swimmers also got away with

precious chairty shots. On the

freestyle. with

Cheri Brandt, grabbing her
second blue ribbon, and Linda
Stahnke
finishing
second.

Wright, GBN
Long, FV

Patti Vatalaro finished second
and third for the juniors.
The Intermediate 50 -yard
freestyle also fell prey to Elmhurst swimmers, leaving Sheila
Rafferty with a second place
ribbon.

1970

sophomore. frmhrnan A and

Carla Gromsen placed one

speedy 2:49.5.

and Sandy Adaro finishing
close behind. The Elmhurst
blue ribbons in the prep and
junior 50 -yard free, leaving
Carol Howland with second in
the pre, and Kay Neilsen and

S

Weld like to ow Bob be -

in

Comerford and Rorie in the
Intermediate fly, to win first
and second plan.
Another Mss second fell
to Countryside. this time in

Kim Corlett placed first for

Friday
February 6

mg, and now the second -plane

offense and defense on the

other publicanon.

"Brodnan is the best shooter in the league," he said flatly.
"and Mandelc has been doing
a
lot of scoring, too. And
Kier k is always right around
the basket to pick up the buck.

Page 10

Cat coach Ted Ecker, "even

against Forest View, both on

Nrthitrbs OnIll any

takes.

Cougars ea me tut t on top in the

great job on the weak side

In !he gime, 'Imam 001

erate -team that makes roan&

minded 'Cats.

"Kawell and Pitt both did a

Home Buyer's Guide

.f

Kline play against the newt -

team could get out of the

Sue Hibhs, end Dee Fricke.

11IE TEAM of Barbie Ko.

controlling the boards
The strategy against Aiingis rat floil5 so
Steingraber described the Car-

with last week's game," said

Countryside swimmers.
as
Kim Corbett came hack, stopping them from continuing

Link was the high scorer for

lin, Pam Diode. Sue Chips and

to slow down (hears,"ak by

that he would like to have

De Wolk finished find and

own. winning with a 2:27.7. heo-time winner). and Cathy
Colleen McGiveny. loan Gra- Howland finished third.
dy. Sue Enander and Dana
Elmhurst then rallied up
Jospeh made up the winning enough strength to break their
combination.
The
juniors opponents winn,ng streak, in
came through with a fanstastic

lion. "We have the height over
them, and we'll just have to try

PROSPECT IVON a lest-

second ahead of Elmhurst
girls. the winning time being a

third. Not to be discouraged,
Countryside sent out Mary Jo

19

nit MEET broke a two.

meet losing streak in the cam

Gretchen Frickek win in the
100 yard Individual Medley.
followed in Mird by Cathy

of 2:17.7. scoring with Kay
Corbett. Caryl C.nis. Andy

Viking mentor We thew-

mark.

in

percenthge for any squad_ Len

n29 per looked bad.
jedny
We shot 29 per cent from the
floor, and we had been aver.
aging about 49 per cent from
the floor. So we shot 19 percentage points below our average. I would credit our loss to
couple of costly defensive erruts and just poor shooting.On the jayvee level the Vik-

less in league meat with an 0-7

Elmhurst to score only one
first piece.
The streak was waned off by

their Intermediate teammates)

by Dew Sharp with

5-2. Wheeling remained win

Coach Fred Gaines' pow-

Mx only 7 second under

1.

crful Grenadiers boosted their
record in MSL competition to

Wheeling last night.

promise for a stronger than exinonly the swimmers, but the
ches. too.

ac -

second thriller in the first MSL
game of the season at Wheel-

pleased

Countryside swimmers triumph
Everyone involved

said

12<r/thing morn 'mac,

EG hits season low but shaves 'Cats

rebounding."

the Vikings with 15. 1.ink wasfollowed

forced by Dave Loyd at center
and John Macdonald at guard.

mistakes,"

of tonight's

Elk Grove's jayvee basketball team rolkd to a big victory
over Conantk jayvees, but the

M WAS REAL

is

For Wheeling, the starting
lineup is the same as the suff
crash, quintet last week. Gary
Kawell and Jon PM will ploy
forward with Roger Wood at

The Cards shot
pee cent
from the floor. an
one

defensive

points last week against Forest

jayvee

the 100 yard fly, where Denise
Rafferty and Kay Corbett
were left with second and

one

paet.edy, the Cars went to
follow up that big or against

the league in
scoring although he was held
to just 16 points last week by

The preps, too, held up their

'We had an overall team cf.
fort. We had good offensive

MRe Groot at {nerd. Kawell
sod Wood each scored 21

tinues to lead

Moloznik

.FREMD IS a fastbreak-

vs. EG, Wildcats

at center, forwards Rick Gaare
Bob

front -liners at the forwards,
depending on Feigek status.

a

ring gamrs of the sew

line for an Cards with 14
points and five rebound, Cen12

fourth piece, but 'more im-

also

oak ing

PUB' I( VIIONS

dinals es a fine -shooting, delib-

19

View, and Groot has bran in
double figures ever since he
made the move up from the

and Dave Wickersham and

Durso and Spry are possible

leading

with

scorer at Prospect

Forest View last week with anOther winning weekend.
Con
's Brant Barton con -

a 2:54.1/ in the 200 Medley,
composed of Gretchen Fricke,
Kim Holcombe. Siohhan Raf-

minks and seven rebounds.

row
night.
Fremd

Bruce Frew is another possable staner at guard, and John

the

will probably start
junior standout Randy Hague

scorer and rebounder for the
Redbirds. Stull sank 15 points
and begged 10 hounds. For.
ward Bruce Lyons was next in

ter John Ramsey tallied

flashy Fret. outfiL which
will be seeking revenge tomer-

Feige, who was

rebound from a heartbreaking
loss to Prospect last weekend
when they host Fremd tonight

the first time last week and re.
speeded with one of his high -

by Countrysid, girls. For the

The young Cards are now
11-1 led by coach Don Drain.

ly,thd their other win is over

much to stay on the starting
five," said Steingraber. "He
didn't seem like he had his

fense."

air.

Knights put 2nd on line
By Linda Hamilton

returning from a

long injury -induced
layoff
about a month ago.
"I think he's pressing too

mg team and if we try to run
with them we II at end up
.Steingraber

that the situation is up in the

that tough encounter.

ZIGMANS

lanky senior has had his boo-

be one of the guards, but after

The Huskies will try to

head, is the ever present, ever
rebounding,
Pancratz.

TACTICS,
along with every other coach

saying,

questionable starter after play

Huskies gums outside and off
the boards Not only will lanky

ZIGMAN NOTED the Ian
provemenf in the Glenbard
club,

fourth place with the Wong,
and Wheeling with 4-4 MSL
record. The Huskies are still

Wheeling to within six points
besides already wimung six

D0.

and St. John of Forest Park

fora
opposite St. Paul of Mount
semi-finals. St.

The winner of the St Paul
game will move into the championship Berne 1CP.S. opponent as yet undetermined.
Schools with a shot at moving
into the title pairing are St.
Luke of Itasca. St. Paul of Aurora and Immanuel of Hillside.
H. Peter of Arlington
Heights remains the lone area
representative still holding a
crack al the seventh and eighth

grade MP slm1. They moved
into a semi-final berth with

raga.

The

host

team

GUARANTEED INTEREST COMPOUNDED

was

DAILY...PAID QUARTERLYThat's higher than hank interest rates.

21.

Bell Federal Is the place to save if you want your savings to earn the full new
maximum rates just approved by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board.
And these new maximums effect other savings, too at Bell Federal. A big 5%%
on one or two year certificates for $1,000 or more, Golden Bonus 90.Day Notice
Passbook accounts now earn 51/2% (on $500 or more). Regular Passbook accounts
earn a full 5%. One year 71/2% certificates available for $100,000 or more. All sayings
compounded daily and paid quarterly.
And, so you can keep even more of your savings, Bell Federal offers Tax Deferred
Two to ten year
Savings Plans for up to ten years.
maturities
Up to 10 days free interest becaust all savings in by the 10th earn from the 1st day of the
.5,000 or more month. -So hurry to Bell Federal where your money works harder making more money for you.

FIVE OTHER school. re lain title hopes on the upper
level. They are Zion of Hirt
Trinity.
Roselle, SL
of Skok ie ,
John May fair end St Andr
of Park
Psith

Sof

R
Ridge.

St. Paul of Mount Prospars lower level semi -Gal

for 1 pm,
Saturday. St. Peter of Arlingsemi
ton Heights' upper level
will begin at 3:30 p.m. Saturday. Should either of them
win, they will play for the tour n.men,
beginning at
match as s

p.m. Sunday.

Backed by over a half billion

kung
Plans are being finalized for
the Palatine Park District's
Feminique Ski Trip to
Playboy Club in Lake Geneva.

Wis. The group will leave by
coach from the Park District
office, 262 E. Palatine Rd., at
930 am.

dollars in assets. NOW! Saving,'

insured to $20,000 by Federal

Savings and Loan Insurance
Wheeling'. John Fisher has
his world turned upsidedown
while performing on the
trampoline In lag night's toed
againd ER Grove, The Gre.-

dkrs woo the meet with
11291 wore.

Corp.
MEMBER FEDERAL HOME. LOAN RANK

Kw

.13
bland. dina

taw
4..000

Bell Federal Savings
and Loan Association

Corner of monroe and Clark, Chicago, Illinois 60603

&I?

A

vrmp

.1.311.

W
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Area men
on the move

Eaday February 6 1970

Rise in chain store building predicted
Chain More expansion will

Menne

this war
penditures planned

Homeowners of '70s take
to informality in design

14,400 store, al a coal of 03.6
billion.

ex-

as

IT, mat

Supermarket, drug, variety

general Otercim5e.
ildid
dis1..teptro
mnint

an

chains have on the drawing
board plans for 26,200 pro-

Informsles is a lux word
ton
tor the 70s Hamm
be
ironed famd$ room

almost half
(12.000) will be new stores.
In 1%9, plain called fot the
constructio n of 10.725 new
gores and the remodeling of

and flreplaas rather th831 IOr

met Inin, ram arms

saralmg to Al.. Isxplan nth
[moduli 61.intsrNahariCo

They OM. reducing store She
while
sing sales Rea
with moreincre
efficient layout; va-

More to be remodeled. as com-

pared with 1242 million for
1.217 new stores end 094
remodeled units last ythr.

riery chains moving Into the
area of all -family discount
sloes or promotional depart -

According to Chain Store
Agc, growth is taking place
despite "tight most y' and acelerating

VARIETY/GENERAL mer-

CO FS,

ent store, drog chains open'

ng more super -six gores: su-

the

be

construction of 575 new
Mores and the remodehng of
1.200 unit, according to the

increasing der:ends of a siillgrowing economy and population are pressuring the chain
store industry to lake prompt
action in finding new ways to
build faster while keeping

publication.

casts in line.

chandise chains are canceled
speed 5165 million for the

Mores and the remodeling of
375 more. according to Ito
CSA forecast. Lust year dis.

Chain Store Age listed some
solutions to this problem.

1.293 new moms and 160

Forts

and 3611 remodeled OMM.

01.3 billion.
Discount chains will spend
$793 million for 6611 new

ie.. of which

Estimates from the drug
chains show $262 million for

will
storm and
m-del 700 at a cost of 5763
million. which is slightly more
than the $720 million spent
last yaw for 330 new stores

the most building this year,
with plans calling for 1.990
new units, or an increase of
405 stores from last year.
Plans also call for the remodeling, and modernization or
2,900 supermarkets' Cost for
consmiation this year wi0 be

aceortling to Chain State Age executives edition

gores

deling.
Department
DePartinent
build 360

SUPERMARKET chains do

construction and remodeling
arc estimated at 03.9 billion,
up 9.3 per cent over last year.

ment

wont chains spent 0613 million on new stores and remo-

chair,
inn into larger d
permarket

Ranching
store

d
arkeis anonnalion
ciscountthi

SlOrM: incratsed UNC of sophis-

ticate:1 data processing equipment to improve warehousing
efficiency and merchandise

distribution flow.

Ink

Frank W. Tune, has

Roar mehatals such
.tale and synod nimbi. ha,
tamed popular.. for lilt
hams& au Ms and hoth hn
Isatun-d in th,
ths

room and private bath to two bedrooms as addl.., name is
-

Ilats comer -lade four bedroom Colonial hone called the Sa.

lin, an Miller Builders Northam, nubdanion m Arlington

needed by the growing farm The four to five -bedroom model
new on the Nordigate ham, is priced al $43 950

I bights allows for an easy switch from master suite with settant,

homy,

son...

Family may choose four or five
bedrooms in new North ate model
A spacious 29 -fine memo
hedroom

lends

im

denier,'

touch tome Salon& n. model home r, etch opened at
Northgate. u
Inc.

morn soh vanily. the sitting
room lends imelf to inhume!

owns Sct !snorer hedroom be -

conversation or servo as a quiet reading ared.

comes an intim:. 15 loot by
12 foot. plus
of the pri-

The three adjoining NW

Builders.

in Arlington

la

Heights Priced at 541.950.
this mowtory Colonial conmrts
four to live 1,0oms io accomodate the larger fainily.

In the tint-hednnarn oln,
12 -Ilan' by 9 -foot siring ,amt
adjoin, the 17 -foil sleminy

cholla,. Adjacent to opus
Nth and scparine Lien.

100111% ore twin -sin, and lit

room or den. In This arrang.

aate dressing room and hath.

Ish

On the main Dior. the S.

double windows. Handy to die
big hall hall MI its doublebowl armity is a generous sire
linen closo.

Ian
entenal through double
panelled dines into a mecums

IN 11IE optional Boo
plan. the mash, mite divides
into two bedroom, rarie of
manly,.

can

ran

tiled foyer. A turned shms,

inds decor:di,. iip io the
efiroM111 level. and a slmrl
hallway

lead,

na

the

widen! ponder morn
Simlighi streams through
iriple Mats,. i1110 y 111,1,1

by 15.1m1 Ming mom where
high -pile

.011-101,911 Carpel-

Ing. included in the price, reline. ifac atmosphere of high

HANG YOUR HAT

Ill,.lysl

living. A Kemal Jim

om. also carpeted, ad -

IN ONE OF THESE

Investment
properties
are topic

FINE HOMES!
-(---

joins both the living room and
the big country kitchen.

A full II feet. the kitchen
has a cheerful breakfasi room

with Mw -hay wind°. facing
the

s. MI,

$28,500

U

Levi, 15

rL.

DES PLAINES
Full basement, 4 Bedroom Home featuring on
18 ir

12 dining room, 2 our norage. Walk to

everything,

1111I

11161

$34,500

I^

real.. leacher

Tammy gradual. from 15e.

y

DES PLAINES
Immaculate 4 bedroom Raised Ranch, Family

Room onochod Iwo car garage, arieurrinble
mortgage, immechote @economy, Air Conditioned. H.S. Dist 21408,750

kitchen. making the refrigerator easily accessible.
With appropriate furnish-

he

plumbing. fully appliiincel
kitchens with over, range.

dinlmasher and disposal .11
French I'm dal vanities of
walnut or maple. There is an
oversize two -car garage with
an entrance bathe house for in-

clement weather. A ibli basement with
T oom provides Ninny of space for stor.
Mc.

info the area surromding the

Association of Caulk Man,

brick

aged', For 16 years prior to his
employment with Symians,
Tense y was emplothd with the

corner

can

have a ski lodge or carnotite
effect: another coiner can Ile
domed to watching tole-

clot.. immaculate condition Ideal Mlow oriongernenr.

$54,500

SALES POSITION OPEN

McCABE

manager.

ture ia a musi in this oom
rage. loo. since Thar Mom is

of added Itardleh antique ,Inques picture rrangement., or
trophy shelves. fly placing the
the nail holes in the grooves
Sc,..,,, the panels. the beauty
wthe wood is not impaired
hen the rmani, decor is
changed.

IN THE Huntington Man-

and

Mx wend -

children.

Imvl

Mfg, Co., Des Plaines.

For the past fire years at

ds t rial

engineer

con-

centrating largely with meth-

is a mernMr of the American
M.agement Association, the
National Council of Physical
Distribution Management and
Beta Gamine Sigma. Ilk civic

&filiation, includes name ship of Sinalmirester Presby-

len. Church.
Prior to joining Symons,
Karcher was employed for five
years as senior industrial engineer with Reynolds Metels Co.
M Grand Rapids, Mich. From
1951 through 1960 he served
as

industrial engimer with

the American Bram Co. of Re-

im., Wis.

Karcher, his wife holm and
their tthee children liee as 406
Prospect.

.

unites

hot. extends 22 feet by
famroom
13
slightly smaller than
the living mom. This hon. is
one of 164 single-family real-

united in this mmmunity. A
Bath and Racquet Club ex-

and

Ri2

cluaively for Raintree dwellerS
is wow bel. conadmed.

sales of $31.6114,154_

Richard Goodman. president. said combined net in-

Boost purchasing power
by waiting for sales
by Carlton Smith and
Richard Pulaene Pratt

March: II you SIMI garden

If you can somehow
crew. the purchasing power of

your spendable inc.., it

just like inn. inuome-righl?

t^ 51mITPRT.
A111110Titim

sou

on

consumer

spending all that American

familie, with It, eAceptiOn,

The Rain.. community n.

could save 15 to 30 per ct on

located between Butterfield
and ROMMR1111ds. in Glen El -

their annual purchases byen tak-

supplies. winch the papers for
special preseason sales. Some
Mom alsorun preseason pro-

motions on spring clothing.
Again: watch tar their ads.

April: After -Ether mles o6
fer women good bargains on
spring coats. suits and acees
aorica-and frequently good
buys in men's clothing also.

Mar Beghilling MINI earth. -in late April -supplies tar
traditional spring cleaning imd
are poirmted via special
sale, Wan. for them and Wee
on cleaning gipplies. paints
and the

ing advantage of seasonal dis-

we On Park Boulevard. just

counts. The tradonal moon al sales recur eve, year. with

est rif thinols 51.

by Ore. theft or similar calamthose fun shoo. family pin-ity and cant to file adequate
tures and holiday scenes, don't

MIK away your camera until
sunny clays again induce you

yo,I that a camera

Insurance men will as
of
yOrir belongings can prow a
priceless record if you are hit

claim for &s herd or stolen
items

Forget .5hounfille statistics
about how many homes burn
down annually, how many
valuable

nut.

press

or from your dwelling, car or
office. When it does happen to

Real estate transfers
Cook Donny Recorder Sdf
my R. Olsen listed the following real c.c. tramfers in

Plain. $19;

1210

E. Clan..

don. Paul ald Horecke 10 Jack
L. Redding. 530.

Kenneth

F.

012"

Kann:re.

9165 Cedar 1.n., loon E. Beam

to

David

Malisoff,

11.X1,

Affirm... Wields: 537 S.
Burton. End K. Hall to 10Nene E. Parke. 940.511;119 S.

Regency

Dr

Wen,

Mrenee 1 -

933.511: 1020 N.

Leo J. Connell to Elwood J.
Kailas, 61&50.

1120 W. Brittany Dr., Butterfield Homes, Inc. to Waller
I_ Schnieder. $51.30: 2216 N.
I,,
Jr.e., James N. Johnson
Jr
Richard Dill:nth.,
912.50, 1910 N. Chestnut,
Humid C. Real
levra. E. Jennings, 520: 2113n Mulberry

Ln.. Edward kl

Baker to

"QUALITY CONTROLLED

$30,500
Ranches SRMAmals Omni; 665 Me..
Sensible Tax Rates Schaal IMMO 155 and 0 Pared urea

Half Acre Wooded and Unwooded Lots
Buy Your Homesile Now -- Build Later
From $1500 Down

Tanglowird On, 3 II Building
Corp, to Lillian I. Cavell S35.
Buffalo Grover 495 Trinity

you. you50 the statist. and
the problem instantly arises
what did it look like. what was
it worth. and how much will it
east just to replace it.

EVEN DURING [tithe.ter, you can take guile satisfactory

photographic

bulbs. and planning your light
carefully. Usually it i, heal not
10 photograph a room with the
nun shining Nightly in it.

which tmula

in washed -cad
MS11115 Sr oiler shots.

126.6

forget to

mite out

ich treasures . a set glister-

on what your hobbies ure or
the special items the lady of the
house has been collthting over

the 35].. Y., will Find

makos

If you .e

Nfitnaid
camera, you can jot down an

ed... description of items
almost

sannali,ineously

get the prints Dom a co.
mercial developing firm. write
Mon 011 the heck of each pit-

June: A month of furname
rules mid many stows will also

communilio because of the
nature id the hreadwinner,
work have found it MOSt ma

graphic invenlmy of the actual

condition of prized furniture
or musical instruments such as

Nan.

before

cratsmount,

present one. in order to Is

that 'comfortable. the Chi cago Netter Heating-Cofrx.
Council strongly urges son lc
place all heat
along the outside
aa possible

on

Brined

sessions. A close. of unbroken shiny galsware in the (pmit y cuplsouard is it hig plus
when making u claim for a har.
rep of crystal fragments della-

ered an the new family loafdon.

Imo
The lbw dog.,

film
can if
saw
you fat sum, and, if aothisth
else, lob of irritating
adjust inquiries
by a claims

dar of sales handy. fie fore
Gthrge Leda, of 3 Hastings
on Oxford in Rolling Meadw as elect.vice president
of

Logan

Square

Typogra-

phers, Inc., Chicago. Liu. attended Northwestern University and is a member of Tspographer Uniiin 13 and a
member of the Elk, Lodge in
Arlington Heights,

Paul D. Lalrhter, 651 S. AlMrt, Mount Prospect, 1m5
ken promoted to division ca -

heated an

Chicago. fanner has a degree
in elmtrical engineer,
from

markdowns. hot buys of the

Ibe University of
Illnois and.
01,2ate
currently doing
mark
at the University of Chicago.

to

fact

claim, that MM.. Choi

Y-

effectively.
In
artier

finger

.L

by dumb. system. hot
circulated through

is

'ice

baseboard

itibing
heating

to

the
panels

More

at the Univer,ity

that in n
dronically heated home Moe
is very little temperature ilia

Edward J. Nawoj, 506 N.
W.Ta, Mount Prospect, has
of Baxter Labomtiaries,
Inc., Morton Grove. With the
company for 31 years, Nano./
sera& in various adhas
dent

wino, and

thrence between the floor and
the ceiling.

since 1961 has been vice presi-

An added advantage of hyMonk baseboard panels, says

Ile Is
dent of manufactur
alto prryident of Baxter Laboratan. of Canada Limited.

the council. is that they are

inslretie

BM Rice, 434 Alles St., Des
Plaines, has been named assista sales manager al WES Radio,nt

Chicago. Rice, formerly

research and ...late sales de ...amen. director, moves
into the newlysermted position. Ile thined WLS in 1963as

a lens wilier and bethme director 4 community affairs a
yem tale,

to

blond

scheme of the p.n.

inr

College and De Pat.

Universiay, completing
COOTS. in troiness adminis
nation with emphasis on hank-

Edward IL Berth

ing,

labor relations and Rance. During hh des mond*

agement Curl. MIMIC) of
Northbrook.

-Mese new FHA

regu-

lations," said

Frankel. "include a more realistic loan per -space amount. a higher
el:minium loan ceiling. dependent upon construction

can accept loan offerings for
mobile home commanitim,

Kunkelcompleted Principles of Real

and is able to expedite projects

at

College -Real

Instat Institute
in Chicago and Cour& at the

two children. Barth is an active

Member of Innibinuel Lutheran Church. Dos Plaines, the
Des Plaines Masonic Lodge,
and the Advertising Managers
Club of Chicago. He was
recently inducted as a member

of the Northwest Suburb.

WMIller NpOrIS
COIMMOnetn,

air-

August: Prices we slashed
on the strictly summer goods

November: Very nood hug,
on. oddly, winter clothe, The

Lawrence G. Petrel-, 1735
N. Wah,,4 ArlillMosT Height,
him been promoted to Central
Regional Sales Mummer far
Itek liminess Products, a dill.
slat of Rek Corp. Peifer pre -

Hon* mrved as Branch Mnager for Ilek, a conthmal
which sells
Equipment.

Photo-Optieal

William G. Henn, III S
Harvard, Arlington Heights,
boss been elected assistant vice

pcmident and director of con

panned taxes of Brumwick
Corp.
Henn joined the company in

1953 as a t. accountant .d
prior to ask promotion wm an
nsshWl controller.

data, according to Frankel, so
that builders and developers
save both time and money by
filing the application properly,

working through the MHMC
firm, which offer, a ...claiment" service, giving the developer professional guidance
not avMlable elsewhere to
Modie all project plums.

Goodman said in onler
increase the drug moths. thc
company h planning an apo.
more expansion program
means to finance the propo,
new store acquisitions ihrfitml,
source.

dear shelves and racks

own requirements.

make room for them. Also the
month alien manufacturers

out men's thin,

KNOW AUTOS?
HAVE BODY SHOP EXPERIENCE?

Know Auto Body Estimating?
AilSTAM Ohm mu a .... .....
on AL,I0 DAMAGE
A0M51ER. A Pa kcoma muss be MO School 01.0,,,,, ,,0 .me

INTERESTED?

The Bankers Building
Chic
ailed in the heart of

Call Mr. harts

267-6800, Ext. 637

ALLSTATE INSURANCE CO.

to -

nn Envoi Opportunity Employer

such a Moine,

until non. you're aim like

-

Orybody else-llocking into the
gores
buy. halo huy. 'fry usum the seasonal sales instead.

next time arum.

I he proposal aCqUisitiOn
would he through an exchange
of GM' Enterprises. the_
stock for that of Banker,

&Mem, Corp- mock.

PAYROLL SUPERVISOR
BEtiffICIALOSHVICES
'37r

INTERNAL AUDITOR

on your incoype tax

Chicago based multi -plant operation has an exceptional opportunity for r mature young no, 10
assist in auditing our plant operations. Work involves internal muddling of systems and operations. Degree preferred but not required.

authorities to haxime 26 mil-

lion units in the '70," said

Audit and cost experience nethrsory. Travel 50%
of the time. Salary commensurate with ex-

perience.Full range of company benefits. Mail
resuMe including solory history to Box 1242 in
care of Day Publications, Inc, 217 S. Arlington

TWA adds more
jumbo jet trips

Hts. Rd., Arlington His., Illinois 60005.

Trans World Airlines will

York.
1WA. the first carrier to begin 747 hurnho jell service on
United States routes. will offer

rem., dim

avoid Mate
lan.minute stab'! Okay.
Jar ir And save a neck to

boot
15.11, HOW 0,1 take
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Con -Con hears teachers
urge sweeping tax changes
By
Pt To Ide ire

education to he the most

face is how much change can

portant concern of our 1150
end democratic society and

gal gm people to awrove
this fell."
The proposals of the public

The Illinois Federation of

that the schools and colleges

Teachers made sweeping pro.

are the most important proper-

peals Thursday to the Con-, ty of the people. These in
in
stituttonal
Convention
00n3 trsittmit the values
Springfield for reorganizing
and traditions of our Itee

Oscar A. Weil, soft-spoken
but forceful eXeurilivc director
of the teachers federation.
presented the plan to the ConCOnCommittee on Education.

Delmar. Anne Evans of Des
Plaines is vie.chairrnan of the
Clyde
moun'ttfifi card
Parker of Lincolnwood, 4th
strLetdelegate, is a nu.

constitution the use of flatmate
income taxes, personal propery axes. rea
all tate, mn-

delegate, to dare to projeCt en-

tirely new means of financing
public education, cautioning
that the public may reject the
new
constitution neatenit
charts ton and better wayx to
educate Illinois children.
rtatem hay, Ise^
tat
"A
refusing
to adopt their new

mnstitutions."w lcau-

ioned," and perhaps onc of
dm reasons thew mnstitutions
have failed is bemuse they

the

new

received.
There were some good points,

in the elective phases of the
educational opportunities to
be made available in schools

Mn the gumtion we constantly

under Moir supervision.

yet

Alterations

the

Circuit Court of Cook

County. Asa result. each dis.
trict is comprised of many

turns down buildings which arc located far

GOP job
Richard M. Han. 176 Dul.
In, Des Plaines, was offered
and turned down a fourth term
as president of the Regular no.

CALL 391.1.6

Jura macs in Des Pininen

nard F Lee. of Mount Pr,

The "rtes -around" mused

pees. Both Hall and Lee are
Elk Grote Township auditors.
having been slated by the Elk
Grovc (.00.
IN AN Interview with The
Day. Hall explained why he

by the proem system is %cue to
the main reason for the

had refused to acmpt the prmi-

Arlington Heigh. courtroom
for arraignment. If he could
not post the hand mt by Me

deny for another year.
fil suppose the old saying
Tool me once. shame on you:
fool me mice. shame on me
pretty well covers rho basic
reason why I withdrew from

NSBA's dismtisfaction. A NTum emoted for a serious
charges in Wheeling. for esample. would he taken to the

magistrate. he amid be trans.

(erred to the County Jail. Ile

Income Tax

5. No. Are

2019

Send information On what's

happening m send say opinions you may have on any sob -

jam to "Wharf Happening,"
Day Publication, 117 S. Main

St., Mount Prospect 61.56.
Tell to and The Day will tell
others What's Happening with
700.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS:
Tonight the Cellar features
the Bob Smger System and

Mogen. Tomo,. ;wearing
el the Cellar hill be the toe
Kelly Blues Bond along with
the Buckwheat Blum Band.
Tonight m the Appointed
P late, a coffee house held each

week in Recreation Park. 500
E. Miner, will be Dave John -

MOUNT PROSPECT:
Tonight at 8 p.m. Prospect

High School's Linn Theater
will present its annual faculty
play. This year's play is en.
titled
The
Sandburg."

World of

Carl

To appear tomorrow at a
dance for junior high school
students in blow Perk, 411 S.
Maple. will be the Twelfth
Century Dead. The dance MI/
be held from 73010 930 p.m.

Chicago Symphony Orchestra
subscription concerts Thum day, Friday and Saturday, E..
I7and 54. The perform.
ince will be
0,15 p.m.

Thursday, 2 p.m. Friday, and
830 pm. Saturday in Grebe:

tee gel

A DAY IN THE LIFE
Remember the Yardbirds?
Member, or the group are still.

dominant in the mmic busi,
ess. Eric Clacton, !cad guitar -

in, has since be. with Cream,
Blind Faith. Plastic Ono Band
and Denney and Bonnie, not
to mention the people he back.
ed in studio recordings.

Jeff Beck, lead guitarist after Eric Clanton. had two al.
bums out after he Mft the
Yardbirds. Jimmy Page, Ind
palmist after Jeff Beck, is now
with Lcd Zeppelin.
Roth Reif, lead singer, and

his wife are now with new.
group called Renaissance. Jim
McCarthy, drummer, is alto in

this group and Paul Summit.'
Smith, bass guitarist,
P roducer of the album.

is

the

AN EDITORIAL:
How free is our freedom of

speech? How much are we
censored? This year the license

WAUKEGAN1

of every radio and television.

Tomorrow night the WIN' station in Illinois is up for rGame presents For Days and
newel. Thaefem, than sta.

PMPBh
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Sir offensive and reported to
the Federal Communications
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Commission. WGLD was

824 61.

NICK AND STONE WORE. Mc.

01)

And 1,3

air. Allegedly be.
cense of this she is no longer

255 ARM.

AM

I

CARGI , INC.
MAINTENANCE WORK

RE:1A;EISt'EG*n

TELETYPE CORP.
SKOKIE, ILL.

TELETYPE CORPORATION
West Touhy

rir5555
An equal opponent/ employer
TEMTEK CORP.

FOR PERMANENT JOBS
WITH OPPORTUNITIES
FOR ADVANCEMENT

Manufacturer at Industrial

MACHINE OPERATORS

Openings For Full And Port Time

Banton, Illinois

Furnaces, Kilns

Excellent Starling Pay
wiM1Automaac I ncreoses.

MECHANICAL ASSEMBLY MEN

WE WILL TRAIN YOU!

BRICK LAYERS

ke Marron Rd

Good starting salary with overtime and many

42B-3623

d'scrni of o
s
out
to sex unless speed ,c.

All 1 SHIMS OFFER ARMY FM-.

fringe benefits including FREE group medical and
life insurance. On the Mb training available.

FULL LINE OF COMPANY IIIINFFrIg

CALL NOW

Mel Ale

MATERIAL HANDLERS
...no unary

CUSTODIAN

out 14.7rejP

IS A REAL

girl wit

312-695-7080

SRA. n'

2 d shin Wen.
program
Ida moan. and ANion reimbursment'

AFTER 6:00 P.M.

CONTINENTAL CAN COMPANY,INC

phone

"THE DAY

676.1000 Fs. 6117

WE HAVE OPENINGS NOW

CARGILL, INC.

Help Wonted -- Jobs
listed here are thole hstoricolly filled by men;
they ore available with-

Estes and Elmhurst Rds.

Baxter Laboratories, Inc.

PART TIME

gElk Grove

6201 lincoin Ave.

965.4700

Village
625-0962

267-6900

437-0379 of 529-1700
Tool and Die Makers

GREAT OPPORTUNITIES
FOR EXPERIENCED

296'

PRIGE

views

P JENSEN

555 W. TOUHY AVE.

HELP WANTED
MALE

at

-

FULL LINE OF COMPANY BENEFITS

FOR PLASTIC BOTTLE PRODUCTION

255 12°°

ROOFING AND REROOFING ALL

YOU'LL STAY WITH TELETYPE BECAUSE
WE HAVE A FUTURE FOR YOU HERE!

Call R. Podnorski today of
676,1000, en 611),
for o confidentiol interview.

Apply in Person

1B1 EIRWCEN REPAIR

Roofing

DAY CARA CENTER

455-9350

ally designed os jobs for

Radio -TV Repair

EC/THING

COST ACCOUNTING

Rte 831
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i nee

Free
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Child Care

o

mei mum mow and
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Stephanie. the naming announcer on WOW didn't like
this decision
dye the and stated her
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Baxter Laboratories, Inc.
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-3 The state would provide a

The Illinois

CLASSIFIED

Bu einem Service Diltedefuj

1d CD

vote of all citizens of state.

financ-

ing, Weil mid

this fall."
The proposals of the public

00

0 Int

1. A unified system of education with the chief state
school officer elected by direct

lems of Me future."

Mae public schools be sup-

Bet the P.O.. approve

school teachers included:

ponds Thursday to the Con-. ty of the people. These inmitutional
in
Convention
titutions transmit the valuM
Springfield for reorganizing
and tradition, of our free
the administration and anew- society and prepare young
ing of public elementary and people to deal with the probsecondary schools.

face is how much change can

Wine*

for Add'-onalInformation old a

MARTIN MARIETTA
MARTIN METALS DIVISION
250 N. 12 Street -Wheeling
(off Dundee Rood -between WolfRood & Rte. 83)
537-2180

8:30 am to 4:00 pm
Monday thro Friday

Confidential Interview.

TELETYPE CORPORATION
5555 W. Touhy Skokie, III.

'EC

I... a Bees. AM. 7PM
Solurday AMme

Tnuoi

_

FARloyet

_

_

Pep 10

Februsry

1970

264106991WIIMMI

PAW Woad No

I 111111 NM Mon

NNW Motel Men

24MOMM6
Work alter wheel

Nrordays

to 10

WORK PART TIME
IN YOUR HOME

dri,et:::

MACHINE

car dealers,.

To Work For You

MATURE WOMEN

KITCHEN MAN

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

DAYS

TRAINEE $540

OFFICE PERSONNEL

ABOUT A BETTER JOB

Don Messinger

261-3556
OR APPLY IN PERSON

ALLIED PRODUCTS CORPOR,A,T41.0:
S700 W. Power. Rd.

NURSES
ASSISTANT

MACHINISTS

MELROSE PARK

TRI-R VENDING
SERVICES
1401 W. North Ave.

hnen
sellent
benefils.

Apply in Person fore Confidential Interview

rruMhine tools

En

. Innge

GET THE SPIRIT
W.H. HUTCHINSON
& SON

OF 76
WITH A JOB
AT UNION 76

TELETYPE CORPORATION
5555 W. Touhy Skokie, III.
M

Tues.S.There AM to7 P

surirdorsAN le 4 Ori

IIMIN.Ckero Ave
Chimp. M.

"Help Wanted

PERSONNEL DEPT
--

Jobs

listed here ore those historicolly filled by women;
they or ovoiloble without
discrimination os
to sek unless specifically

CALL SPARKS & CO.
692-7166

RECEPTIONIST

Work in

M
a

designated as lobs for

2641elp Wooled Women

bright

DRIVERS

Waukegan

:FrL.

uru.A em roe
n

neer.. Nene

nnIT

loam 105 to

401 E. Prospect Ave., Mt. Prospect, Ill.
Chicago Office 346-5040

FULL TIME or PART TIME

Daily Reports for Service Stations

'3:11!"' L'aTurciChcic
FORAM, CALL

PRIVATE OFFICE

unwn

Chicago Motor Club - AAA

2:30-5 p.m.

, 01/ice in Dee Names weds ...on .1.1. in a.,1.1.ed
work wish Accounts Receivable. MI consider perm., nyn

it in

We offer excellent cempeneanon wits Improved binge ben -

Cook County

Aplus. free &capitol:rm.& vocation Pilo!! tine.

School Bus, Inc.

" u't 44r

299-4446

Call Bob Perkins

Golf

OTHER CO. BENEFITS

OIL COMPANY

Road & Rte. 83,

Des Plains

439-8765 or 437-0727

FOR DAY OR EVENING INTERVIEW
PHONE MR. REYNOLDS -827-1186

3040 5 Busse Rd

Me

PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS

$2.50 Per Hour To Start

SALESWOMAN OR SALESMAN

P.M. ROUTES
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

LYNN DAVIS

Road

4378313, Sp.m

6:30-8:30 a.m.

,,,,orment Clerk,

r

Wolf

VOVSI GIRLS NEEDED
PART TIME

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
MI. ProspeCt,

A.M. ROUTES

BOUQUETS TO YOU

Mt Prospect

pairing solely 11ewbe.

los

Reant-Peelfield

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Clerical Position

27 Help Wanted Men & Women
Conk

4

SWITCHBOARD
Come in or roll Jean Yale, 259-7010

BUS DRIVER

LESTAVRANT

Enke

8

cell -945-3770

HOSPITAL

women."

5-Employinent Agencies. Women
--

$125 a week.
GOLDEN MR

HOLY FAMILY

Day Publications, Inc.

SECRETARIES

SCHOOL BUS

FEMALE

FEMALE:
CLERK TYPIST
GENERAL OFFICE
FIGURE CLERKS
NCR OPERATORS

with

commeneurore

THE SINGER COMPANY

Why work anY Place'
P M ShIf I open - start 5 P M
Our gills average well Over

e,

Personnel Office 29B-3050

FOR APERSONAL INEFRvIEW
CALL:1411.11.0. MINTZ,
394-0110a

ATTENTION WAITRESSES!

APPLY IN PERSON

FEMALE

Musa...ma bender.

rEr

68585.

Saiow

w0001,

Where you work does make a DIFFERENCE

n7,11

REAL ESTATE SU6URBAN
APT. MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITY.

Opportunkly I or Mammon,.

235-9100

ACCOUNTING CLERKS
PROGRAMMERS SALES
COLLEGE GRADUATES
ADJUSTER TRAINEES

company Wee. rill.

Full

SKOKIE

MALE:

ilintetested. please serne.or

MOO

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

HELP WANTED

All 6reponr heron including ids Insurance. hospitolisohon

ne4

SP

11 Help Wanted Men & Women

Sargent -Welch Scientific

WORK IN THE SUBURBS!

ITT

VENDING

7300 N. LINDER

21 Help Wanted Men & Women

Printed Circuit Board Assemblers
Cablnet Wirers
Maintenance Men
Inspectors

272-5500

HOSTESS
W. College Dr./41.M,

loony,

CLERK
TYPIST

NORTHFIELD AREA

so.0161erMendiring Corp.

w.

rri Praspeci
3,65660
Open Fes 6 Sot by opM

4378313An 2PAS

Milwenkee Ane H. of Dundee

721.5

VOLKSWAGEN
NORTH CENTRAL

please register by p6On

tItnt^tte'It'et

27 Help Wanted -Men & Women

IN YOUR AREA

DISTR111111011S,INC,"

STEP RiGHT

Page I7

for the following categories.

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

KEY PUNCH LEAD OPERATOR

Friday February 6 1970

We Have Immediate Openings For Both
Experienced Or Non -Experienced

Its

req'd FREE

=.7e'ZitrOee

267-5300 or 677-0600

1955 W. NORTH AVE.

°31)

BA SF SYSTEMS
INC.

1 nelp INntedfAtn &Boone

2141elp Banle-04Aen t Wenn

HELP

(Telephone)

TORAPPT CAN

Restaurant
in Wheeling

STORES

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

CREDIT
CLERK

Call Mr. Gibbs
766.7600

Don OnlY'S

JEWEL FOOD

1910117 after 5
LIBRAMA14

Small Soles Office

Day Want Ads

25168BreGENIa,

Miele Natal Won=

wrel. Her

1

you

MSS -7070

:Fr7r17:

wiNcemmiroomequonri education 16.1 p.m °lege
CALL

Mon. Wed. EN,

U/...1Mg:CS - Choc..

clEeeeo

General Office

Lynn Schinuckott
Or
Bud Billings
439.9500

X,C5'80'd ote'rTo

345.0500, Ext, 594

see us for she best inie you're erne hod 4 you're immanent

colic

EXP. SECRETARY

"Z.177;:ellle=-1

Experienced Surface and CemerlessCrInding Operators.

re:r: =.3 OTALIIEW1

& hours Men

ALSO CASHIER

TALK TO TELETYPE

Drown L SMrpe Au.naric to,.,. Machine Operosors ond

Once 0 Oyer ImIng ond

AmInIont

11 MIN

1000 ELMHURST ROAD
ELK GROVE VILLAGE
or
29,2880
77S 213,

ed for yoo

We bare a number xi grew Mb °panne.. NOW for

Nolo. Op Ibex Minter Pawl

STENO
It

Assistant Vall nom under 25
Ine 1,00

young locly cepaN al general
Information

liteleilaitel Wean

Like People? Deniel Pecephornst

We hays an opening . o

niff

filing
for more

259-5300, Ext. 37

TAX ACCOUNTANT

TODAY'-"

Own ens nu Rah

Nish School prinelpal, form,
View MO School. Paid

CHECK THE DAY...EVERY DAY

OPERATORS:

dn M core for in
,17,L
et ys

PORSCHE AUDI
AT O'HARE, INC.

OPERATORS

THOMAS ENGINEERIV

Ann

201 e240

Ladd

Good salary. Excellent

heneliN end work. oondh

Call Mr. McGrath 358.5800

spot on

Pat 5oy Want Ad.

AFTER 5 P.M.

N.S.T., Elk Grove

2345 Oakten 439.4540

Roll

mon for new prestig /melon

COMPUTER

brIght

In

"ur""'
""'""
TH.,. Personnel WI

Onsi new/used car
MAKEREADY

CALL 253 7230

Lathe and/or MIII Hand
General Machinist
0.0. and/or I.D. Grinder Hand
Tool Steel Heat Treat Operator

KEYPUNCH

General
Maintenance

Board available

WITH EXPANDING MACHINE SHOP

APPRENTICE
COMPOSITOR

Ithwo, TtIsolnt ot

Light Maintenance
Ude. saher gontIeMan

WANTED FOR PERMANENT POSITIONS

14111RM 1116"le

airialoyment Agencies Women

ZEReleleactedEseee

NNW Wel Waren

terlielp Wanted Waren

on equal opportunity employer

Ooen Ewe. Sal. by apps

An egool opportunity employer.

Mond New Company

p

YOUTH WORKER

c

.C11.5=.27'

cen=253vic

537,63ne

essential.

pm,ence bur

Position open or our termrnol I,, individual maable of record keeping,
os wen as working Vet of doors in all kinds of weoth.,

salary UN par mo.

gal olAce. Excellent hews. No

r/..1 Ensand.ng medlcol cl.

439 3131 berween 030

me

i

F

11

e Anerrne

o omy to person at the station

THIS JOB OFFERS

Big Pay -New People

MAILCLERK/DRIVER

un

.. Free Nospirolisorion 4, Surgical Ineimonce
_Company Peneion Fully Paid
PLUS:
Eacelleni working condeione In the Recusant

DeiniCenial wk. woo ...astern Sufficht
PHONE, WRITE OR VISIT

WAITRESSES

Nights

HOSTESS

GOLDEN EAGLE
RESTAURANT

Evenings -Will train
on are seeking a gol
1,es people and war.

ArlIngion Heights

o4n.onee

Coll

BEAUTICIAN
Pon or Full Time

MUER TYPISTS
RECEPTION TYPIST

Pieces 2e0 0.,

392-1234 cr
392-1485

Art Co-Ordinator's
Assistant

Union Oil Company of Californ ia
200 East Golf Road, Palatine, Illinois 60067

"Specialists in Magnetic Materials"
MARENGO, 1100015, 60152

Telephone (312) 529-7700

GOLDEN BEAR
FAMILY
RESTAURANT

GENERAL OFFICE
mrnediole opening1 or

(Area Code 815) 568-2283

ffigreSiSitS'
Vosoign
The

Cincinnati -Forte

Company, a wholly

IS

"CO

Mt Pros Reception

3485

Amy Personnel

self-starters and capable of doing set-up work. 50 hour work week
minimum. Excellent company benefits - paid for by the company.

Arlington Heights, Ill.

MEganalrlaUll POEVIE

CALL MR. GRESS

297-3550

255-9000

Arrington Heights

SAXON

Federal Saving s
REC

BUSINESS PRODUCTS

IONIST.BILLER

MX.'42:gi.:11'nT37.oo

BEEF 8, BARREL

S. AM Tug PM

SECRETARY - GENERAL OFFICE
IntewsNM . tOr a gal who

)

5.11

Plaines, 29,353.5.

Des

o obi

re

r

5

NEW ALPINE APTS.
sublid. &torch I. cpro. pea hal
nony 5195 mo 392-154.

EXPERIENCED

3 I,

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS:

St

I

-

GLADSTONE REALTY

Condominiums

Call 435-1100
PUndustrialPropeCTIToRenti

or.

ARL. HTS. INDUSTRIAL
3 RESEARCH CENTER

.'"Ter:1==d7b=ced=t1?Zp=trCR.
now *lora.. rape o Phan.

253-5225

Windsor

!.':

116RealEstate-Houses

Woods
ARlitIOION HEIGHTS

676-1000
For A Confidential Interview

ar

r

DANA

TELETYPE CORPORATION
Skokie,

Living Rrns

porch

e,

Luxury with lots of Space coup,. ent, raeBree
convenience-that wee lye plan behind lee
design of Green Acres.

comic,

Oral living features like individually controlled
central air conditioning and electric heat.
RENTALS START AT $205

Phone 394-2577
apn Daily:II AM 6PM

furnished

Models

Open

392-5230

MT. PROSPECT

FOR
FOR RENTAL

INFORMATION
Phone, RS61110
BEN PEKIN CORP.

Bul, why not come Out end discover the greet
things about Green Acres for ourself? Take
Northwest Highway (US 14100 Central Road sad

Community Hospital. Furnished models open
daily 11 noon to 5 p.m. Phone 253-7040.
1G-14 PeN limes

Peek.

-

well -to -wall carpeting and private patios or
5alconies are standard, al course, In all the
condominium hornee. Kitchens are fully topeeneno
end twO-hedrOOM units even include dishweshers,

Lore.

latouise

becIL

oar, Norm ol dale closmn
inn,

',replace. Newly hn

,nhnd Apr

5200 month

am. ans

riper

en

n

le el
co sod wri wit

88Reol Estate Vatmit
BARRING/6N HILL,

RE,

s

two west 21h Ceps In Fernandez a. loath
IS Nock to models, droop south of Northwest

7

Pays a week -10 AM. IA

RANDHURST CENTER

65.5.1

IN THE SUBURBS

22'

From $215

.....

Filif

and NATURAL

lAKE SHORE LIVING

1,2 and 3 BEDROOMS

White Collar Girls

Ea..

BRAE XAVe

of Adington Height:

you're be° utif

OF LIVING

COME IN AND REGISTER

tre

NOM 1, 2, 3 bedroom
Luxury Rental Apts.
Right in the Village

POINT

5555 West To u hy

she Hills.

ALGONQUIN. Lake

invites you to join
the Country Club set

1 -Bedroom units from $22,900
2 -Bedroom units from $27,700

curtly deposit LI 9-14,7
SCHAUMBURG

686.7494

OsoDOe,opo nice hign

5 5'

opt..19 slam. re

3E46300. em MO,

mile weer of Northern.,

0 Block W. of Mannheim
Block S. of Irving,
An Enum Oppcmunio Employer

G

Why Sit Still When you can move ahead?

No lee

Schiller Park

5,1 ro 11.000

SHORT TERM LEASES

358 7844

Free brush up practice

MARRIOTT IN-RITE SERVICES

80-10 Rent Office Space

IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCY

7A7T'C't'

SHARP STENOS:

ALL OFFICE SKILLS

A Rorie!), of ossignownts and lois of opportunity
hand helpful but 1101 a mon. JoN a company for personal reward. Shortwhere people are our most
important asset and where benefit.
ore the very best.

Da). Gant Ads
Get Results

&male!

TEMPORARY

CAREER OPPORTUNITY

Modern sophistication set In a
relaxed countryside environment
Is the kind of living that's finally
come to Arlington Heights.

Now Available
On Our New Buildings

"NOW & THEN JOB"

-

1740 Rent, Stores, Offices

Bosse Rd Oa NO0

Solve your money problems with 0

4530 N. Tronswerld Rd.
106 Miner,

P

Ilimberinke,

MAKE YOU FEEL LOW

Owning job and yOUR TRAVEL
IVY,

131-Cendminion

1,81

SEE MX BAKER

FREEI

HE 91
1.1,1

BUFFALO GROVE

Byping helps Fem., NO novel

LEARN WILL GET YOU. HIGH

I

Applinces, TENNIS
GOYIM 6 SWIMMIN, POOL

'rn"cir:; 7;2=e74jitrl'r

HIGH COST

GIRL FRIDAY

dw

PROSPELF

clod.

Mar 1st Sla5

Local or Loop
. completely iso,ned

87

esso

nem, werierY in her work

THIS JOB OFFERS

FREE TRAVELI

elLeakeirein

PALATINE,90a1MG MEADOWS

1412 Miner Street
Or Call - B24-3136

BREAKER CONFECTIONS, INC.

255-9414

Complete Training

/Ere Rent M0tMMIS

so devisees,* wid. the public. mod iudgmentoeingne

CITY OF
DES PLAINES

Si55

MT

re work outdoors in ell season, end spied PinevainueWinn

NIGHT HOSTESS

439-4060

Big Pay -New People

ed outernehilee

.....

PART TIME
marnws PAINT CO.

81-Hon16niriffli

1S6,1116

Modem offices. pi aaaaa r ricumidines. *rat. mob ic

zzldmz:a

Mount Prospect

approximately February 15th. 10% shift bonuses available.

APPLY IN PERSON OR PHONE 394-4450 FOR APPOINTMENT

s,

PHONE 437-3700

also 2nd shift openings available

Saturday interviews arranged for your convenience.
316W. University Drive (Arlington Industrial Park/

MAIDS

16 W. Northwest Hwy.

must be

u lull

I

880

Polon, Gen. Olf.

so

man
onditens. Coll

5550
5450

Arl Nts Um FIRM

MILLING MACHINE HANDS
The individuals we hire for MILLING MACHINE OPERATORS
-

350

le?

827,6628

t'Tn':,'SPrE.CO'e's'Xnes

V figure Clerk

TALL

TELLER TRAINEE
HECH

Des El Gid friday
Mt Pros
sem.,

owned subsidiary of Cincinnati, Inc. formerly
the Cincinnati Shaper Company, are now
occupying their new quarters in the Arlington Research Center, immediately adjacent
to Radio station WEXI....WE'RE
GROWING

These are first shift openings

Needed

Now Is The
Time To Get Your
1970 Job
Register By Phone
Or Come In

WE'VE DOUBLED
OUR SIZE!

typing
required.
M.,
have own transportation.
olary
commensurate
with experience. Com.
peep paid benefits.
kills

Nen Larson E ASsociates

An Equal Opportunity Employer

An Equol OPInstan, EmPIoner

oneence. used

RN's & LPN's

ipn%

spored obililies: geed aeul and general intelligence. ..ha.

2 young led,es with know odg e of various office
duties. Must have ex-

rOinh,c 00642%m:rod wql

Co1172,604S m MR -719/

74 To Rent Apartmest5

FE 8-2075

tickers ro riololon. mooning
which are imam...en,
assistance m citizens en the street and reporting

ler interwew

METRO GOLDWYN
MATER

3600 to $635

METER MAID

945-3770

372-5300

ENGINEERING CO.

/No Reit Furnished Apartments

at ...IRO Intmc6We nrc

394 0765

,r,:nlie:r%cZkoZe

255-4500

HOSPITAL

Union 76 Division: Eastern Region

ARNOLD

Vacant

MICRODY NE, INC.

PERSONNEL DEPT

HOLY FAMILY

1432.Rend Road

392-5362

COMPLETE TRAINING

CONTACT OUR EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT FOR DETAILS

.4 Paid xelidass

CALI iniff noimo

FREE TRAVEL!

Positions open in our cenTrol moil room fon moil clerks. Learn re operote
various mailing machines. Also hove need for individual with chauff eurs
license Ur driver oSnignment in addition tO other duties.

WE OFFER,

Commercial

Come ,normal gob Heave

5.

ATTENTION!

driveway solesmon, Full trme. Must be Over 21 years of ape. Phase

WITH NO LAYOFFS)

Residential

ea emend, bow wooes memo ohilin.

Pa,

'6ntnELV'N PERSON

EXPERIENCED

Our secs station ot Golf Rood and Meechom has openings for

$3.07 to 3.65 per hr. depending on experience
We need Men who want Permanent Jobs

INSPECTOR

cod 09

aloe no,n 2

Ken Larson En Associates

DRIVEWAY SALESMAN

OPERATORS

TECHNICIAN

IV t -More Inform:abaci Can

Honk Nelson
292-2501

coo xyvews er 3e,7191

TOOL ROOM MACHINE

$

Marring

TYPIST

CLERICAL -LABOR

$3.41 to 4.06 per hr. depending on experience

QUALITY CONTROL

Pmitions

590 to $135 per Wk.
DOCTOR'S
ASSISTANT

Good opportunity fon recent college graduate or person with some cost
accounting experience Degree in accounting or business admi n i nn ration

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

DIET

URGENTLY NEEDED:

ACCOUNTANT

FOR A BETTER DEAL!

3965680

CLERK TYPISTS

593-6690

Real Estate

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

392-2700

New

Bed

Lancer Carp. 0961500.
Mar. Is.

3.165 per ma. plus

uhlirien References and Sec.
Poe t. 011514N -1M

901nyesenentProperty
4 uNIT MAR -WENT

B.'

H.

Realtors, 518 f No M
Mt Ptospect }V, 6,20
8BRTdt Hones

0441/4 G. HAT1J14
Builder/Developer

township, 36500
'68 Hornene 12,42

2664.
1

hdrm on

Page IN

Endes Fehr°, 6 1920
44 Doge Pete &Equement

27-1Ielp Wented.Plen & Wendt

18

tie

be

5

HOUSEMEN

MAIDS

350

2,9-6076

elNbEDpo rtF

PEreRMXANENT

CARPETING

air!.

e

vono6RCAIV4

40% - 60% OFF

WE HAVE

l'Attf

3.

TOWN & COUNTRY

at.

PET SHOP
Mil CL E 1115
.1.01

MOOD BTU outpuf: 88.
npul.
CI 3.4334

" 0 ZII'n'tt

3725

259 5183

112Aubsertiss Far Sale

Free Ruble..

hobtt lea4

Wather. Dryer, Larn 330 Her

Sees

E

BARRINGTON

390

Idre

Chr

5

13 g

IMPORT MOTORS

P

126 N. COOK ST
RAWINGTON

Men All excel. Nand R35.61332

Day Want Ads
Get Results

eralosio
112.AutomoMes For Sale

e mete

P *ye

34 Arls and ketiques

'68 Plymouth Fury III
TronsmilliOn.

I

2 See.31e4

Dianne Set le excel

coned

LE:Ca' 11:44 "z4:57 ECE7 JECnir

-

4374106
ee,b

PRICE THAW

GREAT SAVINGS ON

42.11antal To Buy

O.

-

C Rem

!Zir, Ers =or.'

9845

$1995

'67 Plymouth Suburban

'60 Chevy. Impala 55
VS Atnarrolic Inanwnitsion. TOW

R

USED CARS

tI95 51741764

CEN /ER.

1001

Registered. 253 RIR
23

NEAMON5 hichbatted temp.
al

.1968 CHEVROLETS

UFO. F or Has a. 1300 KAN

44.fts, Pals & WARM

Coll 253.17a

225

Prieed here

MANOR

Toot woke Bea, Noieihrool,
AO0,1

72,7367

111E01,1-

'69 DELTA 88
HOLIDAY SEDAN

9095"

Factory

hydro

PONTIAC.

I;s7'''

or, 1969,

666 E. Northwest Hwy.

Arlington Heights

white

$2100

07;9'4.5172

Backed By Our Famous

GOLD SEAL OR GREEN

919 Pikeo r8aLkt 1150

mkt,

model A ford 132o sec. Lem

'69 FORD Golrode 500

WE SPECIALIZE
In !Duality 2nd Cars.
These Cars Stan
In coldest Weather!
60 e..9eiee 4 does o 00.

The Big Car Buys
available now at

Power, Factory A,, Conditioning, Deluxe
Stroh, Bench Seats, Cruise Control, Electric Rear

,e,,

"""r ''.43100

co,eis

'69 FORD Goloxie 500

'68 TORINO
For tlloP

Ime

$1 795

'69 FORD XL
Sperm.

Srreo"strik,o'Srff.tetiraTI
rZr.
so,or, and ert ekko. eyi

these leading

hydremotic

1967 CONTINENTALS, BEAUTIFUL COLOR SELECTIONS TO CHOOSE FROM.
'

'tansies.=

$1895
'66 GTO

welt
$$$$
'60 CHEVROLET

1968 PLYMOUTH FURY III
4 Dr. Hardtop, Automatic 1,11,1,55i0, Power Steering. Power Brakes, Factory Air Conditioning

1969 MACH I
Cobra...

/022
1968 BUICK WILDCAT

igine, AM, FM Stereo, 4 Speed

pio, 004 okes, as. bes.warekta $3735

N -W Suburban

VOLVO

Auto Dealers:

$2995

1e

$1744

Wigglesworth Imports, Inc.
1723 Waukegan Road
Glenview, Ill.

/188

Transmission.

Power

Steering,

1967 MERCURY
Coreerlible, full

Power.

9366

530 Northwest Highway
Corner Northwest Highway
Greenwood and Busse
Jim Aikey Ford
750 E. Northwest Hwy. (Rt. 14)
Des Plaines, Ill.
Ladendorf Oldsmobile
Rand and Central Roods
Des Plaines, III -

WIGGLESWORTH
IMPORTS, INC.

r'r"'" $3800

r'r

Morton Pontiac
666 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

day,. P

n

GLENVIEW

"""

224-1800

d

Seeing Is

Believing

DICE WICKSTISOM
'THE BOSS"

CL 5-5700

Your
Eye on

(CHICAGO) SP 4-2121

GMO HEADQUARTERS

The Day's

Phones: 8254879
Chicago 774.8177
Men. -Pd. 9.9

Saiwoloy 94
CLOSED SUNDAY

$2595

HT 8 ERE Cbarnpunee gold.
Be., Let eadlamps.

$2900

11P-

'68 BUICK LeSABRE CUSTOM 400
Dr., H-2., Deluxe Interior, full Power, 400 Turbine Trans., WW's, Aspen Green with Block Vinyl
Roof. factory Warronty.
4

$2495

EXEC CARS

35 IN STOCK
MACH I MUSTANG

-

'SHELBY GT COBRA

ranty.

$4495

Power, Factory A, Conditioning, Radio,
WW's, Deluxe Stroto Bench. Interior White in colFull

or. Green Seal, Sharp!

$2195

9886

1970 MAVERICK

exampie

MANY "A.I USED CARS ON NAND

'69 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE

NOW $2775

UNBELIEVABLE?
1960 OLDS 442
power steering,

power brakes, bucket seats, $11995
radio, heater, white.wolls.

1968 FORD GALAXY 500
V-8, automatic, power steering, power brakes, white
walls, law mileage.

$1675

9995

1966 CORVETTE CONNERNUR.

OPEN SUNDAYS

Power,

Factory

Air

Conditioning,

Radio,

WW's, Deluxe Al Vinyl Interior, Yellow with Black
Vinyl Roof. Green Seal.

'65 OLDS VISTA CRUISER

1968 PONTIAC G.T.O. Rnp Rea white Nis 4
honed. Rudy

32895

0.1,1, Dower Steering B. Brakes, Automatic, NM's,

Al Vinyl Interior, Electric Tadao. Window, Extra
Nice, Green Seel_

NW WIRER STATION WAGON, Yollow. An,
mono, SHARP

......

...

TRUCK SPECIALS

'64 OLDS 98 LUXURY SEDAN

roll Power, factory Air Conditioning, Radio, Like
New Set Of WW's, Tires 4 ply, Serviced Fere
Regularly. Runs Like New.

40 IN STOCK
'70 Ford F100 Pick Up F100

'70 Ford Club Wagon

$1295

3895

AP-

111P -11P-

$1195

$2575-

-2 2'''' $2956

'65 PLYMOUTH FURY III 4 DR.
Economy 0.0, Power Steering, Automatic Radio,
VINV's, Clear Plastic Seat Cover, Extra Clean.

$1095

'70 Ford F-350 Tow Truck

he, anti

0.5521.99 WO $5795

298

1970 Ford

41

Foil

1969 T BIRD LANDAU doh, ace hooded

1.,3:1.1hort

DICK WICKSTROM

'67 OLDS DELTA 88 4 DR., H.T.

$1995
972

SHOPPING

CENTE,4

Full Power, Factory Air Conditioning. Power Win.
doers, Pow/Seots, WW's Radio, Gold Seal War-

'66 TORONADO H.T.

'00.
1970 TORINO COBRA

529-7070
Roselle, Illinois

AUTO

1295

Dpi oom

WE'RE SELLING THESE
BELOW DEALERS COST

Automatic,

'67 OLDS 98 2 DR., H.T.

WiOciross 429's

555 Irving Path Road

IN PARR RIDGE
Sal25011121WIST9IONWAN

Warranty. Really Sharp!

$2395

DEMOS - FACTORY

power glide, power
radio,
heated
white walls

4211

OLDSMOBILE

sole, Bucket Seats, Radio, WW's, Chrome Style
Wheals, Black with o Black Vinyl Pool. Factory

C's " do' $3450

'69 FORD LID

The Boss
Says,

2 Or. Loaded with Extras, toll P., Flaw Con-

cog gr..

1713 Woukeeen ed.

1968 IMPALA STATION WAGON

$999

'68 PONTIAC GRAN PRIX

or wean a:mem.
1193 299-021,1 5 PM week-

$2895

'69 FORD LTD Country Squire

11021

1965 MUSTANG

Loaded wiM Extras and Full Power, Air Conditioning, Radio, NAN.s, White With o Contrasting

s. Orin. Me

MUSCLE CARS
CARS

Radio

1410 E. NORTHWEST HWY
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS

$2995
'66 CADILLAC CPE. DEVILLE
Vinyl Roof. One Owner. Green Seal.

Barrington Imports Volvo
126 No. Cook St.
Barrington, Ill.

04, Aularnonc Transmission, Power Steering, Radio,
Helder

Warranty. Black Jode with Block Vinyl Roof.

2 Or HT 8 cyl Gonl,no

FREE
Rota Lincoln Mercury
1410 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington His. III.

it Conditioning, Radio, Pow -

Windows h Seats, Low Mileage, with fame,

"69 FORD LTD

oewea

Keep

1967 LANDAU THUNDERBIRD
Vinyl Roo

Automats
Hear.

Full Power, Factory

r4r' *3000

'rr

Lattof Chevrolet
800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Hts. III.

1966 MUSTANG.

'68 OLDS. 98 COUPE

iee midy ',leered eke, color keyed

GNI:re!

Set of Dayton Premium Tires. A Gorgeous Aqua
with Black Vinyl Roof. Really Sharp, Gold Seal
Warranty For Those Who'really enjoy luxury.

'69 FORD LTD

Ad Write

Dick Wickstrom Chevrolet
555 Irving Park Road
Roselle, Ill.

S, COLORS AND PERFORMANCE NOT FOUND IN

1967 COUGAR
Full Power, Factory Air Conditioned

$2569

2 Do Hardtop, Full Power, Factory Air Conditioned,

/033

1969 CONTINENTALS, INTER
ANY OTHER AUTOMOBILE.

Loaded with on Options. factory Ar, Like New

orrol, wSw Tine NS.

moor Vinyl

1967 SHELBY 6 P069A,

1968 CONTINENTALS, LEATHER CRAFTED INTERIORS, FULL LUXURY
EQUIPMENT.

'68 OLDS 98 LUXURY SEDAN

..on and renoto rote,.

Ray Oldsmobile

'67 OLDSMOBILE

$3495

ys

296-6137

'68 CAMARO

$$$$

'69 FORD LTD COUNTRY SQUIRE

Miles.
#77:.374X3

or

.7L

$4295

Rock, 3 Way Tollgate, F000ry Warranty. Low

tr.; E.r?rii"aiire"W41, sok

oor

Block Vinyl Roof. Factory Warranty.

Air Conditioned, Radio, WW's, Chrome Luggage

Aloolloaaorural,

$2795

Window Defogger, Radio. WWA °loon, with a

hod, sMe wide PM PTA.

ing & Power Oise Biakes, Cruisearnal, factory

wall,,
s7cidlf

'68 BUICK

'69 TORONADO.H.T.

10 Passenger, (Ford's Best) 390 V-8, Power Steer-

Around -Me

ALA

SEAL WARRANTY
Full

btop.
lock-milesl$299$

392-6660
CLOSED SUNDAYS

Previously Owned Luxury Automobiles for the 1)1,4' riminating Buyer.

1966 CONTINENTALS,LOCALLY OWNED AND SERVICED, FULL LUXURYEQUIPMENT.

B

"69 FORD Galaxie 500

low, power
windows,

America's most distinguished motorcar

.

mission, power
berokes, power

CL9-4100

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
CL 9-4100

AB Coed,
trans
14.2'sf

FOIRFSIRY ArIONS [AU

G CLEARANCE MGR

SPECIAL

F THE WEEK

Daily & Lang Term Leosing

s

rOeiwerenessfe

'995

-Balance of Factory War may Available -

ce

. ng

'67 Pontiac GTO Hdtp. Cpe.

Ready to go...! Many to Choose from...

aids he woe Gigs.
buy
he roes le.

.13t.321.5

'65 Chevrolet Impala Cpe.

V-8 Engines and all the Standard Safety Features of the Late Model Cars -Winterized and

ni.wi i°

Sotnm

Pam Ready

H.Wn
whin-wae. Ga- 9795

Used Oars
Me -el Your PO Crow

pp,

I SPEC

61A

GUARANTEED
USED CARS TO
CHOOSE FROM

lev8d

.".654,086 or 6544,71.

[seem Coop. seeW
Sask.
ewee,e4a-

BaLH,1Mww efhisswel,

mesas

PRICE

'66 Oldsmobile Tornado

5ftering,

R.

100

SALE

IS BACK AT A

9195,

There's a' World of Difference
at Ladendorfs

,'69 FORD, 2 Dr. Sedan
nr,

6M0

'66 Vlkswgn Fastback Cpe.
H, iositowas, wa

OPEN SUNDAY

29E1.2042

Som

DOWN-TO-EARTH
1.

sookitir"irs"i'

s

...foe Geld Carpoing

[end 299 FrOi

Wog, Loaded will. full Ka..

hagaw. rad !Wan. or

"

INF

112-Autanobiles For Sale

,

'68 Pontiac Exec. 9-Poss. Stet.

YOUR NEXT CAR

111bdarstilts Tot Sit

$21395

384.0890

'NO EXCLUSIVE OWE.

2 PM

'67 Olds Cutlass 2 -Dr. WM.
'66 Mercury Colony Park

Is The Best Place To Buy
'67 dCor...,..207-4.1.Gor

wee HONDA TRAIL BIKE LIKE
NEW - DOC CORD CAN 8 AM

THE HIGH
FLYING
'69 Volkswagen Kornbi Bus

JIM AIKEY FORD

lede, eon- &OA.

111Rotorcycles ad kaolin

395

Miles. New Car

'Kec.S.Zr

BMWS
olaght.

Black

Warranty

SEE THE 1970 .
MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE 11 YEAR CAR!
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

For best results use
Day Wont Ads

350 VS Auto Ma, Transmission, Pull Power, Bucket Sec.,
Console, Radio, Heater,
Whitewalls. tow, low Around
the

55-Musicallnstruments

WALNUT DINING ROOM UT.

iltratwatess Far Dle

t5,629

Oronhoror

47 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

$.65

DAY PUBLICATIONS

CHECK WHY

'69 FIREBIRD H.T. CPE.

U4-2175

PIECE JUNIOR

0

Gar

A See large samples in
yur home.
S.o. Teens available

358-6563

BEV

P go IR

10751110PartsaslAccess.
floc

GAF lunir NoN
et. Rat Gut. v.. 101

1070

modal horn. Will names

r

yea MIS

de

Fad ty Fohr,

LIONJILIPE

!bawdy Monio

I. Closing out slack

II

OuT

clot b

1. Heavy Rote OrDefin9
PF

tele

Mer ly est.. the loree Syl

3,
'otIZ'AX=Rs

71.4.131:11UEIMBIDENDIBBEID

rho, odl no,

ELFC tR01.11C1. 112C12/19F0

LOOK -

5011D...a STEPS., kit. FIG

1U5

NO 12NOWLFOGF OF TV OR

"O'Bure't,';a8 0567

529..11

ee

.

,

eZent:18/ILZt;

Ka"t70"474: "n

TN;

Ihor flea ROW Feb 2

11.1.

THia

ORN

or full kme Wane.

rt"IT t°,171'1^'
dr, 81,6 efi IBM

en r

SHIstrallstInntesh

DRAR

y4 k

Experienced Cow*
5 Hours 6 Evenings
Call 1E11285

inusness

t23 417 75.17 oh 4

JANITORS
Pan Time Even,.

41-liceiefungshingefonetuie

32411ecellannue Merchandee

Ton

259F16,

ply nylon.

From $5689 to $4750

1970 Ford F600

tr'rot,e'",,.Zy7e.r's,roT7
FruehoyII Von ON Door, 9691,

$$$$

F1,11 31°R

JIM AIKEY FORD
750 E. NORTHWEST HWY.
DES PLAINES, ILL.

827-2163

Ge

04A.

RAND &CENTRAL ROADS
DES PLAINES, ILL
Hour, Mon doe Relay 9 001129 00
Set 9 oo to 5 00 Closed Sundays

PHONE 827-3111

SHORT RIBS
r

,

4

Page 20
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1-1AVE A NEW

OUT OUR WAY

2

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

5
7

HE,' A MHITE

COMIC BOOKS
MAYBE CL OONEYS YEAH,IF
ELEPHANT SALE! PONT YOU
HAPPIER IN HIS
PROMOTION
I LOVE 'EM!
REALIZE. I'M PRESENT STATE, DECREASES
THAT
WHEN IS IT ?
NOT WORRYING
MAKING A
WILL YOU HAVE
TIMELY
EXPENSIVE
ABOUT SUCH
ANY COmic,
MACHINE
COMMENT ON
DEEP
BOOKS ?
WON'T PAY
THE. FIGHT
PROBLEMS.'
FOR ITSELF
AGAINST INFLATION!
AND WILL BE
WITH SHORTER WORKA WHITE.
ING HOURS WE RE ELEPHANT!
OH ,NEYER

AS A BOWLER, TWIGGS,

11 -LE SCARING
ALWAYS THE

26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters

9

ails

J

GIVE

Editorial
26 Quiz
2

cial ever to defect.
5

The High Chap-

arral
The Cannons hire
a former gunfighter.

ROBIN MALONE

The Flying Nun
A wealthy graduate of the convent's
orphanage wants to
adopt a boy who is
disorderly and mis7

chievous as he once
was.

AND NOuLL NOTICE-THEN/
DON'T SAN/ WHAT BECAME
OF THIS MOTHER HUBBARD
OR HER UNFORTUNATE DOG!

26 Today's Racing
32 Of Lands and
Seas

"Norway
Bold Vikings."

The

26 Big Play
7:00

Your

Show

tract that could put it
in the black.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.

ScREE0Eck

19) You may have to cancel
weekend plans in favor of business enterprises this morning.
Don't he alarmed by swift

YOMC

C'N HAVE TH'
MONEY FER

9

21) Routine Saturday chores

must be taken care of first
thing in the morning. Then
you can turn your attention to
social activities.
ARIES (March 22 - April
20) Many opportunities today
for gain. But the wise Aries
will he quick to choose one and
to stick to his choice.

TAURUS (April 21 - May.
21) Time now to replenish

Pro Basketball
The Bulls vs. the

HENNY PENNY SAYS
THE etcY 15 FAI

I

is ex-

termely important today. Take

11 NET Journal

(It 1110 1, MA,

owner who

pital.

in their mutual suf-

The Ghost and

Mrs. Muir
The Muirs get in

10:00
News
News
7 News
9 News

About a mad killer
who strangles a wom-

an and pitches Boston into frenzy.

32 News Final
9

Cromie Circle

school.

of the News
3 2 The Honeymooners
10:30

11 Bird of the Iron

2

2

Late Report

Feather
An exterminator,

Show
5

sent by Public Aid to
spray the apartment
of Rhode's relatives,

7

2

Meditation

9

Naked City

7

2:50
Reflections

9

3:25
News

peat the story that
Capt. Gregg's ancest o r founded the

more
meets
roaches.

than

1:05

2:05

Mery Griffin

Tonight Show
Dick Cavett

Show
9 Movie
"From Hell

2:10
2:35

to

Texas." Western
with Don Murray on

32 Truth or Con-

the run with posse on

sequences
8:00

his trail for accidentally killing a man.

Here Come the

Brides
A tent saloon,
complete with dancing girls, opens and
Lottie's
threatens

11 NET Festival
26 Red Hot and
32 Movie

9

place.

Gary Cooper is incurably good Sa-

ries Bette Davis when

"Good Sam."

11 NET Playhouse
32 Big Valley
9:00

maritan in this life-

alliance with Mary

less comedy.

Astor is annuled. He
is lost in plane crash,
leaving Davis and
pregnant Astor to
battle each other and
the elements.

CBS News Spe-

2

11:00

cial

"LBJ: The DeciHalt

to

11 NET Festival
"The World
James Buswell."

the

Bombing."
5

3:40
Movie
"The Great Lie."
George Brent mar-

Blues

Bracken's World
An agent, deter-

mined

to

make

of

9

5:40
News

9

5:45
Biography

12:00

Movie

2

a

movie headliner out

"Salome." Biblic-

of his football star,

al drama of illustrious dancer who of-

THE BORN LOSER

LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23)
the Libra who deals with children. You can get a new lease
on life simply by becoming
aware.

you
might think. Guard
against health hazards toward

evening.

CAPTAIN EASY
THIS DEALER!

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22) A day calculated to
bring joy to a social -minded
Sagittarian. You stand an excellent chance of impressing

YVE5 LAND!, YOU

THE HEAD OF THE SLICKEST
GANG OF JEWEL THIEVES

ENTRUSTED THE GEM
11:7,, WHO WAS HE

IN FRANCE:

ACTUALLY?

WHEN I GOT TO PARK( HE NOT

I EITHER WANT THAT STONE

ONLY REFUSED TO PAY OFF.*
EVEN DENIED KNOWiN6 MEL

BACK' OR WI SHARE OF THE SALE

AND THAT STONE'S WORTH

PRICE- 10.000 COLCASD
'

DO THE

+0 GRAND:

LEcTiNG

24 "- Lescaut"
by Puccini
25 Bellini opera
28 Irish

playwright

30 Cretan

others favorably.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23

EAU MNMNMMUN'F-1

MIAMMNM.LA NMNHU

56 Put strain on
57 Lifetime
1 Mozart opera, 58 Think
59 Bdfore
Giovanni"
60 Neither
4 Puccini opera, 61 German river
"La -'s
62 Mountains
9 "- Bartered (ab.)
Bride"
DOWN
(Smetana)
1 Humid
12 Bustle
2 European
13 Bay window
river
14 Existed
3 Not any
15 Bipeds
4 Man's
16 French river
nickname
17 Beast of
5 Fanon
burden
6 Forefather
18 Predator's
7 US. coins
victim
8 Malted brew
20 Permit
9 American
21 Ceremony
humorist
22 High card

An unexpected pleasure awaits

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov
22) Regular Saturday activities bring more benefits than

WUM
WNWM MWOM
MMM ML- UU OHMN

ACROSS

surprised should you he called
upon to give evidence this afternoon.

mountain

31 Blacksnake
33 In the past
36 Lower limb
37 Intended
38 Race course

-

Jan. 20) A leisurely Saturday
which may be marred here and
there by a business necessity.

Even so, you can find relaxation.

39 Occident
40 Symbol of
love

Answers to
Hideaword
CAPRICE
pare

cape

rice
reap

carp

rape

crape

ripe
recap

I'M CARRYING THESE BoOKS AND
WEARING THESE SQUARE CLOTHES
BECAUSE I'M TRYING TO CHANGE
MY DUMB- SEXY-BWNDE

FOUND MYSELF WONDERING
IF YOU'RE REALLY A

SLONDEJ

Boccanegra"
(Verdi)
45 Nocturnal
manunal
48 So be it!

47 "- Rosen-

WAGE.:

kavalier"
(Strauss)

49 Verdi opera
53 Make lace

54 "-

acre

icer
ipecac
epic

YEAH I LATELY I'VE

Godunov"

MOMMMU E=KAMWNW

NEAMMW
MNOMM
LAW1 uOrii i
MUOW
WiqRRN MiAMMUM
MMPWWUPP
MME1
MNMM MM - N OMM

9111.7NF=1

OMPOR

21 Uncooked
23 Bizet opera
24 Flotow opera

43 Insect stage
44 Measuring
device
(1847)
45 Saline solution
25 Nothing
47 Opium, for
26 Poem
instance
27 Tattered cloth 48 Goddess of
28 Begone!
discord
29 Female bird 50 Newspaper
32 Roman bronze
paragraph

33 Winglike part 51 Pointed
34 Pikelike fish
missile
35 Choose
52 Cutting tools
39 Gained victory 54 Arrow's
41 Greek letter
c companion
42 Demon
55 Indian weight

10 Must
(2 words)
11 German city
19 Edible root

12--"3

4

12

13

14

15

16

17

5

6

7

8

11

9

10

18

25

26

1

27

30

31

36

37

28

29

32

33 34

35

51

52

Immr42

43

44

a
53

54

57

58

60

55

56

62

(Moussorsky)
Cull It Nu,

1.41=1

ILA[--]

Mr -]UM W=3UM P=1WO

circuit

pacer

7

26 A Black's View

trouble when they re-

1:00
Movie
"The Strangler."

32 Debbie Drake
2
5

tragedies.

2-1

I.. TA lg.. US. N. OK

VIRGO (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23)

pace

Paintings;
Great Music

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Household chores take your
time this morning. Don't be

pear

32 100

New York City hos-

Operas

side.

pair
price

12:45

"Hospital" takes a

look at the life in a

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

care that you don't approach
the problem from the wrong

race

12:35
News

9

9:30

-

turn your attention to a workday problem.
LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23)

pier

dreds of years ago.

OF ALLMAie .

July
231 Mix business and pleasure
to your great advantage today.
Though Saturday, you should

care

Paul Harvey

32

Comments

71-116 HA6 10 BE THE
GREATEST FEJT-ON

ING.'

leaders call for you.

crap
caper

of those
who killed her hun-

MORTY MEEKLE

rather than put upon should

Pica

12:30
Movie

cO

handsomely in the near future.
GEMINI (May 22 - June
21) Community enterprises
call for your special talents.
Consider yourself fortunate

circa

5

EEK & MEEK

Good grooming will pay off

Your mental outlook

Midnight Report
Chicago Show

cendants

9:25

lands a job for the

Hawks at Atlanta.

your wardrobe where you can.

CANCER (June 22

Fe.

ferings from separate

sion

Disaster threatens
when the Brady kids
take over the running
of the house.

71-I' MOVIE!

March

The Brady

Bunch

TAPE-

RECORDED
TEMPER
TANTRUM!

AFTER ALL THAT
YELLIN':

OKAY! YA

7

I USE A

I DON'T UNDERSTAND
IT! YA OfIGHT4 BE SO
HOARSE YA CAN'T TALK

changes.
-

bids on a mail con-

BUGS BUNNY

FOR SATURDAY

2(1

Triple A Airline

6).E.A1.- 7%1

Horoscope

PISCES (Feb.

Tim Conway

5
7

"Black Sunday."
A witch swears vengeance on the des-

King."
Perry Mason
32 News

find a common bond

7

Book,"

9

Hall of Fame,

7

6:55

2

of a band of

tessen

the

and

"Love and the First

derly Jewish delica-

6:30
2 Get Smart
Max is given the
job of protecting the
highest KAOS offi-

Baptist
Hayworth,
Stewart Granger
the

R it a

Nighters" and
"Love and the

A man sets out on the

g h e t t o -born black
youngster and an el-

6:25

fers herself to spare
John

Love, American

Banned

"A Storm in Summer." Peter Ustinov
and N'Gai Dixon
star in the Rod Serling drama about a

77#7-1i,;'11'1%

DL-AUDE HOPPER
ASKS FOOLISH QUESTION *6,001

Style
"Love

7:30
2 Movie
"Cutter's Trail "

5

Psychology.

JE3Asse-

ibe

town of Santa

11 TV College

..111!,INIllafiegnst

7

John Gavin Jr.

6:15

'IwLt

26 Luis Carlos Ur-

who
have destroyed the'

Social Science.

"Y-1)

star in a Kevin Grant
movie

comancheros

20 TV College

Xp2)4_-,

Week in Review

trail

6:10

ADVICE 1

FIRMER.,

MIND!

Mike Douglas

Show

FIRST -rt,

Bur -70U COULD BE
EVEN GREATER! IF
rou'LL aUGT CUT DCVN
',OUR BACKSWING, "OUR
WRIST WILL BE MUCH

6:00
News
News
News

WRY ARE
THE GUYS WHO

ARE LAST IN

I REALIzE THAT YoLl
HAVE A REPUTATION

11 Washington

TONIGHT

BOOK FROM AMERICA

(Nowspopor Enterprise Auk)

Pro5pert Dap

WEATHER
Tonight:

Clearing, low

near 20. Tomorrow: Fair
and warmer.

Telephone

2554400

Your Home Newspaper
Volume 4, Number 203

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

18 Pages

Monday, February 9, 1970

Rand -Golf corridor under fire
The

controversial

connect the Edens Expressway
with the FA -65 Expressway

Rand -

(Route 53 north of Arlington
Heights). The proposed ex-

Golf Expressway may he
doomed by the public opposition now threatening to as-

-

^,

or near the northwest suburban towns of Skokie. Glenview,

bers of the Illinois House of

Heights.

Representatives from the 3d
District, Rep. Eugene F.
(R -Arlington
Schlickman
Heights) and Rep. David J.
Regner

(R -Mount

THIRTY DAYS ago Rep.
Robert Juckett IR-Park Ridge)
who represents in the state legislature. residents of Skokie.
Glenview and Des Plaines.

Prospect)

publicly came out opposing
the building of the new ex-

Hersey students Dave Haney (left), 1420 E. Green 1,m, Mount

Prospect, and Matt Comerford, 21)14 Pine 'Free Dr., Arlington
Heights flank -trumpet virtuoso Rafael Mendez at Hersey High's
recent concert. Mende', who has been playing trumpet for near -

ly 58 years, flew in for rehearsal before performance, told Hersey
hand he hadn't played "Carmen" in five years because none of

the school bands he'd worked with

-

.

Sunday afternoons concert
was better.
Not that

Caneva, Hersey's hand direc-

"Manic," the accoustics were
tine.

sal. No hand he'd been playing

ished

AND BY THE time Scott

with recently, except Hersey.

night

Saturday

wasn't good enough. In fact.

said, "Ladies and gentlemen,Hersey
Mendez!"
--Rafael
High parents and friends were
glowing with a warm welcome

had been able to tackle the

some people who weren't so fa-

miliar with the Hersey band

hand

hit

fir the return visit of the famed trumpet virtuoso.
With the grace and polish-

might even have called it outstanding.

AND EVEN though

night, the sound system had a
drowning out h.
few s
C. Scott's narration accost

ponying "America the Beau
tiful."

It had been five years since

But most people didn't care.

together in a cymbal -

crashing finale.

"Let's do

it again,"

said

Hersey students had been rehearsing with Mendez'

only as fast as you took the
slower parts," apologized Caneva. Indeed, blending Mendez' tempos and Hersey's ac-'
companiment was the biggest
problem at the rehearsal.

"THIS IS going to require
more

work,"

said

Caneva,

(Continued on page 2

"1,Ve made it!" shouted Don

By Jan Bone
By more than a lour -to -one

margin, voters in School District 21 approved two proposals which will provide more
election

$800,000 in its own construction bonds, passed by 1,930 yes

to 423 no.

See chart
on page 2

was

termed "a vote of confidence"

by Supt. Ken ( till, who said
the voter turnout was the lar
gest in district history.
Proposition I. which authorized the district to issue

MONEY FROM this will

center, paving and site work at
Jack London School in Wheel-

ing, and equipment for Tarkington, the administration
center. and Hawthorne School.

Hawthorne will he built in
Wheeling in 1971 from funds
already approved at the last

pay for an addition to 'Larking -

referendum.
Proposition II, which per -

ton School in Wheeling, addi-

'hatted the district to borrow

District 57 chief Hanson
to seek re-election in April
District 57 School
President

Harrison

Board
Hanson.

501) S. William. Mown Prospect. has announced that he
will seek re. -election to the
School Board in April.
Hanson who ran as a
Caucus endorsed candidate in

first

1967 will complete his
term on the board in April.
In February of 1969. when

past School Board Piesident
James Ruff resigned. Hanson
was unanimously selected by
the other hoard members to
serve the balance of his term as
president.

OF THREE hoard members with terms expiring in
April. Hanson is tfii only one
seeking re-election.
members
Board

( 'harles

Houchins and Ralph Walberg
announced

in

January

that

they will not run again.
Walberg will complete

for

reason

seeking another

three year term is that. "Many
projects have been started by
the School Board while I have
served on it and I would like to
lollow some of them through
conclusion. -to their
Shortly. after Hanson took
over

Board

;is

President in

1969. the hoard successfully
passed a $274.500 referendum

for additions to Gregory and
Sunset Park schools.
The referendum was passed

in March. 1969 and construction at both schools is now in
final stages of completion.
The Sunset Park addition
includes a multi -purpose room
with a stage, two special education roosts and storage space.

GREGORY WILL
have

new

a

also
multi -purpose

room with a stage and PTA
kitchen

a

three year term in April and
Houchins will finish two years
on the hoard.

HANSON SAID his main

October, the School
Board was again successful in
Last

$550,000 referendum after a $600,000 referendum was defeated in June to
passing

a

cover part of the cost of an addition now under construction
at Lincoln School to make that

school the sole junior high in
the District.
-Fhe total cost of the Lincoln
addition is $990,000, with
$440,000 of that being paid
from money received front the
sale of Central School.

WWI M3 \

gityg

Hear hOw the fat salesman stuck to his diet? He lost his credit
cards.

will he released by the county
assessor in March. after hearings are held on objections to
the assessments as set by the

library hoard and the village
hoard or its financial com-

office of the county assessor

FINANCIAL COMMITTEE

two years -- the library's

1.854 yes to 493 no.
Money front ISBC,

bor-

rowed under a 16 and twothirds years interest -free loan,
will pay for a 30 -classroom
school in the Northgate subdi-

vision of Arlington Heights, a
addition to
s
x -classroom
Field School in Wheeling, and
equipment and site work for
i

A "VOTE NO"

village board have not seen

tions ordinance

adopted in

eve -to -eye on finances since

finance. Richard Jesse, relinquished the library's bookkeeping chores to the library's

July. 1969. for the fiscal year
beginning May I. 1969, was
the levy of $153.601) for library purposes, representing
the full 12 cents allowed rate

finance chairman two years

on $128 million.

ago.

Because it is a community
library, not an independent

district library, Mount
of elected
directors, although they arc
Prospect's

hoard

to levy taxes to support it.

The library does not have
a bonding power of its own.
but must rely upon the annual

levy that is reflected in local
real estate tax bills as 12 cents
per $100 of equalized assessed

valuation, or about $12 per
year to the owner of a home

of $30.000 market value
($10,000 equalized assessed
valuation).

tem.

The letter critized District
for "costly experimental
non-academic programs."
21

Supt. Ken Gill reproduced
the "vote no" flyer and sent it
home with the district's 7,700
children Friday --with his own
reply firmly stapled on top.

In the fall of 1969 the junior

Grove, and Field, Holmes,
Sandburg, Tarkington and

high school curriculum was
expanded to include a prac-

Twain in Wheeling.

tical arts course and typing.
The School Board has now al-

Auto stolen

located $3,050 to the school
District's administration to be
used for a summer curriculum
project to prepare courses and
materials to be initiated at Lin-

Another curriculum project
recently approved by the
School Board is a kindergarten

program for Gregory School
to begin in September, 1970.

DURING HANSON'S
term as board president a new
Citizen's Advisory Council
(Continued on page 2)

A 1969 Pontiac valued at
$3,000 belonging to Robert E.
Bliven of 1400 S. Busse,

Mount Prospect, was stolen
yesterday from the parking lot

of General Telephone Co.,
1865 Miner, Des Plaines.

Montgomery Ward & Co.
burglarized Friday night and
96 quarts of oil valued at $50
were taken.

However Nlayor Robert
leiehert. an attorney, and
Village Attorney John Zim-

imum of 20 cents per S100.

IN ADDITION to the
5153,600 levied, the library
estimated it would receive
another 512,00(1 in fines. and
a levy of 58.0011 tor Illinois
Municipal Retirement Fund

year. between the amount the
library asked for (to be levied)
and the amount collected, the

village would be obligated to
make up the difference from
other village funds.

(for library employes) was
made a part of the ordinance.
However. Jesse said that
experience has shown about 7
per cent of the levy figure proves to he uncollectahle money.

Gripe
Of The
Day

.

,
-11

The increasing use of
postage meters by large
companies and others.

A stamp collector

"The Arlington Heights
Committee wish we could

the

way will not be constructed
if north and northwest suburbanites don't want it.
Commenting on this to
Schlickman. Engineer Goiter man said a few days ago. "I do
feel we should adequately inform citizens of the area as to
the
ultimate consequences
which they will face in the near
(Continued on page 2

Closed 214
meeting
ruled OK
After reviewing the details
of a recent "illegal" closed
meeting. the state attorney's
office Friday ruled against taking action on a complaint
against District 214.

found no action appropriate at this time," Daniel

Miroballi, assistant state's attorney told The Day.
Miroballi met with five district hoard members. the superintendent. and a Prospect
Heights mother, all parties to
the informally filed complaint.
Mrs. Lynn Heidi. Marherry
Ln., phoned the state's attorney's office last week to protest

the hoard's closed discussion
of school facilities rental policy.

ALTHOUGH THE hoard
openly discussed the issue dur-

ing the Jan. 26 regular meeting. they continued further
discussion behind closed doors
later in the evening.
The five board members
who attended last
week's

closed hearing with Supt. Edward Gilbert were accompanied by the school district's
attorney. William Engelhart.
He is hilling the hoard members individually for his services during the hearing.
"We had our attorney
present on the advice of our
counsel," Supt. Gilbert said.

"DURING THE hearing
the question arose whether or
not the board members could
be provided with the attorney's service at the expense of
the district."
Legally, the board members

contributed

J`

are privately liable for the attorney's fees.
The five board

members
present during the hearing
were:
Richard Bachhuber,

report that heart diseases had
finally been conquered and

the your contributions were

(Continued on page 2)

no longer needed," said Heisler.

"WHILE WE CAN point
to steady p,rogress in the
prevention and control of
many forms of heart and
.db.

"We still witness far too many

deaths occurring from heart
attacks during the most reproductive years of life."
Beisler reported that nearly

$1,000 had been raised last
year and hopefully this year's
total would double that.
to

make

Feb.

10

mother's night off by letting

BUSINESSES
may also
celebrate Heart 'N Hamburger

Day by planning to send out
for lunch from McDonald's,

-

N=

Arlington Heights Mayor John J. Walsh (left) signs the Heart
Fund Proclamation Friday to open the February drive as Elmer
Rypkema (center) and Bill Kimpel, both of McDonald's
Restaurant, observe. McDonald's located on Northwest Hwy.
and Wilke Rd., will contribute half of its Tuesday receipts to the
Heart Fund

Mount Prospect Fire
and Police Committee, Village Hall; 8 p.m.
Mount Prospect Park
District, 600 SeeGwun
Av.; 8 p.m.

Prospect Heights Park

District, John Muir
School, Drake Terr. and

McDonald's be your cook for
the day," he said.

Meetings
Tonight

dir

ar

blood vessel diseases," he said,

Auto Store at Randhurst,

Mount Prospect, was

$93.000.

Half of the receipts from

"Plan

Oil stolen

realize that it will receive only

Heart Fund Drive.

in the district.

sold.

ite sum say $100,000, it should

ington Heights as part of the
Third Annual Heart 'N Hamburger Day and the February

hoping for a completion date
of Jan. I. 1971 because Central School must he vacated by
of that year. accordMarch
ing to the agreement made by

21, in addition to those mentioned in the chart, areKilmer
and Longfellow in Buffalo

village hoard feels that if the
library board asks for a defin-

tomorrow at McDonald's
Restaurant on Northwest
Hwy. and Wilke Rd. in Arl-

N1cDonald's has
to the fund.

the hoard When the school was

proval through a referendum
vote could raise this to a max-

in

northwest suburbs would deny
that their capacity needs to he
increased. but I think it can be'
done without spoiling alreadydeveloped home areas."

Eat to your heart's content

turnout, saying he was glad so
many parents were interested

story. Other schools in District

drives our highways

mittee.

that should there be a difference at the end of the fiscal

allowed libraries. although ap-

said

Schlickman. "that no one who

3d Heart 'N Hamburger
day scheduled Tuesday

December,
began in
1969 and the School Board is

I

Highways.
"I told (lotternifin."

source of trouble between the

recent court cases have proven

of $ 162,848.

coln

this

man. chief highway engineer
for the Illinois Division of

collection has heenn part of the -

tax rate is the maximum

estimated to be almost

GILL EXPRESSED pleasure at the size of the voter

accompanies

ter with Richard H. Goiter -

mermann have both said that

village of Mount Prospect is

THE TAX BASE for the

CONSTRUCTION Al' Lin-

A chart showing voting by

had already discussed the mat-

The 7 per cent lost through

By Illinois law the 12 cent

Applied to the SI53,600. this
would reduce actual income
S10,752 to a conthined total

signed

dren attending the school sys-

precincts

townships.

Included in the appropria-

the Northgate School.

"Your Concerned Parents
Committee of District 21,"
was mailed during the week
preceding the referendum to
some parents who have chil-

tion in the matter. Schlickman

and his deputies in the chairman John Kilroy of the

of directors and the

hoard

Arlington

Heights would he threatened. Before taking, a public posi-

cuith Sen. Arrington.
They found that officials of the
state highway department had
given each of them assurance
that the Golf -Rand Express-

The presentation of Mount
Prospect Public Library's angenerated more than its share
of controversey over the past

in
Prospect

SCHLI('KMAN also con-

S128000.000, according to
Jesse. An exact new figure
to the

of homes

Prospect.
Heights and
N fount

ferred

By Ben Clarke

N1cDonald's will he given to
the Heart Fund, according to
Arlington Heights Community
Heart Fund Chairman, Victor
Heisler. This is the third year

coln in the fall of 1970.

SIMON

funds from the Illinois School
Building Commission (ISBC)
under a "rent levy" passed by

Rand route.
"Hundreds

Library budget requests
stirs pot of controversy

tions, must rely on the village

tions to a maintenance warehouse and the administration

"I THINK this is hound to
happen if the proposed north -

Jindependent in all other fic-

Dist. 21 oks referendum 4-1
classrooms.
Saturday's

sections" and require the re-

the village's director of

"We were taking the presto
the

records, the run-through be-automatic, n ow --of nearly 58 fore the concert had been deveal, of appearing octane au- manding.
please."
153.
"Measure
diences. Mendez swung onto
the raised platform and tilted Mendez said briskly at rehearhis horn.
sal. "A little more forte.-

It's just that on Saturday

tor, triumphantly as they fin-

Mendez.

Mendez arrangement.

cut so many towns up into two

village hoard of trustees has

played "Carmen". he
told the Hersey hand at rehear-

the

new corridor that "would not

nual budget requests

he'd

time

the

By

Division of Highw:o,s to find a

The Rand -Golf Expressway
has been proposed by the Illinois Division of Highways as

till Hersey-was good

Mendez a smash na at Hersey
By Jan Bone

publicly culled on the Illinois

pressway.

enough.

,

Mount
Arlington

Plaines.

Des

Prospect and

Arrington (R -Evanston), president Pro Tem of the
Illinois Senate. announced
that he will oppose the building of the Rand -Golf Expressway through the corridor
presently proposed. .Arrington
said the proposed expressway
would he too destructive to too
many communities.
Schlickmaris opposition is
hosed large!) on the damage
that would be done to residential neighborhoods.

away from the present Golf-.

Russell

pressway would pass through

sume avalanche proportions.
This became evident during
the weekend when two mem-

west expressway is hoilt in or

moval of so Many business establishments and dwellings or
give up building the highway.
Two weeks ago Illinois Sen.

a super highway which would

By Richard Crabb

Beisler said.

Arlington Heights Mayor
John J. Walsh officially opened the Heart Fund Drive Friday when he signed the Heart
Fund Proclamation.

So "eat to your heart's con-

tent" on Tuesday from II
a.m. to I I p.m. at McDonald's
Restaurant
on
Northwest

Hwy. and Wilke Rd., in Arlington Heights.

Oak St.; 8 p.m.

School District 214
Board,

Arlington High,
502 W. Euclid, Arlington
Heights; 7 p.m.

"
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Rand -Golf corridor under fire
Won, in...I/nen Pore Il
Dame itwe Mt amt onside
mime major improvement of
highway facilities in the Golf.

he present propowl a. perbar, some alternative suggeslions within a week or 10
days.* explained Regner.

THE GOLF -RAND

Rand wea."
Re

Reo
told The Day,
*I decided several weeks ago
to impose the building of the
Esomoway over
any of the arridors. proposed
m date.

"I have delmed making a

.hlk Watemeilt until
consultations

after

which

are in
WA..with vale high.), of-

WA... tee if hernia any alter -native to the pro. cirridot which might he los deeruct.. hope to haw a
I

statement of Ply imposition to

Ex-

pas hurl proposed in
1%2 in a plan fur highway in,
provernent in ME:Chicago area
develops, Hy the Chicago
Area
Study
[CATS). co -Sponsored
9h2

Illinois Division of Highways.

in discussed at public h.r.
ings. Rep
was asthred this past week by LogiGolterman.
The GolgRand Expressway
would provide a high speed
route
the Edens Ex pressway with the Tri-State
Tollway and the
Ian ex.

the Cook County Highway
Iola to he given a
Department and the City of permanent name or number)
Chkago.
Opposition has been so
strong that the H. W. Lochner
Co.. an engineming con.
skuent firm in Chicago. is

working on nlwripite routes.

follow, the general
mute of the present Illinois
Route 53. The linkop would
he north of Arlington Heights

eomminee

leading a Donics 214 study to

Alumnusal agoutis

emend

finks

at a point between Palatine
and I rang Grove.

si,

oni.. Pro,. High. Room

Al a tweak /ad meeting last

105, interfacing ti
nut
apploinonsi tit 8 p.m.. administration

Friday, officer, and Wham -

mince chairmen a the

ee

7:30

at

clin-

of
of 75, estate

fished the group's

'I'llURSDAY. FEB. 12 --ca-

Fehncio and artily Starch.

the 12 men and women.
representing the dolma wii.
navy as .11 alive icl person.
.1. item., m omen: rar Inn-

side speakers sr his can present
ark
Lr

'thing' of the

NMI"'

year.

traccirrisallar as:dailies at
p.m.. Hersey: physical foil.

hie, at 7 p.m.: limes:

Cad. Come) NnerilItoblele

of sighted.. officials from the

seven young men from the
northwest suburbs haw been
nominated ro,
U. s. Air
Springs. Colorado.

by Con.
grorman Philip M. Crane fir
rhg gigggrgringin gyg.
The nominees are, Gars R.

Abrams.. Nfount Prospect.
Illinois department I Public Forest View High
School:
instrution and whim! per
Jam, R. Camphouse, Ilea
sel ring Atlanta. Ga..
Valley View 1111.1 high

simnel

and

"J."'
1110 n

h.':

I--

district's central ad ministration official, serving
on the Committee of /5 volun.
teerml their personnel to help
The

the

Plaines.. Elk

stih;ormttnlas

whet.: spew, son, might he
t,

s

mg., ration_

Grove

High

School: Links C. Chaffin',
Palatine, lIn.nel High Sehl101

plans ham,and

h

:bkpt.!.

154

Ronald J. Cult Prospect

Heights.
Wheeling

High

Geoffrey W.
Sr. yigror.,

grir

prgrggg.

School:

Kinks, Palatine,

Gr.°,

High

School -Samuel J. Wit Jr.. An

ling!.

Heights,

High School.

Arlington

Precinct 1Whitman

YES

Precinct 4Frost

Precinct 5 -

684

205

212

Thenmmittee of 75 will
Grow High School. A speaker
is tentatively planned.
The March general meeting
was scheduled for
p.m..
Tuesday. March 24 at Wheel.
ing High School.

awe

rayer.

Mr. Mende. feels wry free
at t hues to lake things at his

These selections were made

Hell get there.
worry about him. He

likcs to doodle around.

We as a hand haw two
Ong

accompaniment must re.
constant.and at the time
time tve'to got to he flexible

enough to follow him what.

Commission

Over and two again --ten
mime.' rehearsal time an a
...note phrase -Mende. and

and

high

the

school records of the young
men. The nominees still must
pass strinwsnt physical anti
collegem examinations before
they
ay he admitted to the

ever he does.'

worked together to

Can

bring the hand up to their

*UR PAH and uh-PAH".

Air Force Academy.

Mendez clapped out a He

82,475 goods
are stolen
Jewelry. clothing, and a
rape rccordcr valued at 52,475
was stolen Saturday night

from the mom of David W.
Martin al the Holiday Inn.
Mannheim and Tuohy. Do

Mows were signed by both
adult population of St. Ray-

30 young men in the service.

merly of P.p., Manor Av..

ANYONE. INTERF-STED
in devehming effective public

grandparents

again!

speaking techniques has an op-

Daughter Angela. now Mn.
St even Hethrington, gave

portunity! The Mount Pros.

THE P.ARI. Brinkleys. forare

birth to

son

number

two.

Mathew Rohe. 1. Monday.
The other boy is Bradley, now
three. The Hethringtons reside

in Omaha, Neb.. now. The
Brinkley. we in Davenport,
HARPER

concert program, tonight. The
Purdue Collegiate Singers will
perform under the direction of
Dr. Albert P. Stewart. This is
an exceptional group of men
that provide, an excellent variety of musical entertainment.

AREA FOIES who are
Taft High School graduates,
lass of 1960, will be interested
in knowing that a class reunion

has been planned for July 18.
Any member, of that class who
not

ment is limited to 30 men. Reg.
ister by attending the first ses.
sion tonight, 7:45 to 9:45 p.m..
at the Community Center.

COLLEGE'S

Cultural Ans wrier stuns ith

have

pox ToestmotersClub isstarting an eight -week program
"Leadership l'hieugh
Snight.
peaking."
The cost is SIO and enroll.

been

contacted

holds an orchestra and chorus

folio! mnight n18 p.m. al Arlington High School.

SE Rwmond parishioners
have u right to be proud that
they stood up to he. counted!
the church's Christian Family Movemetont put a package in

the mail

NASA about

month ago. It contained 2,197
letters stating that it was the

right of our astronauts to express their faith M God. Most
.wenronswoomerownowsmcwswee

should write or call Mrs. David

Wilson,

2604

mond% perish panicipated.

Sigwalt,

Raymond's

Christian
Family Movement called at in
SE

a recent Weekly Bulletin. "A
great retoOnSe informing
NASA that M. Raymond's .n
be heard, and not as a pan of
he silent majority:'

IN CASE you don't know.
the village clerk's office is

open from 830 a.m. to 5 p.m.,

Monday through Friday. for
drag registration on a year mend basis.

WORST JOKE of The Day:

Walt: "Why can't a bicycle
stand by itself?"
Naomi: "I don't know."

Walt
CHM SCOUT Troop 490 is
sponsoring a junior skill night
at Lions Park School tomernnv evening.] m830 p.m.
High School DiAtict 214

ryhthm. `Just relax." He winked at the youngsters 'Tye
been !laying this horn for 57
years.

"Because

its

two -

tired

Cool Pore Air Pretest

dicated to the School Board

that they are intenthed in No
chasing the pnmeny.
Hanson said with the sueSchool

moment to speak with a par ant

trodnction a little more forte
then
we'd originally
ro
beamed," said Cancva:pulling

what's involved in time and vehearse!. Ydea. wonder whether
worth tt. '

Mendes played with two
"Let's throw precision and
this conservativeness

to the

winds and really get with it.
Feel

the

music!

Feel

the

mood!"

He broke off end looked et
Mendes. sturounded hy eager
you hear him.
-and
-and see him woh the kidsCaneva shrugged.
"He t

wonderful! What else can

After the rehearsal ., band
members pothed eagerly down
the hall, under the "!Hole!

Amigo" banner to the cookies
and punch in the cafeteria.
',lend. grew a little wistffil.
"Its not the come as it once

Named
president
ket Mask, Inc., Elk Grow

By the end of the rehearsal.

And CEneva, headed for the
cafeteria reception. stopped a

no

ship residents a supply of epuications for tax exemptions
-Homestead

Ex-

portant information and any

help they may need in obtaining the exemption." raid Han-

"Local availability of the
forms should facilitate the pro-

emption" act.

coxing of these applications,

Previous to this, appli.
cations Lmuld only be acquired
through the office of Conk

and cut down on the errors al-

County Assessor P.1. Culler 1011 in Chicago.

The tun "Homestead Exemption Act" will give Illinois
home ownws over 65 years of
age. exemption of $1.500 on
their home maul estate assess

merit if they qualify.

214,

IIANSEN SAID, "He had
heard that the township had a
totally inadequate supply of
the applieat ion forms. A sufficient qualtily was acquired

and used over to Charles A.
Hodlmalr. tewn.ip assessor.
"Having the appl cations at
Town Hall will mai... it much
easier for the older resident s to

chain their forms. more im.

whipped potatoes. buttered
green beans.
Salad lone choicel
nun

uice. ow. salad, relish ilith,
fitsphars. fruit cock.
tail. lime. 1111CON. Prune mot.

to

soy about Permanent Hair
Removal.

wsoi wa Mete weS

RANDHURST

392-4975

GEORGIANN CHAPMAN
Registered Nurse

.The only Results

flectrolograes Assoc.

are Happy Ones'

soon.

i

aloerental policy after talkin

estate tax hill.
"This shows the volume
number and the permanent indo number assigned 10 the
property.

added.

The hoard had adjourne
their regular meeting well a ter midnight.and retreated to a
elOard hessian charily hcfore
a.
Press representatives di ,

covered the "slippage" whe

nov program." he said.
William Rohlwing, town.
ship supervisor. said that any
township residents who need

poverty owner's birth vrtill
eate or medicard must he at.
niched to the application."
mid Hodlineir.
The nov law could mean
about a SIUII savings on
S311.0101 home with an aplalmod assessed valuation of
S9.1100, depending on the tax

rate for the area, according to
Holdmair.
ROHLW1NG SAID many
The new exemption will (voider residents ere confused by gin with the assessments which
the new law and the township will determine taxes to be paid
office will help Mem fill out in 1971.
the forms.
To apply fee the exemption
Hodlmair said that property a property owner must file an
menus who qualify must idea- application with the Cook
lify the properly on the uppli- County Zoning Board of Au =lion Rum.
peals by July I, 1970.

Heights.

orange gelatia . chocolate pia.

jelly roll. Riga! cookie,.

To he so ywl Tomlin.

in

Iric, emen
Nil. each ilnll-

The Harper College board
of trustees recently came u
der fire Po what might ho e
-

veined. Frank Iiines. the
hoard attorney, has abided byes

interpretation of
the Illinou public nasning law,
inning it to
for the Ha per board to be accused of st
cret meetings.
Hines has said that trustee
nmy MICE on nom any matte
providing no action is taken.
lows closed sessions to discus
pending litigation, persunne
hiring, land acquisition and
nivcode records

LOSE

UP

T.10 LBS

IN AS FEW AS

Me MMHG, Oar

Penh Inc.. 117 5. Ma, Hawn
Prospect 111. 60056 ccccc h of
Imes: 217 S. ArPogran Heights
Rd.. Arlington Heights. IP 60005,
and 7.22 Cent.. Des Plainer el

Subsenellen roles: 33

ic.

I

H011YWOC,
riot, -5his

l5pe-

o rwnaw.

n..
oho:

grOgefluit die
soddenly
Thousands

talking

woos how

of

re

hand in facia.., plans. and
offices throughout the U.S.
aecouse this diet
any

works. we ham tesrimendals
nu on as succss. if yen

LLB.. Arlington Heights
Dear LLB.:
I feel the type of business your hus.nd has entered nee. time.
I feel it will need about a year and a half before it is succesefel. I
feel there will be help for your daughter and improvement lo her
condition.

JOSEPH HE LOUISE. notionally k,rown DeYehe't nod mower the question of Day readers le this column. Letters should
be signed, did names will be omitted if rho writer requests it.
Write to Deldmisr in care of Day Publications. 722 Cent., St.,

Walt L. Skinder. 18 White
hall CE. Buffalo Grove. has
recently been monied the No

linnet Institute of Credit 'roe
tificate of Accomplishment'
for successfully completing
six- rah home study couns
in "Credit and Collectio
Principles" administered 6!
the Credit Research Foonda
faun, Inc.

Februaryanytim

your

°awl lstihmemdetails. lYy,

plates

10 dews. Then pis will doo
d
Pp 9
'9.
PP

NO RED TAPE application, 1969 identification card, the

willreceive your
noou

waitingti the

last minute, as is the case by mail,

license fee and for $1.00 we will take care

Tues. thru Thurs. 9:00 A.M. to 6:30 RM.
Mon. 8 Fri. 9:00 A M. to 8:00 P.M.

Sat. 9:00 A M. 03:00 P.M.

ILLINOIS

enrollment program don't wear uniforms and spend for-seventhei of their time In public adsookt.

parochial school slaws due to
limited funds.

used by famous 1.9. and maw

wors with much
The secret behind this
this "quiet

Coverage

ham?,

sages, eggs and so ban
woght. This b the some diet
ie

weight loss" diet is

View High School. Kenneth 1.
eitueek. Palatine. Frond High
Sento! and Alichael J. Her rens. Buffalo (:rove. wheeling
High School.

in

fat
this

David J. Keskie. Arlington

0 1970.

Heights. SE Via.:
hti
chisel
N. 1 ow Arlington
Heights. Fermin I amen H.S.-

The nom iness are: End crick W. Raoul. Rolling
High

School: .fineph A. Conroy.

San Pedro. Calif.: Gregor, A.
Yoder:mi. Mount Prospect.

Rolling.

Forest

Foram

fat and excess body

uids. A copy of this startling
successful diet can be °Maim
Citrus Diet Mon
5211 W. Jefferson
LA Cold. 96O16

900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD
TELEPHONE 255.7900

12

oa

School:

oral

enrollment.

"It

DE progront is the mily one in

Ifity that !lb students pay the
school's regular rate of 5150
fir one child. SI70 for two or

THOUGH DISTRICT 590
the arms the Illinois Catholic
Conference. tICCi
ornate-

Aniot up to promote more

taaidto non.puhlic schools.

more enrolled in school. There
is no tuition eduction. even

hoping that the legislature
will approve a purchase -of services bill. which would use
i5

State money to -buy" the costs

more

half of their day at
the public school.

M teaching scianc, math. for-

ingen. Abraham Bernstein and

family !Itemisers in schuss] also-

Douglas
Sc Burns soled so. Joseph
mod no.

-so the parents are paying the
family rate," Sister Edward

"It was pointed out that Illinois has certain basic laws
which apply to private schools.

and further that a

shared

time agreement mold be terminal.] or canceled if it
proved disruptive to the lama)
educational program.
"Supt. Bardwell explained

On March 22. 19,5. Mud
Prettident

Cicrald

Bruloker

conmited
lime, en DI'
Gre,e1L1111, Flmh Schmtl

at

"THIS IS because by the
time a student Los to7th or tith
crude. there arc usually other

said.

District 59's business manager Loup Audi ieed I he Day
that dwre are presently all

eign languages .d physical
education to Catholic children
in Catholic schools.
Many schools and chinches
tenre showing the film -A 'Ione
Action." promoting the
ICC propaud.
And all Catholic schools 10
the Chicago Archdiocese ark
hold closes Sunday. March
to demonstrate the need Loy
dam aid

Lie.

I.
Sheldon
Palatine
Palatine High School.
Them selections were made
on the bows of tests adminis.

tered

he

Civil Service

the

and

the

high

school ends of the young
awn.

The nominees still must pan
stringent physical and college
enteance esaininanons before
the, may he admitted to, the
NaXid Academy.

WITH SERVICE 9 A.M. TO 6 P.M. DAILY

r

OSCO'S
COLOR
PORTRAIT
SPECIAL:

99
REGULAR

ASSBOOK

SAVINGS

HAROLD E. NEBEL
212 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

This Week OnlyatJewel-Osco!
Save now by taking advantage of this special onetime offer. Osco is offering a full 5"x7" natural color photograph of your children for just 99c per child. And for that extra -nice touch, we mount each portrait in a handsome feather -edged presentation folder. Just stop in while shopping.

ON
NATIONAL

GOLDEN

BANK

2 -YEAR
CERTIFICATE

PH: 253-5678
MEMBER FDIC.

N

DOWNTOWN PLAZA --ARLINGTON HEIGHTS'

in the Arlington Market Shopping Center

I ligh

59's

though DE students vend

Savers Choose Best Deal

AR

You fill yourself on
the permitted food listed in

THE BANK

Vie,

10.1 on ADA-not on District

board, he would plan for the
operation of a suggested joint
dual enrollment program."
On a resolution to look into
DE owibilities. Mr. Jacqueline Hofer. Mr, Nancy Swear-

111111 I SY

process

& Trust Company of Arlington Heights

dem."

that if so authorized by the

53/4%

diet

acts os a cotolyst (he
g
ger% to wort the lot burning

ed by tending SR to

and $281.77 for educating
studual -enrollment
each

program available to

Commission

does not form fat And the
grapefruit juice

cating e.h fullaime student

GOLDEN

New
State Farm
Inflation

foods.

"The cost in local tax revenue, thee is S493.10 for edu-

more children in the tannin.

tioHal

nity.

M. Crane for the class entering

5%

Mor

gongs. Revised and
enlorpad, this Menu you sot
your fill with formerly forbidden Mods. such as him, protein feeds -steak, masts,

sightly

LAND OF LINCOLN

Clutching hooks and lunches, Queen of the Rosary students head across the street to Diskiet

S9's Grove Junior Ilk. Sc.. In ILO Grove Timm Parochial 7th end Bth.gnalese in duel

Nine young men from the

Former

sea

dual enrollment sutdent in av-

43/4%

otit mu ow dawn to vow

thicken,

justal cost of ,waling each

It. DE. in ttther words, is taken
1or granted now.
How much dose DE cost?

proved so successtul

Sister Edward. principal of

northwest suleobs have been
nominated for the IR. S. Naval
Academy at Annapolis. Maryland. by Conaressnon Philip

Ion ever, few days

010a Oilatthem

"ALSO," SAID AUDI.
',inn the four -seventh figure
and multiplying it by the '68'69 cost el educating a child.

that aeon.' Cl the program
a, come aim. automatic:it.

Queen of the Rosary. told The

9 nominated to Naval Academy

Meadows.

-In state aid, we received
5301.15 for each full -time -enrolled Student in average daily
attendance. and Ruing the
fourneventh figures 5172.09
for each duel -enrolled student
in average Maly attendance.

would not be accurate." he
said. "tot multiply the DE fis., by the number of children
taking pen in the program*

non

sible education for their chitTHE BOARD. being a.
ware of the precedent which
dren, and were, therefore. mguesung that they he allowed would be
hy any action re
to participate in certain areas garding Shared tittle, discussed
offe educAtion program Of- al length the rotten -anon. and
flied by District 59, mainly problem areas involwd.
scie.e and modern math, the' well as the ads nags and hen.
quality of these progrs not 411 10 he deriwd in making
being Kest:oily met
the
as as
aspects of the educa

Meadows. Frei.

ing the '611,69 school year was
$794.25.

-

the diet plon, ond still lose un-

1970

THOUGH DISTRICT 59
stoned DE in 1965.66 on a
onc-wor trial basis. the ord.

ing.

"They advised." say the
minutes, -that they were interested in getting the hest pos-

the

of educating
each child M District 59 durcost

Audi caulk .d that all the
(guns he used were wilco

1

Dear 61.- DeLoutsc
My husband has just started a business venture. Will it succeed
and how long do you sec it taking?Our daughter has a congenital
problem. What do you sec for her future?

Vance Folkinan. Mo. Nancy
Swearingen and Joe Schuller

Dual enrollment not got

are young children involved. Should I give up and go through
with the divorce? Will I find life and a measure of happiness in
the future for myself and my children?
Bewildered. Rolling Meadows

...ay. YOU could

WE HAVE LICENSE PLATES
FOR YOUR CAR! (NO TRUCKS)
elb4e79e7e0n wiDecemberth 1,

Jacqueline Doter. Abraham
Bernstein. Douglas Burns. and

stoned in District 59 in spring.
1965. School hoard minutes
show that Messeurs Campbell,
Carey, Dunning. Sunlynski.
and Winkates no first names
art given) showed
at the
March
school hoard meet-

I am separated from my husband. He wants a divorce and there

fy you

proposal

on some of 901000 of the Rosa-

productions."

Dear Mr. DeLonism

I feel you Mil give him the dime. but I feel
will remarry him.

the

were Gerald Brubaker. Mrs.

scams, in
eve can
'Ca'el"adntr archesr
and
out for plays or

You are wise young woman to re.. that lasting happiness 6

Dear Bewildered:

for

problems," he said. -We sit in

open to Grove smdeno. They

Dear J.C.:
You ere right love is not enough, Minot the early kind or low
that Ire people feel when they are just learning than each other.

"Using ADA figura,

adjusww

erage daily attendance.
Nodng

take part -in all the activites

see me fulfilling this need in the future as I hope to do and do
you also perhaps see someone very meaningful coming
my
life soon that I will net have to think twice about someone who
needs M the same ways I do? Whet do you feel I should do
about this present boyfriend in the service.,

auenthance

we find 11141 9453.86 a the ad-

-Enrollment in DE would
he On written rt...sl by par-

lose up to 10 lbs. le as few as

Yo,

J1u9s6t9steonpd in

Distri, 59, "exclusive con-

to participate -and. in fact, do

who is
111C1Int for ie or arn I pm
urgewaitn a dream?
am very tie
yenperson who is very interested in helping
people 'this factor has a lot to do with my future plans Do you

moiety Me elk doe and Mom.
after until Me Huh day. Then

NO WAITING

d0s. 1n Grohow zr's,tf-

"DE STUDENTS are frm

thinks and needs the same things I Ms. I am thinking of calling it

Credit course

DIET

have them in classes, though

were not departmentalised.
.-Part.time students were
,labial to all roles and policies
01 District 59. and were under

ry, faculty meetings and they
sit in on ours.

need sant.= who

Des Plaines 6001s.

GRAPEFRUIT

o from hand
boon psed
week home delivered.
awe MS. reed role.

-

i

10 DAYS ON
ihrough friday. byin
Day Polska.

feel

him. I don't see the kith of man you are looking for coming Into
your life for another year and h.f to two years

Stallion

Hamburger.

hear,.

I

mon.

Jahn Sluir and Betsy RO,
school in District 23:

we are not right for each other. as

th y asked an administratm

Month.,

-The DE progrem would he
open to 7th and Nth graders
only because lower grades

praises the DE arngement.
"We have no

and the third's I want to do fn the next two or thrte years.
I am presently writing We guy in the service whom I have gone
with fur Ore( a yea r and a half. Poen though love hill, l know

based on shared interests and weds. However, for now I reel you
should hold on to this young man In the service...ke welting to

The public meeting act al

Athilahlv Apperis

M.A.., Ann

....net mailer. she

sion had not the prss nol

T II R E E CONDTTIONS
were seu

Alvah Stone, principal of

quits with him yet I wonder if there is sormom else out there

Eon an 'illegal" closed se

(ADA, Maus.

on a part-time basis in special
areas of study and in courses
not offered in ether accredited
schools in the district...

schedules.

Dear Mr. Del.thise
I am u bit confuted rn to my future. I hoc a good job which I
really love but yet I am still apprehensive about the plans I have

that Me board intended to dis
cum the matter in a closed se, -

fin and 111111er.

"The hest way to do this is
through use of Est year's real

, COPY of the deed en

Town Hall, 2400 S. Arlington
Heights Rd.. Arlingum

m Arlington. Prospect Wheeling.
Elk Grave. Hersey and Forest

plain dish tone choiect
stroganoff over rice. hens
hue ger in a twin, wiener in a
hues
egetahle lonc choice,:

the properly and a copy of the

township assessor. at
437-03W or they can come to

1e he sem ed

manufacturers' products. Mar.
km Masters designs and man -

wao present at the start of a

assistance or ho u question
should call Charles A. Holl-

final week of interviewing.

a

a ye rage daily

Grow,

Iwhat went . in the dared ses-

View high schools in 17istriet

and showroisms.

57

Iha

General Canon during their

"ON A pro -fared basis, we
get as much state aid for them

rolimmu can be granted their

E

these [Mims enn be resolved and I think you'll be surprised at the
help and understanding you'll get.

and slipped Oran dismission of

the hwtring's

The Agency develops retail
merchandising programs for

stor.and interiors of offices

.nn non..mng, 1:tt,hose

rantmut Heidi told the Day she

Metros

ufactures retail store equip plans and designs retail

1'. 5

ci'noti;ine,rm'mnn
d

Pier High.

59 and eligible for f ufi-nrim enrightso attend classes to the junior high schools of the district

fied as DE to the teachers who

another year or Mo. 1 feel your boyfriend and you wen say
together perhaps another y.. For now, talk this over 91 once
with your pare.. No other haw stormy the session may be,

fold the. stele anonmy's oce
that they were tired that

Village, a suthidiary of the E.
Rethold Agency. Inc. Ile
mains preside. of the ageney.

gsgsjujc,

Prank Bergen and Jack Costello ware
of mon.

trio only a h ea.' be shown

succeeds E. L. Reihold who re -

inorogierissr,

w

beenighnScrl

DE student, do net wear
uniforms. Nor are they identi-

feel you we very young, and 1 feel that you are pregnant. I
feel many problems hend of you but your life will settle down In

They spend four.sevepths ar

their school day sr Gripe Jo

as we do for full-time enrollment youngsters: said Add,
*State aid 01 figured un an
within boundaries of Mathieu

art. shop or home economics).

No Name Please, Prospect Heights

I

"THE BOARD members

''''''''' H"'h'"' -

group of students who stayed
behind. hanging rin lo his ad-

awhile. Hanson excluded nem
fall as
pomible tines for the

Dew No Noma

-117 seventh -graders and 116
eighth -graders.

"make available arrangements
whereby
children
residing

.10

AT GROVE, they eat lunch
and study mathemeties. science. physical education. and
fine and practical arts (music.

Deer Mr. DeLouise:
Am I pregnant'! this has me very worried. What will happen to
me if I am? How long will the relationship that my boyfriend and
I have 10,1'!

.

members

coined that further action
could be taken :maim the dis-

been elected president of Mar-

much as ever. But it is work

TWO OTHER

William W. Grime of 1704

ha,

arow rank., , onyud rec

'

Finally. the hoard told Die.
59's administration to

Viet

don't feel any oesellee vihradoos concerning the wedding.

I

Worthnotts1 inns rtthe I
Raymond
Erickson.
Mrs.
Leah Cummins. Richard
Stamm. and Aphid Aronson.

rum to discun the taxpayers
rights to use school nullitie.
She
said
Mirohalli es-

Walnut.

of that typo of scheokr duling for
Lincoln School. he said but it

Dist. 214 'closed' board
meeting is ruled legal

outome, hut would like to sefun
thee)istrict hold a public

was." he said heavily who

"I STILL Buy it gut as

ahead, ore being the chanpover
one 'MM.'
thiemi

tified

say?"

ne

ati

have001H

DE students in the program-

minute speeches.

aling dual enrollment as a joint
project since 1965-1966.
Seventh -and eighth -graders
in DE take classes in EnMish,
social studies, religion and
spelling at Queen of the Rosa -

Mrs. W.K., Cathentersville

Dew Mrs. W.K.:

enh7rsMaini'd'..111'dethr101.,_'' a IC'
ism

Dish ct 5

You were asked Its go to the wedding and I feel you should go. I

co Brat

hem

IN MAKING the changeon something like this."
Cotten said. 'Ton know

Hersey students.

Haawl

Ask Mr, Chapman who' the
Prof @Wien -hos

whether there's any chance of Bob's own mother and stepfather
going to the wedding.
She was quite angry because he wants us there as his paints
instead of them. We don't want Ms wedding day spoiled by nay
thing or anyone. We would rather stay harm than have that done.

dience was limited to Mr.-

public school classrooms.
Queen of the Rosary School
in Elk Grove Village and
Grove 100001

to my husband and his son. We are worrying, though, as to

.tuk.decide

ir),,iLt

Before you stool treatments:
Medico!

clueing more from the leaching
staff through the use Of meek

intio,se.gmeinn,1,,,ufru

Pad, Dont, aloof Pr.dent Bo.. Jack.. Los in

take

the

playa! with the Horsey band,
took care of that by oencilling
in
change on the baritone's

the

Dear Mr. DeLtouise,
We are to attend my stepson's wedding in New York state. I
would sure feel badly if we were unable logo as it means so much

'

in-

"LETS TAKE

Mende.. who perso.ly co signed.
ranged all the numbers he

under

balanced budget and this is he.

2404

"You wonder when you

At one point. Mendez ewes. vice. "Ever since I have an.
rioted a note by the alto seam thma. it is hard to get a full
phone. "Hut there hill an alto breath. It places mre strain on
sax part al that point." said Ca. my lip. I haw ndatapyed since
neva plaintively.
the 20th of August." He

UNWANTED HAIR
REMOVED FOREVER

247

`Homestead' orms available

Youth Fellowship group of

South Church has about 25 to

renal lotto

Po

on the basis of Rots adminim
tweed. by the Civil Service

in the afternoon to design and
make Valentines to send to set.

families and treated them to
"fun and games" in the
church's fellowship hall.

273

don,le a loomPlbriS. erivP
Sunny Side of the Street,"
the mood was definitely emo

pace.

Doi

the philosophy of keeping a

never developed.

sk

(Conitiviedledin Page II
He m ter s

husband and wife.
More than 50 per cent of the

., in the amp invited their

604

805

IA ding up the score of "

hold a general meeting Too
day. Feb. 24 at
p.m. at Elk

high program. he said.
The District has always bad

Coning increasingly mom difficult. he said.
The Board will be no
vesfigating other means of or,

thirds of the 250 member auin favor of the prodience wase-third
was against.
gram:on
Dix ussion from the au-

Ina dual -enrollment program, only one of its kind in
northwest suburban schools,
233 Catholic children spend
h If thei day in the parochial
school and the other half in

plod job of making a junior

ago for a new school she Mn

APPROXIMATELY Iwo -

By Jan Bone

NEGOTIATIONS ARE wow 1m give mar

Mendez a hit at Hersey

NM:
Tuesday. Fen 17 -human
factors at 7:30 p.m.. adminio
bunco building:

will be trying to
Take the best use of teachers
and teaching facilities, to do a

aids and modular schoiWin, he explained.
MODULAR SCHEDULIna.
is the breaking up of classes

by the District several years
Total vote
lunoffici11 by
precincts:

Monday. Feb. 16-camtm-

THE INTERMEDIATE

and each made two Valentines.

1854

Disnict 21 officials.

a nen" yesterday! 'Hwy met

Church held a 1:0 1y Party
...rd.,' eller... Toting-

Committee. headed by School
Baird Member lack Ronchetto recently recommended
thethe board that they consider
possibility of selling the 11.
t
Ogre south side the purchased

493

Cook County Conmmion.

vicemen fnn the chnrch.
There are about IS young.
mos in the junior high group,

curriculum and school facilhies and make reconeenda.
lions to the School Board on
these none,
The long Range Pluming

Poe

116

Lil Flortm " C"' """. ox
available for Elk Grove Town -

Trinity United Methodist

23423

Precinct 2London
265

NO

Heartening project

from South Church sore 'Ead

59

1930

build moth dwroonw by mom than a 4-1 man.. Here are unofficial vote fonds from

Plaines. police said.

Rolling Meadows, 352-8096

74

,

222

Page 3

Dual -enrollment diversifies education background

over they

Lang Range Planning
Committee were formed.
Advisory
Citizen's
The
Council studies tole district's

&motley., special election in School District 21 found voters approving two propords to

Hain Streei

The ginier high children

212

IContimiedfiont Paton
and

Proposition 11.13m -owing funds from Illinois School Building Commission

7 nominated to Air Force Academy ti
In. Academy at Colorado

SUCH SPEAKERS might
include Robert P. Hanruhao

113

520

Poe

School

duc to ,poiled ballot,

:thy resources at It p.m.. Pnat-

scheduling -stalling

NO

School

Discrepancies de

ing.

These subcommittee meet.

706

Alcott

TOTAL

'IjnidSleerieWl'!Iribd'Iwhe'NnIt',huntS'PL7-1

,

in. were announced: Too.
Ow.
Fels.
0 -am lents.-

270

385

Mod services. insurance.

outlined a program
of tentatiw speakers, suboimmince meetings. and staff o.
has

YES

Precinct 5.

Precinct 4.
Frost
School

which

Committee of 75 plans
talks on 12 -month school
eteerat,

Precinct 3.

Precinct 2London
School

The study is scheduled Iv be re -- "-Whitman
ie., 610 , 19711
School

These alternative pl. will

Hanson will seek
re-election in April

Proposition 1:S800.000 in District 21 building bonds

Precinct I-

THE DAY
Monday. FebritarY 9. 1970

ALL CHECKING ACCOUNTS NO MINIMUM BALANCE EVER

THE FULL SERVICE BANK --ALL DAY LONG

*Children 10 Years of age and older, '2.95

HURRY! 3 DAYS
ONLY AT OSCO
122 Vail

Arlington Hts.
Feb. 9-10-11

10 a.m. to 7 p.m.

The day's prospects

One day at a time
His name is Edwin C. Berry.
Most everyone sunshine BM. I
met him a couple of times. I'm
sum he doesn't remember me,
though.

By Ron Swans

knows you are whim, pretty
well
quite

edemsucceted,

ssful. He knows
that you arc active in your
community. He know., that
you belong to clubs. serve on
bomb and eommissions and
help run things in sour nom murky.
If you ask Bill, hen admit

Bill. before he retired. was
executive director.of the Chi-

cago Urban League. Hob
very articulate guy.

Myhe you don't care about
the former director of the Urban League. He cares about
you. though. He thinks you're

celled 'People to People- on

Sunday nights on televon.
One of the hig stations. loo,

He wants you to Meet his
friends and to show you how
right he is.
He is, you know.

mon. cleaning women and
pima' worker,

your own neighborhood.

Day light

MATS WHY Bill Berry is
moderator of a show

now

few decoi,. some lawyers and
some school teachers. Mostly.
though. it was elevator oper-

want to keep things as they are
in

neighbors.

When Bill started working
with the Urban League. the
number of educated and M.
anful black, ivas limited. A

He will elm my that you

BILL BERRY is black. He

no militant. He doesn't believe
in separatism. He never has.

Am Mere am some Negroesatyou know and like.

a problem,

along with each other. Bill's

all sorts of new occupations
anal positions. They are well
educated and concerned individuals. They make wonderful

BILL'S PHILOSOPHY is
vary simple. He believes that
whites and blacks have to get

that you are probably not a bigot. In fart, he'll probably al -

Rovelstad, Sculptor
of history

Now all thet Is cheesed.
Successful black men are in

He's against that.

and probably

Ny Dolores Haugh

"I wanted to work with
Taft," he said, "so I made up

Thh writer stands in inwe of the beautiful head of Youth. The
plaster model of the Youth Is part of the Pioneer group cast in

State aid

came a member of hia Midway
Studio thMilY.

twmpart series on
First
Trygve A. Rovelmad

bronze. It ha, won many towards for Rovelcad in its present
form. Eventually when funds for the statue are 'shed it will be
east is Its 12.fool entirety and erected in Elgin, Davidson Park.

Tryg has worked on this grouping of pioneer woman, scout and
routh for 30 years. "My enthusiasm has not waned. The statue
eventually will go up. Ifs like an oak tree. Its growth is so slow,
hell II, a mighty great thing when It matures. I know of nothing
Mat can destroy an oak tree," the artist concluded.

By Jamph Stobeereeds

t that neither advences nor

inhibits religion..

4,e64r
"It's like this, Mr. President-once you've seen one
foreign country, you've seen 'em all!"

Hy.] think sex education is
controversial issue, wait un.
til legislation granting some of

ered by the General numbly

the educational tax dollar to

in Springfield. say those asking

parochial schools gets the full
attention of the lawmakers in
Springfield.

mate aid. involves only such

For Mgt matte, the demand
for additional funds for Il-

linois public schools will abo

The legislation to he consid-

taws

non-public
schools in those common subjects with a secular legislative
purpose and whose primary efas

fect neither advanon nor inhibits religion.

solve the 1970 problem of how

to apportion the tax dollar to

decade there has bre, a decrease in awe. and bthlhers

Mendes may propose. a program to offer judicious and

evailable for teaching. necooi--

practical school aid as a regu-

laymen and women teachers.

lar way of life under the conwilution they arc woo engaged
in devising.

',honor the or.pitud dream Ity
fralorol
the tonne ..tiftftoloon ands otellernial ronnoitr..

Mararall Field
Page 4
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MAIL. ADORF-S3EI3 to
Senator John Graham, Senate
Pon orfic, Capitol Bldg..
Springfield. 111:02700. must
he homy these dap. Ohm area
constituents are being urged to

r must his support for In
Will

J. Kiolaiych, thor.oroe Mirth.

R.E. Hutch...rt. I

ft

c-Poonlur

R. N. Mot,. Cinvordrithl no error

schools.

toting the hiring of salaried
Qualifiol teachers, even for
grade school dames. need and
ger decant salaries. contrasted

granting a share of the educa.
dopal tax &foliar to parochial

John E. Stanton. Editor roof frorarri.,

that year after year for dramast

equitable educational
assistance. Later. perhaps, the
assure

Map Pubti cattott5

In case you haven't kept up
with the olucationel scene in
parochial schools, the fact is

Opponents of such

stars aid are probably using the
mails to express their stand
against it.

with the Pim... formerly as
signed to the various sisters
stalledmon of the

who

alerts.

the coins tiny compared to
Me dimensions of the fled fig-

church school to stay open.
while simultaneously paying

u re °It wdl he the tar.. stat-

their thereof tuxes to maintain
pubbe school plants.

help

elbow in way to the front soon.

Don't look for Con -Con to

ours school tax and extra tuition to provide for their

ponents to hear that they ow

n Ins

p.
forward by Catitolis, who are

.

parochial

wheel. is that they cherish the
fear that any federal or. state
and eventually will lead to conthl by the gmernment.
Opponents of s
aid say
tIle t if (amino. woom their chil.
sten to nareive parochial
snhool education. let them pay
for it in every detail.

THE POINTS we

have

hors merely scratched
theis surface of the ,ontroversy
sou cart mow to hear about.

NM feel

PROPONENTS OF state
aid to defray the out of keeping parochial school, open put
it quite baldly when they point
to the extra public school burden if such schools all closed
down. Parishioners of arro
parochial schools, as elsewhero pay what in effect is an

Finding Hype A. Rowel mad living in Elgin is like

a sample of my work, Pint
directly to his studio. He look-

sitgy

finding Michelangelo as
a
nandoor neighbor.
A slightly Milt, rah -spoken

ed at the work and said

"Tyce" while earning full
credits in sculpture. He later
became an instructor after Laredo Tall wrote the following

weleorned

man

us no

could stay and work with him.

I ins just a teemaier et the

his

highweilithed studio nest to
his family residence in Elgin.
It was a warm summer sayer

year-olds.A

rn

f It

c

1

I

SI BC head

ht twice the sire of

the

roan hphsna in Egypt and
Ncart tht height of Conon
Borglum
rorvion on Mt.

Are you kidding? 1 knew times had changol, hut I didn't real.
Ise how much lf you knew what the resillts would be, how come
your boyfriend and his hoss
le"t!ei'at'e'kd:dissc'tas's7d'her:aZe.
boyfriend nimbly has
setae! choices. He can attend Me panic. and participate. He cun
reject the invitations and still keep his joh. Ile can look for thothankh. Soond, to me as if it's a good thing [hated. are plentiful.

Rooshmor,

so glad you could

come ma." he said.

From his manner no one
would suspect that this unassuming man is perhaps 051 of
the most ountsnding sculptors

oil rain d.ignw, of our

ssn-

tury.

CURRENTLY HIS largest
statue.
project is the
the largest statue in the world,
to be placed in Lake Mick.an

in perspective to the John

Hancock Building.

the federal or the state government from purchasing service

from chore h-rulated ill

stiwrium

Srailleally our IC. Minot,
Supreme Court has upheld the

Is

That is, for instance, an orphanage providing care of do
pendent children at a price less

than the state would pay for
the same service.

THE US. Supreme Court
recently established a con Motional rest to determine
whether a ex, ricular law vio.
Wed the arristitutional a law
mum have
secular !mishit ye purpose aral a printery ef-

.United

ma pupil.... I have had many

"Indian Hunter." II mos cast

pupils. and he was among the
hest. Nord 1 say mom?"

in brim..

around

the

ting of Oxford University

Make a, many four letter
ttr

more word,

these lettem

out

of

yill1sun

In addition, find the word
ming all seven of the,

his work al
the An Institute of Chicago:
the Beaux 00,, inc York: the
University of Worthington.
anHre'C'rfrYr/les1

Seattle:

Palette and

mxt of

LIMe aids should Mem to tick mothers

is

Send sum questions to Leer loco m. rlo

Ill S. slain. r.. blow

lholores Ilmth-Worom, Editor

1

is "the

"fur as a youth l rode honk,

studio and stage assistant aml
on his resommentlation made
the ponrait of President RichCollege for

is 1929 erode-

ming class_

Tryg, among seher work,
executed a lifosired name of
Soar Richard J. Barr, mar in

"Tryg." as he prefers to be
coned, began his artistry as a
smell hey. He began by car-

hunded. fished and trapped. I
:nodded fish, animals and

ving with a bowie knife.
Then be began to draw and
paint.
1 he harn housed my
art activities." he said.

birds from nature or from net

Springfield. and began the HoW

and museum specimens."

cadphase of his outstanding
art career with the Gov. Wil.

TRYG ENTERED other
fields of adventure in gaining

He later met sculptor lar-

hi, edurotion. He worked in

ntdo Taft in Chicago and be -

the Wen as e surveyor's het,

1

i

m

0.

Stratum

cum.

memorative coin. This came
about through his work on the
Illinois State Office BuiWine

%This too was cast in hronm.
ryg &waisted now is

working on a huge sculpture
for the city of Elgin. entitled
-Pioneers."

The creativity of his hands
end the genius of his mind
turned to the designing of
commemorative roins.

His first coin was inspired
lw the pioneer statue originally made in the 1931O in clay
with figures only two feci tall.
The same heroic figures will he
12 feet. They are being cost in
in SeglillM at his Elgin
P
studio.
Tomorroson

&misted.

Coln Designer of the Great.

hawk statue overlroking the Rock River In Ore.
non, Ill.
Oliver Rodin war a former pupil of world famous Agust Rodin and he worked with °noon
Bolrgon on Mount Rushmore,
Felix Schlage designed the Jefferson head
nickel.
These artht-scalptors. together Mthlorso Pro

sign for the °I Will" medal presented to Provident Lyndon Johnson and Illinois Governor
Otto Kerner in 1965.
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for Heart Attack?
You are if you answer yes to these questions:
YES

no

Satellite II to meet

1,117

YES

I. Are you overweight?U [-]

Do you smoke dgerettem?

More than 3 tones as meny.deaths
from sudden heart attack occur in
middle-aged men who are 20% or
more overweight.

NO

111 CI

you smoke more than one Peek

of cigarettes a day, your risk of
haying a heart attack Is about
halm that of middle-aged non-

El ID

.

Do you dodge mercies?

Regular, moderate exercise

111

your dodo'?
Don't See him regularly. He can
help you 'mice your risk and im-

dent: Mrs. Conant Siepp. lint
viewchairman: Mrs. Kenneth

Prospect will meet Thor -Wm.
Feb, 19, at the Shaine Poop.
Community Center to 8 pill.

Fish.

second

vice-chairman:

Mrs. E. Cole. secretary: Mrs
William 'lam,.,. venom,

Mrs. Willis Protelfoot. wy,

the Extension Adviser. Hook .ono moons: Ms. Dooinel Kiner.
ewes are Mrs. Kenneth Fish 4-H chairmen: Mrs. Nielein
Wetzel. hospitality: Mrs. E.
end Mrs. Harry /Male,
Mrs. William Ryan, as parr iSandersfeld. puhlicits : Otto. D.
president, win install the 101- Daugherty, libmrith,
and
lowing officers for the coming Mr, Harry Sciatic. telrolume.

strengthena the heart and reduces
the risk of fatal heart attack.

You may be if your diet is now DM
in saturated fat and cholesterol.

war bin. James Jirok, proi-

'Who Promos the Connther"arvill he presen.1 by

smokers.

I Are you eating your way
to heart attack?

1110 thoellitc II Homemak-

as Extension Unit of Mon

El El

prove your health.

Aloha at school

Right) The arr. in the lli011eer figure grouping 1, Melo will he erected in Elgin denotes the talent
cad creatirs sensitivity of it, creator Trsone
&rosined. -In the earlt sals after a brief stud, in
the Lou., 1 returned tu Elgin too login work on a pioneer group. It geew fro m a two toot model to
heroic 12 -foot figures in etas with aid of government relief workers, and wt.... When funds
an short our Illinois Congressman, thaoomey Reed. secured paoage of the Elgin Commemorative
art dollar issue:' the artist explained. This was tho Moaning a the second plase of creative hater
aced art for lame, leading le the aligning of moot outstanding. award winning mans to be Ms use d tomarrow.tPhatus by Hexane 'Uwe, and Italsors Haw&

TOPS observes
fifth anniversary
I he

Prospective

Waist

AwaysChapter of TOPS Mae
(MT Pounds Sensibly) olarved
is fifth annimrsary Jan. 21/.
Slarilyoo Wa, ama sopervisor. was on hand lit the
evening's rolehration. which
included

a

roke

Fashions and more
fashions for Juniors

fashioned

from towels and trimmed with
inedithe pink roues.

the members had voted on
sister nvembers Mr six cam parks. The winners. announced that night. wsre: Mrs.

TOPS. Mrs. Ann Nedwick,
Mount Prospect. Mrs. SOPS.
Mrs. Jean
Hall. Prospect
Heights: Mrs. Congeniality.
Mn. Ann Mitchell. klount
Prospect: Mrs. Inspiration.
Mrs. Sandi Spitzer, Mount

"Original Fathiora'
iFng'''s:f thet Mhe ounth

ment. Mn,. Lois liattenhauer.
Des Plaines. and
Harden
Worker. Mrs. Sandi Spitzer.

Mrs. RoseMarie Lock of
Mount Prospect was honored
as the
chather's Quarterly
Omen
She
received O.
row
crown. a cnchaped
silvera

Mrs. Phillip Allen and Mn,

Prosper.

Keith Vernon. ways and
means co-chairman. will out.
line plans for the forthcoming

lunches -fashion ,how.
chair -

thsal londwaising affair will

man. has enlisted the aid of

he March 14 at the Robs Rail -

Nytris="pro(glroatin

en now. All area residents whop.m

wh h to anend should contact
either Mrs. Allen or Mrs. Ver-

.

Diamond Jubilee to be hold
this mar. Profits from oaks of
these rings will help defray
convention expenses.

Fund.

having

for ticket information,

reached

ganlen group of the Prospect
Height, Woman's Club will
anent Charlth Yager, an area
.A el, who wool speak on

problems of pollution, some of

surroun

"Birds and the Effect Man's
Environment Hes on Them."

pool, The 27-by-Sagfoot area

whkh they fed can he helthd
right in our ow n hack yards)
one of these is the burning of
trash and leaves. On Feb. 26

Thc Fro. 26 meeting will be
held at the home of Mrs. Philip

Down. 409

Marion.
Prospect Heights. st It p.m. If
W.

you am 'wanted. call CL
7-3459.

Me flag pole area.
which is being planned by the

perk Mario for installation in
April. near the swimming
will be bordered with milord
tin and a design of red, white
and bloc flowers and evergreens. The park district will
finwor part of the expense
with the garden group beginring a beg -range term of pa.
penal care,
The group wouW like to en-

they are sending a representa.
tine to seminar conducted by
the Pollution and E. wironmental Problems group of

Palatine. On March 26 they
hope w have a public showing

in a public place of the film
'law Silent Spring," which
gives both sides of the pesticide
controversy.

REN to meet

Thinking Day
in Prospect Heights

mittee for five chapters of Beta

members and friends
The Women's Auxiliary of
the VFW Post 1337 will hold

day even ng i n the Community

its annual fashion show on

go Mcleod. weigla mauler.

lighten the publii about the

surroundingu is planning a project

Sigma Phi, will be holdt 8

Fashions for VFW

goals) and four Teen TOPS.
The group meets every Tues-

Damian, secretary) Mrs. Jew
Bali, treasurer. and Mrs. Mar-

Heights Park District the ge.

The February meeting of
REN. co-ordinating com-

their

Officers are, Mrs. Sandi
Spitzer. leader: Mrs. Ann Ned wick. co -leader: Mrs. Pole

In their LImecrie about pollution and conservation. the

Working with the Prospect

Mrs. Hatters

Room of Friedrich's.

chIldien Including Jill Miller, Karin. Deena, Jeanne Tank
Mimi In mum® and grass skirls.

Reservations are being Mk -

This is the Juniors main
moncycnaking project for the
year. Philanthropies benefit ing from this luncheon include
the District 214 Scholarship

Sly,

derelicts% deem preened a Hawaiian luau for their permits.
Eaterbilementr ironic and refreshments were provided by the

p.m. and 0 faShion show by
Ethers Cullen 'Thimble. Potsmkt Heights,

OTHERS
RECEIVING
recognition for various efforts
were: Mrs. Ebine McFadden,
Mks June Nelson. Mrs. Carrie
Bolen.. Mn. Helens Kiss and

ben (Keep Ott Pounds Seth:

Flower leis end grass skins were the order of the day al Fee.
bansille School In Mount Prospect when Miss Steiewalfs kin -

the Mount Pooped
Community Center at 8:I5
held at

I

explain the diamond rings
commemorating the IMAT

members. seven KOPS men,-

pass

dam husiness meeting will he

oo luncheon at
at nn.

non at 437-21147 or Cl. 5-3072

Hall.
The chapter 1114g 34 'TOPS

shuald be as brie) as pos.

The program, hollowing a

SheratonOlime, with cocktails

Mrs, Ruben Petersen. sea
rind vice presklent and 1FWC
diamond ring chairman. will

hoar, Mrs. Loch and Mrs.

FUND

adrunusual prograno.

charm. small trophy end
angle American Emmy rate.

Prollegl. and

Hso

Prospect Heights garden
group to hear speaker

'n the

Prospect: Greaten Improvo several members and promises

Reduce your risks and prolong your life.

Another way to protect your heart Is 10 hap
your Heart Association extend and strengthen
Ile Ills -living programs of research, Memnon and commonly service.

will

rade. and should eontain
on adeirsus or phone NM.
en so thew eathenneity
eanhecherket

it

tern sculptor. began his work on the Fountain of
Time in 1907,11 was completed in 1920. Another

M.P. (therms, all of Went

typeisratess

I, Taft's wrath

ard Bartholl of Crane Junior

/000229011g egg000ggvnouove1/"Oeeeeeoe0oeoggLiU493II9egooftall2

Letters To

L eaters

tain of Time."

Chisel

crroted while study ing with Taft inspired the de-

Are you a candidate

GIVE...

an request.

math. entithal "The Foun-

the nude figure." hr,: mid.
'Animal study early at
trained my attentkm." he Wild.

6005M1

Oararellartretharsaratterbithar.

names sal, be withheld op.

the sculptor's famous Chk:ago

endlas march of humanity."
&misted became Taft's

hohlasigun,

Anther on Cootie Page

tor m ust be signed, bat

WHILE STUDYING with
Taft, Tryg worked on one of

His "Victory of Plinth."

tenth on the ancient myth of
Duedalus and !cams, was inspired by the death of a local
aviator. It was remodeled for
he heroism of the Eagle
Squadron during World War

among many of his great works is the huge Black -

17 good. 23 excellent

All lbws so sir do

the

Club. Chicago. and Heads:rim,. London.
"All of this life droning
study helped perfect the techniques
needed to work with

wwr

Little Girl

letter,.

The Editor

to

mum and Lewis Link, worked with Rovalstod
on the proposed shiree. The original model

Ask your doctor. Most high bleed
pressure can be controlled.

POHVEIM

I

lying
lying

taught GIs drawing, modeling

P toe

3. le your blood pressure high?

Hideaword

glass on a marble pedestal unveiled by Queen Elizabeth II in
November, 1958.

Editor's Note) Laredo Taft, famous Midwe,

mom:

6. Do you neglect Netting

gr eat deal of money is male from this

70.

Sums. Near iho historic set-

1945

sleety

it all right fora girl to invite a hey to go can a date? My

mother says err, Fowlthink

that both
klis will aging on providing
the hest poodle education for
our children.

legality of the .
entering
sonoros with private or
churchconneersd hmitulions.

the

WHEN HE returned home
he began to rum his attention
10
his unfinishol sculpture

pay for religious instruction
Advocates of maw aid so

creating

pound Roll of Honor for the
American Chapel at Si, Pear
Cathedral. It is now under

character. in.
and s1011 of my for-

"I take pleasure in testi.
SAILED for England in
after traveling coon -

constitutions as forbidding that
las money he appropriateol

parochial schools say that nei-

of manuscript repro.

endorsement)

both the federal and the nate

cally.

WE CAN NO LONGER say it is a prob41a1111111 wreckage. In lire northwest suburban lem of the hig cities. It is a emblem rieht
arca during the past several months, many here. And it is nor confined to high schoolthousands of dollars worth of drugs. from
s. An increasing number of junior high
marijuana to heroin. were confiscated dur- students are trying marijuana and glue sniffing police raids. What is to hmaime of the ing Pits kicks. Kicks, which in too many
persons arrested, gOtIle users and others cases lead to the use of stronger and harder
charged with pin
and sale. has not et control drugs.
yet been determined bythe
the courts. One imBy the time they reach high school age
mediate benefit of the raids is that a portion the problem is magnified so much.that it is
of the supply to drug users here will never more difficult to handle.
reach ahem. But how largo a portion b it?
The pushers Ore becoming increasingly
Area policemen who have been making arrogant. In one ease, a young man accused
talks holjtre civic and student groups thint
of sale and possession of drug Mid the
grim picture fin us. Ken Fredericks, Des $5101 requires) for release on a 55,1100 bond
Plaines juvenile police sergeant, told one in cash boot his pocket.
medicacc that he would estimate that from 5
Confiscation of drugs by police, counlo 10 per 00111 of high school students in Des seling by juvenile officers and talks and
Plain experiment with drugs. Ho said his films on the dangers of drag are all positive
figurese, were a guoss because stride., par- actions toward solving the
problem. But
ents and teachers are reluctant to disclose more important
canonaret on the part
any information on drug use. He also said of parents, A realizati
that it may not be
that he believes every student at Maine smcone else
problem, but could bc a
West could tell where to go to get drugs.
problem 'Wen in their own homes will do a
In Arlington Heights, two detectives. Jo- great deal more to help end drug trafficking.
seph Sehrieber and Richard Robinson, reWhat is neealtal are parents and Mochas
ported that at Mast 5 per cent of the young who will co-operate all the way with police
people in Arlington Heights use hallucino- when a youngster is suspected of dreg
genic drugs. They also said it is extremely
If the government will work at the probdifficult to get the co-operation of parents, lem from the lop -commit enough money to
students and teachers.
shut off the supply --and we do our part in
They mid that there are people living helping local authorities to flush out and
here, driving big can and living in big stop pushers -there is a good chance that
apartments, all on the proceeds from drugs. he drug menace can be eliminated.
Unless they are caught in the act, there is
But the time is now.
nothing the police can do.
William J. Kiedaisch

of !aka Michigan between
Nat, I ar and the Adler Planet mum Tha General Assembly
describes the work to, stating.

preme Coons have interpreted

ther sonstitution bans either

When this country is ready to attack the
011%101:31.1. 1 HE TRAFFIC MOM he
0,111in hard drugs with utmost gravity and broken at the Ji T. Any congressimad action
unrelenting energy, then the engulfing tide aimed at lighting the sale and use or drugs is
of crime has some Prost.ct of being a waste of time if it door mit pnwide enough
checked.
money to lind and ruin the receivers and
A great many analysts agree lhat the up- sellers of drugs in this Limitary. When the
surge in 'hard -drug use accounts lira sub- top managers es. then ean little pushers,
stantial pint of the rise in major crimes,. on the street on in schools. go vsillthhent.
pecially armed arreel and store othherics
Regardless of what is done about finding
and bnrglitries of homes and offices.
the top people and eliminating the sources
We all know the link -the aced for quick of drugs. or general minkening of parents.
cash to support a costly habit.
students and teachers is also necessary.
The time fin nonsense has passed. This is
Until this traffic in human misery is haltnot an editorial on the problems of the ad- ed, we mot he Wen to the symptions of
dict which Male to his nem! for under- drug airs. We must immunize and he willstanding, fin treatment which in Ion many ing to repro cases of drag aikliction car explaces is either inadequate or nonexistent. perimentatitm. We must Moist that die users
The subje.1 of this piece is drug trafficking. or experimenters get proper help before
they become so addicted dull help is imposIT IS THE MOST vichnis business in the sible. And We 11111h1 do all in our power to
wodd. Hundreds died of hard drug over - .find die prefatory little pushers and pot
dosage or drug -related ailments last year. them out of business.
Many were teenagers including 12 -and 13it is time to wake up to the problem. lo-

land 1110 bet on from Buckingham fountain in the waters

patimmtm

To add misery to the Whole thing, the party em given by my

The U.S. and Illinois Su-

The drug problem;
your help is needed

is-

an,

the an
deletion,

Door Lee 1100011.

Assenthly opens April

Them.-

be 1.0.0 on am artificial

spite of the heat he wore a tam
and en
s smock.

time

in Scarde and illustrated its

dedication plaque in 1955.
While in London he revived

MOM WRONG:

or join in. once the General

the whole issue

the T. General Assembly will

hoyfriend's hoss. I guess they have them quite often. What should
we du?
Almost iarrioors. Palatine

ra ed

I he proposed statue

through a ...lion passed by

clothing. Some of the girl, who were there must have played
,thre hecause they were scantily dresswl. This historic girl won.
so she had the first choice of a hod partner. She chose my boyfriend. but he refused. 'the blonde was furious. If he had e.o.mwould have limn mks..

huh the lea r

.'''.
main loin their

rot.

we played agnate that when you lose. you take otTan article of

One Of tho

' ''''" 'oraahlk

modestls said. "The head car
nu senile alone will be 4i feet
h igh
saw overall dimensions
each the staggering height of

urs in our 20s.and all of the couples except mond one sober were

malty are monocled in their
fight ho some Catholics. al though fisr Looms masons.

?MI:"

moues

Em will unhappy. and I'm wurtioal Moth who
happen
mot. Lan Friday night my hoyfriend and 1 went to a party, We

°P-

world, including
Rustuntired' Trygve

the

ue

SWINGING PARTY
tae Janson.

As a sailor on a lumber
whooner he landed in Washinton. He entered the univer-

the time of the intervi. In
1 his plaster model of the
head of the '1 Will" statue on

r, blazing the Whnderland
Trail.

Han.001
Marla Scat the
Mount ProrpmOL

Door prizes and refreshments
will accoinpany the show,
,

beTockreit,s.az 51.50 and ma
MePululecr

CL

c'o'r Mrs:

Creighton at 255-5257.
Proceeds will benefit the

Local menthens will model
fashions supplied by the Cyst philanthropic work conducted
thia Shoppe in Dm Plaieeb by the post for veterans.

Feb. 22 h the day 400 Girl

p.m. Feb. t I at Oehler Funeral
Home in Des Plaines

Scouts from Prospect Heights

In addition to the regular

High School to participate in
Thinking Day. This is the day
set aside to think of the many

meeting, members will at panto be used by students at
Clearbrook Center for the Retarded in Rolling Meadows.

All members of participating
chapters are invited to attend
and asked to bring a pair of
scissors. Lambda Delta chap-

ter of Palatine is in charge of
refteahumate

gather at MacArthur Junior

girls in more than 40 other
countries that comprise the
World Assn. of Girl Scouts

and Girl Guides. It is also the
birthday of Lord Baden-Powell and his wife, Lady Baden,
Powell. He is the founder of

Three levels of Girl Scouts
will participate in the program,

Representatives

from

the 12 Brownie troops will carry flags from 44 countries in a
Reg ceremony. These flags

were male by the Brownies.
The 10 junior troops wilt each
present either a song, dance, or

skit from different countries.
The caddies will not only lead
the flap =aeons hie will
scouting for ,both boys and close
the program with a
gich.
candle leghtine ceremons.

+sv.WIRMIOteatene4 Vie agora ^Y aweeeo.eiseeteeeweMOdtteseeeMeftegre

One clay at a time
His names Ede in C flsrrs
Bost kvoryons L ells him Bill

me him Loupk ot Imo Ins

By Ron Swam

B ill before he netnel w
1A1.1.111Cee director of the Chi

saps Ueban league, Hes
very articulate guy.

Ha s against that

quite smuatul He knows

BILLS PHILOSOPHY n
stay simple He bells,.v dot

&Ramie' black men me in
dl eons of nee occupatione
end positions They are well

whites red hi tacks h.o to eet
done with .. ...h other Bill e

educated and concerned inch
seluels They make wonderful

no milli int He downI brines

neighbors

in semrat ism. He never km

Meyhe you don't mre about
the former director of the Urban League. He cane altnut
you, though. He thinks you're

that you are probably not a hitea. In fact. he'll probably ark
mit that there:ire some Negroes you know and like.

now

One of the big stations, Mo.

He will oleo say that you

km dociors, some lawyers and
some school ImeheiS. Manly,
though. it was clitymor opine

went to keep thinss ps they are

anon. cleaning women and

right he is..
He is, you know.

a problem.

B ILL BERRY is black. He

THAT'S WHY Bill Berry is
show
moderator of
called 'People to Ihmpte. on
Sunday nights on television.

When Bill started working
with the Urban League, the
lumber of educated and rocmaul blacks was limited. A

If you ask Bill, he'll admit

in

your own neighborhootl.

Rovelstad, Sculptor
of history

Now all that re changed

LOOMS NOY we while P0.550
wall idol -n.1 and mob ebb

this You ire ens in snot
Lommunity Ho. knows !hit
Sou belong to clubs mete on
hoard, and commissions ind
help lint things 10 your cummunity.

sun he dotsnt remember me
thumb

The day's-proipects

He wants you to meet his
friends end to shim you how

tonal workers.

By Dolores Haugh

First in two-part series oe
Trygve A. Romlstad

Day light

State aid

Lee Janson

LISTENS
By Jamul Seehemenich

km that neither advent:es nor
inhibits religion."

If you think sex education is
a controversial issue, wail um
in legislation granting some of

4,e44,41"h's like this, Mr. President --once you've seen one

the educational tax ddlm m
parochial schools sete the full
Mention or the lawmakere in
Springfield.

bile simultaneously paying
their share of tams to maintain
public school plants.

slate aid, involves only such
laws

as

helpnon-mihlic

fur additionel ftmds for IIenois public schools will also

hem that they anteeny are ellpl
J in their
penents

feet neither advances nor inhibits religion.

Map Publication5
'Won, iheur)tinnt dream hy
ire 1,1,II inVir,l11

M apportion the tax dollar to
ammo equitable edumtional

that year Ammer for theme
decadeihere has Men a de-

mataante. Lester. perhers, the

=ease in sisters and brothels

dolomites may pinyre a program to offer judicious and

available for leaching. necessi.

pea

laymen and women imchers.

school aid as a rem.
lar way of life under the am dilution they are one enemed
in devising.

t Ach.pine

MAIL ADORPASED

1

--,Marshall Field

Mendel'. Echo. y 9. 1070

Milian, J. Kiedakeh. Itunrotint. Editor

In,h,iden

R.E.

R. N. Neel/.

invdation

the hiring of salaried

signed to do various sisters
who staffed num of the
school.

his support for laws

aid lo defray the oat of keep.

granting a sham of the educe.

isng peruchial schools open put

thine! tax dollar to parochiet
schools. Opponents of such

i mite behey when they point
to do extra public school hurden if such echools all closed

stale aid are probably uning the
mails to exp... their stand
gained

PROPONENTS OF state

down. Parishioners of area
mrochial schools. as elsewhere. pay eosins in effect is an

in our 20s. and all of the ante!e memo an and one other were

high. The overall dimemions
reach the staggering height of

We played a mime that when mu kw. put takeoff an artieledl
We

5011 feet. The proposed statue
through a resolution mimed by
the 739 General Assembly will

To add misery to the whole thine. the party was given by my
boyfriend'sbose I mem they have them guile often. What should

trot by the mummer.

Almost Furious. Palatine
Are you kiddine? I knew iimes had moan el. Mt I didn't ran.
beim* mud. Nem. knew whet Me needle »mild be, how come

that if
then

ma doe

emit their chil, joined in the gomey fm ram poo boyfriend and Ids boa
remise Molded have Woody discussed
matter, your boyfriend probably has

who., telneadon.
for it
every Mail.

PM emend choices.
invite Be can

IIIP. MeDiTS we

have

raised have merely scratched
the surface of the controversy
you can expect to head bout,

or Pill in. once he General
Assembly opens Amil I.

reject the
erhsh.Sounde m

and

When this counoy is randy lo attack the
OBVIOLSIA THE TRAFFIC mum he
treffic in hard drugs with unmet gravity and broken at the top. Any omen:mimed action
then the engulfing tide aimed at lighting the sale and use of drugs is
unrelentingn
e
some prospect of being
waste of time if it does not pnwitic enough
checked
seoney to find and ruin the receivers and
A great many analysts agree than the upller, of drugs in ibis COMO, When the
surge in hard -drag use accounts for a sub. lop Manager, pr. the mom little pushers.
maned purl of the rise in major crimee-ms- on the Wed or in Nclmols. go with thou.
pedal!): ;wined street and store robberies
Regard., of who is done :demi finding
and burglaries of homes rind onlme.
die top people and eliminating the sources
We all know the link --the need for quick of drugs. :t general awakening of prom,
cash to support a costly habit.
students and leachers is also neceesary.
The time Iiir nonsense has pewit. This is
Until ibis traffic in Nall:Ill tritscry is haltnot an editorial on the problems of the ad- ed. We rant be alert loo the symptoms of
dict which relate to his need for under - drug users. We must recogniee and he willStanding, for treatment which in km irony ing to report case, of drug addiction or ex
places ih either inadequate or nonexistent. perimentation. We MUM insist that the users
The abject of this piece is drug trafficking. or experimenters get pniper help benne
they bixeme so addieted dud help is imposIT IS THE MOST vicious teminen hi the %Mk. And we motet do all in our power to
world. Hundreds died of lord drug over - tend die predatory little pushers and put
dosage or drug -related ailments last year. them out of business,
Many were teen.agere including 12 -and 1311 is lime lo wake up to the problem. loyear-lds.
cally.
A great deal of snowy is made from this
WE CAN NO LONGER say it is a probhuman wreckage. In the nonhwest suburb n lem of the big cities. 11 is a problem right
area during the pest .
al month, rainy here. And it is not confined to high schoolthOliSands of dollars worth of drugs, liars ers. An increasing number of junior high
murEtnina la heroin. were confiscated dur- studmts are trying marijuana and glue sniff,

ing police raids. What into femme of the ing for kicks. Kicks, which in 100 many
persons aro:sloe stme users and others cases lead to the use of stronger and harder
charged with [emission and sale, has not to txmlne drugs.
yet been determined shy the courts. One imBy the time they reach high school age

mediate beeelit tall the raids is that a poison the problem is magnified so ntuelt that it is
of the supply to drug users lie -or will never more difficult to handle.
rimch them. But how large a portion is it?
The pushers arc hamming increasingly
Arca policemen who love been making amigant. In one case, a young non accused
talks before cisic and student groups pains a of sale and musession of drugs peid the
grim picture for IP Kell Fredericka, Des 5500 required for release on a 15,1100 bond

Mvendc police sergeant, told one
ience that he would estimate that from 5
to 10 per cent of high school students in Des
Plaines experiment with drugs. Fle odd his
figures were a goose bucaturg students, parents and teachers arc reluctant to disclose

any information on drug use. He also add
that he believes every student at Maine
West could tell where to go to get dregs.

In Arlington Heights, two detective, Joseph Schrieber and Richard Robinson, reported that at lean 5 per cent of the young
people in Arlington Heights use hallucinogenic drugs. They also said it is extremely
difficult to get the co-operation of parents,
students and teachers.

ther co...Ilion bans either

mikew hmanl eolving the problem. But
mom iniportant is an awareness on the pan
Of parents. A realization that it may not be
someone else's problem, but could bc
problem 'right in their own homes will do
great dthl more to help end drug !ruff Wking.
What is needed ore parents and teachas
who will co-operate all the way with police
when a youngster is suspected of drug um.
If the goverement will work at the problem from the top -commit enough money to

hero, driving big cam and living M big slop pushers --there is a good chance that
he drug menace can be eliminated.

But the lima is now.

William J. Kiedaiscb

American Chapel at Si Paul's
Celliedral, It is now ander
gam on . marble pedefital e
wiled by Queen Elizabeth II in
November. 1955.

nmtiloor neighbor.
A slightly built. soft-spoken
man
welmincd uvio his
highoeilinged studio next to
his &Ind y reside me
Elgin.
It was a warm summer day W
spite of the heat he wore tam
end an artist's smock.
el arn m glad you could
conic out." he said.

From his manner sip one
would suthect that this unitssuming man is perhaps one of
the most outstanding mete.tx
and coin designers of our century.

CURRENTLY HIS larMet
project in the "I Will" statue.
the largest statue in the woad,
lo be placed in Lake Michigan
in perspective to the John
Hancock Building.

hetheen

Noy Pier and the Adler Plane.
union. The General Assembly
describes the work by stating.

'Tem." us he prefers to be
celled, began his anistry as
small boy. He Ewan by car-

'ft f II
I
1 Mill" head
will be twice the sim of the

Great Soh,. in Egoal and

ving with a bowie knife.
Then be began to draw and
barn housed my

has me height of Gutzon
norelume carvines
Me

art acties." he said.
Be later met sculptor Lo -

Rushmore..

redo Taft in Chicago and be.

1 was 'ea a laansISSea at the
time.

meet fro m pun:hash,

from chu 1,h -related

in

Specifically our tan Illinois
Supreme Court has upheld the

has tin, state would pay for
ihe

ame service.

Is

ta

"I SAILED for England in
1945

sively

after traveling extenaround the .United

States. Near the historic sel-

ling of Oxford University

whether a poifieular law viw
hued the ciorostituthmal a law

must have "a remilar
purpthe and primary ce

Hideaword

PORVEIM
Make as many four letter
or more words gnu of
these letters as you an.

In addition. lied then word
rising all seven of these

He continued his work as
the An Institute of Chicago:

rem. glee ejeeed be..

the......eeee

Send inn a...runt h. Lee

117 ,

St.. .Stuns

Club. Chicago. and Heather.
ley's. lemdon.
"All of this lite drawing

endless march of humanity:

study helped print the tmh.
Mime I needed to wank with
the nude figure." he said.

"Animal stole earls attracted my alit:mime" he said.
eelle as a youth I rode horses,
hunted. fished and trapped. I

ran beeheeked

In 'fag's words

it

is

..the

unfinished %win..

in bronze.
His M/ictory

of Flight.Need on the ancient myth of
Daedalus nod Nitres, was inspired by the death of a local
aiator. ft teas remodeled for
th e
heroism of the Eagle

*Judo,. &rim World War

II.Thisioo roux east in bronze.
Tryg Rovelmad now is

Rovelstad became 'Piste
studio and wage Mehl:kill and
on his rommmendation made
the portrait of President Rich-

workim on a huge smith..

ard Ilanhoff of Crane Junkie
College for its 1e2e gradu-

and she gentleof his mind
tureol to the designing of

ating clam.

commemorative mins.

he oily of Elgin. mlitled

nisi

'Pioneers."

The creativity of his hands

Trvg among other works,

His firm coin was inspired

exectited a lifosized statue of

and

Sen. Richard J. Barr. nu. in

birds from nature or from zoo

Springfield, and began the sec-

nth figures only two Ion tall.

and museum specimens.

The same heroic figures will be
12 feet. They ere being cast in

lielch of adventure in gaining
his education. He worked in

ond phase of his outstanding
an career with the Gov. William G. Roman commemorative coin. This came
about !Numb his work on the

the West as a surveyor's help-

Illinois State Office Building

modeled

fish,

animals

TRYG ENTERED other

plasier in semi.. at his Elgin
studio.

Tomornive
Roveleted.
Coin Designer of iheGreat.

gon, Ill,
Oliver Rodin was a former pupil of world famous Agust Rodin and he worked with Quoin
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Bolrgon on Mount Rushmore.
Felix kehlage dowigned the Jefferson head
nickel.
These 3MM-sculptors, together withlohn Mee

gicuyaCCA

Are you a candidate

Dolores IS

tali -Mown, Ftlitor

.hm and LeNiti Ainck, waked with Romismd
on the proposed statue. The original model
created w hile studying with Taft inspired Mode.

sign for the "I Mill" medal presented to Pont.
dent Lyndon Johnson and Illinois Governor
Otto Kerner in 1965.

Mt n ay. February 9, 1970

for Heart Attack?
You are if you answer yes to these questions:
yES

NO

1. Are you overweight?

YES

4. Do you =make dwell.?

More than 3 times as many deaths
from sudden been attack occur in
middle-aged men who are 2CP/o or
mote overweight.

L Are you eating your wee
to heart atlack?

If you smoke more than one pack

Ask your doctor. Most high blood
pressure can be controlled,

NO

00

of cigarettes a day, yeah risk of

having a heart attack is shout
beim Mat of middle-aged nonsmoker!.

D

.

Da you dodgemorel..?

Regular, merate exercise

Li I=1

The Satellite II HomemakUnit of Mount
rx
Proemer null me. Thursday

year elm. lame, lirak. prest-

Fele IS. at the khanlimpet

Fish.

Community teenier at 8 pm.

NIrs. E. Cole secietary: Mo.
William 'lash',
t.
stn. SVillh lennellom.

0

deem Mn. Conard Stepp. fire
tice.chairman, Mrs. Kenneth
second

sin:eel:Leman,

fit tin anniversary
I he Prtapeetlye Waist
Away. Chapter of rors (Take
Olf Pounds Sensibly) °Nerved
ins litth anniveretry Jan. 20.

the alerision Adviser. II,m,

.".nea are beta. Kennelli I.kh
end Mrs. Harry Send,.

included a sake faeltioned
from (meek and Intuit
with

eurner"ewill be presented by

arid means: Mrs. !ethic! K incr.
4-H chairman: NI re eh:loin
Newel. hospitalime Mrs.
Mn. William at,,,,. a past iSandersfeld. puhlicily: Mrs. D.
president. sill in.!l the ltd. Daugheny. Heerlen. and
lowing officers for the omit., Mo. Harry Sciales. telephone.

TOPS, Mre Ann Nedwick,

Don't See him regularly. He can
help you reduce your risk and bli-

p.. your health,

Aloha at school

Mount Prospect: Mrs. KOPS.
Mrs. Jean Hall. Pnapect
Heights:

Mrs. Conmniality.

Mrs. Ann Mitchell, eltmnt
Prospeo:

MD.

Inerinition.

Mm. Sandi Spitzer, Mamas
Mennen: Greatest Improve I. Mrs. Lois Haiterthauer.

Reduce your risks and prolong your life.

Another way to protect your heart Is to help
your Heart Association extend and strengthen
its Illmsaving programs of research,
education and community service.

Des

Plaines,

and

Hardest

Worker. Mrs. Sandi Spirmr.
Mrs. Roschlarie Lock of
Mount Prospect was honored
as
the charter's Quanerly
She
Queen.
remised the
crown. a crownehaped silver
charm, small trophy and a
OTHERS
RECEIVING
recognition for various efforts
ee, Mrs. Elaine McFadden.
Miss June Nelson. Mo. Carrie
Behera. Mrs. klelena Kiss and
Mrs, Pat Gerrans, all of Mount

so more will live

Fashions and more
fashions for Juniors

inedible pink rows.
The members had voted on
sister members fitr sis categories.
The winnem.
aced that
that night. seem Mrs.

6. Do you neglect seeing
your doctor?

Right, the scout in the pioneer figure grouping which will beerected in Elgin denotes the talent
red ereathe sem., ity of its creator Trythe A. Row ad. else the early '30. after a brief study in
the Louire. I reiurned to Elgin to begin work on a pioneer group. It pets Otto a hot foot model to
heroic 12 -rout figures in claw with aid of gmernment relief workers. and swipe,. When tones
ran shormem
con
n, Chauncey Reed. siwured passage of the Elgin ('rem
aline
half dollar issued' the artist explained. This was the beginning of Me second phase of
hitter.
teal art for Tins, leading to tite Mean,. of many uototattalog,a.aurd Menthe coins to be dlw
cussed tomorrow. Whnlos by Eleanor Rhea and Minns Haugh,

TOPS observes

Mr. Marilyn Wee, area supervisor. was en hand for the
corning, celebration. which

-Who Protects the Con-

strengthens the heart and reduces
the risk of fatal heart attack.

You may be it your diet le too rich
in saturated fat and cholesterol.

3. Is your blood pressure high?

Satellite II to meet

'Original Fashions" is the
theme of the program to he
pr esentol sit the Feb. 11 meat -

Prospect Heights garden
group to hear speaker

Mn, Phillip Allen and Mn.
Keith

Vernon, ways and
means eo-chainnan. will out.

mth. has enlisted the aid of

line plans for she tonhcoming
luncheon -fashion eve, This
annual hind.raising affair will
he March le at the Brass Rail .

Bait members and
inYtinusual program.

Sheraton-Dere. with cocktails
norm. !endow at

of the Mount Proved
Junior Woman's Club. Mrs.
Jag

Byrd Pollard. program chair-

I

'7,79-q HEART

hauer, him. Loch and Mn.
Hall
The chapter has 34 TOPS
mention. Leven KOPS members (Keep Off Pounds Sensibly,
having reached their
goals) tind four Teen TOPS.
The group meets every Tues.
The
evening in the
oily
Room of Friedrich's.

FUND
Flower Ids sod grass skins seem the order of the day at Fee beatific School In Mount Prospect when Mks Stairwelfs Ms-

dergerten dames presented a Hawaiian Ins for their parer..
Eateeteinment, music and refreshmenn were provided by the
children Including Jill Miller, Karina Damen, Jeanne Treeth
Mitred in mu -mm end Mem dd..

Officers are, Mrs. Sandi
Spitzer, ff oder; MD Ann Ned wick. co -leader; Mrs. Polo
Damian, secretary; Mrs. Jean

Flelr, treasurer, and MM. Me,
go McLeod, weight recorder.

In their concern about pollution and minservation. the
garden group of the Prospect
Heights Woman's Club will
preoCill Charles Yager, an arm
resident. who will speak tin

"Birds and the Effect Man's
Environment Ha. on Them."

p.m. and a faehion show by
program. following it
short business meeting. will be

held at the Mount Prospect
Community Center al 8,15

Pellet's Golden Thimble. Prospect Heights.
Reservetions arc being token now. All area residents who

wish lo attend should contact
either Mrs. Allen or Mrs. Ver-

Mrs. Ruben Pew... mc
end vice president and !PVC
diamond ring chairman. will

for ticket information.

rings

This 6 the Juniors' main

Diamond Jubilee to he held
this year. Profits from sales of

money.making project for the
year. Philanthropies benefiting from this luncheon include

thew rings wig help defray

the District 214 Scholarship

convention expenses.

Fund.

explain the diamond
commemorating the

!MC

Heights Park District, these.

lighten the public about the

d

problems of pollution. some of
which they feel can be helped

surrounding rho flag role area,
which is being planned by the

mirk district for installation in
April. near the swimming
pool. The
arra
wall be bordered with railthid
tics and a design of rent, white

The Feb. 26 meeting will be
held at the home of Mrs. Philip
Domres, 409 W. Marion.

Prospect Heights. at 8 p.m. If
you arc interested, all CL
3.3459.

non al 437.2847 or Cl. 5-307.1

Prose... and Mrs Hellen-

thatild be to &id as pus.
oldr. typehotten.
pat.
Bible. and *add censor
an address or planer mop
ber sit their authenticity

tain of Time."

his

"Indian Hunter." It was cast

by the pioneer statue originally made in the 19311, in clay

2e eaanesse nee 00000 001:6700r00 0 0 0 e 00 0 00itessosessogaite

GIVE...

Roves
be withheld upon request. L

the sculptor's famous Chicago

maims. emitled 'The Foun-

di. nor anbliontunv

v,r. //Mod, notkin.

igk American Reality Me.

All Innen to the rdi.

WHILE STUDYING with
Tali. Tryg worked on one nI

in

Editor's Note: Cumin Taft, famous Midwes-

Answer on Coolie Page

rur must br sinned. btu

I

WHEN HE resumed home
he began to sum his attention

tern sculgor, began his woork on the Fountain of
Time in 1907,11 wascompleted in 1920. Another
amongmany of his great works is the huge Black hawk statue overlooking the Rock River in Ore-

I? good. 23 mune.

The Editor

plimure in teed-

fying
the character. intelligenee and skill of my former pupil..
have had many
pupils. and he wm among the
hem. Need I say more?"

the Beetux Arts. New York: the
University of Washington.
Seattle, Palette and Chisel

Little Girl

letters.

Letters To

I

taught Gls drawing. modeling
and sculpture

it all right for a girl to invite a boy to go, on a date? Sy

THE US, blipreme Court
recently eslahlished u constitutional Icsi to determine

70-

pgar tsar gamna.

The one r.eassuring upon of

ehurebeonnected inetitutions.

phanage pioviding mire of dependent childrenat a price lee

the

MOM WRONG,

the whole owe is that both
.:des will :gum on providing

of the maze entering
inio contracts with private or
'I hat is, for instance. an or-

redo Tuft wrote the follinving

creating

pound Roll of Honor for the

endorsemeke nt,

mother sass air. but I think she's wrong

the best poeihle education for
our children.

I

could may nod work with him.

th e federal or the state govorn.

Confiscation of drugs by police, coon soling by juvenile officers and talks and
films on the danger:: Of drugs are all positive

sity in Seattle and illustrated its
.1-yee" while earning full
credits
thulpture. He hum
hiwome an instructor atter Lo -

ed at the work and said

the art of manuscript WPM-

as if Bea good thing Marjo. are plentiful.

in cash Font his pocket.

shut off the supply -and we do our part in
They said that there are people living helping local authorities to flush out and

apartments, all on the premeds from drags.
Unless they are caught to the act, there is
nothing the police can do.

10

&teflon,

Asa viler on a lumber

dedication plaque in 1955.
While in London he revived

.

both the foleral and the stem
constitutions m forbidding that
Ian Toney ho appropriated to
pay for religious instruction.

Advocates of state aid

schooner he landed in Washington. He entered the univer-

blazing the Wonderland

Den.

tend ihe panics and parthipate. He can
keep his joh. Ile can .olt for

prenie Coons have interpreted

parochial schools say that nei-

Alit:hie:in

Lake

.

The U.S. and Illinois Su-

The drug problem;
your help is needed

of

'

whoa in that thee cherish the
Rat than ewe Ceder., m slate
aid eveetually will lead to con-

of `me all sag

he located on an artificial isImil 300 feet oast from Buckingham fountain in the waters

beforo because they were scantily dressed. Thie Monde girl won.
so she had the tarsi choice of a lied partner. She chose my buy.
Bleed hut he sensed. The blonde was furious. If he had accept.
-r1
I would have hem furious.

heir parochial

1

O, nre,sun

Qualified teachers. ewound
soda school claws. need .aid
geld ecent salaries. conwasioff
with the pittances lermerly

Senator John Grahthi. Senate
Pust Office. Capitol BM._
Springfield. M.-62706. mum
he heavy
dam. when arm
constituenis are being
to
r viuest

John E.Mannin,

to

ling

niaintai

modesty thid. 9The head of

Some of the girls who were there must have played

IbrwaN by ('aholicx who arc
wuleiy
the state fie public schools.
nhlic

In case you haven't kept up

with the eduedional scene in
parochial schools. the fact is

the statue more will he 30 feet

One of the huearguments

dhow tower to the front soon.

Don't look for Con -Con to
solve the 1970 problem dhow

I'm sell unhappy. and I'm worried about who will happen
nest. Lane Friday night my boyfriend and I men to a may. We

,.reee.

fight by some Catholics. although he
lisilla reasons.

purpose and whose primary ef-

Dear Lee Janson.

ure."11 will toe the largest Moue in the world, including
Mount Rushmore,- 'f rygve

51Y1NGING PARTY

It may wreck,: sole aid of

schools in those common sub-

This plaster model of the
head of the "I Mill" statue on
the coin is tiny compared to
the dimensions or the final fig-

Taft," he odd, no 1 made up
din:city to his studio. He look-

the time of the interview. In

TO YOU

church school to stay open.
The legislation to be considwed by the Gencrel Assembly
to Springfield. say those asking

jects with a smoke legislative
For that matter, the demand

foreign country, you've seen 'CM all!"

extra school tax and extra mi.
eon lo provide for their

AL

Tryg has worked on this grouping of pioneer woman, scout and
youth for 30 years "My enthusiasm has not waned. The statue
evenieWly will go up. It's like an oak omits growth is so slow,
but UN 2 mighty area thing when it matures. I know of nothing
thet can destroy an oak tree," the artist concluded.

er,

sample of , work. Pin

Finding Trygve A. novel mad living in Elgin is like
finding Michelangelo es
e
This writer stands in awe of the hemtifet bend of Youth. The
plaster model of the Youth is part of the Pioneer group east in
bronze. It has won mum awards for Roselstad in in present
form. Eventually when funds for the statue are raised it will he
cast in Its 12 -foot entirety and erected in Elgin's Davidson Perk.

cams membes of his Midway
Studio family.
"I wanted to work with

and blue flowers and evergreens. The park distill:, will
flume pan of the eapense
with the garden moue. beginning a long-range term of per.
mend care.
The group would like to en-

in our own hack p.0db
of these is the burning of
trash and leaves. On Feb. 26
right

they are sending a rcpresentaAve to a seminar conducted hy
the Pollution and Environs
meMal Problems group of

Palatine. On !starch 26 the,
hope to have n public showing

in a melee place of the film
"'The Silent Spring.. which
gives both sides of the pesticide

controeny.

Working with the Prospect

REN to meet
The February meeting of
REN, a co-ordinating Com-

Thinking Day
in Prospect Heights

mittee for five chapters of Beta

Fashions for VFW
members and friends

Sigma Phi, will he held at 8
p.m. Feb. 11 at Oehler Funeral
Home in Des Plaines.

In addition t0 the mules
The Women's Auxiliary of
the VFW Post 1337 will hold
its annual fashion show On
Meech 5 at the VFW Hall, 601
N. Main, Mount Prospect.

Door prizes and mfrmNanu
will accompany the show.

Tickets are 51.50 and may
be purchased by calling Mrs.
Meuller at CL 3-7081 or Mrs.

Creighton at 255-5257.
'coal members will Model
Proceeds will benefit the
fashions supplied by die Cyn- philanthropic work conducted
thia Shoppe in Dm Plaines. by the post for veteran.

meeting, membera will eat patternn to be used by students at
Clearbrook Center for the Re.
tarded

to Rolling Meadows.
Ail members of participating
chapters arc invited to attend
and asked to bring a pair of

scissors. Lambda Delta chap-

ter of Palatine is in Marge of
rcfrWuants.

Feb. 22 is the day 400 Girl
Scouts from Prospect Heights

gather at MacArthur Junior
High School to participate in
Thinking Bay. This is the day
set aside to think of the math

lame levels of Girl Scotus.
will perticipiec in the pro greet, perreseetetives from
trye 12 BroaMe troops will

ear.'

ry flags from 44 countries ht a'
flag

mremthy. Thew flap

girls in more than 40 other
countries that comprise the

were made by the Brownies..

WaLrlodA!ssonu.,,o:,.

,c 1Ut
ThP

ilGirlis

the

birthday of Lord Baden -Pow.
ell and his wife, Lady Baden-

Powell. He is the founder of
scouting for both boys and
girls.

-

lui,nhi:rr;rs0000peg.,wainli,eac,11

skit from different countries..
The cadetre will not only lead
the flag ceremony, but will
close the prograrn with a
candle lighting ceremony.

THE DAY

Business Seiwiez

Systems analysis

in rapid growth
as a profession
cessing
data and obtaining soprolution, to

ganizations. In addition, Pen

compiex business, seienlific or
engineering problems.
There are perhaps 100,000
or more of thew people. They
work mainly for insurance
companies.
manofacturing

as
computers and peripheral equipment hemline
more sophisticated and are ca.
pable of solving more complex

concerns.

In addition tinthe many emo
ployment opportunities north-

up

wholesale

opportunities

many

professional

Moreover, cm.
ployen, have been experiencing difficulty in recruiting

factbinder,

and

ways to bring the voter to the

cials announced the referendum which.
approvcd. will
bring the college district a 17 cent ex increase (12 cents for
the educational fund and 5
cents for the building fund).

fund.

Harpersshut

referendum

to

Ohm said bit committee.
formed to help gel the facts to

the weep. has arranged for
college personnel and trusiees
to speak before more Than 25

dubs and organizations during the nest five week,
POSTERS AND handbills

anemsing the Harper College open houses eery Sunday

I

(Feb.

from

I

through March

15)

en, 10 4 p.m. have

been distributed io shopping
ceders, churches and railroad

-Student enrollment has fn-

d over 200 per cent in
She last

three years. Harper
opened in September, 1907 op

crating in MOdile classrooms
at Elk Grove High School. Enrollment that SepienMer was
1,725. a figure which jumped
to more than 5.400 in September, 1969.

IF MALNE-Niles College

1 IQ SERVICE

Gri

auwr

259 1036

TODAY!

WEBER -STEPHEN

23 Employment Agentieslen

SA

We have a number of armor job otspononilirm HOW br
5,0,M9
Shape .1109MUL Sumo W.* °pension ond

PRODUCTS CO.
100 N HICKORY RD.

ARLINGTON VMS

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR
MR. BRUNNER

E.perienced Surface and

um

Grinding Operators.

memien, pm,
for a...me end steady ...yr.. with
otehip Can,.

259-5010

All

twopono be.as including Ilk insurance. bosoitoliallion,

ototd tmealMnsoad balicloyo

"C't \"'N'o;Okile'S"R:'se'B7.or;

FAMILY

ABOUT A BETTER JOB

for 6 mons. 4 weeks

Generol Machinist
O.D. and/or I.D. Grinder Hand
Tool Steel Heal Trost Operator

Ref 155 0562

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

PERMANENT
EMPLOYMENT

Automobile Service

Apply in Parson for ei Confidential Interview

RECOND910110 VAC

CARGILL, INC.

Slo.

S

EIZIgAV1ARIrRTCE

RIFIC
QUICK
CASH-

4C1ALTY

mnutiffint
EIRIOGELESSONT

FREE ESTIMATES

.1111671'1716'274;P:

9

936665ouRooa

tore

255 11;:11

lane Tuning Services

nnnnn 255 7077

cam

rend

MACHINE

Lawn Mower Service

nnnnnn We.

Coll

UP SPFCIAI

RN.

HAVE

PRESMA,IU,N,G.

22'11677, ;

"'do

ALTERATION

SHARON HOFER

294.

ed

TOMER. WNW

5 DAYS

ONLY

$3.90

Mee *es

*

TIMM, CAI I

Mold Designing

=lions. When working with

.24..4 776,B221 3241
36 WI 45

PHONE 255.7200

Carpet Cleaning
CARPET 6 HAN ihoreehe

-"t

Call 117.94

mathem.lical,
scientific or engineering backAs you might surmise there
is an attractive salary range in
this work. and experienced

Floor Refinishing

00

aW

Roofing
RG0Fiers AHO

ViORK GUARANI'. Fuggy

p

installation

"THE DAY
IS A REAL

DAY

PROBLEM

FAMILY

SOLVER"
FOR THE

SPICSFON

Bjornson Bros.

SLIP COVERS
WINTER SALE

General Hauling
53 7-073 7

Day Want Ads

Put Day Want Ad
To Work For You

AD

DAY

WE WILL TRAIN YOU!

30% Winter Discount

Ill, Don MK 7 Nab

ry.s11b

SUNBEAM
CORPORATION

tft

6600 W Roosevelt Rd.
Chicago, III

Also Expert Receipt.,
6.50 Roe cola inherent
$1760 per secionele fee

IfifIs of Fabrics
to choose from
CALL NOW 251 f 7767

into

255-7200 or 2966640 to start your
Superific Quick
Cash -Making

255-7200
or

Men or young men with

hours. Storting wage
$2.25 per hr. and up.
Lunch furnished.

utl sPa"

help
041 will
girl
00

©

cow

Apply in Person
sn'PTC!!:!.7n;nt7lw

e

Abe

Estes and Elmhurst Rds.

Elk Grove Village
625-0962

FOR EXPERIENCED

TOOL & DIE -MAKERS!

MACHINIST $4.23 to start

NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED

777 Wheeling Rood

ImmeMate Openings
DRIVER/EXPEDITER

1st

Shift -Reliable

Wheeling, Wino,

AN MAL PAO...WM.07FR

CUT-OFF MACHINE OPERATOR - 1st & Ond
Shift -Permanent, secure inside work.
ALLOY DEPARTMENT FLOORMAN

"CALL ME WHEN
YOU GET HOME"

man

-

in & 2nd

Shif,"Mon sized" job that can lead to top paying

GRILL MEN

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

skill position.

We otter high spring pop automatic increases,
9 paid holidup, 2 weeks voted., after I boor,
group insurance and more.

512,000.515,000 ono, he 911 hove the opportuniN to tote.

COME SEE US AL

Machine!

emp oy.l Imo... Mclean. pad cannons and Ir. is,
oring, and slack

MART;14 MARIETTA

non potential is included.

ng, wet LI. hot sand
opp.orance, InqyiSalva mind, mon el neon, ism sae. of
WII, For can.
college or awl. ont busmen. ups..

Tbe mon we seek is motute

296-6640

2..1.3

OPEN

gdggdoy 6
11111 SI

Pit.

s.,

ENGINEERING ONATIE

2730 Des Plalms Ave
Des Plaine. 116

yo,yel.01.100.0 MI

711017117=0::;=7"'

ern

nth

Apply In Person

MARTIN METALS DIVISION
250 N 12 Street -Wheeling
(off Dundee Road -between Wolf Rood & Rte. 831

1

outs

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

%AMA:16.PM
s_

300 N. Northwest Hwy. (Ras. 53 & 14) Palatine, II.

one

PLUS ALL COMPANY BENEFITS

INCLUDING:
Premium Pay for Overtime
9 Paid Holidays
Pension Plan

for Additional Information and
Confidential Interview

SITS PER HOUR MIENS

GEORGE APCNTLE

North Shore Interiors

$5.00 AN HOUR

Coll G. Kral at 676-1000, Ext 5457

we can ....want lull time employment with oscellent
riefir

EARN UP TO

needed to drive portal truck, some inside duties.
Most know Chicago area.

CALL 537-1100
OR VISIT US AT
331mploment Agencies-1Am

Tool and Die Makers

GREAT OPPORTUNITIES

MARTIN METALS

A Company With A Future

orti1,7,f,',7:::':t"::::1:1°X''

CONTINENTAL CAN COMPANY, INC

Immediate Openings

Life Insurance, Shift Premium, 10 Paid Holidays.

Illinois Bell

FULL LINE OF COMPANY BENEK15

MANY COMPANY BENEFITS. Major Medical X

Mr DONALD'S
HAMBURGERS

you on the inside track 10 a sold careen

plenty of oeperMnierk

PRODIICTS INC

ready

in The Day. Phone

Phone

OEKG()

mornings free -flexible

with a far
reaching Wont Ad

QUICKER,

EASIER'

et

The training and experience you'll gar will Pei

Good salary and benefirs, regular raises and

.1.11 PM II ENto7A61

nci model shop

55542°0

out

Stan in our major call routing offices wiring telephones to the gloat telephone switching network.

VISUAL MODEL MAKER

as.4.46s2

cash

GET RESULTS,

Shop At Home Service
ries. CL 103S3.

SAXON BUSINESS PRODUCTS, INC.

"'FZEkE.PAI°11trG'.°

you

items

50% OFF
ON ALL LABOR
SIGN pm cbccr plus fabric,

CL 5 8232

WANT

HOUSEWIFE,

WALLPAPER AND

Estimalc,

nt'l'n;ROSN'GTEN'

Excelleg Starting Pay
with Automatic Increases!

Coll 170-7,19

296-6644

In the wide open world of communications.

MACHINE OPERATORS

297-3550

ATTENTION!

Convert usable
but
unneeded

WANT ADS

CL 9-0495

QUALITY DECORATING
3. Gest Rol

Let.n°* nit Plaines

010118

BUSINESSMAN

Laurltz Jensen

E 1.

&) V
02 N

-11 0

PR1Ct

Sewing Instructions

in.es

Furniture Refinishing

CZ LH

,

;

Decorators

RD LT1

earn from

ver

FOR PERMANENT JOBS
WITH OPPORTUNITIES
FOR ADVANCEMENT

CALL JOHN AMR

BOYS 12, 16

KNOWN
AS A

AND FOR THE

Is) hA

$15,000 Io 525,000 or MOIL a

in

NA \BASHING FOR SPIF ESN
.116 [Ala TODAY 297 319,

r-

grounds.

I

Painting 6 Decoroling

PAINTING

r-

have

51

CIOTHING

FIREWOOD

F emote

gaged in this type of activity

295-2770
LA Sall. Personnel

BETTER

"'"265

292.647

266 85

niques and methods of systems

;

t

small.

analysis. Often this work is described a -advanced- sp.
terns design and analysts en-

NANO B4OR OPGAN ISSSONS
lo

It, .6 clasps 6

DES. POW. MEN -SIVA

WE HAVE OPENINGS NON

FOR PLASTIC BOTTLE PRODUCTION

24.14e1p Wanted Men

BARGAIN COUNTER

iSMSCIPLE0

systems 0101.049 In Me, they are

re.
With

KRIPS'Ir'"

,61 PRICE SALE
s

WILIngritV=ACK

7.71416. I^ .011Nmw.P.M1 c.tfmay. Benof Rs
compere,/ poid Insurances ratan°
woe re.

CUSIMS A01. TRAINEE

Resale Merchandise

FLP 6913

Musical Instrudians

posing methods and appli

ly

weekdays
Solunitrys,

EGUIARLY!

TV SERVICE A ISSPPoR

'S','ESIFIC=A111'S?RfVE

midge.

kcow1.11. al electricity ond non nnn o I DINH, lea will IN
tromml lo sonalco.r SoPP .leipment. Potential for carry ocl

SALES TRAINEES

an aimed by Mee.

e

7510

CALL ED 3,5359

Fimweiad

vises R

develop entirely new data -pro-

data.

DAG

Mc

OND°

CALL 1124.0460

Meek yew was eel
us a/ enot. Cans-

'DAYWANTADS

Rod io.TV Service

lEstlYNNITS.ORNIO

hs

Mn

Peggy

267-6900

6

Men wa be
emblem.

eralre.
reined

Small logs My SoectoiN

I. 3 59.

Ook 6 Birch wnol. W., Gorden

concerned with iniproving and
adepting the system to handle
additional or different types of

ORT'l.tt"""'"1324

JOE

Bock 6 Mose,

Porch Repairs

I

SERVICE TECHNICIANS

READ and USE

6 REMODEL!.

AB NO. 6 Ftreplaces

Sernomd Oak 11,2a

nO Elb

g

thet me Met Mr ad

011 Tro9e1

Call ler 7 emote

Free Wimp,.

II

nserto and only to the ex.

EXPERT PLASTERING

ALL tYPEGEREE ESTIMATES

Dope,. Night 359.1906

Woltman Const. Co.

965-4700

m wg wreparnele
Ma Om Rat Mooned
eV

Division of Rex Cheinbelt, Inc.

6301 Since. Avo.

en be as. In Pe ewe et
.an er oral*. Ow me -

3 LINES

Wheeling

5374100

Baxter Laboratories, Inc.

P.NT SAFETY DIRECTOR

REVERSMASONR6

bY

SARTRISEAL0

ewe in wow Me apeden

For Fast Results

Masonry

Headset Work

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

dr

634 Glenn Ave.

nol elegem. eel
me et en. re nets the
Amami deem. et

CHAS. B. GRAY SALES

527.1244

r-

PN

312000

BY RAY PETERSON

Let

IV

MATERIAL HANDLERS

CHEM. ENGINEER

82

Plastering
lMns. Scot 653.7791 Mon

01 e9001 SIPP0116906197,16103er

CHECICYOURADM

MAKING

INCENSED BEAUFY COIRATOt

R.SONAINF COST: Oresonok

92

Aiiminom Aimmotell
that
the Ma median at

smaneol Waves

I.

En7AM.e AP
To... norm 7,61,3711.1A
Smudgy. A.M
P.M

Mom W

PLEASE

DECORATORS

MS.1125,741

Call CI 5 26/>

* INSPECTORS

428-3623

Results!

SUPER

CREATIVE

Fedetal R

4366E280

Home

*HARDINGE CHUCKERS

11
cog

Reaching

Wallpapering

A0e.v

605 39elpree.

ed

5555 W. Touhy Skokie, Ill

*MACHINE OPERATORS

11

for Nigh

HOO

3.2 1351

1125 S. Adman. Ms. Rd.

ces

TELETYPE CORPORATION

Overtime Available

t

.ta

OVER EUREKA LUX AND ISIHERS
11'395 Ann , ABBEY SAL, F.

Drapery Rennin

GENERAL

m

DAY SHIFT

working condi
Welding and,,,

urn Repair Service

=NC:4'9757M

9

CARGILL, INC.
MAINTENANCE WORK

WANT

FILINGS

canto

l

SySlous analnts aho improve open., systems and

ployment advice 011.115401.3.

FALK TO TELETYPE

Call Mr. McGrath 350-5800
INT INTERIOR PAINTINC.

FEDERAL. 6 STATE

ONO. COATS A SIRIUS

lading research.

Young people considering
this career field are urged or
discuss their future with high
wheal, college and state em-

OPERATORS:

* LATHE OPERATORS

as systems used i n males or mar -

year.

MACHINE

R.IFFB.F. R9151

UPNOLSTOIT

AnNoorr

3,72 2576

ucr

Carpentry -Remodeling
Contractors

scientille in engineering emblems may 1010i:1110e ;n problems, such as the driermina-

ment increases.
The 17pent increase means

FLIII010npudunNErripbrer

PORCELAIN ENAMEL SHOP
ASSEMBLY & PACKAGING
METAL FABRICATION

g Lathe and/err Mill Hand
MR 5

ask 6a... netyltLeor

form,

S

LBO, MEDICAL.
STATISTIC, TYPING

System. ..IN, who work on

usually

.

0561 Rod

Business Service

analyse may specialize in sc,
counting
ineeniOry memo'.

in

be

An Equal Opportunity Employer

WITH EXPANDING MACHINE SHOP

EATSMOR.INTERIOR

CALL 4.59 709e A.. P.m

DRESSMAKING Instructions

example, in huOneSS offices,

concerned

Ti:gr

AN'IBSCO'RPLGRA°1?1A'll'DFIE=

Dressmaking -Sewing

lar subject mulled areas. For

systenb analysis

tribute 517 to the Harper district.

NEW WAY PAINTING

State Eaten

tend to concentrate on particu-

--Harper officials predict
57 per cent increase in date roam space as future enrollme taxpayer with a home assessed at 510,000 would con-

FU11:171=2N1191ULPTLIERY

3a2 40110

cso so varied and complex
that many systems analysts

finding or devising new tech

college.

0

217 5 Aritootoo

are so vast arid solution pro-

engaged

Call Mr. R. Baroy4 el 76642300r

ALLSTATE INSURANCE CO.

WANTED FOR PERMANENT POSITIONS

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING
29

of datapreciosing problems

are

An

GERALDINE'S

emmonic data -pro ceasing department manager,
or ulher manorial pnitiORS.
THE NUMBER and types

Hamer College distnct could
lose more than 5800,000 in
charge back revenue within
thenext two years Harper out Of -district student population
Might he cut as much . 90 per
mated 1,000 Maine and Niles
township students that would
automatimlly join their own

RICRISOECORATING

R.sanable.

alysis,

search

cent through the loss of an esti-

a/ NELSON

ership ability our oho nth...
lo manager of systems an.

Opens in September, 1970 the

267-6800, Ext. 537

n'30O7Cr
ACCONCIANI

Groton el

lead systems analyst. Systems
analysts with proven lead.

Analysi

adoring

STRIP V, A. BUFF T1Q

ba

DRAPER

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

position of greater responsi-

and forecasting purpose such

Call Mr. Tullis

1625 W. Algonquin
439-7010

as nom

RIOTS 6 DRESSES NEPPJABO

The 122 -page Hneer fact

for the 17 cell tax incr..:

ic

255-7200

promoted to systems analY

binder contains these reasons

QUALIFY

Engineering Co.

1,22 0072

NSISON

their employes.
In the federal government,
for example, systems analysts
usually begin their careers as
programmers. After gaining

PP of ihe night pat of space
vehicles. Other analysis My
develop systems for planning

commuter stations, Olson said.

end o

or

Rmpunsible positions in this
field include those of acnior or

out WM OM.

High School Graduates and able to write corm
elm etc damage estimates.

Runway &

PRIAIVER WORMING

the job or can take special
courses offered by college.

meeting, and into its dental

MAINTENANCE
MECHANICS

$10.000 to $12,000 PER YEAR
YOU CAN 7001 YOUR FIRST YEAR, IF YOU

Great Lakes

n167 IIZSOl

trd""6

Skimp Pump

WALI PAPERING

Jalmerocesins equipment on

bility as he gains impeder..

the wilegeb need for a referendum. which if paced, Harper administrators anticipate
will carry the Mo-year institution through Mr next five

ove

6

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

cm learn to use electonic
pence

ceremony last June,ustee
Cheri and graphs outline

PAINTING& DECORATING

Brochure Design
MatImg Pieces

experience in computer pro.

In large electronic data-processing departments, a person
who hegira a, a prior systems
analyst may he promotal to

127-ESCIO

296-2180

118ikationsWanted.Woork

Small lobs Wocume

gremlins. A young

slide

AWAIT YOU AT

GRIFFIN WHEEL CO.

Medm Halton, 25R 4572

hire people who have had some

fy as a systems analyst.

h.

ROLAND E. JOH SON

Income Toe 5ervii.

POODLE
GROOMInNG
.9 lee

charming LaRosa An

Most employers prefer to

trainee, when: they may quali-

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES

If no ALLSTATE offers you u secure future as on
AUTO DAMAGE ADJUSTER. Applicants must be

Metal

HOME IMPROvICANNS

11.16o

CRAM. RGOGENNISINSID
COMA,

POODLE 6 SCHNAU776
GROOMING
255 2570

SERVICE

data-promeng fobs as
purer operator or program-

education. showed a preview

mince. The slides take the
viewer to the Harper cleans,
the college's first graduation

ART

qualify for work solely on professional experience °Maim
ed in se ientifle. technical or
managerial occupadons or
practical experience in such

tor of adult and continuing
by his internal advisory com.

Dog Service

In he sought too engineering or
ovallyd nriond systems.
Other eekly., stress a gaduate degree. Vol workers may

some experience. they may bc

presentation developed

MonnWindows

Stoners. 262 96411

DANCING ENROLL NOW FOR
1,55
CLASSES CL
BSOES FL

An Service

ening backar Ind arc likely

manufacturers

114140 WI NN Men

ALLEN CO.

Historical Society

1143Wass Was

mEN,INCY 511619,90r

DOLORES DIENS SCH001 OF

6,1 69 arco 256 2651

tems areas. this' e with an engi

in March. 1965.
Omar Olson. Harper direc-

w

PAWS

ed 2.7325.

work in finance o similar sys-

computer

PRESENT LEVIES are 11
cent, for the educational fund
and four cants for rho building

'"c'd

Z'r'ionn.et;1

THE HERST

Des Plaines

766

nvieswea

CALL 562 1975

FULLY INSURED

Dancing Schools
Supplies

mer.

Harper campus.
Two weeks ago Harper offi-

iii

HIS DAY CAIN CENTER

ALTERATIONS

h ....k a systems

enen, ailiiin .iration

in

Join the Mt Prospect Hielorieol

'St'l/d62

0
0

Page 7

INTERESTED?

25B.38

L

determine

(,4

GUARD

Fabricator

Home Maintenance

Child Care

often

KNOW AUTOS?
Know Auto BodyEstimating?

PART TIME "
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co, Bob Perkins

tn .....

392 0117oher 5
TYP151
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MEOW. ANAINST
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656.9922

HOSTESS

boas or
you give clients adv.* on

I Company Benefits
Commission

6

26186 Waried Wires

people, Dental Recepilonst

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

To WORk FOR A
LEAdER? CALL

$130 WEEK

Poid Vacation

oft

%nes iT Like

VENDING
RECEPTIONIST

OSIE

164ielp Wanted Ewen

BOUQUETS TO YOU

PM

NORTHFIELD AREA

PLUS TRAVEL

the noun peoPW

MECHANICS

I ss SHIFT

Roos:karst Shopping
Center
Miss Coder 392-2081

RELATIONS

291-7770

Cooler", Assembly

766.7600
BASF SYSTEMS
INC.

PUBLIC

CHICAGO DISPLAY

SHEET METAL
Experienced Press
Brake Operators

Is CO.

tlfM7GIbbs

inter -

"

ht 5 den KM

Central Rand

CARSON PIRIE SCOTT

LEGAL SEC'S -3650

N.S.T.,011E Grove

MU 1-4340

0911-4570.

fon,

Store benefits

Is

la Salle Owl

he

.e nght mon ,Many

'typing

Recoptionist

General Office

room Is seems o psrl web

sag Warted Rowe

n-Fleipylatailanan

16-11elp Waled WHO
Koos

MCMTARY
2550 -Fee Paid Actwo Growl

pod offico

6litio WNW Wotan

28161p Walei Wren

shorAond Flatbed Pcipabb of
working with the public. Coll

'Z1.1

Son

25-Eip1owas5 kadis Wma

Pos. 0315,59-1 855
1110 Rent, Stores, Offices

h

pl

006641 55.0
like new, in park in Elk Glow
township, 35500. 541.2664

corner I. pace.

Excel

$6,500.12.14.9 MASAN

cond.

111011aUlaral

Daily 8 Long Torso Leasing

1300E. Northwest Hwy.
CL 9-4100

tt=

IIII16101 III J

CL 9-41 50

-
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OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
AMISH,
terall. 6e-i nsult,rrEsnou"
AsiSwen-swarnmT
RESOZORE Emddowike
etansTAUMatio,
nera

M

V

PCORIR1Ons./
HE HAD THE
WMINING

EH IMOD On HEW.
'AU amle REF
GREKT ATHKEMOMTEs
se. Mtn/ LETS SEE

BMW- OUT

xT

HE DST TOO

anClil Nato

POW XX.1 HE. X REAL
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ConnES tro -MUM. HY
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ta9

ers are probed at

Choke

2 News

TVS 13.1S9

MCKIECAatDH

RAns

TMT

Moyle
Geld Chggem of
1937" Group of in -

32 Big Vidley

surancesalmmen

of .making it" in a

None

scciely in which 'ilk

back the show. Dick

"ill.

9 Mike Dough.

ness"

26 Simla News
32 IV Monsters

new" and "failure"

breeds

20 TV College

10.45

7:30

stars

SDI

as

detective

Manley's
"Moose"
timid grown son.

talltoell

2

Doris goes to pick

Wally Cox guest
ge15

24 Quiz

up

9:00
Bernell
Carol

2

2 Geroge

A Dodge City
book teller robbery
hitt impulsivelY rakes
money for himself.

9

Kay Medford.
Perry Masan
11 Fact of the MW -

meals, - style annular of an evening's
work at a Los Angel-

ter

es Newspaper with

Milton Berle.
11 Bock Beat
Joseph Califano.
auThor of "The Student Revolution"
joins Roben Cromie.
32 Truth or Coo-

26 Wrallog

wllmwew

'2 Paul Harvey Coni-

bomber attack from
the President's mill.

32 Of

Lando

Sew

It Rini of Ow loon

Goober's big

'lapin Through

brother comes home

Europe
features
scenes often missed

5

OCCASICSJOILV

OS. -Oz-SAF

Former Army

26415
Bet MOWN

when unsealed, can
muse death over

6105

Your
Horoscope

I

20 TV College
Humanities,

large

7,00
SCORP1000. 24 -Nov..22
Mooning unrest could impair
your judgmeni for the remain.
der of the day. Take menet.

5

LargIcle

Alfred

7
9

News

Reflection,
Movie

7

nail. 100 E Blown

2
9

10:00
News
News

9

Earthworm Treeas

of the News
Honey -

3

amen
Thu

Saturday

Even-

Poq chracter Alexander Botts.
salesman
extraor.
dininre
ing

26 A Black's View

2100

Dana
5

10:15
News

2

Lore Report

13f)

2

Stedt'a)tfon

Hitch-

2

Mery urns

11 NET Jamul
The encounters

Show

Sew Talk

between white fore-

7

Mahe vital decisions too quick -

II Dlesetor's

men and black work -

Shdw

SAGITTARIUS Nov. 23 OF. 22 Put nothing in writing
et this time. Verbal mantises
contingent on future happen -

EEK & MEEK

Guest is Carl Eel'

And, below, that lush leather-loa, very deceptive in cotton suede with
pony markings, designed by Young Victorian. Mix -match your mini or your
bells with tunic or cardigan, add a city -slicker blouse or stock, and all eyei
will follow you, partner, west-err mid -west.

Tr30

cock Presents

Sera

Evans-Ricone.

1100
PerSpeCliVeS

7

An
area. Geo*

Francis and
Andrews.
9

Flails
i Gordonb

9:4S
News

Meharis,

26 Famous Ards*
Friona Writers

9

32 Debbie Doge

in -

telligence
officer
searches fora flask of
deadly virus which.

Swow

BUGS BUNNY

Moyle
"The Satan Bog-

I
Report
MIdnfghl

12:45

Feather
Jonah visits Funky
Frank's tavern.

after an absence of 14
years.

by the average tourist.

left) It's the perfect fail for the foulard -prim blouse.
Rather relax around the ranch? Ease into this Stiletto jumpsuit, belted
low in the same uncut cord, .surprisingly showing a length of long sleeve
layered under a short one.
Want to catch every cowpoke's eye? Even little pants -sweaters (below,
left) take on a whole new look, laced up the front, and up the sleeves, by

Some of My Best
Friends

Geography.

Mayberry RFD

in that new uncut cotton corduroy by-who else-Crazy Horse! (above,

5

9:30

2

5

9:25

ne.

8100

and

Waggle your pony -tail wearing an authentic western vest and flared pants

Jack Webb.
'Chicago Show

9:10
20 Forsyte Saga

20 TV College

26 Toity' Radom

Let a little of the West's great lure of life rub off on you. It will, in these
duds -all dude-ed up to look casually perfect.

32 Neves

7.40

tarY command post.

ISHOPORO
100RORIES

Summary of news
event, of Mewed,.

thinks her husband is
seeing another wom-

II 'Mesa llgor

Where there's rope to swing Where folks in yokes do their hoe-doton thing.

Moyle

2

and

Boyd, Elke Sommer.
Boyd.

lock Mundy's
welting skills are
needed when a man
initiates a nuclear

a MORE

Conway

Ellen Monroe

7

A FiTaTAtrY

that makes
influential
people
gamble on his star

Go Western, young woman!

12100

Goes is include
Tins

Stephen

glue him his freedom.

1105
32 100
Peintlegs;
Great Music

Show

loll

an and decides to

11:30

32 News Final

lows the career of an
unpleasant man who
has the chemistry,
the xuality and personaselity

5 My World awl

Weleare

snide ex-

an

posing a ganpwr but
gets kidnaped.

Miele

7

TuolghtShow

5

Show

Here's Lucy

2

War.

ORR 1P11

The Doris Day

2

Armriun Literentre from the Civil

BOACOOLRI SAWS
11014.30 A RAZORS
ORO, Rousso-RAS

32 The Prisoner

Brography.

TV College

ToE9 TM THE GRES.,

Joan

Acevedo

415

LOMSEInf

ROBIN MALONE

Powell and
Bloodell.

11.25

kends "failure."

26 Tart

Mtwara,.

9

discuss the problem

I

5 Nom
7

Southern awe taunt

2

5

2:55

Dick Cavell

Five Minutes to
Live By
9

hop can Sc made freely, how -

CAPRICORN Dec,

23

-

Jan. 20 A plod deed done for
another

in the

recent

past

should be repaid with Munn,
twat'. Be prepared fora phan
ant surprise.
AQUA RIDS Jan. 21 ,Feb.
19 Not the day to be concenved

about even,ng entenainment.

MORTY MEEL(LE
TWEE IVElM7132

140LOMN
AND HIS NEW

FOY, T

GAY-IN-714E-

CallOCCLIT

QARK

Keep your n,,e to the grind-

PISCES Feb.20 - March 21
Should an opportunity for advancement Mvolve you
travel.
ho csoczall

rr WA9

THEALS3CPA
DCREALPS

VA2157WAR:H

Mune throughout the working
hours.

71-130GHT

WINIHIXP
IIKVC 1-1P

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

in

ful regarding public minty ARIES March 22 - April 20

Answer to Previous rustle

Don't allow yourself to fret
mor the failure of another to

take are of the details of
larger project. Take over your-

French Restaurant

THE BORN LOSER,

self.

TAURUS April 21 - May

1'-suzettes

21 You can make comer adyi the sense duty= lake part I n a social event.
Know who your friends are.
010151 May 22 - June 21
Take care not to solicit con-

(print.)

16 Social insect

the. best intentions, you could.

land yourself in hot water.
CANCER lune 22 - July 23
Dhcuss money matters with

loam
19 Southern
constellation
20 Beverage
21 Eagle's nest

those who navel to gain or

low

through your sans.
action. Don't take sack do
chicon
on
punelf.

LEO July 24 - Aug. 23011-

Men look! asp'., key to to-

VIRGO Aug. 20 - Sept. 23
Don't expect 011011 to be as ex-

dad about your new project to
you are. Lukewarm agreement
or

ors dd.

LlItar. Mgt 24 - Oct. 23
Senk your differences with
Mother before the noon hour.

Phenol., you may waste a
gainful afternoon in petty disPme,

2 Wickerwork6-'0,50°.

material
E1.'1.16I.Y

12 Son of Cain
13 Thick soup
14 Wood MHO

fidence, from another. With

day's niecess. Consult them in
their town language if you
would he able to use wrier they
can offer,

DOWN

ACROSS

CAPTAIN EASY

3 G'rl's name
4 Swine
5 Fog

6F 'for river
c ossing

W./LIMO WTI

1.21.112

01,71*

Ex1R1IININ

rzia twromiA 271M1
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wwoeil Tioid rzgak.it
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17,1rozmm
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EVON
MErl wrAm[Aw i/_1
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1112.161121

El 7.14 21
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rrl lag

g

de foie

(I

2111
Ii.2.1

umtA romamm

lea

[Ai -114
mmw i7211g1 ILIUM

7 fuck of
8T ee section
24 Al w ys
9 Items of
(con r.)
F ouch pastry 25 Endings of
10 Hot springs
&elm es
13

1211WAaltil
1=0anl

I Congress)

(po 9.)
37 Evi
39 Stratagem

40W0 ships
41 Actor's part

30 Ohs vie
44 Conducts
(var.)
15 Fastened by
31 Imp, stores
50 Ch'nese
22 Little devil
n rrow strip 320f ma
pagoda
23 Early English 18 Renoir's work,
robb
5201 he Deity
slaves
f r example
(Lain)
25 Child's game 21 French cares 33 Ado n with
ce t in jewels 53 Stir
26 Scottish
explorer
27 And so on

lab.)
29 Asphyxiated
21 Helical
34 Compass point
35 That man
96 Rioting group
38 Tree

42 Air raid precautions (ob.)
43 Country of
southern
Europe
45 Tare (var.)
46 Miss West
47 Bare
48 Volume (ooh,)
49 Greek weight
51 Regard

54 Angry
55 To free frozen
Pane
58 Caste

57 Number (pl.)

MAMMA MONO

MOW
MOM
UM= MINIM

Oil MOON UNII
©MM
MOM
UNE
AM UM OMM MOM

MEW
MUM
WOE=

Min
Jul WM
imam MUM

©MM

WM=
UMW
OM= ME

Photos courtesy of Notional Cotton Council and
Woolknit Associates, Inc.
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that the ancients loved it and
used it forso many purposes.
One of its greatest attractions
.s that it could look very
much like gold. This effect was

achieved by alloying it with
other metals.
Bronze is produced by mix-

ing copper and tin. The namnion of bronze has had
tremendous initial:nee on our
cul

&fade hliq Salm,

Man soon learned that mob

mode of bronze were very
strong and sharp. in feet, as
sharp as steel tools shot were to

come Many years liter.

ONE OF the reasons for
mixing copper old rill may
haw been that they arc usually

found near ,ch other. Also.
when bronze is molten it is
wally cast. Perhaps h
beofm this quell} that it wed

by artists. Just think of the
beautiful work the Renaisranee masters did in bronze!

THE MIXTURE of copper

potted. of Dundee. bawd on
ChM,,, unginak. the lamps
come in Chinese red. atom
0000, and porcelain eh.. nigh
price, rang. from $35 $50.
As oilahle aI John M. Smyth
and at Carson Pine Soon and

and tin in various proportions
is the basis for other alloys
used to make many amino..
Gun metal. whet c strength and

durability are extremely important, is such a mixture. Al.st
all bells are made of a

leper and nn mixture that
k very much like bronze
but is called hell.metal.

773-I 177

What antique dolkstm
hasn't heard of ormolu? Some
persons collect nothing but eh-

nwEr wow
It's the new

t
POLISHED
.171:15

PATENT
1B

N ow- 3b ran d - new

patterns in a
completely new
line .
.

.

Ent

Puts a glossy sheen on any surface

me Nome under hteat. 'the
heat cream a van& which is
actually the

Ins F111 SORDSOCI ICY

CL SIDS

driven off
Ibis is really a gilding pro-

s sh,c.

In modern times, this aro-

'I:.

BRASS IS also one of the
copper alloys. Brass is a con,

answer

!motion of copper and one
erties from bronze. Some of
the most beautiful bless pies.

pla. or Mg.. Thew m

pressed to the desired thickness by
hoed b1 mem,

This May very well be why

tin. a number of other alloys

farm of copper and zinc. In
1832 a m
metal very resistant to
the trerrOsivc Properties of water was perfect,. This became
known as htunlyin metal. It

called Pinchbeck wog
iocil.between 1630 and 1132
asu gold substitute. So -be on
your hos if someone triea 10
Myou an article and tells you
ltd

metal

hulused and is still used on the

s of some ships. as it discourages the growth of barnacles and mollusks.

SOME COMBINATIONS

snuffboxes and buttons, was
invented in 1670 by Prince
Rupert of Bavaria and is
known as Prince's metal.
Mannheim gold looked, felt
and reacted so much like the
Teal thing that it was very de.

Pinchbeck gold.

Another similar metal. of-

were found that could pass for

gold to the untrained eye. A

for

used

tqn

watch -cases.

By Louise Bales Am., Ph.D.
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Valentine

ART SHOWS
Countryside Gallery. 407 N. Vail, Arlington

service

Jumbo 747 Jet!
a new kind of...

cook-

Teem

Fly with us aboard the

Heights -Open daily except Monday, I to 5 p.m.
Current show of graphics by Vera Burdich.

VISIT 8 COUNTRIES IN EUROPE
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ware, here are mow things us

for wh. constdering

lank

awl that distributes hczt
ouiekly analevenly.my design.
ers at !Joked hates Stamping
opma mower in the devel-

can imagine. it soon became
dreadful nuissance. Gaston
wished it would go away.

ent ,t1 steel -cored. ceram-

ic -coated cookware and a division of Lisle-Stosmy Com.

Guile in contr. to the silly
AND XERES one that is so
true to lik Mar it may appeal to

not only the to g.warold girls
for whom it is written. but to
their parents us well. -The

Hating Book- by Charlotte
Zoletess Harper & Row) is

hazed

1

gentle

like good

'lime Mans are al 11 agaMegelling better and better. I Ms
cuddly model spore, two and one-fourth inches of fiirry pile.
Called "Tashi.. II is created of mohair, which means A will never
mat or shed. It is available in a host of luscious co.., including

to think
about and mak. a good topic
fora book to be given on Va-

lentine's Dab.

my

imagination.

From in 7-waralds are m

Homemaker's
cozy corner

in ia only from a hydrant. and
his hom a small toy
his
imaginings ore as hig m the sea

itself. This hook is heatitifully
illustrated by DeWayne Dalrymple. You'll like to men it.
You'll he proud to give it.
ICopyright 1970 hy the Ge.
sell Institute of Child navels

on the end of Ds thumb. AI

opmen

Inc,

1 M corner of a room is all

Because this cornet will re eche mote than ordinary use.

rho homemaker myna to create

ifs a punt idea to have walls
that are both astrentos and
weor-mistant. Widely used

interesting and funetismal
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1003 ellZ,;k1 Rd.
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253-4601
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...but INSIDE

1/2 %

on REGULAR
STATEMENT
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
t oruesntdiesdp,nioi da ;Tel!,

colmn

GOLDEN STATEMENT SAVINGS ACCOUNTS pal 5% with no minimum
deposit or balance. Funds must remain on deposit for 90 days, with interest
paid and compounded quarterly

11o'

2 7C

and
LOWREY ORGANS
NEW 8 USED
Chord Organs

049.00
8296.00
New Satellite, Wnsench
9495
New Skylark, W/bench
9765
Tempest, W/hench, with Reverb Rythm g Leslie Speaker,
w/Cassepe
$1495
LOWREY HOLIDAY DELUXE, W/bench, Rewrb Rythm,
w/CosseRe Is ninny extras
$1645
Lincolnwood Deluxe, W/Aulemolic Rythm 8 Many earras
$1995
Theater Organ, W/Reverb Rythrn, Wow -Wow 8 Leslie
Speaker, Cone. included.
1645

Used Keyboard Organs, Wiped.

Tysil OEM.
"INSPECTION TIME"
We hope people will take an extra -Critical tour
through their closets 10 discard those garments

they lover plan to wear again...and five thee
good clothes chance to Or and hang freely in
the closet. Cit./ grooming is also seeing that
stained garments am cleaned as soon os po
sible; that pockets don't bulge, buttons um
dim many other mires.

ALL UNCORnmoRALLT DUARAMMID

Pram include Toe

GOOD GROOMING CAN MAKE
SUCH A DIFFERENCEI

RAIMAMAILOWMICE

$100 worth altos mums
with mei union

Many Other Exam

NH LAMP wins McNabb
No moms ttll March
Nee lessons

537-9886

' '
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BANK

"Making pool use of exist.

amnion sense and to sets.

Tar ELMHURST RD

NORTHWEST
'TRUST AND SAVINGS

ing sw." she suggests. -5
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666 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
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Port?
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muds in nos construction.
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belief
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Royalcote
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sou Lunt: thn

good clothing tismulanitreis
devote mote Mau three hoots
to the pressing ol a new snit?
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We

th, are easily maintained by

FURNITURE, CUT GLASS,
PRIMITIVE ETCETRA
OPEN DAM' I te I,M

AUCTIONS
Fery Wednesday Ere. , 7,301

lb 7

pegboarod

torage.

WORTH NOTING, Light.

MANORLI .'fONG ORO.

OM& MOM

BUSSE'S FLOWERS 8 GIFTS

. buy and sett

hairs. And loll dads can go in

to

ea a Stop at ix

Look like a Sweetheart on Valentine's Day

is a
easy-

SHOPPE

eReeele Stoma a Auction Pm, SUN. scorer

ANTIQUE SHOPPE

books for wall

vi/ii
know?

1111111 PEPPEWINT 51E0

ONE of our specialties

ANTIQUES

for these reasons. and ]m'e'nu

atm, the overall space.

ANTIQUES ETCETRA

wnaorbwsees

Nearby can he a round
gone talde with comfortable

an

What about handl.? Not
only should they he insulated
Jim topof-range' w, NH mat pr oofed end have holes
r

I rift

r

$1550 Now thru Feb. 15

mointemmee Illelif

size. Photo from the Mohair Council.

sea. Though the water he plays

of

Lorenl While Velvet Wave
Cut, Permanent 8 Set
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bottoms

meet

ronsie.n-steel cooker are

I

In" by George Mendoza (Pre.
ntior-HaID is the story of one
little hlack boy's dreams of the

ing lee pretty much intrigued
hy thfascinating story of
"Gastunk Ghastly
Green
Thumb" hy Robert Littell
leowleol. Ciaop. like so Many
little boys. ate partly with his
fork but partly ebb his fingers
and his thumb. As a
of
pushing so many vegetables
onto his fork wish his numb.
Gaston soon began to grow a
whole vegetable garden right

sides

good example

red fox and mtlden Reece. Priced at $25 for the me-by-Dirce-feet

And Iwo of all, one for the
"And
Mutt
Hurry for the Sea Is Coming

misunderstanding is cleared
up and they arc friends again.

milkweed seed. When

should he gently rounded for
easy cleaning. I he mmother
the inside unlace. Mc simpler
it will he to wash. Smooth Iv-

nee. Love 5 n

friend!" till finally the whole

Here's Me opportunity.
"The Tiniest Sound" is
Mel Evans (Doubleday) talks
about some of the tinitst
of
in the world, the sound

it tells us, is warm like summer

where

dreanis, strong like a grew

other for the mean things emir

"Oh bon

'They monamend that ymi
check for bard -to -clean corners or creviws. Inside joints

kitten,

how much they hated each
did

humor of Gaston and his gar.
den is a gentle and sober little
boob:ailed -Love Is" by Martha Ever, ILImittletlayl. Love.

med, happy like the ourr of

he touching story of two little
girl friends who fell ow, and of

and about those near :Ind dear.

SALE!

heat conductivity at the
hour so:aerial of ...Melt it is
made. All Minas considered.
your hest het ix hwvy gauge

,..,_

6200en. to 12linfleon

Old Orchard Country CIch. Mount Prospect:
luncheon 12:30, curtain 2 p.m.

le net Mc ultimate in satisfactory

0at this on fun but. as you

from his own world.

Wale.. Pre-schoOlcrs
love to read about themselves

1.;1\m1l i 411

Sorerdor -

The latest
in what's
cooking

-"""14111111111

wry small quantity of tin.
Then, of mune, someOne
had to tome up with an imitaion gold leaf. It was known as
MOO metal.

u

SIM pen. le MO p.m.
Senurday -

svear.

'

thMhy area.

Pods, -

TOW soul for itthenturemieking earthling, Loomed in Amen.
of Wornmho wool, it is available at Marshall Field $ Co About

THEATER MA'ONEES
WethimerlabytIvanhoe. Chicago. 2 p.m.
Pheasant Run Theater, Si. Charles, 2:30 p.m.

the

Mink of other Any sounds

than some of the more attrac-

of a

Frisisy

527 mtllimlunlOver last year
twolierdsannefiem his name

copper, one pan zinc and

Prospect Heights

Wednesday 140 m. tanem awl,

Pierre Cardin uses the moon as inspiration for lois A -line Tip

Your tits! interest sluadd he

ished this bOOk he may like to

wand of the Log. the 1511111

Closed on WMneday

As krr, acceptance -of his mud

istasWer 10 gold. Is was
made by mixing three pans

motive. and almost an akhern-

your own pre-sch.lee has fin-

proem for the wry young

--

eriCea MOM.
Inslimer.
eilimmen1S.

3 p.m.. 5 to 9 p.m.
Plentywood Farm. Bensenville. 12,30 pm.

Valentine books for little people

of a toobeam on the roof.

-

Corrado's Restaurant, Arlington geisha, 12

Parents ask

love

modou rend, Theodor

saorwky

A 'tire aline strongly to

purchase.

'"vrnZit'es ' "a's

.W.. /NEI. AT 11111MINMO

lois.

,

12:30

Friday -Arc Steak Home Glenview, 12:30

nxkn of asses1,1:1
ttub knits and vinyls.

Inlaid bits or mother.of pearl.

about "Debbie Herself' and
"Debbie and 1 ler Family"

MN MUNRO garMiDe imuRS

Uncle Andy's C. Palace. Palatine.

Braes for collectors -the sturdy letter Nags with wood base Mt fern Is Opt. of English wort. At
center Is a highly decorated IDilanlek.nd. The noted brut Whey pictere home Isabela reeled

"I.

Wen. NODS.

look

to accent and person:WIC.
Cardin isrepeating his orange

resulted from the varying mix -

Europe This Year?

12 to 2 p.m.

cable :Wa put

celleatiOn witll gray M Create a
relreahing moors -blue.

AI
a' Al'

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK

longer

Going To

Rouaurant, Des Plaines.

:end silk surrall are poplar. young men. Ns iterittligadde
:mil he mist., his favorite col- styling magi llllll
liberate
or, blue. which th.imtes the neat front Um Ion -alike mold.

-'.,L.,.

NEW *AMIN a 01YE4N

Uncle Andy's Co* Palace, Palatine, 12,30

he reek is very sensual. Crepes

Another pair. by Lois Len ski. tells the pre-schooler

HEELING

men a .111ple of years ago, 1,10

gicat. a fluidity of fitshion that

if a child is m minded, these

The most convenient bank in the neighborhood
is the bank that is open.

11:30 P.m.

I sty1h

IDS NEW,

and then hammered by hand to
the shape and design required.

shades.

Camelot Restaurant. bet House. 12 to
Waimea:my-Arc Steak House. GlenVimv,

Corrades Restaurant, Arlington Heights, I to

monauts or motorcycle police.

CAM

Also in her 1910 Collection
0 solid creme eyelid shadow,
the basis for her mane velvet
eye, available in light matte

models have been widely :te-

peaking of tremls, he's think.
ny long.

WIG PARTIES

blue, green, mauve and taupe.

Restaurant. Modem Grove, 12:30

EVER SINCE he started
designing haute manure for

Brass is usually cast Eton

will come in handy.

'

a mounding. "We

rearabl., such as the A -line mpted. Varying from Me 00
not shown here. but when
amok:. which look like coo

to count or loam your ABCs

of

is

have come from Liegc its Belgium.

Tyou're good added,ay. But

33.91060

12:90 to 2 pm., Monday through Friday.
Thesday-Ehlen's Green Tree Inn, Bensenville, 12,15 p.m.
Jim Sanest Tralce Farm oat mondaylistingl
Pickwick House, Palatine, 12 tot pm.

the ankle. He favor, real

like. depending on the amount
of water added.

'beginning of a new decade."
'Four new frosty shades of
creme eyelid shadow create
her "polished velvet eye" in

Old San. Tmler Farm, nanington Nina.

din, as he always plans to show

To apply, all that's needed is

a brush and water. It wuhec
over your eye/ids, looking S
opaque or translucent as you

,great new fashion look for the

Golden Eagle, Arlington Heights, 12:30 to
2:30 pm, Monday through Friday.

Stocking, Yes, we'll still be
wearing stockings, sap Car-

Jul.J
Cardin shows his hig. sod,
Oiled jewels and his elegant

'Tint ABC' IWalekl. 1 don't
really think you law to learn

n'"=" "

ACE

Monday -Black Fox Restaurant, Holiday Inn,
Rolling Meadows -noon.

lection.

long

eye will be surrounded with
gentle color that has the .ft
luster of panne velvet. Hs a

WEEKLY FASHION SHOWINGS

shoe, not a slipper or sandal,
with a little bit of heel.
Per those who say -never"
In an interview ,n "WO.. do the long, fluid look end SusWear Daily". Cardin asks pect Cardin Ms missed the
Cy. "Who wants to rim boat the time, there is this hit
anymore7" (In some of inform:M.4 he has a beaumale enc. wove checked. tiful luolge.

worn to shredn) this tiny pair
by Brenda Meredith Seymour
tided -First CountIng- and

Nelsons' Flowers Or

with

A new look for the eye has
been designed by Estee Lauder. As she sees it, 'The new

me and evening wear. Is this
wave of the futufel

ry around with hill till they..

e,s°

brace
another

"feminine" lengths for day -

will cher,sh tand probably car-

p'Send 'Your
VALENTINE
The F.T.D.
"LOVE BUNDLE"

collection

his

cos has been replaced by dec.
ro-plating. Because of this, or mobs pieces are becomingory
scarce. Ormolu is the English
name for the process. The
French call it bronze d'or.

Almos, any 3 to M1 -year -Old

en1e

is

vote for that specter in the
ings, the midi. tie has filled

tive of the newest books?

MOUNT PROSPECT

18" wide 98' a yard

yourself -for here

men.

mercury being

CIL,.

Exciting new iiwehlaok" effect Far the
loola. of polished patent - Ms WI ad.
hesine easy to apply
Great for walls - furniture and accessories too

Washable and waterproof

t,sts made of ormolu It really
5 only brume. finished with a
gilt surface. erode by Mains
powdered gold and mercury
and applying the mixture to

o'
",

a

estrous effects on the work-

fashion's future. And

brass is also known as battery
metal
adopted as a favorite inedium
As in the case of coPlmr mul

Co.. Nandi...

tahIoWts

the fuMeS created me poi- tk'S,--,Ys,
smote and have had dieh

F)I
,

1
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Looking for luster?
Fashion shows for !Laud&
has new look
a change of pace

face nuke -up. which he featured at his fall and winter col-

Pion Pierre Cardin mes in

and differs greatly in 110 prop-

lump jaw named by the Homer

Discount Cords Given
Feb. 10th thru Feb. 14th

A very femine woman is the

;5`4.3.' IE

cam, bta very dangerous one;

When copper is melted, It is
tau attractive red color -so
tractive that 0 little wonder

in the lawn Globe Oriental

on Pre -Styled Wigs, Wiglets,
Caseodes g Folk. AD Colors

Midis? Oui,
says Cardin

When copper looks like gold

An ancient design is adapted

SALE 20% OFF

THE DAY
Monday, February 9:1970

Antique world

CL 5-4600
MT PROSPECT PLANT
E
N VV IOW

9-

501.

OF DEPOSIT
5minimum certificate $1000,
interest earned from date of purchase

CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT NOW PAY
Certificate of Deposit $1,000 to $100,000 -1 year
Certificate of Deposit $1,000 to $100,000 - 2 years
Certifitate of Deposit $100,000 and over 30 to 59 days
Certificate of Deposit $100,000 and over - 60 to 89 days
Certifiesne of Deposit $100,000 and over 90 to 179 does
Certificate of Deposit $100,000 and over -180 days to 1 year
Certificate of Deposit $100,000 and over - over 1 year
Northwest Trost end Savings Bank has always paid the highest rata Datable on
Time Deposits, mod we are pleased to Rano.a this new tate.

5.5%
5.75%
6.25%
6.5%
6.75%
7.0%
7,5%

NORTHWEST Aunt& Sauiwial3a4tle
311 South Arington 148,Ms Rood

Adnent. Ihighto
394-1800

9 - 9 Doily

12.5 Sun.

on CERTIFICATES

WILKINS "° ME, Prospect,
NM. HwY.
Coll;

MUSIC CENTER

392-9020, 21,22

Itith *minor Itinood to 828,000 by tha Federal Dime& Ingram Carettrallon
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Monday Febroary 9 1970

THE DAY
Monday February 9 1970

Enter DAY PUBLICATIONS'

The mystical, magical powers of owls

Hair styled
especially

Are owls lucky? Prehistoric
man evidently thought so
since they appear as magic

for 'She'

Your Weekly Horoscope

Symbols carved into cave mar
ate at least 17 000 years old

Tluoughout history people
have endowed owls with wa

ARIES (March 21 April 19) Stmal Iffe seems high lighted In

week ahead An Homy, Mendship max shift los mid week

I

take care or Is the was Roy

shower and chalk it off to expertence.

stand. On last day of week be kind to the one you love. Yourself.

luck charm caused it to appear.

decoratively on works of an,
weapons, utensils and all the

Heights. "It has
movement that asks to
he touched," Roy sale, "and it
will look well on most
people.' A soft body.wave win
enhance this style and make it
hold longer.
Follow the arrows tel the
rollers when you set this style,
around the
add
the
face and at the nape

ahead, Gem. You have abilities and resource as yet untapped.
Unleash your creativity. Week winds upon note of folderol:

CANCER (June 21 July221: Get out and circulate soctelly,
MooMaby. You are about to enter a more stimulating period of
your fife. However. don, move too fast. Just be available. Last
three days of week arc ...Rent for career adVaneeMent. During
OM period you will no doubt be watched by one in authority.
Smile a lot.

other possessions that people
surrounded themselves with.

it adds up to an incredible
catalog of owl amulets, owl

LEO (July 2.1.444. 7.21: 'Deals should go Hong exceedingly
well in week ahead, Leo. Yon will no doubt get your own way
99 per cent of the time. But then, Mies nothing new, You
usually do.
apt
so. lay off the joy juice and get M bed early. Sleep
still the

combinations,

purple-lavender. orange -brown and Two-tone arm, priced at 17.98.

cheapest medicine.

VIRGO (Aug. 13 -Sept. 11S Keep all avenues open in week
ahead. Virg. Follow your instinct. Your hunches will be strong.

And correct. Above all, avoid all stimulants. You won't need
them. Listen with your heart.

LIBRA (Sept. 2.3.00. 2.2S: me tact with level one in week
Mead, 1.ibra. But do not pussyfoot. There is a rail difference. you
know. Many choices are open to you. Take cure not to enter into

By Joyce Gabriel

Potpourri

boded with the
not

to appear bored.

Hearts are trump

Scoot. This makes those around yes think of you as being
remote and untouchable. And we know this isn't the true.
Scorp, don't we? In fact. it, just the other way around. Should

has her day!

you hem gossip concerning a misted friend. discount h. The one
who Nabs
only trying to stir up a hornets nest.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 12 -Dee. HI: You're bright as a nee'
penny. SA, but you're not yet in a position to hand out advice
peel l melt. Let me who is older and wiser play the role demo. Be
prepared to (limo, wig over one born under the sign of Libm.

Courtesy Gifts
from The Day's She Shops

CAPRICORN (Dec: 22 -Jon. 1911 Week ahead full of adven-

ture. However. watch that you duel become involved in relationship with One of rather seedy character. On kat three days of
week avoid pedestrian thinking. Week excellent for affection and

com,nionshm. Which could. in limo blossom into something
more mop

Your chauffeur will escort you to merchants waiting to
present you with gifts. He will remain co your disposal
while you enjoy an afternoon of shopping, aher being
our guest tin luncheon.

AQUARIUS flan. 20 -Feb. 111): You live in a world of illusion.
Aquarm, but an illusion which you must take serioudy. Potrero
not capable of undentanding the yeality which lies within this

illusion Tom brave new world a more than just machinery.
Much, much more. Week ideal for solving puzzle which has been
bugging You.

Luncheon For Two

PISCF-SOVb. 19.Mereh 20). Anxiety may arise in week ahead
concerning very personal relationship. If child is involved. seek
advice from one who is mist, of family. A doctor w mild be best.
Be horns.. with loon Do not no to whitewash situation.

You'll be our guest eta luncheon for two at one of the
Northwest Suburbs leading restaurants.

2 it1:0111Z-IffP tit

[101:Zijolg1::2sgitiVIZzot,eigl9
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30c To $85°B

XI Steti- ,
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a

Contest open to

ry

all Northwest
Suburban women
over 18

FORMERLY ANDES CANDIES
PALATINE -PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

ORA LI

CIMIZamt

Merle Norman

Sisters Wig Shoppe

fomplimen eery l<.000

Ch llneAda
of Arlington Heights

Mitchell's Jewelers

the cold for a
our minds off the
while? Why not
else

write on the card the gnenu for

and with small red hearts
banging from a by pink rib

mailman, milkman or anyone
else who comes to your house
this week with a big redo/dentine on your door.?
Cut a heart (about 18 inches

wide) oat of red poster board

or of cardboard which spell
cover with a red fabric. Also

a status symbol. You might
his favorite meal, which you
promise to serve hat night.

ID MAKE a special Wends= fon grandparents. cut out
MO large hearts front stiff paper or
posterboard. (The
procedure is similar to the Advent calendar I suggested mak-

cut out a broken arrow to glue
at opposite
sides of the Man.
an
The
can be white. Glue
white lace around the edge of

ing before Christmas) On the

the heart. To hang the heart

openings to go over each pic-

tic red ribbon through two

ture. The children can write

holes in the goo of the heart.

Rai[ names with the white

TOUCAN make Me Valen.
like as elaborate Si you wish.
and you might like to write a
.lion verse in the center, such

-

we'll

lot

you through" or

'.;;,°,,r0',!:,'..!.."''' d"'' - 'AP. a Valentine in your
child's lunchbox on Friday

with an invitatton for
treat -stay, Ol

special

ex'.

.0

uP

hour, two pieces of dessert or
whatever you think he'd really
enjoy.'IC:iter.3,11ZIMIZ;fidClifl:30U

'lip

one

into

year hu'

bottom

heart

paste

photo-

graphs of the children. In the

top heart cut out door like

gide Mat comes out of a plastic
bottk. sprinkling Blifies

than while they are still wet.
Paste the lop heart over the
bottom one.
The children also might like

to make a smiler heart as
house decoration. In place of
the photographs, have them
cut out apnromiate Mauro
from the Valentines they re mall hearts, flowers or
lovebirds. After the top head

is

pasted over these pictures. it
can be decorated with lace and

Otter, too.
This is the time of year when
you can be as sweet and semimentel as you want to be. For 0

may with a Valentinex Day

Zhe
his

Y

theme, you might like to use a
pink, EEki, white or lace Moth,
or even put a lace one over a
colored cloth.

thigh

CLEARANCE SALE

16 S Bothwell

Palatine 359-3396

Arlington He,0h3.

With a pink or white cloth.
put large red paper hearts un-

der each plate m placemats.
Use smaller hearts for name
cards. White china, plain, or
decorated with platinum, gold,
or red or pink designs, would
look best on this able.

CENTERPIECE

IDEAS

bons. Or difterennsixed ipothcould be filled
eemY tars

with candy hearts, and
surrounded with verrwas
Don't despair if red roses
We 100 much At: your budget'

Murphy Comet
.Men Street

17

Alington

Chicken

"Von" of Adingron
21/ foe Grove

ins the color treatments.

look 10 ymirs younger" line end they're auction. More
women than ever arc coloring
their lutir.
The reason isn't purolY amthetim. Women want to look
younger lie feel younger. And

watch the shampoo they um,.
Snyder explained. "The gentler, the better. Shampoos with
A soap tether Wan a detergent

gmY

I' it dim., make I'm u

Once

they

their NM. mini worneig never
stop. And
not only women

who moo to hide gray hairs
who use color.

sales are big in the 18 to .i4 age

a large. inexpensive bulletin
Nan' for her mink room. and I
copied the project for my chil-

dren's roortis. Now I wow to
make one to hang over my
kitchen telephone.
Cover a large piece of corru-

gated cardboard from a left-

over Christmas N. with a
loormit wthen fabric, such Si
burlap. This fabric won't show
the man, pin holes the limed
will accumulate. Turn the
the fabric over the
hack of the outboard, and fas.

m me Hohcloy Inn of

Northwest Trust
& Saving Bank

Wheeling Trust & Scoring
thlwoulte An. I. CvnElee Rood

Roll, Meadows

ht good
311 South Arlingron Heigs

Wheeling, IlL

k.. a new line et beauts peed.

acts than Zsa 7 Gabor, It

oring formula

nneempiped ooh an ea.'. en

seems she has quite v head for
business, too, as her new "Zsa
Zsa Ltd." lime has been
launched in over 100 stares.
Beauty designer Jan Breeze

keep the dead person company

said

crn of die women who color
Iteir hair. treat their own.
Which sometimes Lewis m alas
Weer.

-Women have trouNe gettang even color." said Jim Soyder. who runs the Breck colortang salon. -I hat's because

odortakes differently to di((ant semons or him depending on its Mer."

ssWE TEST for irritation.
one
consultant `We
patch -test heads. coloring only

one mction to try out the for mule. Then we test the color
25 to MO women."

Arlington Heights, Ill.

Owen Carpet

Will.

672 foe Hort-Awe. E.E.
Morino. Ill.

NM West Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect, II

Roy. Americana

Windfall Boutique

1620 West Northwest II,

37 S. MElwoultee

Arlington

WhNling, IIL
3.11,25,50

Ate 2 Rental

MN. Elmhurst Rd.

Northwest Nwy.5 fast Coffee

CL 54600

Contest Wthelthet

employees ef
Day MthEastiens
Or their farnilies.

drinking vessels. Owl vessels
thought that the owl protected

ing.

reproduced from an °Heim!
owl wood carving and, for allout fanciers, actual stuffed
owls. Interestingly enough.

tendedo the owl objects are intend to be functional in ways

reflect the owl's reputation for wisdom; owl clocks
Thal

The owl is thought to haw
acquired Its name through imitation of iis distinctive
Im
Latin,
was called "ulula,"
which gave us the English

ward "ululate" meaning to
wail or howl. In Old English,
this became "He," and later,

that always know rho time:the

and 17thcenturim.They ranged

for the whooping mugh.
In the first century B.C.,

eraDRAPERY 1p

Pliny the Elder wrote in his
°Natural History" that "owls

SPECIAL!

hatch upside down" because
of the weight of their heads.
The owl, rePotattoo for
wisdom comes
from
the
Greeks, who considered it the
sacred bird of Athena, goddess

20% OFF

of wisdom. Today. the com

during February

known as "Athene Nature"

Per Panel:

mon "little owl" of Euro,
OWL COINS

Unkned

were

lltr.de dollars. of the ancient
world. First minted in Athens
about 500 B.C. the coins circulated widely throughout the
Mediterranean area for at lean
two Centuries.

Owls area recurring theme

in pre-Columbian an in the
Watery hemisphere. Among
the ancient Mayo of Yucatan
Owls played an irnmnant part
in religious ceremonies. The
Aztecs used owl -decorated im-

plements in rites of human
Ceremonial

We.

the

ball

games played by many Mexican vines called for the wear-

ing of 0 heavy stone "belt"
reeved with fanciful owl fig-

ns

0.1E1"

Sic

0101

el JO

SAI89.20
we.31.73

Cupid's Bow and Hearts

in nth long-lasting
141[1. white Gold Overlay,
accented with brilliant
Austrian crystals

4,
7141caty Yevelat
2 N. Denton Ave

Arlington heights'

C134690

4

lined

VALENTINE GIFT

Aria*

'1.40
.4104,

PRIM Chakteno
1425 E. PALATINE RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

620 E. COMM RD.

255.2800

296.6360

MOM

DESPLeINES

ureS. From Peru, the art world

has gained a deli heritage of

SVOgODA SONS

VALENTINE'S DAY
the most
romantic Valentine of all

a

IS SATURDAY

I NEVER her= 10 he as pre.

pared for ,`mein company as
naM women's magazines ex
pect
you

to N. But I have mime

to rely on too items I always
have on hand -shredded cheddar cheese and cream of mushroom soup. Heated together

COManhattall.

Give her our Special
Candy & Flower Combination

stereo excitement
"CUSTOM LIMITED®T

ALSO AN FTD LOVE BUNDLE

they make a grew sauce for
anything else you might have
handy, such m drained, canned shrimp, leftover ham or
chicken, or quartered. hard.
boiled eggs. You can always

Sgr

perhaps

paprika,

FlIgdiggal
FLOWER moo

SHIRTS

The Dew Fresh
Blossoms give

add a dash of sherry, some
and

serve over hot. buttered TOM
or English muftim. Great for a
last minute lunch or supper.

Beauty & Luxury
to the

STARTED THE

SWEETHEART

ROSE pattern -

92.7 hn

IF YOU THOUGHT
FM IS ALL
BACKGROUND MUSIC...
YOU HAVEN'T HEARD
WEXI.

REVOLUTION!

a perfect accent

to mix with
solid
color
towels

The big SWITCH is on !

Biscuits with Heated Honey

Nveklaces

op 511.50 Bottom $12.50
Center $12.50

'Phone: 259-5000

ezine.:frdz

Located in the

001-10 o RRR VV
from the ham ...
blaiug Arabian crystals
in
ologs of glittering
lilamonwhite geld merlali
A

LANs Clewing

were often used in ancator.
worship ceremonies. It was

fabrim,

To Mis day, in mansrural
districts of England, it is be.
lived that owl broth is 5 cure

sacrifice.

The ancient Chinese were

drapry

only believed. Almost
alone among the birds, it has
external car whose coMplexity approaches that of
mammals ea., enabling It to
hunt in utter darkness by hear-

'MutAt

white glue
I didn't men bother to put a
hanger on he hack. That im-

lee Cream, Sherbet or Jello

II Soutl, Denton Street
Arlington Ne,Ms,111

his journey to the next world.

foundation today through Feb.
14 at Carson Fide Scott & Co.,
Chitago,

Moe the coloring done by pee
fissional,. who are familiar
with the product and the dd.fermi types of hair.

with

Children's Portions Available
Vets Draperies

and to give him good luck in

trays.

better in the daytime than is

hair color. They are advised 00

Wtapped Potatoes and the Vegetable of the Day
Just A Second

subject for amulets and good
luck charms worn by Eskimos
before the coming of civi/intion. Today, the owl Theme
a frequently recurring the
M Eskimo art.
A crazeforowldrinkingcum

aSh

Because of
Discontinuation,

we are offering you a

VALENTINE

5 0 °A, Off
Also: Matching Rugs 8 Lid Covers

SPECIAL

92 emeltv4

Palatine Plane
Palatine, III. 358-6588

en -soft 10% Dacron, 20% Cotton lush fabrics. Like the balder
and odder Itent galler.Uke the sophisticated frenelmarffs. Ulu

every shade In Ow rainbow-Atm sfiky.white to deep rkh
cokes. Trot your loud one to his Valentine Monhanan "Cos -

WOLPH

'f

There's a new way-out look of modem* and luxury in
nwn's shim today. US. Manhattan "Custom Unlined. silk-

tam limited.

1

S. Bunton, Arlington Heights
253-5249

$8.00

12 S. Denton Arlington Hts.
CL 5.2595 Open Mon. 8. Thurs. Eves.

awl

THE OWL'S reputation tot
keen perception Is fully lusts
lied modern mience tells w
I. eyesight at night os exceptionally acute, while it sees

hair through improper use of

Southern Fried Chicken
ii

put

fond of owl statuettes and

"Many women find they arc
ruining the lextunowd their

ten them down with lots of

paled the Nilletin Kurd on
nail in the mill.

THE EGYPTIANS

will Introduce her Formula Z

al, of

A Generous Platter
of

Arhngton

Who A more natural to ar-

thought that this f
tomhe. It was
vas thought
was the soul that was reluctant
to have its former body.

At the hair -testing suflon the
Hock people seek the best col.

ly process when done profs,

EVERY MON , WED., FRI & SUN
The Black foe
Restaurant £ Lounge

damage."lim said, "is to haw
conditioner in the hair -colorins eroding itself."

vicinity of

ten seen

-one way 10 avoid hair

sensitivity and color results."

showily. Consequently. 40 per

a near -human face and was of-

with a amditioner.

group."
Hair coloring can he a cost-

Dinner

Arlington Heights, Ill.

unluoneeh

THE OWL wasa popular

float.)

The ancient Egyptians believed that the owl was one of
man's three souls, since it had

wall plaques, mirrolf that
show your face through an owl
engraved on the glass. mobiles

lithographs, Ingraham clocks

from exquisite geld cups to
stoneware beer mum. Art col -

studied eagerly hy soothsayers.

It incite'. owl sivitejliglates,

against arrows.

and modern science.

nocturnal habits

The incredthle list of owl
objects found in peoples
homes today now has reached
the proportions of a major fad.

wise

literally
Wm darkness into light

lucky one preferring to en
toy personally the owlish good
fortune they symbolize

rnugs, abstract cerarnics and

pieced in Water, rte
to

mitchplotes which

Sioux shields to protect them

HERE'S A aelection of owl
oddities from legend, history

timing eye wm thought

owl

with moving eyes, owl hanks,

swept Euro, during the 16th

thought to he Miele fatten ere
studied and their habits were

we,, os,n

of which cured baldness and
on which removed unwanted
haier; a bald man an the risk of
growing balder is he chme the

banks In which
people save momey

lectors who spetmlize in the
owl vessels have been known
to refuhe to sell a parttcolarly

powerful medicine. An
owl was sometimes painted on

and net pill. To distinguish between the two eyes, they were

supernatural figure who
could be expected to Gene all.
From earliest times, owls were

contain

shamporo

wmriors thought the
owl

the world's Vol tranquilizer

a

ham work hest. And conditioning is inthoffilnk"

at the coyote.)

wall seulpturo that tells

and mysterious hmting from
the donee, made it seem like

IL

self with foam while laughing

potion, the other a sti
stimulant,en

booboo

their Own conditioners,
sten cOlOring

has heart shaped leaves.

TO LIKE. TO pass on a

WOM EN SHOULD

Some

youthful imam.

prime centerpiece because it

clever idea from ono of my
neighbors. S. recently made

us,

"accent on
youth." the -blondes
haw
more fun" philosophy, the

-BLOND IS mitt tie biggeo
hair color." mid Rene Swift.
color marketing director for
John H. Brock. Inc. "And

Substitute
a
philodendron
plant. It is an especially spprm

spices.

Coiffure Elegante
Wig Salon

tree

branch painted white or gold

Stock of Hair Goods

Syhda's Flowers

small

case or just carries it around as

1/2 OFF on Entire
The Bank g Tease Company

a

Isn't it nice that Velentines
Day falls in midwinter to take

MERLE noRmnn

1187 Elmhurst Rood

could include

find out if he ewe opens the

r'IOCOTnve-"we'

Ability Glass g Mirror

WW1 briefcase, too. You may

"Rosa- r"' violets
VALENTINES
VALENTINESDblue,
)
!mock on the door and

itailif7:

.

By Amy Prawn

brittle and splitting after

American Indian legends He

help them deal with the younger generation.)

chedelic C.01 0r5 and intended
time.

The owl figures in many

they sought some formto

wren/3 egg. (Theywoeso believed
that one owl eye

ranging from)ittle birds of five
inches or less to greaItnhunters
more than ,no feet
length.
'They are found in mks pert of
the world. from Me polar regions to the Pacific Islanth.
The owl probably harem a
universal symbol of wisdom

many women who use home

Women haw hem bon.

combination.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 -Nov. 201 T

to an Ingraham "lucky
owl" clock painted in pay-

merits thought to invoke the

bronzes that showed owls with, often appears as a clever
dragon horns and tail
Mckster who easily outwits the
The Japanese considered other animals. (One Zuni folk
the owl to be a talisman against
tale attributes the speckled
the ingratitude of children.
plumage of the burrowing owl
present-daY
(Like
to the fact that he doused himPatula ent,

ics

recognized s,cim of .14

Mod., find their Nth rough.

protection of the owl for crops

always laid two eggs, one

There are more than 200

Color your hair
... beautiful!

the owl with their meet pow
erful good luck symbol the
dragon in Shan al oily

owl drinking vessels, owl ta-

as

Oros ere now more popular Ilia males in today's vibrant decor, and Inaraharn's Lucky Dm
clock Is joining the trend. The Wow old bird comes dressed In a kaleidoscopic choice of color

owl logo owl vases and owl
shaped
agricultural staple

ofgurines. owl coins, owl urns,

Today the owl craze ,rsists
ca objects that range from Piasso lithographs and ceram

\

the souls of ancestors against
harm
The Chinese also combined

THE PERSIANS had great
regard for the owl's medicinal
properties. They believed the

pestrim, owl coats -of -arms.

neck.

relationships with others too casually. You arc admired form
err Perhaps by One born under the sign of Leo. Unimm. Gond

and

almost every known culture,
the owl's popularity u a good

ton
AringArlington

GEMINI (May 11 -June 201: Escalate gout Mind he week

watchfulness

frequently occult powers In

describes our hairstyle at the
week, especially created for
readers of "She" by stylka at
Roy's Americana Beauty Salon, 1620 W. Northwest Hwy.,

TAURUS (April 20 -May 201. Secret project lies about
reached half -way mark. Keep going. But beep It reset, Your
objective is worthy, but there are those who would misunder,

A CHAUFFEUR DRIVEN

don

"A soft casual look -easy to

and lease you wtth egg on your face It than happens take a

Page If

'CHUCK BERRY on this Saturday's WEXI All Night Concert, 9 P.M. to 6 A.M.

Wheeling dims Knig4t title hopes

How honest are you?
BY Gerry Welsh

Mg with your huslund.

"rat NOT AN

1111-

know II. you don't steal..
BIII, ate you Kew in roar
I

I asked many women of ell
ages this emstisM. Hare

.human relmienshim? Do you
.what sou rm.11y ficel in deal-

- g ee my honest opinion
on social issues. and I have
found that most women don't
care about any ideas that arc
different from their own. They

peopk whom 1 donT know err
well. Sometimes I repro it
when 1 say what I fed. I jug

mrefill nil et f Mir rcslm°55%

tonal

w

HEART WITHv

It depends rin Whos asking. Some days I'm londy anti

.4

lye

terriNy hon.t.
- / know that I'm honest
vita n
other-.

t4
LET SYLVIA'S

ono

CUPID'S

unhurt-No

--1

don't

WE SHOULD ask

ourselves if we want others to be

I

;invited
know that
I

I'm
color it a

sineme and candid with

I believe it. In the long run the
relationship is better for the
honesty.

4 told my husband that

a.

Me Rost:Bowl game, has really
did. I was
miserable On
New Year's LI, lhal
p01 :1
migraine headache, and

OWEN

IIELPER

canal up in the. limpital. Nest
rime TB be honest about my
lee Inns. It was a bind liwon.

end

RUGS

Giro her Flowers
for Valentine's Day

ALSO

Iv 110NESTE in human
uYationyhips the host policy,

Service Master
Caro, rurnitvre A. Well

Flowers

cr. 54600

1:116 A. Arlington Heights ILI.

Daily 8 . 6

VI511

I, went. that there is diversiQ
tt,

so, new shewreern

ahem

n

e,,Xett

taken

local

I d he open. sincere
Jiff frank
comiderol
hs Man, .ornell.

672 E Northwest Hwy
Palatine 358-1500

roPZ norld.C1000.notlirU011{

t

Let us make

.

.

.

o.6 PARTY GIVING EASY! *
Our Magnificent
O

to,

CHAMPAGNE FOUNTAIN

v.

u
V
0

Coffee & Tea Service

Punch Bowls Place Settings
Trays Chafing Dishes

il
LI

$1 00 OFF

Linen

SHAMPOO 8 SET ,wieei at tho 9th thin Feb

IItr
,Phone 439-6070

-

0

Casey Rush tries hard to outrun Wheeling's Goo Kawdl
Saturday night, 601 the Wit,. preened Prospect 10 u 76511

folk -ethnic fashion stury the
indulging in
and is the perfect 80-fd"n5od
jeans and other pants and
kirts.
youngsters are

ea Irr..1rprprrzirorrLlibr-lAr.)16a

w

PALATINE
Northwest Hwy.
Eos1 Colfax

3594525

OUR 1970 DNIATE-ffloto. Ne heautiful this

REASONABLE RAM

Mu lig

Fabulous Fabric Features!
SO% Boer. Polyester 50% Cotten
44/45" Wide
Reg. 74e NOW

POLY -PRESS

36" Wide Prints & Solids

36cyd.

Reg. 04c NOW

/A

NORTHWEST

C. MURPHY CO.

RAND & CENTRAL ROADS
MT. PROSPECT PLAZ

cQz,

coi

and more from our regular low catalog prices.
First quality women's and children's wear
...plus costume jewelry. You'll find your
dollars will buy more when you shop at

NEWSPAPERS

ARLINGTON DAY

Steingrabers doh. And John
Durso came off the bench to
pop in 11. including four lung

smaller Vikings'
zone deense. and his short
jump shots were things of
beauty Mr the second straiten
zonethe

tth

Panto. poured shill eh 18
in the leis half one

900AM.to500PM

Sat 10 00 A.M. to 200 PM
(closed Tuesday)

(inure then exchanged for
din., and 11 jumper by Feige
gave the Huskies a little
breathing room with threeLI

point lead.

Bin another lout shot

M.

But Groot hiked the margin

one in close and then it w
Groot from the corner again.as
Barthule got mother one un
derneath on the tip from a
jump ball. but Groot outdid

ties to close out the game.

Rush

hint, moving around wake free
throw line for another field

B arth,.
Kowa

goal.

Pitt

2

Barthule continued his duel
with his teammate in the
Wheeling backcourt. tipping

Wood

7

SkIN

in one of Kawells shots with
:03 ieft to make the third per

half.

t

That was the Iml time the

ing the Knights a Nora The

Prospect in the first MSL game
of the season. Pio scored from
in corner just nine seconds

inldcats also put through four

substantial

r-11.1mM Ntmh,

II

led

by
free

with before finally fouling
2:10 to play in the game.
He was also the chairman of

Saturday night 72-53 0 Glenbard North as Forest's View
starting Ow sat on the hench

the boards, pulling down II

for the hot quart..

loamodn. used

Forest Vine

a

Fon, View

head

coach

Ken Arneson started George

teams.

Hauer.

ON DEFENSE

he

held
center

Freud's high -tolling
Randy Hague to a single field

goal and f u points. And he
gave it all he had even nigh
!bur Muls. hocking
least
mo shots in that precarious
rotation.

Rol even Pancrair heroics

to live. With 706 remaining
Kola fouled out, and that for

deadlock at 46.46 with 2:05
lett in the stanza. Durso Own
hit from the corner. but Wm
sank two charity shots to re
On the tie.

all practical

FEIGE AND Durso connected oil jump shots 10 give
Hersey a 52.41 lead. hut (Marc
:rte Kolze did likewise Mr
Fremd to lock the game for the
third time. Seconds later Feige
committed his fifth 0111. and at

that point the situation didn't
100k 100 promising for the
Huskies.

the affair.

MUCH OF the remainder
of the contest was martial by a

f

very successful semi -x1011 by
Hersey that held Frenul to

only four points in the entire
quarter. as tampered to 25
markers in that wild third peri-

The first quarter was very
with each team getting
used to the other's toll- u
ClOhe

Prep- But the Huskies solved
the puzzle first and opened up

But Hersey went ahead to
stay just before the gun when
Pancratz. naturally popped in

an II-mintadvantage as the

a seven -timer 10 give his teem
a 54.52 Iced at the quarter.

The Viking fast break. their
hreatiand-butter all yxar. never materzed. mostly M-

Andy continued his atom
in the final quarter when he hit
a basket and a free throw to increase the Huskies advantage

second period got under way.

eat. of Hersey's dominance
of the
The Huskim pulled down 43 rebounds k,

th

fouls in

row for

Prospect.

weekend
Cave.
II

0

2

5

1

1

4

4

1

0

7

Nagel
Totals

5 21

I

3

O

2

O

I

Loughlin
Wickertham
Wickum

Tot.

Sales

13

O

2

3

I

0

3

2
1

a rare display of balanced scoring Saturday evening Man en-

abled then to stop the streak.
ing Palatine Pirates. 50-16. an
the BUCh' own wood.

Swum,
currently
leading hoth the Cougars and

the Mid-Suhurhun League in
.orin6. was limited to only I I
points by an unusual Palatine
defense that had four Pirates in

box zone and Chris An-

a

I

5

3

4

2

More

sports
page

8

5

Hague
Hanks

0

3

Brant

4

OFPR

olconik

Eagle

901 E. Frederich Si. Arlington Heights.

FREMD

It
u

to camp in

The boys were under the supervision of Elmer Turner,

13 23.43

Player
Kolze

4

3

5

9

2

4

2

5

I/

0

0

0

0

I

0

0
0
0

The Arlington High School
defending
oath champion
gymnastics squad extended hs
undefeated dual meet stmak to

58 Friday with a resounding
130.04-11031 victory over
the Indiana state champions.
Cohire

.

On the India...wing basis
the Cards won 71-61.

COLUMBUS IS end:feated in dual meets for the
for
their two losses to Arlington.
Coach Tom Walthouse of Arlington said That Sc expects
past

three years except

the state

0Se)

3

2

0

2

3

1

7

3

0

0

Lewis

1

6
2

1

19 20 23 37
TOTALS
SCORE BY QUARTERS
25 1123 16-76
Wheeling
8 13.-58

15 22

Prospect

in 50-46 triumph

hawk Country own the past

7

Haney
Kline

The Cameo C101,1110 put on

BF

7

Conant solves
Palatine press

Lewis in mid -period.
Rucker foaled out with 3:45
left, sterling a swing of six

Scouts of Troop 160 of Ar-

HERSEY (631

3

g

Troop 166
camps out

only 29 for Ito,,,

Page
Lindstrom
Pancratz
Durso

0

0

3

1

1970

test. Groot and Wood scored
from the fold as did Prospects
Chris Sales on a steal by Don

lington Heights traveled to
southwest Wisconsin's Black -

Prase

3

was soon .11ed for his fifth

Oary Ewen followed in rapid

Player
Jacoby

5

1

3

5

February 9,

into the half and Drool and

purposes ended

1

11

1

3

White

3

4

I

4

8

0
2

A 20 HI 29

18

SCORE BY QUARTERS
Hersey
IN ill 7.0 9 -is
1413:25 0-56
Erc.114

driano chasing Barton in a
manlo-man setup. The other
Cougars picked up the slack,
though. with Dave Lloyd and
Dave !Min vying for top scoring honors with 11 apiece.

24-I0
lead midway through the sec-

C1.3111.1 and opened

ond quarter. 1- he Pirates
chipped away al the adwituage
it
for the next tWO periods

wasdown to ioingle point wit h
just over four mimics remain
Mg in the game. 'The Pirate of

W. ground to a staikn halt
how... and the Cougars hetd
on for the win.
Pine coach Norm Jones
was not at all dihappoimed
his defense. but Nunn] a void in
his offense.

-1 010 plarted

with .our 11rsl half defense."
said J0110, .11111 when we got

be -hind on: had to go to the
pm.. We just can't handle

ear haiku. zone oreis yet

THE OUTCOME :If

the

.1101 .100 both clubs a split
for the weekend and len them
tied he ninth place in the con-

and because of 1 1111 they got
h01110 easy shots in the second

WI" He added that the Pic
aces did nut show any off..

ferenim

standings with 3-7
records. Conant Mid lost to
Wheeling Friday. 55.54, while

Moir. the final hoe ...el
Mega.

the Pffates were heating Forest

nom. Cougar winch Diet

View. 514N.

Cn tnrlr filed'

IN DIE OTHER locker
Redlinger was jubilant mou-

il

ths Con. showing. ?This i.
what I've been waiting lea all
admitted

year."

affable

the

coach. 'The kids finally found
out they can do it without
Brant. I also think Mat

!swing to Wheeling the Ivy,
By George Ha.,

added nine more in the %vont!

rebounds to easily lead both

Genre anal a 15.1buter by Bub
Nloloznik created the first

Mei..

2

O

Tyler

R

P

3

:0

Page 17

didn't bother Prospect until
the last two minutes of the first

Wheeling squad

B encrircutto
Schield

I

2

5

Monday.

foul as both teams engaged in

made up for a two -point loss to

1

R

P

Rucker. Meis,ner and Kline

the game with :06 left in the

straight baskets without allow-

3

Lundstedl

F

11

0.

1

bunched hirer shots in a comeback attempt.

Wheeling started right off
with a full court thew, hut it

score sues
was close, however, as an

Moyer
Bonin

0

1

F
4
6
0
I/

B

Walter

WHEELING 7

0
0

score 60-45. Prospect failed
to score in the final 2:4L/ Aker

WOOD AND Lundstedt

period when the 'Cats hit tile

0
0

29 18 22 39
TOTALS
PROSPECT (58)Player
Rucker

Rootage got

traded close shots to open the
final period. hut Tundstesh

of them were accurate.

Wilson

GBN clips Falcons from charity stripe
George
throws

championship again this yaw

Store Hours -Mon. Wed Thum and Fries
1

mint,. to play in Ow period
the.. stood 43-42.11ersey.
Mark Lindstrom and Rick

week.

Pete

Cavaliers,.

Ed

O anstield. Gary Werner and
Martin instead Of his
regular.. Arneson
why.

explained

-'HIE NIGHT before
dayk in the finm half. we stood
around and watchaf the other
team play." he said. ...We

didn't Mi.. and we just
didn't do the things we're sue-

per cent while GN shot 53 per

posed to he doing." Be went
on. saying
think we've hit a
stale spot. jmt like Christmas.
and I think the best thing for
this will he a couple of days

Don Merin was the best of verting a hook ehot, then
Forest Vidw's starters for the Crebtree goi four as GN
night. getting 10 points and jumped ict
6-0 lead.
playing an outstanding floor
Anal,.
Sodini got two
game. Wayne Meier came in alluresp
before Pete Caw
during the second quarter and allure bi-, the ice for Forest
scored 12 points. hitting five view. moron hillowed with s
for five from the. field, and field goal. and Baum aear.
gobbed eight rebounds.
six for
just before the peri.

"
Sophomore

Sodini stood
0411 for the Panthers. scoring
21

poi.

nd grabbing

14

rebound, Daen Anastosi got 16
points, while Dan Crabtree

and Bill Wright got 12 each
and Tom Pooling got 10. GN
shot .7211 r1om the foul line.
hitting 315 of 50 The Falcons
hit un only seven or 17 for a
.410 pacentage. The Falcons
also 1101 poorly from the field
hitting on 23 of 66 shots fur 33

cet.

throughout the game. Wright

opened the .oring by co,

.

Rich Olson tied Meier for

scoring actin,
also getting a doom poi..

rd ended.

ing the fourth quarter on 20

martin opened the second
quarter with two for View. but
Anastasi. Wright and Pauline
made it 2441 for Glenbard. As

and 25 footers.

the

the

Falcon

Many of his points mune der-

starters began

to creep

IHE PANTHERS took a

back into the lincup.Greg Sheveil hit a charity shot and

16-6 lead in Mc first quarter

Meier scored on a layup to

end

were

able

to

hold

it

nuke it 26-11.

Meier and Olson led a rally
that

narrowed

the

Panther

margin to eight points el the
half. Meier got sits points. Ol-

Meyer
Crabtree
Sodini

son got taiur and Shevell got a

Wright
Howell

pair while Sodini got four Mr
GN as the Panthers retain.] a

Howell
Pauline

6

6
9

0

6

5

6

3

were pretty disappointed and
weren't going to he denied
against Palatine."
One of the minor aspect, In:
the game was that i1 hrought
together the league, two koding scorers in Barton and Pirate Dave
Hashaeh

32.24 lead at the half

TOTALS
10 36 11
FOREST VIEW 1531
SIR POINTS by Sodini and Meyer
II
P
Crabtree offset a held goal by - 'Long
7 2
Martin to begin the third quar- bleier
2

ter. Men Dave long got six

points to narrow the gap toseven points.
However. Shevell. Meier

and Martin each got held pats
for the Falcons which was the

only scoring by Fowst View
for the rest of the period.
GLENBARD NORTH 021

won the individual duel. 13I 1. but Barton reminal mowsion of the MM. scoring lead
by a, scant 201-200 point mar -

5

gm over the husky Hadrach.
Arlington's John Brodnan
in third place. 11 points hack
at MR

2
0

CONANT ISO)

0

0
0
0
0

23

7

30

Olson
Shevell
Bauer

6

04

2

3

2

0

B angle:Id

Cavalier°
Werner
Martin

I

0
5

Enna
TOTALS

3

ohther

I

for its fourth consecutive title
in Indiana,

Alloround performer Nick
Wools of Columbus was the
highlight miformer of the
nteet. pieking up two firms. a
second and o fourth ell route to
a first pies: all-around aventge

of 7.06. Wmilis won the high
hue. 7.75, the poallel bars.
7.70. and was second un the

Mike Isaacs placed second behind Von Eisen with a 7,75 average Columbus's Fred
Harms placed third behind
Ica mmatc Woolls and

Brousseau on the side horse
with an R.0 routine.

Boylend apin performed
well, as he hit on a 6.95 routine
which was good enough for
second place on the parallel

bars, Junior Greg Datillo tied

for first on the ritms with a
7.55 average. Datillo w9
matched by Story Malutich of

JOHN BOYLAN, Arlin-

Columbus.

Tom

Kennedy,

side hone. N.3. Woolls was bet.
tered on the side horse by' Pat

with 0 good 7 6 thrformancc.

who suffered from the flu all
week, placed second with all
mutim. Greg 5101109 placed

Junior Steve Brogdan came in

third on the rings with 7.2.

Brousseno of Arlington with

behind Boylan with a 7.15.
Doug Doty of Columbus was

Coach Walthouse said,
"They had good indiodurds

the trampoline with
the

but no depth. It's nice to haw

an 8.75 routine.

State champion Stew Von

., all around, placed aecond
behind Woolls on the high bar

7,55

Kim Moore of Mink

Ebets agmn placed find in free

exercise. Von When tumbled
to an 8.75 average. Redbird

a

through for the
Cards with a 7.1 average.
100

051110

an

interstate

meet

are the only team to defeat Co.
lumbos in the last Three years.

We won by Huh methods of

Harms. C. tel 4. Boylan. A.

depth. We went into the meet
without Bob Wilson who perfauns on the parallel bars and

7.45; 5 Blowing. A. 5.85 and
6. Fitzpatrick, C, 5.45.

Breeden,

rings. Toni kennedy had the

HIGH BAR: I. Wools. A,
2. Boylan. A. 7.6; 3.

Friday and performed

Broaden. A. 7.15; 4. Tentko.

real

A, 6.35, S. Law, A. 4.85 and 6.

Crimea. C, 4.75. TRAMPOMEET RESULTS

FLOOR EXERCISE: I.
Von Ebers, A, 875; 2. haus,

LINE: 1.
C. C. 7.55: 2.
Moore. A. 7.1; 3, Von Ebers,
A, 6.90; 4. Nonhrop, C. 5.65;

5. Pcrkinson, C. 3.75 and 6.

Lloyd
Harold
Whiteford

4

0

II

0

2

I

I

5.611:

Law,

5.

A. 5.5 and 6 Hershline. A.
5.45, RINGS: I. Datillo. A.
7.55; I. Steve Helena. C,

2
3
1

0

0

0

4

3

9

3

3

0

7

I

PAD,

BFRP

Hashach

5

Mader

6

Sehnert

C. 6.4:

Carr
Totals

Pascale; A. 6.15

and 6. Hill, C, 6.0.
I.

Wool's, C, 7.06 and Boyland,
A, 6,59.

3

8

1

6

1

3

N

2

Andriano
OXroutte

7.3:.
3. Seegers. ('. 7.2: 4. Woolls.

ALL-AROUND,

1

1

IS 14 35 15

755 2. Kennedy. A.
5.

I

0

4

PALATINE 1461

A. 8.75: 2. Woolls, C. 8.31 3.

7

6

BARS:

"They have 000 excellent
individual (Wool's) but little

Bu all week and came back on

2

'non
Weller

Woolls. C. 7.70: 2, Boylan. A.
6.9513. Spurgeon, C. 6.40: 4,
O.

R

Barton

Tubb

PARALLEL

SIDE Home: I. Brousseau,

F

A

Brand)

Isaacs, A. 3.45

scoring.

allowed

with
school 150 miles ewey
to compere the two oaten We

A, 7.75: 3. Moore. A, 6.5; 4.
David. C. 6.5; 5. Crippcn. C,
5.65 and 6. Boylan. A. 5.2.

B

McDo.ld

3

3

2

5

O

0
2

1

2

0

1

Phtlltp

3

2
2

17 12 30 18

SCORE BY QUARTERS
Conan)
Palatine

15 II 12 50
6 14 14 12 46

12

FV swimmers dunk Grove; 3 teams tied for first

7300 N MELVINA, NILES, ILLINOIS
I

and

day !Idol, Me game. added 16
Impel
counters for Roger

OUTLET STORE

PROSPECT DAY

1

pr.:inlay in the
half. start
.1 taking its toll and with three

Columb. to win

r

ji yrs,'

him

Then Kim Walter engineered a
steal and another foul was
called on the visiting 'Cats.
White fed Bob Kline at the lop
of the key foe a beautiful turnaround jumper which brought
Prospect's deficit to 33-29.

Grill

three of the shots awarded. but
the score was already at 70-49
with three minutes to go. Each

Arlington's 130 topples Columbus gymnasts

Save a whopping 50%

EVERY WEDNESDAY

contest three separate
times in Me hectic third period
after trading by n, much as 13.
Ahead hy seven at the half.
the Huskii, quickly
dun
margin to 1 on two held goals
by Edge and one by Patents.

Saturday, action. remained in
fourth at 5.5.

c;())

C II IFIS

Special feature

217 5, Arlingpqn Hts. Rd..
Arlington Heights, 111.60005
Phone: 1312) 255.7200

G

28c skein

l'At LUST" IS IL

SUBURBS

NORTHWEST DAY

A

68c yd.

Fronds high

as

after

action.

trotwith'

Permanent Press 44/45" Wide

Rug Yarn

DES PLAINES DAY

67c yd

night

BUT SUDDENLY the Vik.
ing mew pre,. which hadnt
h ohered the home wain a,

But the The
had to he
Plan
Parkratz.
The 1, -It centet was
unstoppable imide

REMNANTS

PERCALE

Rod 47e NOW

tilap

thc

amen.

eRoui

11

THE

scorer with IN. the visitors 0.1

whip the Vikings. r11-56. be.
him.: 27-tmint explosion In
sophomore sensation Andy

SCOTT FE1GE, who had
been sick most of 'Moe& and
was condonable starter

MURPHY'S
76c yd.

Friday night and went on to

weekend's

print Moms from Mai,ott de Romaync, 43 S. Diiton, Arlington
Height,. Iler mono, Debbie Quinn, chose a shimmery. deep
purple overblose, fulisteescd with self -covered buttons, from
Mary Agnes of 24 S. 19ewreth, Arlington Heights.

au WALTON FOUIRMEN,

the

The win lifted the Huskies
into Mord, place in the Slid Suburban I cape basketball
race. momentarily ahead of
the Vikings. Both were 4.4 i.
the conforenee going into this

season. and

almost weren't enough to put
down the mAky Vikings. I .1
by Mike Entre, who finished

third-quarter surge by Front

points

-

getting

13

With 126 left Wheeling he
gan to
giving Rush and
Doug Haney each two points.

Wheeling made good on only

team added a pair of baskets
And Sales had a pair of chari-

Kevin

RUCK ER, RUSH and

give the Tart a

Pancratr.

the mo luscious samples shown here glow with color. Jun 1/ow,
left, hie, the ruffles 0 the wend down the jabot of her red

is

IN THE.

Groot hit twice horn the

Meissner all made good use of
foul shots and Meissner wormd
twice within 25 seconds to tie

and Bob Kline combined for
36 attempts, but the trim wen
hom farther out and only 10

aggrmsiveness

rehounder with

keep the margin the wme.

back up to five points.

throws and Groot
a letup with 101 showing to

Hersey's Huskies survived

eagle

HOUSE
FOODS

37 -all.
each

6:40 remaining in the half.
Rucker shook loose underneath but so did Jon Pitt to

STU WHITE, Jeff Meissner

with his superior height and

By J. Swain

gen. or NOW

FOOD LEADER

Meissner

Andy's height overpowers Vibes

muter. Sometimes they have
a woven -rug look at mohair,
and oiwasionally they we cros
cheted.
What holier way to
wooemne spring than
ith a Mile blankety pop -on
Mat, very 0701

100% Cotton 45" W ode

WARE-

14 from the free throw line.
Wood was also the game's

tempts.

ming any Prmpect homy or a league title, tPhoto by Gene.

striking colors .d Aztec

CORDUROY

NOW THE

served a good deal of credit for
the upset win as he was seven
for 11 from the field and 10 for

a

was held to eight at.

leading

Y,.11 find knitted ponchos

You'll find your
Food Favorites on our "shelves"

Wkref

Prospect's inaccuracy as the
sticky 'Cats hung close to their

Ino. Wheeling moved him thin) place with the win while stem-

Hamil.)

a

708 E NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

For on oonointreem

CiCA.

for aYoungsler to take cover is
under also nchn It's part of the

WIPU

%cape Re.et-4/41

of 14 field goal

I

farther out.

Floppy Valentine's Day!
tr

I

tempts, almost all of he
coming from the comers or

One of the most interesting,

1

to be credited with much of

allaSts dose to 20 Ihnex

atmode

fun and contemporary ways

II

China Tables Choirs

goal attempts.

The Wheeling defense had

while the Vats stand at 64.

Big Roger Wood also de-

in

Knights, however, reverted to
some early season shooting,

able sc.. with a 7-3 =Irk

points. The little backcourt -

l'ritieho power

1

CARPET

percentage.

prey all night. Dave Lundytedt. Prospect' tallest starter
and center, was able to only get
off four shots all night, and
Brad Rucker, who usually

GROOT HIT with uncanny
accuracy in the second half
Smurday night, finishing the
game as high scorer with 25

a

1

goal

O 1/111.

a protection.

get in some target practice.

and

luid
ftng on only .297 of their

with a double win weekend.
The Knights remain a vulner

Carrnc_sanwialweri

had tied the wore at
White

Prospect, 76-58.
The Wildcats have mane's
habit lately to pick on the
Mime in contention for the
Mid-Subithban League basket

real selves by lies and deceim?
the yoriger generation is

cal selves. so we wear a mask

I

didn't mind if he went :done to

fore deadeye Groot started to

ends of a one and one to bring
Prospect within eight with

field

tiethe score 45-39 be-

down though, and by the half

The

nut? Do we need to hide our

er. Wean: afraid to moose our

tocasiomake

corner,

aileed

more insincere as.we grow old-

Prospect wasn't about to lie

scored and Rush made both

championship, and the
Wheeling squad ele
hsclf into third place

teems that we all learn lo he

sun. Wood added

25.15 quer. lead.

ended up with a .580 overall

spit

more ouispoken. more honest.
and it is painful to us Young
children are honest to the
point of embarrassment It

th. hotter than the gentle lie.

rh, at.

141

us.

anyone else was able to make
it.
All of the Wildcats were extremely accurate and the learn

son with the Wheeling varsity,
was
instrumental Saturday
night as the Wildcats rode
rough shod over second -place

Can we take it as well as dish it

find one redeeming feature:
'lb Teel truth r. %me

.10:111,. Nil 001 alsay., IF
the importance of
elle issue en
II It is net too Moor
I

sides.

think a is awful -well. I In to

-,

r yu ,lt,t

oneX feelings. So there ere two

link hit and I try to he kintIlf

depelldh

,111

it crud and tactless to
speak the truth . they see II.
'they don) want to hurt miy-

xont xm
sk
about thew dress and I really

have a low mthli,mor nn Opill-

BE

hale

hadn't MOM started out the sea-

sider

real problem.

nrictly honest

II not hinmt. I in aloud
'hut oiher people's
r get, I.

jhat

they

most of the time.

nigh my husband and children
However. I try to he tan

o"VAN" of Aril"g"'"

and

onto the boards faster than

Junior Mike Groot who

dti things that they do not helime.
However, many others con-

wart) or fur the Nock. in their
g gl and.. injustice.
I've lost several old friends by
voicing my honmC thoughts,

my

trust

1

.

l'olithrlr 1.'elarrtokkrnshiips""to
ay or

"hate" ine for king' egad.

1

-

change,

By Linde Hamilton
Sports Editor

Age is no factor. Woman o

.

rarely

figure [hal !hey can take it.
have many friends that I ain

"..11::oftlot-zt7

D WIN HIS

honest

usiman-rot honew with my
huskind. I am hlatant with

dreii friends and associates'?

F oriu 18nv

S01111111101,

hen the Cardinal., and the Car -

twirl dale nod ED. Cams in
I may Pool belong o altar.
noon 50 41 and thaw the

dinals had the FOIC011. The
championship will he decided
in the conference Sect in the
Lively Pool Sonadoy,

iltd Suburban

I wpm, Inst

dual mot tank team into a

errs GOING to he a very
meet" Forest
coach Gordy Aukerm

three vem, 10
Forest raw Elk Grow anti

C1000

Arliniton all 'mulled AL MS1

"Any one of the
could win it end

dual

moot mown with Si

record., Tin Falcons lust the
the Grtnadnix

Grinadno

View
raid.

threeen teams
it will prob.

practice will be very important
to all three."
The 10111;15 split the allays

Friday with Elk Grove takhm
the medley relay and -Forest
View the freestyle relay. Tho.
winning Grenadier team had
Dave Toler. Bill Purcell, Pal
Massey and Spencer Huebner

ably he the mum that has the

d the winning Falcon corn-

'most desire. This next week in

binalkm had Fred %Wale.

Mark Bailey. John Mate and

THE OTHER winners

in

Scott Paticnce
There were three double
winners in the meet. Patience
won the 50 -and
101 -yard
freestyle events and Westdale

telly, Polacek in the breast-

the meet were Forest View's
Jim Johnson in diving. Elk
Grove's Mike Callahan in the

stnake and Barley taking second in the 100 -yard freestyle
were all important factors::

100 -yard backstroke and For est View's Norb Polacek in the

took the 2W -yard individual

MEET RESULTS

medley and the 100 -yard but-

100 -yard breaststroke,
"We got good .rform-

terfly for Forest View. while

anus in

Cliff Schlak grabbed the 200.
end 460 -yard freestyle neon
for Elk Grove.

couple of spots
where we needed it." Alter TRII said. 'Tim Pathan in the
a

individual medley and the but.

MEDLEY:
Wesidale. FV,
EGI 3. Peldhen.1,
30.4ARD FREESTYLE:
I

2.

I.

Patience.

FV:

Jacoh.

ton.EG: 3. Bailey. FS. DIV.
INC: I. Johnn. EV: 2. Dun-

MEDLEY RELAY: I. Elk

nine, ELS

100 -YARD RUT-

Grove (Toler. Purcell, Massey. Huebner,: 2 Forest View.
200 -YARD FREESTYLEI I.
Settle's, EC: 2. Mate, FV; 3.

TERFLY:

W estdale, FY : 2.

Bad.. EG. INDIVIDUAL

blames.. EG:

Feldhan. FV.

100 -YARD FREESTYLE;
l. Patience. IN, 2. Bailey, EV:
3, Jacobson, EG. 100 -YARD

BACKSTROKE: I. Call..,
EC: 2, Toler. EG: 3. None.

400 -YARD FREESTYLE:
1.
Schlak. EG: 2. Mate. FV;
I enkeit, FY.
100 -YARD
BREASTST.
ROKE: I.
Polacek, FV: 2,
Purcell. EG: 3. Murtinek. EG.
FREESTYLE RELAY:
Forest View 1Westdale.
ey.

Mate. Patience,.
Grove.

Bah-

2',

Elk

"..

".7

Nict

.4'14 .A.11 o

o.t

o

Card streak hits 10 after twin win
Brodnan led all tallying hon-

By Tom Rosie

play and Mandele dropped in a
pair of charity tosses. The final
point of the quarter was
recorded by Huskies' Pancratz, to make the score 9-5 in
a very low scoring period.

ors as he chipped in 18 markOnly four conference games
remain to he played before the

ers, only one point less than his
conference average of 19.

Arlington Cardinals can right-

Scott Feige pounded in 14
points for his night's work,

fully claim the Mid-Suhuran
I eague championship trophy.
Hut the spirited Redbirds took
an important step toward their
goal this weekend by downing
upset -minded Glenbard North
and Hersey, 54-43 and 51-45.
The victory extends the
Cards' consecutive winning

while teammate
added

giving them a 10-0 league
record. Only the Prospect
Knights own a chance to catch
the pace setting Cardinals, but

made up for their five -point

games of the season as he not
only pitched in 10 markers but
provided the necessary defensive spirit.

first stanzai by pounding in
field goals and taking the lead
for the first time in the contest,
13-11, on Mark Jacoby's I8 footer.

EACH SQUAD sank

Arlington fought hack with
four consecutive buckets and

17

field goals for the night hut the
story of defeat for the Huskies
was told at the charity stripe.

the possibilities of the Birds

The Cards and the Huskies
were each guilty of com-

losing their next lour contests

mitting 14 fouls, but Arlington

are very slim.

THE HUSKIES entered the
game Saturday evening looking for revenge after a similar
55-45 loss three months ago.
But the Huskies, led by Andy
Pancratz. couldn't pull off the

THE HUSKIES quickly

Hult played one of his finest

to eight games, while

streak

12.

Pancratz
Arlington's Jack

two free throws of their own to
take a commanding 19-13 advantage. Feige and Durso

closed out the quarter with

position they were in, returned

third period.
The final eight -minute span
proved to he the most hectic
for both teams as the Huskies
were determined to get hack
into the ball game. Arlington
began extending its lead until

at Glenhard North, the Cards
narrowly escaped with their

done so far this year, as the
quintet was able to click on 24
of 60 for a .400 average, The

the contest into a runaway as
they jumped out to a 12-6 advantage With three and a half
minutes elapsed. The pace of

after the intermission able to
find the range from the field
and regain the lead. Heifer -

considerably

the play slowed almost to a

poorer from the field, hitting
19 of 62 for a .306 per-.

standstill, and the Cards added
just one point and the Panthers
three before the horn sounded
to end the period.
The Panthers began to move
in the second period, out -scor-

Kieck and Hult all got into the
action to account for the 10 point bulge at the finish of the

midway through the stanza the
Hersey sharpshooters began

clicking.

Huskies weren't to he blown

While Pancratz was not the
leading scorer in the meeting.
his 15 rebounds and tine defensive efforts definitely
marked him as the standout of

off the court that easy, though,

a pair. Jacoby, Feige and Mark
Lindstrom retaliated for the
Huskies, but it proved to no

tired up and ready to go, and
exhibited their vigorness by
driving in three successive
buckets, with Hult dropping in

as John Durso and Pancratz
clicked to knot the score.
The Cards zoomed to a 9-4
lead seconds later when Brodnan completed a three-point

;avail

as Huh and Bill Kieck

plunked in two pointers.

quintet,

Panthers

In a game marked by poor
shoo t i n g percentages, the
Cards recovered from a first
half lull to pull the game out of
the fire and record their ninth

were

on

centage.

Tied

for the top scoring

honors in the game were Arlington's Brodnan and Panther Bill Wright who each tal-

consecutive conference
triumph of the season. Glen hard, after its upset win over

lied 16. Close behind was Card

Feige, Lindstrom and Jacoby
aiding in its deterioration with
two pointers of their own.

Forest View Saturday evening.

14
points while
Kieck had 10.

dike Mandele who tossed in

now owns a 4-6 record. good
enough for seventh position in
the

lead.

Arlington came out after

courageous Panther
54-43.

The Redbirds saw their once

free throws compared to Hersey's 11 of 19.

lives before finally nipping a

10 -point advantage
slowly
melt away, with
Huskies

hung on to a 21-17 halftime

the

much -needed triumph.

Arlington's John

appeared the Cards would turn

of the poorest shooting they've

was able to connect on 17 of 23

and

their 10 minute intermission

game.

The Cards exhibited some

THE PREVIOUS evening

Cardinals

baskets,

final score 51-45.

to 35-29 at the finish of the

WITH ONLY two minutes
left to play, the Cards were

Arlington's Bill Heffernan
got things (Alto a quick start as
the 5-6 senior plopped in a pair
of 20 -foot jumpers to open the
scoring in the match. The

the

final seconds to bring the score

teammate

AS THE game opened, it

ing the cold Cardinals, 14-9.

advantage and despite come-

trip to Springfield Griffin

back attempts by the hosts,

High School Saturday and

the

came home with a strong out of -conference victory. 67-55,

period slump by Griffin count
heavily in the final tally.

over

hosting

the

turn

to

be

made

the

third -

idle this

weekend.

Springfield's club, however,
has won just twice in 19 tries
for the year.

THE LIONS of coach Ed
Wasielewski held Griffin to
three points in the final six
minutes of the third period

and seven for the entire
quarter in stepping out to

a

51-36 advantage. Viator had

__B
4
4

2

7

2

Rech

8

l'ettenuzzo
Trawinski
Totals

O

0
0

O

0

GRIFFIN (55)

points and as many rebounds

Player

to lead both teams.

Beck

Playmaker Terry Cullen
and Bob Rech each contributed 16 points to the

Bedolli
Clawson
Gvazdinskas
Zanot
Alborg

The I.ions established

_31

2

4

I

9

I

the next minute, both squads
choked from the floor and the
hall did not pass once through
the hoop, even though Arlington missed several potentially

Mandele
Heffernan

7

0 10

2

0

0

six -

point leads several times in
the first quarter as Kaskie

grabbed defensive rebounds
and hit Rech with long passed
for fast -break layups. Viator
had earned a 35-29 halftime

Gravit
Taylor

5 15

By Linda Hamilton
Sports Editor

FP
O

I

2

3

Elk Grove surprised the
Mid -Suburban League's sec-

4

2

0

ond -place basketball team Fri-

4

3

day night by stealing the ball

IA

I

Pancratz drew his fifth and
final foul detected for charging in his attempt to tighten the
score.

FWD put the icing on the

per cent of their floor tries
at Griffin while getting off 73
shots.

Card Bill Heffernan (10) sneaks a pass between Huskies John Durso and Mark Jacoby

Prospect outrebounded its
hosts as five men pulled down
more than five rebounds each

conscious visitors in a vigor-

Grove's six, but free throws by

ous full -court press.

Boyer, Pinder and Losch put

with Dave Lundstedt getting

Boyer also made the first
basket of the contest. Pinder

to. Gene Pinder of Grove was
the game's leader with II.

2

point half-time advantage over

0

Prospect. The Knights. how-

might have had that the last place team in the league lacked

10

ever, employed
a
better than -.500 shooting percentage
throughtout the game to

team speed. Junior Jeff Boyer
took the ball away from Pros-

SCORE BY QUARTERS
St. Viator
22 13 16 I 6--67
Griffin
16 13 7 19--55

THE GRENADIERS

dis-

whittle the Grens down to a

pect the first two times the
Knights brought it downcourt

73-51 loss.

as Grove took on its reputation

one situation, then duplicated
the feat with 12 seconds to go

sure free throws in the final 31
seconds to give Fremd a 65-61)
Nlid-Suburban I eague hasket-

to give Fremd its final four -

lead to 42-16 at the half.

Kolze calmly dropped in his

ball victory over visiting Elk

KOLZE'S LATE heroics
represented sort of a comeback
for the senior guard. He

throw to give Fremd its 20 point third quarter lead at 4929. but that signaled the start

Player
Kolze

Frenurs victory. combined
with its 63-56 loss to Hersey
Friday night, left the Vikings

spurred Fremd to its big early
lead with 20 first-half points,
but Elk Grove's box -and -one
defense held him scoreless in

of Elk Grove's spirited rally.

Moloznik
Wickersham

all' .500 mark with a 5-5

the third quarter and Viking

that was the margin the Vikings carried into the final peri-

Wickum

od, 53-39.

15 15 44
TOTALS
25
ELK GROVE (60)

at

record.

Grove.

Elk

which

dropped a 73-51 decision to
Prospect Friday night. fell into
basement with a 2-8

the NISI
mark.

the game out. Frennis helterskelter style of play produced a
I 6 -poi n t halftime lead and the
ikings increased the bulge to

20 points with 5:50 remaining
in the third quarter.
Up to that point, Fremd was
doing everything right and Elk
Grove couldn't do anything
about it. But suddenly, as it
somebody had waved a magic
wand, the Grenadiers turned
the game around and cut the
Viking advantage to 61-60 on
Gene Pinder.% two free throws

with 39 seconds to go in the
game.

Elk Grove hail to foul to try
and get the ball. but the Grena-

diers fouled the wrong man.
Kolze stepped to the line with
seconds

remaining

and

opening tip and nearly

fast -

broke Elk Grove off the court.
With 5-6 guard Bob Moloznik
stealing passes and keying the
Viking running game, the

RICK GAARE hit

a

Prospect to the lockerroom at
a disadvantage, 28-27.

engineered another steal .moments later. but Prospect's defense was moving too and returned the favor. Ball possession bounced hack and fourth
with free throws by Bob Kline,

ent team as they re-entered the

John Flesch and Keff Meissner the only scoring until Casey Rush hit two buckets in a

jumped one in from the free
throw line to make it 30-28.
Three Elk Grove shots were

row and Mike Losch had one.
That left the score at 11-7 in
Prospect's favor, hut Pinder

off the mark and Prospect got

evened it out at quarter's end
with a pair of quick, close -in
baskets as teammate Flesch

re-

bound, and Rush and White
each added short buckets to

stole the ball on the press.

give the Knights nine points in

The Knights were a differ-

ter drawing a foul on a

the first two minutes of play
while they held Bob Ree's
Grenadiers to nothing.

Dave Ristau, NI ike l osch and

Bill Miedema hit

baskets to

close the gap to 14 points. and

Elk Grove quickly

sliced

the deficit to seven at 54-47.
but Hague temporarily stemmed the tide with a threepoint play that made it )1-41

within five at 2:58, but Prospect wasn't about to be caught.
Lundstedt made both ends of a

one and one, Rush made two
layups in a row and Meissner
got a basket underneath and

two free throws as Prospect
stepped out to a 52-42 margin
by quarter's end.

3

0

I

2

P
4

6

0
6

3

4

I

5

7

3

Hult

3

4

3

K leek

3

2

6

2

TOTALS
17 17 21
HERSEY (45)

14

4

BERP
3

6 15

5

2

0

8

3

2

3

I

2

6

2

3

4

0
4

2

I

4

3

(1

0
0
0

2

0

0

0

0

I

SCORE BY QUARTERS
Arlington
9 12 14 16-51
Hersey
5 12 12 16--45

with 4:10 left to play. That
looked like it would end the
Gronadiers' hopes, hut

they

ditin't believe it.
Fremd still held a nine point edge at 61-52 with just

10 more in the second quarter.

rattled off eight straight points

1:41

to play, but Elk Grove

8

8

4

2

5

I

3

5

4
4

Hanks
Gaare
Hague

3

1

I

3

Brad Rucker stole the ball and

was fouled to make it 62-44,
then added two more from 10

Elk Grove didn't make a

scores from Meissner on a lay-

up and from Kim Walter, who
hit twice
tempts.

on long-range at-

PROSPECT (73)
Player
Rucker
5
8

BFPR

15

I

I

I

I

0

0

5

3

4

2

1

5

2

Pinder
Hopkins
Boyer
Ristau
Losch
Miedema

9

4

2 10

0

0

2

I

2

0
0
4
0

2
3

4
4

2

7

F

B

3

4
2

24 18 11 12--65
14 12 13 21-60

2

3

6
6
2

I

3

0

0

3

4 10

3

4

2

7

White

4

I

I

2

Haney

0

0

0

I

I

5

4

5

Sales

0

0

1

3

Lewis

0

0

I

0

Totals

25 23 17 42

ELK GROVE (51)

BFPR

Player
Ristau
Losch
Boyer

Coll
Hopkins

0 2
10 .15 39

TOTALS
25
SCORE BY QUARTZRS

6
3

Kline

8

Flesch

Elk Grove

42 and Lundstedt made it 60
before fouling Bill Miedema,
who scored Grove's first
points of the quarter at 4:23.

Lundstedt
Meissner

5

PR
4 II

Fremd

White hit twice on long
shots to move the score to 58-

Walter

BEPR

Player

a

the Knights to free throws.
Hopkins brought Grove to

EREMD (65)

Brad Gucker, left, and Elk Grove's Mark Hopkins wrestle for possession of the ball in
Friday night's second half. The Knights outran a determined Elk Grove entry for a 73-51
win. (Photo by George Hamilton)

2

I

2

3

I

3

5

2

2

5

4

I

0

I

3

2

3

0
0

I

2

2

4

2

4

5

3

5

4

II

I

Miedema
Flesch
Pinder
Totals

3

19 13 22 33

SCORE BY QUARTERS
Prospect

11 16 25 21--73

Elk Grove

11

17 14

9-51

"Cats edge Cougars in heartstopper, 55-54
By Bob McDonald

The Wildcat hardcourtmen
stood off a final -quarter surge
by Conant Friday night to pick
up their fifth win of the Mid Suburban League season fly a
55-54 margin.

Conant's defense held the

Center Dave Lloyd followed
Barton with 12 tallies. Lloyd
bageed four field . goals and
four free tosses. Starters John

Macdonald and Dave !Hon
third for the Conant
quintet with seven apiece.
Macdonald hit on two field
goals and three charity shots
while !Hon sank one from the
field and five from the line. Rewere

on the free throw line. Bar-

Wheeling cashed in on some

thule followed Kawell, sinking
four field goals and three free
tosses for 11 points. Pitt and
6-10 center Wood were next
with nine apiece Wood hit on

pointer by Barthule to a bucket

costly free throws and a couple

by Macdonald. With 1:26 re-

buckets to end the first frame
at a 17-10 pace in the Wildcats' favor.
To begin the second quar-

maining the lead was up to

four field goals and one free
toss while Pitt sank two from
the floor and five for five from

ter Lloyd tipped the ball to

the charity stripe.

er. Groot countered with a layup, followed by a shot by'
Lloyd. Kawell hit on a jumper,

and one situation at the line.
Wood sunk a short jumper on
an out of hounds play at the
buzzer ending the quarter at

Barton who drove to the corner and

swished

a

20 -foot-

nine at 46-37. Barton swished
a 15 -footer and a charity striper and Trion hit half of a one

STANDINGS

attempted a last -second shot

lied 29 with Burton, !Hon and
Bob Wallin all getting seven.

and Whiteford sunk

being fouled. Kawell hit the

key

length shot to put the score at

free toss to give the Wildcats a
3.0 lead.
The
Cougars retalliated

Both squads scored three early

25-1.6 in

favor of the 'Cats.

field goals each. but Conant
had three free throtvs to the

0

which sent out of bounds at the
buzzer, giving the Cougars

Jon

7

3

their seventh loss against two

Wheeling
Forest View
Fremd
Hersey

Tony Schuld all pulled down

6

4

league wins.

six

5

5

Glenbard North
Elk Grove

I

3

FR

B

Rush

cats, hitting on a jumper while

Conant
Palatine

0

0
0

3

1

9

field goal until 2:22 of the final
period when Terry Coll scored
followed closely by Miedema
and Hopkins. But GroVe could
manage just one more free
throw while Prospect got

out the game as both teams tal-

10

Reeve

1

the Grenadiers were limiting

BASKETBALL TEAM

Prospect

3

1

feet out.

The fourth quarter almost
became fatal for the 'Cats.

Arlington

4

38-29 advantage, but Mark
Hopkins, Flesch and Dave
Ristau all made baskets while

bounding was even through-

WL

0

PROSPECT HAD built

Cougars picked up 13. MSt.
leading scorer Brant Barton

Team

3

tied it up just 14 seconds into
the third period and Stu White

KAWELL STARTED off
the game right for the Wild-

LEAGUE

Pauling
Crabtree
Stitiini

1

court. A free throw by Kline

each rebound. Kline bagged
another two from the line af-

PROSPECT MADE seven
field goals in second period to

its speed, abandoning the press
altogether.

free

hosts jumped to a 24-14 firstquarter lead.
Kolze bagged 10 points in
the opening period and added

men from Wheeling to only six
points in the final frame as the

MID -SUBURBAN

61.60. That's the best the Grenadiers could do. however, as

the home team on top and sent

Pinder made a free throw to
break the cold spell, but just II
seconds later Rush drew Boyer's fifth foul of the contest on
a steal and Grove lost some of

big tree throws.

Fremd took command at the

ELK GROVE staged an
amazing rally to almost pull

31

point margin.

Coach I.eon Kasuhoske kept
him on the bench during the
first 6:10 of the final period.

7

Nagel
Frase

1970

in the next minute to make it

point of a 21) -point lead.

3

2

Feige
Spry

Monday,
February 9,

With Fremd ahead at 27-16.
Mike hit the Vikings next 10
tallies and they stretched the

Grove Saturday night after the
Vikings had blown all but one

2

7

Lindstrom

pelled any idea the Prospectors

sank both ends of a one -and -

Mike Kolze sank four pres-

3

Player
Pancratz
Durso
Jacoby
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Fremd survives Gren rally
By Mike Imrem

Anastasi

Wright

Player
Heffernan
Brodnan
Mandele

age hack up to where they'd
like to have it, making 42

1

O

6

TOTALS
19
5 26 8
SCORE BY QUARTERS
Arlington
13 9 19 13--54
Glenbard North9 14 8 12-43
ARLINGTON (51)

ing on the clock to make the

twice in a row as the game
opened and gaining a one -

1

O

_22 11

Totals

1

3

0
0

6

Prospect cracks press, Elk Grove, 73-51

I

2

2

24

(11). Heffernan contributed eight points against Hersey.

I

I

0111
TOTALS
641
GLENBARD NORTH (43)
Player
BFRP
Peters

dangerous free tosses.

P RTS

0

8

FRP

B
6

Holt

.16

4

ARLINGTON (54)
Player
Brodnan

hanging onto a 47-43 lead. For

1.1

P
4

the 'contest,

0

1

8

three men in double figures
with Dave Kaskie getting 18

cause.

F
0

the horn signaled the end of

9

points of the quarter, hut

Player
Keehan
Carley
Kaskie
Cullen

ceived from the Cards and the
teams played even ball until

6

15

ST. VIATOR (67)

THE PANTHERS were
unable to recover from the

4

loose to open the fourth
Viator came hack with seven
in a row. Not to he outdone.

.

0

THE CYCLONES broke

period, scoring 10 of the

third stanza, 41-3 I

5

Cyclones.

With an uneven number of
teams in the Chicagoland
Prep League, the lions had
their

I.ions

Griffin also scored seven in a
row, hut the 10 -point margin
Viator held was enough to see
the Lions through. The Lions
moved their shooting percent-

Mandele,

K icck

Lions 'Spring' to 67-55 win
St. Viator took a long side

Brodnan,

third quarter pelting they re-

Tom
Glenbards'
Pauling,
George Sodini, Don A nastasi
and Wright all played key roles
in
the
Panthers' amazing
comeback.
The Cardinals, realizing the

cake as he chipped in a pair of
free throws with no time show-

HERSEY RALLIED in the

nan

BARTON WAS the big gun

5

5

5

5

for the Cougars with 17 points.

4

6

3

7

3

7

five below his league leading
average of 22.0. Barton sank
seven of 20 from the floor and

2

8

three of four from the line.

Pitt, Roger Wood and
rebounds for

Wheeling.
Gary Kawell was close behind

with five, and Kevin Barthule
followed with four.
Kavyell shot well over his av-

erage of 12.8 Friday night, tallying 17 points on seven of 12
from the field and three of four

with two field goals by Barton
and a bucket by Wallin, Mike

Groot of Wheeling stole the
ball as a result of the Wheeling
press and passed to Kawell
who layed it up to tie the score
at 8-8, as Conant mentor Dick
Redlinger called time out.

a

Both teams picked up two
more buckets hut the Cats

48-41, 'Cats.

one for Barthule, to tighten the
bagged one more free throw to score to 55-50. Wheeling was
extend their lead to 10 at half,
held scoreless from 3:43 on as
34-24.
turnovers became very costly.
Lloyd dunked a free toss and With 3:37 left Wallin layed the
[don swished a corner shot to ball up for two. Macdonald
shorten the lead to 36-30. But then stole the ball and drove
Wheeling countered with two full court for the layup to bring
buckets by Wood and a two - the score to 55-54.

Wheeling stalled the hall for
one minute and eight seconds
until :58 remained and the

'Cats called timeout with the

lane .and shot with a second
left. hut his shot was wide as
the buzzer went off.

WHEELING (551
B F
P

scoreboard still reading 55-54.

Player

The 'Cats then stalled -to :30

Groot

when they were called for a
five

second

restraining

line

violation resulting in a jump
hall,

Barthule jumped with Macdonald at midcourt and the tip

went to Schuld with 18 seconds left. Conant got the ball
on a missed free throw and
called timeout with 13 seconds
remaining. Macdonald passed

the ball in to Barton as the
clock ticked. Barton passed

back to Macdonald. Macdonald then passed back to lead-

ing MST scorer Barton. Barton was quickly surrounded by

three 'Cats with two seconds
left. Barton dribbled into the

R

3

I

I

Barthule
Kawell
Pitt
Wood
Bencriscutto

6

4

3

2

4

7

3

4

5

2

5

4

6

4

I

4

6

0

0

I

2

Kass

0

2

TOTALS
20 15
CONANT (541
Player
Barton
Lloyd

Harold
Irion
Wallin
Macdonald

TOTALS

B

F

0 0
16 29

3

P
4

R

7

4

4

3

4

I

0

2
2

I

5

2

0

2

3

7

7
7

4

2

19 16 18 29
SCORE BY QUARTERS

Wheeling
Conant

17 17 14 6-54
10 14 17 13-.53

Tbe Proigna

WEATHER
Tonight: Colder, chance

of snow flurries, 5 to 10
above. Tomorrow: Partly
cloudy, much colder.
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Boy, 10, dies
in fire; mother,
sister injured

'allN141146,_

41-

flames when we arrived,"
Crosby said. "It is ironic that
the fire was apparently dis-

tempts to rescue the boy were

neighbor. Robert Keller.
Michelle Monroe. 16. had
jumpted from the second -Boor
window seconds earlier and ran

Another child jumped from a
second -floor bedroom in the

unsuccessful because of intense
heat and flames. Crosby said.

to the Keller home at 930 S.
Westgate. N1rs. Keller sum-

the other children, but some-

home at 940 S. Westgate and

NI rs. Janice Barber. 37, was
rescued from her first -floor

By Gary Shiffman

bedroom after the blaze was

A 10 -year -old boy died early

this morning when fire swept
through his Des Plaines home.

alerted a neighbor who rescued
two other children. The mother

1-

was pulled to safety moments
later by firemen and police.

Capt. Lawrence Crosby of
the Des Plaines Fire Dept. said
the body of Dale James Barber
II was found in a second -floor

brought under control by more

than 30 firemen. Earlier

at-

moned the firemen.

bedroom by fireman William
Fox

patrolman

and

John

Nleese. Two of the children.
Sherry Monroe, 1.5. and Angela Barber. 7, were pulled
from the burning home by the

MRS. BARBER and Michelle were taken to Lutheran
General Hospital where they
were listed in fair condition this
afternoon.

"-I-he interior of the home
was completely engulfed in

covered by Dale. He awakened
how he did not make it out. The

body was found in one of his
sisters' bedrooms. "We were awakened

by

screams from the house." Mrs.
Keller said. "We got out of bed
to see what was happening and

Michelle came running up tb
our house. My husband ran odt
and

I

phoned the fire depart-

ment. I still remember hearing
the kids screaming.-

Capt. Crosby said the fire:
apparently started in the living'

room of the two-story Cape
Cod home. "Most of the interior was destroyed." Crosby
said. "The damage may run as
high as 520,000.

FIRE CHIEF Frank Haag
.;d1:

who rushed to the fire scene af-

,00

ter

he was awakened at his

home said the home will be inspected this afternoon in an attempt to determine the cause of
the fire.

"
IL

Haag said the last fatal fire in
Des Plaines was Oct. 13, 1968

L.

when Mrs. Hilda Winkleman
Sherry Monroe (back to camera) talks with friends outside her
home which was gutted by a fire early this morning. Her step-

N.W. suburban Con -Con

hearings set tomorrow
By Richard Crabb
Con -Con president Samuel
W. Witwer and a fourth of the

delegates to the Illinois Constitutional Convention will be
in Arlington Heights tomorrow to give the people of the
northwest suburbs a chance to

say what they want in the
state's new constitution.
Appearing before the Con Con delegates will be 98 -year -

old Albert Volz of Arlington
Heights, oldest resident of the
area, and 14 -year -old Cindy

Hayes who will speak for the
students of the four junior high
schools of Arlington Heights.

More than 50 persons will
speak to the delegates during
the hearings to he held both af-

ternoon and evening. There

hearings will he held in the afternoon and evening at the Arlington Hotel.
TWO TOPICS will get
more attention than any others
in the Arlington Heights Con -

Con hearings. They are proposals for more power for local

gates at their home at 214 S.
Belmont in Arlington Heights.
President and Mrs. Witwer
will head the list of 30 dele-

gates. Mayors 9f the northwest
suburbs will also attend.

TOMORROW'S Con -Con
(Continued on page 2;

by Con -Con delegates. It is the

first time in the history of six
constitutional conventions in
throughout Illinois this week
this state that hearings have
been held outside the capitol.

have been so many requests to

This evening, Mr. and Mrs.

be heard that a double shift of

John G. Woods are giving a re-

3,000 lose
water

of the park district's "Master
Plan" to park district residents
last night at a public hearing at
John Muir School.

Park Board President William Kuhns said the plan is
basically prepared for a 5 -year
period. and because the commissioners are not necessarily
experts in all areas of park

planning they sought the help
of experts to study the district
and its needs.

Because Prospect Heights is

an unincorporated area and
within the mile and a half jurisdiction limit of surrounding
municipalities plans for devel-

Meetings

Tonight
High School District
214 Board, 799 kensington, Mount Prospect; 8
p.m.

Mount Prospect Fire
and Police Committee, Village Hall; 8 p.m.

oping the area are subject to
approval of those governmental bodies, Kuhns said.

A PLAN of action for the
district is essential in getting
the needed approvals, he said.

The,.districes main interest
in preparing a plan, he said is
tp determine the recreational
needs of the district's residents

SIMON
SU8111113\
SAYS=
Nixon toured the northwest embark* last week and saw his
shadow. That means we'll have six more weeks of pollution.

riage. Mrs. Barber is reportedly
separated from her second hus-

Heights, caused a
eight hour shutdown of service
to 3.000 homes, and the loss of
2.000,000 gallons of water, according to a company spokes-

Crews were sent to the site,
after water pressure began falling about 3:30 p.m. Eventually
it was necessary to shut down

the pumps at Well No. 4, located about 200 feet from the
break, as water continued to
surge from the broken main,
several feet below grade.
Service was discontinued in

an area hounded roughly by
River Rd. on the east, slightly
beyond Wolf Rd. on the west,
and Euclid and Palatine Rds.,

try and meet those

all park residents and must be

"It

best to work with a

operated in accordance with
the law.
In his explanation he in-

other lands they should own
and others they should maintain." said Kuhns.

THE PLAN contains four
major sections; I. area and facility analysis; 2. financial

analysis; 3. recreational program analysis; 4. a recomm è n d e d plan of action,
presented in three phases (imintermediate and
mediate,
long range).

Alan R. Caskey, of MacFadzean and Everly, Limited,
park planners who prepared
explained

.Day

Prospect

and to
needs.

plan of organization, to decide
what resources are needed.
Some lands around schools the
district won't have to own,

Gripe
Of The

near Willow Rd. and Lee in

south and north.

is

riage. Dale and Angela Barber

were from her second marband.

Unveil park district master plan
The Prospect Heights Park
District Board of Commissioners made a formal presentation

ry Monroe are NIrs. Barber's
children by a previous mar-

A break in the water system
of the Citizens Utility Co. yesterday at the point where a fire
hydrant joins a I2 -inch main

man.

Heights

hearings are part of a weeklong program of "listening
post" conferences beine held

Mrs. Barber and the four
children had lived in the home
since 1963. Michelle and Sher-

in break

ception for convention dele-

units of government and the
lowering of the legal voting
age to 19 or 18. There will,
however, he a wide range of
subjects discussed.
T h e Arlington

died after a blaze at 1467 Oakwood.

brother Dale James Barber II, 10, was killed in the blaze. (Photos
by Dan Batas)

cluded residents' attitudes as
essential in park planning.
The district was analyzed by,
neighborhoods then as a total

community and finally in
relationship

to

its

surrounding

communities and park districts.

The park facilities should
enhance the community and
the public should have an understanding of the park plans,
he added.

THE PLAN divides the district into a series of neighbor-

The living room of the home at 940 S. Westgate is a charred ruin after an early morning fire.

2 Harper trustees seek re-election
I (.% 0 Harper College
recently announced
they will seek re-election in
trustees

She worked on the Harper
project until the college was
approved

by

referendum

April.

March, 1965.

Mrs. Fred S. Nicklas (lessalyn) of Inverness and I.e Rut E.
Hutchings. Ph.D.. said they

my family." she said.

have begun circulating nomination petitions to be tiled at
the college between Feb. 24
i'\ttl;rLCIC)n21(plete

signatures,

ncluding full names and adresses
with fully written
streets and avenues are required for each filed petition
sheet.

Signatures where

the

words "street" and "avenue"
have been deleted or abbreviated are invalid and must be

replaced by correctly written
signatures.

MRS. NICKLAS was elected to the first Harper Board of
Trustees in 1965. She served a
two-yearterm and was re-elected to a three-year term in 1958.

in

"It's (Harper) like a part of

"We

have

just

gone

on

campus (permanent site) and
we have plans for it. I would

like to work with my college

tHe founded the Meeske Supermarket at 101 S. Main 45
years ago and was active in the
business until his recent illness.
He was also a past president of
the Mount Prospect Lions
Club, a member of the board of

fill a vacancy. He was elected
for a two-year term in 1968.
"I think it's my responsi-

community

college

since

existing facilities in each and
recommendations for improv-

original northern Cook County committee established to

bility to .continue serving on
the board as long as the people

elect me," Hutchings said.

that the firm used 10 basic
principals that are applied to
all park planning in devel-

ing each area.

study the feasibility of com-

Caskey said there are three
types of parks to be considered

munity colleges and was also a
member of the Citizens' Steer-

posed.

oping the study.

for a community the size of ing Committee for organizing

He said they first consider
that all park facilities are for

Prospect Heights. They are:
(Continued on page 2)

Master Plan,

such

an

institution in

northwest suburbs.

the

Fred Nleeske Sr., a long-time

moved to Mount Prospect several years ago from Tennessee.
He had been a long-time resident of Crystal Lake.

daughters who has given much

The other five Harper
trustees arc: Richard Johnson,

Arlington Heights, a management consultant; Milton C.

Prospect, college student.

is dead at 68
old. He was a volunteer fireman for 25 years and retired

Hutchings was appointed to

Hamill, Palatine, attorney;
Lawrence R. Moats, Mount

Fred Meeske Sr.

HUTCHINGS IS a chemical engineer with Universal
Oil Products, Des Plaines. A
father of two daughters, he

the Harper board in 1967 to

hoods giving an analysis of 1961. She was a member of the

John A. Haas, Prospect
Heights, an attorney; James J.

resident and businessman in
Mount Prospect, died this
morning at the Barrington Rest

A mother of two grown
of her time to community and
education pursuits, Mrs. Nicklas has been involved in the

Hansen. Palatine, an attorney:

and see how it goes, hut I do
not believe in perennial hoard
members. Since these are the
emerging times of the college I
would like to run once more."
Mrs. Nicklas said.

BOTH CANDIDATES are
currently campaigning unop-

the

Husbands who are constantly late for meals.
J.P.

Home.
Mr. Nleeske, 68, was born in

Niles and moved here with his
parents when he was 7 years

from the department in 1953 as
assistant chief.

directors of the Chamber of
Commerce, a member of the

board of directors of Mount
Prospect State Bank and a director of Centrella Grocers.

Mr. Meeske is survived by
his widow Hilda Busse Meeske;

two sons, Fred, Jr. and Earl; a
daughter Norma (Mrs. Charles

J.) Nitz; a brother, Ernst of
Phoenix, Ariz.; a sister, Mrs.
John W. Busse of Prescott,
Ariz., and six grandchildren.

Fred Meedte Sr.
Funeral arrangements
are
being made by Friedrichs Funeral Home, 320 W. Central
Rd.. -Mount Prospect. Services
will be held at 1:30
p.m. at St.
Paul Lutheran Church.
locks.
School. where the body will lie
from noon until the time of the
services. Visitation
will be
Wednesday and Thtirsday
nights at the funeral home.

0.

THE DAY
Page 2

Patrolman, Father Lawlor
to address Forest View
sidewalk academy

Tuesday February 10 1970

Con -Con hearings set
in NW suburbs tomorrow
a-not...ft front Page ll

festivities will begin with

Two of the standing 'Con a

lundwon in the Grand Ball on the Arlington Hotel
given

honor of the co

i

vention delegates by the Villa. of Arlington Heights.

Mayor lack Walsh will preside. President Witwer will deliver the luncheon address.

Con committees are to be here

for the hearings in Arlington
Heights. the Committee on
Local Govemment and the
Executive Committee. In the
double shift of hearings Joseph
A. Tecson of Riverside. chair -

of the Executive Committee. and John C. Parkhurst

River Trails park play
program begins March 23

will preside.

All four of the members of
the Illinois General Assembly
from the 3d District have
asked to be heard. They are

the third ...Ion of the Play

Fridays. one

clam from 930 a.m. to 11:30

tend the noon luncheon at the

Program offered to pre-school

a.m. and the other from 1 p.m.
lo 3 p.m.
Classes at the new building

afternoon hearing in Arline-

Registration is now open for

children by the River Trails
Park District. The session be.
pins March 21 and 'continues
for 10 weeks.

Each class a limited to 20
children. Participants must be
4-purs-old are of Dec. I. 1969
and will attend the class mime
week.

Tactchien participate in
suchry the as show and tell.
Poss. wogs. fingerPlaY.

Ink -play time with toys. small
craft projects. storytelling and
field nips led by qualified
[cachet,

Tuesdays

and

will be filled up fint. Then two
classes will he held at the
Grace Lutheran Church. Eu-

THE EVENING Schlkkwill be in Waukegan at
another Con -Con hearing to
.make a proposal before the

CHILDREN may be reps tend at the River Trails Park
office. 1820 E 1Censington
Rd.. Mount Prospect. Mon-

legislative Cornmittee. He will urge an end to
cumulative voting for state
representatives,
advocating
that three representatives be
lected from each district but
's

The registration fcc is SIR
far 10 weeks and a birth Ler.

building

[Winne

Bunting Bush
Traih Park, 300 S Lee St..
Prospect Heights. '

On Mondays and Thursdays. from 930 a in. to 11311
a.m and
p.m. to 3 p
1

IN
In

is

required for Mau

children who lam not been in
the anagram previous to thin
leer.
For Maher information call
the Park Office at 2964416

fdromm,,

t.,h,,,at aeachrea

within the
the

In

Eye-catcher
Schweitzer. She decided that
she would paint it.

When they visit. they always
go up lo see the new juvenile
section on the second floor.

AS THE PICITRE dewcl-

about the painting of Albert
Schweitzer that hangs in the

Ilk

laW painting. abbot 3

Feel by 5 feet. .Its quite low so
lhal children. in particular. get

total stew , et.
painting

The

.piets

Sr.

Schweitzer In rumpled white
pants and shirt with a black
bow fie. He holds his hat he.
hind his hack. His thick gray
hair and heavy muetache arc

aw!. Betty discovered [1st she
couldn't have chosen a honer
subject. Dr. Schweitzer was a
music master and Buzz loved
musc. Schweitzer had studied
for the ministry and had deep

fain. whech the Olsen
too. Schweitzer was

have
a

be.

frieoder of animals and the 01WIrs loco animals and have always had animals in their

home. Schweitzer loved Wit.
dren.a. Betty does too.
The numb, 14 seems to be
a common one between them.

Schweitzer was born on Feb.

and died on September

At the bottom of the frame
is placque reading. -Dr. Al.

teen work at Lutheran General
Hospital

Fairview.Gardens to meet
on pipeline cut off order
will

to mnight in executive
session to discuss the mint order of Feb. 2. that requires R.
J. Bitten and Sons, builders of
the subdivision, to disconnem

deed,

a

labor

not floor.
Now it hangs an

stairwa lianamg. les a perfect spot
for
As children pms. they

Mae homes in the ...division.

sewers.

the pleasant

are

old moat

gard the
friend.

good doctor as

a

It's a wonderhd memorial
to Bum.

SAID

To M1e carved \l'eJneedav in

councilmen on the exectuive
council in his taw for seeking

ErasPeo, wbss4

Grave,
h.e..",., ...4
Clew 111311 ...vs. " to

h.h'h

in ° b°°.

choice,

hot

port

lewd advice.
The law suit thal resulted in
the disconnect order from

M.]]
wharf

4.9

salad,
Salad

apple 'hi°°`

pine.

t°!°°`" 1.'1"i,
Ann SAW.

Beery Ras

schools in District 23,

sewer system in October. 1966

French hot dog or ravioli.
mashed potatoes bread, bum

ter. buttered corn. chocolate

hold up their- authorizations
until they have heard from the
Fairview Gardens Civic Assn.
Hendricks said that if atm

to the suburban police dawn -

111E OLSENS also have a
daughter who lives in Chicago
m an apartment with two other

Rho Nu Delta

is presented each
year by the Catholic Inter-

Richard A. Potter of 1814
W. Lincoln, Mount Prospect,
was recently pledged to Rho
Nu Delta fraternity at Augus.
kn. College. Rock Island.
Dick is one of 98 male std.

and

racial Council to the nation's
greatest advocate of interracial justice.

FATHER LAWLOR
speak on "Urban Problems

dents that have pledged during

attorney.

from the White Side of the Pe-

tna,

if all teem are collected. Haas

ian. knew Buzz and suggested

that Bony use her anistic talents to paint a picture and
peseto it to the library ass memorial.

It took a while for Man to
find the right subicht to pint
One day as shewm thumbing
through a I ideas Hon], lour
FIJI she s iw this pistols ot Dr

MEN'S
HAIR STYL/NG
AND RAZOR CUTTING

TREAT YOURSELF
TO THE BEST,
WISHING WELL
BARBER SHOP

439-9906

is

Than district want, to par The

interested in acquiring mom

chase the north 300 ft. of three
lois east of the Lions Park
property, and five other small.
er lots locatcd in the south par lion of the district, said Haan

He said the park district

open space and has made op-

plicalion to the Department of
Houma/ and Urban Devel.
eminent in Washington D.C. in

cm, John Haas gads a prem.
Won of the district's financial

Was.
HE SAID the district was

builders ray the MSC)

formed three year. ago and has
never been in deb even though
they had to operate those three
years on two years tax levy.

Registered letters From the
builder began arriving water.
day at some of the 80 homes
rolaestiag authoomnate ftom

2 model homes burglarized
Two model homes at 201

Also police reported sump

N.
Kenilworth,
Prospect. were her.

pump valued at $85 was stolen

and

200

Mount

PS'i"d
S"nd"
"Igh'
$190
damage
was done.

from 208 N. Kenilworth.

Tool conference

'nd

The dist., has a maximum

their ProPeOl to sever...a
t

her as working under a severe

DoAll Co, 154 Laurel Av..
Des Plaines, will exhibit els
products In the seventh annual
Western Metals and Tool Ex position and Conference In
Los Angeles March 9 to 13.

Police odd the burglars en.

levy 0(10 cents per $100 of the
assessed valuation for the corporate Grad and 710 cents per

toned 200 N. Kenilworth by

SIO0 for men:anon, giving an
approximate total of $27.000

20H N Kenilworth he breaking through the front door

kicking in the rear door, and in

time deadline. One the mucake.

order required return of the

milk.

Our friendly staff invites you to come ill and say hello.

Why. Not Give Her the most
Priceless Gift of All
MUSIC
AYE-KAY-NEES!
(Welcome FriendO

Mee

Publened

taw 11)

117 5 Mem Mount

tu

ROOset Branch A

.

AM,.

Rd Panoron Hogan 111 WOO

end fee came Des Haines IL
00010
news.

Sub

9 Days in HAWAII
Feb.

six "mwts

30%
to
40%

wk. 10 cents a

ram

on.b. Wand
Cm. Sun
.neimagAillefl paw. snel.
11.. cream sil0 161112n1 nth

HAWAIIAN LUAU SPECIAL PANCAKE CREATIONS
KAY -NEE MANY
WAN -NAY -NEE WOMEN!

pad
aaam.

el

51 10
.

KATKEE teal/OREN,

OFF

0

.

50

ORCHIDS FOR THE LADIES!
LEIS FOR THE MEN!

FREE

drone 5 to 8 P.M. Wit, Sunday all Wel

.7=7

prowle

..frentlims .P 01 Cot.,

aim

=

Come and see our beautiful quarters, now
doubled in size for still better service to you.
More tellers, additional drive-in windows,
highest legal rates on savings, check -free
checking account, expanded hours and
many other accommodations.
We're the most convenient bank in the
community, handy to your shopping in
Randhurst with plenty of parking. Visit us
during our 3 -day Open House and
enter the exciting money -guessing contest.
You may win a paid vacation trip
arranged by Paradise Tours.

WIN
A 16 -DAY TRIP
FOR

TWO TO

HAWAII
Nothing to buy, you don't have
to open an account. Just fill in
entry blank, then put down your
guess of the amount of change in

our money bowl, No obligation.

ANYTIME IS 1L111LLs TIME

CALL

647-9733

IIIRFAKFAST
.111.11101

HUCK BEAR

74.4

°WWII

BISTAIRINTS

Of

(647-9734)
(647-9735)

thee Feb 15

n.a secs,

cents a

work hems classed Om al
mad raw 51700 a
town
vow Wpea tee ea mom e

Sea closa

Join us in celebrating

M1111111a,

etamnk friday by oar Pa...
nom Inc

Sim

CARPETS

FIRST TIME OFFERED
AT THESE PRICES!

THE 11110511KI DAT

tG

an attempt to get federal funds
to
land.

years old of cystic fibrocis. Gla-

dys Ackley, children's librar-

a ti

the winter quarter at Atmus-

said.

THE INCOMPARABLE

Bur, died when he was .

agree-

Academy are SI for students
and 52 for adults.

will also be
presented with the "Humani.
tarian of the Year" award as
reel of the evening's activity.
Robinson

more now .rough her volunCurrently and for the past

disagree

February 12,13 and 14

greatly enurcoaged by the
number of students and adults
who supported the program.
Tickets for the Sidewalk

"And h is my understanding
that he intends to present his
most stimulating information

The

can

OPEN HOUSE CELEBRATION

ably."
He also said that he Was

thorized tonigh. he will call a
meeting of the homeowner.
the executive council and the

Attorney for the park dis-

ischarge of ground

metier. Hendricks said,
HENDRICKS noted tit

winkled will

Prospect Heights is not
largo enough to consider
large forest preserve, he said.

e

pineapple pie. chocolate cake.
orange cookies
To be screed Wednesday in

MacArthur.

Greater

Chicaeo INISDI. after an io.
spectinn of the subdivision's

taw choice): (rumnuce. tomyq. revealcg

bread and butter, mtlk
Available dessert,

e Metropolitan

Dori. ot

Hestia] he is hopeful that all
homeowners

ICtionetied from Pave II
ot-lith bud!' neighborhood
park
community wide parks
and district wide parks.

fudge John;. 1.upe wm in

.

porkk

authoorations by hlareh I.

people

`The subject of law and order is one of concerning most
said
Brooks,
Americans,"

To our

Park dist. board unveils
`master plan' at hearing

chat

'07,..1::`0.4-1.-11:ytt

John Muir and

steering wheel

HENDRICKS

I

frequently stop and smile al
Children who are regulars at
the library have come to re-

The order provided no alter.
nate connections for the storm

illegal
storm
seater
connections
sanitars sewer lines

of love. She

presented the picture to the li.
brary a year ago. it first hung
in the children's section on the

meeting had been specifically
called by him foe
possible
hiring of an attorney, to gain.
an opinion on what legal relief
is postible from the Circuit
Court order.

water lines after they an dim
connected from bletropolitan
Sanitary District interceptor

Facet,
District 21-2

Betty worked on the painting for 18 months. It was. in-

ill news in the family and even

three years. Belly has been a
volunteer in the hospital's Gift
Shop. Shc also is acid with
the An Originalc group there.

Lust. She's a tall. slim delicate.
koking lady who ensiles all the
lime. Belly tells a heal -I -warming story about the picture.

are proce9.ed in the three-story learning resource center which houses the library.

Ariington,

medical man and Betty has
knenv many doctors through

Schweitzer, wax of corm

memory of Craig "Bum" DI-

Mrs. Craig: Olsen of 3117 Hi

the weekly Sidewalk Academy
seminars and that he felt this.
he the A met han way. "when

aids. She's a beautiful young

WORSTJOKE of The Day:
"Why can't you drive a golf
ball?"
"Because It doesn't have a

14.

hen Schweitzer land friend) in

THE PICTURE was paint.
ad by Bun S mother. Betty.

.and order.
and
order. flaw.d well with

gid who works as a model.

ntary 14. Buzz heed to age 14

tousled His face has the kindly
Mask for which he is known. A
Hack lamb is beside hien.Quiet
blue water is in the luckground.
11, a beautiful painting,

we. 1943-1O5], by his family,

Easterly. director of library services, wm amen, 40 faculty memben and administratOra who
greet. the visitor, The rapidly growing rage, library now coWins
dames Perindicals
other materials. Graphic, mix. media instructional materiels, and other audio.visual "ids

men

Lil

Almost without excemion.
favorable comment is made

pleased with the turnouts at

Assomation
president.
the
Richard Hendricks

edam people have visited
Ilse Mount Prospect library
since it has been rernodeled.

since 1960."
Lawlor is serving on the Bill
of Rights Committee at the Illinois
Constitutional Convention.
BROOKS SAID that he was

an advocate of law

The exemetive council of the
Fairview Gardens Civic Assn..

Main Streei

Brooks quoted him by say-

ing, "Nearly 100,000 whites
have left the city of Chicago

BROOKS SAID that Rob.

ch..sing th° wail oh town"
ships.One will he from grog!

nonhwen adman

Of Chicago.

Eight student guides led more than 175 persons. ranging from toddlers to senior damns, on
tour of the Harper College campus during the
of five Sunday afternoon open houses. Amhrme

By Ben Clarke

in the

night at his home in Elk Grove

troduced by Lynn Williams of
Wilmette, president of the
Great Books Club.

hearing there will he two proretaining and inResole foe

of .5.'09' ofd ads

The ABC was set up to stabi-

lise the black/white population

"Law and Order vents Love
and lichee." He is to be in-

-4'

Arlington He

announcemnt

made hy Clyde Wean Pr.i.
dent of the Academy. Has

Robinson will speak firs! on

township and

Heights, Mondays and Thum days. One class from 930 a.m.
11:30 a.m. and the second
class from 1 any to 3 pm.

FOUR CLASSES will be
held at the new Park District
at

ran kipall

(ABC).

was

Villakos

urge Con -Con to establish
three levels. of local govern

clid and Wolf Rd,. Prospect

days through Fridays. 10 a.M.
to 5 p.m.

in Forest View High School,
Arlington Heights.

. Heights at which he will
ment -county.

High School for 22 years,
chaplain far the Knights of
Columbus for 15 years, and
founder and president of the
Association of
Clubs

at the fourth in
of the Sidewalk
Academy at 8 p.m. Thursday
stallmeat

The

I

his first assignment.
Since 1946, he has held pea
sitions as a teacher at St. Rite's

wallets peak

ton, Rep. Eugenia Chapman
and Rep. Eugene F. Schack man of Arlington Heights and
Rep, David J. Regner of
Mount Prospect,

REP. SCHL1CKMAN will
appear at mo Con-Conbearingsb Wednesday. He will at-

there, and sent to Chicago as

vnon from the 25th District,

Sen. John Graham of Barring-

I

nphery. Father Lawlor was
horn in New York. ordained

Patrolman Renault Robin
son, president of the Chicago
Afro.patrolmenk League, and
Father Francis Lawlor. dalegate to the Constitutional Con-

of Peoria, chairman °idle Local Government Committee.

#3.

00
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National
Bank
of
Mount
Prospect
AFirst
MEMBER
FDIC

YOUR FRIENDLY FULL SERVICE BANK AT RANDHURST CENTER
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After study at the Louvre in
Paris, Trygve Rovelstad made
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:god.star

The place was chosen for
distribution by the fllinois Se,
qingentcnnial Commission bemuse the building met the

Vinentennial Medal.
The Lincoln Heritage
Foundation coin depicts the

Greta Emancipator. Rowl,
slid has been the designer of

He appeala tolls ate legislaturc in 1939, hut a bill to

this particular annual coin for
Me past four year,
Creating a ciiin begun with
a clay model ill bas relief on

appropriate money was never

disk. Thh is then cast in a plan-

giant

models

main theme of the award -winwas only one of
ning design.
seven

stored until 1931. for Roodsto
tad went to WA
work with the Army during
War II as heraldic artist

medalist sculptor of the OM0 of the Queramester Gen-

that

sub-

Rovelstad

proclamation

He found portreit of Eia&Mower in a book at the Elgin

Public Library and bepn It
work.
ROWELS -FADS

"We wish . to expose
this
error
gesture of esteem
WI of
the Came of

THE GOVERNORS men

end we

1953 was unveiled i
Springfield in the Illinois Son-

ity to have been associated
with you 1 0 Iles great cause.

ate. It consisted of a relief pow

term rght of the head in smaller

This tribute should indeed
be reflectea by every person
interested in the preservation
of our American heritage. It
could be awarded to no finer
person than Trygve A. Ravel-

Romn lettem the hovemor's

mad.

State of Illinois:. Al the left

eral.

he

are grateful for the °patina.

el in

trah of Gov. William G. 3trat.
ton under the Roman letters
meaning "Governor of the

nand reassembled and re-

citations

reads:

Mil wholehearted efforts in

mined in competition.

a then cot in reverse in a phister -of Paris mold.
When small details are
needed, as in the seal used for
the sesquicentennial coin, individaal sections ere hand

were

A creatively crafty
Homemaker

ice- a n_rn

II ye dial /ANL yam' um is sire a ova a pane uY do
Me wader uin sea, ae eases.

Ammer vs Owe- erwe

The Ihst stage in creating sr
commemorative coin is a demlled clay model. This is then
est in reverse in 'Maine and

By Dolores Haugh

'

then again in plaster -of -Paris.

Meet a crafty, aeative Jody.
Mrs. Raymond Bond.
Homemakers in the Mount
Prospect Unit have a saying,

When small intricate portions

Now open every day to serve you

a needed in the designse, individual and carved ctions
me made and later reas-

sembled for the final casting.

0

"Ifyou want something different in the way of a craft pro.
jell. ask Myrtle."
Evan as president of the 0,

Rovelstad has created Me Lincoln Heritage Foundation
mins for Me past severa years.

pninition Mrs.

Bond still
finds time to help the seniors of
the Mount Prospect Eaten-

The day model shown is the

miginal of the 1969 Logan
Hay Medal of the Abraham
Lim. Assn.. struck for the

OITIGATE

first Pate kat year. Wholos

course, many for the holidays
coming up."

nap Center for the Park Dis.
Rich (For information call CL

the

5-5330.1

pest Before moving to Mount
Prospect she conducted her
own television show. During
the past holiday season she
held many craft workshops for
variety of area organizatiOnS

'1 actually began tut TAIL"
she explained. "We had a Wry
successful holiday Craft 05.1.
includingcandle making,pack-

age wrapping and other ac orations. The new one Will

skewers complete handmade
for their annual hamar.

begin this week and will continue through June. starling

NOW DIE 13 adding neer

qmin in fall:'
'Ilene will be specie] Pra

Dolores Haugh and Memo,
Rives)

instructing
She will be
weekly adult craft class. at
the Mount Prospect Cann.

activity to her busy schedule.

sou for interior decor and, of

Mo. Bond has lectured in
is a member of the

Garden Club of Mount Pro,

and churches.
She is an active mernber ot.

Me Mount Prospect Can An
isles, now busily soliciting fellow homemakers to partici.

late in the March 19 Talent

To.

INTERESTED perties may
exhibit their works. Judges
all send letters of acceptance

with an invitation to participate in the second annual
Unique Boutique NOV. 19.

Lost year the Homemakers
received first

place for the

largest increase in menthe,ship. Tina year

the fig

placed woad to the evening
unit, Satellite 11.

Myrtle is a busy pan. but
if you want something done,
ask her. She will do it. and da it
well.

PHARMACY LTD.
Open 9 am to 10 pm each day at

Yon

903 WEST RAND ROAD.
(AT KENNICOTT ROAD)

int:moo

To describe life in Yugoslavia

Phone: 253-6400

.esuss td,r arm sia-

LOAIOCO

;01111111111111

11044111111111111111M

Woman's Club backs
Project Hope , Concern

lirdun. es se aorta Sr see et

.e1.011 arse

the first minted coins were didtributed to a chosen few.

lion Medal and the Illinois 3es-

Ile explained. 'The reverse de -

-com.sta,

Letters To The Editor
one

Eisenhower's

John Hancock building when

riled the portrait of lee'.'

had to do Murder la mole:made owed the &dem he has mated.

to vs Oe PITA 1Wire,utirt
radran

with her father at the top of the

rt.
A

-Jae

coon or the ear--a-ros. frt.

year anniversary of the ChiCilp Coil Collector Club, the
"I Will- coin, the Captive Na

sam s reMgy. laoe a slime b.: 1 7 drat' one pay .
corm :errs, comer ne l .1. : 7--Mprroar.....
--e

tom al lover nIL-Sio. Gr.,

ha.a... en, yeire sear,

nay. my rim aur

-_
Designing historical commemorative mina and meats requires id or romrch. Eder Tog
sham an antique manuscript with this writer. deoribing some of the intricate reward, he bra

vior ' rot We .ra.a.ua SThis. k flAk

m tria, Ir am dr no m
Maya

imam ione

(pOosimaRg voer

sign contained the Torch of
Liberty and the words from

`A friend. Mal Hoffman. erg.

f-ur Low. and Fo_nd He rays On No, pen nal dorm us

not, ord-s a my mar It nark. 0. letsme o :etc

or-st mew mw- me am -

noon

quicentennial coin and was

medals

liC material called plasne. It

ts dis our of Aqaba. I dame& mem ear ward enersont

icor ohm ise xaccia ric---11

Medal commemorating the 50-

PLANNED Ala nib. to

His

Us msot Mg, was: to, ocmona2-, tomes

LEAZWE
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Trygve R0,0,0,0from 0110
standing Americans, ailing,
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Germany medal, containing a
pOrtrait of Gen. John J. Pershine and conducted pioneer
work on the various orders of
then ation's then new "Legion

grouping including o pioneer
emn, Indian scout and a fig-
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AND JUST SAY "CHARGE
Serving Buffalo Grove,
Arlington Hts. & Surrounding Areas

IN

Among the philanthropies expenses of this tremendous
actively supported by all jun- project. One way the Mount
VI clubs in the 7th District of Preteact Juniors do their
the
Illinois Federation of share is by having a HOPE

,..

IT

Clubs andaonf e pc
WOrInenm's,C.Iu
the
the Mount

unior

Woman's

P"''earProject HOPE and
Club

'

CONCERN.

Project Hope (Health Op
Manilas for People Every-

SPECIAL

where) is a folly staffed and
equipped hospital Contained in
One ship which goes by in-

citation only to foreign ports
tO train native medical personnel how to care for its people.
To date the ship HOPE has Osbed Indonesia, South Vietnom, Pe,
Ecuador, Co-

at each meeting during

CONCERN is the broil child of Dr. James W. Turpin.
He has devoted his time and
knowledge to the founding of
clinics in Appalachia, Mexico,
South Vietnam and Hong
Kong. Besides giving medical
care and education, this organication has day care schools
sad distributes milk, vitaminso
cad prat
ildrernecacihl
n I thy. 'Irais'tod'tallyf
by contributions.

supported

The home life department of

the Mount Prospect Junior

lombia and the Republic of

Woman's Club is making pen -

Guinea. Doctors, dentists and

ny-a-day jars for its members

nurut from all over the U.S.

to take home. It can make

their services to
HOPE on a two -to six-month
rotation basis. Money donated
by the Junior Women's Clubs
helps to defray the ever -rising

these available So others inter std in helping this worth -

volunteer

'rigs is a heart.
We can help you break a few. Ey helping you find a caper new look.
The kind that soft. And easy. And groovy without 1051119 one bit

of giriness. In other words, the kind men can't forget. How do we
do its With a whole bunch of clothes that meet the above standards.
Plus our only -if -you -want -it assistance iir choming what's exactly
right for you. If there's a certain halt you'd like for your very own,
don't just sit there and hope. See us now.

while muse. For further inforAnthony
made 00,11000

mato Gargoyle', world hauler, all MI of her life doing the Neal occupation of YugosIL 111.11E, 1.011.

N1 Wet, R.Pk

end 10 years under Companion when she addresses huthenda, bons ad Members of the
Matt Papa Rosiness and Professional Women's Club on Feb. 12. The 7 p.m. dinner meeting
sit *diatom Park Towers nava the annual VIP Med for the group. Reservations may be made

id* Maas Baker (2535877) or Mildred Gilman (259-3491)

44 W. Palatine Road
Palatine
R 0-7310

215. Donlon Cart
Arlington Heights
CS 3-1766

'

THE DAY
Tuesday February 10 1970
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Ash Wednesday services

MENTAL HEALTH

Books, books, books

Grace Thangelical Luther
an Church will hold two on
usual services of Holy Com
Munion on Ash Wodnesday
Fob 11 at] owl 8 30 p m TM

ASSOCIATION

Talk with a teacher
Dear Both and Gets
I

have tost spent an hour

reading more book reporaand
I
enjoyed overt one of them
There were sessral hooka I felt
motivated to read. have read
I

Helen Keller, Amelia Mrhart,
George M. Cohan and others.

-Here are more of the bookreports
found at Maple
1

School.

HOUSEBOAT SUMMER
Elimbeth Coetsworth-191
Pens
One day Bill and Sandy left

their home in Philedelphia to
spend a surnmtt with their
Uncle Jim and Aunt Ern one
homebort.

,

When they got there they
decided to go exploring. They
went all over and es they din
covered
nee
plead they
named them.

Then one day their uncle
had a surprise for them, it was

He was considered so valu-

able to Germany's efforts in
the war that a German Goneral said he was worth three divisions of soldiers. He was finally shot down but no one is sore

who killed him. At the end of
his career he had shot down 80
allied planes.

David O'Neill
DUST

By Irving Adlts-NonfictionDust

in the

few hours they were rescued.

When they got back, they
ant to bed. Well, then it was
time to leave and go back to
Philadelphia. hut before they
.went their Uncle and Aunt
-asked them to come back net

the wind gets too full of dual it
slows down and drags the dust,
This is called a loess.
Heather Johnstone

DESERT DOG
Jim Kjelgurd-Fklion-200 Pam,
Tawny was the fastest ram
ing greyhound there ever was.
By

But the dog tracks and Me.

summer. and they said they
..odd he glad to.

°honied rabbits didn't give

Cheryl Lange

the Arizona desert, Tawny
learned to forget about hunger

EXPLORERS AND PENQUINS

Hy C Andrear-Non fiction-

him the freedom he wanted. In

and NHL rattlesnakes
coyote.

His

and

self-protection

pBehelped him fight with apt., of
This book is Mout
Adam.exploers

and penguins of the

landed ,the Anth..e,ioa was

Terri Solaro

GEORGE M. COHAN
Be Gertrude Winden--Non-

1095Thcr., werea
of
embrations like Operation
Deep
een end opennim,
Nigh Jump.
Penguins use their flippers
to nein in water and balance

fiction -Pages 192
George Cohan MIS born on
July 3, 1870 His father was an
actor and so was his mother.
Soma lady didn't want then, to

themselves. Penguins yen live

with them on the trips around
the country to an. George
wasn't happy because all the
people liked his sister Muer
than him while they were art-

in the cold ocather

RICIITHOFEN

Tom

BARON
-By Raymond Briggs

RFD
RF.D
Mich-

olas Mak-Non(--32 pages
Pens

four Cohens. He died on Nov.
4, /942. His wife, Agnes, and
all three children were with
him. He wrote many songs that
some.

Members of the board of directors of the Mental Health Association of Greater Chicago, Allan
Wilson, Jr., (left) of Arlington Heights sod O.K. Sensenbre.er WOO of Park Omer recently met
with Dr. Francois E. Aloof (center) superintendent of Chicago StatoRead Mental Health Center.
The Irks diseused some of the current problems faced by the Department of Mental Health for the

George had a Mend named

AL

an Jell Farris beat his opponent. Don Felt. in every event
in winning
the
all-around

.A1111a.

Gary Morava. the regular
Hersey :ill around man who
hos been recuperating from e
shoulder hnjury. continued to
come mound. He was second

delivery of needol services In the thy and northwest suburbs.

the hoc exercise and the
trampoline with respective
men of 8.1 and 7.25. and he
took third in the side horse
in

courageous. and fearless.

2. Nancy's family moved to
Kentucky an hopes of finding
be
farmland
3. Nancy grew up well. She
couW do as many bird calls as
you could think of. she called
so beautifully. She COUkI 0150
do many other things.

4. Nan, had to move away
from her mother and father be
her aunt and uncle wanted her to he safe from Indians.

Nurses get
caps at
Harper college

S.
They're off and running

they col married
Jerrie: -reeve,

tied for fourth with 0 6.4

THE SIDE hone went all

last Friday in the College Cem

PO\Y

At least 52 northwest sent,
ban

women

their
caps. Two male students were
given pins.
received

ASH WEDNESDAY
SERVICES

259-4114

6:30 A.M.
6:15 P.M.
A Relevant Christian Ministry 7:30 P.M.
To All People"
.1.1eAr

Heney's way. Klye Wool
dridge wasthe individual med.
diet with a 6.65 arid Ed
Hemhd came in second with a
6.35. gloravit's 6.05 was gond
enough for third.
Farris had his hest showing
of the evening on the howiron-

LOU\GE

har. where his 7.15 edli
out teammate Ilan Covent
the top spot. Covelli turne

Now

in

a 7.1. and Hinkle Lane Boyett came up with a 6.45 to
compkw the 1-2.3 sweep.

Take II

rl

Hove does a Isstketgall team
come back from a limn breaking owe -point tom? Some

would fold. feeling they had
bccn shortchanged. hut some
would 1101110 back even harder

an effon to prove them sese

lves.

Maine Ewe was just such n
team Saturday night as it faced
Hinsdale Central in the Park

Ridge home after anorhing
70-69 defter at the hands of
Riversidc-lhooklield Friday.

TIE INEXPERIENCED

weal

O

El. Demons of Paul McClelland hit the Red Devils with.
a 26 -point liras period. and
caTied the Hinsdale five
the lust few seconds before
the Demons Imt their second
Suburban Conference
game in as many nights. 72-70
West

Hinsdale was led by upDave Kind
perclass
who was averaging over 30

*DB a game and who had

O

scored 38 11111111 against Maine
in
early season encounter

over 411 per cent from the field
in only one of its previous

games this season. hit 60 per
cent of its fire -half field goal
attempts on its way to a 51.48
Mid-Suhurhan league basketball victory over 11051 Fore.
View Friday night.
The Pirates didn't have very
10111110 mvor its triumph. turn.

trig around anal dropping a 5046decision to Conant Saturday

night to settle at 3-7 in MSL
play. Forest View continued
its per play in a 72-53 lon to
Citenhard
North Satunlay
night and the Falcons stand at
5-5 in conference action.

PALATINE.

PACED

Dare blasbach and Jell Maher, hit a variety of inside

Thursday

this

Glenbard

at

View during the opening half failed to cash in. Instead. Sehthat mach Ken Arneson had nert drove up the middle for a
four reserves playing much of two -pointer and the teams then
the second quarter. The Fal- traded baskets to make it 46-42
cons held their own during with 3,30 to go.
that stretch, even cutting the
That man Sehnert hit both
from 14 points toll at the ends of a one -and -one free
haplf.

DURING THE intern, Palatine coach Norm

'

Jones said
sure wish that
lead wax 16 or 17". The Pirate

mentor wasn't being greedy,
he just knmv that Forest View
hadn't lost at home all year
and his team would need all the
points it could get. He was

right.

Amnon

put

his

starters

back in at the stare of the MCond half and they immediately
made a run at Palatine. The
Falcons came within finer

points at 37.33 and wont into

and outside shots for a 19 per

the 'north quarter trailing by

cent first -gamer murk and a
19-11 lead. The Pirates then
hit half their shots in the Bm.
onst gum. for the 60 Per rem

sis.

and a 31.19 ad-

halftime an
vantage.

'the Ng difference in Palatine was the outside shooting
deAgaier und Rusty Sehnert.
Th pair hit ,snly it of
in
the loss to (ihnbard North the
week before.but My canned
12 01'23 against Forest View.
1

if t, got 50 had for Forest

001rge Bauer by
quids baskets in the first

Ows

ute lithe nnal stanza and for
View wasiust lowedhd al
40-38. Sehnert follo
with
for Palati
Inn Dave
lharmer
ong hit from Inche corner to
make it 4,411 Palatine with
6:44 maiming in the game

FOREST VIEW had two
opportunities to tie the game at
this point. hill the Falcons

and the falcons got one last

Hersey clued out as confee
ence wrestling season Satur-

victory over Iftemd as only
two Husk ie grapplers mot defeat and one fought to a draw.

850 ON YOUR RAMO!

the

Mal -Suburban

League .mpaign with a 4.5
reconl with the District composition canting up this weekend.

DON

Oyy

(312) 7112-7644

IN

(815) 459-7000

O

ROBERTSON
opened the meet with a 5.3 de-

cision over Lenny MeGuim
of Fremd at Mt pounds but
II/Appends)

Hersey

foam

Campbell took a 4-0 white-

O
O

from Viking ME
Alvis to knot the meet at 3.3.
Jim Battaglia gave the
Huskies the lead for Mp
when he won a 12-9 decision
from her Glueck at 115
123 pounds, and so Smith
Pounder Brad Smith padded
the Hersey lead for keeps
when he won a 12-9 decision
washing

h1ue

from

O

850850850850850850850850850850850850880850850850850850850850850

Ken Gluck

at

115

points under his average.
Maine threw a huge scam into
their visiting opponents before
falling by ime basket.

FREE EXERCISE

Reb

1

mann H 8 IA 2 Morava H
01: 1 Rechtorts, GBS, 6.95;
4. (tie) Farris, H. and Guslaves, GBS, 6.4; 6. Sakomoto,

Shenert

hit three free throws to make it

then the Falcons threw it away
a mooed time to Thal its hopes.
Pirate Stove Garonne hit a fis

50-48 with 19 rtcunds to go

0
0
I
0
Krege
Totals
21
9 13 30
FOREST VIEW 1481

.1 free throw after the buzzer

throw situation to make it 411.end Algaier did the same to

43

make it 50-45 with Prot 1:10
left in the game. Grog Shevell

GBS 6 15

HORIZONTAL BAR
Farris H 7 15 2 Covell] H

SIDE HORSE I Wool
&ridge H 6 65 2. Hembd H
6.35: 3. Morava, EL 6.05; 4.

71

Dear, GBS. 6.0; 5. Seon, GBS.
5.0;
Schmidt. GBS. 4.5;

GBS, 4.5,

I

The Redbirds finished mil

Experience is the key wool
according to coach Jack Catlin in Arlington's first-placc
finish in wrestling this year in

their undefeated NISI. loop
amain by clobbering the Glen-

hard North Panthers, 24.14.
At 98 Frank Dal Comp° 1051
by a 62 margin to his Panther

M id.Suhurban League.
unseating Prospect for the first
the

time in six ears The Cards
had sewn starter, hack from

Dover sary. Gary Stumpf then

last years squad ante couple

decision a 107. Wayne Pierre
then dropped his close match

tied the score at 3.3 with a 12-1

who had seen varsity
action. lbe Cards are now eye.
Br

115 by a 4-3 gap. Arling

at

ing the Maine South District
met this weekend ans1 heir
exnricnce overall will definitely he a plus favor.

in Me hole

ton then went

9-3 with a 1.1 toss by Bobby

THE BLUE Demons open-

Mayes

B

F

UmerY then
combined with regulars Mark
and

Dale Deschamps
and Bob Reirnann to take a 10Bondeson.

2,

7

edge going into the crucial ftnal frame.

Ninth
Carpenter
Flynn

3

5

4 11

point lead to the artelinc filer
the first period of play.

2

0

6

4

Hinsdale began to regain its
composure in the second quer-

ter. picking up four points in

led. 42-36.

hlike Wharton of Hersey
and Andy Hawkins battled to
run tie at 130 pounds, and
Men Tom Green got the Huskstraight
ies off to a string of
wins by nipping Bill Lang.
hatter,

4-3, in

a

137 -pound

mmeb.

RICK AOORNEITO kept
the streak going at 145 pounds
Viking Steve
beating
by

Kearns. 3.1. and Hustle Tad
Deluca won a narrow. 5-4 decision over Rick Salinas al
153.

2

0

2

Bob here:mane of Homey
earned 5-0 shutout one Lan
to Bishof al 165 pounds. and
ten/mate Ron Lewandowski
went one step further by 9Mning Fremd's Steve Calson
m010b, in
1103 in a I75 -pound

Brantner, Hersey%
185 -pounder, completed the
six consecutive 'victories by

Tom

the last shot of the game.

The hall arched to the rim,
Looking like the tying goal all
the way, then hit the inside
edge of Me hoop. It bounced
around in the cone of the buck et, end than fell over the side to

Turpin
Fr of Hersey in th5I to

72-70.

give the victory lo Hinsdale,

its final five points.

Brad Smith padded
te Hersey lead with an 11-2
trouncing of Steve Olson.

Saturday.

Halm

2

MC CLELLAND SAID 01.
ter the game, "We played a ter-

rife game. We having nothing
to be mistimed of."

P TI

F

B

Ussery
Heimann

0

4

3,
5

Bondeson. M
Knapik

4
5

Tints

Rick Inman

followed by a 5.1 win by Mike
Weber at Ill. Junier Scott
Douglas extendal the Arlington onslaught thy winning hy a

I

0
0

0

19 10 19 29
SCORE BY QUARTERS

Palatine

19

Fnre51 Vie,

17 9 11-51

8 1511-18

I

Al' 165 Steve Balms. who
was wrestling in Carl Ander-

Imam of

in

son's

O'Donnell, GIS, 6.8: 4. Boyen. H. 625: S. Evarts, H.
5.85:6. Curdella. GBS. 4.2.

Lady of Wayside
wins tourney
Our Lode of the Wayside of
Arlington Heights took the
champitanhip of the eighth
basketball tournament
held 111 Haney High School by
deleting Jack London of
Wheeling. 41.31. in Saturgrade

days final game.
MacArthur of

Pnapect

Heights won the third -plan
over Curl &mdburg of Rolling
Meadows in the consolation

6-0 shut out at 185 and junior
Jeff Week slipped by his Pan-

previously

then adversary by a 4.3 margin

Horan by 0 12.1 margin at

RINGS: I. Sjogren, 14. 8.5:
gingen. GBS. 7.0: 3.

injury suffered by
Andersen earlier in the mek.

5-2 sco. In the mat. which
Don

2.

shoulder

was thy highlight of the meet.
20-0 Don Stumpf widlopped
undefeated

sewski, (OBS. 5A5: 6. Stone,
GBS 5.30

I

lost by pin in 4:32. At 175 Pete
Harth came through with a
in. Andy Lockers won by a

8
6

ON THE 1110611-soph lee-

the victorious Lions had

01.

104 points while runner-up St.
Pats had 86 Marian mein was

2 10

third nett 64 and lasses had 38.
Winning la the frosh-soph
were Bog Weigel. Kevin Ryan.

8

Dave Daniels.John Curtis and

8

2
5

1

2 19

0

12

3

011i
1

30 10 16 70

SCORE BY QUARTERS
Hinsdale
Central
Maine Foot

PI AYER

16 20 '2311-.72

26 16 18 10-70

itn Walker.thioh

1171'h71

mach,Pa

first

match to the eventual

champ 8.5 but then took third
place on a pin. In the 107
pound ball le. Willie
O'Donnell won his first match
154 and then tom rho ride

trophy with a 44-30 victory

trUKOVICII was
Wayside's
p0GmEORGEtop scorer with 14

heavyweight.

tussle.

for second -place

1-0.

Tim O'Malley Mk second
fell in the championship round
6-2. In the 130 pound cm.

Hell..

Ed

placed

fourth at 137. losing on a pin

ant thin
its firm indiyidwhen
championship
Squires wem all the way an 145

0a1

into the

finals of the

185 -

pounds. In his first match. he
won on a pin at 2.50. then he
took the title clash 4-2.
Bill -nod" Henriksen W.
lowed with a third place finish
al 155 pounds. Henriksen Mt
to the eventual champion 6-3

pound class with ease with a

winohi,,,,s f:hrlseld penilatiiLt,e,t,sri then

conference linen. when

pin.

Tasch pinned Klineherg in the
final period.

n,

2:30 pin in hie first contest. hut

then he ran into Rick Tisch of
St. Pat's.- who is 21141-1 this
season. glingherg has only
three losses this year. all to

lunch The third mme in the

otclat, ,

6,,,,,,,,Er

IN THE HEAVY-

WEIGHT division. Lion Jim

Pancrata H
Anasteni. GBH,
Wood, W

Fein. H

165

140
71

10
10

64

157

67

161

58

140

10
9
10

55
48

17
129
94

10

47

10

52

50

40

10

Pinder. EG

10

Long, FV

10

50

136
tO0
106
86
132

50 124
10
43 97
9 48 116
10
10
77
B
46
77

Mandel. A

Minder. Pal.
Lloyd. C
Fleech, EG
Shevell, FY
Molognik. Fr.
Crabtree, GBN

10 53
10 41
10 46
10

36

64 74
62 79
45
44
57

78
57

32

49

42
36
40

6B

29

48

43

61

3.0
2.9
2.9

12

22
70

2.0
0.5

29
08
05

21
12

3.1

05

02

01

45
13

27

90

27

43

0.1

44

12.9

1.17

Pinder, 50
Huh. A.

11.6

pinning at 5:14. Rick Gables

11

'as third at 123 with a 1:02pin
and Mike Doyle was second at

10

10

71

14

7.1

II
9

IS 6.8
16 7.6

Sehnert, Pal.

27

ILI

81

20

42

80

W e, VI

20

35

HO

Batter, FV

38
35

51

19

29

13

15

80
75
73
68

Kola, Fr.

68
100

10.0
BO
8.0
7.5
7.3
6.8

60

14

29

6.8

68

76
55
50
32
60

13

21

6.3

20

32
29
34
28

6,2

63
62

6.1

61

Meissner, Pros.
Saks, Pros.
Rush. Pros.
Feige, H

7.9

Lindstrom, H
Pauline, GBN

7

5.3

55
53

59

15
8

24

5.1

51

Brand), C

8

14

6,0

48

14

6.1

II

27
-17

15

25

10.3

41

Heffernan, A
Moloznik, Fr.
Phillips, FV
Hanks, Fr.

10 29
10 29

5.4

43
43

22
25

3.6

36

10 26

30

Macdonald,.
Wickum, Fr.

2.6

3.0

25

2.8
&O
2.3

59

27

10

10

30
27

15

23

II

20

31

7
8

13

4

13

32
60
34

Frac. H

10

12

51

12

Spry, H

10

13

45

10

43

91

04

84

9 55 9
8 53
10

Sodini, GBN
Irian, C

I

10 48

40
40

9 48

5.3

48

46

10 46

ID 46

10 37
10 36

4.6
4.5
4.5
4.4
6.0
3.6
3.0
4.8
3.7
3.6

36

5.1

0 35

3.3
7.3
2.9
2.9
3.2

10 45
10 45
10 94
-

6.6
5.2

52
10

Rucker. Pros.

6.1

5.4

55

10

GBN

AT 137. Mike klooncy ewe

7-0 then lost 84 for second

5.0 hut that took third on a

13

el

95

II -4.

6.4
10 63 12 5.3
10 59 15 5.9
10 57 9 5.7
10 57 13 5.7
10 56 8 5.6
64

10

9.0

13

9.5
15.2

DO. winning 11-7 then falling

whiles lee !Macy. who had the

10 66 9 6.6

8.1

20
53

then

0 67 W 6.7

23
20
37

82
69
69

12

41

115

12

73

9 68

fill

crown by winning

73

10 68

Kevin Ryan took the

8.7

IU

10

Mandate, A.
Lloyd. C.
SPY, H
Wood, W
Lundstedt. Pros.
Crabtree. GBN
Wickersham. Fr.
W
Barton. C
Kline. Pros.
Pitt. W

and 7-2: Guy
Pinner
Placed third at 107 with a 3:20
pin the third place match.

15

8.6
7.9
7.3
7.3

lo 79

Flesch. EG

14 09

15

20

16

23

10 69
10 07
10 06
10 86

83
RI

21

I

4.11

113

84

104
48

21
13

17.7

15

03

30

10
.10

26

BA

10
10
10
10

16

8

Wright. GBN
Game. Fr.

177
115
103

IR

59

7

9.6 98

10

Weigel opened trans up with
a Win al 911 pounds. winning

30

76

23

01

10

ave.

15

30

21

02

Pancratr. H.
Halbach. Pal.
Hague. Fr.

In

12

B

23

29

r

g

Shen% FV
Algaier, PM,
Banhule. W.
blank. A
Hopkins, EG
Brodnan, A
Meier, FV

70 19 29
84 14 23

10

30

58
56

36

10
10

31

32

48

6

10

3.1

34

28

119
83

10

136

311

43
30

43
27

10

51

42

19

9
10

8 -Statistics unavailable

56

TOP 50 REROUNHERS

190

200
79
78

5.1

135

Sehnert, Pal.
White, Pros.
Hamm, Fr.
Mecdonald, C

Low.b, EG
Powell. N

60

fell in the third plan but 0.3
for fourth plan.
On the fnansoph level.

204

4.2
5.3
3.6
3.4
3.2

61

ID

Inon,C

59

20.4
19.0
20.0
7.9
7.8

0.2
0.2
0.1

Huh, A
Lundstedt. Pm.

Jacoby, H
Kline, Pros.
Bauer, FV
Sodint, GBH
Hopkins, EG
Boyer, EG
Sala, Pros.

85

6
20

35
36
34
33
34
32

Pitt, W
Panting, GIN
Pistol, EG
Barthule, W
Heffernan, A

50

10
10

Groot, W
Meissner, Pros,
Wickersham. Fr

63
10

Rucker. Pros,

Wright. GBN
Kawell, W
Meier. FV

73

some disputed points, mid then

MID-tit.BtrAN LEAGUE

ItG FGA FT FTA AVG. TP

G

KM, Fr.

Gain. Fr.
Kink, A

taking John Dykstra, 3-2. In
the heavyweight division, Viking Tim Turek pinned Craig
give

1

1

Co -captain

then took control with a 6-2
victory for the Cards al 130.

TOP 50 SCORERS

had taken a four -point Iced after trailing by one.

in which McClelland chOse to
give the final shot to Des Chamm.
Hinsdale set up a gotlapsing cone and left Knapik
open from 15 feet. and he look

0
0

n

0

4

Wilson al 125 pounds.

MID -SUBURBAN LEAGUE

Olson. FV

Maine brought the out
down after a sump time out

1

3

Luhr loot ho fins match6-5 on

tet made sum to capitalize on
the break as they not only his
both ends of the original two shot foul. but also added the
Inimical. They also made the
ensuing basket after being
awarded tho ball out of
'sounds, and in a few seconds

for East.

2

nsumer on a pin at 2:05. then
he heat the defending 165
pound champ from last year
5-2 for the title.
Klingberg made it

10

Hinsdale shoo. misse,d the
first chance, and Byron Wagner pulled down the rebound

I

crown. He won the first co-

Brodnan, A.

fooled his visiting counterpart.
In a one and one si math], the

0

place.

Hasbach. Pal.

guard.

3

II

I.
PARALLEL BARS:
H. 7.8. 2. Doyen. H.
7.35: 3. Farris. H. 6.75: 4.
Hanscom. 005. 6.6: 5. Cy-

vA,n his neat bout 4.0 for third

Mark Bondeson was called for

al

2

had 55.

his fifth ,rsonal foul. Maine

Reiman,

2

1

gory. Pat Mooney loll 7-0 to
the eventual champ but then

conference meet as the varsity

10

72-70.

0

won his first match 54 then

Barton. C

With FR' up by two points.

REPR

Player

Werner
Martin
Totals

12

Mike O'Malley. Mike Squires
and Rick Korrifir, the varsity
accumulated 75 points to 100
for Pat's. Marian Catholic was
third with 61 and St. Joseph

ben performance ever in the
Chicagoland
Prep
varsity

Deschamps
Bondeson..1
Wagner

Skulkontand
0 2
0 2
Tillsin
g
0
4 16
ntan
19,14 15 72
MAINE EAST (70)

quit, and in the laal seconds of
the game still kept Hinsdale
hearts pounding.

1

3

end end came home with their

16

I

hot shooting contest,
that each settled down to a patterned game ss
n effort to
avoid costly mistakes. But

MAINE STILL would not

II

1

3

place in the 123 match as he

4

1

Bouchard
Meyer

The veteran 01115511110 quin-

4

on

6. Richord. GBS. 3.7%

4
4
4

championship.
Led by championships from

14

It was in the Int period after
both teams had played a wide

was also charged with a technical foul, and Hillsdale wa
presented the leg up it needed.s

IS.

TRAMPOLINE: I. Weav-

Vt.1!
w.°1
to St. Nana s uvor the wedo

TI

P

6

111

Knapik

I

1

sewski, GBS. 5.15. B. Stone.

the second individual championship for the 1 -ions as he
co the 165.pound clam. He
won 7-2 in the first bout then
came through with a stunning
pin in the MN fins*,
Rick Komar mode it two
championships in 'pow Ls he
muscled his way
the 175

HrNSDALE CENTRAL 172)
Newhy

still up by a lone point.

U

9

4

5 Cy

5

overall.

s.

the Blue Demons held a 60-59

the injured Jack Cronin.

Hushed,
Andriano

2

fi45

H

was second to tee nests and
frosnsoph team took the

By George Hales

tmd to hlaine East at the Pala.
tine Tourney and may also fare
well in the Di lll ict.

open,

8

Doyen

Viator grapplers second

COACH CUTLIP said, -I

to beat:- Arlington took am.

THE VISITORS

Algaier

Lung
Meier
Olson
Shmell
Bauer
Banstield
Phillips

3

H eldman GBS

er. H, 7 a;'.Morava. H. 7.25:
3. Hartl, H. 6.4, 4. Felt. GBS.
5.45; 5. Moreland. GBS 435;

Cardinals dethrone Prospect
with Mid -Suburban mat win

possibly al
nda,hl sine

withm ow point of their lams
at themdof the thitelperiod as

BFPR

View took the hall irkhounds
with 15 seconds showing on
the clock. Palatine knocked
the ball out of hour:Mot:mend

rut

crept

PALATINE 1311
Player

1

page 8

to end the scoring.

missed a ten.. shot.
After a time out, Forest

Mink we have a shut ut the Dia-

ed with a new lineup and., once again it was Mank's in Hinsdale as McCklland put amulets. which turned the
Knapik, who had scored 29 tide against them.
poi. against M.D.
a for.
ward spot, and slated Don
With less than five minutes
Ussery to MI in at guard for to play in thr to
and the De -

THE HUSKIES will be en-wed in the Maine South
trict Tournament Friday and

Pounds, and sophomore

MEET RESULTS

chance when Palatine mimed a
throw and
Hasbach
free

anti thme
reel tough competition in the winference.

More
sports

holding the LOU thth man" 20

Final Hersey win
Tom Porter's club thus fin.

O

It had been Mc Clelland's
Brawn tostopRinch and then
fan the rest of the Hinsdak
karn straight op. With Mark
'Sondes. and Bill Knapik

By the second hem Maine

ling two of his three basket, on

O

pins.

field goal from the flour. hit-

ishcs

Crystal Lake, Ill.

by

as he was ahle to score but one

But Rinck was held to only
!! points in the entire contest

O

CC

Palatine. which had shot

the procem and showing great
hoard strength until Jay Bondanon entered the Demon line.
up and shut off Rind and Co.

when thd Demons fall. 10-74.

day with a convinci. 31.10

Ct

Hersey's nest meet will be

SPIIRTS
Demon cagers bounce back -almost

If we could, we'd take you out!

O

By Mike 1m on

1970

Our mimic. news and rven sports

On pheasant we would dine!
But, since we can't, we'd like to shout,
"Please be our Valentine!"

u
with Glenbrook North
before the big showdown at
Arlington Feb. 19.

in a Mid Suburban
League encounter Atter that
all that remains for the dynam
is
delu
non-conterenke

Pirate hot streak adds to FV downfall

Tuesdah,
February 10

We try lo stay away from fare
Thal usually nosh: your way.

Your calls and lettere; oat our shows
Are things we Rally treasure.
You really keep on on our toes
And help ruse beyond measure.

Hersey with a 5.85.

three.

Page 7

Front dawn to dunk we're 011 1hr air
To help you through your day.

Plus conversation of all sorts,
IntervieWs of every kind.

North

They did a tremendous job.

Critchlteld He told every

Are designed with pm in mind.

rank ringman took thrt final
at excellent 8
Retell sees fourth with 6 25
and Boll Evsrts was fifth for
seem

was real pleased with the kids.

ark towers

%kw/6w Aczin
WIVS
4five4

wmnsn Todd Mohr was first
with 7 8 followed In Bo
anon 7 15 and Farris 6 71 tor
anther myna of places une.
Craig Sjogren, the Huskies'

ntelnmml Ey Slowly lama:

arling

In

with a 6.4.

Rebmann's fine 015. Farris

students in the a...int degree nursing program was held

SODtt Rta !Atka, Cktvd,
111 W. Olive
Arlington Heights

start in the free exercise. with
Gary finishing just behind

a

The third annual capping
ceremony for Harper Caen

town where her aunt and uncle

lived she thund a man namal

with a 6.05.
hlorava and Ruh Rebmann

got the visitors off to a good

5. When she went to the
Torn I ineoM and in the end

-

CC

O

HERSEY ALI...around

competition. M1.18.4.111.

- 850 850 .850 850 850 .850 850 850 850 850 .850 850 *850.850 *850 .850 850 *850 850 8509850

tt

in the side horse. the horizons
tal bar, the trampoline and the
paralkl bars

services.

Ade,

hosts,

ming tint, second and thirst

tend any or all of these worship

worship will us music,

little

had

pumping every event and cap-

The congregation and the
Rev. Joseph P. HultentruM.
Paste, lovito the OnNic M at-

thankm

Huskies

Suburban League

panicipate in the serviCes.

vice at 730 p.m. and continue
every Wednesday throughout

we sfill sing. "Own There"
and ',Grand OW Mae were

The

trouble against their Central

to afford a meaningful family
worship for all ages. The
chain or the congregation will

am

132.13-102.33. on the Titans

Itmshad sewed with 7.25
and Doug Hartl came in third

RAW for Hams

ON THE HIGH her Ma

re

the
when. John Weav
ar took liro w ooh with Morava

Rom

color film and the spoken word

Lutheran Church of
Martha and Mary. 606 West
Golf Rd. in Mount Prospect.
has announced a schedule of
Lenten worship services.
They will begin with an Ash

the orda of Mush was

4.1

D on N on Hun Mint to than
I AA Mon without t km f n
day night what has ran ow Is

tromGlanhrook 'south

tributsd to all who at prsstnt.

The

eke the two Cohan children

ing

serviths 1 his year a min
Thure lapol cross 0011 ha do
do

Lenten services set

wild dogs.

a

M:a. The lint men that ever

or,

th
Wks authsnoe unkassrud
broad for the service. The

Cohan appointed George to
the their director.
George was the last of the

I. Nancy Hanks was brave.

Hu Ho, Mmn Ms

all prtnnt at the Ash Wtdn.

Lords Supper

the

Peter Gratz

will serve as officent
It has been the custom at
Grime to gist some token re
minder of the L.an season to

tables much like the Smelt
lion in the Bibbo of ths first

movement and the songs. Mr.,

NANCY HANKS
rattan from your room to the
KENTUCKY GIRL
comic dust that dolls the shine By Angle. Stmenson-Pages
of the stars. In the Milky Way 192
dust surrounds the stars. When

boat overturned and llsen in a

he could do was write

air. That

with the canoe, and on the
Fourth of I my they we recut in

CHICAGO A

Hersey whips CSL's Glenbrook South

The Rev Albert W Wadlich

conetcgatton well he seated at

good at dancing or singing. All

-118 Peps
is

there are some stars that you
can't see because the cosmic

their canoe when suddenly
Mg storm came up, and the

GREATER

The hook is about Baron body that he was going to be to
Manfred von Riehthofen He a t called Macbeth but no
was one of the best plots on oneac believed him He was in
the German fleet in the first :besot butst wasa small part
World War He was a Captain
George wrote some music
and commanded a squandron and some of it was sold and
of fighter planes,
motewasn't. George was no

on,

canoe They went all

OF

Huskies still undefeated in gymnastics

traditional words of institution
will be used as the elements of
the Sacrament aro dthributed

I

7

42

I

7

39

I

10 38
31

30

9 29
9 28
9

3.1

Newman, C

424

I

Howell, GBN

9

24

I

flu Thursday and Friday. lost
referee's decision at 145.
Dave Danieh went the MUM

at 155 pound. winning a refnee% dmiskin and Men pinng at 5:00 of the champion.

ship match Tin, Dougherty
won on a 5:03 pin at 165. then
fell 4-2 in the finals for seam'.
Al 175 fresh -mph pounds.
Kurt Heerdegen 1051 his first

match on a pin just five seconds from the final boner. but
then came hack to take third
on a 5-3 win.

John Curtis gm a break at
185 when his first opponent
forfeited. hut John showed

Mat he deserved tube the
champion when he put his op.
ponce, to I. mat at 1.51 of the
final match for the victory.

Pat Walker emped of! the
afternoon hy taking the eavy-

weight diveion with rehlative
eas. He pinned his first advermey in 25 sew., then he
weds
for a defeaftwo
weds ago by wtnning the title
tussle on a pin at ZIA.

THE LIONS begin practice
for the district meet at Maine
South. and coach John Zid he-

"Zid's Kids" will do well. He

thinks O'Malley.

Squires.

Klingberg and Komar will be
the Lions to watch.

7;

Warrior varsity matmen
trip but Beam still unbeaten
On SAL" *Mk Din Bo

15, 1 SlaneCk
Apt Spart Ed

mod s suphornons arms
front a 20-9 deficit fora 2420

Only the varsity contingent
of the Maine West grapplers

win.

short do I of a 22 2e find
NI pound Bross

urns

Beam kept his unbeaten mo
airy string in tact by eraddling
Niles' Barry Brown in 38 sec-

The junior vandly team bad

1...1, fork 541 West ,,,,,,,. l.abby

host

Niles Norilk
The MW Rosh used thaw pins

thc asks time of all as they
dropout only one decision in

in the middle weights in
ing their 31-19 decision

romping to a 41- 19 triumph

.Kmainski was bounced. 5.2.
but Bill Beam shutout Jeff
Kaplan of North to maintain

while the varsity

West's five point edge .11.-3.

falkd to come up with win
Friday at

r

lbund the

Maine East matmen fall
on forfeit; title lost
Aker two years of conference dominance. the Maine
East wrestling team is having
its problems. For the hot two

visitors from Park Ridge had
the dual oust by live

pack for the first time in than

lost

years. and has only the district

points. the spread being equal

nwet coming up this Friday

to the forfeit tonl.

and Saturday m remove some

Inn grapplers Of Bob

seasons,

Rink have won the Weil Suburban title, but this season
have suffered three league

of the Fain irilicuri by ils failEAST HAS now completed
its regular mhedule. finishing
back in the West Suburban

ure to become
champions
for

straight year.

losses, the lad of which came
at the hands of Hinsdale Central Saturday. 23.18.
Maine was forced to forfeit
pmatch as the Demon Imoundentrant violated school

SPIRTS

week, and was removed from
the meet by Rick.

bking
lan
Jim Herbert 4 -fl

in

the 90 -pound class. Perlman

picket up two points in the
first four minute.. and then
held Herbert tit a standoff in
the final period for the victory.
and three team points for the
Blue Demons.
The i(17 forfeit made the
score 5-3 apinst the defending
conference champs.

Ray Fens then chmed his
115 -pound foe around the mat

for a 9-1 decision. allowing
only a simple escape to deny
him a shut cut as hen turned
the tram lead to Maine ROL
Hinsdale won the
123.
pound division when Steve

1. Paton. High trimtling stead closed°. its 1914/70 conkrseee on a high note
Jefeating the host Elk Grove
Grenadier, 27.18. Saturdas
afternoon.

victory poshal
and the
to
Knights' confenance
p-i. goost enough Mr second
Elle

the un-

place. one game

defeated Arlington

1-7Crdms.

The Glens finish with a
NISI

-

mark.

THE MEET

Rent, 12.2, seven pounds later
to reverse the school score
again. 941.

Startle.. (Min

11-6.

BUT SOUGH Dave Maple
breezed by his Red Devil op,-

Host Hinsdale took its turn
137 when Maine'. Jim
Grimes was shut out by Greg
at

Al Vaccarello put the
Warriors on top,
Since
Bob
McAndrsws
and

shoulder injury, coach Dick
Carlini has been forced to for /fait Wests 165 -pound match.
but Bill Tillman clicked fnr another win. this time % I at 195,

Chris Wills found the Pon
end of a 11,2 outcome a 185
and heavyweight John Herter
was pinned by Scott Byrum 111
hand Niles a 22.20

victory,

WARRIORS Keii Gustaf and Alike Palauola pinned their °Wilt,. us the jayvees went nine marshes with-
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while Mike Histany and Roo

Tuesday

Anderson came away with 120 and 7-4 decision. respective -

February 10
1970

ard

Jerry

wizpinned

00 -pound

Ancona

Knight streak by derisioning
Slither Gehen. 13-5.
The Pnopem le:OW:B.110
a hare three. 16-11. at 155 BB

Chuck Rucker tied in a xi.
10.10 ink lychee riliti/.251beti
slick. Both squads forfeited the
165 contest
while Maine's
Bednar ale pi keel up
five points ria forfeit.
Dennis Mattini was the only
losing Westerner at 185, hut by
then the mem was safely out of
reach.

SCIPILS JON Richards. Ron

Siska and John liming were
the only decision winners for
the Mrinitm through the first
nine

contests. hut

Marshall

Mince and limpeN hallo Ixah

picked up !bitch victori

.

to

then Bt. Webb squmked by

push the underclassmen to a
John
oppgets.
24-20 victory.
But the Knights clinched
Trailing 9-6 in the freshman
the meet with
oins .conpetision. head conch Bill
at 165 and 175 by mniors Tint Barringer got pins from Jerry
arid 1 amen Irebon. Curran Jern
Alleles and
T c
ft 5 -pound
Loeffel Steve Ware. at 137. 145 and
Gren Bill Krifili,
155_ respectively. to give the
5-0. while the heavies Nelson little Warriors
im
insurgm Pros.. art insu- mountable 21 V advantage.
mountable 22.13 lead milli an West's Dave LeFavuur pot
identical 5-,1 ohhenash oser the meet out of rcmh with a
tiny Rang,
stick at 175. Early decision by
1

1

Bob Citric. ell Grove's Ion

Fels and Roger Illtuncr helped

Kohler. nipped Knight Dud

the Warrior cas.
Next in line for the Maine

Koehler. 5-2. in what proved
to

On

inconsequential

match. Prospect heavyweight
boar Beck 1111.1 out the score.

Mad with a forfeit win.

grapplers me the district, MIkmal Ily these:lion:its anti the
state finals. The districts begin
Friday.

Knight junior Rot, Theohold

a seam 33 seconds. The
match sictory hooded senior
board heavy for the Red and. Anconn's personal season
White. 11.9.
slate to a perfect 18.0. The
Rick's representatives then loss was youm Theobold's
won three of Me next four first in conference competi-

Hoerick. making the score-

bouts as Craig Bnickman ran a

five.pini third period for a
9-1 win at 145: Gary Ecklund
edged his 165 pound foe. 5-2:
and Pete Grms crushed tlinsdale's 175 plunder. 13-21 to
give the Demons an 111-14 lead

going into the final lino matchBat

Bob

Benhold

11151

could not contain HC's Bob
Cross. and Sieve Knupik.
heavyweight, W115 stuck lo the

mut at the 4:56 mark and the

Show success

tion.

Knights

The

came hack

quickly to knot thinp at Twat! at

107. Senior Ken Klein

hrought Linn (nog Mann to
the Plat

in 2:51_

Harper

grappkrs posted

a

welldarned fifth in their 11lions Junior College conferowe moot Saturday. With the
crayoning of Tom meunre as
champion at
ISO
pounds. the Hawks went on to
amas. 3.5 DPI points.
Blackhawk J. C. led the 12 league

team accumulation, with 95

weeks ago.

Al 134. Hawk John Forsberg dropped a lopsided 12-I

decision to Loliers Terry IntHout. The Doer went on to the
finals thus depriving Forsberg
of a rematch in the consolation
round.

County was Nunes' second
round victim by an overwhelming score of 15-0.
Amundson's Mike Longman
was the next to yield in the
semi.finals, this time by a 4-0
score. Iry Cross entered the 6 -

nab with Neuses. but was mdeclaimed, 5.0.

Lake

Mike Ferguson. seeded second

in the tourney. lived up to ex-

keen competition in the 1511 pound class. Vitha got OR to
fast siert in his opening match

while Prairie State landed sco-

nth wily IA
THORTON AND Morton
tied for eighth with five team
points while Amendson was
right behind with four. Wright
managed nvo meet markers
while newly -renamed kenno
dy King (formerly Witson/ was
unable to dent the scoreboard.

Beginning at 1 18 pounds:

pectations. Ferguson whitewashed Jim N.:Becher of
Prairie State in the opening
round, 7-0. and then battled

Ray Farrics of Triton to a 6.5
overtime victory. In the chum

in the class.

ON ALL GA=6 COATS

OUP
SPECIALTY.
BAR. BUFFET Pkg I, AL

HALL.

Harper's only blue ribbon

177 -pound eon

petition, Harper's Dam
Schott. third seeded is the
tourney, began with a 3-0 ahut-

11101 period.

Arms of Blackhawk.

Blackhawk's

Jim

seeded

in

Inc
Bob

tournament.
Brown
of

winner came at 150 with Pont

walloped

Reuses on the mat. Neuses, top

Wright in the first match. 5-I.
His second encounter, how -

10-1 margin. The Hawks were
forced to forfeit the 126-

and then began a suing of

pound match because Tom

ner's circle.
Craig Johnson

in the
division,
whipped Triton's Tom Ebbolc
in the opening contest, 4-2,

shutouts all the way. the win-

of

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

sne

Cement & Blacktop

II -Busiest Santee

THAD'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS

PAINTER OR FIN IT MAN

ROLAND F JOHNSON

CALL 562 1075

110

Child Care

4

177 -pounder

in

In

Schott yielded by a pin at
4:42, but was credited with

S

EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS

255 7335.

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

6

Cl.;7:9Er

NNE INTERIOR PAINTING

ble 520

1

rht

KRUGIER DECORATING
do 611
nwn

Corr 259 n5n1 Reel Sin.

W11 care tor

d

Doerr Income

n7l

ea Laos

no

s.sw.

024LBS09

GERALDINE'S

PAPERHANGING.

13 EmploymentAgenciesiMen

Vacuum Repair Service

Palatine

6 HOO
RECONDITIONED
OVER EUREKA LUX AND OTHERS

ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

DECORATORS
Business Service

(Car: Golf Rd & Ore 831

Instructions

SHORTEN COATS, SKIRTS

Indusinal 6 Residential

Window Washing

FREE ESTIMATES
SKIRTS, DRESSES HEMMED

Interior Decorating

rut
olr

ID

d

101

SEASONAL TUNE UP SPECIAL
In
ss
e

117 8020

394.1045

SHARON HOFER

CL 3.32.84

Droll... Coll 255 2440 9 AAA

Piano Tuning Sentrses

lawn Mower Service

I

3 ss.

s

v.

del Ye,

itt w as

w

Des Plaines Location

Gee
be mon
512,000.515.000 topper he

HAVt YOUR PIANO 'LINED

296.5506
1

ban ri rs..enanarir o ro

DV RAY PETERSON

nape 0,1 op 're 25. hand. marketing, odrerbsings ohlree

Plastering

Lornplele fringe package Ind LE, 2 weeks pee41 Mnn
0,d iron. option polernial Is included.
Pr

administration. ere.. .etyma. i cam will etteeeel 535.000.A

ALL ,PFSPREF ESTIMALLS
537.124.4

.555.52 'Pr 59

YOU
NAME
IT,
DAY
FAMILY
WANT ADS
CAN
DO IT!

Waltman Const. Co.
Riltben Remodeling

Porch Reeetrs

ever, pitted him against the na-

don's number one small e01lege wrestler at 165 in Triton's
Clem Delano

DELANE STRUGGLED

KRY°Srr" R'''''255 sets

Va PRICE SALE

ALL 0b,ORICF

MI

A

k

Musical Instructions

of bite

PIANO COR ,ORDAyr,1 LESS,CtSr,

814 6,6

y'rs 't'esbrey eLo 259

SEASONED

eve

Roofing
ROOFING AND REROFFING .
WORK GUARANTEED FRS.,

Painting & Decorating

1"OTI VAN'TST'AC

leo

tab

5.52

Small.

3. 6437

Carpet Cleaning
CARPET 6 f URN

skornorsir

960 0

525A TON STACKED
526 2996

537 3380

Slip Covers

Launtz Jensen

Floor Refinishing

CL 9-0495

Furnam installation

BIAPA'S"S"NCASHINWOAF:LORAXE

FUISSWCALL TODAY

Co tering
hone,. facilities. Coteisic ter
25 in 330 13LiPIe 'or

Just Phone 255-7200 or 296.6640 to start
the action with a Day Family Want Ad.

529.1.4

Rea, Scot,

HAVING A PAR,

et

h

e

a

PATCH'S PANTRY

Catering

For Wzd

tra labln3Tr C"'"

per& fieldhoose.

Day Want Ads

Ft

f

297.3195

El ERICSSON

S.

Bjornson Bros.

253,230

Complete

-

QUALITY DECORATING

Furniture Refinishing

s,nne.

OUTCII ',WARES
300 f Rend Rd. Mr Prospect

H".

296-2185

Mark Trail

"THE DAY
PROBLEM

SOLVER"

Young Hobby Club

BUSINESSMAN
AND FOR THE

'2'2710'N' Ed LIVERED

Decorators
',reed De

°

255-1910

FOR THE

Coll LE 1,4494

No

derYks

Historical Society

IS A REAL
BARGAIN COUNTER

b

Sewing Instructions
t

Des Plaines.,

O'HARE

Resole Merchandise

view Ra

W

vereer=ten-Srt7'
1500W CENTRAL PO.
Mb PROSPECT

CALL ED 358 51.

6624 544 747; B32 324

CALL 1324 O.

9118PM

1, SERVICE, REPAIR

Mold Designing

JERLYNN REMODEL!.

HARPER WAS forced to
the heavyweight competition,
but still managed their hold on
fifth place.
The Hawks will be back in
action Friday when they host a
triple dual with DuPage, Thor -

DAN

02,-563,

GRAY

Firewood

Cene 0

by a 3-0 count.

forfeit both the 190 -pound and

W.O.

Call otter 0PM 392 01352

ENGINEtot

OPEN

Radio -TV Service

253 4721.

pas 89 SP

Schott for third place honors

CL 3.564

1.66,Ire. receolode, gages

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY
by

GEO= A..017.611N

Wive frown...LH Lionel

lypes..epleces

BRUNING

elion. bees years

oak. maroon
Nl

PART TIME

310

SOF

hovers

Electrical Work

CUSTODIAN

ng. over 76.Ra.d
rowM

T=AIT,T'

Masonry

INSPECTOR

14.44 Per Hour Plus 10%
For 2nd Shift

so

raPromer, itri. mom
0,'40"44,0R07W:'.1

SALES

CHAS. B,

SHEET METAL
Experienced Press
Brake Operators

lst SHIFT

"CALL ME WHEN
YOU GET HOME"

LICENSED BEAUTY OPPRA7OR

1600 CL

PARTS

Custom Assembly

23 Employment Agenmes.Men

Permanent Waves
tag

MU 1.4340

2nd SHIFT

Window Well Covers

McKLAREN INTERIORS

COUTURIER .63

3 Lost and Found

.,

5.3565 or LO2.026.1

DES PLAINES 299 0529

CHICAGO DISPIAT

EGULARLY!

tioN.
STATISTICAL TYPING

DES PLAINES

ti

DAYWANT ADS
WI. OF BLS TYPES

REASONABLE COST.

OIL COMPANY

795 W. Golf Road

For Fast Results
READ and USE

CREATIVE

Dressmaking -Sewing

GENERAL

METAL DEPARTMENT
FOREMAN

Wallpapering

432 2884

c'f=7,r7=

See Jim Birkeland

unitn

115 95 AND UP ABBEY SALES 6
SERVICE 359 1544

Drapery Repairs

Corpentry.Remodeling
Contractors

dos

'n'372
AMERICAN HPHOLSTERING

CALL SLID 2594016

Automobile Service

Man To Delivery
And Clerking

I c

CL 5-2132

wind N. bells business 6 ow
96

y'171.7=r,":Zeta

C611 4716 7539

ACCOUNTANT

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

JANUARY SALE

.01 Are.

Paid Vacation
Company Benefits
Commission

Wanted Men

Be,
Upholstery
CL

A.!1;15S'PS=.122:87822
Income To 6 Bookkeeping

erN71:014

MECHANICS

ri/ord'"
Preureel 512 VI N.PV

6.

Draperies

5

te:Ir'''"t.stoin

PREF FREPAAII.5

22 Situations Wanted.Women
439 IOW art

299 1909

2029

LA Salle Personnel

Remodeling end Repo,,
437.40,3

392 3450

'C't2IPPOIVIF brY'RE%PILYS

GROOMING

h

298.2770

GOT A PROBLEM DOG,

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

Income Tax Service

POODLE

5 PM 290 Bt45

Tile
DICK'S TILE SERVICE

CO=Irrt=10.5M

PARKER

SIRIA

DES a OM
CL

wAr PAINTIND

FURNITURE AND UPPOLLSTERY

2552570

IltiNG.

RICK'S DECORATING

"71DTOtj'n'OTRS'LE

3 BSC*. M. 3 1355

CLAP. ADJ. TRAINEE
oral

wg

CALL 259 30.

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

FIREWOOD

WALL PAPERING

'CAPVs'sZeirilOV

ART

DRAPER

DRAFTSMAN
MOO-SUDO no

SALES TRAINEES

Tailoring

Dancing Schools&
Supplies

SERVICE

329.60.22

352 4650

NW

CL 5 3.842

LEND
RENT

oftory over Wayne LeMisse
of Wright via forfeit. Wayne
Hejtmanek of DuPage edged

eravo/r,T.'o.6

SAL. or, SERVICE

CLASSES CL

ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL.
3927110.

Sump Pump

DAY CARE COSIER

An Service

wage

and no.

McDONALD'S
HAMBURGERS

Storm Windows

REASONABLE REFERENCES

Nur INSURED

hr.

RESEARCH

LABORATORY

706

Home Maintenance

RISTICP PAVING AND CEMENT.
WORK ALSO TREE TRIMMING .
SPECIAL PRICE, CALL 8. 8285

Starting
per

ton. furnished.

Coll 392 4750

ton and Morton visiting HarLake

$2,25

PROSPECT CATERING Cl 5 4833

Hawk Don Michener, un-

seeded

Wahlund is recovering from a

the

rated

was upended in a wrestle back
by Joliet's Hal Crisp. 10-4.

is

In

of Amundson at 1:211or the in -

meanwhile. went
on to garner hird place honors
OES. Fa

Torn Wiggington of
Lake County to finNh with a
fourth in that division.
against

by sticking Tons Dricwonski

Dwight
McHenry of Blackhawk beste2 Ferguson, 11-4, for bon-

pionship match,

for 6/1/5. but finally got a pin.
Ina consolation bracket contest, though. Michener found
the short end of a 5-2 margin

oul
Seib of Triton. He,
however, like teammate Michinto the country's tap

Irvine.
however, downed Vida, 6-2,
in the preliminaries to douse
Vitha's title hopes. Seeded
third in the competition, Vitha

Harper's entry of Jim Lynch
in the i opening round to
Steve Armada of Triton -by a'
1

'

broken arm suffered a few

County's go. Triton's 57. DuPage, 44 and Harpra 35. Jolief raided down sixth with 29

by

WEDDINGS

BILL SHOW ISSPAIISS

RAY VITRA, found some

followed

ALTERATIONS, HEMS

Slip Covers

Painting & Decoroting

REVERS MASONRY

CONSTSTANT I42 -pound

points.

Hearing Aids

'reOn's'Ebee.St'd

Neuses champ; Harper fifth

mornings free-fleNble
boors.

Alterations

Union Snot. MoLbree Co

ATTENTION!
Men or young men with

14fersduIs

Dog Sendai

PROCLAIM
BORROW
LOAN
BARGAIN
EXCHANGE

t benefits. Wool work.

and re.. 60000 Households,

ESTIMATES CALL 394 3,7

Friday and Saturday with Elk Grove at Barrington and Proapect
at Maine South.

Beriemer's

296-6640

OR

Your Ad will goo., doily in the

AyEtre,LIDOHS,

LEASE

MACHINIST

Northwest Day. The Arlington Doy
The Prospect Da, nadThe Des Plaines Dm.

WINTER RATES ARE LOWER FRO

Jeff
Eroysland finally hroke the

Ron
College

255-7200

DRESSMAAK.,,r=RATIONS

inspected

models on display.

PROMOTE
BUY
TRADE
BARTER

NEAT CARPENTER WORK

winning
7-3 judgnient over
Cinm Joe DiCiangi at 137. Elk
145 -pounder

Light Maintenance

CALL

SUNDAY 439 9344

Grove

tpr 50240 to 5300 f ree Call
1,1 Wright 290 520 Tr Ste.

INDEX

AFTER 5 P.M.

LADIES

Grenadier Jeff Fropland got the best of Prospect Mickey
Gellert, 13-5, in the final Mid -Suburban League match of the
semen. The two will be competing. I. ..strict of thesis. meet

230

3142

Rds

WORK PART TIME
IN YOUR HOME

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:

3415994

SCOTT SEALA made it
three in a mu Mr Poop. by

;23implopnent Agerve4en

Page 9

CALL 253-7230

Phone 255 7017

ever held in the Chicagoland
area closed last we, 1Sunday,
Feb. 11 offer 24.000 Chicago
arca
vehicle en.
the

Armco, tor memo mt

est

CLASSIFIED

Consult thus dolly guide of reliable services,
offered by reputable business people in
your community... CALL ONE NOW!

SWAP

stayed riot following the 115
.each LIZ Prospect, Bob We
and Gran Ken Siebold
struggled to a Off standoff
Knight letterman les Verde
put Prospect ahead to stay at
shun he decision. Dennis Bryne. 6-3. Dm Brush lift ed the Prospect ads:triage to
13-7 with a 3.1 verdict over

Elk (oat:. Paul Morris,

Moslems

SELL

meet

The largest exclusive showins of recreational vehicles

,

Stuineas Seitvice Dino -Fag

wins by Maine's Gary Klein

out defeat. lint Kramptte tied

Knights second;
pin Grove, 27-18

win bath
club: final tune-up for the districts of the date meet o hich
will commence Friday. Prospect will he grappling ai Maine
South during the district cum.
petition.
It Nab Elk Grove taking the
initiative in the meet's outset

Adams beat Rick Johnson.
6.1.10 regain the overall edge

Bob Dictor outdecisioned Bob
Wolfgram. 6-0, but suceeseive

at i07 while Fred Tactic won a
1-f/ thriller over Niles' Bill
Tanker.
Dan Sloss was a 4.3 winner

rules while readying for the
competition at Hinsdale last

THE FIYEapoint forfeit
was tlic difference in the final
score as Maine vainly fought
to overawe the deficit.
Scott Pcklinan got the vispond start by
itors off to

conference
the
third

In the iniddia aright, GO
%cam was clobbered HI
bn Bruce Barringer wile washed Stu Kadets 6-0. Vie

Tuesday FebnIary 10 1970

Blest ad Nod

HION SLIPCOVER CO.

9 oB'ebee
treed 829 8537

SLIP COVERS
WINTER SALE
50% OFF
ON All LABOR
Also Expert Reopholstery

MA/ psi so. Otos...
General Hooting
WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK
AN 2 STRONG MEN

CL .232

Put Day Want Ads
To Work Far You

537-0737

30% Winter Discount
on Prweine 6 Palm, Hon.°
Free Estimates
H6
DECORATING

2994932 or SP..

or.^rte

IOU, of Fabrics
to choose from
Shop At Home Serype

wniA0voronned
CALL NOW 251.7767
Nonh Shore Interiors

HOUSEWIFE,

BOTTLECAP TABLE
TENNIS!

DAY

BY LBPPY Dial

WANT ADS
GET RESULTS,
QUICKER,

EASIER!

Phone

255-7200
or

296-6640

Drop a bottle cap into the cup.
Then proceal su hut the hall. The

Ent player to lose his bottle cap
loses the game.

There is less clonal:alms if an

Today's fun -project slum is
Mw to play table tennis the hard
way.

Each player needs a paper cup

tied to the paddle handle, with a
bottle cap inside the cup. The idea
is to see who can continue batting

underhand stroke. is used as dem-

onstrated in Figure 2. If an overhand or Rde stroke O used as in

Figure 3, grsuity is likely loco=
the bottle cap 10

INS table tennis hall without los-

45 PARTY STUNTS
Mothers and fathers! If you

ing his bottle cap. It's quite a

need new ideas for birthday party

challenge to a player's skill!

fun for your children. you'll find
45 of them in Canny Dick's help,
ful "Birthday Party Woo'
booklet. To get a copy, send 50

The cup is to be tied to the
paddle handle as shown in FliglIED

the open end being toward the
c,red

of the handle. Punch four
holes in the cup and run string
through then, and around the
handle, tying the ends tightly to

cents in

the cup has little tendency toslip.

111. 60642.

coin, pus n

dressed, stamped

self-adenvelope to

CAPPY DICK

BOOKLETS.
P.O. Box 42877, Evergreen Park,

TOMORROW: How to win 0
"Planet Zero" robot.

Eo,tdsy February 10 1970

P8.0 10

Priming
Background
but no, newts.,

Steady day work plus 0 I'
or-. !anew a Adsonsemens

Alan m good phwIcal

417:17.=

45 Hour week, plus additional

.'....." ....."
PERSONNEL

Prefer ex.

Le pea den t

Ern, ben,. and

.PUNCH in beght
all

MINN

PERSONNEL DEPT.

SWITCHBOARD 1118-135

Hair Stylist

phone In rush orders Hallow

f

in

r

OP a.

help salesmen Nee IVY, 1496
Mne Des Plaines Z273555

cfg

Iv.

I

.0

ostitude Y.

elf

z=.:-'

EXP. SECRETARY

be

slaw. solo, h&c Paid
OW Cohen 50.401

Des Nelms

.0 Lee SI.

°°.:j72222:47,2:1:2t
in ode.,

vald.

(rem bar. ome-

414 E. GOLF ROAD

300 N. Northwest H...(Rts. 53 b 141 Palatine, 111.

OFFICE

WITH EXPANDING MACHINE SHOP

In Mingo...motto

IN MARKETING

$550 MONTH

e Lathe and/or Mill Hand

B rb

01

,

PART TIME

Overtime Available

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

MATERIAL HANDLERS
ROM. redoes of 32.90 pet hoor sp, Offen.. pie for
. Mile Wens. ben.. program including ....m. core,

he a La .II.

* LATHE OPERATORS

LEGAL SEC'S -3650

298-2770

Paid Hospitilization
Paid Vocalion
Modern Clean Pont

Baxter Laboratories, Inc.
6101 tincolnAw.

2416 Estes Avenue
Elk Grove Village, III

.0 L....

MAKE YOU FEEL LOW

Protopak Eng, Corp.

Des Plaines

"'FVE'EFRKIZ."

ACCOUNTING CLERKS
DICTAPHONE - TYPISTS

IVY

F

I

RECEPTIONISTRILIN

72,5 W

CARTR1SEAL3

4 8585

SP

OF LIVING

PHONE 437.3700

Solve your money problems with a
TEMPORARY

MODEL AGENCY

M

SUBURBAN

SERVICE TECHNICIANS

r com emeimmat Potential Nr early ed.
st prowlepyoung company. BeneFiN include

STENO

297-3550
SAXON BUSINESS PRODUCTS, INC.

MACHINISTS

Fee.

Coll 72a-0015 or 299.7191

needed to drive panel truck, some ineida duties.
Must know Chicago area.

Ken Larson 8, Associates

-

1st

Shift -Reliable

las difFermiol Reel shift
16ediflormiliol 3rd Oils
511 00,000p.

CUT-OFF MACHINE OPERATOR Shift -Permanent, secure inside work.

Call 626-8722

ALLOY DEPARTMENT FLOORMAN - Id & 2ncr
Shift -"Mon sized" job that car. lead to top paying
skill position.

bream mammy paid benel,t &Rm.., me. rws

W.H. HUTCHINSON & SON

6

EKCO
PRODUCTS INC

1st

MANITIIV N1041.171E77-A

MO N. HICKORY RD.

.

259-5010

.................
DEALER

PER HOUR

SECRETARY

CALL NOW!
MRS. DUNNE

THIS

729.1.0

lobe boggy

$15

0e00

se

ELECTRONICS REQUIRED

W.89 6 ad. 006_ 365

4374366

COLOR

TV,

CREATING

DE

BLAND 6 GROWTH THRU OUT

Send pour

Seeing Is

VALENTINE

moos. Rum

sAUFRLANDFLOWER5

NO NW CLOCK TO PUNCH
PAID VACATION Isl NAR

DICK WICKSTROM
"THE BOSS"

L.RN

Schiller Park

o&tor
44%* 00.

O'llore Lake Bldg.
7400 E. Devon
297-7160

7-50"

For personal interview colh
394,0800
M, R O. NInts

712980 08 opportunity.

692-7166
OMAN OFFICE

3650

to

At Motorlo we've 11188096 8.6 that people should

$600 MONTH

HOSTESS

thorn Me way It Is.

Test& yaw amdlealien by drone. al 656.9922

Mun-TalgeenheerdneeMdOemmIl.

o Sw..

.kPf
CUD. SERVICE

$OTS

re7".:ed.adr=de,';
2 T,2% 0,1 01,1 11i488 by
In Arlington Heights
9 5. Donlon
397,880
6020 Dempster
966-0700

Coll Mos Olzak

235-9100

..7,7,7,11;1,71;:naz

rIAZut wTotnound""

tr tem
TRI-R VENDING
SERVICES
1401 W. North Ave,

keypi=

rnoch,:netn:

Ce1173,6045 m39,7191
Ken Lorton & Associates
CAREER LRCMS.
1510 Abner Sta.. Plain.

Vacant

So, the first thing we do to make you happy is
pay you an outatanding starting gulag. Then we
give you automatic increases, major medical in-

.33

FILE CLER,

qoado everythIng /n
dew, Your very iaParaa

BILLER TYPISTS
RECEPTION TYPIST

SIG

Experience preferred but not

8500

SPORTS ASSOC.

Openings Sr both shlfis (Nights . 4:30 PM '17001
Apply Mandoy-friday, 9 AM - 3 PM, Saturday, 9

.1411.=.2
Meet

3

"1440
all

talk lo people

YOU MAY

REGISTER

METRO GOLDWYN
MAYER

''girtO"n

BY

OPfN SA117,"Xf: BY APPT.

372-5300

Algonquin 8 Meacham Roads
Schaumburg
359-4800

WE'RE SELLING THESE
BELOW DEALERS COST

EXCEPTIONALLY HIGH EARN

ONNTIAL INC. ISARTS
NG
IMMEDIATELY!

.440881, Pets & Equipment

"r"P;;V.3705

BOO E. Northwest Nigh.,

82-Industnal PropedyffoReng

27 -Help &MEI Men & Women

YOU WANT...

If o

al

46

.

eionyit
'69 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE

t

CREDIT and COLLECTION

LYTH:HOME

Day Want Ads

DEPARTMENT

ARL NTS. INDUSTRIAL

Could be

SPARE TIME
INCOME
Distributor

PHONE WAS OUT - TRY AGAIN,

Male or Female

RESEARCH CENTER

in Today's

re

11

Real Estate

COURT 6 SWIMMING POOL
1444 5 Busse Rd 439 4100

of

Senn

raxwx ay plus kin

.,Ana waw0

11641ealEstatelionses

wer

sp

Bucket Seals

L

V8, Power glide, power steeriwngoil,Rodio and heater, White

Mn. Jerry StosLak et 595-9000

Section!

PALATINE/ROLLING...LOWS

ofter'S

25965'205'

610

N.

York

'64 PONTIAC STATION WAGON

Bensenville

Rd.

Air conditioned, AS, AutornatiL,,Provr
teeriukg, Radio

You Can Earn
1-1dOWATIVSPROAT 1.1C0

1319 Pat famished Apartments

We Have Immediate Openings For Both
Experienced Or Non -Experienced

342's 537-3798

Call Nr Appointment
358.7044
PM 253.1119

$800 A Month
Or More
Based On Your
Effort

Poodles, 8 wks Bred far aooktY.

HELP
Fundshingsfumiture

-

IN YOUR AREA

1610 Rent Houses

14 -To Rent Apartments

for the following categories.

blk from twin.
lor appf 3170
Mar. Is, Dow,. 253-9210
1

3225 394-5875
17 To Rat, Stores, Otroces
Ow

BUFFALO GROVE Beouttol
E.o.m. opt, pool, sublet for 16
mon... 27241600. ea. 239
1

OPTS Rent Office Space

o

to

v"nr:"

DICK WICKSTROM
avr

MEW

Printed Circuit Board Assemblers
Cabinet Wirers.
Maintenonce Men
Inspectors

sell and will

lied buyer. Upstairs Laundry. Pri.
ote-501 W. She -Bence Tr. Mk
Prospect a 3-9461 Low 50's

loday. Please enGoke name,
address, and telephone num-

Personnel Office- 298.3060

ber

984obiames
RIOt 80 Hem included.
25,2671

for middle aged cpl: garden
Toohy

L

Mannheim. Ceramic

ba., owxodo

loon.

dry latillees. 3145 ma. Call oh,
amOt 32311

9895

'67 IMPALA STATION WAGON

line of

company Is.fis.
Far Interview Appointment Coil

Classified

UNBELIEVABLE?
'68 CAMARO Z28
LOcoledl Yellow with RIG.

For This Area

253-5228

AM 12 Noon.

MOTOROLA

BUS DRIVER

for 340 359 6996

off we throw In o great vacation plan and

profit sharMg.
Think about it. If you're not happy 8088e 908,8

wed ler som.. equip.

NOW '2 775
1416 Rent Apartments

Mar. 1st 3196.541.2962

Good Harting
Ow ex.
cellent fringe benefit program,

EXEC CARS -

NiGTONE ELECTRONICS INC

surance, and merchandise discounts. Then 0107
it

DEMOS - FACTORY

3. 33,390.00 to NAMPO. rew
rolls

The Singer Company

I

SSW
Meet public at new desk Busy

Graphic ad background will
qualify you for Ws position.
NO NE.

Commercial

70 QUALIFY YOU MUST HAVE

Mount Prospect

come first. That's the way if should be - and

RECEPTIONIST

UlindS
pponun,y EmPNYer

NORTHFIELD AREA

VENDING
.okkeepIog

Residential

* typists

OFFICE

AM Co-Ordinatods
Assistant

Equal

Real Estate

* secretaries

CALL SPARKS & CO.

lo Me wide open world of communications.

Good salary and benefia, NIP"' tOi000 and

APT. MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITY

STAMIT443
DECORATOR'S OFC. to 3000

GENERAL

T11 17::.tsnd.rN:;ysLei got win put

* wirers & solderers
* light assembly
* stock packers

REAL ESTATE SUBURBAN

1770 Algonquin (621

SOW

R

27.Help WantedMen & keen

at Motorola

490

MT. PROSPECT

T p De k,

d2Manted To Buy

Find your circle

100% Free Positions
DES PLAINES

II

with The Sin, Comm, Boll

Spare Time Eves.

EMPLOYMENT

FREE TRAVEL!

0kR

606-7494

"FORD"

COMPUTE TRAINING

gent pm;

This

4330 N. Transworld Rd.

L40 .5

Believing

34401 and Antiques

MARRIOTT IN-FLITE SERVICES
GU YOB HIGH

The Boss
Says,

.7 902S

Day or Evening
Interviews

i7ni.eilrie TkL,

FOR

33S Siein Erickson skims, 0.-

For

7nrOi7,

NEEDED

WO 3AS

5 Raises let Year

A variety of assignments and lots of opportunity for personal reword. shorthand helpful but not a must. Join a company where people ore our most
improve asset and where benefits are the very best

IMPORTS, INC.

111141811 Opportunities

695-2440

TE1

298-2770
to Salle Personnel

Big Pay -New People

ARLINGTON NTS.

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR
MR. BR0NNER

$1795

This Week's Special:
1968 Volvo 0 dr. Sedan

61

392-1234 or
392-1485

TRAVEL AGENTS

$600 to $635

PRODUCTS CO.

Choice of
Day and Evenings

PERSONNEL DEPT.

GIRL FRIDAY

.

THIS JOB OFFERS

for I year. 6 maid holiday, per year. prole shOang

WEBER -STEPHEN

CAREER OPPORTUNITY

SECRETARY.OENERAL OFFICE

Stan in our nailer call routing offices Wiring telephoneR to the giant telephone switching &Two..

PORCELAIN ENAMEL SHOP
ASSEMBLY & PACKAGING
METAL FABRICATION

Port or Full Time

Mond, thru Friday

Cali Mr. N. larayk at 766-6230 Be apply at

.0"....nois

Big Pay -New People

9,30 ain to 4,00 pm

wk.. 11,1:40010 Rim &eras* Wm.. de,.
B10 Fos, Grew S.V1

BEAUTICIAN

FREE TRAVEL!

GRIAFFwiNtaWYHIJE AT

$10,000 10 $12,000 PER YEAR

Complete Training

-94*-04-04-4-41-4-44

253-6000

827.66/0

53741110

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES

YOU CAN TOOT YOUR FIRST YEAR, IF YOU
QUALIFY

''''G'O'NTI'C'13.1ISS HECHT

THIS JOB OFFERS

NEW & USED
VOLVO'S

;

$2.25 - $2.48

PARKER
ill So. Emerson
Mt Prospect

392 5230

966 0700

(off Dundee Road -between Wolf Road & Rte. 831

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

OUR MEN AVERAGE

.....

LARGEST
SELECTION OF

0,

ES330TOC, wish Nod

made!

START

MT PROSPECT

RANDHURST CENTER

and. Low newer. Saco°

mond, ymi ewe if P Enunflf

656.9922

White Collar Girls

4747 N. RAVENSWOOD AVE.

Good

IN CLEAN, EASY
FACTORY WORK

SEE MR. BAKER

CALL 5371100
OP 91915558-1
777 Wheeling Rood
Wheeling, Illinois

MAINTENANCE
MECHANICS

Coll

LEAdER?

Comes. 427.4N3

bem oNsir. 4304600

be a la Salle Gal

250 N. 12 Street -Wheeling

GRIFFIN

334-7900

196.6127

31400

MIDWEST'S
67

Will Train You

BUSINESS PRODUCTS

°

MACHINIST $4.23 to start

8)

,s028 woos.,

PIETSCH

TRACTOR SUPPLY CO.

33,5

(Vim*

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

TO WORk FOR A

Needed

CAREER SPECIAUSTS

2nd

COME SEE US Al:

MARTIN METALS DIVISION

A Company With A Future

&

We offer high sawing pay, aetorornic increases,
9 paid holidays, 2 weeks vacation after 1 ye,
group insp.'s& and mare.

Immediate Openings
MANY COMPANY BENEFITS: Major Medical &
Life Insurance, Shift Premium 10 Paid Holidays

CARL

RN's & LPN's

miss Pal.
Arlinumn &des

cre at.. Excellent how, No
mon

DRIVER/EXPEDITER

(Class Al

259-5300, Ext. 37

NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED

Immediate Openings

TRAINEE

WkAT'S IT FIE

Wk.

DOCTOR'S
ASSISTANT

MARTIN METALS

COME IN AND REGISTER

""'r"

WORK
NEAR
HOME?

SAXON

Local or Loop

00.0 5 DAYWEEK
GOOD SALARY..

2o7-3535

$90 tr;cc21

CALL JOHN ABEIR

MODERN AIR CONDITIONED OFFICES
CONVENIENT TO ALL TRANSPORATION

ALLIARrgendIVI'"l'37-al.

Division of Rex Chainbell, Inc.

29 7 3 550

_MN

161Chem9 dr.Sedan. -SIRS

ot'r`Z",,torV, E" --

WHY NOT
$500-3700 rno.
vm, on

CALL MR GRESS

.

'61 Camel 2door

GIRLS

PERSONNEL

woh experience. Gem pony paid benefits.

No fee

DOCTOR'S RECEPTION

i

290-1071

Free brush up practice

634 Glenn Ave. 5Wheeling

p oub
554AusicM Instruments

gAk

hays own fronspornmen.
Sok, cammensnram

ALL OFFICE SKILLS

I

In Quality 2nd Cars
These Cars Stan
In Coldest Weather!
'60 Rambler 4 dm o poect

SOLID STATE STEREO IKNIGHTI

255-1910

Mmes. Must 6000 00.
uenence. Good typing
Must
slalls
required.

"NOW & THEN JOB"

FOR BUYERS'S OFFICE

32195 CO1259,5405

WE SPECIALIZE

CONVERTIBLE

Hrs .64592

edge ol various office

CO PAW I=VIgLITATION

FALCON

3200 253 1476

MT PROSPECT

2 young ladies with know -

GOOD STARTING SALA,/

1968 Pismo. MP.
runty 31795 253 18,10

1963

824-2175

"ex=p1:07,17'

oh

Pficelgate.

WAN,

NI. we,

3000. 259,2566 Mi. 6

No Shorthand

Veet

po

cond $525.429.9143

your home.
5. Terrris available

BRUNING

II

3179S. 394.0247 a, 5 M..60 01001 Raker

IWO W CENTRAL RP.

BREAKER CONFECTIONS, INC.

HIGH COST

PIS.

I. Closing out stack
2. Heavy duly carpeting
3. Free instollarion
4. See large samples in

MANAGER

I

AM FM 2 TOISOFFER
827 2650

438-2676

855 Morse Ave.
Elk Grove Village, Illinois

LIGHT PACKAGING

267-6900

-I

HOSPITAL

mdTp

'63 ALPINE

40% - 60% OFF

ARLINGTON HTS., ILL

Immediate openings for

La Salle Penonnel

CARPETING

328.137.7517 oil 4

027 69,19

GENERAL OFFICE

FACTORY HELP.

Paid Insurance
Paid Holidays

Operators

TO SALES
HOLY FAMILY

oz. Otos, Delia ReY.

a 3.64,

ASSISTANT

COMPANY

SECRETARY - GENERAL OFFICE

7r -

oub., km&

Chexelle,

298,2042

weed - MOO

439-0923

METROPOLIAN PRINTING

TRAINEE $540

*HARDINGE CHUCKERS

*MACHINE OPERATORS
*INSPECTORS

life amen. and tuition reimbursement programs.

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

139-7090
1969

1969 HONDA TRAIL BIKE LIKE
NEW EXC, CORD CALL B AM

Black 6 Whoe Moorolo TV

3000S Busse Rd.

TECHNICIAN

439-7600

9 AM to 3 PM
966.0700

TS '

School Bus, Inc.

DIET

PERSONNEL DEPT

6028 Dempster

:0lTO1400l05,0 look
3,00 Coll

Keypunch

2.30-5 p.m.

CALL MISS ESCHER

TEl R VENDING

DAY SHIFT

rand. IMMO

TL0-3200

-

P.M. ROUTES

Arlington Heights
Federal Savings

ings. All Company benefits.

HOSPITAL

Miss Paige

0(19(0101.000000060
e.

112-Aetom06es For

Cook County

753.9100

t'orr17.=,

PERMANENT
EMPLOYMENT

HOLY FAMILY

k

0060400 Polars. 4 M. NT. vn

107-AutoParts and Accem.

mon.

2 PM

255-9000

immediate openings for full time switchboard
receptionist. LigN lyping. Permanent, 5 days o
seek. 8,30 on In 9510 Per, congenial surroond-

C oil to. ROP400 00
26081( Waded Comex

Safi woo.. 3,00
255.1107

0 Illinois Bell

Earn Extra.Cash
Paid Training

A.M. ROUTES

RECEPTIONIST

AL, WA

Ploom

1 swoon 6. 4556
324eisceRanmes Iileschaftse

111-elotereKles and Seaters

DRIVERS

ASSISTANT

relereria asa Ceunsm Girl.

394.00P0

v S. Donlon

106

656.9922

6:30-8:30 a.m.

SWITCHBOARD

GAL FRIDAY

Call Mr. McGrath 358-5800

PLAINES

DE

NURSES

HOUSEWIVES

tpootot

17

al-Ramage &CanceSale

CAFE

LEAdER?

working canditions. Coll Mrs.

INC.t

BANTAM ROOKS
392-2700

MI IronrPoemi."

ONEGIRL

TO WORk FOR A

171i

Hob d

PI

7d

11,.

ome PeOPIe

"rner

acO

Call Bob Perkins

296-2770
La Salk Personnel

0118.000,000

965-4700

weekly

Des

Sato Traders &Capers

FEMALE

Al Al

Tom°

downtown

shop

L.

Personnel, 1433 Calton, Ow PI

WhAT's IT like

TELLER TRAINEE

SEEM, EP1816110

iwtton phone sm. Should

'Away

General Machinist
O.D. and/or I.D. Grinder Hord
Tool Steel Heat Treat Operator

0

il'ATIrO"NERY STORE

OM Own type

E Campbell

;:17:111rr7m0 011e11:71;

766 7600
BASF SYSTEMS
INC.

SCHOOL BUS

FILE CLERKS

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

Call Mr Gibbs

Illinois Bell

WOMEN NEEDED FOR
EVENING HOURS

RECEPTIONIST

MUER.

'11218tortries Fe Sr

Elesmess asorheres
Om. Top ovally 298

mature

for

work

Interesting

47-Rorne F maims/ orreare

HELP WANT.
Mole or Female

PERSONNEL ANALYST

4564922

&CO

CI 5.1010

Apply In Person

WANTED FOR PERMANENT POSITIONS

CARSON PIRIE SCOTT

brookAvl
392 0417 after 5

Pad 'me plrl needed Typing

DIAL -A -JOB

Randhurst Shopping
Center
Miss Carter 392.2081

$130 WEEK

$2.75 PER HOUR FULL TIME

PARKER

259,6262
Evenings - 259-4013

2T4tlp Wanteddden & Comm

26-IW. Wired Mom

General Office

'194 5100

PLUS TRAVEL
h a La HIM Gel

...wee bend. Irclude. Pdd ...dled Nu. ...

NEED HELP NOW

439.3232 beAvemn 9,30 - 5.

.RELATIONS

254mplopent Agencies- Women

we &ado women& full rum employment with err& i

Receptionist

I

Elk Grow Village Hours W

No e.p nec Slod ex*

,0, 0,4 2000,0021:0, 000050

26-181p Wald tam

26 -Help Ranted Women

c,eaninp lady 14,0 week 000

GRA RID. Some NOG
cl

terminology, hut will tram good

em Oxman

CALL BOB GERUE

BUSINESS
PRODUCTS

ro., OIL to suPPIWN N...

PUBLIC

GRILL MEN

1p Rated Women

uke People, Denial Recestanai

P

APPLY IN PERSON

ere

SAXON

21-181W Ma'am' Women

TYPIST

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

297-3550

on

WI 6210

Ladd

Ann

spol

Page II
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fa, in

439 1500

HOSPITAL

Northbrook, Ill.

498-2330

d

HOLY FAMILY

L'"

..
dealer sales.

dory

JOHNS.NIGRELLI-JOHNS,
INC.

$800-$900 ino.

ORDER FILLER

-

SMALL OFFICE

WAStare Personnel 1150 Orrs

wo king concht ons

overtime

TRAINEE

our

WALL WASHER

Job Shop Experience

N,S,T., 511 Grove

s,,,,re ,....omon

m ring to

ACCOUNTING

NO STENO 61 15

MACHINIST

Sponomaker
Machine Operator

2345 Oakton 439-4540

26 Help Wanted Women

2640lp Warted Koren

2L1mplement hales Women

lost

bright

ECRETARIES

SETUP MAN

APPRENTICE
COMPOSITOR

WO,

254mplement Ageraes Kowa

1IBIIlyHOIIHNeI

2441MpWatialto

Sante

I74 -ea Waal Ka

14180 R.l

ONde Saes. AvabblT
Why dew la Oe OolIT
225 G WI. HO Road
Elk Grove Village

new Toll Way ....We

CALL 439-8020

ITT

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

township, 35500. 541-2661

derpmned, new corm, set on

arr., Hwy.,

Extrell

15.500. 730.3513 Hon.&

ord.

2000

Wolf

Road

An Eau, Opporton,NEmPNYer

Relosacishr. Deluxe model, 6
Vols. ps. old. exc. cond. Orig.
33151 10, 1175 299.3767

SINWONS hideotsed &me&
$100, Reclining dialr. mama.
325 437 8011.

NATIONAL
ISTRIBUTING CO.
1342 South Glenstono,

Springfield, Mo. 65004

555 Irving Nit Road
529-7070
Roselle, Illinois

OPEN SUNDAYS

-

Jhr.

SHORT RIBS

a

e

Page 12
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140vID lbu GET

114E
VUMP ON 103uR HEAD?

TONIGHT

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

6:00
News
News
News

2
60114' OVER To
WHY,
TIM'S HOUSE! 6RAMP KEEPS
DOZING OFF -RIGHT NOW
HE'S EVEN SWOR/I4A LITTLE!

NO SENSE srrrit.r THERE
WASTIN' MY TIME!

5

BUT WHEN HE P0(1 WAKE UP

7

HE'LL REALIZE HE'S BEEN

CAUGHT NAPPING,AND HE'LL
BE STEAMING BECAUSE 'CU
SLIPPED OUT ON HIM --AND
Z LL TAKE THE BRUNT OF IT!
GET BACK THERE -AND
COUGH ONCE IN

9
Mike
Show

-THAT'S THE SECOND PAR.

THAT TIRE THIS MONTH!
WE NEED A Con4RE55IONAL
INVESTIGATION OF THE
PANTS L009'1-THEyRE
sKIMIPts.r MORE ON THE
CLOTH THAN A BROADWAY

A WHILE!

U. of C. law proPhilip Kurland and Harry Kalven join Kenneth

6:20

Editorial

2

Vr/.,

S-111.

/CP

bi

Vt

ROBIN MALONE
itaARNEDX90, MUSHig600041.1
LOVE

FOR fits WIFE MAY cvni
THROUGH FROM -rinA-ro rb(A./

Roe

\

TOUR )t7LING FRIEND NEEDS A

PERHAPS

HATE ?PevE BEEN
-LOVE? too LE141,kiri

\L__.

WHAT -SAY WE

WHEN rrox-5, YOLJ Auer

174RE-PIME.NSIONAL.,
TRAUMATIC EXPERIENCE .1
FIRE LiP A LASING HATRED
FOR HI5 BELOVED ROBIN!

)'-';?-.

DISPENSE

MB VERBAL-

DRIVE frOACX WJ FoRcE.,

"17

61R1-5 /- gr--el.

-re_cHNIOOFS ?/

YOURS,ELVS FOR
PLAI1/41"1,1ll--69R

210

071

mall1M111111111M.,
AND WAS IMMEDIATELY

"Wild River"

Idaho's Salmon RivJeannie

Tony and Jeannie
babysit for a boy who
learns that Jeannie
has magic powers.

Sammy Davis Jr.

32 Of

I DON'T THINK I CAN GO T1-1'

Jeep."

6:55

20 The
American
Community College

FOR WEDNESDAY AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.

19) Don't try to prove your

Midnight Report
Chicago Show

9

12:20
News

5

Everyman

9

Movie

5

12:30

Comments
12:50

9:30

11 French Chef
"The Mushroom

"The Black Dakotas." Greedy men
try to outwit the redskins and incite war.
Garry Merrill, Wanda Hendrix.

Show."

20 TV High School
26 Curly
Barrix
Show

32 Debbie Drake
10:00
News
News
News
News

5
7

9

Patty

7

1:00
Perspectives

7

Reflections

2

Late Report

2

Meditation

9

Five Minutes to

1:30

11 Ski School

"equal" to boys in

of the News

everything she does.
Also, Jim Backusand
Jane Greer.

2

1:40

1:45

10:30

Mery Griffin

Show

Hitch-

11 NET Festival
The National Bal-

2:05

Tonight Show

5
7

cock Presents

Dick Caved

Live By

Show

point by

04?

EEK & MEEK

IN

MORTY MEEKLE

SEARCIA

BECAUSE THAT -N
ReCeABLY WHERE ',CULL.

THE GIRL. BEST SuITED

ROD HER'

the domestic scene before leav-

ing home today. Otherwise,

NOT
A HOLE,

upon your return.

TAURUS (April

21 -May

21) Use the morning hours to

finish up work left over from
yesterday. Afternoon and eve-

)0/.112E ECM -I

THAT

you may find things worse
L,OCK: 6:31MEBO>f

FOSTER
NCI2MAN AND
HIS NEWGWW-

'77-i4T6 A

KNOCKED

STAR.

A HOLE IN THE
SKY.

IN-TF4E-PAPS4
W12157WATCH .

Lw..n13

ning should be used to your
profit at something new.
GEMINI (May 22 -June 21)

Try to hang on to that first
mood of the morning, which

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

promises to be a happy one. A
day when you can accomplish
much with a smile.

CANCER (June 22 -July
23) The wise Cancer will be
very careful that his emotions
don't run away with him. Self-

THE BORN LOSER

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Olio

control leads to success at evening.

LEO (My 24 -Aug.

ACROSS
1 Hardy heroine
5 Ripped
9 Guido's note
12 Ellipsoidal

thing you very much want. A
good day for keeping quiet.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 23)
Even the smallest detail could
cause a setback today if it isn't
given proper attention. See to
things yourself if you can.

with one hydrogen atom

in-

17 Golf mound
18 Vegetables
19 Soothsayer
21 Farm

be

yours to make this morning.
Be as careful as if you were de-

not find you with morning affairs in a jumbled state. Be spe-

cific when giving orders to
others.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22) Let wisdom and pa-Bence join in a concentrated

CAPTAIN EASY

structure

MAYBE 50...BUT I GAVE
HOW CAN '10U MAKE
A CROOK LIKE LAPIPE IIGRA MV WORD MIRY:
COUGH UP A SMUGGLED

WELL, I DO NEED 60MEONE TO OPEN

OUR McKEE INDUSTRIES EXHIBIT
IN PARIS NEXT WEEK,IF YOU'RE
BTWITH
USINETER TOGO THRU

JEWEL? 17'5 CRAZY,.
AN' OANGEROU5,7001

THIS

UNACYLED

nag.

quickly if they like; they may,

LISIWW

make errors.

CAMPUS CLATTER
HOW DID YOU TALK MY

CIIILOREN INTO EATING
meat VEGETABLES,

BIPPIE
laze

rail
rile

earl
eral
zeal
alee

rale

lair
liar
leer

tier

lira

aril
ariel

QUALIFY A5 THE QUEEN OF SPAPESI:9

23 Neither
24 Prohibit
27 Finished
29 Pace

-r

STATER A0miptOL
ATE DEICE
Ct_AC+G SI ES

10 Falsehoods
11 Mimics
16 Stage

desirous
43 Tailor's iron
30 Toiletry case 45 Martini
31 Nuisance
adjunct
33 Measure of
46 Fury
capacity
47 Jewish month
35 Ceylonese
48 Listless
aborigine
50 Heavy blow
(var.)
51 Promontory
40 Pertaining to 52 Italian city
mail service 55 Depot (ab.)

whispers
20 Used on a
violin bow
22 Misplaces
24 Obstructs
25 Encourage
26 At no time

5

PSYCNOLOGYIA

46 Cleaning
gadgets for

YOU NO LONGER.

TELL A CHILD
THAT VEGETABLES
WILL MAKE HIM
2'111G AND STRONG":
.

53 Bustle
54 Excels in any
way
56 Long fish
57 Lath
58 Waistcoat
59 Before
60 Girl's name
61 Gaelic
DOWN
1 Sepulcher
.2 Cry of

8

7

13

14
17

18

19
21

24

6

16

44 Order (Latin)
small arms
49 Solitary

SOMETHING
LEARNED IN
°MODERN CHILD

15

AS
YE

I

hereafter
32 White poplars
28 Keenly
34 Fly
36 Emend
4
2
3
37 Unusually
talented one 12
38 Let it stand
39 Raced
41 Louse egg
42 Regular (ab.)

tortoise; slow and steady wins
the race. Let others move.

raze
reel
real

AND

POOR EASY: IF THAT GYPSY GAL WA5
READING HIS FORTUNE, I'LL SET SHE'D

(print.)

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 20) Take a lesson from the

REALIZE

6 Prayer
7 Clear up
(dial.)
8 German city
9 Amuse

1

effort to turn another from
present ways. But don't be a

Answers to
Hideaword

bacchanals
3 Of sound mind
4 Apertures
5 Twitching

13 Angers
14 Little pinch
15 Chemicals

LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23)

ciding your own fate.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.
22) The afternoon slump must

-

t IEr

NI 0 C H
O -r
R
A A
V GI N
E
ECG.
E
N
A
TEA E YM RA R L.. A RM A
L.- L., NJ
S -r A GAR A E
TC
E0
S
L.
tJ
H M
0
CIEID A4 I:k
T AL
A R FP
00
M A
N 1_1 0 E
V
I

cause you to lose out on some-

An important decision
volving another could

,CREPE F

23)

Don't let a display of temper

25

32

20

23

22

26 111127

28

33

30`331

29
35

7-

36

38

39

R41

40

..
46

his

still

7

9:25

26 A Black's View

Alfred

is

alive.

Paul Harvey

Duke stars as a girl
who struggles to be

9

7:00
5
Debbie Reynolds
Show

girlfriend

ployer, now a reformed drug addict.
9 Perry Mason
32 News

32

discovers

and

M.D.
Steven Kiley befriends a former em-

8:00
Movie

"Billie."

WHOLE FIFTEEN ROUNDS!

THE BELL ENDING
ROUND GI X!

A RIGHT, A LEFT,
AND ANOTHER
RIGHT...

7

2
5

find cache of gems

9:00
Marcus Welby,

War.

and

"The Far East by
...AND THERE'S

Ortega
Pan -Am Show

20 TV College
American Literature from the Civil

Seas

Horoscope

agitating another
about the matter of methods.
Let sleeping/dogs lie.
PISCES,' (Feb. 20 -March
21) You May be supersensitive
to slights today. You would be
wise, therefore, to do as little
socializing as possible.
ARIES (March 22 -April
20) Smooth out difficulties on

Lands

12:00

Movie
Ad"Istanbul."
venturer Errol Flynn
returns to title city to

26 Victor

7:40

commit.
26 Purdue Basketball
Indiana at Purdue.

HE COUNTERS WITH

2

sequences

of a crime he didn't

Your

worlds, public an
private, of a 40 -plus
bachelor girl.

Kingdom Brunel.
32 Truth or Con-

guest stars as an ex dope addict accused

BUGS BUNNY

32 100 Paintings;
Great Music

Isambard

engineer,

Mod Squad

7

11:35

gen star in drama
dealing ith the two

a film about the life
of the 19th century
railway and marine

511ZUCK 6Y A 601-F SAW

'NIGHTMARE"!

Farley
Sunday."
Granger and Uta Ha-

11 Adventure
"The Finest Work
in England" features

I Dream of

5

Carol

voyage down

they

11:30
32 News Final

"The Day Before

Pacific to fight a limited war in order
to save the world
from total nuclear
disaster. Darren Mc Gavin, Broderick
James
Crawford,
Whitmore.

studies the evolution
of a river through the
family of
eyes of
conservationists as

er.

2

on an island in the

6:30
GeoNational
graphic Society Special
2

ear

32 The Baron

8:30
CBS Playhouse

Skelton

Julia
"Father of the
Bride."
7 Movie
"The Challenge."
Two men are placed

6:25

OUT OF1HE SHIP
AND PLANTED OUR FLAG.

roe, Jane Russell.
11 The Forsyte Saga

Social Science

5

26 Today's Racing

2

Red

Show
Guest is
Lawrence.

Psychology.

1,

Paris. Marilyn Mon-

Rock making good in

20 TV College

7:30

11 TV College

ere

8:25

comedy tale of two
girls from Little

Northcott.

2

Pre-

fer Blondes." Must -

32 The Monsters
6:15

Movie
"Gentlemen

26 Motorsports International
32 Big Valley

fessors

11 Italian Panorama

Placc.IcER/

GRAMPAW

tured.

of
11 University
Chicago Roundtable

Douglas

9

let of Canada is fea-

Im-

"Mission
probable "
9 Star Trek

47

48

I149

50

53

54

56

57

58

59

60

61

51

52

55

10

Tbe Pro5pect ;Dar

WEATHER

Telephone

255-7200

Tonight: Cloudy, chance

of slum flurries, low 15.
Tomorrow Partly cloudy,
a little colder.
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Raise pay of lay teachers, nuns
By Joantnarie Verines

added that The sisters "are torn

didn't

that in the past religious teach-

between trying to meet com-

way.

ing communities had to manage on a low stipend and "the
chairty of the people."

miuments

MOTHER PAULITA said

Catholic teaching sisters in
the Northwest suburbs can expect to receive a yearly stipend
of $3000 plus a $180 medical

benefit beginning in September and lay teachers' salaries
will be raised 10 per cent.

The increase, $1.000 more
than sisters arc receiving now.
and
totaling $3
million
throughout the Archdiocese
was approved last night by the
Catholic Archdiocesan School
Board after two hours of delib-

She added that one of the er-

rors of the past" is that we did
not think to provide for retirement."

"On a national level,- she
said, all religious comnmnities
lace the urgent need tor retire-

funding. Our only resources now arc our sisters
ment

who believe in Catholic education and want it to continue,"

eration. The hoard voted
unanimously to approve the III
per cent lay teachers' raise and
9 to 11 members agreed to
$300 additional for teachers
with a master's degree or high-

Three elementary schools
staffed by the Sisters of Nlercy

er. The $3,000 stipend figure
includes $750 for each nun's
retirement program.

St. Stephen ProtoMartyr. Des

she said.

in this area are St. Raymond,
Mount Prospect: St. Joseph

the Worker in Wheeling and
Plaines.

presented

a

showing

a

special

from Mother Paulita of

eted expenses per sister for elementary school convents in
the archdiocese.

Sisters of Mercy. chairman of
Chicago Conference of

the

Major Superiors, and James H.
OBriecht that organization's

controller.

own

report

schedule of actual and budg-

He said living expenses for
each lister last year ranged
from $1,800 to 52,300 and

any

"I'm not in any way saying
that the sisters will be withdrawn from the schools," he
said.

The Rev. Raymond Devepastor of St. James
Church. Arlington Heights,
said he was aware of thepossibility of an increase and has already worked it into his
school's budget.

Board

particular

reux,

needs. -

members

held

six

"It was no

surprise to us.- he said.

public hearings in school districts last week. They said all
but one parish agreed not only
that the nuns. stipend should

$67,000 as opposed to $59,000

he rasied but that lay teachers'
salaries should he higher also.

ily Church. Mount Prospect.
He said his school hoard has

.I he Rev. H. Robert Clark.
superintendent of schools for
the archdiocese. said. "We

included the raise in its budget

must

take action

now.- He

said that from information he
has received from various parishes, some schools have increased

their revenue by in-

creasing tuition.

OBRIECIIT

Before arriving at its decision, the hoard heard reports
the

their

and

name

"Our deficit now will

for 1969," said the Rev. John
NIcLoraine, pastor of St. Em-

too.

1 he Rev. George Mulcahy
of St. Joseph the Worker parish in \Vheeling said. "I don't
think we can raise tuition

much higher.- He said the
school board will meet next
week and will have to discuss
the

"THIS

INCREASE,
of
course will have to conic from
parents and for that reason
I

ask you to explore other possibilities." He suggested that the
hoard consider granting a
52.50(.1 stipend 11111.1 getting the

balance in sonic other mat. He

he

increase then. Currently

tuition for that school is $140 a

ear for one child. 5200 for
tiro and S225 for three or more
children from the same family.

No comment could he obtained trom the pastor of St.
Stephen Protomartyr Church
in Des Plaines.

Busse Road work startsMonday
William Cellini, state direc-

tor of public works, has announced that work on the improvement of Busse Rd. from

Golf Rd. to just north of the
Northwest Tollway (Illinois
90) is scheduled to begin N1onday. Feb. 16.
utility
public
Extensive

work and drainage work will
precede

the

actual

paving.

which will widen the heavily
traveled road from two to four
lanes, each 12 feet wide, with
both mountable and harrier
type median strips.

H E CONTRACTORS,
Milburn Brothers, of Mount
Prospect, intend to begin the
project with work on drainage
structures between the North-

west Tollwav and Algonquin

hoard approved project plans

Rd. on the west side of Busse.

by a specified deadline to qualify for the shared cost.

Traffic is scheduled to continue on the road throughout
construction. set at 190 working days.

I he Dempster St. and Algonquin Rd. intersections will
be repave(' and channeled. and

traffic signals will he mockrnized.

The

project

represents

a

savings to the village in two
respects. CoSt of modernizing signals at the two intersections. $148,000, would ordinarily be paid by Mount
Prospect. However, under the
contract the state will pay 50
per cent of the cost. The village

IN ADDITION, the village
has an agreement for use of
dirt from the West Park retention basin near Busse and
Lonnquist, to he used by the
contractor for till in the widen-

Square dance clubs

he local state representatives.

A meeting to discuss the
progress of a study of flood

Area

square and round
dance clubs recently
announced their schedules for

Heights.

Dance Club. Feb. 21. 8- H :30
p.m. Johnny ('reel of New Or-

Round Dance

Club will hold dances. Feb. 15
and Feb. 22. 7:30-9:30 p.nm.

Edna and Gene Arnfield arc

Richard Schuld. Illinois Divi-

Donald Creek will he held
at 2 p.m. Friday at Hersey

sion of Waterways chief. John

High School.

the instructors.
The Roulette Round Dance
Club will hold a dance. Feb. 1 S

Prospect

Sanitary

Gillou

Heights Old Town
District

and

president

control

problems

field are the instructors.
The Basic Square Dance
Club will hold dances, Feb. 18

and Feb. 25. S-10 p.m. Sam
NIcClure will be the caller.

Mc-

on

By Richard Crabb

at 8 p.m. Edna and (cue Arn-

dances will he held at the Boy
Scouts of American Building,
1622 N. Rand Rd., Arlington
Basic

"I he Bells

!hosts Square

leans. I.a. sv ill do the calling.

he Jules Bojan NI emorial
Square Dance will be held Fel,.
22. 2:30-5:3)) p.m. Callers will
be: Sam NIcClure, Jim Smith,
Gene Tidwell and
Foggy
Thompson.

representatives

from Wheeling and District 10

Division of Highways.
An Illinois law passed last
year (HB 6521 directed the De-

taries in Cook County.
Schuld has been anxious for
the meeting, and Gillou agreed

to come from Springfield to

ings

on

the

con-

proposed

stitution.
Con -Con festivities

in the

northwest suburbs began last
evening when Nil-. and N1rs.
John Woods gave ;1 reception
its
their Arlington Heights

plan-

reception

last

eve-

the ballroom of the Arlington
Hotel was a luncheon for Con Con delegates given by the Village of Arlington Heights.

Presided over by Mayor Jack
Walsh.

Westgate, Des Plaines at the Mardi Gras held at St. Emily's
Church in Mount Prospect. More than 1,000 children attended
the pre -Lent celebration held Monday evening and Tuesday
morning. (Photo by Dan Balers)

the

event

gives the luncheon address.

A DOUBLE shift of hearings are scheduled for this afternoon :end evening at the Arlington in order to make it possible to hear the large number
of individuals wishing to make
suggestions to

the

delegates

about the new constitution.
Presiding over one hearing
is John C. Parkhurst of Peoria,

PF

police said.

Meetings
Tonight
Mount Prospect Drainand Clean Streams
Commission, Village Hall;

Another problem spot has

age

Line Railroad crosses Euclid
Av.
The Des Plaines River bill
authorized S15,000 for design

8 p.m.

Mount Prospect BuildCommittee, Village
Hall; 8 p.m.
Con -Con hearings, Aring

Fireman Km Koeppen hangs purple and black bunting on front of Mount Prospect Village Hall
yesterday after word came of the death of Fred Meeske Sr., 68. Mr. Meeske founded the Meeske
Supermarket at 101 S. Main 45 years ago, served as a volunteer fireman for 25 years and retired
assistant chief. (Photo by Dan Batas)
from the department in 1

lington Hotel; noon to 9
p.m.

SIMON

SUBURB
SAYS
Short story: Small town boy comes to city. Makes it big. Someday he can afford what he left in the first place.

Prospect Chamber

said and are hoping for good

of Commerce committee

weather so that the service can
he extended to many more persons this year.

Mount

so Monday night at a meeting
of the officers and Board of Di-

ing a sling shot or an air rifle,

The public is invited to the
hearings.

Chamber President Dasso
appoints committee heads

Mrs. Witwer attending, the re-

IS E. Busse Av. by vandals us-

erside, chairman of the Executive Committee.
There will also he two hearings at the Arlington Hotel this

evening. They are to last from
7 until 9. hut everyone wishing
to speak will be heard even if
the evening hearing,
must
continue after the scheduled 9
p.m. adjournment.

specially

pointed by President Paul Das-

t5F

of the Con -Con
Committee on Local Government. Presiding over the other
is Joseph A. Tecson of Rivchairman

honors President Witwer who

WITH PRESIDENT and

A window valued at $350
was broken Monday night at
Mount Prospect State Bank,

been the culvert where the Soo

flooding problem may he
presented at Friday's meeting.

ceremonies and public hear-

Break. window

half upstream.

lution to another tough area

Con -Con delegates came to the
Arlington Hotel for special

ception became one of the outstanding social events for Con Con delegates since the con -

mound of debris that piled up
against the upstream side of
the bridge at Wolf Rd. and Euclid caused a backup that resulted in flooding in the Hill crest Lake area. a mile and a

studies and a completed report
that it is hoped will bring a so-

Witwer and a fourth of the

last year.
Scheduled tor noon today in

chairman for 1970 were ap-

and Mrs. Eugenia Chapman

in the

day as President Samuel W.

Heights
ning.

meet with Schuld. and Representatives Eugene Schlickman
R -Arlington Heights). David
Regner (R -Mount Prospect)

a

shifted to Arlington Heights
and the Northwest suburbs to-

ned for those Con -Con delegates coming to the Arling'
ton Hotel for the hearing
today, delegates attending today's hearings in Waukegan,
Homewood
and
Wheaton
also attended the Arlington

for improvement of the Des
Plaines River and its tribu-

area.

The full spotlight of the
Constitutional
Convention

tion for delegates.
Although originally

partment of Public Works and
BUildings to co-ordinate efforts of governmental agencies

heavy rains

vention came into being late

home for President and Mrs.
Witwer and convention delegates. Mayors and their wives
of northwest suburban towns
were also guests at the recep-

(Cook County) of the Illinois

(D -Arlington Heights).
Mayor Ted Scanlon of
Wheeling and a drainage engineer from District Ill are also
scheduled to attend.
Periodic cleanups of the watercourse have only served to
delay solution of the problem,
officials said.
Early last October after

Pat (center -left) and Mickey (center -right), McGuire, 113 S.
Edward, Mount Prospect, are given an explanation of how the
"Trunk of Gold" game is played by Mrs. Dennis Esh (left), 73
Fletcher Dr., Des Plaines and Mrs. Richard Schlage (right), 51

Con -Con spotlight on NW suburbs

give February- schedules

The

Attending the meeting will

aril price will prevail for the
150.000 cubic yards needed.
At the same time, the work required to enlarge the retention
basin from its present size to
that needed to become jut important factor in controlling
Weller Creek Hooding would
. be accomplished.

ing project.

the month of February. All

McDonald Creek flood
study to be discussed

It has been conservatively
estimated that a S2 per cubic

rectors.

Dasso said that after the
committee heads were appointed plans for the year were
discussed within the committees.

Planning for two main projects for the first half of 1970 is
well tinder way, he said.

The Fourth of July Parade
Committee headed by Terry
Frakes of George Busse Co.
has also begun planning, Dasso said.
Each year the chamber is re-

sponsible for co-ordinating all
floats and hands participating
in the parade and organizing
all the activities surrounding
the parade.

The first project will be the
C of C's annual car safety in-

OTHER COMMITTEE

spection Feb. 23. The second is

chairman for 1970 are: Public-

the Fourth of July parade.
Chairman of the Safety
Committee is Doug Winkel-

ity Committee, Fred Meeske

mann of Winkclmann's Shell

Jr. of Meeske's Super Market;
Fall Dance Committee, John
Weber of Commonwealth Edi-

Service. That committee is re-

son Co.; Membership Com-

sponsible for planning the safety inspection, he said.

mittee, Richard Hughes of the

IN PREVIOUS years the C
of C has used the area along
Emerson between Busse and

Central for the car safety inspection and has asked the village officials for use of that location again this year.
Last year they inspected
.more than 400 automobiles, he

Mount Prospect State Bank;
Program
Small of

Committee,
Ted
Paddock Publica-

ties, Inc.; Finance Committee,
Ray Johnston of the First Na-

tional Bank of Mount Prospect.

Welcome Wagon and
Chamber of Commerce Directory Committee, Jack Keefer of Keefer's Pharmacy:
I ransportation
Committee,
Richard Hughes: Industrial
Committee: Robert Salzman
of Nlilhurn Bros. Inc., and Re-

tail Committee. Harold Carlson.

Nlemhers of the Christmas
Decorations Committee are:
Jerry Shutt; Richard Hughes;
Terry ['rakes; John Weber:
and Doug Winkelmann.

Gripe
Of The
.Day

.

n ions; Local Government
Committee, Louis Velasco of
Louie's Barber Shop; Attend-

ance Committee, Nick
Drakos, of the City Barber
Shop; Project Committee, Jerry Shutt of Seventeen Special-

To go out and buy milk,
then discover that the milkman comes that day.
C.S.

THE DAY
Wednesday, February I 1, 1970
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was instituted by the Metropolkas Sanitary' District of
last night authorized Richard Greater Chigao lisISD) after
Hendricks, president of the as.. an inspection of the subdiv-

TOO

The Menne,: council of the

to allow time for a Meeting

Fairview Gardens Civic Assn..

with the homeowners before
March I the date by which
they are required to return the
letters giving authorization for

sociation, to hire Samuel Lawton. an attorney, to give diem
legal adviee
concerning a

court order to .evem illegal
sewer connections in the Fair.

view Gardens subdivision of

Gook, sewer system that rewaled discharge of ground
water drains into the MSEI umjury sewers. M violation of the

sewer permas issued to the
builders by NISH.

Mount Prospect.

HENDRICKS SAID

the

homeowners received the eonsent decree letters on Monday

The terms of school hoard
Presdent Robert LeForge and
Mrs, Maureen Sandstrom will
end in April, and neither will
run a(ain.
The caucus endorsed Mrs.
Harvey (LorilSarner, of 17 N.
Wildwood. Prospect Heights.
and Donald McKay. of 1016

nate connections for dream.
water lines after they are diaconnected from the NISH in-

If the authorization is not
given the hotnemmen might
he held liable for further ac.

and he will ask the attorney to

lion

prepare Ins written and oral
advice and report back to the

said.

executive &stencil and the sew-

advises the

and the( entre! Land Corp.
The lawsuit that resulted in
the onter from Judge John J.
Lupo to cot the connections

or committee of the asociation by Feb. 17.
He said it is imponant to

sign the letters they will want
to know what further legal am
Mtn should he undertaken at

have his opinion by that time

that time.

MSI),

from

W. Wild wood. prospect
Heights.

Hendricks

HE SAID if the attomey

he

Carl y Ham. of Mount
Prospect,

Elk Grow Town-

ship Republican Committeeman.

announced Tuesday,
the creation of a special study
group within the township
Republican organization.
Hansen has asked Bernard

F. Lee of Mount Prospect to
form and head up the study
group. lam. an attorney, is
president of the Elk Grove
Township Republican Orgunization. He hm been prominent
in the township', 0010 affairs

for eight years and is a v
Home

president of Eloto
wares Company.

The too Study Group will
review the hy-laws and the administrative and operating
prnmdures of the 'township
Republican Organization. I he

served in a wide variety of
PoD in the 4Fani85eion
ranging from precinct captain
to deputy committeeman and
president. he hilt wide knowl.
edge of our needs."
Hansen added. "This marks
a continuation of
prtrgrarn
begun several months attn.

gomp will moon its ob..-

Autly group i en.
peeled to report its prelimi.
nary lintlina anal recommen.

tions and recommendations. ir

dation within the 60 days. -

any.

said

"Bernie
end.
he Lee." Hans
'it the
oualitied men in
the oreammtmo
ctirry

mem., of the organization

coirmient.

th

Having

School

stage

DI he

"Seg.:Minn, From

he

arc invited."

Lee raids% at bin Edge wood in MOUnt PrOspeel.

.1.1.11 jam fan, attended.

Morgan bones is director of
the Prospeet lamd. Donald Co.

roseis director of the Hersey
hand.

Elk

Grove

High

School
stage hand. directed by
Douglas Petersen. also competed.

McKay. who has a bach-

Deborah Wojcik, 7, 00 906 S. Louis, Mount Prospect, is obviously pleased as she examines

Stamp Cogeetor's Hobby Kin including an album mid 1,000 world-wide pmlage slam, the
national rand prize which she won by entering the Young Hobby Club's word-peare puzzle
time in puttHe it into me.

The Mount Prospect Com-

Appeal. wk.& new

bined

committee members and discussed plans fur the 1970-71
Combined Appeals Drive, at
their first business meeting of
the year held at the Mount
Prospect Village Hall.
Recently elected president

is Gordon Wood: vice.presi.
dent Frank B. Navtont treasurer Harry 13rohlt and store -

buy Mrs. 611. Julio, all of

Baldwin,

Phyllis

Mrs.

Hann, Mo. Marcella Kokes;

du Combined Appeal Ice this

which

year.

funds.

TOOL/MAI. for a receipt

they

Pribpeer am: Ow Mourn Prospect Junior Womefi's ChM are

hoth meeting tonight

the

at

Community Center.
Garden Chin memben, have

invited their husbands to "An
Evening Shared with the Alan
of the House" at 730 p.m. Anthony Tyznik. general cumintendent of Morton Arboretum.

will smak io landsmoing the
home engin& 'HAnik is an ad ovate of using native trees arid

hr..a to attract bird,

The

partite is invited. ID, mom. into
call Airs. Bala, 253-b235.

about arguing with Tito, operating on a Yugoslav battlefield

scholarship looney will permit
her to finish the coarse neat

with her doctor husband, old

August.
Janine

ty and an of her country. It

Serbian customs and the beau-

president. of the
Practical Nurses Club :a liar per.. student uorker there and

should be quite interesting!

Is also in training:it St. AleXIIIS

nual Flower and Garden Pesti.

is

Hooital, Northwest Community and Americana Miming
Home.

IMRE ARE only
loll left fin the

Iwo.
Stoeeo

RANDHURSTS third anval starts tomorrow! There'll
he a Parisian ?Mower Mar.
km," a demonstration of flower arran in and 75 other arden and flower displays. Landwane architects. nurseries and

LEBSOCK WILL head the
Admissions Commit.. Other
members arc Baldsvint Mr,

maiiith) o Mtt jti,

All other hoard members
will bean Inc Campaign Com-

mince but the chairman for
that group be teor yot boor or.
lamed.

The Admissions Committee
is responsible for determining
which charitable organiam

atith wgi taunt /and, from

Slowpokes can

be dangerous

of funds a charity must be a
non.prolit orguniation and
must present their request for-

101 per cent of that goal.

mally to the board along with
their financial statement and

The amount budgeted to
charities totalled $59,000 but
only 99 per cent of that

budget.

The commit. will bc inter-

amount was dnariboted to the
organizations became the
Crusade had only collected 99
ptIr gent of their goal.
Become the combined ap.

viewing six or seven of these
organizations on Feb.14 along

with other boon1 of directon
Iwo municipalities in the

peal had fund, in aback ac-

northwest suburban area who
ate members of the Suburban

The Mount Prospect Combined Appeal is a member of

semen will he on hand to anewer visitors' questions. It's

other drivers to become i.

sure to he

At other times. he it respoo
siblc for traffic congestion,
panicularly during morning
and evening rush hours. Dries
or, who don't keep up with the

nual

fund-raising

luncheon -

fashion show on March 14 at
the Brass Rail Restaurant will
he discussed. More info. Mrs.
Allen. 4.17-2.17.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

to-

morrosY 10 Hrs. liar11000!

CONGRATUIATIONS Ill
Janine Isugosi! She was presented with a cheek of 5544

colored

dandy show!

THE O'HARE [-banter of

Judging will take place oti
Friday, Itch. 27. Prinr, are a
family swim pass and to free
gum trim and tick. to a Culls
game next summer. For more

(Tipped Wings meets rumor.

info. call 255-53/111.

csses.

00 night

Reid's. 561

Mrs. Richard
Wellington. Elk

at

Grove Village. Thew are for.
no. (Suited Air Lines stewardInterested? Call Mrs.

THE LlICAL Horne. and

Patrick Phillip, 255-4181.
Former Eastern Air Lines

Professional Women's group

stewardesses have an orppeniza-

facinGliGg Fneoker lace lb

lion called Silverliners. lntut-

has

eoeniing tomorrow night! Jan.

ated? call NDn. Mary mor-

Prospect

tice Gavrikwich will tell plc.

pan. 543-6566.

Woman's Club to further her

sonel experiences of life under
the Nazi occupation of Yugos.
lama aed Di Years ?odor Commonism. Husbands and henna
of dub members will he guests

from

the

Mount

education
Janine lived at Maryville
Academy for eight years. grad-

tuded front Maine West and

Or, attno,

,Innonc

.1Mor-

College. She I., had one year

Omit annual VII, night at Ar-

Wen,. Park Two,.

WORST JOKE of The Day

Tax Collectors "Why limit
you pay your taxes with a
Faxpaaer, "I'd love to, but
you insist on money."

mob selects the organizations
they wish to contrthute to and
the Amounts to

patient and pass dangerously.

Published

doer.

Mord,

budgeted to

Prospsch 111. 00056. bough of

to the board, of directorson the

ItrArrerst

Suburban Chmt and the Crusade who make the final decision on the allotment of funds..

end 79;Cnnr.'o. Noir, III
t0016.

Each year the combined appeals is assigned a goal for cob

motion rotas, 35 Geniis a

Immo dolt.... ow of

lecting funds in the community. this money then goes to

wand Om. 10 es..

the Crusade.

lenda
FIGURE SALON

place for you! A leisurely 90

distributed to local °mania,
ions to give to the charities to

AD RAN IN ERROR.
IT SHOULD HAVE READ...
111111111V

ON

NATIONAL
BANK

41%

a..., 0 0, thaw
mien

either

0 0 t,, imot

fur tie,

talc.

ON REGULAR

downtown
orlington heights

SAVINGS

,aiDO YOU KNOW
41117 YOUR WIFE?

WE GUARANTEE THREE INCH LOSS

%31147

Indian Lakes Restaurant on Valentine's
Day, this Saturdey. Fab. 14. she yell!
tclantt ONE.
Cry antesets.
r-

Mt...mother imilsh tarn rnenes

r. lellielhottItY inloMen Nmettemen.

ans.nanighuillne mud". Wain.

If none of these alternatives tickle your

far,

MAKE RESERVATIONS FOR A VAL.
ENTINE DINNER AT INDIAN LAKES
RESTAURANT Phone: 094.6330
... Free corsage for every lady
Dancing to the live excitement of
the Judd Four
Gourmet dining

...Creative cocktails

1624 W. Northwest Hwy.

CALL: 255.2600

a flip on n trampoline at the
Mount Prospect High School
moomitin, 709 W. gaming-

tIlifsd.-cTtj'n-',.'PrZr ELI to
Holy Family Howitol whom
she wasudinitted for treatment
Ida fractured right ankle. She
A reported in Mir condition.

On dean's list

fireman for 25 years and cc -

hod from he demareent in
1953

an

assistant

chief. He

founded the
coke Super.
market. Mount Prospect. 41
years ago and was active in
business until his recent ill -

The sensitivity program and

the kit are part of a massive
federal and private effort to
find John in private industry
for 614000 leird.core uncle.
played by July. 1971. It is
sponsored by the National Alliance of Businessmen with
Chicago offices at 74 E Motto
son St.

Approximately
:DOM
people from 125 metropolitan
areas have participated in this

alienation.

tains such incongruous item

The effort to find producdye jobs for the chronically
unemployed has funding from
Congo., and the blessings of
President Richard Nixon and

as a pair of distorted glasses,
peal, a rubber ball, black
and whoa masks. a play script.
and 5.00ttlumuk 111100 with in -

former President Lyndon

dons.

To

tract with the Department of the room, shake hands with
each Ober and play catch with
labor,
Employers face the problem
of selling this policy to personnet who have primary contact

the boll.
I pot on the glasses and ell -

with the minority group ern-

and frightening world. Simple
imams were thrown oui of per.
speoive. and I was unable to

Donna Hinrichs. daughter

ploye. In some camoet these stu

on the job.
CAN UNDERSTANDING he

their charge.

mckaged in a kit full of gim-

them a break?. asks the work -

"This is real psychedelic." I

micks and sold mono roomful of
skeptical businessmen and
women?
I do not believe that any one
method can completely

toughened forennon "Nobody
helped me when I cane in

said, in the general direction oil

The Supervisors. Workshop
toys to shmv the foremen what
it feels like to face a job for the

laugh.

change life-long patterns of insensitivity
and
prejudice.

antagonistic toward the new hum my eyes on any one
'

WHY SHOULD

I

give

first time without the educe-

Fl

He non Ids° 61,1 prmidem

mink Bemuse of the distorted
and tinted alms. wild colors ir-

the table panne& I could not
sue. I didn't hear anybotlY

4

1111nels

I
bacon. irritated. The
mmzle was so simple anyone
could do it. It appalled my

partner would never learn to

an
tv-itt
Exhibits include oil paintings, wotercolors, sculpture, textiles, prints, pottery, jewelry and crafts by talented
young artists in the Randhurst area.

il

1,/MTOrotr.THRE116.,,

Fromm..

POI go sou.
On BloomIngdle Road

I

we she was getting angry with

When she finally took off
the glasses she explained her
anger by saying she thought I
was laughing at he ignorance.
She was considering quitting.

py Iola getting ready to fins

she Vying to give me :I hard

One 01 1110 major problems

time for some racial rmson?
WHEN OUR -Ammons

in Mring and working with the
hard .core unemployed is mutual mistrust between whites

were revenml and
became
the 'man,. she bemmu
tated. Afterwards the said I

and blacks The "blind walk"
exercise is intended to bring
out these feelings of mistrust

was

and explore then,
My partner was a Neck girl.
I was to clae my eyes and he

hostilities that build up when
me human being must ID led
through unfamiliar ex-

looked out from behind

blind for live minutes while

periences hy mother.

my black mask at a white man
who could fire me. He wanted
to know why I was always late

she led me any place she chose.

As they day progressed

I would do the same to her in
the next five minutes. We

witnessed 40 people progress
fn o nt skeptical "medium-

let our Fair stylists omit you the "how ond
what -hi -do -with" or,., wiglets, cascades P. falls. For

could not speak to each other.
I
immediately
fell she
wsn't holding me tight

coof' observers

FUN 6 BEAUTY - see our complete selection on display

enough. Couldn't she see lots
afraid might bump intoa

suspicions. We were becoming

by

the

minority -

I

rt

didn't think being on
I

was

frightened

and

started to lie, telling him the

the puzzle lying in front of him.

Training programs help
meet challanges
hiring disadvantaged
More than 40 Chicago ono
commnies, including several
in the northwest suburbs now
have training programs de.
to help their supervitory personnel msvt the
challenges
of hiring dim
signed

1 nese

semions provide company reprnentativeswithenoughhackmound 10 conduct programs

their men plants that w ill
mye supervisors iminht into
io

the problems of minority group
Schiff.. said.
workers.

pla? A pro-whoul child coutd complete Mese minim in 30 weends. But adults, Nearing
special glasse, labor for several minutes while experiencing all the frustrations of a minoritygroug
worker attempting o Imk for the first Mee.

From

SAN JUAN

suburb,.
cor,anin, parlinipating the
program intrude Untred itt
Lines. Western Error, Jewel
NORTHWEST

ovemproteetive.

ings vac became aware of the

to

and we will shape & apply them

FREE OF CHARGE

I

human

beings honestly attempting to
communicate their fears and

in Synthetia or in 100, Homan Noir.
7 HAIRDRESSERS TO SERVE YOU

INDIVIDUAL HAIR STYLING
EXPERT HAIR TINTING

Wate of Other peoples Nohlenn.

Reactions to the NAB SII-

Workshop ha,
been enthusiastic enough to
spark mot other helmet: propervisors'

owder,Pv-

grams. One is a thromday session for manager and the ohm

is a "buddy program" to Itelp
indixidunls
other

do

atm, isc cot, ma

PALATINE PLAZA

work wth

Palatine, III.

PH: 358-5550

will encounter."

Schif-

he mid.

to he better.

IN THE PLANTS, workshops include sensitivity Minitween supervisors and employLA
und discussion sessions

where both supervisors and
managentent

persOnnel

pat-

ticipate with minority group
employe, he said.

Compania using the work.
shops usually start out with

pervisurs that will be working

directly with minority group

and then export,.

my:

to :II

s

th,

1

t

members ttt

1-ce, he said.

OSCO'
COLOR
PORTRAIT
SPECIAL:

99

SHADES OF

GOLD AND

7 DAYS

AVOCADO

Deports Every Saturday Through April 4th
Cruise the Caribbean on the new

20%

SUNWARD

OFF

CABINS WITH PRIVATE MOT
COMPLETELY AIR CONDITIONED
3 MEALS DAILY.FLUS SNACKS
CAPTAINS'S COCKTAIL PARM

FLOOR SAMPLES

ALSO.ROUND TRIP JET TO: HAWAII $310

CARPER/40

MEXICO $190 JAMAICA $214 NASSAU $154

Serving rile discriminating trovIer for orer 15 vows.

255-7010

Plots
1i

.

P.& sood Information an Mu following.
hwoeanonoo
Now romy

App.., howl dates_
NAM

6654 Barrington Road
Hanover Pork

837-3113
_IM

Save now by taking advantage of this special onetime offer. Osco is offering a full 5"x7" natural color photograph of your children for just 99c per child. And for that extra -nice touch, we mount each portrait in a handsome fea-

*Children 10 Years of age and older, 02.95

LAMPS

FURNITURE

HURRY! 4 DAYS
ONLY AT OSCO
50 W. GOLF ROAD
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

WAYNE GRIFFIN TRAVEL, INC.
J1
3'itgEt'sMigh

This Week Only atJewel-Osco!
ther -edged presentation folder. Just stop in while shopping.

CUSTOM DRAPERIES
selected 1 Mr,

=SHOPPING

SMUT

being

When we discussed our lee,

OIRSPRRE

ST. THOMAS

myr
eaou

1

linter said.

ng, mehanging 01 rola le -

-train the trainer"

Purchase a pair of Revlon

allIm me to touch the walls so t
would know where I was? Was

ent points of view. the work shop program better equips

?RN fike anything else. If
you mu better prepare him to
handle the situation then wan
employe mention rate is going

iS plmning mother

her

pee? Why couldn't she adjust
herself III me? Why didn't the

-By exposing the supervsor
to new experiences and differ-

honor jobs p.o.e.:mom court

and

she making me walk at

'1 elephonc Co. he said

he

smoon for nmi o,rrmnih.

11.

Bell

him to cope with the prob.,

hei

-Nc-T

Edimn Co. and Illinois

workers
According to Joseph Schiff-

Ponce of Businessmen tNAllt
oltice 0 ( hicago. NAB held a
stioewful
Ddm
Supen
vuor's Workshop last Novem.
caD

Farad StUeek Commonwealth

adtentaged or minority group

dinotor for the National Al-

CRUISE

010 ote supervisor and black emploo.

or fall over a railing? Why was

that.

CARIBBEAN

/MO
A pordelpint In the NAB Supervisors. Wedishop yudges the
performance of hls two team members who are playing the roles

bus was late and I didn't haw
an alarm clock
NY PARTNER in the roleplaying, a real black man, admitted aftenvards. "You
know. you were getting so lip-

of
UNDERSTANDING
the similarity of our reactions
to the exercise and that of the
minority group employe try ins a task fm the first time

the work, but he wouldn't buy

Schools. Art shown as been selected
by a committee of art directors from
major high schools in this area.

Arnold Zweets, art Inamaer. School at the
Art Instihne

and

was important as long as I did

sored by Wieboldt's with the cooperation of Mrs. Mary Cole Emerson, director of an for the Chicago Public

linois Univ.
Edward F. Sytelt, ort teach*, NIU

pieces.

thought her clumsy and ungrateful for roe help. I could

I

This is the 12nd annual show spon-

The works shown have been selected
by o committee of ort directors from
major high schools in the Rondhurst
area.

the

assemble

visor and the black employe.

10

Rondhcrai

a.

still wearing glasses.

In one mmrcisc, teams are
given black and white masks
and asked to play the respecive roles of the white imper-

vices will be held at 1,30 pci
Friday at St. Paul (Adheren
Church in Mount Prospect.
Burial will he in ...Pad Coin ocry in Mount Prosp0C1.

George Haendel, art teacher Northern IlES

1

us to Hel his or her remtions.

a daughter Norma Min] so

Nita PAIthealis, Arlington High
INDIAN LAKES
RESTAURANT
daunt 6 Inoominedal goads

When C finally completed
the puzzle, by feel and not by
was immediately insight.
rructrat to take off the gimes
and help my partner who Wee

group employe and allowing

Survivors are his wife Hil.

Home in Mount Pntspect. Sin --

people to see my ignorance.

perienced

das mourns. Fredly and F.arl.

tonight at !Diedrich, Funeral

OTHERS FINISHED and
went on lo the other exercises.
ItuIm put down and considered

visors' Workshop was ein. at
putting us in a situation ex-

Prospect State Borkanllmodi.
rector of Centrella Grocers.

riche of 206 S. loka, hlount
Prospect has attained a 3.6

er.

dawned on us m we discussed
our feelings.
Each exercise in the %per -

directors of the Chamber et
Commeme. a number of Mc
hoard of directors trf Mount

Visitation will be until

gan toouspect SOIlle011e was
tricking He and that the pieces
were not made to come togeth-

.

A child could pot together
the himpiece p00mb. butwy
hands had become' unskilled

Club. a memberoft hehrwedt,l
brad

grandchildren:
a
brother.
Ernst of Phoenix. Ariz.. and a

x

I

other people in the room coM-

ritated my eyes.

of he Mount Pmspect Lions

of Mr. and Mr, Harold Hinacademic average for the fallwinter term just completed at
lieu Univosity
ttf Dayton.
Dayton Ohio.

wed a distorted. unfamiliar

sensitivity program intended
to increase awareness of the
emotional problem ti minority group person experiences

unskilled employes placed in

3

wasn't gong to allow 39 Oher

reimburse

pervison arc prejudice& and

Page

nruction, and probing qua, giving Lip and going home. I

THE 40 PWELE attendindustry for the extraordinary ing my session were told to put
costs of hiring and training the on the glasses. touch lingers
hard-core unemployed, funds together. complete a simple
coed:obtained through a con- six -piece puzzle, walk around
Johnson.

sister. Sin. John W. Busse of
Pre,aolt. AOL.

Cranitta Meatball:

NO OBLIGATIONS-NO CONTRACTS!

....

Prospect. was injured Monday
aftemoon when she tried to do

pea. died yestenlay at the Bur Homan 00,1 Home.
Mr. Meeske was a volunteer

the eventual solution of the
bulb
black.white conflict
that afflicts this coumy.

Mete the puzzle while I Nag
still fumbling and hesitating?
Would they laugh at Ole? I la-

The workshop participant is
Human Deedgiven thy
opulent Institute Kit designed
by Bell A Howell. The kit eon.

_

If you Mall take your wife to domino t

ON FULL BODY WRAP TREATMENT
OR THERE'S NO CHARGE TO YOUI

Located

MaryChinrelli. 16, of 416S.

Mount Proswet Rd.. Mount

S. Edward St., Mount Pro -

Saturday, February 14th
through February 28th at
Randhurst, center aisle

Ilr<3%7447100F:4,J

minutes can reduce unwanted

inches and give you the start and confidence you
need. A slimmer you is awaiting ... give us a calll

o

After oil funds are collected
hy the Crusade they are then

INDIAN LAKES RESTAURANT
Your hat may fit, but does the
rest of the outfit? If you need
slimming, but hate diet, pills,
and tiring exercise, we're the

He has been active in the
Ohio Jaycees and the Colum-

Fred Meeske Sr.
Fred Maske Sr.. 68.01115

Within a kit. produced by
Bell & Howell, I found clues lo

granted.

It (mks easy without the glasses. A participant tit the NAB superotsors Worlohop attempt, to
touch his fingers together while wearing distorted glasses. He still faces the job of putting, together

.rough Fodor. by eon Pohl.
no, In, 111 S. Noin, Moro

each. hi, information is gwen

AR

Obituaries

I

et*
PROSPeer OAL

A Valentine's Day Quiz From

uddeny

dons to collect the 50 signm

program aimed at
showing the white person what
it feels like to be black, ghetto educated and unemployed.

and I started to panic:Would

their commitments.

member of the Metropolitan
Crusade of Mercy MCM).

says the Chicago
Motor Club -AAA, is a serious
hazard. Often he encourages

District. Participants
Al N:15 tonight the Junior should do their sculpturing at
Women will see a fashion show their homes and call the park
of clothes made and modeled district to register. A photohy members. Plans for the an- grapher will come and take
Park

(Jo Ellen) Climes. 203 N.
Parkway. huth of Propect
Heights. said last night that

sitivity

done) and social preparation
most white Americans take for

and they were able to meet

the Suburban Chest which is a

pressway,

florists will he competing for

:wads. Growers and land-

6 Marbcrry, and Mo. Richard

Iwo pan of /4 day -long sen-

f

However, the possibility that
the approach used in the NAB
Supervise, Workshop may
improve Ito racial climate and
help minority people to prw
deetion jobs is a glimmer of
hope in the darkness of racial

count from several years ago.
the 1 per cent was paid out of
that money,. Mrs. Vavra Said,

Chest.

A slowpoke driver an ones -

Comm,- NM.so. hy the Mount Prnspect
Sculpthring

pledged

have

WOOD SAID that last year
the combined appeaLs bad a
goal of $22,000 and collectml

WHEN DIE combinnt op.

Mrs. Gmfflovich Will tell

tor Comae.. Co.

Flip is a flop

Village 'Combined Appeal'
sets plans for '70-71 drive

Mrs. Lola Karcher) Randy
Bosch) and Horny Grad', allot
Mount Prospect,

of Modal Oro, and this year
switchal to a mune in licens.
eti
practiml nursing. The

accountMg

published in The Day on Wednesday, Jan, 21. Deborah's prize arrived yesterday and she lost no

Ben

(Widen Clul, of Mount

in

in the sales department of Vic-

Other board members are:
Mitzi Vavra; Alban
Smedley, William (01000k;

Li/ Floros

degree

from Ohio Stale Univenity. is

Mrs.

Busy night

Mrs. Jerome (Lynne/ Heidt.

is

She has two daughters attending John Muir Elementa-

Mount Prospeet.

Streel

and a son, 3.

°rPni"'''"

litnrtristrt

elor's

High

and

presently involved in the Vol-

Fairview Gardens Civic Assn.

Hersey

John Muir Elementary School

tures required to file as a ca
didate by the Feb. Sr deadline.

ry School.

with reormnization ci pre- hand was named "out.
cinct area. Periodically in the standing" in last Saturday's
past thew elements of otir Chicagidand Stage band festitownship orpnizAtion ha, sal.
Men reviewed. and in approMike Luzwick. a Prospect
priate emes altered to .1021 nil - freshman who plays the trumUM tre. Melt .t, inereawd pop- pet. was chosen as albstar hand
IllatiOn in the tomohip. psi liii. meinber.
activin hy
ItemocratA
1 he hands were among 145
The
will help or high school jage groups which
gent in effectiveness a. we competed in the festival at
me, these new challenges
Oaklawn High School. Al least

Heights.
He has a daughter stranding

00001.0. 01 pot premlern 01 190

kohl up their authorizations
oil they have heard front the

The Prospect High School
nrayohoedr..ioi-.-.olttintalcu
'test in their class" and the

Arlington

they would he circulating poi -

thc Woolen, Club.

hopes

School hands
take honors

CO ,njtb.

an

committee lor Diorict 23 and

Create special study unit thttiv:h,:n.homcown,,,dz;

in Elk Grove twp. GOP

perintendent or Faith Litho,

MRS. SARNER, who attend. the University of MM.
PTA. a member of the

hommayners to

Hendricks rod

He is also Sunday school m -

school board.

the sewers to he disconnected.
The order provided no alter -

homeowner,
concerning
consent decree orot hy Regis,
renni Alai] to the Nit homes involved hy R.1 Bluett and Sons

bus. Ohio. Chamber of Coto -

Heights

Prospect

By kluy 000,1

School District 23 caucus en- merce. Hu'tiaoieoiborOltio
dorwd two candidates from a Chicago Educational Telenet of 79 to run for two three. vision Assn. and Data Maness
year terms on the sevemman Management.

terceptor SeWer.

Hendricks said Lawton will
he asked to give a written and
oral opinion advising the

Businessmen get glimpse
of how it feels to be black

Caucus endorses 2
for Dist. 23 board

Fairview Gardens unit hire
attorney for sewer case

THE DAY
Wednesday, February II 1970

THURS: FEB. f2-1O AM-7 PM
FRI: FEB. 13-10 AM -7 PM
SAT FEB 14-10 AM -5 PM
SUN FEB 15-10 AM -2 PM

One, day at a time
You probably don't go to
church. A lot of parents don't.
But then, a lot of parents are

when they did, they worked

they do at church Is aelt for

hand and nobody appreciated

money.

Some go because they like

SOME CO

Some go because everybody

peaceful way to spend Sunday

because

it's

because

ROME GO Micmac Easter
and Christmas come around
every year.
Some don't go because they

morning, and in this riotous

goo church.

world we need a peaceful way
to wend Sunday morning.
Some don't go because all

friendly church.

Sonic don't
there's no such

go

golf coo..
Sonic go because they love

God with all their heart and
mind and soul. and their
neighbor as themselves.

because

thing

as

Ales

commune with nature on the

than think.
knows if you're anybody you

go

and time 11 very important.

too medium.
SOME GO Iseca(.;e the min ister doesn't soy an thing that
makes them think.
Some don't go because the
minister says things that nuke

a

Some

way to know people, and you
have to know people if you're
going to sell whatever it Is you
go

churches are a waste of time,

Some don't go become It's
too formal, or too informal or

if

deities. and church doesn't
hike much time.
Some don't go because it's a
bcial club and everyone there
Iready has a circle of friend..

ghetto that aren't ovine to
help themselves.
Some go because it's a good

don't

because

you're going to get anywhere
in the company, you have to
Participate in community ma

Some don't go because the
church seems to be trying to
help all those Negroes in the

sell.
Some

Some go because churches
help people get into heaven.
Some don't go because

music, and the music is nke.

will old-fashioned enough to
go, even though they live in the
suburbs.
Some go because their kid.
welh't go unless they go.

-r

By Ron Swans

No wonder a lot of people

a

don't go to church.

These were the cars that was. If you are interested in them you
will went to come to hear their interesting story of development
11, be errs.ed by the Nfinint Prospect Historical Society Soo-

Washington
Term Cam headed by Sen.

CRANE TO LSRAEL. Rcp.

Frank Moss ID.. Utah).
Results of The hearing may

Phil Crane (IL. 13th District)
left Feb.
for a ten-day in.

incl.,. new 3afetY le8Olotion
for nursing homes plue infor.

fixation MI, of

million on the cause of carpetinn fires.

I

Isnieli.
Arab war 7011ll. Clam is traveling with Rep. John Anderson

"Here it comes now, 4octor-the cure for the common
cold: 'Take two aspirins, drink plenty of fruit juice and
go to bed.'"

the

(R.. 16th Distr.. lb.) and two
constituents. Newton Hacker
privately financed.

Crane wants to make on.
the -spot observations of the

Map Publication5
..lionor the or.pinal Manua be eta..vs./miens&
keeping
.
inreprio "
ihr pinto fittedien and

Marston rind Ill

Crane.

Rep.

John Buchanan DI.. Alahamat

end Rep Edward Denvinski
P.m 4

Wednesday. bebrearY 11. 1970

calling for 'lace to face negotiations" has received the

John E. Stanton. ',Wins end

of 10 representa.
fives.

R.E. Hun:him:in, I krsibmidini

William J. Kledalsch. Alano,hoc Ecliror

(R.. 4th District. 111.1. The hill.

R. N. Peen.

ATTENTION ELK

Infant's cold remedies
:teed checking by doctor
M.G. BRANDSTAOT.31.0.

your

infant can

to follow
add in an infant
than in an older child. They

family. For this reason.

CARPETING RIANIED.

fared to him hose he can't

which will help to limp the et,

,lien 10 R01 fresh

breathe through his mouth and
swallow at the NNW time. Fur-

smchian mho, open,

shine.

he may he more
t.!. than usual mid sneeze

your baby's appetite intproves and he seems 10 he

therm ore.

frequently.
The cold remrtlies you give

strength..

sleeping het.. thins

an an in.

harmful fur an infant. so check

ahlc to
dication that he
breathe more comMnably and
his add is clearing op.

give them to him. It is Mal.

A mother should take me
dal precautions against get

when your baby Nis a cold. to

Ong her holly% cold or spread

the rot of the family may he

w. your doctor heft, sou

10,111 from the 11111,11 feeding

ine 11

in other ale illber, of the

HIDEAWORD
DINCOUT

S1110

gun

changing tunes
There is no douln that children
need a01110 sunshine ever, day
o.. prevent riekets. Ian it is ingporta
B

ntole

the pool. Each week et drawing

don concerning the origin of

WORM he held and the lucky
winner would immediately get
her wig and withdraw from the

signs and colors, have a small
cloth label on the hem saying
either Glentes.' or WPI.

rubber hacking on, the car.

using all seven of these letters.

nabs. A special Ima ring. on the
ire will he held lot, es by the

Senate Stikornmittee on Gong

HIGHWAY

CON.

GESTION? According to the

to remember that

expos.: to dtnC, sno-

WOMEN'S

light as 10 minute. a Jay he tween It. oan. end 3 p.m will
apply that need and that the

ND ur

Sine the

will

he many drys. ,specially . in
winter. when s child can't get
his sunshine our dairies now
routinely supply milk enriched
with vitamin D. which serves

may with me, and yam name doesn't have to he tatCome away
tiller The year 1913 was thelOg year of the big car. If you look

a 3-1187

MT. PROSPECT

my.. he AO to Den., Me voththemoko of Mrs.

An

experienced

lecturer

and story teller. his historical
research melon his talk on the
development of the horscless
content in America a (oscine,
ing presentation. The coke-

Page 5

tins of the material for

Dolores Hattah-Burouns Editor
pa

We

c

6119 or RN 15542. plus the
words "Made in Japan?'

Don't light your cigarette
until you look at the tag on
your wart.

The Over 50 Club which

Feb. 26 when Char. Sowell

emnls at Pioneer Park in Arlington Heights began their
February activities with a theater party Feb. 5. Feb. 12 is a

of Barrington shows the slides

business meeting and Fen 19

Are you helping

the' hearts?

are co-chairmen Of IN toe.

COPIES OF -Giant" will
he amilahle to the public with
a percentage of the proceeds
h e n c 1 i t i n g the historical
society.

the purpose of the event is
to interest area residents. and
particularly those living in
Sloan: Prospect. in the bisoncal society and make them
aware of the contributions ti

the

Drop In Center Day. with the
Junior Woman's Club serving
dessert.

On Saturday. Feb. 21. the
seniors will haw a Valentine
Party from 7:30 till midnight,

mmplete with refreshments.
An armchair trip to Greet

he took on a recent visit to
Scotland.

Ceramic sessions aantinuc
10 be held every Friday at the

Love

American

park between 10:30 cm. and 3
p.m. Seniors are asked to bring

style

For information regarding
toms and other activities. call

Kay Gilday at 39241034 or

Anterie. Style"

in

shades of not white and Nue

$10.80

Reigning over the fatVilia
MX he liso area queens uho

VALUES

has announced a schedttle of
Lenten worship services.

TO

They will 000.0 with an Ash

Britain

will entertain

them

The

Wednesday communion set.
we at 7:3(1 p.m. and continue

Jenny McInnes at 253-1941.

color film and the spoken word

to ebbed a meaningful family
worship for all ages. The
choir: of the congregation will
participate in the services.

The congreption and the

Dome In hencfil of Hilltop
Foundation. this year's dance
will Inc held Feb.14 01 the Nordic Hills Country ('huh in
Itasca.

have repro. ..if their chap international competition for the 1970 Valentine
tent

in

Often Mk.

A workshop is held the fins
third Friday of each
month from September to
June at Euclid .School. corner
of Wheeling Rd. and Euclid -

prom.
Special copies of i he histori-

cal lour prepared hy Sin. Ed 0h Freund will :dm K. on soh.
for SI.
The Schrimshan Chapter of
Quencrs is donating the re
frohments.

come ANI/ you will find

idly.
society cannot

without in

exist

support and

membership. The mid -rear
membership drive is brag
conducted for this purpose.

All attending will he invite:110
join. her this is not mandator,
Invitations have been sent

to Om.

:sod

Mrs.

R jehanl

Ogilvie. mothers of The IIBoon State 11Eu:rival Ithrarv.

mite legislators Meal
/1008

..

oi-

it

that histors can he interesting.
especially when it is told from
the lirst-hand experience of
men

Ike Richard Cmith and

Herbst R. Lewis. the man
who personally loltIV the giants in the industrs.
I.smis is a colorful climader
in his own right and survol as a
h011Itit, fir much of the mate ring
pax red in Richard

Crablis hook. He *III also he

churches and in
dividuals inlets -sled in /limo,.

the main character in a future
0111111e. blore of his back-

srumvor ARE encour-

ground will be JNVIIMeil /0sure rnny in :NE, Poops..

ky

Lake Rd.. one block east of
Sandhurst Shopping Caner in
Mount Prospect.

For information call 724829I.

Rev. Joseph P. Hultenstrum.

The Slowpoke, a square dance club In Mount Prospect held a
Slowpoke Shuffle Dance Saturday, attracfing about 400 dancers.
Among those present were (left to deft to right( Marge and Hank

Schroeder of Mount Prospect, Hollis and Ken Cornelius, Des

tend any or all of these worship

scrricm.

A KOP is a member of the

at

erg:anima. TOPS

Crake Off Pounds Sensibly)
who has reached her ideal
weight goal and has kept it for

nay need you to teach them good health
gaits now to reduce their risk ot heart
attack later.
Teach them that cigarette smoking
Is hazardous

359-0514

and

board of directors ham assist or in this special kiek.off pro -

plans to makc to the corim,

9 yr. old MT TOPS crown Queen

Phone:

I pm

I he mean. officers

and

every Wednesday thontehout mom intik' the public in at the Lenten moon.
The worship will ow music.

DOWNTOWN PALATINE

scheduled to begin at

Jan. 30. in Arlington Heights.
Square dancing was continuant from 8 to 11:10 p.m. by

Lutheran Church of
Martba and Mary. bob West
Golf Rd. In Mount Prospect.

THE VILLAGE SQUARE
SHOPPING CENTER

chairman.

a Slowpoke Shale Satan*,

be honishent

danced by the Art Touwers.

52 W. Palatine Rd.

program

About 400 people attended

their lunches, heverasm will

Committees minuet Valenti.

Shoes

Haugh.

Interested
in square
dancing?

national

Daily 9 to 6
Thor, & Fri. 9 to 9

cuing preface to reading of the
actual published account.

d

non to alp

Lenten services
at Martha and Mary

COBBS

OPEN

from iheth weaves an inter-

'

ay. February 11. 1970

OOOOO ale22222222 nnnvaaaaaaa an5eavvannne sense a

Over 50 Club on the move

JOYCE

ORDER NOW!

15 N. EIMHURST AVE.

Richard is the political tali.

is presented pertaining 10

iron home town.
hits. lobo Weber. member ship chairman. and NB.. R.

The

and whine background. His
"Empire on the Plane" was
one of MO hooks chosen its
Nebraska, Centennial WA..
catios.

00000.0000

Sri

isfutotia40 Fiatow

picture loaned by the Fred Bones. If yaw ere at:antique car buff,

chnety you may be able to identify some of the people in this

521.00

Send your
Valentine
the FTD 441SW
Love Bundle

Mote,

tor for Day Publications with a
widely diversified newspaper

"Ism,

callers Gene Tidwell. Russ
Bo.. Lenny Roos and Foagy
Thompson. Rounds were

CROSS

outside. especially in our in.
dtutrial cthas. Below advocat-

to

will be this year's thane for the
Ill.. Co-ordinating

RED

It is a sad comment.y on
the finis, that the indoor air is
often purer than that amilable

Cave Amnia the

as

FINAL SHOE
CLEARANCE

child must he mots.. from

your child. let me urge you to
support strong can
measurn by your Mete
and local government.

Answer on ('ramie Boa'

ue for nine more weeks. The
tat woman RR in the club
wouId pay the full 550 for the
wig that originally anal 55.

deaths of nursing home in -

ins a nimp in the smog for

13 good, 16 excellent

drawings would contin-

.1 he Men and Incidents That

you sewn to be living II very web. I hope you keep right on being

Marshall Field and Co.
SCAM, arc also sold al
ot cr nisi
mit c a P e -

would each week pay 55 into

coThentest.

mw btok "Birth of a Giant..

Dribblers late

so.,

Prospect

. each month a special pro-

1111.11

the cause of the tregetly. 1 here
has heen considerable specula the fire

say he's clone.. but tny girlfriends don't agree. Reside.

Scarves toted by the me

They come in various de-

the slime purpose.

Alike as any four letter or more words out of
Mese letters as you can. In addition. find the word

rt.

I

(FTC).

vided i111.0 gill, of 10 and

tieing caught tine and the It: suiting smoke caused the

A-these

so

Would sou like to meet a

and the inspiration he

nig MOUNT

Commission

dominantly department stores
and ladle,' apparel shop.

floor riun.
Fire investigation indicates

rin0

The wigs involved are bought
wholesale at 55 each and re-

Trade

gramearly development nf your
the

Historical Society will present
Richard (knish. author of the

Sheer rayon and silk wanes.
imported front Japan and so.
at pekes ranging from 51:50
52.50 have been Mend donsprawly flammable by the
Feders1

The people connected with
the originators of the moons,Mk industry who helped him

oltmational entertainment.

how can I make them helieve he's not making out?

CHECK YOUR SCARF.

nursing hoot, fire of Jan. 9.
1970. Math. eatfoing was

O-Platee tell your readers
about the neeosity fur chit-

whatever fots1 or liquid is of-

trict elector. is in the f0 -to.
80 per cent urea." sap Rep.

In the proposed wig club.
the 011511111101, would he di-

tweause then ursing
home was a modern structure
with a simple and efficient

ing now shops of Menyleph.

cross section of the 141h Dis-

WIrst In otrapart series
vA Day far Giants:I

family to the Mount Prospect
Community Center Sunday.
Feb. 15. for en afternoon of

4

What budges K It of theits If he Is or inoDIIN your We, and

The demonstration project
will last two yews. [(SOC.'Sfoal. it may set the pattern for
Neverse commuting" from
the city to suburb. joto.

asd to attend and also to join.

If so. ome and brim the

and a pretty good student. He's Len to he with.

in the Detroit suburbs.

area stores such as Wieboldt's

100, a soap that 0101111i10 hes.

can often he prevented by' to-

"It is my mtimate that a

and the inneccity is underway

Two months ago he ,inked the fora date. We've law out Sia
time since when. and he hasn't cone out with anyone else. kly
making.. He isn't and he wonh
girlfriends all think Ps tthst
anfar as Cm concerned. He's tried. Inn he annum how foil alma
forcer, w,nwhmes. hot rt. still winning.
ig
in /

involve women in wig club.

neut..,

his complaints in words. Inin likely to gag on

median.

she

should wash hen hands often
especially :titer handling the
baby. Preferably. she shotild

stead. he

111.1.7 per cent in 1,67-68. and
71 per rtint during the first seasiren of this congress.

hook is just as interesting a no.

Would you like to meet a
man who knew Ituffalo Bill.
Will Rogers. Then Mi. Ford
and Rant. Olds?

SI1ES STILI. WINNING

wasn't making mit by then. Ile's good looking, terrific athlete

using a $3I 5,000 grant from
the federal government. The
Department of if rans,rtation
has awarded the money 10 a
Detroit bus firm to transport
unemployal
the hard.thre
from the city to industrial jobs

By Dolores 1.,,,M

...MI author'

TRANSPORTATION experiment linking the suburbs

same obtained from Chicago

The Semite Suhcommittee in.
vestigating the Mariana. Ohio.

catch a mkt About 'loner cent
of all illnesses in children un
der one year of age arc colds.
At that age. he can't cypress

Republicans

and Southern Democrats. 77
per cent of the time in 1965-

Thespian

Dimr Lae Janson.
Several of my girlfriends told me abut this hot -shot athlete in
school. They said he wouldn't go out with a girl a third little if he

down on en ingenious plan to

ne,wing fur the purchase of

hours old.

up of northern

py motoring

Yore.

ing Administration of HUD

schedule and give him smaller
Endings more frequently.
Middle car and mastoid infections are much more likely

cent from the ACA.
Erlenhorn explains that he
voted with the conservative
coalition in the House. made

We lave to kith and he close in several aeon.. I don't think I
can stand it. But if i don't accept the pen. everyone will wonder
why. Besides. I went to he in the platy very' B.O. I don't know
what to do.

end in 1990, 131 million. Hap-

ntobile homes in amounts up
lu 510000 with tern. up to 12

Heats.

nas the authority to issue C,.

Even when he is but a few

from the ADA and a 90 per

Dear Lee,
Last week the teacher told me 1 would get the feminine lead an
the elates play. I was. happy. I gnarl. Then I found out that 111.,
mole lead is a goy I ean't stand. Hes jot :mint

million cars on the road. in

FLIP YOUR WIG? A new
twist in the wig business has
been calkd "a lottery" by the
Federal Trod, Commission
DC, The FCC's recent edvi.
miry opinion turned thumbs

( ROSE fh 1- A- 1

DOCTOR SAYS

from hoth the liberal
Allard
mericans fon Democratic

Erlenhorn.

:Mwn not, t,

1990 when there will be 51 per
cent more cars. nocks and
buses on the road.
Looking at private cars

1970 there will be B9 million

servative Americans for Constitutirenal Action tACA). Era -Zero.'
Inborn reived
ec

by

...Med in 170. wait and,

Family Jun February la

HAPI'V, I CRIED

adminis.

District) has received his re-

derstamling of US policy in the
eras Crane advocates a strict
American hands-off policy
and has Nicked this position by
submitting an Israel selEdeter.
mination resolution to the

sponsored

Highway

futon, you mint seen nothing
yet. If you think the roads are

Rep.
14th

CARS/.

REPORT

war COW 10 broaden his un-

The resolution. introduced
on the. first day of the second
Nusitm of con... 110% jointly

Federal

chilling In 050 there were 40

Action (ADA) and the con-

House.

The day's prospects

alone the growth rate is bone-

and In.(isms. 'The trip is John N. Erlenborn

membership drive.

day, Feb. 15, 2 to 4 p.m. at the Mount Prospect Community

Footnotes
By Mary Dresser

Center, 600 See -Gwen. Admission is free, and 'eft...Ma will
Im served. The event is the highlight of the society's mldsymr

Encourage regular physical activity
Serve MOM foods low in Saturated Lois
Make medical check-ups a family routine
Urge them to maintain normal weight

Do US good parent should. Seta good
mampla. Follow tha roles yourself,
and guard your Mart. too.

et leant three months. Al the
recent ninth anniversary of the

OWL

MT TOPS of Mount Pr.Pect,
Mrs. Amy Wagner, Mn. Anna
Kordina of Mount Prospect,
wid Mrs. Ethel James of Des

so more will live

HEART

O

Plaines were among thme hon-

ored. Mrs. Wagner holds the
norlimeei area tide as KOP of
Una Standing with an eight.
year record.

FUND

Mrs. Eleanor Carmichael of
Arlington Heights creams MT
TOPS sinntwl queen, Lorroine

Elias of Des Flakes, at the
ctub's ninth year celebration.

Plaines. treasurers, Thelma and Sam Shutt. Arlington Heigh.
Special Events chairmen, and Rosemary and Chuck Jame, Glenview, presiders of the dub.

Coining up --Lollipops and Roses

Present

Art, involvement to
be topic for AAUW
"Minimal An and the him
of 1%7 to 1970" is the title of
the talk to be given by Willard
Strassburger

at

&penman employe in Stunt
P M Germany. and Ins tray-

this Thurs-

day's meeting of the Nora.
west Suburban illinois drench
of the American Assn. of University Women.

ROAM UNIONS

dad extensively in Europe.

A special invitation is being
emended to all women college
graduates in this area to attend

the meeting. Members of the

branch are asked to bring a

For further informetion
about the meeting. member ship in

HEREBY GIVEN MI
Rath tin of TebruorN IWO at

NONCE

the 0oup or trans -

portation.

call

Id, E.

Schillmeller.
membership
chairman. at 824.6624.

units' Room, Lee and Petry

beim Ormatam or he noes a

Stramburger is a member of

the en faculty at Maine High
School South. Park Ridge. and
im instructor in the klaine Dis-

E

Diet 707 adult education program.

For the past few years
Strassburger her been director
of on annual suburban sr, fair
at the Church of the Master in
Des Plaines, which last year
im.. selections front the

Vincent Price Gallery colterIn march ,.1 fresh blooming rows to ballyhoo their "Lollipow
sod Roses'. luncheon fashion show benefit. members of the
Women's Auxiliary of are Infant Welfare Society of Chicago
Mme the Unman Park l'orrservaton as the site for their launching park. Among those :Mending were Mrs. Paul Haney Icen-

ten, president of the Women 't Auxiliary of the Infant Welfare
Society id Chicago, and Mn. Robe. A. Magnus deft) and Mrs.
John P. Martin fright). members of the Mount Prospect Center.
The benefit will he held Feb, 20 at the Conrad Hilton 'MOLL'S,

255-2549 for tick.

Local

garden

clubs

arc

crcatmg colorfully deearaial
dinner -party
milks for

"Dikorator's Choi, contest
in conjunction with the Rand hunt Hower and Ciniden
let,. 12 through 22.
in the enclowil mall of the
Randhursi Shopping Center.

flout. Prospect
1 he tahlts will he detimwd
to match comemporary. hliali-

terrmmit
E
furniture decor. Tim swum.
pro.,,, and Mediterranean

1:1.

loll, will Ile drinvkl for formal
buffei dining: the Early Amer-

ican wall he dread for a for
mal
Each

n dinner.
ganien club

the exhibit during Randhurst
Shopping Canter's hours. Mb.
12 through 22.

Judging will take plwe on
the morning of Ikh. 12 and
ribbons will he displayed
thereafter on the winning enries.

"We expect that our padims will net inany ideas for
their own dinner parties from
the creaiivc and colorful tahlo
thew garden
cluhs: said Richard B.
hIcCarthy. promotion
tor of the Randhurst Men.
chants Association.
designed

sTIIESE TABLES will fit
into your dining room do --or.

will
Imam Ellie Mille. The partici,
gating club% are the Arlington
Plaines. Elk Grove. (den Oak

Garden CI..
ENTRIES WILL Ire judged
by iM Illinois Federation of
Garden Clubs: AtrindardIudgings." With awards for each

k,
In addition. a $25 prize will

ente

he presented to the "ht), in

show" elan

and 3 5111 pries

AI the runner.....Idles.

ch

and an.

swim will he available io the
clubs from Carson's. Ward's
and
Wieholdis department
K inherit Furniture.

is. In past
our table -setting designs

y mrs.

rug been a ven popular part
s( the Randhurst l'100 el and
ardm Festival."
folivars oilier Manures
in elude a wore of fully -eonst rimed gardens designed by

ndwape arehimits, a 'T.-

In.

Marker" spormored he
I1 rautigirm Florists. at which
p lents anal fresh.cut flowers
w 111 he sold "at cost." and
c

.1

Patio

Fashion

Show"

IWO

double. l?

a

deft

colors and distinctive panerns, in-

shaping.

In

Valentine nicklail party on
Saturday. Feb. 14 from 6 la
p.m. in the hime of Mrs.
T.

the season's new shades

5 PM 296 3146

the home of Mrs. Him and

. nowl

.

eis

9.4,11/as.

for

mouths
WilliillI

The House of Durso.tt, their

MeCandleat. 2007 N. Chestnut. Arlington Heights. Host cogs for the evening are: klo.
Robert Wagner. Mrs. I I
Schmidt Mrs. William Canary,

meeker Wednesday.
Feb. I I. at 11 p.m.
guest

'Mon. l'r, l,,,,r, ''`'''' '"

pc architects.

8900 W. NORTH AVE.
,,,Ir:,,,,..4,4:no,

E.-

Phone 824-6164

1467 ELLINWOOD STREET

f

T.:.,1.11.... econd Ictrer to you. I Mund your previous advice
toe el .. he.plul. This it iny problem now. My hinhand and I are
pa in n. : ge therapy. I have fell. with the thenigist's :mamma.
i ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,....n,,,,,,,,I,:k7.z.,!,,.7,,,,,,:-...,glIdart.1.- 3.6 On individual I

V

i

www.oni....

The House of Dun, Nth:hie:in Av. men's tailoring shop
umbers well.known Chice

Mrs.

.. 333.5100 V

up to date on the Imo Pend.

in niarerid. oilers and sly,

he,
he

and

celebrities than

coast to coast among its Min.
telc. Duro will bring the ladies
for

men,

apparel

plus

a

°blamed

by

End I remold Jr

LitigitiiiiiiiiilliiiiiiitilittalliatialailliiiiiiiitaiiiidtiaiglittialialliaggiC

,...,,,IeTert114

Al::,, will my huslxind's ran, business venture he ,uceessful?

the new business venture,

I

High schoolers sought
for study abroad

cep

Barge Selection)

ALSO

ELM ST. & EVERGREEN AVE.
MT. PROSPECT, ILLINOIS 60056
PHONE 259.2210

with BUTTERFLIES

International Midem

Chdo. hod. 01 lictsey High.

ALDO BADILLA, Chile,

living in Small America or Eupc during the summer.
The organization has sponsored six foreign students. who

Boinique and Lmrlield
Studio. Mowers will he pro.
vided hr Brautigain Florist,

are now attending classes at
high
northmett
suburban
schools. The exchange sta.

:la garden
acr as hnsl..scs ill

Juan &Insides. Penn. I to-

dents

hIrshIltENS

re:

ot View High Wuxi. Arlington Heights, Mario Coarreta
DI Item and Maria Salgado of

RED

1 lb. $2 45

WED. Mar SUN.

NI.."''

STORE ONLY

BRED

RAND AN,D,C,E9NoT,R0AL ROADS

FOIL HEARTS
chacolatea and bun, born

WOMEN'S

8 oz. $1.45 5Y2 oz. $1.00

Discontinued Styles

KB, 11 -15th.

V,

$1

5

Values to $30

monk. Mesmer, ...kr
.40a m to 6,011

friday

8-00 am to 740 pn.
Solarday -

31(WAUXFF AVENUE Al ElltellOn0

mitua0.1a NMI 1,274020
NEMOOLIC

1 lb. box $1.95
2 lb. box $3.85

SLIPPERS

c

P1

77

v.,...

Crane on WeanodaY
Friday

Lb p.m.,aypm

may -

1110 ante IMO Nom

PANTY $109
HOSE

1.69 Value

$9
..... $22

LIFESTRIDE
MEWS

WEYENBERG Prom

MAIN NUM° WRONG POURS
steed., Tuesday. Thum.), -

Values to $15

Discontinued Styles

Values to $22

Discontinued Styles

ASSORTED CHOCOLATES

$Z.$4
CHILDREN
WOcontiENnued

MEN'S

rWurEN'S

FOR

M'S

$

AIR STEP

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK

Thru. Frond Mgh. Palatine,
and. Gulio Montero. Chile.

RIFIC
QUICK

DES A DIA1. MIN-AIAM
mem nrals a Spec wrt

water treatment experience but will train

298.0770

the right person.

LA Salle Personnel

272 1000

MAKING
MACHINE

Mon To Delivery
And Clerking

1657 Shermer Rood
Northbrook, Ill

tom... Pm, est
CL 5-2132

Slain Post High. Des Plaines.
Applicants shanid be he n 15 and 18 wan of age.
in excellent health. who speak
3 foreign language or are willing to lake private lessons to
learn the language of the country to which they will he sent.
An ISE spokesman said stu-

Cast

MOUNT PROSPECT PIAZA

EINIVEIN
BANNING NOURS.

new
international hem:Num.
ter%
in Northbrook III.
Degree required, prefer

CLAIMISADJAIAINEE

SPEciAl

ASSIGNMENT,

To

$9

Discontinued Styles

DEXTER
Values to $20

& PEDWIN

WOMEN'S
WATERPROOF ',$699
BOOTS
Women's

1EATHER

BOOTS

'

PARKER

students

selemd for the exchange pro,
gram will spend either six
weeks with a European family
or III weeks with a South
American family.

CIIA

NON WAMIN

Eliza

High. Des
Suguiyama.

HIGH SCHOOL

HOME Of
FAMOUS BRANDS"

_.,./.

1% lbs. $4.15

HEELING

Plaines:

scale and
flcoTIon analysis et

adjust to life M a foreign coon -

FINAL

AU SAWS FINAL

d chocolates

FIRST TIME OFFERED
AT THESE PRICES!

West

SUPER-

For

dents must also be willing to

FOIL HEARTS

The most convenient bank in the neighborhood
is the bank that is open.

Arlin,. Heights.
hi eine

SAliS TRAINEES

CASH -

Exchange. Inc.. is geeking high
school applicants interested in

Ilse

ANALYTICAL

feel

Den Heinen MO In.

ENGLISH BONE CHINA

CHEMIST

De.ar,..11..N.'..:

wer the ...nuns of Day readers this enhunn. Lamer should
be rimed. bur name., fill be °MIMI (1. the miler mimesis if.
ne . DeLonee in rare of Day Publications. 722 Center SY.

A LITTLE SOMETHING
FOR EVERYONE

NSW/ fLIDEIS dr SIFTS

eallingbIrs

MU 1-4340

HAMBURGERS

Will he eventually change :dm. or is thi, marriage doomed'

the

Ronda, Mee Seardm 8,u smo

3,2-502,

SeM cDONALD'S

kV. Din Ph.%
I'Ar_,I.'.:;.:,,,

Flowers and
Candy Combination

William Hann. and

Mrs. William hey. All Pi Phi,
in the area are cordially invited to attend. Further int,
and nNervalinns ma,

grams

CHICAGO DISMAY

r

HALLMARK CARDS

an

Men or young men with
Men
mornings free -flexible
hours. Storting wage
per hr. and up.
L2.20
an. furnished.

feel surgery wRI solve your problem. And I do feel more

I

JOSEPH DE LOME. nulimully Amu'. myeli'. will ans-

$10

ATTENTION!

Dear N:

; ..tbildren, and yes I du fed son for you. 1 feel a move within

Amer.icana Shop. Beau Monde

clubs vvhl

'Z'',''''Zi,`,7,;:f7.47,
o

V Mve7i' ITIMmise,

about his clients.

The meeting will be held in

e'd,orIce

lr;':" 'id"IfinTi1enlryru
'lr:'T ihtiP="b =I

emu mare mold.ms coming in your marriage Thu must determine to live with this or terminate it. I do't feel your husbandwill
Mange drastimlly. Not immediately, but in perhaps rare
years, I do feel a wean... Frankly. I don't feel good with your

when Jerry Duro. owner of

296-21E15

Mr. PROSPECT sTANDAPO

/7eZfetekle 14 carer'"'"n? Will 1 '""' "l'onderink-UNO. Des Pluines

ai

sprinkling of interesting trivia

- days

Pun

havo this surgery? Also. will I have any more children, and

hich beachwear and msnal
el °thing will he shown each
wning. Monday through Mt

Arlington Height.
Alumnae Cluh of Pi Beta Phi
will he subjectO ton turnahom

Historical Society

- nornIngs

P

Dar M.G.:

hitshand's new venture.
T hoc

25..06,8

GOT A PPOBLEM OCGA

lave Been loving physical

faring her

hIrs. Chilton at 417-5416 Or
N1rN.
Aaron at 359-

Our Suggestions

but u,I. don't see any for you except those caused

Des Plaines

.."zrvzr

,VDear Mr. DeLmise:

hoed °

Blvd.. Mouni Prospect.
For reservations please call

Participams in the shoo in.

6 Nocked 330

yhealththo p.1.0.111.7:

MEN t ;

plain

Chilton. 1110 W. Lonnequist

aY.

FIREWOOD

'don't fix] a di vor., for you. I feel you need your husband and
be will need you. Things will work out. I see two more children
for you. Ana 1 feel an improvement in your financial situation,
perhaps in the early .. 1 feel your parents will have further

IA .0.. Wheeling

irel4

body

t',67.1

jolts

More clearly. Superbly tdilared.
by Phoenix Clothes with wider to
lapels deep side vents ondI

Suburban Alumnae of
Kappa Alpha Theta have in-

East Dundee, Klehin Nurser,
Arlington Heights, Knupper

Des

in

gr.

The members of the North.

strum their husbands to a St.

Cit.

image

wa

Mm. Su Elk Grove Village
Dear Mn. S.1

E breasted suit that says Sophia.*
E.-

view, D. Hill Nursery Co..

erics and lad

fashion

wednesdoy, Tetaum 11

'

,vl

by

DO RIBLICATIO.

Come on for Spring with a fresh

CUSTODIAN

excuse for not thinking ahead
and heinn ready for ally hum ' Dear Mr. Lleinuisei
I have been going with this man for several months now, and I
erdous traffic tituation that
.migichtordcalopmsistin half a love him very much and he saw he loves me. He will he leaving
60011 with a transfer in his joh, but he says hell be back. Do you
see any future for us at all? Also, do you we any change in my

Publ.. In
ph%

,-

Isms,

4..14.1
hill. Hut,
tlitt,t,%st,a,msAlkcthmChijc.anogo

.1.110 day ol Fannon, 1970.

versity Teachers College and

weal

Some

,,,,,,,,.., pro.ct

Motorists can't know what's
ahead around a tree or over

Mo. Fronton/ %nerd el Appnalo

E

Plaknes, and many oth, nurs-

PART TIME

10

hildren in Me future fur me?
Out financial. situation hm not Been very good either. Do you
othrtIsriwntirrit.rvingy Will my parents ham BMW health prOh-

"a really funny

Traffic hazards

WWI co Mount Poop. Ikon.

KC

1st SHIFT

""

Tf

mmeinne else and get married again? Do you see any more

MO

pentlen will be heard.

tt,,,,,,,,i,

$4.44 Per Hour Plus 10%
For 2nd Shift

GIORGI JACONSAWIR. Chairman

Prospect,
Creative
Landscape Designer. Glen-

Schwake

M.

AP persons Intmond In Po Mao

degree from Columbia Uni-

elude, Brautigem Florist.

Semen

SHEET METAL
Eeperiencod Press
Brake Operators

.

playing

calls

P REWARD. 230.1341

y'-'" ...".9. my busba d d 1
, re scparated again, mainly because of his Medley We have two
hildren. Although he is nearly 40 years old, he is very immature
, in many ways and does not want me to divorce hint But he does
Lit want the responsibility of marriage or the children either. lie
omen. tells me he loves me and other times that he never fate
ml never will. Ills mother was recently operated on for cancer,
00 he led, more Man ever that Isis place is with her.
Du you we my husband and me getting a divorce in the future?
do not feel that 1 could take another separation. Or will I meet

mHorighionSch000ii1.2F57or..tri.cketorin:,o9r.-

sobao,s,or, of part al in

imonsblp 41, Poops
Ears al Pe
Nikol Pomo., MoidIon.

:L-

=.2

Palatine: hiontgomery Ward.
Mount Prospect: Northern IIlinois Gas Co.. Glenview,

tarn ,n Mornings.* °okay

Noakes, eepou of

,,..,,,,

302-0072

2nd SHIFT

Too Late". which Mr. Vankiss

Strassburger holds an M.A.

spent several years as a star[

Nursery A Garden Center.

located It S24 E monk.
N,abouy, Moons Polate, 10.
say

PA.

and musical%

Small gray oal MM. 0^.

Custom Assembly

En the" If
If 4 '''I" ..En
r

"Oscar" in "The Odd Couple"
for ,the Des Plaines Theater
Guild.
Curtain time for "Never

reflect, Moo in.

onalkr

tkm.

Art Institute of Chicago. He

!doom

tont al or
nonnalamJap Wan witli

Be the new you
in the new
double-breasted
suit by Phoenix

Tomorrow
Is Today
per

Prospect's
s,;:',..",4.07,-,..7,-,

''

w

Latest men's fashions
is sorority topic

Heigh, Ruffin, Guru:. Iles
Acres itilenviinvi. Glenview.
Glenview ['rained. Glenview.
Mount Mospeet Park Ridge.
P111111
UAW and Wheeling

It.

o matter what it

n

for

CASENO. 70.4A

or veria. Or replan-

E --

has done graduate study at the

Area garden clubs
participate at Randhurst

please 011302 0152

Theater
tat

Mourn mers... totiowo

E

Too Late'

lost

plays for Theater Fast M Chiraga, Western Springs The
Mc, Village Theater in Arlington Heights.
Guild, Des Plaines

ccccc rt.

op a perNon for change ie

Willard S.ssburger

Wtttlt!!!!!!!11P1111,1111/1M1?!IPIIM111/P1111,?!??111?!(111!!!Iftt1??Illttli1111/11t1I/f2

Sts., Des Plaines.

wN

rne amen. Pall.

112 E. Northwest

The mmting will begin at 8

p.m. Feb. 12 in odu.e. co.-

IS

pubk ...a

A.

Rds 437.2342

On Feb. 20 and 21, Carrie..
Players, Inc., will present
"Never Ton Late", by Sumner
Arthur Long. This production
is directed by Tom Ventriss,
who is an active director in
Chicagoland community the.
am. Mr. Ventriss has directed

NOTICE Of MARINO
astORE 'REMOUNT all OSFECT

prospective member as guest
for the carnal&

`Never

Yokes to $11.

9390
Values to $25

to

the

student.

in-

cluding air fare from United
Mean departure points INaw
York or Miami) is 5475 for
European countries: 5400 to

WO for

South

lob al large Choago

r. 0

youngster

er or sister"
to the United States for six week,
VISITS ARE offered in
Chile, Perri and Colombia dur-

July and AugUst.

winter months of South AMC,
ica. Attendance in school with
the "brother or sister" is obli88wrY.
ISE is an asset -Munn with a
midwom high schools membership Applmemicants need not at-

tend a

be

'DAYWANT ADS

high school,

however.

Students who are in their
junior year are preferred be.
cause they will return to their
schools to sham their Mitten
living experience. an ISE

LABORATORY

EGULARLY!

is

items

F,

S20.6.22

into ready
"CALL ME WHEN
YOU GET HOME"

with a far
reaching Want Ad
cash

toning Wary and Ay

in The Day. Phone

255-7200 or 2966640 to start your
Superif ic Quick

Cash -Making

now Inoniewing Nous:
Doily 7.65/oN15

office lioff up to

25

Fondle

Machine!
-The mon we seek is AA:Aura In IM1Inlenm nor 22. Oa. gem

appearance, ineallirs rein, man al nap,

ran years al
college or eau... business ntaoleon. moony. in, can

G0G

Further information can be
obtained by contacting Clam

2998).

1.17.1Zilsa,

Convert usable
but
unneeded

spokesman said.

Dyck, ISE president, 600 S.
Michigan Av., Chicago (298-

C

ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL

spend,

tit week% in Euro, When he
returns, his European "broth.

IMeH

RESEARCH

READ and USE

Spain and Switzedand is a
receiprocal Irak plan. The

June,

Noe

u

For Fast Results

lac European summer program in France. Germany.

ing

p

American

countries.

American

d

2061042
ENGINEERING OMAAF

mmerry, Thou*

MO Des Plaines Am.

Till A AM.

Des Malmo, Ill

1800W CENTRAL RO
MT PROSPECT

255-,1910
An epuol

Wednesday February Ii 1970
244Ielp Wanted Mn,

Wednesday February 11 1970

Page 8

Plielp aired Men

2446lp Wank.

241109Watted Men

24641Nalltillhe

00,12 tk 10

Butsinus Service Di/leo-tog

ORDER FILLER
Graw.n9

Consult this daily guide of reliable services,
offered by reputable business people in
your community.. CALL ONE NOW!

,11//np

Coll 670.7ek9

company

537 7600 Mr GreenhIll

use Day
Want Ads

10'01'. Northwest Hwy,

mound desired for challe,
255.1600

development dpn
CALL 80B GERUE

297-3550

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:
CALL

We mem,. ob., and

are willing :o pay for It Rapld

Po, ben.,

Podoonki lade),
676-1000 wt. 6112
Coll

SAXON

255-7200 OR 296-6640

BUSINESS
PRODUCTS

Your Ad will appear daily in the
Northwest Day, The Arlinglon Day

R.

T

PRODUCTS INC

soya

d

f

a,

PORCELAIN ENAMEL SHOP
ASSEMBLY & PACKAGING
METAL FABRICATION

MACHINIST $4 23 to start
MANY COMPANY BENEFITS: Major Medical 6
Lila Insurance, Shift Premium, 10 Paid Holidays,

A Company With A Future

TRAVEL AGENTS

777 Wheeling Road

Apply or Call
SWITCHBOARD $110-12.5

GENERAL AMERICAN
RESEARCH DIVISION

b

Tool and Die Makers

La S

25-6mployment Agencies -Women

rINEM

ON ALP CA,RnIr COATS

PROSPECT CATERING CL 5- 4eIs
Coll 322 4750

47:Z91 allerapa%."

earne"/Ad''

214

GALS

Fo"

P..'

nn able

WO, ALSO TREE TRIMMING
SPEGIAt PRICES CALL 027 8285

ROLAND I JOHNSON
TIPU'L'YAITS="rA'Ll'.5'40'2EIS975

PAWING 6 DECORATING

tenably priced Palasino.351,502

Dancing Schools{
Supplies
roTrfr'/C
GLASSES CI

Art Service

a 35CO.

CI

NEW WAY PAINTING

ART

PLOODSE

POODLE

GROOMING

'C'IS'S8PORAN

437 4092

2. 1969

steam Holwane, 2E1 4E"
Inkome Ta possum.
Forms available.

KRUGLFR DECORATING

II 259 0301 Rad Smim

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

of NELSON ask our neighbor

255-7200

Decoro

Parnang

JANUARY S.
PAPERHANGING.

mode. Fables 50c off co Me yd.

4. 2884

RECONDITIONED VAC S HOO

or alter SPAI. 0, TORO

CALI SUR 25940,

OVER EUREKA D.A. OT1.5

All DRAPERY REPAIRS

NParred. headline,
oes.

CREATIVE

Dressmahing-Sewing

N..

DECORATORS

upholsiery CA1355,2515

Business Service

tha oisthothr.Ionthol thrinthia,
,sureweriai.
w.f.*lawwrr
growing swung company. Benellis include

rr'rrard,:l'Tsesdn..1d7

7sid:rOXit'WeZaL

297.3550

WIGS OF AN TYPES

ReLidemial

Window Washing

FREE ESTIMATES

Carpentry-Remodehng
Contractors

'D'E'S'RVi'reqf r27;074

S93.65k5 or 39,3264

so.

SCIPTS 6 DRESSES HUMID

MO.ECT CARPENTER

359.145.

COLOurorr designing ond

GENERAL

Permanent Waves

per 9

6

'V

E

Let

s

REASONABLE COST. Dres5mak

Phone R. 7077

A

rowed,

PORCHES.

WS 1045

Plastering

AFTER 6

BY THE NOM

PIA WEEKDAY x,

ALL ,F1S.FINE ESTIMATES
531.1144

JOE

SKI:SNOW REPAIRS

OKA=
SnLall fob,

Spec,A,
we can offer permanenr fall gene employment with excellent

wind 263 091

..pwm l.a.IRti Including raid scrams owl I,,,

255 2022

Call al ter OPEA 372.16.2.

Nolarge anneal 259 00.

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

Firewood

BRICK AND STONE WORK FIRE
PEACES AN

Firewood. Sea

d Oak 5 c4

PAIRS EON

2 noels SPA Vs stock 616 032
1652,5447477.832.3241

0

C

k

6

1

sawinur.liiichens,enies.ladh.
mews,
rooms

lie.

Nino.
6

office

me

doom

SEASONED
FIREPLACE WOOD

WIN DELIVER ANDREA.;
ha Kindling Wood

Col LE7.404

partitions 6

BARGAIN COUNTER

Menial Ins.ctions
PIANO 6 /...P OR

JERLYNNIUMODOING

3.2 0437

NI LESSONS
d

6

Roofing

10

Vo'Fir

Painting 6 Decorating

A

Pi' Trtr tne'itL

6

11

p

I.

g

by

g

d

t

Carpet Cleaning

526 2.6

CARP. 6 [URN sbomPonm9

Floor Refinishing

527 .0

Laurltz Jensen

Slip Covers
PASHION SLIPCOVER CO

Decorators

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

SOLVER"

DAY SHIFT

HOUSEWIFE,
DAY

Overtime Available

Empty.,

sp

wori.

Reps.

Sco.

529-175

Furniture Refinishing

HAVING A PARTIN

25 to

PAINIING
WAPLPAPER AND
W. WASHING FOR FREE ESTI.
MATES CALP TODAY 297 3195

438 2181

Catering

Ed. ERICSSON
QUALITY DECORATING

GET RESULTS,
SLIP COVERS

WINTER SALE

QUICKER,

EASIER!

*HARDINGE CHUCKERS
*LATHE OPERATORS
*MACHINE OPERATORS
*INSPECTORS

Th!'i2:.drrtr:"ge
yoOnt,.cazk.

.P9L

Bjornson Bros.

,g,ep

BUTCH ANGUIRES

300 E. Rand Rd.

Prospect

2.33-2220

General Hauling

wrftint'P'OrG'/PiV

Cowing

For

Wed-

Complete
dings. banquets. Cocktail Por.

nes Ct 10,33.

- Day Want Ads

Or 68LLY

Put Day Want Ads
To Work For You

o

537-0737

Asor Manager
PATCH'S PANTRY

n

30% Winter Discount
Free Fornmes
H

M DECORATING

299.4537 or 02,6646

Also Expert Reupholster,/
$15.50per chair plus fob.,

100s of Fabrics
to choose from
Shop MN.. SOIVIC
NI Work Guaranteed

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors

CARTRISEAL

ee====rtstIts,h,
ARNOLD

MID NOSPIIA.ILATi

296-6640

NIr

I,

r

NO STENO $115

Et 1

SMALL OFFICE

SEAPt1'.41EI

RENEWS

Protop 0 k Eng. Co,

II

.1

;
SECRETARY 1191611A1 ID

Ir. LL

634 Glenn Ave.

Wheeling

53741100
Division of Rea Chairtheth Ins.

7 NIP Tot

ICE

BANTAM BOOKS INC.
414 E. GOLF ROAD

Apply today or

ask

for Mrs.

T.

Santoro

at

1371/2 Hour Week)

EMPLOYMENT

Big Pay -New People

FREE TRAVEL!
COMPLETE TRAINING

Reliable full gate permanent position as clerk

100% Free Positions
DES PLAINES

opal. Should type 60 words per minute. Age
open. Excellent cornpory benefits including paid
vecolions and! paid holidays.

O'Hore Lake Bldg.
2400 E. Devon
297-7160

MID SOUTHERN

TOYOTA DISTRIBUTORS
10750 W. Grand Ave.

For further information

MT. PROSPECT

come in or call:

1720 Algonquin (62)
337.5080

299-0111
Spare Time Eves

DECORAIONSOFC. to 5606

COLONIAL CARBON
COMPANY

wn of lun w:

vokal make reservation, can

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

20201 Mannheim Rood
Des Plaines, III.

4'A;FiNOHIV'et'

OFFICE

SOSO

ONAW OFFICE

IL.ke bldg. at Ad ertablkhed

SHARP STENOS:
IT LIkE

$600 MONTH
CLIENT SWIM

P"

PAYROLL

6625

TRAINEE

$520

.32

FILE CLERK

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS:

656.9922

Why Sit Still When you can move ahead?

Illinois Bell

RECEPTION/SI

$500

SPORTS ASSOC.

5500

PERSONNEL
toll.
Meei

1000

5555 W Touhy Skokie, Ill.
Graphic on background will
NO FrLi
Call 719.6045 or 299.7191

Ken Larson & Associates

HOSTESS

235-9100

'YOU

ro

people

MAY REGISTER
PHONE

all
BY

OPEN SATs BM WI PPM.

TRI-E VENDING
SERVICES

ors Snow whet !puha to tato Mb done.

1401 W. North A..

NECESSARY

Also Available
CLERKS

t!ll ECIrseo;lin';71:roty,
Modern office% pleasant surrounWngs. cooperralw people to
worP. with. Call us today ai 6764000 for a Confidential Inie,
L,ew

TELETYPE CORPORATION

"Itt,

THE KEY T 0
PLEASING
SERVICE
NO EXPERIENCE

leleape recomeses infirm and pays for IN Especially when it

NORTHFIELD AREA

VENDING

de, Your vePY

EXPERIENCED

TO WORk FOR A
LEAKIER?
CALL

Apply in Person fora Confidential Interview

An equal opportunity employer.

We require statistical typing, filing and general
office experience. Excellent salary and com,amy
benefits. Hours 9 MA le 5 PM, five day week.
455-B500.

paid meat one and Itsfidays

To asnd.yz.stelizIlle...titul;, ai1l,10,4;722

DES PLAINES

.

"FORD"

rkLZ

Sss us br the ben jels you, ever had if you're wwnsord
w Punkah Pry hp overtime and weedy emplayrneer wok

SawrdaylIAM la 4P.16.

Y

CLERK TYPIST

TELETYPE CORPORATION

Equal Opportunity Empkoyer

GAL FRIDAY

partment.

IIESN'14L-1!. 04.'21

MARENGO, ILLINOIS, 60152

Tees Tbure Ahl to7

MT PROSPECT

Excellent opportunity io work for o lose growing
automobile diaributor. Our new office location
has an immediate position in our distribution de-

If

_JD STARTINQ

TSpeciolists in Magnetic Materials"

Mon.WedFd AM. toe P.M.

or

RANDHURST CENTER

EPiraNIO

.1iT PACKAOIN

$600 to $635

Illinois Bell

White Collar Girls

WOMEN NEEDED FOR
EVENING HOURS
61E M

Art Co-Ordinatods
Assistant

©

'Phone

255-7200

plenty of opportuniN.

677-0600

I as...1-)EY HEI

Ali tompany beriefin including W. MN... *REM...,

Good so:dory and benefits, regular raises and

SARGENT-WELCH SCIENTIFIC CO.

12,6626

phones to the thane telephone switching network,

Paid Holidays
Paid Vocation
Modern Clean Plant

50% OFF
ON ALL LABOR

peopIe

PLUS:

Wow. & Shen e A.m.. Screw Moak. Operators and
E.penenced Surface and...550.4m, Operabps.

Start in our major call roofing offices wiring tele.

REPs & LPN s

FREE TRAVEL!

GENERAL

In the wide open world of communkations.

"11r.GT '..111;11,12:,O%11:1G,;1,,V4.141c-°'

267-5300

Big Pay -New People

TODAY! --J.

PERMANENT
EMPLOYMENT

COME IN AND REGISTER

392 5230

.....

Doe N.M.....

ABOUT A BETTER JOB

BUSINESSMAN

WANT ADS

CL 9-0495

Complete Training

TALK TO TELETYPE

300 N. Northwest Hwy. (Rts. 53 IL 141 Palatine, III.

No fee

CONVAW;;ISS HECHT

MACHINE

-

Furnace installation

Ken Ldr6On & Associates

en. overomud narcoses

(Area Code 815) 568-2283

PROBLEM
FOR THE

Sewing Instructions

THIS JOB OFFERS

ENGINEERING CO.

537.2160
8:30 om to 4:00 pm
Monday ?bra Friday

Free brush up practice

[oral or Laop

7300 N. LINDER - SKOKIE

392-1234 or
392-1485

Call 72%604S or 219,191

OPERATORS:

.AND FOR THE
TA71',E7

'6'5 'PE

Top stmg

PHONE, WRITE OR VISIT

"THE DAY

FIREWOOD

255 8567

We offer high starting pay, automatic increases,
9 paid holidays, 2 weeks vacation after year,
group irourance and more.

Apply In Person

IS A REAL

A

Penh Repays

haw. paneling

/u PRICE SALE.

ALL OFFICE SKILLS

COME IN TO SEE US OR CALL

BEAUTICIAN

WE OFFER:

6 Paid HoIrdars

$2.75 PER HOUR FULL TIME

GALL ED 358 5359

°

Port or Full T,nle

THIS JOB OFFERS

Resale Merchandise

TIMATES GALIFIN 6913

Mold Designing

hey

Waltman Cons,. Ca.

We need Men who want Permanent Jobs

Radio -TV Service
REPAIR

SKOKIE

CLERK TYPISTS

590 to $135 per Wk.
DOCTOR'S
ASSISTANT

WITH NO LAYOFFS!

250 N. 12 Street -Wheeling
lull Dundee Road -between Wolf Rood Me. 83)

624 75.io

DAN NRY.
Dar or N19111359.1906

1 2nd

AIETALS 0/1//StON

Nova Trowel 16511 Travel

Electrical Work

1st

TEMPORARY

"NOW & THEN JOB"

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Oen DM IWO Miner. Des PI

TOOL & DIE MAKERS
03.41 to 4 06 per hr. depending on experience

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

REVERSMASONRY

SAT

let ShifReliable man
eded lo drier panel truck, Caine inside tdutM.

DRIVER/EXPEDITER

GRILL MEN

Iz1711.!,110,°:`

7300 N. LINDER

FOR A BETTER DEAL!

MA1,F771V MAIRIE7-171

'"C'l n3'21111 P'"P"'

779'11Zelt

MARTIN METALS

COME SEE OS AT

Epual OPPooNE9P,PR.P°'

BY RAY PETERSON

CO/IDA

1

CHAS. &GRAY SALES

1422

.

Call 626-8722

W.H. HUTCHINSON & SON
HAVE YOUR PIANO IMRE

SHARON HOFER

FSTiMAr

available. Call 255.2440. 9 AM

SEASONAL TUNE UP SPECIAL

22,6020

Wirk,

CL k-331.1

OF LIVING

Sargent -Welch Scientific

DOCTOR'S RECEPTION

Fountain Waitress

skill poshion.

Lawn Mower Service

NMI CARPENTER WORK
STAIRS.

3 2.5

Piano Tuning Service.

LADIES and children's clothes al

e'

60 00 CL

vs% :sem wiry. A complete

HIGH COST

Solve your money problems With

625-0962

1st & 2nd
Shift -"Man siiedr. job that can lead to top paying

All SO1:, Open

LaSllePeonnel

267-5300 or 677-0600

ALLOY DEPARTMENT FLOORMAN -

leedillwraisi

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR

KEY PUNCH LEAD OPERATOR

SUBURBAN

Shift -Permanent, secure inside work.

Window Well Covers

65o1(.9. INIERIORS

10750 W Grand Ave
Franklin Pork, Illinois

Illinois Bell

LEGAL

MODEL AGENCY

Estes and Elmhurst Rds.
Elk Grove Village

CUTOFF MACHINE OPERATOR

(Class A)

Interior Decorating

CALL .M11 'VIER s Pm.

TOYOTA DISTRIBUTORS

656.9922

be a La Salle Gal

CONTINENTAL CAN COMPANY, INC

Must know Chicago area,

MACHINISTS

MID SOUTHERN

CALL

lEAdER?

MAKE YOU FEEL LOW

Immediate Openings

SAXON BUSINESS PRODUCTS, INC.

OUR SPECIALTY

Induselni

SHORTEN COATS 6 WM

TO WORk Foe A

WMTRESSES

TRAINEE 0540

'Arina rpm

NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED

CALI JOHN ABEIR

Wigs

NG, MEDIC,
SIAIISEICAL TYPING.

Saturday SAM.in 4 r,

An Equal OPPononkk Erna.,

Wallpapering

New office location, five day weak from 9 AM to
5 PILL Apply today or ask for Mn. T. Saloom ai

LIkE

FREE PARKING

SERVICE TECHNICIANS

Drapery Repairs

AutemobileSerwee

sorge'r

C

593-5952

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

Vacuum Repair Service

..r,'A.Prttotnt:i7h1

Delivery.

RISS SIT RIAU IN THE PRIVACY Or YOUR OWN OFFICE AND
GROOVE WITH LTHE NATION'S EASIEST GRIMING SALES
ORGAMEAFION WITH 200 OFFICES, COAST COCOAS!.

Will train for Interesting work.

WhAT's IT

Ate to 2 PM.-

Apply in Person

I! YOU CAN DIG ALL THAT, THEN CALL FRANK,

and Woti wash,

GERALDINE'S

2'4' '" w'ek
DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

,

FULL LINE OF COMPANY RiN1FITS

THEY KNOCK ON TOUR DOOR!

ailior with a Standard IBM Mead, Typewriter.

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

SPIA le II PM....111.16tal.

AK YOU P.DY7

Cimino 0.1Weggard

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

ALL 3 SHINS OPFM

h orrr

adm

WE WILL TRAIN YOU!

5555 W. Taal, Skokie, III.

/ NO CAR EXPENSES
/ NO LEAD CHASING
/ NO DOOR KNOCKING

Upholstery

Draped.

We have an immediate opening in our billing
department far a billePtypist. You should be fa-

p

26 Help Wanted RIM

ond
or Add horeal In orrno
Con id ential Interview

HEY!

CI 5 847I

(NO SHORTHAND)

455-EL550. Company benefits

TELETYPE CORPORATION

TAX RETURNS..

PERSONNEL
SECRETARY

372-5300

Call G. Krol at 676-1000, Ext. 5457

AND
FINE INTERIOP PAINTING

C

INCLUDING:

Excellent Starting Poy
with Automatic Increases!

Northbrook, Ill.

498-2330

INDIVIDUAt

DO

FREE ESTIMATES

...'9;e1;st l'OeVir:111:rk

COMPANY

855 Morse Ave.
Elk Grove Village, Illinois

TEl R VENDING

BILLER TYPISTS
RECEPTION TYPIST

EPEE PA,ING

$550 MONTH

Premium Pay for Overtime
9 Paid Holidays
Pension Plan

FOR PLASTIC BOTTLE PRODUCTION

JOHNS-NIGRELLI-JOH NO,
INC.

FRIERIoRkNTERIOR

Income Tax Service

1552570

SERVICE

PLUS ALL COMPANY BENEFITS

MACHINE OPERATORS

DICICS TILE SERVICE

292.3450

cr 53991

SCNNAUMER

455-8350

r

MACHINIST

Wolk ond Roam

GROOMING

°

METRO GOLDWYN
MAYER

OFFICE

overtime

Dog Service

Barbara Olsak
253-9100

METROPOLIAN PRINTING

BILLER -TYPIST

FOR PERMANENT JOBS
WITH OPPORTUNITIES
FOR ADVANCEMENT

Tile

Cdlit3e1:17rrer

NO FEE

45 Hour week, plus additional

1118

RICK'S DE:ORATING

FgIFP

3 rk5S

FL

MING.

METROPOLITAN
SPECIALTIES INC.

how to utilise your com

ANIMAL HOSPITAL

INE GIRL

Wiell PAPERING

panel,

PLUS TRAVEL

298-2770
La Solis nenannel

WE HAVE OPENINGS NON

lob Shop Experience

iii, All Company benefits.

I

$130 WEEK

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

Tailoring

goners 3929641
R

G

wise h ee isewiethi

359 4550

E'E=ancl="
Ct 5 3842

ARL HIS LIALS cARFCFNIER

251165E6 Arl gHts Reasonable

c'et"ES'Istbes

N W H.

5

Sump Pump

Child Care
Dt7s:OZU7'6711trellny

130

week, 11,30 om to 5:00 pm, congenial eurraund-

439-7600

$5.00 AN HOUR

Coll Mr. McGrath 358-5800

Immediate openings for full time mitchboord
optle 'u Light lypiag. Permanent, 5 days o

CALL MISS ESCHER

259-5010

INAD'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS

PAINTER OR FIX IT MAN

RISIICH PAVING AND CEMENT

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR
MR. BRHNNER

Storm Windows

Home Maintenance

Cement & Blacktop

II

FILE CLERKS

RECEPTION TRAINEE

EARN UP TO

ARLINGTON HTS.

100 N. HICKORY no.

RECEPTIONIST

.RELATIONS

TOOL & DIE MAKERS!

PRODUCTS CO.

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist
O.D. and/or I.D. Grinder Hand
Tool Steel Heat Treat Operator

Slip Covers

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

SWITCHBOARD

PUBLIC

FOR EXPERIENCED

Painting & Decorating

Hearing Aids

HOUSEWIVES

"r8=8'3di"

GREAT OPPORTUNITIES

WITH EXPANDING MACHINE SHOP

WOMAN

La Salle Penormel

647 9000

Wheeling, Illinois

TELETYPE CORP.

WEBER -STEPHEN

259.6262
Evenings - 259-4013

CARSON PIP)! SCOTT
& CO
Rondhurst Shopping
Center
Miss Carter 392-2001

. SNUAL OPPORTUNIIY ENRON.

5555 West Touhy Ave.
Skokie, IX

WANTED FOR PERMANENT POSITIONS

Catering

Hair Stylist
298 3770

and reach 60,000 Hkuseholdsl

ALTERATIONS 6 HUM

Receptionist

CALL 537-11 do
OR VISIT US AT

The Prospecr Day, on d The Des Plaines Day

Alterations

be a La Salle Gal

r State Personne.158 Des SI

Ave

Immediate Openings

WAREHOUSEMAN

Two years of electronic back.

.

INSPECTOR

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

L oy up 2.120 o 2520 Nee

traln SaM,

oenew. hu:

EKCO

5pringrnoker
Machine Operator

Ian

bright

Z7ede'C'el'I.Atkid.196 e'270'

Page 9

26 Help Wanted Women

26 Helo Wanted Women

T Employment Agencies Women

25implownent Agencies Women

4 Help Wanted Men

tECRETARIEk

SETUP MAN

Work otter school 6 Sainirdow
Can earn 315 to 3.4n per week

UNIQUE JOBS FOR
YOUNG MEN WITH
AN ELECTRONIC
BACKGROUND

l 74 Help Wanted Men

2004 Miner St.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
827-9919
An Equal Opportunity Employer

CENTEL
SYSTEM

5555 West Touhy

Skokie,
on Equal OpluaMMENE.R.INE

III.

central telephone company of Illinois

Wednesday, February 11.1970

Page 10

NOUSTVALTS 9 MOWERS

U. MOM NEN

Are you look, lot part 6,

WHO IS AN AVON

20101 Well WOW

PERSONNR,..

REPRESENTATIVE?
seesone

who

ins yes

likes

METER MAID

AVON Reymann:a. -

Coll

you. C0037.2040

TRAINEE'

pool., hat tome span time

Duties Include: parrollep metered parking amok and issuing

fi.ers iv violators, repod.g mews .801.9

NIN SO

e

Wolea.ue,

DIAL -A -JOB
656.9922

525 437-0011

Mt. Prospect

09"..

INTERVIEWING

2536600

SECRETARY

EVENINGS

5.12

SCHOOL BUS
DRIVERS

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

Will Train You

rSsrs?Srst=ts7tkhres'7-

If youre He type d InPreitlual
looking for a Poe smmn0 salary plus a oesiWw that
who
con ear advancemeni and challenge. hew are a He P.m.

FILE CLERKS
File el* ore. real backbone al any large comP.F. we
all

P.M. ROUTES

$2.25 - $2.48

2,30-5 p.m.

PER HOUR
wish

benefits

company

GENERAL OFFICE

Excellens.ding solo,

Immediate openings for

Is tn....sm.. Contemn Io

ex

required.

605.3440

The Singer Company
8001 North.. Highway
Mount Prospect

boy or Evening

!Mervin.
MOOTRN PLANT

NO OM CLOCK TO PUNCH
PAID VACATION is, YEAR
HOSLOALIZATION
PROPIL.SHARING

commensurate
Salary
with experience. Cor,.

11 Help Wanted -Men 580015

Operators

parr paid benefits.

ovrq,

CALL MR. GRESS

INSPECTOR

T... awdable lor

CONViNiiNT LOCATION

N
F

ADMINISTRATIVE
Personnel Open each weekday fill 8:30 PM

mon. FnaingsN17,50

and receiving inspection
as well as rhe use of oll
basic inspection gauges.

METHODE MEG.

catedemo A king PIO earl 593

2739 IN. FOSTER

1700 S. Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows, Ill.

878-8200

392.3.500

CLERICAL TRAINEE

in

oonire

310. 3o1a.bed. like new,

Vac

reconciling and

IndolOme .1 as., creallr
collealon el accounts. Some caseate. recess., esrt
manager

obs

Ike 0L

For Interview Appointment Coll

FEE

er. 315 WIT oval sup

325

PI Chevy 9

York

le

(85

Mart the way ir is.

awe.,

VALENTINE

it oil we ',wow in o grey vocation plan and
profit shoring.
Think about It. If youfre nal happy where you're
at come join us.
Openings on bath shifts (Nights - 4130 PM -LAM)
Apply Monday -Friday, 8 Mi - 3 PM. Saturday, 9
AM - 12 Noon,

MOTOROLA
Algonquin & Meacham Roads
Schaumburg
359-4800

$895

Bender Rieger Pontiac
P'rl:'4

PERFORMANCE
CORNER

ArIngion NiL Rd.
CL 3-0420

1968 TORINO

0.108 oh fon.

lad nos (25

GENERAL OFFICE
FIGURE CLERKS
NCR OPERATORS
a SWITCHBOARD

34 Art, and Anboues
We Desk

Ook

Refer

LYNN DAVIS
401 E. Prospect Ave., Mt. POLPPeHo III.

BONI, BEN 0, th

WANTED

1,21,44

d

1=

We Have Immediate Openings For Both
Experienced Or Non -Experienced

$595

Your

IRK AGAIN!
Mole AKC 8

Inerre=dle

teuhy A

ewnebeint

In

new

bldg.

01101,

TITATTERVICE"

$1595

'64 PONTI'AC STATION WAGON
Air

3

Buy the Way

conditioned,

VH,

5,70

$695

(VOLVO

FLEET Buyers Do!

C

ofr

5,41.3.631I
MT.

p

PROSPECT

A 2 Bedrer

elimherhelel

Aors. Neff,.

Large

.1 o

Ado..

I 6.61

Priced front

boc
Saw
984Aolaile Homes

wish Has Fireploce. Newly hp
ishetl Apr. in boseniem tPerlec

6, M

12,54'

b

NEW & USED
VOLVO'S

1O95°°

-8aionce .0 1011010 War only Available-

nOlularni
T-Nr

This Week's Special:
1968 Volvo 1 de Sedan

555 Irving Park Road

$1795

529-7070

WIGGLES WORTH

Roselle, Illinois

.

4444-44+4-944-*
Daily 8 Long Term Leasing

A(1183I3X BIS

COURT

A.

SWIMMING POOL

DICK WICKSTROM

LARGEST
SELECTION OF

Ready to go...! Many to Choose from...

geautitut co
countw club new. 2.2 borhs
parch.

MIDWEST'S

V-8 Engines and all the Standard Safety Features of the Late Model Cars -Winterized and

SONTAG REALTY

Deluxe 4 geolr

IMPORTS, INC.

Cl RNERVAIIONS CALL

Own. oneo. to Lel: ::nscRI

OPEN SUNDAYS.

CL 9-4100

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
CL 9-4100

GLENVIEW

72,1800

DES PLAINES

CHRYSLER -PLYMOUTH

NOW IS THE TIME
TO BUY!

DUSTER HEADQUARTERS
MANY COLORS
TO CHOOSE FROM

10, 19, Following categories.

MANAGER

Printed Circuit bend Assemblers
*Cabinet Wirers
Maintenance Men

female

St

Bernard

pupae

The Day's

Male AKTC15'0°°5T5.1

Ilinterested,alease corne

'

8 L. Ch Von, que vie

ITT

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

r*r
An Equal OppoWniOEMPIfeer

TRUNK, TORSION BAR SUSPENSION,
LARGER WHEEL BASE, LARGE

Plaines

wk. Bred for enroll,
Poodles
Horne railed 28928.

FOR YOUR VAUNT,.
Schnauzers M
raised

paper noinw

ears $100 4399421

AUTO
SHOPPING

30 BRAND NEW 691 LEFT

shots &

I

'

I

0

'

S

'

I

PRICE RANGE

1968 Plymouth Road Runner

$395 TO $895

9795

Full Power TUrCh101ee Finish

SI

'

2188

MANY TO CHOOSE FROM
1966 Mercury
2 Dr HT lull none/ nn con
&Wrung vinyl roof Yello.

1966 Chevelle SS Malibu Cpe

$1395

3,E5Peed 396 VI bronze fin

1965 Dodge 880

1962 MERCEDES
220-S

OluO

01

$11195

$1195

I,

1968 Ford 4 Dr. Sdn.

.

"th

9395

$999
1968 Mercury Montego

1965 Rambler Wagon

0-1'
1967 Rambler Classic

9188

1967 Volkswagen

Door
New
.1

124

Full

Power

Like 9988
1967 PLYMOUTH BARRACUDA

1967 Chrysler Newport
10,

1

c"r-d

green

Fastback
V8
automatic
power
steering
console
bucket seats
balonce of

9995

I
-

hen

F AKC harne

TIRES, ETC, ETC. ETC

1967 Catalina Convertible

45, 6 cyl Automatic

ousel*. hen Nom ololi-

THIS HOT COMPACT
HAS A GLOVE BOX --A LARGER

MI ENGINE. ARM REST, A MUCH LARGER

YOUR TRADE-IN WILL NEVER BE WORTH MORE

for

Personnel office - 298-3080

Pee

ak

125 1970 MODELS IN STOCK!!

er

mos old A%2

Inspector

Road

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY ON OVER

Eye on

TO SALES

2.1071

V8, Power glide. power steer
dio and heater, Whse

DEALER

Nash

Keep
PHONE WAS OUT

IN YOUR AREA

Wof I

07.

1965 VOLVO
MODEL 122

444o0s Pets & Limpinent

''41;:istSP:Fe'sFr

HELP

2000

'67 IMPALA STATION WAGON

381-0899
EXCLUSIVE

9895

Bucker Seats.

BARRINGTON

army $17,5 353.1840

1968 CHEVROLETS

IMPORT SPECIAL

ImermeragNIA.4PM,Sal by one',

versified position. oar of8te.

1.0e4rre

I

$1395 clOd

Barrington Imports Volvo
126 No Cook St
Barrington, III

IT Wanted To Buy

Chicago Office 346-5040

ImMs and persanality are xis

Loaded! Yellow with Black

INCLUDING STATION WAGONS. HURRY!

1967 FIREBIRD

1275

Came in or can Jean Vol., 259-7010

INN puha. for MA POW di.

. middle aged col: garden

500

Wigglesworth Imports, Inc.
1723 Waukegan Road
Glenview, Ill

CLERK TYPIST

Northwest suburbs. Handle
diem, telephones and unser

1124utendiles for Sale

1965 CORONET

440 East Main St
Barrington, III

$695
FEMALE:

No Shorthand

'68 CAMARO Z28

126 N COOK ST

d

zz7.,7 E4ra EzZiArr ECPii==w

Del

r

ne

Cl

,2775

UNBELIEVABLE?

IMPORT MOTORS

nc

lu

Ion

cone 5525 439 7141

'THE

.o

ONLY
$1995

ACCOUNTING CORKS
PROGRAMMERS SALES

ASSISTANT

You% enioy the Paiw
5fR'L
tem of Hope. dowse'
Ike
L.R.P.R

FASTBACK

Brows Oldsmobile

455-711I, Ext. 223

70,0

1965 OLDS 88

Lattof Chevrolet
800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Hts. III.

esromdecororee,xe
417

MALE:

A.M. Castle

NOW
SEE THE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE 11 YEAR CAR!
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

BARRINGTON

112 -Automobiles For Sale

-

COLLEGE GRADUATES
ADJUSTER TRAINEES

So, the fir', thing we do to make you happy is
pay you an ortstonding starting salary. The, we
give you outofflatIc increases, molor medic& in
surance, and rnerchondile discounts. The To top

1966 MUSTANG

WORK IN THE SUBURBS!

* typists

1968 CHARGER

$1195 f47.

Send your

Bensenville

Rd.

* secretaries

12

Low .leonA,1&7;.1.,

ps

eye w 0.0

alect

even

4 -on

'69 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE

PeS.

1,

'43957301 rfre"h

SN4. 3 NO or

of rad
101142001 los with tall

$2695

1968 OPEL

505 W. Northwest Hwy.
Buffington

SAUBLIAND FLOWERS

come Tint. Thors the way It should be - and

a Terms available

Coll zozweito
Fe. Appointment

$1495

032.95M

Mr. Jerry Stassak at 595-9000
610

a-

A37-9025

Male or Female

* wirers & solderers
* light assembly
* stock packers

Seal. Womr,.&22,I, P/B,

your borne.

IS-RealEstate-Houses

1967 International

Dick Wickstrom Chevrolet
555 Irving Park Road
Roselle, III.

DEPARTMENT

PERSONNEL
SECRETARY

SERVICE

Ranch

253 5228

253 6S70

CREDIT and COLLECTION

typing regained.

WE'RE SELLING THESE
BELOW DEALERS COST

1969 CHARGER

"On Dundee at 83"
Wheeling, Ill.

801 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect

erolverond 350. Heedboard with
clIcinV 120 Coll

2111elp Wald Men & Roeoo

3425

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

Closing out Hack

euMilyecu

8. RESEARCH CENTER

John Mufich Buick

Neerue,

alirf Lo

EXEC CARS -

Jr,

529

Immediate Possession

SRI. HTS. INDUSTRIAL

Campers Special

Des Plaines, III.

SOHO SIVE STEREO IRNIGNII

255-1910

DU 134001

DEMOS - FACTORY

VOLVO

F.8

160:tr"Va'

$2595

Yarnall Todd Chevrolet Inc.

622 E. Northwest Hwy; Rt. 14

COMPANY

A

Des Plaines Chrysler Plymouth

Call or apply in person
MT PROSPECT

Barrington

37S. Punsecad.

7474111=81,1"'d.

325 255 153,0 6

COVENANT HOSPITAL

At Mated° we've always Mg that people should

?aZ`e,i°:70='st3

=i,7e;;Z:iL,j7;

I

7or,aT2J:704574,

31800

I

273 1116

824-2175

work

piece set-up

1st

SWEDISH

Find your circle
at Motorola

REFERRAL

to read ports, perform

BRUNING

(15.7701

'NO

office re new mo ern

1131mlustnal Property b Red

$1895 ("4

ity for EXPERIENCED INSPECTOR, Must be able

SECRETARY

BANKERS LIFE & CASUALTY CO.
4001 W. Lawrence

pH

I

Daily 7,45 To It 15

NI

d

VA

I.

CALL 439-8020

1969 DODGE

dry lociiitiet .5

troMechanical products
with excellent opportun-

'THE BOSS"

394,20

2. Heavy dun, carpeting
3. Hee installation
4. See large samples in

80To Rent Hist Space

PM CL SNIN

medium size
We ore
rnenstacherer of Elec.

BUSINESS PRODUCTS

Heenan Aolion

L'1

Keypunch

SAXON
lernihweemn etnew w

letyle 6

F.rn.ro

For

Mort

2,7.35S0

The Big Car Buys
available now at
these leading
N -W Suburban
Auto Dealers:

MRS. DUNNE

ming.. tree 3297-3308 on hour. We wil be glad te horn

take

350 so

Ills Rent Apartnlents

CALL N OW!

3,443800

R D. Hinle

hove own trotvq.dol,e-

ADMINISTRATIVE TRAINEES
IN
CLAIMS ADJUSTING
AND
CORRESPONDENCE

92995

5 Raises 1st Year

ledge of various office
h
du c M
pe11e12e. Good typmg
s Ws

M,P66,9138

dow

AN 3927

Sel Dogwood Tr.

/Ho Rent, Stens, Offices

Advertise with Day
Want Ads

c5::/spen.

2 young ladies with knowI4II1V4 1.7c
ro,..

l0001,343,l,II2,,k 0002

390. R d

Family

439.0923

TYPISTS, TYPISTS

""'

'111.Tn171;4

w. the Pager Company. Pull

Think 3. Ilk. week won floors, If wee answer

Hive+. 52825 487,69

0LCHT

START

6:30-8:30 a.m.

FIGURE CLERKS

"44=L/71.7

FURNITURE AlLe'LltutoiNG

A

Believing

DICK WICKSTROM

44D(CP6a

40% - 68% OFF

fm. deb. eist. srtel xos,

5

Olds

112-Autembiles for Tie

Nollm000d

315;

otim Mee

Seeing Is

CARPETING

1.11tny

.8119111

3000 S Busse Rd
ARLINGTON HTS., ILL

ockanCamenl p.n.!

25.6f119

255-3122w 23.1580

School Bus, Inc.

GENERAL CLERKS

Xere

FIN.3200

A.M. ROUTES

Cook County

o ncon4mt 17. C11,,ecc^1 PeaHons

'AA wistetsei3 mos.

" Bravos

Mit'tMog"'"

13 -to Rent furnished Aparhnents

CHALLENGER
2 Dr. H.T.

The Boss

253-5324

TRULY A VALENTINE!

I

$1575

154405601 1150005

16.10 Rent Hanes

H

Choice of
Day and Evenings

the Ir... Go.a

11114otoreMes md Scooters

R

1970

29iscellaneous Mealiadise

re

'75:7Pqr.".

Section!

BRAND NEW

2110,1

ASS 1107

chraglag yew p.m

SAN gasten bed. scat 1165,
km sea 335, 0
pc

'Ween

in Today's
Real Estate
Classified

31-thostate&CraseSsle

0103, 22:0,

as,

see

SELLING OUT FURNITURE

Could be

MATERIAL

IN Campbell

IN CLEAN, EASY
FACTORY WORK

Paid Training

HOOK seo

SOO eo All Noel pond 255.52

DODGE

MUELLER'S STATIONERY STORE

PERSONNEL DEPT.

EKE Cana SIM A3,3.285

827.707.5

'S'IASLS"

PALATINE/ROLLING MFADOW3

570. Iwo antique,' ',seek,

ull tune

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

Age Open
FEMALE

HELP WANTED

WORK
NEAR
HOME?

117 So. Emerson

SPECIAL

864teelLstate-Houses

YOU COULD BE

WHY NOT
PARKER

p.w.W.

THE HOME
YOU WANT...

GIRLS

0oPormn.

Ills Rent ApartmentS

I

Says,

bun.. 320; recline oho 350,

JUNIOR S1AE MODERN
ROOM SE,

P

BUS DRIVER

Or Call 824-3136

1966 BUICK
SPORT WAGON

101.AutoPartsand 144116

sz, 390: king sz 3110, Hideaway bed sleepers 3108,

21410 WantedLien & Women

ASK for WAYNE EGGERS
359-7770

L9W

deveneggssso.

-

5

CITY OF DES PLAINES
1412 Miner Street

-Ur

414Iorne himistengSfailitat

Vacant

Commercial

wiplostic covers. Plaw

Illinois Bell

°.ffr

lose S

EXP. SECRETARY

815 - 4:45

Residential

Page

sole,

table..., offer 054.7,34

GENERAL FINANCE

agency with an ourstondino

w.al tactfully...He ober, ored luderma.m0kexess

9 AM -3 PM

Real Estate

for

Wednesday, February II, 1970

Its

10344telsailers &Cancers

47liome fornishings masa

SIMMONS haleralued .rnplete

independent emPI01.^L
Restuired abilmes, good wool and general inside... ode

DAYS

Siam.* (ale.

R65 7070

giving assistance to Mena. en tIse OM. and reoaMng

Saturday Feb. 14
Sunday Feb. 15

445egz Pets & *pest

DES PLAINES

Auto Shciiing Centff

0

RECEP.--CASHIER

55004700 mo.

DODGE'
IN

18.146Nated Wawa

Itatedtheeen

26-11eg Waite:Mow

1641elp Wanted ROOM

CENTER

4=1

9

:

DAY PUBLICATIONS

o

1111Net
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11146wiliss Fr la

Fa Si

1I1Ail

WE SPECIALIZE

03 ALPINE
AMAPA 2 10P5 OFFER.
827-1650

In Quality 2nd Can
These Cars SOY
In Coldest Weather!

1963

FALCON

ona, Super B,
4 speed Yon! Nor .99

1969

Cbevelle,

out, bud.

Ants, NA-PLA stereo, 359.7.5

'°-

112-lakastiss fir Si

1966 Ford Clabril 500 2 dr

'On Chevrolet 440 Belot, se

6

Delto Royal,

full power. VeN

Vinyl Top.

coed 439-2823

PoNard Volvo

'

01 Chewy
013

two. 1554303
WiVt.

MoinnIr.

Elk

Grove

2

door, 6 40. outo-

3912614

VII

PIttmoutb 5tation

07 fairlone wog. 6 ed
pit.

Radford,

For THE
man in
your life

11.11661oFeSili

112-Auttactiles fa Sale

112-AstoroRa fa Si
cond. WO 432-2737

439-306

me. Salea. 257-4318

CONVERTIBLE

MO. 253.1476

,erb

rho":

eoed

oete,

W'SAVelt*Or'AtMr

51495.394.0x47 oh 5 PM weekde

311414-1 950

,Ar

lirne

bone, 6650.

Coll

9 1073

255-4592

Arl.

'N'et:Itatpdt171;-..

1124amanst for Sr
!et tor:4:1:21e rd

IILlatractiles for We

1114stmohla Fa Si
303.

e er

o

KICK UP UP YOUR HEELS

205-6137

t

+.:100% GUARANT E FOR 30 DAYS!
ON ALL GOODW LL USED CARS. L.

tAll Pricos Reduced 1. Ng Our asmodenno
used aN rm... in Super ANA,

itzzoNd.=

WITH THESE GREAT DEALS AT

YARNALL-TODD CHEVROLET INC.

1968tORVETTE 427 2 TOPS

111111111tak

1969 VOLKSWAGON

$1795
1966 FAIRLANE SQUIRE STATION WAGON

1968 CHEVY IMPALA

1967 CHEVY CAPRICE

'1695

1967 BUICK WILDCAT
meet_

1966 CAPRICE STATION WAGON

$1695

Only

1968 CADILLAC CONVERTIBLE CPE.

$2095

1966 PONTIAC GTO

51550

1966 CHEVY IMPALA STATION WAGON

1965 GTO CPE.

1967 CHEVY IMPALA COUPE

'1495

p.'.`"'" 're"

1964 CHEVY MALIBU COUPE 55

'1095

'1995

`NAN web ble. vinvl roof

'1295
"nd"'ne' '1' '1495

9°"""9°'

1968 PLYMOUTH ROAD RUNNER

°t.=

'Ao1"'!0.:.°77: '1675

1968 MUSTANG

$2150

II-

TOP VALUE

5-'1395

e

BUICK ON RAND!
TOP VALUE Car!

1965 DODGE CONVERTIBLE

(Top Big Seller in Chicagoland)

IL TOP VALUE Deal!

1966 PONTIAC LEMANS

(You can't Top it at John &Mich's)

mi.

1966 CHEVROLET CHEVELLE

9295
1967 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN
Mikhel

Jim Bodoni,

9895
1967 OLDSMOBILE
leammIst., Brew meeallte
elork.51 top.

teaspoon each cinnamon and

TOP VALUE Trades!
(Top dollar for your old car too)

1965 BUICK ELECTRA

'on juice; bring to a boil. Pare and
core apples. Add to molasses mix-

Endividual Cranberry Relish Molds make the
4erfect flavor foil for any meat. Make them in a
jiffy with OsteriJer's new blend and gel tech-

cream.

Makes

nique.

A tangy
opener

8

Spice for his
taste buds

CRANBERRY RELISH MOLD

SPICY GLAZED
CHICKEN 'N' FRUIT

2 envelopes Knox unflavored gelatin
1/4 cup cold water

3 whole chicken breasts, split
Weston Oil
1 teaspoon salt

V2 cup boiling water

56 teaspoon pepper

11/4 cups sugar
1/2 orange, cut in pieces and seeded

I can (15 ounces) Hunt's Peach

3 cups cranberries

Halves or Apricots

Grind or crush cranberries in

1 can (8 ounces) Hunt's Tomato

tin over cold water in blender container; allow to stand while assembling other ingredients. Add boiling
water; cover and process at Lo
(Stir) until gelatin dissolves. If gela-

1/2 teaspoon ground cinnamon or
nutmeg
1 teaspoon whole cloves

1964 T -BIRD

TOP VALUE SMALL CAR!

Brush chicken with Wesson oil;
sprinkle with salt and pepper. Arrange, skin -side up in 13 by 9 by

tin granules cling to container, use a

rubber spatula to push them into

2 -inch baking pan. Bake at 375 de-

the mixture.

grees for 20 minutes. Meanwhile,
drain syrup from fruit into saucepan; stir in Hunt sauce and cinna-

TOP

BUICK

OPEL

VALUE

Service
FIRST IN SAYINGS!

801 E. RAND ROAD PHONE 394-2200

FIRST IN DEALS!

too!

When gelatin is dissolved, turn
control to Hi (Liquefy) and add
sugar and orange. Continue to process until orange is finely chopped.
Stop blender and add cranberries.
Cover and process until cranberries
are finely chopped.
Turn into individual molds or
5 -cup mold or bowl. Chill until

mon; simmer 5 minutes.

Turn chicken; pour on half of

sauce. Bake at 325 degrees for 20
minutes more.

.

Turn chicken; pour on remaining

sauce. Stud fruit with cloves and
arrange around chicken. Bake 10 to
'15 minutes more, basting occasionally, until fruit is thoroughly heated.

-Makee6servings. -----

a

blender and set aside. Sprinkle gela-

Sauce with mushrooms

""""'' °°' 9095

:',===1.1::;=1:2,
4-1'1 :$1395
995

FOOD
has its DAY

whipped
servings.

$1095

;Allit

nutmeg
VO teaspoon each ground clove and
ginger
6 tablespoons lemon juice
8 large apples
Whipped cream
In 10 -inch skillet combine molasses, sugar, water, spices and lem-

with

1966 MUSTANG

tt,:=

1966 BUICK ELECTRA

cup Grandma's West Indies

Uncover and simmer 30 minutes
longer. Spoon syrup over apples
frequently. Cool in syrup. Serve

1966 BUICK ELECTRA

cream.

MOLASSES TAFFY APPLES

ture; cover and simmer 15 minutes.

mat

=.1,Zot:=V:= 9095
e

the range, served with a garnish of whipped

`dessert duet

1/4

room), with more being sold (number one Big Seller
in Chicagoland) we're more in a position to cut more off
the TOP and slice payments thinner too! Our volume
says you save more and our deal says you can afford
more of Buick's luxury extras -- that you'd probably
pay for in a stripped down model somewhere else anyway!

1995

Flavorful
1/4

TOP volume, TOP value...TOP variety too...at your Big
Topper dealers! With more Buicks now (we have more

1967 BUICK ELECTRA

Molasses and apples make a flavorful duet.
Molasses Taffy Apples are simmered on top of

Molasses
3/4 cup sugar
3/4 cup water

------ $1795

ples.

9:00 to 9:00
Sat. 9:00 to 5:00

,11

381-6000

1969 CHRYSLER NEW YORKER

dessert such as Molasses Taffy Ap-

someone in your life is with a spe-

Phone 537-7000

Doan Daily 9-9; SAT. 9.5 CLOSED SUNDAY

Top Car draws in Used Cars too!

er way to remember that certain

Closed Sunday.

Wheeling

"On Dundee at 83"

Let ..the tangy flavor of molded
Cranberry Relish open your meal.
Follow with Spicy Glazed Chicken
'n' Fruit nestled on fluffy white and
wild rice. This entree will pamper
your food budget enough that you
can also plan on going to a concert
or the theatre after dinner. Complete your menu with a light velvety

Hours:
Mon. Thru Fri.

"We Buy Used Cars"

ciao $395

11-

t

1968 CHEVY CUSTOM COUPE

1966 INTERNATIONAL TRAVELALL

1963 PONTIAC TEMPEST

505 W. Northwest Hwy.

versary, too.

The old customs of sending lacy
hearts, flowers and sweets are still
sentimentally continued. But anoth-

=V= ':77: '1895

1966 CHEVY CAPRICE WAGON

$1195

February was known as Lupercalia,
an ancient Roman festival honoring
sweethearts. Traditionally romance
and affection has prevailed and Valentine's Day has become the most
dings.

1968 CHEVY BELAIR WAGON

""-rr '1595

W. Tires. Only 3 To Chao. From

Sharp

$1975

1968 CHEVY IMPALA WAGON

:,7:7,7,7=',7,,41,=". '2075

cial Valentine's Day dinner, more
so if it happens to be your anni-

popular single occasion for wed-

deer hardtop D... blue. Bloc5NrIVIp FRP

nbe=betts RcoMr, he':74t'

Long before the martyrdom of
Saint Valentine the fourteenth of

firm. Unmold individual servings
Pamper that special someone with superlative
Spicy. Gbued-Chicken .615 Fruit. For dramatic

service, nest the tomato sauced chIcken on fluffy
white and wild rice.
4

on orange or pineapple slice. Makes
8 servings.

a
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Beef --the king

I-

of meals for your
king of hearts
Om of the

first things a

keep boy petting Is newt

at thermometer is the only
acconte method of deternan

nod to cup toasted bread
crumbs Blend well Beat I

Ink the doneness of the roast
3
Place in a slow oven
(125 deg r Roasting
low

egg

himor not
But Is a grri get, olderone
of the first things a woman
rearm Is that when she finch
min else loves and ho lover her
too she
him ito Ions kinl
as often as he wants or needs to
hear it

ws0

Day and a Loaf tuns to re
mind him that you think hes
mute trey

IF HE 4 beet-mter eon
oder ...rams him in elegant
srusding nb tont tor darner

rook to mom. th it

s

even an,ur Look. e

be

loured ot perteet results with

the ten tint us it they logo.

'114i'l"
An elegant way to say "I love you" on Valentine's Day is with a standing
household. Tomato cups add a colorful garnish.

rib roast, the king of meat, for the king of your

r lex simph rules
I. Arrange the roast. tat code

up. on a rack in a shallow. uncovered baking pan.
2. Insert a meat thermonm.
ter through the outside fat into
the thickest pan of the muscle

Plan a sentimental day
By Movaren Maltby

and make it a fun evening all
the way kround1 The children

How obliging of the eatendar to grant us St. Valentine's

can even plan surprises for the
sitter. Christmas leftovers in

Day on a Saturday when we

their hands can become pmMous Valwtines.

are relaxed and can celebrate
all de y long. Although I wonder what Me good saint would
have thought of cupids or
avant-garde poetry!
Since it rs a day that can ri-

pen into a sentimental ovadon, why not engage a sitter

Paste tiny paper hearts on a
how with many emit and wear
it in your hair.

cher, with enough left over for
Sunday.

CLIPIDN DELIGHT
M pound peppermint stick
candy

M cup light cream
M
envelope unflavored
gelatin
moon)

truelove M

I abbnpoon cold water
Pink
the and a pink
dessert made the day before
will provide a party moms-

11/2 cup wbbsped cream

About 10 ounces of chow.
late wafers

Is h., for rare 21' hours
for medium and 1 hours for
well dons An eight pound
rout should wok approxi
math sit hours for rare 41/2
houn for medium and 5 huts

Itno

IP ,°,:1117.

ringue pie
Combine

I

cup sugar

1

cup pcornstara and
11.4
oon salt Add im cum hod
g seam gradu ills
illy and Look

ter should read 140 for ran.
160 for medium and 170 for
then

6 Place the roast on a hot

planer a. keep warm If the
rs allowed to stand 15 or
211 minutes Kline wrung the
This makes it
frn.11 4/11 wt
d also pre
t. tweet
mros the prtem

a pretty garnish ID, the plane,

frothy. Add 4 rMIrspions surtar gradually pd continue
beating until stiff Add 01 tea spoon vanes or other flavor-

Cut the desired number of
medium -sic mnwors in half,

water and add, stirring Motoughly. Chill mixture until
partially so. Fold in whipped

layer of wafers and spread with

Ion.
IF YOUR darling prefers

sour cream...and serve with

remaining gelatin mixture; top
with wafers again.
Chill overnight or 12 hours.

pork to bat' then light up his

Serves eight. (You may omit
top layer of wafers and before

Have your butcher cut

CHUCK ROA ST

PKG

FANCY

delicate brown on !op.

skip the meringue. and aerve
with big dollops of sweeten.'
whipped cream. Hen leas it
,

FISH STICKS

Wei/1/10On

in tour double thick.
center cut ,rk chop, Saute
cup minced onion in 2 ta.
cup

3 1Pkgs. 169

CAP'N JOHN-BREADED

SHRIMP

bo faMaring recipe Card. his
Week in their produce mid
meat departments for Meat
Loaf Wellington and thp cam

S*99

Pkg,

A1 PORK
0

1 lb.
Pkg. rim

29'3

101tA10
Prices effective in all Chicago Division
ASP stores thru Feb. 14, 1970

39

VaNBERRIES

applts

gar

.

tiTt

?ResvA NINE

CAP'N JOHN

and you.

pocket

69,

HALIBUT STEAKS

Or if your doling prefers,

ARMQUR

BACON
248

All Jewel Food Stores will

blespoons butter. Add

SLICED

BONELESS

to. After it's piled on the pie
hake in slow own 1325 do.
grew) 15 to II minutes until a

chops.

crushed peppermint candy or
iliac hearts.)

GOOD

SUPER -RIGHT

mob with caraway stuffed pork

serving sprinkle on more of the

-

by heating two egg whites until

like hot tomato cups.

Handing up. Top with another

La

_

I

and top with intrinkm. male

solved. Soften gelatin in cold

\I.

Lop lemon mice I tbe
ad
floe butter
lemon rind and
Mla well and coal
Pour into haksd putts shell

%Ink waning for the rood
to 'Mt" you might want to fix

soned pea, Top with a bit of

LB

'A PORK LOIN SLICED -9 to II CHOPS

tte-fic'ik

numbs
But 2 ebb mike and pour
hot mixture our them wade
ally stirring sonstantly Cook
minutes more Just Mon re
moving tram heat add 1,

move trona th5 oven

on tray. season and basil 4
inches Wlow heat sotow until
toms ws are warn, 3 too mini
ult., Remove from broiler and
fill with hot buttered and sea-

or HALF

boiling
until
smooth and thickened Limon.
Lonstontly C u,.r and cook Is

moulder ugrsters the 111101141
ri.
temper oure
indicated

crorowise Remove pulp. Place

WHOLE

over

well done

fats on bottom. Spread with
one.half of gelatin mixture.
being careful of the wafers

Cut chocolate waters in half
and nand up in nine -inch
square pan or
o,,keValtin form.
if you have one, to
e a barder. Then place a layer of we-

hourb,,,

""N2

Internal
dune
well
For
temperature on rho thermos..

double
boiler
Heat
in
crushed moldy
nod
light
cream, until candy in die.

table-

with stong Brown in heavy
skillet then cour and Look
slowly until tender about

approxi matelyI

WHEN THE naat

_j

smaII skewers and law dosed

should

sun. von to /us hem
Saturday
n Vaknfirn.

'

waver

the pin has,. or sear the meat

cook

easpoon pox

chops Fasten edges at filled
pockets with toothpicks or

10431

are so many ways wt. men say

men woman knows that.,

-1111111111Whiam._Caw-""

tared ovens and curs down

4 Do not adds

'x

druid thyme and' himpoon
caraway seed Combine unh
crumbs Stuff Into pockets of

temperatures eliminates mat
fihrinkagr of the

Add , teaspoon salt

dash pcppr

col

I Pout to destred degree of
doneness A four pound rout

runt. cook for him bacon,

V4N

e

That s one tithe nub thing.
about bung , woman there
lose you to thw meant,
wl we near his duldrrn iron
hit Mule sew on his buttons
darn his trek, laugh ,ith him
wrth hit shao his prohkno and his ohs and of

.4*,_

1

on fat or bone The use of

lot him know whether she likes

-

finch diced mushrooms
to
blespoon dried pardey flakes

so that the mod doe, not rest

yoUng girl lams re hOw to

owpAGE

and selection of lemons.

pRESERqt5

SHARP

PROSPECT HEIGHTS SHOPPING CENTER -

Make a
nostalgic
valentine

PHONE 255-7000

COCA COLA
COLD BEER

valentine cookies make
eye-catching

MILLER

centerpiece. Made with
a citrus -flavored
mo-

9

Reg.

$1.20'

cookie dough,
the cookies are easy
and fun to bake and assemble.
lasses

N..

t69

A very

Valentine of ''hearts and flowers" cookies.
Iron, ownomists in the Bret Rabbit kitchens. can
make a delicious edihk centerpiece for your family. Madc with
light molasses and cirrus -flavored dough. the cookies will prob.
ably re mind you of lie ones
mother used 10 make. (After all.
pecial

isn't Valentine's Di, the prileef tirne for nostalgia?)

teaspoon cloves
Mr teaspoon allspice

I temp.n baking soda
Cream together butter and Man beat in ege and f311 =sss.
Sc,,, lemon rind and orange rind. Sift together
cup
of Um flour with the spices and baking sod, add to creamed

The light molasses not only mItt. sweetness and rich golden
color. hut iron as well. How nice to know that buried deep within mixtureandmixwell.Stir in just enough of the remaining flour to
sweet cookie treats there's more energy-produeing iron make n medium stiff dough. Do not make too stiff. Cover tight.
Man your children would tan from a serving of spinach.
ly ilk plastic wrap and refriprate for at least 1/2 hour.
When dough is emit -chilled. remove onc-third of the dough

PREPARINE: and assembling your -hearts and Bowers.'
centerpiece is easy and fun to do. You con make the Hower, leaf
and heart-shapd cookies with cookie cutters or with carillmard
patterns you've emoted yourself.
Once the haskinmookie and the hearts and comets are baked

and decorated. simply slide them carefidly unto a solid -color
plastic place nut which then can go on a Ma tray or directly on
the table. If you mefer. you c.in mg up your conkre creation ono
pace of plastic wrap or colored paper. and d ytm wiLh. pon Lwn
add a few brightly colored fresh blossoms and loans ID you
WITingemenl.

from the relrigerum and place on a lightly flowed polio cloth.
This is for the Nada cookie. Ilea,: remainine douch hi mess
0,111 read), to Used Roll out to about Minch in thickn.
thickness.

Using a 10.inch dinner plate as guide. Out a 10 -inch circle in
dOtigh with a sharp knife. Cut circle in half: place one half on a
creased cookie sheet. leaving room for handle Using the other

Cons ,94,

NV, the ends of this strip into the basket bottom so that a
Wsket with a handle is complete. rope.off walnut -sized piece of
dough and roll with fingers into a rope Shape this into a bow and
press firmly into handle.

If you plan to keep your centerpiece more than few hours, h
would be wise to prepare an extra supply of cookie Roma and
hearts. You'll find Hal once your family taco them the centerTake the remaining dough from refrigerator and roll out to
piece may still disappearing quickly!
about Va inch in thickness. Use wrying sized cookie cutters for
your hearts and dower, If desired. design your own .fancifill

VALENTINE HEARTS & FIDWEES CENTERPIECE
1S cap we butter or margarine
I% cups granulated sugar

I slightly beaten egg
he cup Brew Rabbit light mottos.
Grated dod of 1 lemon
Goofed dad of I mange

shapes out of stiff cardboard cod we as pattems.
Cut the dough around pate rn shapes with a sharp knife. Bake
an a greased cookie sheet in a presheated 350 degree own for 8 to
10 minutes or until done but not brown.

When cookies have cooled, decorate with various colors of
pressurized prepared (rosting, if desired.
Makes one 10 -inch basket and about 5 dozen cookies.

PAP

old Iv(

qao

lt:.vE

Bag
A.
WITH THIS COUPON AND ANY PURCHASE
AT ANY CHICAGO DIVISION ARP STORE
THRU FEBRUARY 14,19]0

SAUCE
A&P BRAND
25 oz. Jar

GOLD MEDAL

FLOUR

;ap

$179

IMPORTED

Light or Dark
Reg. $3.29

98

Sc OFF LABEL

CLEARANCE!

CANADIAN

Regular & King Size

2"

$4119
10

14(

SAVE 7c

,,

WHISKEY

SAVE 10c

)4 Spalilocf 'LsAgsa

LIQUID DETERGENT

FROZEN
15 -oz. Size

I.

PALMOLIVE

$159

10c OFF 1 pt. 6 ca.
Sim
LABEL
WITH THIS COUPON AND ANY PURCHASE
AT ANY CHICAGO DIVISION A.111 STORE

47

%Pr .RFTH

P

THRU FEBRUARY 14, 197D

BEANS
16 oz.$

00

Cans

69,

Love Those
A&P Savings!

$3293

ARLINGTON HTS.
et

rig moron, Mer xummm
AND 404REC7 NMI. MOM

V

1818 N. State Rd.

3

QUAKER

Love

those
Plaid
Stamps!

q ores
Cans

Stea ms

piec es
SAVE 10c

FRUIT

AEROWAX

'Lc': 69(

COCKTAIL,

WITH THIS COUPON AND ANY PURCHASE
AT ANY CHICAGO DIVISION ARP STORE

THRU Mtwara,' 14,1970

SAVE 10c

ELK GROVE

1315 Lee St,

Devon & Tonne Rd.

SCHAUMBURG
Higgins Road
Rte-S1

SAVE 6c
BLUE BONNET

MARGARINE

1.?

29(

P

WITH THIS COUPON AND ANY PURCHASE
AT ANY CHICAGO DIVISION ARP STORE
THRU FEBRUARY 14,1970

SAVE 6c

...

"II

SAVE 8c

COPE
TABLETS
Btl. of 36

I

H

2,17.,

P

P
THIS COUPON AND ANY PURCHASE
AT ANY CHICAGO DIVISION ARP STORE
THRU FEBRUARY 14,1970

......

SAVE 8c
SAVE 10c
151 OFF LABEL

COLD POWER

3%:". 646

SAVE 20c

DES PLAINES

STATE

tAUSIIIMASA

3jars

:50

SAVE 10c
MT. PROSPECT
36 N. Main St.

Fp

Can

SAVE 10c

FIFTH

.Carla

Sire

WITH THIS COUPON AND ANY PURCHASE
AT ANY CHICAGO DIVISION ALP STORE
THRU FEBRUARY 14. 1970

Imported

gca4 eit"-- $27.9
CIGARETTES

P

Beautiful Holiday Decanters

by GLENMORE

STRAIGHT BOURBON $

OI

PIZZA

AJAX CLEANSER

V,

HALLER DELUXE

For

SAVE 7c

FIFTH

Prepared Full Strength

COCKTAILS

PAP

SAVE 10c

IMPORTED FROM FRANCE

BRANDY :769

I;

WITH THIS COUPON AND ANY PURCHASE
AT ANY CHICAGO DIVISION ARP STORE
THRU FEBRUARY 14 1970

FIFTH

2

WHOLE -GREEN

Pineapple
Apricot
21b. Jot

wow
sro
PILGRIM

-ir

APPLE

2516. sole

SAVE 10c

ChristianBrothers

Plw 04posit

RUM

32,,,o9s:

1\

SA

SAVE 30c

halt circle. trim int,' portion away, to leave a round basket
handle about one i tell wide.

990

Peach

eisetr?ng

GOLD MEDAL

m9

crew. hy

PINK SALMON

FLOUR

OLD MILWAUKEE

4 cups sifted all-purproe Boar
I
teaspoon eirimmon
I tempoon ginger
1 f teaspoon nutmeg

.Cans

A&P

SAVE 30c
Pwt

4

CHEESE

v

14210ES

4

Case 24-12 no. Bottles

11,0 first Valentines were homemade. So why rem rEviV9 this
centrem hut withal switch. Make your Valentine, with ',tiger and
spice and everything nice."

p.Pati7'

Case 24 . 12 oz. Bottles
Ron. 6909

6-12 oz. Cons

taste -pleasing edible

ow

Reg. 99c

HIGH LIFE

BUDWEISER

and

MISSION

IMO ox. Settles

Ne Fora Charge

Hearts and flowers
an

FIRM-RIPE
SALE DATES:
Febroory 11, 12, 13 IL lath.

4

DOW

HEIGHTS 4b, LIOUORS

WITH THIS COUPON AND ANY PURCHASE
AT ANY CHICAGO DIVISION AM. STORE
THRU PEIMUARY
1970

SAVE 10c

ARLINGTON HTS.

BARRINGTON

1601 W. Campbell

300 N. Hough St.

PALATINE
276 Northwest Hwy.

THE DAY
Wednesday, February I I, 1970
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Cold, Cool World

' Keep the cookie

6

5

Special meal just for him

jar filled!
Hy C

55

asp firedy enmited cam

Hakes.

Preheat oven to ,,a

To give Valentine's Day a
truly romantic flkor wow the
6nan M your life. a special
meal prepared just fur him.
What beim-y can mai show

gran. Generously grease d.
1515-hy-i01/2 -by-I-inch jelly
roll pan. Sprinkle potatoes

evenly on the pan. Combine

thal you tilllyivalove and cure?

salt.

Mullmen will pick steak as
their first choice. so sphirge

chives and milk and pour over

.d buy his favorite cal. (To.
mom. you 00111 cat beans and

hot duns, For something different.P:epareCheescCrunch

Potatoes and Wine Mold same
with a rich Burgunds
with the weak. Pick one of the
rnalopahead strawberry

cream.

potatoes. Toss and
fie mix
thoroughly. Sprinkle
and then crushed corn nukes
sm top. Bake in a .1sa-dcgrier
oven for about .111 to 50 minatm or until potatoes ore dolls

and crispy. Make mnain not
to overNike.

WINE MOLD
A

marvelous

accompani-

ment for any entree. A simple

CHEESE CRUNCH

PoTAT(IES

This is an interesting p.m
name duo goo especially well
with steak or chop,

Yield: germ 6

I of 2.puund hug of fronenfursh browned pkgml

, cup dad) sour cream or
2 teaspoons

pepper

I

half and half
1

SOW-

the

dewed. to top lit your smeial
dinner.

pepper.

rahlesporui minced chives

cup milk
100 grated sharp cheddar

DisallVe gelatin in cold wa.
tm add remaining imiredients
and pour into mold. Chill until
firm. Serve with whipped
cream if desired.

strawberrim.

3 tablmpoons dry Many

utes.

and refrigerate until firm. On maid and terve.
'When using sweet wines.

6

.3 isms

with electric

cup sugar
pinch salt
teaspoon tangle

In cup loaned slivered alArrange sponge cake dough

nhy-or

the bottom of

in

Spoon into spring -form and

frees lour to sin hours. Then

mrawlvrries and re -

freeseravrep and continue
freezing until needed.

mixing Well with sugar. salt

FROZEN
STRAWBERRY
FLUFF DESSERT
A dessert that everyone will

ZEN: Remove form nester

love. includim the nretook.

serving.

An impressive dessert that min
be put togmher in Ims than 10
n innies.

VARIATIONS:
1.6own
rpherries or peaches iney

and vanilla. Pour
con of the
scalded milk into the en MIX runs sti rr i r
Kerurn
[his Martin: 10 scalikd niilk
andsmti nue cooking over low
heal Dr ilouhle boiler Lindl cm-

Sam, 10 to 12

substituted for strawberries,

and lot thaw at room iemperalam for about one hour before

and

STRAWBERRY

11.69cLb.78c

U.

S. D. A. Choice Tenderay Boneless

AK

f AMIN
Leas or Breasts

lb

P

Keening the cookie jar tilled

smonfuls on lightly

greased

is a lull lime job tor the averto homemaker :mil with the
first wall el fragrantly 101001

cooky sheet. Sprinkle with
granulated sugar. Bake or 375

coming hilts the
kitchen )siii aeon bet the whole

). lakes .06 dozen_

maidies

and chill mil serving rime

10,mi:111i

dal

that

Me

k, s and eookics for the
holida) season is seer. ifs o
ea

III

1115,1

C0111,i1: la

111:

lilled
cure neat, When
ion bake these special laverol

hes

their halos for A Valentine mftee, especially when you serve
them Coconut Dream Symms
and Ambrosia Bars.

NIA;GEIS
is cup butter

now

yea teL ol hoking sic-

once

you regard as angels will tip

home m.o.. at
told Dame, the de-

marl,i will he prem.

Add small comae or ba,

1 cup sager
I egg. beaten
2 Isnmee squares unsweet-

ket of real or permanent Pow.

ars. For an additional

ft,

idled choeithite. melt.

11 map.. vanilla

ig,.

on juice and is
crispy kind
of cookie that's s, good will, 0
piping hot 11111, td ht11

Anotkr

folk)

is

in

and flavored with de.
lickna maneetened

hits

lain )sap honer and almonds
rolled into 0.1.1111COPiii. 1111011
V/i111 rich 11111115" icine. and gar-

dimmed Id:inchd

nailed
almonds.

Me flavor ...weer of all or
Mew cookies sash. creamy
nutter. whidh
therm delieately crisp and crunehy.

LEMON RIATER
CINIKILS
I

allied

cups

milk.d1/11,11

chop,' ram.

1 teaspoon cream of tartar
null

Cream hump and sugar it, -

oh. until

One-third cup soft butter
eggs

Bake oil tin-

cup firmly packed brown

greased cooks :Meer. in 37S
to

10

sugar

I_ minions.

Slake" dozen.
FRENCH

cup sifted cake flour or
WI -purpose flour

LES

teaspoon double-acting
baking powder
I teaspoon vanilla

a mg whit,
jioeups

r

I cup cmide mconut

1

I

ad

)

chopped

Combine epg whites. wick
not MO Add huger gratin:illy.
Pold ill dour and almond..

carefully.
one rimer me. and quickf ly roll
wumlen
If milers harden before rolled.

light and 11.1y.

and

Meanwhile. beat eggs until
lig. Add I cup brown sugar
beating mnsiantly

l'nar ends of wafers with a

Add sifbal dry ingrealiims it,

butter

well.

Chill dough. Onm by am -

Saylnan. thank you to a neighbor on Valentine's Day by inviting her over for
a cup of tea and a tender butter -flavored Coconut Dream Square.

.1witi,11.M,Ziddrran,o,11,

cu

rat

and nuts; mix thoroughly.
Spread on top of baked nay -

quickly.

Beat in egg. Stir in lemonatice.

creamed ninon.. nix

until mixuirc is light and flub
lye SA hey cup floar with the

wafers

then null

square

for 15 mintes.

return to oven for a few mine,

nine -inch

pan and bake at 350 degrees

ly floured cooky sheet. Bake al
min3S11 degrees far 8 to

tune in pan and return loosen.
Bake 20 to 11 minutes longer,

icing. Garnish with
mils. if &wired
Makes 21) dozen.

I tempt relight extract

at

Pb,,

89`

To FI

protein value lavoraNy with lean meat. and ifs
idaptable lowly numbwr of ingredients. Here are
rwo hialmn mna casseroles which are as lusty as
they are economical.
Tuna Scallop is it simple:1nd savory dish you'll

firm andhog.: ni

brown

Cool in pan. I'm in. .'.,:e -h re -inch

1011

ql

41' bi-

awe

4.

enjoy serving. All von need to serve with it are
Iliad, beverage and &wort. AlthoughTunaScallop is a thrifty dish. its kale and appearance are
not penny-pinching. Packaged bread sluffing
tilds an unusual and aory much to die tuna -

for 20 minutes or until crispy and browred
top.

mAmetodsemium.
TUNA -KRAUT TNRIFTIE
2 Mar (61/2 OT 7 ounces each) tuna in vegetable
oH

tomato mixture,. else.nicely in the oven.

I imp 1$ ounce) mar cream

i,
original combination of tuna. som cream and sauerkraut

rs teaspoon caraway seeds

spiced with caraway heeds. 11. is a dish men will

I red apple

Tunwkraut 'Iles lti.,

I can (I pound, II Scroll) sauerkraut

Mc in particular. Its hearty tame, its substantial
ippearance belie any budget woe, A good wife
learns ID give a thrifty dish that 1samething extra- that can't he bought or hudgeod for.

Combine tuna, sour cream and caraway seeds
Drain sauerkraut, reserving 11 cup liquid. Place
a layer of sauerkraut in a greased I, quart casse

TUNA WALL OV

role. Top with a layer of tuna mixture; repeat
process ending with tuna. Pour reserved liquid

2 cans (6, or 7 ounces each) tuna in vegetable

Note: Cookies store well iu
tightly coseird

DOLLAR VALUES

Easy -to -make

bean and onion

-`555K4,..

Canned Goods

casserole
A surprisIngly easy :Ind Nidolunlial Winter casseridc comes

right oil the kiiehen dull with help froin the freezer. A lima

itself or add a mew to the menu An amok. wher101 hy cold
weather.

1.111A BEAN AND ONION BAKE
2 cans Ire,: ounces each) cuitdensed cream of celery soup
:scup milk

2 packages 110 mom each) Innen lima beam cooked and
drained
16 cooked small white onions, dibbled

fresh

LETTUCE
Juice

then.

Remove from oven; sprinkle with cheese. Hatt under hmilm

.

OVer casserole. Core apple; do not pare. Dice and

own for 20 minutes or until casserole is thor
mighty heated. Mau 4 servings.

Orchard Pride

160z Cans

1 0.0z. Cans
OR

I

g

APPLE
SAUCE

Kroger Cream Style or Whole Kerne/ 16 -Oz. Can

54 59c idikAWBERRIES

Idaho Potatoes

..

69c

Kroger French 8 Cut 16.0s. Can

104 81Ic

GREEN BEANS

10111il chase melts. Garnish wwallwalnwts.Maker 8 to 10 servings

PURPLE PLUMS
KROGER DISCOUNT PRICES

.

Viblariar
FOR

144 0

data dam
Phone 259-5000
Located in the

*eICACIAI ZWit
2008 Algonquin Rkd
ItellIne Meadow., Ill.

.

Sungold

7.,°,; 17c

SALTINES

SAYS as
K

Bremner

....

Mouthwash

Lb

Box
7

(5.4' 19c
SAVe

Assorted flavors

COLGATE 100

.

2ifla 99`

WHEELING
291 E. Dundee

MT. PROSPECT

Rand & Central Roads

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
310 E. Rand Road

HOURS: Man., Tues., Wed. 1:00 I. 7:00
Thursday IL Friday 1:00 Is 1;00
Saturday 1:00 to COO
Wheeling Stare Open Sun. 10 to 4

Os

JELL -0

SAVE 20c

250
save pa,

ft Macaron,

DINNER

31C $1

PIES

4

EVERYDAY DISCOUNT PRICES

. .

Pkg3

10`

Sovl Tc

EVERYDAY DISCOUNT PRICES
Campbell s

Tomato Soup .1°a°' 11
Use as Milk or Cream

MILNOT

e

31\ VI

a

a

,14g:r. 13c

A

Swift's Beldale

Shortening

.

3 th 59c
shwa los

6

FOR

FOR

32= 89` CATSUPe

KiiirP LE SAUCE .
Sungold

FOR

FOR

` Avondale 16 Oa Can

WHITE BREAD

6

19c iiii;t1;;;"iii;;I: L $188 YELLOW CORN

... Lb.

a

Avondale Label

SWEET
PEAS

Cherry Tomatoes pin

cup shredded processcheesei

6 to 8 walnut lushes
In two-qmirt Casserole. Mend soup and milk. Mir in lima beans
11121 onions. Bake at 375 degrees for 30 minnles. Stir now an

EVERY MON., WED., FRI., g SUN.

garnish edge of casserole. Bake M 350 degree

ml

can (I pound, In ounces) tomatoes
I in II pound) onions, drained

Try a tuna casserole for budget balancing. Tuna lends itself to all sorts of
pleasant combinations such as this tuna scallop.

melted butter over all. Place in 000 degree oven

Alloy
TEES

SAVE ON THESE

I

Makes :Mtn .12

brs.

I

m
wirh reaining
, sup of stuffing mix and pour

UT

about 25 minutes or until lop is

WE INVITE YOU TO

mild taste is liked by all the family. It compares in

c°01.PIO
°HT

Penny-wise tuna makes a happy casserole
IK maps packaged bread stuffing relay divided
11 cup butler or margarine, melted
Combine tuna, tomatoes. onions and
cup
stuffing mix in two.quart cserole. Sprinkle

H.

1;:: 49c

4 197

dozen.

Thank goodness loll tuna casseroles they've
oaten miles our Si many a budgit jam. 'Fumes

59`

Roll

EVERYD
A YDEEP.c.,

or until lightly browned. Cool.
Cut in squares. Makes alion,

choppI

g'g 65c

350 demyes for

comes fnim a cheese and walnut halves mooing.
wirh a large salad and bread as a meal in
Serve this hmrty

ungreased

89`

pbg

1 5-

Or use rine a. onedbled
cup brown SUgar Add huller
and mix unol thoroughly
blended. Press firmly into an

79`

BOLOGNA

flour

bean and onion Nike cimerole is niade with canned onion, frore
gen limas and condensed cream of celery soup.
Added flavor

"'romUL'bir1111Tukp"fisd'*"."rur and'.

and salt; hem until sugar is Ms.
solved and mixture is Mick but

Sliced Bacon

Ib

D.'5555 Park
SAUSAGE

vinegar.

nut, Sinead in a greased
Bake

teaspoon 'mated tinge

1

butter.

in

I my chopped walnuts
B11

1. cup finely
blanched almonds

Kerma c

2 clips sifted tan

sure rhe
sing
your

sugar

mighly. Shan.. 111i1,
hills: D111 ill elineniale

1

1 tempok IC111011 juice

he

SQUARES
I cup sifted cake flour or all.
purpose flour
cup frailly packed brown

about 5 inches
apart. 011i1/ a greased and light -

fectionend sugar
i egg, boden

can

Pkg

Thrifty Value

PORK LINKS

lin.. guantiti,

mix... Mix in axon. and

teaspoons vIneum

COCONUT DREAM

teal dry 411:Mill:I RS aliemely
rn

Lb.

Kroger Sliced

Lunchmeats

SO

hs- 10 -inch jelly roll pan.

I and sate -,bird cups laboull
finked coconut
bk cup chopped Knew
ConMine llour.layking non-

spoonfuls.

raw

cup hurter, melted

means hearts and flowers.

mixing well. Drop hy table-

)cup rattan

rind and vanilla. Stir

I nip !Lindy panted Wean
wlI

2 tablespoons sank

grecs for

I he Mini cookie recipe is
one of Miwa that is certain m
become au alloime, alp -time
favork. Ioor ins made with

I cup granulated augur

rind

oil light and IluM. liew in egg.
elm:Mite and vanilla. Add sib

S119

WIENERS
lb

Oscar Mayer

healing
Dinhtantly until thototighly
blended takes ar least 10 min tires.
Blend

will
prelim. for Valentine's Day

1:11114:11-

C110,1Vd

1 tempotm sail

recipients

Clikolute slum

BUCKET STEAK

Kroger

iler and soli. Ilea) egg, Mini
very thick and light in color.

3 eggs

mils silted mks flour
to teasaittin hilt
at

fort.. butter and sugar um
ith Wm-

1

Yoex bars.
u

Chopped 1.1111IN

ONE IS flacon,)

take-

AN101111n12 BARS

z cups minified all-purpme
flour
gammon amble -awing
Diking powder

home token of love hag some

ary 14 1.970 Copyright 970
The gro er Ca We reserve She

Sorinkle with Almonds

to friends and neighbors
Love mean. "thank
The friends and neighbors

Many. 1. I'_ to IS minutes.

Iamb will non a palls lona,
thine pacer willow,

/4j

Sale pn es yowl Monday. Sehi

44 -

Send a chewy Valentine

rolled into cornucopia shapes.

t

the sm. en.

U.S.D.A. Choice eeeee ray

For a special treat keep a cookie jar filled with
several kinds of goodies. For a change try lemon
butter mmkies, chocolate nuggets or French tuiles

6

Lb.

Arm user berries 111111 cake

ill
Penang into aeason yrni
wish
III: delicious

2 egg whites

Country Style

SPARE RIBS

be mine thin.

11t11. 1.F.

Now that strawherrim are

On..ird cup sugar

stoats

Meaty

spoon should he Dirty well
ciaited.1 1 lie Ogg mixture will

2 pkkages lady fingers
16 -ounce package frozen

Leen

PORK STEAK

Scald
milk. Meanwhile.
boat cup wither in blender or

113 SERVE WHEN FRO-

I

OFryeeurbe

1.81.5Zsettled°rFryers

monds

9 -11 -9 -inch glass baking dish.
Sprinkle with sherry. "fop
Sprinkle

strawbenks

FRYERS

2 cups stmwherries, washed,

hulled and quartered
2 cups milk

sugar,

egg whites. lemon juice and
dry milk crystals.
Beat

FRESHO;VHOLE

Cups

side out. M a km mixing
bow I combine matially

ly pour other halt info mold

etc.. cut sugar lel cup.

1

1

pen with lady lingers. smooth
thawed

3 Forequarters -3 Hindaurters -3 Wings-Giblets Included

5 mood spouse sake amen

and ,pring-isms

cup of a light wine to half the
mixture and , cup dark wine
to the other half. Pour half of
the mixture into your mold
and chill until firm. Then gent-

1 cup wine

cheese

Amid dessen that's sure lobe

mixer
tint at km speed to avoid sm.
tering, then increase 1011111
speed as mixture thickens.
Mixture should lv thick
enough no form soft peaks in
approximately live to six min-

met's deka,. Any kind of

in cup cold water
2 reps boilim water
juice and rind of I lemon
I r cups sugar

, cup inst. dry milk cryre
NLine the bottom and sides of

caption of the wine. Divide liqs
uid into two parts moprosinudely I, cups each). Add 16

such XS purl. cream sherry.

attractive appearance.
Yield:One 5 -cup mold
2 tablespoons mdlavored
gelatin

iipringtime dutsert. A makehit.

VARIATIONS: Two-roned
Wine Mold: Combine all the
ingredients according ro
above instructions with thee.

little something that turns
nn ordinary meal inlo sour.
wine can ly Limb from the pc
lest champagne to the deepst
burgundy. or WO wines can N
combined in one mold. giving
it an imsoual color and a very

I tablespoon lemonlike

12-0,
19C
Btl

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

THE DAY
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Wednesday, February 11, 1970

Do-it-yourself hors d'oeuvres

Jewel tan Help You

Jewel's Shelves

Are Filled With Low
"Miracle Prices"
The natural place to start

CAMPBELLS

is

Beef Soup

with hors

d'oeuvres. a natural place ford, olives. whether
in a simple relish howl or speared on a tansy

GREAT AMERICAN

HERB OX

that of blue cheese and herbs to makea blend that

& Beans

several hours in advance feu
for easiest slicing.
When you see Now well
olives mix,

you'll invite thew to all your parties.

Planning a Valentine's day party for the gals! If
to he a light, snack -type affair you can't go
wrong with Rabin Rainbow Whirls. Trim crests from I loaf of mothd raisin bread. With thin
bladed, sharp knife cut loaf lengthwise into live even sneer. Spread one surface on each slke with
softened huger. Spread I 18 ord pkg. softened cream Mee.. .dared with a drop or two of red food
coloring, on Ill of each buttered slide. Arrange a slice of boiled ham nem, then spread Cheddar
cheese spread en the last third of the slimes, using I cup cheese spread in all. Roll up, starling from

Si teaspoon .1.
Broil steak to ram. Cut M. bac-size picces.
Combine wilh
remaining ingredients. Marione several hours. Nieman ohms, Weak and
shrimp on skewers. lima over small hibachi.
24

narrow end, as for a jelly roll. Wrap each roll in saran or MR Refrigerate several hours. When
ready to serve, unwrap and cut each roll into 5 or 6 slices. Makes 25 or JO appetizer sandwiches.
Serve with a artily pink punch.

hors

OLIVE CHEESE ROLL
I cup moiled California ripe olives

Coffee

B ounces blue cheese
1 (8-ouneel package cream ebeme

starts

lei cup huller

HM your morning coffee

and butter until .moot 11. Sur in olives, lemon
juice and miens) Shape into long toll about 114
i Ickes in diameter. Roll in parsley to coat then
roll op in foil or plastic wrap. Chill at least three

yet?

If not. you probably have a
valid excuse Ice feeling the

Morning coffee is more
than ritual for 90 per cent of
American coffee drinkers.
These discriminating veterans
consider the fret cup an absolutely essential "day stoner."

Cheese it and you'll have a bunch of happy guests, wondering how you
ever got so clever as they enjoy your colorful Olive Cheese Roll.

Cook potatoes
in Basque manner
for slimming diets
neighbor.

France.

and

of thew

friendly.

people
hearty

well semmted and

is

bur

not

mountain

new:warily

high in calories.
A fine example of their good
cooking is reflected in Ike

When you buy

a

potatoes
added.

and

houillon

are

BASQUE Pommes are traditionally served from a tureen
or earthenware pot with a
sprinkling of parsley for additional color. This tasty vegetable dab wakes an ideal accompaniment to meat. list or
poultry. A crisp green salad is
all that is needed to complete

immediately upon completion
of the perking cycle m prevent

.:din. Saute until

vegetables are limp. Add ow

tor

and mix thoroughly.

tender, about 20 to 25 ntinutes.
Sprinkle with parsley. Makes 6
servings.

'iSS

This tempting potato dish, originating in the Basque country, is ideal for
low -calorie diets. Each serving contributes only 117 calories.

Ham and beans never miss the spot
By Aileen Claire

For those who ars watching

cook's prestige in the NSW
and.budget department
garbenzo green Wad.

is

a

you'll red
he happy lo learn that
each
serving con-

Fcw lament their lack of
knowledge of the bean. One

tains just 117 calories.

Potatoes. often avoided by
the dieter, actually contain as

who did was poet Ogden Nash
who confesse in rhyme that
can't tell
tell adstungbean from
a Soybean
even a girl he

caw calories as many of the sOcalled diet foods. If you are

from e boy Man."
Most concern is with the

watching your weight. match
the potato with lois-calorie
wasonings in place of partners
that add to the waistline. Try

temptations of bean taste rather than its sex. Therefore.
highly /amentable is a spoiled

chunks
1
(28 -ounce) can baked
beam
(8-oattee) can tomato

pot of beans. Like the bride

sauce

scalloped

prepared

who succeeds in burning sew

with bouillon.
Top a fluffy baked potato
with creamy yogurt and colorful chives. Or, give them the
Basque Ireaunent. You'll soon
discover how good potatoes

there are cooks with
knack for spoiling any b4.11
ter,

HAM 'N' BEAN BAKE
1 slices bacon
I medium green pepper, cut
into chunks

2 medium onions, cut into

I.
dire

2 tablespoons brown sugar

until

crisp.

Another mope to

bacon, green pepper, Cello*

ion in bacon fat until tender,
In a 2 -quart casserole combine

Ooh pepper
Sh teaspoon dry mustard

. teaspoon dried crushed
oregano leaves

. teaspoon garlic powder
oci head Iceberg lettuce
1 cup spinach

. cup chopped parsley
Bake at 350 degrees for I
hour, baste ham occasionally
with Sauce from beans. Mahn
5 to 6 sayings.

CARBANZO
GREEN SALAD

I

mumble. Saute pepper and on-

the

brown sugar.

pounds cooked ham

Here is a ham
bean bake
recipe even an inexperienced
cook will find dill -WW1 to ruin
raise

has, pertially pressing into
bum. Sprinkle ham with

1

Cook bacon

recipe.

baked hems andumatosaruce.
Remove micas fat from
ham slice. Cut dice into
serving pieces, stand on top of

pound can
chick peas
1 medium salon

gar

Ve cup salad ell

'lc cup tarragon Mdle wine
vinegar

i

Drain garbanzo.chiek peas.
tineSce onion into rings. Corn i
salad oil, vinegar, salt.
pepper, znustard, oregano and
garlic powder; shake well.

Pour over garbanzo-chick
peas and onion rings, cover
dish and refrigerate several
hours or overnight.

When ready to serve, waft
and tear lettuce and
Poorspmh
combine with pusley.
r
Making over all and
dressing
well.
Makes 6 to a servings.

\-11:Spy,EACCONT

Roast
pot

59C

LB

2c%-: 23

29c
63c
33c
43c

Smoked Oysters
Salmon1,14-ALASKA

Top Choice

Pkg.

Biscuits

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

D'o "g ATI'l

Sirloin
Steak

TABBY TREAT

4p,Igb

59c

c, ,x

Cat Food
YUMMY

Grape Jelly

15`oar
far

CArie"rry Preserves

9.°,

23c
38c

-.7 41c

Grape Jam
SMUCKERS - APPLE
Mint Jell

LB.

'.7.7 25c

BONUS SPECIAL

Rump
Roast

8 OZ.
PKG

POLANDER -ORANGE

Marmalade
SKIPPY- CREAMY
Peanut Butter

Jar

GOOD THOU
FEB 18th
CHERRY VALLEY

29 OZ

CENTER CUT

34c

PETER PAN - CRUNCHY

Parties Are Our Pleasure!
Private Facilities For
series/Birthda

Bar Mitzvahs
Bowling Banquets
BusIness/Club Meetings
Showers

tar

JEWEL MAID
11111

111

special6roup Menus
Open Daily at Isie0 A.M.

St. George 4 the Dragon
RAND a DUNDEE BD., PALATINE, IRE
For Resarrallana Call 3584232

Jumbo Olives

A CHAUFFEUR
DRIVEN

141101et
PLUS COURTESY GIFTS FROM
THE DAYS "SHE" SHOPS
PLUS A LUNCHEON FOR TWOS

"She" entry blank obtainable at
many participating merchants.
CHECK THE DAY'S MONDAY
"SHE" Section

For list of Participating
Merchants.

ICI

ICI =I 1=1

IBM

,t°, r

Snack Peppers
AUNT JANE

VLASIC

Ot.
Jar

Pickles
'Frosty

01
Jar

Dills

26 an. 41c

Tomato Catsup

140i
Bfl

12 o.
BII.

E16-1'ilNinSauce

BONUSEc'''`

59c

26c
31c

PINT
CTN.

e
YiLeoszE

I2E

Catalina Dressing
Mayonnaise
GOOD SEASON
Italian Refill
MIRACLE WHIP
Salad Dressing
White
Wine Vinegar

FLAVORFUL

1c
9

32`
33c
33c
41`
18`

Pt

Pt

Vinegar:Gat

TASTERS CHOICE

39c

48

C

26c

9c

HERSHEY

lfi))3114,A59,

ECn0c IyUcTo bpjani

Slender

BONUS

sinc4`

.-4,1110
COMPLETE 22 -VOLUME SET
BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED

88°

59c
28c
39c

Cherry Tomatoes Freeze Dried Coffee."' 66c
OVALTINE
PINT 2
,20, 49c
EACH
CTN.
Chocolate
LIPTON-GREEN
Tea Bags
Keep Learning At Any Age With This
ell:,26
Reference Set From Jewel!
Instant Cocoa
38c
THE ILLUSTRATED

ALL FLAVORS

REG. PRICE

171'

HEINZ

5fi

Id Lettuce

GOOD THRU
FEB. 18th

PF(FG17

8.°,'

HELLMANN S

5t016'.!" Carnation
dB°

B"

French Dressing

Strawberries

41c

45`

BP

1000 Island

RED RIPE

3 ,2,,or. 46c

Kosher Chips

18 ox

WISHBONE -GARLIC

IMO

38c

Sweet Midgets

BBQ Sauce

KRAFT

28c
Piccalilli
HEINZ
Hamburger Relish zo. 28c
SAFIE

5 oz

MILANI - CREAMY DRESSING

Produce Worker!

4867c

Worchestershire

MUMBO HICKORY
LB.

HEINZ

WIN

To Win Simply fill out your

Ribs

ENTICING
1,1,1

FRENCH. SAUCE

Country

19c

or

A-1Sauce

LB.
TASTY - PORK

Olt

Batt

Honey

Pork Chopsc

c

2B are

Peanut Butter

EG. PRICE

LB

J58ar

10

0

Deviled Ham
GEISHA

WELCHS

Sliced Cheese

HUNT

their family's calorie intake,

n be the low -calorie way.

coffee from extracted grounds.

8

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

REG PRICE .55a & 65'

:"

the meal.

potatoes

biller oils from dripping into

GOOD THOU
FEB. 18th
ALL VARIETIES

UNDERWOOD

GAINES - D_OG FOOD

LB.

u's'.1:Sc"takscE

OICe
31`Sar

Swift Prem

ChickenTrTuna

LB.

33

RCAN4

memo.: full
nymph. You Snail-ICC Beam
and body when you skimp on

unimpan. Add onion. garlic.

t1 ltiD.5 D.A.

39c

Can

Bat

LIGHT -CHUNK

2351
Can

Hollandaise
AMERICAN
Chicken Gravy

Sardines

LB.

Steaks
Minute
CHOICE

BETTY CROCKER

INGOSCAR

Hillfarm

/Zri'Mligi
TPlal 111:1LV
01:FRIIII 08111111.2 '113A1Tel

Always

paring sm.. Melt butter in

imolvc bouillon mints
hailing water. Ann to potatoes
along Willi Wk. COW:rand sirnmmer slowly until potatoes are

*WV I

AO

inutile right wind is important
to shoo the water to circulate
freely, thus extracting al coffee flavor.

Also important is that you
remove the basket and Dell

are sauteed 'sally to mingle
the flavors heline the mhol

ONUS

erw."117/lJE/1117FIrream noir, ts111,3 'WC

maker, always cheek the type
of grind the manufacturer recommends for bell results. tin -

water and let stand while pre-

IMS

spECAL

r

coffee

versatile vegetable has a wonderful IndloM safer. which
adds ogler and flavor with few

$109

ConGan

Spaghetti Sauce
Cheese Ravioli

plates of spaghetti.

Alweys work with an im-

coffee.

ingredients lie the water They

hearts, can garnish and flavor

GOOD FOODDRINK

Peel and cut Ritmo, into
one -inch calm. Cover with

celery and carrots make up the

the side.

maculately clean perk to eliminate any possibility.of brewing
a bitter -tasting beverage.

2 tablespoons chopped parsley

celery and

face. providing bun tops on

a meaty casserole NOM..
or salami. tummed to form

these

preparation of emirs.. Cooked in
Basque way. this

re nt calor.
ths. Onions walk.

tines Day. Serve them open -

Or, arrange hearts cut ou
from luncheon meat on top o

Use only fresh, cold water.

dare garlic, minced
la cup chopped celery
tg cop grated carrel
2 beef bouillon cubes
2 cup. boiling venter
teaspoon all

Swish to the south.'i'he food

light the chiithen un Vateio

the day.

2 pounds potatoes
2 leaspatons NOW
M cup chopped onion

the

Shape ground loaf into
hearoshaped burgers to de-

Chuck
Steak

DERBY

In or.

to

at

a special stea0 Or an elegant
dessert you con be sure he'll
like it - if it's from Jewel.

BOUNTY

Chili W/Beans
Tamales
FRENCH-MUSHROOM
Gravy Mix

sweetheart

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

CHEF BOY AR DEE

making the
morning- cup the hest cup of

BASQUE POIATOFS

of Biscay N influenced by the
fine cooking Of its northwest

have

20c

your

Jewel. And whether it's with

.steaks of every description to
choose from. Desserts that'll

Stroganoff Dinner 5p541 44c

COPEEE EXPERTS nt The
West Bend Company, leading
manufacturer of automatic
coffee makers.
suggestions for

p;,'

BETTY CROCKER NOODLES

way you do.

or toast

/,

ated to the Pyrenees on the Buy

Macaroni Dinner

SUPREMA -MEATLESS

Heart -shaped burgers

daily grind

I tablespoon lemon juice
2 tablespoons finely chapped green oakum
Finely chopped parsley
Cut olive) into nbunks. Blend together cheeses

The Basque country situ-

1`

"cv.%,°' 34c

KRAFT-MEXICAN STYLE

!!

la teastomn coarsel3 ground black Pepper

In. Slice and serve on crackers
rounds. Makes 3 dozen appetizers.

1

8Can'

Fried Rice

I teaspoon Worcrsterthire arum

please

some help. For instance, there's

melt in his mouth - just about

CH UN KING -MEATLESS

Mblespoons wine vinegar
teaspoon garlic powder

many ways you can find

Jewel can give you

Instant Beef Soup 8- 27`

is wonderfully compatible with whatever you're
serving to drink.
This is one cheese mixture that mist he made

RIPE OLIVE APPE MASERS
I pound sirloin steak (I -inch thick)
I pound cleaned, cooked shrimp
I cup canned Califonda pitted ripe olives
One-third cup salad oil

Stop in today - see how

23

Bean w/Ham Soup

The mellow. nutty flavor of the olives melds with

or mid. Makes about

folks at

"Miracle Prices"

nearest Jewel.

Chili Beef Soup
c:123c
GREAT AMERICAN SOUP
Cream/Mushroom 1',17 23c

doesn't muter it dies'. large and glamorous.

(Rooth her

Con

GREAT AMERICAN

Open a can of the leaNt exponive ripe olives for
Olive Cheese Roll Vali a hop them op, so it molly

Hot or cold, these shrimp, steak and olive Appeteasers get your party off
to a delicious start.

10. or. 17c

Chicken Rice

kabob like Olive Appetcaserk with marinated
steak and shrimp. With the number of small. in)
espemi ye charcoal conkers available. this do -it.
yourself hors d'oeuvre, Jos hacoille one of the
most popular. It require. the minimum of pre rainy labor and el imnates the problems of keeping fond hot and passing it around.

xNEM144°.;'

12.7. 19c

CAMPBELLS SOUP

he'd want is as close as your

ing to be on the look out for
some special ways to please
your Valentine. And the

after -the -basketball -game gethogethers. No mat-

ter how you look at it, you'll be faced with some
hungry people.

Here Are
Just A Few
Of Jewel's

Please
Your
Valentine
anything
you could imagine
This Week- you're go-

Like These!

Febnaux is the month for panrgiving. Bade
tandems, big buffets, Important birthdays end

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Pricis

FULLY INFORMATIVE
AUTHENTIC AND ACCURATE

See For Yourself How Pleasant A Jewel Shopping Trip Can Be

VOL.
NO. 5
ONLY

GOOD THRU
FEB 18th
HILLFARM

Whipping
Cream
TPj

VOL. NO. 1 STILL AVAILABLE AT 49c

39c

PRICE

See For Yourself How Pleasant A Jewel Shopping Trip Can Be

the ;Zap
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SHORT RIBS \

ogle Takes The Confusion Out Of Food Pricing With 000

Wednesday, February i I. 1970

TONIGHT

OUT OUR WAY.

'

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

Foa scoop,

5
'[11;t111N111111

twosauve, otwoo I DO

RECAREZ.I.KetssSIR

PREut,

oc, tht A COUPLE cv RoYs

SWORD-sw,R4Vgg

to renew Mrs. Dvingtoris visa.
9 Star Trek

II Kukla, Fran and

26 Spanish News

Ogle

crime in winch Me

610
20 TV College
Social Science.

11 the
6:25

When Kukla and

victim turns out lobe

Donal plays

the

the wife of Danny,

Mandarin.

his

INS1

old schoolmate MX!
fellow police officer
LosMorgan

Love story with war

tion of an Indian girl.

in a hear cage to pm vent him from escap-

Hee-liare
andLynn Anderson
George Jonesare

FACES oFOSCS cue

World

Hear

Can

'11 Yr°afo60
sequences

7:40

Nanny and the

a
child myhologist. insists that
he enroll his children
in her lab program.

guest stao as a young

II The Masters

mster whose heart

Tyrone

4
BUGS BUNNY

lour

Guthrie

for regrets.

VIRGO (Aug 24 - Sept.
23) - look for the loophole

5

Farm Forum

9:25

7

Medical Center

Martin Sheen
condition

32

Lorne Green is
host
with special
guest Bobbie Gentry
and several leading
skating slam.
7 Joh...yank

32 Dabble Make

Sports

ShGuow

9

20 T' College

ests include
Ray Charles. Neil
Tammy
Diamond,

26 A Mack's View

to

II

Is PIM&

9

Famous Writeis

Presents

1e01
BLOW-. IN-11-1E-

IFALF-Xl-MME
WHAT TIME

IT le
ANYFL4

WIRE

in the schedule so that you

9 Mork

"Troupe in

11 World Pres..
of the News

hexed drams of feud
over closing of road.
Orson Wells. Forrest

Tucker,

10:30
Show

Kroh Cheese

75'

B iscuits

11.

90

Lady Lee Butter

.0.

77'

RIGHT 142AV

LWI-IGN Va.,PE

PEOPLE

ALONE 1017HE

IN CHINA ARE

EATING
BREWFAer
HEE HEE

Victor

9

Cream Cheese

11'

friend rather than an enemy.

Noodles

KKK, LAO.

Popcorn Oil

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Stars and Satellites
ACROSS
I Nearest star
4 Brightest
star in Lyra
8 Satellite of
earth
12 Blind impulse
(Greek)

one could be severely damaged otherwise.

CAPRICORN IDec.

-

2.3

Ian. 20) -- The wise Capricorn

will look to his laurels. This
a no time to try to get by on
your reputation alone.

AQUARIUS Dan. 11

-

Feb. 19
Don't try to
outguess the competition. Go

about your own business to
the hest of your ability end
all should be well.

CAPTAIN EASY

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March

A high risk day for
Pisces. Be especially careful to

11".gf,J.F9:Fell

sign nothing w nhout Ant

TaWMU=Mt

v.aanr,1135.reksv>.4.
SOLAR MOM CANCER HERE N Mannekerael

reading the fine print -- twice!

ARIES (March 22 - April
20) - You can sidestep even
that trouble which arise. suddenly if you are alert enough
to the psychic overtones of the
day.

TAURUS (April 21 May
21) - Don't be talked into
becoming in volVed in ac.
tivities about which you have

little if any knowledge.

Display abilities, not lack of
them.
5

Answers to
Hideaword

dint
duct

tonic
tunic
otic

odic

into
icon
induct
undo
Unit

unto
unco

Roast

47

;'26`

38
1.1

- CAMPUS CLATTER

13 Sea bird
14 Seaweed
15 Evening star
17 Heebner
18 Hawaiian
vegetable
19 Bartered
21 Fit
23 Crone

24 Ventilated.
25 Ten -sided

polygon
29 Bed of wild

et

beast
30 Love to excess
31 Constellation

32 Greek letter
aa Destiny
34 Ivan the

Terrible, for
example
35 Perils
37 Projecting
member

(rch.)

38 Noah's ship

39 Small light

DOWN
I Czech
measure
2 Shoshonean

3 Early heretical
Christian
4 Swerved

MOO
ROMm
nOMM
MOU
MOMODOROM
UMM
OMMUM
mOMOMEM
MnMO
MR0
OD©
WHOM
MUMO
OOMMMO
=DOOM
MOMOMM
ROMOMM
MEMO
MQMO
MOO
MOO
MOOR
OMEwOOR
!MUMMA
DOM
MMUMMAMPM
EMO
OLZIO©OHO
MIRO MORM
DOM 10101=121

5 Blunder
6 African
antelope
7 Beauty lover 25 Periods
37 Fabriclike
8 Spanish white 21' St avado
satn
wine
2 F non
39 House plant
g Fetid
nN strils
40 Jewels
IDS -shaped
3 In onspicuous 41 As'an inland
molding
ce estial body
sea
11 Fragrant
(2 words)
42 No yours unguent
3 PI nt with
46 Siouan Indian
16 Journal
fronds
47 Number
20 Speed contest 3 0 genic
48 Female
21 Lost colo
pigment
merino for
22 Lariat
3 A quired
instance

14'

I

8P

1021322122.

Steak

I

-

Hi Ho Crackers

32'

24

26

n

boats
32'
40 Street Arabs
35
43 Solar dark
44 Ireland
45 Endure
49 Thick hair
50 Tamarisk sal
tree
44
51 Night
49
condensate
52 Winter vehicle
2
53 Equine color
54 Compass point

30

27

24

31

38

,-

Mushroom
Soup

17c
5)*

Tuna

Fish And Chips

- 99' ii;';kcg4s

Smoked Butt

AMOUR STAR

54

Ground
Beef

Broccoli Spears
7E99 Rolls'°n,n,

7,:

24'
61`

Banquetoan

.bags

TOW Mc

Chops

Rolled Roast

:100;7-9.9
moo

MINA CURE

SNRI

40

Orange Juice

350

gTuna Pie

16°

WA''.

99' Sliced Bacon

Corned Beef -1" T991 Ocean Perch

8889:

ate,.

Surf
Detergent

4I

- Extra Sayings Made Possible By An Unusual Purchase
Or By A Manufacturer is Temporary Promotional Allowance.

Nd

Ajax

sir

ti.L0

Cleanser

210

Tidy Cat

39`

ii;;ii4; iiM478448:

5PareiRiir

tt;

"

Link Sausage

Smokie Links

a Orr

Liquid

35°

TV' Slice

cur

Lux

79' Paper iawels

eoldeiSt;

Sliced Bacon

.Cue'W PRIEF

69' Bathroom Tissue n,r, 26
550

790

1,§`

500

Airife-aviiii;ners.:.. 78' ii"-flo Starch

rt Ribs
Beef Sho-1;7
'3 9'

15

Flair Liquid

SAGE

Sliced BaconIF

43

KEY BUYS

Stew Vegetables' ;.. 421

GROUND FA,01 HOU a

11. $4" Eagle Wieners

$1" Canned Ham

C
51

420

These Are Just A Few Of Our Everyday Low Meat Prices!

61119'

3c OH

"All"

Grade A
Fryers

4

.77

Powdered

1"5IN

Rib Roast

IAL

40
!d

37

7

Bread iough

..5

Fish

ewpetgr

00
2

421

Birds Eye Peas °,7 20'

MOW

AMMIAMMEN EMME

MUM MIME

Red Raspherries

Dnanrr

B

.c

MEM IMMEM IMME
22

Golden

55`

29e

Standing

"'"

Steak

38'

Butter Cookies

g'a

Round

-

MEM MAME MUM
21

Eagle

Potatoes

H eart Box Candy .2. 66'

Brach'sile;r1; n

I

,

Raisin
Bread

37c
41ZMIM31,

75

Russet

Cinnamon Crisp"...- 40'

Ritz Crackers

MADE tTII PURE V{C.ABIE

Bread

Bacon

ORTHERN GROW

411

TOMailOTeMce

39°

390

geelsr Bios sae

Swiss

5 NO

QUALITY

48'
'f77'

Steak

5

Cranberry Juice 17 68

96'

nor carry on an argument.
Your relationship with as loved

count
coin
donut

'11'

28' V-8 Cocktail

Popcorn

ATANY11-11146

THE BORN LOSER

,0

'2"

Folger's Coffee

moo woo, won

&UMW PIE%

CF THE NIGHT

You can make time work for
you rather than against you
today if you try.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22) -- Neither initiate

Grade A
Turkeys

Steak

'1"

,°:

C PERK

F

42' Lemon Juice

Pie Filling'1,°: 38'

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Sirloin
C

IL/ ED

Pie Filling

Adapt your plans to the
clumps in schedule the day
brings. You will not get far
if you take a stiff-necked at-

Fish.
Sticks

t%.. 43'

Coffee

--

siocruin

Orange Drink

Oct. 23)

SCORPIO (Oci. 24 - Nov.
221 -- Look upon the cicck as

Coffee Cake.,"

PE.

'ME MiEELE

titude.

nonestr

'1;.: 25°

Chuck Wagon

RELU AR OR 1

Live By

6, IN

White Bread
ARVESI IlAY

Five Minutes to

event.

CONDUIT

&

Shredded theese ;:.; 35' Folgeres Coffee

li;aliTelly

will bc able to accommodate
an unexpected but beneficial
LIBRA (Sept. 24

441

40410

ht err Griffin

32 Big Valley

ft") Polley Is clear,

Mclagkn.

Thar

2

a=3.

the

Glen." Scottish -

News

Magazine

34°

II

'pr cing

1":a

FA;rgX;ine'''

EEK & MEEK

MORTY MEEKLE

Ch TOE LIKE

The Courtship of

2:t0

7 Now

32

11

2:00

Honey -

Iffichmek

Alfred

Tate Kee.

2

10:00
News
News

2
5

it

1:55

9:311

II International
7:00
7

9

Cookbook
-1,101

Dairy Foods

1,40
News

-

Sauces

ti

"The Day of the

Wynate.

26 Famous Ardelat

.

"Every can -Every Jar
Every package IS single priced !en

1559 IRVING PARKROAD HANOVER PARK

Tomato
Paste

1:00
Perspectives

II Bird dike Iron

26 Arians Mendes

trip

.

11Ce'Cream

Coped. 1970

film

.

.

°:'14C

9:30

26 Teday's Rasing

31 Of L..& and

Whatone

Paul Harvey

up to

Pr

.

Comments

Exterminator."

Humanities.

makes it worth it.

-- The decisions you make today should be based upon
such firm masoning that you
will not have any cause later

2

6:55

CANCER (June 22 - July
23) -- You may have to risk
a chance for advancement today - but your ability to help
someone else out of difficulty

LEO Only 24. - Aug. 23)

9:10
20 The Forsyte Sega

rolees.
5 Hiehligles of lee

fu45

then only sparingly.

Mkleight Repsel
Chicago Show'

Feather

26

unless it is asked foreoinion
-- and

5
7

Les of maim:doing
Les
foundation for pa-

Scandinavia.

Don't offer your

26 Boulevard Ards-

one Halligan. actress
and artist.

A

GEMINI (May 22 June
211 - Keep our of the way
of other people's troubles.

Perkins

his chat,

Sew

1011 1111Ithl/A1

II Interface

Lena

animals with Mau -

VONDER VfnERE
GOOFIN, OFF

Horoscope

Horne, I risha Noble
and the Danny Fair.
9 Perry Mason

Grey.

1000

Cate,

IIcaring out

Moyle

2

"Tall Story.- Collegian Jane Fonda
filer film debug falls
in love with basks.
ball oar Anthony

Joel

you bare to stop and mentally divide or multiply as you shop. If you will
notice, every item is individually priced at Eagle! Thanks to this single -unit
pricing, you can buy ONLY what you need rather than hosing to purchase
in quantities of 3 or 4 to realize sayings. There is no more guesswork in
food pricing at Eagle
every item is individually priced for your added
and
at low, low everyday discount prices, too!
shopping convenience

12:00

12:30

Professor's

Eagle has falcon the confusion out of food pricing ... no longer do

"No confusion

32 News

Geography.

T he

Engelhert How

7

uem Pricing

be

Paintings;
32 100
Great Mode

26 TV College

Professor

I ASKED HIM
FOR A RAISE.

32 Man ins Suitcase

11:35

deo

father', death.
7

or Coo

32 Truth

boa family seeking
vngeance for their

THR

Ropes.

32 News Final

Guest s include

"The Whole

The Vinzinlmi

gressional candidate
who is held captive

EM
IA SI" veSitGE oF.

scenes also slam Curl

11:30

padlock Show

Verne.

7 Rem 222

guests.

in

appearance.

Seltell

DISCOUNT SUPERMARKETS

ing marriage to El -

Joseph Cotten

'4040

Bronson,ina

keep Shorty locked

HOP

guest -stars aS a con

u

kowenn

(Saracens

bilks
The

6:30

1-00001,

Then Caste

torcycle one, finch
that he and a proud
Indian seem to he
racing for the atten-

7:30
Beverly

2

Editorial
26 Quiz

5

Iissionary in pee WW2 China Robert

cros scountry 11.

2

2

Ingrid Bergman is

Cecil Bill's lemonade
sLand begins to fail,
011ie talks them into
Slims loaned agency
for o promotional
campaign.
36 Spanish Movie

mama

0,07 AN goy mos sin. oofrEo S...onnOuASIE 0070

Sixth Happiona:'

Hamill Five.)

Show

32 The Ministate

MggOPZ

Biology.

MeGarrell
and
Danny investigate

SIZaovoR!

v,Rs. COM liNJSERS:

7

official who refuses

Mike Douglas

9

A Cmat t4g0RS

E"rliGeZtElt
5,40W ,0

Tonight Show
0100 Caren
Slum
Movie
9
-The Inn of the

20 TV College

out an innigration

6:00
News
News
News

2

,Ar5

straightens

Eddie

S

5125

Eddle's Felker

Dry Dog Food
Cat Food

11. 94'

10'

irl:EEZ:MZ)
Colgate ""'

litiiir°1

We Discount Everything ercepf
Quality, Courtesy And Service!

eagle
DISCOUNT SUPERMARKETS

Bayer Aspirin

Siaa

iiii;514filYi I

011'

,

VO-5 Hair Spray

'1"

Calm

99'

Panty Nose

99'

STORE HOURS:

Mon: Wed. 9 A.M. - 8 P.M.
Th urs.-Fri, 9 A.M. - 9 P.M.
Sot. 9 A.M. - 6 P.M.

Wrestlers await districts at 3 sites
4t
Maine
' South
Sumer,

Weer

D. Stumpf

Anderson

G. Stumpf

Harper cagers victimized by
visiting Malcolm X College

D.Doo

(avers

O'Malley

Squires

Komar

Klingberg

Klein

'thenhold

ti,;

411111.

rim
Tillman

Beam ,

Derringer

Robertson

third M the DistriCt. Stumpf

Mike Spires -145 pounds -

open the sport's state littera.

has racked up three tour,

this weekend at Wheeling.
Maine South and Barrington.
Phrhpas the toughest of the

meal wins this year at Lake

Coming off CPI elemPion.

three meets will be the Maine
South meet, which will pit all
three Maine Fownship squads
against Dist. 214', hest and Si
Viator's Chithgoland Prep

Mae Weber -I37 pounds .1k will be a formible oppomet for the fire position in the

The District wrestling meets

Park, Palatine

Proviso

end

Wei

Ald-Subur.
ban League champion holing

district. Weber accumulated a
15.2-1 slate this season and is
sure to be an alkconference
pick. Weber took a third in the
District last season. Webers

ton h expected to make a good

two losses were to Dave Maple

League second
Newly -crowned

place

teem,

showing at the Houk,' home
Boor beginning al 7 p.m. Friday with the semi-finah at 1:30

Saturday and the finels at 7
pm. Saturday.

of kleine East and Jim Smith
of Sycamore. Maple has
moved down a weight Mess
and Sycamore is not in Arlin,
ton's District.

Rick Sinners It -130

ship. Squires is undefeeed
at 45 pounds this year with

record. A wrestler

11-0

an

who is very strong and cons 1 tent, Squires returns to the

districts after long a heartto state final-

breeker, 8-4,

ist Mike Pisrtm in let year's
djtofjut.

Mike O'Malley -165 pounds

--One of the finest mesders
up

12

Always strung

lads.

Maine

West end Maine East will try
to take the title home lo their
schools and both under
should

do

well with several
Matrnen.

Si Vizi. is slated for the
Maine South mats, and with

lever.

Chicagoland
Prep
League champions.
aiming

are high
the District.
Scott Douglas -145 pounds-junior
standout
Douglas

should place high M the Distrim. Douglas has pled are. a
fur Carl
12.4-1 slate.

Carl A oder e o n-165

for good place against tough
competition.
Wheeling hose its own Die
min with the starting times. 7
both nights and at 2 p.m. for
the semi-finals. The Wildcats

pounds -suffered

will be the only team rpm-

year and will espect to give
Pete Gross of Maine East a

meted from the area as they
host Deerfield. Highland
Park, Lake Forest. Lake Zurich. McHenry. Carmel. Mon.

shoulder

a

injury earlier in the

season.
all -confer -

Anderson was an
eon pick Ian year as well as a
Wokeprable for this mason. Carl
ok third in the District last

good run for the firth position.

Andy Locket -185 pounds-is new to wrestling this season

and h. earned a 15-4 slate at
185. Locken placed first in the

delein and

far bis first march in the dis-

season and 3.1-I al 115.

Sate Srals-137 poundsAnotherjunior. Szala is 11.3 at

tricts last year.

Tilleten-175 pounds.

BIN

year, pinning eight of
Ns victims. A Ye, eX010ei
wrestler who has lost only
five matches in four years. lie
is coach John Zid's strongest
hope. He lost to Pat McCoy
of Arlington in the districts

Ts

porting an 11.1 record. Komar

I I

former who reacts really well.

losses have come to Paul T arch

of Si Pars who is 21.0. He
placed third

at districts last
year after losing to the second -

place finish in the thin! sin
also went downstate in the

Conant,
and Palatine will vie

thane at the Palatine Tourney

for the honors st the Burring-

District yenta Ihe host
school, Femn. Cary Grove.
ion

Hulk -175

Pete

'North placed

pounds-

third in the

Crystal hake and Lake Park.

Pal.'

South and Barrington districts

Jeff aelleek-heaygweight--. 5!..,_nw..'e Was the `wt..'
Although Sefieck lacks the w Wee _P,res°36." Plveleesi
heavyweight's

den Sectionals next week with
the Wheeling winners going to

compiled a fine 11.5.1. &Hack
relics mainly on his moves and
quickness over The bulkier
heavyweights. Selleek placed
third at Lake Park and Mould

MAINE SOUTH DISTRICT

size,

he

has

4i -conference pick both
test year and two years ago and
art

u a shoe -in to be chosen this
year. Stumpf won the District
Lsemophomom and went on to
Last

j fourth in the Sectional.
season Stumpf placed

St. VIATOR
John

Coven -98

is a senior who is a
four-year vet. Sporting a E3
for

eweile.
eelew

eewen°,,- e', '°"`!"www

......weweel
e to

nc "ew.e w'

wee'. React Beam.

been

named

All -Conference

for the past twos ears. As

he

[hester team at 05 pounds and

as a jthlior at 103 pounds. He
won the 107 class of the Prospect Holiday Tourney Minceson and was second at 115 at

losing to the champ in the first
mund. somewo of his losses arc to
the
m
opponent and he

nearly heat him the second
time.

Schweitzer this season.

winner in the West Leyden
Quad at 165 points, waster in
the
Prospect
Tournament
11551 and second at the 16team Glenbrook South Taur-

pounds -holds a 124-1 mark
with nine decisions and three

ney at 155. His record at 155 is
11.1-1 while he is 7.2-1 at 165.

Deerfield, 3:0, Gary kende
re of Wheeling, 4-2, Scott

sophomore he was named to

placed third in the CPL after

this season,

Schweitzer

wss

senior now, Klein has already
pounds-

Gave rs

record

e_erewend

the West Leyden Quad. His
record at 107 is 13-1 for the

-

confe
he record to
similar to his mark at
time
Ind ye., when he won district
end secti
championships
and went tadthe state tourna.
metat, He finished third in the
Prospect Tournament and has
beaten Wheeling's Gary

oernaOwn reed woe
rho
GlelbraaI

HfendaY

Ken Klee -107 pounds -A

finish high in the 1711311iCIR.

ARTIPiGTON
ean Stumpf -155 pounds-has run up an excellent 20-0
record with 11 pins. Don WLS

Sew.

t

will move on to the West La.

Glehrook South,

rhopounds-At
10-5 this season md 7-2 in

A.EllIcon.G.,r.io`rte,jer ,...Onbrn',ecen,o7,17.

Beam -9B

of Glenbreok North 0-0 while
losing

to Guy Morrison of

Marc Gilbert of Niles West,

pounds -

7 -6. He was second in the dis-

owns a perfect 17.0 ft:cordon
II decisions and six pins. His
fastest it came at :38. He
sportssie shut outs and waste
Day's Athlete of the Week. He

trice le year and just mined
going down state with a third
place finish in the sectiomls.
HERSEY
Don Robensoa--98 pounds.

is

a

holds a third plaw finish inked
year's district competition.
Eklund has wrestled in two
weight divisions in 1969-1970.
and will Inc slotted against the

b. area 175 -pounders in the
district tournament.
Pete Goes -185
pounds-Exhibiting a
19-0
mark for regulai season tempetition. this Nlaine junior already holds a district championship from last year, and a
thinl place sectional finish. In
gaining his tine record. (inns
won IWO tournament chumpionships as he is Glenbrook
South and Palatine king.

Bien Rucks -145 pm..
-Amnia, he also cook a first in
Ridgewood

the

Quad.

His

six and one-half en his forward
top and one-half tuck for honor in the competition.

Arc Sporn Ed.

league foe Elk Grove the fol.

the

lowing day as they dropped but
woof the I event scores. Be ginning with the 200 -yard

losing

100.yard butterfly to grab thc
blue ribbon with 0 sub -minute

cmore important contest to

time of :58.0. Lance Suture

medley rel., Warriors Larry
Bierwirth Kuntz., Parent and

The Maine Wel tank teem
min pair of swim encounters
over

the

onference

weekend,

opponent

New

Parent came'back in

and

Steve

Metall,

mean.

Trier West, 64-31. but rebounding to dunk Elk Grove.

while, combined efforts for
Maine's only sweep in the

66-28.

meet.

Against the Cowboys Friday night. the Warriors were
ale to capture jot four of the
II meet events, and didn't gm
1-2 finish until the 100 -yard
breaststroke.

MAINE'S SKIP Parent
grabbed the spotlight in the
200 -yard individual medley as
he shettercd his own previous

KUNTZE, STATE recor
nixed in the breaststroke. coyered the distance in 1:06 flat

while Dueball was right be.
hind at 1:08.7. Kunuck best
clocking is a 1:05 7 Accord.
ing to Anderson. -Lance has
been

a platen for borne

lime now and is ready to ex-

school record of 2:103 with a
2:09.5. The new time is the
fastest in the conference this

plode with a good time soon."
In the 50.ythd frecuyic,
Russ Zage, although slowed by
a temperature, still managed to

,. and should place Parent

gamer second place boon m

about seventh or eighth in the
state rmkings.
Also sharing the limelight
for the Warriors was diver Terry Matyja. According to head
coach Peter Anderson, he hit

so ..off- night, but still In,
aged together scores of six and

1

Zage churned the distance in
1:49.9.

Grove's foursome of Dave
Toler, hill Pmsell, Pat Massey
and Spencer Huebner had to
aLille for the runnerup spot in
1:56.2. htaine continued its
domination over the nest two
events, the 200 -yard freetyle
and the 200 -yard individual
medley.

Warriors Gary Larson end
Branding covered the fret -style

distance in 2.03.6 and 2:06.6
for a onetwo punch while the
Grenadiers' Mike Boohoo and
Cliff Schlak were pushed back
to third and fourth in times of
2:97.9 and 2:12.1, respective-

a time of :24.6.

Jack Branding

became

DON HUDSON and the

Maine's fourth best 400 -yard
freestyler with his time of

Dahl look the top spots hi the
IM, respectively, in clocking.
of 2:21.8 and 2,22.3. Parent
won the 50 -free in :25.1 with

4:239. 7
THE
much easter

RS had

a

against non-

teammate

Paul

Stenskom

third in :25.7. Grove's Bahia-

cobson thwarted a Warrior
sweep with his second place
performance of :254.
Malvin again proved upbeat.

able in the diving competition

with his total of 137.15. Zap
and Art Larson, meanwhile,
heat Maine on top; with re-

Free I. MacDonald, NTW.
I:52.6; 2. Hands, NTW,
1:55.6; 3. Larson, MW, 2:02A;
4. Gyssler, /OW, 2:049;
Parent, MW,
200 1M:
2:09.5: 2, Boyle, NVIW, 2:l 6A;
I

Stearns. NTW, 2:17.2; 4.
Hudson, 01W. 224.1; 50Free
3.

I. Durham, NINE .23.5;

speetive Um and third finishes
in the 100 free. Zage went the

Zage, MW, :24.6;3. ODonell,

distance in :55.8 while Oar-

NTW, :24.8;

son's :58.8 svm edged by Elk
Grow Bachus' :57.6.

MW, :25.6;

Peent won the 400 free in
4:11.4 while his closest cone
petitor was Grove's Schlak in
4:45.2. Kuntze and Dueball
both continued their winning

DIVING: I. Matyja, MW,
129.55; 2. Horowitz, N1V/,

form with a onethwo sweep in
the breaststroke, respectively.
Branding.
West's quartet

87.80; 3.

2.

Stenstrom,

4.

eat, MW, :58.8;
NTW. :59.5;

3.
1:02.3; 4.

NPR,
MW, I:01.0;
100 Free

third in

BARRING
DISTRICT
ELK GROVE

the flee..

slate

thin

11-3-2
at
185.

Season

Eberle, will e a strong com.
odium in the District magi
-May h e long shot for
rate,
has just finished re -

the disinet bet wason.

en
all season and he wen that
match me a Glenbard North

WHEELING DISTRICT

wrestler. 15-2: won the Ridgewood and Greet invitatitmals
v
the holidays.
Jeff Ermslend- 145 pounds
-13.1.1 record;
his only

Al mans -123 pounds -Swam has
110-7.3 octal

washy

Bade Brod-175

pounds -

Dick

Ileifd-hevyweight-

.13-2 and undefeated in con femme with 9-0 mark; he was

-Probably the top Cougar
wrestler this year, he is first in

second k the Prospect Tour
ncy to a Niles West wrestler

conference with 8.04 record.
11the
13-4 ovll.
He has beaten eyeye,
district who he
has wrestled thus far. In the

and only other loss wee a 3.1
decision to Bill Tillman of
Maine West.

Ridgewood Quad he grappled

1:06.0
I:08.7;

NTW,

MW,

1:12.4;

400 Free Relay: I. NTIV,
3:30.2;2 MW, 3:44.3.
MEET RESULTS VS.
EI.K GROVE
200 Medley Relay( I. MW,
1149.9, 2. EG, I:56.2; 200
Free:

I

Larsen, 1.1W. 2:03.6;

2. Branding, MW, 2:06.6; 3.
Bohm, PG, 2:07.9; 4Schlak,
EG,

2001M: I. Hudson, NIW,

WHEELING
this season. The high point of
his campiign was gaining a tie
with Herscy's Brad Smith..
who didn't lose a match in the
all season.

Dahl, MW, .25.9;

4,

Branding, MW, 4:28.5; 100
Breaststroke: I. Kuntz; MW,

4

4

2

1

2:21.8; 2. Dahl. alW, 21223;
3. Toler, EG, 131.2; 4. Callahan, EG, 2:34.3; .50 Free I.
Parent, MW. :25.1; 2. Jame
son. EG. :25.4; 3. Stenstrom.
MW, :25.7: 4_ Helmer. ELI
6.5;

DIVING: I. Matyja, KM,
137,15;'_, Martin, F.G. 91.35;

3, Dunning, EG, 79.15; 100
Butterfly:
1:01.9;
1:03.6;

1,

2

Massey.

Hudson,

EG,

MW.

toe

Wheeling 001010 Bah
Selaike ealls IliM -aggressive.
with .1

link attitude"

Gary

Scheeitzer.-130

patiale.Schnoteer has a 145-1 .ovrall mark and has only
lost two matches in te Mid Suburh. League. He limshed
second
Stmth
sinned

in

Glenbrook

the

and dee-

to

wrestler.

Nlame West
u

Barringer. 4-2.

FANCY LEAN

SPLIT

SMOKED

HAM

BROILERS

PICNIC

$1.39,b

35'

SCOTT PETERSEN

and

peewee hock, tn.

the

17a17 of &chime to
Chicago Minor Hawks

Reds bantam team and the
Dundee VFW pee weeteam
this weekend.

The

Arlington Heights
McInerney Insurance ha Reds
team lost its match to the Reds
by the score of 1-2 and the Ar-

lington Heights Jaycee pee,

wee team fen la Dundee by
10-4 equal.

onds

go in the game wasn't
enough 10 pull out the win for
McInerney.
In the pee -wee meet,
toedunassist

Mike Shukis got Huse goals

fora hat trick. hut it weal

are not

good

guides when the time for a
looms.

encounter

rematch

Only lust week. Gaston Free en's Warriors went up
against

the New Trier West

Cowboys. a !Rani that Maine
had handily defeated in the
opening mond. 6643.

4

II

5

SUMMER SAUSAGE

25 12 15 3

Totals

SCORE BV HALVES
Malcolm X
46414U
Harper

Jv 33

47'

lb.

MEGO CRISP

OSCAR MAYER

SLICED

12 ox. Pkg.

OSCAR MAYER 8 OZ.
LIVER SAUSAGE

BACON

BOLOGNA

SANDWICH SPREAD

SAnt Silthernsin tell) t4 Harper trie a shot last night over
Malcolm N. defender. The hank, fared pnorly in the coli/est, bur
,deb Jahn Gelch said Malcolm X was one car Me hest junior
college teams his seam has faced. (PM. by J. Alm Cook)

ent team at home, however. as

the Warriors soon found out.
65.64. The Meine quintet also

a good Gle to

lumped

k

North squad. 67-53. the first
time around, but there will he

Jacobson. (Si. :5,1;
1110 Butio
I.
EG,
Bicrwirth, MW,
1106.4: 3. Callahan. II I:06.7;

tae final games in the Dos
Plaine Park Districts Junior Senior High School Basketball

Leapt were played this pant
week. Previotol; undefeated
O'Neill dropped a 45-13 deciion to Malloy, but still re tined the championship fin-

one full contest ahead of
their conquerers.
Heydeeker crushed Fitz genic', 61-36, in theranlY other
some. All teams will now compete in an end-of-theseason
isahing

4_ Brennan. 91W. 1111.9; 400
Feet I. Parent. SOW. 4:11.4;
2. Schlak. E(i. 4:45.2;
3.

Huebner. E(i, 4:45.):4 SkopXIW. 4:1M. I

100 Brea. I. Kum.. MW.
1:05 '11
L Dueholl, MW,

UHMteideagc11:

"

Satanism

0,0,Central

1 none

Ws-srs

%WIWI

guard and plaj maker

.11100

00111

Andenam and mei George
Woodley.
Han, Rich Hendricks or
in the heck-

Jim

Il

. Th f
sist of juniors Dennis Willison.

George Horn and lam Kom-

It will he the girls' turn to.
night on the Hersey High
Shool basketball thaw hen
060
Cheerleaders

and

the

Pombeets clash in a funded,
ing game starting ai Mg nt.
es.l'd"..i.;!171ttr,t0

0

22

4

5

3

4
4

Heights

bantam's

play

Fitzgerald

02

75

Dundee VFW bantams

1030 :tree. Saturday and the
AH peoweeks tackle the
Northbrook Leafs at 12:50
p.m. the same day. Both pone
am in the Polar Dane

and

FLI

SIB, Dela, and
all, et pm...

J.,

Rich

THE HEIGHT deaden.
tap: didn't gin

bother

the Warriors in the first conf
.
rd
ry
impessive. 'Inc lanky pisot/lain thorned in 0.10 tnm

de, mil la coached by Keith

North. Ilenes !Wan of Ste
Seer. members of the
act as
lettermen, Club
cheert.idee lit the -Powder

tloor and 6.6 Isom the
charity stripe for the game,
scoring honors.
The Warriors will he tar

to reverse the firm miming',
halftime statistics which Mold

Maine trailing 45.42. In the
early macs of the contest Woe
was down by seven at 17-116

et battled bad. timlly
ho even in the third iiiiiiricr
and wrapping it open!, do. tsive Iowa: qua. I, ,Yuri
sesion
Alter opening
with lotir sirsighl !c.v.,. tth.
klaine has since matured mit,
(trance

Lints.,ion 10 Which will

RN

,111

REGULAR GIRLS. hr
ketball roles will he in effect.
and according to cheerleader

tieing

No

for Man

been
a

prac.
Mood,

Forest View's jayvee basketball team had its most sue
cessfirl weekend of the sea-

els.

although

there

are

no

frelmien in.the Ih,mhorer, en
ganr,it,n.tkEonrc..

1,1111N:eh

It

inf. '1 heptine

been crowned the Mid -Seemen League champs. 'the
..
,

61

b

,:,w

I m we the

Elk

t ,,,...da.n. sound.

Btem. 4-1, on the 115.pound
level. Knight Kent Hutchison
suffered one of ha n. dureon
hot
when he was nipped 10-9

View with 13 points. and

101111-

male Steve Ballantine added
outscored

Pi'InlIF'..P.

Kivicins

muck

lid., Russo mho hall 14 points
in a losing 00110 egamst Pala-

tine, had 17 attain. the Pan'hers. while John ahowski
added 12.
In the inwh A gains:1.1'0001

th we Byrne of Elk Grose a

l'oine. at 130. lien PriwzA
knocked off Prospect's Mike
WnmyvaLt at,11,37.140..94;

ahead.

following

,m.a,,,,Ltehd.

Ew tke re,

Thep,ascrc,,,re,

the

i 46

Vice hod to hisc strong fourth

n'Tetrjrjr..r1V4es' 'tinwast'a74::: 'itij

end t dent,. tl North. Ilse Fatcon, hod w 12,8 athantmt:

gene:In-2.

over the Pira, arid a 22-14

Ron Vylasek fought to ti 4-4

ripping Glenbard
North by a score of 60-39.
and

THE FALCON

fresh

double figures for the !Nikons

with 13 ruin, hot Kent Koenapp had the hottest hand in

learn beat both Palatine, 4036, and Glenbard North, 53.
40, while the bosh B want lost
a squeaker to Palatine. 35-33.

and rebounded' to heat Glen.
bard North, 65-31.
Coach Hod Bornmant jayvees led Palatine by just four
poi,. al halftime. 19-15, bet

they spurted to a 22.9 thirdquarter edge to pat the game

Elk

01.1,..:14n ,,I.,to,....II,

Grove

155 .pound.

John

drew

little

both games tor the winnerst

trouble with Forest Viewh
limes, rolling op a 2E8 half-

egging 10 points in fir first
gene and 17 in these...

Brauer. The foal conlpetitive
match of the meet saw Pros peel's Doug Ross pin Dan

A
thePriaTi'1,0's"Jolphs°Pihna"ti

time edge

w.red the

32'
30'

LIBBY'S TOMATO JUICE 46 OZ.

35'

35'

NIBLETS WHOLE KERNEL CORN

25°

25`

25'

DEL MONTE CUT GREEN BEANS

24'
25'

39'
27'
29'
22'
23'

24c

24'

HUNT'S TOMATO SAUCE a oz.

11°

11'

CONTADINA TOMATO PASTE

14°

14'

10'
13'

CHICKEN OF THE SEA

430

41'

29'

CAMPBELL'S PORK 8 BEANS 2101.

19'

19'

18°

CAMPBELL'S CHICKEN NOODLE SOUP

17°

17'

160

JELLO

11'

110

10'

BETTY CROCKER CAKE MIXES

39'

39'

PILLSBURY 5 LB. FLOUR

57'

57'

CLOROX BLEACH GAL.

540

51°

JOY LIQUID DETERGENT 22 OZ.

57'

570

33'
54'
49'
55'

COMET CLEANSER is oz.

15°

150

15'

SCOTT BATHROOM TISSUE AWL COLORS

15`

15°

14°

CHARMIN 4 PACK TISSUE

42`

41°

39'

DOMINO 5 Ift. SUGAR

61'

610

58°

100

100

9

330

33'
53'

310

46 OZ.

ASST. DRINKS 46 OZ.

TUNA

of CI the Panthers.
John Muellei was high man in

Reg. Ass'. 3 OZ.

ASST. FLAVORS

BABY FOOD STRAINED

NABISCO OREO

1

28 OZ.

53'

LS. PKG.

1 43

HILLS BROS. COFFEE 2 LBS.
..,

CANFIELD'S

POP

-

.,.%., 5,

1111100,

111

1

it

Swanson

with

Knight

CANNED

POP
1
C

"SINGLE
JUMBO SIZE"

w"COn'ArI'llIYFFITI1k1-ussow's

FA. thphs turned the tablet
in thea next game *net 60-39
win oven Gleaned North.

-

Roth

COLORS

GOOD ONLY AT WAREHOUSE FOODS
EXPIRES FEB. 14, 1970

5:40.

roar Forchl : View's Mash B
tea, The Falcons rebounded
by clobbering Olenbard North

fell, Winning those nukes

after jumping

nee, Rick Schultz sod Ben

quarter OBE

Ill a14-3 fi,

vIM

I IvINIVIVI

70 OF F

ASSORTED

the IN mire disowns. 175.

I.

,

KLEENEX TOWELS

THE KNIGHIS eaptUnd

.

I.' 55.0°

185 and heavyweight, by for-

for Prospect were Dave Gni-

S

I

51'
133

COUPON SPECIAL!

rho Fake, out

fin lin, ;ad ter lock am

'

1.

Bob Tischer gm the Ism,
hack on the right tract. a ith al
11-1
judgement over Alan

(ilenhard North's a ,,,,, ,

ing bye 55-35 count to Pale

SPICia

123.

View's sophomore
team split a pair of gams. falltine

32'
30'

CANFIELD'S ASST.

Elk Grove made . svitt

for lai.

FOOD /A.!

BMWSGERBER'S

the Knight lead.

bard North.
Forest

POTATOES

at 98. 9.1. Gams Womb, le:ler White of Elk Grove to the
nun in two minute to add to

give Thom an outright chant-

View

IDAHO

decisioned Greta Dale Pankow

Dan DiGangi topped 'I ore

.

ea.

F.- me we,,ad ,msmotive - qickly Saturday. mum, an
war, the ',tepee High junior early 11-11 lead on wins ho Rith
varsity wrestling squad has Clark and Tom (Mu, Clark

ne.ad of 8-1. mod mut. to

12 Poirerj".st

C

Knight jv's champs

on Sundays and we work oth
on Monday and Tuterlay."
The Pemberets. the tea

scorer

79

10 lb. Bag

ap.minfe,ha. jekv......,chop.sh,ig- .,1::,,,,,,,,.

out of reach. Jai Hedges Sas

WAREHOUSE

a

rels will win

..1....hi.,,s.Ill,toocd,100L.0.1,/o'ne,,,tin,ignlict,j.

wrol"1.,:itleirl'itectrtclihe'dChbec"rleaar--

CHAIN

A

DEL MONTE PEAS 303 TIN

/

currently
20 active piece
Both learns encompass all h.,-

treors'ha'she'lik'N'idt.its'ilith'tx 111'171';'110

the high

PIZZA

league slate.

Stn

nnoles clinched the title with

eanly.
"5001.,

SAUSAGE

SAVINGS'

CHAIN

HI -C

first division lerth with a 3-7

\ I F:, GIRLS sill we

10111.

Sod" will lollow I lie ganie...1-

LARGE

Gleithrook.

mark.

MAXI

ADS THAT OFFER

HAWAIIAN PUNCH

dritheno
one decision w
four for their overall 5-4 um.

a

1'661

to laalt toganinomes liD

other evens.... A
miser leattiong the - Ille

MINI

1

Falcon jayvee matmen win
Palatine and 57-36 over Glen -

the
at

Eirting nod should he 6.6

annonlolin Iloc et center. 6-4

GG7ooman

son with tam Mid.Suburban
League victories, 54-38 over

Heights. JelT Gardner got the
other goal and an aunt for the
losers. while Scott Whittkr
had two
and Pee Leigh
one
This weekend the Arlington

trot taller Stanton,. <name

Ig'iiii51;

t, tW".., .011,

1114.2: 1. Pursell. EG,

neatly enough for Arlington

leg into the starting lineup.
Providing the oppilnilialn
ill lw t buck
rela.

. We still believe in messing the fend odyertisind dellor savings on be you. THAT'S WHY!

the

Kimsey hopes fora large tut

t.ne are taking the alir set .

55

3

wrens to he coming around
end shmld carry bandaed

111,

sponsor Cand Brasile:to. both

6

knee injury that somewhat
hamper.' hi. moves lasl week.

0101

la

37'

'Pkg

GINO'S

Girls take cage scene

O'Neill's loses
but gains crown

O'Neill

incr. !Rummel . slier sustaining

carnet in the 1001000.

Pion.ble

6

75'1

COMPARE OUR PRICES WITH OUR COMPETITORS!

TONIGHT'S NIIDWEF.K
encounter will begin at 6:45
with the sophomore Warriors
putting their erect Ell league
mark on the line The versin
crew will he waiting tit the
wings. though. tt jmg to egret
another string that earri.1
them to ..C.11 sir.,111 wen

guar

The Cowboys were a differ

WL

3,51 O.

goal with 23 see

performances

FINAL STANDINGS

:57.6;3. Larson. NIW. ,58.8; J.

lock with two second -period
goals, and Bernie Klemm's

Maine West hard canners have Warned that pm
The

quer 1969.1970 action.

4. klartinek. EG. 1:17.1; Free
Retest I. NIW. 3:49.7; 2. EG.

The Reds then broke the dead-

SMOKED

1

nu looliing ahead t h:,rnre

round-robin tourney lu con-

100 Film I. Zage,
MW, :55.8; 2. Bathes. EG,

THE REDS thored first as
the bantam game. but Tom
Cronin scored on en assist
from Dick Glths
tie it, I-1.

3

Wade.

also deeded tough o rustlers

All hockey teams lose 2

Bierwirth, MW,

200 Medley Relay:

Deball,

Damiech, NTW,
1:09.9; 4. Fryman. NTW.

3157.9.

1:48.1; 2. MW, 1:52.9; 200

2.
3.

By J. Alan Cook
MM. Sports Ed.

He has compiled an

scorer in the conference. Anonly gme op two pointy

beat Scott Mutt, of Arlin.

:52.7; 3. Gyssler, MW, 15.6;
Larsen, MW,
11100
Beek 1. Golan, NTW, 1.1.7;
Johnson, NTW,
3.

3.

ROASTING
CHICKEN

3541b

MW hosts Spartans tonight

last mason.
Bruce Eberley-.185 pounds--

thus thr. Font ate fourth in

he

the

put

Hawks within three at 7.4, but
Malcolm quickly scrambled to
a
10 -point advantage at 14-4

and was third in the District

with 12 pi, he is the lmding

of the

Sibbernsen

Scott

high in
is 12.5

dl

cupermio moor WINO in.
jury and has a 3.0.1 rword

loss

the scoreboard. A bucket by

iongergan.407

Re -co n

poundsuld plasm

-With a 19-0 record this yes r

ton and won other matches by
good margins.

in the 400 -yard free relay in
3:491, while Grove's entry. of
Mee Callahth, Massey. Beaus and Jacobson touched In
MEET RESULTS VS.
NEW TRIER WEST

5

sectional.

Jeff Enet-heavyweight.

Fremd1

and

Arlington Heights' bantam

Brennan, MW. 1,12.3;
400 Frac I. Boyle, NTW.
411,2: 2. Woie, NTW, 2:24.5;

Schuster
SPee

2

I

trio. McAllister won the Dann 1.1 oh,
ear at 145 and placed

also.

John Dykstra. He ban bean.
Andy Locken of Arlington.

Tournament

Hudson

4.

anthems.

4

1970

liana Mundelein ved Eva,

Hoisted,

1:05.5;

4
II
6
6

Duffy

1741 slate this year and will
wrestle at 145 in the dia.

knocked unconscious in the
Ridgewood Invitational. Hu

ParBacon,

NOW,Ahlsknd

I4 F{

February II.

only losses were to Downers
Grove wrestler in Prospect

b:71V, :51.1; 2. Vera, T, deOPPed

Carlson,

ARMOUR STAR
BONELESS PARTY -STYLE

HARPER 1621
Player
Hynes

-McAllister has racked up

also

Larson and
Scott Gyssler swam to honors
Bruce

I

Page 23
Wednesday.

default when hc eked heads
with a wrestler and was

DeFranco, MW,

84.701 100 Butterfly

0

I

39 12 12 48

PALATINE

Warrior tankers ambushed by Cowboys; sink Grove
By J. Ales Cook

Holman

See McAllister --145 pounds

John Walker -185 pounds -He is 11-2 this season and 84
in the conference. Walker's

Miller of Slain.; South, 7-2 and

MAINE WEST
Bruce

pins. He deadlocked Terry Orr

130 -pounder

Jerry An0ona..98 pooh-

Mike Peron -130

14.5-1 for Me season, losing to

Powers

FRESH GRADE A

FRESH

OW FASHION DAYS - "Todays Quality at Yesterdays Prices!"

when ho w. 20-5.

prawri.ceee,

Gras.

mud.

28'

IL

toughest at Barrington.

third in the sectionals last year,

PROSPECT

Tourney and took

Proviso

The halftime score was 46-29,
Malcollit,

4

Gery Fklund-175 pounds-Boning a 15.4 record for the
year. this Me Demon seniIr

wan first in the Num. TOUTnamet and is the defending
district champ and ftnished

Fremd- nhofd-98
poundal
and et Lake Park.pint-sized junior t
ELK GROVE

10 points ih the second elf.

2

1

2

wrolling in the 145 class
which should be one of the

Brad Smith of Hersey. 3.2. He

discus last year.

York

-FRYERS

b

93,,b

Wrence with his only Ion to

At Wheeling

fan breaks.

0

doubts about him because he is

pounds. -10.1.I and 7-1 M con-

MeAllime

Wingfield

is

champion, and holds the Palatine tourney title as one of this
season's awnmplishments.

Tommie Moore -123

Ortwerth

to dominate the boards and
thus get away for sonte nifty

7

1

owe. Coach Mery Miller has

opomore.
Froysland

5

Jones

I

0

P

2

end he was third ill the confer -

in area" although he is only a

Ancona

111

de-

Smith the -bet

8.3 this season but all three

Emnsend

WHOLE

-

fending district and sectional

123 -pounder

backer in football,

MAIATHAI X the
Timer
B F

,.

tough

Klhoherg--185
lineall three

Feb. 12 when the Hawks travel
to Watthonsee College.

heat two real tough wrestles
in Mike Snow of La Grange

eyecoach Tom Porter. calls

all -area

GRADE A FRESH

record is 13-5 on the meson

of on. View. at 1s the defending champion at 123. Her.

pounds -An

Spore with II.

MARKET

an 18.1 slate for the year. The

records. hc chal.
Ignited and won for the heavy
weight slot at districts hut
wasn't heavy enough

Eddie

for Harper were anthems.

Tournament and the 16 -team
Lake Park Invitational, and he

brook South and Tom Mom

Ignited

and is third Ill the confertarte.
He took K first tot the Ridge

and teammate John Jones
added 16, 'The high NADIA,

tastic jumping ability, sou able

Harper never led, and the

sciSE FOOD

Hilly Townsend of Nlekohn
led all scorers with 22 poinith

Ewing
Clay

Hawks trailed by ae much as

they SAT., FEB. 14th

->L<--

Open 9 to 9

cided.

WED., FEB. 11th

AVE

senior.

such as John Pappas of Glen.

Holder of to ample of state

Ron Ortuvrtle-155 'tame .Conant's other rewrite. His
overall record is about 13-5

,

Jim Banage..115 pounds- High School Greco -Ronson
-Battaglia has a
seasonscrown last summer, Staple rerecord of 16.3.11e was first in
turned to Maine East and his
both the Glenbrook South fourth oirsity season, posting

Tournament and wen third in
the Lake Park Invitational. He
has beaten everyone he will
hove to one in the District.

At Barrington

an extremely strong per-

is

l. Park Tournament. He

and Ken Glueck of Eremd.
Brad Smith -123 pounds.
'Smith has a 16-1-2 overall
record and is unbeaten in the
Mid -Suburban League.
Etc
won the Glenbrook South

Page 22

Feb.,

Glenbrook South Holiday
Tournament and second in the

distributed between the two
teams but Malcolm, with fan-

almost four minutes had gone
by that the hosts finally gut on

Dee Maple -130 pounds-After winning the National

same but he was fist in the

Grew

fans who saw the undisciplined
but extremely talented Malcolm players run and gun their
to the easy win.
WThe height w as fairly evenly

Maine South District. He is a

doing so.

match of the season before losing, 7.6.

Wednesday,

Hermes next Home will be

MALCOLM X took a quick
7-0 led, and it was not until

of Maine West his toughest

130

THERE WOULD be link
argument from the Hater

01104 Quad. He has hen heat.
en hy hit's who are going to the

pins. He was topped in the districts last seer.

ferriage,.

with 16, Eric:Schuster with th.
Jimmy Hynes with 12 and Bob

year. Heifel was lied with him
until a late rally by his opponem gave he an 8-1 win.

pee, who is highly rated, and
gave undefeated Bruce Beam

Bret

vaders demolished his Hawks.
90.62, last night at Fremd
High School.

with a mm from W. Leyden
who...0nd in the nate Wm

eat Ron Theobold of Pros-

Rick

and the game will. weedy de-

MAINE EASE
eel Verner -107 pounds-

West, 44. He's won 13 deci.
sione and recorded a pair of

vitatienal 2-0. to Jim Harper
of Glenhard Eut. He Aso tied

-One of the hardest workers
around. senior Loeffel was

S

-Robinson is only a mph°more end Iran lied trouble
nuking weight et times this

Eklund

Maple

Verner

Trombetta of Mottos:

-stands at 15-1-1. His lone loss
came during the hake Park In.

holds championships in both
the Prospect Tournament (at
1371 and at the West Leyden
Quad rat 145) He ran his dual
Ccord to 1A0 before
hristmas before finally losing
a match

Brod

Welker

-This 107 -pound senior is enraring his final state championthip with two district titles
already under his belt. Verner
compiled a 17-2 record in his
third varsity season this year,
end captured the Palatine
Tournament championship in

137 pounds and 6-1 at 145. He

this

lost to kInple in the Palatine
Tourney where he placed sa- last year, 8-6.
Rick Koner-175 poundsnod. StincLak also dropped a
match to Bruce Barringer of -A junior who took a CPL
Maine West. All three will fig - champiensliip this year after

has

Rick

Piston

wins without a loss

sey and Forest View. both
of which haw good individ.

Stanczak

Moore

St. Victor has ever produced.
CPL champ O'Malley racked

pounds -will have his hands
full at 130 with Dave Mapleof

Maine E..

Smith

Tun Imelki.-155 pounds-

RUNNKRUP PROSPECT.
dethroned after live straight
MSL titles, will also be at
Maine South along with Her-

compiled a 17-4 slate.

Battaglia

°You have jun men one of
the best junior collage teens
arm
That is how Harper head
basketball coach John Gekh
described the Malcolm %Junior College team after the in-

ur

i
*Reek

1300 NORTHWEST HWY.
PALATINE ILLINOIS
Located In Zayre Store

All These
Spectacular

BONUS
BUYS
FOR THUR
FRI

DEEP DISCOUNTS ... 7 DAYS A WEEK!
Special Offer

51.98 VALUE! 12 -oz. Size!

ONUS

,

SAT

,

11111.0.-

BONUS POY'N

are extraordinary offers even towel

than our lor, everyday Walgreen WONDERPRICES'

FREE C est

OfOfef!

MYLANTA

FAMILY SIZE TOOTHPASTE!

Effective, Rapid -Acting ANTACID
IN HANDY PLASTIC BOTTLE! Save!

BUY 3 TUBES and GET MONEY BACK!

Crest.

Limit

one

Crest

BUY 3 FAMILY SIZE, 63/4 -oz. TUBES OF
CREST AT $2.00... then mail cartons plus
coupon you receive upon purchase, to Crest
for $2 refund! (Limit
refund per household)

REFUND!

1

,T.

t 3 tubes
SCOTTIESTISSUES

Reg. 31' Box 200

IC

TWO

Limit

PLY

one.

CHICKEN

3

TUNA
Chunk Style .... 61/2-oz.
of the SEA

RED
two

69' Value! 9 -Volt

tor radios!

BOX OF

SCHRAFFT'S
CHOCOLATES
An assortment of luscious
13

Ray -o -Vac Battery
For Transis-

HEART

Limit

creams delight everyone!
Limit

IBM

two

14 -OZ. SIZE ...

Ribbon toil heart
with lace design

12 179

Sq. Ft.I

(Limit two 12 -packs)

Gordon's

A

C

K
S

Let our informative Beauty
Consultants readily serve you
making suggestions in cosmetics. and beauty aids, fitting
for your wife or sweetheart. They
can make your sometimes troublesome
gift shopping so much easier. And
remember men, your Midwest
Bank Card is always

10 Cream Hearts

43

c

34

c

Chocolate covered. Foil wrapt.

Red Jelly Hearts
Cherry flavored. LB. bagful!

.

.

.

welcome!

Vodka

KENTUCKY
STRAIGHT

29c

P

FOR YOUR VALENTINES
DAY GIFT IDEAS!

in

PAK

Choice at ...

Each with a witty saying!

TO WALGREENS

For

Areas
Up To
1400

2"

bows

SPUYI°.

SWEETHEARTS

...YES MEN, COME

Than

Adequate

12 -OZ. CANS BEER

6-YR. OLD

. .

Flavorful Color Candies

'CONVERSATION'

Men Get Fast Attention
at Our Beauty Centers!

More

DREWRYS

KENTUCKY
PREFERRED

1 -LB. BOX

PERFECT FOR APARTMENTS,

SMALL HOME and OFFICES!

Or 'Motto' Hearts

Heart of Chocolates

Other boxes, 73° to $6F.

BONUS LIQUOR BUYS

Tiny 'Conversation'

DE MET'S

I

0

Distilled from

Bourbon

Finest
Grain!

86 -Proof

KINDNESS
INSTANT HAIRSETTER

-FIFTH -

3 for

from CLAIROL ...

i,

80 -Proof

WARING 7 -Speed

-FIFTH -

$10

VODKA

98

Kerby House GIN

Porta-File 148
REG.
#6CP

$1.991
Rtr:.

391
LARGE, COLORFUL

CHARGE IT
WITH YOUR

Model 20

Automatic BLENDER
All -Steel, With Index Folders, Lock, Key!

London 5cloy. 252.

Inver House SCOTCH

- OR -

`DAISY'

Take your choice of
these
gifts at Savings!

sure-to-pleaseuvrEach

'Doubl-Glo'

MAD
Fantastic
Gold 'n Glitter

RPtGE
COLOGNE

:by LANVIN

VALENTINES
36 cards includes
one for teacher!

'MIDWEST

Red & white colors!
Each

BANK CARD

197

Generous 2 -oz. size.

'4

'N;715?1c".WV;;PiWIC

met

King Edward

age
;44144reael.443

76 74

KING EDWARD

FOR PRESCRIPTIONS

VIZ&

i\itestleal
UNION PLAN PRESCRIPTIONS

13

22 -OZ. (Includes 10c Off label)

DA

CIGARS 1k Palmolive Liquid
For Dishwashing easel

MT. PROSPECT

mei WE FILL Rx INSURANCE AND

'IMPERIAL'

NI -F4 CASH VALUE COUPON %Er:

BOX OF 50

SORRY! We

must limit
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS-DREYDEN
"Bonus Buys"
ARUNGTON HEIGHTS-NORTHPOINY so that all
NOTE: Most Walgreen stores carry all advertised will share
items, unless limited by space or local conditions. the savings.

IF`59

1

KING EDWARD
1.

c

Limit one, with coupon
good Feb. 12-13-14.

WITHOUT COUPON

.

.

.

43c

4

top

Tbe Propert 'Dap

WEATHER
Tonight: Cloudy, snow

flurries, low near 15. Tomorrow: Cloudy, chance of
snow flurries, colder.

Telephone

2554400
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5 mayors plead:More home rule
By Bob Casey
Five

northwest

bility in dealing with local

ships and library and park dis-

prohlems.

tricts, except when they are

suburban

Prospect

NI ount

parts of municipalities.

NI ayor

mayors who appeared before

Robert Teichert, who said his

governmeat committee yesterday had

Walsh, first of the five to

village hoard has taken no offi-

speak, told the committee and

cial action on home rule pro-

the

one thing on their minds more

posals, said inflexible debt lim-

the

Con -Con

local

home rule for Illinois municipalities.

Arlington

Heights

NI ayor

John Walsh, Elk Grove Villoge Mayor .lack Pahl. Mount
Prospect Nlayor Robert Teichert ,
Schaumburg Mayor
Robert Archer and Buffalo
Grove NI ayor Donald Thompson all asked the 16 -member
Con -Con committee to recommendarticle a Ironic rule constitution
that

will give [tunnel-

[talkies more powers and flexi-

450 -member standing
room audience that more
home rule powers are needed
so cities and villages can render better services, effectively

and conflicting and inadequate government powers
have made local government
unworkable or at least unwieldy,
its

enforce local ordinances and
ensure the preservation of the
health, safety and welfare of
their citizens.

TEICHERT URGED that
municipalities and counties he
given equal powers to provide
service and tax residents within their jurisdictions.

"BY HOME RULE powers," Walsh said, "we mean
the ability of local govern-

He urged the end of overlapping, conflicting governmental units. including town-

ments to legislate and take oth

er action in the area of local
self-government

without

the

necessity of prior approval by
the legislature."
Under the present constitution, municipalities have

John Woods, former ArlingitionnieHmebigehrt(s)fmtzhiyeolrocwahlogoisvearls:

meat committee.

only those powers specifically
given them by the legislature.
The several home rule amend -

ments submitted to Con -Con
would give local governments

ability to take action without
approval of the legislature in
many areas, including police
powers, licensing of businesses, taxation and governmental
structure.
Walsh said the Arlington
Heights Village Board has
voted to recommend the proposed home rule article sub mitted to the convention by 3d
District Con -Con delegate

TIIE

WOODS proposal
municipalities
power over local taxation, except as otherwise restricted by
would

give

the constitution's revenue article, and the ability to change
the form and structure of local
government by referendum.

The major difference between the Woods proposal and
another popular home rule
proposal of the Illinois Municipal League is that it would allow licensing of businesses

(Continffedon page?)

Eighth -grader impresses Con -Con
Cindy Hayes. 14. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert H. Hayes, 314 S. Windsor, Arlington
Heights, was the youngest of the 75 persons to
speak before the delegates of the Constitutional
Convention at public hearings yesterday at the
public hearings yesterday at the Arlington Hotel.
Cindy represented the four junior high schools
of District 25. She is an eighth grader at Miner

court, the courts must understand the problems
of pollution and must impose uniform penalities.
We propose that the new constitution provide

ering the voting age to 18, annual sessions of the

legislature, the short ballot, new ways to select
judges and the abolishment of capital punish-

Her talk before the Con -Con delegates follows:

THE CONSTITUTIONAL Convention of
1970 supplies a great opportunity to bring our
state government up to date. Our present constitution was written over 100 years ago. A century ago. the country had just fought the Civil War.

vention, which held hearing at the Arlington Towers Hotel.

Young people have changed, too. NI y name is
Cindy Hai es.
am an eighth grader at NI iner

Witwer is confident
of great constitution

be proud and will serve the
:state well for years to come.-

Witwer paid tribute to Albert Volz, oldest

citizen in

!northwest Cook County, as a

-symbol of a greatly needed
sense of history." The 98 -year old Arlington Heights man
was seated at the speaker's
fable and addressed the luncheon just before Witwer spoke.

"I am grateful to you for
being so wonderful to invite

messes.

before

the

Con -Con

delegates. "I was a member of
state
legislature that
the
created our last constitutional
convention in 1920. We were
so sad when the proposition to
adopt the new constitution lost
and

all

the

hard work and

money went down the drain.

gates.

FIFTY

INDIVIDUALS

-ffom the northwest suburbs
!spoke at the Con -Con hear-

we will need you when our
constitution is ready to present
to the people."

Referring to the fact that
the Con -Con hearings held
throughout the state this week
are the first effort of its kind in
the six constitutions held in Illinois, Witwer said "The convention has come to the

evamping

public education

and lowering the legal voting
ate, led all others.

In introducing Volz, Mayor
Walsh reported that he was
born in what is now Arlington
-(eights in 1871, three years
btfore the town was given its
name, that he was on the first
fire department, served on the
sdhool and park boards, was

twice mayor of the village,

Y,
ts

Day

Klovstad, chairman of the
commission said last night.

To arch

the doctor's
()M and nd a note on the
office

The cost of the project is estimated at 58 million. Klovstad said and because the commission is investigating pos-

door. "I)i. ill, left for the
day."
RC%

THREE: RECOGNITION OF MATURITY
OF TEENS
In 1870, a teenager was little more than a

sible ways of financing

the

project and the plan might not
he presented to the Village
Board as soon as it is com-

facilities as proposed by Bauer
as a basic guideline, subject to
change as new factors are

caltilated in the Bauer Engineering report of May 1968,

added.

AFTER AGREEING at

THE RETENTION basin

.t

4'

"

r:ALW,

o.

r

,

I

725K1

p.m. at Hersey High School.
Open to the public. -

would hold hack enough water
to allow only an estimated
1,100 cubic feet per second
flow to go through the creek at
a time.
The commission agreed that
the reclamation plant is esential to cut down on pollution in
the creek.
If the proposed basin is ap-

proved by the Village Board
Bauer recommends it be con-

structed at an industrial site
north of Central Rd.

KLOVSTAD SAID

the

commission intends to take
each phase of the report sepa-

rately rather than to vote on
acceptance of the entire program.

He said other problems will
have to considered and solutions added to the plan.

One major problem in the
Village is infiltration of storm
water from illegal hook ups of
storm sewers to sanitary sew-

Harper Board, Roselle

Creek flood problems, 2

The Bauer method of operation proposes that the water
in Weller Creek be maintained
at a certain flow and the same
level during all periods of the
year.

and Algonquin Rds., Palatine: 8 p.m.
TOMORROW

ii-nois legislature and was gen-

Weller
construction along
Creek: and the proposed retention basin at West Park.
Commissioner George An-

a

The financing involves sevcull municipalities and the
commission is studying various means of obtaining federal
funds for the project.

River Trails Park Dis-

McDonald

out the village: effects of im-

January meeting to use, as a
basis for the plan, figures for
flow capacity in the creek as

pleted.

trict, 1820 Kensington Rd.;
8 p.m.

on

commission took what
they considered the next step,
the

Wednesday night, when they
voted to recommend Bauer's
proposal for a 900 acre ft. retention basin with a reclamation plant.
The commission then voted
to accept the principle design
and method for operating the

I

iv.*
ir
,40,041

Cindy Hayes, 14. of Arlington Heights was the youngest of the
75 persons to address delegates of the Constitutional Convention
at the public hearings in the Arlington Hotel Wednesday. Speaking
in behalf of eighth graders and speaking with a fluency of a veteran, she asked for the 18 -year -old vote. annual sessions of the legislature, reduction of taxes and the abandonment of capital punishment.

(Continued on page 2)

Mount Prospect Judiciary Committee, Village
Hall; 8 p.m.

Served three terms in the IIetally regarded as the "father
of the northwest highway" the

TWO: TA XES
As future adults, we feel that tax reforms are
necessary. Although Illinois is one of the richest
states, we have many poor people living among

Meetings

Meeting

laws strictly and

uniformly throughout the state.

leaders who came to honor the

ings. Although there was a
'viide range of proposals, recommendations for home rule.

and

ing that you will be able to

convention delegates, Witwer
said "What a concentration of
influence and power, and how

public hearings held Wednesday afternoon and evening by
More than 25 convention dele-

sible to enforce pollution

vention is up against. I am hop-

the grand ballroom of the Arlington Hotel by the Village of
Arlington Heights. Mayor
Jack Walsh presided and introduced Volz and Witwer.
The luncheon was a prelude to

Gripe
Of The

cial branch of the Circuit Court to deal with pollution violations. This court would make it pos-

Weller flood plan 60 days from completion
An over-all water retention
flood control plan for
Weller Creek in Mount Prospect, begun in July of 1967 by
the Mount Prospect Drainage
and Clean Streams Commission, is epxected to be completed with 60 days. Robert

alrtndy and hundreds Of wit

"I KNOW what your con-

honor of Con -Con delegates in

The luncheon was given in

Junior High School. I am here to present the
views of my g,eneration, the future adults and

people where it belongs. We've
had thousands in attendance

write a good constitution and
that it will be approved," said
Volz.
Clearly impressed with the
large number of suburban

-

I

only highway that links towns
of the northwest suburbs from
Park Ridge to Barrington.

marks

ards.

There were no cars, few factories and the state
had a population of less than four million people. us. Sales taxes, especially when they arc applied
Today, there are over eleven million men. wom- to the necessities of life, become a heavy burden
en and children living in Illinois. The times have for the poor. We favor the elimination of sales
changed, our problems have changed, and our taxes on food and medicine. The lost income
constitution must change to lit our new needs.
could he made up by an increase in luxury taxes.

Mount Prospect Mayor Robert Teichert yesterday urged the abolition of township government as

me today," said Volz in his re-

for a Secretary of Environmental Control. He
should be elected by the people and should he
responsible for: ( I) setting standards for pollution, (2) measuring the amount of pollution in the
air and water. and 13) enforcing pollution standWe further propose the establishment of a spe-

ment with the ease of a piolitcal veteran.

well as other reforms before the local government committee of the Illinois Constitutional Con-

"Pt

uniform throughout the state, with uniform en-

forcement. When polluters are brought into

ronment control, need for tax reduction, low-

W. Witwer, addressing nearly
200 civic leaders of the northwest suburbs in the Arlington
Hotel yesterday, predicted the
Convention
Constitutional
will produce a "new document
that will be forward -looking
constitution of which you will

breath and poisoned by the water we drink. Pollution is not a local problem. Standards must be

Carrie to I he Con -Con hearing to hear her.
Cindy was se lee red by her fellow students corn-

ing from each of the four junior high schools.

Con -Con President Samuel

ONE: POLLUTION
We are being choked to deatleby the air we

Junior High. About 100 of her fellow students

The presentation she made was drawn from the
ideas of the group. She discussed pollution, envi-

By Richard Crabb

leaders of the State of Illinois, on the changes we
feel should be included in the new constitution.

ers.

Suburban women Mrs. Loraine Hamm, (left) 650 Westmere Rd., Des Plaines, and Mrs. R.P. Zelm,
105 S. Elmhurst, Prospect Heights, (right) share their thoughts during Sunday's open house at Harper College. George Thiewes, part-time Harper art instructor, is exhibiting his freeblown glassware
which will be displayed in three cases throughout February. The community college will greet visi-.
tors each Sunday from 1 to 4 p.m. through Mar. 15.

IN CONSIDERING the total plan for the Village, other
flood relief methods will also
be studied, he said.

Some of these are: on site
water storage points through-

provements

currently

under

derson said he discussed the re-

tention basin from the Bauer
report with the village engineer of Arlington Heights and
the city engineer of Des
Plainct.

IN BOTH CASES, he said,
the engineers were interested
in the project.
Arlington Heights would

benefit from the basin because
it would provide a free flow
of water through the village,

and Des Plaines would benefit
by a substantial amount of the
creek's flow being retained in
Mount Prospect.

Anderson said Mount Prospect does not have any codes

or ordinances regulating the
retention of run-off storm water in parking lots.
Klovstad directed Anderson
to analyze and prepare a pos-

sible ordinance dealing with
that type of water control.

Harper college 'hot line'
will explain referendum
A "hotline" to Harper College is now available for persons wanting direct information on the college's upcoming
referendum.

Officials said yesterday that

John Upton, Ph. D. will answer and discuss any questions
on the college's need for a referendum,

Upton is a member of the
referendum

committee

han-

write or call Upton at the college (359-4200. ext. 279). He
will make arrangements for
citizens' groups to meet with
Harper officials for a coffee
hour and set up appointment
times for individuals seeking
more information. He will answer any questions on the issue.

The March 21 referendum
is requesting a 17 cent tax in-

dling public inquiries. He is
also director of government

crease (12 cents for the educa-

relations
and
institutional
planning.
Anyone wishing to talk
about the referendum can

the

tional fund and five cents for
building maintenance
fund). Present levies are I I

cents for education and four
cents for buildings.

SIMON

SUBURB\
SAYS .1\
Auto plate deadline is Sunday and as usual thousands wait until

the last minute and then stand in line. Not me. That's my wife's
job.

INVONMASIMMONNUESIESSAMOSitidtilititilak

THE DAY

THE DAY
Page 2

13th Dist. Democratic

Thursday February 12 1970

Eighth grader impresses
Con -Con delegates parley
orthunthdthert Putt JI

Wed In 1970 there are mans Influent,. that
man teenagers to become adults at a younger
age. Our school systems are more intensive and

more advanced. We are exposed to the world
through television and travel. An 18 year old

...ye in the 13th Congr.

is nomination for U S repre

the selective Mime system
replacing a with a volunteer

written, the world moved do.). There were no
telephones, travel was slaw, add the affairs of
government moved slowly. Our legislature,

stone) Distract who will be op-

army

posing

Assembly should meet more often and for longer
s. We urge annual sessions of the
sessions.
Weal! agreed that the Governer and

told respensbilaties of thayagers.

We propose that the voting age be lowereh to
IS Instead of 21. If 18 year olds are old enough.
be drafted in the lottery, they should
old
enough to help select the government they are

Lt. Governor should be elected as one ticket.
However, we could not agree on the best method
of mlecting judges. We leave this issue in your

defending. At least two sta., Georgia a. Ken lucky, have already reduced the voting age to

hands!

FIVE: CAPITAL PUNISHMENT

Ant as we feel that you, people are mature

As further evalencc of the earlier maturity of

trend.

mnagen. we feel that teens who have succmsful-

We have suggested a number of changes for

ly completed a driver's education course, and
passed a driving test, should be licensed at IS.

the new constitution aimed at bond, it up to

However. the minimum striving age for tan
who has not had driver's education should be

people. Your job, of course, is to listen to the
opinions of all citirens and then decide who Le

raised To

brut for the stare. We wish you well! Thank you!

date.These changes reflect the opinionsof young

leruatineedthren fence II

that its is essential that cities

only fee regulation and not fair
revenue raising purposes.
Whenever, possible, Walsh
said. the provisions of the new

and villages he given all races.

nary authority to solve their
own problem aoleo local level

without the necessity of re.
lying on the impemonal
power

and
residing in

Springfield."

Jack Pahl, Elk Grove VIIMge mayor. said his village
hoard has adopted a resolution

backing the Illinois Municipal
League hom e rule proposal.
Cities and villages need a
hood grunt of power to enable
them to solve not only present
but future community needs at
the local level, Ikhl said.

and to the convention as a
whole a brief, concise and ef-

grant of home rule

power m the clam and village

Prospect who heads the NSPC
said the coalition has been

working on the campaign in
Wheeling, Palatine. Scham.

burg and Elk Grove townships.

The coffee a opened to the

Coalition (NSPC) which has
endorsed Mac Megan and a

public and anyone tublike to

currently amnia. a bak-

Thulin at CL 1-0947.

Mac Dougall a professor of
at
is

Northw.tern

attend should

He ergot to convention to
focus its attention on the am
of pollution and said every citi.

24 drivers find cars towed in Harper crackdown

also he sponsoring a performance of the musical production

asap-

Mac Doug. well beteatun

said In the last three da. at

. a guestspeaker.
Admission to the perform.
an. is $3 for adults and S2 for

least

peel has joined Belton Eke
;mi. Corp. as an industrial

is a gradume of Illinois Insill= of Technology.

FRED MEESKE, SR.
NO phone orders or deliveries

zee should have the right to a
decent environment.
TI would like to suggest that
swit here in Illinois take the in.
Motive end declare in our con-

will be made on that day.

Among the 1970 :lacers and directors of the Mom. Pr.pect Chamber of Conaraerce attending
the first organizational meeting for the year held Monday night are: (from left) President Paul
Dasso; of the Randhurst Corporation and Directors Terry Frakes of George thewe Co.; Fred
Meeske Jr. of Steeske's Super Market; John Weber, Comnionw.lth Edison Co.; and Ted Small,
Paddock Publications,

ho

SHE SUGGESTF13 that
the school board contact Cis
day night approved by a .1 -to -3m,
ono telling of their support of
Rote a motion for the district's
the prnproed action_
architect
hcgm work on
After a brief discussion. the
board unanimously voted to
plans for en addition to MaeSchool

lea exceed S23.0IM.

lidwan
Dis riet
Grodsky told of a recent lei.
ter Sc had written to Gov,

HE SAID THE environ-

Ogilvie. asking whether the almast 525 million in unclaimed
ervice taxes now state property. night not he earmarked for
educational purposes.

mental issue could serve as a

rallying point that would end
many of the divisions existing
in Illinois.
Pahl also urged a smaller.
well.poid legislat ure. appoint-

GROIMKI"flIEN told of

ilojpg Street?
VISIT A WORLD OF FLOWERING LOVELINESS
UNDER ONE BIG ROOF AT THE

Block Poem plan is
about to start °prat. al Sun -

College, as part of its ['chord
Arts Series. the film "Blow

sox Pc 1. School_ I his

the

Lir will he shown. This is a

program in which an irides.

provocative treatment of a
weekend in the
of a high

a he

is

cent pimum-sigu in a window
indicate, 10 the children that
they can get help Mere, base
emergency type shelter to as

if youngsters are frightened, lost or hurt.
Cremer. lecher

at Sun.,

will be bolding an assembly

S

sage Band on taking top spot

n the Jay, Festival km Salto-

at Oak Lawn. hgloy.sis
Wads in the Chicago area

encouraged to stop at a desig-

c ompeted

when

They will he discouraged from using these

d ay

in the contest that
re n from 8,30 a.m. to midnight.

essary.

hon. for Muhrimin stops or
to make telephone calls.
And, by the way. this "safe-

ty asseinNy" may well he the
first assembly tow held in tae
new mithepurp
room alcompleted

most

Sum,

at

School.

along to
cheend.

the

conrt

Rancliatirst

Stage
P

1 aye

George
S

Band

former Prospect&
Andoniadis.

Ann

iiitc" with three parte-The

err.. It. Hopper ie. The

have a letter di.. to Cicero
showi, their support, with
copies to lo sent to the other
nine menther districts in the
Northwest Educational Cooperative.
Also appnwed was a form of

contract tot. signal by all or gaeizatimw dart wish in least
school facilities fir their runetines. Word proident Robert
ho Form said this would non
apply

to the PI A.

because

"the PTA has to have a SC..
in which m operate."

is very

gel

a

leelm of security

it

knowing that someone is avail.

abk to help them in an emergency.. said Mn. Weir.

A.. by the way, bouquets
to Mr.. Kenzen at Sun.! On
frigid mornings this winter,
alit has been ripping over to
do school and serving hot
chocolate to the Safety Patrol.
There an about 20 youngsters
on the patrol.
Mrs. Kunren's comment.
"ID nothing. It's a lot easier

to

Rep.

Eugene

sword etes, port01 PaIa

to the

Fern.. Liquor Stores

inn of

on otlicial entry blank from your

93c

Famous liquor Store.

1st GRAND PRIZE

KTo*Iirr:zitqiii)
The Saying Is Yours!

BLATZ

Mantra

any

limit acalchair gown
VFF added by Board Ala

mom nation and daring in cooking.
YOU CAN BECOME THE COOKING

'

boat. rounds of MIS ',Nell and

'solidi, or on school ground

"COOK -OFF"
The use of wines and cordiale in
cookery allow, you to use per
CHedePI Send your favorite recipe

peed thirsty In Ae

Unglue.

HAWAII VACATION

Fr

BEER

FOR TWO
411

Wheelng.

rmpect,

RH Greve. Ilcmcd intd

orest

122on

Henry Vallely 10 ,over any View high shouts in Detrick

Cons1

214:

Round Trip Jet via
CONTINENTAL AIRLINES

4111.15:

Sightseeing and transfers between
eights in
hotel
Waikiki Hotel Princes, Kaiulani,

185

r0011da. baiter:A corn. Salad tone chrneelt
tossed salad. relish
feat
dish. molded: strawberry.
sliced peaches. orange. pine ;lop], grape. Rolled wheat

othilins and hinter. milk.

Available &owns:

grape-

fruit segments. vanilla podilmg, cherry pie. peon& butter
calw, rolled wheat cookie,
To be served Friday in Mac-

ond ob., 4

Imported From Canada

HALF GALLON
SAVINGS

CHATEAU -BON

SCOTCH

CANADIAN SHERRY

IMPORTED

FROM SCOTLAND
Os%

AGi pre, lay

Arthur, Ann Sullivan. John
mu', end Relay Roc arta,.

wmners

NINCenatla Neal al

ARID
S(OTfN

719

HALF

MAXI -OR -MINI
CONVERTIBLE

GALLON

District 23:
e ranks

Don't Shout at Suzie

Wonderful, Washable Florentine

Dee the litany splendorous flowers of the
world. all beautifully arranged in tactual
land9Caped gardens of unique and dramatic
designs by leading area Landscapers.
Flower Clubs. and Florists. You'll' walk
through a wonderland of distinctive floral
beauty in an atmosphere of death -taking
CharM and perfumed elegance.

Velvet Flocks by Birge
Go creative... use flock wall decoration in

tarnish.

Stop in today to see the wide selection o
designs and colors.

ancllzurst

.

MI.

.
'

SurViVoM

also at 135 Vine, Park Ridge
Won: deity a re 5,30; hies. & M. to 9 pm

mrste Hors

WV

his

Wife

fulled: six daughters. Evelyn
Notified of Palatine, Lonaine
Volgaof Lombard, Ill., Julien
Bublitz of Rolling Meadows,
Marian Horenberger of Milwaukee, Wis., Align Berme.
of Schaumburg and Virginia
Norton of Friendship. Wis.;
six sons, Frederibk of Prospect
Heights, Paul of Adinvon

t

oi

since late

Jahn Zimmermann. who a
Iran,
Ming village
en n-

hannah Evert of Wisconsin
ale.

Visitation will be until 10
tonight at LT. Pode Emend
Home in Palatine. Services
will be conducted by the Rev.

Robert McDonald tomorrow
at 2 p.m. at St. John United
Church of Christ in Arlington
Heights. Burial will he in St.
John Cemetery in Arlington
Eleigba ...

F

low prices at
Liquor Stores ...
AND
he

IT'S ALL
TRUE!

committee since. and last night
the item was brought up again

for possible elimination from

that a vil-

lage ordinance already prohi-

within mount Prospect
The prohibition under consid.
eralion would have prohibited
parking of boats, commis, or
trailers on residential driveways maven the street than the

oaaWt lie.

Charcoal Filtered
Nen a lar p/ NIF

ma tai low palm or

anti ma minor

Kentucky

ly it has been with the building

bits the parking of tractor trail -

VODKA

8 Year.Old

There's a lot of talk about

an ordinance restricttng the
parking of house boats and
trailers on residential proper-

the charge sheet.
Zirmann
mme
said

The Saving Is Yours!

GOLD COIN

the committee io lune, 1.7,

after Rolling meadows p,

and Ida Weir of Evanston. and
a brother, Richard of Wiscon-

Fifth

The Saving Is Yours!

SpOeraI fifth

The matter was referred to

and William of Des Plaines:68
great 40
grandchildren,
grandchildrsn, Iwo sisters, Jo -

i

269

With this wonder -of -wonders
coat, you can have it both ways,
baby-change its length and style
with a quick sip -around at its
maxi -eat -mini connecting point!
The full -circling zipper, completely
invisible... the fashionable aspects
of the coat, completely obvious by
the belted lines, double -buttoned
chic, seam -hidden pockets,
important colors,

fine WINE
Sherry Port Muscatel
Burgundy Rose Chablis
Rhine

elt that the number of
comylairss on the subject did
I

6 T014

Whiskey -A Blend

,

PAUL MASSON

summers and will Village

mitt.

vie and Ralph of Barrington

...ad farmer. diedtTuesday at
Northwest Community Novi-

75 Stolen and Services all under on roof with Carson Pi, Sara fa Co , Wiebeldfs and Ma/mammy INard

aiW

After checking with Village
o
Manage' Burnett, who

rillir'joabc,":hepatrIa'rOitiel-Xn k

Heights. Henry of Addison, Ir.

HearyE. Henke
Henry Ernest Ronk°. 7l, of

Serving the Community lee 45 Teary

16 -oz. dee Ms

not warrant an or..,

Obituaries

RAND RD ANC ELMHURST RD ILI S 12 and RI B3I MOUNT PROSPECT ILLINOIS

CONGRATULATIONS to

COCACOLA

night.

hold his pawl

MISSES' SIZES

SPRINGS

any posaibie
recommen
one
et-Mimeo
for en
for trailers and campers last

Mrs. David flan) Bone, PalatMe Day staff writer and mother
at four boy, yesternay addressed the Elk Grove High School
student yearbook MIT and IceleM in two journalism classes. A
newspaper writer who has spud coteidcraMe time in education,

The Saying Is Yours

DIXON

The building committee of

224 S. Haman Rd., Palatine. a

214 N. Denton Arington Heights CL 3-5338

198

the Mount grasped Village
Board pompom! indefinitely
indefinitely

teal discussions. She has conducted similar information days in
Palatinghigh schools in elementary schools.

fingers or Junior's impromptu art. These
Creston' acrylic flocks from Hirge are truly
It's child's play to decorate a room -W ery
pattern is pre -trimmed - metallica
n't

or

in trailer
parking

Mrs. Bone was available to both faculty and slide. for inf..

every room-don't worry about Suzie's sticky
washable.

noodles

Delay law

FEBRUARY 12th THROUGH
FEBRUARY 22nd

Cover Your Walls with

and

meal. pima. homemade bread
and butter, carrot stieka, long
long John. milk.

John Dancer. 519 N. Emerson

Boy Scouts of America to an
adult for service
the community.
TONIGHT AT Harper

Neil Nam 1,17.
ter

a

0110100),

an hour in the morning!"

Silver B.ver Award. This is

aS cons o

Sulamtpuon

+melt. Immo dtINattel. OW el

Award Winning Liquor Stores

Main dish tone SWAG.,lien
crisps. beef lithr. cheeseburger
in a hem. Vegetable lone

chocolate than it is foe the kids.
to Wand out tel the cold for half

the highest award given by the

State

.,

held before school opens m the
fall.

of school distrIcts.

for me to go over with hot

Sr.. on receiving the coveted

In addition there will in

Specified . prohihited hp

A

9.,

Tho wevocation will he open

Center

Monday and Tuesday nigh!

winter vacation from Dec
through
3. and spa..

the form of agreement wore
...ding in the building or on
in

said

11

not fed rho all rental. laid

...nes

N..

17 5.

ato,

Eugenia Chapman at.Arlington Heigh.. The spokesman

LABEL

arganiration.

alcoholic

ner Ilitsblount Pnemcir and

mas. New Year's, Lincoln's
Birthday. Good Friday and

23 resident. who said she did

delegate Irom Evanston
and an attorney. who thid he
intended lc press legal action

council has hum campaigning
this wok for stronger anti-pollution efforts, initiating an
anti -pollution week program.

BLACK

s
are scheduled. ono
with parent -leacher sante,
enc.. One institute day welch]

swill or

lit.:

60056

60016.

Day. Thanks.tiag
and the day follow.. (bred

!rom am liability to the lore

bolt

Rd..klinmon thmaw mitiO007.
nyd 722 CNN, tlee Plaints, III.

Veterans

Grodsky then retbrred to
Mrs. Lynn Fletsh, of ft Slarber-

school

Meted Frank Th.. a (.011-

the trick!

6Mtat1

Is.

to write their congressmen for
neon, a %poke'''u said.

with the openi, day

19711-7

district. hoard
members or district employes

ry. Prospect Hag.. s Dim

Puwend

Nraugh Rd, by on, 1,MIIIL

day are State Repr, David Reg -

Rand., Shopping

does

erature eiwouragi. cilixens

set far Aug. 31. holidays
on Labor Day. Colombo, Day,

the

over him,.

no block parents have been

-And. while there

zipper

:mooned a school calendar for

that mum.

Betty: 'No one would go to

safety chairman. said. "So far.

little call for help. children do

It

other action the hoard

onion from April 4 heirs,
April Ili Three ingittite

the more for hire so he ran

ready Load the !flock Parent
program. Now in
year. Mr,. Arthur Wei,ttired
PTA

undesirables away.

In

nfican of immune, to mem

picture -so,

for assistance.

the

INE PROSPECT DAV

IM Pnapect High student

or the Some of Illinois fir use
of its facilities not herein specifically set forth."

of any funds for ,C11006 from

Bon: -No, how did it 11,Penr

will soon he in the windows!"
Busse School is the only
District 57 school that has al-

upon

lessee

mem includes a -hold MoniIrM" chose, hacked by a cers

sel"

to offer their help with true

However. I believe that the
window signs do help to keep

the

tion that said there was no hope

WORST1OKE &The Day:
Be,: "Did you hear about
the man who ran over him -

been overwhelmed by
the volunteers who have called

called

wee Bale not planned properly.
However, we only have 43 per
cent of the campus built.
Where students are now walk Mg there will eventually

Other speakers scheduled to

Memorial Day.

Birthday

has ban June Konen. PTA
safety chairman. who cad,

The

the campus, and it looks Ike

ply with any and all other regulations established by the first
party :school dist.° and

ORGANIZING
TR
whole Block Parent program

program.

-OUR PARKING lore

ten. of this agreement, com-

T II E TOMARCOS of

Happy
dayi

s

940

spread around the periphery of

isid .1 it, might also speak.

School Supt. Robert Hama-

of obtain the:11,1110F for ;he UNC

and

canesMain

no -paging

speak at the convocation H-

should Tat all limes during the

fashion London photographs
Chtuch ate having a
en Adults. SI, Stude., 50 "Take Your Sweetie Out
cent. Time, 0 p.m.
Dinner" party tomorrow
BIG CONGRATULATIONS night. It's their Valentine din.
o the Prospect High School- net party.

the program. Kiddies will be

mon to instruct the children in

Bomber. About 100 Prose.,
seudenta and parents to

and

9:30
TIL

Paw. III

lieldhouse.

111K TERMS of the agree -

ban exhausted.
She said that she had eon-

Li/ FlOrOS

IT SAID that

discuss

pollution at 4:25 a.m. Friday
in the Prospect High School

office of Cook County

the

age to If.

Walton Lam.. will

numn ought fail to include.

the reply he had received via

commission, greater state aid
to education on
per.child
basis and lowering the voting

OPEN

-Parking IS a mowed prob
Mann said.

and disinhoted letters and lit-

ecutine director of Abe Doak

Heights

ISospert

School District 23 board Mon-

and remodeling of the second
of Sullivan School for adminis.
Bub. 0111.:¢N. 'al
tom

Pahl said.

wed,

teas

parking regulations because
building contractors were still
en the campus and not all
parking lots were adequately
marked. William Mann, din:0or of financial alfairs. odd.
However, cars continued In

until Pulaline Tire

Robert Ile., national ex-

District 23 architects to begin
work on school addition plans
Arthur Junior High

stitution that eve neetizen is
entitled to titan air. pure wa.
or and land preservation.

aarly s

Hughes said

hem on college compose

areas

Ins smoying a village street at
mosplurs Mann said

100 per Pitt AMERICAS LARGEST FA MILY CLOTHING

1

were lenient about enforcing

jam fire lanes. focally

medtate pmtsae j.t pedest,

n. the tow ink

nuprosenunt
hvgan

Izaak Walton speaker
to talk on pollution

volunteers to

will be closed
12 Noon to 3 P.M. Friday, Feb. 13
for the Funeral of

I hare will la no curs on the ion

to dean up the lire lanes
1 se noticod

Limnos campus is hamd on
a plaza concept designed so

buildings"

help in canvassing of all regis
tered Democrats in the area.

WITH A BACKGROUND
. an educator, journalist, anther, civil libertarian and

toga/Met in au: Wu:Arial En&nearing Datartment. Maxey

their vehicles, Hughes said.
Students have stud allowed to
forfeit their student identis
Scathes cards and sip an IOU

for Mac Dougall, NSPC veil

linois citizens when he spoke before the local government corn -

Beltone engineer

Violators are being charged

said aside from sponsor
ing the two public appearance

in MT. PROSPECT

and

a $15 lowing fee to retrieve

Heesti.

all American military personnel from Vietnam.

college's

building

trinket

oil

last fall, sollege administrators

grounds said.

an

he .king for

of

director

Mateja explained that TV.

Orville Helms mid the calk,

WHEN HARPER opened

power plant, Robert Hing.,

Rock" is a modern type of pro
duction the depicts the effect
of the war in Vietnam on bot
American and Vietnamese so

Elk Grose y inane Slayor Jack Pahl yesterday Idled for making u decent environment one of the constitutio.1
of11.

F.

behind the

Wallmm Dutmer and tire chit f

the S1S lea said
The
hoard

Mond,

24

ing

if they want their cars but lack

recently approved thv towing
gam whtoh went onto effect

improperly parked
cars were towed to the recei-

students.

ports immediate withdrawal of

peace advocate, Mac Dougall
has voiced his attitudes toward
the current issues involving
military expenditures.
He supports a reduction of
military expenditures to check

Tow nil signs merlons
tin. lams and restricted perk
It arm have proved eft/Attar
officials
at Harper College

ping Center an Niles wher

MEESKES SUPER MARKET

the Arlington lowers Hotel.

By Re C Reddie

of Viet Rock on March 7 a
8 p m at the Mill Run Play
house in the Golf Mill Shop

running

"p.ce candidate" and

,sheaf. 1101
Cherrywood Dr.. Mount Pros-

Help for youngsters

contact Mn.

MAIFJA SAID NSPC will

ment of judges by a judicial

of this mate
"IN 11115 I7A V of urbanization." he said, "we believe

Warman 4D -Skokie) in the
March 17 primary election,
will be the guest speaker at a
coffee at P p.m. Friday in the
home of Adelaide Thulin, 4 S.
Owen, Mount Prospect.
The coffee is being sponsored by the NorthwestPeace

Journalism
University

Charles

Mayors urge home rule
distant

Richard Mateja of Mount

Rep.

suburbs.

Our final appeal is for the abolishment of capital punishment. It is doubtful if this has here an
effective roof in stopping criminal acre Nine
sthtes have either abolished, nor never allowed,
capital punishment. Illinois should continue the

enough to vote at I S, we also feel they should be
allowed to assume the responsibilities of a lob at
an earlier age. We suggcsohat the minimum age
for the right -m -work be changed from 16 to :4.

constitution should he short
and clea.
-We contrast the unwieldy
bulk of our present state con.
stitution with that greatest of
all political &momenta. the
United States Constitution."
Walsh said "We therefore
commend to this committee

Edward

State

ing for him in the Nonhwest

eighteen.

accelerating Inflation of
the economy and the end of
the

FOUR GOVERNMENT
In 1870 when our present constitution w.

handle the state's business. Tim. have ch.ged.
In our fast-moving world, we feel the General

k... should be recognized in both the rights

fective

Dr Curbs D Mac Dougall

ameeting once every two years, could Gaily

knows more, has seen more. and has experienced
more than many 25 year olds in 1870. These dir-

I

candidate will speak
candidate for the Democrat

Pegs 3
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The day's prospects
mo ss

roe vs do. merss2.......rsits

One day at a time
If your TV is broken wine
nigM end yoters looking for
enter[ainment,

spot. Try attending a zoning
meming, either with Me planning commission or the (Own
council.

explaining

will. and we'll be saddled with
the same words forever. Only
the individuals change.

I've got the

omenl will

Sometimes

create

There are always Iwo sides.

The commission or COUneil
has already made up irs mind,
they don't count. That
leaves the residents versus the
developer. It's the funniest

developers' attorney
smoothly amuresthe residents

Metopes drawn and Ire of

that the corporation will nuke

hand .out 'Meets with statistics.

any necessary changes to comply with the residents and

The program always starts
with the residents' spokeman

Sinne.
d. I'm afraid it never

problem.

wouhi you?

been this route before. so he
bars all the ropes. He has

thing in the world.
The script IleVar changes.

traffic

ect. and you wouldn't want
[Mt on your conscience,

On the other side, the developer hos an attorney. He's

so

a

He

ens the development is going
to be big and ugly. He usually
ends by predicting that a small
child will be killed in the proj-

the

other residents interrupt him,
but usually they just sit there
and mumble, "He's right, hes
right."

hilarious.

how be demilower property

values. Then he says it will

The residents usually have a
spokesman.

Meet a friend of the giants

By Ron Swans

council's complaint, They al -

offer to build their screen

(Loll in emirs/

pressed. they might even set
aside a little land for MOM
perking or for recreation.
Funny thing. but Bic developer always wins. Racer one

If you recall the Days Pros pats sesquicentennial story of
the old map of Chicago found
behind the door at Mikes Wine

"Honor the doubted dream by ahrayt %odium!, keeping
Pic pope 't freedom and intellectual imamate.'

ROYALTY

John D.SC.., Mite r end l'en1Lher

Letters to the Editor

R.E. Hutchimo,

Ediror

R. N. Purr, Cir, Wean,: Derr 1nor

it hat's an antique? collectable?
Editor
After rending Ron Swim,
"One Day at a Time" in last

ken produced prior to 1,1311.-

week's

Northwest Day in
which he was busily knocking
antique saRs and antiques. I

beginning of the era of now

hum.

felt the public land Mr. Swan,

production. For, after I tr30.
Increasingly larger nunther of
items which had originally

Seriously. though. a great
deal sit timc and slid}' gs.

heen hand-crafted nom proI 10.Ver,
duril h,
through summon usage by

info thin an ...bind dealer

and keeping up with the thou sands of helm which fall in the

collectors.
and the general public. the

terOlieetahle
force ny

might

appreciate

an

ex-

planation of why the Oen. he
mernional wen: shown as an-

tgen.
The following

is

quote

d

from "-Arnim.. and Curio:'
by Hal L. Cohen:

This date was not arbitrarily
chosen. Rather

According to the United
States Tariff Am of 19311. an
ter they ear 1711.11. collections

in illusation ol the plogat,
marble.

hronre.

terra rum

pottery or porcelain. artistic
antiquities and objects of i

molai character or

educe.

Ronal value winch -.MI have

S//pPri ft tvnirleiti

OM Chatter 10 1.nm:everything.

gardless of dale or method of

ref, fin' Yoh hb eth eseallY
refer you w another dealer

isainufacurne,

WHAT IS A

v.litorial entionernein of our
suss:raid school building ref-

Your doserage of

prninent

diva helped esremely well to inform the

uhlic completely on the iwo
complicated prop.oh.
Wc would also like to use
his opportunity to thank the

any hundreds of loyal to
rens of our school ...timthy

,Is et ion

COLLFX "TARI.h?

Every year our school elects a king and queen liar our Junior
PronL les dumb, hemme everyone knows it's ping to he the sun
athlete and the pretty cheerleader.
Last year a gang uf kid, gm together and voted fora couple of

niticance in popufar culture or
oddity possesscs intrinsic valto

C011eitior. Jiro
On

helpful

signed. Ma
unmet 'oil he nohheld upon ropiest
',mild he as lone Os pantrhlr. ripeheitten. ol. pos.
sold, and should MAWR
on addons or phone num101

pries. It% intr..

iii ifte

'I luirei

Bement heir us to use renewed dedication in ortiyitliim
he heo Lthillaatilliltil program
M ssible for the children
School District 21.
K. I-. Call. Superintendent

11111.0

he

t rrrrr

hot if.," thhe en). thwhirms.
ask 1. If we don't luive the an.

cowboy but he surely could do

1813 Chisago costsd but be
Lams ofthe
the ,rtat fire aim.

ph. Conley hecarne critical!) ill mein to Mayo0 and

oho feature Richard Crabb,
will begin at 2 p.m. Refreshments supplied by the Scri.

all wpm,

shed

shaw Chapter of Queuers will

The maps end all of his
possessions were .red. Ho
widow moved to California.

be nerved.

the curb and watch the parade go by. I used to think it would be

the most glamorous thing in the world to he in the girls' drill

using all seven of these letters.

l0 good. 14 emillent

11.1111

excellent

es

ample of collerables.
originally during ilk.
early 1,51,. they are to., ed.
gerly sought idler by deidcis
ductul

.S 71e1 vo

of the interest in
American iradition and hi,Y or "Amercana," nini
if these nen, have been cr-

HANSUNG

rating trends, which can

he

ttll pick op.:in:combining,
new with the old and are prohahly the hinges! hictor that ha,
mintributed to this antique

I think a lot atm look at recent antiques with tlw sante
feeling. have after a class re-

SPIELMANN
BOWER

EXTRA ORDINARY
VALUES!

NEOGRADINTHERS

NILSEN a O

Prices To Fit Every Budget
I EXPERT CUSTOM FRAMING

I

ATTACHtars

II I1

FABER

nu... haw 10 admit. 25

yea. is .rillsquarte rotasten-

I
1IIII

pl anet inscnbctf

Wah mal,,, tow, id non
wah ahnits for all with tom

shouldvr those
rwthssits
sponsthihms

Zupan is a redeem of Warren Township High SC11001
and will grade.. from Elmhurst College in May.
The wedding has been set
for May 29.

11\

1

516/11110100
954

92

958

SPAL
SATDARTST
ose MtO

anT05.30

ninon.. int attl

JOHN LABIAK

and Arlington His Rd
ArlIngton Heights
NURSERY

+s, teen

SIAM University at Whitewa-

The engagement

at Harper College.' Tenky.
1965

graduate

High School.

ll= wedding date has not ter. where she is a senior assodated gods Sigma Sigma Sig
ow sorority.

of Grand Rapids. Mich.. and
Arend Kremer of Jenison.

Sta. co Force.

Mueller, a graduate of Prospect High School, is also u seebar at Wisconsin
The wedding wHales place
on June 6 at the
ml Presbyterian Church in Princeton.

Mich.

-

Miss Hilt. a 1961 graduate
of Forest View High School,
will graduate from the Anwri.
can Academy of An in Chicago in June. Her fiance will
also pada. from [he made -

of

Prospem

currently on
military lope from the United

daughter. Lucy. to James
son of Mrs. Harold Cook

is

The couple will he married
in Omaha in April. A second
reception. honed by the par.
ems of Ms groomdoshe.will he
held in Mount Prospect

A July wedding is planned.

of their

W 1965

GIVE... will live

name

e. on of Mr. end Mn.
Martin Zupan Sr. of Gurnee,
Zupan
111.

Mr. end Mrs. Char. John

Susan Mary Miler

Prospect. Her Dame is Martin

Barbara Jean Sauman

The engagement of their
Mary, to
Mark D. Coyne is being' lin.
daughter,

Susan

Miss Gaw is a 1967 gradu-

nounced by her parents, Mr.

ate of Prospect High School

and Mr, Robert R. Miller of

and attends Elmhurst College.

Mount Prospect.

Henderson of Omaha. Neb.,

Mr. and Mrs. Charles R.
Sunman of Princeton. III., are

announce the engagement aid

announcing the engagement
of their daughter. Barbara

daughter, Donna Jean. to Sgt.
Jan Edward Tricky. son of Mr.

Jean, to John E Mueller, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Mueller

and Mrs. Frank PM folk0 of

forthcoming wedding of their

Mount Prospect.

Donne km Merl:non

inaMIL:(.:IMMTOMMMEMMM.."SOMMAIMINIMMIMMINIMMiMaW.MEMMe.bliiNgSSINSEIN

Twas more than the wearin' o' the green

by

VANITY FAIR,
Micro -Mini Gown -a dream to gie or o keep
Vanity Fair frames the bosom and bends the
bottom in lunacy lace
over-floars it with
.

ultra -feminine nylon shear

.

tucks inn bilk

for propriety.

are a man 25 to 64

chart shows.
While researchers are seeking more and better
controls, you can reduce your risk of heart attack

Miners laurel. Gm

Wisconsin

Miss Henderson will be en-

rolled in the School of Nu..

been announced by Mr. and

You are the #1 target for heart attack.
Medical Scientists have sharply cut the death
rates from stroke and from heart disease caused
by high blood pressure In your age group. But the
heart -attack death rate continues to climb, as this

tent Nest,.

attending

Mr. and Mrs., Murray E.
Hilt of Barrington. formerly of
Mount Prospect, announce
of 0,1.
ther
the
engagement

daughter. Sally Jeanne. has

You are if you

Belseeven renewL

before

111
111111111111101111111

1952

and broader myerones

Both are graduAlea of Prospeel High School.
been set.

158
11110.111111/111

preferred risks and stool d
to big role savings plus .w

rarer

,7..massaWMag0N00702010Memi

Susan is employed at Neg. of Mount Prosper.
Barbara Joan graduated
tunc Movers. Coyne is cmform Princeton High School
ployed at Adam's Electric.

s

98
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who base sharcd thy ri-spormi
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N os n won hiss Ix, shred
dNe
insor mon II,, sour 1,,
thst tr
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Mn. Arthur Maw of Mount
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puhhcan oryodynt tu anothat
gnat Repute, to pronlent
Smith smd TO,., two mcn

Rely Jeanne Goy

210

learn the lads about

Hey Ilaugh.M.many Editor

eveROPRoalli20 rrrrrr SeSeassOssitile
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re.
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pmogn

1he bust wm crc ned b) II
Barrington The peen panne
keeled robes of Linualn Asts
en a has, of block Canadian
a
hronte
marble bran,
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tor, and 50 years a half 01 a

The map were lost to all otos.

SHORT c SWEEI

Wine

us

SEE THE MIDWEST'S MIGHT DISPLAY 01 ORIGINAL ART PIECES!

- 5 TSAR EXCHANGE PRIVILEGE

by

the name., nem, of

Come and shake the Rand of
the man who shook the hands
of the Giants of history.

Cupid's choice

I I111 I III1111III

w

It was also der. he. cart)

EIRSEN0901110101000000000M1000111120MOSINEMWftpam,

union -lame., and so lie
old when I'm so young." As

ca

linos sculptor C vl Tolpo of

60056.

111111111111111111
44

FRIEDRICH

eorporated into the deconn
schemes of modern homes."
Poull find that recent decoWeil in any womenb marnine

HEART

SOHLER
STADELHOFER

umlauted Walter Cooly", an
int lithographer who was
among Most sulfcrmg frommeos,

means for San Ralph Th11-I

I am proud nd ilchkhted
to haw, the honor ol !mum
ri.ti Ra
toy this him ol

2,000 ORIGINAL
ART PIECES By Such

Because

his acquaintancm and he an
was a redly
Eke Rogers
peat rider

landing
SMIth and
196s Pn-sul.nal
m Nrson

0111 M. °RI

kW III hairs

n
reses,io,
n, Lee,en ,1 Dey rehli,nrion s

Are you
on this spot?

Renowned Anises Cer

1

Store. chatrman of Mc 1111non

SELECT FROM OVER

Married men
between
30-60 YEARS

392-1250

.

whic

nn I mcoln lnmh

Unicorn Amen,

GIANT STOREWIDE
OIL PAINTING SALE!

destroyed

.ne

original

WITH THE PnIsSIDE,

ssIshratedh todm Smith
his Mtn desnnand hs Nixon
to Ian IM prrsidenual *math

activitisis. because you do this. It's no PA of roses, and anyone
who says it is doesn't know what he talking about. Now that,
off my chest. and I fecl better.
Marching Feet

117 S. Hain ST aroma loses,

Natioluidt Ad Codas

among

mirth. Smith,. tsYs Osman,

rails

lib practa., practice, prantwe in all kinds of weather. It's long

Ms trips and lots of di.nnfon. It's missing lots of other fun

wouldn't be say bower So It wi MI. Yee ems be moud.

eon &checked.

Civil War to World War II.

century. And Mr, thvan

thoua proveyestor

barthdat,

Glad y. do If eeurynne could au Is. you're doing, there
Answer on CIIIII,Dage

I grunted a Mot ot Abra

hen I mcoln to President Nn
on during, W hoc Elmo. tun.
ens
MOH) Monde,
Tha preuntabon was in
tummy mormon of LI Maki h

Dear Lee.
Dont let anyone give you the idea that it, easy. I used to sit on

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters an you can. In addition, find the word

- DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES -

au

the

nessn the right or trod Sivas
to to we the pala

Sen Ralph 1 ylyr Smith
III

ber .mtheir authenticity

in a

Tht day after we had de.
strayed

to

team. Now I'm in Wand TIOW I know.

the Me -

the map wvre made.

Sunned number of copies of

Barrington artist's Lincoln
presented to Nixon

a/lensed all the wising rules. Now it's ahnost impoesible to show
them, by our ming. who we malty went.
What do you think of this practice? How can we change it. if
we want to?
Junior

Rarbbra Rice,

ol its bem,. itnty. si

Modus are

All Mom ro

Panning of the Chicago Con
Ho of Progress

Herbert R Lew. displays the reproducdon of the 1833 map which be win present Smday to
members of the Mount Prager Historical Society sponsoring the special histonml tee VI Hie
Mount Proved (ommunity Center

- TROMP - TROMP

GRONNIW

The Editor

Inn. --ethnic" automobiles to
military mementoes from Ms

Editor:
We would like o thank you
or the excellem miss:rage old

who were

-

A collimalile. on Ilse other
hand. is any otheci which her

ue

Letters Lo

,',lain

collectors
Collectabus
cover a wide variety of ohjec

for stinpir)rt

Teodoro.

approximately--

term -antique- has mime to
include any item of historical

and

thanks

ntakes hint

The plates that Conley
mode stn. of stone. and only

Herbert R. Loris and Richard Cribb .1 headline the Ora arum Feb. 15. The resentedon win revolve around the devel-

Lots of things are eMneing h blade ,,boat these day, Some
because or administrator, some because of sleek.. If you've
got the backing, use your student come, to pet the point tor..

HIDEAWORD

that

BBIHB°

antique is --A work cil an tes
cep, nig, and caroms made al.

carnival glass when

dealers.

r.

WHAT IS AN ANTIQUE?

of the arts. wsirks

marked 110

,,n'ln

hens d kid kinsee.

mass. There were only a few
adll intact," he said.
Lewis will present one of
dime maps to the Mount Prospect Historical Society Sunday
M the Mount Prospect Corn runny Center.
The program, which will

°WE KNEW thu, map of

-

class creep.instead The administration got all shook up. llwy
William J. hiedaisehut

were, because of humidity and
temperature change, one solid

opment of 00 automobile in Amer..

Dear /me Janson.

Thursday, February I 2. MO

Page .1

sealed trunks, most of the maps

and artrst OF. Stelzer. Together
they compiled the necessary informauon to be incorporated into

TO YOU
Marshall Held IN

"1 think we've turned the corner on inflation, Mr. President. I asked six friends to loan me 10 bucks until
payday and they were all BROKE!"

adviser Caroline M. Mamba

his hfe that he met Will Ro
gers who wasp t much of a
Tom 1,111 toe

111)1

contacted
His

sons.

Conley went to work with
the Chtcago Historical Soddy

the map

a st
It began during the

of Conley's

mother was on her deathbed.
When asked about the. maps.
she gave hint permission to get
the trunks out of storage and
give them to me," he said.
"When we opened the

days of the Depression and the

one

WAS during this Time in

rep tricks

Lee Janson

one

The story of the map

infested plains and was per
sonal friend of Buffalo Bdi

with the wishes of the people,
end they did.

LISTENS

will rel.. Sunday regarding
Edison Firestone Ford and
odor great men of the past

ded steers through rattlesnake

ter all. their job is to comply

'RECENTLY I

asked him to

located

carriage Rosiness He
can
semen tell stones galore Some he

Bic Wut was young He her-

I

make comes of the map when
one could be located.
A metropolitan paper took
Up the search. and a copy was

roctate in the beginning of the

per you have already in a way
met Herbert R Lewis
Lewis was a Lowboy when

time. of course. The lawyer got
his dates mixed and brought a
plan in right before election.
The council was aghast. Af.

Depression

Henry Fordhis clom as

Repair Shop in Mount Prim
-

TE

Map Publicatton5

years that he met automobile
mentor Alfred Sloan Ir
Lewis then became a prom of
g
the automotive industry
10 greet heights in the promotion profession

By Dolores Haugh

fence higher. They also expend their plantings so it will
be more aesthetic. If they're

LEFT: Ryon ask these colleens, 'Did your mother come from

by taking these simple steps:
Eat Mods low in saturated fats and cholesterOl

e

Then it's colored wonderful: Midnight Bled or
Twinkle Rue Iwith a touch of violet.)
Sires 30 to 36
S15

Ireland?" they would my, 'Ys." Mn,. Eugene Mellon and
Mrs. Hugh lick (east the Emerald Isle at be St. Raymond's
Women's Club Irish Fashion Show Mid Iasi Thursday. Over 350
women viewed the ourstendhig fashions by rioted Irish designers,

provided by Irish inter...11 Airlines:Pretty model and hod-

Stop smoking sidereal'

ess Ann Kelly coordinated (th e entire program which featured
local models. Hairstyles for the models were provided by the
Powder Puff Beauty Shop Des Plaines. Mrs. MOlgues mother
came from Mayo and Mrs. Ziek's mother ens from Kerry.

Reduce if overweight
Exercise moderately, regularly
Control high blood pressure
See yodr doctor periodically

To order, cell 973.2100

MAK

in4

HEART FUND
01

RIGHT: There were many laugldn' Idsh eyes in themeen and
abbe bedecked auditorium at Mount Prospect's St. Raymond
Celholic Chord, The lure of the hish attracted Mrs. A. P. Yuri-

. and hen. J. W. Fletcher, both of Mount Preened, who chatted end admired the tally green felt Irbk hen that bedecked
every table. A sprit* Irish Shoeing wan given by Rev. Robed
Carroll, followed by a typical gourmet Id. luncheon. Premeds
from Ibe luncheon will benefit the perish.

'4)

Inttmaitt Apparel

11.11110110 - DAILY TOR:30, SAT, TO 5:30, SUM 1240-.30

2434 Devon/5616 Belmont/1841 Oekton/Behidere Mal
Reindherst/Hillside/Hubberd Woods/Yorktown
Meadowdele/Disie Square/Evergreen Hem

Sorority hosts
Little City party

Manglers

City of Palatine.

Valentine party for approximakly I/O pre -teen. maniac
and adult residents of Little

The pemmnent residents of

On Saturday. Feb. 14. the
Bucks and Does will host fis
regulady
scheduled
dance. Susan and Henry Held
nem

are to direct the rounds. and
sluts caller .Foggy" Thump-

the

Schrim-

participate in the
Mount Pospect Historical
Saciely Mid -year Membership

The Lambda Delta Chapter
of Bma Sigma Phi will sunroof

at

of

thaw Chapter of Quarters will
will

7 P.M.

Thursday. Feb. 12, in the gym.

LittleCity are emotionally din.
turbed and retarded paean.

Wine to be held al the Mount
Prospect Community Center.
Sunday, Feb. IT, from 210 4
p.m.

The special speakers for the

event will he Richard Cmbh.

author of the

Won Chilton

book, "Birth of a Giant." and

Hobe. R. Lewis who will he
the prntrui ligure of Crablis
future hoot.
1.EWIS HAS lived a color.
ful

life

not only here in the

Midwest bui also in the West.
He has numbered among his

friends Buffalo bill. Will Rogem and alrPott all of the men
who founded the motor car industry
Admission to the event in
!Sec.:awl all those interested in
.

assisting the Mount Prospect
Higtorical Society Plough
Membership or just antique
huffs interested in the faseinat-

in§ history of the American
motor ear are welcome.

There is no admission fee.
refreehmenls
renied.
and

will

be

Medi Feb. 11 on you Oh
ender and. haw head. Join
the Mount Prospect Historical
haci0y.

`Family therapy' --new
development in
psychiatric care
Inis is a column presented
by

Pores,

Hospital.
Di,
Plaines, devoted to the core

the menially ill. Forest Hosp.
MI is a fully -accredited 135bed psychiatric hospital, wideIy known for its intensive pros
grams M psychiatric trod.

mem, research, edam... and
community serviced

°1-amily therapy" is one of
the niore reeent developments
M psychiatric care.
As the name itself indicates.

"family divapy" is the type orf
help provided
fin people
whereby at least two gene,0M11. such' as parents and
children within the same Iamb
ly. /Weise therapy to
rtrup
for the pohlenn tha are
found within that lamily.
As such the
the
hash: unit of Ornament which

son will he doing the calling at
the Dempster Junior High
school. Dempster St. just Weal
or Illinois 83. Workshop in set

to 800 p.m.. daneing
from 830 until II p.m.
from 11

also include umadparems.
in-laws and other people 0th-

snsl, 8gmflhaMtv related to

Fifth Wheelers discuss
`Love, Marriage, Sex'

Sp.ing valentines and displaying some of the prim to he awarded 1111x 7111 District Junior
LiValentinis in Vogues frwhiun show are .0111111illee members from the
Dm Plaines .10nhus. (from NM, Mrs. Herbert Maltz 11n. Delmer IbutButtel.31rt Roy Sloe. 711,

shumen's

District junior director, and Nested) Mn,. Gilbert Embalm. 701 District nays and mains dude man. I he luncheon and Mow will be held this Saturday, Fell, 14, at the Arlington Pack Tower,
Magnin Heights, beginning al noon.

Double Dydees
meet totsight

"Low. Marriage and See

Thunderbird Lanes. Rand and

will Iv the topic discussed by
Max Marcus, a marriage minslot. when he addresses the
Fifth Wheelers nt 7:45 p.m.
Sunday. Feb. IS. in the social
room of the Trinity Lutheran
Church. Wolf and Algonquin

Central Rds in Mount Pros pea. at a:30 p.m. Ask at the

Rd, Dm Plaines. for further

been

information call .192.1029.

Feb. 2I,at the Yorkville Community Center in Elmhurst.

rho

orcaniotltirm.

eon-

intiming of lawn:Hy lll
dividuals who are either wida
owed, divorced or legally sepi
led.

is

non-sectarian

'I he ensnare of ibl°V"Sili..11

Speaking at

the

MM.

Nourdas. Feb. 14. at the aus-

Stephen .1nren. Charles Hugh -

vat. Eifiberl I.iebnom. John
Lioheille. lohn Harmer. Dale

:Mothers

iwin,oub.iii loo

McClellan.

Marcy:1ml Ham,. Manny.
1 he Litehen will he marred
by ausiliary members with
chairman MI, Sidney (iiimmi
in charge.

nweting.

alternate

speak on "From the Stars to

Bowling.

for
a

nvilai

event

ultedulal for the second Sal-

4'07'

On Sunday. blanch I. nowt,

paper onluinnia Julia Math it,. an astrologer and bond.
writing analyst. will analyze

planned
an:
weekends.

Lexington Birch
Georgetown Oak
Williamsburg Ash

Err 181-5751. Sign-up
will he Kindled at the Feb. IS

4787

handwriting

samples

You Pen."
Shriner's Circus is the fami.

414

group also.

Ymn
Harvey

Mrs.
Co.chainner,
blunns and M. Lrmdm.
Chaprium are Moping for 0

record,toaking

392.4224
IMO NM Ihnsintml Egan. el Ming, Min

827-1,1119. or Mrs. key Riser
m 8 21-411.1
rant,

potation.
Ticlrets for the philanthropis

dance

dinner

"Once

a

Knight..."
the
Sallinliq. Leh. 20.

Robert Ihtlistreon.
admiral arix chairman.
will proson the grogram. All
Kap, Deltas are xelonneoul

Eno
hr available. N150-

Arlington table.

al

may phone one rot the eo-hr,-

hen donating door piles for
the Jame may bring thou to

Call Peiche's

this mynah,.

al

in DesPlaines...

One slip of a finger, and
instead of Harry in Gary, you're
talking to Tony in Tucson.
We don't want you to pay for
a Long Distance call you didn't
mean to make. So if a wrong
number ever takes you to some
faraway place with a strange
sounding name, here's
41 what to do:
'4,N,
First, mumble some
appropriate apology, and hang up. (Remember what your
Mother always said about talking to strangers,)
Then call the Long Distance Operator and tell her you
reached a wrong number. She'll
make sure you're not charged
,

hit

Send a LoveBu nd le

for the call. And she'll help you ik.
get the right number.

Why try To squeeze

o lot of love into lust one day?
Coll or stop in today.
And order your Lavel3undl

So if a station -to -station call
lets you off at the wrong station,

prise early, ACrOss ther
snee0 Or °Cross the country.

the Long Distance Operator
will help you get back to where
you want to go.
It's kind of like Traveler's Aid
for people who go by phone.

A snuck, Valentine
At o special once.

$ ir795
and.,

111 Call
299-5531

©Illinois Bell

Ainollesheut Romsond

ion
s

Commes......neres

he.

helpful intervention.

According to Dr. Karl I.
Willrich. there am quite
number of ways in which be

havinr within a family gnu,
can refle0 deep coninets within such a fmdly unit. Dr. Will rich established the first family
therapy unit Lin In -patients in

IN:Chimp:area tu the Illinois
State Issphiatrie Institute in
1901

FOLLOWING reveral years
of research and training others
in family therapy. he now

heads the family therapy ser.
vice at Forest Hosphal in
Des Plaines.
There urs. basically Iwo

which MIMI, therapy

patient al Me psychiatric hrwpitm while she other members
of the Ibnuily collie into the
hospital to panicipate "ortrin Ire:Minna with

prrsonality to Me prim of a

jointly"

possible disorder in one or the

their homitaliced member.
'the other method is that of
inn -panels licalinenl. a hers
the entire famil, 1111011 foi

difficulty uith the parents
!heir radproetrl effect rm the
remainder of Ills family nun
lead to learning or behavior
disorders in the children.
Conversely, digit:obit, hethe

parents.

grand-

weekly sessinsw with the them pis, Nhni, Iamilimare rsbored for therapy by their

clergymen. physietans. school
and agency counselors.

the major point abuts fan,
iv them, is that the use of this
technique often results in
happier. more undermandinc
.1

mirent. and Children may lead
and effortive family unit. anti
to
and dimes. 01 ons
much belle: trust and con one meniher al the three new
Ildence anmng its members
erations involvW.
le a altg inwards Turd.,
health, growth and decei
ocople booing
Voting
t.: nest ol the, IL1.111, lorrpm nn.

ON r

'','14

0 WEN ROAD-DES PlAIRES4,,,

EACH

lawitivevaandShapp, row

1..

Deltvery to Chicago & Suburbs Doily

OPEN Oaily 9 a.m. to 9 pm.
Saturday 9 a.m. to 6 pm
Sunday le a.m. to E p ni.

All.,

21:017^

CET
SIZE

APPROXIMATELY

Bed Pillows

1/2 The Operating Cost of

Floral ticking: corded. 50%

Any Other

Solid. print or

System of

s s.

chicken feathers:

thi

Patterns

SOS/

urethane filled.

shredded

00,1'1; :Ilt:tr_Irt

AIR

Aron&

CONDITIONING

DECORATE

.

YOUR BATHROOM

Complete Installation

Tweed or Solid Colon

by our fully trained

UTILITY RUGS 4 c

Servicemen
GAS AIR CONDITIONING :"^%. --

L:

is so dependable that
Northern Illinois Gas Co. will
provide 1 full yearn of

'If? gk'ilh':a'''''''''-a14:1:!Iill'51"1:.'i2'17'11

tool,: 94"a°11:1:al

4
I

Free SerVire On

ALL PARTS

:::::

CARpETING

NS

CHECK YOUR NEXT GAS SILL
FOR YOUR COUPON. LET US
VALIDATE IT FOR YOU

BORUCKI HEATING
and AIR CONDITIONING

savronvivose shoos, Center, Niles
.

irefir:
FLANNEL BACK

AIR CONDITIONING

Cash
ei

aiIi"

\ GAS

MORE INFORMATION
AND AVOID THE
SUMMER HEAT
Jonquils

.."ZTRALET7wase-

A PRE -SEASON SALE

CALL NOW FOR

& Carry

detention.

other marled member into

program whereby. nne inenther
of the family is actmlls

THERE N1,50 henarital

student -designed. absolutely authentk penes whkh, when wined. time...Red "in" end
and initialed by the proper leacher will penult a atudent to more through the halls without risking

liege and the Ruination of an other family. may he a
experiensv leading one or the

dividual with the support 01

identifiable
A number
difficulties may arise.

If you Me by the rules in this junior high school, you need the proper credentials to be out of your
classroom. Out someMdy out there has a sense Or humor about the whole system. Here are three

Homeowners Here is your
Key to Summer Comfort --

0701

51w.

Mrs. 110,111

Dialing a wrong number is as easy as 1-2-4.,

held at the

will

vises.

01:

24 N. Hickory, Arlington Heights

INDIVIDUAL child

tin ye. in/

havior problems A school or
athecommunity may alansigoily crisis within Me family
as a poop. and thus lend all
members into the:, which its
the finding of better and more
adequate 1001011-xring with
diffleulties in living.
Finally, divorced nr
owed parent. parents' remar-

Milt.. Oils is an in-patieni

other member of the lamily

illHELLER Lumber Co.

0 their own am like -

liable to precipitate
crisis in a member of either of
the two generations.

mine

thus either overcome by the ,11-

tween

hatitethorg and Oehler !hleral Home. Neal E. Northwest
Here.. Arlingliln Heights. For
Itirther information crmlact
Mrs !lowland Werling. 759-

Kappa Deltas
bin. Nlerton Knapp. 91. S.

icheb. fit he available et
lha. door hr SI.
'I his is the ausiliary, only

'Demi, ,no

with onespected life
problem,.
Any strew that might ar,sels
deals

gnium

and

ly activity ti,r Sunday. March
Meal! 304-7915.

alit'' rupee, Isiah physical
health. a loving and mmontIng family poop. and °peon,
nitres foriearning. aork. and a
Facial atmosphere surnrund.
Mg 0 person. It is further inIluemed hl' the way .1 person

the family and leads to further
maturation and growth. or the
problem is esaded by the ,mlvidual and crerOntly else
which leads to weakening the

Quantities Limited

696.

ant

and Sirs. itolscrt Solka.

Plans for the howling piny

Knight. Park Ridge. will he the
tunic. to Kappa 1701ta North.
west Suhurhan Alumnae Assn.
at 8 pen. Nlonday. Feh. 23.

eeln

call

CLOSEOUT

ora

in blanch. and the 1970 mate
connerniail ill OCItiber will he

chairnum

room

reservations.

Ninurday,

IV Mr, Dennis Walter,. Mn.
Yard Mid.. NIP. Pat 'I tulle

are

M. ICH MY., will he DelPed

Dining

so

1-101p1 We bought a truckload of paneling to get the good b y the
factory offered us. Come and get it - we'll share the savings wit you.
Lots f good people on hand to help you pick the right kind and get
it up the right way.

I lostewes for February will

ca,l
teaclwr ,

studied m Europe and
teaching in ',torrid,.

D...L.°
M
nrIlilli

Churl.

For

changed

Truckload Paneling Sale

dismissed during the hinny-.

12

.limy holds its Eighth Annual 0110, 0 0,
IOnPaneabe Dy.
moutons handle:91mA and
Flipping pancakes inn. 10.01111 retarded children.
1:3115010731) p.tn, will be bliss rioisti and her twin

Vi1'gil

lea. Phone 111,-3733 or 1167.
5770 Mr detailed :reformation
The INh. 241 adult purty h.

Giant

meeting re the Double Dyda:

6.1

Smith.

ommpied by the Fifth Whee-

Mel, the first and third Sundap of each month. with cie
=miens made during the
months of July and August
Adult and childrois activitiro

today of each month. W held at

link Pig

desk for infinination and lanes

the family.
THE GROWTH and 40101clement of is healthy person-

riage and the foundingding of
fammarilies

692-4293

Coll 299-5531

11111111\4

Plush

up 'erne

77,il;50,,.rnliiR,.

b COL01is

r c air 718

; tank
and au ,
50% deemn

corn pile arida conaf3

elegance
1i

Plush.

MOUNT PROSPECT
MOUNT
201W. RAND ROAD AT ELMHURST
255-7700

Across from Randhurst

6"

lue

ebt los ok

attri_00000.0)710.10s,

Pt a', 0"1

1-1-'-- 7:1-----

t,

ill,
l ,.
.

II,

01.t
.

'''

6-

"1

any bathroom!
Po Per.

Machine

While shopping, visit ou
SNACK BAR. Have a snack,r
lunch or supper. . or one of
.

our superb desserts!

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

inslruewashable.

We reserve the

right to limit
quantifies.

THE DAY

nut

The halo serves you

THE DAY

Page 8
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Legal questions answered
for married women

Tomorrow
Is Today

HOURS
Men Hon Fri

8 to 5

Sat g to 6

Are r on am irried woman
who 15 omen on shout her le
g d rights(
If SO,
in not atom. AS
cording to the Illinois State

Son 930 to 130
PLENTY
OF

Dear Mr. DehouiSei
I have been marrid for poly nine months now but I can't my
eve rything has be,rtaties Ind I knew b wouldn't be, but !didn't
expect it to be quittdhi5 bad. love
dl know he loves me in
his own way hamilipreity much, hope). He scents to have a
drinking problem' it's nolain the house everything's okay, but if
it is, he drinks it nil it', gone or he passes out.
When we go oat he can't drink to be mmiable, he Ina to go
drunk. He will rut admit it when he is drunk, or that be Ines a
problem. When le's like this hate him. I feel no love for him et

FREE

PARKING

Mar Association, many women

here serious questions about
their legal status ws wives and
often hobo, unnecessary fews
nuentmen is because of

I

100 WEST NORTHWEST HWY.
MOUNT PROSPECT
CL 5-1600

goef
de§

them.

, Some women. it seems, foil

all.

I

What can I d.7 What will happen? Also, we urn
n

biles. Hort 1

we'll both grow up and re

'ng to have

eponsi

g
il he before I conceive? Will i
'it want
00e very mac,
WM we eve get can of deM? Can you give us
rundown on Cr futurel,
5.5.. Rolling Mei

puieO

Dear S.K.(

feel you (meld forget the baby for now. Yell already tune
problem. Don't try to solve them by adding MC more
responsibilityfor your husband. I feel hen ill and needs treatment. A babsis not a cure-all, and it should Use two grown-up
parents. if war husband dodo'. get some kind of help,
marriage wort lest more than three or four years at mush So my
advice wool. be to put aside thoughts
has of a child until he gets
hirnsed straignened out. Urge your
to seek counseling.
I

Intrust

Ship in Bottle':

321.00

home Accessories

Dear Mrs. N.T.)
I feel thismove will change your entire life, and I feel good
with it. See' plane trip will ben good adventure for you. and a
safe ont.1 do see you in the West. California err that area, within
the nevi fire ratan. I fed your financial sit.tion will change for

Spanish Galleons

in Full Sail

SP/Alf2

home

the

Opanioli

"total

c onb itanbrrafteh

look"

Stands and hull of ships of wood. Full,
wind-blown sails of cloth, finely finished and antioued, detailed and
painted with core.

Wille

were en

buying 25-arnt savings stamps at school. and dim
the Molt she will purchase a hind.

tlit mountain artioano of .pain
9" 37'3

has

16" Spinning
Wheel Replica

Wall Candelabra

them!

15. $12.00

husband_
One frequent

source

ot

trouble would he eliminate).
the ISBA says, if husbands mil
pioes
would gel together

gewitInc W.1114
I red the hook was left ai wheel. sold It 6 Ina nw.

impuelble.

'25.00

ER.. Mount Prospect
Dear th.t
I femmu will continue .Lon and oft" with this man for n wIdle
yet, Mew the long run I feel you should fomet him, I feelyou are
n very arm person. and I don't feel you are right for each other.
The benway to forget him is to replace him.

mime is a small one. he Mt
group says many wives worrs
about their future hut hesitath
bring up to their husbrimis
the quedion of Ms hat happens

Pat Stapleton

CHICAGO MACK HAWKS stars Pat Staple., Tan, ID,
tee and Lou Angotti will greet shoppers and distribute auto-

MoVITERS of family
finances. the ISBA gives these

Cent larger quarters and
parking and ware-

po

-A wife is Legally free to
work' outside the home if she

housing facilities.

to do so even though
her husband feels she should

O'Grm1y and

a

partner,

John B. Ala, vice president end

treasurer. have been in busi-

tend sn things a home. And

ness as Tammr's Central Heat-

she has exclusive right or her

ing Co. for 24 beam. The
firm's busine, is about 60 per
cent residential and about 40

arnings.

-Responsibility for support
to the wife
rd her hu5MnO If
tibialun
only i I Mr hmband is
provide such mipport.

per cilml comrnencial and light

idstrial.

PORK OOPS rm

11

FORTNUM wives who are
wondering about acne of their
right as widows. the ISB., ollumbancl

--A

cannot

Se2, 11/tt6tsbay.. at

I

'NOM

MONK

766-6750

,i1;1. 766-6750

OPEN OA, V Am m

sst

9

ttm. wt teat

Pm

5 .05.5 5urr

01.1ANTITIES

FREEZER MEATS

BENSENVILLE
1216 W. IRVING P11% RD. III.

It)

BEIDDIYILLE

Ill

INC

"We won't give you a Bum Steer"

ISIS concedes that some Mir.
bands resist thutlang Mimi
that subject.

kr,

At thi, time I am separated from my husband. Do you fed
there hay hope ore reconciliatirm. or will this Le permanent? If
nis peditnent, will find happiness for myself and my children
the helm?
JO.. Arlington Height,
Dear ED

dm -

BANK N
ELMHURST
IS NOW PAYING THE HIGHEST
INTEREST RATE PERMITTED BY LAW!

don'ffeel this pmation will be permanent. I do feel hell
mime hoe and the Mere wUl hold brighter day.

OPEN

JOSEDI DE LOE ISE. nationally gnaw, psychic. will arde
neer Pee aestione °ED°, reader., in On, column. Letters Amid
be signee. bed menu, will he oneined if tee writer requene ie.
inept' Jill: Pahli,dione, 722 Center hr.
Write toDeLonise

14" $14.00

husband and wife are on the

after you're goner And the

graphed pictures al Golf -Mill Shopping Center between 6 p.m.
and a pm. Monday. no three hockey standouts will be situeted
in different areas of the shopping center. All stores in Golf-MNI
will participate in the event.

Deer NI, DeLouio,

DamTAL

O'Grady said the 5,000
Kamm feet of floor space in the
newly -constructed, singleato.
per
ry building provides 30 per

ty unless the signature. of both

voluntary. I he

without interfenmce from Mr

ell to whether
w
it is in our house or dila: lost it m school?
Mrs. W.M.. Buffalo Grove

shout, forgo him tell me how. al 1 have tried and find it to be

president, said Thursday.

RiaROUND ROUND

use here antimp msbe pleases --

A4tt Moe week. ago the heel dimppeared. f.'ould you

rs. 15elAnism
I ah very fond of a man I met several years ago. We have had
relationship. Right now ifs off. Someen
how bring, out the Masi in me. and I manage to, my: nd de, all
the mg things. He really confuses me. I would like to know
what iou feel I should do to keep him attentive. If you feel I

wife elimys may renounce her
hushands will whether or not
it provides for her legal share.
-If a husband dies without a
will( his wife iSentitled to all of
.fib estate if laa had no deumn-

Plain., Robert T. O'Grady,

law says a wife has a right to

I art wri tiny tin behalf of my Ill -year -old daughter and myself.

n their mole. even if Me

ug

of cooling and heating products, has relocated from 1056
Lee to 985 1st Ave.. Des

could claim a do-

And the husband who,:
wife works to help pay the family hill, 'or to put Junior

Dear pr. Doi:poise,

plea

she

wer interest even though he
if he left no demendants, she is had sold the property unless
to one-half or his per- she had released het claim to
sonal estate and onwhalf of flower. (For this reason, most
each parcel of real estate. A he
not accept proper-

with be,.

through college. might appre
elate her efforts even mon. if
he realized her amtribution.

s he 11

he pre deeereq, her In

with himself as

close-fisted

the bent,, tot.

Woof

et

that case,

more tolerant view of a husband's tight grip on the pine
string premaning he is as

Mrs. M.T.. D. Plaines

your

nly

Co franchised dealer for the
sales Installation and sconce

ry legal nmponsibility for support of the family might lake a

Trip? WM trio financial situation change?

from

give

Tappers Central Heating

onis Honsser the dower in
orun Marls, to to property

woman who recognises that
her husband shoulders prima-

What are ny husband'. prospects at his new job which he is to

Imported

Lindell, in his will dB In en
filled Mat lead one thud ot ho
personal 'estate and one-third
of each parbel areal estaM or,

Tapper Central
Heating moves

FOR ECANIPLE, the

wy

Dear MF. DU.oulse:

start next, oronth? Is h a good time to nuke this move tout of
stole)? If I M with the five children next math will it he a safe

queshions, or

late their

V., ithout her
inherit
t. unseat Even if ht. dot, nO1 in

doubts, to an atthrney itemise
they are'llMaid their husbands
might find okt,i and not undc
stand. Ehis unfortunate. the .mfiims or oneihird of his perISBA saysittibe the iinsiiiers sonal eslale an onThird of
are matforly. very ,Mistying
each porcel of real estate if
onus -from the wife, point of Mere are descendants aurviw
ing children or grandchildren
view. Moeover, it adds,sooman
share two-thirds of the estrum
usually are happier if they
know their rigid., ren If they
-A wife has a dower interest
I them.
do not choo5e
(a one-third life interest) in bet
In most do,. the ISBA obhushmds rad properly owned
serves. hiwband. and
ml if this
during Mir would both hoitefil from a
frank discussion and Hammeh
edgement of chch other's legal
rights and obligations.

I

kov
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SELECT THE SAVINGS PLAN BEST
SUITED TO. YOUR NEEDS AND OPEN'

YOUR ACCOUNT TODAY

Des Plaice COden.

SUNDAYS!

Portuguese Roosters
Van -colored on Black

_-

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE .... 9 A.M. TO 3 P.M.

PASSBOOK A
SAVINGS

.

;

CERTIFICATES

°RI%

OF DEPOSIT 4

72

of

"

3/4 " PLYWOOD CIRCLES

30" 36" 48"

DollarDays Sa e, Feb.12-15

CEILING TILE
BARGAINS CHORE!

5" 1.25

ii -s5.25

a-33.25

14-$15.95

Golf -MITI

SAVINGS IN EVRY STORE!

Shopping Center

and while yOul7atretching

Milwaukee & Golf, Niles
Pr

BLACKHAWK BARS

Finished

Free autographs photos to the first 750 person

Medieval Helmets

and quickly. Hatching steel tension poles expand to fit most ceilings.
The panels come in a number of sites end finishes, and the choice of

World Map Book -ends

quality plastic the panels are practical es wall as beautiful. From
simulated wrought Iron to the took of carved wood, there is a design to

BRASILIA

ROME

D & E WALNUT
North Mall

51/2" 315.00 Pair

w 95.00

decorator panels

$9.98

4x8

\,136" $10.00 Pair

South Moll East
Lou Angetti

48

Plastiebecorative Panels
Spindle Flex Components

get ready...
get set...

DONE!

yaw band

1/4" 4

8$8.64 Each

HARDWOOD PLYWOODS
WALNUT -BIRCH -OAK -MAHOGANY De & 92"

HERITAGE WALNUT
4 x 7 $5.10
OM Duality)

4.8 $5.82
ROYAL ELM

3 Amber Glass Jars
Panooly
Swords
Hand -forged

Wrought Iron

330.00

Sands -of -Thee

Holder

8W'
312.50

.12.50

4x7

'Jam

4x8

$6.40

Mmes. d.e...-mweremernim

Filagree

33"

e,

071.56 Each

st Quality)

Relish Sat
emend.
7 ways
to get num
glamouring,

$13.44

1/4" 4

SEE OUR

Pao

16'7:

A FIVE PIECE PLACE SETTING OF
BEAUTIFULLY DESIGNED STAINLESS FLATWARE WHEN YOU DE-

POSIT $25.00 IN A NEW (OR

NOMINATES
ItrIng Rm.

..""'""*.

THIS LOVELY, ATTRACTIVE GIFT
WILL ENHANCE THE MOST GRACIOUS
TABLE...START
SET TODAY.

YOUR

D & E Antique BIRCH

NEW WIDE GROOVE

rbtaw

....

v- 4. a $14.94

patterns makes it possible to complement elmost my decor. Made of Me

reflect your individual scud taste.

Pinhole Tile

131/20

NEW DIMENSION OAK

M dings
to match your
paneling.

haLst

..

EXISTING) SAVINGS ACCOUNT.

your dollar- EE THE
MONDAY f EB. 1-6 to 8 P.M.

IF, almost the almpleto instant/mute Decorator PanelstNI.. to one
emitY
session. you can MO e morn divider or install an accent pm.

Plain White

FREE

PLYWOOD
MT. PROSPECT 514 E. NW. HWY.

ABOUT OUR FREE CHECKING ACC9,UNTS
$20,000.00

SAVINGS INSURED TO

mornaut FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
LOW:
rfstmHv ter

9w as Pi 3.

awed Monday am
OtirmupWinglows: maims, 8.3D m

... Sommer

o

ITO O

p

pm Iv..

1,30 pmoa.

,IBANK
JELMHURST

CL S-7141
YOKIiROADAT GRANO AVE.

1 rj
Mel

Aid

awl
KENSINGTON RD.

I

Q

'VI all

Blade Cut USDA Choice

'IAirk

7

II

POT ROAST
FOR

HIM
Lime or

DOLLAR DAY SAVINGS!!
lq

FAMILY SIZE

AQUA NET
litFor Regular or hard to hold hair
Reg.13 oz. size

394

13 oz. JAR

Pace 83c

BOX OF 30

PLANTERS PEANUTS
Flavorful dry roasted -fresh

DAYTIME PAMPERS

LIMIT

249'each

26c

LADIES'

100 count

MESH NYLONS

PAPER PLATES

Our reg. 2 pair per par
in 4 different shades

LIM

6 Pair

LIMIT 1

each

General -Electric

3 -Speed Mixer

STEAM IRON

PORTABLE,

POLY CUPS

39

Reg. 58e

pac

Hamilton Beach

Beaters eject
for cleaning

Foam disposable hot
or cold cep,

IT 3

Glitter"

bottle

SPCase of 24

Plus deposit

SA

....

or APHRODISIA. I -o nce, each..

LIMIT 1

dry.
dial
heat selector
Or use dFabric

99
#97

IZZEI

2§1!

TURTLES

COVERED HEARTS

nt'.17C

er.o=e

Cheese or Sausage

Ra7 #F6t

.

CHOCOLATE

117

DELICIOUS
APPLES

99

DeMET'S Famous

each

Fancy Red & Golden

John's 3 -Pak

FABERGE COLOGNE

or A w C Or choose WOODHUE, TIGRESS

suysiunss

50 count

Reg. 2/76c

67

N.

Genaraai

Leaves no bathrub ring

LIMIT 2

BOX

LIMIT 2

"Geld

LANYIN

4 -oz. keVle

FOR KIDDIES

each

DE

Karate

Cologne 219

VALENTINES

C

EAU

Hai

BATH POWDER
Reg.
37c

$1 33

Reg. $1.68

139

PACK OF 36

"MR." BUBBLE

Instead of a diaper- 30 disposable diapers

Our Reg. 79c size

LIMIT

Reg. disc.

each

LIMIT 1

can

LIMIT 1

10Ve by 8"
wide rule

39 t

a 95c value

lerar

FILLER PAPER

CREST
Choke of mint or regular flavor

Arpege

Spice

500 count

10-0z. Size

FOR
HER

nor e._

SCHRAFFT'S Red

Valentine Bag of

Heart Chocolates
of CHOCOLATES
Mn,,,! Ultima 63C 1,..,11;

HERSHEY Kisses

Gold Foil Heart

2''

surprise centers.

To
6:71
?Il2eUrl's

Foil wrapped
milk chocolate.

Reg
89c

53°

Jewel's Low"Miracle Prices"

10 -ounce beg

:WV -1

ORDER
CAR STARTS HARD?

NOW

111 VALUABLE COUPON 11

SATISFIED WITH YOUR TUNE-UPS?
Stop in at Mel's Pure Oil
and hove your engine
checked on our new...

Dyna-Vision

WIN HIS

Tune -Up

DRY

CLEANING ONLY.

Tester

EASTER OUTFIT!!

tAk41.10iml?

INCOMING ORDERS ONLY

AND ON FINISHED

FOR YOUR

HEART WIFH

SPIEGEL

COUPON GOOD ANYTIME.
Ono Hour Chreners
Adinntoo Market

MEL'S

CATALOG ORDER
-J

UNION OIL

STORE

ONE HOUR CLEANERS

CL 5-7500

ARLINGTON MARKET

SHOE SALE

< CIWPON 11.11S

$

WOMEN'S

WOMEN'S

Sylvania

FLATS

FLASH CUBES

HOUSE SLIPPERS
VALUES TO

HEELS

$8

VALUES TO

$10

0

WE HAVE LICENSE PLATES
FOR YOUR CAR! (NO TRUCKS)

89` -h

NO WAITING - NO RED TAPE

GIRLS'

WOMEN'S

ILLINOIS

SERVICE

Just stop M anytime between December 1,
1969 and February 14, 1970, with your
application, 1969 identification card, the
license fee and for $1.00 we will take care
of all the details. You will receive your
plates immediately, no waiting until the
last minute, as is the case by mail.

HEELS

& DRESS

&

SHOES

1970

FLATS

VALUES TO

VALUES TO

$10

92

WOMEN'S ASSORTED STYLES

SHOE BOOTSVALUES TO 95

Polk

jMonday thru Saturday 9:00 A.M. to 3:00

LAND OF LINCOLN -

Bros.,

Friday evening 5:00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M.

THE BANK & TRUST COMPANY
******* of ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

JOAL SHOES

Sears

Easter!
PHONE

Catalog Order Store

392-9500

AUTOMATIC WASHERS

STILL ONLY

ON HAND

25`

ALSO 8 DRYERS
AND A DS LB. WASHER

WASH N' SHOP
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 7 A.M. TO 11 P.M.

a Week

COMEBACK
CASTOFFS
S
CAS'
with

PECAN HEART
COFFEE CAKES

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS®

CLASSIC

HEART PASTRIES

color
glaze
ANTIO,ING KIT

COOKIES AND
DECORATED
HEART CAKES

$ 530 l'Xiirt7eTttOn
plus <mat.

85.98

IN ALL
SIZES

TRY ONE OF OUR
DELICIOUS TORTES
Block Forest Tortes

Irish Mist Tortes

0.,01.nsaructlans.

Visit our Store and learn hew to bring new life and
beauty to old furniture without removing the old
finish. see how easy it is to give the delicate finish of
old maid craftsmen to bookcases. cabinets. picture
frames. woodwork, old torniture, doors. wrought iron.
paneling. new unpainted turnIture
See our display show, thane of beautdul color el ects

SHERWIN WILLIAMS

in the Arlington Market
Shopping Center
PAINTSCL5-2404

900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD
TELEPHONE 2007900

& M. Mght

for

HERE I
...WITH 24

WASHER

NO STAMPS NO GAMES
NO GIMMICKS
Low, Low Prices-Not

WAITING

12 LB. LOAD

*FOODS *
04,f,..**his..0,00medoe.

Danish Tortes
Lemon Coconut Tortes

SALE STARTS THURSDAY, FEB. 12TH

Make Plans

HIGHtow

Bavarian Tortes

Not all sizes available in all styles

OP.. us,

THERE'S

VALENTINE SPECIAL

Reg. $1.39 Value

ASSORTED SHOES

3

>-1

NO

PASTRY SHOP
Danfair's

ARLINGTON MARKET

We have the complete line of
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS

UNDER

5 PROFESSIONAL BARBERS TO SERVE YOU

NEW MANAGEMENT!

33

ejtIctiggro

*R0N*PAT*WAYNE iyHAURIE*HAR VEY

LAVORS'

Ice CrawnShop

ARLINGTON MARKET

g::rn BARBER SHOP

BE A SWEETHEART!
FEB. 14!

41.1MMEMINIMMIEMINIW
WM.

Yi

MEANT.°

ARO Ill,

Phone 255-9820

TREASURE CHEST

COIN &
STAMP SHOP

EDWARDS
RESTAURANT
New Hours: 5:30 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Monday thru Saturday

Warriors hammer Glenbrook North, 70-59
By J Alm Cook

01,t period marker, carried a

George Woodley Horn and

Asst. Sports Ed.

14 12 advantage into the sec

Hendrick, made sure that they
were still a moUligit leader of
ler 24 minute,
Horn began the final period

and session

The Maine Wert eager, put

much of their game plan of

WITH BOTH berna dm

preoing
bounding back matcher lent

playing a tiresome full court

night in a 70 59 mid week me

common strategy West prob

ton over confermce enemy

ably faired the better of thi. two
squads with lanky Bruce Kerr
tim HanNlmann and Rich

running

and

re

41mbrook North last night
Thu final score gives a good

pre,

Nearme

substitution

indwation that the Warriors
nevm really broke the affair

Hendricks performing .den
rably coming off the bench,

although attaining a
argin of 18 points in the hat
ter half of the first 16 minutes,

cold
Mame in one of us frequent

dropping in sewn points
tvammate Moe anlvd the cause

explosions, put 21 points on

with sry The combined effort
brought the visitors within
nine at 60-51 and still too left

open

the board in the second stanza

THE, SPARTANS refused
to die.

however,

and

kept

nibbling away at their deficit
until standing only eight down

at 65-57, but fortunately for
Maine, Only :55 remained in
the contest.
The initial

period

was

marked by tome quick and
precise passing by both ball
Clubs. T. Warriors etched the
first on a lamaround juniper by center Fred
Horn. but they quickly fell
three points down on buckets
scoreboard

Warrior George Wcodley dribbles outside Glenbrook North gone defense while setting up counter

ire offensive pattern. The junior guard contributed two straight bucteo to the Maine cause last
night in a winning 70-59 effort. (photos by J. Alan Cook)

to a mere reply of only 11 for
Glenbrook.

Dennis

Junior

Willison took over the icon
coach
font- .

chore, far head

ink

Genes Freemen with

now he will only bc lacking in

hurt hire a litOlc is the

cellent chance of copping a
conference and maybc a slate

championship should haft) n
brasher tonight at wind=
Glenbard North.
The Panthers arc hurting in
every sport, and gymnmtim is
no eaccotton Tom Broussean
Glenhard's all-around man.
had a 7.0 last week on the par.
none bars against Palatine, but
nne of the other scores came
anysvhere mar that one.

THE HUSKIES, on

"He has worked

the

11111 Von Ethers will definite.

horizontal bar. and he should
have no trouhle there when he
returns to his allmround posi"The
tion." said Von

ly use him as the all-around
man in the all-tinponant meet
at Arlington nest Thunday.
Tonight, however. junior Jeff

on

NORTH'S ME came to
visitors barely dented the Wardors. lead, 51-38. Balanced
100001 6Y Istaine's Willis°n,

only thing that will probably

Ferris will continue to per.

the Huskie lineup at Glenbard
see the return of Neil
Oveski to the ring competition

long layoff due to an
injured foot. Oreski will take
the plate of Bill Evans.
after

strength again and could very
well break the cherished 140

mak tontght.
For one thing. Hersey ace
Gary Morava is recovering
beautifully from his shoulder
injury with the help of some
cortisone shots and SO hell
add the para., bars to his in.
csing list of events tonight.
"He hasn't felt any pain all

t

12

Bnelamen

1,1 59

1

will get unTomahrs
approximately 8
der way at mint
p.m.. right after the froth-soph
affair. On Saturday the Huskins will hum Glenbrook North
of

Central Suburban
League in the final home meet
of the
until the District
competition.
the

championship

fought it out Iasi 010111 at St.

Viator to decide who would

the top spot after the dual name

aims. This season, however.
the five schools joined up in

season came to a close Iasi
week, and the winner at Saute

league and three entrants have
battled each other to the wire.

league

Arlington. Forest View and
Elk Grove all teen a share of

The Mid -Suburban Lea.
gee's conference swimming
championships will become

Jays meet will decide which
team will do down es the
NISI .%
first champion. All

The first sign of such a tic
came When Arlington nos.
out FOreSt View early in the
season and, after an inquiry
into the scoring of that mon.

a reality Saturday at 9 a.m.
when the five loop squads
meet in the preliminaries at

Elk Groves home Lively Pool
decide a three-way tie for

week with Mat cords= in

fill place. The diving prelims
will he about noon and the IS

him." said Hersey odach Don

nals at 7 p.m.

have 3-1 records.

UP UNTIL this year. Mere

no

a

7

the results were upheld to give

was no swimming 'conference

Arlington the upset victoo

in the NISI_ with the teams
competing just in duals with

over the favored Falcons.
Thenk as Into
last Tu.-

5

day. Elk Grove heat the (Mr& I
why
,
Id h v.
been a one -point win except
for two Arlington dis-

Von Ethers "His parallel bar
routine looks like he was never

I

5

1

2

U

0

away from it. and unless he
makes a serious mistake he

qualificati.s

should get at lean an 8A."

View threw the
byono the three-way tie

Forest

FOR A WHILE the only

by besting Elk Grove later in

events Nlorava could compete
in were the free exercise and

2

0
0

0
0

0
0

Hansehnann

71

0

26 18 13 24

Totals

GLENBROOK NORTH 109)

BF P

Player
Hutchinson

0

I

R

0

3

the week.

the trampoline, but Ian week
he added the side horse and

PROSPECT AND Heney

should he a three-way affair

slightly favored with Arlington
and FJk Grove tined second

dint Jura: all trying for the

IN THE 200 free it should

Junco. Should Groves Cliff
Schlak swim in the freestyle instead of the individual mmlley,

By Dick Mudge

he will also he a strong con.
tender. The IN1 will feature
Forest View's Fred Woodalc
Another close one will see
Falcon

eon, we have tried to keep you abreast of some of the current rule

changes and mat situations us they occurred. With the State
Tournament Series starting wash the Districts this weekend, we
thought wc might give you a rundown of some of the wrestlers
who have done well throughout the season and could be the ones
to watch in the tournaments.
Please keep in mind hat the boys mentioned arc from our arm

and that other teams with 'irons indivldals will ha coming into
he Barr:onion. Maine South arid Wheeling districts trying to

OVINE WRESTLERS in the 150 -pound elms, them seems ts
hone boy. -Don Stumpf of Arlington -who gets most of the vrom
from arm coaches. Stumpf is undefeated with. 10-0 record thi
mason. Others who have good records are Ron Orthwerth

Conant and Al Voccalarro of 51thne West.
At 165 pound, Maine East hue Pete Gross. Adingion has
Carl Anderson and Prospect has -rim Loelfel. All three have
been very impressive. At 175 pounds. Forest View has Bruce
Brod, who has lust only twice, and Arlington has Pete Hash to
go against the rest of the field.

upset these boys.

In the 1115 -pound class, Foust View has another strong entry

AT 98 pounds. Jerry Ancona of Elk Grove should be the one

in John Walker, while And locket, of Arlington is thought of

to watch. ThO War senior is undefeated in 111 outings and has had

highly. Bruce Eberle of Palatine could alm cause some trouble

only two points scored against him this mason. Also at 90, we

for opponents. Palatine schools -with Canon's Dick Hebei.

have Ron Theobold of Prospect 114-5-11. Len MeGuinn of

Fremd's Tim 'Inerk and Palatine's Jeff Frost -seem to dominate

Fremd and Bruce Beam of Maine West, all of whom have Mon

the heavyweight class. Heisel is undefeated thus far.

ouLstanding this season.
In the 107 -pound clam. Scott Verner of Maine Ent, who was a

seCtional semifinalist last year, Kea Klein of Prospect and Gary
Stump( of Arlington. are the top prospects. We'll have to wait to
see who wins out, but we do know that Verner has beaten Klein
sad Klein has beaten Stumpf in dual meet competition.
At 115 pounds, Jim Hoshaw of Glenbard North (the Panthers
go to another district, but they competed in the Mid -Suburban

League). Jim Battaglia (163) of Hersey and Ken Glueck of
Fremd are all outstanding. Battaglia won the Glenbrook South
16 -team holiday tournament.

THERE ARE four area boys who could be place-gaters for
their teams in the disttict at 123 pounds. Brad Smith of Hersey
sports a 19-1-2 record. while Tom Moore of Forest View has lost
only two. Scott Hendricks of Conant and Al Stavros of Wheeling
have also been impressive.
In the 130 -pound Floss, Dave Maple of Maine East and Mike

Pirron of Forest View. both of whom were in the state finals a
year ago. are competing again. Rick Stancaak of Arlington, Gary
Schweitzer of Wheeling and Dm Brush of Prospect (a two-time

winmr over pin.) could also turn the trick..
At 137 pound, cross-town rivals will pit Scott Szala or Pro.
peke and Mike Weber of Arlington. Saala is 12-1 for the seaman.

Ron McAlister of Palatine looks outstanding at 143, while Jeff

Froydand of Elk Grove, Brian Rucka of Conant and Scott
Douglas of Arlington should all be in the thick of it.

Scott

Patience

and

for the 50 freestyle gold. BOW
has the edge over Weadale in
the

Ifs tournament time again!! Throughout the dual mint sea.

ships in the District, Sectionals and State

Fans journeying to Illinois State University at Bloomington
for out State Finals this year will possibly be watching II boys
who placed in Me state as juniors last year. Two boys --Tinley
Park's Ken Gerdes, who was at 95 pounds last year, and North
Chicago's Dennis Parker, who was at 127 pounds last yearwill he returning state champions.

ASTER ALL Me state high schoolSonore we handed out,
fans will be in for a treat by way of having the National Collegiate

Athletic Association's 40th Annual WresIting Championships
held in our own backyard 61 Northwestern University's McCaw
Hall. This 0 Me tournament of tournaments and a wronling fan
art afford hi miss it on March 2627,28.

faster than anyone else in the
freestyle

400

with Forest L/MwS Mate.
Schlak of Elk Grove and Can
honors.

Arlington, hest chance of
coring a hig victory would he
in the breaststroke with both
Denny Stout and Jeff Burling
in Lontentioe for the gold.
Grenadier Norh Polacek has a
shot at the title also.

Bob Mass,

also

given

a

chance. Dean (Mins, Hersey's
strongest ontender will go in

both rec..
The Inc freestyle should go
to Patience with Westdale an
outsider for the championship.

rha fine, mlitY shmild we
Falcons in iheit with e
for scared hniweell

Arlington and Grove. Both
averaging
about the mine times.
been

the Won Suburban
Conference swim meet last
Saturday, but won 10 of I I

By Linda Hamilton

cvents and set eight new reords in the process of winning its 'inn straight lank
Ott,.

Maine East finished fifth.
garnering I1 points for the
day.

MIKE REDO. who had
throughout
the year from the home diving
plank, bound league combeen

undefeated

petition a little tougher as he
was the ranking entry for the
Blue Demons, finishing fourth
in his specialty.
her Maine
The

points

were named by the two relay
learns as both captured a fifth
pla ce finish.
In the 200 -yard medley re -

Thanks to an area coaches' request and Day Publications.
yours truly has had the opportunity of writing this column. This
will be the last of the scrim, and let me My that I hope you as
readers have enjoyed in pan what I have enjoyed thoroughly .lay Kim Bickfonk Army Beethese pest few months
iky, Dick Marek and Loren

to sixth with a 5-0
mark. Me find time the Vik-

through -nut the Lontest, he actually played a relatively small
part in the rally that began

ing. The 6.10 sophomore then
put in a Mid goal of his own to

The Mid -Suburban League
swimming dual meet season
came to end last night as Presmet defeated Heney, 70.25. et
the St. Viator pool.

knights thus ended up
in fourth place in the standings
with no chance of going high er. They own a 1-3 conference
mark with Hemcy last at 0.4.

MERSEY GOT the first

Lange recorded a 1,56.5.
behind

Springboard Heal, Willison has 10 maths clearing 6-X Spartan Jan Moe last night in the Werriors eolith:eine 70.59 victors.
gathered 15 polars. madly Rom the outsidea to aiding a
balenced Mine Wen attack.

Eonst View's ItoJohnson
and Arlington's 2010 I hien,.

With the Indoor trrek seaharely
Sla in.) West. head coacho Joe
son

I,yln

Jar

.0 swimers are

flirt

role
ability
tote ominous of hearse
real mil
to recover a normal

is harder to

race. It

.,

In .coose meet. many EMI side factors could have a hear.
ing on the outcome. Elk Grove

Mg prelims fin a boy who isnot
in 1110 lost missed,: shape. As

coach Phil Pardun says that.
"One Moor is thin the whole
meet will he run in one day.
Another is that there are three
potential

winners.

which

I

think night Imo: the coach.
go hasimilly
rongest lineup

to

01111

Ili, NI. rale dos not return
ditioned s. immer.
!he inkons might have
some mice holm Mo that they
have been practicing at night
all season and

used

are

to

g thmn. when the

Illeir

ithout
gard to the lineup, of the other

more an.

last

1101-1119a

ml, al CO Intl.. Arlington..
the other hand. had hem mac tieing al 6 a.m. and swimming
Illeelr ill the evening. Elk

a third facia is the
mental attitude of the M., Gm.: ha, the -home" pool
beanie the tine ih:rl ia'up'to,,
the mom will have the best
phonax

The team Mar is in the Ims,
Physical eondition will likely

points of last night's
meet when Prospect wan di,
qualified in the medley relax
for using an illegvil kick. The
knights came right hack with

athannqe.

Lisely Pool n 4
lr betwen Arlum[on Heights Rd.
and Rte. 53 near N. Alexhis
Hospital

eight

points

in

the

teammate

Mark Thiclmen right hehind
him. The winning time was a
2:15.7_ Jeff Tesella of Hers,
was third and Glen Johnson
fourth.

ken Holmes picked up am
other individual win for Pros,ct with a 24.1150 free timing.
His teammate. Ed Rein.. wm
.2 oft' the pace with Dean

Dahl Slill Wall Ihr. diving

Inman over IMMO,. Craig
Hutchinson with a 62.05 total.
The butterfly went to Hersey's
Goins in a I:05.6 timing.
Braun was second and mph.

omore Jeff Eamon third for
Prospect.
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another long one Jrcind each
Leon Kamboske willed a time

33

ow 74.7L tiMatos Its Jim. umrti

Braun picked up the nwilal in

II

ash night n-

well and another bucket by

jon

Me first three periods and num
ii

tip

LARRY HANKS of Prenni
connected to make it 62-53.
but then Wheeling reeled off
the nest
point. in ucces-

poinn. all of them corning

(loins of Hersey third. (Ma

Hinsdale's

had

her enee

make the score 67-62
A rebound shot by Gary Ka -

the gap to -esen.

a

0

3

9

QL MITERS

to Om

right aller the tourthytiarter

mediate lift uhcn Mike Groot.
who had been unusually cold
from the hell until that poiot.
hit from the corner to narrow

2

5

2

FRE MD 1721

WITH 51111 lull

Wood

0

Guts

C its to n ohm one

Trailing 6051 after three
periods. Wheeling mit an fir.

guanl %like
I he potential all-om.

K,,Ige

seven

Sports Fall.

seconds

clicked on two free Mann af.
ter being fouled while shoot-

ing shooting

Prospect tankers clobber
Hersey, 70-25 for 5th place

Hinsdale wins
WSC; Demons 5
Hinsdale Central not only

But although Wood was the
one who kept Wheeling close

Fremd, Mg edge until the
Wheeling rally win the mt..

eu

butterfly with Grenadier

hosted

WIIILE WE arc sure we have omitted merry good boys who
will bring home honors, we want to be sure to wish all entries
good luck. Anything can happen at mumament lime.
Arlinuton's wrestlers and mach Jack Cutlip showed the way
by winning the Mid.Subtirban League. Congratulations coach
and Cardinals. Who will win our team and individual champion-

averaging

and Schlak. if he swims it.

Card Tom Rowe battle it out

wrestling official

backstroke,

have

brat and last tem. when Wood

they were up lo
nal period.
the task and outscored the visitors. 23.12. in that lust stanza
to come away svith the win
I h e main reason the

['rain Hutchinson used Dave
Slime are featured tilong with

times three to four seconds

teams

Whetting went AM.. bar the

0
6
0
0
0

I

12

mm

Slar1/11.

oint marmn going into the fi-

Pelt

Wood
Sthuld

Bon

sculto followed by a doom.
shot In Groot who had rut%
found ht. range brought the
hone. fans to their Jett Ind the

third
nine only half a game behind
The km drops
Prospect.

n-ponddellen. and they were

r d Sort jump shit daring 2.1

eothsr pimp shot In

ROOD t SRNI RED lb
laid to its md w is 6 7 In.
ths Int throw lint in he. MA
ottunk ,aternbeelu tit the.

its has. now

on the *nine side of a ninfi.

IN THE Jiving. Pnnpect,

place and Hersey rtsts at 11-1.
In Saturday's conference
test. Forest View is still

be a close race between Nikon
John Male and Cardinal Steve

Mat Talk

storr

goo, roc

was I tit I runts

in r1 thnIhnk

DIE SPIRITED Wildcats

Jolt has :dread, had enough

PROSPF.Cre
Hese is listed as a good bet in

the

k lion, 74 72

had to mime Boni as much as a

1

the

head of the other two
the close meet. tablewoud give
points.
the Falcons valti
Then pening event. Inc 200
medley relay. should be a close
one
Prospect and Arlington. The teams
in their
oinference dual meet while
Arlington won in a three -team
neat at Maine West. Elk
Greve has a chance for some
points in the relay also.

as Ands Pan. dr ill Hang)

a, hare been below .500.

0

3

end up in the cellar of the dual
man competition. and Hersey
lost 75-20. Prospect's 1-3
record is good for a fourth

and third. The Falcons have
the olge in the Mud
with
average tint. for the 4110
freestyle about 8-10 seconds

and &mud thi.sminn 1 rend

to pp thlt undula oth

n

rmod IL,. dam in

3

The

.ktantra Iha tiny % gangs mush

on Int 5151 ',sm. In row
niJthsit 7 4 Lonlsruni.

B FPR

Willison
Hom
Kummer
Hendricks
Kerr
Gutowski

league.

toutth qu irtve rally last akin

id Rh, s

Elk Grove hosts Mid -Suburban league meet
By Linda Hamilton
Sports Mime

hob points Hawn,Moan,

WI6uhnl put on a &imam

with 21 points. Anderson was
right behind with 19. Willman
mme through with 15 while
Horn dropped in 11 fora Scizinced Warrior scoring attack
MAINE WEST 170)
Player
Anderson
Woodley

out with a rapid], diminishing
Imo point had
But the tun had just bLgun

Royer

Iht mmink %Meets of

Mid Suburban I Lay" b iskti
bra erne

Swim champion mill be decided

the

other hand, arc nearing full

D Thal&

%%holm, s

Wood a a not 1 m holund with

Whik Moe led all score

ing in nine markers. but the

will

LaMar

gut

10 lim Stuart

ANDERSON, HOWEVER.
abut off North's momentum

threat.

MaMe battled hack. how.
ence. and on the strength of
senior Willie Anderson's eight

ANOTHER CHANGE in

SCORE B1 QIJAATERS
70
Munk Wcst 14 21 14
North

F renal

23 advantage.

throw by 6.8 Jon Moe.

trill

Iwo events.

0

2

Wildcat rally spoils Kolze's night

fll 16 18

24

in the game,

wet the final basket the War.
nom were to record, deadeye
free throw shooting by Wood Icy. Anderson and Willison
staved off the final Spartan

life in the third quarter. dump-

an ex-

season and

G'''"2
Taws

While Noha was ruddy

two free throsm during the in.
mai tit minutes, thus being
outscored, 20,4. The Warriors
kept the pace and left diet:curt
at intermission sporting n 37-

by Sperms Mike Oakes and
Tom Hutchinson :red a free

torm in that capacity.

Omar,

g

with a foul -drawing three.
baskets.
Sporranpoint play that all but iced
cool -hand
The
Although it
recorded but nne field goal and the out

Injured Huskies return vs. GBN
Hersey's gyrnnastms team.
sporting a 15.0 record fur the

wtth a timing lay up that also
netted foul and a three point
play for his effort, The Spar
tans meanwhile had Ed Naha
and Moe single handedlv so
(emoting to pull the &AMOR

Naha
Moe
Oakta

team.- was the way Gloversummed
up that coned.

foiled Comnt.
Hersey shot only 25 per cent

from the floor and was out rehiemded. 31-24. The one
high point was that McCarthy
was the top scorer in the game
with 17. John Clarke was the

only other Hersey player in
double figures with 10.

HERSEY WILL face Elk
Grove at home Seturday
morning and then will travel to
Wheeling for a Mond.), anewforced

noon encounter.
Glover curd "We had our
losing streak against those
tough teams. and I hope we're
back on the track again."
.

SCORES BY QUARTERS
Heney
11 12 17 15-55
Arlington
IS 10 9 12-43

Frei.

12. 17 15 26-70

Hersey

12

1111

11,39
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Delegates set aside old constitution*for fresh start

Talk with a teacher
C LO

ac of the materials and

By Esther Colton

Miss Droner is a teacher at
Plainfield School Diatribe 62.
and liar provided the following
material. They are notes she
has reviewed in her profescertainly
sional magazinm.
1

appreciate Mi. Borer) contribution to this column:
In choosing reading games
for use in the classroom. one
question

simple

should

he

asked. Would this particular
game awk,. teaching more cf.
fective and pupil learning
mom efficient than would
some other teohnique? The
first step, theretUre. i.e using
instructional games is to make
selections in terrfis of their oh vim twebing value,. When
wise choices are made. experience indicates that games

alsoog7la---7;
so,_

progrm
a.
she

imas anticipating wath

.-imolai

In

terra
r. of values
in note that

1. Children am likely to give
greater attention during a

no. of pito oth games (depends

imp, al coax, on the way the
games am handleill;

3. Games atfool excellent
opportunities ter providing inwresting repetition and drill:
4. Game.sometimes help
pupils develop insights which
cannot

he

made

anal he issued the order and the

Instead of appropriating a

mow,

date gm n one -ear

non
climinote. the periods id Main1,11102.

head

man.

it

,,, i , that huh( occurred
treonend, in the
neo procedures were

eial

-the ti ,,,,,,,,,, has ot the demanding as to where the
past crowited L onk
mull,
kw Me lack of a hudmi planthr lone -range mobnine
lents end plans. Rep. Repier

said. -Under Ow new legida.
SIM t. counts soil! have a h.cal planning moll,
-Actually. it is surmning

orhorigin., :csommended by
the -I UP Homer (1.farai,

Won- citirens gnu, M 1967
plans were oritten into a
state law pawed hy this lien.
curl Assembly within Me last

i

wan.

on,

klan, of the counties in the
Mal, smaller than Cook have

, ear.

ONE OF THE sponsors of
this Inn. o Inch had hi-purtiwin

simmirt. was Rep. laud
Replier lthklinint Ninth, 1.

ISMS SIMI for each department
on the basis of some vague un-

money will he spent. the spe-

elite ,rthrinance budget will
on
explanation of
hirer,: the mercy will go ing
soh department. including

require

hose much i pngtosed tire wilarich. office suppl
travel ex.

peas and new desks. Repo,P
-.1141S SYSfE111

tepid.-

WIIA1"111F.

Count,
enbles:mil requires Cook

don evectnise order Iss the wan

mad budget a task now done hy
SISCIal,
ihc count, depart,

SOVOISI1011.

-We considereil hosing a
lax
newmding for adoption of
thew
procedures for the
dote rows imam .11 Inc cone
.oral

bin Oh

0,11Vik.

mod,

a

eei

word:.

menu, and opus. although
the final responsiliiin,

in the Inure. and any simahle

with the Cook (kmmy Band

increase

Finance Committee

rOS11,1

in
Mr

,elhon also includes
-soecific

adoption of

forlilail," 111111,1i, ,,,S1
the ,propm,
halt
, Lipson,. nod

week include the most
(cruise Con -Con tommittee
work to date and two meellopp,

Make a Deal"

the 151h and 161h of the full

Not one line of a new can.
Bretton has yet been drafted
and approved, yet President
Samuel W. Winver regards the

MONTH OF FEBRUARY
ate`

I

INSECT

the

eountya,

total

I

rem cur a ion Wed in vom

HOME SERIVCE

hi:tee
the lospapus of look
Coun10 a dependable. Nei -

:less' Ike and profimional
budgeting system. We' te alkinn about a big Irisiness being

PALATINE

DRAPERY, INC.

s.,

tun on a country store ledger
Rego, added.
.beet

O.

PRE -SEASON

EARLY
BIRD
SALE

plan

2

have no meaning or imp.-

rate m0110111.9 thew dean
will be left entirely in the

ulnae.

hands of the General Assam bly.

study the budget and he ow-

The

as

no

7N. Elmhurst Rd.

MT. PROSPECT

(Re. al &McDonald Rd).

CL 5-4600

662 E. Nordnv Hwy.

longer

Maintain, a militia:1.9a c is

,T

chatidise manager of borne
furnishings. and as assistant if,

the

Club

is past

and

a package.
sthution
The Chicago delegates Op
nosed setting such it policy at
this lime.

Shop center invites advertising
The

to send the name of their Oh
gonintion. address and telephone number to Betty Howe.
Rolling Meadows Shopping
Center As... Crawford Store
Basement. Rolling Meadows
Shopping Center. helbre Feb.

Rolling Meadows
Center Assn. is
sponsoring its second annual
Know Your
Community
Week- Island, 9 through 14 in
the Rolling kleudrOvs. Shop.
ping Center.
The week is meant to give
community groups a chance to
advertise themselves and their
!Unctions in store window
mace in the shopping center.
The Shopping Center Assn.
hopes tu make people in rho

Slopping

constitution.
the first

reoding of committee prop°,
als
In June. Mier the Con -Con

Droning COSIMISO: ha pm
tha proposals ill propm firm.
the cum:Pion will have n sec amid reading of proposals. duo
inpo.vhich amendreent Illay

dill lie mud., In July the verb
OM propothls approved h, the

convention will he tinned
into the complete drat a the
new constitution and will he
given a third and final i ending.

16.

Obey the laws
All itrisurs may nos :Cite
with mxrl trunk law. says the

Chita, Moor Cluh.AAA.
Nit all drivers am amassed to

commrmity aware of what is
going On in their own comm.,
and how they con potici-

On thew. laws 1h a pod
idea to remind nomelf that
the basic mirpow of traffic

Intereshmlro
,,nium ant asked

lows is to prevent accidents
end she lives

mite in te gup.

TON.v2t

the m erchandise controller.

Paint

a

and Varnish

Remover

(nil

prmident of the
was a

Empire®

volunteer

worker for the Hoffman C..
tales V.M.C.A.

AT SACRIFICE PRICES...
COME GET YOUR'S NOW.,, AND SAVE!

T

y
PO
L'OU\GE

TOOLS
SAL E: HAND

ea.

Adjusts

4-Pc.RSCIIEW

12.

s,:re;"::;,71,11:r"

IrRICTIPIN
Ns. wide

2

'Tope Set.
Wm. si-Le

W

YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE

.51

OR BIG SAVER, EITHER
Our Institution Serves
the Man, Woman or Child
Who Wants to Save
Any Amount He Pleases
Whenever He Pleases

.Feates

6. Maya xet
far

easy

ovFah just

oft.

brush on,
r

gallonk' F.,

SLIP 10191 Pliers

Full

Vinyl grip,
plate
tri-chronte

'Little1'4 it"13 I
DRAIN AUGER

ij

99

GABLE TOP TOOL BOX
Pro, ides all the

%aloe

lair, earl, - u

Electric: MI -second
bonding, ono clan,.
inn, cheep -up. Midi
sealer, glue stick,

room

and rugged.. lung wear
you want! Full length

5.95

Vane

lift -out vinyl coated tray,

v

latch and piano hinge.

Co r k se re w bend

Blue color finish.

ni,tol grip. For

drninc.

.,flIr20.1

,

VISIT US TODAY
It isn't n ,,,,,, ry to have a fixed amount or a Minimum
account. You don't have to buy o certificaNcirce set up
prociconk account tuch has `mu he convent... and
savings inturonce to millions of Americans over the

1507 RAND ROAD'
(At This Store Only Visit Our
Big & Toll Men's Dept.)

AT ANY TIME, AND:

220 S. Dundee Ave!
(Rt. 25 Just North
of Rt. 72)

Remover

DRIVER

%.11119/811:,

If You Want Flexibility and Safety, Both,

DES PLAINES

DUNDEE

LIOUID

Point varnish

N:AlrArtor,

GLUE GUN

A BIG SPENDER

YOU CAN ADD TO YOUR SAVINGS

110 N. Roselle Rd.'

Gallon

19" Deluxe Ileavy-Gauge Steel

Sonational savings uteri you want
them must on smartly styled snits in
trim -fitting tom and three button
models. !letter get here early
for hest selection in your
sin: range -this is one snit
event yen can't Anal to miss!

EACH

2.49

Strip -it

LUMISTNATION

Combination 1.30 Value

5 for 1.20 Valuer 10 or 20 44

communn

Your Children's Accounts Are es
Welcome as Those of Their Pure.

Reg. 4 Qts.

Non -detergent; mode
&non virgin mole OH.

5$

Qls.

Reg. 3 Cans S 1

commuNrry

tEMIUM

MOTOR OIL

TULIPS
ROSES
DAFFODILS

o-leVourself er

fon \ark towers

originally 49.95 to 64.951

THIS WEEICENO ONLY

D

Take III

,

EASTER DECORATIONS

TUBULAR
8"-111"-12"

Now
appearing

FROM OUR WONDERLAND OF

ond many others to
choose from, get yours curly
while the selection is great

STRIP-IT

CHOICE
1ST MOLT
YOLIt Hoek
13 -Pc. TW alloy
Peel,
Saw
Set. Ilia,

at the

51.96

ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS

Mon-Thr

Handy

For clap W orkshop-he

Refreshing, Spring -like Bouquet.

nSprdtpeciStolporbesp

owe,

present constitution that MIS

Hoffman Estates Investment

LOOK FOR THE RED TAGS!

We Are Now Showing Our Complete Line Of

ogee

rate. a ceiling on mime lux

Valerie has pp!
roadCarson,
u
television detainment
manager. assistant vim:
user of the Hillside store. moo

MEN'S LUXURY
SUITS OF PURE
WORSTEDS,
WORSTED & SILK
SHARKSKINS
price -smashed. ..

HOFFMAN'ESTATES

YOU!

'Deere are many puts a the

ill

voters for approval by parts.
The alternative would have
been to present the now eon-

Feb. 4. 1970 -After an intense
two-hour debate the Con-

'Ibis will constitute

Go,n,ili Asscialy lin a delicit

third n.a on.

a

NeellOSS

ing the new constitution to the

SIXTEENTH MEETING,

and pa. upon recommenda.
time of immmitrees for new

pees the 4uestion of shorten.
ing the period of the OmMention k, work or asking the

SOW

President Wilma. said if the
original appropriation w
n
adequate. ha would 110i 01110,1
to seeking a small MOO I tappropriation.
'rlic delegates were :Maid to

to

PRICE

ON ALL O11T11411

We offer avoriety of Lifelike,
Colorful Flowers for that

PROSPECT, HEIGHTS CL 5-6174

present

The cilium, may get the opportunity Ii. determine whethen it will be flat rule. graduated

He

39.96

FLOOR MODEL POOL TABLES

a REMOVAL & REHANGING AT YOUR OPTION

full convention will receive.
consider. amend if sea -wary

appropriation.

people for a new censtilution

pa n

Your Drape, Specialist

WE'RE SELLING OUR ENTIRE
STOCK OF FINE

DRAPERY CLEANING SPECIALISTS
r FEATURING DECORATOR FOLD (DRAPES READY TO HANG)

the

recrommendations to the

Valerio attend) Trinity
University. San Antonio. Tex.

SPECIAL SELECTION..,

TORES
TO
SERVE

convention decided to su mit

20% OFF

HURRY - THIS OFFER IS LIMITED!

AT A SAVINGS NOW OF

FIFTEE,E111 MF:ETING.

Minion providing for submit.

The 're Off and running

TAILORED

-1

,CRISPNESS OF YOUR DRAPES

search and hearing witnesses.

month COSVISIIi011. there will
he &budget deficit. I he deficit

.

dilution pnthibits such :, tam.
Technically the present -income tax" ha privilege nixo

was made
made this past week. 'The

sinful' merchandise manager
of Car n.
n. Pide Scott
Com-

358-6050

FREE SHOP AT

mos m spot in ohleni areas in

0/0

become

new constitu ion

might stand almost intact.

to he: evidol.to committee ni-

lion was held 511 years ago.

vote of fin to 37. adopted a raw

mcnts may not he offered in
this reading
In August the work of re.

0x -

nenditure for office supplies is
eacessisw. Mr example. then
the budget men can delve into
the problem and pinpoint the
what offices
spending the
nkm and hy.
.9 think the government

how the tome, amts will also

AND RENEW THE

present constitution.
Thmother decision idea ing
the way for the submi ,, i ,,, of

larly the Bill of Rights Article.

porixible when the law con-

stitutional Convention. by a

porting and explaining the
the
proposed constOutinn
oters will begin.

general schedule

a

public understanding Ilion Wa,

Fels 3. 1970-r The Con.Con
Budget Committee placed he.
fore the delegates a full operMing hurtles. i he budget 11,
waled 11. with a loll eight-

In the caof the Revenue
Article. thawonvention will
llmloulnetlly remimmend an
income eh. What we call an
income tax now is actually not

CONVENTION

Except under stipulated and
stringent conditions, amend-

During March and April the

ternativio will he curried.

Rights. have found that the
public is demanding major
changes in all articles of fill:

There is

adopted

troversial sections listed with

working ea articles. especially
the Cummins,: on Bill of

by .nicks.

Hoffman Estates.
has been promoted t o divi-

beauty. SO ,,,,, i ore coo

justified.
Rep. Repot. noted that the
enumenition of where and

LET US CLEAN

alternatives. No one at this
lime knows hose kw the el-

I,

TR E

which calls for completing
cork Oa SW new
by the end tifluly. February
February is

with the eon:

COION1111ion. The committees

new constitution
th beginning. It was thought Mitc some
sections of the present 100yearsold constitution. particu-

pendele,

.al

mon valltronriorm vow..

II %I. P110111 4 TN:

wra

THE CONVENTION now
plans lts submit a new cons
stitution in a special election
:Aleut 001.

work as thou( 'kin schertule..

Donald Valerio. 551 Ellin-

OWN WORKROOMS

the county financial picture.

If

11://:./

"r

budgetary
office supplies

Special...During Feb. Only

remodel and delete.

have put Con -Con, after seven

mired to discuss it. approve an
amend it at ii meeting of the
full convention Feb. 17.

Con leader, believe they can
take advantage of modern
communication and transpitman, 10 get much greeter

to

New Carson's manager

OOMS.

TIME TO SAVE TOO!

;'?'

to gen over rather than

fty*, of work, over on !Nisi&
of drafting an entirely new

its

The convention might then

'14,

+'

position.
Cu mCon Is finding it easier

DEVELOPMENTS

an

The number of Wu:in:dives
pxpected at one time to he lim,
lied to !Dor 12, may he two or
duce limes that number. Con -

no longer concerneil with the
Manning of II Columbian Ex-

''

the

btld,t,I

ecember through July.
Highlights of the seventh

"What'. MY Gee

,1

a is, is. much the depanmem n he expected to spend

eight

Donths a convention work,

fiWordweight tHingold-Lefi

count, detamment has ,natu

Mc Nide. have some idiot

islature, projected

tit

amociated
ans,
Here are some of the game.
Miss Broiler uses: 'Taw

TIME TO CLEAN.
-

,notances

to ensue a Bureau of S15.01111 kw ono Once cllnr-

1 he

Iva-

many

comernisl with the rah

num

iwinua
111,11110.2
proccild m tts woo

hi

strengthening ol skills in Ms

the Budget to ,, sisl courn) ol- mem in each of the post live
ficials in
their an- mars then the men who idiot

Rivor.

.9 Al"EVAI.1.1' aid a hill

and

had similar reforms in opt- lure appmpnations on whet
ten ruins.-has 1,0011 done in the paw"
Repko explained.
For example. if

Con -Con Is now one-fourth
over. the original plan, set up
in the Enabling Act of the leg-

directions. personal initietivi.

:ihle fiscal 0anners to hose N-

Rego:19okt to 19.1, resterMt, that the new Cook 'minty
onsiedures arc sin,ii Ihow loing adopted nnI

cm

clear

as

mitted to writing an entirely

ON ALL FABRICS DURING

provskl. Because of this. she is

County to begin use of system
to end constant money worries
cent
hidgetors
procedure,
Mai are r wood Cr haw
clfem upon Its h.

ti

Con-on wascom-

20% DISCOUNT

::SUnklYSA:7'

down.

complete draft of an entirely

for the look of luxury for
your home, now at a

ill begin the I ilnrpienl Wan. Or I OS.

independent offiet is broken

skills theinselvcs, which may
be
derived
from
playing
gemes. include creative thMls

proposed a series of
amendments. Some of the con.
nitutional authorities in the
state favored this procedure,
arguing that it would he easier
moment to the people and gat
approved.
have

The Constitutional Convention is going to write a

Vanes other than reading

CUSTOM DRAPERIES

in

klunli Grassy. held Monday and fourthly at SI. Emirs Catholic Chtoch hs Mount Prospect and
glee the children and purishinneni u find chance for n celetwollon before Ash Wednesday which

mem immediately M OLOSO
the order. withdrew in, hill

By Richard Grubb

convention.

which her teaching may he k-

Spinnkso the arrow el St. E.ndl,N Mardi Gran could win o prize few Sean Snopek, 671 Clayton,
1). Plaines . Mee John Gallus. 536 N. 7111,1)es Plaints looks nn to decide the final 11,1111s. ISO

1111,
ing_ Cook I mcml
, I,SIIM11 begins on
of ro.

through other kichniunes, and
5. Games have buill4n no,
Ovation features

gangactivity,
ing, creative writing. cooper.
2. Eat a child. remrdlest of live altitudes. sportsmanlik
ability. mi., gain ethlies with competitive spirit. ability
his einem:, do lag the pro- follow both ood and written

make an important munrihtt.
tion to pupil learning.
The loather who has a thrward look in &Mir:akin is

the

techniques which she uses in
implementing the ethicational

A.T.F. FLUID

For --Jr-. 4 $
power steering units.
Refined:

all

brake

G e-t

PENNY

Mount Prospect
Federtil
Savings and Loan
Association
15 EAST PROSPECT AVE. CLearbrook 5-6400
Free Parking In Our Lot ot
Emerson and Prospect Art.

icy 8.1 coolie
senlono. .
12

holding;

FRAMES

t

:ork,

a

teaat

look.

8 8C

ng.

For
ha

Buy a License Frame
tor fitte - PAY le MORE
Foe the Bohn.

While

shopping, visit our
SNACK BAR. Have a snack,
lunch or supper .., or one of

201 W. RAND ROAD AT ELMHURST

Across from Randhurst

Standard

liedy 3 Cans 8 I -PAY

MOUNT PROSPECT
255-7700

3$

It MORE
thi-Can.

other Quart.

Pouring Snow.

Rug,a

BRAKE FLUID
For

P AY

69Y,

LICENSE

COMMUNITY HEAVY DUTY'

Qte

Bo

Sal

IOCEs LET

F

our superb desserts!

iii

DISCOUNT WORLD

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

We reserve the

right to limit
quantities

1. WS

111 11.1 m

30-1T ULF
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Thursday, February 12,1970

The maxi -scarves,
are coming!

Thursday February 12 1970

Herbert Engle
ben lames Charles end Roar

paws

sell -move over in my bed-

our lucky readers. modeling

ing!

Day readers will remember
that we ran a picture of a six-

foot tot,, can. Photographed
was Russell, an avocadchandlemon maxi. who was draped
affectionately around reporter
Maureen Mchlassar.
Russell is reposing -temporarily--in thc display ease of a
Randhorst store. where he's
serving as a -why don., you?'

six-foot

Why not put a

ample.

Lo

described in numerical terms
Statisticians collar

amitre
and mterpret these data red
their studies provide grwernmem and business officials
with the statistical information
needed to make Jed ,,,, and
emaNish
Emplosment

outlook
qatisticians should he good all
fen

through the 19716 innew of
the growing emphasis on mod
cra statistical methods in con.
ducting rthearch.
Likowiw. dirt
sing use of
eleCITUflit
computers Stood

strength. the demand for statisticians in wilco,. universities. ginernment and in

dour,
WITH PERHAPS 250110
statisticians already employed-about onmthird
-third of then, women and
than half employed m privatthindustry..the
largi.kt employment expansion

expected to continue in industry.
Persons with hroad I

nine

in nuthonaties and statistics.
and a AllOWledge of engineer-

ing or physical science will
be needed for quality control
work in manaufmpuring and
for work os it h scion.% lad engineers in research and de,e1opment activities

Bilkllk-A iron are expected
rch more andlly mote on sta-

tisticians, syn.:lo
those with
e background to economics or
ai

ne, conditions. modern-

accounting procedures and

Applied statisticians develop and analym data hated nn
their knoweldge of a particular
held. .tech 17. economics. demography. behav ual science.
education. physical science or
engineering.

NI

will handle physical co
members of the Order of the
Arrow.
Others on the committee inelude. Lou Tanner. 1255 Car-

well. Elk Grove Village. pubtic relations: Lmlie Nlilligan.
504 N. Rose. Park Ridge. unit
participation. Roy Rutin.
433 S. EinMurst. Mount Prm.
pea reception and guests: and

Representing Signal Hill
District is George Stahnthr. 11.
131

Fernandes.
Arlington
Heights, North Start District.
Bernard Moyle. 1706 Wood view. Printout Heights: Algonquin District. Tony 1.a.
maMia. 4007 N. Grace. Schil.

ler Park: Maine Ridge Di.
triot. Don Wagernan. 2121
Walnut. Park Ridge and
Skokie Valley District, Sid La hin.11544 Trumbull. Skokie.
The annual Seoul -O -Rama

will be held April 25-26. 1970
in Arlington Park ChM HalL
Davies said. This will be the

second

year for

en

indoor

show at Arlington.

Robert Nord. HD N. Yates.

Mount

Prospect,
CROUP chairman.

Etch of the seven Districts

Hoffman Estates resident
steering committee to coots Mrs. Herman Stockman, R.N.
was recently promoted to

pledge

p

gist

duly at St. Alexi. Hospital.

joined the hospital
staff in August, 1967. She
Sandra Hilton. daughter of eventually transferred from
Mr. and bury Carl W. Hilton. staff nurse to the Intensive
600 Banbury Rd Arlington Care Unit becoming assistant
Heights. has pledged Delta ICUs.Mread nurse in May. 1969.

Gamma Sorority at Colorado
College. Colorado Springs.

college. and univerMe

She

Stockman resides al
ISO Highland Ln.

lend
ce

statisticians

with only the luchelor's degree ohm spend much of their

AND WOOD FLOORS
FURNITURE AN0 uPHORSTER,

DO

Automobile Service

7i2 3450

rtesx-

Suaislisd &Fad810.10th SI.. NW.

alion.
Wsdhington, D.C. 20006.

Institute of Mathematical
Statistith. Department of Sta-

California State ColHayward. Hayward,

Calif. 94542.
Interagency Board of U. S.
Civil Service Examine. for
Washington. D.C., 1900E St.,
NW,
Washington,
D.C.
20415.

Society for Industrial M.
Applied Mathematics, 33

South 17th Sr, Philadelphia,

ee

130-1676

Call 626-8722

W.H. HUTCHINSON & SON
5 Pm /26 31,6
GOT A PROBLEM DOGP

oil m ow
Mass 7TA

o. your ne.91....

Spors, Geed..

Rkplds. UphoTsimy .83 6

Alks

NOR

To Rent Ockinoss PrnikeT,

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

le Rent Resarrvron

FEDERAL 8, STATE
FILINGS

AMERICAN UPHO'ESITRING

WAsipone Skk7cAp Com..

SHORTEN COATS, SKIRTS

is

to switch consumers from

buying the advertised metChandise. in order Inuit something else. perhaps at a higher
price.

feted.

More than 5,300 persons
have enrolled for the spring se-

mester at Harper CStaec.
cording to Donn
bury,
dilutor of admissions and registrar.
February registration] Sautes show a total of 5.152 students compared to 5,351 mgistrants fm September. 1970.

The student population is
composed of 3.173 males and

1,979females; 3,683 Harper
College district residents and
1.469 out -of -district students,
2.424 full time students and
2.728 part-time students.

Comparison figures of last

&ate a

product to meet reasonably an licipared demands
4. Refusal to tube
ke orders Tor
the product to
delivered
within a reasonable tame.

5. SHOW INC 011 demon strating a product which is de

(wive or impractical for the
purpose represented in the ad,

6. Liu of a oaks plan de.

registration
spring increase in

partTime students with s 3113111

decrease in out -of -district registrants.
Officials statistics for fall
1969 registration are: 2,355

part-time students end 0.514
non -district student.

to present or diw
courage salesmen horn selling

DES PLAINES 299 031.1

Cal aecretary of the board.

The technical secretary ispermits for the installation and operation of
equipment to carry out the
programs approved by the
sues

board. Permits in the Northwest Suburban area were issued to.

Paris Exclusives FOC Men,
Des Plaines. for an incinerator

to control fly ash. Estimated
cost 17,200, and School District 57, Mount Prospect, for
RD incinerator lo control fly
ash at Lincoln Junior High.

mu at Mr wawa. Weed
manta ermr wet he

RIDERGLASS

C

ton DeoPI 298.4646

ovadaole. Coll 255 2440 9 PM
IP arorvecr Noe 60010

164

16 hmatement

I

16 Amisacznent

"'5 r4=3ENILIr"*"
394 IDAS

SHARON HOPER

El

IAA

P0,

Mese..

owed,

swam,.

aiw5.

eph

1

DAY SHIFT

Overtime Available

298-2770
LA Salle Personnel
moms

vm

PHONE 255.7200
24440 Warted Pm

*HARDINGE CHUCKERS
*LATHE OPERATORS
*MACHINE OPERATORS
* INSPECTORS

Of

GARTRISE AL

O.D. and/or I.D. Grinder sand
Tool Steel Heat Treat Operator

RAN

VI 751.0

JOE ORMAN

Madero Dean Mont

.

rn aro.1301...Nelpikalizokien. Paid AM,.
Small loh Mr Spade.,

firck Maw,
MwiT rinse.

o

44$06.

1111, sthat

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist

3 RTMOTTELM

CeAr. wall.

ALL kAn3f1NF FSTIATAIFS
537.1244

es et

DES A
ma n tones

WITH EXPANDING MACHINE SHOP

Plastering
WERT PLASIFIIIPIG

REVERS MASONRY

CLAIMS ADJ TRAINEE

WANTED FOR PERMANENT POSITIONS

CHAS. B. GRAY SALES
Masonry

64. melmenam.
Mow elawk yens win dmtIfy

24-11elp Wanted Men

PC RAY PLTORSON

110 E Rairi.:1.1Orpopeci

PERMANENT
EMPLOYMENT

SALES TRAINEES

DAN PPYSN

ad 1E3 4792

Wheeling
537.1100
Division of Rex Chainbelt, Inc.

634 Glenn Ave.

Call Mr. McGrath 358-5800

155 3021

Radio -TV Service

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

TV SERVICES REPAIR
a

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

g

259 CB94

11

Firewood

Deft Welited

BRICK AND STONE WORK. FIRE
PLACES AND REPAIRS. PREF E,

IIMAIES CALL FIB 6913

by

Wok.. Canal. Co.
a.. aw.d.ime
....new..

817 4637

GRAY

EDMOND

Coll eller 6PLA 3P2 8892

GREETINGS FROM

2 dodos sco o stack 116 B32

Mark Trail

GALL ED 358 535O

"THE DAY

1/2 PRICE SALE

Mold Designing

ALT

IL

A

BARGAIN COUNTER

lo

CALEB,. 0460

B2I 6116

JERLYNA REMODELING

SEASONED

PIANO ./OR ORGAN LESSONS
d
1,6
col 10

Yro rearv. eop 259 eon

WILL'OZI'ZIEJZ'TACK

'

9orefirs n mon

n Ode .rare..

lac

ate

Coll LE

BUSINESSMAN
AND FOR THE

51.20,6

and get acquainted. You'll enjoy
the show, bring your friends,
tool I'll enjoy meeting all
of you and telling you about
Spring Hill, Florida."

5.37.33130

Ir

CL 9-0495

Catering

FOR FREE TICKETS CALL:

HAVING A PARTY,

od 1 d

COM*

NO COST OR
OBLIGATION

peens

evening at

Zroj;l:CO'.

BVICH McGUIRSS

303 E Rand Rd. ma Promo
nsa-anto

MAR LAC HOUSE

Ask or lAck.0.,

104 South Marion, Oak
Park
Tues, February 17th.at 8
P.M.

Wonne's PurnINre Service

Serarches Replayed Repo. 6
re gluToR SO 8 4543

Caddoll Pe,

CL 10353.

Refreshments will be served

Day Want Ads

ESMOI.

g't as

WANT ADS
GET RESULTS,
QUICKER,

SLIP COVERS

EASIER!

6901312

Fr e

n

SRAM per Loin pl

Phone

. toh.

255-7200

117.so nu -sears EX, fabric

30% Winter Discount

Put Day Want Ads

On Pointing 3 Paper Non9,n9
Tree TO...nixING

To Work For You

299.4537,827.6848

1.1

M DECORATING
.

An attractive holder for your
pens and pencils can be nude
fromblockofstyrofooman inch
thick and cut to theshape of your
ck

pleted novelty will look like after

ON ALL LABOR

Ai. Expert Reupholsters,

rnson Bros.

By Canny Dick

Figure 1 shows what the com-

50% OFF

WE HAVE CION TRUCK

Carer, Par W.,

dings amm,

{lee

PERSONAL PENCIL HOLD.

DAY

WINTER SALE

General Hauling

PATON'S PANTRY

Complete

El ERICSSON
QUALM DECORATING

Fortuture Refinishing

O.

aarenterid. 819 8527

WALLPAPER AND
PAINTING
WALT WASHINGFOR FREE ESTI
MAUS CALL TOD. Yea 3195

136 2181

FASHION SLIPCOVER

Young Hobby Club
EONS

ervoroleo

29 1211

Formthe installation
UN. rano Bc sp

HOUSEWIFE,

Slip Covers

Lauritz Jensen
Decorators

1.nrved.32.193

'MRCP!

FOR THE

Sewing Instructions

on.

Floor Refinishing

A FO S,

SOLVER"

ROOFING AND ERROPFING ALL

3P2 6437

Carpel Cleaning

E

DOCTOR

PROBLEM

ao

eo

NI

Roofing
WORK GUARANTEED time.

Painting & Decorating

TOPAC

IS A REAL

DirvedWerl'.%O'clecTionday

OMI

ES0HE

PHICE

0.,,THING

1024, 544 71.77, (332 3141
Caro

I TENN. WE'D DETTER
FLV BE VE HECK TO

Resole Merchandise

Musical Instructions

poSSibly change your whole
future. Call now for FREE TICKETS
(adults only, please). Come in

Spend on emerceining

W

Day=7:1*906

"A Florida Evening
with Don McNeill"

771-8200

. PTA

ro swab,

*Med ho mania*
Yrs an 141011.00

95% 101 ecAry. A [ample.

HAM VOUS NANO TUNED

PM. WEEKDAYS, ANY TIME SAT.
0RDAY 6 SUNDAY o39 9314

p

CL 3.33as

lawn Mower Service

Electrical Work

Contamination
permits issued

Clarence W. Masse, tedmi.

TIDO a 3 3336 or

mth ruder *a own*

tweit. a d war w

SEASONAL TUNE UP SPECIAL

927 8023

BIN'S HOME REPAIRS

"Next week Ell be in town
to tell you oil about Spring Hill,
Florida, where I spend a lot of my
time. My exciting presentation
called "FLORIDA '70" could

Pollution Control Bad,

255 0348

c.

RV THE HOUR CALL AFTER 6

C

(MR. BREAKFAST CLUB HIMSELF!)

January by Me Wino. Air

Permanent Waves

--oar tax
Ind *at

Window Washing

Window Well Covers

...PEN INTERIORS

demand

259-50 I 0
13-EMplOyMEni Agesties.Men

eon
sn no mats. inasannord
w oweala., aw maw
wow
OW Ito

.-6565 o, 20.0244

COUNRIER de... Pod ord

'WINTER RATES ARE LOWER FRU
ESTIMATES CALI 39/ 112

Aldo -Shopping Center,

the advertised pro..1.

Permits to install and operate facilities to reduce sir contamination were issued in

Induk..01 3 Revelennal

FREE ESTIMATES

NEAT CARPENTER WORK

vertisement.
signed

5,300 enroll
at Harper

semester's

DISPARAGEMENT

T. Failure to have available
at all outlets listed in the adv.tisement sufficient quantity of

3 ENVOI

and for the beauties
of today, see The Day's

BY acts nr words of the adven
sisal.
gMrantee. credit
respect.

Wig

VDU,. MAU, corcarcia

Warning against
misleading ads
terms, availability of service.
repairs. pans -or in any other

thole
*4 mai In
awe

OUR SPECIALTY

PRIOGS LEESCONS

Ronti,

2.

AO Pm flra
*et*
t

4.3.42110

InStrudiOns

359 1/59

Me Starves.

The Bolter Business Bureau

Arkentitan ate roopossorf

DECORATORS

ARLINGTON HIS.

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR
MR. BRUNNER

CHSCITC108 SPY

CREATIVE

Arl. Its .111 259.74.5
'9.1'Coro°17Pe'eanl'I'C'L"5.'2'67;

GENERAL

PRODUCTS CO.
100 N. HICKORY RD.

Wallpapering

Interior Decorating

The thy nest week after San finishes knitting

WEBER-ST11'111N

oZ
43, 07136

SKIRTS 6 DRESSES...APO

*ryes), Day reporter Rick Lewis holds bath of yam while Jan
Bone contemplates her knitting projects. IVInntIS in The Day's
Mrcite-in.for-a-fressmasi-scarff have been picked. Their pie,

unhanold hooey r

29
77

OarveN
teneo

Vacuum Repair Service

WIGS Or AIL TYPES

Draped with Charles, lames, Sherman, and Herbert (Me maxi.

lures will appeal

.1. 6662445

la Rent. sum,

ACCOUNT.,

Arl

Carpentry -Remodeling
Contractors

PORCELAIN ENAMEL SHOP
ASSEMBLY & PACKAGING
METAL FABRICATION

CUSTOM UPHOLSTER,

3041f1C17,1 1A7. SERV.

4114111k

grate. or sell the product of-

American

SRN

its

AND

COMPUTERIZED

1,,roe 3920911

dos 1 ry averaged between
S5.500 and 17.200 a year -a

tained from

ISTd.11e.n. d.olOpd
5r slcli

oLoodoseed fireplace logo

Al Erioupp, anikban

Vonn.11 Nrvdnn

Cell 2. 0561Rod Sncrn

,rd

EGA, MEDIC,

They are:
1. Refusal to show, demon.

gested for those considering
this career field.
Information an also be ob-

1 lasiness Services

421.393

FRU ESTIMATES
Do

Dressmaking -Sewing

STATISTICAL TYPING,

bor Slaristics. tau in 1966 new
college graduates in private in -

Pa, 19103,

CI. 5.3.1

56

Upholstery

Business Serving

of soma characteristim of this
son of advcnisings and thereby not be as cosily fool*.

lege at

DICICS TILE SERVICE

-.Deck

k

MACHINISTS
(Class A)

Dropeth Rennie

"a beantyin its day!"

being updated by the Labor
Department's Bureau of La-

tistics.

AMWAY PAINTING

OH PAPER

439.706901.

ea. rasa

They offer several suggcs-

g-

Tile

EAKRITANGING.

aries Mr sGiisriciasu me now

counselors

Chad OAR

JANUARY SALE

lions to make she public aware

LINSFERENCES WITH
high school and Employment

loin ihe Mi ProoPear HaTarra.,

.

111B

EXTERIOR .1.100

INDIVIDUAL

CARE if YOU Sr

111

GERALDINE'S

Informal* on stoning sal-

master's degree meant about
$1.500 more

YOU CAN DIG Alt THAT, THEN CALL FRANK,

TITET PT TT

ydek end Re -.n

Con."' Mcpanold Rd. no. 99

font job in statistical clerical
work or its supervision.

IF

KRL1GLER DECORATING

el NELSON

the BBB as one whose purpose

Service

CI

111.1NO.

RiCICSPACORATMG

do

pursue mouth pro

kern in his field and take advanced courses in statistics.

14Tersatuis

'POLPEORATE rvX RETURNS CALL

GROOMING

DRAPER

mted In applied work
should attend a mhool where

10017.

on

Delta Gamma

Nankeen

Al

296-6640

of Chicago ben smod a warm
ing to consumers COnccrning
what they call -Bait and
Switch" advertising. This sort
of advertiong is referred to by

113EXpa

np

Draperies

a minor in statistics. is prefer.

ASSOCIATION
FOR
Computing Macbitiery, 211
East 43rd St.. New York, N.Y.

Nursing
supervisor

special

of the
ay Council Ina a
charrman

CARPETS SHAMPOOED
STRIP WAX AND PUFF TILL

POODLE
snow

-matter weldsome
and

mm h ale

EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS
SALES and SERVICE
Cr. 5 1102

457.97.

WALL PAPERING

Income Tae Service

SERVICE

°ROM VAIN IXE NATION'S EASIEST GROWING SALES
ORGANIUTION W. SRO Ma% COAST 10 COAST

593 5952

Tailoring

t:'1'1.=PArT:F'S'ETETIATS

POODLE 6 SCHNAUZER

17=RDIZ.734

199.1696

ANOTHER LARGE. ',ic.

dimte the panicipanon and work
of unit, every community.

'

Dog Service

ART

N W H, 359 9650

S

THEY KNOCK ON YOUR 00001
mom PAULIN Int PRIVAD OF/OM OWN OWES MO

WS DON

mum educa-

.only in Planning EurTegs..1- 3111tikliCk 13 :dill pan of the
sigaing esPerimeth ur mthIA math department. the graduate
ing date.
student interested in statistith
erns his advanced degree in
rngth,,,
group performs chiefly administrative functions in connee liOn with statistical pia -pogrom in
Ofircu
ally requires n bachelor's *gm with a good background
in mathematics. The student

N.

range*. and service. using

DANCING ENROLL NOW FOR
CLASSES CL
3500, EL 3 I353

Art Service

arc. suechop as Prob.- corGraduate dogn., in stallsesperimmtal design and dm arc conferred by approxi-

130

r.chen

voL3 boby shoe..

Sump Pump

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

FILERS SCHOOL OF

DOLORES

Phone:

al ...is

7259 Greenleaf. Niles. acting
tickets and attendance
chairman. Harry Gohrecht.
704 S. Russell. Mount Prospect

Dancing Schools 8,
Supplies

in economie

can

CALL 362 1.75

ROLA*? E 101114r).

goners 392 9648

0000TN Poked Polanne 3. 6509

toOdrvierv...e.

THAD'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS

REASONABLE MENEM,

er. a hachelois degree. with

he

Storm Windows

on

ALTERATIONS

Or (in Des Plaines)

/ NO LEAD CHASING
/ NO DOOR KNOCKING
ARE YOU READY'

PAINTER OR FIX IT MAN
FULLY INSURED

p rn

1

To Work For You?

255-7200

/ NO CAR EXPENSES

Farad

Rds 131.3312

Home Mosotenance

Md

s.

west Suburbs.

methods for obtaining and in- and is an met for advanceterprefing named.] info, mem to trm administrative and
minion. They devl

Most alll

Slip Covers
P

ARL HTS DAY CARE CENTER

mathematical masti.

Frank Kofron of Arlington
Heights. with John Boron.
as

Roll

SPECIAL PRICES CALL 1127

1.39.1BSS peer

things new
for things old,
The Day is a great market place to
buy, sell, rent or trade in the North-

statisticians
The Ph. O. degree bumsn
mathematical theory to de.
at
for
dim and
Natisticar n1031 colleges and universities.

N. Elmwood. Palatine:
Pathfinder District. Bob Rueter. 541 Dogwood Tr.. Elk
Grow Village: Sauk Woods
District. Bill Robertson. 1007

Actingvice chairman is

1886

beginning positions in applieil
and mathematical sMtistics.
For some beginning pod.
lions in applied month.. how-

tegnnyion analysis.
mately
Many statisticians work priI

Painting & Decorating

2r

ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

Slallwmatiml

Northbrook,

330

Coll 392 4750

tional rs6uirement for man

othermajor
subject

490

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

SPECIALTY
PEAT

Child Care

THEY MAY forecast popu..
A MASTER'S degree ins.
latthn growth or economic dories or mathematic, re.
conditions. predict and
quinO for many entrance pun.
ate. new programs. dorcksp um, methenvoical statistics
qualm control tests for mann. and teaching and is dim. in.
factored productg or help dcci- dispenXahle In proms ion to
sionrinakers.
more responsible positoions in

for Scout -O -Rama
*committee.

OUR

Cement E Blacktop

is

able.

Name steering unit
Rem Davies. N91 Sterling
Rd.. Palatine. 197U Clourrnan
of the Northwest Suburban
Council. Bov Scouts of America Scout.Oltansi. Ian annum.
at the menials cif Ns stem

WEDDINGS

WORK ALSO TREE TRiMMING

DAY WANT )AD

time to complete a six -Mai

who often comNne research
with teaching. The remainder
arc invoked in other activities:
quality comal. operations research. production and sales
forecasung and swath re.

enuitith is the

JOHNS-NIGRELLI-JOHNS,
INC.

HALT NAR. BUFFET POD

RIVEN PAVING AND CEMENT

TOE INCREASE in governutent employment will he
most moderate. A nced will
ciao for expanded programs seach.
such as social security. health
A bachelor's degree with a
and education. meth. and major in statistics or math-

development work.
Work of the statistician is of
nvo general types -applied and
mathematical.

Hearing Aids

d

CALL

Knit each row end gm our

your tap. measure. Amer

world needs your skill
help yoke other management

:note 3,14TPARA'

PROSPECT CATERING CL O.1831

yarn for each stitch -two rd.
ado :Ind two lemon. for en-

maxi with the jumbo needle
two hours.

Catering

ONLZTL'Ll= 6"C'..ATS

If you enjoy numbers,
the

12

HEY!.
Alterations

for

More than nor before.

overtime

10

so that you have four balls of

So ,1. -(nu want to be...

characteristics of the world
and its inhabitants me being

45 Hour week, plus additional

The Prospect Del. and The Des Plaines Day
rand ,each 60 000 Households'

yarn. two of each color.
Cast m eight stitches home
Day staff members who have
seen the finished scarvm mg gest 101 it all depends oa your
neck size) using four strands of

win one knitted to their spec,
faations. All we asked WOE
their name, address, phone

one each from our readers of

lob Shop Experience

296-6640

OR

F..

-MACHINIST

nppmdmar

Northwest Ons.The AdimstonIloy

maxi -scarf: four
ounces each of two colors.
Wind each skein into two bells

WE ASKED interested Day
readers to enter our free maxiscarf contest. with a chance to

goodwill being here to sthy7 Either way, if you keep your eyes open you censor,. numerous holiday
decorations still adorning roof tom. building walk and lamp posts. Happy holidays.

lot

to. Ad will appear doily in the

PeanutsO

REQUIREMENTS FOR

comaon in the yarn depart-

number. color scheme and de.
sired length.
We promised four winners-

255-7200

37500

24.1Ielp Wanted Men

i415IpHoledlien

en

CALL

across at the ban.

10

tog

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:

nrabojet needles. They ma sure one and one-half inches

Store WOO

aP

35

mum, wanted

their maxi.scarves.
Meanwhile, for anyone who
wants to try making Hein own.
just be sure YOU get the 216m

The mui-Searlate are corn

,121Employment Ageroes-Men

23 -Employment ilgerKiesMeo

INDEX

Consult this dolly guide of reliable services,
offered by reputable business people in
your community
CALL ONE NOW!

Next week we II photogreph

room closet.

CIASSIFIED
sasoo

Plantes and Northwest Das

Sherman

The fashionable midi and maxi -dad fiddler and etioridns on the lawn at 374 Bernard, BulTalo
Grose. might just be inerimbued with the Christmas spirit which Lame and went almost tho
months ago. Did someone forget something? Or are they telling us something shoal peace and

We Work for

Aril Avon Prospect Des

By Jen Bone

Buisinus Set ice Dixectotuj

Page 15

100's of Fabrics
to choose from

Of

SLOP A'

296-6640

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors

A
1

the initials have been glued MOw
base of cardboard. Figure 2
shows the holder in use.

If the holes are mule Iuo urge.
the pens oral pencils will stand
firmly upnchuit is hotter to make

or before gluing the initials to it.

HELPFUL PARTY
BOOKLET,
Mothers! If you arc looking for
new ideas to entertain your children's parties or scout meetings,
you'll find 45 good ones
Cappy

Use a block of foam of a sin

Dick's "Birthday Party Stu."
booklet. To get a copy, send 50
cents in coin, plus a self -ad.

carved from the block, bore small
holes as shown in Figure 1 to accommodate the pens and pencils.

1

Them smaller than the diameter of
the gem or pencils.
The 0111010am n,ay be white or
colored In either case. paint the
cardboard base a contrasting col-

that will permit you to make your
tials about four inches tall. Af-

ter each letter h. Non neatly

G

/dressed

stamped

CAPPY DICK

envelope

to

BOOKLETS,

P.O. Box 42877, Evergreen Park,
111. 60642,

TOMORROW: Directions for
playing the new 11mol game"!

all

Page 16

Thursday February IS 1970

eleleb Welted Men

248ebRantedela

2411elpWentet Men

BOYS 12 to 16

9440 lbebM Men

KEYPUNCH

SETUP MAN
5pringeolter

Can eorn 315 to 34S per week
Coll CR ryka

Man To Delivery
And Clerking

Coll

TYPIST

CPA Finn

FULL TIME - Days or Nights

Big Pay -New People

THE DAY DOES IT!

op,.

FULL T.. lumber rend
be

dov !ono you'll ow

La Salle 6a1

FILE CLERKS

OPPORTUNITY

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

KNOCKS

Immediate opportunity to join an
above AVERAGE COMPANY offering
ABOVE AVERAGE WAGES AND BEN-

Camara Assembly
1ST SHIFT

SA.44 Per Hour Plus 10",
For 2nd 51,f7

GRINDER
MACHINIST
MACHINE ERECTORS
TIME STUDY MAN
MAIL CLERK

T

'Pt I"et

15-Emplownent Agencies- Rumen

rne wen Coos, far owlek

BEGINNER

RECEPTION TRAINEE

ANIMAL HOSPITAL

Immediore openings for full time switchboard
receptionish Light ryping. Permanent, 5 days a
weal, 8:20 ant lo 100 pm, congenial surround

cAeld"b7.""*"" rrfp:n

ings All Company benefits.

CALL MISS ESCHER

259,6262

439-7600

Evenings -2504013

RN's & LPN's

COMPANY

855 Morse Aye.
Elk Grove Village, Illinois

good phone wk.. NO

Can >MONS or 11.7191
Ken Larson 2. Assoclotes

GLENVIEW

le w

p

S

022 egge

OF LIVING

Protopak Eng. Corp.

TEMPORARY

100% Free Positions
DES PLAINES

'NOW & THEN JOB"

O'Hare Lake Bldg.
2400 E Devon

ALL OFFICE SKILLS

207,160
MT. PROSPECT
1720 Algonqu in 162)
937-S0q0
STAFFING

NO STENO $115

en'

SMALL OFFICE

A

n.

b'

In Me wide open world of communications.

CE 5 1010

he training and experience you'll get will put

Good salary and benefits, regular raises cr0

ker. firm

!key

keel

mot =PL.""

corn

CARSON, PIRlb SCOTT
& CO.
Randhurst Shopping
Center
Miss Carter 392-2081

COME IN AND REGISTER

RECEP.--CASHIER

MT. PROSPECT

392-5230

GENERAL FINANCE

WAITRESSES

ASK for WAYNE EGGERS

sk Busy

DOCTOR'S RECEPTION

SPORTS ASSOC.

Spare Time Eves.

$2.00 Per Hour Guaranteed
.1 eves. per week. No exp.

YOU MAY

emery W. main you fa

Des Hones

Woman,

We can offer permanent employment with ex
, ellent, employe benefits, including paid

WliAT's IT fikE
TO WORk FOR A
LEAKIER?
CALL

656.9922

iNGIS11,
E.7Y RR APPT

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

Illinois Bell

In Arington Heights

cmccs

ss

Awe sow

*dux

aline

5

ROYALLY

oce

?Ye VMS.

ticher 10 v10101014. repenfre, mew. which ore
assisrance to citizens on the ttery. am, rep
abandoned automobiles.
Required obiligest good WWI OM general integgence. obit -

1301 Acmes,.

MU 1-4340

TOOL & DIE MAKERS
SIC to 4.06 per hr. depending on experience

CHEMIST
ANALYTICAL
seole

and

. wehouldoon in

FOR A BETTER DEAL!

inin

perience but will gam

WITH NO LAYOFFS!
940

CA,014a4,

Excellent ....king eondislons in she geowilul
FlaireCrystal Lake area in Me Noeihwelanrn Suburbs

ARNOLD

An Equal Opponwery EmPloYer

"F°RcfElAC'eljG'"

CLERK TYPIST
(371/2 Hour Week)
Reliable full rime permanent position as clerk

Interior
Decorator
Assistant

typist. Should type 60 words per minule. Age
open. Excellent company benefits including paid
vacations ands8 paid holldays.

For further information

ENGINEERING CO.

come in moat

299-0111

TSpecialiStS in Magnetic Materials"
MARENGO, ILLINOIS, 60152

1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook, III

Ikes11.'''

. 3 Paid Haider,
. Floe Hospoolloasion Surgicol Insurance
.. Company Pension Fully Pod
PLUS:

(Area Code 815) 568-2283
An E., OpPorry, ErnPl°,

FOR

COLONIAL CARBON
COMPANY

Coll E10-0045 or 1904101

Ken Larson & Associates

15ff'f7ZrrCD'e's'IZes

N.

1100

.1540 W h
song

Ws.

339.111/3

quo, ILoo ...ex Aft.

yn

42 -Wanted To Buy
WANTED

See Puelie,.une guod. now tem

etirtioSn'ITO'25.57165,6'""'

52950

Male se Female

These Cars Start
In Coldest Wecnitarl

CARPETING

4

sinning auso..

FIB.
437 5721 afier 6 PAL

40% - 60% OFF

k.9.1,122

Ally

Top

358 5122 Meer 6 PM

In Quality 2nd Cars

529.17611

17B 137-7S12 MI

ern.. Pod

WE SPECIALIZE

.61 Plyrnoury Fury.
315. Runs good.

44 -Bogs, FREE Equipment

'1'.7'4179ERY STORE

,

bednenoiK

d o oleclricol
cow
woe. mock ek roc Mml cond

7,11rALRjrZL7ISCOUNT
FURNITURE AND BEDDING

BUNS BEDS Ye, or

69 Comoro SS 396 350 h...
Turbo

392-8065

159 501.

MINNS FREE

372-5300

DAYS
range

wiry

iMeminac

2020 S. Mannheim Road
Des Plaines, 111.

Attractive Storting Salary
Outstandmot Benefit Package
Rapid Progreision

bonen phoms system Should
be young and oggressinn

INSPECTOR

PES

;el Comet - 3 dear

1275

.4123
..

3

EVENINGS

5-12

2 studded snow Tires. mounted

of Elsetro.Mechonical products
wilt excellent opportun-

531 3337

o:ed peepIrWrre:rdo MI the babe, Good belemleo
Go.

VENDING

GENERAL CLERKS.

Female

CC 5 3093

P

APPLY OR CALL. MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
El A.M. to 3,45 P.M.
956-2641
or
956-2642
3800 Golf Road
ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL
al Flighow sot

© Western Electric

MIDWEST'S

Mr110111 POPPY

St.

LARGEST
SELECTION OF

masion..33.04a,

....TOY POODLE.

sesup ono Is
and receiving inspection

Mole, AICC. SSA 5375641 alm
6PM.u, weekends.

NEW & USED
VOLVO'S

Arl. Ms 333 4.3

4-44+4444444-4

not 501sET, sIrs. 5505.
Ch

k

bko

Mee MI

d

oW Call DIE

3932594

5P

This Week's Special:
1966 Volvo 2 Sr. Sedan

$1795

Coll or apply in person

'5Zo='s'En'tra hO'rne

METHODE MEG.

ohm. 52 ru Co11827 1650.

+4444444-94-94

agn.33100.359.43111

WIGGLESWORTH
IMPORTS, INC.

. 1100 43B 6421

COMPANY
P

050

D

SOLIDSTATE STERPOOLNIGHTI

GLENVIEW

,=oiri--"-

729.1000

392-3500

FIGURE CLERKS.
Think you Wu wank with !lopes, 11 your

0;.70'07:

.0.0 stoning salary.

S75

00,

,OPER.

liIVtI

74 -To

--!!!..0,00.0 clod advance in the yeop

Rent Apartments

4430.0....

Cl 5-7701

b W Ne

Real Estate

PALATINE/ROLLING MEAROWS

Classified

5 IM19

Sectioni

rn2.11,ZEVZITi'470

10

255-5122 or 259 1500
e

7410 Rent Apa9heid-0

'

2 BOOMS

Bensenville

Beer, ul

BUFFALO GROVE

Likqsg

Rnry

'69 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE

NOW '2775
Folding WI 1,9hTs

541 peeve.,

437 7977

UNBELIEVABLE?
'68 CAMARO Z28
Loaded, Yellow with Block

CALL 439-8020
I

.

Bucket Seats.

PROSPECT HTS

Irnmediote Possession

131ndostiialPropertyffolienti

LAKE SHORE U91190
IN THE SUBURBS
2'

Mn. Jerry Stostok at 595-9000

II

E.4.00

TRULY A VALENTINE!

emernol

POINT

Male or Female

For Interview AppoinlMent Con

q

1"en,

DANA

13 -To Rent Furnished Apartments

lin

Day Want Ad5
Get Results

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

with Day Want Ads,

NO. retiret..Fryellent starting salary plus lull

Dna

12e 'IOTelL

Pery 31 TS. a ma. 39126411. ob. 4

II pays 10 advertise

CREDIT and COLLECTION
DEPARTMENT

Con to buy 3 bedrrn home will

fah Rent Office Space

358-7841
21 Help Wanted Men & Women

York Rd.

WE'RE SELLING THESE
BELOW DEALERS COST

TENNIS

Family would like ka re

GIRLS

N.

DEMOS - FACTORY

Could be

Personnel Open each weekday till 8:33 PM

610

BRealtstate-Houses

Pen 5373PiR.

in Today's

WORK
NEAR
HOME?

Believing

EXEC CARS cl.d01

CONVENIENT LOCATION

76 -To Rent Houses

THE HOME
YOU WANT...

409-8500

21 Help Wanted Men L Rods

Seeing Is
DICK WICKSTROM
"THE BOSS"

rowwnir:g rTiir-Urre7!!!=vinlicdc==

4401 W. Lawrence

Vacant

Commercial

ADMINISTRATIVE TRAINEES
IN
CLAIMS ADJUSTING
AND
CORRESPONDENCE

LIGHT MACHINE

The Boss
Says,

a, ow

Real Estate

TYPISTS, TYPISTS

"""r1Tii.:0

le

Cy

P

E

Ze'crn

1595

64 PONTIAC STATION WAGON

I

& RESEARCH CENTER.

253-5228

1895

'67 IMPALA STATION WAGON
VB, Power glide, power steerng, Radio and heater, White
walls.

APL. HIS. INDUSTRIAL

Day and EyeningS

center

CONVERTIBLE

41 Home Furnishings Turmtme

SERVICES
1401 W. North Aye.

START

FALCON

55 -Musical Instmments

piece

17011 S. Hicks Rood

Choke of

(VOLVO)

.112/.2630

3,3.3187

Polling Meadows, III

""n

.63 ALPINE

NAM., TOPSOFFER
1,03

as well as the use of all
boo c inspecrir gauges

NORTHFIELD AREA

Hd p

reroaie 1 VE yo old. 315O

to rood pools, perform

. row backbone of om beg. conIiman. we

Cleoo 'MI Pad Golaele

824-2115

wk. 827.3328

SPECTOR. Must he ebb

FILE CLERKS

296-6127

rend 5525 199.143

5 Terms available

dle Male PVC B

I yP

sols,

5200.153.1.

ity for EXPERIENCED IN.

Cal Bob Perkins

'65 chew Woe 0 so

Heavy duty carpeting
3. Free inssollation
A. See large samples In
your home.

on Comet wheels //5.14 $30.

monde

10

but den

Gentle

Closing out stock
.

PHONE WAS OBE TRY AGAIN!

351In $5. CL 5.359g

medium si,e

Wo are

Even66 APPHHD0t6

235-9100

hones

alma; non, color 433.4.8

$11

sosspino mar wes. bur s pep Ilse iyan, el ,ndiridnol
.eh. Is looking Ion fine 'tuning sal, plus a swoon to

IN CLEAN, EASY
FACTORY WORK

KM Night Work Bonus

IHKE.69

r

tory

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

our

9..0 sole, flexible. Pmd

Saturday Feb. 14
Sunday Feb. 15
9 AM - 3 PM

6outi

C ..... Spaniel, 6 mon.. Fmn.

INTERVIEWING

RECEPTIONIST

us

C99.5912

Snow Newer. AI condalon 370

Will Train You

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
PART TIME 415 p.m. - 815 p.m.
Work Monday thru Friday in our modern regional

298-2770
La Salle Personnel

. Paid nonagons

.shmar.,,

HOLIDAY INN

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

FULL TIME 71/2 hours - 5 day week

WE OFFER.'

PHONE, WRITE OR VISIT

272-1000

1412 Miner Street
Or Coll 025-3136

We need Men who want Permanent Jobs

the right person.

'',n116r1Surer

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

%atone, and gond physical e

CITY OF DES PLAINES

clari-

fication analysis at new
international
ten
Norlhbrook, III.
Degree required, prefer
water treatment ex-

Western Electric
Experienced

TRAVEL AGENTS

Z."

253 5524

Coll 2SR-0561 Rod Swiry

HELP WANTED

central telephone company of illinoia

WHY NOT

AT

'O. deal tactfully. 6, au. geed ledgment.

CHICAGO DISPLAY

For

Solory operyColl

METER MAID

oPF ccic

CZIOry1M,Y1',o." '3V:6344950

IskwpIng

K

BUS DRWER

BANKERS LIFE & CASUALTY CO.

COMPLETE TRAINING

bop

Fecelleni cpp

TORO 69 WO 2 df hdo, lead

.01 Chao, dr.Sedon. .4193

WE TREAT YOU

255.3911

ae.

Spas Weide

SRO, quee

TLo-3.200

Residential

FREE TRAVEL!

METAL DEPARTMENT
FOREMAN

d

394-4620
255 1109

HOUSEMEN MAIDS

...pion Haig.

Big Pay -New People

Ch

"rrlf-12'L'Arht ''OPZ;;1'"
41/ S. A,rtlinm,,011/3 Rd

32-Miscellaneaus Merchandise

CALL 358-0631

711 V, Algonquin Rd

THIS JOB OFFERS

Gd.

1909 OLDS, Delta Reyol
Sed

If you wont Slow reorabiy,

MUELLER'S

OW1101.

UT OIREC -N. BRAN

VALENTINE

17 Help Wanted Men & Women

DES PLAINES, ILL.
827-9919
An Equal Opportunity Employer

BILLER TYPISTS
RECEPTION TYPIST

Seser neededAcea al Rory 6

HOSPITAL

sW. WM Orig.

1124.tmmle8esrer Sale

cond. 1600 439-2737

525, 827 8.911 5.

g

2004 MinerSt.

Illinois Bell

GENERAL OFFICE CLERK TYPISTS

M11.4 Porye

,o0 iv Rem WI

if

COLBY'S
CLEARANCE CENTER, 1001

'61

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

039.0923

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

HOLY FAMILY

Coll 394 5172

f

/13.11/6

el.ret ftyie ellows los small In.

298-2 775
La Salle Fecseend

FREE PARKING

rode

537-7525

*""'"3707 S'egTtnidlleb

3040 S. Busse Rd.
ARLINGTON HTS., ILL.

CLERKS

TRI-R VENDING

Apply in Person

OPEN SAT

1111S0..,EI DLP

Rollve

OPEL

.1 SW.

CENTER,

es

School Bus, Inc.

35,7,70

Dons, free insurance programs.

be a Lc Salle Col

BOYS

'67

724-6100

HOSTESS

RECEPTIONIST

SUBURBAN

LEGAL SEC'S -$650

HIGH SCHOOL

CORP.

We rue now interviewing nem, onractive ladies
In Arlinspen Heights
394 0880
602B De,n Pee
966 0700

Illinois Bell

656.9922

ms

9 3 Oun.

©

DRIVERS

N,

I

111-libtorcycles and Scooters

Cook County

Also Available

File dens

lor the posilion of WAITRESS.

,00

TO WORk FOR A
LEAKIER?
CALL

392-2700

During 4 Week Training Period

plenty 01 RPPRHunitY.

LATTOF
CHEVROLET

SIGNODE

230-5 p.m.

NECESSARY

0,15 - 4:45

Local or Loop

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

OFFICE

$550 MONTH

SCHOOL BUS

P.M. ROUTES

NO EXPERIENCE

TEl R VENDING

Receptionist

No fee

ONE GIRL

Start in our major call routing officei wiring telephones to the giant telephone switching network

THE KEY TO
PLEASING
SERVICE

Age Open

Free brush ep practice

RANDHURST CENTER

TRAINEE $540

ymi on rhEinside trock to a solid career.

Barbara Olzak
253-9100

White Collar Girls

No,

BUTLER
O'Hare Field

Hower AM 3PM

0,004401

I deb,

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

AVIATION

h

827-0733

ANCE

SPECIAL

'ry7c,';',k
.1

PARTS CLERK

7035

ofies 6 pm

22 ,61 Galt,. XL. Pit

103 -Auto Trailers &Capers

I,. fon, see COLBY'S CLEAR-

I NEED HELP NOW

DECORATOYSOFC. le 3606

AVIATION

191 1891

shope

Poid Training

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

METRO GOLDWYN
MAyER

MAKE YOU FEEL LOW
yo, money problems with

"FORD"

Des Plaines
296 2185

HIGH COST

CO PAID HOSPITALIZATION

EMPLOYMENT

IN MARKETING

Historical Society

5 PM

BENEFITS.

FEE

150A7i!e'iT.Ce'e'sL:a:

H ollovood bed, 525 OW 6 mol

PLAINES

DE

LIGHT PACKAGING
GOOD STARTING SPEARS'

:4=011i7. '1:60Z
MODEL AGENCY

414E, GOLF ROAD

HOUSEWIVES

Needed

Mis Page

$400 to $450

d

BANTAM BOOKS INC.

and Edgingio^

WhAT'S iT LikE

FACTORY HELP.

SECT $140

L.

Hair Stylist

RECEPTIONIST

GAL FRIDAY

Ill=1:6

"7iit.'7I,7070"

$130 WEEK

offers, an outsianding profit sharing
program, free Blue Crass and Blue Shield, mcgor
medical and life insurance finest of working con.

3700 W. LAKE AVE.
PHONE 724-6100

PLUS TRAVEL

Ec

oNe

437.9025

Coll ler Appointment

METROPOLIAN PRINTING

SIGNODE CORP.

PART TIME

10AM fo3 30.1

439-8500

APPLY TO MR. DON MARCHINI

CUSTODIAN

$600 MONTH

711 W. 6Igonpuin Rood

Atons, lop vacation plan, company subsidized
cafeteria end much mote

296-5586

RELATIONS

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

INSPECTORS

2nd SHIFT

OFFICE

t rei

For best results use
Day Want Ads

S37-1930

and lull CORIIW

6:30-830 a.m.
Fountain Waitress

PUBLIC

GENERAL

rd=r.'ro'BZ.:TeUEZ.."'

W ev110, 253 6579

A.M. ROUTES

RECEPTIONIST

GENERAL MACHINISTS
GENERAL FACTORY

EFITS

SHEET METAL
Experienced Press
Brake Operators

VVheeling, Illinois

SWITCHBOARD

CLERKS

4.

827-1513
HOUSEWIVES 6 MOTHERS

Des

ASS'! RECEIVING

SOLING OUT FURNITURE:

FEMALE

455-8350

PRODUCTS INC

112 Auktutdes for Sale

102 TnEkslitaters
Bett offer 894 7934

%17sIonn20'117:boo'r';:y7h

Illinois Bell

BOOKKEEPER

EZEPARKING"

WORK IN YOUR AREA!
JOB OPPORTUNITIES
WORTH LOOKING INTO:

FPIFANIO

'11.2,117111'197L7'S'i ;c1J1'1"'01'

FRTUTIE;.' '111:',:liner,

Fags 17

1970

41 Home luminous -Furniture

,PS7 Ore, P.o

HELPER

0

.Z.4.7=1,787usm"Zs!
SEEM

COOK'S

6544922

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

fry:Plaine.

940

DIAL -A -JOB

WOMEN NEEDED FOR
EVENING HOURS

METROPOLITAN
SPECIALTIES INC.

CALL Mr. Lau
517,1 100, ext. 234

EKCO

La Salle Personnel

124tiscellane0s Merchandise

264Ielp Wanted Women

allele Wanted Women

164ielp Wanted Women

259.3218

ond should how lame et/creedal experience.

777 Wheeling Rood

EGULARLY!

RON

shochand

qppoin111101111 scheduled aI roan coma....

WAREHOUSEMAN

I

nel adminWrotion, Aporsconis mei hew rood 510.9 end
A good stoning solos, and excellent Milne Ism. ;soakage

FREE TRAVEL!

298-2770

41jitt_i/

5100

THIS JOB OFFERS

DAYWANT ADS

26-11eR Waisted Morten

WOMAN

Fer Fast Results

.7)!At'!;1!,,,WAINNTTHAED

'44

GIRL FRIDAY

Complete Training

READand USE

Thursdu Fob -sirs O.

26-klp Wanted Mango

Personnel Monoger Secretory

$2.25 PER' HOUR

"HELLO,
I SAW
YOUR

2641111 Wanted keen

2644elp Wanted Women

WA

Zee"'C'ol'Ann'To'dd";iie

298 5240

Ladd

I

lop

breln

SECRETAPIEs

sPot

214611 WanEd Women

OPERATORS

leot erry4loyee betted.. including poid wmn.

g

brig.

Smalley cteel Mop Co
363 Alice St , WhsslIng
53746130 , Mr. Greenh01

WORK PART TIME
IN YOUR HOME

,

Ann

in

25-EmMoyment Agencies Women

Machine Operator

DISHWASHING MACHINE

Cl 62132

26-Empl9nent Agencies Women
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Thursday, February 12, 1970

TONIGHT

OUT OUR WAY

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

NEVER MIND -1'M ANNOYED, WITH
IS'THAT ANY WORSE THAN
10U! WHEN YOU ASKED YOUR GAMS YOUR SAYIM', '01-1,60 AHEAD
WITH THE BOYS -I'LL CLEAN
OF Ki P5 IN TO WAIT FOR YOU WITH
THEIR WET, MUDDY FEET YOU
THAT UPI*? LETTIN' THEM
KNEW I'D LET YOU GO AND
THINK IT'S A BREEZE FORME
CLEAN UP THE MESS MYSELF.,
AROUND HERE BUT KNOW11,1'
YOU WERE CIONMA BAWL ME

OUT FOR IT LATER!
HOW ABOUT.THAT?!

ausr

WHATS WITH
BUSTER
LOCKS LAKE

FIE FINAL.L.-,,

GoT THEE
PICTUR

FIGHTIN. THE BATTLE

OF THE BULGE! HE
FUT ON SO MUCH
WEIGHT HE HAD TO
WALK IN THE RAIN
W TELL IF HE HAtD

HES WINDINI
HS WATCH

THE HARP

Ks SHOES ON!

NI.`11

Mike Douglas

9

sum

wm4 A

'TENS POLE!

O

Editorial
26 Quiz
2

Family Affair

2

New York will he in-

'
A -Way
Buck Jones in
1930 release "Men

undated by a massive
tidal wave.

Without Law" and
1937 film "Law of

Daniel Boone
Marianna Hill and
Burr De Benning are

the Texan."

A TV seer predicts

5

WHY MOTHERS GET GRAY
-THE EQUALIZER -

2 -12.
.

Itn

r.

Th. 6., ti to co

WHEREVE YOU

32 Truth

DEL 16/41-FIJCI-Y,

rata)/ tvAof WOE

Pat

7

DONE YOUR WORK WU-, MY PE1-5!
OH, WHAT A PA5510NATE

Paulsen's

26 Tony

or Con-

Guests include
Hal Smith and the

REUNION WE SHALL- ,5'E
cHDCA'LE'WHEN THE

WHO-LOST LOVERS MEET

Fathers.

26 Today's Racing

TOMORROW

32 Of

Lands

and

Seas

A film trip to Portugal.

J
NEA.

VIA I.

26
Bob
Sports

II S. Por.

32 News

of the
Sky." Jeff Chandler

9:25

9:30

Your

Iforoscope
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 Feb.
191 Bypass difficulties by the

BUGS BUNNY
7140W ABOUT PLAYIN' WITH
ONE 0' VER 'TOYS THAT'S
LESS NOISY, CICERO?

I'LL PLAY
WITH MY

THAT'S A

2

MY AIM ISN'T

GOOD KID!

Show
Guests arc Don
Rickles and Julie
Budd.

VERY GOOD

YET,

NEW BOW

AND
OKAY!

exercise of intelligence. The
right answer is yours for a hit

ARROW

SET:

A

of introspection and some logic.

)

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
211 Don't let others do for you
what you can very well do for

I

IT DOESN'T
MAKE ANY
NOISE!

7

That Girl
"Stocks

-

5

Special
Performances

and

the

Single Girl."

9

1:00

Of Cabbages add
Kings
9 News
7

by

1:30

several ensemble

Movie
"The
Weapon."
About a youngster
who
accidentally
shoots his pal. Steve
I.izabeth
Cochran.
9

groups from Wisconsin College
Conservatory are featured.

26 A Black's

Scott, Herbert Mar-

N'iew

shall.

of the News
32
'I' h e Honeymooners

Hitch-

cock Presents
11 Speaking Freely
Edwin Newman
hosts former Israeli

International

11 Wisconsin Col 1 e g e Conservatory

This is Tom

Alfred

5

Lone

Buttons, Elsa Marti-

9

Edition.

JimNabors

Chicago Show

10:00
News
News
News
News

2

gers and the First

7:00

7

12:30

Robert Goulet, Lulu,
Ace. Trucking Company and Kenny Ro-

Famous Writers

dians, and courting
Dorothy Malone.
5
Midnight Report

20 TV High School
32 Debbie Drake

Guests include

6:55

Movie
"Pillars

is a swaggering Army
officer fighting In-

Paul Harvey

Comments

Jones

26 Famous Artists;

12:00
2

7

7

Philbin

Quintana

scribes the life led by
the men who capture
wild game alive.
John Wayne, Red
nelli.

6:45

11:35

Paintings;
32 100
Great Musk

Show

32

8:00'
2
Movie
Part I, "Hatari."
Filmed in East Africa, the film de-

Half a Comedy Hour

11:30

is Jim Til-

Host
mon.

War.
HATE ROBIN!
DESTROY! PESTODY./

ROBIN! EVIL-

32 The Champions

11 Our People

20 TV College
American
Literature from the Civil

ents of Abraham Lincoln.

ROBIN MALONE

and Wallace Beery,

32 News Final

7:40

coln, the future par-

Brian, Tom Kennedy

Brennan
takes a girl to East
Germany and falls
into a trap.
9 Perry Mason

sequences

guest stars as Nancy
Hanks and Tom Lin-

EEO?

Paris 7000

Jack

Endora turns Darrin into an overly ambitioug fink.
11 They Went That -

6:30

"Behin.d the

Front," a 1926 war
comedy. stars Raymond Hatton. Mary

Martin.
7

2

Late Report

2

Meditation

7

Reflections

9

Five Minutes to

2:00

0

10:30

Mery Griffin

2

Prime Minister Da-

Show

vid Ben Gurion.
26 Wrestling

5

32 Big Valley

Show

Tonight Show
Dick Cavett

7

3:05

Live BY

yourself. A day when your
mettle may well he tested.
-

ARIES (March 22 - April
21) Luck and pluck, both in
comination, make this an excellent dat for raising your
spirits. An emergency situ-

EEK & MEEK
MORTY MEEKLE
I

ation takes your time.

TAURUS (April 21 - May
21) Be sure you know the difference between foolhardiness
and bravery before you commit tourself to action on a new

MARRIAGE

LNO . I'M
HEY, UP 71 -ERE;
ARE YC X3

A WISH IMO
STAR?.

level.

ASK
A 511-1-Y

IN-11-1E-C14.04.

GX1E-5170N...

HAVE. iKItirskIT coFrEE,
tSLUT CROV

TV T,11,1AJEP....%

1.0 ICI MT

OK WELL.,,

FOS I t -i4

NORMAN, WITH
MY NEW GIDW-

WRISTWATCH

GEMINI (May 22 - June
21) Self-confidence should enable you to take up the necessary tools of the trade even it
they seem foreign to you.

CANCER (June 22 - July
23) Seek the solutions to difficulties as if you really wanted
to find them. This is no time to
go about things halfheartedly.
LEO (Jul 24 - Aug. 23) Be
tactful in the way you handle a
situation involving children

Is'
II

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Dia,

THE' BORN LOSER

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Foodstuff

and all should be well. Diplomacy makes or breaks the day
for you.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23)

Clear. logical thought is your
weapon for the day. With rea-

son. you should be able to
overcome any obstacle.

LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23)

13 Margarine
14 Absent
15 Tatter
16 Grayish -white
metal
18 Machines for
taig-laread

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.
22) Suit your actions to your
station in life. Things should

slick to today arc the very ones

CAPTAIN EASY
570 HELP EASY FIND WES
LAPiPE, THE PARIS POLICE
ARE KEEPING CLOSE WATCH
ON HIS GIRL FRIEND, EY.OTIC

STILL N0 WORD ON THAT
INSPECTOR CRAPAUP
DOUBLEcROSSING RAT,
SAYS HE HASN'T COME
L.APIPE
NEAR FIFI SINCE WE

ARRIVED IN PARIS -

DANCER, FiFi FLAMBEAU ,,,,

that will stand you in such
good stead tomorrow. Re-

a

-1r

WE'LL. HAVE TO TRY
ANOTHER ANGLE!

member this.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23
Jan. 201 Take the opportunin
to get in condition for new activities. A good time for re -discovering your strengths.

Answers to
Hideaword
INGROWN
grow
gown
groin
grin
grown
worn
wing
wrong

wring
owning
owing
rowing
ring
iron

4 COrned beef

DOWN
1 Automobiles
2 Ellipsoidal

12 Hail!

tudes.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22) The principles you

56 Table scraps
57 Crimson

pretzels

Keep attuned to shifting atti-

patient.

A T
HE

ACROSS
1 Corn on the

8 - and

The changing moods of another have a great Hearin on the
success or failure of your day.

he going along as planned before the day is out, so be

SU

NO, NO, NO! in NAME IS BRUTUS...

THE CO& tS Kewetel

CAMPUS CLATTER
OUT COLD; GRAB HIS FEET:
WE'LL CARRY Him INTO
THE CLASS ROOM J

SUCH

WELL, / HAVE A WILD
IDEA THAT MIGHT WORK

BUT ELL HAVE TO CALL.

MY 8059, MR, McKEEI
FIRSTL

3

26 Bewildered
27 Golf teacher
30 Written in
verse
32 Consented
34 Wandering
35 Approached
36 Streets (ab.)
37 Female hogs
39 Covers
40 Pierce with
a hole
41 Jewel
42 Uranus' inner

_

satellite
45 Defilers
49 Preserves, as

:oRA

REOERIDEI4CAGAIGON

6

lANGERSE
-A AI R F DA -1-O r
E
ARK
CANO
S
G AM I NS ATEN'
CSA 4-7

Starters

RIN
SL -ED

4 Residences
5 Of the

MANE

shoulder
(anat.)
6 Felt

25

RAT

0 L_

ATL-E OE
ROAN E'NE

(P .)
24 Mimics

Pot herb

26 Stage

performer
27 Periphery
28 Organ part
29 Chances

beet e
40 Assail
41 Squalls
42 High cards
43 Chilean

workman
44 Preposition

31 Shoe part

46 Cudgel
47 De borne

Chest rattles
38 Whirligig

48 Winter vehicle

33

23 Green ---2

E_ E
R E '412(IN
VE4A

ROPER

7 Pork source
8 Harms
9 Pitcher
10 Comfort
20 others (Fr.) 11 Cereal
2 Numbers (ab.)
grasses
22 Wanes
17 Quibble
24 Barley
19 Rib (anat.)

bristles

50

Greek letter

3

12

14

15
18
21

24

22

1126

25

30

31

21

III32

34

28 129

33

35

36

37

38

39

of fruit
51 Sesame
52 Feminine
suffix
53 Warmth
54 City in the

42
49

substance

44

47 148

1145 "
51

52

Netherlands
55 Black

43

55

That

Crew tip

Kate Smith and Ross

kidnaped.
7 Bewitched

6:25

press agent.
11 The 'Toy

Guests arc Paul
Lynde, Greg Morris,

gerous ordeal when
his expected host is

EVEN A RABI3111

O'Brien won an Oscar for his role as

Dean Martin

Show

7:30
Ironside
Ironside's
Chief
hoped -for quiet vacation turns into a dan-

Humphrey

Bogart. Edmund
9:00

5

11 Italian Panorama

NO BUFFALO. NOT

director

5

6:15

D'4

wood star by mentor -

Dinieogno. a trip to San

of

26 Ayuda (Help)

11 Frenchman's
World
26 Spanish News
32 The Monsters

NE cAW
mE
EQUIPPED

musicians

Jazz Unlimited.

Show

WHEN 1416

Gannon whose wife

comes Mr. and Mrs.
William
Rinehart
and

Movie
Con"Barefoot
tessa."Ava Gardner
is promoted to Holly9

8:30,
Dragnet
Friday is a guest of

5

Bob Cromie wel-

6:00
News
News
News

2

5
7

NAW, HES

Star Trek
11 Chicago Is

9

54
57.

mi,,e

WEATHER
Tonight:

Fair,

colder,

low zero to 5 below zero.
Tomorrow Partly sunny,

,p

Pro

very cold.

1,44(

Telephone

2554400

Your Home Newspaper
Volume 4, Number 207

Auto hits utility pole,
blacks out 10,000 homes

I

More than 10,000 homes in
the southern sections of Rolling

Meadows, Arlington Heights
and Mount Prospect lost their

Co. spokesman said many of

EDISON emergency crews

the homes were blacked out for
about 31/2 hours. Other homes,

restored service to some of the
homes at 2:59. but damage
which had not been located im-

he said, were without service
for a slightly shorter period.

electrical power earlyt his morning when an auto slammed into

The blackOut occurred at

Officials from northwest
suburban townships Thursday

Mrs. Kolerus said. "We do
have shortcomings, some
caused by the restrictions
placed on townships, some

gave their pitch for retaining
township government to the local government committee
of the Illinois Constitutional
Convention, which held afternoon and evening hearings at
the Arlington Towers Hotel in
Arlington Heights.

Richard Cowen, Wheeling

ment.

Township government can

caused by disinterested offi-

he strengthened. he told the lo-

cials.

cal government committee,
and he urged Con -Con to

"ALTHOUGH

the

state

regulates the activities which
most townships may or may
not handle, perhaps the most
significant

fact

is

that

the

Twp, attorney, proposed what
he called a bold new plan for
township reform that would
centralize authority in the supervisor and town hoard and
make the offices o, collector,

people within each township
can determine what they wish
their township to undertake."

assessor and highway commis-

here are differing needs from
one community to another, yet

she said.

"This

concept

very well with the

coincides
fact that

adapt township governments
to the needs of today.

Transportation
committee sets
first meeting

elective.

all too often the people have no

An organization meeting of
the Mount Prospect Chamber
of Commerce transportation
committee will be held at 10

"I am here neither to praise
township government as it ex-

choice whether or not they

a.m. Monday at the Mount

want certain services," said

Prospect

sioner appointive rather than

ists

today, nor to bury it,"

Cowen said. "Too often its defenders are blind to its weaknesses. Invariably its critics

Mrs. Kolerus. "Under township government, they have
that choice," she said.

call for its abolition without

HOWARD OLSEN, Pala-

recognizing or understanding

TOWNSHIPS HAVE been
criticized for being anti-

tine Twp. supervisor, said that
for 35 per cent of the residents
of his township, those in unincorporated areas, township
government is the only direct
government available.

quated, and unneeded forms of
duties
whose
government

Olsen said the townships are
responsive and able to help lo-

the role that a new, creative
township government could
play."

committee chairman Richard
Hughes announced yesterday.
State

Bank,

After a meeting at

47(10 block of Arbor Dr. A

northbound auto on a curve in

and not having a drivers license

of Route 53 and west of Busse

main transmission feederline
on the pole was knocked out of

the

roadway and the car
slammed head-on into the pole

service.

on the west side of the street.

in his possession. He is to appear in Arlington Heights Circuit Court March 3.

1970 auto
tags yet?
A spokesman for the Traffic
Division of the Illinois Secre-

project is progressing slightly behind schedule, but the contractor

tary of State's Office . Chicago
and local police yesterday reported that. the period of grace
for persons who have not

is still anticipating a June finishing date, Marvin Weiss district

bought

director of parks and recreation made the report at the park board
meeting Thursday.

plates and village stickers

Construction on the River Trails Park District $450,000 pool

from March but he intends to
pursue the matter so that some

provisions will be made for
safety by the time the pool

lice will begin to crack down
on anyone who had not pur-

opens this summer,
The district plans to hire ap-

chased license plates.

proximately 10 lifeguards and
a pool manager to operate the
lactilty.

have had a six -week period of
grace since Jan. I but, he said,

accurate finishing date set.
T h e contractor. Barbet

Builders. are currently working on another large project
and when that is finished they
will have their entire crew
working on the pool at Woodland Trails park on Euclid
near Wolf Road, Weiss said.

THE PROJECT includes a
ft. by 47 6:2 tt.-pool, a

165

bathhouse, a separate pool for
children, a diving pool with
three diving boards and lights
for the parking lot and the area

behind the bathhouse which
will be used for ice skating during the winter months.

Weiss said because of the
heavy load of traffic on Euclid

he has written to the Illinois
State Department of Highways
requesting a stop and go light

Another of the Park District's

building projects, a
$85,000 administration and
recreation center being con structed at
Burning Bush

Trails park at 300 S. Lee is
nearing completion,
ing to Weiss.

accord -

He said the park district is
planning to hold their next ses,
sion of the pre-school play pro -

gram at the center and that if
the park board wanted to they
could hold its next meeting.
the

second

Thursday

in

March, at the new office al though the facilities won't he
entirely completed.
Included in the center will

intersection of Sycamore St. and Euclid Av.. a
quarter-mile from Wolf Road

be all park district offices, a

where the entrance to the park-

room, and an activity or skat-

at the

ing lot will be located.

In the letter

addressed

ational activities,

storage

ing shelter on the east side.

Rand-

George March, chief engineer

hurst last month on

village
mass transportation problems,

of District 10 of the Highway
Department, Weiss said the

which village and bus line officials and some interested mer-

district

chants attended, pursuit of a

the pool and district residents

solution was turned over to the
Chamber of Commerce.

are concerned about the safety

A special committee was
formed, and Monday's meeting will be its first.

crossing Euclid Av. to swim.

is

multi -purpose room for recre-

to

anticipating from

2,000 to 3,000 persons a day at

WEISS TOLD the board
that he has not received a reply

MOST' LOCAL police said
that also those persons who
have failed to purchase their
village vehicle stickers will he
ticketed after the first minute
of Monday morning.

Officials of Arlington
Heights, Mount Prospect, Des
Plaines,
Palatine.

Elk Grove Village,
Schaumburg

and

Rolling Meadows police departments said the police will
begin issuing tickets Monday.
Phlice officials in Wheeling
and Hoffman Estates said persons living in those village ss ill
have an additional day before
the

police begin writing the

tickets.

WITH THE deadline

in

mind, a Day reporter went
to five parking lats in inc area
at Randhurst, and at the Chi-

dom count of 1969 and 1970

Day

Illinois license plates.
The reporter said that of 462

autos counted, he found that
86 or nearly 20 per cent were
without thy new plates.

Smoke belching from exhaust chimneys atop some

The spokesman at the secre-

tary of state's office reminded
persons that the plates would
still he on sale in the Chicago
area Friday and Saturday, but

Griped

not Sunday.

Youths arrested
Four juveniles were taken
Wednesday night to the Mount
Prospect police station after
police found a half gallon

palities.

"The constitution should
continue to provide for the existence of townships, and

bottle of Beefeaters gin and
two bottles of mix in the
youths' car at McDonald's
Hamburgers, 100 W. Rand

should specifically permit local improvements by way of

Rd., Mount Prospect.

Cowen

re-

vising township government
t

itk-

technial expertise, he said.
Ethel Kolerus, Wheeling

Twp, supervisor, said costs of
administrating general assis-

cago last year, she said. In the
30 suburban townships in
Cook County, she said, cost of
administering assistance programs was 20.2 per cent of total expenditures.

day.

and Palatine, and made a ran-

town.

ways and health services, that
lie within their boundaries and
should also be given the same
home rule powers as munici-

amounted to 20.9 per cent of
welfare expenditures in Chi-

that period will end on Sun-

Prospect, Arlington Heights.

trucks going through our

function taxing districts. such as libraries, high-

tance in the townships dre lower than in the City of Chicago.
Total
administrative costs

He said Illinois residents

cago & North Western Ry. stations in Des Plaines, Mount

Gripe
Of The

of their children who will be

single

would eliminate overlapping
levels of government and
would achieve economics of
scale and administrative and

is

He said the builders have

should be given power over

REVITALIZING and

license

constructed 'the tour outer
walk of the bathhouse and by
the board's next meeting- in
March will have a reasonably

townships

assessment,"

auto

rapidly ending.
The spokesman reported
that at 12:01 a.m. Monday, po-

nicipalities.

special
said.

1970

Nearly 100 Prospect High School students spent part of their holiday yesterday visiting homes in
Mount Prospect and Arlington Heights, distributing anti -pollution literature and urging residents
to write letters to public officials expressing concern about air and water pollution. Students gathered in the school cafeteria where they were given instructions by David McNabb (left), of 319 N.
Maple, Mount Prospect, co-chairman of the student council anti -pollution committee. A map of the
area Covered by the door-to-door campaign is attached to the window next to McNabb. In an all school assembly this morning, it was announced that about 900 residents had pledged to write letters
to elected officials. The students heard speeches on environmental problems by state representatives
David J. Regner (R -Mount Prospect) and Eugenia Chapman (D -Arlington Heights) and Robert
Herbst, national executive director of the Izzak Walton League. The activities were part of the antipollution week sponsored by the student council.

Illinois Gov.
nounced

this

Ogilvie anweek

that

$3,065,001 will be distributed

to local governments in the

state as their share of the
January income tax collection
of $36,708,013.

Under the revenue sharing
plan counties and municipalities receive 1/12 of the revenue collected in accordance
with the Illinois income tax

The driver of the car was released to his mother on a $50
cash bond.

The additional source of

Thursday

from

an

apartment at the Holiday Inn
of America at Mannheim and
Touhy Rds., Des Plaines, police reported.

Afro -Patrolmen
leader blames
police in riots
"All the riots in the past six years in the city of Chicago have
been kicked off by the police," said Patrolman Renault Robinson,
president of the Afro -Patrolmen's League, at the 5th session of the

Sidewalk Academy in Forest View High School in Arlington
Heights last night.
Robinson spoke on the
theme of. "Law and Order vs.
Love and Justice." to a crowd
of approximately 200 persons.

He said that the primary goal
of his organization was to reconstruct the relationship between the black people and the
police department.
"Studies have been made
that prove that police are sim-

ply not able to handle urban
problems." stated Robinson.

HE ALSO brought up the
point that. while an American

judge must go through four
years of college, law school.
and several years as an attorney before his appointment,
the policeman is often trained
to do a far,more difficult job in
13 weeks.

He said that more time must
be spent to properly train and
test Chicago policemen.
He also criticized Police
Supt. John Conlisk. "We have
in the city of Chicago, a man
who has been a policeman for
over

30

years.

He controls

$190,000.000 dollars

a

year

and ".000 men. and yet this
man does not have a college
education.''

Robinson stated that it was
the

institution. not the men,

that w:Is to blame.

"The institution is definitely outmoded. It simply can't
deal with the problems of the
people. The police department
in Chicago has set up a double
standard for law enforcement
and first determines your color
before it applies the law.-

ROBINSON ENDED his
talk by saying that the police

law.

revenue has been used by several communities to reduce lo-

cal tax levies, Ogilvie said.
He said that more than $25
million of the state income tax
has been returned to local governments since the monthly

distributions began last September.

Allocations going to some
municipalities in the Northwest suburbs are:

Arlington

$

I4,788

;

Des

Heights,
Plaines,

$16,097; Elk Grove Village,
Estates,
Hoffman
Prospect.
Mount
$6,710;
Palatine,
Rolling Meadows, $4,945.

$5,602;
$5,390;
$8,461;

SIMON

A pastel mink stole valued
at $650 and two ladies' diamond rings worth $300 were
stolen

driving too fast for conditions

Local governments will
get $3,065,001 tax funds

Police said the driver of the
car was charged with possession of open liquor in the auto,
'and the other three youths
were 'released to their parents
on curfew violation notices.

Burglars' haul
worth $950

nor injuries and released.
Anthony was charged with

Priest tells 'white side'

Got those

. .

sets new pool
opening, for June.

could be performed more efficiently by counties and mu-

Cowen said

Community Hospital for mi-

by Robert M. Anthony, 19, of
Chicago struck the pole in the

I Trails Park still

cal citizens. Functions being
performed by townships, he
said, are not being performed
by any other levels of govern-

cago was treated at Northwest

Homes affected were in an
area south of Northwest Hwy.
north of Algonquin Rd.. east

Behind schedule, but .

"Certainly, township government is not a panacea,"

Reginald Nevers. 20. of Chi-

blackout in the entire area at
3:40. Service was gradually restored between 4:20 and 5:30.
Rolling Meadows Police
said Anthony lost control of his

A Commonwealth Edison

Townships push for
present government form

mediately caused another

2:05 a.m. when the auto driven

Rd.

Even though a guy has enough funds to buy a valentine, it just might mean a little more to mama
with a do-it-yourself project. Twins, Cad (left) and Phil (right) (5 -years -old), 312 N. Wille, Mount
.Prospect prepare a Valentine surprise for their mom in their kindergarten class at Fairview School,
Mount Prospect.

Anthony was reportedly shaken up in the crash but did not
require treatment.
A passenger in the auto.

dows.

a utility pole in Rolling Mea-

By. 11.43b. Carey

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

20 Pages

Friday, February 13, 1970

SUBURB\
SAYS=
What a lucky break --Friday the 13th will soon be over.

must not be. controlled by the
police.
"We must have civilian
control. What we say to the superintendent falls on deaf ears.

Its got to come from you.''
Also speaking with PatrolRobinson was Father
Francis Lawlor. founder of the
Association of Block ('lubs

men

(ABC). Father Lawlor spoke
on the theme, "Urban Problems from the White Side of
Periphery- immediately
following Robinson.
the

He talked about the problems of the white homeowner
on the edge of the ghetto.
He stated that the black pop-

ulation in (he inner city is expanding at a rate of 30.000
people a year while the white
population.
"has
dropped
100,000 people since 1960."
"With this population
change," stated Father Law-

lor, "the people are afraid to
walk the streets at night."

HE ALSO SAID that the
blacks were moving into every
house in a block and then moving on to the next one.
"These

people

have

not

been taught to care for their
homes properly." said Lawlor.
He ended his talk by stating
that we can "get around segregation only through Christianity and education."

Wadline set
on rater
registratioo
Non -registered

suburban

Cook county voters have only
through Monday, Feb. 16, to
register for the important
primary election to he held
Tuesday, March 17.
Cook County Treasurer Edmund J. Kucharski, county
and
Republican chairman,
County Commr. Floyd T.

[Mlle, chairman of the GOP
'70 com-

county Campaign

mittee, issued this reminder.
Kucharski and Fulle said
suburbanites can register locally through Feb. 16 with

their township clerk or in Chicago at the county clerk's office in the county building.
Voters

already

registered

will be eligible to vote in the
primary without re-reigstering, the GOP officals said, but
should re -register if they have
moved or changed their name,
such as through
marriage,
since they last registered.

Kucharski and Fulle said
non -registered citizen

every

should register if he is 21 years
old and has been'a resident of

Illinois one year, of Cook.
county 90 days and of the local

precinct 30 days as of March
17, the date of the primary.

is

THE DAY

Friday February It

Page 2

Mac Dougall charges war
on pollution'smokescreen'

1970

Schlickman urges
Con -Con changes
Rep Eugene F Schlickman
IR Arlington Heights) took
lull advantage of the Con -Con

public hearing, on Thursday
and appeared at two Chicago
suburb hearing, with ratinds
different proposals.

In the Arlington Hotel bearing he spoke before the Com
Colt Local Government Com,

Mine, urging that

steps

be

taken in the new constitution
to drastically reduce the number of local government units
in Illinois. He pointed out That
Illinois has approximately
6,500 local government units.
us compared with about 4,000
for the next ranking state He
urged that the responsibility
for a strong local government
he made a constitutional mat.
ter rather Man being let to the
legislature.
RE

!adore

speaking

Con -Cons

I egidative Committee which
well
oll rewrite the article that d,

lines the make up and fun,
non of the Illinots General As

sembly

Schlickman

has

Dr Curtis D hta000u411

that the new II
slim
cumulause vong and MUM
Itch each flout of lispresenta
Schlickman

Imoi,

of Evanston
Northwestern
University professor inning
for Congress in the Mth Dm

Met in the March If Demo

Race district as a single mem
bar district

era.

This can be done wnhout

helature advocate d earl
fore Con -Con committees.
Schlickman proposed one ma.

Northwest suburbs arc served
by three state representatives
elected at large in a six-town-

jor change in the electing of
the legislature in Illinois. He

ship district. A shin to single)
member districts could mean

proposed that cumulative vog
ing. done only in Illinois. Se

the same area would still have

won over Warman ine special
election last fall,

three repro. [[[ ices. cach
elected from a different see.

TOWNSHIP CHAIRMEN

Under

annotative voting.

don of the

northwest

give one vote to each of three

mends the change because he

candidates. the arid orte-half thinks having three state rep,
votes to two or three solo to sanative, serve the same area
confuses the voters and gives

RECOMMEND: said

each of the thresh influence
in Springfield.

Main Street

netka)

for MacDougall have been
named for the western town shim. They are Richard Ma-

ormpect High School freshman Mike Lnewlek (foreground,
wth rmthtly selected as All Star Band member in last weekend's
Chicagoland Stage Band festival at Oaldavor High School. The
PITS stage band was among 85 group. who entered the competition in which the 23 -member Prospect High misielans were
meognieed as "hest in their claw." Mare is shown with Rick
Seligman, 605 W. Fairview and Dave Kettering, 108 N. Evans-

To be served NIondak in Ar-

HAVE PANCAKES for

the Mount
Hismien Society has come up
with a gene of a program for

breakfast. lunch or diem
morrow! They'll he served all

Sunday afternoon! 11% an his-

day. filth 8:30 dol. to 7:30

terithl presentation of -The

p.m.. at the Nonhwest Subuo
ban YSICA. In addition to
pancakes, the menu includth

re the pnwer men and tee

ad inlismation for the hd,
Gmbh dedicated the Nek to
Together,

they're

sure

10

applesauce.

and milk.
The pancake day

coffee
spun-

cored by the Y
Auxiliary
and is its only fund-raising

event of the year. Husbands of

auxiliary members will help
with "flipping." and teenageni from the Y will sena
. Clettnem crew and delivery
boys_ The Village Inn Pancake

House will he pnwiding the
"mix" for the hater.
Therell
can intram entortainment during the entire

chapter of the Que., is pro-

pancake wrving period pro-

siding goodies to he wised

vided

Me O'ilkin Music
Center. Wilkie and several of
by

his students will perform at the
organ. Them will also Ilea folk

singer and mica,
Tickets
SI will he avail able at the door. Prxecdsgom
the Y building Med.
'111F. MAGGIE EST
tat Health Assn holds its an-

nual dinner dance tomorrow
is

provide a fascinating program
on Sunday afternoon. 2 to 4
p.m. al the Community Can.
ter. The local Sehrinshaw
this program.

cmtic Committeeman James
alcCatic said Thursday that he
expect, his township organiaalion to make an endorsement
within 10 ilitys or two weeks.

DIE MAJOR difference in

of the two
Democrats is the stand on the

such

as

a fight

strum pollution aski.

scan to somr up in eondust
of the war is Ada.

"1 am not certain that a do
liberate conspiracy exista

im

jure the peace movement by
creating a popular new issue,"
said MacDougall Thursday,

'hut young people especially
are susceptible to appeals to
get on the bandwagon of every
popular crusade,

condom of tho Vietnam War

Elk Grove Township, Slary

Professor
alacDOugall
and its relationship to domestic program,. Warman mtp- called President Nixon'. live ports definite hut gradual year 510 billion water golly.
wandrthal ot American fight- lipn program -utterly Ming forces hum southeast Mil adequate." He said it would
atlindoes coo more than that just
while ate
immediate mithdranal nom dean op the California coaw

SouMworth, 522 Glen

Vietnam and a drastic NM, line.

teja, 629 Bobolink in Mounl
Prospect,

Wheeling TownW. Bull, 619
in Mount Prospect,

ship, NI, R.
George

bake

Cupids, ros, and a willing ear of a young lady was published
by Louis Prang A Co amain, DAM.

1606a66aaaaaaa 50800006055000000000060501
Page
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Slain dish ione choice,:
stuffed meatioaf. harhecue in a

wssoi salad RI.. wedge.
peach -red gelatin cube. mold.

N0Pherr5. fruitnckutk

vial recogniton as the highlight of there oming. Rep,
senting Mount Prospect will
be the Robert Telc.rts. Representing

Prospcgt

Height,

will be the Alan V Krinsky,.

Available

°W eItml°

dcswrts:

Pear

aPP10.0.0

VA hikes state
care payments
The
Veterans
Adriiinisnation in January increaml

from S350 to a mmiinum of
47.50 the iste it pays to states
hot veterans receivina thre in
hospital famlitics which meet
VA requircmcnis.

Love is best

GREENERY

in deeds expressed

for heel large variety in green

SOUTHERN SMEEL

10OCO1A1E PIE

HARDI-GARDENS

ticew 217 S. Arlinpton

mailman xeinbl. IL emak.
111

e0016.

I package (4 minces
emiking chocolate

Sukbscripiion ram. Pe emirs

el... Om

of

OS.00 mter roils 017.02
19

emitted plus

ki
10

man.

fen.

and two nine.inch round pans.

2 eggs

(Jost west of Roselle Rd - next to lum's)

sages from the Hallmark Historithl Collection.
1 he exchange of special
gnatings, according to legend.

Rocs back to the days of the
Roman Empire. It honored a
young priest named Valentine
who was manyral in 270 A.D.
for refusing to renounce
Christiaity. He complus! his
esage to his jailer's
blind daughter. echo had helamfarewel

I teaspoon vanilla
I unbelief] to -inch pie shell,
fluted.

Stagger pam on oven racks

for even browning. Cool and
prepare tilling.

friended
him. signing
"Fen
Vour Valentine."

it

and one-third cups 1211200

rr

.11

O

ide
lniine
Atvin
WIV S JQ Wiee4
From dawn to dusk we're on the di!
To help you thnnigh your day.
We try to stay away from fare
That usually comes your way.
14111.1ash-

ipe on package and use two
nine -inch square hiking pans

empo*. mh

26 W. GOLF RD SCHAUMBURG PH: 529-6102

frsting.
Bake cake according to mu-

Lois cups sugar

850 850 850 850 850 850 850 850 1150 850 850 - 850 850 11.50 .11.s° 85085085085"0. 850.850

t'e

Miller
Fs cups 11410 MPH
au
an

3 tablespoon, cornstarch

o

MIR JET way to a Royal
Baltimore is by uniting two
quick white cake mixes with
three pacImges of fluffy white

rani evaporated milk

COMPLETE SUPPLIES FOR YOUR PETS, TOO
all their needs, plus fresh tropical fish as well.

Open Mon. thru
Sun. 9 to J.

eitH1

cu

I

lawnn

This is an outstanding col.
Action of antique love ye,

AY(h17:6"8.Pairlinfi'cranlid

Prough Fritio, by Der hist,.

wee.

Valentine who was befriended

Valentines rd lace and flowthrly love -in
ers dating hack
days arc on displas at the State
Street Wieholtd's sloth.

Our musk, news and even spoils
Are designed with you in mind.

raI

O
O
O
wV

0

Interviews of every kind.

O

Your call. mod letters on our chows
Are things we really treasure.
You really keep us lin our toes
And help to beyond measure.

wow

On pheasant we would dine!
But, since 'MR can't, we'd like to shout,
"Please be our Valentine!"

utes.

Melt chombie xith haver
in a saucepan over low heak
gtirring until hlended. Remove
from heat, then gradualls
Mend in evaporatthl

Mix sugar. cornstarch and
salt thoroughly. Beat in eggs
and vanilla. Ciradially Mend
in chothilatc mixture. PathintCo pie shell.
mane POO,mul and nuts,

2 cops chopped seedless rag

3 cup chipped dried rigs

1601h and 1711th. It writ not

3 cups chopped n tinware

I 809 that the swum:Mks!
vmil
alentine came into print. Pen.

Combine :a anti asd one
half of icing

noel Baltimore Filling
2 cum slivered almond,
1/4 cup butter
Cherries

2 jars Ill

0011Cell)

theory

pillserVen

175 Liegreth for 45 to 50 num
ales or until top is puffed and

Mil all cake layers in half bonh/ ant:Illy. Cut round cakes in

hronned. [Filling will he soli.

half vertically. Plea a squaw
take layer diagonally on plate. Place ma edges of mad
wake aping two sides of
square cake. Spraid one-third
of filling MM.., top and alter.

17

servings.

If

lopping Nounso

quickly. 'awes lamely with
aluminum Mil during the last

ny pmtage in England. 1840
encouraged the mailing of the

Al 0 N KS AND NUNN
made mans of the first valen-

MO printing became num,
popular. and Mem were no

serve the

by .12 inches and weighs nearly
MI pounds. It will be On display

lanrding ItrogesLI0s.,artztr:nicLi

at Randhant hethre the Va-

NIARCUS WARD CO. La-

England

MOM famous worn -

iin artists. was commissioned

pa.

Collaborating with Walho

pos. cutouts. puede parses.

Crane on a book and Set tor vm
Kale
Greenaway
nam ed
them "Quiver of

heart -in -hand and Pennsylva-

nia Dutch paanah work.
Love -ghost writers emend
whole book, of verse suitahle

Love." They were published
by Ward M the Man.
Esther Howland was the
for instant thlentints The
original verses were hand in- first American manufacturer
scribal manuscripts on cm of lath valentines. and sonless(
hawed paper_
The "lover,

knot" and
-never-ending circle of loPC"
wen: tuts designs that pre.
veiled.

in

1800 to IM

Woodcuts,

drawing names for matm uses
into
England,
introduced

engravinp. gone lithography.
printing and tine lithography
hale developed sm. then.
Nate, htmoyer. have changed

where it was carried on for
centuries. The English pith

the clamic message.
One of the earliest makers of

Lydgare spokeolthe custom so
a religion.

loth paper was

Dohhs. In

11116 he and his anneal' Pratt
began their initial attempts. By
1824 they were listed as -orna-

mental stationers to the king"

William Kidd pineal the two-

cake lay., with filling.

here arc al Ithst eight SL
One eat
Valentines in his

Complete with icing on all

some in 18.15 and began making valentines using the paper

heheaded on the pagan holiday

laces.

sides and decorate to your Its
vin' hearth content.

for the goddths of love. Fels

Kershaw. Mansell, Stallard, Windsor.
Una and

her more elaborate ones sold
for 535.
George Whitney. another
aid, American valentine
maker. used English Ices and
in
DOH
bought OM Slim
Howland. She was the first A
employ the assembly line

plastered sugar t !Al thinnest.

lines were printed in rhyming

sugar is used. Hui it do, not

with

insult M thy They became.°
obscene they were bathed in

follow

several countries by 1850.

Rigor a en.irew with Rids ripe
strashrries und hnitcro almonds. has a high caloric
anint because it is sweet Su,

Charles Hosea an American eanoanish designed c

n for the Slelaughlin Brothers of Neu asork in 1070.
christening

-penny-

them

:grade's." The mine fits the
description perfectly. as they
were primed on poor paper
Rh even worse designs and
sold for I cent.

Gills nem mid

us

ex-

pressions of love from the very
beginning of the valentine.
Even the rise th modest Victo-

that

O

2

beaten 130 caloril.
in with lOod color.
into largo tont,quant

tin light

Hen

scrum an-

mold: freez,

nuls! and decorate with 2 cum
fresh strawberries HON m cup almonds
WA., anti

ar does sweeten all ingredient,

1424 cal , i ,,, which have heen

in this recipei but it does not
supply all their calories. Each
ingredient is calorie carthahle
away
as whipped up M

blanched. sliced. and lightly
wastml in .1 tablespoon hinter
WU eal

the total mum a

heart.

To make the basic mousse.
I pint heavy creary.15511
calories; until it Rat holds As
shape. Fold in sine -third cop
heat

the heart is 1014 caloriew'of
them ,agar ,upplies 164. The
heart,

into

divided
yields

ieces.

2alt

cialsjg

caloricri

each.

patch and snuff boxes. rings.

glow, and luny garcon with
attached hearts reading "cir.
cle

of Ince." "never.ending
Lund "be close to

devotion"
a,.
my lost

nude the romantic scene in

you are lucky enough in find

109th originating in Germany.
These stand-up cants opened
into three dimensional scenes

them. Some in more exclusive

revealing highly colored fig.

lady love receng
bility a anicre..

ures in intricate &signs. Hon eyesthh paper ens intrthluced.

duplicate

shops soar in Five. NI.. pro.
duction

the pocsi.

low

murmurings.

but the industry reached the
billion dollar mark.
'Thom mat he something to
it. I me JO, fait -

Purchase a pair of Revlon
You'll Fall In Love With Your
Quaker Maid® Kitchen!

1860. Some of their early pa -

Handsome custom cabinets, in your choice of 17

Nursery school

styles and 38 lovely wood finishes, highlight

registration set
and we will shape 8 apply them

The Prospect Heights NurSay School o now accepting

FREE OF CHARGE

registrations for its September.
1970through May'. 1971 school

O

vanilla ext act
nwtlium egg white.

teaspoons

sally

heart -shined.

creamy wawa Need with

Thomas Wood were among
the known publishers up until

Three Valentine girls

a

2

rian lady received silk how.

noh range in
price upwards from 10 cents. if

LOUIS PRANG of lholon
the 'father of

Sweets for the sweet
Sugar 6 swim. and scs arc
Salentine dmserts i which

method of manufacture.
valentines
alechanical

was

lentine USO Day.

public school systan.
mic" mien The
o

ta &sign the cards.

sem made from co pperO. plates

14. hut the most accepted is the

linued to 111011. From DOM to

handmade Ave
eluded small watch -case

and "valentine"
came from the Norman word
mthning gallant

This relation to religion unsteno from the
adaptation of pagan customs

of some of the fined lithography and painting in the world
and is credited with the introduction elan classes in our

ploy. Kate Greenaway. one of

PRINTED VALENTINES

doubtedly

the "Golden Age of Valenlinos" hegan in 1840 and can-

your Quaker Maid. Kitchen

.

.

.

a thing of

beauty and a joy forever. Practical, too, for we
can design your Quaker Maid. Kitchen with
your needs in mind. Come in or call us this week

Children between the ages
of three and live may he regis-

tered by culling Mn. He
Galley at 299-1274 or Helen
Knechtal. school direCtOr. at

O

Let

our

hair

stylists

Math

you

the

"how and

what -folds -with. wigs, winter, cascades a foils, Far
Milt MALAY see our complete selection on display
in Synthetics or in IOWA Homan Hair.

for an estimate. We can take care of the complete job with a minithum of fuss and bother.

Quaker Maid® Means Quality Made

7 HAIRDRESSERS TO SERVE 100

392-6171.
Classes are held al the Prospect Heights Community

INDIVIDUAL NAIR STIUNG
EXPERT HAIR TINTING

Chumh, Wilkwe a Elmhurst

O

Rd. Three sessiom sill be held
in each
with 25
hool is a state
group. Th
institution whose aini Its
is
10 promote growth and devel-

0.2

O

850 ON YOUR RADIO!
Crystal Lake. Ill.
(312) 782-7644
(815).459-7000

O'Hare LBO on Valentine,

valentines. He was the creator

paints and
sharply pointed knives.
Reath
century
During the Illth
using pin

Stone historical authoriti.

loo

the

the, They created the fine England. 11160.11140. comanwork and run paper by hired the lace with lithogm-

tot Chritiait.

nate

coordinator of the
1970 Tmv board.
'The cake. a klaxiValentine.
me. created by the Gladstone
Bakery. It measure. time feet

t'he.Wendy SVar-si Pacequen
w ill hog 2511 servicemen at the

American
Chriormo
card: He producal many line

per laces were used by Amen.
can manufacturers to the
Math.

longer used as intensively.

hearty greetings.
believe the

Pa cum chopped candled

To make heart -shaped cake.

but will set while
Cool at lath four 110111,
hire Serving. Makes 10 to

HANDMAID: valentines
were common M Europe. especially in France. daring the

sink

sprinkle over filling. Bake at

15 minutes of hiking lo

vl

If we could, we'd lake yoii out!

tip ehophed Recur
Or rive.] unlinked 0 -Inch pie
Ad. and 1.4., about 4S min-

von, overbrouning.

Plus conversati )))) of all sorts,

Lady Itathmore Cloth

flaked coconut

Imprisoned Charleh Duke
of Orleths. sent a valentine te
his wife in 1415. It is believed
to he among the hrst greelmg
displaySe greeting is now on
in Me British aluscurn,
di

hand.

USOI

Busch.

IKt171-nIca" 79:tens"=1:

he group will
hag' the jailer's blind daughter.

Just

used during this time.

Imo'.

gy Wares Hamm

Wow,

end PPP Cenred. Ow Plaines,

3,1970

and more.

INE PROSPER DAY

dells

Friday, Fe our

is Editor

Dolores II

Gentian mechanical valentine, betweenWO and 1010. tea)

tun, the three-ilinten...1 loot,. Honeycomb paper on, first

Maxi -V almaitte

yourself kits for hanging lamps,stands,

Grilled cheese or sloppy joss

Published

The days prospects

TIEEndless years of hearts, roses

Goahamof for the creative in wail Owit)

Ross

ad Irene choice,: fruit Mho.

hilly., cherry gelatin, chswo-

their areas at the
dance. 1 hey will he given ape-

Betsy

tick

era. Ralph Ropes orchestra
will play. Slone than 600 am
trimmed to attend the Haien.

represent

Muir and

vegetable of the day. finger
bun. wiener in a him. yap, foods. rice pudding cookie.
table lone choicer whipped milk.

Prune muffin and butter, milk,

Honorary chairmen from
eight Meal communities will

Sullivan,

Ann

pitcher

WROUGHT ART KITS

To he served h,nday in
schools in District 23:

214:

evening in the lounge Durente
Roon, of Arlington Park Tow-

tine's Day event.

Quality in the unuenal.voses
sets, planters, pottery, xmore.

cake, chocolate chip cookies.
Anion:MArthur,

A handwrinen message by 2 1840 laver is inscribed on this
English valentine. Note Me use of paper lace that reps -ate Inc
Rower, of the words in its design.

Ardst Kale (irethaway dedthed Ulla card lue
cos Want and Cow London, bt 1176.

NEW GIFTW ARE

School Menus

Li! Floras View high schools in District

ee,. Cnihh wrote a hook on
this very thhget. "Binh of a
Giant." Lewis directed Crahh

the two congressional thndi-

hmtil, drafted dome...

programs

Mount Prospect.

linos, Prospect, Elk Grove,
Wheeling. Hose, and Forest

Lewis. hoth expertY on the sub.

in November. Crane

n al the

teal,

ton, both of Mount Prospect. Mike lives at 215 Si Edward,

Auto talk

sausages,

Philip Crane IR-Win.

Rep.

sub -

are each
each given three orbs."
mum for
for the II.
Schlickman told the Con.
!Moms house. The voter may Con committee he memo

gnoantramm in tthiswthttrn gc

dams in the primary.
Wheeling Township Demo-

MacDougall opposes Rep
Edward A. Warmanof Skokie
for the right to run against

tion in the national budget do
sated to the defense depart
mud
Afinnougall charges that
the Nixon administration is us

losnship Dcraokrattc or

eampaign opens.

tenon in the General Assem.
bly." he said. "Right now the

voters

Townslop

primary is carrying his
campaign to the wesnin town
shim es the lam month of the

After taking a stand against
adopting the one -house lets-

abandoned.

%Adler m Hem [Addax

I 1th DnInet an
al
vonndering endor,),

decreasing an area's represen.

Schlickman was in Waukegan,

tor Car."
Speakers will In Day writer
Richard ['odds and Neilsen R.

Rd

6df7v, m the Seneral ...MS
for three terg s.

HOURS later

His., of the American Mn-

S,haumburh lowmhip
Mal Albert Sclumpp If 115

Ry Richard Cribb

aperient of character and per
the
venality of children.
casses are conducted by two
credited teachers.

tit

uakermaid.
-,

COMPLETE KITCHEN REMODELING
DISIONINOYMSSALLATION FINANCING

PALATINE PLAZA

Palatine, Ill.

PH: 358-5550

O

Open, Mon.

FM 8.8 Pues. , Wed.

i

Thurs. 8-5

nee

OUR SHOWROOM (only) OPEN SUNDAY 12-4
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Division of Key Plumbing, Inc.
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Valentine glrb area specialty for the family. Third generation Feb.14 baby Julie Ann arm bons
Iasi year to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Malin, 1716 Robbie Ln., Mount Prospect. Her mother and
grandmother Mrs. Julius JuskIewles, of Chicago, share the same bIrtbdale. June has two sister,
Victoria Lynn, 4, and Cynthia, 3, and a brother, ken.% Jr, 2. Marin Ha salesman fiche Weber
Athrtgthn HeILMIN (Phalo by Bawler RAM/
"MmIHRITRYthlth

1628 W. Northwest Highway
CHICKEN UNLIMITED Arlington Heights 1409 E. Palatine Rd. 2594250

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

Telephone 259-3205
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THE NEW LOOK!
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A.114 blood may

John E. Stanton, Feliror rend 1,b1,11,

they

tom to contain blood tometimes? The doctor says my
thmat is red but it does nor

the American (i111111 of Eng.

In 1947, he was empioyed
Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing Co. as a wage
and salury administrator and

1950

SINCE 1949, Professor
Block has held teaching posi-

roma. Ho haame a member
of the faculty of the graduate

Higgins Rd.

appenranix of a group of its
members organized WO
handbell chair. The Chapel
Bell Ringers. as the color is
canal. holds membership in

underway

rninistration Worm in

Tuesday, Feb. 17. All men arc

noon until I p.m. at the NielRai Restaurant on Mannheim
d. about one block south of

the choir's presentations is the

Church. Prospect Heights. The

W. G. BRANDSTADT.m.n.
the etr'ginol ilrertm by always jmelonsly kerbing
Mu twin' .1.1broJont am I iniellocbtal

Illinois Institute of Technulogy, will weak at the
Northam Christi. BUSi1100
Moth Committee !unchain
e!

AN UNUSUAL feature of

Hobo dinner
next Friday

DOCTOR SAYS

ins and director of the departmoot of industrial engineering

throughout tho easlem mew
thirds of the United States.

This year's Elmhurst Col -

Op) Pubtication5

Dr. Manley M. Block, pro.
tenor of industrial engineer-

The Elimhumt College lege Choir includes 40 young
Choir or Elmhurst. under the men and women. under direction of T. Howard Krue. graduates of the college, an offer, will appear in a conker! of filleted institution of
he
sacred choral music at the St.
United Church of Christ.
John United Church of Christ. Krueger is now in his I Yth set 1415 Algongron Rd.. Palatine: am as conductor of the choir.
at 8 p.rn Wedneslay. Feb. IN. In this period the collegeN
The appearance Is one of more chows have made more than
than 30 concerts included in 5110 personal
appearances

when he stubbornly fights fora
'selfish cause?" And the people'
said, "Until you help us reach

NO ONE PERSON gave

CBMC to hear professor's
view of today's campus

St. John United

vice.

he had given you.

A couple of guitars and

hymns as any I've heard.

idea of how
0 ours shallya ere t1 when Mt
young people takeover these,

your contribution to the plates
On
the communion table.
Made you think you were roe
aiming something to God that

speaking

mate,. They knew what they

three

to sham., Sot

the plass

down the aisle Y. corr.!

Mon. There were beards and
The

Elmhurst Choir t
in concert at

$t.3amo Church,
841 N. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights,
Illinois
Rectory:
CL 3-6305

First United
Methodist Church
of Arlington Heights

Sunday Masses:
6,45, E,00, 9,15,
10:30, 11:45, 1:00,
1903 E. EUCLID, Cl 5-5113
SUNDAY SERVICES( Church School and Warship
Parish Center

9:00 A.M. 10120 A.M. 11:40 Asht

940, 10:45, 12:00

Nunery Can at all Services

Sets pose

`West Side Story'
features excellent

THE DA Y

Fnday, February II 1970

"The

performances
By Catherine O'Donnell

voiced way for the right

area that Anita is making her
for her first big neighborhood
dance.

Side

ply dam not grab the audience

or melt them into its haunting
sues as it should.
The story
modern ver-

mem where Tony has gone to
explain to Maria what has happaled. The Iwo are in bed and

of -Romeo and Juliet

The Caputo% and the Montague. hecorne the lets end the
Sharks and the star -crowed
lovers meet the same and destruction as
Shakespeare's
characters.

but

the

Tony, bans upper torso end
Maria in her
Dip is fa
distasteful

imitation of cur-

rently popular "skin Mow." 11
d°. nothing to enhance either
the act
or the production.

back-

ground is the streets of New

York Cit,

Morality has nothing to do

THE CAST members were
very good in the musical num-

with this criticism. It just isn't
necsseAry.

The young girl who plays
lender Marta comes on

Cleat. to he what they an supposed to be. They look like

Ir alt and strident in her open Mg some. Direction should
In cc informed her that Maria
n a swan. innocent. 'oft e 'iced young girl who is plead-

suburbia kids dressed up and

the scene. It

isnt so in

the

and their sheiks had in the

that there jazz

saxophone: Paul Coddington.

A special benefit perform -

around.

&Ms. and Truett GuM.Y.

twee will he held Sunday after-

Hark. Kindred and Ca.,
which requested last weel tha
i.,`Pflo, .411 the honds

milinIt Me who., al 3.241.5.

spreads

nil

Dowol to octre.

banjo.

noon at 210. The proceeds

LONG cast includes
Emery Peek. G. Micheal Ric

will go to the Bristol alemorial
Scholarship Fund. 1 ickets
:wail:hz at the school. I he
number is 255-0200.

hint -

in Hes,. Richard Row. Pa
Nee Pam, Alan Hess, htekte

Brogan thid that the bond

is as Unprecc
dented rise id' 24 Paints last
!Mum the sale of the bonds
could take place in the very
near future.

Her board action. Richant H. Heinrich of 635 S. Pat-

by Lytwon. Wad. Assist..

ton Dr., was mummer' by the

nical

In

1,0:11,1

doles

Kay Jac, blieltele a
site. Site
Rex PareM. Darrell Rowader. Richard
F11,1
Rausch. Todd Opel,
Gibson aud
The musical will he directed

week and that if this

Desef'es
6al?

STARTS

on the plan commission.

ghetto of "West Side Story"

night. The singers in the en.

tat the Viator wage.
The polio! lieutenant shows
anger by shouting. arid in
shominu his words hotatine In -

mhle are very gond. The orchez.' is exactly as it should
A.

entire musical needs
more tightening up. more
mood and more brash tacks di'The

distinguishable. He is mit the
only one who resorts re shoul-

leai s:1.11,0m. for emotion.

rection. It is one of thall time

The acousties in the Viattn ato

great musicals. and it indeed
a brave thing for a high school
lode t. Th
is still time for
director son
il ntr.

diturium are the he, in the
men. The toll time the mikes

ektaang art,tic stgo.. I'm

.

KATHARINE
HEPBURN

PHONE 215-2125

NOW
SHOWING
from

looking Iiimard to remitting.
Father Kenneth Yar
producer.
choreogiapher
the

0011111111r. Dermal, played bl

Paul Chem.. i outstanding.
'The
rah. characters as:
double CLIhi. AM it ',add he

The excellent
.AI AlLieller

and Saturday. Eels I.1 and 14.

MON. TUES.
THURS. FRI.

for tickets and reservations

by Don Appel

$3.00

WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

A

SCI1001

is

Edith tells her husband, Harry that he Is about to become a
tether, Oda, he is end whether he likes It or nal. Theis &mane.
end son-1.1ew are interested speendors. The scene is Huai the

Cameo Mayers' production of -Never toil Lute which will
epee In the Prospect High School Theatre Ed. Pah. 20. Ca11392-

3710 far tickets. Jou Vanilla directs Mkt popular corned,

tickets, call .14191 or `1J

tion and wilrdritheL Venus NIP

JoanSchroeder. house, Phyllis

MOS

-

Shir ley Hunter, makeup.
Chairmen on the business staff

ry

west Hwy in PolatineT There's mighty fine
eating with special items to interest all
those who are tired of the regular business
lunches! Plus, a cozy cocktail bar and pleas-

TAIL

?muds

lemonTee
Cocktail Hour 4-7

Mixed Drinks 50'

Stusiatessmneris

Bottled Beer 35e

Showoet

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

ROCK -N -ROLL by

I

???

Enjoyment

menu and the otrn.phere at the Pickwick.
_....-..,_......
7.-.,-.-.......

........

'PERFECT

,./ON

784 5. Milwaukee Wheeling, III.
CLOSED

ILMILIONTERS NEW

5374500

MONDAYS

AIESTING

RAC,

PIZZA!

BOB NOLAN

with the

BAR 11C1 RIBS

every Friday and

Dworsky night
ottsew daily m man ens

WHOM DART

Ehnen SANWA."

HOT DOGS

ON.. RINGS

SMELTS
Dm Moines

1165 5. Elmhurst Rood

PIRA rUL118
YE PUBLIC h011ee

439-7050

.....-

=

Turn You On

COULD APPEAR HERE

HOUR 4-6
FASHION SHO

ADVERTISING

CALL: 255-7200

EVERY FRIDAY!

Tues. L Thurs. Noon ail 2 P.M.

Loft Enoch.%

SAM PERO

10 Nor,. st Hwy.

FROM NAMBURGIR
TO

COME TONIGHT TO
THE EXCITING NEW
RESTAURANT

NTTYE.YTa1L

I ENJOY THE LATE SING -A -LONGS

WITH

LEON BERRY
AT OUR FRIENDLY ORGAN BAR

........,-....:<%-%-,-

TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY!

NIELSEN'S 827-1819
ears N MANNHEIM RD RosEmoNT. ILL.

600 S. Milwaukee
Wheeling, III.

ULG

Short Ribs of Beef with Barbecue Sauce
Home-made Salisbury Steak
in Gravy
Golden Brown SCANDA HOUSE
Chicken
Swedish Meatballs

Featuring Sunday, February 15th

BAR -B-0 BEEF

6

I

EVERY SUNDAY

4 PM to 8 PM
Bring the Family
and watch Jerre 'CI

make "balloon animals"

PLACE

DRAFT BEER -WINE FROM THE ILFG-SOFT
DRINKS

CHICKEN DINNER

served

FAMILY STYLE
Every Mon., Wed.,
Fri. and Sun.!

locatton'THMS Alg noutn Rd., Rolling Meadows, III.

For Resv. Phone 259-5000

Don't Miss Flow's
Aged Steaks or .Sea Food
.

.

.

Luncheons and Dinners from 11,30 Daily

I

1

re

.t

ENTERTAINMINT
Po k

,

getn't kenlineaw re7m:71
th

255-9181
HOURS COME FOR LUNCH.. A.M.,

nu MIDNIGHT, FRI. A SAT. TIU 2 A.M.

iv., all

then. hou

halms el emir

Voe

o

Slaws: ABSitsiel

no

ILL

gip

For Reservortons Phone 312 926 3946

AAA&

A

l_cot

i

IZSTEAK
"ALL -YOU -CAN -EAT

`wry Sunday vie tame BEEF in our moth
mom included In Me once of your

SPECIAL!"

dining

nn.n

$1 99

' SERVING 11A.M.
- 7 P.M.
.
SCANDA NOUSE OF MT. PROSPECT

MAKE MERRY

ORDER BY PHONE -FOOD WILL BE READY

WHEN YOU ARRIVE

and

ROUTE 11 NORTH OF ROWE so. CADPENTEOS MLLE,

RESTAURANT

Special Children. Prices.

EAT -DRINK

veer added

ri.,e

nice

Spaghetti and meatballs
Salad and Ranch House Toast
EVERY MON. & TUES. NIGHT!

.-...-..,..-.-..............-...---.-..-.-....-.,--.....

PIT'n PUB
OPEN NITELY

cvailiivtut

IL

K COCKTAIL TOL 51,F

Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

DINE IN COMFORT AT

537 8866

RFS I -\

ICA FA fltAk

o

Vib bed

Chicken
I

MOUTH WATERING PIZZA

ilLERTffiffi

Honey Glased Hain
with Fruit Sauce
Baked Cod Tartar Sauce
Golden Brown SCANDA HOUSE

COMBINATION SANDWICHES

THE FRIENDLY

This Weekend , . . discover

r(5*

Featuring Saturday, February 14tIn

COME AS YOU ARE

PHONE

S p...

PH: 529-8

I

TOTAATO

FRENCH FRIES

Ag Youf SERVICE MOO

Barrington Rd.
.en RN. 11

I

I

BRATWURST

Shecky

EMIRS

TING,' Dill PICKLES LETTUCE

Exceptional

Vocal styling every

rail. East of

`I'

FANTASTIC PITSURGER5
ITALIAN SAUSAGE -ITALIAN BEEF

"The Drive -In

NAMBURODID

ON MEWLS RD.
RI HOWMAN

STEAK

SAUSAGE -INN

played mono., Jack E Leonard,

WEDNESDAY thru SUNDAY

Virkwirk iqvuue

FOR DINING GUIDE

YOUR AD

----"r". .-",.......:::

"ALL YOU CARE TO EAT"

ITT=SV'

PIANO COMEDY

there!

Comb site Sinn

SERVING 4:30-8:00

s,rotLar,a,s,ffltgl

Plus -

of making any combination a pizza lover

358-1003

$1.69

Menu!"

Saturday night

it for

could desire taste like no other pizza in the
world! Simply delicious! Eat it there or carry
eat! Either way you'll start dreaming
about those great one: at Wayne s. See you

OUR FAMOUS PITS PUB

f

HARCZAIT8

Greene
and Henny
Youngman (and he s hinny. tool)

1

''"'"''''A3,7-Zig2,"Z""TZ"'-''

CHAR BROILED TO SUIT YOUR TASTE
GOLDEN BROWN FRENCH FRIED POTATOES
OUR OWN SPEGAL COSEStAW

SERVED W. SPECIALLY PREPARED

EDITH JOHNSON

Smartt,.

\am'

SANDWICH

CHIPS, SLAW AND OUR DELIGHTFUL SAUCE

to the
late show -

Now Featuring

lip -smacking pizza_ the
only way....cd Wayne's Pizza in Arlington
Heights. Wayne has his won personal way

BRASS RAIL RESTAURANT & SHOW LOUNGE

Join
Your Friends

Z. ale Roase

Dial
35828 00

Take the
Easy Way Out
SHRIMP

1432 N. Rand Rd., Arlington Heights
394-0765

ANSWER

RESTA URANT OF THE WEEK:

Page 7

Mrs hear

DRINK - MAKE MERRY

FRENCH FRIED

Open 7 days
a week from

EAGLE
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

JrtG

Swine to Me
CLAUDE SCNEINER TRIO

-

CALL

GOLDEN°ne
4:00 A.M.

MUM
-

RAND RD. - JUST SOUTH OF PALATINE RI

EAT

Ti11:00 A.M. to

COME IN AND LOUNGE BY OUR FIREPLACE

11.1

tr

BANKING CENTER OF THE
NORTHWEST SUBURBS,

ini I

BASKET OF TASTE TEMPTING

ir

the

Now Appearing...THE RUMORS...in the

Come in and submit a name for
our group. The whiner receives a
Tree,

'
YY

\ SIIIIIII/F
Gourmet
Dining to

great luncheon or a fall evening out, Try the

CL 5-2441

Free night for 1 at The Lemon

111111

OPEN UNTIL 4 A.M.

ant surroundings all add up to either

WAYNE

W WED., FRI. & SAT. NITE W

(.tine Aladdin with a magical thine from which a gear a,

ll Players of Chicago at
Winston Park School.
Palatine. Sunday. Feb. IS. at
three o'clock in the afternoon.
The play is being sponsored by
the Winston Park and Winston
Churchill combined Parent
Teachers' Association.

and

.

otatio

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

v.FcLed mai.. attempts to

Man.

Northwest Hy. t. 14) and
Pontin Road. Palatine, Ill.

:r.r-----

,"-gli.. P,----';'"....."--tll
10E. OrliEleanor ,,,,esio

10 ',III' TIFIr
1.!..j11111 Illr

in the AZTEC ROOM
Tuesday th. Smerdur

..----.1.......;..:

,,,ratt:";;...

--

THE BILL PIERCE TRIO

STEAKS

z
NEW

In'th'enrrtinor Z,ADDIN.

For furthdr inl'oftutition or

Good

vfu

-0 .

RESTAURA NT & PALACELOUNGE

LOBSTER

OWN

Banister. public'. . Oan Sme
gel, program. and Ilah
erin. billboard."

a

1,11Charli Brown" 'CM the

Dining...Dancing...Entertaitintent in the Northwest Suburbs

.....
THE.

M "You're

this will he their first
rk
tunity to see Enactors at
and they will he rewarded with
fine acting. beautiful cos-

Mount Prospect State Bank

WeekEnd

Have you tried the Pickwick House on North-

A nice addition to our area.

this presentation of the

WAYNE'S PIZZA

Delicious

Dining-Dancing...Entertainment in the Northwest Suburbs

Mn. and Mrs. Walter E. gut sell. Jr., 2019 North Windsor
ml talc of the Arabian Or.. Arlington Heights will
Nights. For many children. play tbe part of Charlie Brown
: Mend

DAY PUBLICATIONS

PRIME RIB

WeekEnd RinFare

lV

RIAlticrtingnslie. rs line invited 1.0

THE DAY
Friday, February 13, 1970

COW
PICKWICK HOUSE

Has 'Charlie
Brown' lead

of Performing Arta

m., and a wonderful after.

include Judy O'Brien, tickets:

hand
Tom
props;
Swingle, lights and sound, and

r-frir

DAY PUBLICATIONS

more information,

Glenn Carl Russell, amt-

SHOWING AT liOS

RESTA URA NT OF THE WEEK

Fob.Thcasm

The company of signed

ler,

SPECIAL MATINEE
SATURDAY U SUNDAY

tit, "Tor CARTOONS

Apprentice

8:00 P.M. ONLY

,

lease, "working under her are
Dave Lindemann. stage manager; Carl Erickson, to design
nd
construction: Jeanne
Erickson. Mn props, decora-

TOM THUMB

Sot. Matinee for Children
The Sorcerer's

,5 % pAid-b"

h rri

teens includes area youngsters
who arc touring under the allspice, of the St. James -Christie

publicity release, "moves the
action."

LION IN WINTER

TH_FATRE

SAT, SUN. WED.

mid the line technical director
c Bill Rankin.
It will play again this Pride,

part or Tony. he will he al,

'5.95

But

Aladdin outstallizn, auraemPalatine

and

Dill at Palatine High

mud too late want to Win a
room mie
nursery_ They'll
need a bathtub and commode. .The latter:. says the

THE AA.

"a girl could
get lucky"

plan upon command.

Touring

The couple who discover

Swore, 1 Sunday

1:30-4:45-8:00 P.M.

and on the 'IS 21. 21. 28 and
on March 11.,. Call 392-11150

Northwest Suburbs Only
Professional Theatre Presents

DINNER
THEATRE

n

again Saturday. Feb. 31.

PETER
O'TOOLE

A

of
is coming to

in the form of "Alert- ploys the gad to tun hi into
His Wonderful a prince and gain the Princess
lamp." a delightful children's for a wife, and as in all good
play to he performed by the stories, they lived happily ever
d

eminent. Their production of
-Never Too Tate'' will open at
Prospect High School at 8,30
pm. Friday, Feb. 20. and play

rodeotion coordinator who guides
Me destiny of such items.
"Crew heads." reads the re-

Age'

the

child

play, he has only to search for
aMors. Consider he problem
elan Cameo Players prop de -

Ruth Erickson

SCREEN IN COLOR

te
AAkAlitTRGElt

OLIVER

FRIDAY?':

BRILLIANT

riel,
NOT,

and Choreographer
Bourn
he

to Or the last vacancy

The fun and

ON OUR WIDE

director is Rex Navin. 'I et. -

&reel, it: Ton

Director Tom Ventriss is
happy that whenever hest. a

parents st an age that is cousid-

Mathias Sue Kay Ranisith

market

problems

that they're about to become

THE

acting rough and mean. Un- unfair to name 'means! not the
fortunately in all ghetto's,. in other. If Larry Quinnett is as
all poveny. din seems part of good as Greg Zioinck in the

ing in s seem. innocent. soff

sellDuaghtry,bass;KimSteviuk, clarinet: Carl Wagner.

livered by Hugh Brogan. o

are IICCONNII

members are just too rich and

II e

xanne Pmrimci, piano, Ras -

March 9.1 he Lontract was de-

ne during the
THE (IRFFUMING is also singing.
bra This is prohahly the first
There are excellent in e that OfIker Kmpke has disidual perlimmances. Anita
worn brown shoes. The gong plates) Irt Slary KAM. I ,C,

her, The dancer, were excellent. The set was bleak and
tine. the lighting was Duel.
The direction was slipshod.

The Arlington High School
production features The Bearcats, a six -piece orchestra that

The contract, with Julien
Collins and Co... will expire

Scene from SI. Vialor,Saered toot of Mary High School prodocent, "WED SideMory" which will he seen this weekend and
for the three succeeding weekend, Tick'a may be ordered by

for the lielenc Bristal Theatre
on Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Feb. 19.2005d31 at R

spoof of one of the most colorPal .of paw eras. It is built
around the fun the flappers

bonds was appnwed by the MT
lege hoard last night.

singe
the

boys getting up and running
off before the curtain was
completely closed. When the
curtain opens after the death
of Maria's broth& in street
ping fight and after 'Tony has
killed Riff in Mat same fight.
the. scene
m MariaK apart-

The orchestra includes Ho -

roaring twenties.

Sandy Wilson is a musical

hined sewer amt Waterworks

only explanation for two dead

Siory." Despite valiant efforts
by talented youngster, it rice

sidn

be

by

ing of Buffalo Grove's cam-

sympathy of the . mice.
The young anon were not
properly insnucted
technique That can

Friend"

A ncw contract for the sell-

but she sounds too tough. Her
all-important opening wcnR
has got to have her gain the

Jim Stamm. who has been
fully credited for great successes with 'Annie Oct Your
Gun." "Music Mari' and
"Carousel." must hear the refor "West

poulos,

who plays MariaStavro
looks the
part and sings like an angel.

weekends. However. the Musical does not quite measure up
to musicals the school has
presented in the past.

sponsibility

Sandy

Bey

Contract to sell sewer,
waterworks bonds okd

to

weR r her neckline lower in the

All attic ingredients of mon, ore pascal On the stage of
St. Vim. High School in the
production of -West Side Stn "which opened last weekend for
run of four more

Arlington to stage`The Boy Friend'

`Aladdin' coming
to Palatine

Mt. Prospect
Plaza

259-9550

Scanda House

Mit
2. ei

+;snlorBasbord) aeut

CONNOISSEURS OF EXCELLENT FOOD
ARE ADDING NEW
TASTE TREATS'
TO THEIR ALREADY FINE MENU
HEW US CELEBRATE OUR NEW COCKTAIL BAR

233 Rand Rd 053 3300 Mt Prospect

iJ

9.29
GEORGETOWN SQUARE
StIOPNNO CENTER

WOODDALE.IU.

AMERICA S FAVORITE FAARYFE,A

TV, UV 11.1 A.117e'S 14 V LIU )l

MSL dogfight pits Cards vs. Falcons
into ths nomu
Slid 'suburban
idol .11 I to lit'-

Ho Wm

moult of

tho.

I. nog

1

lighting 'ordinals of tonington toll try 10 make it 1241.

trawling o hired Vim Fridm weld lg. and entertaining
the Elk tinny Orenadiers Sato
urday nigl t in the tirace Gym.
he Cads hoe high boprs,
of clinching the title in this

very imp main mickend, as

the, necd nnl, oak moronic it
undo thaw hat to cl ton it
100010 ha fib It. thunpion

lab solo in thc sth

owl tO hs tors Gods dropped

lbs

I patrol Muth dzciston, to eel.North
lar dwellus G1.01,
and Palatine. These defeats

son

1ht.s II

ship

and only two more
triomphs to lavoine the undopuled victors.

hs.

or

up

game," chi'. Arlington head

have thoughts of that NISI. ttophy. the upset minded Falcons
will he -looking for revenge ofter a hean-hreaking 56-55 loss

Falcon loss.

sets the Falcons in a tie for

coach George Zigman. 'They
arc senior ballleam and they

JOINING BRODNAN 0,11
he seniors Bill Heffernan and
Jack Huh, and juniors Mike
Alandele and Bill Sleek.
liemati said. Well piny

founh place in the NISI. with a
5-5 mcord.

want one more crock at us -it's

WHILE 11th Redbirds will

lea than 20 seconds In 'a, in
the last contest with Forest
View was the reonon lion the

at their gym and h will be a
tough game

The Falcons will certainly
remember too of thor starting
five for the Cards. John Bottom. whose ThOlt.jUnIper with

The Falcons aie rebounding
off a very. disappointing week -

the same type of hallteam. Nei ther team has the big man that
sonic of the ollher schools do. The Cards' two hig men. Kinzlc

and klandele. shotthl play a
key role under loth hon.,
these two giants have done in

type of hallgame. said Zig-

Welt go for the

cottage shot while trying to
keep of good deform. If We Cali

to try and finish as high up the

keep them off the Int:lob and

ladder as possible. Tinne is get -

hold them lo one 01105 we'll he
in good shape."

ting short. hut we eon still Oth-

per-

mivably (MD as high es Second.

The Arlington quintet will

JUST A 'WEEK ago Tonna

play basically the mine type of

Vim Pill

both Elk Grove und Enrol

offence on they haw hi the past.

chance of overhattling
his longue.

prestige in heating the No.

s,,low equally honuse they are

"Vern going to try to play our

hackleading Arlington.
to-htick blond, I,. Palatine old
liknhionl North ended thine
dream, Now the Polcons are

team

tryi. 0 salvage as 11111Ch a

buGhere aren't any quitters.
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the Scalions will come from
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seeking

the
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from Mar. and St. Ignatius

the home team Shamrocks. al-
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though Marist has some gold
individuals. St. Pat's will he
swimming in its owa pool. and

In the 70n -yard freestyle for
Hy *album will George

they always key fora meet with

0011 1110 method for this event

their seventh mon. CPI.
snimming
championship when they tray-
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THIS IS THE loot /ear for
the Chicagoland Prep League
as it is disivandirm at the end,'

lished at this 3.0 will he nermane._
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PIM and 20th wins of the sea -
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hast tor
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and
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0100 ND sunols exhibiltil too
much inilividnth dill channelsJ into a Main pPrforntonce. and thoilly routed the
opposition in the first. period.
If the lions could not gut their
los cwas in the tird period
thei gen.
ith ? worine
era115 demondit.cd the other
tom 1st:lore intermission with

licl's 97-1 5, ono weeks ago.
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to the 741 mark.

Ihuliwk of, Hinton neor the

infistwithm in the noiss son
lines of theit
In rolling lip
strong.
wins. inger's senior lice have

clouds mos ventualls eatch uP
mill Notre Dame.
it

yet to he pushed to the 5

Heckert. lino. Pohl. Gabe Eaton. Kevin Kaehan and Dron
King. the Ikons look like Inn:

Their closest pone of the veal
was against Niles Wed lam
November as lilt Indians

toward Me upcoming
He i. hoping his swimnwo
mei, ton himak several re.
cord.. including both relay
marks. He thinks that M. Pat
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otit to he a disappointing sea-
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.S1. James whips
.St. Emily's on

yard breaststroke. I hey should
receive
Mille illinpetiliOn

1 !cog gs moist, ran
their recors1 hi I hal Lot night

Northwest Catholic Athletic Conference basketball play
continued last week .0 Si.
James downed ST 'Emily's on
loon grade levels
In the eighth grade division
llosT score was 6355: the sew

will !maiming lor the reeord of
1:111.2 in the liskyard 11:10(11mILd. Inn they will be challenged strongly lis teammate,
Ed Schunek and Tom (iallogher. lhIt Sealions will proh-

RIOndli :an wmill OM It is the
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obi,' have the hest I1our times in
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of Satualits. We beat Palatine
16 :Mon
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time.- said Slayton.
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.
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points against Props, since
he is root four points behind
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also stop North. 23-6.
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tirinnip.

marl, with It lire team efkin for coach Gay Hughes.

It the parallel bars and eines.
still nemaged to reach the

nastics
'1 he

Falcons

compiled

Forest View was Nsl hy Bob

95.60 sis event htal. and with

events and then added 5.44

Haglund'. 5.4.1 score 00,7 all.
around. hit the 100 mark
again. Freed totaled 73.75
Without the all-around per-

points to his 000000 total as top

romance of Williams.

'

all-around performer.

MERU RESULTS

John William. who scored
1.17 . the host's all.around

the Takers. 2C-20. and the
Pantheis [topping the Python..

tion

HORIZONTAL BAR:

Brown. FV, 6.5`. 2, Bettlund,
TV. 0.45; 3 Olsen, EV. 5.45:
TRAMPOLINE: I. Conte,
EV, 6.1; 2. Osborn, FR, 5.95;
3. Berglund, EV, 5.5.

By the time .Conte's per Kyle Wooldridge 010000 5000000n. 011 the skle horse NI his way

Ion fhwt-plare 7.95 routine last night In Hersey win over (Nenbard North. Photo by Jim Stuart)

Forest

m do

:iibohu°:otiny on thc conference
standings. Wheeling is cur -

end} all alone in third place
with a 74 record. and Herwv
o tied for lininh 5-5.
The Wildmts are without a

February

Onion

high

com-

cnrini heat Dttlhke. 4332. and
SCho.ontOtoop NIthina. 42-70.

ings

"We't0 the Nam that

:nobody in th. conturenee."
said Sluston. 211110 I think

ihes 6, go .1 cool hallelids"
Slayton pointed to Don
Anadasi. Hill Wright :nod loon,
o

Oortimate that
seono much

against tis the last time."
7 he Knight soach also Ise Neves Ill lilt:Mord, reputation at the free throw line.
-We're concerned 11111110 their
free throws if we come up with

i, 01111 either Dan Crabtree or
Gene Ihmell. Crabtree has

hen sick this week. but Con.
hor. ospeeto thin back by to -

out its 1969.711 season 00111nol

with Arlington for firM place
following a whopping 47-3
win over the Elk Grove (keno diem Saturday afternoon.

I.

View held a commending
04.2343.50 lead, and despite

,, ,,, LEI. gARoo l.Wil.
lie., FR, 6.35; 2. Sullivan.

individual win. by. Fremd's

EV. 5.9: 7. Bcohind, FT. 1.2:

match by pinning Frank GM
hen in 1:31. Mace look the
171 set by forfeit. (Nina
Prospect ti 13-3 lead.

The Knights continue.] to
streak and wins by Bill Atkinson. 'I on. Wolfe. Bob Perkins

The Knights and the Cobb
both carry 11-1 Mid.Suhurban

and Bob Fos moved Pros-

Elk Grove
was now the padto end of

ram pinned Ralph Pydarr h.

records.

mark:

thoOlondlog, syitha

Jackson, 245
Prospecr tied

and

then

mail ahead of the Gems on

nect's lead to 2.1, 27-1 Atkin.
the thirdof the 130 match poiod while Wolfe decisioned Bill
Cliver of 137. IBA Perkins.
Prospects 145.pounder. took
a 5-0 verdict from Bob Moeller. [Megan: the Knights a vicory at 055 with a 6-0 sehitcwashing Uf John ffnlysland.

COACH RHIN
charges won the

Moore's

loll

115

nods last night. '1 he 127 was
was short of the Tut the

Knight. turned ill Pp neck.
hong mily the ....gond 1011111 in

the state to reaeh that magic
plateau.

Guy Counties.. Jay Bowen
and Kurt Hendershot hunch Sr2
their solid ma scores fool
001110 10 open the meet xith
Bendel -Mot scoring an 8.35.
but trouble wean in the nes

February ION, this lost Tuesday, they donated hen of their
days nano to the nem Fond boy Publications solutes you
for your 'Woo ond Hamburgers Day",

EVERY DAY IS SPECIAL!
. "Soo,. inn" Ohm in, in Wheeling, feels that
oonkdsre

err

special os So, they've planned good eating

with specie! prices to mOe those Mondays Mrough Thursdays

arable. Pot those on your "fine-fothmalenda, Mondays is
Palish Sausage with tole slew and pickle and homeinode
kraut for 5Sr, Tuesday, is Brotwursr w. Me trimmings
for 55, Wednesdays is IMlion Sousage wiM Omen Peppers
for 55, ond Thursdays homer Hot Dogs with OM, for 35c.
Aloo new on the menu is their Honey Dipped Chicken.
linthicemo Makes me hungry already thinking of oll the good
thin, wit during Me week,

BRAND NEW SUNDAY BRUNCH!
There's something new being featured at Nielsen's Room
rant or. Mennheim in Rosemont...The South, Brunch. And let
mo NU rao all abogr 01 All you on cot from a huge buffet of
your Favorites: fresh hails, eggs, loon, ousages hom,
frond. Nast, rolls, and much mom. Regular menus are will

l.

he lam gine the Lions
heed the Wolin:wk
they
pulled 1,11a thrilling 59-57 up.
III . 00,011'ullen 101100 I.ion

scorers with 22 *loin one of
the best team efforts ol the sea.
son.

thrtney. P. 5.3: 5.

1

('. 3.55:

Rambo. C. 325:
RINGS: I. Valentino. I. P.
Of;
Omow.ki. P. 7../. 1
Nutley. C. 7.1; 4.
P.
6.6:5. leambo.C.4.05.

imailoble, but rake no odd, Stop in 00 1004010 born II
ono to 2 pin and enjoy a fine brunch. 51.75 for odults and

"RUMORS" AT THE BRASS RAIL
Here's one ''Runto, you will enjoy...a cony founome dad,
mted 5, entertain you with their unique inteoretatiom of
orient pooh, music from February Md through March 7th.
The action taw place nightly in Me Show Sponge of the
Brass Mil Restaurant at Me Sheration O'Hare. Be sure you
get theo soon to hove 100111 Ith the place!

Petterumeo

nr
0111

THE GALENS
A

five-mon,

stomental,

vocal - ingroup billed as

'The Gale, comes on ore.
with everything from twinging
spirituals and I modloy of patriotic songs m the be,m noon,

3,,

popular

Heimbaugh.
C. 2.0;

ones They'll be showing oft
their totem tor 3 weeks at

I

Henrici's Golden 0.0.1 Supper
club at O'Hare inn. Showtimo, 0 pm, 1 0 pm, and midnight,
vondoys thou So.days.

'

Gardr,
2.6: 5. Sloan. P. 73. 6
C.

1.0:

511/0

I. Sah,, P. 4.9: 7

NEW AT OLD ORCHARD

HAVE A GREAT WEEK -END, VALENTINES!'

ut rh, ok

Wildcat.

stumbled at Li 111.point pole
without the services of allanaind specialist Rene Math -

C. 15:5. Jungdahl.
::.
Tiralum. P. .4: RINGS:
Ander.... C. 4.7. 7 Rig
100. 1'. 5.2, t. lamer

f

Kargocas. P. loll. Krug. P.
7.6; It. Rudo. P. 3.0.

Wollner/ is second with a 7-2

seastm.

chousi.:

told

1.6:

three
performers

respectivgly. Wholings Hol-

Ternko E1 1,.OS

A.4.95: 5, liolto
hus,

Me, honor, for +crying Me

[haus managed a 6.5 md ry.I
l'or
5.3 average to lead his

The UMWtt event was the
trampoline with Arlington

blue. gold :mil white.

team.

winning.

couch
senior

PRAISE

RECEIVING

and audience
from their
were Bill Hermann. Steve Hol.

('ARD

PAT Brotoseati
took the blue rilthon in the.idc
horse ere,. with an 71.1. !ol-

championships last ueekend at

also won the one/nth

the 115.0 Lake International
Championships at Lake 510
km., Ill Nlinneapolis il1 did
Dennis Scranton of Arlington
Shims

pionship

was

accomplished

with wins in four of the five

faster. The title repotted his
win a week earlier in the US
Outdoor championships. also
in klinneapolis

Von Elvis slimed through the
.pringy I/111 still manna,
6.25

0(0 Niaine East norhornorl

chalked up their second 22.

.11e1 h000,01, 7.05 while (lord
Greg 110110111,0 ow: the naves
It igh man in the it
ewer,

Suburban Conference leader
Hinsdale Central Saturday
night and lost a 65.57 game.

with Li 735.

the Demon. a 2601 their

001011frame. while the home
Nam could garner hut wyen.
Oh,,, Hinsdale led 55-39 at
The 61101 perlial saw the mo.

all-

namtum return to Maine East
as they regained eight of the
lost points hi On IS -111 quarter.

Von Eherp A. 8.9, 2. Isaac..

a de,- am. falling behind the
Red Devils. 27-11 after the
firm period of play. loll Maine
came right hmk in the second
name. scoring 21 ,ints of it.
own to claw oithin one of the

breweeksol.

FOR

GRUNNAll.

the

overall litle wasnt a repeat although Tommy did ram well

loll third places to his credit
Haeniwh. a Jmior. raced fin
the firs. 0mi:outdoors this sotson and placed I,, the mile and

.kgainst

High School will am., to Int
winning stridc against
We.t &Muth:. he Took 111010
this esening in Elmhurst.
050

i

Boys

ArlingBaseball

League will lv held IlliS Smutday at Recreation Mirk from 9
p.m.

Boys who will he eight sort
old hy July 31, and not oldei

than 11150,, are eligible for
competition.

HIGH BAR: I. Wold, P.
855; 2. Armfield, C. 6.65; 3.

with two seconds, 01(1.1 and a

lamp. P. 6.55; 4. Loth, P. 6.5;

fourth place in Midget raCing

the kague.
Registration fees are S9 for
one boy, and 16 for each addi-

next

evening dropped

.0

l

point victory itor the Blue and
White. and accomplished that
oh on Staines, home sotto.
'De nos Demon mentor
will dart sophonwic Mark

ankle in the IC icemide gaMe.

Mark Bondeson. Reimann
and

ward_ and 11011 keimann and
ryon Ussen in the guard Hots.

craning over 20 mino a garne
:.. the :-Nt ihree (omens. and

been

xr Fins POINT, dmpite
il l I . 1: e k s two losses.
NIcClelland's squol is playing
so outstanding brand of Ws.
I

ket N

IINAPIK IIAS BEEN aw

have

the season.

Bolide.i, at center. Dale 00,
chammatod Hill Knapik at for

Deschamps

regulars through the course of

1111 1.1il!

York will beve a

rough 61110 in downing the
tired up 111110 Demons.

The hig qumlion in the East
mind is
whether
Slaine will he hi to control
the both!. against a hig. good

East Demons

lais won a ,rting omt from
Jo Rondo, w ho now u III
so se in K,pik, tdd eapintily

isou loindo our goal

ery is also a reallive new

to ..1.1/ v good pante every

corner m he replaced the in
pred Jack Cronin two gamy,

hounding

,o after Cronin broke

ton lomat the finish. -

MCCLELLAND aplicated
at his the o ill go right 3

Fin, ill ,
.

OW as York alrundy holds .114

coach's

shooting Duke tom. If Stable

ight.
Maine 0111 len eh. work eut

an

,.iii
land

holds II,
said.

OWII

eulumn.

',ell

in the reMcflelhe

there

lance Kum,
yard hackmoke. 1,01 0i11 lull;
to edge cilenbrook North
1.11 Collo:. holder ot the

competition front New 'N01
Woes Pete !Kimbell in the
060. and Niles Norths Grey

league'. ta.tmt 111110.

the Ils.

SKATING NOW moves indoors m most of the local 'Lalos will go, to the Land
01i0001n meet in Champaign
where they can win pont. tin'
lIe National Ind000 mee1.
The next weekend will find ev-

FIle 40tYpinl frec.cyle
Mould lv
good Ionic he loom New 'hicr Wep's Ron
bleIhrtald and 1)cerlield,
Ron Grahm 110 sane No
school. should also hale 11
out in

the 4011 -Wood freotyle

or oo.n000 000

G LE NB R 0 ()K South
.hould

challenge

tnner with

100th

the

of the eight

sehnol, Owtunit
sub :75 timing.
I.Nerfield carries the Nputa-

titnull boy in

Worth of Pancake Day tickets.

to Anderson.
Ltinh S000I7oI,toIoI and Niles

n fanhly. Each
boy iN required .,,archasc 55

4515 dollar limit per famiy will he impftyd on the pancake ticket perches.,

REs"'Ess Fa1.7,47Fil"'""

cog sonic prc.sure.

hotoing the two hey
diver, in thc circutt. but Maine
Wool leo gotten some brilliant
efforts front 'has klatyja.
klatyta. havever. has Iven
sidelined with 0 boot of influenia and might not IV read)
to return to action. ttopuding

crybody at the Slam Indoors

is

point man for the evening. Al
Nakas followed Anderson in
the scori, hook with 10

for the gold

:511

yd
indivial medley. Ando:mit docs, however. think
Parent will get ygne keen

Ands

inter -

Anderson hit 10 of 2 I field
goals. and made all of his six
in,,, throw, In become kigh

the
Spath

el., 6 tun chance in the I, -

All baseball signu
Registration for lb

the Blue Demon On.

mond heariPimper to Ilin.

Nick
Spath the

earlier.

too hetin-

dale Central I./ too pomp

11111./ard

man.

1015

000 1,1 Park Ridge.

the 4411

00 110 Nationals. 10 11101 won

SCranton, who skates for the

the

and

kethall teem Nom Shine Fool

the

200 -

butterfly and the

by

Fur. IIIIRI) quarter
propol to he EmisdownI(11.00

A. 5 7,
Bowing,

Last Friths the Park Ridge
low to ItiveniolcBrooield.
kf by 011e ,0i111 and

he the tom to

aith Wit/

111

Tott 3

30.32

11111 /sere anle to overcome
the big IR' lead.

medal.

lot

oecks oner susteining
Iwoken ankle while skati,. q.01i.
lied for all of the finals mil had

Nader..

ent ry

the 200.yard medley
:clay
competition. The
511.prd
freestyle mon should provide
the greatest challenge for the

0011,101ili011

011110

EXORCISE:

aki, (loll 00 home last

Allidli I

Deerfield w

111111,1

the third horn

Demons travel to York

ANDERSON thspects

marked

five

Hinsdale

by 5.6 guard. Rom Anderson.
The little Demons got LAI to

Cardinal Dm Kennedy Is spread -melee suriog his, routine in
the rings competition Wt Mehl at Wheeli.. Kenn,4, soltrol m 0
1.1 In the moil in Ids lemma. ripped Me Witham. I00.36.611.85.
Whom by .1 Abu cook.

We.ternci.

visiting

the

total poured through the nets

Alter

_

in

Boylan. 4.475; 6. Holy. W.
4.4: ALL-AROUND: I. Roy.
Ion A. 10/:

ha.kethall tom Mood 111.0

'1

hit

Kennedy. A. 7.5].?. Pascale.
A. 6.6. 4. Hieg. W. 5.95; 5.

Boylati.

her

HORSE:
2. Iloslan.

-

1.85;

meanwhile. captured the 010

Moore. A. i.11: 5. Itainci. W.
5.1: p Boylan. A. 5315: SIDE

not place.

1

tiv

11/11cr. W. 5.3:4 Sayre.

43: 6. Herrmann. W.

Maine East sophomores
lose to Hinsdale Central

A.7 55:3. Mona.. W. 6.3:4.

Boy. champ. Ruh Hammen

0.10. 10

meet

Card

1.55.

FLOOR

Cow., and 1110 Warrior. in

Heights

the

5.111
for his
around performance.

heats and semi-fmals hut did

1011

douhli,

trouble

averabmil

race and was third ludic 880 to
heconie the ovenill Junior

the first time in AM. eight

Nine of 10 United

high 000? com-

the

111

Without competition from
Wheeling. Arlington's Holm

with (ilcrihrook North provid.

on a 35.8 w.eond reconl. He

RINGS: 1.00111110. A.7.9512.

Steve Brogdon a 7 n and Glenn

exercise

Bobby Knighi of Nlount
1110111CCI Will fourth in the Mtermoliate 440. Lloyd and
1/chhic Car's.= of Des
Plaines made it through ;he

the mile and the 4-111 where he

PARALLEL BARS:
I.
Boylan A. 7.05: 2. Wilson. A.
6A: 3. Brogdon. A. 6.25: 4.
Reiner, W. 4.0515. Temko. A.

sem with Boylan hitting 4.0.

Prospect skaters win
Northbrook (1015 was first ill

A. GT: 4. Prochaska. A, 6.65:
5. Gilbert. W. 465; Is Waters.
W. 3.15:
111011 BAR: I. Brogdon.
A. 7.11: 2. temko. A, 6.55: 3.

Elvm ,, v ,, ing to a 7.55 and /1.9

address by
Wayne Selyig.

Messerschmidt

returning to

Wheeling had

to sthle lin total score of 8.s
on the effort of co.putin Jell
(Mbert's 4.10.
With onl/ two Wildcats en -

head

tore -meet

yawl

lonland Licil I ommy
(itunnah of the Slower Pros pot Skating Club 11011 clam

010 tied for fourth with 7.3 to ato. and DeLaSolle is fifth
with a 7-4 record.
The Lions our looking for art
opportunity to break 1(0 .501
wink for the first time this year

Packs 6.11 center Jell Wheat

petition. the Redbirds had no

that his 11011 Skip Parent
seeded firm in Ittnh the

(Photo III Linita HaMiltoo.

rood. Si. Niel and St. Patrick

in the CPI.. They trail DeLaSalle with a 5.5 conference
mark. They are II -Ill tot the

Arlington opened the floor
competition
with
John Isaacs and Steve Von

ornoon's linal

host the Central Suburban League moo 111th final,
beginning at 7 p.m.
Head coach Pen Anderson
was quick to mention the fact

0000 menind to await, .tate rlommim Ron Mold or Fe:,
The I:nights hal 127 pointo to defeat skidoos Conant.

ore lighting for the first place
slot in the CPI..

home encounter 1th Wheeling and in v

Thy contot 'twit marked
the

they

Tim Amtheld aThutirot toed a 6.B5 on the high her lad night

his lomat pointtotal all year.
!Balthus, of course. will he
seeking revenge fur the loss

Rainer. W. 4.9:4 Boylan. A.
4.0: 5. Stringhank W. 1.115:
DIAMPOLINE:
I.
Von
Elvis. 0.0.25; 2. Moore. A.

2.4:5. SleGlom.('.

ONE PARENT is required
at registration. md proof of
age N required for those who
have nat previously played in

Rambo. C, 3.0: TRAMP°.

thm mining their 5,th straight
dual meet victory.

mark in olds two
events. while the

7. 'I beide. C. Oily Nloran: P.
1.1t: 1RANIPOLINE: 1. Joon
Ilk. P. 3.0:2. Nloran. P. 2.1;'
kleClelland. C. 77 4. Graham. P. 2.10: 5. Gardner. C.

four of the five races in the
nil dg 00 division. Pushing
Grun,h was another Mount
Prospect Skater, Rich Site,

5.

128.36-611.(15.

Moine West's tanker. face
supreme test tonight when

the mile win was three seconds

menu. From now on you can delight in tasty dining every

night at
they stomped

Central Suburban
League strim meet

champions woe thesent along
with Conodion meem
o :erall chain
Jonland's

Gene Pin-

thnch haskrt, is also sum to der al center

At the present time. the 510rian Catholic Spartans 0004 the
loop with 8-2 mark. while the

lle,i,w Triest site of

Heights.

ELK GROVES starling

against Griffin In the km spnzest with Iggies. he held the

,.

Intermediate Boys races. He
Anderson who scored 00.50000010001 moods. one in the Mill
the high bar and a 4.7 on the and one in the mile. The MO
record was a full five seconds
rings. Both soaves :ore excellent
shorter than the old mark, and
IoM s sophomore.

5.15.1 Rambo.C. 3.65:SIDE
HORSE: I. WlIooi. P. 5.85; 2.
Beck. P. 4.3; 3. Cropper, It.
35,4. hlilky.C. 3.75; 5.Jungwirth. C. 2.85:

Wheeling. her
the Wildcats.

gymnasts

.,

0100. P. 2.1t: .1. Nfiller.

scored 0 Fourth on the ryorallel
bars with a SA. Prospect,
Klingaman won that ow.
with II 7.55 with onittr Pete
Klein right behind 00 7.45
'The trampoline went to Jay
Renscn with e .1.4 Jay's 1.0 last
week was the hmt score in the

trio ,0141,, ,:nuemey. T..

nine point, against Griffin Nth
Imlay. Oh,, will he Carley's
first taste of Wollmick phis:,

.10.51 2. Karoo... P. hi: 1

Conanis lint Arnifield had

ERRE EXERCISE: 0.00,-

will he tough rebound. Mark
Keehm and Carley. who got

for the Lions till he senior
center Day, Kathie. who led
the scorers with Ir poinn

%IEEE RESULTS

a very fine routine on the high
har for a 505 second. Ile

dershot. P. X.35: 2. &men. P.
7.03; 3. Courtney, P. 791504.

TORECOURT

2.1: 6. Stadia.

him to miss.

doss., and show

'DIE

IN

1. Cohen. C. 23' 5.

middle of his routine causing

MEET RE-SULTS

Arlin,

7. Kona. ('. 10; 4.1 liming.
3. leielien.P.

see action.

Gory Rowell and Jon Pitt at lineup tonight in Hersey's
the forwards and (Olin Bar- tunctio game will be Jeff Bar
thole at II, other guard. Murk and Dave 12 klaLl at the guard..
Bencri.uno, who sparked the John Elesch and Mike

curlier this year. 11110 also they

,

all-around man. had
trouble with blisters on his left
101/1 and Jilin Lutz, leather
hand guard broke in the

Knights. 52.1147.2. The star of
that mon was Fonont's Bill

Jo-

0110 he ventehol troin the
bench as Pettenuan scored 0
dorm last tittle.
Shunting the pivot thoition

limed elowly by 10:11111110110
die, and Don Rainer.
'I he C:linals. meanwhile. John 11,1m .7.40 Larry Bo,
...1 Othap the magic 20. sung 16.71 and Brad Prot.

one judge. Steve Klingaman.

sophomore mom toppi, the

Mark Lindstrom on the wings.

Wheeling's starters in midinon to Wood and Groot will be

Von Ebers hits 8.9 in Card win
Wildcat

Alike

St.

'the other backcourt memIto,, will (0 1,1010? Bob Reel,

probably be a hit rimy Alot if

era. mini, im 831 nod from

man Tom Rambo.4.75-2.79.
'The visitors gained ohm, of
revenge with the scoring in the

performance against

weren't ammo,

ier on the high her as Ron

CONANT'S Rn-liT more of
the meet was Doyle Bartley's
7.1 on rings. Klingamm de.
temed
Courgar all-around

flanked by Scott Nip and

log ranks. John Durso. He is

last duel with Ignatius.

CUI.I.EN. 00110 olayrd hon
finest game of the year imain.t
Griffin las0 iveckend. may not
he ahlc
plus up to par this
workend.
'fhe sure -handed .cnior
plavmaker
hack
Im weekend and win withheld
fron,ractice all weyk. 1 1. will
0hl0 to plas tonight Inn will

MORES W ERE a little bet.

SLOO fer Me kiddies.

another newcomer to the start-

Jill. 1'. 3.9: 2. Kiirgocas. l'

EREE EXERCISE:
ham P. 3.8: 2 Theide.

HORSE.:

all week. scored a 7.9 for see-

The front line will consist of
Andy Pamela et center

PARALLEL BARS: I. Rig 1ROS11-501111

oil 11.1,3 lot night. Jim Wil-

1.2. (like Owowski. who has
1010 (01(0104 with an illness

AIONG WITH Powell in

HIGH BAR: IAndeTon.
BARS:

041 (Milner.

Mettle..

Alt:Glory.

pate so far. Kurt Hendershot
,ths second with a 6.9 and
Slike Timm of Conant pullol
third at 5.5.
The ringmen had a hit of
trouble with Don Liston 'lin-

milled a "fine defensive player

the Bookie backcourt will he

taken from senior Steve Carley

The

12

'

0'.

week to win the event with an

her.

0,11,1h1.1.1 16 points to
the Lion muse last week and
put
thro,h the cords in the

seph.

either

Klingaman. P. .55: 2. Shin.
01.5.45] 7. Valentino_ P. 5.9:4.

horsemen rode down tio a As-

mints from his average last

tuck.

rill in. peuentiam has Men
playing more guard recently
since he lost the spot he had

natius tonight 0 lilt St. Via-

II Cullen MG able to play.

PARALLEL

event. 510cr scoring o211.0 the
before, the side

ping 10 10 6.6 after last week's
7.7. John Valentino Ion just .1

since No injury without Wing
aNe ludo anything concrete to
help his leatilmateo. bol new

at the bcginni, of the season.
Carley won it hack with a N.

CONN 5715 won the esent.

and wilke Med, h.° their hod in Me right place. On

end reboundee by Steingra-

7.11:

1

Aqui, fer the third yeem 3thoriold's ot Northwest Highwoy

his spirit alone should make a
difference to the Hersey at-

',wen has Wm yelling his
lungs out hint the sidelines

last weekeml, St. Viator will he
lonking for a concert:nye victory against second place St. Ig-

should injure 110 nack
again. he will be out tor 00 loot
too /seeks.

GardneLe 18:6. Itucklm. I,

127.05-M17.84 OW

over Conant, visiti, gym.

HATS OFF TO McDONALDS!

heavyweight fothectively.

the

Conti, off a fine harticoun
win over Springfield Griffin

the

Erickson

notched

By George Helm

he

11:11::11sFr18.1'1712,"3..

.5.514.

DONNA DAY

along, even

ell

SV hosts revenge -seeking St. Ignatius

Wold came up with an X.55 ay.

blanking of RandyThompion.

Chemin, Rich Erickson and
Doug Mace. Chowiii look'
the 107 pairing with an 8-0

h'7:1; V401:1 "

appointi,

of running

when he hed the cast on."

Witassek. ('. 3.7: 3. Cameron

After a good 23.25 perform.
entre from its fr. exercise
team. Prospect fell to .: dis.

AWNO W101

Tuesday ond go back 10 Me buffo for more ond motel

Ron

lIt

for the

Den kloore. Dan Mauer and
Rondy DiVito carted off victories at 165. 175. 185 and

by

from No wrist last week and
has rm. ohms very fast.
'He's been hitting remarkehlY well M Prectice mnsid.
cring the hong layoff." said
Hersey coach Roger Stei,rm
Iv, -And he, been doing lot

Knights' 127 tips Conant

miming jack junior

a Part,, job

EcbrrinF3

Who Just (It, 0110 east removed

mphomory Brian (pries

the Thondoy luncheon buffet hos been so popular that Old
Orthord Country Glob has added Tuesday to its fl. eating

wins

moth of gtturd Diek Pt.ell.

imnnwed

S P1R TS

four
matches of the season by loot.
felt. Knights Jeff Sorenson.

consecutive

game. and his outside ann. io
the perfect compliment 10
pit Wood'. inside game
,11101 1,111 on haw an
advantage in a game such us
this. n would have to go to the
Wildcats simply because they
not have to play Fridm
night. while Hersey must per!brim at lap -place Elk (,rove.

BUT THE
gm It big till fn. the surprise

lino,'

Casey kn.]. and 51,1 White

cowls he a piohlon for Mo-

cwry

Poge 5

wimpy Vikm.

Land.
,,, ,,, ter at cen.
ter and forward rm. guard.

Prospect matmen tie
The Prospect Knight 'mph mom wrestling squad clthed

won

peth and Jell

onans foul,"
Fry Bill Connors' Pamlico
the darters will Ile (lodge So Wright. Anastad. 0:1111-

- RING& I. Bahlocchi. FR,
5.5: 2. Brown. FV, 6.151 3.
Hole;. Elk 5.7.

lrion

junioi hol-

1970

Randy Hague at center and
now
I.urry Hanks and
Rick Hoare
Hague end Game hammed
reputations in conference play
ohile klolionik is quick in the
backcour, Hanks 500 recently

league worinin Dm,

Wright 400

Th.

50 1,110,1 cit., ho
hiark I tarot.'

turnabout

I 3.

Kolte tO 0.11 lima they came
down the floor and he popped
Ill ont.ide shots. making only
orle drive in the game.'rhe other Palters are lioh alolothik at

guard

Wheeling

Friday,

, i ,,, who min, tinh

l'otost deproyol West.

ing match. Vic McCormick.
We Elk Grove 911 -pounder.
squeaktal by Knight torte

formula was. over.

Bin tomorrow's tLITLiir. he/rdes bringing together the two
:itch -enemies, will have a

and

-We %%ere

of the mem came in the open.

on the high boo and Mike

Wheeling lot week in mind.
lib: Coogan :0 ill Start the

et all Sro
basket. ilO tlett one macthe "
Starting tor the (meld. 0111
he loro aril Iliad Rucks,. v
tend

Western Con.renee

Perkins, l'R. 4.151

the

bumf

most

,1

ing Wildcat soon

and knock MT thc host schuol
and advance to the Fremd Sec

the

because

his Knights
76-58 drubbing frooto
the Wildcats lad Saturday.
Then. the 'Call Increased their
1000

d, Ms lion :11110, 1114: lead-

whin 0101 101 the chance to trs

wining
In that game. the Vikes set

scores

SLAY To N SISIUID

midoom

Arlington regional. That
contest will probably ileode

oubt

111.

began with the promotion It
Alike (iroot from !he jayvees

the

-I'm jun hopi, oe didn't

m plaser, to onteh.

15-1-1

5.b;2. Berglund. EV.4.35; 3.

score with Jeff Stack's 6.5 win

pear nom duo

the way they did against

Frernd.
The

Ma season, in the first round tit

aid MVe had
re.,1
i"
/mtentm

1h0111 III the 1 ,,,,, point. tq

io fow point contest Ira.

League

then continuol to roll up the

01111111.

111

loam,, the Lague ii they Ill

winni,ureak to Foe Wednesday with a 74-72 victory our

ACTUALLY, the mint ino
ponent game bacen the two
will not Iv played until after

1,11101.

1110 11111111.

hehind

en

Slitylon

ph.

that 1010011,1 10101 ill

TIIE GRENS7 only points

effort

Mot at pronici thi. oeek.

maintain

SIDE HORSE: 1. Thorne. FR.

6.1

ncsn anol 1110 11.1111 lot 10011101

pes, :Malkin to

FV. 61; 3. Mellin, ER, 5.7:

trampoline.

to he considered as a separate

woryd 33 mints in the losing

toniglal
111111
coach

!lob Mal., I !winner clot w ill
had some ill-

Boom. II. '.45:4 Ilrotow.m.
hitS. 7.45: ITom bridge.
(HD. In, to. Ferri. GM, 1:,

THE VICTORS jumped to
o19.0.11.7 lead after !Wan-

Contess

t. Wildcats, 53-51. but 0 this
bitter flunky every battle has

11110, 10 inow to Mirth in the

I00111

511h a mild!, ,pr.'lllIOo Iioltkto..il

mune agitirot litentsaril omld

FREE EXERCISE: I. 01sen, FT. 7.35; 2. Beighind,
exercises

tiletthanl

team 10 110 MSI.. Coach Ted
Ecker has molded hem ;1110
what Pnoped mentor Bill
Slayton call,the Prom:ash or
at least the wrcond strongest.

Nano.

The first round was won by

home nom Wheeling Wednesdm night. but Mike Rolm

the wriot111.

that
they're gelling 100001." 1105,111
with the one pivot Isss

51111 RINGS:
SjOgren.
H. Alm 2. itio tsesky. Ii. Lunt

entry.

free

II .A 5
climbed out ot 1110league celtar and into.evetith place with
Bur li1111101 yet
he played ill

get lum to
shoot 11101, Ile 11e113, i,, 10
move the hall. lout 110 2 good
shot tot
'Sehnert is doubtful darter

a

Berglund who .captured the

ing

game

:,y1

1.1 we're trying

SAIURI/AN'

715°

petition 01110 the Laker, stop
the 111ackhawks. 41-30. Zoe-

THE SOUTHERN Confer-

sistem." Iftth Carr and a new
plaser. sophomore Steve lin

Oil. rN R.6R01

dnano the 111111

101111.11

NOM,. 3 1 -IS. 00 Immanuel

Rusts Sthnert es 'pretts eon-

gator. Ile's a line shoste

lot

Vikings. 1111014-76.92. in a
klid-Stiburhan League gym-

Norm Olsens. 7.35 effort, and

keeps.

ow night al the Viking court.
Frond took a nve-point loss

cm...wined

SI, 11111 oh

has-

kellsall war tomorrow night at
the Hersey gym and the only
prediction that can he made
about !he goof is that bath
teams will be playing for

PALAIINE WIL1, play its
higg, rival. Fremd. tomor-

111.3

Jonah!. cone, 1111se 11001:n1d

D1'11) midget news
he Don Plaines Park Di, oriel' announced results from
last week's ph, in its midget

tTT

In-

PARALLELlkiRS: 1. nil,

.

1000. H. /54: 2. Wow, 1 1. WT.
3. Hard. Ii. 5.4: 2 nowe.
(MN. [5: 3 /thehell.1.1115.

0111: 11/0,1111.

he's able

II

along 01111 guard Chris

2

NKr-

worn! a loll: sind

nom row

..lomit't play. Carr will twin

bridge. (DIN. 235: 5. KlockI.

Crabnee will gel the sod at

coned 0110111 is this 510111 Al

ITarris
CHIN.

TRAMPOLINE:

stoppol ht. IfirIF well. I hen
we wern to a tone and 110

Hersey -Wheeling

1171

g

tlSl.o leadrog worer. Ihrton.
along with junior John

H. 7 Him l'. -,Iris.
I 1.1111d Bow, /1.7 1:4. TSono

loVillill no, 410 101,1. ii.iidbootolll

0,00040

StMonds

confewno

the

off'CninrifrraTT:'SjTLI.'"'"'
'ft.- other phiyer I'm 005

IIIE 1..Dr

Wheelong.

01

Forest
View looks
it,
strOngglall (ct to Fremd laat
night and dumped the hop

topped

than

w its plaviw

also expects Ha,

FV tops 100 -mark, wins

Berglund

tr..,

Commis mild.
sweet Con ant los immtdmil since the hid
time we pio them. It yould

enter

ahead

enee .how ed The Hockey, mks

second spotolri the free es, side
horse and hor Nonce! har

t time

ready

plass

ganni

the Nonhern. Midget Cow

SIDE HORSE:

forwards.

SP RTS

iew. mud the stumpier ,ill
IN in floe I,IItllP ttgairs "Ile

them I had cll.! Kline on Al-

fool. 010

marked 11, the ram. ol Neil
Owsky trom a 1100
(Wok, had an excellent rou-

with kith Olson and Grog
Shevell al the guards and Dave

assignment

time liwt week against Forest

Slayton

to-

wm. GIIN: 1.1;

Farm. H. 5.15: 4.

3

biggest

lin id

01

tooth.'

enga. URN. .A: 5. Etleton

with Cilohrook

Davis. (iHN. 5.1 5: 55Grinnip.

-Our

Slayton

11()RIXONTAL BAR: Co-

II. 1.5: 7. Hellmann H.

11101.

long ond Wayne Meier at the

under the basket.eonfinued. 'Flu 110.

Promo dill owns the No. 2
sp. in doe conference. a half

FREE. EXERCISE: I. !Bo -

7 75 on the otrallel bars and

play.

who Used Garonne lOr the first

buch to us and score

3.115: osrrien,

15 ,,, i , catne Oinsigli with co

GARY !MORAVA and km
Rehm:inn
cithinfied their
yeorkong mon, dna! dnol dli
the Ince sosTrow with loos

oweellnot

ince!

George Bauer having bouts
with the flu this week. One of
ill start in the pivot.
them

r eal fine once he gets the hall

Prospect other in the yor. for
the binght, second low 01 the

11,3,6 Jell

km with sotto of 7 72

narrou
Faros III;,::]

home

noon's Huh lost three of four
dun. De.
and four of se ,
cemher. and it look0 like the
lakoom haw fallen back an
thou same. oinklen st5le of

Palatine coach Norm lone.

moo when he net,

ings both have clone a good jolt
iffoheir gams, Wore n1011100.,.
confident.

All that croins now for
I lowy hefiont the Arlington

picking up a it 1,
saptto
lint-pla. honors. John We.
I, was stmond with a 6.7 and

2

the center mullion continue
with both Keith Phillips and

of the season. Coach ken -Sr-

o

fulls Iowan: that week heat I:01001 View flow weekend. 1 he
Foot
squad had hcaten

"FOR BEIN(i. teams

IN rim ALL-AROUNI/,

spectacle nest Thursday i.

an/1 reowdeil

1 110 unman: HoLies iook

an

Farris of Hersey had a wry re spotablit ts.45.

MORAVA 51,510F. h two
ISor tveto on the' trampolint. hi

11101

14010 of

where:

was third with a 4.55
On the horizonial har. Dan
Loselli was the winner ss ith a
7.7 Farris and I ano ThiFem

ranked foinsone or I awn. Salerno. Oulu. bollLyrieh has al-

moue.

wards the bottom of chi:stood-

17. splowl 2114 the SI. James

all 0.6.

Viesys troubles at

Page 8

IF THERE is Mie eVent

badly by Wheeling lost Senor-

cainpaign.

oith grade oult shood u. 49T

1 lemhd rotor. to. Sele.ki

loo.tohhlleel,nyIlIe 00001wfore. stretched Foot Sligg's
skid to three. its second Iwo.,

0000,0.
Forest

from Markt in this event.

SALERNO ANI/ timer

Hersey's 135.5 earns 16th in row
1 he

Harrison will contin. their

phy also emend. Fred FlOgati
of St. Ignatius set the record of
48.6 five jears ago.

mono, I bridayi game than

Pros.. coach

all three levels

'rout with tt 35,19 victOrs siwr
their soung th. Emify counterparts

lento won easily last othr. Cliff
Zmick 01ST Ignatius holds the
record 014:20.1.
Jim Campana and TIM,

owo personal billle o well try ing for this itm spot in the I 011 -

beaten.

them

-

sixth grade!, ounpleted the

400 sod IThestyle. an event Sot -

the Scalions in Ito 11011 bee,
with Mark Scheidt Dan Moir-

II h
h
plased
II mitlemlaS night.

1 Ii111,1100

.4111:1

Friday. die ',canons will .11 2 day nig15 try tog. bock 0, the
throw their strongest lineup:
winning track this o eekend
01a.00 I alatine tonight and
Cilenhard North mintorn,...
1111 glaCI ue're playing

11,1 biggest tests of the sear
mill lie ahead in the state Loin petition.

0111 10 looking for a win in the

Gene O'Hara and Driscoll

where we've only 0,1 once this

It will he 10004 two of the

Knights leary about Pirates, GBN

petitors. hut he believes Viator

ight

T

rate that only two swimmers
from moth loam eon Rua* tor

di has espressed cautious op-

JOT Hansen will head the list
of Vintor entries in this corn.
Hal.: Takata and John Moo-

will make the finals.

the league, but we

in

.

and Mike Gamy. It Os union.-

ome ilhin The points of the
It,,,,,.
In most Oho ganws how

11arc

STATThlaribED comm,
min Richath Lynch and et,
captain Gene O'Hara will
swim the 50 fro for Viaior in
addition to Jim Fitssimmons
'

Viator conch Charlie Mon-,

will hit the 211 mark without o,
goat deal of trouble.

bring Il-Ill

Vim,

spurts Editor

1
,,,ti, draw back to the
Eton picture is their Lick III

synth. Aid Men crushed ST

7: 1 5.0 held hy Fred Schmidt of

somnd-dring frohono from
min, eadier in the oar. 77

fon

Sore. Dame threads holds.
mottos Liver both teams as it
delettlwl .,rinel. 7.64. in Ile -

head the field in the 200 inc.victual Medley, and hoth will
In shooting lion the record 01

,..

the confer... but only too

000 will hi:shooting Mr the 100
butterfly mord 110 5111 held
also by Schmid,.
Lyn. and I Twin will told

'

.

lions. 67.1.5. earlier this seahm.will be spoiling for an
ligriet. On the ingthtsugh level.
they one undefeated. having
soundly thrashed 0 Loam 01

20th win in view
for Notre Dame
undefeated
Noire
nigh School basketball
will he hooking loIn Ion

is 60,4. held by lock Wimer
of Se: (forge.
Slew Salerno and Takata

lhe ober ermine... for houn. They lost to the Sea-

l -t oils w 0 lw ill [p.m Hindu!,

1 he

Via,.

The Shamrocks are led on
the Canny level by freolylcm
Don Mecwes and Dan Mock-

the 1000. 411 the records esnoh.

Halo. Geiser fond John Drs-

dolmannol enough to make the
Gnals.
Divers 'Terry MeCue and

1

know we'll have our hands full
with Arlington. We're din appothlal about last weekend,

son

In addition to the S11.110...13,

By Jim %Mart

now is trying to get the kids in

the right frame of mind.- A
noon said. ...We're just going

man.

the past.

Lions 'prey' or 7th CPL swim title
ST Yiatotht Soli°,,n will he

Hersey, Wheeling rivalry continues Sat.

RE'Ess
IThHRO1(J or roo 50000 0100 000

Bring your EYE PHYSICIANS (64 Dl or
OPTOMETRIST S prescriptions to be filled
on the frame of yoUr choice from our large
selection AT ONE LOW PRICE

tion

North's Harold (irihou hold a
unto advantage over the rest or
the loop in the 200-yar0

freestyle. (iribou also pits the
inside track along with Gletp
brook Souths klark Taylor in
the 1010 -yard freestyle.

Athlete of
the Week

ANDERSON
ADMITS
that his Warriors are prithohly

see Monday's paper

dividuals may arise to tloot.
°Dion.

not ns deep as same of the other

but Mal a few of his in-

24 CHICAGO AREA OFFICES
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1074 Mt. Prospect Plaza
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SHORT RIBS

Tbe

DA) PUB(
PRESTO' CHANGO!

TONIGHT
600

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

Spud and Herb

7

7

Styl

The Brady

Marcia

eon

1,

she s
ugly
when she has tosser

and the OthannIs
and 'Love and the

braces on her teeth.

starring
Teacher"
Orson Been.

Star Trek

9

Week In Review

32 News

by the enemy in

5

Glenn
"Tarot:"
Howard steps into

n io

witches and mystics.

The Ghost and
MR. Muir
7

`Pa'rd on Sly

mpatm tboaoscaadtoer sim.aerocke
fuo5eStIrViVai

Ike

II Calorie Kitchen
32 -truth or Co,

telling

the

HIS

Ttiellyhot Nun

7

GNOOLISNOAlA

"Man's

Best

Trtand

11

26 Today*, Racing

32 Of

Lends

and
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The second floor is furnished as a typical double parlor-they had no rumpus rooms in those days-a dining
room and bedroom. Many of the furniture pieces are
originals such as the corner cupboard. There's no doubt
they lived elegantly in the antebellum period. The parlors
and dining room show this clearly. The bedroom contains

ANGANS.Z,e

6 Subway trip

to-Island
Island

Entering the house via the basement (actually the first
floor) you see how they cooked and scrubbed in the 19th
century. The hand -made bricks in the floor are swept
clean, and in one of the basement rooms-probably used
as the laundry-is a huge loom, as well as an ancient
spinning wheel. The kitchen equipment is a far cry from
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Visit to New York
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them well.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 Sept. 23)
Get outdoors today and ler nature help you to mg: things in a
clearer tight. Menial cobwebs
need blowing away.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23)
Personal problems need Some
66COnd thought, berme you go

reflection
makes this a day that gives up
Ines no your future. Base
plans upon knowledge or self

beautiful setting, then plan to visit the Washington -Wilkes
Historical Museum in this northeastern Georgia town..

ning in 1835-36. The first part was built by Albert G.
Semmes, cousin of Admiral Raphael Semmes of Con-

2

STAR -nvcrEa

ROAN' manta

good Mead throughout the
work -week to come. Guard

221

If you'd like to sample an authentic bit of antebellum
Georgia with a fill up of early American history in a

known as the Barnett-Slaton) was built in sections, begin-

-rran-rt kkrA .11111

Ideas that result from today's
activities shook' stand you in

DeC.

Washington, Georgia

in the era of top hats and crinolines. The house (also

-

with ma Hal gain that you
overlook the chance to gain
spiritually. A time for read-

Historical Museum

level) you can see how they lived more than a century ago

MORTY MEEKLE

CANCER Done 22 July
231A totally unexpected event

SCORPIO IOC(. 24 - Nov.
22) Don't he so concerned

Washington -Wilkes

Here in a white, two-story frame dwelling, perched on a
high basement (actually a first fluor resting on a ground

mans.
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Bell Federal is the place to save if you want your savings to earn the full new
maximum rates just approved by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board.
And these new maximums effect other savings, too at Bell Federal. A big 514%
on one or two year certificates for $1,000 or more. Golden Bonus 90 -Day Notice
Passbook accounts now earn 5V,,% (on $500 or more). Regular Passbook accounts
earn a full 5%. One year 71/2% certificates available for $100,000 or more. All savings
compounded daily and paid quarterly.
And, so you can keep even more of your savings, Bell Federal offers Tax Deferred
Two to ten year
Savings Plans for up to ten years.
maturities
Up to 10 days free interest because all savings by the 10th earn from the 1st day of the
05 000 or more month. So hurry to Bell Federal where your money in
works harder making more nigney for you.

47 Wrath
49 Elevated

railway (ab.)
50 Western state

52 Folly (Fr.)

Backed by over a half billion
dollars in assets. NOW! Savings

56 Macaw, for
example
57 Thrashed

insured to $20,000 by Federal
Savings and Loan Insurance

%Identical

Corp.

59 Icy rain

- DOWN
I Nimh's son
2 Mouths

3 Aerial

ABER FEDERAL HOME LOAN RANG

uwaNytel:14::,
6 ma

BellFederalSairings
and Loan Association

Corner of Monroe and Clark, Chicago, Illinois 60603

16 units in Crystal Lake
apartment complex to open
The row 16 unio- in Garden

level clubhouse for exclusive

Quarter. a 131 million apartmon complex being constructcd at Crystal Lake by
Ladd Enterprises, will he Pt,
plated for occupancy
on
Meech 13, it was announced

use by residents and guests, a
big swimming pool with plenty

today. Ladd Enterprises is a di.

WHEN COMPLETED,

of The Robints-Ladd

Garden Quarter, located on

archi.

Virginia Rd_ will have 2114
one and
and two bedroom units.

vision
Co.
The

contemporary

tectural

of sunning

sets it apart from the
rectangular

commonplace

'hos" concept for multi -Wm,
lag dwellings. Its broken roof
lines and staggered linking of
wo and threcFstory buildings
suggests

relaxed,

a

and

large

planted garden areas for be
ry and relaxation.

of Garden

design

area,

informal

mood.

heated and airconditioned. Individual tem.
perature controls in each room
all

will command total comfort
for residents.
Apartments

with

f the central courtyard onto
whichall buildings face. The
courtyard is to contain a two.

ranges with

rofrigcrators.
selfpleaning

ovens,. disposals, Two -bed-

room units will have built-in
dishwashers for added eonvenience. Complete laundry

This paneling
is painless

vide space for residents ears,
plus these of their guesb.
Rents in Garden Quarters
are expected to start 01 $185
for the single bedroom apartments. Shopping facilities and
restaurants are within walking

dents.

Two -bedroom
apartments
have 1.000 square feet of Boor
apace. There are two full balls,

a living room. dining area and
kitchen, plus large amounts of
storage space. There are also
private, locked storage areas
immediately adjacent to each
apartment for max

-

0

Real estate sales
volume increase

Single bedroom units haw
one bath, living room. dining
area and kitchen. with a total

Northwest Hwy., participated
in real estate sales with a gross
volume of 56.069,680 in 1969.
an increase of 13.91 per cent
over the previous year. it was
announced today by Robert G.
Walter, district sales manager
and vice-president.
Walters we cited as a mem-

ME EXTERIOR of the
huildinp will be finished in
desert sand colored brick with
harmonizing asbestos shingled
roofs. Sul ficient parking is
planned in the complex to pro -

By Mr. Fix

staple gum 1 hew heavy-duty
tacker, are Ng hrothery to the
common desk stapler. They

lar Club, alimg with members
Harlan E. Jones, Howard E.
Kagay. Ralph L. Molinclli.

woik nisi as easily, ean he used

ships for the week ending Feb.

7. Prim is indicated by SI in

5450.

state revenue stamp for each

Arlington Heights: 1011 N.
Forrest, Donald R. Mariam,
to H. Jack Air. $45.50: 802

real male transfers in
Maine and Wheeling towning

51.000 in mantes value.

Des Plaines: 1080 Webster
111.. Richard W. Reich to lot

Gibbons.

mph S. Burval. 534:1272 Dem

Highland. J. C. Thomas Con strut:lion (-wino. so Ernest G.
Alldredge Jr.. $47: 600 S. Bap

is

Pb.. Roy A. 1 same, to,

Raymond A. O'Neil. 11 1.511:
William
940. Park View I

G. Jeffrey to Edward J. Willcox. 531.51. 9419 Ironwood.
to DAM
Telegraph S
1
.

vaio,y

Henning. 921,

Ralph C Sehlen,r to John I'.

Jack

Buns to

1.

Sheila C. pp, $14: Iris N.

!wry Rd.. Carl W. Hilton to

gene E. Harris, S3550:026 S.

wherever you would need a
Imo mer and wire staples or

Ow also received Star Sales.

Cleveland, Rowkl J. Gawrys
to Continental Casualty Co..
Inc., 537.50: 2822 tel Aire.
Richard J. Bumbery to Hugh
I.. Miller. 514.

man awards.

Volden,

120'

Wilshire

721i

I.n. I conard 1 -weer, ma -

We want to make
you feel at home.

MORE HONORS for the
Arlington Heights 0000tame
Ohio it was announced Mat
Harlan Jona had the highest
number of exclusive sales in

thony Rd.. Robert 1. Glass to
Robed G. Brennan, 512.

the
and

I 011

Warner sales force in produc-

tion Pr the last quarter of

503 N.

Maple In.. William I. Dick.

Awards were presented by

.rte 541.

.John I. Hall. senior vice-presi-

E Merle

John C. Michalek. S14. 554
Haben, William J. Duffy to

dent and general salsas manage, during the I 1S-year-ok/
read estate firm, annual salau
meeting at the Itasca Country

Rohn NI. Wchner. 532.50.

Club.

Wheeling:
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tra. Lewis 0. Wannoner to

Do your heart a favor attend Operation Alert
sponsored In the Head Auro-
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sal

and a midw, of ',mule Ira.
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model, the risk Moors which

be 9.1 in
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L. G. -Rua' Brim viee.president of E. II. Brown Ades -Rising Agency, Inc., looks over an

designed with the average gar-

-authentic" gilded rook from Apple Cary sin Luke which was presented to him on his birthday, at a

dener in mind.

party hosted by officials if the Nunigar Oreunintion and members of his agency group, in
recognition of his efforts in promoting the Brunigar Lake development. From left, Don Marks,
Barton, Barbara Marshall, Trudy Halo -el and Bah ;Murray,

tures such as walks, fountains
and planters may he int,rated
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tap on Meith ere it sample of
an :terms -Me -board inching
upward of living costs.
Figures from governmental'
sours, reveal that the food
dollar has lost I. en in the

currency.
A Chicago hank economist
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tears. He finds that the margin
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I a54 tolka per cent in 1969.
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uries of life th, have afforded.
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-Slake sure the central
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Mg order.
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-Christmas In The Knolls"
home decor ring contest pathered at

is

dimmed by the Prsmonre
Outlay that a col Isep ediwaison
requires.

Each of us had dreamed of
his own millennium --that salary figure whore att ainment
woukI indicate we hood

tool E. Nlichalsks, assist:um sat

"QUALITY CONTROLLED

the Winston Knolls

Saving,

acemnts

in

PERI.

Half Acre Weeded and Unwooded lots
Buy Your Hornesite Now -- Build Later
From $1500 Down

Loan Assn.. were awarded to
the oinners hr' the Winston
Development Corp.. handers

corn e
!

of the planned comms,ty lo.
cated in thevillage of Hoff,. ec.

neALe e co

e.

LOWS Buonpane. vile. 111,

re
to watch expenditures
pm aside whatevmoer
clowly

agar of Winston Knolls. ger,
scnted the Winston
o-mien, Corpralion

at4teaw.

eufgal

Deo-t-

U.S. i4 Nonh wt

the

Ph o

le
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WE HAVE LICENSE PLATES
FOR YOUR CAR! (NO TRUCKS)

NO WAITING - NO RED TAPE

ILLINOIS

Just stop in anytime this evening until 8:00 p.m.
or tomorrow between 9:00 and 3:00 with your
application, 1969 identification card, and the
license fee -- for $1.00 we will take care of all
the details and you will receive your plates immediately.

1970

- LAND OF LINCOLN -1

REMEMBER FEBRUARY 14th

IS THE DEADLINE
in the Arlington Market Shopping Center
900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD TELEPHONE 255-7900

word inflation and to inquire
cOgeerning its implications for

We arc informed that to -

Mile North on II. 31

181514594430

.411111111121111711%.

presentation and St. Roil lied -

muchFbandied

days dotter in W0,111 &Mit 40
cents when compared with

4 BEDROOMS

$38,750

Esta, and sponsors of the
omen..

fa the first lime we begin to
this

$30,500 A71,

5515

am
of S1110. 575, and
$50ounts
w Inch were opened at St.
Patel
Federal Savings and

i Venni um b: no: yet hem.
to
at

HOMES"

o -rites

the

The dollar is buying less.
100k

LOCATION -- LOCATION -- LOCATION

$34,500

oral was represented by Rich-

office to receive their
aw.nls
having the hmt deeseated homes in the commanity daring rho holiday season.

"made". The salary has tiwn
reached but for sons: reason
The

Dr.. Hoff -

men Mater, nest pi. 91001 Richard E. Nlieledski.
secielary. Sr. P.II.teral Resin. and I nun

sales

yet fell the Moth would he wise

we con in sivintw tor no uncul.
taut puriorlt ahead.

t$751: SW. and Mrs. Kenneth 1,11112, 413 She,

,. 409 William ('I.. Hoffman Exhales. wend prize whiners

appointment that the heav,

In strike in winter. If

fire may he spotted

swami.. our financial plight

Knolls; Sir, and Mrs. Dennis Symbal. 408 11 insion II,., HoffInagl bootes, thint prize ...Inners OS, 511.1114 Mn. Akira roa-

fais

people passing can see i 00111
people

--Let some one know where

259.0200

hacking paper is pulled away, the self-adlwciye tin, I

wood mantels in stock saes

activated which
&intik the staple into the stir
a plunger

:shy more.

ing the eleari, of sidewalks.

pairman whether you should
keep your refrigerator mit12 East Busse Ave.
Wile bbroul

smoothed on the oatl to pros ids a paneled room earuna.

ily.

to he trig and bulky. 1 oday,
Wk. am different_ .Non cum.

d. of economist John M.

and you could escape a damage suit brought by someone's
slipping on the sidewalk and
injuring himself.

isws.

Spouse iYe o well maintained 3 Bestrewn Ranch in a good location, plus it
includes a full basement with paneled recreation now and bar, central air
cenditioni,, new carpeting, appliances, 142 car poop, lots mare so do,

...AlAI
*Is M a*MAO
.16...

pd

tinny cities have laws respir-

the pla. a 'lived in" look.

sooner. reducing the chance of

Slim 1923

10

We Americans have enjoyed the postwar generation
pfieperity. We
of in
have Num,: awd to the sup-

-ASK SOME me to clear
driscwitY in the

features, 10 offer fireplamis. tee
the availability of elegant

Chicago Mater Heating -Cool.

erything seems to cost is lot
more than it livid lit 0 20 -dol-

27

normal levels. Fire is

Integrity in Peal Estate

the

dollar 18 cents. the
hontebuilding dollar NI cents.
dollar 11
the collesp-opt
cents. the medicalpare dollar

Winter vacationers can take
steps to protect their houses
winter vacations:

it

the cost feasibility of luxury

Mr ways to eomonsire. the

society than to deksoch the

off water to outside pipes. Afto the valves are closed. see
that outside spigots ale again,
This keeps framing water from

peal must he measured against

,r

Prices we up. bist about ev-

care from the Chicago Motor
Club -AAA for families taking

Kant.
In a recent survey of home
Natures with pnwen sales apone
peal. flresplaces scored
apartof the hottest
ments as well ayesingle-family

faithfully duplicating Ike fine
design details of the period-

It skill come to
him. 1011LI and cleal

!muses have valves for shutting

for an increasing number of
apartments (where tenant ap

fol. 'They also fed a fireplace

expo/Pon.

Here are yonie tips on bum.

+kept., used m towns the
hearth. Now they warm the

Everything costs more

Exhibit gives

garden

Prospect.

squeeze or press on the handle.

known

semi -formal

Nonhwesi Hwy.. Mount Pro,.
peel. and Willie Lumber, 100
N. Northwest Hwy.. M011111

signed when it was fashio,hle

huhhy on, a Saturday shipping

into the surroungli, landscape to achieve a beautiful re -

locally. Duffy Evans,514 E

to apply. As the hacking paper

heating plants high were do

have to offer in these deed.
opiate, is a wholesome and

It shows how special fea-

'Fhe 274.h.wide vinyl is easy

If you are one of the many

aro.. ull she has to du

Gm. Reed

SIP you.

plenty. Screening

Manufactured by Morgan

homeowners who is searching

wants

Benwiek is en Plum

lo

Adhesives Co.. it is available

nial. Federal. (Peomian. Provivial Or traditional -each

home. In fact, oF biggest and
most important single item we

-)/gErninCli

two miles south tit
Higgins Read
(the. 72/

Ble.hed Walnut and Teak.

pack containing 32 linear feet

practically any decor: Colo-

MoneN-Trilks

If

YOU CAN AT
IN SCHAUMBURG

07 Chop & Sulafite

available

vey respondents readily admit-

surface
genius

ing use a 1/2 -inchstaple and use

wit.- pipes from framing,
-Leave window shades a0

°""

in

Panel.

is not its heatinicapacity. &I-

fn. edge Of the gun.

will he held perfectly he 1/8.
inch staples. For thin mold.

MAO, "Pranks.

ing" may be po.thar.1 by the
yard for use as a room accent
or in a selEdispensing roller -

WHEN WORKING with

other

oi duple, and (hen

for easy mainte-

nance and it will not fade or
discolor.

staple
make certain that
ou holdd it firmly and evenly
against 110 surface. When you

By Donald F. Madan, President
Arlington Heights federal SaVinqs
and lean Association

'S

... away from jet thunder, in clear. clean air and in a
fine community where "your kind of people" live. You
can live in the home of your dreams. Brick Ranches
and bi-levels from 533,900.

nates earl he held down with
smplus while they are heing
elitist. 'I he staples are easily
pulled me later.

Impossible to do alone with.

III handle

lami-

plastics and

Heavy

Once In place. MACIac Wood pain may be washed with soap

re-

you can use it for temporary
fastening at well. Use staples
to nick together pieces that
most remain in one position
while glue dries.

out a staple gum.or to use x Mt
thin sheets Elf plywood. Mad.
bredand similes r material.

In recreational facilities.

OUR STAFF OF FULL TIME SALESPEOPLE

Medal hoee

offer

tile almost

STAPLING

sults ill permanent fastening

1936 standards and that its
gradual loces in value over the
past thirty Ica m is what is

winder weary shoppers.

I

fastening ceiling

great deal to keep themclose

den

I

is the kind you will aced for

tiiryt to give them a private environment where him,.
will
almost every recreational advantage. We feel this
is a trend that will continue to

reational facilities. including a
ski hill. swimming pool and a
club house. yoimmters have a

d,s for ideas for ar. gm-

ASK FOR MYRLE JOHNSTON

CALL US FOR PROFESSIONAL
AND PERSONALIZED
REAL ESTATE SERVICE

human beings and we are plan-

hen

staples ap It Y/16.inch. This

thew formative years.
" In e private deeellipillent
such so this, with complete rec-

Stall at Randhurst Feb.
through 22 is not only

Perothy McIntyre, Sec',

mist

Iry

pre -tom and seepagebrackets. and they ans con.rnol

The flower show on the

Emery McIntyre, Sales Mgr. Ted Wrobel, Vice Pres,

opments such as The Windinp. Privacy is a basic urge of

-inch

attributable so this march for a
prisate environment. Slany of
Ille !VW!, have children in the

dramatic flo.rine
ornamental treta--Hopa Crab.
Shadhlow Serviceherry and
White Weeping Cherry as well
as other spring flowers. sleubs
and ground covens,

ha., very large kitchen
one facia dining yea. Larely mimeo,. and draper. goes -

more

models
will handle

mdch the staple to theyb.1-or
hokling dons, shelf paper

near St. ('hones, arc directly

wry. Arlington 'frights. at TheRandhumt Flower Show, was

aive leaking building. 2 bdrms.,

Fran Porker

THE LARGER

vuriery

Windinp of Ferson Creek

This

Hyde Johnston

'We believe that this
crowding cannot help hul add
impetus to the migration from
the suburbs to private devel-

s,our private home.

femures

Bob yeomen

handyone. paton and come
Ow light in a variet 0.1
duty t,1 inesoensive. takes
wanks Li or 5118.inch in
length.

a

sub.

Bob Ayres

'I he gum are designed .fir

Charles Klelan & Son Nur.

beautiful suburban community. Can you
make this a
reality?

Mani Ellis

workshop tool.

The garden exhibited by the

. is the lime to think about a new home

Ken Wink

make it %I:1111,111i a standard

gardeners ideas

where you and your family will enjoy life in a

Roth Wendt

roofing. metal siding...Melo.
You can lied enough tolls tor
them around the house to

Buy g 1001

site developments. such as The

will include continuous films

fur

er than ever before. are seeking

own hearts a favor.

elle 0111 he working in board's
or as whinteurs include:

rooms. 2 Wahl. huge globe, 27

the younger pneration."

and the North Suburban Association Our Health Resources

sa to 4 p.ny

$34,500

interesting envinmment

largere's age of our home-

heatahealth
heart disease prev

VACANT SPLIT LEVEL

it,

ciation of North reek Count,

to -real

MT. PROSPECT
WE -GO PARK

People who ,n afford

and their number is now grey,

ra.,

Operation Alert...Pea-

In the complex Mat will Include is two -level el recreation center for
pests, a large swimming pool end expansive garden Peas.

are eager to pay for privacy

rn, suburban mailed
the entire Baird &

lerlo Rotten Blue. 5.19.

that in rakes only a fraction of
the,ime might.
Professionals use them l'or

March 15. A total of 234 one -and Mebedr,m units is planned

Developers report/customers

104

Westgate. Robent SchmialeProspect Heights:

The first units of the new Garden Quarto apartments ander
construction el Crystal Lake by Ladd Enterprises, division of

Ihe Robino-Ladd Company, will he available for occupancy

James E. Clark. 5.15: .170 An-

Thom, J. Barrett. $79.50.

1527 N. Douala, H. Harnid Ilainline Jr in I mut" N

Star Rilesman.

ex Ct., Rotten E Key. to

Prospect:

J.

Bondy was also honored as a

Buffalo Grove: 4411 Middle -

Mount

tucks and sun sped up a job -Ai

Staff member Donald

milts

Molt

Fireplaces hot items

furniture upholstery.

Ow Muriel 0. Maitland. The
Coyote., 127. 1727 Linden.
James E. Albrecht to Robert
W. Saffold. $24, 3000 Golf
Rd.. Harry Pearson to Com.
monwealth Edison Co.. Inc..

Cook County Recorder Sidnay R. Olsen listed the

and water,

is peeled down calamine the
wahesive coated surface, 'the
dgrain is smoothed onto

5116 -inch staples for repairing

Easily the most versatile Ns.
tuning tool to come along is the

ber of the trolls Million Dol-

Real estate transfers listed

tate to get involved in a carpentry pro,xt are discovering

in eight different
wood grain patterns, Walnut.
Danish
Fruitwood,
Birch,
Walnut, ',Hole. Mahogany.

Staple guns have
a variety of uses

Baird & Warner's Arlington Heights office. 220 E.

of 780 square feet of floor

painted or sized planer wall,.

Thew decorator vinyls am

away.

ve nience.

Young homeowners who
like the warmth and dignity of
wood paneled wall, but hesi-

the painless way to panel with
MAC tae SelLAdhesivo Wood grain heavv-gauge vinyl.

Recreational perks
and the swimming beach.% of
Crystal Lake are a few blocks
distance.

Quaver will he fully carpted
and
draped and will he
equipped

This mood is given emphais by the recreational facilities

Garden

in

facilities are to be provided
within may access for all resi-

THE DAY
Friday February 13 1970

THE BANK

& Trust Company of Arlington Heights

DES PLAINES

$39,900

=IP
CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING

$54,500
SALES POSITION OPEN

McCABE
REALTY
259 E. Rand Road, Mount Prospect, III.
CL 3-7600
sem nut

THE DAY

Special services, activities planned

THE DAY

Friday, February 13, 1970

Page 14

Personal finance

Mona

100 nth,

lowish,

Stock rights, warrants valuable to investors

rests the Bar Mttzs that Brou

Scluisidcr son of her =Mrs

Marvin Schmid, 9049 =I
Plain. on Slim
d ts Feb 14 at 9 s11 tin R.
Isbors

By Calton Smith and

AMONG these benefits ere
Hock rights and warrants. for

Richard Paulen Pratt
It's probably safe to assume
that moo small investors know
little more than necessay

recently was one of 24 Monwnto salesmen selected as
1969 master salesmen from a

American enterprise,- es the

of to joining Fumes he was

field

sales engineer Mr Ward Leon.
lord and S & C Electric Co. in
Chicago.

salesmen located throughout
the United SM., Canada, Fee
rope, Latin America and Aus-

COnthany that issued the EMIL

at 22. for example. the per.
share price under the right

A newly minted investor who
receives a right in the mail
caidd be forgiven if he mistook
it for nothing more than a cute
wayso sell additional stock.
In a way, he'd he right, but
he would be unwise to toss it
aside for lhat reason.

dividend.
What thzy probably don't
recenlly been appointed Chiceau district manager for Furnen Electric Co., Batavia. Pri-

theorization to purchase a an

price of the share already out.
standing. If the stock is selling

tail number of shares in the

price they pay is determined by
supply and demand.
They may even know something of thc company's growth
prospects and whether or not it
can be depended on tee pay

know much about are themore
esoteric benefits that athrue to

a than the current matte

=ample.
A stock "right'. is an au-

about the ownership of node
They usually know that what
they're buying is a share in
haulers venture and that the

Bruno Mhesnol, 113 Lee
Roy L. Scl=mm, 114 N.
St., Prmpect Heights, has. Elm St., Mount Prospect,

The price stipulated in the
right will be purposely act low-

might be 18.

those who "own a share of
saying goes.

erably different than a right
but bestows much the same

stockholders who would he
allowed to hey one additional

tional shares. But the right
give the stockholder first

share for evang 10 they owned.

creek at such nos shares and
arrange it to his advantage.

actually

HE NEEDNT

buy the shares to profit from

Kitchens,
Northwest Hwy..

1628

Arlington

Heights, has been elected

eionevide clothing chain for the

vice president of the compan,

W. F. =Wog. District
Manager for Shell Oil Co., lin
then named as District Man ager, Chicago -North, with of fires at 2720 DesPlaines Av.,

Des Mai= =Rolf joined
Shell in Indianan= M 1952

and was later named Real Estale Representative in the Fort
Wayne District in 1958. Ile
lion at 27 Brunswick La., Lincolnshire. He and his wife,
Select thve
Scott 15, and Sharon, 12.

cild.,

Filet

Boston le attend

a

Donald II. Kirke/daft 910

Pl., Momt Pran-

Ironwood

peon has been appointed ad versisieg manager d Chimgo
Musical

Instrument Co.

A

graduate of the University of
Missouri, Kirkendall, has also
completed two years of grader -

ate worn toward an M.A.

"Rice.

Bank increaseR capitalization
Ward A. Weaver. Presi-

Sunday and 00 Saturday from
9 am. to 2 p.m.

525 par value per
share. to 89,044 shares at 55
par value per share. The me

Home

Hardware
in

Roselle

tf

(44

chandising.
al
trade magazine
throughout
tributed
Ii

disthe

United States, has an article
about the firmb activities in
their January issue.

shares at

and authorized by the Board

capitalization of the hank by

of Directors.

contribution to this iseeue. the

Payment of the Hock divi.
deed and the increase in capitalization is subject to the ap-

firrn h. willingly shared its

shall:bidders !MOM mended a change M the thpital
.stock of the hank from 13.0110

ideas,

knowledge

and

ex-

perience so that others in the
eineml of the Commissioner of hardware industry could ben Banks and Trust Companim of 101.d improve clistomer ser-

I

floors.

serth the entire community.

The architects for this main
addition acre Nereid and Carbon. the general contractor.
Inland Construelimt Compans
The rind rsfst of the main ad-

S28.00(1.0(10.

!he hank has grown so
that its total assels exceed

1Ns record of

As part of the additon. a di-

could he procossed from the
first floor to the accounting

The Bank of Rolling blendows is acing a new "statement
stuffer for its customers.
Called -Psychology of Lieing," the series has advice on
everyday probl
printed on
a wallet -sized card. Thc current not conteins the following

The curds are enchwed in a
folder with a personal message
from John Woods, hank president. on the from and a three-

topics:
"How

tome. every three months.
to

Enjoy

Life,"

'How to Adjuat to Change."
"How to Communicate." end
"Km to Make Marriage Hap

John F. Rogers of 802 E.
has been honored as a group
insurer]. production leader
by the John Hancock Mutual
Life Insurance Co.
Awards were presented to
production leaders cited by the
company for outstanding roles
achievements et the
production lenders'
business meeting in Litchfield
Park. Mix, last week.

'the bank mails the suffers
in bank statements to their cus.

Some recipients request extra
bulletin

fragment reference,

for

The number of tellers' W111.
down was almost doubled, and
more after hours windows
were added.

Kenneth Obermave, 129
N. Stratford Rd., -Arlington
Height, NI. elected ice pre,

The addition to the drivoin
windows completed the cane,
pa structure so that three Isle.

pographen, Inc., Chicago. Ile
hen served 16 years with this
typesetting firm and holds responibilieics in sales, service
and account can
He
has a membership in the Prini.
ing Industry of Illinois Sales

windows

could

be

added. One
immediately
put into service.was The appro.nude cost of this was 860.000.
'rhe architect was Godfrey I,.

Merlof Logm Soma, Ty -

Club.

EXCEPTIONAL OPENINGS
FOR

EXCEPTIONAL
ENGINEERS

company's Chicago
sales office.

Woods said.

WITH

(With 10 Gallon Minimum Purchase)

*

R.M.P.Ajlington Heights
War R.NI.P.:
car

e's going Ihrough changes that will take patience, under. =ding and adjustmtht on your part. I don't feel your ma.=

coffee and Don McNeill.
For more than 35 sears. this

had been morning five Mr
American hreekthsters

from

the Pacific coast to the Atlantic Seahoard
But the 5.'s premier radio

master a ceremonies. whose
"Breakfast Chili broadcasts
kept a nation listening through
depression. war and fist age of

television. caned a halt a year
ago. ending a d.inguished ra.
die. career.
His traditionid

program -

closing thane. "So long, and
be good to your neighbor," is
finding a new application for
the 'fenny 16 -foot -+'-1 blidwelerner.

MCNEILL IS assisting The

Odle. Corp. in making mon-

in the
planned

with Fronk Jr.. that left him.
in
his word. Impressed"
McNeill said that he had al-

Florida communities.
The lively 62 -year -old native of Galena, 111., is an avid
booster of people --amply evi-

ready turned down appeals by
develop othenr community
met organizations to link himself with their projects.

denced by the durable, hen=
quality of his no -script radio
show -and of the Mack=
Recalling his first coined
with the Mettles -a meeting_

OFFICIALLY, he retired
on Dec 31, 1968, and before

ths and slide presentations to
help describe life
Mackie
Brothers'

Record sales reported
Chairman of the Board Ibr
the Walgreen CD.. C. R. Welgreen Jr. reported that the

company had nverd sales for
its first fiscal quarter that en.
sled Dec. 31. 1969.
The retail drug chain rerolesported of 1210,955.739.

up 10.2 per cent over the first
quarter a year ago when Sales
were SI91.346.259.

Earnings were 50.186.802.
doom

slightly

$4,272,552.

from 19691
Earnings
per

share in the first quarter were
66 cents, down

cent from the
previous comparable quarter.
A
MAJOR contributing
I

factor affecting earnings was

The company opened 17
new units in the first 1970
quarter.

substantially

more

than the II openings of the
previous quarter, laid
SchMIdtke.

These

included

12

Wel-

ing to John H. Schmidtke of

green Drug Storm, one Globe
Department Store and tap
Corky's quick -service rears.,

the company.

rants.

of opening and
launching new stores, accordthe

cost

1969 was four days old, he was
on the podium as principal

speaker for Me 1969 OCItonll
WM
.Morebanquet.
More recently, he was a star
attraction at the Jan. 4, 1970,
opening of the newest Mackle
community, Citrus Springs,

and just three days later, ins
chatting graciously with all
thd sundry at the firm's 1970
sales convention.
He has narrated

Reeponsibto for development al new methods, new prorates end

business man.

quality end bring about cast reduMons Prepare tedmieal reports.
thothlor Degree M Mechanical Engineering required. tsewises

For more information phone
The Oa. Mr. Mokelo 255.7200

ENGINEERING ASSOCIATE
ELK GROVE VILLAGE AREA

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

semi

responsibilities Assist
the preperalba el eN ewen
ofEms dog.. and macKnolopls flowtherts.Wrielwaramf
of
11.1

rade. eowng risprods sew and dab. the mem Prepare
Finaa

gun

several

films for The Deltona Corp,
most recently acting as voice
for a movie entitled, "Spring

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY
2450 W. Hubbard 666-3443 Chicago

Hill, Land of 3 Seasons," and a
film called, "A Talk With Don

(news the street from the Milwaukee Rd. West-

McNeill," the latter keyed to
the planned community of

ern Ave. commuter depot)

Del..

Plan chaise of process and sequence of operations Mr manufacture

=
N- MEWOS*:

ELECTRIC EYE

INSTANT LOAD
CAMERA

picture window viewfinder R5.6 to f/22 lens Fast 1/125 second
shutter(1/30 for flesh) tow -light warning signal Uses flashcubes
Automatic flash exposure control.

RETAIL PRICE $55.00 - SALE PRICE

NO SALES TO DEALERS

M Feuol Onetathairt Fmpbwr

$

.
.

of there nom and rambler. wee readies re Wye =whe
tering dillicultiee an help in develapment of improved or new
but nay required.

#x681

29 .0

CARTRIDGE LOAD

TELETYPE CORPORATION

rlir

5555 W. TOUHY AVE.
SKOKIE, IWNOIS
MEnverskomerser betas.

fors =it= deal. It has been ewer live sear. and wive leaser
ren,iVed our money hack. Ile moved ellet of slate. and the last
une tee heard he sons in Florida. He travels. so no onecan find

dig.ote,t1
in harsnmik to bra hem but Ida in Do you
think hen ever really like my brother's little sister?
J.L.. Des Plaines
Deer
1 think yew brother's best Mend is no blend of yaws er yaor
I

brother', newt him. I feel there will he another yome man In
your life very sm. now. One whir want Noe. you
Dear Mr.

Sly husband is a camel man in the service and is serving his
undoour in Vietnam and surrounding areas. Neutrally I find
raising my children alone a great strain.
Recently my husband was offered another promotion. and if
he accepts it he will have to slay M elm service longer than
planned. He is a year away from etirement. I =concerned that
if he =vs in the service for moredditional year he will be sent
erverseasptin and I will once mor he alone. Neither of tes would
another separation.
Should eve turn down the promotion and retirees planned? I'm
also concerned alarm his adjusting to civilian life and finding
mitahle employment.
Mrs. ELL, Buffalo Grove
Dear Mrs. LIU
I Bel your huthend should take Me promoden. You bee been
=lent up to this time. Try a litde longer. The promotion will
help linancethoise after retirement. fed he'll adjust to civilian
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getn$-
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PG. NB. AM Radio. nored

ne,,,,y
HPYI cool cruiser,

HOLIDAY INN

Mort 93 CO per hat,

45 52.00 per hour
Hours 7 AM .3PM

64.4=3372'1440"'

Shopping Corner.

THIS JOB OFFERS

y,

scoop

Or drum. fir,

Vacant

11 lo Pent Apartments

Cook County

Niles Area

Wiry 5525 NO FEE Cur

2 Dr

P.S. rear wIndow

NOUSEMEN-MAIDS

SCHOOL BUS

COUNTER GIRL

VENDING HOSTESS

455-8350

",.°

329 117O

?30.5

for Pm pose,

Northfield Area

1.11111.

25 Employment AgenceN Rime

Commercial

P.M. ROUTES

tinns, Hee ado

7.

I

'

DRIVERS

TRI R VENDING

Rondhursr

err

$3050

'70.Ford Mustang

Jungue, Collectobles,
Anrigues ond 7

SOLID STATE MONO DWIGHT;

Residential

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

DES PLAINES

404 E. GOLF ROAD

aim a

7

BOYS

Across from

SUN.. Fob. IS.
Dorm 10 5Pm

se

Real Estate

FEMALE

WAITRESSES

56E M9 EPIFEN 0

372-5300.

I

Hoffman Eslates

ear Seger M

115

529 8213 or 5296385

I

'70 Ford Torino

BOO, 3146C8 AVAllnPa P

259 5000

WOMEN NEEDED FOR
EVENING HOURS
METRO GOLDWYN
MAYER

d

970 emo's

Vs mile S. of 72 on
Roselle Rd.

Coe 2435766.

13 P. Comploell

L_P=r

WITH
THE BIGGEST
REDUCTION
IN THE
HISTORY OF

d.47'inTOV15.VT=

tli IltHe Panful Women

HIGH SCHOOL

.

50

McDonald's

SKOKIE
7300 N. LINDER
267-5300 or 677-0600

e

Iresed

MoBLETBS;S661Z4128 6E0E2

MID SOUTHERN
1,1750 A. Cimmi Are

OUR LOTS

bre rend.

437 9025

HELP WANTED

triTiONS

TOYOTA DISTRIBUTORS

3108

First Lady!

CLEAROUT

s wide FAMeralo TV

press

'n.le,'on'oPa'ne:2"6117.

AN ELECTRONIC
BACKGROUND

23on toped
537 702O

F

nIANANT WORM.

....

MUST

OPEN SUNDAY

Call 259 0561 Rod Simeth

FLEA MARKET

-LEAD OPERATOR
UNIQUE JOBS F,

WE

Is The Best Place To Buy

swivel stools

KOUNTRY

7 PM GE 5-308B

office experience. !Gellert ,dlory ond company
benefits. Hour's 4 AM m 5 PM. five Hop week.
APPN rode, Lyr ewe .11 Yrs I Soolore
455 8500

4

Second Car
For Your

A

3;6'6'1

JIM AIKEY FORD

Ft 8.3933

BUS DRIVER

20, 37.9 WEEKDAYS

FREE TRAVEL!

,-;,' CHECK WHY

law= CSE

I

peon*. 321 0 G615274650.

42" nigh woe,

CUPID'S
CHOICE:

08S

81.6.3208

CALL 358-0631

SCHOOL MOM?

We require Stale.. mann IjILOr ond generol

ArlingLon

Rd

On immediate pm., en 0. ou, dstabution de-

pr. 5000004 50Aws, MA.
hourc 1 track plover and

If you wont 51000 mem.,

automobile distribustr. A ,.00. acliice location
he

-

NS 5660

KIDS BACK IN

Grellenl opporiunef moorS or y las/ grow,

Complete Training

plaVer 640,

Call Bob Perkins

218elp Wanted Men & Women

GAL FRIDAY

CAREER SPECIMISTS

in/1188NY

Pag, IT

YOUR NEXT CAR

penmas on our clerical

TYPISTS
I

Cam,

677-0600

267-5300

ASK far WAYNE EGGERS
359.7770

ALLSTATE hos unmedm
mom for

256 1104

Frldcy. Fcbrtiary 13, 1970

NONE

7300 N. LINDER - SKOKIE

105.4S Nwilnwenei,

490.000

094 3.957orna 3,prn

575.55.77370.6.

rr.

he rig.person..

dear. New
3175 Wesel! Nr SAO 3962660
oli1P61

SARGENT-WELCH SCIENTIFIC CO.
GENERAL FINANCE

SEW

32Miscellaneous Merchandise

0 0 aeing

GE stereo record

clam

and

scale

COMFIT/ to SEE 11. OR CALL

@0minois Bell

ANALYTICAL

RECEPTIONIST

RECEP.--CASHIER

Spore Time Eves.

656.9922

Interior

It'77::17i

SECRETARY
(NO SHORTHAND)

CLERK TYPISTS

421 2070 wedays

irtojERoF.4

MLLE ruMeie, Inc
i22,9 Norrhente

Icarian analysis of new
nternotionol headgear.

324 5100

k FetAtt

1152 lo,weer Von,

For

PER

What's IT likE

WAREHOUSEMAN

3246xellansous Medalist

BEAUTICIANS - Male or Female

MI PI,' 593 69r0

251mp6yme1t Agencies Women

32Miscellamous Merchandise

2EHM#RIIKWIORF

268elp Wanted

y, aid boy, igood

a yr de
MIlelpWalled Men

TI Help Wanted Were

26-1Ielp Wanted Women

'2641elp Wasted Wefts

:MRS: Monday thru FridaY
Phone, 82943871
Chicago 774-8177
am WM/REGAN RD
Saturday 9.5
CLOSED SUNDAY

4101111EW
meow se,

0

731.4400

II.. 07

9,0000 9:00
Sat. MO to 5:00
Closed Sundays

Fnday, February 13, 1970

Page 20

112-Artemebiles Fir Sale

55Asical Instruments
Ludwig Drums 4 drums, seat, hi hat, covers Silver Sparkle Exc
41 -Home Furnisbingsfurnfture

3244iscellaneous Merchandise

Dumore carving

HOBBYISTS

machine carves any shape in
wood, plastics or metal from
pattern Like new $75 Cl 3-9461
portoble dish
Westinghouse
washer $20, Sears humidifer

$30, lody s ski boots, sz 6 $15,
Northland

5'9",

skis

step in

bindtngs $25, 827 8408 oft 5pm

Brand new carpeting mode for
model homes Heavy nylon pile
Huge discounts 824-7353 dlr..
Walnut
set

contemporary

Single

Best offer 392-7787

Like new Hofner boss guitar,
steal at $195 Used National

King sz headboard & triple

guitar w/case, $47 501
Rey, 7 W Eastman, Arl Hts

elec

dresser 6 pieces 392 7166
3

piece

sectional

port

$50

able bar, electric mangle
CL 5-2332

tires.

Public Notice
CARPETING

German Shepherd pups. AKC.

ered to the public. Sold on a
first -come basis. Closing out

Silver gray. $100.
529-1422

entire

KITTENS FREE to good homes.

Extremely tome because hand
raised; tiger color 437-4998.

Cocker Spaniel, 6 months, Fem,
blond, AKC. Gentle but alert
watchdog 299-4311

Radio Heater Low miles $1800
253-5524

Day Want Ads
Get Results

Exc.

shape.

394.1893

Extra clean. 359-2329

1 -season. 692-4556.

'61 Pontiac Bonneville 2 dr. Hard
Top. A/T, P/S, P/B. $275.
437-5721 after 6 P.M.

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters -

1968 Olds 98 with air and power.
Low mileage, $2775.

inventory

of balance rolls. 40 to 60% off
includes free padding and

'69 Yamaha Scrambler 125 CC

installation.
For free estimate
Coll day or night.

CALL after 6 PM
827-1513
160cc, excel.
HONDA,
semi-scramber, racing
pipes, evenings
537.8770
1967

539-8363

6 P.M. or weekends.

Valentine Puppies. Schnauzers.

8 wks. Ch. bkgrnd. Also, Min.
Poodles, 8 wks. Bred for quality.
Home raised. 259.2899.
FOR YOUR VALENTINE, Min.
Schnauzers M & F, AKC, home

raised, paper trained, shots &
ears $100. 438-6421

Tiny Toil Waggers!

-

AKC

358-7245

1963 Impala.
Excellent condition. Call
882-3817 after 5 P.M.

Abe

age. $2100. 259-4528

'61 Ford Golaxie 6 cyl.
$100. Call
439-7096

1963 Corsair Spider, 4 speed,
low mileage - $325. Call
529-4397

1969 Chevelle, auto., bucket
seats, AM -FM stereo, 359-7605
after 6 pm

Vinyl Top, air, full power. Very
Clean. Must Sell...$2775.
Pollard Volvo
312-834-1950

537-7525

1966 Ford Custom 500 2 dr. 6

'69 Dodge Super B, 2-dr. HI,
383, 4 speed, very low mile-

'64 Dodge Polara 4 dr. HT V8,
A/T, P/S, foc. air, snow tires, gd.
cond. 439-2823
'67

Mercury Monteray 4 dr.,
A/T, P/S, radio, snow tires, vinyl
roof, One owner.
253-3996

'62 Volkswagen, sunroof, $375,
good shape, Sat. -Sun. 9om.4pm,

1013 Hartford, Elk Grove Vil.

2. Heavy duty carpeting
3. Free installation
4. See large samples in

SEE THE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE 11 YEAR CAR!
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

your home.

5. Terms available

824-2175

BARRINGTON

Distributor

IMPORT MOTORS

passengers, air cond., auto.
trans., p/b, p/s. 2 New tires.
Life time battery. $650. Coll
259-1873

'69 Camaro SS 396 350

'69 Dart GTS-wht. top convert
Dark gin. -gin. int., V-8 auto.
radio -console, w/w's, pwr. stg.

\

55 -Musical Inwards

ARLINGTON HIS

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL

"THE EXCLUSIVE DEALER

CL 9-4100

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
CL 9-4100

WITH
THE FINEST SERVICE."

ACCORDION, 120 bass, 5 switch,
excellent condition, S125. 5936538 after 6 or weekend.

WE'RE SELLING THESE
BELOW DEALERS COST

CIA"' Pit Crew

'69 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE
Vinyl roof, Turbo-Hydromatic, Power Steering, Wheel covers, White walls tires, Push button radio.
um. $3675.90

NOW $2775

5 yr. 50,000 mi. warnt. $2895.
ROSELLE

DODGE

529.9871

MIDWEST'S
LARGEST
SELECTION OF

$1795

Daily & Long Term Leasing

381-0899

EXEC CARS -

h.p.

hydromatic trans. Positraction. Heavy duty electrical
system. Many extras. Mint cond.
$2950 358-5123 after 6 PM

This Week's Special:
1968 Volvo 2 dr. Sedan

-Balance of Factory Warranty Available.

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

DEMOS - FACTORY

Turbo

NEW & USED
VOLVO'S
***44-1114-414+44

$1 09 5°°

LATT 0 F

Believing

UNBELIEVABLE?
'68 CAMARO Z28
Loaded! Yellow with Black
Bucket Seats.

Ready to go...! Many to Choose from...
Priced from

DICK WICKSTROM
"THE BOSS"

65 Oldsmobile Vistacruiser, 9

(VOLVO)

V-8 Engines and all the Standard Safety Features of the Late Model Cars -Winterized and

1. Closing out stock

Seeing Is

or offer CL 3 8580

1961 COMET, 6 cyl., auto. trans.,
cyl. std. shift. Orig. owner. Gd.
2 door, asking $90. After 4:30pm '
cond. $600. 439-2737
537-2302

1968 CHEVROLETS

Valentine.
Silver Toy
Poodle Pups.

1961 Volkswagen, needs some
work $90 or best offer

60% OFF

For your

'

1962 Pontiac, 2-dr, good con
dition, $300 1209 Sunset Terr
Ad Hts 255-4592

Call 529-8394

owner, gd.

TOY POODLE,

Mole, AKC, $50. 537-5641 after

1962 Chev 4 door Bel Air 6
Standard Excellent condition 537-0861
cyl

FLEET Buyers Do!
40%

Coll 394 5472

Buy the Way

CARPETING

puppy. 6

69 OPEL Rallye Kodett, exc
condition, low mileage, $1,550

Wanted - 1966, '67 or '68 Cor
vair Convertible Std
trans
mission 956-0690

EzZpr relfis7 rizt257 1:42117 trzCsr

112 -Automobiles For Sale

wks. 827-3328

Female St. Bernard
rnos. old. AKC.
392-3787

CONVERTIBLE

The Boss
Says,

P/S,

buckets, clean, 1 owner $495
827-0733

'68 SS 396 Chevelle, 4 speed,
P/S, disc brakes, buckets $2300.

358-2755

6 cyl. stick,
1

FALCON

112-Artemobies For Sale

'64 Ford Galoxie XL

$200 253-1476

Top P/S
new tires

1969 OLDS, Delta Royal,

cond. $525. 439-9143

-

Silver Toy Poodle - Male AKC 8
Alaskan Malamute. AKC.

'68 Mustang Hard
Stereo radio Like
Good cond $1650

CL 3-3619

'65 Chevy Belair
radio, low miles,

1963

radio/heater, 6 cyl, auto trans,

cond.,

PHONE WAS OUT - TRY AGAIN!

Female. 11/2 yrs. old. $150.
439-8574

1961 Chev 6 4 dr Good body
Uses oil Runs good $75 Call

Comet Wagon. Stick. No
rust. Good condition. $450 or

'61 Plymouth Fury.
$75. Runs good.
529-1788

Like new '68 Puma H.T. camper,
built-in cabinets, sleeps 6, used

827-2650

'64

Pontiac Star thief. 4 dr.
Hard Top. Low mileage. A/T.

103 -Auto Trailers & Canners

Wall to wall residential &
commercial. First time off-

warehouse

394-4820,

after 5 PM

'63 ALPINE
AM FM 2 TOPS OFFER

1408 or 439 1645

1961

'67 Ford Econo Von. 6 cyl. New

112 -Automobiles For Sale

'68 Camaro Convertible Automatic Mint condition Call 253-

437 6588

1966 Ford 4 dr 6 cyf stick, good
condihon $600 After 6 30 p m -

1969 VW Auto standard shift

102-Trucks,Traiers

537- 1930

shots, AKC - Beauties, $100.
439.6581

Private $2875 437-6169

5094 aft. 3:30 p.m.

deliver. Cash or Terms.

44 -Dogs, Pets & Equipment

ed w/extros, almost no miles,

accessories $320 or offer 255-

4

dition. 392-3744

Golden Retriever pups, 9 weeks,

fair condition, $100
394 2614
FORD '69 LTD 2 dr hdtp, load
mabc,

El

5 piece drum set, gd quality,
exc
cond, w/cymbols & full

model homes. Will seper te. We

WANTED: BUNK BEDS with or
without mattresses, in good con-

pick-up electric guitar,

amp with 10" speaker & mike

bdrm

SELLING OUT FURNITURE in

42 -Wanted To Buy

cond Call aft 5 P M 392-2594

112-Autemsbies For Sale

'61 Chevy 2 door, 6 cyT auto-

$1895

'67.IMPALA STATION WAGON
V8, Power glide, power steering, Radio and heater, White
walls.

'64 PONTIAC STATION WAGON
Air conditioned, V8, Automatic, Power steering, Radio
& Heater, White walls.

+4++++++44++
WIGGLESWORTH
IMPORTS, INC.
Exclusive Volvo Dealer
1723 Waukegan Rd.

800 E. Northwest Hwy. Arlington Hts

DICK WICKSTROM

GLENVIEW

729-1800

DAY PUBLICATIONS
555 Irving Park Road

529-7070

Auto Shopping Center

Roselle, Illinois

OPEN SUNDAYS,

4

America's most distinguished motorcar
Pre -Owned Luxury Automobiles for the Discriminating Buyer.
Locally Owned and Serviced, Sedans and Coupe's.

A

1966 Pre -Owned

1967 Pre -Owned
Comfort and Luxury in The MediuM price range with color selections such as
medium bronze metallic Interiors. Ivy Green Metallic, and Glove Soft Leather!

A Your year old Lincoln Continental with tasteful elegance and convenience features which are not available in many new cars.
4

P.-

'"

...........

.......

..

4." '

:!:;

1968 Pre -Owned

1969 Pre -Owned

A Pre -Owned Lincoln Continental offers so much more than most new,
fully equipped medium priced cars.
1968 PLYMOUTH FURY III
4 Dr. Hardtop, Automatic Transmission, Power Steer
ing, Power Brakes, Factory Air Conditioning

/022

Appointments which include full power, genuine walnut veneer on the
instrument panel, deep pile carpeting, carpeted luggage compartment.

1969 MACH 1

1967 COUGAR

Cobra Jet Engine, AM, FM Stereo, 4 Speed

Full Power, Factory Air Conditioned

/569

$1744

1966 MUSTANG
Automatic
Heater

Transmission, Power

Steering,

Radio

M211

1967
1968 BUKK WILDCAT
2 Dr. Hardtop, Full Power, Vinyl Roof

/033

R0*

1967 MERCURY

Colony Park Station Wagon
9 Passenger, full power, AM/FM Stereo Radio,
elec, windows, 6 way power seat, fact. air cond.

Convertible, Full Power.

/122

$1366

$999

1410 E. NORTHWEST HWY
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS

NON
1110I0
LINCOO1 MERRIL
ARLINGTON

NNOMIS
c.solnaleoAn.,

1965 MUSTANG
V-8, Automatic Transmission, Power Steering, Radio,
Heater

Alt /IONIC(

'CL

5-5700

(CHICAGO)

SP 4-2121

eac in nuns ail
By Joanmarie Wermes

In all those religious orders contacted, a

Teaching nuns in the Northwest suburbs were generally pleased to learn of the
Archdiocesan School Board's decision last
week to raise sisters' stipends from $2,000
to $3,000 a year.
It was the general consensus of sister superiors or principals contacted by The Day
that people are not aware nuns must pay

for their own food, clothing ,doctor bills,
prescriptions and traveling expenses.
In some religious orders the salary goes
directly to the motherhouse (the main convent of a religious community where novices are trained and the aged retire).

IN OTHERS the stipend is given to the

superior who budgets it for food, continuing education of the sisters, medical bills
and various household expenses.

Estates, Sister Justilla, principal said that
in her community of Felician Sisters a -certain percentage of each sister's stipend is
sent to the motherhouse to aid in its u;-

personal monthly allotment is given to
each sister who must use it for personal
needs, toilet articles and clothing.
One principal volunteered that her sis-

the regular college tuition with no reductions.

Sister Labriola, principal of St. Emily

School in Mount Prospect, and a member
keep, to help pay for the needs of the aged of the Sisters of the Holy Family of Nazasisters and for those who are sick or infirm. reth, said that a certain percentage of her
"Years ago," she said, "We used to get a sisters' salaries is sent to the motherhouse
tax deduction letter allowing 10 per cent, and to their foreign missions.
discounts to non-profitable organizations
but nobody honors that now," she said.
EVERY ORDER agreed that the high
She also said that sisters must pay their cost of living has affected religious comown hospital expenses, even if the hospital munities too and that they pay the same
to which they are admitted is run by their prices for food, education and clothing as
do lay people.
own .order.
When asked if they still observed the vow
OTHER EXPENSES are for sisters at-, of poverty, each principal said yes.
tending college or workshops. That money
A member of the Sisters of Mercy in
comes out of a special fund from sisters' Wheeling's St. Joseph the Worker School,
salaries, she said.
Sister Jean, principal said there is a whole
Nine of the thirteen nuns in that com- new idea of poverty now.
munity attended college this year and paid
"The poverty of the time is poverty of

ters each get $35 a month; another said
those in that community receive $25 each.

ONE NUN said

annual sti en

i e to

thd

biggest - misconception lay people have is that the par-

ish pays for all the sisters' expenses. She
said her parish provides the convent, utilities and subsidizes building repairs.

Sister Lillian, principal of St. Mary's
School in Des Plaines, and a member of the

Sisters of St. Francis of Mary Immaculate,
said her order has received personal
monthly allotments for less than a year. Before that all expenses were taken from the
general fund, she said.
ST. HUBERTS spokesman in Hoffman

the spirit," she said. "We work for the
people and do not own property. We
do not own our own house or have our
own children. We work in a location for
a time and then we must move on."

SHE ALSO said that her order is permitted to wear street clothes now, but that
it is a personal option of each sister.
Sister Jean said, "People used to think
we were different than they. When we dress
the same as other women in the parish we

are in effect saying, 'We share with you
and we all serve humanity together.'"
So far her community has not made a
study on the cost of lay dress versus the
habit but Sister Labriola said she believes
the modified habit with short dress and
partial veil the least expensive choice because it is like the uniform setup.

COSTS ARE cut further becatise the
nuns make their own habits, she said,

Arlington Height's Our Lady of the
Wayside School Principal Sister Mary Cecile said that in her order of Sisters of St.
Dominic, nuns are allowed to wear either
modified habits or lay clothes.

She also noted that even though religious rules are now relaxed, there has been
no increase of girls entering the convent.
SHE SAID she believes the reason lies in

the fact that with relaxed rules. "there is
not as much of a challenge in entering the
religious life."
"The very spirit of our life is a challenge
of self-sacrifice," she said.
Sister Labriola added that she believes
that many girls were disillusioned when so
many sisters left the religious life tWo years
ago. "That destroyed the image of sisters in
general from all orders," she said.

Proota map

WEATHER
Tonight: Partly cloudy,
low near 20. Tomorrow:
Partly cloudy, warmer.

Telephone

2554400
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$27 million in NW suburbs

Huge road program planned

2

The Cook County Departof Highways has an-

ment

nounced a five-year S 114 million road improvement pro-

gram that provides for about
$27 million in highway construction in the northwest suburban area between now and

.

-1

.4

ale %le

Algonquin Rd. and
Central Rd. at an estimated
cost of 5380.000.
tween

INTZ RD.

rift

7%ry tamer

fr ..;ea

tion program. Wilke Rd. will
he widened to four lanes be-

the end of 1974.

saga

"um.,

Hintz. Roselle and
Wilke Rds.
According to the construcburg.

*Vow

-.A.

."4/1"

r

will

get

Several northwest area proj-

$250.000 of improvements. in-

ects have been scheduled for
1970. including the widening

cluding widening to an adequate two lanes and railroad
crossing adjustments over a

of the express lanes on Palatine

Rd. from Illinois 53 to east of one:and one -half -mile stretch
the Soo Line Railroad tracks, --hotileen- Elmhurst Rd. and
and improvements to Schaum- Wolf Rd.

Roselle Rd. will be improved and resurfaced for 5.2
miles between Golf and Baldwin Rds. at an estimated cost
of 5550.000. Schaumburg Rd.

for Sanders Rd. between Milwaukee Av. and Willow Rd. at

Av. and Rand Rd. Cost estimate is $7 million.

a cost of $1.36 million. The

Other improvements include
widening
Arlington

is slated for widening to two

median strip.

adequate lanes and resurfacing

between Barrington Rd. and
Roselle Rd. Improvements to
the 3.3 mile stretch will cost
$500,000.
Dundee Rd. will be widened

to four lanes with a median
strip between Des Plaines River Rd. and Landwehr Rd. at a
cost of $2.38 million. Improvements are also scheduled

road will be reconstructed and

widened to four lanes with a
Palatine Rd. will be widened to four express lanes along a

3.77 mile strip east of Illinois
53 at a cost of $1.45 million.
The widening will include the
Wheeling Rd. intersection.

THE TOTAL cost of 1970
projects in the northwest sub-

urbs will be about 57.3 million.

Traffic study asks changes
at Northwest Hwy. - Central Rd.

4.

The Mount Prospect Safety
Commission and other village
officials heard a report on initial phases of a traffic control
and safety study Saturday that
recommended

changes

at

Northwest Hwy. and Central

traffic flow between the north-

changing of Hi-Lusi traffic to a

ern and central portions of

one-way southbound operation, allowing for ingress

Mount Prospect would he the
method of contructing overhead crossing or
expensive

underpasses, or even elevating
the railway.

Other important highlights
-f

Mount Prospect firemen pull the remains of a burning mattress Saturday morning from the home
of Eugene Schmidt, 1415 Circle Dr.. Mount Prospect. (Additional photo by Dan Batas on Page 2)

souri Synod Lutheran Church,
according to Schlickman, sup-

schools will come to the north .vest suburbs March 7.
On that day, pubic hearings
of the Elementary and Second a r y Non -Public Schools
Study Commission will be held
at the Arlington Towers Hotel.
Eugene Schlickman (R -Ar-

had more than one member

made to parents in the form of
coupons or vouchers which
could then be turned in to accredited schools.
Such schools would then redeem these vouchers for money from the state.

lington Heights). chairman of
the commission, has said that
individuals or organizations

Saturday were the Rev. Robert
Clark. superintendent of

who wish to testify may do so.

diocese.

The controversial question
of state aid to non-public

He asks that anyone interested in appearing before the
commission get in touch with
its administrator, Chester K.
Hayes, 173 W. Madison, Chicago 60602, or phone Hayes
at 372-3726.

SCHLICKMAN said that
having
potential witnesses
contact Hayes was in no way a

speaking.

He said that 23 witnesses
spoke in favor of state aid to
non-public schools on Saturday, with 13 appearing against
such a proposition.

Among those who testified
schools for the Chicago Arch-

ON MARCH I, all Catholic
throughout Illinois

port a voucher system,
which payments would

in
be

itors. ."Open House Sunday"
is planned to gain support for

concept of state aid for the

Archdiocese -proposal
which backs a purchase -of -services plan for state aid.
Not all non-public school

"screening device," but was
intended as a guideline for

groups, however, support the

scheduling appearances.

purchase -of -services idea.

On Saturday, the commis-

Representatives of the Mis-

port the parent tuition voucher
(Continued on page 2)

Photo enlarger
stolen from
Day office

SIMON

SUBURB
SAYS
Judge Hoffman has sentenced everyone bat the Jurors, and
they'd better have the right verdict.

Day

An Omega picture enlarger
valued at $300 was stolen Saturday night from Day Publica-

tions, 117 S. Main St., Mount
Prospect.

Police reported that a key
was probably used to gain entry to the office, but the door to

where Ulf photo equipment
was stored was broken into
with a hammer or chisel.

was the improving and widen-

be prohibited.
Further suggested was the

ing of the narrow underpass
from the Northwest Hwy. to
Davis St. in eastern Arlington
Heights, and extending Busse
Rd. north from Central Rd. to
meet it.
The underpass would have
to be widened front its present

1971 and 1974 include widen-

ing Oakton St. to four lanes
with a median strip from Lee
St. west to Busse Rd. The 3.4
mile improvement will cost an
estimated $1.23 million.

Like -Cook Rd. will also he
widened to four lanes with a
median strip along a 6.45 mile
stretch between Milwaukee

ruction and widening of culverts.

necting

approaches and conpavements at Salt

Creek and Central. Ella and
Roselle Rds.

The county's primary road
program

for

the

next

five

years. which totals
593.625.000 will he financed
with 590,300,000 of motor
fuel tax funds and $3.325010
of reimbursements front the
federal government.
The

expressway

program

f6r the next five years. which
totals 520.650,0(8) will be financed from the expressway
bond issue fund. motor fuel tax

funds and federal reimbursements

Inconsiderate and lazy

traffic signals to allow separate
left turn indications for left

Hwy. and from the west approach of Central Rd. into the
Northwest Hwy.

Income tax law passed by the General Assembly last year, which
takes 2! 2 per cent of an individuals income.

act

THIS WOULD require the
elimination of the present island on the west approach of

ed south in Mount Prospect.

Central Rd. in order to provide
the additional left turn storage

Forty-nine members of the General Assembly collected their
salaries in a single lump sum payment for the two years prior to
the effective date of the tax, August
1969.
Campaign expenses during 1969 curtailed his law practice and
subsequently hurt Schlickman's financial state. -this, he said,
were his reasons for taking the pay in advance.
"I did this same thing during my first session in the Legislature," he said. "On neither occasion was this an attempt to avoid

more

"at

grade"

crossings

drivers who park in fire

over the tracks, relieving the

lanes when a big parking lot
is available.

at

E.H.

changing of phasing of the

Didn't take pay early
to avoid tax: Schlickman
Contrary to an article in a Chicago newspaper. State Rep.
Eugene F. Schlickman (R -Arlington Heights) says he did not
take his 1969-1970 salary in advance to avoid the Illinois State

A second alternative suggested was the provision of
present

four

crossings

Mount Prospect Rd.. Emerson, Main, and Central Rd.

THE CENTRAL RD.

-

Northwest Hwy. intersection

turning autos front Northwest

lane needed.
Speical studies were made of
21
intersections in Mount
Prospect, as well as a complete

study of the entire village traffic pattern.
A three man committee was
selected to study this preliminary report .

I

any tax.

"Frankly I would prefer not to do it this way because it hurts
nit on the federal income tax," said Schlickman. "This is a point
the (Chicago paper) failed to mention."
He said he would he paying more in federal income tax than he
would have to pay for the 21/2 per cent Illinois State income tax.

actually involves two other vil-

3 -car crash

1700 American Federation of

the east approach of Central
Rd. to Northwest Hwy. should

as an escape valve" for
Northwest Hwy. traffic head-

was a representative from the
Archdiocesan Teachers Fed-

eration who said that Local

In addition, the report rec-

HOWEVER. A less expensive alternative suggested

18 feet, and the extension of
Busse, long proposed. "could

5 injured in

plan to hold classes in secular
subjects (science, math, etc.)
and invite non-Catholic vis-

an

way tracks and Weller Creek.

SPEAKING SATURDAY
in favor of the voucher plan

Teachers, AFL-CIO: Illinois
State AFL-CIO: and Region
No. 4. United Auto Workers
"actively and vigorously sup-

schools

the two major physical barriers to traffic flow; the Chicago & North Western Rail-

Gripe
Of The

sion held an all -day hearing in
Chicago at which'27 witnesses
testified. Schlickman said that
sonic groups which appeared

By Jan Bone

of the I 00 -page report done by
the St. Louis firm of Crawford,
Bunte, Roden centered about

The report noted that the
ideal solution for improving

Hearing on state aid
to parochial schools set

restricting egress from Hi-Lusi
to Prospect.

county road system between

ALSO INCLUDED will be
a $900,000 project for reconst-

ommended that left turns front

Rd.

'446.9itsb: '

from Prospect to Hi-Lusi but

Future improvements to the

Heights Rd. to four lanes between Higgins Rd. and Devon
Av. The 2.87 mile project will
cost about 53.6 million.

Five persons were injured
Saturday morning in a three car accident at Kensington
Rd. and Illinois 83 intersection.

Police said an auto driven
Bailey, 53, 375
Harvard St., Elmnurst, was
southbound on Illinois 83
when an auto driven by Alice
P. Hughest, 43, 1001 N. Vail
St., Arlington Heights, west-

by Guy H.

bound on Kensington, hit
Bailey's auto and careened

into an auto driven by William
A. Glitz, 25, 225 S. Rohlwing
Rd., Palatine.
Alice and Martha Hughes,
Kristen Glitz, I, Vircie Bailey,

lage streets, Hi-Lusi Av. and
Prospect Av., as complicating
factors.

The report points out that
the number of right angle and
rear end collisions at the intersection of the two major roads
indicates that motorists do not

have sufficient time to view
and obey the present traffic
signals, one far left and one
near right at each of the four
approaches.

It suggests that overhead
signals be installed.
FURTHER suggested is the

Meetings
Mount Prospect Finance
Committee, Village Hall; 8
p.m.

Mount

Prospect

Park

42, and Opal Dingus, Westerville, Ohio, were treated for
minor injuries and released
from Northwest Community

District Finance Committee, 600 See Gwun Av.; 8

Hospital.

W. Gregory; 8 p.m.

Guy Bailes was . charged
with running a red light and is
to appear in Mount Prospect
Court March 11.

p.m.
School District 57, 701

School District 59, 2123
S. Arlington Heights Rd.;
8 p.m.

Speaking with Mrs. Daisy Daniels (left) and Mrs. John Allen members of the Mount Prospect
Historical Society are Robert R. Lewis (left) and Richard Crabb who were featured speakers
yesterday at the society's tea at the Mount Prospect Community Center. Lewis, who personally
knew men like Henry Ford and Buffalo Bill, and Crabb author ofa book on the men and incidents
that developed the motorcar, "Birth of A Giant", presented a program on the development of the
automobile in America.
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State aid hearing slated

Monday February 16 1970

Area municipalities' tax
share now $1 million
By Richard Crabb

Actual!,

sot ot

Sta Oa distribution of the

the is not the
s.11,1 R.gner Of

lamas dloe mon from the

Illi. Ohl funds collet -Ed under

the 20
Its north

income to, 59 ptr tint

newwive income tax

intinalpshms

RI suburbs

between

goes to suppon

elemont,

mg Ind Elkridon Grine %i%d4µ wJl

rohools

hoc
ad appnniman.1%
II 000000
Rap 00.11 Reener IR Id

Another 16 per cent goes
to support insfitutions of hrth
or edmanon the
eolloges
amanita, old ulnas col loges though mot rumor tail

Distrall nit. iced the inferan
non 1 do oesumlo
Des Plaines I-

ind Sr
linoton Ha pi's hoe neuved

idtung m

e uh

mown dels 11.000 The d

Hoffman

thing more thin sfi per person

Lent so tint a total of Ot ants
out ot cour dollar whieh
Lome, te ulabh under thr. mn

State income Mx collections

port exhring programs of pub-

htrati in Aupsr. Under the
Oren of the new hw. municiparities gel one -twelfth of the

IS c edue-ation, welfare and pub Inc health.

whose writun st Mment said
that stag eat to non pude.

Estates

Northbrook 939 176 49
Palatine 148 955 81

income

tax

from cilidens within their Limhe 1 he municipalities have a
wide latitude. under the law. in
how they me the funds passed

gM11

on to them fann the wee in-

-ow IN('

December. munkipalities
the northwest suburbs

:
tax program is so new thai I Coilmosi
.

pole do not know howthe
mmey is luring L0011: Reinter
1011 Go Day.
ihink mare.

g amic think that the state A

5107.206.09
Barringion-S18.01,8.32

getting a Int mme um revenue
and to a result its free to hire
more people and provide new

-55.722A5

11 erring' on

Naperville College. who was

Blue." Other selections will
include "Citadel Nlarch." well
"Talk to the Animals." as well
as three numbers by the 30 -

IlulLagle

Wh

lain um:Ism...About 85
sponsors will spend additional

Scour Banquet or Mc North.
ma Suburban Council. Boy
Scouts of America will be hold

17 at 830 pm. in

Feb.

-This year we will be hon.
oring 1116 Scour, who have
obtained S.:milieu', highest
rank." said Council Preisdent
Robert xl. Saw, Park Ridge.

in

500111

Scour

ton

Eagle

Sauer said.
FF:ATURIS of ihe 11:11,11e1
program. said SuLoy.r. Will. M-

clude recognition lier the 106
Eagle S001110. cep

ARLINGTON IIEKHITS

dove Dr. and Howard Frye.

N. Wilshire Av.,
klichedi
Schroeder. 811 N. Ramon,:
Bruce FL Biriner. 206 S. leas.

West

omi-

4111

S.

S. Illinois St.. Jam. D.
Baehr. 305 N. Wilshire Av.:

2.72

Friehurg.

1103

Easr man Si.:
Ken y
Moore. 044 ,Ike.hire

tar light from a N101111 I Pros-

police Cu, behind their

staiion.

Barrington:

Rel..

SL. Harrington: Douglas Hoffman, 64.3 S. Stuart Ln.. Pala-

E.

1.n., 1)avid Grhorn
817 S Walnut So, Robert
Peale. NT/ N. Belmont: Michael grinneyer. 726 S. Mir

Otis

John Danielson, 73, Grove

robin Josif. 214 W. Fairview,
Michael

tine, Kim Abbott. 549 E Elm
St.. Palatine:
Thomas Morin, 172U S. Ela

John M. Hug hen. 230 Milan Ln.. Hoff mar

Estates; Thome, gond.

144

tates: Eric Johnson. 148 N. Ol-

de con..., by the Rev. Don-

Clara oehlerking

ald S. 1-Irrbbs //mummy at 1:30

put. in the funeral home eh,

Services for Clara C. ()eh
larking. 71. of Mal S. School
St. Mount Pokspect. were =serued by the Rey Clifford C
Kaufmann this afternoon et
Paid

St.

Mrs.

Lutheran Church.

Oehlerking. who died

Friday at Holy Family Hospi-

ml. was buried in St. Paul
Cemetery in Mount Prima,.
Survivors are her husband,
Louis C ruo sons. Elmer of
Palatine and
Howard of
Itasca: three daughters. Her.
nice and Dolores of Mount
Prospect

and

Virginia Ma-

chold! of Lomhard: ten gnindchildren: one arcat-grandson
and a brother. Elmer Ziegler
of DeKalb.111.

William 1. Irwin. 55.01403
Maple

50,

Pron..

Heights, an manintslrator for
the Prudential Insurance Co.,
died Friday at St. Francis Hospital in Evanston.
Survivors are his wife. Margaret W.,
three
children.
Linda Krausberger of St.
Charles and Brian W. and
Bruce W. of Prospect Heights,

and a sister, Frances Morrow
of Wayne. Pa.

Visitation will be 6 to 10
tonight ai

Laren -Mug

Lillian Weber
Palatine.

and

Oehler Funeral Home in Arlington Heights. SITYSRs will

died

Saturday

al

aome.

Survivors ore a son, John D.
of Mount Prosperi: two grandchildren: throe sisters. Ellen

Kidd. Selma Bell and Alice
Keller of Chicago. and a
brother. William Peterson of

(
Visilarion will be until

10

ronight at Friedrichs Funeral
Home in Mount Prospect. Ser-

vices will be held tomorrow al
p.m. in the funeral home
chapel. Burial will be in Me.
I

Pork

Cemetery

ive SI., Hoffman Estates and
William P1110111. 1 200 Hemlock, Elk Grove Village.
NORTH START DIS.
fRICT: Glen Thiel. 1418
Cypress. Mount Prospect:

David K. Abbott. 41/9 Carol
St.. Mourn Prospect: Bruce

Lillian N. Weber. 80. of

atonal

William 3.1nrin
N

el. Imerment will be privaw.

in

Skokie.

Helen D. Faust
Services for Helen D. Foal.

'Westergren,

6

Judith

Dr..

Mount Prospect, David Erk,
Fairview. Mount
David
Quillen.
101 S. Can -Dole Av., Mount
Prospect:
Scott Donahue.
204
N. Fairview, Mount
N.
Prospect:
506

Prospect/

Garret 13. Auld. 701 Willow

Rd.. Prospect Heights; Rich-

ard Martina, 421 Beau Dr.,
Des Plaines; Marvin Panel,
923 Beau De. Des Plaines and
Richard Hinkley, 2457 Eisen /saver Dr., Des Plaines.

ALGONQUIN

DIS-

TRICT: Gary Williams 2376
Magnolia Sr, Des Plaines'
Steven Dueball, 1831 Locust
Des

St.,

SO. of Morton Grove. were

R.

conducted by the Rev. Charles
Mayer Ibis afternoon at Oehler
Funeral Home in Des Plaines.
Mrs. Faust, who died Saturday

Des

Rose,

P/aines;

Robert

1500 Walnut St.,

Plainest Thomas Darner, 1408 Wedgewood Al.,
Des Plaines; Wayne Gyssler.
1109 Margret So, Da Plaines;

at the Illinois Masonic Medic-

Robert A. Wolfgram, 950

al Center in Chicago, was bur-

Weber La. Des Plaines; Cur-

ied in Eden Memorial Park in
Schiller Park.
Mrs. Faust is survival by

tiss J. Lionruch, 2356 Scott St.,
WoloDes Plaines; Jeffrey
shyn, 103 Clark Ln., Des

two sons,
Plaines

Curt W. of Des Plaines; Thom. E. DeLaet,

Han B. of Prospcct Height, and five grandchildren.

Rnnylb

cupboards as he prepares to Oa cam Me school
lb. raw'
wners.
building will ing
he used 10 an edliCatiOnal

utter ihis alum' sear.
In rim:imagin, through mV

'.

Lou,

1372 Earl St., Des Plaines aril

wall

Demetros. 4039
Grace St., Schiller Park.

but he fon. two ric
thar he intends

priacm to the 51011111 Prispect

Historical Society. One is the

'Ninnies of the Nlosint Pm 1001 Parent-Teachem ATE"

Da. II. 1930 to eb. ..
frees
577
937. The mho is the P 1A
Book from 1931 to
947.

Rd., Nal

D.nison Rd., Hoffman Es-

Obituaries

of

The Rotary IM MO
tfierAhab
Self." Limed
among the activities of the
Prospect Rotary Club

of dollars in

MU:motional under and good will

standing

through the wilding and

Bruning. 0,000010 vice presidem of (1101100 Bruning Co..

scalloped

drive

First Nalional lkink of Do.

juke, tensed salad. cote slaw
molded:
strawberry sliewl
peaches, lemon. apricot cher.
ry. Hard roll and hither. milk.

north... stilt

Available desserts. apricot
halve, baked custard. cherry.
cream
rhubarb crunch.
pie. gingersnap cookies.

opened (lei

Chairman a this tear's so
licked. committee Is Wilfred
Nina vice iernident of per-

president.

week to 10 days from now. he

NlocAnhor,

said.

John Munn and Itchy Ross

Also helping out 0 Howard
Alton. executive vice presi-

Store members arc being
appointed to have a brooder

schools in District 23:
French to t pork sausage
rosy apple sauce. chilled fruit
peanut butter cookie, milk.

sonnel and industrial relations.
00911111.
his charge are rive
Plaines.

tcam captains. who will Ill in

Hank and treasurer for the
Northwaut Suburban J.A. Diu

nit) .lloon] Prippect.
appointees have accepted the
eommitiee menthenthips. he
said.

The

industrial

committee

dustrial community.

Ann

0111 visit

longs.

ter. 71.1 Comm
27

Prospect:

John

W.

Both books are fascinating!

committee inspect the Vic tale and sugges retains which

will put it in working order"
Feb.

20,

1934 -"An in

was read thin, the
Palraine I' lA which Myna!
members ,if 61111111 Prosqct

PIA I9 their Nlarch meeting
to hem- D15 Pisston grmlley."

Nov. II. 19.1.1 -gegardi.
lunches. "Afar a discussion in
regard to maicrials.
t was
decidal to charge 111 ants for
each meal."

wins per perSVII is 1:slimme

Sullivan.

193r -AM:
commitice ..w. informed
that thelachers had not han
paid their salaries for Nove.
her and fkeenthe.
Jan. 20. 1932 ...Chairman
of the Hot Lunch Committee
reported ,his the lunchroom
was ready for work. Tickets
were io be sold each morning

Sept. 23, 1935 Motion was
made for n -card party 6, he
given Oct. 30. with entire mistrals to be given to the li-

JIM.

1'_.

len,

by

the

PTA

for

522.50.-

was n ide and koonded that

Jan. 6. 1938 -Speaker for
the evening was 'Dr. Clark
Knubler whose subject was
'Germany Under Hitler: This

1119,1000

thank you note be sent to Bus-

address was thoroughly enjoys

.'1;kgc....
,
1MA.

y

ix-Biermann "lik their generous donation of a stove."

Seq. 29, 1932 -Nine dot

Inn am "appropriated

rot

purchase of necessary materiel

for building lunch tables. The
president then asked for

lu

teem to assist Mr. Pohlman to
build the lables."
Oct.

27,

1932 -It was

moved, seconded and corrieo
that the PTA sponsor a move.
ment for better movie films at
00 neighborhood theater."

OCT. 27, 1932 - 'TM President reported the gift of an ice

10 1932 --flu offer

uov. by the American Lewmade
gion of vaccinating anyone
free of charge who was not
able le pay."
April 27. I 933 --One of Llhe
outstanding feaures of the year

for the PTA: Arnsted in Mrnishing

the

teacher's apart-

ment with furniture and dish Oct.

26.

1933

was

lb,"

guarantee
your family
an
income

P001

Oulo

Falls. becoming active in Ili
Christian Worker's Union. lo

110 Portland

Bmines and

place Miss Mildred Cooper is
coordinming the new Kenosha
and northwest suburban elute

A State Farm Family Income
Policy delivers a regular pay
check for Nod, rent living es

Extensioneeth

ot

ivory milendar with the fob
Lewin

activities:

A regular Ilnut In C011101
thy was held Feb. 1. Al the
next Dr, In Center Day. Fell
la-. Girl 5001115 from Row
School will be wrving the Se.

PERS, if you're taken out of the
olchtre State Farm is all you need
to know about insurance. Call me.

HAROLD E. NEBEL
212 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, III.

PH: 253-5678

STATE FARM

'''

morn a mucet tr.. On Feb. IS
a film of South America will he

,th,./., pots_ lo in .
naming.

A trip 11,1e0 the Ice Capades
is scheduled lin-11010 20.for
A boo
the
am.
noon shoo in the Chicago Sta.

3 have also Ilan completed.

Anyone in

a.m. On the way home the
gintip will mop
fie 0 snack.

aE 1110 (Nisi.

ing

Bechar. An. Swenson

daughter, Karen lean, being

The engagement of Nancy
Bright to Charles Boescnberg,

Mr. and Mrs. Chester A.
Chesney of Goltriew Or. in

Mr. end 51r1. Walter A.
Christensen of Mount Pros -

son of boo Plaines are an -

announced by her parents. Mr.

son of klr. and Mrs. Earl. II.

Nlount Prospect are amount:Ilicir
ing the engage

prix

The trig:lament

in join -

this hawk,: grin, of se.

rims may contact NI, Wal101
Mese, CI. 5-3180, for funher
information.

and M
sirs. Harold

of

C

their

orneB.,
Haller-

iSf 51.11,1 PriApeth 110,100,01. has been announeed by

Hama n Roger S0,,, Haar:,
son of SIr. and NI, 1 lonned
!lark of Arlington Heights

her parents. Mr. and kir,. Mos

em.

Bright of Paris. 111.

Park Conservatory in.
90.41 Even that greenery was

Infant Welfare Woman s ria-

end Roses launching party .11

0 nektonic change from the

seined by an adult member

the

lotirnamem of
backdrop." said

of the Woman's Auxiliary of
the Infant Welfare Society of
Chicago.

AIM 001511
NIrs.

Magnus and

lobo Mahn. who am

uorking
the
lonclit.
ogles'. 0. did NI, Ilsold
lemen 110011.'11I chairman.
I he lonchme, fashion slam'

Biers..

Fnels cenier

Northern Illinois Gas Co. mill

will

Haute. Ind., where she
a degree in
will be
music next kl:w. Boesenberg,
a
1966 graduate of Forest
View High School. attends

Sara. Wan ol Mary High

27.

Row Polytechnic Instimie in

Wright

Terre Haute and majors in mechonicol engineering.

Roosevelt University in Chi-

model in long gemmed Anierian beauty rose! and a lollipop
In sieve childi.

Tickets may 10 purchased
any nomber of the
Mount Prosoct Cemer of Infrom

'101 charity is charity and

to he held Feb. 20 al 1110 Com

font Welkin or by phoning

rad Hilton Hotel is a combin180

Mrs. Richanl Slade
1749.

II

255 -

The Tint h (
Peter I mhenm

W.

Olive,

ol St.
I

AMnglon Hag.,

Pollution posters students made

and what they nuan on

Feb...

17. at St30 p.m.

Thepn,gam will avmxisi '"
rwo pans. The firm pan
ins exposure to a antemporar
Elm

exp

'ith""
lase dialopie. The second
pan
as

eubdiee

un of pan of Me Wen me Foe al MO
Me Fon onenell ord pan
Romonneoll of Ma War an
Mon 12. lit..
as No.,

dependable that

such

Commonly alwera. or meom Innmenc.

Saan Was Soon

as

'Taw

IMAIMM a lel.
r;cin

ky of Homewood.
Barbara is a graduate of
Forest View High School and
is now 0junior in physical education at Northern Illinois
Universily.

Christensen.

a

1966

of Prosqa High

graduate

Schtml, attended Northern Illinois University. where she
vrio a member of Kappa Delta
sorority.

VALIDATE IT FOR YOU

graduate of

High

a junior at
Northern majoring in sculp-

.11001.

varsity.

their 1.510001i1111.

also

1,

tural ans.
Allier their Aug. 15 Walsh., they plan 10 continue

Martha Hopkins
will review

Narayan's book
"A Hone And Two 00415"
K. K. Narayan will be the

Slt:law of

of Alpha Xi Delta will to
Itch I% a, ti p.m. in the lanne
of NIrs. Richanl Swot, 220 S.
can.Dota in Mount Prospeet
Co.bostess lor the evening is

"

nee.

I

Slim

8011,1,,y

last

wel-

ndPrs

be made dur-

mas haraar

fin the various
booths nin he announced
Alunmite 110. 10 the area
an to attend the meeting.
my call NIrs. John Hannibal.

Alpha Xi Delta
mating at 8 om, in the home

he ShOwn.

of holes. Richard Swat. 220 S.
('an -Dom in Mount Prospect.

Plans for the 1970 Christmas !lunar will be made duo

Co -host. for the evening is
&von. The program, "Who Mrs. N. D. Garrett of Des
Priam the Consumer?" will Pbirt'''
Mi. CL11,1 Stanton. a.
be presented byaCook County

ing the brisMess meeting, and
chairmen for the various

.1,

,,,,,,,,,,.. rot,. II.
,...,.. ...,,,,.... ,-...,
,10 1..., mg, s,...

alumnae from Park Ridge, will
show slide, taken during a En -

Plamn holidaY last nimmer.

Austria. Itch' and France will

booths will knewnouncd
to the area
Alumnae n
wishing to attend may call
Mrs.

John

Hannibal,

vice-chairman of prograns: Mrs. Norman Denaiger, second
vice,hairman,
first

tnembershm;
yer.

rs. Robert 00-

secretory Mrs. Willard

Petersen. treasurer, and Mn'.
Knight, Beehive
chairman.
Instructions

0027, for further detail,

for making
honeycomb ribbon and yarn
placeman will be given at the

HEATING
Nil..

day's 10 a.ns Beehive.
Interested mennbers should
he
in Mom. Prospect. Shown with some of the posters whkh
judged soon ore Mao Ann Rutkowski, Tim Scott, Eddie Augus-

tin, Mark Keane, Mary 011are, and Cindy Wont.

hing one skein of rug yarn
(your color choice), a maal
andscissors. Rib.
bon will be available.

yarn

Dr. Joe. Stern head of the

an accredited school of num

BiochemiCry Laboratory at
Luthcron General Hoipital.

ing. The award is based on interest in nursing, financial
need and scholastic standing.

Applicants mist be residents
of Mount Ikrospeet.

Application for= can

be

held in the home of' NI 0. Ross

obtained

Ludwig, 004 S. 1-015 at 7:45
p.nh on Feb. 17. The club will

Vocational Counselor at Pun
pcct, Forest View, Maim.

pleb

West,

its 14th anniarsary

at this meeting.
The Nurses' ChM is now accepting applications for its

$400 nursing scholanhip. Applicants mum be accepted for
edmiseion in the fall of 1970 to

from

Hersey

the

and

tie

C'l o
thththithYVIJy

C`naMr
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Workshop for
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A Mu -day Mining workshop for Elgin Slate Hospital
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gam until3pin
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Con -Con's big traveling
road show folds tent

Ron Swans

By Rkhard Crahb

Catching up on the neigh

NO SOONER had
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I

Mahood gossip Ise t yam. You
have to w ork at a. The tele-

to push my can than I humped
into one of the ladies I knew at
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church. "What are you doing

aren't very dependable
IL Sometimes they for

home

If

I
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aut what's happening in the
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cenemly

buiWing

in

day
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she

promptly told mc abom her
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know they've built it wrong.

out my neighbor broke

they thought
people would jam buy their

enkk trying to ice skate.
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I

suppose

groceries at the supermarket
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CLEARANCE"
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guitar leacher came into the

1

woman so long to go grocery
shopping.

- Marshall Field III
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Letters to the Editor
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lake Mich
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will take money and
plenty of research. Manage.
menu of all waste disposal will
have to be financed as a public

utility. with everyone sharing

stiution will he available three
or more days a week in
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testimony by any citizen who
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the

heard.

sessions of the legislature but

11111 CHICAGO hmrings
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Good Monday hoe Thursday
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of firms that are not ambers
of the Illinois State Nursery men's Awsn. Ile Ice is 515 for

employe of member firms or
members dwinselves.
Regimi ation foes should be
sent to Rohm G7 Clendenin.
r,45
N.
Milwaukee Av.,

Wheeling. Ill. 60091.

procedure during lout week's
Harper College board of
trustees meeting.
The procedure,

discussed

sentatives' resolution basically
denying any need for arbiThe resolution, presented
by trustee lames Hamill, read:

At this time the board of
trustees sem no need for, or
benefits to Me college in affording for the aggrieved, as
matter of right, the ability to
institute a grievance proceed"

El lElr

REPRESENTAITVILSIFROM
FROM the hoard. he administhe board, the administortion
and the faculty have wres-

tled with the arbitration [CO
least lam May.

tion since a

Grievance procedures con,-

mcmbur, are. Hamill.
lilton Hansen. and Larry
Moab. trustees, John Upton.
Clarence Schauer, and Wi lliam Mann. administrators,

Pass Up
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Martin Rgee.
Cat Mcrroll.
Cabe. and Michael
faculty.

HOURS

of landscape deign at the Um
versity of Illinois.
The registration fee is 525
for the two days for employes

grievance

traion.

Don't

moor continue to he elected

faculty

proposed

which adopted board repre-

urged Con -Con to preserve the
present balance between exce-

olive and legislative authority
He even recommended that
governor and lieutenant yrs-

Arbitration matters continued to bug the adoption of a

for more than a year, was further stymied by a 4-2 vote

poi
Reg. Price $1.95

Complete Interior
& Exterior Cleaning

proposal
sit If

By K. C. Radtke

10

The arbitration issue went

Daily: 8 to 8
Saturday: 8 to 6
Sunday: 10 to 2

tic trustee table for

eroand

comment twice and twice the
two

tillstem,

Nvoring arbb

nation and the four opposed
maintained their positions.

JIFFY

Larry Moats, a student, and
John Haas. an attorney, support the faculty's request for
mansion of an arbitration
eluse.

CAR WASH

Editor:

For the mu three months.
in fact ever since we were noti
fied that we had hem selected
as guinea pigs ter the new

-sack system" of garbage collation, Eve limn bothered.

First !laid to mrself. -Why,
when the claim is that this will
lessen odors and flies, why is it
not tried during the smson

when lion are
is like trying snrevhloner in
July.
Now. I have not forminen
lust spring cad fall when I
cleansed up the winter debris

and the fallen leave's front sum-

oer. trimmed back the helms
and had evmy acilable garbage me and bushel basket
filled. Four or live or these
sacks could be filled in a day

branch and we'll have grass
the place,

411c1C4'.:lierZ

written book entitled "The

seen are unfair because they
demand a "pro" or 'Von" an-

Pueblo Incident." This gentleman 1. well versed to doso. as
during World War II men under his direct command board-

and everything isn't
black err white; there are some
gray items.

swer.

In conclsion. neither the
letter of instructions when this
program was started no the
questionnaire just received
mentions the cost 01 this pro.
gram. There is a special stand
and a roll of plastic bags print-

'City of De Plaines."

ed

Imegine, personalized garbage

or !don't think they will
he free.

On the other hand. though.
our efforts he pickup

with yard clippings. and h gets

than
n's job is made easier, so no
.doubt the city will ...neigh

due tied annoying having no remove. lie and replace them one

even mime the erne of

at a time. Even now. in the
winter. I've gone outside to
dispose of the garbage only to

lie bag wouldn't take
quite all ail hecausethere we
find

money to pick up this tab and
gee'
hag pickup to us. I sure
wouldn't like. have to pay Mr
the inconvenienLv it has am

me. And now I'm worrying
that we're going to fill the Des

a gallon milk carton which ripped the sack on the way down.
a couple of cereal cartons, egg

Ira quicker by adding
sands of phone ham

canons juim hook and doter
mmt boa tie I did What I had

week. Whose idea was this anyway?

removed that sack although
my lingers stuck to the icy
clamp when I tried to release
it tied that sack and replaced it

Mn. Edward V. Norwick

with a new one. Ah. for the
paid old days when I could
just lift the lid on No. I can and
if it was filled go on to Nu. 2.11

met
contractcd standing out them
changing those hags.1

What made me decide to
write about this we when the
master of the house read the
questionnaire sad said. -You
know. it's hard to answer 'no'

to any of these." And you
know, M's right. We can't ac

telly mower -no." but

nei-

ther could we say -yes."
Example: Noise -check one.
more, less. The noise I heard

and will hear is the sound of
the truck ecalating the vie base so it is still the sanw. but
them is
place to say so.

Next question. odor -more,
less? It certainly ha) more because frozen garbage doesn't
smell, but neither is it less, because in the. winter n never had

anode. hut there is no place to
say so.

Litter -more. less? We live
some pretty neat garbage mien.

that My
neighbors do a good job of

aided

by

the

fact

wrapping their garbage. so we

haven't had hoer. How do

I

tell them? However, I dart say
that if we use thee plastic gar -

Editor:
Daniel V. Gallery, et retired
rear admiral, has just recently

99 RAND ROAD
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS

Nickles, Le Reel Hutchings,
and Richard Johnson oppose
an, outside aid in settling difficulties.

Milton flans= took a
middle of the road position fastep, but opposing professional

P laines garbage dump a whole

thou-

each

One reader's

ed and emend the German
submarine 0405. This was
the only enemy warship physically taken in Nude on time

high seas by the U. S. naval

view of people
We are prisoners in elf-im.
posed detention camps cam maimed by fertilized lawns
and clipped shrubs.
We are comma ter -men and
mah-juirsgmonn brainwashed
by delusions of our potency.._

politically. educationally and

high command is responst hie

for failing to plan support for
he Pueblo in advance and failing to ask South Korea for help
and also for not requettng

Enterprise. Washington b oho
guilty for the sytem
s
of mat mend control which handrail,

military emmanders in

field. Also for failing to ordet
Cinches to enter Wonsan liar

One can readily grasp his
feeling tend dedication to his
beloved United State of
America thy the dedication of

were of vital interest to me and
1 would like to name a few ol

the book: -To those who have
lost their lives on ships defend.
lag their country at sea."
In his book. Daniel Gallery

-Public reaction lel rhs
thing iltueblo's abject surrenderss as reflected by pre,, radio and TV. is grave warning
as to how lit the country has

yearstithere have been three im-

portant dates in history which
will always he foremost. First
he gives Dee. 7. 1941. second
Sept. 2. 1945. and third Jan.
23.

1968. Of mune, we an

know the firm two which arc,
Pearl Harbor and the surrender o1' Japan, hut the last date is

one on which Gallery writes
his hook. -The Pueblo Incident."

years later, is a shameful milestone in the decline and fall of
the United States. On that
date. the U S S Pueblo, with can firing a sham. was boarded,
captured and surrendered to a
rabble of gooks off the coast of

Gallery portrays the major
faults of those responsible for

rage like piracy is emmired
against a strong country you

might expo. the main

re. tta

tion of that country's prim
mnild be indignation m the prate and demand for satimm.
non.

"Out in the Ihtublo case. the
makers of public opinion have

gone overheard whipping up
sympathy for Bucher and his
men. This produced solik, cir-

culation but no goal for the
future of the country.
"This pitch went over so big

hich surrendered withmit
fight."
Thank you. Daniel Gallery,

Lloyd Roches skipper of the
U.S.S. Pueblo, as remonsibk

life-styles are carved for the

for

for putting the Pueblo's surrender into the proper light.
What we need today is more
men like you who will go beyond the all of duty.
Phil R. Dowd

dor.
We -re law-aNding

law-

attempt 10 disaNe his ship. He

breakers who still the molts
of our consciences, for to do
o therwise is to stir revolution.
We arc Cheshire can whose
grins mask the reality that neither Pussy -Cats nor Panthers
ow lives.
Went re slaws with
to life, liberty

have

andarthe

You're welcome
Editor:
Thank you for On fine cov-

erage you gave the Pauline

poison of happiness until we
are willing to assen our right
to preserve freedom through

Jaycee's "Outstanding Young
of In

the power to determine our

to the public enabled the
Jaycees to have the most successful dinner thus far. We appreciate the time and effort
you gave in presenting this information to the public.

lives.
WS time m speak up.
ALL POWER TO

THE

PEOPLE
Written Dec. 4 to 5 for Fred
Hampton and other Brothers.
Name withheld on request

gramard
YMoaunr

vied in covering this event is
indicative of the help we have
received from your organizadon throughout the entire

oYn"ro f h?swpro-

The co-operation you pro -

when

the

ag-

grieved party reaches the final
step in the procedure.
Robert E Lahti, Harper
president. told the trustees the
mance of arbitration was
"pretty much a hoard issue."

He then quoted excerpts
from o speech by T. R.
McConnell, a University of
California. Berkeley, educator. wh o stressed "a return to
the rule of reason" --a joint cf.
fon between faculty. adminis.
Indian, and hoard in authority
and responsibility for the educating institution.

°MY RULE is to build ire
temity in he organirmion."

-and when
you can solve internal problents you build integrity.
paint and my
'That iy
only point," Lahti said.
Responding to a regnant of

Lahtiuntinued

Johnson hoard

chairman

gently worked to provide
mutually acceptable grievance
procedure to no avail," he
ead.

"I no thus directed by
he bOard
senate to indirvte
that the faculty committee (the
three representatives) would
he willing to meet further only
it Mere ia some change on their
representative!)
the
board

part regarding the central
saw...namely, arbitration --or
some form of mutually agreeable outside objective resolu-

tion --of ultimate difference
between Me faculty and the ad-

inistration in the application
of 11w gstablished policies of
he board of trustees."
The Board went round main
vrith comments an the issue
and then adopted Hamill's resolution.

Hamill he called for the
committee to meet at 8 p.m
Tuesday in the college bard
room

It is your help that makes organizations such as the Pala -

fine Jaycees effective in community service. We are looking forward to your continued
cooperation in the year 1970.
Anthony DiCello.DSA Chairman

senate, presented the faculty%
view in another resolution.

that the three trustee represen-

Ryan's statement gave the

revisions as we feel the board
wants a grievance procedure?'

trustees

the

of

to

tatives will continue "in their

Dunne will address
conservation dinner
FOREST

"Your Forest Preserves"
will be Me title of a present,
lion by George W. Dunne.

Busse Womb portion of the

president of thef Board otTom

Salt Creek Wmerrved project

n'ctirm:i

C

HE

Preserve

District is cosponsor of the

ocfct

CCon'sek rCva7io'ntY Dhaisi1ri'eValWR":30

p.m. Feb. 10 et Old Orchard
Country Club in bloom Pros-

t...

The master of ceremonies

will be Robert0. Athr. mayor of Schaumburg_ All village
officials and land owners arc
invited 10 attend.

The Cook County Board
of a soil survey of 130.00

'arbitrators from a prepared
Its: of persons on the staff of
the states collegesi looks better to the committee than a

acres of Cook County to deter-

pmore professionalism in its upproach to prohlems of educetion.

OFF

-Education must be moved

out of the realm of mrtimn
polities." Bakalis said. "The
lob demands the full-time services of a professional educe

CLEANS OUT

in.
willodwitlu re 'at tt 'anehne.ki"'
The technician,
Bridgman. Soil Con Lee
d'iere

section Service, on mil mapping and the Salt Creek Water died: Paul Vide!. fisheries biro -

login_ on fish stocking and
aquatic week control Elmer
Werhane, district forester. on
planting of trees and shrubs for

wildlife and hoer, and KenMorton Ar-

mesh V. Fiske.

of
boretum. on
natural reouces.
The cost of the dinner made

mine the most suitable use of

then maining open land

in

can he

by phoning the District office

Cook County,

fl I S OPPONENT, inmbent Ray Page, has been
continually linked with edamtitan fund Scandal, he said.
Bakalis said that Page's only
qualification for the office was
that the had once coached a
winning Illinois basketball

such a
added.

team.

eltkie any first -rice institution.
Secondly. it simply makes
sense financially."

-The Superintendent
Public Instruction must

of
dle.

vote his Ionian: to the prob.
lent and future of education
rather than engage in partisan

politics_ My opponent. however. wenn to be more interested in .area
activ-

FOR MEN ONLY!

FOOD BACTERIA!-- 'DOESN'T JUST HOLD IT"

"A Message To

statently lacking in my oppo-

Bakalis said Illinois is one of
the two stales the nation withOM serr hoard of education.

nent." be said.

He would work to construct

"Ellis
tonalism

quality of
has

prolesbeen
con.

Bakalis said he is in favor of
public aid to private schools,
He gave two reasons:

BECAUSE
it
-FIRST.
mold be a shame to have to

Bakalis ended his talk by
stating that he hoped to he the
last elected superintendent.
"Only by annotating this

inmetant
make

NEW -- EASY INSTALLATION

SELECT FEW SKIS
SELF-CLEANING FILTER SYSTEM

"OTHERS" -- FILTERS

..

You're always washing with Large particles -- misses the
Filter -Clean water. No Clogging. small -- plus -- you must
clean them manually!
You never touch it]

Easy Installation -- Will Fit
Most Any Kitchen Now!
You Do It Or We'll Do It

is so desperately needed."

appointment. he said.

I

should he made hy Me board of
education he proposes.

In Schaumburg

1615 N. RAND

24 W. GOLF

CURTIS BROS

ACE

(ROUTE 58)

PX OOS

SOO

CALL 392-2800

CALL 894-1900

OPEN MON. THURS. FRI. NIGHTS

DRYERS

'III 9:30 P.M.

Chapter

of

Newly elected chapter MU-

ri ;

for the coming year arc
I..eph Enright. president:
director of sales for the National Tea Co., receives a special award
from the Mental Health Association of Or eeeee Chicago. King we

Don Magsamen. rice president: Rene SoklieWine. treasurer: Bunny Eden, corresponding secretary. and Flor-

chairman of the Business Division of the 1969 Mental Health
Campaign, Making the presentation is former Governor Sinned

ence Logi, recording seem.
Tice- During a recent board

H. Shapiro who headed the 1969 campaign as general chairman.

meeting. plans were made for

Pertkipsting In he event is Marvin Chandler (right}, chairman
and president of Northern Illinois Gas Company, who assumed

family skating party and commnion breakfast.
St. Gregory Chapter mem
regularly the second Friday of
each month at The Knights of
Columbus Hall in Arlington
Heights. The evening consists

the general chairmanship for the 1970 Mental Health Campaign.
Chendkr set his goal al $300,000. The Mental Health Association
is a citizen group working on behalf of he mentally
It conducts
Is
programs in the fields of service, planning. eduction,
and

reerch.

Charge 2 teens as shoplifters

WASHERS

DISHWASHERS

Gregory

Heights.

Allen C. King (center), 1327 N. Verde Er., Arlington Heights,

In Arlington Heights

(U.S. 12)
mot

wc
the

N. Hickory. Arlington

At Low Cost To You!

I

SALE STARTS

cim

Nairn rimmed Its 1.170 social.
reuse
with a Valentine's dinner dance Friday at The
Knights of Columbus Hall. 15

Yes! New Design Permits

SKI BOOTS -AFTER SKI BOOTS

position
progrms

St. Gregory
Naim unit
holds dance

DAD!"

OFF

hoard if elected. he

type of professionalism which

OFF

TUES. FEBRUARY 17

grievance

a

procedure. He told The Day

faculty approval selects three

smiled at Democratic head*tuners. 1515 Oakton. Des
Plaines, that the state needs

NI/

draft

to

Ryan. president of the faculty

:where a college president with

system

state superintendent of public
instruction, told 40 people E.

HI/

nwessary

Ints recently made budgetary
provision for sharing
cost

California

Dr. Michael J. Bakalw
for
Democratic candidate

SNOWMOBILE SUITS

He said the board should
consider whether outside help

St.

that Mere is now serious talk of
giving medals to this crew

such an incident. Commander

surrendering without a
fight. failing to disobey en illadvisel order and making no

FUR HATS

them.

drifted Nun the ideals that
made it gee When an out-

tine attorney added.

IT IS apparent to the senate and the faculty that we
have conscientiously and dill.

State schools post requires
professionalism, group told

Several of Gallery's point,

economically.
We am white suburban nig.
gets whose taegen fetcher
Bess Man and the niggers next

OFF

the

Mr the nest day in order to res.
cue the Pueblo.

menons that in the pm 27

"the

further mates hut the naval

force since 1815.

"Ile thirst one, less than 30

Editor,

arbitration such as the American Arhitration Association.

help from the aircraft emrter

5MY OWN view is to see
this tabled." Haman. a Pala-

is

changing their attitude or ddo11
continuing discussions.

t

to

Thoughts on Pueblo incident

lame ham, one rip from a shrub

f the AM gtan
'1

HAMILL, Mrs. Frederick

voring outside aid as a final

Whose idea was this?

Page 5

Arbitration problem bugs
Harper grievance plan

president al 137-0354

ON A JIFFY CAR WASH

Fol

ow -scheduled
'the landscape design pro-

tree or

is

1.00

Landscape design program
gram previously scheduled for
Feb. 18 and 19 by the Univershy of Illinois Cooperative Extension Service has been rescheduled for March 4 and 5 in
the Farm Bureau Building.
MI N. Donlon. Arlington
Heights, from 4,30 ;km. ire
4:30 pm. with lunch from
mon to pm.

program

The

charge Information regarding
the organization may be ob
tonsd from Verna Dean Rob
efts membarship rhairman a

COUPONWORTii

101

-PERSONALLY,.
said
Mn. Rome, "I think we still
.hc.7

m nttuns

The

011

Baroque Music known and
nill be
Not so well known
rvrformed by lamm P Grady
a
Nonhweslern University

Capitol

the.

101 1E1 E-1 lEIF 101

is -

1cm'
Springfield

"on

Building

qua., in

In

1411 Ellmwood

Des Plaines

THE DAY
Monday February 16 1970

senior

the Mane Schaefer

in

A Harmbhord recital

Inas in the House of Repro.

for more Than an hour. and the
total attendance during the
Ohm -hour afternoon session
was more than 500.

sn'n;.,,

Iron of the harpsichord

Assn
will
Feb 17 at 8

Mustc Store

Building are not or id,. Mr u,

heal

meet Tuesday

St

Then van people standing

on.,Theinmentweq'allinro

Music Teachers

There will also be a
film shown on the construe

pm

Tomo Hall

the COmmittee on Local Govern ment may hold a few midi.
'

The Northwmt Suburban

Gmernment s hearing In the
Arlington Hotel Wirdncsday
attracted the larvist audience

1

anotherI.

his

The tram.ling road MOW n
oaltr

Armagh it is possihle that

with the preacher's wife in Oklahoma. I said I hadn't, but
that sure was interesting. thin
they started to talk about a girl
at the high school who was in
trouble.
While they were engaged in
carnet conversation, I backed
my cart up and sneeked down

1

Pa re a

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

V. grandfather had run off

ping cart. The able was getting
clogged. The second lady noticed my Band Aid and asked if
fore's was painful. Almost before I could answer, the nvo
ladies were talking about kids

The Committee on Local

whim's week of public her.

said Mere was a lot of it going
around.

end adults that had broken
erne legs and fingers. I found

CL 5 1600

"No, they have the flu." She

haven't been fired, haw you,
I assured her I hadn't. She

traH c jams in the aisles7Pee

LIA

... .owm,.....,,,,,,,WROEsSTPE.Cw.,

other ladies. She asked if the
children were all well. 1. said,

You

asked.

OPEN Monday thru Friday
8 to 8 Saturday 8 to 6,
Sunday 9 30 to 130

melee from the opposite three
uon. I introduced her to the

Me middle of the

Music teachers set meet Feb 17

Nancy J. Henning, 19. 239
S.

Bothwell,

Palatine,

Debbie A. Merten,

18,

and
284

Randhurst shopping
Mount Prospect.

center.

of a business meeting, a special

program or entertainment and
an informal social hour.

Naim chapters in the Chicago and suburban areas were

formed to help Catholic wid-

Cheryl La.. Palatine, were errrested Saturday night for shop-

Bonds wert se at 01000

owed adjust to their new state

each. they are 10 appear in

in lift, socially and spiritually.

lifting clothes valued ad S4I

Mount hospect Court March

from Carson Pirie Scott &Co..

For more information. call

5.

-529.9197.

I

24-lielp Wanted

Monday. February 16, 1970
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Vacuum Repair Semite
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Day Wont Ads
Get Results

By Cappy Dick

AMERICAN LIPHOLSWRING

Window Well Covert

Mwerc

AN ANIMATED PICTURE!

draw, A complete

wo,lohle. 'Call 255-2,10. 9 .
46 PraspeedNIs. 60070

An animated picture io hang in

your room n fun to make out of
material, that will be easy lo find
around the hogse. The movement
which takes place
Russ. 11
by air current, which caUse a atm
sonded
paper bird to !urn

slightly
The first ,rcEr in creating such a
picture is to find large magazine

WE

(Area Code 815) 568-2283

McDonaldg

WANTED

RESPONSIBLE FOR SALES PRODUCTION
AND OFFICE, WITH EMPHASIS ON SALES.

MUST HAVE EXPERIENCE IN SALES
AND/OR THE DATA PROCESSING FIELD.

fora confidential interview.

Illinois Bell

TELETYPE CORP.

DEGREE REQUIRED.
stem Musa IN COMPLETE COMIDEME

3

se41 oceans

80.8 1243. DAY RUEOCATIONS
217 S

ANINGIONI=TMRLINdION HEIGHTS

WOUE'RVSEIZDEOI U B LE D
OPERATORS:OPERATORS:

TODAY!

ARLINGTON HTS.

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR
MR. BRUNNER

259-5010

0066 of pew roe mpertemiree NOW tot
anot
eurernerk Screw Eurchine Opeomeues
80mEnardSurfoceond CenrerlonOriodsoOpuorore.

10 ihe beer job neer. eon Ind n eee're inI166ecl
in Premium Roy br °maims and mods, employment w6
see

°I60'60'sRu9.
FIG 1

DISHWASHING MACHINE

WI :weeny benellie including kb bromns6 MPMIMIloo,
auistrantoneend made,

The

1011

Cincinnati -Forte

Company,

a wholly
owned subsidiaryof Cincinnati, Inc. formerly
the Cincinnati Shaper Company, are now
occupying their new quarters in the Arlington Research Center, immediately adjacent
to Radio station WEXI....WE'RE GROWING

TALL

MILLING MACHINE HANDS

The individuals we hire for MILLING MACHINE OPERATORS must be

self-starters and capable of doing set-up work. 50 hour work week

I

balance. This thread must be

cnOugh to bc tied to the

a.

top of Ilse Triune.

able color.
The next step is to molten coo.
struction paper bird which can be
suspended 019, Its the ,pielune

Ituo=r6T.it*I.

MARENGO, ILLINOIS, 60152

An equal oppartuniry employer

as NO MURRY

Isee Figure .1). It will:1190 he nec-

scent, which involves u lake or
other body of water as in Figure
Mount the picture on passer
board and frame it by applying I
border of mending tape Of a Rik -

ARNOLD

PORCELAIN ENAMEL SHOP
ASSEMBLY & PACKAGING
METAL FABRICATION

M GLAD WE 510DIWO
WECAITLA.. NOW TWAT BROE

[weary io make fmnt thin cardboard a bracket from which the
hial will hang.
Figure
slims Nov to make
the bird's body and Figure
2
shOws hues lo era the wings UM
arc
he glows& Lo
with Mme
body. Color the hard with Roma
Fainls. Attach a black thread to
the bird, bock at point which
will permit it to hang rn perfcel

Across Iron Randhurst
Shopping Center.

MACHINE88

Young Hobby Club
NEM.

PHONE, WRITE OR VISIT

(Five, 3) that

FULL TIME - Days or Nights

Apply in Person fore Confidential Interview

,,0,031. woe emorens19:71010
3

"T2.25 PER HOUR

TELETYPE CORPORATION
5555 W. Touhy Skokie, III.

6IG. 4

Men. Wed. M.

are ready to thumbtack the picture to your wall.

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

TOMORROW: A challenge

00

stunt involving your dexterity!

11

oil

esi H

5141N.n.,

These are first shift openings

-

-

paid for by the company.

also 2nd shift openings available

approximately February 15th. 10% shift bonuses available.

01 DISHWASHING MACHINE OPERATORS

be glued lo the

OnRe you have sopcoded the
Ned from the braeltet notch, you

minimum. Excellent company benefits

OPERATORS

GIG. 2

S

259-5787

AR Hp, Opportuni,

PRODUCTS CO.

Dods 8 arm la SPA

Reasdilul

676-1E100 ext. 6117

. eled Yew enF9leselan6Tp,or

WEBER -STEPHEN

FREE ESTIMATES

Encase Harking cendillons .n

IlginCeselial lake area in fee NortWownSula.,...

5555 West

W.H. HUTCHINSON & SON

100 N. HICKORY RD.

unrcisrem Dwane,

erron,

0,8

Special weer dime

©

Upholstery

Induerou 8. uesidemel

PLUS:

FULL LINE OF COMPANY BENEFITS
Call R. Podgonki today at

ABOUT A BETTER JOB

OUR SPECIALTY

Rem in between
or call rAr.SchHom

5,115 Paid

BRANCH MANAGER

TALK TO TELETYPE

ca

wie°, I .,.ranee

Hespgalinellan

Company Pena .

SMALL MANUFACTURING COMPANY 15 IN NEED
OF CHICAGO BRANCH MANAGER.

swk

Mark Trail

N 'APE

P eed Verseme

.13 hdd Malays

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

Call 626-8722

Dos Plaines
SAl A In. CALIANY EVE

File owl Carpet Ca

BOYS

plenty ofutsPurtunEY.

EXEC. SEC'S -8650

St.

MI

WITH NO LAYOFFS!

Good salary and benefits, regular roam and

I Se differential Ord shift

537 1926

BRIDGE LESSONS

11°1 5eed Rd.e88.9.e.
,

u. c:16

lesdaleremol,ndshils

CREATIVE

Imtructians

NOW FOR

g

CNoreenie

oinside
0tre"

(Class A)

298.2770
la Salle Personnel

HIGH SCHOOL

WE OFFER:

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

MACHINISTS

be a la Salle Gal

3040 S. Busse Rd
ARLINGTON HTS.. ILL
30-0913

We need Men who want Permanent Jobs

The

TV Send.

----

,,,,,,

ms

.TALL BUD 359 6016

WE DON'T CARE IF YOU'RE COON PAPER
ANT BE 23 UPSTAIRS,

O'Hare Field

School Bus, Inc.

$3.01 to 4.06 per hr. depending on experience

Stott in our major call routing offices wiring telephones to the giant Mlephone switching mayora,

.

Lawn Mower Service
idi

FREE ESTIMATES HT 6093

IF YOU CAN DIG ALL THAT, THEN CALL FRANK,
593-5952

703.S

AVIATION

Minimum $6.50 Plus
- 2 or 3 Bedroom Apt.
Plus Free Utilities

TEA

TOPRLARTN INTERIORS

5...

.5

nen.

Adman es, Rd.
A 1 X ... III. 4394.0

ers

mei

Rees

Sea I. hared Rams
112S

132See7Ile;4052:

CALL...0460

Veengede Sleeping feeler

PAPERHANGING
E
rnenculaus

Itg1778'6

Ken Larson 8 Associates
1510

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

ENGINEERS

she voids open world of communkasIons.

SUBURBAN APT..MANAGER
1

Wheeling
37E1100

'(Specialists in Magnetic Materials"

IfE=glAL lAd ;;;cE

SKIRTS, DRESSES NOMAD

Ranh Rears
ears

g

5 26.

SHORTEN COAN 6 SKIRTS

he mown Rooms
Room

,

c uli CI

Walls°. neon

71;n1'

MEN - MEN

CALL 299-7191

255-7200
OR
296-6640

DICK, TILE SERVICE
34

-

Interviewing At Our Office

CALL

2.

r

2.53 6600

Energetic, know office procedures; supervision
Prefer sales background

et

ar e 39

RON

BUTLER

IN THE

'gem. awn lag, 5 an

FEDERAL 8 STATE
FILINGS

GROOVE WITH THE MAHON'S FASTEST GROWLS SALES
ORGANIZATION WINS 200 OFFICES COAST TO COAST.

12

36 0 SUMP PUMP

Calla lter OM W3 8892.

rtiST Ell RACE IN TNT PR.. or TOUR OWN OFFICE AND
997

BWANT AD

Y.E.S.and SERVICE

FINE INLERIOR PAINTING

ARE YOU READ,

PARKER

Coll Ann Ladd, 291-53/0.

"HELLO,
I SAW
YOUR

359 4650

/ NO DOOR KNOCKING

2 -Employment AgeiesMen

FEE

FOR A BETTER DEAL!

HEY!

THEY KNOCK ON YOUR DOOM

ate

2:30-5 p.m.

ENGINEERING CO.

/ NO CAR EXPENSES
/ NO LEAD CHASING

PARTS CLERK

PHONE 255.7200

87:::ron:onir ;4'10; SPR'P N.,

crew 0561 Red Sen..

no40.4.1

P.M. ROUTES

r QUALIFIED

00_

Northbrook, Ill.

498.2330

Se

aNEV W a owe. Gm..

.64

JOHNS-NIGRELLI-JOHNS,
INC.

AVIATION

o

etwel, new em Wed

0,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

C

FL:. .. sg

D

6.66.4

will

A.M. ROUTES

CARTRISEAL

110

116

HOSPITAL

tore ool dm mom that asoed

=ice,Riore

>I I W Algonquin Rd.

6:30-8:30 a.m.

#11=111=MENIIMIN

overtime

rmm hod ume sped ram

ant lemma
Imettlee ad sob to iho ex.

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

Id irainnnq

Paid Hosp., Tenon
Paid dsurance
Paid Vocation
Paid Holidays
Modern Coon Plant

634 Glenn Ave,

eled

m

the

ONLY

CALOR COME Its

DRIVERS
Ern E.aa-Cann

FOR

it,Situations WantedWomen

mem of

bo roods, In

*HARDINGE CHUCKERS
*LATHE OPERATORS
*MACHINE OPERATORS
*INSPECTORS

45 Hour week, plus additional

$4.00 Hr.. -1- 0.T.

:61 sown mrlay

nor

SCHOOL BUS

BOYS

ONNEL DEPT

hut

MALE

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITIES

HOLY AMILY

te!w..

Arlington Heights

Overtime Available

lob Shop Experience

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

I

ON ALL LABOR

Uwe Ai Name Service

r

a

11:1

3700 W. LAKE AVE.
PHONE 720-6100

HIGH SCHOOL

serca

iesed

yo

Hoarier. deeired

SIGNODE CORP,
GLENvIEW

5555 W. Touhy Skokie, Ill.

439,8500

MACHINIST

MAINTENANCE

deed the Pot Emetlen
their 1.3.600401684

TELETYPE CORPORATION

Skokie, III.

WITH OR WITHOUT

,wad elPedesa
moo in so. Ow mamaon

SIS.S0 per chair oleo lain
S24.30 a Iola i. lam

All PAPER!
.

2a0 1071

mg

435.5500

Reinhu

5555 West Touhy Ave.

TINelp Wmled Mee

ADS!

WINTER SALE
60, OFF

' '611!0309

NT

Route I B
Oconto Falls, Wisconsin

ni son

Signode offers: on outstanding profit shoringprogram,
free .1 I e Cross and Blue Shield, major
medical and life insurance, fines, of working ron
ditions, Op vocarron plan, company eubsierced
cafeteria and much more.

Division of Rex Choinbelt,

Den Plaines

Akovarorti ore mon* ea

Also Fuger, FleuPholw,

ggy eye,

,1,,..!,e= 7::::,,::

EIVIAL AND

CO....

6E.DECORAIING

,gg
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I
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78 .9.....

'
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CUSTOM MOE 6 FABRICS

BRITCHES CALL lne.3427.

I

',:,17.'rl'-.'`,;,j4=
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00.0, gggr,

er earS0r8

KAI CARPENTER WORK

M`. 903a'"°
ROLAND

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

Iberee"s=r,flunPob:c.,

f %PEN CAR..

cu d 82985

SLIP COVERS

,

"

g ne s 392.48

DTDIWEiel

Carpentry -Remodeling
Contractors

na meeenu,ndemnor

0111C0CYOURE

for Additional Informotion and a

O'HARE

5PM 346 3,6

6 PLEAS

WHY MINT' 111 co er tbe

6 PM

*OVERDUE

Call G. Krol at 676-1000, Ext. 5457

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

O PodgoOld MN°, al

TELETYPE CORP.

PARKER

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE

PLANT

mown derh

,a

REASONABLE REFERENCES

r

ma.

Tower

l

TIME STUDY MAN
MAIL CLERK

Cook County

06,1000 ext 61 A'

UNisiness Services

AASHNY9
FION
SINCOVPRCO

.LE

p

FULLY W.. CALL 362 197S

ered

Slip Covers

PAINTER OR TIX dram

Dog Gaining

and

Coll

GAY ACRES
FARM, INC.

Sewing InstructionsDOLORES

66,6

X LAS DECOR/TANG

Horne Maintenonee

swimming

ERECTORS

ore turn, rn Reeler a Rood

Geed al around job web M1,01,

WRITS FOB BROCHURE

3E14-3528

2094537 et. RBIs

Premium Pay for Overtime
9 Paid Holidays
Pension Plan

Confide ntiol Interview.

$650 10 $7.50

other supervised aciiyi-

s.

30% Winter DiscountDag
a, Pain, 9. 9a, Heoging

INN M. HOT Pe
Coll 3,2 .030

29,16,

Nadi

52

mu

riding,

arc meareenr rod

INCLUDING:

KNOCKS

GENERAL MACHINISTS
GENERAL FACTORY

r

PLUS ALL COMPANY BENEFITS

CUSTOMER SERVICE

7. Real

in borRemOnap. Covey
ed wagon camping trips,

qqqq, gg.gg

9

5370737

HIP.0.111. AMCOR CENT

GROOMING

A

I

MACHINE

COST

ACCOUNTANT

DAY SHIFT

tim

CLERKS

life Plusuo l,o9

for

COME IN OR CALL 299.0111

PERMANENT
EMPLOYMENT

$5.00 AN HOUR

OPPORTUNITY

Emma mad ler chose,

. ioddinn.

5 Pedee betWeg. Free

AN 'STRONG MEN

POODLE

MIAOW AU1ORIOTIVE

9

3

S... & Sepalia WO*

Bjornson Bros.

WE NAVE 1 MN WITCO

253 2570

e

Boys and

At.. Sale

no wenroo-mon
Remo, -

"' "" .

'

s

General Hauling

.gessyygggr,

uesbeesseen Cull 359.2515

AWES. CALL TO. WI 3193

eR

Hearing Rids

POODLES SONO, ER
a

,

PAINTING
WALLPAPER AND
WALL WASHING FOR FREE ESTI

o

DANCINH ENROLL NOW FOR
CLASsES CI 3 3500. FL 3 1355
Is

CL 9-0495

ono

WORK GUARANTEED FR.,

E.I.EHCSSON
OVNITT DECORATING

repc,L a as

514501 ies

AutontobileService
concern. reess
8,

uoda

9

BARGAIN COUNTER

ROOFING AND REROFFING

EARN UP TO

w

Des Plaines

GIVE YOUR
CHILDREN
A REAL
FARM VACATION

0 Illinois Bell

APPLY TO MR. DON MARCHINI

ASST RECEIVING

it.,t,

Decorators.

'

s.,,,snm ghigy,

NIS DAY CARE CENTER

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE
Ons Pshliearenedee.
21; S. tolinotou NO Rd

°T9 LR

Furnace installation

WORK

1.

9

1

Ws

Lauritz Jensen

...CFI. SeNce

Cement 5 Blacktop

late -Apr. building ..

/2 PRICE SALE

Des Ploines

2020 5. Mannheim Rd.

ono,. meolooSee 6r,

UNIQUE JOBS FOR
YOUNG MEN WITH
AN ELECTRONIC
BACKGROUND

lo ochwry hau9lge!
8
Sler
eai.
839
8,
ond o leo fpure
w

O'HARE

-06,3S

537 33130

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE

Resale Merchandise
ALL CLOTHING . PRICE

Floor Refinishing

4833

14Personals

COLONIAL CARBON CO.

TOOL & DIE MAKERS!

1669 Marshall Dr
s. or Oaloon 3 1011

MU 1.4340

$8004900 coo.

VC

ex.

526 2996

BUFFET Ply MAL

PROSPECT CATERING CL

PERSONNEL

TRAINEE

CALL ED 3513 5359

oee. oeo,.., paper ha.,

FIREWOOD
122 A 10N DELIVERED
525 A TON STACKED

--- 0. -..,
0AR.

Ft a pp ra

Pwinting 8 Decorating

Call LE 7 4494

SERVICE

HALL

$550 TO 9600

Radio -TV Service

,,,,,

q,,

Ade ler /Amager

:mum. corer, R0 Wed

n

P. REWARD. 259,1.1

l $ Paid Holidays 3 Increases 1st Year
Permanent Employment
Sick Pay Policy
Liberal Vacation Policy
Major Medical

GREAT OPPORTUNITIES

GENERAL AMERICAN
RESEARCH DIVISION

CREDIT OPERATOR
TRAINEE

s

300 E. Rand Rd. AIL Nasal

slmw

cell

656.9922

INSPECTORS

647-9000

CHICAGO DISPLAY

Pound- Collie

for al

e9d

APPle w

end anch Presk Rurechtere,

3822

PLIANIN, II..

tor be 0 oro , s mn odurcea. 0

se

'lli ' .25P '.l

3

Plumbing a Refs..

NANO 6,OR ORGAN LESSONS

b npuet roc me. Coma. for
o

25

toile.,

`14°%;'-

Rds 137-3.2
DAN KRYSH

'1.1e.71717n,TAtil.g8t.T.

701

DesProkwe

NW°

FOR EXPERIENCED

METAL DEPARTMENT
FOREMAN

sllainesA.,

BIRO

JOE ON1='4*"."113.1 7510

Musical Instructions

FIREWOOD

HAVING A PAM
es Reo

130381 and Nand

nru rd.. Call 0,44a

o,

INSPECTOR

O'HARE

6 REMODflING

Mold Designing

Catering

MART one

.

etanag

e

wits ..

ohms

alp

""

Pr.. ''''sea

den

CALI

862, 5,16,7177 332

Lo

ppa,,,,,,,,,,,

PLACES AND REPAIRS FREE ED
DMA. CALL FLO 913

tn

EFITS

LOOK AT THESE BENEFITS,
An Equal Opp.

I IOW. Washington St.

y,. Callen

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE

THE DAY DOES M

Plastering

POLICE

(Top job tip!)

GRINDER
MACHINIST

tamm

DEPT.

0 Illinois Bell

6., a file vdi x os,

ahead. II ay he rho mai

Masonry
parr, 63,,a, sro, woo, Dpq

°

Rd 6,10

PALATINE

PSST!

WORTH LOOKING INTO:
Immediate opportunity to join an
above AVERAGE -COMPANY, offering
ABOVE AVERAGE WAGES AND BEN-

Earn Higher Pay
Now While You Learn

666-3443

thollangen NOON.. O

He reg.* growing Held.

I

2450 W. Nulabord

656.9922

14lielp Wanted Men

WORK IN YOUR AREA!

MACHINE OPERATORS
MATERIAL HANDLERS

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY

(Top Lob tip!)

NO DEGREE

NI,
Alterations

MEN!

14Help Wanted Men

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

5317 60I00

DISPATCHER

PSST!

your Ad roll appear doily in Me

Springmaker
Machine Operator

SW.

O'Hare Field

Smenwe

Northwest Day. The Arlingion Dm,
Prosper, Doy, and The Des Plaines Dov
and recall 60,000 Households!

SETUP MAN

WAREHOUSEMAN

Nowa la.S.m.....ately WA al a ea Hal

MARKETING TRAINEE
8100 1 Cor

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

CLERK

AVIATION

FIVFAk:trO"'

4*

CALL

Poch.,

o6

CHECK THE DAY

BUTLER

On Moines

MO Lee St

lo

e, Wonted.
a

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER

APPLY
OPERA TIONSOFFICT

LA Salle Personas!

,

`frt.".

w,t8roln

CM.% ADA TRAINEE

le S7100 SIR RAM

kA

M

3590855

Necessary

Smeercrmematecurcres
PURCHASING ASST.

ELK GROVE VILLAGE AREA

Co RALSON PAINT

&paien<e Nor

MURMURERS

Consult this daily guide of reliable services,
offered by reputable business people in
your community... CALL ONE NOW!

Soier clerkond generel

Page 7

Monday February 16 1970

UTE WOO lks

1411191DMO1161

2441415Waitted Men

24-Halp Wanted Men

ACCOUNTANT, Ron time, must

AIRCRAFT

-

RES. a NY. trIM-ElsR
NO FEE

34EINp Waited Men

124mp00ment AgencesMen

5Emplopnent Agencies -Mee
NON

24lielp Wanted Men

1EIV

AJO, Mae re

Tues.. Mom> AM le7 PM
SomeloySAMREPIA

APPLY IN PERSON OR PHONE 394-4450 FOR APPOINTMENT
Saturday interviews arranged far your convenience.
316 W. University Drive (Arlington Industrial Park)
Arlington Heights, III.

iglIENFAMIL=NTI POEVIE,
An equal opportunity employer

An feud OppoeHni,Erelelw

Monday February 16 1970

Page 8

25480 flatillhum

2RImloyairet Amon- Women

21-6lp Waited Men

SECT $550

00, 12 re 16

Work .r., soh., 5 90/
Con earn 115 10 6.15 119
Call 478 7519

I NEED HELP NOW
GIRL

FRIDAY

,pIng

ALLSTATE has Mirada]

ability ro think on Ns own ond
We desire to whence Shiough

SECRETARY

RECEP
MONEYSMONEYE MONEYS.

CASHIER

sia'elane7Tr'erl'o rn'bele
people 6 can '15cRle'10 W P'65'

$115 WEEK

9. o 65p secietorial posh

This

111..

Protopak Eng Corp

HECHT

O56 I270

Elk Oro e

-

ohose.

In rkes

f

1216

9..0700

6028 Dumps.

"31:rites '1:1:1;ne's
be a La Salle .1

E

Control

Arlington

Rd.

Ms.

WOMEN NEEDED FOR
EVENING HOURS

KEYPUNCH
OPERATOR
7

La Salle Personnel

9. Le;'Ser "'''"De:Pioines

"NOW & THEN JOB"

RECEPTIONIST

ALL OFFICE SKILLS

at

If

ing o All Compony benefits.

-

CALL MISS ESCHER

beg, PM Lg000gh,

White Collar Girls

MT. PROSPECT

RANDHURST CENTER

-855 Morse Ave.
Elk Grove Village, Illinois

P.M BcpSS insurance me. Pen
raiment .larled oleos. send

392-5230

rePIYA.,ume.

:

Z:71h

ADMINISTRATIVE

COUNTER GIRL

875W- day week
Hours 2 AM 5:30 AM

Hours 7AM- 3PM

17,77:11

PERSONNEL TRAINEE

SHARP STENOS:

COUNTER GIRL

Teletype recognizes talent and pays Yam ill Espe-

Dan 82.00 per hour
Hours 9 AM RPM
Call Miss Olzok

cially when it comes to sharp stenos who know

235-9100

II you LIKE freedom. ..resting work, challenging

Pool,

what iT takes to get a lab done.

RECEPTIONIST

Modern office, pleasant surroundings, cooperv.
Pm people remark with. Call us today at

$400 to $450

676-1000

TRAINEE --$5 00 +

7300 N. LINDER - SKOKIE

1674300

SECT $650
=r:17:::Tistke'r;s:.

197015

Interior

Fountain Waitress
,aao,a770ro

677-0600

TELETYPE CORPORATION

r7IFIr"

5'55Skokie, Ill

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

BOOKKEEPER

/29,045 or 299,191
Associates
bah, typing and

personabk

ECD't.ns'l'Ic'...

iI

Apply Monday -Friday, 8 AM
AAA

McCORD TIRE 8
SUPPLY CO., INC.

COOK & KITCHEN

3 PM Saturday, 9

HELP

LUTHERAN HOME
& SERVICE
FOR THE AGED

SaharaSchaumburg

359-4800

'711=7"

GIRL FRIDAY
Personnel Manager Secretory

29B-5051

Oosrandig oppanuniry br

nel admInstrailan. Applicants may Isom uuad Mies mid
pe o e.
heals nd 1611
d ha Id haw
rut

BABY DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION
TRAINEE -$530

A aped wading salary and socellent fringe benefit package

'1.1"111'17',1'1111'1D"

CALL Mr Last
537-1 100, ext. 234

i

NOW HIRING...
MEN - - - WOMEN

1

EXPERIENCED OR INEXPERIENCED

EKCO

re. PARKING

WE

PRODUCTS INC.

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

Wheeling, Illinois

777 Wheeling Rood

$700

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

r v'll

b

9

...FOR BRIGHT GALS!

k

mr"1.6nitS'

WAITRESSES

a rod, or

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

assistant

NEED

YOU,

[LIGHT ASSEMBLY
General Work,
Clean work with paper

OPERATORS
ser, paned

,:la. 0100,055 Rd
Arlingion NO0115

.

NOW!
READING
Good pay for
Sharp people

$2.00 Per Hour Guaranteed
TYPIST -CLERK

During 4 Week Training Period

WEST PERSONNEL

We ore now interviewing neat, attractive ladies

255-2,1,

We con offer permanent employment with ex -

cell., employe benefit, including paid vino lions, free Insurance programs.

yanL,,n.rlOYp,, flock,

associates.

2,7,6ozorn.Call ober
BOOKKEEPER

sp helpful.39050112

5

wenn ro.o.n our rop.north <Weald..
Telephone jobs offer

groot NeMog

mho, oi

Apply in Person

©

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
111Pologne,

COME IN AND SEE

rip

RICK TODD

ROUND KING STZE BEDSPREAD
MATCHING MEOWS WILL SAO.

machine

ZI1 Eor 54,0'

';',,e0

shop

access., abrasives. die
carbide tools. Govern.
mend
rose: Surplus. Open doily
100,4

Steld t.lr epalladlen by phone, call 656.22
61.-M11:013 em -6100 pm, or Sal. 9:00 are T. Pm.
An Equal Opporluni, Employer

CHICAGO PROCESSING CENTER

0
0154 oil

o AM. m 6 P.m. Delano

.

Seeing Is

4

OE 9

s

"THE 0055"

Public Nance

Sundae Supply Co. 2015 OW
{libel.
lak Grove. 303 ft

DEMOS - FACTORY

CARPETING

wawa., a

hoed crocheted Afghen AS. 2

st

ins

EXEC CARS -

If

WE'RE SELLING THESE
BELOW DEALERS COST

pl'Enlanc:71111740 4.110'3

ANTIQUES,

or

Oil.

best offer. Coll

539-8363

253 2117

392 0382

'69 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE
co d 5525 4394143

Real Estate
Commercial

Residential

uncIATE. 3 its 5 days a week.

Vacant

UNBELIEVABLE?

Ex, 46

Loaded, Yellow with Black
83 -Industrial Noperty (Talent)
MAO

sag

be offered o com.

uomng

course

arranged. 3255.

OtT

se

T1

of,

D

9

DAY
W.

RESEARCH CENTER

'67 IMPALA STATION WAGON
V8, Power glide, power steer
iwnl,,Roolic, and heater, White

47:67.olZ"'

253-5228

'64 PONTIAC STATION WAGON

532 2525

3 ba h pi Cord

55-7 00

conditioned, VS Automatc, Power steering, Radio
Air

washer. 1 Rik so wee 350.70112.

McDonald's

$1895

55.0

g

I

ee SS 396 Chmolle, 4 speed
P/S, disc braes, bucker. 3.2300
es offer CL 3453,3

ARL. HTS. INDUSTRIAL

93.06g2

ed.

N.>:KRIENCE REQUIRED
lOreaMAUSSIONS PAID

86 -Real Estateliouses

P Heater, White walls.

ROMS

FORM,

73,To Rent Furnished Apartments

ofter'S

PLAINES Large efficiency.
New iremposabew 5155

DE5

We New lurnece. Orpes
14.10 Pent Apartments

LT",'T,;

];271;r]EZ0 20°A'10732

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

POINT

GENERAL OFFICE
FIGURE CLERKS
NCR OPERATORS
SWITCHBOARD

middle aged cob garden
op.. in new bldg

MT

LAKE SHORE LIVING
IN THE SUBURBS

1

Di

Bd

Ap

Id

ari-RoalEstatoManted

LYNN DAVIS

724-6100

6 -To Rent Houses
1

Roselle, Illinois

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

g

EXCLUSIVE

DIE

OPEN SUNDAYS

DEALER

TINETWVIC,

Ez=u, EC5.7,45, EiCai 'ATE=Er

BUYING or SELLING
A HOME?

FEB. 26TH is the BIG DAY

You've got a date with
gol1

HELP

nrId i°19919

999'

6235 CL 3 4721

con p elely saundp .f

o

.

. .

More Than 340
Salespeople

IN YOUR AREA
for the following categories.

529-7070

IMPORT MOTORS

TRANSFERRED?

Chicago °Hite 346.5040
d

555 Irving Park Road

381-0899

401 E. Prospect Ave., ME. Prospers, Ill.

We Have Immediate Openings For Both
Experienced Or Non -Experienced

MICrai

BARRINGTON

'THE

ITIndserle4e1

PROSPECT
2

P001. hieny excel
lent rrrr ior features. Unique
Lighling high ImIns
elegant londscopmg. 139.500.
437.7,,
Dogwood Tr.

5,

5.1,3 8311

mot), beautiful

Come in or call Jean Tole, 259.7010

SEE THE 1970
MODELS ON DISPLAY
THE 11 YEAR CAR!
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
'
IT TODAY AT

160. 139 3394

for

DANA

CLERK TYPIST

TRULY A VALENTINE!

LR

DICK WICKSTROM

&

Coll 255 395,

g

FEMALE:

sok, and Nil compare ber
Ato

259-6'205

CL S3420

378-0744

27 Help Wanted Men U Women

TO SALES

Bucker Seats.

d

coo 594 5472.

Are You A Salesman?

w.11

'68 CAMARO Z28

buckets. cle2.,Ezzer 3195

PLEASANT WORKING
CONDITIONS

ASSISTANT

NOW '2775

Power Stee..ng. nny, an IT Ott

Ella.. Wimp

'ng'15

CORP.

IEEE

PIE

eremy4

1410 Rent Apartments

SIGNODE

tiE

1600 &Me Rd

437-8500

Believing

DICK WICNSTROM

3

e, stem. reseal player 640,

THE HERST
ALLEN CO.

re 3:30 PM. Excelleni mon,

CAMARO

Will Help Yon
1001 Rent Office Spate

1,2 and 3 BEDROOMS

Printed Circuit Board Assemblers
*Cabinet Wirers
Maintenance Men

MANAGER

No Shorthand
Northwsr suburbs

COMPUTAX CORP.

Pori

Fihers Allen bunk bed camp. 6
stock onkel. Solid mpl.
dr.P

c

They're even leaner and meaner
than last year. We've got an the

From $215
225 Nr.' Arl.NIs. Road
.Elk Grove Village

Hondie

Personnel Office' 297.5320

Wooled on CENTRAL RD., one

mile west of Northwest High-

P.M.P41.2 for this highly d.
versified .sition in our of fic

7624 N. Austin Ave.
Skokie, Illinois
966-5760

Wolf

Rood

An EgunlOPPohom, EGO°,

14,

in

Des

Plaines

/1333.91 SMICE

G3t3I1 Cm! 1.60.j_ii.

Arlington

beig141.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ROOD

2g6-1071

way LP.

ITT

nc;d7s'Ora p'eCP:Orts1:1';':r

CALL 439-8020

FOR RENTAL

831/361ealftwertfloRen0

,e,em

INFORMATION

AdingranIndeuriol

BEN PEKIN CORP.

254.1aSo

facts Now.

MULTIPLE LISTING
SOUL

11.merested. oleaseconseMorcall

Illinois Bell

pm.

3795 Nadivommelersrs

Work close to home at the new complex of Compotox
Easily accessible (See Map) with ample parking space

least eve, os mad. Men* arsmirers In Mom.
work,
antl rM1. Immo UN

for the positioned wAITREss.

RECEPTIONIST

Goad typing and clerlealekIlle am a mud., Ma gal who

3 PM Housewives...home in lime te prepare dinner
4 PM - Midnitet Ersellent pay as well as 1096 berms
11 PM -7 AM: form shift differential 12096) plus high starting mt.

avian. SW:

piece

able bar:elze,=ngle.

FLEA MARKET SALE

ACCOUNTING CLERK
PROGRAMMERS SA ES
COLLEGE GRADUATE
ADJUSTER TRAINEES

HELPER

CHOOSE YOUR OWN HOURS
76 Help Wonted Women

3

HOLIDAY INN

MALE:

COOK'S

The Boss
Says,

Now Surplus Taal Stare. Come

296- .40

ready to sAmd calm al awn ew ors,

office. rvw

17=","'

Ft, 8200

255 1102

Excellent sloi.g an, 91d

!1:131:11.77;:i17:117,

Illinois Bell operarot yeull be ihe gal ...Mr head

dorms.

';'11=1.jai:11.11To

9 io 5

WORK IN THE SUBURBS!

Appoiniments scheduled or pow convenience.

Des Ploines

PF:r17

Pool

moos of person-

WEST PERSONNEL

Gol Friday -$520

u

255 4592

Imodboard 6 nit.*
er. 6 o.eees.39271.

ORDER FILLERS
Hours 7 AM - 3.30 PM

You

preamble sake charge indr.

.610i 10 assist she Personnel Monoger in

729.1800

Pd.,.

252 5000

OPER.

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

296.6127

17.11eme Fermslungsfumiture

RUMMAGE SALE

439-8500

Algonquin & Meacham Roods

IMPORTS, INC.
..95

EL 11.3013

CLEAN

Saloon.. Now $2595

CONVERDIRE

LAECON

'111n,s7Z7;`,071

Pull lime

@MOTOROLA

1963

WIGGLES WORTH

Su

plere

12 Noon

PARKER

GENERAL OFFICE CLERK TYPISTS

This Week's Special.

027.50

V1G

35B-7245

27 Help Wanted Men & Women

PART TIME 11 AM. to

LIGHT MACHINE

cat came join us.

to arrange appointment

ADVERTISING
AGENCY

372-5300

Think about it. If you're not happy where you're

766-8400

CLERK TYPIST

off we throw in a great vocation plan and

Those Cars Start

In Coldest Woo..

0403, 2nd Antiques

2 oe 3 P.M. WEEKDAYS

NEW 8 USED
VOLVO'S

32 -Miscellaneous Meucharetse

HOUSEMEN MAIDS

KIDS BACK IN

WE SPECIALIZE

escel

391-3500

ETETCE .2 252E or OM 20.

F YOU WANT TO WORK

METRO GOLDWYN
MAYER

profit sharing.

cation, group insurance. Call:

Miss Peiee

272-5500

suronce, and merchandise discounts. Then 0 top

Des Plaines, Illinois

'

PAID VACATION la YEAR
HOSEITALIZ,10,2
.0E1E-SHARING

SCHOOL MOM?

So, the first thing we do a make you happy is
pay you an outstanding roving salary. Then we
owe you automatic increases, major medical in

Holy Family Hospital
100 N. River Road

Will Rain young mon between the ages of 25
050. Good opportunity for development of skills
within a young, rapidly expanding company
Knowledge of accounts receivable and/or data
processing helpful. Employee benefit, paid yrs

VOLKSWAGEN
NORTH CENTRAL
DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

LARGEST
SELECTION OF

rabic 532,0321

Day or Evening
Interview*

Immediate
Temporary
Office Assignments

01 Monor10 we!. always felt that people should
come first. Throes she way it should be
and
Mars the way it is.

6.

MRS. DUNNE

CALL

PROMOTIONS. YESI

BILLER TYPISTS
RECEPTION TYPIST

s'z

MIDWEST'S

'63 ALPINE
AM FM. 2 TOES OFFER

TINY TAIL WAGGERSI

-1950

6jT.Z71.10,"=11,<:.oL

112-eutomebies For Sale

bindings 125; 027.8108 oft. 56.c.

MODERN PLANT
NO TIME CLOCK TO PUNCH

Kelly
Girl

HONDA .cc

1967

c!"7h"'07

Rolling Meadows III

CALL N OW!
695-3440

827-8154

* typists

SKOKIE

;2r.'ro'n'n"ZbOhnreLlite 'Et

31 -Rummage 16arageSale

Money

* secretaries

IN PERSONNEL

ore flexible. NORM

M.s Pcnge
Arkngtoo Hmghb
9S Moron
394.0650
6028 Derriosrer
965-0700

tnirence,

3817,1er SP M

ILlo;d1ZOlvO."---'a3'11':

CALL ofser o om
827-1513

For

SECRETARIES

SWNE71

1969 OLDS, De. Royal.

11144otortycles and Sextets

ZZLeIN ski b..

5 Raises 1st Year

878-8200

=rsrrir'n=

DODGE

ROSELLE

PER HOUR

Talks

* wirers & solderers
* light assembly
* stock packers

267-5300 or 677-0600

$500 MONTH

of

(Nelson

po, ot,1

sears. Ann -FM stele. 659-7605

392 37117

;:tn.t"new°177C713.9757

COMPANY

START

SWEDISH
COVENANT HOSPITAL

ARLINGTON PARK
TOWERS HOTEL

at Motorola

KEY PUNCH LEAD OPERATOR

7300 N. LINDER

RECEPTIONIST

itteiZrar,

Find your circle

Sargent -Welch Scientific

FRONT DESK

Decorator
Assistant

0.61 group

sobs,

HOTEL

vo,7,="oor",L

297 3535

hove lig. ryPIng 1E99'

ersd

2739 W. FOSTER

vol.md in deals. You'll be

RELAXED

hen..

259.9100

6

el

r

940 Lee M.

METHODE MFG.

Choice of
Day and Evenings

NAMCO CORP.

for a confidential interview.

SARGENT-WELCH SCIENTIFIC CO.

Loam Travel
Business
From Ground Up!
ON THE JOB TRAINING

the now onside

IN CLEAN, EASY
FACTORY WORK

FRONT DESK

COME IN TO SEE US OR CALL

198-2770
Los Salle
can eel

Call or apply in person

$2.25 - $2.48

Div

STENO CLERK

CLERK TYPISTS

Will Train You

mid moo io men P.m.

me good mg skills

6

'61 Ford Gala,: 6 Gil

103-Aeto Trailer &Caen.

150. 394-0273

1700 S. Hicks Rood

r7a:a"e=ra'''

assignments. you'll LOVE working or Teletype,

BEGINNER

SECRETARY

Girl Needed!

350 5123 after 6 v51

1.25150

do. .1 A

TOY POODLE

to read prints, perform
1st piece set-up work
and receiving inspection
as well as the use of all
basic inspection gauges.

Bernard PuPPY

st

ily for EXPERIENCED INSPECTOR. Mart be able

OFFICE

Why Sit Still When you ran move ahead?

Niles Area

GENERAL

358 2755

51650

25, 163,

fernole

with excellent opportun

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

Illinois Bell

Nom ow

1E91

We ore 0 medidm size

WORK
NEAR
HOME?

0

r4.

plowing amounts. 827 7504

AKC

manufacturer' of Elec.
tro Mechanical products

WHY NOT

6564022

Ewlw

DES PLAINES

12.00 per hour

12

great new job?

4 arta

299.4311

Sch

GIRLS

ed New beach office is Wm.
...Ile Some worse, !Boa and

69 Camaro 55 396 350 biPi
Top

ty Via 01111 85800.

at DODGE 3/4 ton
watchdog

Ext. 46

RECEPTIONIST

Cal/

455.7111, Ext. 223

Ready for a

GIRL Tor Women, FRIDAY nem.

1650

25Y-1870

.11.529.8394

INSPECTOR

259-6458

bone,

cum

.10 'LIG

537 0861

Ph

kl

d

P/b

102-1nekLirrilers

392,I9

1000 Dune lid

COME IN AND REGISTER

COMPANY

VENDING HOSTESS

3 00 N W If

PLASTIC

ALLEN CO.

Northfield Area

SECRETARIES

jc'.=

THE HERST

437-8500

137 658B
66onang Hard

1962 Chev.
d

AM. Castle

trans
fe

1961 Clew 6 4 dr Good body

'Irner"37.5'11:ot'r

Misyeor Wary open. Call

SERVICE

has immediate openings in

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

Ken Larson

192 2594

Li.'1'1

German Shepherd Pul. A5C

Person or .11439.55M

HELP WANTED -DAYS
IDEAL FOR HOUSEWIFE

TRI-R VENDING

Coll Joon

his amm Nee WY

f. Wined

11

13, 1501

age Med. 299-056S 1340 Offer.

YANKEE DOODLE

Local or Loop

METROPOLTIAN PRINTING

BANTAM BOOKS INC.

PERSONNEL SKY -Job needs re

we To,

44Dogs, Pets

5

Good co,

P M or live in Weekends off.

3727

Free brush 07 7,01100
SS No fee

Immediate openings for full lime switchboord
receplionist. Light typing. Permanent, 5 days o
week, 0:30 am as 50D pm, congenial surround

SEEM MEAN 0

414E, GOLF ROAD

CAREER SPECIALISTS

cond. Call'on

3,2.3741

'RE

compaov Poid

SWITCHBOARD

439.7600

KEYPUNCH -$525
298-2770

Ken Larson 8. Associates

Arlin,;ro'nr"Heig.hrs

TEMPORARY

INSURANCE CO.

25 Employment Agencies- W011211

4117204. or 299.719

1408 ar 199 1645
d

oiond

posseers

2 srvdded snow Tires mounied

HELP WANTED

'tr,7,77.`P:7

5541Lisral4Tstiuments

42 Wanted To Rey

1.;br,..,hccur/h,o01:.irerns. Coll oho.

2,4 Solve your money problems with

68 Dodg Coroner 440

814-1950

POLLARD VOLVO

In

1930 N AchnsiOo Ells"Rd

MAKE YOU FEEL LOW

int AM

Blk w

RUC DRIVER

or nun, srsasi

wonted

OF LIVING

359.7770

112 klembies Fe Sak

110 -Riles For Sale

64 . Bug

MI1ELEER,11011F7 STORE

ASK for WAYNE EGGERS

MODEL HOME FURNITURE
Being sold from builder s de-

Belmont/

shop

1394 e947 aher 5 Pm

GENERAL OFFICE

ng day 1180 hr to sten

HIGH COST

GENERAL FINANCE

Suburban
965-7070

ALLSTATE
They Lull Frain

ond good Om.

CALL 358 0631

g fr

new

lo

41 -Home Fummlimigifoiniture

-

259.1100

Should haw ne

PERSONNEL
SECRETARY

Counter Girls

BENEFITS

827 .28

105A S. Nonhwesi 1-1.6ry

583.5147

ni and piofit sharing. Coll Mr. Neclannonn

dise

days 5 9 crs

31Mncellanean Merehandite

32411selreasIlmitedo

21 Help Wanted -Men & Women

yea want $1000 menrsly

LIGHT PACKAGING
GOOD STARTING 1ALARY
CO PAID HOSPITALIZATION

Needed
'71:1',4;;LUMISS

26*ln Wanted Warren

FACTORY HELP

RN's & LPN's
ECE

26 -/Alp Exited Women

Page 9

Monday February 16 1970

16 -Help Wanted Women

Re:Zradrje't'ine'

opemngs on our clerical

TYPISTS

LATTOF
CHEVROLET

SS25 NO FEE

ArlIngrvn HN
week.192 7606

wheibm mer oak experienced or o beginner. Must be able

ocean...an

FILE CLERK

area I day

staff for

EXECUTIVE

gol wr103 won.
SKY V.P.
5,H E. 65 wpm ryping 55.3 ue

ton oreferr.

Mr Primp 5.-6140

HACKNEY S in
WHEELING
517 2.

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 Help Wanted Women

dur ng con ante. haus near To
h
C II

firm pia rem. n,

pmsonnel.

26* Wanted Women

tad babomr n our home
10 M 6 Pm 9 dne o

NIGHTS
PART TIME

Cln1010

adrad.1 sviih als excellent
clik4ng record. &neg.,. tn.
oppressive

W
His

WAITRESSES

`9991E

PARTS TRUCK
DRIVER

an

1isme

Watef Wow

2518816.111men

Call Any MAP

I

Daily & Long Term Leasing
£11100115 ITS

1133.3.0313

Multiple Listing Realtor

For Personal Service

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
CL 9-4100

t:=1

CL 9.4100

500 F. Nouthweu nwy.

nis

giap

SHORT RIBS

Page 10

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Monday, February 16 1970

700

TONIGHT

Layb In

5

OUT OUR WAY

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

=7, 2=To,,%
BY THE WEB. MBAS.,

1 BOTAN CEA I CAB
USETHIS ELECTalc

BrAY-rOD THERESA
GOOPCXANCE yorlo

IBM BRUSH AB
21012

6aAVu ha1R5HOef-

THAT BLISTER

a.coes

TuPnie ME ow IS RIPS

EVERY REPLICim GADGET

00N. PM HE STILL

LOSE AN corsICE; MA=est,YBE

wE 02GETA 1.2, 67

PiTri

sust-ESs

News
News'
News

2
5
7
9

'MAPS oNE WAY Err AW
'GAMER EMS schl sas-re

ROOM OFF THE FOOD mAYEE

HE UOST POESNT met'

N. 0

En101.1NCGIS EBOECIBE.NEW
EVER

SIE HE boT A

M I keDoealm

BATTERY HE MORS,.

CA.!

I must Do N

6115

wolves; second about

why we should not
smoke, and third

re from the Civil

about the harmful effech of smoking.
26 Turin Acevedo

REGAIN
'01E CalF10920E

War.

oF

Show
5 The

preacher help oven
violence when they
join
vengeful ran-

ton's anch.

thre

cher

Elms." Trams

has kidnaped the ran-

righteous,
greedy,
pig-headed patriamh
who marrim a buitom

My World and

www.

ROOM

dallaium

Y,

k

t
(SOH-

Your

I

BUGS BUNNY

Venice.

smuences

Gu ests include

7

IMO
Perspectives

11 Bird or the Iron
Father
Jonah finds a new

1120

9 Merle
vBright Lights."
Ragnaltoriche show
nasiseestal

2

5
9

r AND SEEP SOWN

211 This could well be the start,

ALL. BUJ-1E5AL.
ODWADP5.

of a critical perital'in your cu-

rter. Keep your work up to

I KKOM, ErLW WHILE 1M

TWINE 70 GET DEEP

DOWN INSIDE HIM, i-FS
BEATING ME ID A Fr4P:

into refersher

CANCER Dune 22
July
231 The brighter side of life
-

-

need.

1:30

7

Reflection

2

2:10
Late Report

2

Medltil:on

9

Five Minutes to

26 A Black's View
of the News
3

m ooners
The

Ray Bolger, Johnny

Cash Bing Crosby

2

Emote Writers

anJ Raquel Welch_

Show

15

Honey -

3:00

10:30

Mery Griffin

Live By

--Laugh at those showers, water -baby, And let
Answer to Previous Puzzle

MIA L A G

THE BORN LOSER

ACROSS

yWE repo

Ram 00

WALKIKE,

'100 KNOW!

LIBRA (Sept 24 Oct. 231
Slong as you realize your
n
limitations. you shoold
have little dillMulty choosing

1
'501.F2E7140
006 WHO
TOOK VOW?

WIFE'S
leS81221.1A

61
MISTAKE

or achieving a goal.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 Nov.
221 Old friends deserve your
concern. Make sure your have

"Rock of -"

5-Rock,

1167KmDei:gug_nhithaizeiedns

18 Napoleonic

...h.1

fare you give time and effort to

conjunction

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 21
De e.,221 Aminents on the dumenie scene could lead to

heavens
21M,

prablei, you Mlle expect and
have difficulty handling.
Guard your tongue.

father

31'7

-

-things of fife must take their
place at the head of the agenda
today, Larger issues min
MmOmentarily

shelved.
Feb

Atalanta who keeps bb nose
to the grindstone. Take care
that others don, take offense
over injures.

INFLAME
eaf

all

amine
alien

file

menial
main

ein an&

fail

faiDC

lean aline

Pane

final mean
finale
in
famine mane
fine
mail

ame amen

ane nail
ine

nail

km name

flea

elan

i mn Meal

flan

elfin

anil male

film

N

0

roundish
stones
44 Men's

CAMPUS CLATTER
re arMoIRe ItedOWS: MY COUBACRIO ARD
I Wit4WEARCONO P00147711eOLLSE Etc
A Fate PAYS:

MI WHIM, VAMP. UNREST
IS Demo thaairtaATIE WE
Ala vita LEIMLATURWS

1000Ltrrki tlpfesfirreng

nickname
46 Automobile
group (ab.)
47 Freudian term
50 Phoenician

deity

52 Caatro's

domain
56 Types of chair

58 City in Ohio
59 Detains in an

801=tid
errype of beard
Ilarte

ON

co-operative
-operative

OE

So

V5

this is the year to be pretty and practical,

%121

and who better than you to lead the way

E

GI

se

SME B2 NH.
1
- 47 Son ofGad

* hSeallucer-shaped

Walk right into rainbows when you wear this

poplin shorty, trench -style, but who says

it

49 Eight
(CoMb form)

isn't feminine? A pretty parasol helps keep

51 fSoo.uth African

the raindrops off. Your good judgment tells

53 Exhort

54 Rock the 55 G i r 1 I n a me
57
reeopt-killing

24 Verdi opera

to you

you're born with a practical approach, Well

PAR 01-

36 Devour
38 Near East
garment

your love of mankind extend

GE

GEE

l-

OREGON

29 French river
30 Kitchen
implements
33 Pilfer

3.,,,us,n

E

GOND
LY
E v RAG

9 Put down

,h;e.; "

AENEAS
AU

2s26 GC er oa suer

10 Gaelic

LONG

CAA

8 Thricefcom

(fS'i ib .1 1 i s t

burbots
39 Hostelry
40 Of the cheek
42 Smell,

191 Results and rewards to the

flame mile

River'Germeeekr

32 Groups of
matched
pieces
34 Wading bird
35 Unemployed
37 Genus of

2111 The small, pleasant

Answers to
Hideaword

Seed covering

AR

E three horseS 25 Rock 'n'

made your peace with them be -

-

DOWN

2., F !stiV
. Lady
Arkansas
Asto lit
11 Papal
Dry, i wine
4like
vestment
12 Overdue debts Z Aseliirjerklt
14 Garden shrub
150f the Moors 7 i,aeei'an team

-

AQUARIUS (Jun 21

HIOT EL

Rocky

own interests.

CAPRICORN (Dm. 23

)

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

VIRGO (Aug 24 . Sept. 231
A beneficial day for the Virgo
who helps another forward a
project with no thought for his

Jan.

)

wow.

Dvorak.

10:00
News
News
News

Humanities.
26 Famous Artists;

Sept. 231

Higher-ups may ask for a re.
port on your reedit progress.
Make sure you are prepared
with the facts and figures you

4

E. Brown and Ann

9:45
News

takes up the afternoon hours.
Use the morning. then. to accomplish routine chores.

LEO (July 24

meei-vom-Hkeir

MORTY MEEKLE

June

-

dy Special

12:50
News

ra"

pate. Contact a neighbor.

GEMINI (May 22

Bob Fleeces...

9

EEK & MEEK

rtsponsibilities.

makes the here and now much
more pleasant than yoll antici-

Pa el Horsey
9:30

Mayberry RFD
Aunt Bee andler

garden club ladies
Wee a stand against
ncw road threatening
scenic trees around

20 TV College

fldw readily you take on new

TAURUS (April 21 - May
211690d newsfromaJivance

r-

6:55

April

-

2

5

201 Rate of advancement probably depends a grant deal upon
appearances. Co.: others tee

12:30

Commenh

7

needs people like you.

Some of My Ben
Friends

9:25

32

Naturally, because you're one of the great ones Your virtues are
many --noble, moderate, generous and understanding --the world

5

!ems.

Sports

Dion.

9:10
20 The Forsyte Saga

home for his family
andnew set ofprob-

9:00

the

645

'

12:20

Geography.

Film trip to the
Azores feature. Co-

Midnight Report
Chicago Shim

Aquarius --it's your age! Everyone's singing your song

9flash Gordon

20 TV College

Seas

-- 26 gob

dolly
or should others be
volved in your financial situ-

7

26 Wrestling
32 News

or Con.

7:40

far

PISCES IFeb. 20 March
21) Pay close attention to mon.
nutters this morning. wipe -

ARIES thiarch 22

31 Truth

26 Today's Racing
32 Of Lan. end

celebration of
I GOTTA WAKE UP THESE
LOVESiRPG OR THEY'LL
BE HERE FERnvOR

FOR TUESDAY

look

together.

home,

5

ter

MI,' is put

assignorto loot the
vault of a casino in

Alf. industry and

Horoscope

Par -and
courses.

It Tales A Thief
Mundy teams up
with his father when

lumbus'

and George Sanders.

LI Fact of the Mat.

and Richard Foretell
of
RandMcNally
now how the

7

LOSE SOME

Peter

Perry Mason

9

II Book Beat
Andrew McNally

study.

MAYBE I SHOULD

David

Loren.

chases her out of Ns
CEP

and

Fonda.

O'Neill's story mars
Burl Ives, Anthony
Perkins and Sophia

broken arm suffered by Lydia in 0
fall when her father

6111SOF

Frye

young lady.

a

AM AYE

Movie

lmnhoe." Bmu-

Guests are Glen

a family by a self-

Welcome to It
Several people oy
to take the blame for

2

tifully photographed
spectacUlar of the
days of chivalrous
knights. Robert Taylor, Elizabeth Taylor

Return of

Campbell,

the

disasters wreaked on

Flash Conlon
12:00

Burnell

e Smothers Br.,

Movie
"Desire Under the

in tracking a Kiowa
Indian party which
5

ikar
Maww

11:50

9

MOO

Carol

2

jobs on Wayne New-

his two sons

11:35

32 100
Polonium
Great Musk

doing a cover for
Doris' magazine.

Las Vegas but tries to
make n up by getting

cher's daughter.

ROBIN MALONE

0:30
Doris Day Show
Buck is reluctant
about posing fora fa-

and a. country

anda

11:30

2

Here's Lucy
Lucy loses all the
family's money in

7

Stan W C

Ftelds and Margaret
Dumony
32 The Prisoner

32 News Find

2

6:30
Gunemake
Marshall Dillon

2

Brut(

5:25

7:30

26 Quir

Give

mous artist who is

FAilorial

2

Movie
Never

20 'FY College
Biology.

Shone

6125

PEOPLE.

Coven

Sucker an Even

32 Big Valley

cartoons

11 TV College
American Liter -

SOMENING

9

7
Dick
Show

inter
venttons from Vlach
vostok to Vietnam

Fan deals with new
family in neighboh
hood beset by credit

26 Spanish News
32 The Mounters

11 NET lournel
A critical look at

Monday, February 16, 1970

Tonight Show

US military

Choke
Three

EVEN Han, CRPNK

et

II Director's

Show

5

cock Presents

Dan Blocker
guest star
9 Star Trek

MOO

Melt.

Allied

9

per
45 French sir am 58 Abbess (ob.)

MEMO NOMMEN

NEM MEMEMEN

MEM
OEM=
NEME MIME MEE

you to protect your curls, whether they need

it or not, when a hat is a flattering as this
one!

You'll come

cool,

smart,

and

chic-what a great way to go puddle -hopping!
marilyn shuman , editor

J. ama

mamma
MOJA
NEM AMEN UMEE
OEM NEER NEE

OEEEN NEENEEE
MEN NEE
NNW MEM aaaa
AMEAMME JENNE
NOMMEN AMMO

on

OEM= NEM

Photos by Gary Much
Model: Becky Kosaris
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Springtime at Randhurst

Enter DAY PUBLICATIONS'

Show fashions amid flowers
What fun! Flowers and
fashion shoves make the scene
at Randhurst for the next

week for a real pre spnng for
oval

Patio Fashions
a style
show featuring casual travel

at home and beach wear

is

being lamented each weekday
evening at the Randhunt
Flower and Garden show
which coMmues until Feb 22

111,..

rL
-

Children, styles as well as
_,

7:30 p.m. during the festival.
the

di -level
designed and constructed by
Knupper's Nursery of Palatine. Amual tiered gardens,
in

"Fashion Nine exhibit

?-.---1 '

'4

with flowers and fresh. green
grass (seems a long time since

neat seen the) and walkways

storm

The swim war we show
has been celesta frOM Cadet
nom now an vale for spring

trme M...

Ted s Teepee

Mae tramfanned the

Mall.

the sham ad! be in cleaned

tywelry sunglasses and as

shoes

A CHAUFFEUR DRIVEN

Wt. promm. however that
Mem new ratter mtroduced at

Pales Chtlaren, Wear end

cessanes worn by thy modLls
hove been selected horn Frank
Jewedrs. Loney's and Almer
Coe. hats from Claire hatafand

aGe

vaLanon wear which can be
boo& now et Headhunt

Cover Girl Kay Csmpbell
Lane Bryant Lamers Man
Anne s Norman. Manna.
L Rothsehild s Stuans and

chants every evening Monday

The fashion show is being

I

Ward s and
Wieboldt s Department Stores
Benson, Rixon
Baskin,

Swing through
those rainy days

03

Our models

are Wearing ravel cruise and

s

Kroll,

through Friday, from 7 until

(

Canon

by

lasted Busch coordma

tar Of the event

cm. w.f.' are hems Wm.,

men s and women s will be
shown by Randhurst nwr

presented

Moo

MEN'S AND women s
ens. lounge sports and

Cluldrens tlothel arc from

robe mall
ye

Page 13

from

throughout 1970
This is ths first ye w in
which the Flower and Garden
Festiml. Iron in its third year)
h. featured a fashion show.

Baker's Chap

dler's, Kinney's. Flagg Brotheni. OdG and Youthful Shoes.

Why not culottes?

uncomdmiment

Cu.. provide the perfect

for the fashion show will be

"in-between" for the onythe.

provided by Larry Bi diem° on

go girl who Prdem ...W..'

Musical

A tviy

dunks hut nenls freedom of

a Hammond organ fn. LyonHealy in Randhuot.
"This is not a pressummm
show, but a how' show." Aid

movement. They provide
casual look that makes fashion

we..

..

040

Dm double-bre.ted mad, a
summer costume strikingly
combining Me slim coat with
deep -pleated bock, a modified

Shop in
elegance...

bell 1191151n with cuff, and vest,

complete with watch node

With .1 "now" look in sport, co-ordinates, here's Sue Busch of Mount Prospect in rosy,

and chain. A f WI -sleeved chit'

fonbloase in taupe sets off the

0

wheat linen ensemble. Mod
Med

by

Gwen

in lemon ysllrn. nilfnmi
whim and gold hiphuggers, worn with a jmisright land nwiron)
Stuart's. Slung low Ii her chain hardware belt Groovy elm., and bell from Loreey's.

1

Wick..

.....--'

Mount Prospect, for Noman'
Women's Apparel, Handhord.

Mull could be boter Mr an early spring walk
in the forest preserves than a minisall weather

Ask any woman

WENDY WARD

14 and Ns -bring home Ohm
friends all the time. There is

By Gary Walsh
invited a 10.
Last week
yearsald boy, ireland of my
Patrick's. to stay for lunch. He
became embarassed and con.
fused when I urged him today.
I

WITH A WORD

...

-Pal and

I

woe.' love to

have you.Call your MOIR" I

Young girls, teenagers and women ev-

Don hesitated and stow.

erywhere ore becoming more aware
of their fashion image. We girls at
Wendy Ward are helping to bring our
those hidden qualities you possess.

WhieS the matter. Don°
Don't

want

you

stay7

to

You're Pars favorite Inlaid'

Td

swe like you."

"Well. Mrs. Walsh, Ms jlat

You're someone special and at Wendy
Ward each student is assured personal attention.

that no one else has ever in'riled me to stay renal I'm not
uSal to it It's pitifuls-Ern aaie
ally rejected!" (Those are his
actual wordall

HE Mb stay

for lunch.

Ifincover, that shattering ONIlmimle4 01 hmrinkl o Yuong
boy lethal'ala his hurl feelings

prompted me to explore the

Owen Wickham models an Eisenberg ensemble, showing tie,
new, tilted look in outenvear, this time in pimiento red, 01 00
per OOvl rayon. 'Ihe perfect compliment -her coinsdotted, belted
skimmer. in red, white and navy. From Norman's Women's Ap
pawl. Handhorst.

children. 'All the kids etunc

.tinurday morning and visits
111 dat. Mod of the people in
my Nock have hig old homes.
mine. and the children are
welcome to play anywhere es.
eon the living name" said a
former teacher.
A 30syearsold

mother of

three pre.whoolers replied. "I
don't Al other small children
ploy in my small home. lars
came I hove found them so Mmannered. w bully behaved.
so distructise that 110101 can't
olaird

II

"I he, gel 11110 int ruinggrattn, nil lorwers.Dreak nit

palemo bottletsthat kind of
thing. Usually all the kids ploy

her Holds us "unflappable"'
huo a houseful of kid, even
day of the week. She had it

I

one mother of three boy, Chit
has white carpeting and pet,
blue furniture: the whole
house is ,: showplace. but all

welcome guests in your home?

must

asked many mrithers of all
ages. Here is a sampling of
I

their replies:

-My children -age, .3, If

mher people, homm.
he in control of my
I

MI.."

sq AM tired of heing a pats
sc," amixered
.ect. softspoken mother of txo young

six weeks of I. -filled

lox n

is

BRAND NEW -JUST ARRIVED

join even Cenci by eonnomeng 16e

I

6,66,16 in our

0 nlhtlraal

Contest open to
all Northwest
Suburban women
over 18

OREMM. MOTO TOOL

ite up to the question

huh!rht,ha

think young rom oge 4 to 60

Wi Ile's
HOBBY CORNER

0-

mother. ..Panics have become
a trial indeed of a happy celeMotion. So many of the LA,
today
are
umormeralisi.
bored. wade and even destructive. I had Dyearokis climb up
,tiiitil grand piano I maul, 11
Illot All Rt. III it LI hsTnu
Ind rtic61611

$32.95

r

000
r7z-

Pretty and practical -that's the perreet combination. The allswarher coat tabovel has an
attached hood that will pop up with protection

Unit con 13. mid wen

when raindrops falt1Pholos by Gary Palsied,

$16.95

SPECIAL!

'15
'20

Our minimum balance for No -Cost Checking.
Are you with the leader?

Mrs blossom out this Spring...
Give Wendy Word new11 for

BANK

WHEELING, ILL PHONE: 537.1,020

NEW %IMAM a annum Loam sows,
Momloy. Tumult,. Ibuterktg
BO/

It:Mr

rr..tr

SOLIDS & PRINTS

.9.20

N MOO 0.m.

....ay
R&D a.m. So IMO Ban.

Wain*, -

MINN*.

on ain atenOwn.

a Mao.. 1:00prn.

AMIN BUILDING BANKING HOURS

Monday. Tuedev.Thuna,
..30 sun. to BOO ,rn
Friday SAO

se 760 p

Boo son [fish, AM" dia. 10.60
Bread Tray, 12" 0"
17.60
114Ner dIsh. 814"
11160

Ely. en Weetnesdos
Bullock,

13f4u.41

eideu

Palatine Plaza

Palatine, Ill. 3584588

44"/45" Wide
Permanent Press
Reg. 84c

NOW 67c yd.

44"/45" wide

1 AO

0"

TARPOON

0

prs 1

PLAYWEAR DUCK

50% Fortrel Polyester
50% Cotton

I

44/45" Wide
Reg. 99c

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

620 F. CENTRAL ID.
DES PLANES

255-2800

296-6360

1423 E. PALATINE ID.

100% Cotton
36" Wide
Reg. 84c

NOW 74c yd.

PRIM-New/co

Byhring Jewelers

SPORTSWEAR

NOW 121yd.
bead

Suddenly Mende

Sylvia's Flowers

Nelsons Flowers

Nan" of Arlington

NUBBY

Hand Washable
Reg. $1.77

'wool

crafted home treasures.

MEMBER F.

`r.".19114'

Per Panel:

silver insures the lasting
beauty of these skillfully

MILWAUKEE AVENUE Al MORE ROAD

MURPHY'S

during February

Towle brings you itixurions
silverplate for gracious serving and decorative display
Extra heavy coaling of pure

TRUST & SAVINGS

;Tr

Mohg

11.75

HEELING

WARDS

fori!

CLIPPER
Spring Matching

Old Master
Silverplate

class details.

otttooma roaCntatrarM0.01011C11. Maroc. rOaRNOIMilemote Caernmeitoot te roe

Murphy Comet

Restaurant It Lounge

81,00

20% OFF

'20
'30

The Black Fox

aaiuflnss

Loir-404,4
, DRAPERY

Teen 13-18 years

uP

Mitchell's Jewelers

11.5-100

MOUNT ITOSPECT

WENDY WARD HAS A
PERSONAL GLAMOUR
PROGRAM FOR YOU:

Adult 18 years and

The Bank S Trust Company
of Arlington Heights

Sisters Wig Shoppe

unire,sol

Ibtusls,pol ,rout, end lisscl tend
Waded mi. warp such
Ian mu

IgrrylfbahIyellfNN

old

Merle Norman

SOLID STA1E
MONO SPEED CONTROL

FOR
MODERN LIVING

Tween 11.12 years
old

Ability Gloss IL Mirror

Odd' 100 know the trnmer

diteh,

Wee Wendy 4-10
yeah old

You'll be our guest at a luncheon for two at one of the
Northwest Suburbs leading restaurants.

MEMEL S,Co-7.ta Moto -Tool

It's a shame."

an hods runt

excitement and a learn log
experience for all gals who

Luncheon For Two

knew

"I give up." said a you,

Shops

"1'." "

,

Pantsuits ars din the greatest, especially when they take yea ma In wet weather --and keep you
crisp and sharp. This meddled safari-sble, with belled pants, will keep you dry in high style.
Sfodeled bs BECKY KASAI.,

how borer hon., oun Is toe

and 1 dtm'i allow them to play
in

kP-s,

lloraprniyoiflllpairploi
-Nly mendgers don't went
ht bring anytme into...man
home." answered e mother ol
sow children. .1 heir Inerals

crowded and el.,.

:V)e

Your chauffeur will escort you to merchants waiting to
present you with gibs. He will remain at year disposal
while you enjoy an afternoon of shopping, after being
our guest for luncheon.

extra kids as guests last Salmday: that night she was hostess

*led" vhddrem in our unvw
Arc your children's friends

"re-

Courtesy Gifts
from The Day's

A talented and loving mother of eight whet is described by

limits' even to her Low M.

Mher

has her day!

Mine.

here: they are sent here to pll
on rainy days by mothers who
oneor more eetra child at mosi
of our meals. Sly children are won't allow PlaYina yr ^I,'
welcome in mad other homes sing in their own homes. Sot
ill my neighborhood. 011en m, -(withal I shoukl welcome sue
kids' friends. so !do."
5-warsold girl leaws home on

The WWI training by experts
is

tones, it's lull right In keep TOU oror, rain Or

outside mound here. I insist
that mine play out cser,day.

01

PPERIMillim

She-,

cone Bel., pocketed. and trimmed M pastel

How's your hospitality?
ON CHARM

*1.1")

NOW 61c yd.

,

Coiffure Elegant.
Wig Salon

Northwest Trust
IL Saying Bank

Dist A Semnd

Owen Carpet

Wheeling nooses Saving

Wills
Wesi Not-0mo° try.,

Arlinnion Heinhil, ill

ban's Draperies

Roy's Americana

11 Small Micron Sireet
PrMaton Heights, Ill.

100 West Northwest N./

Windfall Boutique

Arlington lionaMs, Ill.

511.2900

16Mro Sun. Feb. 12

G. C . MURPHY CO.
a.

t,

tsblor Cleaners
70, N. Elmhurst Rd.

Sun. II N 6

RAND & CENTRAL ROAD
MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

<1.5-9000

A to Z Rental
Nenliciest II, 6 Cosi Col,

Contest not open to
employees of
Day Poldwalmas
or their famdres
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111E DAY

11riq

4

P.171114.

Ile

tiorld

Potpourri

Fd''"V" "

Fight winter doldrums --get out!

9, -

A cut -glass collector speaks out
imam I unIN.S

B, Dee Anon

CI Mud Grath n ore awl

Igoe*

Someone. D x. en Ont1,011C POI-

flown
004011.1Pa
MERLE

ConswElmezorytasson,

Chu rani Arlan,
THE SHOP HAS MOVED -

TO irs NEW LOCATION,
TO THE SOUTH, ON THE MAIN MALL

eyes whet iw Sat

I

you about his:ales-von

It is Mu such a gam Mai I

n

in. Ansti-

me him.
TT trillum nt-ist

n

ut

FIFAS Plarome. ttlital11 dm ice
/Mita:mini. 'Castuninuti Es.

postem in .fit am. annam
um se ahata .'S 1: was nam

noticed in Ozzae Wolfesa min Mermen: em -me- me I=
when I went to ask if I man Mar crest terns ha c war
see,his collection and benefit ras-aparest wi.M. du. heibutre
his fantastic knowledge pc:-... .487 o liNif .
fro
of cut glass,
I rrourronext soon Because
4..,.
As Ozzie spoke, his person- ,.,,, it,,,,,,
ality and enthusiasm became
m captivating that I asked if I j,,,,,,.. Gjas, co eatak,

6.

might repeat him word for
word. He graciously consented. so the next few articles

,.

showing
a
fancaiba.B.
Pra^ dTrarara Ph.h ' i'..-

iraTd rot S. 'n, it.-,...

"All that glitters isn't gold It
perhaps tamed ali 1157 ra3f,
be your grandmother'sa week for his cearlmarohlp,
sparkling cut glass which was and his week was at least 60
can

hours

T o a great extent One of the fist

long.

All wags Then

Chicken
Dinner
EVERY MON

,

WED.,1FRI.
& SUN.

clank
tun m minatsirasi It nt n Om

TAVE Oft kr1411647s. Use
nadttur a- Erix dic Min 010n.

kit, amibIlin: usivehl6 she
4601it fly.i. oulltrainsin Mr the

tan me iimm to mita msg..

anami. him. wis111.01 /month

1011.110 TM 1106, wts phro.
me
i mimi

-Mt nal.. 01 wow.

Z6 now s ei*imar xi Nam-

Rt.a
Who. Mane tho WW1 PP

. or

Sum cm um 1.66 ii,...
'Rua. lm h van mein as
Chen. Gime .Zai

Tee

.*.'wise 1 me ...3e. tv....i.,... 7:

uke ...hag
ft, Bae,

:en xram gm

oath
Whipped Potatoes and the Vegetable of the Day

Family

Pra
Mud grad= imel.
Mead in vhool tom the CUSS
that snatches his read,'

rotes. adds
voice g

mamtamcd

her

experienced
sn goring sou

to reber that

treason

no reason
that a child should be pushed
reading

is

ahead in school. She tells us:

'1 NA,. A GOOD example of just what you've been

talking about. Jim. had an
31105 Algongoin Rood
Rolling Meadows, III.

Nen eveliat will Ms e anwith Ozzie

Mayhe even 111 TOOT OGG backyard. Your mod is a rag -beg 01
good ideas, and belore week ends there is one who will attempt

to pick your Main.
VIRGO (Aug. 27 -Sept. 22h Stop trying to he so darn slick,
Virg You area person. not a computer. Again Olga urges you to
listen with sour Mary Relationship with one born under the sign
of Pisces could grow into trite devotion.
-LIBRA IScpt. 23.0m. 221: Stop nursing your wounds. Libra.
Your future isn't as dreary as fi may appear to bc at this time.
Periods of melancholy are the common lot of Me majority. and
to time, Mercifully the
they rum haw to he tolerated horn
mend obliterate, the remembrance o most pain.
SCORPIO Met. 23 -Nos. 211: No bumming about in week
ahead. Smrp. No matter how temptation beckons. You can take

now be sreased in any sp..1
his mrly reading.
-In spite of Mrs. I felt that

grader- should

should be. Today a Catholic

1.

10113e um, ao Pla, 0110e It,.
Ergs of sob, toiso --

I.O. of around 175 and was in
he 98lh percentile in his class
when tic entered first grade.
He had Men reading. hi, famiI, told us. since he was 2. How.
mer. they were anxious that he

be dome somethin

three gran) steps as far as sour career is concern.. Simon said us
SAGITTARITS INo.. 22 -Dee. 2111 You may meet someone
M watt Mead w ho old, than you arc, Sm. but this person will

maw] for Jimmy since he we
yo MO, and seemingly so ad
valued. So I asked henna
a
Ithrao hook aboill Pete

i,bywr and Iv, tell the non
to the class. He dsdrii want m
He begged me to kl him can
up to the front of the room as

the little chairs with the oils,
children.
8But I insisted, and he read

Pon Rabbit and told the wo
Tthough he didn't emov

it

he same thing happened. the
neal day. SO IT/Ought TO ms.
I

self.

'If you are hap!, sitting

here with the oMers. looking at

words ,ou alread, know, why.

all right' I let him min the othrs. He looked up al me w ith a

beautiful smile when he real :ad that I was going to let has
sta, In the group.

*NOW AS I LOOK back. I
realize that he was seeking so-

You'll find your
Food Favorites on our "shelves"

cial ace wonce of the gram
and did not want to IN apart,
es en Mough mental, he was
far besond Mem. He named to

laugh and enid, things with
In, other children.
"When I left that panwular
school. limn, was in fifth
beautiful!) adjusted
child both schoodssia and so.
grade --a

Pally! know now that I would
not haw benefited ohm had I
made of him something memal. Or had I owlmd him ape.
or clammily just lw.
muse he was a bright and early
eader."
Thank you, Sister. I wish
that all teachers of young chi!.

dren. and especially of bright
soung children, were as perceptive as sou!
(Copyright 1970 by -the Owen
I.itute of Child Develop.
merit.

you have the children taken
care of, you're free to fly.
In addition to shopping and

Care In the selection and hanging of art In your home will result In a pleasant grouping. hinny
subjects, in a variety of media, were combined effectively in thls wall gouging al Stephany Arts.

behind sou. And you nods.u

have moctrided. Week ahead will

,our strength and will. Esc that mind of yours which is an
instrument
exceptional firmness and clarity. On last Jay of
est relax and be w sth perrion you enjoy.
PISCES 118M. 19-Mareh 201: You are a dreamer. Pisces, but

sou are seldom the fool. Week ahead will be one filled with
o. Pisces will follow hunches which will
he men -anal, stronglust don't let one who is aggressive and

What to do with pictures

.WHAT ADVICE can you
give our readers on how to
Mrs. Stoke.
She answered by offering to

THE FOLLOWING vnria

people me when they come
into your home are the wall,
and everything that is at eye.

dress with hip -low belt and
shun pleated skin...a maxi.

epitome of today. Al orange
ribbed tank top goes over a

dress or jacquard cotton knit.
with dim bod)fit and softened

long-sleeved, boacnecked pun
plc shin. and both are tuck

colors.

dinto slinky fuschia jersey

The arc some of the Flash'ons

selected

by

Seventeen

tellfor the "after'

pic-

res of Ifs outstanding girls
featured in a recent issue. The
girls, all award -w Innen in
heir smvial fields of interest.
received make-up. hair and
fashion "make -Deers" belore

posing for the puhlication.

panel. Another
sportswear look

rang

from

ava ntsgarde
is a

'

?One of Me first things

slightly. flared jeans in a new
tie-dye print,
with a soft
cotton knit button-down pull,
to a three.part outfit that is the

look

Pants

skinny-

ribbed red midra-haver and
skirl.
Coals concentrate on keeping out the rain. A black col ton -backed rubber trench coal
is yoke -flapped and tied, end a
waterproof
flowered
coat
takes a double -dip collar and

IN THE

MARY or
ROY

NORTHWEST

Roy's Americana
BEAUTY SALON

SUBURBS

1620 W. Northwest Hwy,

/siding...Heights

WITH A FOOD

259,000 Ample Parking in Rack

level. It

isn't until hum that

they will notice the carpeting
and furniture." she said.
She considers one of their
nonn important servkin con-

natation on how gimping of
paintings and other works of
to go 10 Mc homed where the
grouping a planned
airmail to tar the
way.
decor in a
from a J1
8We ice
ment store in that each group-

ing is done individually. and
no two are ever alike."
Slake aid.

413SIEJBLIti
FOR YOUR HOME
"INSPECTION TIME"

Prevent
cotppearrarnih!hai
aismonths are hardest on Mitsine< healing systems con-

Aureydy: a still life by Anushnul

Do your drapes have that "Mod" look- unruly. ton
kept? Well "Let the Sunshine In" with clean drape s
from L'Nor Cleaners

it.,

mt. Si antique watch mounted

di

Hg.

and a

urine displayed in a shadow
bra.

mid.

"Recently we've merped
with several other Chicago art
dealers. giving us a very mom-

inventory. both in pain,
infix and framing," she said.
She pointed out a wide spsortment of framing materials
and MG available in many

WISIIEWI'S ant

0.1MD GIFTS

the hr. The new mmish pre-

COUNTRY HERITAGE
ANTIQUES

because

it

Icssens

wife -saver
the time

..'setIet

scent polishing each year. Oth-

7i =4

sunacj by Mono.,.,,

er members of the family will
find SI useful M keep buttons.
buckles and jewelry shiny and

Drapery Special

Mt. Prospect

253-460
01 WEST PROSPECT1 AVENUE
M1 PROSPECT

BARREL O'BYGONES
ANTIQUES

GIFT SHOP

CL 5-6174

photo -

Save the department store res-

taurants for days when you're
shopping in earnest and in a
rush. Now is the time (And ex-

graphs, dolls, dishes, musical
instruments or flowers, The I 4
boar also sponsors free noon
hour programs
rev featuring lecand abort
tures, book

otic or gourmet food. (Ad
member Me best restaurano
usually charge less for lunch

concerts

HERE ARE a couple Cov
enjoyed: Kv-Tiki Ports, with

The Art Inxtilute always has
something iris raging or beau-

than dinner.)

also like to skip the department
stores this time and investigate
some of the small shops on and

On Oak
Street see if you can find a PE

off North Mich

signer original to fit your sin
and budget -at a resale shop.
The clothes are still expensive
a fraction of their
original price and are in =-

but cost

cellent condinon.

tiful to look at. They sponsor
lectures

and

discussion,

on

cultural mow, fall or write to
either of these places to find
out what they have on tap the
day you will be down.
You can combust your

TOP
HAIR STYLISTS

AND

lunch and cultural event by
dining at the Kungshohn Res taurant and attending their
marvelous miniature opera. 11
haven't been bob in a while,

'WIG STYLISTS

"VAN" of Arlington

Apply Pressed Eyelid Shell-

eloomingdate
529-2653 DC 894-7572
.noble; Jumps
Amiga.,
Also sellon
Consignment
News 10.6 and Mondays
ANTIQUE SHOPPE

Phone 359.1010

Mantic:Mts.
Palm a thin satin -finished
line of Eyelid Liner Cake close
to your lashes. It's a smooth.
mix a cream and pow -

Build-up yourlathesuntil

20e/0 OFF

Define your horn witb two

CL 5-4600
1:11;11

-411itur

CALL: S Y.15)E5Nl'i SI6EN

Does the snow and cold make

INVITES YOU TO VISIT THEIR SHOWROOM
RHO SPE DWG LARGE SELECTION of

Glidden Spread Sarin Paint

Paton Warn.

Palatine Mena Shopping Center

add soft colors.
Polish eye makemp 10 Pb.o

Phone 359-1004

ail/Ala B A.M.-6 PM.

rol 0 PM.

you long for spring? Bring it
into your home now with a

Spring Bouquet of artificial
flowers ... made especially for

by Ann.
Y
"Bundle younelf up" and drive today to--

Sylvia's Flowers
1316 N. Arlington Heights Rd.

CL 5-4680
Doily 8 - 6

fcmional perfection with Es
It's

Glaze.

pearly

a

sec.

through liquid to linger.dah
other 110 make-up wher-

ever you want glisten.

359-4525

CLEARANCE SALE
V, OFF on Entire
Stock of Hair Goods
16 S. Bothwell

WALTON QUIPMENT.

WHOM. Min

Palatine 359-3396

sumriff

stereo excitement

4

MY HOUSE
(A NEW SHOP IN
OUR LOCAL AREA)

ANTIQUES ETCETRA

°nu` ra, rav

1003V Itictid Rd.

YE OW CHINA g GLASS

SHPE
OP

IhH THE PEPPERMINT STICK

REST BLDG I

MANOR NOG. LONG GROVE
FURNITURE, CUT
OPEN PAIR I tee:30
SUN. RR MO.

DINEROWSE

THE RED GAVEL
"Resale Shopine A Aachen we,
SUM ONLT
2 NOON to S P M.

OPEN SAT.

.7/7 :7= S'TV*

Broaw,

Objects.

area

HIDDEN TREASURES
amino. Colleurolw

92.7 he

IF YOU THOUGHT
FM IS ALL
BACKGROUND MUSIC...
YOU HAVEN'T HEARD
WEXI.

WEBER ANTIQUES
Specialising in An

Jewelry,

The big SWITCH is

Many lamps, An Wass Bronzes

Genecol Um

OPEN MON. rho SAT.

1000 a.m. In 4:30
1006 S. Michigan
CHICAGO

eCandlerocks

Hr.
w sne
4E6 LINDEN AVE.

Randhorm

253 9117

"FREE FANNIE!"

Custom. Made by ANN

up for a natural effect. Use
wiTh a dampened brush to
draw fine lines. a dry one to

tgPutch

ematitlytwnted

TO ADVERTISE IN

THIS COLUMN

To

East Orlfax

with a Fiwalarransmsem

CALL 255-7200

"GIRDLE GERTIE"

rowent Haw.

Flea Market Sale

11 avn.ta 4:30 p.m.
ADMISSION 50e
Antiques Enema IMmigan

lazy about it, there are all kinds of reducing gadarin to hook up to your waist, hips md thighs.
a totally
Help keep the beaches beautiful
unconstructed crocheted bikini. There are chose

From

PALATINE

Oh Sunday of each Month
ai

kind of problem. And if you want to get redly

GLASS It MIRROR CO.

o

dm.

eStahlordroin

DI, 12 A g3,Mt,PmgM

There are diets and exercises for people with any

in an extni generous pram.

tones of Eyebrow Cake make-

our Sp.lairy

ANTIQUES

30 you can stuff yourself into that tecnie bikini.

ABILITY

venal Sin cake.

ONEolr=ltles

Phone 537-1000

Be some body this summer. The time n now to
sun shaping up for the long, hot summer ahead

contains a filler elemect comes

lash to brow. Use pale pearly
shades for highlighting lid and
hrow hone. deeper shades for
contouring. Shadow comes
with Ismh brush and sponge

English Napo.

Every Occasion
101 W. Pelona* Rd.

Shape up or ship out

ening Cake Mascara. This su-

ing in layering of color from

BUSSE'S FLOWERS AGIFTS

4E3 S. Milwaukee Ave.
Wheeling

Menne,

BIG HOUSE ANTIQUES
113E. talmSmset

Make Your Sommer Vow New,

some have drawstring briefs: others have rosette
bra and briers. You may pay
detailing
is certainly
more -maybe 025 -but a suit like
worth going for broke over.

perb new formulation which

look:

Elm and hem.. M. Fmcgo
259-2210

Cords Fee

Ig

T PROSPECT PLANT

.c orrido r -perhaps

and full with Loeb LengthFor an overall shimmering

Primitives

92-0383

anosPECT NTS
N ELMNURST. PO

choori a new plate for lunch.

Michigan Riccardo s a bit of
Italy also across the river at
037 N Rush
For shopping, you might

limy seem super long. starry.

By Estee Lauder

Pump. Heights
DECORATORS ANTIQUES

Tom Hall, Lower Orel
Our Feb.

You can design
glistening satin eye

Framing is a specialty here,
and Saphany Arts has One of
the largest framing depart menus in the area. Mrs. Shako

.

NORTHWEST DAY
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd
Arlington Heights, 111. 60005
Phone: (312) 255-7200

honk; an original etching by

tribute to smoke and gases in
ventative spray is

ming Is happening. The Chy
logO Public Library on Ran dolph always has a changing
exhibit in its long, first. floor

South Seas atmosphere 505N

with V -brass surplice bras that tie in the front

IINTIQUES GALORE

most 10
times as quickly as silver. Wi-

PROSPECT DAY

DES PLAINES DAY

on silk. mat!sal and hung in a hexagonal

smiled

well."

.1tImit1

stretchy navy Tribes,

NELSONS'

Zbe 3Dap

Proix scene by mar-

11011 Bn engraY

Stoke

'And they turned out rather

tli\ )T6

broidered white crepe voile. an
Art bloderne jersey shaft and a

FLOWER

ARLINGTON DAY

Bingo' in

:AS Hardware

EVERY WEDNESDAY
fft

ty of artwork is represented in
their group a portrait by

art should he hung. She prefors

protected.

FEATURE SECTION

sizes and shapes. hanging them

hung and display paintings in
their homes?" The Day asked

She =mooned why proper
display of nth:Mtge in n home
display

Perk up ,our wardrobe with
ombre crocheted area and
matching hat...a beige linen -y
knit eardtgan.tunic and pants
...a white jersey -clinpAway"

the arrangement made

An The Day. Stcphany and
Anne Sloth kept the Meer
in a
edge of the
but varied the
straight line hut
to achieve an infortmd balance
that is pleasing 10 the eye.

gnmping a art works

Mrs.

hard-r1'dind category. it mir.

have to lie alike. Ind should he
coordinated so they complement each other." she said.

well.

And the most unusual frit.
ing job lately? "Well. we just
framed a set of Turkish skit -

frames."

grouping. "And frame; do not

In

she said.

AnOther item. often in the

well
different .dituns. as well as
different -mad works in your
Don't Ise afraid to

fru.= and Mall anwodo.

is

"We also specialize in from-

ing old family pi ) ho set'%phony sadal. "where we like to
use oval mats and unusual

grouping," she said.

push, influence you.

BARBARA

HOUSE
FOODS

his can stand by itself at
first and later will pnwide the
focal point you need for a wall

as she and
we
for us.
her delight, went along.

ASK FOR

FOOD LEADER

large piece.

hang

New, clingy fabrics can
perk up your wardrobe

so check before you go M make
wire you pick on opera day /
Even 11 you don t eat at the
plan to
Swedish landmark

Tobe says

rom "A frame of your choice
can be selected. and we then
have the mirror cut to fit it."

colors in burlap. velvet, linen
and moire

ing is that he stm with u fairly

lithographs and etching at

Dresses include a red-eM-

WARE- I

the purchase of his first pd.

Heights and you'll he surrounds. by paintings and art
work of all
descriptions.
You'll he greeted hy slim, attractive Anne Mao. who. ay

self -he belt.

NOW THE

A BIT III advice Mc gives to
the person who is considering

Walk in the door 01 Stephan y Arts in Arlington

Foolish dream, How

to your own drummer.

another dimension to your exminimn. Make it a triumvirate.new clothes for the souk gout-

met food for the flesh and col
One for the mind
TRY TO pick a day for your
fling when something Inter

ale F. Grove, Arlington Heights, (behind he White 11.1-392-00.2

S. Vail Std. Stephany /iris
sells oil palming. watercolors.

tow of your idols. Cap. They have feet of clay.

lunch you might like to add

Art in your home

One genes -aim, In conflict with the next. Stick to your more
comenatue idem. However. it might bc beneficial for you to
AQUARI
Om. Threh. 181: Intellectual activiry inn
rounds ceu. Aquarius. You ma, have known the debilitating
crush gdfollure earl rir in lifp hut you have striven to put all this

babysitter. Perhaps
Per
you

school supervision for your
grade school children. Once

rocky one. Cm. You may find yourself pressed to advocate dm,
tie measures concerning your career. It may be the old story of

werdiee

mom

1

nether with her daughter. Stem
manage a laminating
Inniness.
Celelwating 0 firm ani
versary klereh I in their new
location in Evergreen Plam
Ithey were formerly located at

hose great qharat and style. Vol may feel free to establith a
Manor., w:th this perwin, so long as it does not go beyond that
of friend... You will set the pace.
CAPRICORN Mee. 12-han. 191: The week ahead may be

day May he ex-

the

couId arrange with a friend or
exchange stomg
oolghhor
services for your pre-school
children -and lunch and apres

CANCER (June 21shily 2211 Romance and high -finks arc'
the stars for you. Moonbsitiy. Time is excellent for you 10 whirl a
bit -just M careful not to gel NO any that you lose your seise of
equilibrium completely. Helore week 0 over double check money for a minor error.
I.E0 id) 23 -Aug. 221: Week ahead is one for chasing
&earns, Igo. With your' luck. you're sure to catch One by dm lail.

was beesuse of his high 1.12. o

Should the early reader, that
1:1tle bo) et mil who already in

Cy OP

ahead.

Should early reader
be double -promoted?
By 1,1111e Ida Ames, Ph. 13

As

pensive, try not to

GEMINI (Slay 21-lune Mk One of charm and wit may try to
oul, Cion. m hang loose. Mug no
a. you Mfore weak
pans that cannot he altered at a momt's notice. Backstage
forms are at work on your behalf. Trusts key word for week

Progwerit,

other inmvie.
44 afra

ably need the stimulation of
trip downtown.

bang up some of your hangum.

t"'""' '' r'''' "'""ed
oz. anamsend and cloranrit,
e. Immactong ibe power to

Parents ask

Children's Portions Available

Dinner

TAURUS (April 20-Mity loll If you have been playing the
Me of the pious benefactor. -thorns. stop it right now. It is un.
worthy of you. and you know it. A battery of Victorian vices may
plague you in week ahead. Marshal your defenses. Prepare to

Now nso: .1.1th I.... Natare put was mai in Me far-

awn et rat 015ST I, gifts the

she in
the northwest area
good restaurants and
now is the time when you

Met

',la nil ill gams

cutters and engrasen The ea
Milt was so popular that rnure
than 2
II
peopk mid to
see cut glass lying produced
lahbey shrew dl, decided
all 11,101' would be

growth. But do try to he practical. Don't rely too much on huncuntexc any type. On to
ches. On fenday avoid indolence and
da) of week you can Ilimer your seines a bit, hut donh sty too

ein

fees-Sem, le -Chit Owe..

It time to fight the conger
doldrums. And nothing fights
the doldrurns like a good Oldfashioned shopping trip and
lunch with the girl, Although

ARLEN IM arch 21.April 1911 1110 Lan afford to be optimistic,
An. for the plans you make now show promise of expansion and

wIlwostIcliws vino. a demand

munAta..-xcns . n am rolltn1011

Mat he Mould not. Eager parerns sull insist that then chsld

located in the

It

COmplele o iro kiln blowen.

has

Your Weekly Horoscope

hannis. N1111.11 MIMI .with

erected an mune glass i meg, _

Ice Cream, Sherbet or Jello

Phone: 259-5000

...,,,, ,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,

Fats a lasts main for the

ude hese also

Style

ilx I

A, 'Me Eaphmon. UN,"

"Pd

Biscuits with Heated Honey.

alUrowl N1 1110

Mc

'

Southern Fried Chicken

FOR

4*.

in

'''.'''''''''""

A Generous Platter
of

qbbeir7Ar

By Amy Freiman

WPM U0k nuBnu IM 1.1.1
n
it t
ntm meow.
wow silt I MR No u opsw,x,
s..Iwn ai iranicx nurass

,,,,,,,,Carattroge.... c .410. 16

-

will be in his own words.

WE INVITE YOU TO

Page IS

RNANS

I

yAsSliplItit' ih)
411

on !

Ti"

POP 16

No.

confer 11. of Mount Prospect Read to IN
the ewer 11. of the Nenthwest hallway

InuorfAtbn
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Tree:re

and
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Chicago
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is Mot panel School 11Mtriti 410. 54 Yng West a
RI

of the fallowing described se, ArminAnci. of

Shall vermisit of Hal pad al Ow College Work. h. that pan
of School District Mt RI lying Seuth of FN. Road.

1:717; cp17:4
wainelMamm
lin. of Algonquin Rood. Sae et Me center line al Elmhurst

Golf Road, *re Westerly olong its center line el Golf
Read to the Westerly bound,. said School Maim Na. 54.
POLLING, PLACE Devonshire School

PoulNc

Shall seam of the part of the cadge DIM. b. ther part

Chespessiale Road ond norm. Lone

ViiNge al ...man Somas. Illinois
Shed Gamin al that port of the College Dimici in they pan

Mech. No. NI

School M.,/ Me. S9 lying West of the center line al
al lonne Road as emended
ton. Rood and the eanIne

POLLING PLACE Dm Poe..
MONorrhiaMhiond

"4

No.

Ptrll'oi11;ris:';'h is;

0 ...Mina,. Oprim Sou., Rood end Mena. sou.

IM

center

Shoe ccc d cc of Mr pod of Mallepe DM. in School
Dior. No.23

of Section 32 township 41 No. Range 10. Fast
Pmoi
Moism.
ral
and mulb al she center line

al the
of

ScThihaumburrd g Roadpo.

6 cent
HOLING, PLACE Dr.lhomas Dooley School
Lowell and Noroond Lana
Schau
Illinois

Sell... and Palathse Roods
Perspect11051. Illinois

D3.111,;ztr el that port al .9 Cali.. DiMicl

stter''in'thr Pon;

al the center Me of Roselle Road. fan al the see. lin.

Arling. Neigh. 11.

Potting, PLACE: Anne Sullivan Elementary School

Sc.fel

err No. 32

the following des

Shad inanihn of shar
andNo.

parrmburg.
al the

College Mistrial in school

15 lying Sou. of the Noah 1.e of the Otago

Moon Ralmod, tassel the ten. line of Nbls
Raed.ad Nonh of Mesmer...4f of it.holl hod.

Pont. MACE: Rem trail.. nigh Schsal
N,Ph1000.00d

Kimball FM School

POLLING NAGE

I ND.

reefdd Easterly Hence westerly ainnti the cm...

Shall ems. pl dtat port of the College Mon. dm port

mensal 3.0.0.

'Shed cant. of that portof 0. College 0.1.4 in Mar pod
of Scheel Dishier No. 57. trim Sou. of the center line al

'mi. No. 21

am. of 5. Creek We

Mee. line.. Sikhs Road,

PC4LING NAG. The.Innia. F..111 School

3705 Ph.ovant Dr.
Roam Neadorm.11...

ShaR pp*, of Hot part of the College Ilinfrinf in don pan
of School Murk, No. 59 lying Hof of line representing .

Nor... MO.. IS bind Fen 0 me 4,0.1 line al

IMt No, 34

Not consist of lhot pan of die Cake. Ms* in School

Rowel&

Nanh ihmoliFeChicage ard
Nor.of
No.
No. Western Raftod and was al ....line of

POLLING PLACE them Posh Sch.
300 Fora Council hag

es emended Nonh.

Mended and He

Alt.Prospect iliMia

Rpmnsin of dm pan of .9 Camp cam Of Mat pa
0 School Diann Number 52 Wing Nonh of the ...I.

line al John F Kennedy Boulevard ae extended and nos.
Mel.. of John F. Kennedy BouNeand fa u ihse reprierming

POLLING.. O.n.o. School

POLLING.. MM...

..Sanborn School

101..04A 5.1

Sholl cans. al Mat pan of the Csirme Dise. in School
1..r. No 15 lying South of the North line of dm Chicago
and North Western Railroad, ma al the center lineal...
Rood and East of the center line of Roselle Road and said

aeormenrOMm
EllsGroveMago 111..

NIONarth Eamon
AM Prospect Idineis

of Mot pan al Me College MM.. lhatp.

We...Coon
Paia.11.0

co.. of Hai part of Me College Dimol alertpad

**ter of Solt Creek and Sou. of the following dm.

0 Wm.. NMI.. ad lyMg Wed of Me ander line of
Ile. 33.

N Arlington Heights Road undo line representing

POLLING PLACE Lk* Sawa
700 West than

Pr.b. tot. asIliad condo al that port of Po gollom outdo In School
Diekkl. 15 Wing Scw. of Me North areel Rolle Nod

Shag can

Min.. Heights Rood to its intersection with ithe ream,
IBM of Cosmon Pood as extended Southerly, Hence Nordo

Range II, East of the Third Prinopol Meridion, theme WM

Nofret and No. al M center la of 16 ChM. if

along Me center line of soid Section 79 and Me Lots..

rth Western Railway,

1101E0st/4HW

rPrecinct No.

1

Shollsonsin al Mal panel . 411egs. DOOM In Ilan port
of SSM1Ool District No 15121...hof Me Ce1.11.00.
thwarie lunboaelsseheal

constst of that par/ of the College Dania In Hat*"
a School Ish.1 No. 59, lying Westerly anal SOUnlinly

described as f olio.: Commencing at Me Inter..
11an of the center line of Mount Pro.. Road and Me
4

ton Heigh, that included State
Representatives M, Eugenia
C ha p in n
D.Arlington
Heights), David Regner 112Mount Prospect). and Eugene
&Wickman
1R -Arlington
Heights). who chaired the
meeting.
11 was calkd at the urging of

Richard Schtild, president of
the

Prospect

Heights

Old

Town Sanitary District
(PHOTSDI, who as 0 :widen,
of the Prospect Heights area is
familiar with the McDonaW
Creek flooding problems,

AS ONE OF THE main
iributanes of the Des Plaines
River, Gillou said, it would be

impossible to determine
McDonald

Creek's

proper
channel

profile for or
doping or widening. until the
Des Plaines River domed
work was finished.
Gil Ion explained hub it was

devotion needed for the creek
where it empties IMO the river
about

1,000 feet south of
Foundry Rd.
He said that the major nods
still required was the channel

a.dgi", in

vid°4 oft

°

and upstream a mile or more,
IT ISIN THIS strettsch ofhave
the
thot ice jen

river

frequently caused loal flood.
his divisions Sr
annual budget for 1970 with only
$2.5 million available for such

shall sea of that per of The Call. Ilbekt In School
DINM1 N. 15 When .. of MNorth Meal Me Chiongo

PCIELINGINA. rho Winston Pc. Scho.
000 East Polahne.ed

65 John F. Kennedy Bovievard

PreXIICI

Heney high School in Arlin.

POLLING.. T. !morn. Mid Nouse

end nonM1 Wenem Rolhood, Fon of M center lin. of Rob
bade. said center line fee mended Wank

MM. NAM Salt Creek School

s

Adlopton Neigh. Illinois

any

solution would
have to wan until completion
of dredging operations on OP
channel of Ille Des Plaines
River.. ghoul IWO yam.
Gillou spoke to a group at

And Gillou admitted that

projects wasfar from
Pregl. No. 9

boon dary of sc. school District...

MING NA. weer lunierliesebees.1

possible.

ing.

of rhos pan al M. College NMI.. .1 part

ef School 0.10 14o. 2514+10 South of She ...lineal Oak,

the

was

Aind addeenortwa as seandol hadh.

locoudnAhoond of Nipliond Peed

Prin. Ile. IS

problen8

mho on audicnye of Meal legishums. 11411 municipal and

dams on the river in Riverside
POLIMG.C. the ildon11. Pandoch School

P.. No..

School DIM. Number 57.1y.3 Sm. el Ihe center in

highway officials Friday that
while some emergency relief
for McDonald Creek flooding

from the Stream Maintenance
Fund. a 5300.000 annual fund
voted the Department of Pub.
tic Work.. and Buildings for
emergency projects.
The tit vision of waterways is
A part of this deportment. and

finish Division of Waterways.

necessary to know the Mkt

Poladew 111Maie

Pm. No. 36

Sali Creek.

Routeg3.

.11 two
Shad

POLLIM

Om A Kennedy Boele.
esterly along the center

el Plonhwest NMInony a. lying West If dte enter Ike of

Precina No. II

ond

RinBI.....

.0 Mingo Melon

AM Pres..

1.0.1 Hot0

Shall c.sist al that part of the College Diana
Foal
MOM o.15 lying South of dm se
lineal O.M1eH Rod
School

POLLING PLACE.

POLLING PLACE Itoire

g

McDonald Creek
solution years away

Rolling Mario. Illinois

to. f

fliphway and Nip Ron of the center 11.

Precinct ..

2905 Meadow Mis.

Kennedy Boot.* as extended ond the center lowel
Kennedy toulevard to a lute representing lite

of School Dietricl Number 57. lying Ilar4 of the center line

DA.PUBLICATIONS.

Nand°. February I

permanent

Road and Nor. of 111 center line of the Northwest

al Schnal Onntrict No. Illying West of AriMpton Weights fa
and South. Dundee Reed.

rammed mme

10. Gill., chief of the 11-

Disnict No. RI.

Prom,. NM. Mims

Precinct ..

6.11 consist of Mat part of the Crtite.

in that pan of Scissal District No. Se situated in the Mope
al nanown Pa..

335Aspen

Precinct No. d

PLACE: Compelled! School

1451 CYPrr
Hanover Pr. Ninon

cam Rood.

POO. FACE Wm" rani School

Precinct No. 5

5.01 Read

ape of Nano., Ps.

soot co* of dvor pan of the ranee mum. whob

wid School

Jame,. liarni1114
Semnine

and dm nadhsown center line of
.32 town.. 41
.nh. Range 10. Son of the ThirdPrincipal Meridian and
teeth of Mender dowel Schournbum Rasd excluding how.

Vat Pa=tr1

lull.Wm
Grows Illinois
Promo

rt of the College Dirtriel which is
situoted within thayard! School Disinct No 54
won

POLLING... Roberarou School
3. South Gyp/m.1u.

Wong AWN* MI to Am.* Roast thence Meth.*

Chahman

Sh. consist al

al the No.

Meant Prospect Illinois

Richer.* IN

Precinct Me. 3s

Midlceswo.of Par pond awe.. flistrki in that pad
lifgh
Mono
5th mss sena

wyo.oyo

ad e-

cane.
He said that alleviating the
McDonald Creek flooding

projects require the approve! of the department di rector.

Gillou said that equipment
manned by hi, division was
now being used in the vicinity
of Lemont. under a grant from
this fund.
He felt that ih6 Fame equip
ment could be used for chart ncl work on McDonald Creek

within 10 dam if permission
could be obtained to bring
equipment on land along the
creek.

THE HIRER main trouble
spurs along the meek are the
courtly bridge structure at the
ercek', crossing of Camp
McDonald Rd.; the- state
bridge structure at Euclid and

Wolf. where the sin,. panes
diagonally under Me inter.

1

Construction
proposed at
Poplar Creek
The LaSalle National Bank
of Chicago has applied to the

Illinois division of waterway.
for a construction permit to
odd. Poplar Creek, to con strum two pipe arch culverts
with a storm sewer connection
M
creek and to install gum.
nary sewer and water main un-

der the creek at Hoffman B-

umble. centered about coocores.areas?

the need for structural
improvements
improvement.

and

GILLOU DID

channel

Persons favoring or opposing the proposed construction

may write to John C. Gatos,
say

that

emergency relief was possible

chief waterway engineer, 201
W. Monroe St., Springfield,
III. 62706, before Feb. 21.

MOUNT PROSPECT:
Last Friday was the opening

in some record
many of the albums

barium, April 3. R,30 p.m. and
April 4, 8:30 p.m.

speed.

Al

Records. "Pop Origins" cons
taim rock and roll standards
made famous by groups such

Sct Beetles. has a new album

on Warner Brother,. Herbie
Mann has formed his own
record company known as

as the Beatles, Rolling
ache Stones.
Yardbirds and
but
done by the miginalartist such

Embryo Records.

OTHER NEW ALBUMS

as Chuck Berry anal Muddy

t Wicnie Sand.

,

%Voters.

(SINCERTS woh' by rho Mnt ors
,1 planned am Ferrante & Tel.
on, rho sound back r1,Iha
cher. Dionne Warwick. Thefilm
ggg.
Magic
TemptatMrn and the Anociions' by rho New Ymk

and Found, in the hasement et

309 N. Eastwood, will flame
folk music every Friday night

et 8 p.m. All people M and

ation.

over will be admitted for which

A new album by tbe Doan

er charge of 75 Gents. which
includes coffee
ntertainment.

another month. A test pressing
of the album has been rejected.
album
on
Chess

James Taylor. the first anin
en Apple Records, other than

Coasters.

OTHER

Stills, Nash and Young will
probably net be restored for

were recorded at lite wrong

Shirelles and The

tees.

of a new coffee house called
The Lost and Found. Thc Lost

or coke end

wbei I

so

ehre,

i

0.111

..Morrison Hot
andt1e
contain a sound which was

Dear staff on The lost and
let us know

"Rock Begins" it out on Atco
Records.

OUR THANES to Randy
Morrison of WLS.FM, who

RBriock,:nd Roll Ensenbible, wand

Over
t

and Garfunkel.
10cd,0

r T" ObNy',S1

similar album called

has

a now album called "Duet."

helped supply information on
new record releases. His program is on Mond, through
Friday, 7 to midnight.

TO YOU
FEELS LIKE A BRILLO PAD
Dear Is,..

Voted never know it. but I'm a cleaning lady. Not redly. I
guess. but f feel like OFIC. Every Saturday I have to help my
th whole house. It takes almost all day. because she
mother thorough.

is very thoroh That rnmn, I ca. do anything Mout school
events or going out with the kids or anything on Saturday. my
mother is home all week, and our house isn't all that dirty. She
just thinks it has tr. be spotless, and 1 have to help her make sum

its Thar way. Don't y. think a person in high school shouldn't
he a cleaning 10,711 doesn't make any sense to me.

Immaculate. Arlington Heights
There should be a compromise somew.re. Every kid should
do his share to keep the house ciegry nod lighten NIOM's load. But
no younpter should have to spend an undue amount of free time
housecleaning. Some mothers keep bows. like slobs, and others
can't stand a speck of dim. Fortunately, most fall in between.
They seem to be happiest.
tiflOrys.

Found: Please
your number.

WAUKEGAN:
Next Saturday the Wild
Come will have a band mara-

Band,

Blues

as xxII line
many mu.ie

:n

ineyMikemin'ghp'17,e''list

cope with then. problems and you will con.. to nos youneJf

gmats. will hit the ama
tho
pep. futon, Tenses ere 11,11d,

down union you do leave, dOn't feel good with your parents PM

tart th, ea be log, wswa-for

your husband in basin. together.
Dear Mr. DeLouim
want to know if you see me getting do. to the circle of
friendship really want to know? Soon? Also, I'm been wonderine if I'll ever get a boyfriend. Om. when? Lastly. I wish to know
if my attempts to become a "swan" are only futile. Dot you ace me
adjusting to high School? I'm a froth but 1 can't wait until grade'
Minn.
I

Dear M.M.:
fed you'll he one of the prettiest swans in Me pond. 141111
feel that you'll ever really enjoy school but you'll soon meet 151
friends and 1 feel a boyfriend coming along very soon. These
things will help make school bearable. Don't wish away Mtge
wonderful years. They won't ever come again.
[hear Mr. Del oufm:
I have no qu,ions as far as helping myself, but do you never
list of predictions published that I could Awl? I do have one
comment and that is I feel your ahem on this type of newspaper
column is waged. A ppehic gill. I fed. should be used much
1

DE., Arlington Heights
Dear D.C.:
I disagree with you regarding the use of my psychic gifts. At
present 1 lob Mem in crime detection and here in the paper when
I try to help people. I have searched my mind and this seems the
ordy avenue open to me. How het. BNB one's gift than to help
,Mersin any way wee.. If you have any recommendation.s as in
how I may be* use them 04511 me at my office in Chicago. ST
2-3980. As for predletiom, 1 ran la list of my needled°. for 1970
in the Dec. 30 issue of Th. Day.

JOSEPH DE LOUISE, nationally known psychic, 001 amp
me/ the questions of Day readers in this column, Leven ShOldd
Of signed, Our nooses will be omitted It'd's, writer requests it.
care of Day Publications, 722 Center 5,
Write ter Delouise
Des Plaines 600/6.

them.

CHICAGO
Pianist Gem And' will join

Step into Spring with a
lovely fashion from Sears...

the Chimps Symphony Dchedro as pest soloist in sub -

pription coneerta Thursday.
Frisky, and Saturday. Fab 1,.
and

TERRIFIC REDUCTIONS

'

whichwi211belcOo
20
L
.h ndure,11,,
principal guest conductor Car -

lo Maria Giulini. will

he

at

pin.
Friday and 8:30 p.m. Suomi,
in (Rehm.? Hall,
Works m to performed are
Casell's
angement of VI11 :15 p.nl. Thursday:

2

SAVE 50% to 60%
Misses

valdgs Conarrcerto Circaau for

and

women's

does

10

to
to

Two Mandolins, violin. Ham

20...Shorter women's sixes

and Teuton:1s, hicuarfs Con -

241/2; Tall sizes 10T to 18T. Big array

cena for Piano. No. IR.ft flat

of colors, aryl, fabries...many 1 and

maor. and Schumann's XVIII-

2 of a kind...Dressy, sporty, casuals at
the lowest price ever!

phony No. 3. E flat_ maim
The Weiss Cu,
inn co -concertmaster
Weiss and his wife.

141/2

feamrSidney
pianist

Jean Weiss. will perform in
chamber music concert n 8,211
p.m. Friday. Ech.

All ticker for concern may
be purchased at the Orchestra
Hall here Mao. 2211 S. Mich -

ion, Chicamy

A DAY IN THE LIFE:

The IA.& Pruductisors

include,
spring
lowing concerts:

fulf

Commonwealth Edison predicts
nuclear answer to power demand
this week. Feh. 8 to 14. is
being observed as National
Electric Week to coincide with
Ins birthday of 'Thomas Alva

Last year Edison doessossess

used almost 43 billion kilowatt

hours compared . e little
more than 21 billion kilo..

Edison. born 123 years ago on

hours in 1959.

Feb. II. INA?.
John Eilering, vice.president of Commonwealth Edison Co.. said Me electric in-

the key . meeting this surging
demand for electric power."

dewy now enwloys almost
Rh million persons and serves
more than 70 million custom-

pervasive today that its
cosy to forget how far sve ve

approwhi,

others What's Happening with

De'
TheLbes-Ir

Thc railroad culvyyls. four
in number. are located about
1,400 feet south of the rail.
roadb crossing of Euclid, al a
point just downstream of

nghlorway permismon right
when needed, should help
from the emergency fund be

55.

stores.

1,30 pm. at the Opers Howe.
Featured groum will he Chuck
berry. Bill Haley oh
Comets, Bo D?ddley, The Drif-

Tell us and The Day will

with
Elektra Records. has his first
album out with Columbia.
The new album by Crosby.
ogm. Tom Rush. former

rate re.rdings of this album

era House, March 28, 7 and
II730 p.m., Lettermen, .and

A Rock and Roll Revival
will he held April I I, 7 and

Day Publications 117 S. Main

Si, Mount Prmpect 60076

E.H. Dn Mien Thc Butterfield

'The impact of electricity

It was suggested that &I.,'
head a committee to check
trouble spots and to obtain

jai to "What's Happening,.

Dame also have newlybs

LISTENS

will end, and if so when? How will things work out with M2 Chicago era in a long time.
y husband and the business? Will we ever move out of
Watermelon Band from
This woe?
Hyde Park. Me birthplace 1,1

section; and the Soo Line Rail.
road culverts

where the stream takes a right
monk turn to the cam under the
!rocks.

Send information on what's
happening or send any opin.
ions you may hove . any sub-

no Byuks Again album
will soon be released No defi
nite release date has been set
for the album sometimes
called "Get Back" and some.
times called "Let It Be." N.

andur society is so profound

'NUCLEAR ENERGY .

said Eilering.

"Nuclear station, prod=
power without smoke or the
other combustion by-products
associated with conventional
plants.

"rho promise of the atom .
not only to furnish the vast

amounts of power for tumor row. but to produce it withoot
pollution."

EILERING SAID Mai be hymn now and 1973 Edison
will place ,i 1 more nudga 1
units in service at three Illinois

sites. The company now pro.
duces Photo 2 per cent 01 the
power used by its customers
with its single nuclear unit.
By 1973. about 40 per cent
of Me kilowatt hours Edison
customers use will come from
nuclear stations, he said.

'D.<415,

come since 1879. when Edison

.

%/,/4

invented the first practice, mcandncent bulb," Eilering
'P°

Pont.

Sabbath servicm
a DINNER FOR TWO

Sabbath services of Congregation !net lehoshua Beth

Dining that will
delight the palate

Elohim .11 he held Friday.
Feb. 20. at 8:30 p.m. at 901
Milwaukee

Ave..

Glenview.

Rune

Or. Lewis Mayron of Skokie
Will conduct the service and

ikotAsuk Zwn:

HOURS:

of Mt. Prospect

will speak on pollution.

Monday thru Friday
9 00 AM to 9:00 PM
Saturday
900 AM to 6:00 PM

The Senior Youth Group
annual winter retreat will he
the weekend of Feb. 20 to 22 at
Institute.
OlimSang Union
Occnomowoc. Wis. The weekend theme is "Crisis in Jewish

Survival." The young people

of Temple Beth El of Hammond,
group.

for yaw name and address

in today's Classified Sectio
IF rout Naibte RPM,.

Ind., will join the
Discussion sessions

will be lead by Rabbi Mark
Shapiro and Rabbi Spitz of
Hammond.

YOU'RE A VARNER

Prices in effect until February 21, or while quantities last

2 Winners Every Day
Monday thru Friday

CATALOG OUTLET STORE

Sunday. March I. at 1030
a.m., Rabbi Lawrence Kushner of Congregation Sold will
lead the adult education sessions. His topic will be "The

Pretenr Identificedien at the Day Of-

CHARGE IT

fies ell S. Minn. Halo. Road

agree

Synagogue."
Experimental
All are invited to attend.

auk

WinnorPleaseNote:
Arlington Heights and pet your Ids.
ars geed ha two dinners werth $5.00

Revd..
Etwswe

Rt.

83 and Rt. 68, Dunhurst Shopping Center
Wheeling, Illinois
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Lee Janson

thon wish 1110 Hot getup. True

MM.. Palatine

fman Ma. Nino!.

Rood or, ButIe oo.

.Comp rgh.I.rary of the cent
..Company
car ladww.

DAM r. 12.day of February. 1.70.

5...

dm Commonwealth fifteen Company wiMat wow dom.
Sou.
Me west boundary
Com

Dun.. Road

By order f the .1.41 of Tomes of Junior College D1.1,141051.515. 0.0.00.
N Cook Kanoe. faits and MeHenry end State of Mimic

Grand Canyon Lane and Glen.. Lane

.mo Sonm nieng .come: Imo of ease Rood r1, nh

Nigh School

MN at sand e.ben wet he opened at twelve .410.1 Noon and wN
be closed ar men o'clock P.M. on idday.

Golf Rood and North of the center lineal Schaumburg Rood.

1141,1,1 toll Road **I

Rood. Sr* of H
of .the
the follow.. de

rly along ',Athos Rood

M. A.M. geed to Me North bat..

al ther pan of the College Distrwinolah is

Molt 1..0 of Hot Pon of Me grantsMierwad ir

to Dundee Coo

Shall unsist

c

N the center line of Res.11... South of the sewer lineal

stamp PIACI:

Pmrrx, lt

Pr.. No. 3

Shell ccc

shunted wn then pan of School Ms.. 54.ying WOO,

POLLING... Ems v.. whoa

al School District No. 21 lywn wee of to Sao boundary of

1001

willdn Mich '0.4 reside.

and Fremont Read

she

troll.

of Mat pen of die College Dis. in Mat pen

KRIM, MAC. lac\

soling precinct

Village of Hof man Estate.

Sown
Wheeling. III1Ms
Shell

Nd semmth P0.0 place desigwomd far

it

The membership of the group
has dr mtmshed from five to
two Johnny Cash Chicago
Brother Fox and the Tar Baby
and Chicago folk singer Kim

m the LIMN first
three albums

!have Men quite ill for the past year. In November 1 wain the Grit. It Doesn't Mauer and
hospital for two weeks with a seine ulcerative colitis attack. I maybe mom.
have had a lot of emotional problems with my parents. My !unhand is in husiness with them
I would like to kntnv if my physical and emotional problems C:e.Z2ps.NchGlal: 11"'and":71 11110,

Teel
Ming you could do 6 to move out of this
your health and emotions would benefit. I feel you are nod odes

Pentersoilla

Pall. PLACE WoltWhirman School

Precinct No. 2

Swan

Shod
of that mat the College Maria In thosno4
eltyh5ehnnlwmnt No. WO rying 0..9 Village of Car

met No. 43

15 of
West cenre

al the College 0.04 in thed pan
al School Ditrie No II Wog Es0 of the Ems boundary of
Me righnol.way of the Atinneopoli.. Paul and Souk Sete.
Mode Pairood and No. of Nino Road.
Shall 11.16.1 of anal

Dear Mr. DeLoni,

Amos

goo sows

and Wool Manse, lore of Roselle good.

IAM;Id.ttpri

OP

been divided .nro A3 sohnu precincts a. the bonderies of said
eat
pp
one the p1, fee Pa<erw

you would be painfully but not permanently inJuged.1 don't feel
good with a motorcyde for you. 1 suggest some other kind of
transportation.

the West boundary line of school Nam

PIM.° PNCE: luileme sow Scheel
1530 Sm. flighlann

II.

Precinct N. I

I plan m buy a motorcycle very shortly. Please inform me if
you see any accidents in store for me. If you do. 111 buy some

Mr. A. Arlington Heights

He College Muria alma.

miss of Hot part

is

serious. I fear I'm pregnant. If not, then something else is wrong.
I wish to know if I am. If I don't goo the doctor will my condiion worsen?
Al,,, I like a boy who seems t0 be afraid to respond ID me
bentisc of his friends. Will he change or will I meet another? Do
you se, a better relationship between me and my fisher's side of
the family? Your column is great.
RM.. Palatine
Dear P.M.:
I suggest you see a doctor - as soon as you tan. I feel the boy
will empomi to you ses he gets to know you better. Give it a link
time. The same C. Inge of the relationship with year hither's side
of Me family. The future will ace Improvement as they team to
understand you honer.
Dear Mr. DeLouise:

VIII.. of setnumburg.111Mais

Uon. Opera House, March 20.
8:30 p.m. and March 21,7 and
Steppenwolf, Op1030

club,

a

may be a commercial event.

fatal?

3.aundasng Road frotel Rm. Read

PorPcm,eNM

b

church school or park, or
hat NIL Delouise:
I have a health problem right now and wish to know if it

other form of transportation. If you res an eccidem, will it be

POLLING NAG. Scleaufniscso Scheel

sponsored

be

thance Easterly along rhe center line of take -took Road le

teesectZwlt
NOTICE OP SPECIAL ELECHOH

a

rolrmonviear

tUhrme cAenitne

con., law at Lands

cancan

o. rysnorn

ohavoy, therms continuos, Sooloonerly olong said Chicago

armot, and on ih=h,:inillnod:sc,:rard cfacf;lioosra:

e w..redrolong

The Four Seasons OPern
House Feb 20 8 10 p m and
and Juergen Rusnak
Feb 22 7 30 p m Sly and the
"What's Happening" in a Randy Stone Marinade.,
listing
unities for youths Feb. 21, 3:30 and 8:30 p.m.,
and rundown of the current Laura Nyro, Opera House,
music scene. Theyctiity may Feb. 21,8,30 p.m.; 5th DimenBy Tom Hamilton

rW":": fb*"te,"7',:517":,'

Met No 4 wiM 1. center

rrh7=d11:

r:rorn

What's happening

POLLING PLACE 4=1714: 01511

...oily bound, of mid School dbl.. No SP thence

DAY
onday, February 16 1970

THE DAY
Monday Febmary 16 1970

Clinch MSL cage title

ME wins district; Cards crown 4

Brodnan leads Cards to 12th straight
By Mike. em

Thu Lards had their hands full
in both games going right

not man
John Brodnans
&magnum at produksd 47

pintslhl, saksnd as Miens
tCoos dtkalsd host I onst us
1 nJn nisht 40 o and Its
r no Snarl.
nint blk
nn.ht 01 00 to wrap up tW
Mid-Subuthan Leman basket hall championship.

down to tha. ton. against tlx
I al.nt and polling may
Irom she C nn dun only Ifkr
sum, that Il point lead
tall in fix
dwindle down
Werth quarto

Ions) %an hid

a

Unit

That third quarter is when

Baum- and tw o

hrn
o

Dave

Long tot shrink Dia deficit to
25 10 and Arlington tarrisd
dh ma point had into the
berth qta irta it 11 25

having lain woo con.. nrrotes View. which
mhoundal to score
57-55

field fan 25 per cent mark.

rinds to go, and the Falcons

victory over (gallan Saturday. is tam in knew ploy.

FOREST VIEW was abso.
lonely frigid in the first half.
hitting just 18 per mut, and the
Falcons had just nine points
With I:11 to go in the mgmnd

were still alive when they were
awarded a disputed timeout
with two wands to go and the
Cardinals ahead. 40-38.
When Shevell's final basket
went through. Feral View

and

guard Donnie Martin imme-

rut on a fain -

ing Mark the fi-ljunior guard
was eight ill 14 fumble field
from the free
and eight of
I

tor

line

throw

1

points

24

against Porch Vies enaluine
of 12 from he lield anal roe of
six fn,m the line -for 1: points
against Elk li1030.
And Arlington needed eve.

ry tally Broth.) could disc

asos
at shooting perfornunof

to be barely

it proved

and

(ion' Neb., ivier and Randy
Wrohle.
Deerfield

wry

the

basket you can get a time out if

lull. Elk Grove came within

you ask for it before anybody
touches the Nall"
Arlington coach George

three points twice more in the

visitors to one basket and six
points in the third period.

Zignon didn't agree with Ar-

their

10.5 -pounder Wrolilc

dm to moweeded Don Sum -

amount of themselves at Glenbrook South.

rime out at this point to try and

berg a McHenry. All other

that

Al 1117 pound,

Bead

of the host 1011001 won his pre-

lirninary match. 3-2. over John
hi.
Wanconda. 1111i
hi. ensuing
de lino -round matcha
winsa
he evernual
winner
Jim t adman of

Dee'rfield to knock him on of
the tourney.
Was repeanal

1110

1 15 maids. where Wildcat
1 aids. who is only
. son his preliminary
Mike Ifeverhacher of

against the prea rind the Grenethers' xis points In 16 sew
onds cot the lead to 44-42 with

F

B

174
,.*

Marne South 38 Maine Wed
14 St Valor 21 and Luther
sion.
East's

individual chem.
pions were Scott Verner at
107, Pete Gross at 165 and

R

torl, however, won that .1-

3

gory,

1

2

1.0

ire.

2

6

s

8

4

0

I

I

I

Arlington's Don Stumpf 111,01 Pinned all of his aapponents en route to the 155 -pound class
championship over the weekend. ltd DeLuca of Hersey was Siumpfs final victim, hut DeLuca

0
-

(I
4

4
0
0

4

3

3

I

3

Shevell
Bauer

Ilandield
Marlin
Teals

II
0

I

0
IS

I3

1

5

I

3

3

1

10

2

14

8 17 43
6 0-.40
8 12 13.-38

Monday,
FehruaG 16.
1970

ARLINGTON (60/
Player

monded with 4 jumper from
the corner and the home team
was back inVonanand.
Elk Gnaw) counteng with a
free throw Ii Eugene Pinder,

hut Arlington clicked offsetn straight points to go the

li P B

B

Hull

3

I

I

Mandele
Kieck
Heffernan

3

3

2

5

5

4 12

Bradman
Peters

9
0

0

I

wrestlers to walk 1111
w
Eremd,
tell
Ol-

trict titles were
Alas at 107 pounds.
Ron McAlister at 145. Con-

ELK GROVE 100/
B

Irks.

Rio.

I

1

12

I

2

2

3

2

5

8

2

0
0
7

4
4
I

2

4

Boyer
'Intals

2

21

2

1

Five area warns. 111110011.

Elk Gr,ve. Forot View, Herany and Prose.. emered the

5

ft.

8 14 31

SCORE 111 QUARTERS
15 14 1 1 20-60
Arlington
7 17 10 16--70
Elk Grove

manic

An Andy Pancrata tip -in
an

and to an incredibly cx-

citing Hersey.Wheeling hasWhat! game Saturday and
thods. a 511-57 home

their chief Mid-

tip overcame Wheel-

free throws .by Wood no kms

ing's one -point lead at the end.

the wore at 55-51 with

it two the Wildcats who tnen
formal to, make a real conkhack after trailing hr as much

showing on the clock.

1:53

thin. up.

as eight in the linal period.
Ahead 49-43 after three

Paincrate !bole the dead.
1101 with I fool shot. but
Groot calmly sank both shots
of a one-andune
give

quarters, the Huskies gained
the
eightMoint
advnt:me

Wheeling its first lead since the
third quarter

P-

right :away when that

Suburban I eagle rival.
h was the
much

emir hit a junto shot to open

row decision in as many tn.

1110 last mama

olp between the two 01111,111M

the ball through Mr the necessary tom points that wrapped

John Brodnan 1111, ArlIntOon's deadeye gaaS. Is surrounded by whitegeoryed tromst view
players but still menage, to gel off n shot. Greg Shevell 31111 is one of the Edema, trying hi defense

An important factor in Her-

'111E FIEST half had heel
nip and tuck. with ncithcs.

Malaga wits holding the
Groot to nine
points. only the second lion he

team able to Wild up more'

has hiliet1 to hil in double fig-

then

three-point edge. In the
third period Wheeling opened
up live -point lead early on ia

unw once Wing called am from

HERSEY 100K a time out
with 21 seconds left. ad what

basket hy Wood and two hy
Kinvell. hat it didn't Ion long.

fense held him to

happened after that Will he re -

The Huskies MUM hack

menthered for a long time at

with sonw good outside shoot-

BUT 'IWO field goals hy

Una one.
Heaven 'only
knows what the third one -the
opehing oontew al'she Ailingnon Regional -holds for the fa-

Roar Wool and one by Mike
Groot. plus some outstanding

the

Scott Fe* got the ill ed

Ward work by Gary K
brought the Cats to within

ing by Edge and hiark Lind.
strom. and Mark lacohy

take the shot. inn he mimed

topped off the period hy steal-

ionic partisans of both schools.

nvo at 51-M. Suserysive outside shots hy Mark Lindstrom
and Pancram increased than

and Kevin Barthole of Wheel Mg got the rebound. Boa Mar -

ing an errant pam and going all
the way for the layup that gave

thule was tied up by Lind-

his 10.1 its 49-43 lead at the

Grove Friday night. gives RoSteingraher's main a 7-5

margin no 55-15. and with 2:47
remaining Wheeling coach
Ted Ecker decided to talk

MS1. mart and a third place tie

thinip over.

with Wks:ling. which saw

The tins: out did wonders
for the Wildcats. who Iworeel
off six straight pull
Iwo
buckets by Kawell and
o

five-rawcwinning strenk snap.
peal.

Although

Pencrat

dru-

school.

room. and although the Wild eats won the tip they promptly
lost the ball out of bounds with
only nine seconds to go.
This time 11 was 1.indstrom

who took the vital shun. He
barely

missed. but

Pancrarr

got amid. on Wood under math and Ids long left arm put

guar..

18-15,

two
shots In the first half Moth wiecessfult
liro John Durso
orals

and then lambs were marry..
lull in shadowing him.

STITNGRABER we,
finned

1.1

swine!.

his won,

troops imo a tone for the sec.
and nail. simpb because the
pones in two
1111111. Oa. 'tuning 1,1 undo.

MEN,

Pancratz

the
and

Wood. played excellent ball games in their personal duel.
Roger outscored his counterpart.

1110 1111,100 annigrtinen de-

wee 0

ROTH BIG
sophomores

the japery

although Andy

had one more field goal. while

11110 1110

of

press.

..They were ovinally pain
ing at halftime." he said. and
SO elten though the
inenur
press w as
arcWM
a:
remashing had to he done I,,
lieve he pnosure.

An absoluiely arch dl.
Mand perlimnitem against
end Imt Friday, a plod
game ii1 s losing catiw al Arlington and the. sinning haw
Let sem. Ala:cling earned

abet -elk collected 25markers.
is relatively new for the Hersey

Itemes basketball player Ands,
am:rae 1110 11m's Athlme ol
the Reek award.

knocking

The nor sophomore put on

quite a show in a, 3-sh
in ma Mend. scoring 77
pis

anal

pulling down 21

rebounds. 110 was especialls
inammease

ohe Math peri.

until the loss to the

gar. U
Knightsp

had not had a 20-

pant night.

1.01 of people were
Andy's

offensive

1.1011
n hecathe he wasn't

shooting lust year, bat
stabilized this year and he hose

of points." said
Steingrahcr. -But it was just
a

lot

a balanced attack, and he
wasn't getting enough 'shots."
-A few warts ago we
to

ed. blocking 00111111e, 111.
ith lour fouls hanging iner

changed that and sMrted build-

him More finally drawing his

mml since then

fifth
-'11141'S THE way I loll
him An play.' saki Hersey
coach Roger Steingraber. -If I
take a chance on playing a kid
with lour finds. it means! want

him to go all out even ifit
means fouling out."
'The rebounding outburst

nothing new for Panca.
He is currently way outsin
front of thd NISI. in that de-

partment with an ramp: of
173, the clowat to him being
Dave Hasbach of Padding
with 1 15.
But Andy's sudden seining

explosion. against Fend and
Wm last week against Prospect

Mg around him." he went on.
really
demonstrated his scoring abili.
he's

The two big burst in ramcrysion plus a 12 -point night al
Arlington has vaulted Pancram to sixth place in the MidSuburban League scoring race
with a 15.1 average.

ONE FACET of the young

center's' play that hit immoved noticeably has been his

1mM-throw shooting. He was
mediocre). the line Iasi year es
a freshman, and in the first two
conference games this season
he managed to hit on only two
of nine.

But he hit been one of the.
Reediest Hogan lately from

row.

sees

cpratinucd

o

Miedeme
Pinder
KiSlau

0
0

I

1

9
0

0

4

5

1

2

11

5
11

SANIE can he said linIlarthole of Wheeling. who
had 11 points to tie Rascal for
second behind Word. Hi. mit-

e& shooting sw Mornmental
in keeping the W ildc,a 11, ihe
tIdel, in things in the tiro NM.
Friday

naght, ether wa

ne1110
inn
fairly rounn
Hus1,101.
who built up 23-7 e4rly lead
and ezzaqed hen,t of the wa,.

Paneratt IN all .m.rers with
I, and heige tabled 13 and
Dur.o 10 lili the winner. John
11,411 paced the Gonardiers
whiz 11

HEMET 1541
Player

anert4

ISFPR
3

5

0

5

3

2

16
2

2

2

3

9

2

22

111

2

2

2

II

10 32

For the second tide in the
season. Notre Dame and Holy
Cross engaged in :In overtime

sophomore haskedmill gamy
but Mr the first time. the Dolls
of Anthony K110.010 were on

foul trouble. He Was seen very
little fourth -period action. and
that is when the Huskies have

But if he can learn to stay
away -from fouls, Srtingraber

-44

improvement

.0

pe110011

weight doss Ow move on to

but the dam

KOMAR WAS Kcond at

pion receives a better seedin4

171 thft weekend The other
Viator man to move on to the

the

st-C1101141

me who earned a secondplace berth in the Maine South
District were Maine East Jim
()Oman at 123, Dave Maple at

second leg of the state tourna-

ment was
as Denny Forest.,

137

who
heavyweight
four years ago.
Maine South had three men

Honey's Don Robinson at

advance also They were Dian

130, Craig Brockman at
and Bob Berthold at MK

Com. 941 and beat Marne
East s 00101, Gold
to
2. I
Make it to the finals where he
Shipped Hersey s sophomore

the strength of
secondulace finish. were Elk
Grove's Jerry Amelia its 98
pounds. Palatines Kevin Lon ergalt al 101 Erernd's Ken
kilueek at
1 15.
Palatines

Palate',ldl at

Pin

John

117

Keating

at

175_

'I he first 11151 11.11 to du,

en1Wri was Mei, who Was one
of the lowest seeded wrestlers
az
107. Jeff pinned Cary
brow Stan Helmer, heat

his earlier matches, either, pinning Farina's Alen Carbon
Grove's
and topping Cary
Dave Georui. 6-3.

pound finals. 2-0. The Palatine

standout gained the finals by
pinning Cary Grove's Jeff
John,. md shutting out Conatas Brian Rwks. 5-0.
Ortwerth followol with II
so'anal-suaight title for the
NISI.
by winning at
155
pounds. I he cagey Colmar
bean En:1MA Rick Salinas. 10-

Les Verde, who got into the
semi-finals with a pin.
111E 130-POUNd Mass
was billed as a battle between
Arlington', Stancrak
end
Maine East
wizard Dave
Maple_ Maple heat Mike PIP

ran of hire. View. 6-4. to
stop the Falcon senior from
advancing as he had 1. year.
Tom
then
pinned
Greene of Hersey to gain the
Maple

at Stancrak, who had
beat. Bruce Barr., of
Maine Wm,. 9-4, and Scot

shot

terl Crystal lakes Scott Wit.
loan as against Elk Grove's An.

Barrington's Rick Odom. 12.
6. shut out Coneas Mark hla.

Conant's Restating put on
an inipressive shim by dohWring Palatine's Keating in

cone. Both were undefeated
for the season and Williams.
who heal Ancona in the distrio and sax:Banal meets last

gunson. 4-2. and edged Pala -

the

14.2.

11

I lopkins

I

1

I

1

lob&

17

nt

ItY 21

stAIRE 111 QUARTERS
Hersey
16 13 10 15-54
EN Grove
6 12 12 12.42
HERSEY 15111

Player
,ell
norm

SEPR
2

2

I

1

5

6

I

4

4

II

3

3
7

mdstrom
char

Spry
mals

4

I

I,

II

0
0

2

0

6 17 31
WHEELING 1571
Player
X
F P R
Barthule
Pitt
Kawall
Wood
Bencrimuno
Toner

26

3

3

3

4
II

4
II

2

1

n

0

2

10

6

2 14

15

Witcher kicked home in 1,50.6

for their gold m.alinteo 2110.
Pro, -

p.-01 quint., which had Ord
the Cards in nhe dual omen Iwo
works:rem rook the serrond slot

while the Grenadiers snatched
third.
The 2110 -yard fwestyle few
lured it close race between

incre tenth era second to Me

limb

season. won his one. 5-3

Milli of Maine South. 9-4.
0100 match between Maple
and Stancrak was n standofL
going 5.5 at the end of three
periods. But Maple had login

mike Squires 111.1 of Si, Timor heat Maine West's Gary Kink in the first mulch of the 14

in io an ear
ry and amp
throat and Stancrak won the

pound bracket at Maine Smith, but Squires dialn't make it out of the semi-finids go he lost to Jack
Brown of Maine South. Mickey (basal of Prospect beat him 5-4 for third place.

five
behind. 1. the- the running score into cand
Fakons picked iip lea points the Cards had 3911 to the 161 in Norh Polaca's tine third inns 39.
place showing.
Rowe or Arlington sprinted
R(1WE GRABBED his sec-

s ith Patience squeaking ant
the sin
Ille Ito, 10 yards

arc determined hy the

of the race. The two speed.

in 23.9 seconds to give him the

dual mem
minx and the final
places earned in Inc conferwee

MON recorded the mad same
time in the preliminnuics. and
knight Imek to Iv separated by

Rail place finish while Mark
Bailey of !forest View kicked

11.4 Since Arlington.
won (inter and Forest View
were tied with 3-1 slales going
into the num Saturdy.the
conference title was still
grabs.

THE FALCONS raked to.
nether 88 points in the cones,
1231 points ahead of rival Arlington which initial 751_.

finished its season undefeated

Sylverne. Giangreco. Mike
Kan and Sant Vaughan all

last week ill the final dual of

The Cardinals got Dines!.
to a fine start when the four-

for seat. with Grove's

bosh carried individual un-

with 613i r while the Knights
registered 47 markers. good
enough for forth place. The
first -year Huskies comhined
their efforts for III points,
placing them deep into the
MSt. cellar.

in

For the fourth se. al a row.
the freshman wrestling to
from Maine East High School
as it downed Hinsdale Central

Grenadiers were

through the 50-sard freestyle

Maine East freshitten
wrestlers again unbeaten

thirst

The

the year. 28-18.

Ihe Blue Demons a Don
Praern were led to their late

beaten
year.

strings

through

the

managed unblemished marks
ritt the grappler's mat for 1969-

The Park Ragas held a wo
tO one edge in takedoxns. re -

lin. Sylverne. hoth.of whom

vaunts and near falls. a 6-1

managed to min Dew mateltew
sin the pin route.

spread in prGlicamente and
51-20 Mffemnce
mins oser

fIF

'1111.

Choir opponents.

3

3

i

11 32

SCORE BE QUARTERS
Hersey

Wheeling

only did the 1.1 ND effort
miu. Nu the town also missed
two tipm attempts as the smaller Crusaders regained hall

match by default.

dem
Abraham had nonved rip to the
mnnily.
and
Karate
had
that

By George lades

With in the finals Saturate, in
the District Meet at Nes 'Trier

Cullen made his debut with

Wheat

Carley chipped in a field goal

Goldrick

apime as Vianor closed the gap
10 two points.

Lynch
Siaucinis

Ignatius

Led

by

Carley causal th gap 10 seven
at the half. 35-1M.

as the first five Timor shots
W

astray until Steve Carley
bmke the ice with Coins Ihnzw
at 6:24.

The Lions ouickly goi field
goals from Reeh and Keehan.
but the Pack was able to stay

ahead. Rech. Kechan. Pate.
mays and Brien arley each
gol one field goal before the
querns ended with St. Ignatius
leading 18-13.

urn

nod and ?anemia.° got twos

10
7

1

0

6

3

3

15

4

5

2

2

2

3

4

4
0
4

3
5

Playm
Cullen

Me Pack's lead hack to five

Rech

points at theendof the quarter.

Koskic

46-11.

Rechan

who put five field goals in from
the corners and added a free
throw for a 21 point total. The

into tviopoinft and Palma..
added a free throw. but Blunt.

Vidor got six M a row from

BEPR
2
2

Suburban. 174-173.
Fifuren records were broken

throw lane, stared up at the

PERHAPS THE most inspiring performance of the
night came from Lion guard

freestyle (team), Tom Gran in

Jobe Durso days withWheeling's Kevin Barthuk in SaMrday night's dose Fluskie-Wadent
bide -Hasty woo In the final wood. 58-57, an a dplot by Andy Pawns to de the ...for third

final time. 35.34, in a sax -saw
coptell.
Holy Cross Millie right back
and scored the final basket of

glary In the league. (Photo by Jim Stuart)

regulation play lo regain the

Terry Callen, who was not ex-

junior' 200 -yard

36.36.

as both lean, were pushed to

their very best Each team

broke fa pool records

and

1011 -yard butterfuly (pool and

kern). Rick Schwarting in the
intermediate

100.yard

free-

style (pooh the intermediate
RIO -yard medley relay (team
and pool) and the bonier 200
yard freestyle relay Mod).
MEET WINNERS

Northwest sheddd five team
CADET: 100 -yard medley
relay -Funk, Stark.
Mate.

marks.

Northwest 'swimmers who
records were Tom

Behnke

in

the

511 -yard

the Midget 50 -yard backstroke
Deana, Dave Sehnert in the

indiodual
medley (pool and learn). Phil
Nyehay in the intermediate,

Koester. 25 -yard .backstrolow

-Funk. 25 -yard broutstroke-Stark.

JUNIOR: 200 -yard medley
relay -Larsen. Peterson. Par-

win over

Mickey Gellert, 12.6, to pain
entrana to the finals where he
whipped Brown of South. 84.

Galen was the third placer

8.1

win over Grog

Swanson of Forest View. a Pin
over Pat Teefy of Hersey apd a
pin of Pic,
Loeffel in
5:40. LoaTel had Won his first

match by WNW, Mall St. Viator's Mike O'Malley dislocated his elbow during the
preliminary match. Teefy beat
Arlington's Carl Anderson for
the show honors.
Maine's Eklund won the
175 championship match, 6-0,

over Komar of Viator. He outlasted Maine West's Bill Till-

mn. 6-3. in De .emi.linuls
beat Arlington's Pete
Harth, 641. in the fint round.
Tillman took third place with
pin over Hersey's Ron Lew.-

and

5

5

26

Maine East's Berthold.

3

II

pect's Doz. Koehler. Walker's

3

7

I

I

I

first win Was a pin over Don
Kemp of Maine South. Ca,

0

I

0

diml Andy Loden scored a

7 18 29

pin over Koehler for third
place.

Arlington's &Reck took the
heavyweight

Ineaststroke--Peterson.
200 yard freestyle relay -Porter,

Sehnert, Arhart, Freeman.

INTERMEDIATE:

title with a 64

title win over Garcea of Maine
South. He had advanced on

tG. Arhart. 50 -yard fmestyle-Freeman. 200 -yard individ.
miI medley-Shenert. 100 -yard

7-3

win

over Mame East's

Steve Knapak and a pin over

Craig Turpin, Paul
Beck of Prospect was third,

Hersey 's

beating Knapak 441.

Helpful pair

200 -

yard medley relay-Schwartti, Lemberget, Nychay, Phil.
200 -yard freestyle -Phil b n . 5 0.y a r d freestyle-

-Smoker. 200 -yard individual
medley -Toll.
I 091 -yard
butterfly-Ny100 -yard
freestyle -

..SChwarting.

7-5..

4 12

7

Patent.°
S. Carley
B. Caddy
Toads

AT 185. Falcon Walker
for the championship after taking a pin from Pros-

3

clay.
MIDGET: 100 -yard indi.
vidual mcdIcy-Newcomer.

5-1

Maine EISI'S Jim Grimes.
Douglas then took Prospect's

3

Northwest boys drop 1st dual
The Northwest Suburban
YMCA boys' swim team lost
its lust dual mem SaMrday
when it was edged by West

crown with a

dowski.

SF. VIATOR MI

but Shrill and Wheat expanded

end quarter by turning a areal

was withheld from practice all

SEPR

three more

shooting forward Ben BMW.

pected to play at all. Cullen

ST. IGNATIUS 1671

the end of the Po-

Bluitt and Wheat con.
tinucd their accurate shooting
which offset a surge in which

broke

Fred Weddale of For. View chums Ms may through the 100 -yard butterfly race whkh the
sophomore speedster claimed second. Wesidale also won the 200 -yard Individual medley end
swam one winning relay. Wholes by Bob PrIvralsky).

KASK1F:
nods

RECII OPENED Mc sec-

Steve Carley had three for the

score 67-59.

26 15 II 31

a hot

wit were the balling

I

Blunt

DOUGLAS OF Arlington
started on his way to the 145

with an

donated two free throws he Kt. the contest ended with the

Player

5.15.

Gross of Maine East also

ing in the early minutes a the

contest. The Wolfpack

Wolfgram with a 341 win over

kept his unbeaten record intact

lead

ailed

Maim F-ast. 24. Third place
to Maine West's Bob

went

third place.

Ihe Wolipack
tvas too much to over emu) at this point. and Bluitt
and Wheat kept it that was.
Kaskie got filar more points.

two quick 10gboters in the
lint minute of the third marter. then Kaskie and Brian

rebounds and ewe steals.
'I he Lions eouldn't got mos-

points a the Pack. He wound

Lions.

then hit the tying shot for the
home five to make the score

1970

However.

was

10 points on five field goals.
Mike Pendia.. came off the
bench to get eight points for
Vidor. Keeban had four old

basket for several seconds. and

Feint., 16.

Cull. Re. and Pellennt..

able to pile up a five pada lead

three

and a charitv tom for the only
Lion points. but field goals by
Ruch and Pettenuao coupled
isith three Inge sham by Brian

screaming crowd. bounced the
ball several times at the free

er Mid -Suburban League awn -

Whew and Mae rioldriels
kept the Pack in the lead.
Ignatius tan an i i-point
lead as Kaskie had a field goal

This affected the other respect.
the final score.

rallied the 1 ions. ale quickly
sank at pair of 20.footers and

gam.
Malarthy liblened

trouble shooting over the 0th -

PzIRTS

Bowe beat Craig linlekIllnn of

ton had an easy time of it at
155, wending his way no the
championship with a pin in his
every rnatch. He started with
Prospecis John Cropper and
continued with 14 Viator's
Bill he
a 2441 winner
in the liot round. Stumpf then
Muck Huskies DeLuca at 4:20
)(or the title. Maine West's Al
Vaccarello het Ilenrikson for

Monday,

claw this time. as 9 a a

14-5 decision
Prospect's Scott Simla.

with a 54 decision over St. Viator's mike Squires.
Unbeaten Stumpf of Arling-
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up with eight points.

Sophomore Brian Carley
played a peat game
his first
starting
tent hitting for

the

and Elk Grove with 31

tience again coming out the
victor. 'I he times were no as

Larry Wells and Rich Kentl both sank one and one
charity tosses to room the
IoW to the home team for the

In

and Pawnee put the icing on

with 38. Fore) View with it

l'alienee and Lir. renewed

him back," he said.

BUT HE an't having any

The Knights were second
with 71, followed hy Hersey

their rivalry in the gnteling banyan! freestyle With Pa-

watched his remaining voidh
fall victim tan rush of broken
bones which effectively weakened
the underclass first
string.

dbirds
no

iling the 401hwinl freestyle rehay in an excellent clocking of
3:18.8. Wendel, Bailey. Mate

The only eatepay in which
the visiting Wolipack beet the
Lions was fre IIIhws, as the
Wolves got
and the men
from Visitor got only seven.

scorers with 13 points cm.
Rech played a fine game despite the fact that he was not in
for the whole contest.

was fixated, and presented with
the final NU break of lit

bitdle

had no problems on
oname level. tallying
108
markers. nearly 40 more then
the closest competition.

hrought thaws sith in dram

and

from the field, Dan McCarthy

the

railion. the young

beat the 1.ions, 67-59, in a basketball game held as Vinton

game high of IS rebounds.
For he Lions, Bob Rech

B efore he could take a shot

dropped

outset of tlet sea.] half and

and hauled down the

smonds kit to play.

'the Falcons closed out the
meet on a high note by win-

Hersey and a
over

Eau.

had hack. 1101 mime in in the

6-unior center pumped in 17
00110

1110 the basket will less than 10

git 6. This lime is

onc of the best in the area and
should a repeat earn him a

Card sweep
he sneaked in
for the second place medal

with a pin al. Catennaro of

Me cake with this triumph and
gained the prestige al winning
the initial hISI. conference
title.
'I hough the Cardinals

St. Ignatius only outplayed
St. Viator in two respects Friday night but still managed to

had 50 per cent.
Viator fell

Holy Crow pass and headed

Knight fans their only relief of the meet as the sof
backstruker was clocked a an

during the work with a piing,

as had 36 field goals. The
Lions had a 52 per cent shoot-

B UT TI1E game was not yet
over
Eamon intercepted a

event.

Scott Hese of Prumeg gave

1.111 .011 Of the day at the
nu, sophomore hreastorokers
thin
claimed the tiro and
spas in the varsity 1110-yenl
event. PolecIs broke up the

Bowe was the I37primal champ after advancing

Lions fall at foul line

Ignatius had nine, and !bah

each Bill Abralrem.

also as Bailey and John Nlatc's
combined effons out.scored
the shut mit Redbirds. 12-11 in

4:25.0.

their opponents 39-31. Viabor
had only five turnovers whelk

control end tried 10 R. out the
clock with 0 mall.

spoiled defeat for the Cardin-

excellent

DFANS 310U-1 yaid Jeff

liana, Baling pm We.. De best

Kinn.

Dave Kmkie and Mark Keehan, De Ifons ...rebounded

Bill Pawl of Elk Grose comes up for air during lift 100 yard breaststroke race. Pursdl placed
fifth In the event while Forest View won the meet.

081-yant

and dividad tW two. with Pa.
tissue Wing clocked in It

ing average while the Wolva

After a time 001. the Dons
Iryke the PIC press, and with
good Mani el. I. SCI rap for a
nnal WON thennalve3 But not

ilit.

in

hind as was teammate Mike

outplayed

top. 36.35.

4643.
Kande, five hal taken be
first game of the set at Holy

BUT SINCE

terfly. His winning time of
58.1 plus Weadele's excellent
59.4
second
place
effort
proved to be one of the closest
comsat the evening. Pat
toy of Elk Grove win close be.

OTHERWISE 111E Lions

12 IN 19 9-5,1
11 18 14 14--57

the short end of the final score.

Cross early in the year behind

ond individual blue ribbun of
the night and the Cards' third
in a nue in the I00 -yard but-

1970.

Dave (firm... and

1.-0111

II e Falcons oneuvo finish

FRED wEstimi.x, had
no problem picking epitome
View's second individual first Thieman's 110511.2 points easily
M the evening. as his clocking nutclassed
&nest oppoa 2:18.8 in the 200-yrard
nem, Jim Johnson of Forest
yid. medley easily gave him View, who had NAM 1110
Elgold medal. Dave Toler a Cards held a sligN half -point
Elk Grove was second. only lead at the end of this men as

covetal trophy.
The final conference standones

A...Jacobson

The Cards recorded their
second araight first, this time
from diving ace Jeff 'Duman.

1

1

2
212

wele of Pr N lehlbliml, Den ray Moo, 1 ern Ri.. e rod B.Il

beet

Maine West. Third place went
to Wilson. 4-2, over Prospect'.

finals,

110110WS

finals.

but

over Gary Waecker of

call

Hall and whipping Fenton's

Elorre and capped his perlinan-

175 -pound

ad

tor, Ball 0 Donnell and a see
and round victory over Car dual Gary Stumpf the even
mil third pled. winner
Junior Hinkle Battaglia

semi-final,

7-5, pinning Cary Grove's Jeff

2. pinned Cary (inWe's Did.
Elias Paulin. 7-2.

had

sanal with a win over Via

beating George McDonnell of
Viator in the second round.
Battaglia's first opponent was
SOUthh Keith Nelson in a 3-3
Mark Dyneman of Forest
referee's decision.
At 107, East's Verner pin- View and Dersey's man won
on a pin. Bill Beam of Maine
sled Prospect's Klein M 3:35
after a 110 win over Hermy's W. lost to Palmer in the

besting Irremith Tim Toed,:

One of the more interesting
battles of the tournament pit.

ewe by trouncing

in the open

Klan

match

ang

West, Larry

THE THIRD place titk
to Gold over Maine

THE FINAL MSI. winner

the

1

went

was Frost in the heavyweight
division. Jeff adv:anced by

Curt Sam,an in

beaten Matne
Imusanski 19

won
8 1
decision over
South s it Palmer at 115 after

Robinson 84

W. Leyden Sectional MI

NICALISTER GOT his title
by tippinglon Scott in the 145-

Tom Campbell in the first ad
vancement round Verner had

McDonnell, 4-1, for third.
Forest View's Moore o
tested Onman of East, 8-71n
the championship round after
a 6-0 decision of Arlington's
Bob Wilson in the tend's.
MOOre's first win was a 101

for him during his remaining
lime at Herm,
"He lacks great vertical
jumping ability, and that may
be the one thing that will hold

Mrs, and the way it looks now
the other teams in the league
will be forced to adjust to him
for two more years.

Lion in the school s brat Ms
lay to advance from the do
Met
sestional tom

Don Stumpf and Jeff Selleck
all earned gold medals and
chance fora good wed in the

Kastning wasn't extended in

Holy Cross tops Dons
in overtime contest

THE ONE Problem facing
Andy this year it bin constant

the last five games in

first and only hope fora state
andavadual mark as he took
Forest moons Frank Del

Al 911 pounds Little Beam
became Mame West s

claiming

dVacs Lon,;an in the finals.

IC

ser

needed him most. The situ mion seems to be worsening,
became he ha, fooled out of

al:runes letT Fr.

Forest Vim's Stun Patience
men were the proud owners of and Arlington's Steve Jurco.

1

T11:4,

lot more confidence."

ollense

that we had gearid

behind Pancum and

dk Aukernwnh Weaned tin.

BEPR

who each had 15

Pondwell

"Ile still shoots free throws
every day before school and
again after practice," he said.

ability at the beginning of the

Poi a.

Jacoby

Inc thing

He had poor inn on his bul
ifs

1.1rych

Listrom

clutch situations.
ate Steingraber
to

stunning of Lindstrom. who
hit live shots and mit final le
ihe Neu., scoring column
with

petition. the strength and determination of the Falcons
prevailedand head coach flor-

ELK Ii1(01-1:1421
Player

Feige

the charity stripe. especially in
attributes
-hard work.

irnprined

the

inain

Andy 'bounds' to AOW

H aws

11,r

outside

was

wy's

meson. Whling winninti the

HERSEY'S WIN coupled
with a 54-42 rimory over Elk

14 rebounds.

Another "r lit"
us"

Mid-Mthurknn

hopes of emerging the premier
victor. But after nine long
hours of exhausting cons.

Brodnan. iPhoto by George Amends.,

both soungger pulled down

anneal

lee
ho
ships Saturday with
high

Pancratz earns Hersey 58-57 thriller
IQ Jim Snort

et 165 St \Gator s Rick 14.0
rnar became only the smhond

er

Falcons soar to MSL swim title

F

III

175 and

advanced

311D,SUBURBAN the

23 14

Totals

Conmes Warren Rosining at

petitors advanced through the
meet into Saturday's Wog

15.

I

a 155.

in the heavyweight cluu.
Other NISI. wmalers who

Grove, 29 and lake Park's

1

aro, Run Orrwo

mem own the weekend and 10

Grove's 32. Frernd's 31, Cary

5
1

team

Leyden Sectional.
The Pirates piled up 72
points tr. 62 for runner.
Crystal 161.e. Fenton wm
third with 5.1. followed by Bar.17, Conant's 37, Elk

13 12
5

wrestling

per torsLeague con,

MORE BY QUARTERS
Arlington
Forest View

_

won the chummonship in the
Barrington District ammo-

0

I

made the finals and will still have a chance in the stale tournament next weekend at West Leyden.

Palatilw

2

5

Palmer 1111 Brown and John

Pirates win at Barrington

BFrit tts.

Long
Meier
Olson

wy s lam Battaglia at I I1
Thu runts r, op in each

98 and Ted DeLuca at III wall
also have a ch.ce an Ii, sec
nawls as will Prmpect s Kan
Klein at W7 and Tam Irteffal

four weight
class champions out of 12.
Rick Stanczak, Scott Douglas.

14 12 10 38

Phayer

Mark Bowe and John Walker

North, 0, in the second divi-

BORE. VIEW (381

Hopkins
Pinder
I osell

Thu other two Jas, winners
were Mons West s Brum
Beam at 98 pound, and Her

3

I
2

Tends

the hall hack i1 went to the
num who had waved them all

South state tournament wren
Cling district over the weekend
and Prospect was thaw behind
at 46 It was Forest View 41

2

Peters

Player

champions

P

0

I

Brodnan

cool down Elk lirose's mit.
mentonk The Cardinals pot
night. and Brod... 0110111 10-

Page 18

PIRTS

0

FOREST VIEW had thro.
in Tom Moore

Maine East won the team
chammongp at the Marne

Gary Eklund at 175. Ailing-

phwer
Huh
Mendel°
Kleck
Heffernan

Zip.:m called all Arlington

.

...a

as heat

got awn any b.Lets when Arlingln threw the ball away

4z31, remaining.

then

with three seconds to play pot

en In Dan Wagemann of Mondelcin. 10-11. ill 1110 filial. 01

in m.

Schein dl could give a pad

wits

.44,4

1.,,v

ARLINGION NM

Bradman 's

knockdl out in the first round

first round and the wild -Iamb

WHEEIUNG

by

shinning md .enade
serious challenge in the fourth
period. Coach KM Rees' club

whom he lost a nernaw 4-3 deck

thrimgh the preliminary. the

FINALE.).

third quarter. and both tittles
the Cardinals' o
scow
ing machine respondedne-manwith

preliminary matches.
But Statvn,s. Schweitzer and
Wnable will all advance so she
Sectionals, and ease -ding to

At 123 pounds hlark Owen,
tir Highland Dirk defeat.]
Sr
7-4. alier he had gone

for

Bro.nan hit a jumper from

disheartened

overtime.

MT 113115

,

week

with 89 points to Arlangtons
73 Hersey was third with 49

ELK GROVE refused to he

whecti, ,rjotem try,

ly goes on to 1110 Sectionals.

Bob &halm

24.

basket 10 hunt the lead hack to
five.

Lake Zurich byd 3 -..al in

macho. the linals automatical-

real tough hasy."

threatened to take the lead.
Arlington jumped ahead taar
the second night in a row, hading by as much as 11 points at

the side to make it 29-24 at the

end Wroble all lost in the
find round to tough oppoenu but everyone who

eaash

for theCardinals, hitting clutch
baskets every time Elk Globe

"if the lull goes through ihe

held the
throughout aleganvturnovers

Grow s

Ityr t

nanh game.high 23.13in Kieck
added 15 for the Cardinals.

its hands.

two more in the Grenadier
spree, which cut then. to 27-

on, Carllinzl

Llk

lamas,

Flywh Mt 10 °I 14 shots and

l'...wwt.

Brainan was the ace M the hate

out only bit has possasion of
the Nall or if the clock is
stopped. Arneson explains!
after the gam, however. that

STAN NOS. SCHWIYIIKER

al 1311 pounds ill his final
match by. 1.11. Poeta of High
land Park. w horn Wildcat

other toughie on

at the intermimion.
Arlington couldn't lake advantage of Forest View's hod
shooting. bitting awl) .16 per
cent itself. Anal the Falcons'
defense which forked anima:

Zurich.

1141

lington clinched the league
championship, but it had an -

baskets and John Flesch added

team

0111.

SATURDAY NIGHT Ar-

Usually a team can get a time

Henry. Macon& and lady

hweitna ma. shut

his only tree throw to tally 21
points, just two shy of Brod-

dimly Wed for the time.

champion with 88 mem, Mitoses! In Highland Park with
83 and hlundelein with 73.
Wharling was nem with 29.
which anti the raft ahead ot
Luke Joust. Carmel, !sic

beaten.

title lie

cal Arlington'. lead to 25-13

Shevell

BRODNAN HAD a north,
ithavary in hit inn for sour
mg

Rich Olson then hit baskets to

Greg

quarter.

lead area up 10 10 at 53-41
The Grenadiers emu serious
ly challenged ague

successfully ran out the tame
and assured themselves of ths

2_3-12. but Elk Grove rallied
hack late in the second guano
with eight straight points. Jeff
Boyer and Mark Hopkins got

Wheeling sends three
to wrestling sectional
1 he Wheeling High School
sweating teem admixed three
grapplers in nem nook's (genbrook South Sectional as the
Wildcats placed lienth in Ihelr
n Itioriet over 1110 weekenowd 1 he aline am AI Stevon.

but the referees did and

the Cardinals had to put Mt
ball in play with the two see
oats remaining They did It
oa

chance to hand Arlington its

nod but 15 of M10 shots from the

BRODNAN

night

call

enough. Shevell goo a pair or
baskets the last with four sec-

ollensirt basnode display
ketball during the seams!.
hitting 17 ol 20, field pal au
imams hita 65 per cent shoot-

next

run at Arlington Thu Falsons
1
basket from Georg.

got

the season. The Falcons on.

maining.

the

sixcn he was revaswang the

ARLINGTON STILL mainMined that six -point edge at
4034 with 36 second4 tO go

Arlington pushed its MS1.

even

Forest 3 Iew began to make its

first 3110. loss of the season,
Inc coach Ken Arneson's club
just couldn't overcome

recordso 124l and holds an insurmountable thee -game edge
over Pranged with hoth Wane

ncoon

By Linda Hunillon
Sports &Ilia

I00.yard backstroke -Tull. 100 -yard breast.
strokc..L.emberger. 200 -yard
freestyle relay -Smoker. Lem
huger, Tull, Farmer.

The University of Illinois
gymnastics learn is currently
carrying 0 perfect 3-0 Big Ten
mark thanks in part to the outstanding performances of two
area gymnasts.

The pair. K. Barr from
Prospect High and Gene Kah

lin from Des Plaines (Maine
East), have been working on
the erne hone and parallel
bars. respectively for the
lini.

ros ec
By Linda Hamiton

Sports Editor

Prospect clinched at least a
share of the Mid -Suburban

Meissner had his finest weekend of the year with 15 points
Friday night and 18 Saturday
with 19 rebounds for the week-

ncath for two and Lundstedt
made a pair from the line to

end

THEN PALATINE put on
a drive, with Jeff Algaier and
Rusty Sehnert scoring from
outside and Sehnert making
five of six gift throws while

THE KNIGHTS

League's runner-up spot over
the weekend, whipping resurgent Palatine 85-67 and then
demolishing Glenhard North

themselves without the leading
scorer in either game as Palatine's Dave Hashach poured in

102-63, Saturday night

29 points on nine of II from

The 102 points set a new
fieldhouse record at Prospect
and tied the school scoring
record set by Toni Lundstedt
and Co. three years ago against
Taylorville in the Pontiac
Tournament.

THE DOUBLE victory left
Prospect with a 9-3 record

with no chance to move any
higher or lower in the standings.

Seniors Brad Rucker and

Jeff Meissner showed the visiting teams some basketball
over the weekend with Rucker
getting 24 versus Palatine and
21 while playing only half of

the game against Glenhard.

la s seco

1

found

make it 24-15

Prospect

failed

score

to

Meissner tipped in a shot but
fouled Hashach in the process
and the one -point spread re-

the field and 11 from the line,
and Panther Bill Wright earning 27 points
Palatine jumped off to a 6-0
lead Friday night and held an
11-6 margin more than halfway through .the first period

second half as Hashach scored
a tipin. but Rucker drew a foul
to tie the score. Meissner and

but two inside jobs by Bob

Rucker both got layups with

Kline and a tipin by Meissner
coupled with three free throws
by Dave Lundstedt put Pros-

Rucker showing signs of what
was yet to come from him.
Kline got a layup and Rucker
another one just 11 seconds

pect into a near -permanent
lead.

Casey Rush. Lundstedt and
Meissner scored again in the

later.

21-15 after the break. Meiss-

floor, but a series of fouls, a

ner immediately got

turnaround jumper by Lunds-

under-

tedt and a layup off his own
steal by Doug Haney widened
the margin to 58-52 at the buz-

Iwo

zer.
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Bob Kline has this rebound all to himself Friday night while
Palatine's ace rebounder-scorer Dave Hashach 1221 watches. Hasbach scored 29 points in the game to become the league's leading
scorer, but the next night, Kline had the honor of scoring the 100th

point for Prospect against Glenbard North. (Photo by George

SP/IRIS

PROSPECT REALLY cut

Monday,

February 16,
1970

Hamilton )

Lions claim 7th straight
CPL swimming championship

loose in the final period with a
27 -point outburst to Palatine's
15. Rucker added a tipin and
two layups in a row off the fast

break as Prospect eased the
score up to 72-58. Stu White's
two from the line brought in
the reserves, who ran the score
to 85-67.

In Saturday's contest, the
Knights were out to prove that
Glenhard wouldn't be leading

them at the half as the Panthers had done to Arlington a
before.

week

Meissner

and

Rucker scored the first six

St. Viator won its seventh
consecutive

varsity_

Chicago -

land Prep League SW1111111111iZ
Championship and its eighth

consecutive trosh-soph title as
the Lions drowned the rest of
the field in the Chicagoland
Prep League Swimming and
Diving Championships held
St.

at

ard breaststroke. I eammate

font Harrison was right

be-

hind for fourth in the breaststroke.

erry McCue gave a sterling pertormance in the diving
find it earned him first place.
I eammate Jell Hansen placed
fourth 111 the event.

Patrick Saturday and

Sunday.
On the varsity level_ the vic-

torious Sea lions piled up 110
points while second place went
to the host Shamrocks with 70
points. Nlarist had 51 points

for third and St. Ignatius was
lourth with 28.
ON THE FROSH-soph levViator accumulated 122
points while the second plisee
Shamrocks had 83. St. Ignatius
had 31 and Nlarist was fourth
with 26 points.
Capping off a fine CPI. cael,

reer was Sealion co -captain
Rich Lynch, ,.vho took three
gold medals in his specialties.
He won the 50 -yard freestyle
in 22.6 and the 100 tree in
50.4, then joined George
Halas, Steve Salerno and Jeff
Lavin on the winning 400 free
relay.

GEORGE ITALAS helped
earn 23 points for \'iator ;is he
placed second in the 200 free
lion to leading oil the 400 tree

winning the 50 butterfly in a

relay.

new record of 20.8 and finishing third in the 50 breast in addition to swimming the fly leg
of the medley.

Also getting points for the
Sealions were J01111 Driscoll,

who came in tourth in the 400
free. and Tom Gallagher, who'
had a similar finish in the 100
Dan Burns earned a couple
backstroke. Gallagher was of blue ribbons its he led off the
able to get into the finals when medley relay and won the 50
a sick Salerno was banished backstroke. Mike "Bambi"
from the race by the referees
for not being there at the start.

Gene

IN

O'Hara came through with a
stellar performance for Via -

tor. 1 he defending champ in
the 5( free took a hackseat to
Lynck in that event but still
had a 23.6 for second place. a
time which equals state qualitYing time. He also won an exciting 400 -yard freestyle race.

medley. and finished a close
second to Salerno in the 1N1

150

free

in

I:28.0.

completed the winning medley
foursome. and he also placed
third in the 100 I NI and second
in the 50 breast. Nlark Savage
1:03.5

new N'iator record of
in

the

151

and still

placed second. and he was

thirst in the 50 fly. He anchored the winning tree relay
which set a new CPI. record of
1:39.9. Jim Wolfe started that
relay off for Viator.
Don O'Rourke placed second

and Kevin

Berry

was

fourth in the frosh-soph diving. Rick Moran rounded out

second period. Rucker hit

17 -footer at 7:55. and with just
8:05 of the game time elapsed,
had already scored
points.
White scored and Meissner
ripped the nets three times in a
row on a 10 -tooter, a 20 -footer
inkd
a
layup as Prospect
stepped out to a 34-18 margin.
I

Midwest

ndstedt converted a
three -pointer and a layup be lore Prospect's second learn

took over. scoring six more
baskets with Don Lewis hitting
twice in the last seven seconds
of the half.

free and the other in the 300

an astounding 55-29 lead, and

free.

that continued to ascend as

TITE

coach Bill Slayton sent the first

team out to open the second
half. The first string did its part

and when the end of the third
quarter rolled around the second squad entered with a 7741 advantage.
Rucker had completed his
21 points while only playing a
little more than half of the
game. Meissner exited at the
same time with 18 points and
10 rebounds. Lundstedt had 15

rebounds for a. season's high
for the team.
The last period was a race
against time, and the Knight

r

reservists allowed Glenbard to
score on easy shots in order to
get the ball sooner for the fast

break. Kim Walter, who had
earned his first start of the year

Friday, and Chris Sales

SALES HAD nine points in
the period with Walter getting

Boat

according to

Edward T. Poloway, President

of the Central Marine Chamber of Commerce.

Above-Steve Salerno grabs
some air as he approaches the
turn at the end of the butterfly
leg of the 200 yard individual
medley. Salerno won this event
and also got a gold medal for
the 400 free relay.

er's guide emphasizing boat

safety, quality and value.

""a1111Pt

It was the second time this
season

that Prospect had
scored more than 100 points in
its own fieldhouse, getting 101

against Conant on Jan

16

Prospect plays Forest View
next Friday and closes out the
season versus Conant the following week

Player
Rucker

The Conant Cougars parlayed a balanced scoring attack, superior rebounding and
hot shooting into a 69-55 victory over the visiting Glenbard
eve-

ning.

free throws.
The Panthers did manage to
limit Cougar Brant Barton,
who had been the league's
leading scorer, to 18 points.
Barton hit only 17 versus Forest View Saturday evening, so

The game's outcome tight-

for the first time since early

ened things up considerably in
the Mid -Suburban League's
second division. Both the Panthers and the Cougars lost Saturday night, leaving the clubs
with matching 4-8 conference
records. The mark is good for a

thiS season, the MSL has a new

top scorer. The honor now belongs to Palatine's Dave Hasbach who had a two -game total
of 46 for the weekend.
BUT,

NEVERTHELESS,

seventh place tie along with

Barton paced the victors in

the Palatine Pirates.

point -making Friday evening.
Dave Lloyd bagged 16 for the

THE COUGARS beat the
equally -sized Panthers off the
boards by a 43-32 margin, but
costly turnovers prevented the

Cougars from getting more
shots than the visitors.
The big difference in the
game was the good field shooting of the Conant squad. They

hit a decent 45 per cent from
the floor while the Panthers
were hitting a feeble 33 per

cent. Both teams converted
close to 60 per cent of their

Cougars while John Whiteford had a dozen and John
MacDonald and Bob Wallin
10 each. Ed Brandi was the
only other Cougar to score,
swishing a pair of free throws.

7

2

I

O

32 21 26 39
PALATINE (67)

Player
Garoutte
Karkeek
Andriano
Sehnert
Hashach
Phillips
Krege
Algaier

FPR

1

O
1

4

4

0

0

2

3

2

5

9

II

O

2

0
0

5

3

3
1

0
3

1

4

9

I

1

2
7

1

1

4

4

3

2

2

3

Rush

0

0

I

5

7

2
3

I

4

5

4
4

8

I

5

9

3

2

1

3

4

2

Walter
lundstedt
Meissner
White
Haney
Kline

4

2

4

3

7

4
0

Sales
Lewis

2

3

4

4

5

I

I

6

4

0
4 15
2 10
1

3

3

00

I

3

1

I

1

1

40 22 21 48

Totals

GLENBARD NORTH (63)
Player
Pauling
Sodini
Crabtree
Hoth
Peisch
Wright
Howell
Anastasi
Reeve
Totals

PR

F

B
I

3

I

4
4

2

2

5

5

0

0
0

I

10

5
2
12

0

I

0

I

7

3

11

0

I

0

2

2

3

4

(1

0

I

1

0

22 19 20 33

SCORE BY QUARTERS
Glenhard
2 17 12 22-63
Prospect
24 31 22 25-102

alatine restrains
Kolze, Fremd, 65-62
Palatine High School picked up an inter -township win

The third quarter saw a
shooting contest by both teams
as Frernd once again regained

the top on a basket by Rick

and then tried to stall the game
away. Kolze then fouled Sehnert to stop the clock, and the
cool visitor hit two points in a

rival Fremd High, 65-62, in a
game contested at the losers'

Gaare, but (3:tare's effort was

one and one situation to _lift

gym.

home five as Palatine's Rusty
Sehnert engineered the Pirate

Saturday in Mid -Suburban
basketball play by clowning

(he victory was particularly
sweet for the visiting Pirates as
Fremd had taken the first cent test in the home and home
series last December, 69-65.

PALATINE TOOK

the
early lead, but by the end of the

first period the V ikes had tied
the score at 11- I I.
In the second eight minutes
the hosts jumped to the top by
three points, but before the
second horn had sounded,

Palatine reepatured the edge
10

a

point

scoring

splurge, 32-25.
The third period saw Fremd
again regain the lead at the
5:10 mark, 35-24, but then kill
behind at the horn 46-45.

The final home effort came

last period when the
Green and Gold managed to
tie the score at 58-58, only to
see the Pirates surge to the
in the

front for the final time and the
three point win.
DAVE HASBACH opened
the scoring with the first basket and the first free throw to
give Palatine a 3-0 lead before
Randy Hague made the initial
team within two, 3-2.
From that point on Palatine
played a deliberate offense
while Fremd tried the run and
shoot game. The early strategy

worked in Palatine's favor as
the Pirates managed to hold
the boards in the early stages
despite eventually being outdone in the capture column.
45-24.

Defensively, Palatine seemed to find a solution to Fremd's
hot -shooting

Mike

Kolze

as coach Norman Jones played . a two -two zone and as-

signed Chris Andriano as

a

man -for -man guard on Kolze.
Andriano's fine work held

down the Fremd gunner to 12
points and set up the big NI id Suburban victory.
EREMD WAS able to take
the lead during the second pe-

riod, but in the last two minutes before the half, Palatine
ran 10 straight points to move
from a 25-22 deficit to a 32-25
edge.

Leading the Pirate charge
was Jeff Algaier who tallied
three baskets in that crucial
two minutes.

of whom pumped

in

points for the evening, made
several crucial shots from in
and around the basket to lift
the visitors to a 46-45 lead at
the third horn.
1-A)URTII period saw

Fremd make a

rush, but
kill short for the final time.
last

The quarter opened with
working at his best
close in 1() the hoop. But
1-Ifigue

Hague's individual effort was
minimized by the hot shooting
of Palatine's Algaier. Hashach

5

0

Player

0

I

0

I

4

4

3

4

5

2
2

2

0

fotals

27

7

Sehnert
Andriano
Krege

8

5

3
3

4

3
4
0

0

0

60.

Palatine took the ball out 01
bounds, broke the full pressure
press thrown out by the losers.

BF

6

5

4

5

7

4

5

V0

3

I

5

8

6

3

I

0

I

1

2

1

2

2

18 19 32 21

1

0

0
0

Carr
0 0 0
Totals
25 15 11 24
SCORF: BY QUARTERS
II 21 14 I9--65
I

Fremd

11 14 20 17-62

Late FV free throws
nip Cougars, 57-55
By George Halm
Four free throws in the final
30 seconds helped Forest View

beat Conant, 57-55, in a game
held Saturday night at Forest
Balanced scoring was one of

the main reasons for the Falcon win. Wayne Meier led the
scorers with 13 points, George
Bauer had 12, Rich Olson and
Dave Long had 11 apiece and
Greg Shevell had 0) points.
BRANT BARTON led the
Cougars with 18 points, while
Mark Harold haul 11 and John
Macdonald had 10.
"the free throws also made
the difference in the total

Harold rallied the Cougars in
the quarter as they caught the
Falcons and took the lead on

with a shot by Harold at the
buzzer.

Harold and Lloyd hit for
two points apiece to open the
third quarter, but Shevell got
six points in a row kir the Fal-

cons to keep Forest View a
point behind as Harold hit another 20 footer.

The Falcons took the lead
on a "Long- shot, and Long
also hit a free throw, but Macdonald and Ed Brandi kept the
Cougars in contention.

'THEN BARTON took the
game into his own hands. He

score. Both squads made 24
field goals, while the Falcons

got nine points in si row on four

had nine charity shots to seven
for the Cougars.

while Forest View could man-

The Cougars established a
35-31 rebounding advantage

Conant led at the third period,

during the contest, but his was
offset by the fact that they only

field goals and a free throw
age only a basket by Meier.
44-37.
Fine defense by Forest View

helped the home team take the

lead early in the fourth quarter. Meier, Bauer, Olson and
Long each contributed two
points as Forest View went
ahead, 45-44.

The Falcons stayed ahead

able to take a 25-24 lead at the
half. Conant expanded its lead
to 44-37 at the end of the third
period, hut the Falcons rallied

during the final seconds on the
virtue of free throws by Meier
and Olson.

to take the game in the final

FOREST VIEW (57)

seconds.

MEIER AND Shevell
quick 4-0 lead as they put in a
pair of 20 footers, then Shevell

hit another 20 -footer after a
The Falcons couldn't miss
in the early minutes as Olson
dumped in a jumper from the

Long
Bansfield
Olson
Shevell
Meier
Bauer

Totals

top of the key and Bauer sank
two free throws. Barton, Mac-

and Long got six for the Falcons as they led 18-9 at the
quarter.

BFPR

Player

couple of long ones for FV at
the outset of the second quarter, but Barton and Whiteford
matched that for Conant. She -

I

I

7

0
4

0

I

0

3

3

4

5

0

0

8

5

3

8

5

2

3
2

5

24

4

9 10 31

CONANT (55)
Player
McDonald
Barton
Lloyd
Harold

Meier and Olson put in a Whiteford

I

8 18 45

PALATINE (65)

2

donald and John Whiteford

2 10

I

2

I

0

contributed points for the
Cougars, while Bauer got two

0

4

Garonne

3

4

4

followed up with a charity toss
to give the victors a 61-58 lead.
Hague then scored a two
pointer tor Frentd with 32 seconds left to make the score 61-

0

P

3 20

9

0

Sodini
Wright
Peisch
Anastasi
Howell

Pauling
Totals

0

2
3

0

8

FR

B

6

5

0

Glenbard North (55)

Hague

Wickum
Wickersham
Hanks
Kolze
1.onghlan

9

5

4 16 2
25 19 43 18

I

Algaier

4

3

2
8

5

another key basket and then

5

0

R

3
2

R

5
2

4
0

P

3

1

P

1

F

0

P

3

I

B

3

R

2
2

FREMD (62)
Player
Moloznik
Gaare

7

Dave Lloyd free throw.

0

lane to make the hook read 6562 in favor of Palatine.

H as back

sophomore Sodini was high

7

gaier. and the 6-3 front liner
tallied the final two points of
the night front the free throw

Player

helped the Falcons to take

7

Hague scored and Kolze
nailed high -scoring Jeff Al-

The score was tied 58-58 at
the 1:23 mark. but Sehnert hit

rebounders
were paced by Cougar Wallin
who had 16. Teammate Whiteford brought down II while.

Barton
Lloyd
Harold
Whiteford
Brandi
Wallin
Totals

the score to 63-60.

find Sehnert.

it

squads'

for Glenbard with 10.
CONANT (69)
B F
Player
3
MacDonald
4

21

Forest View built up a big
lead during the first quarter
then blew it and Conant was

filled out by Dave Peisch,
Gene Howell and Dave Sodini,
all

thirst period close.
Sehnert, who tallied

same number in only 46 shots.

five points for the losers. The
Panther scoring column was

deuce.
Both

the high water mark for the

shot 24 of 55 from the field
while the Falcons made the

Crabtree

ched nine and Tom Pauling

2

0

I

6

I

Panther guard Don Anas-

17 markers. Dan Crabtree not-

3

2
0

2

9

Rush
Walter
Lundstedt
Meissner

PR

tasi matched Barton's total for
the losers, hitting five buckets
and eight free throws. Junior
center Bill Wright was close

behind for Glenbard, hitting

0

2

I

F

B

White
Haney

5

Carr
0 2
Totals
21 24 20 27
SCORE BY QUARTERS
Palatine
15 21 16 15--67
Prospect
21 16 21 27--85
SATURDAY NIGHT
PROSPECT (102)
Player
B
F P R
Rucker
8
5
3
2

FRIDAY NIGHT
. PROSPECT (85)

Barton off pace, but
Cougars outrun Panthers
North Panthers Friday

Rich lynch demonstrates fine form as he takes off on the anchor leg of Ole 400 free relay. Steve
Salerno has just finished. The foursome set a new record of 3:31.4 yesterday in the Chicagoland
Prep League's farewell conference swim meet.

Totals

Fremd score to lift the home
SCORE at intermission showed Prospect with

Show has taken a tack for consumer

I

the Viator qualifiers by taking
a pair of thirds, one in the 151)

Boat show
set March 6
new

a

stole the ball twice with Kline
and Lewis pilfering once in the
quarter.

ter, will distribute its own buy-

that went 1:48.1 and he
also placed third in the 100-

RANDY ROBERSTON

on

-the

of the

field goals

Prospect enjoyed a 3I -point

set a

off his own steal at 45 for 100

with

which

medal as part of the medley relay

Prospect

hack.

Sealion standout. He won the

gold

a

the 50

DAVE tAKATA got the

The show, which will run
from March 6-15 at the Arlington Park Exposition Cen-

Jim Campana got

in

started in the preliminary race
to hold up the event and give
Salerno a chance to compete,
hut the officials would not allow Salerno to sg.ini.

and was fourth behind Halas et
id in the 100 fly..
On the frosh-soph level.
freshman Jeff Iversen was the

.A

Salerno was third

Gallagher. who wanted a
chance to heat Salerno, false

his tree relay win. He followed
Lynch to the finish in the 100
free. Salerno also won the 200
individual medley.
Bill Geiser got a pair of first,
leading off the victorious medley and winning the 100
backstroke. He also placed
fourth in the 200 yard
AP

won the 50 and 100 tree and
anchored the winning medley
re14'. Bob Rathman placed
second to -Fitz- in both the
50 and the 100 and sv.am on

and third in the 10(1 fly in fiddi-

Bill I. ella Cap Award for symbolizing the Viator spirit in the
meet. He swam on the winning

C

the 300 tree in a record
He also swam Olt the winning
200 tree relay.
Dick Fitzsimmons also garnered three blue ribbons as he

the winning free relay.
Don Glover had a good day.

Lavin and Salerno also did
well getting two firsts ameces.
"Stretch- pulled the 200 medley relay out of the tire with a
fine anchor leg in addition to

freestyle.

broke the old record held by
Richard Lynch, find he won

Kline
Sales
Lewis

Palatine went ahead in the

press began to pay off. Leading

the Prospect half -court zone

breaking two after 100 Kline
had the honor of laying one in

mained to the end of the half

Rucker scored on a baseline
drive and then front the corner
for his ninth point in just three
minutes. Algaier,
Hashach
and Sehnert kept pace from the

last minute of the quarter as

eight, tncluding the record -

Wallin
Brandi

Totals

BFPR
5
8

2

0

0

4

2
2

4

I

4 10

1

I

5

3

2

3

4

I

0

5

0
24

0

6

1

I

-3

7 13 35

veil kept his hot hand alive
with another 20 -footer, but
this was the extent of the Fal-

SCORE BY QUARTERS

con scoring in the period.
Barton, Macdonald and

Forest View 18 7 12 20 57
Conant
9 16 19 II 55

16-

WEATHER

Telephone

Tonight: Mostly cloudy,
chance of a little snow or
rain, low near 30. Tomor-

255-4400

row: Cloudy, chance of
occasional rain.
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Send jets to Israel,
Crane urges President
By Richard Crabb

on arming Arab states." Crane

Rep. Philip Crane (R-Winnetka), batk less than a week

said that he found a genuine
crisis atmosphere everywhere
he stopped in Israel, that he

from his 10 -day fact-finding
trip to Israel, has reported
directly to President Nixon
that the recent French agreement to sell jet military aircraft
to the Arabs makes it necessary that the U. S. step up its
supply of Phantom jets to Israel.

"The French escalation of
the arms race has made even
worse the situation created by
the Russians", C'rane told The

Day late yesterday, "who go

came away impressed with the

small nation's morale and a
special regard for the nation's
military pilots.

Feb. 25 and address a joint session of Congress.

"I reject the Pompidou boycott because this is a time for
statesmanship, not showmanship; negotiation, not confrontation," Crane explained.
Crane thinks that President

Nixon's efforts to persuade
President Pompidou to desist
from his one-sided arming of a

volatile faction of the turbuMiddle

Ient

him a chance to speak

Nixon has a big job on his

piece."

hands when fhe French presicomes to Washington
next week to reach some un-

dent

join the Russians in arming the
Arabs, Rep. Crane will not

derstanding on limitation of

Crane in his report placed
before President Nixon Monday said, "I deplore France's
arms embargo against Israel

arms to the Arabs.

and the French effort at the

join other members of ConFrench President Pompidou
next week. Pompidou is sched-

that we muster all of our in-

same time to curry favor with
the Arabs."
"I left Israel with admira-

uled to arrive in Washington

fluence in backing President

tion for the Israeli Air Force

gress in boycotting the visit of

The new owner of the Farmer Cooper's Restaurant at 303

after Cooper experienced financial difficulties.

E. Kensington, Mount Prospect, applied to the village fi-

CHRISTIE SAID that he

ing of the committee.

"I THINK

it is essential

At an earlier meeting the
owners of Scot's had requested

was a necessary adjunct to operation of the property as a restaurant. He said he contemplated a menu restricted to
"six or seven" special items in
the moderate price range.

a "B" (bar) license, and as the

Christie termed the proper-

ty "a beautiful building" located at "an ideal location"

business for 20 years, was own-

er of the Bon -Ton Poultry Co.
and also a substantial investor
in the recently opened St.

George and the Dragon restaurant in Palatine.
He said that he had been a
supplier to Cooper's restaurant and had purchased the
property as an investment
when he heard it was for sale

for a restaurant.
He agreed to submit rough
plans of changes he expects to
make if operation of the prop-

erty as a restaurant with "R"
liquor license is allowed. The
property has the "B-3" (business zoning needed for a liquor
license.

IN OTHER action,

the

committee also deferred until

have admired the

MIG-'_Is
over North Vietnam. The least
we can do is to give them the
tools to do the job.
same

the

Russian

"If the French President
leaves Washington with the in -

license for Scot's restaurant, at
905 E. Rand.

and felt that a liquor license

James A. Christie of Park

I

American pilots who fought

new French jets into the Arab
World, the United States will
have no alternative but to immediately approve the sale of
additional Phantoms and Sky hawks to Israel.

CRANE CAME hack from
the Near East convinced it is
imperative that the precarious
balance between Israel and the
Arabs he maintained. "By

maintaining this balance we
wider aggression and
serve notice on the Arabs that
their future lies in peace nego-

discussing with Jim Burke, also of Mount Prospect, the new series of "decisive issues" meetings

tiations and compliance with
the cease-fire rather than in
continued war.

which will begin Thursday evening in Arlington Heights. Third District Delegates to the Constitutional Convention, John G. Woods and Mrs. Virginia Macdonald of Arlington Heights, will
speak (Photo by LeRoy Meyers)

deter

"The Russians have
Israeli

situation to penetrate

the Arab world.

Israel

has

the stumbling
block to these Russian ambiproven

"R" license was an amendment of the original request,
action was postponed pending
further investigation.
Accompanying the request

was the information that the
restaurant would no longer
have any drive-in operation,
but would be strictly an "inside" restaurant operation, if
the license is obtained.
In other action the com-

mittee approved a recommendation that village licenses for
all motor vehicles titled and licensed within Mount Prospect

that belong to tax supported
bodies, be furnished free of
charge.

Dan Congreve of Mount Prospect president of the Wheeling Township Republican Club,

been

carefully exploiting the Arabto be

tions," Crane said.

March, any action on an "R"

had made a survey of the area

Ridge told the committee that

he had been in the poultry

his

DESPITE HIS strong feelings about the French deal to

Farmer Cooper Restaurant
owner seeks liquor license

poned until the March meet-

to

this man (Pompidou) and give

pilots as

nance committee last night for
an "R" type (restaurant) liquor license, as an asset to the
type of clientele he hopes to attract, and action was post-

con-

East

frontation. We must talk

tention to continue pouring

Wheeling Twp. GOP plans
series on 'decisive issues'
The

SIMON

SUBURB
SAYS

MP

a special series of meetings late

gates Mrs.

this winter and early in
spring on the "decisive

nald and John G. Woods, both

meeting this Thursday will be

of Arlington Heights.
At a meeting March

can club members in one of the

the
is-

The first meeting will take
place Thursday in the Ameri-

can Legion Hall in Arlington

resignation of
Louis D. Audi, assistant superintendent for finance, last
the

night "with deep regrets and

dum. We all want to thank you
for the fine job you've done."
Audi. 40 came to District 59
during a turbulent spring,
replacing Bill K. Lankenau.

FORMERLY THE assistant to the vice-chancellor for

plete his thesis and requirements for a doctor's degree.

be effective June 30, but he has

offered his services, if the dis-

trict needs them, till August
14.

"At this point in the year,"
said Board President Allen K.
Sparks, "we're looking very
good on the budget. You were

the main instrument in preparing this budget," he told

in accounting and education

linois.
Front 1960 to 1965. he was

a classroom teacher in High
School District 214. and was
chairman of the business education department at Prospect
High School for two years.

Delta Pi and the Chicago Area
Business Education Associaton.

District 59 has schools in

Arlington Heights.

Gas station

Sunday night when burglars
cut two nozzles valued at $100
from gas pump hoses.

Buying a guinea pig --then

finding out that the family
cat is suspiciously friendly
toward it.
V.B.

...you'll get fast

Charged with
shoplifting

,r

Day

Patricia M.

Hatcher,

23,

Park, was arrested yesterday
for shoplifting ski pants valued
at $50 from Carson Pirie Scott
& Co., Randhurst, Mount

I..

Brown of Hoffman Estates
sold his 1965 Ford station
wagon the first day the ad
appeared. To take advantage of the Northwest Suburbs' greatest market
place, call a Day adtaker at
255-7200.. The Day does it!

Prospect.

Shopping Center. Jim Burke
of Mount Prospect is precinct
captain.

Other precincts will be honored in future meetings.

Harper college dedication
ceremonies set May 3
Dedication ceremonies for
thc

six -building
Harper College campus will be
218 -acre,

held .Sunday. May 3. officials
recently announced.
John Upton, director of
governmental relations and
project development, said spe-

The younger Harper
noted surgeon and

is

a

research

scientist in nuclear medicine.
Mrs. Overton is assistant professor of biology professor at
the University of Chicago.

Meetings

cial events will include a performance by the University.of

Tonight

Illinois jazz band and a dedica-

tion issue of the college literary magazine, the Halcyon.

Special guests will include
V. Harper, M.D., and

of the University of Chicago

action

with a Day Want Ad.

10129 Hartford Ct., Schiller

Dan Masi

ship's precincts. It is Precinct
65, located west of Feehanville
School and east of Randhurst

Mrs. George Overton, the
grandchildren
of
William
Rainey Harper. first president

In
A Hurry
Or Not...

Herb and Son Phillips 66
Des Plaines, was burglarized

:1)01r

newest

as superintendent of the Metropolitan Sanitary District,
will give his views on pollution
control for the Chicago area.

Paul

gas station at 680 N. Wolf Rd.,

Gripe
Of The

Des

Plaines. Mount Prospect, and
Elk Grove Village.

burglarized

of Wheeling Town-

Vinton Bacon, recently fired

1970s.

for chicago
AUDI IS ALSO a member
City College, Audi has com- of Phi Delta Kappa and Kappa
pleted course work and written
qualifying examinations for
his doctorate in education administration and supervision
at the University of Illinois.
He holds bachelors degrees

the

at

women in politics during the

business affairs

HIS RESIGNATION will

A special feature

the honoring of the Republi19,

to Wheeling Township an authority on the question of

Audi, "and you put in many and a master's degree in educahours of time on the referen- .tion front the University of Il-

District 59 board members

Virginia Macdo-

The April meeting, still in
the planning stage, will bring

Dist. 59 accepts resignation
of finance aide Louis Audi
accepted

All meetings in the series
will he open to the public.

Heights and will be addressed
by 3d District Con -Con Dele-

nounced.

Now we know what's on the other side of the moon but some of us
still don't even know our next-door neighbors.

Audi, who joined the 20 school district April I, 1969.
will return to school to com-

Sunday in Schiller Park to serve refreshments to the firemen from six suburbs who helped put out a
four-hour blaze near 25th Ave. and Irving Park Rd. The truck was manned by Jeff Strey (left) and
Mike Ritschdorff (right), both students at Prospect High School and Explorer Scouts. (Photo by

Township

sues," Dan Congreve, president of the group, has an-

MP

commendation."

Putting out a fire can be thirsty work and the Salvation Army Canteen Truck was there last

Wheeling

Republican Club will sponsor

Mount Prospect Village
Board, Village Hall; 8 p.m.
Sc hool District 26
Board, 1800 E. Kensington
Rd.; 8 p.m.
School District 57 Long-

and namesake, of the Palatine

range Planning Com-

college.

mittee, 701 W. Gregory; 8

Charged in
shoplifting

p.m.
Prospect

Nancy S. Lueck. 30, 716 W.
Brittany, Arlington Heights,
was arrested yesterday afternoon for stealing a child's
dress valued at $4 at Turnstyle
Family Center. 444 Rand Rd.,
Arlington Heights.
Bond was set at $100 tor
Mrs. Lueck and she is to appear in Arlington Heights
Court March 20.

Ileights Old
Town Sanitary District, St.
Alphonsus School, 411 N.
Wheeling; 7:30 p.m.
Prospect Heights Volunteer Fire District, 81/2 E.

Camp McDonald Rd.; 8
p.m.

School District 21 General Caucus, Jack London
Junior High, 1001 W. Dun-

dee Rd., Wheeling; 7:30
p.m.

NW suburbs doctors, nurses prepare for measles epidemic
By Bob Casey

A group of northwest subur-

ban nurses' associations and
doctors, in conjunction with

also called three-day measles

demic of three-day

or rubella, occur every six or

and many mothers had babies

seven years.

that were deformed or were

SINCE THE last epidemic

measles

still born," he said. "There are
many families who are still

Northwest Community Hospital, has begun to make preparations for an epidemic of ger-

was in 1964, he said, medical
authorities expect another outbreak sometime in 1970 or

agonizing over the epidemic
and the birth defects that it

man measles that is expected to

1971.

Dr. DeRamos said he has

Dr. DeRamos said he has
not received a final answer to

been in contact with both State

the request for state money but

of Illinois and Cook County
public health officials in ef-

efforts to obtain vaccine funds
will continue.
Linda Johnson, president of

hit this area sometime within
the next two years.

Armed with a newly -perfected vaccine that apparently
gives lifetime immunization
from german measles, doctors
and public health agencies

forts to obtain state funds for
the vaccine, which reportedly
has been done in other coun-

hope to be able to vaccinate
area youngsters and cut the

ties.

chances of exposing pregnant
women to the disease, which

anybody in the child bearing
period," Dr. Ramos said, "we
are going about it indirectly by
trying to vaccinate the ones

causes birth defects.

Dr. A. Y. DeRamos, head of
Northwest Community Hospital's pediatric committee, said
epidemics of german measles,

"Since we cannot vaccinate

that the mothers might catch it

from."

"IN 1964 we had an epi-

caused."

the

Hoffman -Schaumburg

Registered Nurses Club, said
the Northwest Nurses Roundtable, a group of area nursing
associations, will ..meet this
week with a representative of
the county health department

to discuss the expected epidemic.

"IF WE get to the point

where we can get the vaccine
provided, then the different
nursing clubs will probably
help administer it,"
Mrs.
Johnson said.
Dr
Stanley

Harrison,
spokesman for the American
Academy of Pediatrics in
Evanston, explained that german. measles is most likely to
cause birth defects if contracted during the first few
.

months of pregnancy.

"The idea of immunizing
the kids is to stop epidemics of
rubella and eliminate the main

sources of exposure to preg-

nant women, which

is

the

kids," Dr. Harrison said.
A committee of the academy that has studied german
measles and the new vaccine
recommended against vaccinating women of child-bearing
age, he said.

"THE REASON they were

not in favor of immunizing
women of child-bearing age is
that you could give the vaccine
to a woman one day and the

next day she could become.
pregnant," Dr. Harrison said.

done that conclusively prove
the vaccine is not harmful to

up in late winter of the year before a major outbreak, Dr.

women,

said,

Flom said, and no such in-

women of child bearing age

crease has been reported as yet.

pregnant

he

should not be vaccinated.

"ALL

CHILDREN

be-

Dr. Harrison said the best
protection for a woman is to

tween the ages of one and 12
should be vaccinated against

cine

have had german measles as a

the

which in effect is like giving

child, which probably would
make her immune for life. A
test to determine immunity,
called the hemagglutination-

they're immune, the number

inhibition antibody test, can be

Since the vaccine has only
been on the market since last
June, few persons have been

The result of giving the vacto pregnant
women,

them a mild case of the disease,

is not known, he said. One experiment in Denmark, Dr.
Harrison said, in which 25
pregnant women who planned
to receive abortions were first

performed at most hospitals,
he said.

injected with the vaccine, resulted in only one deformed

Dr. Mata Flom, chief of the
maternal aid and child health

fetus.

division of the Cook County
Health Department, said the
cyclical nature of rubella in-

The normal rate of birth de-

fects is about three per cent,

Dr. Harrison said, or about
one out of 33.

UNTIL MORE studies are
14

dicates that another outbreak

will come between now and
1972. There is usually an increase in the disease showing

disease,"

she

said.

"If

of cases of people in other age
groups will be very, very
small."

vaccinated so far, she said.
Jack Ryan, a spokesman for

Northwest Community Hospital, said a survey has determined that there are about
50,000 youngsters in the

northwest suburban area who
should be vaccinated against
the disease.
S.
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Washington's Birthday is
Monday for the post office
The Mount Prospeet Post
Oflice will obverse Washing
ton , Brithday by closing HA
21 Them wilt he no wandon
service and no earner or Par

will

phables

Corps

Promleti)

The Poet Office Box tenon
will be open and regular firm
mar can call ter their mail at
Me rear entranuu at dr- poet
office

Offiee 202E Eeergreen St

and thspalth col mail is heal
bounces section aollrtams at

last eollection 4 30 p in Sun
day schedule lock box quota.
Special Delivery will be deity

tranct of the post office will ha

open until 6 pm to Matra
lien null
Special

deliver, and per

Postal Unit

Arlington High SOmol):

N, Rand Rd..

of Prospect High School). all
are of Arlington Heights.

;rr'ss"r.
:"/ High
lgraduate'nd
of 7'1.'t
Arlinglim

thz2z,',,LLtit::
huge College who achieved a

School):

grade point average of 1.5 or

a heap of work for 17 cents
BV K. C. Radtke

meeting at 7.30 p.m. tonight in
the board 1-00n1 31 Jack Lon.

Chamber

He said ':dory 110010 could

A referendum O u lot of

board cundidates and to vow
on endorsing of candidates.

Ian coal 17 cc. tax levy.

prospective

vigorously

school

The interviewing of the can-

s1OLI DONT sec

any

membership ,1;`,17:1Mtnn,fn.'",1P41d,,,,,h!

meeting set
The Alonat Prospect Cham-

ber of Commerce will hold
their general
membership
meeting Wednesday at the Old

Orchard Country Club. 700
W. Rand Rd.. Mount Pros
The cocktail hour will hemin

at 6 p.m.. dinner 154 per pre
um) will be served al 7 pan.
and the meeting will begin ai
a:15 p.m.

A film '1 he Windows of
Your Soul" featuring the late
Seamor Everett NI Dirks..
will he shown.

Johnson. boardl chairman told

wi shing
nip to hie endorsed by the
mfay

he

rom the doer hy

trustees lam week.

nominated
h

-Theyve Menke and ad-

caucus

monstratiost

member,

worked

claws begin."

fore

Mann

Resource Center gophics department. Contracts for the
hree--a television producer director. graphics design coor-

dinator and artist --will begin
July. IWO.

None of the positions has
Nen
Trustee John Haas mid that

acid.

-WE ArAVE no

choice
now M10010 ask lira maximum
levy. But if things change Me.
thre team
rest Sept..

this week until midnight."
Harper is requcstinn a full
tax levy in the edumtional t23

Lents, and building funds to
cents) keeping in mind two

than 500 words giving
more than
the
qualiketiOns.

variaNes--the
Maine -Niles

teacher rare,.
WE MUST lake a coning late to the meeting and not seae financial position."

mid,llam
res.

reed

IStafterEES RECENTLY
approved

salary

three

ranges

It

Mae

cruitineni

air

Me Tornin

Metals

found in a start at Central
Junior High. They're PTA
notebook. kept by secretaries

and hemmers of the organ;
ration from 1930 to 1447.
Some excerpts from the
hooks filled yesterday's col-

For instance Budd Wilder of hook. Telephone numbers
.105 N. Russell will he panic. were much simpler them Mr.
tarty interested in seeing the Bacon -president.
telephone
secretary's book. Burr fami- 945; Mr Price -hospitality
ly lived in Mount Prospect
chairman. telephone 1080,
when he was a boy. They Mr. lohnson--historian. telemoved after the death of his phone 1045.
mother.
Also gleaned faun th. sr,
tary's notebook:

THERE ARE several men-

Central School was always

umn. A few morn items arc

lions of his mom in Me tem.

called

nulewonhy

tarns notebook:

There was -community eine-

and

should

he

m:Mono-M.

Dec.

The yrs treasurer's report
for the first half of 1931 is fun
e. Total income Mutt
January all June was 52096.
The income came from: col!action at meeting, 511.26;
membership dues.
512.25:

tash from Dr. lee. 45 cents.
Total disbursements were

I,

1933 ---Discussion

on the need of a kitchen table
was followed by the offer car

the loan of a table by Mn.
Wilder?'

library by the PTA. To start
this shelf. a book should he
cents: Commonwealth Edison purchased as a memorial to
511.41 for: aleesken. apples. 95

Co.. 55.76;

The school house."

ing? at all of the PTA meet.
ings. Also. in the catty '30s.
Me Board of Education Bemoney to pay the teachers-- As
math. Teacher's orders"
were sold hotel some moneY.

to Mate and

Mrs. Wilder."
National 54 Robert 1. HillNov. 13. 1934., 'Your
Sent El .70 I his 1011 a balance Child is Normal' by Adams
on band of 01151.
was the book purchased by
With the financial report is Mrs. Gehringcr as a "tutorial
the statement: ?hems checked to klm. Wilder. It has now
and Verified.
hlr. Bacon. been placed in the library."
pro.. G. Greenberg. sec."
THE SECRETARY kept a
SC A I
RE D ALL list of PTA officer telephone

Principal Ferguson O plan -

ning to present the Historical,
Society with let books. That's
good thinking because the.
Society is doing ono grand jobl
of colleenng such memo-;
'abide!
WORSE JOKE of The Day;

Alan: 'Did you hear whole
in the hospital?"

'they

lone

wain

choice,:

thole.: fruit Mice. tossed salcocktail. Cornbread and butter. milk.
Available desserts; pine.
apple slices.

orange

king

reimbursed

arc Otto
Landeck. Fred kleeske, Edwin
L. Busse, L. Hollenbeck, Emil

and Teachers. February
hlany local folks will find
reports In the books that

will

Mount Prospect has been ad-
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Slartirt Ryan, preside. of
the
!acuity Senate, gave
mimeo this history of the

,nth

committees

cf-

lom.
Oct. 15_ oint-the fri-Ice-

NUN% 01. mamas of -tele.
vision generation" children
moan together regularls ;demi
in
the terrihle lack ol in
leisure reading among ,h,:rs

el Appellate iz mild grievance
pnwplure se ithout arbitration
was propose..I and rejected he
the facets. It did not C0111,0
lie boa d of tnntces for a mme.

itr Ialll lt,i,e,r-.

,i.,inilliti":11:

IFIRM NAME Of NOM

... Be Sure

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!

NORWAY SWEDEN 8 DENMARK
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rental charge. IF YOU DECIDE TO KEEP THE AID, THE FULL RENTAL COST IS APPLIED TO THE PURCHASE PRICE. If not, your only investment is the rental charge, and
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hiok It
Mere mere

mans interruptiont tor wars.

I Am mother Knight "I rue
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Ruud adventure hook

for the famils." she figured.
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at
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Sill,

Recent's. she came into MO
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An
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the girl at the last

chanter. which was

Senate and the board mermenlali, E,Ille I and agreed thul the
'tuber crickmight.
procedure ...mme
ance
should draft the proles,. Illroe
'there hate since been
meetings w here Ivan! and l'acitlIS reprowmatiem discussed
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IEVIM
trio FACE.I.TV
yetiMenier. hase binned
arbitration.
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hile
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whir could possibly al,sx side

with the administnoior
In a heated voice. Moms int.

plied that those who oppose
are
--shrinking
arbitration
Mont their tesponsibility."
-I CAOL.T understand what
fear the hoard Ian of atunitside
ade.iLwitr,Liz lairobi,ft,,aiditm,;:.

Ono there was

mouse

1

1.11.11 I. ION 11111L NI, I. in
dy and he lane hula kids e in
th, Om d., I bandit a um into
the store and stole all the tandy. The mouse didn't have any
more candy to give to the chitdren the next day. So they sat
down and began to cry.

1. he looks. As
he can do
the list on me noanl mounts. so

Hy Angara Short

does the flow orreativejuices.
This method can he applied
at home by parent and chiN.
You can disco. a tipic and list

The mouse's name is Poe,
Peter can eat cheese. Hecan
scare an elephant. Peter can
make a mouse hole. He has a

then-Harnilfs words became

-Seems to me that when
you haw to go to others to
make decisions for you. you're
not mature." board trustee.
Sirs. Frederick Nickles said.
Mr. Nickles also said that a

builtin

clause
arbitration
would inc , ease the tendency to

items of interest. The child can

then create his own story. By
the

0,00numberng

the

phrases

ask
not have
about spelling but con he re.

child

MIN itaaS.
a 11rispect
at
and also vetHeights
eran limper trustee. said marhit,, , ion policy.. needed he-

mid he art orrtNeal to .y

toned to a number for guid.
an

The following stores were
written with all the words
veiled properly in Miss Tofelski's class by the student

snow earns k

given above
each story: Miss !dal, Tafelski
ifi a teacher at Maple School.
District 62. and I certainly sip-

By Julie War
I am a mouse. I don't know
what to be. I want to be a po.
!iceman. But someone will run
run over I'm ii brave mauve.

lands.

On commission

the hoard's part to he unfair in
Li fruits member with a pooh10111." Johnson concluded

Will either the trust, or
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.1 ime Ms produced a stale.
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Vbhel raw

That January spaghetti dim
nee to benefit Wheeling High's
Irotromenlal Teague looked
like a raging sliCceSS while we
were Mere. and Sure enough.

71W maks had turnede001

This is a pucker -up.
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THEATRE
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Northwest Suburbs Only
Professional Theatre Presents
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by Don Appel
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$3.00
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EVERY MON., WED FRI., 8 SUN.

We have pueker.iiiis too. Not only ki,vable lita wear -able. Because
puckering is the absolutely newest 1.2y to pm together that skinny,
body -close look. So We have dresses with puckered midriffs. rind
others with puckered sleeves. And others with puckered hips. And
still others with whole smork.y tops of pm kering. St, next time he
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John E. StlIntan. Ft..; loud YribliAll,
William J. Kiedaisch. klainipina Elinor
.

And so, with that prognostication for 1970-1 move

.

1,,,r

R. N. Peet., Or(

'I heir living room .n only

longer was this churchspon-

'internationuf from the rich blue
Saudi Arabian prayer rug on
the wall and Mena, Inns Co,

thred. Itwa. :Ors. Pointer,

be described as

firmidrin

,mn nonpartisan. eundenominational. personal pthjeci.

She celled mu only her min-

Ion on the table to the Me.

ster Ind the ministers of all the
Notices
churches.
promptly went into church

other

plmelan album on the record
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DOCTOR SAYS

The how serves put

into

Im

by

(loss

Caul. Also, parents or
au:intim. no longer need to he

registered firearm owners in
order to give eonsent
spplication for registration I, a
child
,Seen

IN. Par-

es. or guardians who ohjem

pilaw
primers or seco1d:11y .tidal
.111,:1110,

IIERE ARE some of the
changes which are of general
interim:

TRAIl

A1110

brake

lights rem tam
neel or
anther. Presiousiy. they could
iinly he red. '1 ail light, still

must be red. It is le, 'imam
enough IM diner to liars

'iar sic. ol the highway
Now Mc athils

n any in

ter...ming
highway -Noe
neon oddest to the law. It 1r11.
stersmam he requirement 111:11
all
imants she tree of any

-non trairmirent
torcyeles

snow or ice.
ire the road

ha w their
lightml. day o,
11111,1

klo-

01110111011

lite pare. or guardian sit any
stialeet in such a clam has the
rigid
re, ie. instructional
maul sal.

C II A 1 N
REFERRAL
hAl ES: All chain referral

mle non

are

hlkiull.

Pre-

viously. such sal., site illegal
only if theeost of goods. es

makes additional mks. to

101. Which all insurer may can-

cel a fire policy . once it No
ham
in effixt for ono. ear.
noin an.. limited to. norm:Lyn, c III 01 premium mi..roprommition by the insured
on his application for insurance or an act by th e insured or

n11. No person. business., in-

/00.,inial

ircus. scientific tsr
nstitution. may Mil or keep

al)educationlion. tiger...mu.. coyote.

on

poisonous reptile or other dam
geroto

his agent which increases the
risk to the insurance company
',opted the originally aceeptal
risk.

TAX 10:1.1E1-% Limited esempMms Ik011iteal estatenines
are granted to persons age 1,5

or older and to disahlal vet..

ans. The new 1m allows a
FIREARMS:

Iun owners

lena were norl.
ma A needle

aom

serious?

iterature passed out by the

sessed

valuation of a home

ad the Knight, id Columbus in smiled and occupied by a disArlington Heights will hold its abled veteran, his wife. or miannual Pao Grand Knights' n:married idow. Certain leNight
19 at their club gal stein must be taken to qualhouse. 14 N. Hickory. Arling- ify for exemption,
ton Heights.
PARENTAL RESPONSIThe activities will begin at 7 BILITY: parents now MT
pm. with dinner served at 7:30 liable for trtiOm to persons or

'11Cosik Calmly. The signs and

ickets hare indicated a slunk-

age of schools in the Strath.
more subdivisiem.

school shortage .ists through.
out theStrathmore subdivision.

been provided in Cook Calm,

This impression is totally false
in that ample schnola presently
exist and future needs are he-

ing steps to correct any misimpremions that the demon .nations of your organization

ing pnwided for in the Cook

have placed in the minds of the
public and
the press.
feel

has injured ille and continuo,
o ildure me in my efforts toword sale of my Mine.
Your literature and signs
We the impression the a

taken a radioactive Othope and

the whom! term this fall 1111
Arlington He
Rd.. just
north of the Levitt sale, area.
and will provide ample space
for all grammar whiml age
children in the Comb County
section of Strathmore for sev-

the orgon,-,I, or io °Ricers.

microscopic cumin:Mon of a
small coo of In,

Hideaword

i.best

().What rausesliter spout,.

w,1h

assault% them

mono will be thrhheld up.
on

wakes,. aeirere

:Meld be as Me) al put.
oble. ithearillen. il poi.
obi, and shook? amain
an address or phone num.
Her so their othlierairev

Gamma PM alums are again

holding their 'Marc A Heart"
bridge panim during the first
three ueel, of February.
B ased on a Valentine motit,

times halogen then oil April
!hen the government
renrkted
the use of its buses.
1963

mender at Great Sakes tele.

Park

for your name and address

in today's Classified Section'

worth and award cash prizes to
the three over-all winners.

the

ing Center.

had c idea mihat I mos
getting into." mid Mrs. Pointer. -Chanute Field is small
compared at Great Lakes."
Starting with a small group
of eight Or nine men ond four
or live hall families. thc program grew by leaps and
bounds. By Easter. 1964. overnight amommidations with

him families were imolai for
Pt people including servicemen and some wives and families."I

really started scrounging. Have you ever tried to find

guest housing for tal people?
My phone calls novena all the

rington." kIrs. Pointer said.

Brookfield Zoo in August: In
IMO. 69 servicemen and 43
members of their families net
their host foindies at the 7.110

for a cookout. It's the firstto mt acquainted.
Host families may invite them
back any time they. wjah.
Other orgonired'Activilies

,0
Imagme
how you would feel all alone ,11
10

aonlcona.

reconls. To relax.
foreign
Praiatersaid.

cuntry."

11,s.

-For the host family. if, a
chance m.o. Me American
people Lindley really are. not a,
millionaires or hip liminess.

for 12 years. She has placed 1.622 Preis, servicemen in the pot
eight ymn and entertained 157 foreign guests in her man borne.
For this wink ahe is featured in our Ten -or Section toney.

pawed An or more ciumrim.
In 1969 Leland placed 145
men. eight nil, and 14 children in 1,2 host Family situ

key. Pakistan. Saudi Arabia.
Vietnam. Ceylon. Pont,. Vent,

international

macho she even helpol arrange

she will tell you all about it.

mons.

the wedding of a Korean mu.
dent when his parent, sent his

With mrst mithusiastn.

SHE HAS listened 10 ihe
problems of men from Spain.
Formosa. Luton. India. 'hip

country
If your family would like to
participate in this program of

I is h the person-to-pium
friendship that Eisenhower
urgml and to hare them con.
And w hat record of fri outPainter has piled up'
side NMn.a

In her eight years contact wilt

the military. she No plocol
1.622 Moon servitualcil, ire
eluding some of their family
members. with 428 host land The program has encom-

11111111W

Korean

Winners Every Day
Monday thru Friday

2

D..Inrcr 11.0,"

1111.

11,0 Wieholth stow in Rand-

horst will I, tkiiii,ipating in
the exhibition of scholastic an
(non students in the public and
parochial schools.
1 uries

have

al N3111112110( Elk Gnwe Vil-

eek in eight Wieholdt mires.
shows ,vill have
Nvek run. through Saturday.
st

of qualitiol

made

judge,
WICCIi011: and

awaniwinning entries will go
on display Saturday of nest

lage.

I

1

eel.. 28.

Wieholes. as Chicago area
the Scholastic Art
nom.'
wards competition. %ill e
I tilm mom than 5.500 proms in
eel

Camelot to hold Spring Fling
here are signs of spring in
Camelot us the women of the

Camelot Citizens

Assn..

and
Mr, Victor
Firth. together with a com
mittee. are putting the final

Edwards

Mount Prospect, prepare for

touches on all

their seventh annual luncheon
at Arlington Park 'rowers Saturday. Feb 21.

This is sme of oescrol

The Spring Mini will him
with a Cocktail hour at num,
luncheon at n m.
followed
Montgomei Ward's of Rand.
burst will present a Nahum

show with association mem-

No mansion for a million-

Inscribed on a plata in the
Pointer,- home is it verse that
sums up (eland Pointer's lami-

ing ismard the program.-

aire.

But there is room for love
And the,: is room fofriends.

Thais all 1 care"

Come to the Fair

17. 1910

arrimasyments.

of the Imucla,ion. which cw

allot the neighhors 31 Camelot

and Sycamore Square to he.
coin,: he
acquainted.
Ticket chairman Mrs. Al
Ni cveD new lie contacted
t nitwits et 3,2-011,6.

the local shows. and will then.
at the shinv's end. speed to
No, York the 51111 entries currying -Blue Seal Finalist"
seals. 1 hme entries will compete a all high school student
art front all over the country.
have a chance to
Young

win art cone, scholarships.
cash awards and saluable med.

Chicripland students
will have their drawing. pur.
chased by the Hallmark Co.
for the distinguished art collection this Iirm is accumulating. I og nominees from each
region

qualify

For

consist.

erotism. and Hallmark hays
onc at a 110 price

Indian Grove
PTA reviews
Ginott's book

"We want you tn ha, ticket for the Mount Poispret Woman's

Club sixth .1.1 Spring Antique Shim and Sale, t

Mark

Mrs.

The Indian Grove PTA wil
present a review of the book
"Bowmen Parent and Child

by Dr. Haim (i. (iinott

be held

3 et the
Maunl 1,,specl Comma., Center will feature antic, es of an
kind,, caning and refinishing furniture, and cleaning a d restor.
but old oil paintings. Masts are Mr per germ. en may be
Wednesday. Thurs., and Friday, March 11_12 and

bers modeling the latest sprng
Co-choirmen

-My house is small.

A

Tu ,day. Tebror

n, Fdumr

It reads:

Scholarship show now at Wieboldt's

Wednesday. Leh. IX.
Mrs. Russell Schwcm, 10 S.
Gibbons. Arlington Heights.

...mut for two dinners worth $600
ens.

to

friendship. mill

Sill Pointer at 392-1215. ond

Avoe: \-1

l'hi Beta. Instead of their usual
evening dessert meeting held
the fourth Wednesday of each

Winner Please Note:
present identification or the nth Or.
lice 217 S. Arlington Heights Rood
Arlington Heights end get your Tic,

bride -to -he

flTreassChesszra

atSTII

Suburban

Norainvest

arranging for the placement of forega gnat' with hat &Wiles

faclingS of Mn. Chester
Pointer, Petty tgfker 2C Ruben Esealmue Perez of Venezuela
and Kathryn Pointer. Mrs. Pointer of Moon Emmen has been

-Adminstion" limed en the

pet's a chance to mob

1411112."

but a relight be called

the name of the game is "A

as war. imenoted

o

obtained from an, member af tee club or at the door. M a. Beck's
phone number it U..t. g.artem.

at the school. 208 S. Lee Si.

They're off and running

1
l'n:Ir,c'n:Hvi'aveigle7..

RIG II T -Pantsuits

BETTER HOME

A,Slace Jaundice is a ay ptom. as a dis.sc, it is first

This m
he an increased production of bile pigment due 10

formal wear to spora attire.
Mrs. C. E. Ford models the
formal

BUYER'S GUIDE

V -Sly son midi have several

sell painkss lumps under thc
skin. They have been present
for years and don't get any

New
appearing

larger. What causes them, Can
they become cancerous'?
Should they be removed?

UP\\GEY

Every Friday
in The Day!

crepe

hmtess

blue bonded acrylic pant.
nth with long semi-ntted walk,
ing coal. With it she wears
a print silk ascot and carries a
P

bine crushed vinyl bag. Both
will be modeled at the Camelot
Citizens Association lunch-

Take III
1,°,=====zalir.,=
.

white

pants with gently flaring leg,
side slits and covered button
detail. 'The fully lined long
tunic top may be worn separately to a mini-dreas. Mrs.
Sam Arthafer welcomes blue
skies and sunny days in her

HOME

at the

for

Spring range all the way from

You'll find them in the

Caine.

arlingonlark tower.!

Clear away those
optical illusions

MIN. J. G

Haw of Prospect Heights, wit
thou Dr. Ginott's method ts
learning how to talk -chit

YOURSELF

IN A

treat-

They do nut become malignant and should be removed
only if tiny get so large That
they cam discomfort or arc

...hey just wont to 10 away
from the hake. To sit and talk

IF YOUR NAME APPEARS
YOU'RE A WiNNERI

PICTURE

arc conspicuous.

are very common. They arc developmental
abnormalities.

'HIE MEN ENJOY being
invited informally 10 someone's home. All can read and
write English. It is not ncemsary to entertain them.

Wednesday. Feb. 18. at 11 p.m

;ingMashs

%lame? of ceremonies will act of their minor children up
55101 allured to actual mehe Archie Loch, and mem
Grand Knight Marty Alter- dical. dental or hospital exn`i will he an honored gum.. penses in eases of personal in.
Menthe's can make their re. jury). Previously. parcno were
salvation, by calling 577. o! generally liable fora minor
014I. 2594E10 or 259.3323. child's wrongful an.

pate omly when they wish.

Page 5

Answer on Cram, Page

eliminating the muse.
1.varnaticq arc adviiud if

A.LIpoons Co folly tumon

mmrds of events and partici.
pants. Host families partici-

,,,,, coo

treat-

to property by Inc wrongful

and spends weeks on the phone

styles.

sem ...ism of finding and

to find the

Leland Pointer haw planned

coral Intl

111F. YEARN activities beg i n with an outing at

11 good. 17 excellent

may appear anywhere
on the hody. It is mused by a

ky.What
the hest
nein for jmisntlice?

lo -

cal events.

More an event. Shc keeps

program for dm Naval Train-

Alumnae Chapter of Gamma

Using all seven of those letters.

tion. Another type (tineversignior,

harinkm fungus. The

Haw, ("I.e.;

'kw Corps

A salad luncheon is planned

these letters as you can. In addition. find the word

with ovarim disease. cirrhthis
of the livar. nthereuknis. cancer. normal pregnancy. thy odd deficiency or malnutri-

I he Student Prima. d inc
in tho AI
os, on thorns.

for rho February meeting of

Make as many liar Icier or more words Out of

spot

Pluto mum ind 1st
31theum lours ph, web Is
mohtl

from various areas of northern
Illinois. to inaugurate the same

1

:Hire tYPe of esker

E our
in,

along with six other women

her,

Leland asking

is providing her home for the
meeting. Co-hostessin will he
Mrs. George McKenzie of ArRob lingto Heights and

in

Th

and dimmed them all. 11b4
keeps an extensive mud Me

phoned

Northwest Mthurhan Aid for
Chiklren

familasl

host

Imarmehtl

group dinners: picnics and

IN JUNE, 1963, the onn.

month. Gamma Phis will enjoy a I p.m. net -together

Ridge licneth chairman Mrs.
collect
kurt
Carlisle will

Coper.ro.

ay (hminen Du lowr

(harm, I aid nn pie tked
And pleased skein at Thanks
1,10111, Choom o and somml

benefit cad minim raise mone y for the three local schools
for the retarded supported by
the group Clearbrook Center.
Countryside
School.
and
Retarded

Northwest
(dinner

lour

el

Plan fest

LEMCHOK

for them"

nsightly.

Look

Letters To

ran &cabled

methods.

iketoilliAk
of Mt. Prospect

end
,.ctirs. A junior high
school is under construction

within walking distant -se of my
house. and I feel that your
demonstrations
should
indiewe that ample schools ham

at the

Mark Ordower

nester. and a high school is
planned liar the owner of Ar.
lington Heights Rd. and Dundee Rd. Alla thew whoolsare

which thi, picketing
as occurred. This picketing

time

AsSeanning the liver with a
Geiger counter after one has

fully so as to
at any ne.
cessity for legal MIMI, against

iffered for sale during the total

being

Dining that will
delight the polars

cumin thin tot will cooperate
LongfellowLirammarSchool
opened at the beginning of

All Wows .k1 the reh.
use mini he 'raged. kw

is

a DINNER FOR TWO

I

ning of the fall 1971/ school nO

), Buffalo Grove,

1.).11cm can one idol the
early stages of cancer of the

a

,Rend for sale and has Men

should prevent any further
progress or this ementially he.
disease.

County ponion of Strathmore.

The Editor

Sly house at 116 Regent

111M11,11i,,1 am the

spur. in newts built 'Lindberg,

Sorority news

Gamma
Phi Beta

I would appreciate your !as-

of Arlington Heights Rd. and
Plum (inky.: Rd. and is wiledtiled no open with the begin.

tire getting

the treatment

the liver. Once the cause is determined. appropriate treatment can he prescribed.

Ihe Holy Rosary Council

on

impairment of liver function.

parsons o age h5 or oldet or
their spouses. An exemption of
115.1100 is onsvided in the as-

K. of C. plans
al event

Arlington Hmghts
Rd.. just north of Dundee ltd.

elienges in the liver
mualh cause DO symptoms

by

in the assemed val

ation offrperty Likened

/ear Mn. Unveils:
Over the pan two weekend,
have noticed that members of
our organization bearing
,gnu hove been picketing ill
he Levin & Sons. 11w.. sales

biopsy rersakO minimal fatty
change ! was told to cat afarfat. high-prowin diet hut was
given no medication. Is this

an abnormal raw of destruction of rod cells. ucrutin types
of poisoning. liver mfection or
obstruction of the bile ducts'M

homesteod exemption of up to
SI.51111

93 lndim Hill Rd,
Buffalo Grow. Ill. 60090

a

welthemmt appears only above
the neck. It may he associated

to him by the lairs,
INSURANCE: 'rhe reasons

I'll IS Dangerous pets are

have

commission or credit if the

headlamp,

tion s. will do.

1

the l'ace and what can he done

persons whose names are given

warning dooms 1 Igo: r ol
electric lamer. and um, red
flag,. weigh mem, specifica-

Mind that

ceohol 1,3110. A chain referral
Me is one in which the Inner is
promised
discount. rebate.

now

1101,41 1 RAII ERR Any
selucle 1,ullinc a !anise trailer
must carry certain emery:ciao

Wall:MOM aNCC111

may withdraw theii elekiren

nom No

sociation

slightly enlarged liver. Blood
ellen l i ... y and liver function

as antique guns no longer need
a
Firearm Owners (dentinficatam

signed

dent

0-1 tun a houitewire. 51 On
a roune physical checkup the

bast 11111M, 011:01,105 xhieh :O-

\

Ilr. Stephen J. Havens. Presi.

W. G. BRANOSTADI.MD.

whose only gum meet Departed Safety speeilleations

linois State Bar Assn..., compiled a list of some of the um
legislation gamed by the 1969
Illinois General Assembly and

phone book. She called a Cath-

olic family organization. And

.fee444,!_ ,,,%iir'n'y,/%/%1%ii////yam/yjjf
irsolimore Homeowners As.

docttior

an

Objects to picketing of model homes

Fatty changes
in firer cause
Ito impairment

Are palup 10 date on the
latest clm, in Illinois law at

ereuse."
the old say in,
goes. With 111:0 in meld, the II.

hullinins. She mlled.everyone
she knew in the Des Plaines

Ma and booLmse. homing
treasro. mememoes fom
foreign guests.

Keeping up
to date on
new state laws
leo the ordinary citieen.
"Ignorance of the law is no

ayer and the huge noorgo.
monbination curio oth-

24 non found warm hosp
etla damp%
14,11 and

towns from Wilimuc to Bar-

Leland went to work. No

RE. Hutchinson.

we adjourn. Last one to the window ledge is a rotten egg!"

into

eon -fashion

show

Feb.

13.

Fashions me from Montgom.
ery Ward at Randhurst.

A Monona, tree and a sprinkling of flowers in the rte orb
total prim sal of fids two-piere ensemble whisper that Spring has
come to Camelot. Mrs. Nick GiannIni of the Camelot Citizens
Association will model the natural wheat cola dress, with the look
of linen, ad sleeveless coat in shades of gold, black and wheat in
the "Spring Fling" fashion show Feb. 21 al Arlington Park Towers. Ensemble horn Montgomery Ward's Junior World, Randhunt. tPliolos by Eleanor Elam./

drethe" and communicatin
to wale ththe undeclared war.
Iwtmen parent and child. Mrs
Hone. whites actiw Mcommu

NEW 0001,--Vou cannot
ruin your eyes by overusing
them. but long Sows of Mall.

Inv orgrintrations.

ing or watching television may
taUSe them 11/ feel uncomforhly tired. acconling to an ar.

Nos

been

giving book reviews for II

1,, thls addoe- you may =tually be blinded.

if )00r eyc is injured. don't
rub it. You may lodge a for.
eign object more firmly or invile infection. Always seek

Amber guest. a representa

bole on "Vision" in the cur-

five from Harper Junior Col

rent issue of Seventeen Maga-

prokssional help if the natural
llow of tears doesn't float the

lege. will diwuss tax referen
durn to lw presented to voters
of Harper College District

gnne.

pal.111:11: away after an hour.

While eyestrain won't do

If you ore hit and develop

Saturday, March 21. Th
referendom will ask fora tax

permanent harm. it dom
eyes burn and tear and

Nock ore. apply a cold 01:1111
press for 15 minutes and repeat

look bloodshot. and sometimes

the treatment hourly. If pin

rate increase of 12 cents in th
college b educational fund and

causes headaeh.. An icc.cold
compress and occasional "in-

or blurred vision does not dis.

5 Cent, in the building and

tennissions" will help alleviate these symptoms.

1.01

Maintenance fund.

any
Ina

During the short PTA Mai nos session, Mrs. Roger Barker. chairman of the nomi.
noting comnUttee. will present

clear away "optical illusions

IMmembership with thq con,
mittee's slate of officers for the
next school year. Nominations

Never stare directly into the
sun, even with sunglasses. Its
ruys can horn the retina. Don't

from the Poor will he accept.

scarcer the sun when it is in
eclipse; you will not be proMeted if you wear
or
or hold smoked glass or es.
posed photographic film in
fnmt of your eyes. If you for.

Refreshments. provided by

the third grade mothers. will
be serried at the reeling's conclusion.

OTHER HINTS II

help.

include:

appear shortly. sac a doctor.

Be wary of a spark from
cigarette, a splash of corrosive
chemical. a flake of wall pins ter.lf any of these should enter
the eye. hold your head under

an open faucet and flood the

eye with cool or lukewarm
running water. After I 5 min.
utea of Mrs treatment. take off

promptly for the doctor's if.
Om
Don't wear sunglames from
nvilight on especially for driving.
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Mike Douglas

9

Pan -

Shir Trek
of
University
Chicago Roundleble
Joe Capp°. adver-

II
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6:25

Editorial
25 Ouii
2

7:30
2
Red Mutton
Shaw
Felder
Barbara
and the Lettermen
am guests.

5 Ma

(x30
Lamer
Lancer agrees to
nee

-SWF'S A OM level! WW1
COULD dell SELL 'MERE?

Corey and Earl J
Wuggedorn try to

menage-

telephone a ncighthe

then of a prison farm
near the Lancer

but accidentally dial

take

a long-distance nuns.

"1'he Journey of

ers

Robert

nano. film which

Marshall

dy." John Huston
nar rates st ory of the

TO KIM% NO/ PEOPMES.I

nITIG, '

PRGGscAAGGGEGMRERHOWFOR

ICOR CATE,Mtha oB76.51.11!

G.

to Washington. then
reverts to the happy

begins with the funeral train on name

limes.,a young by

Lee

plosive sitution.
26 Tudnes Racing

191 Let a minor suc.ss give
you the confidence jou mvd
Mr tackling a project of major

THAT'S Tellnnin-SEVEV
STRAIGHT GAMES I'VE
BEAT VA, SWAM:

I GOTTA AMP IT ro

A BE SKI.

, REF( TH' WAY YA'VE
HELD VER TEMPER;

make

demands

Oillisnal

the

Greek Isles" feature
scenes of the oldest
bridge in the world.
the Temple of 7rta.

on

tour time today. Ile coopent
the and you E not he
muddle through alone.

press

26 Victor

Uriep
Pan.Am Show

treasure hum in Sahara battling over
rights to Sophia Lo.
ton.
The Esusyte Sam
32 PIE MOOR

32 News Final

ELK GROVE gets underway lonnorow with
ler al Slaine Eau.

Morena

Herby,

lagher suffers 11 col.
lapse hecause of his

PRIISPECI

12:00

attempts to Ines

weight for an important race.

its moits

With Brian

5

Midnight Rep.

pre-

7

Chicago Show

Stins."

Sneak

oak wrestling

tournament.

junior Tom ashion. trans
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hustling Huskies pounded the

EG. 55.2: 4. Barba,
CIA
E(i. 56.5: S I lohno.
son.

ft Sanderhurg. P. 58.8
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YARD BACKSTROKE:

DIVING:
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I1MNARD
BREAST
STROKE: I.Stout. A. I:1 LB:
2. Polacek. EV. 1,12.3; 3. Bur
ling. A. 1:14.1. 4. Young. Pa.

1:14.6, 5. Penal. W. I: 5.0:
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nose. P. 1.111.0: 2
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Mark Shimanon. C. heal Fecal

Anderson, Ile, Al,:, heal Rick
Odom. B: Craig Nlann, Et.i.
heat Rob Som, 1. P; Eosin I Ic
mrtgan. P. heat Steam. Lehi.
CL; Ants heat Nlagnuson: I a.nergan hem Mann: Alois heal
lawman. 3.2.1or title.

123 IN/UNISS: Dan Streit.

Welsch. B. heat Rob Hawkins,
Lord
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Welsch heal Niunch: lord
beat Welsh. 4-3, tin tillc.
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115 INIUNI)th iron Wendt.
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ler dile.
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130 MINIM Paul 510,
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heat NI
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Hemet, can still catch.
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Both meant were able to
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the
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according to
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tathr.

with 211 points on 9-11 from

the floor to pax the Huskie
surge. Karel bad 15 and John
Clarke 12 Mr Hersey.

held an

can ruminants
Prospecrs ken Islein hr control ever Stelae Lasts Scan
Weiner here In the championship round of the 107 -pound chins
hal Verner reversed the advantage and scored :a pin over the
linighl hopeful. Both will go on to die West Leyden Sectional,
however.

Jeff Kozel of Henry was the
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Wheeling
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12 20 17 20-69
7 15 15 15-52
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H. 441, John (iarriti. NIS_ pinDial fleck.
ned Don Reid

P. pinned John Hem,. Slob:
SelkNk. A. heat N:napak. NI E.

7.3: Liar._ NIS. heat Beck,.

Selleck low lb./. 6.1.

for chammonship: Beck heal
Kn..k. 4-0. Ik.l thiid place.
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H. heat SlcDonnell.SV: Palm-

FV, 4-3: Mumpfi A. pinned

er. MS. hem Beam. MW. 6-1.
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championship: Beam heat
McDonnell. 4-1, for :hard
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SV, 15-6: Smith, H.

8.1: Tim I oeltel. P. beat Mike

heal Orman. ME, 7-5: Ton,
Moore. FV. heat Gary Weed.. MW. 10-1; Bob Wilson.
A. heat Ron Raymond, MS,
6-4; Verde. P. heat Oilman.

O'Malley. SV, by default linjury.: Carl Anderson. A. heat
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F.remieff,
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by
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Home
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I.P.

Stuckey.

Eberle. P. heal John Dykstra.

Brod, IN. 9.5'. Bill Tillman. the champion ter his ago
MW. heal Liar. Nelson. P. Inou. winning three ram for
n points. He fell in the find
3-2; Ecklund, ME.
NIN1W,
Eeklund. ME. ram D. nnis Kilroy was right

Stancwik
Hersey

ned Mark Baumgartner. I.N:
Jell Selleck. A. heat Turpin.

heat 1,111111

man. FV. heat Wayne Pierre.
A. 8-4; Jim Battaglia. 11. pinned Hyman.. FV: Brian
Palmer. MS, heal Tom Ball o.
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Knapak. SHE. Iwo 11111 Lulu.
SV. 541: ('nag 'I Lorin. H. pin-

Schafer. CL. heat Bob Wel.,
Eli, Ormerth ..a Ron,.
Paulin hell Schafer: Ortwerth

Schlobohnt IS: Mark Hyne-

for third place.

°rens by seven in periods two
and three: to pull r off.

Stew:

1-e. heat (Ben Hughes. P:Steve

ing. 14-3.1.or

10 -point

halllime mho..

hen. P. ha. Fred Ficlowdet.
1.N. 111.11, lit (Mmes. Mil.
1,11 Rick (Inkblots:, I.V. Isle
Ibmglas.
Millet: Sold
heat Grimes. NIE, 5 I. Mike
Synths. SV. twat (mrt Klein.
NIW, 6 5: Jack iliown. NIS.

ligavywurarr:

for

l'alisher. I, Ron Ortuenh.
('. heal Salinas: Ilia, Paulin.

Nlaine West

and never lost it.

the

145 POUNDS: 01111,01 tie.

Berthold

Iwo

II 10ic1 Nome. (Xi. brill Dave

01A11.7 SO11111

pull om the narruW victory.
outscored

chammmohip: locker. pinned
Kothler kw third place.

Walker

155 POUNDS: Rick CoFr. heat I.arry Nelso.

linas.

IN. 2441: John Copp.. P.

The

Huskies

SS': Stark Howe. LS'. pinned
lint
H: HnsAnIan.
ME, heat Wollgrant NIW. 5-2.
FV, tarn Scala. P. 14.5.
Bowe heat Briknain.
championship: Wollgoim heat
Sall. 341. for third place.

IV. pinned Kemp. NIS: Andy
Loeken. A. heat Chris Wills.
NIW. //.11: lloh Berthold. NIE.
pinned lerrj Joho. H: Walk.
1.V. maned Koehlm I': Be,
thold. NIE heat Locker. A:

(ieorgi: Keating heat
Johnson: Soloing beat Keat-

game turning into a One in the
later stages. Hersey built up a

first-quarter deficit to

lel1 EH, M.:John Walker.

t orest Vie.

Wilson. A, WO; Moore heat
11-7. for championship: Wilson heal Verde. 4-2.

16-9

137 POUNDS. 11, WollUgh Rickman, 1.N. 441: ('ruin Brockman. ME. heat DEW Hendrickson NIS. 5.1. Mike Wyly, A. Brockman. N1E. Isessi
SIR, Weber. A. 0.1. icon
Stala. P. ninned Sal Hells..

155 POUNDS:11M Henrikn. W.
Denni.

Wildcats on the hoards and
0.n:hounded i heir Mists. 49.

69-52.
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Bruce Glover's second -year
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with other

A.
I:02.0: 4. Kinn. EG. :02.11: 5. EG. 4:346; 5.
Feldhan. IN. I:06.9: 6. Litila. 4:43.11: 6. Conway. P. 4:53.1
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NelS1,11. NIS. beat Ron Thert
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Hoe Minotn le
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I:04.2: 3. Callahan. ELL
I:05.2:4. Lindblad, A. 1.05.4.

sn.

CI.. heal Wendt: Km Ilium:L.

February IS

(1.SNCER Qum 22
July
231 Take sin added responsi
hility andthis should he a day
Dan

son. IV. 305.15: 1, Hutchin.

1.1M...A 350.2: 7. John-

200 -YARD FREESTYLE:

remd. 31, Cam Gonne, 29:
lake Pad, 15,

other. I oke care 011 are no, in
the

hit se

day at
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cobs.. ELI 24.5;

Elk

MAIN( SOT

DIDYCLI HEAR AFOLIr
FOOTES NORMAN
CLAIMING 01-L4TI-E5

he next Toes p.m. against

home meet
4:15

The only thing Wendler
hope. to set out none 6,363

511 -YARD

2:113.3: 5. Hersey, 2;10.6

3.

PIE. beam John ('avers, SV.
2-1: 1. rank balrompo. FV.

afternoon

1

Reimer.
P. 2.5.0i 5. Holmes. P. 25.4" M.

Pnapect.

911 MINIM Dennis Gold.

during

E(i. 2:34.

Grove, 1:56.1:4. Forest View,

2.

en.

limelight

hurdler Mark Lichier.
Elk Grove opens its indoor
season iontorrow m a trianguan nwc. with New Trier West
and host Mae
0,11Eau. The Ono

track at Elk Grow."

FREESTYLE: 1. Rowe, A.
23.9: 2. Bailey, F. 24.3: 3. J.-

100.YARD MEDLEY RELAY: I. Minnie., 1.50.6:

l7: Elk Grove. 32:

C01111111.

TAURUS April Cl Mat
Cl: Idaho or others will keen
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Dan Harbacek. I.P. beat Lou
Odes, B; Jerry Anconn, EG,
heat Bacchus: Scott Williams,
el.. heat Dean Hutchinson. Is:
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I E A NI

Palatine. 721 I.'rysial 1 .11k0. 52;
Fenton. 54: Barrington. 47:

problems

for ihe
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TO11 on ilu rikht trod. toll,
You maj finds ourself in the

miler .1.101 Orringer and senior

Mat results rom Barrington

April
real imereos should
es
ihis
guide wan aetiviiimhos

cnach

lo do h. create some interest in

Wendel, FV. 2:111.11: 2. '1 ol2:.0G.E 2:23.5:3. Polacek. /N.
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1970

cern, the hick of several stand-

leave ihem down onthe frost.
mph level and keep them together. 'I he big Ming we have

2:11,3 RD -YARD INMEDLEY:
1.
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Pm

crius.counlry and track.

lit/REST VIEW has

coach mid. "We're going to

EG,

TEAM

Brother Rice in Inc Chi..
Catholic 1 Gigue and two ai
Lake Zurich, thd he has had
tremendous success in

younger boys." the Grenadier

2:02,514, Boehm, E0. 2:073;
5. Kolar. A. 2:11 1. 5 Seidel..,

10

up a good light also.
The
Knight, tramil ur
Waukegan 1.riday pi 7 p.m. or

stool meantt. The beat hew
to accomplish Ihis are junior

"OUR WHOLE program
right now la based on the

hopes to start the rebuilding

47

ARIES thlarch 22

bon)

I. Patience. I-V.1:594:2.10fco. A. 1:59.5, 3. Mate. EV.
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MEN

-

OPERATORS

SUBURBAN APT. MANAGER
Minimum 8650 Plus
. 2 or 3 Bedroom Apt.
Plus Free Utilities

FULL TIME - Days or Nights
DISHWASHING MACHINE OPERATORS.

Energetic: know office procedures: sopervki,,,,
Prefer sales background
CALL 299-7191

$2.25 PER HOUR

Ken Larson & Associates
1.510 Miner St.
Des Plaines
OPEN SAT AN - CALL ANY BS

APRS, PscRn

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
PERSONNEL

A Help Wanted Men

TRAINEE

$800-6900

WANTED
BRANCH MANAGER
SMALL MANUFACTURING COMPANY 15 IN NEED
OF CHICAGO BRANCH MANAGER.
RESPONSIBLE FOR SALES PRODUCTION
AND OFFICE, WITH EMPHASIS.ON SALES.

MUST HAVE EXPERIENCE IN SALES
AND/OR THE DATA PROCESSING FIELD.
ardrude you pre

to yourself

DEGREE REQUIRED.
SENO RESUME IN COMPLETE CONFIDENCE

PARKER
/

I

S. Fineman

Mount Rowed
2534600

-.onn
p

The

Cincinnati -Forte

Company,

wholly
owned subsidiary of Cincinnati, Inc. formerly

the Cincinnati Shaper Company, are now
occupying their new quarters in the Arlington Research Center, immediately adjacent
to

Radio

station WEXI....WE'RE GROWING

TALL

Uniform allnance

POLICE

DEPT.

Decorator
Assistant

The individuals we hire for MILLING MACHINE OPERATORS must be

self-starters and capable of doing set-up work. 50 hour work week
minimum. Excellent company benefits

These are first shift openings

-

-

paid for by the company.

also 2nd shift openings available

approximately February 15th. 10% shift bonuses available.

110 w Washington St.

Saturday interviews arranged for your convenience.
316 W. University Drive (Arlington Industrial Park)
Arlington Heights, Ill.

igld@ORFALTO-PC31:142

STENO
liLgY

NAMCO CORP.

960 071,0

P/Pmpylyr

r,

a

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

Will Train You

SW 5000

294100

saw roinnipis

IN CLEAN, EASY
FACTORY WORK

ALLSTATE

ce

INSURANCE CO.

259-5300, Ext. 37
BABY DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION
TRAINEE -$530

HOUSEKEEPING
SUPERVISOR

1216

Central

E

Arlington

Rd

Choice of
Day and Evenings

Hts

iclywola

PI

START
GIRL FRIDAY
Personnel Manager Secretory

WAITRESSES
CLERK TYPIST

21040.07
kum..
142 Oa1nS

411.17,t,
outfit, Mak lik
sirs -- but

A"'

upu 00H1 Fan

Ready for a
great new job?

GOLF COURSE - $500

dm
file clerlm. keypunch

lice

AVIATION
O'Hare field

mast A She
rou m

P,

limehuus He

co

EXECUTIVE

EKCO

MO E. Devon
297-7160

MT. PROSPECT

PROMOTIONS - YES!

1720 Algonquin (V)
WAITRESSES
LUNCHEON SNORT HOURS

re $606

sho Mond and Npiun

g

FLAMING TORCH

ekilh, a good command of De

253-3300

(Top lob tip!)
$TAFFi'Nel,SEV;MeL'

0 IMRE OFF.

to $650

ACCOUNTANT

298-2770

lal7EST'"agra.

111';

""

RELAXED
Aid busy VP

f

of

9 AM - 3 PM: Housewiv....home in time to prepare dinner

ye

!PITT w'otra!oundTy'
compote. for pay., 8.

aolwoereVmMlpfor

'ns

len

e

book

$650

of

RECEPTIONIST

elecirical rest equIprgenr

ond MO6,1111[01

tou Saks

RECEPTIONIST

go...

Knowledge of lagandnu

4 PM - Midnira: Excellent pay as well .1014 be..
11 PM - 7 AM: Wm shirr differential (20H) plus high stoning rota
Work close to home at the new complex of Computax
Easily accessible (See Map) with ample parking space
COME IN AND SEE

in.

$500

RECEPTIONIST

RICK TODD

helpful
CALL OR COME IN

439.8500

PFann

711 W. Algonquin Rd.
Arlington Heights
An pool opponani, emPiunr

PERSONNEL
Meet 6 tag

In Arlington Heighls
301-0650
S. Dunion
P66.0700
6025 Dempster

to

600
peoPIe .

TnC$11"47 ISZnSeT'Er
OPEN

Phaneo'LATt

$500

SPORTS ASSOC

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

Good pay for
Sharp people

CHOOSE YOUR OWN HOURS

INSPECTOR
Des Plaines
3 World S. of Station

w..,..oned in
Wise 5500 Free IVY, leuk

aeon work with panel

SAO Lee Si.

Z7Z,Z, OZ.e.'wn

PROOF

STENO CLERK

La Salle Personnel

FREE PARKING

NOW!

YOU,

75

Give Advice

-:"

NEED

LIGHT ASSEMBLY
[General Work,

272-5500

BrigIN 6 Sharpy

EXPERIENCED OR INEXPERIENCED
WE

VOLKSWAGEN
NORTH CENTRAL
DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

Counter Girls

RL;:rTc7::

Gal Friday -$520

Learn To

NOW HIRING...
MEN - - - WOMEN

/46 6661

SECRETARIES

40

'11'1071'1=7

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Illinois Bell

$115 WEEK

0 Illinois Bell

656.09922

COMPANY CASHIER

CALL

SECRETARY

656.9922

...RN KANT

NO TIM CLOCK TO PUNCH
PAO VACATION 1st YEAR

Wheeling, Illinois

777 Wheeling Rood

O'Hare Lake Bldg,

STAFFIN

far

Day or Evening
ino-views

PRODUCTS INC.

100% Free Positions
DES PLAINES

DECORATG OR37S OFC9

e95-2440

CALL Mr. lest
5774100, est. 234

"FORD"

GIRL FRIDAY

CALLNOWI
MRS. DUNNE

MEAT WRAPPERS

EMPLOYMENT

ie

5 Raises 1st Year

ng orid

ppointing...m.4a at yaw cannnience.

to 130

SECRETARIES

hese geed

s

A geed star, salary and excelleni fringe hosed package

WANTED FULL TIME

Necessary
Will Train

COST

a

sliarthand ski e and should Fen same memorial miperience

HACKNEY'S in
WHEELING
Sr 2100

PARKER

Experience Not

PSST!

TOWERS HOTEL

le
and

PER HOUR

PART TIME

ADVERTISING
AGENCY

Plaines.

$2.25 - $2.48

rsanable tale dm,
erns of piton

Ounranding ass,

NIGHTS

AIRCRAFT

p,

WORK
NEAR
HOME?

"717 707.de7Led:s',"ntnat=el:,g':

ARLINGTON PARK

PERSONNEL SECIL.luls needs re.

ExpeRenee dare 4

APPLY IN PERSON OR PHONE 394-4450 FOR APPOINTMENT

Girl Needed,

WHY NOT

235-9100

CA1729.6045 sir 999-7191
Ke raison K Associates

FILE CLERK
Figure am,. FAO A renew
noses

MILLING MACHINE HANDS

BOX ENE DAY RUBLICABONS
2175. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS RD., ARLINGTON FLEWS
ILLINOIS 60005

a

106 MIDI SOP 16

To work lull rime with

Eon plan

oft,

WE'VE DOUBLED
OUR SIZE!

OFFICE

Ify F

Interior

40 hour week

Wheeling
537-8100
Division of Rex Chainbelt, Inc.

agressis.

Fountain Waitress

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED.

TIONS OFFICE

DISHWASH NG MACHINE

Interviewing At Our Office

I

g

103 wpm
SKY .V.P. need gal
WH 6 65 wpm Winn g. 500 PP.
Pa he
Loll Jea
NO
FEE

634 Glenn Ave.

GIRLS

Start 32.00 per hour
Hews 9 AM- 2PM
Call Miss Olzalt

TYPISTS

FATLY

MEN

Niles Area

GENERAL

Nmag Ond e

REFUELER

Agencles Men

Em 46

McDonalcf8

Hoff for

CLERK

CARTRISOAL

(Area Code 815) 568-2283

Start 82.00 per hour
Hours? AM 3 PM

Rd

row

COUNTER GIRL
57500.5 day week
Hours 2AM- 5:30 AM

VENDING HOSTESS

20 S. Duman

25 Employment heves-1066H

APPLE

':Specialists in Magnetic Materials"

e opemngs in

North le d Area

ALLSTATE has immediate openings OA our deck.,

439-0923

OPERATORS

Illinois Bell

IOW

c''.1.7, -="z-

$500 MONTH

3040 S. Busse Rd

PALATINE

PLEASANT WORE!.

COUNTER GIRL

IN' PERSONNEL

DISPATCHER

x6:
4.4

TRI-R VENDING

ALLEN CO.
437-8500

RECEPTIONIST

Pcnd Train,

ARLINGTON HTS.,11.1..

Paid Insurance
Paid Hospitilization
Paid Holidays
Paid Vocation
Modern Clean Plant

CLEAN

has inredi

Ellt Gra,. Wings

School Bus, Inc.

*HONING MACHINE

'qrs'I'PVIteli:716V171731
luncAtim6. 3 re 6 den

Arlinglan Heigbi.

2.30-5 p.m.

MARENGO, ILLINOIS, 60152
w

[DI

©

ARNOLD

647-9000

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.
II I W. Algonquin Rd

CONDITIONS

THE HERST

PERSONNEL TRAINEE

P.M. ROUTES

OPERATORS

PHONE, WRITE OR VISIT

827-6626

6:30-8:30 a.m.

* LAPPING MACHINE

If YOU WANT TO WORK
PART TIME I I A.M. to

455-7111, E. 223

'''OOr'NI0'CLVZIISS HECHT

A.M. ROUTES

*INSPECTORS

439-8500

A.M. Castle

7,"1.1177

Coll 72,60AS or 2,1I

Earn Extra -Cush

*MACHINE OPERATORS

SCHOOL MOM?

RN's & LPN's

Cook County

In the wide open world of communications.

tr,i4":1=77;Z;

2 or 3 P.M. WEEKILAY6

KEYPUNCH
OPERATOR

FRONT DESK

*LATHE OPERATORS

KIDS BACK IN

COMPANY

Bo. /144. Da, Publications, 217

ON THE JOB TRAINING

MALE

Overtime Available

6cellens working mond.= in Mr Recuagul
fgin.Ovetal Labe area in Our Noramenem Suborn,

AYXjARD
4...7s

23

Surgical Insurance

PLOT:

PHONE 255-7200

"HELLO,
I SAW

is
an old
wah nice Rea* M

=ICA=Ve'

DAY SHIFT

OPER.

F. H. BONN

DRIVERS

*HARDINGE CHUCKERS

you on the Made Dock 10 a solid career.

Paid Halide's

. Free Nospirahearon

INSPECTOR

g fa IR

ome,.

..

The training and experience youll get will pul

Paid Vocasions
.

PERMANENT
EMPLOYMENT

SIGH in our major coil muting offices wiring reie
phones to the giant telephone benching network.

WITH NO LAYOFFS!

Ilona are areepted by phone.

9 to 9 weekdays

A**V
,.. No
400s

0

$4.00 Hr. + 0.1.

Noon shesk your ads .
nordl, as or gam. done.

Learn Travel
Business
From Ground Up!

Needed

44.84

F.H. BONN
COMPANY

ROS,1(171

LIGHT MACHINE

5400 to $400

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC,

houers

GENERAL OFFICE CLERK TYPISTS

0,00.

H16111 60005

rmans and early evn
ings. Set your own

PERSONNEL
SECRETARY

Pod SCAB

TRAINEE -$500+

ft

r

I

hd V*

Pawl Mandan.

FREE PARKING

us keep she place clean

All interviews held ronfidential.

10

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

bY HT..*

$Fr

RECEPTIONIST

RETIRED?
We Bed a a o help

No Shorthand

an In ou'r Ogeed'

en

!peel

GENERAL MACHINISTS
GENERAL FACTORY

No heavy work. Go.

PLANT

rectified
far one insertion.

Ode Plaines

CLERKS

AVIATION

255-1910

MANAGER

Immediate
Temporary
Off ice Assignments

PLASTIC

GIRL (or Wismar', FRIDAY need.
ed. New tennis office in Benton.
,ale. fern. syping. filing, ond

298-2770

40 lee St.

PEPS

the

ARLINGTON PARK

259-6458

La Salle Personnel

ASST RECEIVING

Selery and bonus.

a1943-5622, 9 am.. 7 p.m. for appointment.

1800 W. CENTRAL RD. MT. PROSPECT

Kelly
Girl

poorer

PARTS CLERK

BUTLER

Interviews will be held in Chicago, Feb. 17
and 18. Call Mr. MeCreery or Mr. Seneur

Div. of Addressogroph-Multigroph Corp.

ars be made. In the went of

EXEC. SEC'S -5650

w. Ngana

BRUNING

TO SALES

s

394-2000

KNOCKS

ON110:771'6 7035

MARKETING TRAINEE

insertion and only to tin
do
nem of Me nom M., Na "d
requires.
Gran
will he

r"er '1nel gob

HELP WANTED -DAYS
IDEAL FOR HOUSEWIFE

Sales erparianc desirable but not neeesury.
hme and Rad rime ...urn 8

827-8154

CLERK

TOWERS HOTEL

BEGINNER

23 Emplom011Agendes Men

ONLY

MI 2881

SERVICE

AVIATION

or related fields.

3,4-01O8

Isful

DI

I

ASSISTANT

CALL

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

YANKEE DOODLE

ing and evaluation, computer memory testing,

FRIDAY, PER. 20

grow,

1

Dernesier

"

Across from Randhurst

6 or ove

Moving expenses paid plus fringe benefits.

O'HARE

pep. will re NH...* .$

nocto.$
p

OPPORTUNITY

Should hive good .94194Ln6.bdge"

vie rasa Pen. Fum Es'

BUSINESS MESS
CLEARING HOUSE

ADVERTISERS
PLEASE

np.ti

296.6905

PERSONNEL DEPT

FIELD SALES ENGINEERS

22-5ithaftWrAdWomen

82

Ho reat."'"Orr':Noims

MOMMIES! GO
BACK TO WORK!

wr men Fa.e

SECURITY GUARDS

5650 TO $750

P'c'EF775:'11111

Talks

254-V87

HOLY FAMILY

TOWERS HOTEL

GENERAL OFFICE

'al'JZys{trween

instrurnantalion as used in sarnimonductor MII-

CUSTOMER SERVICE

ARLINGTON PARK

298-2770

HOSPITAL

Call 626-8722 m

ASK fin WAYNE EGGERS
350-7770

LUTHERAN HOME
& SERVICE
FOR THE AGED

Money

"ASVIN'PERSON

immediate openings for

"i'acr'ranirirj"

as sn 0706

Age

State of the Art fest equipment

NORTH SWARM AREA

deportment

30 IA

SD

1

BOYS

LABORATORIES, INC.

L

GENERAL FINANCE

La Salle Personnel

BROIL ERMAN
NIGHTS

HIGH SCHOOL

W.H. HUTCHINSON & SON
176umness Serous

classified

k

BOOKKEEPER
FULL CHARGE

BOYS

E. H. RESEARCH

Aeenawrw

m

ffy the

I dy

FRONT DESK

conditions

105A S. Nodhurerl Hro.

2611o14Wantell Women

115 YIRS.4.0L/FIRL

and systems manufacturer has

'"117=PerrifL

va

Moth. adrernsernent o. In

Full Tian

KEYPUNCH -3525

organ Mr. Schwan&

90 LINy6

SAMS TRAINESS

urorking

PLuilLAK

HIGH SCHOOL

394-5100

(Class A)

wni

()conic Folk Wisconsin

ARLINGTON WS.

666-3443

MACHINISTS

DES, AbiGi

CLAIMS ADS TRAINEE

Route 1B

yraLL

HELP ARTISTS $540

191 3S35,

iDs differential gnd

65

Mobile name.
mememix. mid Siemer

656.9922

3rt's

5600 W. Roosevelt Rd.
Chicago, Ill.

wh

GAY ACRES
FARM, INC.

SECEDER DEVELOPER

Call between 9
437-3830

HOTEL

HELP

Gamin beS. 5

SUNBEAM
CORPORATION

.206 MI

,.RAE FOR AROCHURE

22

SSO W. Hubbard

aZir

u

ed wagon camping trips,
riding. Swimming and

team Pen.

COOK & KITCHEN

he a La Salle Gal

cx sae

854-4652

RECEP.--CASHIER

255 MS

'n'r.o=sroPU:h-ea'Sli.11"er

(Top lob tip!)

Full Time Mon

259-5010

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY

12

Sas SIOn

Ic:IlLed07Zu

LANDSCAPER

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR
MR. BRUNNER

a.n

INSPECTOR ANALYST

Card A Thanks

la

lust overage skills for an oriiao
boss who son lob is mum,

I

26lielp Waged WHIN

264klp Wwled Wore

rtn'ST

SECT ;550

0 Illinois Bell

255.1600

PRODUCTS CO

WNILL

SEISES, SS OPSFAIRS'

^1 ...... ,

wee.... 6 moral's 'weeks

WEBER -STEPHEN

1=4,1c7r-",'

ORGANWATION WISH 200 OFFICES, COAST 10 COAST,

IT

krealeraear

WAREHOUSEMAN

THEY KNOCK ON YOUR 000R1

NO DEGREE

Dar earssie

I

25Fmplornent Agencies -Women

PSST!

Coll 4111.7339

10VOIEN=0'll'ud.
paid

25 -Employment AgenciesilooN

Poor I

Tuesday February 17, 1970

2salelp teal Wone.

26.11111 Wanted Women

SUSI NT BACK IN THE PRIVACY OF YOUR OWN OFFICE AND

14-Pelson

Coid A Swing.,

5-Emplornent Agencies -868m

Good At Figures?

Dan earn SIS to $.45 pr week.

ELK GROVE V LLAGE AREA

ARE YOU READY,

2611p Wanted Pen

BOYS 12 To Is

PORCELAIN ENAMEL SHOP
ASSEMBLY & PACKAGING
METAL FABRICATION

3.69-043SS

HEY!
NEW PRODUCTS MGR.. Markei

24 Help Wanted Men

248elp Wanted Men

PI -Help Wanted*.

WELDER NEEDED

Day Want Ads
Get Results

Coll Ann lodd. 208-5240.

24.1klp Mad Men

24 liNp Masted Men

241101111ededllal

HEW Wanted Men

5,J,TV'g

BY APPT

Sizt,ir,..g

'Mary Ilexible

Coil Bob Perkins
AppeastM enis

Available

392-270o

Paid

.en.

Grigsby -Barton, Inc.

COMPUTAX CORP.

107 N. Hickory Ave.

CHICAGO PROCESSING CENTER

Arlington Heights

392-5900

7624 N. Austin Ave.
Skokie, Illinois
966-5760

Tuesday, February 17, 1970

Page 12
2S -Help Waded Won

26 -Help Waned Wean

8 yr old girl, 9 yr old boy, (good
kids) need sitter 5 day wk 4 to
7 P M or live in Weekends off
Very flexible Coll us for more
information 421 2070 wkdays
eves oft 7 P M, wkends

BEAUTICIANS

Mole or Female

Guarantee of $75 to $110 in

264feto Matti Wean

2641elp Waited Wean

3241isalbsem *octant,

Exclusive for mothers We have
the lob just for you --family &

Square, Tues, Wed, Thurs, own
transport preferred 394 1917

Meadows shop
Full or part time, many benefits
busy

26-0* Waded Worm

B767iter In my home, Berkley

Cleaning Lady - Own Tronsportohon preferred Arlington tits
area 1 day a week 392 7606

home come 1st -evenings or
spare time $30 to $90 per wk

Rolling

Golden Retriever pups, 9 weeks,
shots, AKC Beauties, $100

NECCHI portable sewing ma-

KITTENS FREE to good homes

For info call 453-4990

HIGH COST

GENERAL OFFICE

MAKE YOU FEEL LOW

Immediate openings for

BOOKKEEPER
Will train young woman between the ages of 25
to 30. Good opportunity for development of skills

2 young ladies with know-

irt Solve your money problems with a
TEMPORARY

"NOW & THEN JOB"

within a young, rapidly expanding company.
Knowledge of accounts receivable and/or data
processing helpful. Employee benefits, paid va-

No fee

cation, group insurance. Call:

perience. Good typing

Boy's lined raincoat, wool suit,

Schnauzers, Min. Pups. AKC.
Ch.
sired. Housebrkn. Perm.

Kitchen set. Transmitter.
tronic misc. Call

Elec-

shots, cropped. Also, 2 yr. old
female. 529-4730

259-2844
Possible

Prices,

new

TV & Stereo, SAVE $219 on 25"
Color console, Terms 537-1926

CALL MR. GRESS

297-3550

White Collar Girls

411,1=.11
RANDHURST CENTER

MT. PROSPECT

CALL 358-0631

392-5230

Dumore carving
machine carves any shape in
HOBBYISTS

BOYS & GIRLS

wood, plastics or metal from
pattern. Like new $75. CL 3-9461

Port Time
YANKEE DOODLE

portable dishhumidifer
$30; lady's ski boon, sz 6, $15;
Northland skis 5'9", step-in
bindings $25; 827-8408 aft. 5pm
Westinghouse
washer $20;

10 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect

$2.00 Per Hour Guaranteed

ORDER FILLERS
Hours 7 AM - 3:30 PM

During 4 Week Training Period

able items. 777.6291.

Elk Grove Village

Apply in Person

Ext. 46

437-8500

Personnel Department

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

If you are aggressive, creative,

& dissatisfied, look for a luc
rotive career

Real

in

Estate.

be offered a com-

You will

plete training course
to entering the Field.

MOVING -Gar. Sole; household
appliances, 2 snow tires, & many
items.
400 W. Marion, cot.
Schoenbeck,

Are You A Salesman?

300 N. Northwest Hwy.(Rts. 53 & 14) Palatine, Ill.

now accepted
shop, Belmont/

Central area, Chicago. Looking
for original & hand crafted sale.

1600 Busse Rd.

tions, free insurance programs.

Slip

2 weeks delivery.
Free estimates. Call 243.5766.
Consignments
for new gift

THE HERST
ALLEN CO.

We can offer permanent employment with excellent, employe benefits, including paid vaca-

Fabric

in

fabric or mine.

Your

Guaranteed

Excellent starting salary and
benefits. Steady employment.

for the position of WAITRESS.

Sears

We specialize
Covers.

We are now interviewing neat, attractive ladies

-

prior

NO EXPERIENCE REQUIRED

Hts. CL 52946

P.

Logan 10" Tool Room Lathe with
access. South Bend 15" Bench
model Drill Press, Amco 7" metal
shaper, Craftsman 8" Table
Saw. All like new CL 3.9461.
SOLID STATE STERO (KNIGHT)

50 watt amplifier

for:

SWITCHBOARD

TOP COMMISSIONS PAID
Rapidly Growing
Company

RECEPTIONIST

with Management Opportun-

New Surplus Tool Store. Come

Available.
for all Locations,

look around. Bargains
galore. All types mech. hand
tools, machine
shop
cutting
tools, access., abrasives, dia-

ities

...FOR BRIGHT GALS!

Immediate openings for full time switchboard
receptionist. Light typing. Permanent, 5 days a
week, 8:30 am to 5:00 pm, congenial surround-

Contact Ralph Edgar

Banish those cold weather blues with a job that can

OPERATORS

CALL MISS ESCHER

439-7600
METROPOLITAN PRINTING
COMPANY

RUMMAGE SALE

&

hursOici.

American Legion Hall
Palatine
Thurs. Feb. 19. 9 to 5
Fri.
Feb. 20. 9 to 1

34 -Arts and Antiques

Original Ben Franklin Pot -Bel.
lied Stove Accessories included

32-1iliscelaneous Merchandise

Telephone jobs offer a great starting salary, with raises at
least every six months, friendly co-workers in pleasant
working conditions, and the famous Bell benefits.

standard
size,
reasonable.
894-3957 after 5 pm

FLEA MARKET SALE

Tope recorder, 4 tapes on 5"

Sun., Feb. 22, 11 to 4,30

dresser. 6 pieces. 392-7166
piece sectional $50;
able bar; electric mangle.
Cl 5-2332
3

$30

or

offer.

Ethan Allen bunk bed comp. &
stock units. Solid mpl. rd. drop
leaf tbl. 4 cap'. chrs. HE
0154 aft. 3

luxe model homes. 40% to 60%
off. Free Delivery. Cosh or
terms. 439-7740

Town Hall, lower level of
Rondhurst. Rtes. 128, 83.
Mt. Prospect. Admission 50c

Barbells

253 9117

392.0383

Misc. household items. Call after
7 P.M. CL 5-3088

ROUND KING SIZE BEDSPREAD
MATCHING PILLOWS. WILL SACRIFICE. 392-2576 or 894-7350.
6

sliding storm door. New

ft.

$125. Will sell for $40 296-2660
aft 7 PM

your

tickets.

42 -Wanted To Buy

WANTED: BUNK BEDS with or
without mattresses, in good condition. 392-3744
44 Dogs,Pets & Equipment

German Shepherd pups. AKC.
Silver gray. $100.
529-1422

Residential

installation.
For free estimate
Call day or night.

BUY DIRECT --NAME BRANDS

Serta mattresses $20; queen
sz. $90; king sz. $110; Hideaway bed sleepers $138;
bunkbds $20; reeling chrs $50;
Burton Dixie studio couches
$75; Bassett bedrm sets $165;
pc. kit.

sets

13 -To Rent Furnished Apartrnents

4 rm. furn. opt. 2 bedrooms.

* stock packers

I It

POWERITOOLS
(S. W. Corner of Palatine & Wolf Roads)

21 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

it

Spac. lux. 2 bdrm. 2 bath apt.

$35;

dining

convenience plus
recreational
facilities.

many

Vacant

Family would like to rent oppay $175. a mo. 297-2648. aft. 4

Appl. Pool, $170. 394-4637

80 -To Rent Office Space

297-2179

O'Hare area, Apr. 1st occup.,
bdrm; Ig. kitchen w/applionces;
1

Office Space Available.
Why drive to the loop?
225 N. Arl. Hts. Road
Elk Grove Village
block north of Higgins near
new Toll Way interchange

YOU'RE THE WINNER
OF TWO DINNERS

CALL 439-8020

$125

'65
full

SHARP

Chevy,

2

$295
door, 6 auto.,

factory equipment, white
& red interior, very nice 5795
'68 Opel Rollye Sports Wgn.
Red with block bucket seats.

FORD '69 LTD 2 dr. hdtp; load

ed w/extras; almost no miles;
Private. 52875. 437-6169

1966 Ford 4 dr. 6 cyl. stick, good
condition $600. After 6:30 p.m.

4 Spd., Luggage rack
600 E. NW. Hwy.

Des Plaines

Radio. Heater. Low miles. $1800.
253-5524

Extra clean. 359.2329

'61 Pontiac Bonneville 2 dr. Hard
Top. A/T, P/S, P/B.
437-5721 after 6 P.M.
1966

Galaxie

Ford

$275.

V8.

P/B. One owner. Priced to

MIDWEST'S
P/S,

LARGEST
SELECTION OF

sell.

CL 3-4718
'67

snow tires.

NEW & USED
VOLVO'S

4 -444+4 -4 -****4
This Week's Special:

439-0544

'69 MGC, Red, Under Wmty.

$3800 new Now ;2595

'62 Olds F85 Station Wagon
$125. Runs good. Call
894-8971

****+++444++
WIGGLESWORTH

'63 Chevrolet. 2 dr. Radio. 6 cyl.
stick. $300 or best offer.

IMPORTS, INC.

639-3096

Exclusive Volvo Dealer
1723 Waukegan Rd.

'68 Dodge Coronet 440.
Excellent condition.
Coll 358.1952

GLENVIEW

729-1800

The Boss
Says,
Seeing Is
DICK WICKSTROM
"THE BOSS"

-

WE'RE SELLING THESE
BELOW DEALERS COST

'69 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE
Vinyl roof, Turbo-Hydromatic, Power Steering, Wheel covers, White walls tires, Push button radio.
UST $3675.90

NOW $2775

external

lighting high lights
elegant landscaping. $39,500.
541 Dogwood Tr.
437-7977

'68 IMPALA COUPE
96 -Real Estate -Wanted

V8, Power
glide, Power
Steering Radio & Heater,

White walls. Black Vinyl Roof

TRANSFERRED?

BUYING or SELLING
A HOME?

ti 695

or
'67 IMPALA 2 DOOR HARD TOP
V8, Power glide,
Steering, Radio &
Whitewalls

Power

Heater, $1295

More Than 340

V8,

Power Steering, Auto-

matic, Radio & Heater, White

Salespeople

$945

Will Nelp You

-

83 -Industrial Properly (Totted)

Personnel Office - 297-5320

fice

your

tickets.

PALATINE/ROLLING MEADOWS
One Bedr. Apartments

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Des

Plaines

IIRL ESTATE SERVICE

DICK WICKSTROM

.Ceiergef= Noith,r_jas

Arlington Industrial

Please come in to the Day ofpick up

MULTIPLE LISTING

For lease

If interested, please gome in or call

to

$160

Immediately Available. Carpet
and all Appliances included.
HOWARD SPROAT & CO.

Call for Appointment
358-7144

$1045

296-6127

394-4820

82 -Wanted to Rent

WANTED. Garage space in the
Des Plaines
Rosemont area.

JJ. Kudla

ITT

4

auto

'62 Dodge wgn., 6-outo, pwr.
steering.

1

827-5372

509 SeeGwun
Mt. Prospect

An Equal Opportunity Employer

running

1963 Corvair Spider, 4 speed,
low mileage $325. Call
529 4397

'65 FORD 9 PASS. WAGON

FOR RENT

Cabinet Wirers
Maintenance Men

Road

age. $2100. 259-4528

mal din. rm., bsmt. La 540's Call
after 5 - 259-6205.

2 ROOMS

$160. 439-3394

Wolf

colonial, 31/2 ba., lam rm., for-

tion to buy 3 bedrm home will

Buffalo Grove. Sublet
bdrm.
apt. Air cond. Fully cptd. Disp.

Printed Circuit Board Assemblers

on equal opportunity employer

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Arlington Hts. By owner -6 bdrm.

16 -To Rent Houses

$235. CL 3-6724

lg. LR, w/dining area; heated,

2000

In Quality 2nd Cons
These Cars Start
In Coldest Weather!
'60 Rambler 4 door, a good

'69 Dodge Super B, 2.dr. HT,
383, 4 speed, very low mile-

358-2369 between 4 & 8 PA.

IN YOUR AREA

Think about it. If you're not happy where you're
at come join us.

'359-4800

WE SPECIALIZE

Abe

Believing

Elk Grove. 4 bedroom ranch.
Central Air. 2 car garage.
Swimming pool. Many excellent interior features. Unique

One Bedroom Apt

immediate occupancy. Rohlwing
Rd., $150. 392.1739, 286-0823.

Palatine. 2 bdrm. Townhouse.
$150 mo. Avail. Apr. 15.

for the following categories.

Algonquin & Meacham Roads
Schaumburg

529 9871

DODGE

ROSELLE

8121 Milwaukee, Niles, Ill.

TRULY A VALENTINE!

2 car garage with enc. porch

HELP

©MOTOROLA©

Call 529-8394
1963 Impala.
Excellent condition. Call
882-3817 after 5 P.M.

auto.

V-8

radio console, w/w's, pwr. stg.
yr. 50,000 mi. warnt. $2895.

5

MARJEN DISCOUNT
FURNITURE AND BEDDING

(Timberlake)

PROSPECT

392.0392

21 IIianted Men & Women

gin. -gin. int.,

Dark

on new furniture.

& 2 Bedrm. Apt,. (parklike

Occup. to be arranged. $255.
-

Dart GTS-wht. top convert

'69

Comet Wagon. Stick. No
rust. Good condition. $450 or ?

desks, up to 50% off; trundle
beds $50; 10 pc. corn. grp,
SitN-Sleep $165; 20 vol. encyclopedia $35; Hollywood
beds $40. We beat any price

eves., wkends. 359-6519

Arl. Hts. 2 bedroom & living room
carpeted. Lge. kitchen range inc.

DES PLAINES Large efficiency.
Pool
Near transporotion $155

Apply Monday -Friday, 8 AM - 3 PM. Saturday, 9
AM - 12 Noon.

'68 Mustang Hard Top. P/S.
Stereo radio. Like new tires.
Good cond. $1650. 3582755

Bassett
rm sets,

mod.

Every

We Have Immediate Openings For Both
Experienced Or Non -Experienced

off we throw in a great vacation plan and

Sublease

(1/4 mile west of Rte 83...
Between Dempster & Golf)

CL 5-3420

profit sharing.

occup.

new, deluxe, air cond. 2
bdrm., 2 bath opt. Cptd., swimming pool. All appl. inc. dishwasher. I Blk. to train. 358-7082;

14 -To Rent Apartments

that's the way it is.

surance, and merchandise discounts. Then to top

Immed.

setting). Reasonable rental includes
Appliances, TENNIS
COURT & SWIMMING POOL.
1444 S. Busse Rd. 439-4100

I

At Motorla we've always felt that people should

So, the first thing we do to make you happy is
pay you an outstanding starting salary. Then we
give you automatic increases, major medical in-

14 -To Rent Apartments

MT.

YOU WANT...

Palatine

Wheeling

1444 S. Wolf Road

* typists
come first. That's the way it should be -- and

I

blk from depot. An. Fits.
Coll Fl. 8-2075

537-7100

4111/w

Turbo hydrornatic trans. Posi
fraction. Heavy duty electrical
system. Many extras. Mint cond.
$2950 358 5123 after 6 PM

437-6588

0 en 7 do s til 9 -966-1088

Commercial

Pal.
Ige.,

1

* wirers & solderers
* light assembly
* secretaries

rm. deluxe apt., excel quiet
location, adults only, $325 mo.
, 255-5122 or 259-1500

at Motorola

1961 Chev. 6. 4 dr. Good body.
Runs good. $75. Call

EXEC CARS

5

PLEASE CALL PERSONNEL

259- 1873

'69 Camaro SS 396 350 h.p.

DEMOS - FACTORY

An. Hts. Completely furnished

Find your circle

'68 Camaro Convertible. Automatic. Mint condition. Coll 253.

1967 Mustang hdtop, exc. cond.
P/S, P/B, V-8, like new tires plus

Interesting job working in brand new attractive modern

Good salary, top benefits including profit sharing.

'65 Oldsmobile Vistacruiser, 9
passengers, air cond., auto.
trans., p/b. p/s. 2 New tires.
Life time battery. $650. Coll

of balance rolls. 40 to 60% off
includes free. padding and

Ili

offices. Typing 60 to 70 wpm, shorthand 80 to 100 wpm.

Best offer. 358.5123 after 6 PM

radio, priced to sell $695.
834.1950
POLLARD VOLVO

inventory

warehouse

Real Estate

SECRETARY

'64 VW Bug, Blk. w.blk. int. AM

FORD, GT Cortina, bucket
seats, console shf t., excel. shape,
$825. Aft. 5, 439 1089

firstcorne basis. Closing out

baby f urn.
toys,

the Day of.

to

CARPETING

5

fans,

Turbo hydromatic trans. Positraction. Heavy duty electrical
system. Many extras. Mint cond.

1961

Public Notice

entire

253- 3996

'69 Comoro SS 396 350 h.p.

Pontiac Star Chief. 4 dr.
Hard Top. Low mileage. A/T.

303 S. Parkway
Prospect Heights
pick up

excel.

160cc,

1969 VW. Auto. standard- shift.

YOU'RE THE WINNER
OF TWO DINNERS
L.E. Newman

539-8363

537.3257
elec.

9-

MODEL HOME FURNITURE
Being sold from builder's de-

825.4059

2 studded snow Tires, mounted
on Comet wheels 775-14 $30.
Fold -a -bed,

port-

ANTIQUES!

35-lbs $5. CL 5-3598

An Equal Opportunity Employer

contemporary bdrm.
set. King sz. headboard & triple
Walnut

2 alum. storm & screen doors,

reels,

Start your application by phone, call 656-9922
Mon -Fri 8:00 am - 6:00 pm, or Sat. 9:00 am - 1:00 pm.

chairs, 2 red choirs, 3 -corner
table. 537-0321

ered to the public. Sold on a

Good typing and clerical skills are a must for the gal who
wants to join our top-notch clerical staff.

Illinois Bell

Will give away sofa sect., 4 D.R.

to

Monteray 4 dr.,
A/T, P/S, radio, snow tires, vinyl
roof, One owner.

'64

$30. 296-5647.

Surplus

daily

9 A.M. to 6 P.M. Delane
ipply Co. 2815 Old
Higgins Rd, Elk Grove. 300 ft
south from Touhy Ave. & Elm.

TYPIST -CLERK

855 Morse Ave.
Elk Grove Village, Illinois

259.1140

Colonial desk with chair & night
stand, $25; full sz. bed w/frame,

Tice

537-7525

Mercury

'67

112 -Automobiles For Sate

Uses oil.

Please come in

1961 Volkswagen, needs some
work. $90 or best offer.

-

pc. dark walnut bdrm. set.
Exc. cond. $175 or best offer
5

Sun.

Open

P/S, disc brakes, buckets. $2300
or offer. CL 3.8580

semi-scramber, racing
evenings
537-8770

1408 or 439-1645

Wall to wall residential &
commercial. First time off

Surplus.

HONDA,

model homes. Heavy nylon pile.
Huge discounts. 824-7353 dlr..

&

ment

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

As an Illinois Bell operator you'll be the gal with the head
set, poised and ready to speed calls all over the country.
Smiling voices and quick minds are a must for this jab
which specializes in helping people make their connections and find phone numbers when a directory isn't
available.

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

mond & carbide tools. Govern-

378-0744

brighten even the wintriest day.

ings. All Company benefits.

Hiring

Now

in

'68 55 396 Chevelle, 4 speed,

259 1639

AKC

358-7245

stereo

rodio-recorder, versatile, A- I
condition. Call 593-6415 of ter
6:30 pm.

Call 394-5472.

$150

cond.,
pipes,

Kadett, exc.

Rollye

OPEL

condition, low mileage, $1,550.

'58 Chevy panel truck.

Silver Toy
Poodle Pups.

Brand new carpeting made for

$50. 394-0273

827-0733
'69

'69 DODGE 3/4 ton
4 wheel
drive snow plow. $3500. Have
12 plowing accounts. 827-7504

1967

Delightful
Temperament

$25. Conn trombone like new -

buckets, clean, I owner $495

394 1893

CALL after 6 PM
827-1513

TINY TAIL WAGGERSI

& wrought iron chrs. & tbls.

If you want $1000 monthly,

.

shape.

after 5 PM

ears $100. 438-6121

New Zenith Portable record
player $30. GE garbage disposal $25.
824-2911

21 -Help Wanted -Men & Women

Exc.

834 1950

POLLARD VOLVO

'67 Ford Econo Van 6 cyl New

'69 Yamaha Scrambler 125 CC

9 x 12 Karaston rug -$40. Wicker

OP AMERICA, INCORPORATED

'64 Ford Galax!, XL P/5, A/T,

raised, paper trained, shots &

Call Bruce 439-1008

BUSINESS PRODUCTS

Bensenville,

102-Trucks,Traders

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

Gibson GSS 100. Four 12" speak-

SAXON

'61 Volvo 544, 4 spd AM radio
Beautiful car, new 'tires, $595

FOR YOUR VALENTINE, Min.
Schnauzers M & F, AKC, home

ers. 2 horns. $700 or best offer.

McCORD TIRE &
SUPPLY CO., INC.

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

slacks

Lowest

COME IN AND REGISTER

to arrange appointment

WAITRESSES

sports jacket, assorted
& shirts. Sz. 8 CL 5-5031

283-0044

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

tires.

Cocker Spaniel, 6 months, Fern,
blond, AKC. Gentle 'but alert
Agtcljdoci 299.4311

Local or Loop

766-8400

$10 437-5014

ledge of various office
duties. Must have exMust
required.
have own transportation.
commensurate
Salary
with experience. Company paid benefits.

Free brush up practice

short haired puppies M & Fern

450- ceiling tile, new, 9c ea.
Tbles. Stl. file cab. $3. Water htr.
Stone crocks. Misc. 359-0525

skills

ALL OFFICE SKILLS

DARLING MIXED BREED, small

FL 8-3933

MUSTANG '66, 8 cyl, automatic,
Power Steering, vinyl top, $1095

tar, $75, another like new,
144 501E1 Rey, 7 W Eastman

raised, tiger color 437 4998

Snow Blower A-1 condition $70
or best offer Call

112-Artomobies For Sale

New $95 single pickup elec gui

Extremely tame because hand

299-5912

OF LIVING

4

439( 6581

chine, #510, new $125

394 5737

253 3727

554dosical admen;

44Osgs, Pets & hanned

Soft Water $500 a month
Johnson Water Softener
FL9-3200
255-1107

and Research Center.
3000-6000-9000 Sq. Ft. units,
254-8850

Call Any MAP
Multiple Listing Realtor

For Personal Service
sq. ft office & warehouse space available immediately in:
ARL. HTS. INDUSTRIAL
& RESEARCH CENTER.

6000

253-5228

555 Irving Park Road

529-7070
Roielle, Illinois

98 -Mobile Homes

'69 Manor 2 bdrm. 12'x54'. Like
new. In park in Elk Grove Twp,
$5500

541-2664

OPEN SUNDAYS

rea attorne s' vie
Several prominent northwest suburban
attorneys yesterday gave their reactions on
the Conspiracy 7 trial to Day reporters

and going to do their job as all juries
Norman, like all the attorneys inter-

said he thinks the contempt citations given
to the seven defendants and their two attor-

viewed by The Day, emphasized that he has
no first hand knowledge of the trial, has not
read any of the official transcript and must

precedent for the citations.
Norman, who is a Democratic candidate

base his opinions on newspaper reports
which may not be totally accurate.

streets.

with the challenge of that trial."
From what he has read about the trial,

cercise of his citation of contempt authority that's available to him," he said.
"Whether or not in the exercise of that authority he acted reasonably, I can't say because I wasn't there."
Des Plaines Atty. Robert Di Leonardi
said the U.S. Supreme Court should take
a close look at the broad range of issues
that have been brought up by the trial and
attempt to resolve them.

"I'M FOR YOUNG

Schlickman said, he has gotten the impression that the defendants and their attorneys

THE TRIAL has been like a holy war,

said, "I think Judge Hoffman was extreme
in his penalties of (defense attorney William) Kuntsler and (defense attorney
Leonard) Weinglass."

he said, with all sides believing in the worth

Mount Prospect Mayor Robert Tei-

STATE REP. Eugene Schlickman, an
Arlington Heights attorney, said U. S. District Court Judge Julius Hoffman should

people, believe

not have been assigned to the case.

me," Norman said. "I would like to see

"I don't think Judge Hoffman should

them have the vote at 19 and protest at the
ballot box and not in the streets. Respect
for law and the Courts is necessary to our
democratic system."
"The weight of the evidence is probably

have been the judge," Schlickman said. "I

against these fellows," he said. "With the
jury being out as long as they are, I hope

think he's too far removed age -wise to cope

have used the trial as a forum for ex-

THE CONTEMPT citations go to the
heart of orderly judicial process, said Tei-

"My impression is that there was extreme behavior on the part of everyone
who participated in it," he said. "Much of
it was probably uncalled for and outside
the bounds of perhaps what they would
have done if they had been less passion-

"I think the judge was right in the ex-

for county commissioner, said he thinks

Americans are tired of violence in the

raised by the trial include the limits of dissent, the powers and duties of lawyers defending unpopular clients and the future
handling of dissenters both at the arrest
and trial levels, Di Leonardi said.

"THERE IS a responsibility on the part
of the attorneys to pay their due respect to
the court," he said. "From what I've read,
the attorneys have not paid that due respect
and have not taken into account the appeal
proceduies available to them."

should"

trial

chert, an attorney, said the contempt citations will certainly force a higher judicial
review of the whole issue of contempt of
court

and value of their points of view Issues

pressing their antagonism toward society

that they're rust examining the evidence

Donald Norman of Arlington Heights
neys are justified and that there is legal

ier on cons true

s

chert, and are more important than the
conspiracy issue of the trial.

"If the newspaper accurately repeated
the judge's summary of the contempt cita-

tions, then to me there is no doubt that

ate."

there was contempt of court," he said.

Both the defendants and the defense
lawyers were often "out of line," Di Leon-

The judge's action will force judicial review both on whether a defendant should

ardi said.

"Without criticizing the judiciary," he

be sentenced for contempt immediately
upon committing a contemptuous act or
later at the end of the trial and on the ques-

tion of consecutive sentencing for different contempt citations, Teichert said.

Proota Dap

WEATHER
Tonight: Cloudy, chance
of occasional rain, possibly

Telephone

2554400

changing to snow, low in
upper 20s. Tomorrow:
Cloudy, colder.
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Mayor's vote breaks tie

Approve 10 -story Randhurst building
By Ben Clarke

The final approval of a 10 story office and professional
building for Randhurst Shopping Center was gained last
night at Mount Prospect's village board meeting, but only
after three trustees and the
chairman of the Industrial Deand
Economic
Commission voiced distrust of
the action as establishing a

velopment
4.4,aroti.:;nst,s.mbl

precedent.

tr

'Fhe second reading of the
ordinance approving the plans
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District 59 can look forward
to a contested school hoard
election in April if everyone
who has taken out nominating

petitions actually becomes a
RINts,

candidate.

An 18 by 40 foot construction form lies on the bottom of a ditch Grumbeck, a foreman for J. A. Bolten, general contractors, estiat Lions Park, 411 S. Maple, where it was pushed by vandals or mates the damage at $1,500. He said the incident will delay work
blown over by the wind last night. The form was to be used in two days to a week. Thomas Cooper, park district superintendent,
construction of a wan for an addition to the community center at doubted that vandalism was responsible. He said the wind and soft
the park. The addition, part of a $540,000 improvement program ground resulting from the thaw caused the form to topple. (Photo
at the park, will permit expansion of the district's indoor recrea- by Dan Balas)
tional program. It is scheduled Tor completion next June. Julius

of

the April II School Board
election at their general meeting last night at Jack London
Junior High School.
The
nominating
caucus
committee interviewed several

The

General

Caucus

dorse current School Board
President Ronald Cole, 385
Meadowbrook Ln., Wheeling,
who will run for re-election in

Crane to open office
in Randhurst Friday
Rep. Philip Crane plans a formal opening of his new office

in Mount Prospect Friday. He will be on hand for 2 p.m.
ceremonies, to officially open the office.
The office is centrally located in the 13th District to make
it easy for individuals from both the east and western ends of
the district to reach it. The new office is located in the First
National Bank Building in the Randhurst Shopping Center.
The office will be overseen by Evelyn Hines who earlier

was in charge of Donald Rumsfeld's Evanston office.
Working with Miss Hines will be Nancy Follansbee who
was a Rill -time volunteer in Crane's successful campaign
for Congress in 1969,
The office will be open daily from 9 to 5. The address of the
13th District office is Suite One, First National Bank Building, Mount Prospect 60056. The phone number is
394-0790.

candidates during the past
month and these persons were

interviewed by general caucus
last night before the vote was
current

school

board member endorsed for
re-election is Edwin Smith,
803 Cambrdige Dr., Buffalo
Grove, who has been on the
board for three years.

THERE WILL BE three
vacancies on the board in
April and the General Caucus
voted to endorse L. James

"Definitely not running" is
board member Albert Doma-

nico of Elk Grove Village.
First appointed to the hoard in
1967 to fill an unexpired term.
Domanico won election easily

last spring as the only candidate for the one-year vacancy.
Domanico said that in-

Feb. 25 and up to March 20.
The. petitions must be signed

Schools in District 21 include: Alcott and Kilmer in
Buffalo Grove; Eugene Field,
Holmes Jr. High; London Jr.

High, Sandburg, Twain and
Whitman, all in Wheeling;
Robert Frost in Prospect
Heights; and Poe in Arlington
Heights.

has served as president for the
past year.

Day

NOMINATING, petitions
for all candidates who plan to

Real estate dealers in the
northwest suburbs have been
advised to raise their fees on
the sale of improved residential .property from six to seven
per cent.
The Northwest Suburban
Board of Realtors has further
recommended that they maintain a 10 per cent rate on the
sale of unimproved residential
property,' and that they begin

charging the equivalent of a

The General Caucus will
have endorsed.

gal requirements of the zoning

ment buildings in the area.

sure on the village administration. he said he hoped the
board of trustees would not

HE TERMED "high rise"

grant the variation.

as "anything over eight stories," which is the maximum
under

allowed

the

village's

planned unit development ordinance (Section 5.1 in the village zoning code).
Referring to the recent comprehensive village survey conducted by the Jaycees, Flaher-

ty said, "By a survey of my
own area, I feel that 90 per
cent is a conservative estimate

LIKE TO

"I

think

of

Mount Prospect as the most logical town in the northwest
area -that can show this is the
way a town should be run."

More than an hour later,
George Reiter said, "I think it
hope we
should he lower.
won't look hack on this in the

on the north side of the present
complex, nowhere near the approved location of the 10 -story
building in the south Randhurst parking lot.

I

that a building with the same

with

iimok.int of floor space could he

person

will

come

is

in

management

contemplated more buildings

He continued, "The next

stories

Randhurst

the

for its second reading. Trustee

future and see it a detriment to
Randhurst."
Mayor Teichert explained

eight
enough."
feel

HE SAID that it is a matter
of height versus open space.
And Teichert added, "I don't
think that Randhurst has
reached its capacity for buildings," in defending the height
variation allowed that swill result in a building 98 feet more
than the 28 -foot maximum.
He said he understood that

when the ordinance came up

high

of the number of people who

code.

Trustee Donald Furst said
"I

have to express myself
(Conn/wed on page 2)

job responsibilities
and the possibility of travel
had been factors in his decicreased

sion.

NOT RUNNING "tor reaof health" is Charles
Stansky of Elk Grove Village,
whose three-year term expires
sons

in April.
Stansky said that though he
would not now he a candidate,
he hopes in a few years to run

"I feel personally that
have lost touch with the true
feeling of the community."
said Stansky. "in that I've gotI

too objective to school
problems because I can see
both sides.

BOARD MEMBER Harry
Peterson of Elk Grove Village,
hospital public relations executive, says he has not yet de-

early yet to have made his deci-

cided whether or not he'll run
for the hoard. "I'm waiting to
see who the candidates are,"

Wednesday, Feb. 25.
Properly signed petitions

he said.

Peterson, first elected to the
board in 1966, said it was too

First day of filing for the
school hoard elections will be
will he accepted, beginning at
8:30 a.m., at District 59's administration building, 2123 S.
(Continued on page 21

SIMON
SUBUI113

MN=

ten

",My work is requiring more
time, and my health is not as
good noss as it could he."

sion.

It will soon be time for everyone to pay their taxes --even state
legislators.

NW suburban real estate dealers
urged to hike commission rates

by a minumum of 50 regis-

Gripe
Of The

tion for each candidate they

Reiterating his belief that
there will he continuing pres-

the board and predicted a coming trend of high
rise, commercial and apart-

run can be filed beginning

Wylie, 101 Elaine Ct., Prospect Heights, to fill the third
position. Cole, who has been
on the board for three years,

prepared and circulate a peti-

dressed

again.

two years.

tered voters from the district.

taken.

Another

Four hoard members iout of
the seven -man hoard) will he
chosen this spring. Three will
each serve for a three-year
term. The other will serve for

whose term expires in April.

District 21 general caucus
endorses 2 incumbents
School District 21 voted to en-

built

ing long before the Randhurst
ordinance was considered, ad-

District 59 school board
race won't lack candidates

N

"

for the building, that includes
the greatest height variation
ever allowed for a building in
the village, was passed by a
4 -to -3 vote, with Mayor Robert Teichert breaking the tie
with his "aye" vote.
George Flaherty, chairman
of the Industrial Development
and Economic Commission,

at Randhurst. lower in
height and more spread out,
that would still come within le-

crocodile tears, saying that he
can't possibly operate with less
than 15 stories."

speaking at a point in the meet-

To dial a long distance
call and get a recorded message.

JS..1.

esevaronesmsaiit

month's rent on rentals.
The increases, urged in a let-

the

in several other parts of the

rising advertising and operating costs, and a lack of mortage money.
BOARDS OF realtors,

group's advice is generally followed by its members. The as-

country, have already gone to

being not -for-profit organiza-

the seven per cent rate: McKay

sociation has 105 members.
The increase means that the

noted.

tions, are allowed to recommend fee rates according to

ident of the organization, said

cles for about a year. Dealers

HE SAID THAT

seller of a $30,000 home will

Heights,

Palatine, Elk Grove Village,

cent rate. The commission on a

Hoffman Estates, Hanover
Park, Prospect Heights, Rosemont, Schaumburg and
Wheeling dealers are currently

$3,000 to $3,500.
Six Chicago area boards of
realtors had recommended the

were recommended to be put iinto effect
Feb. 15, John P. McKay, pres-

be in the metropolitan area.

bers

Feb.

11,

Mount

pay $2,100 in fees as compared

$50,000 house will rise from

statutes,

state

DES PLAINES, Arlington

with $1,800 under the six per

hike in fees before his group
did, McKay said. Ten such organizations are considered to

ter from the board to its mem-

The hike has been under
consideration in real estate cir-

yesterday.

the

president

.noted.

Prospect,

involved in the move to raise
fees.

McKay said the recommen-

dation is the first to be made
since 1958. He blamed it on

Meetings
Mount Prospect Public
Works Committee, Village
Hall; 8 p.m.
Mount P t t Plan
Commission
ty Meeting, Village
I; 8 p.m.

T

THE DAY
Wednesday Febraary 18

Page 2

Board approves 10 -story
building for Randhurst

Hotly contested Dist. 59
school board race looms
ICoanued front Page I I
Arlington Heights Rd.. Arlington Heights.
In past year, according to
the school code, the order of
candidates on the ballot has
Leon determined by the order
in which they filed their peti.
According to Louis D.
Audi. assistant sopenntendent
in charge of finance, if more
than one person shows up simultaneously to file. de order

in which their names appear
on the ballot will he determined by a drawing Audi said
he had mceived legal advice

masters degree from Steve,
Institute of Technology in in-

much cosi, for a mother to

sistant manager

talk over problems with anoth-

er mother. and not so Min,
for her as phoning a man

fore her children were born.
Mrs. Zanca was secretary to

TAKING OLT a petition

ei

that he is t,ing to persuade
well -qualified fried to be a

THE ONLY candidate to
declare himself for the no 'ear term so far is incumbent

The Oder two

Paul G Neuhaus,.

1821

School.Creek

Mrs

Nadu... a s,cial agent

Hidebndi.

and safety c

health

for Di.

with the Intelligence Division
of the Internal Revenue Service. ran for the board last

Ma 59, School -Community
Council. has been first vice-

spring. but was defeated.

and has worked in the
schools as a learritng-center

-

Lam July board members
held a special election to fill a
vacancy. Neuhauser won and
was formally appointed to the
board in August. By school
cock, the appointment was
good or
until the next board
election.
Neuhauser.

who, holds

not !.et mask a decision liS to
nmning."

'I hose time during the day
so Kali to teachers," she sail.

Final data to Ede pefitiom
will be March 20. Election day

"I mold learn what modem

is April
District 59 schools are Low
in Arlington HeIghts, Demp-

do. how thm feel and how -they
react to the administration and
the school board.

of people back too focus. The
school board should be run by

hlount Propect. Deoonshire.
High RhIge Knolls. Brent-.

mamer, degree in business ad-

the community."

wood and Emote,
Da
Plains, and Ridge. Rept,.
Groan Clean's.
Hopkins.

RUNNING ALSO for
thiwyeamterm

Kam, 271

Nickolas
Fern Dr.. Elk
is

Gene V illace. who has Ined
in District 59 since 1961,

trict 59. are the parents of a
three -year -old son_

sin busin0ss haz ban wt

Livels.

Creek.

r Menus

in the Elk Grove Kiwanis Club

RUNNING FOR a three-

EBa Droberg. 76. of 400
Can -Dona.

Bard
Grant Al b. and CoCk in Elk
Grove 5r,see
Salt

1 would like to see a bide/teed conc. be
imam
cial matters -which are erne
olthand
curnthItm." she
think ...se had a good
program. and I would like to
said.

main,.

has a bachelor,
degree from Soon Xall University o New Jersey and a
Pent

salad relish doh. molded. troth
Scat fruit slio05 peaches. lime.
PrePentht grape. Schoolnude
roll and Mater. milk.
Available dawns_ fruit
cocktail. raspberry gelatin.
cream slice. banana cake. oatrreal coconut coolom.

Street

Emilie A. Katz. 92.014 W.

Heighs

Rd..
hempen
died yesterday at

%nieces are three

Mount

Prospecttwo

1100-

daughters. Lucille Sthuettner

ad Dorothy Olsen. and

13

grandchildren.

tation will be

Pallas.

form., at Forest Vow High
School tontp, He'll he playing with the uh,d's concert
band and 00 I -.piece unload

to prothe experts who can

at the saysor 2121 Goobbert
Rd .8p.m. .Tai are Sl.with
no reser, seats.

a jazz pr

Tc, ts

and a member of

DIce.

ennuis NBC Tonight S..
orchestra Hot considered one

of the great oontempora, im
dist...Maio. m jaz7_ He plan
both the trumpet and the flugelhorn

a big brother of the

MS, that schedule, meetings
Mane information about -other oluldren " Parents are able
to share their concerns infor-

mally. Ilmimp am open to
she public.

TwwxxoT
NIGHT
Lions Part PTA holds its big
meeting to decide whether to

sons. Albert W of Huntley.
111.

caul

10

Ir., of Elkhorn. Was

ad William

Jr and ayshor

of

Heights.

2,m,,,droo ad , gyooy.

Mount thospect Serei . will

omodeso,rto

be conducted by dx Re, Roger Bokenithuer Fnday at 130
pro in the funeral home chapol. Burial mil be el Irving Park

Cemetery in Chap.

Prospect

Vtadation will be 7 to 10
origin a, Lowerhom ehd
Oehler Funeral Hone It fit baron Heights. Sethas will

Marie Stion

el. Burial will be in SL Paul

Des

Reader's

used by the blind.

19611. The December. 1969

blind and sighted, a braille,ler, slide mle, compass end

Satunkys 9 a.m. to 5 p.m and

gional library for service to the
blind_ The librarian in charge

died yesterday at Hines Veterans Admirdstratith Hospital.

of "Talking Books;' Alexander Skrzy,k, can arrange for

Surnoors are two doughVtrganta Borowski of
Mthnt Prospem and Lotha of

our library to meet the needs of
the

tem

Proums the Consumer.- They
meet at the community center.

tend! And ion!

torught at Des Plaines Funeral

Horne. Services will be conducted by Father I.onikas at

FOR THOSE who have dif-

noon tomorrow On the funeral
home chapel. Butial well be in

ficulty reading small print for
any amount of time, the li-

Memo, Gardens in Arlington
Heigh..

br

Califomta.
10

ANOTHER Sidnsalk

Orchard Country- Club. 6 pm_

View High School tomorrow
night' lar. Alatthth Bonds.
presicent af the Roundtable

The programu a movie "The

JIM AND Jean Worley of

f, Athcth Amerithn Heron

213 N. Russel celebrated Lin-

will be the speaker. 8 pm. This
es sponsored by
Educational

Lth, Elk Grove Village Tickets at the door. SI. For mom
'995.

COULD, Council on Un-

Learning DO

abil, wen

tocnonw
soda in du Link Theater of
Gay
PemPon High.
B runk
lend a pawl cif load adminismoors in discumin the: approaches as Me

learning dibbledchild. Takla, pert in tbe diroanica
be Merle laninhown of D.
w in 59. Jack Paws of District
21, Todd Font, of District 25

tad lobo Maw= from
Northwest Special &Wanes
OBemization.

COULD I. fine,

manes.

toy Room-

*0,6y

of Mt. Prospect.

Look.
for yew am wed eikess

I tiers Classified
TOUR WYE *WM
TOME A 19B-1
2 Winners Every ATP

would stand dotty near the
parked plane. diaributing Eterature on the ground school

could hau,n if wpb-

much to anyone interested in

Crystal Lake. an IA A hearing

aviation.

at

"If yso just want to get your
feet wet stop in." he urged.

nigh! neer Chicago's Isopl.

Ilse group meets every
'Monday at I pm. Both advisors. William E. Hack. cootdinmor of numerical control

flight and aviation careen and
their h0 persons working.pn
their licenses.' 1 ininaid.

omote fine Schneiter gets Alen.

airmail the biggest a Moon

ty of clearance -from the Fed.

Chaparral. Sehaeiter is sold on

and
Kenneth
leech. assistant professor in
electrical technoloRy, are pi-

cral Aviation Administration.
local police, the highway pi.
trol and Har,r ailminisnatons

the Harper Flying Club and

lots.

It

airman mungs on seven Mooney o

anything Me school can do to
The avithon ground school

Jim is president of the
recently formed Harper Col-

He instigated the

working with admmistrators
in continuing

half ogo.

Brit' baud on the number of

I'd like iv land a plane on
do Harper campus to stino.

Bight exams moctored at Dopage County Aoport and the
number of student pilots flying
al Roselle and Palwaukce airports." lint said.
-Jr we could offer the
course for 524. it would be
lot cheaper
than
airpo
ground school."

Moo m tom on rho angthees
elencr." Schneiler said,

FLYING CLUB members

ProfmienoY tests.

Horner ground Shad will

ere Adiesee Keehn NIL

one mneelinerre

mentary and Secondary Nonpublic Schools Study Commis-

.

sion, has told The Day She,
number of organizations are
joining the nth group -,Pub lie Education and Religious
Liberty." (PEARL,
'PEARL " said Mrs. Nor Jon. "includes groups like the
Illinois Education AssociWon. the Illinois Association
of School Administrator,, the

save m.etting their pripiluot, ligcensee. He :Mu
thought the club could offer

vale

t

American Jewish Congre,
Jewish War Veterans, some of
the Seventh Day Adventist
Church organ Icons. AmenCans United fora Separation of
Church and State. and some of
the Baptist congregations.

a

111

"ANYONE INTER-

11.115.mtep. Ms.S le

MINTON HUM

ESTER in more information
can call SP 2-7169 or write to

Faye inna Bonged liareulano Imam mama $t.79tai.m
12' CARPET TILE

SW -ADHESIVE FLOOR OLE
Sea we Tear Lasehma rams ma, totan.

PEARL at NIB Woodard St.
Chicago 606 I 8."
At Saturday's hearing of the
Elementary and Secondary
Non-public Schools Study
Commission. Mrs. Norton was

mare 25csi.

Magee 39n O

,SAM STARTS Ma 19 !HOS Rs. 26eh

e of 27 witn.ses who testi.
fied on the question of using

a 94 ISO

Irma Maw i'Mde
l'oord idmallimias w Jo Dag Of.
MOM& mall,Istana. MRS.
11118.111111.61ALIng

in

Parents and Teachers, who lesAged dSaturday before the Ele-

WOOORIOUTDOOR CARPET

CPolea of colon roan nobbs lack

meet

man of the Illinois Con.. of

61Y, nom 7 Pon. to 10
through April 23.

FLOOR COVERINGS

FURNITURE

acrobat.tc

An organization thrmed to
apposestoic aid to ththpublic
schools is actively recruiting
Illinois member,
Mrs. Peggy Norton of Chi.
cap. slate legislation chair-

we Samirilk 99se.

wagoaoso on a a fr win. na.Wnfd49

STREAMWOOD

STORE HOURS

3/4 as west sf lairlsgto Rod

Mota On BRA
Hs.10

se Luke Strew (U.S. 20)

Set RAMI141111

mace

Exams

Teachers shoal call

will

he

held

in

Frond High School. IMO S.

9.01 -

7104 if they an unable m reeBier by the shove mentioned
procedorm.

Cappy Dick winners

Mull

education

may register for

stittion
Names of the boys and girls

who are winners of Slim Jim
Key cases offered as the local
prizes for the most neatly pro,
pared correct entries in the
puzzle contest pub.
R

who are winners of packets of
five miniature tools offered m

the local prizes for thc mom
neatly prepared correct entries
in the scrambled names puzzle
contest
published in
the

The Day M the

You, Hobby Club depart-

Young Hobby Club department on Wednesday. Jan. 20.
arc anounced today by Cappy

ment on Wednesday. Feb. 4
are announo.d.
They are: David Wojcik,

Dick.n

906

They are Karen LaDonne.
9. 1500 Fifth Al., and Carol

bosh

Wetter. II. 901 E Ville Dr..

All winnen will recorc
their pries ht'' mail within

fished

in

both in Des Plaines.
Names of the boys and gins

I

St,

I

Levis and Debbie
1310 Estates Be..
Mount Prospect.

rooks,rederi

short time.

CUM

students
the con-

thro,h their

lasses.

INCOME TAX

$5 & UP
No appointment necessary.

Or all

3511.6671.

Private Aim.
harms roomed same day.
Daily Ye. Sat I San.51-5
666 Nw nwv. (Rte. 141
PAIANNE

3 Bl. west of en. 53
Above Neol Realty

.

MRS. NORTON said that

Ren.RAIII11111

The Illinois PTA opposes the

PoeaP

use of public funds for nonlies %dinette r

-I susthely am we need an
aviation program at Harper.
and the way to get it steeled is
on the ground floor I no pun in.
tended). so the club and course
am underWay."

SCHNEITER SAID Mat
Harper had conducted a (maibaby study on mwo-year aria.
his program geared towards
mechanic's lian aviation
cense. but the cost was prohibi-

These dresses have it all ... and say it all
this Spring! Dressy, in softness of color

.

.

.

garnished with feminine touches of lace
and scallops! In tender shapes that keep

their shape always! Come, see the

;Mire new collection)

Om, and the program was
dropped.

is direct or indifeel. whether
the schools are sectarian or
secular. whether Me method is
tuition volts. purchase of serices. payment of teacher salaries. or any other method

which r.ults in the use of tax
funds for any schools which

ared regular public schthls
open to all children who live in

the district. operated by a legally elected or appointed
school hoard recognized or

qualified .by the aoprthriate
Male agency. and meth, all
no

l

Mate requirements.'

Norton said that the

kin.a

PI 'A positton was basal en a
long -stand, and very snecifw platlornt She ,aid ilwro
were more than half a million

members of the Nino. PTA.
and that at the last PTA state

A.

cthventith, the legislation
wording of this poOtion was
stre,thened. "The numb.' of
PTA members who disagree
with us on this is inlinit.imal."

public schools, whether them!

Lace -Trimmed Skimmer
Dacron/Polyester skimmer with modified
scoop neckline and lace cap sleeves. In
Vanilla, Mint, Pink. Sizes 12-20.

she said.

"We are convinced." she
told the commission Saturday.
"that tax -support for noo.pubtic schools

$28

will destroy the

public school system.

B. Two -Tone A -Line

"NO MATTER what you
call rt it still amounts to a sub -

Sleeveless two-tone with stand -away neck-

sidy for the education of chitdren

to whom the

line and cotton lace insert. Black/White,

public

sizes 10-18.

state funds for non-public edu- ,schools are available but not
acceptable.
cation.
"If this commission derides
She represented the Illinois
'Congress of Parents and to recommend Math aid to non Teachers,

IMIVI9196

DACRON-POLYESTER

Group opposing state aid
to non-public schools
is recruiting members

WALL COVERINGS

Linn

id 7 p.m.

slowed a moiety of filo. on

at his own expense. about $54.
a day. he said.

EAllo base mach. 3914 la,

ARLINGTON

"Nage of the constillition
examination," Hanrahan raid,
ls a renewal requirement for

Christen.

'Were taken field Hips Inn
-aviation

the Comm. 30

11111A9INTL. DECORATOR WALLBOARD

a

If Schneiter pits the OK on
his Harper night. he will how
the plane from Planem.lees

ing center, who gives cocomenial pilots their six-month

the theory that stud.ts could

Palwaukee

Pelwookee.

Coo ' Aviation Supply Co..
El Grove Village. Schneiter

WHEN THE fivee.hour

5M:reciter set ahthl organ ming a ho Harper flying cluhon

Primer

nos. Schneiter taws members
fly for about 54.
Parts.dimonts are given at

course was added to the curamlum, Harthsr hired Robert
Marmka, director of the
United Air Lines Bight trains

ROI take place on the drive-

set

Airport. and Planemaser's
and Co.. Dopage County Air.

'Omar Olson (department

meanMondays toad Waders.-

10 Pc, cr. flying

discounts
Flying School,
lesson

Nadi and David Groth tassisfeasibility
tont) and I dal

nor of the campus_
..The FAA Rid tin op
proves., landing definitely can-

oohs or parking In.,

k.. gq!

COUINC.

ion Heights resident. he has
mom than 200 boars flying
time on a nri vale aye license
ar onto
which he obtained

milinuot in Harper's ...ion

must be registered Harper au-

is ho baby, he.thid.

km Flying Club, An Ading-

grand school and to cncour.
age participation in the flying
doh:. the marketing major

CLUB MEMBERS who

Promote

and trustees.

late interest a ni encoonme en.

teChnology.

garbage disposers and

Mow. moorhen: 1sBOARD
Choke ol colon

.01.1

Plane will land at Harper
if authorities give go-ahead

all dishwashers cooktops
range hoods wall ovens

BURATILE TILE

passed

Nike have taken.
..Chunks of ice are being thrown at our

ham, Tint Canada+ lag

Monday them Friday
Rs SIP i Mayo. Wishes Bawd
Miaow Wiles madam yaw Delft rad ha me As womb SLOB

THOUGH Mrs. Rairdin aml Mrs. Hil-

chamPaga Mann one tram -

ON DISMAY AT

yet

by some members of the

Refusal -Community Council. Board members will check up later to see what action

program Visitors would be
ardent phoning to land on ellowed to climb inside the air meanie.
nththe knovekthemble craft for a closer look. Schneinen ter added.
met
An aviator who currently
month.

PLUS
0% OFF

1

,nation.in February
trot

Such a list has been compiled by some bus

driver,

College Center towing it nonwally from the southeast coy

1

Teachers may register al
their district offices. Beciutith
flag code and the Declarationcertificates will be stumped if
the mow of Independence. Exams begin ethrns are posed, imchers are
reminded to bring certificate.
and continue
Ihroush April at local centers to exam centers.
United States constitutions ineluding election procedure.

torists who drove past school bum while
they were loading or unloading children.

you feel about it."

on the south side of the Harper

1

posed at Me school.

23. The room number will be

Garasha was asked by the hoard to give
local police a list of license numbers of mo-

through with that child. he'll know how

Monday. March'_
Schnei tor would like to haw
the plane on conpus that day
or no later thanMarch 4.
He plans to park the plane

oak

Exams will contain quo,
'ions on both Illinois and

bids Md been requested ,fore the current
contract had heel signed.

for an airport, that's a Harper

Wit -You should try it

Ming that will

Quentin Rd.. Palatine. on Feb.

`THEY WILL definitely be bid.7 said
Harvey. Business Manager Louis Audi
added that Davithowyer currently had a
notemymr contract and that competitive

school if he's not allowed to ride the boa.'
Mrs. Rairdin said. -by the time you gm

-Thais not a pilot looking

KITCHEN CABINET

areaI leaf detail finished le
brewed old brass. Ueda Is

Brentwood. High Ridge Knolls. and Devonshire; in Elk Grove Village are Clear.
moot Ridge, Rupley. Grove, Salt Creek,
Hopkins. Cook. Grant Woad, lively and
Byrd. and in Arlington Heights. Juliette
Low.

Harold Harvey. board member from
Dm Plain.. suggested that children who
misbehaved could be Mrbidden In ride
but....a suggestion Mrs. Rairdin kit
would be effective thr partook
-When you have ILI gel up at sewn
o'clock Esc dap a week to take a child to

By K. C. Radtke

muter
Nit -No. why'

*Agin the palette

-Are you ;dunning to bid the bus contracts for next ycarr asked Mrs. Hildebnindl.

.THE HARPER aviation

*maim Gingko, unsaid...

6estanding
ities

tan la. Asia are. 511.00

Veen *TM he sh

WORST POKE of The D.:
Wit -Did you ever tickle a

DINNER RI TWO

newsletter."

ben that some of the children would not

ground school mum begins

SOW'

Elementary: in Des Plaines are Fink..

the his company's moor. told board mem-

said.

Church -Common, Baptist

TOMORROW IS Vern and
Fan Schneider's wedding aeo ns:wee. Hann,: happy
dam,

Scher anon tans. none
mei, name deiresnel. Ow or

SALE !

hook Dinner tonight at South

and hard about summer camp
for this coming year. Ron
Weinrich is scow:master.

WOOS,

60016

% OFF

CUR PACK 223 will bold
rn annual Mt. and Gold Pot-

fund. an Sunda,. They sow
movies of a remit canoe trip

Meightx,

and lay cents. ths qe men III

WICKES

Yeoll etc a beg hideout of

busting his hen,.

Bo, Scout Troop 156 of St.
Paul Lutheran Church held in
annual potluck supper for

e,Aneaton

Window of Your Soul." the
vat' of Berea Dirksen.

info. call Mrs_ Gawne. 392-

'plus members-at-largc.
Schools in Mount Prospect are Jay.
Frost, Holmes. Dempster. and Forest View

all standard and provisional
certificate holders.-

Rolling Meadows Shopping Center

dither meeti, taught az Old

-Slam Saar' is one year
old! It that .17 --,-Already'

Rotative:: from District 59's 20 schools

re.

-We should remind the chikiren.9 aid
B oard President Sparks. 'And parents.
Perhaps simething could go out in the

debrandt said Boy had reports of buses in

Chamber of Commerce has a

Forest

lecture at

missed at a later date.
School -Community Council is a threeyear -old parent group made pp of mare -

t Ow, net on time.

MRS. NORMAN Davidsmemr, wife of

has enlarged t,di

toot of many book,

gram in ail District 59 K-5 rtinderprten
through fifth grade) schools will be dis-

minded," said Acting Supt. Albcon

Districtno
59 uses Davidsmeyer hosts.

THE PROSPECT DAY

THE VOLT Prospect

8 p.m.

'Periodically drivers have to be

Mn. Hildebrandt al,. said that schedules WM:

problemi. but some of them."
Another School -Community *Council
recommendation that parents lc allowed
to develop a self-supporting lunch pro-

"WE HAVE ALWAYS taken steps SO
our driest, are carrying oat Me laws'

sopped to thIssad children.

,k,utdees 2 to 5 p.m.

visually hthdicap,d of

the community.
The library Wiii ,0011 have a
talking machine on loan from
the Libra, of Congress.

of Lioro Park parents conducted by the current PTA
toders indicated that a new local ,ganinvion was desired.
Lions Park parents -do at-

mothers who drive children to school
wem Nosing school buses whkh had

copy h on display in the en.
tramway.

The library is win weekdays from 9 a.m. to 9 o m

cago Public Libra, is the re-

italscutlent parent.
and -teacher goo,. _A son,

SATELLITEll Hoot make,
ar Estensien Unit memo
tomorrow night to team "Alto

drivers were not always using Doh, lights
and stop arm properly. steed that some

Digest, since July,

the blind. checkers game. do.
minoes, playing cards for hoth

Tom Peteoo

STIFFEL

of Elk

They have elm subscribed
to the enlarged type edition of

around materials and penes

Tom Petros, 80. of 607
Bob40-link. Mount Prospect

Visitation will be until

Hildehrandt

aWE CAN DO somel hing about that."
said Sparks. "Perhaps not eliminate all the

stop arm meant come out until the bus isat
a complete stop.
-All um need to know to the number an
the by if you think c have violation,.
she added. "Then 1 can go to the driven.
Emit driver is assigned too specific has.

buses were tiOMCIIITIC1 stank, NIOIT all
children wore sitting down, that some bus

protractor.
The Hild Branch of the Chi-

Comae, in Skokie.

0.01 and
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1:30

pin. in the funeral home chap
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mass

son Wayne of

0001005
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for Marie
Soma 67. 01400 Indigo. Pros pax Heighrs. was said enis
morning at St Alphons.
Church. Mrs. Sim. who Med
botheral
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Education)

On display area braille Ni-

conducted by the

Mrs. Sherrie

Robert P. Hanrahan. Cook
superintendent of
County
the spring
schools,
Illinois -United
schedule an of
States Constitution exams for
all teachers holding Illinois
teaching certificates who pan

the bus and got hit right on her face."

-Our red Easier lights can go on before-

Grove Village told board members that

said...to tell us how far you will back us in
whit we need to do 10 maintain discipline
and safety."

remain part of the national and
state organization, harm a kJ -

trumpet

ooltis birthday with the birth
of Das-idioms, the Ms boy in
the Worley family this generation. Grandpa E
Worley.

of

thatrat and all des Y thmerfon
at Friedrichs Funeral Home in

and a
Plaines-

nitation. mthned by mkt,

Des

III..

Surnvon
daughterDorothea
of Raped= Heights

Lil Floros

of

and Rorer,
Pump of Des Plat.. fthr
Antioch.

in St_ Joseph Cemetery In River Grove.

Clark is here

Walsh

(Laugh -

Su. Fkhe.4

Monday at home. was buned

Clark Terry
from
the
-,111.01t Shs-." will he per-

be

Pala tine

Blur and Clyde Peterson of of Lydia

and is now a memrtr of the

said Pettinato
worked on a
board of education in Newler.
sey in these fields_ 1 hoe tutor
ed_ and I come from a teaching
background

Prospmt.

Survivors are nvo sorts. ArI

and

"Wc would like you as 0 board." she

n

Mn. Davidsmoyer.
"Today near Ridge School in Elk Grove
Village. one of our drivers opened berries
dow to tell children not to throw things at

hand," said Mrs. Davidsmeyet "loin the

Mar Kae Rairdin 01 Arlington Heights

variety of reading

modiste
oistes.

lion of "To Kill a MoCkingbird." a Scrabble boa. for

Hospital in Des Plaines.

Prospecx Ft Grove. Wheel.
5Mr-term is Mrs. lady Zama. Elks.
ion Henry a Forest Vim.
81 Hosts, Ln. Des Plaines.
WESTERN
ELECTRIC high shoo. in Distract 21.
A
Sc hoo I-Cammunin exsuthe Richard E. Pet.
Mon cash tont choice,:
Council officer ear the dome nato. 503 W. Nowa Arlington brathd beef. beefburger on a
years since the organthation Heights. plans to file for the Vbun wener in a bun. Vegewas founded. Mrs_ Zanca has dirm-sear term.
table M. ch,ceS whipped
attended al mo.t all the board
Kaoe a seen definite inter
potatoes. Scoter. pea, Salad
amid committee meetings for
cotbudget and curriculum"
tone choice, fruit juice. tossed
the past 14 ommlos.

Mount

died Monday at Holy Family

To te sensed ee Arthemoo.

Special

Obituaries
lames Bach Friday at

.

The exhibit currently at the
Mount Prospect Public Li.
brary (courtesy of Northwmt

Qmm WOW men ammo. espiabas how man are permed sad;mimed far sale, to liathkee
kewalths d Mask Roger, INS Patinae. both or mount Prospect.
.5.5k WO

Emilie A. Katz

he personally had not observed any violations on the main highways he customerily

obey hos driven when told to sit down.

Flaw grade Oedema troth St Remmedsz Catholic Schad la mama Prospect towed several
Moans Prospect badmen. Tmaday on a social wadies field trip. Al the Jewel Food sort, Nei

Ella Droberg

shard buses were highlighted Monday at
°halm Sit board meeting when two
tiles Charged that state laws were not
ova, being observed.

Library displays books,
games for the blind

olt

D iarict 50's hold of transportation. said

SehoolCommuntty Council represente-

chat and Mount Prospect
III
had
given approval for
tint high
xne.

dressed the board. 'The plan

baby problems of children who ride

Page I

Teacher's exams set

windshields," said

residentiel arms not using flasher lights
and mop arms properly, Leonard Garesh.

Reiter. Furst and Norris, the
tie vote was broken by Tei-

Re making a mistake here."
Harold Ross, a current plan
commission member then ad.

Holmes in

and

By 1.0 Beee

and negative votes were cast by

ago, gating only 1 think ace

ster, Frost lay_ Forest View
Elementary

bachelor, derme from the
Universi, of Illinois and a
ministration from DePaul
1.1niverti, said he hoped to
continue on the hoard because
bit takes a whik to understand
what's going on." He and his
wife. a forme r teacher in Dis-

all of his arguments against ath
prove! that he made two weeks

picked up a meson but -has

aide.

"I'd like to bring the idea

said that he would not repeat

she herself is not running and
picked them up "for friends."
belts in
Kodak, 504 Boma
Rd.. Mount Prospect has

president of the Parents AraCouncil

(Teich.nl

house' to every developer"
Teichert replied that he felt
the bask issue is one of densins Of open space verso,
.heights of buildings. He then
called fora vote.
After Daniel Ahern, Robert
Soderman and John Kilroy
had registered -aye-

ever plan commimion member,

Mrs. Irene Maoernick. 270
Harmony Tn.. Elk Grove Village, h. also taken out pedn
rions-three or them. She says

Sall

Bob

"I think you're giving tj,

Trustee Lloyd Norris, a for

thdidate.

said

that Randhurst anticipates Inv.
forms on the north side. I
(wouldn't count on it.

hours.

Ln., Elk Grove Vil-

lage. Alsthrthera told The Day

-You

Sr (Elmhurst Rd.) -Rand Rd.Kensington intersection during morning and evening rush

W t "definitely net for myself'
is Richard AlcGrertera. 935

RUNNING FOR a time.

'10000 1. Alount Prospect_

FLAHERTY SPOKE again.

would add greatly to local trapfic tie-ups at the complex Main

daughter. 13. is at HolineshmOr High School. and his son
8. ism Juliette Low School.

the vice-president of a mantsfaction, here in Skokie.

attend

FURST EXPRESSED

from 28 feet to 136 feet."

serious doubts about the new
Wilding will affect traffic,
Donna arrivals and departures
would not be gradual but

Forest View High School in
District 214, his sato.

path term is Mrs. Sherrie Hildebrandt. 69 Clearmont Dr..
Eik Grove Village. mother of a
boy, 8, a girl. 7. and a boy. 5.

requiring MO procedure.

precedent allowing an increase

at

pany for 14 years.
His oldest daughter attends

would be."
Three of her children attend
Brentwood. Another daughter
is a sevendsgarder at Dempster Junior High School. Be-

though their engineers say it is
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Dist. 59 board studies
school bus safety problems

out

1

al

dustrial management. He is at

Watern
Ekcoic in Rolling Meadows
and has been with that com-

enme

over eight sorsa
think we
are going to set a dmgernm

1

layout of their parking,

has

openly against any building

somewhat parallel to George
have never seen a
(Reiter,

)

Mrs. Zancgfects that having
a woman on the board would
be good because if would be

area inn

(Conaurd from Parted

It'

NVUUM

Me I1.1 T Armes W

public schools." Mrs. Norton
said, "it is the opinion of the
PTA that you will have made
an
affirmative decision to
abandon the public school systern th our slate.

'28
I

lea

From The Fashion Floor

Crafty idea

One day at a time
It was the lint night in their
new home. The movers had
left. The children were tucked
into bed They tel sipping
wine in horn of the ftreplace.
it was a beautiful home In e
beautiful subdivision.
"Honey: she said. "did
you non.: that the front walk

sodded t:1-11:as:tri tnogetthe

"DO YOU THINK
Ake care of that problem of
water seeping into the base man?? she asked.

zee high. It sure is more than we

Hs worth it," she said.

and I'd better pay my dues in a

shifted,

and nothing happened. And
when I bathed Betty. the water

asked,

Ogle

me. I hope we can scrape the

have increased
or
he said.
they ha a1" she

"Van

He said he thought they
could.

Than he etRiggied with the

He said he thought they
maiId.
She was heist a moment.

taxes and insurance, and you
interest

the front room. ?The wind

those things. too?"

',Yell, you em. they aid

telephone

lowed out of the fireplace into
me s t

front door end finally got it

open. The cold air seemed to
blow

he smoke away. He

What could lend itself more
naturally to kitchen demo
than a jar brimming with
slimming fruit? From kumquats 10 Ntraviberrics. colorful
trait in grandmother's oldfashioned Mason jars offers a

number of the guy from the
Civic Association that was

didn't rant to

wouldn't run out of the tub.
Do you suppose they II fix

intends.. But then, I'm sate

In cash left'" he asked. She
said they did,
"Where's
the

you before, but Billy's
clout door wouldn't open
tonight. I pulled and polled

I

Paper fruit sweetens kitchen decor

pushed mgt it Nosed.
'-Do woadl have five bucks

here ai dinner time' he want ed to know. "I have a feeling
well he meding" that outfit,

SUDDENLY, Image bit-

tell

take care of it." he replied.
"Gee. I had no idea our
mortgage payments would be

knew

He said he didn't know.

He said he thought they
would.
"Honey.

"Yes. but I'm sure they will

high

Then she saki. `Whet do you
suppou is really wrong with.
the dishwasher? I did everything the Instruction book
said, and it still wouldn't work.
How long do you suppose it
will take' to fix it?"

lawn

kinnear the porch?"
ssing

is

By Ron! Swans

warn, end happy con1 rag to all
the gleaming steel and enamel
in modern k itehcm.

"Will they help us get our
house Sled, do you think?"

The fruit eon he assemhled

out oleo, gaper and touched
of
op to resemble an
remarkthe real thing that
ably true to life, according to
Dennison Manufacturing Co.

she asked.

He said he thought they
would.
"Gee. ON late.' she said,
"Won't it be fun to sleep in our
very own new house tonight?'
He said he thought it would.

Obtain materials in stationary,
variety. hobby and craft stores
or departments. Plastic substitutes for old,fashitmed pre.

...4,:guer,,So.e.kingkkUUX.X.Nek kvermu.

serving jars can he found in

Hideaword

Map pubticationo

gull department HOERR.
TO Make crepe paper straw-

berries. mull need flame red
and mini green crepe paper
and nat. green4uf green and
white dunks crepe paper. No.

TAMYNEI
Make as many four letter or more wells out OP
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

the ernuixol drown Ins ahem jealously Arming
Au paper's freedom and intelleered integrity."

7 wire: gnam spool wirer::
namens, red and green
colored sugar and all-purpom
white glue.

using all seven of these letters.

-- Marshall Meld III
Wednesday, Febrdary 18. 1970

Aim', on Cain, Page

.

John E. Stanton. !Alum

ittiom 1. Kiedanch, Morourine

!tending thc tine( the wire over
crepe to prevent it Horn slipp.
ins out. Wrap until you havc a
smomh.
strawherry.shaped

R.N. Punt, rEcoloritio Direr,

DOCTOR SAYS

is the hest treatment for it?
A-Chole molds is an

044y side h always sore and

nammution of Me gall blad.
der and lithiasis is the ens.
once of stones. The hest treat-

removal of the gall
ent
Madderk because than will pre-sing attacks of gall lie a
chronic infix.
t e g01 bladder.
X-rays showed MOMS in
my gall hladsler. Can they be
treated without an operation,

Q -Is

gal l

bladder trouble

more common in wom en than
In men? If so. why?

Cub
year
is planned
The Cub Scouts of

there is a bitter lash in my
mouth all the time. My doctor
says I have a nomfuncliening
gall bladder. What treatment is

recommnded,
A -Your symptom are not
only related to your
malfunctioning gull Madder.
For the latter, a low -fat diet

the

program themes provide the
activity in theca weekly den
meetings and
nthly pack
meetings that build on the pur-

pose of Cub Seeming as a
character

development

and

eiticenship training program."
The program themes which
are supported by specific Lug.
petitions and helps for Cub
Stun leaders for the 12 -month
period arc:
May.
monies
NAILIER'S

Bultyord
Olympic,

Manuel:
1physical

June.
fitness

projects and games): July. Old
Swimming Hole iswiinming

and water activities,. August,
Cub Scout Field Day told tuitional picnic,. September. the
Cub Scout Trail lull round.
AN. and October. Cub Scout
Magicians Imager acts and cernies,
ovember, Pioneer Days

thistorysfor learning and fun):
December. Happy. Game and
Fair (service to others),
January, Lights in the Sky
(astronomy): February. Our
American Heritage (famous
Americans and celebration of
Boy Scout Week): blanch.
Cowboys and Indians Peal his-

tory of the old West). and
April. Cub Scout Vaudeville
(variety entertainment).

wire, ad wrap

miens. Them eery real looking tinewbeenes. are made of crepe
sum, following the pattern given, and leeched up to look good

green crepe. Arrange to jar.

Scrimshaw
to meet

at

THIIICAHOR

"ease° asset seglisseatiseesseses64086050i
Page 5

p.m. Thunday. Feh. 19. in the
home of Mrs. David Krause o

Mount Prospect. Mn. Kraals
will address het group on th
subject of "Scronshaux."

of the helladonn.

SlenileileallelleDUPOIleillieileliee, sane

Rory. The most likely cause is
colitis.

ein'trat="'
plating its ninth year of nob

Q.My pal bladder has been
Will casing too
much fat overwork my liver?

liwition.canbeorderudthrotig
the Harvest Years Publishm
Co.. 104 E. 411th M., Nos
York, N.Y. 101116. It is :MN
based with the National Re

fireman Forum, Inc..

55

Wednesday

Helping with final plans for the "Fmhions on Canvas" lunch-

Tamper our

Saint JOAN the Baptht Greek Orthodox Church of Des Pinion
are Mn. James Motets patrons committee, and Mn. Mathew P.
Samar', fashion show chairman. I he event at anon Feb. 11 at

Iles

HAIR STYLING G

TREAT YOURSELF
TO THE BEST,
WISHING WELL

ts mated demi.

the our

BARBERSHOP

KIWI's on the runway
Curled 'Hilton Hotel. Fash.
ions winds: presented by Saks

LISTENS

Fifth Avenue and the models
will all he KIWIs.
Attendance figures :we exmaand to reach at leint 1,5111
women this year. Anyone in.
[Misted M attending shOuld
contact Mrs. Richard Wrens.

TO YOU
CHEATER

3254%54.

Dear Lee Janson.

One of the kids in my elms cheats on every mum. Since it
probably effech my 'Me, shou/d I tell the teacher?

for the

Proceeds

f

Straight Shooter
No,

sun welms dolls In the Mao
Lawn School Mr the MeMily wile- Actelems Des Num
IN, ma- &Palsied to all the
Retarded in Oak Lawn, III.
Chapter president fur the WI stutkins upon thus nturn
current year is Mix. James from Chriqm s name
in nuts
MacLeod. and vice president
Cluh
Ihe.
Peter Easton., both of ninon orgint.tion own It
N
Northbrook. Area KIWI off, di Juana AnxriL at Aldine
cm are Mrs, Charles Barry id shay ird,tes who in Hem
MEI tenets
Plum Grove. treasurer. and "led en chml
Mrs. David Fleimher of Ds amt.. i Or altheLonul tn
lormation coillace Mr,
Plaines. historian.
The KIWIs recently pre- Hsll 121224T or alrs P

event will he donated to Park

I

suited

0P-

American

Airlines

.

4b7DZIIIIMIIIIIM es

ragni

That's how we figure it.
You see, Wednesdays are
pretty unique in Palatine. There's a bank open.
Imagine, you can deposit,
withdraw, even borrow
money on Wednesday. All
the convenience of Mon-

son, wish employers would under-

stand.

Tired of Arguing
Any employer who does not hire a competent handicapped is

mask. up one of Ile bat employ. he'll ever have. StatisHo
show Mat the handicapped have a better Mendame record, are
more
do. better job than Meer employ.. Check the

Illinois State Employment Service. They have special court
Mors.
HOW'S THAT?
Dear Leo Janson.
A girl NM me she got pregnant holding hands at the show. Is It
possibk?
Wandering
Sem and cats and dop don't tight and chickens don't by eggs.

e

eon at Harper Junior College
Mesh Lugo. who Ines with
Mr and Mrs Raymond Down.
tng of Mount Prospect is well
It
on her was to becoming
nosed pratoral nurse with the
help of the Mount Prospect
Woman s Club

CRUISE

'195

Departs Every Saturday Through April 4th
Cruise the Canbbeon on the new

it SUNWARD
ALS GAINS WITH PRIVATE BATH
COMPASTRY AIR CONDITIONED
3 MEALS DAILTPLUS SNACKS
CAMAJNAS COCKTAIL PARTY
SWIMMING POOL

the family Place

tor food and fun

ALSO -ROUND TRIP JET TO HAWAII $310

Faeloring

Friday and Saturday on

GIANT BURGERS
NONEY.FRIED CHICKEN
SHRIMP

Our minimum balance for No -Cost Checking.
Are you with the leader?

DUTY FREE SHOPPING

day, Tuesday, Thursday,

HEELING

MEXICO $190 JAMAICA $214 NASSAU $184

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK

FISH Ig CHIPS
Sencine the discriminating traveler for over IS years.

TENDERLOIN STEAK SANDWICHES

BIG YELLOW BUS TROUBLE

WAYNE GRIFFIN TRAVEL, INC.

Dear Lee Janson.
Every day I ride the bus home from school. A boy sits behind

Cocktails
60005

PALATINE NATIONAL BANK
North Brockway end Bank Lane

Palatine. Illinois

359,1070

An Equal Opportunity Employer

GOOD FOOD.ORINK

Wednesdays. Today, relax. Do a little banking.

-

MINIM=

central telephone company of Illinois

who has just been awarded the
scholarship to wash her educe

7 DAYS
A

CENTEL
SYSTEM OF 20"
s PIMaser
41Nt S ILL
g27 9919

list from Winne 1 upon, 19

SAN JUAN
ST THOMAS

t:1'04rg,

rnochl Have yours metalled today

81161

Art.

it passible to get a job if you are handicapped? I molly
114

A check for c5,14 Merits

you run to answer the telephone Why do it
when extension phones cost so little add so

CARIBBEAN

war

Deer Las Janson.

Wednesday is the 6th day of the week!

Denderdal

lte% paL

A_Yi7iiiiiirrilerintio in v.
NEEDS JOB

439-9906

Yoe know you're living in an
under telephoned houseaaaif

AND RAZOR CUTTING

Ind sotto' luminous Ind to
loshmo

touutly

MEN S

the Manion Molar lintel will feature Bono. Fames spring null moque lad Other echol
culkction of designer fashions. For rt./crudes. contact Mrs.
Pares Unthaws a 823-402.

Inn

Commu

I inu trt

mono throukh

hull,

.1crrimcd Noon,

Wont Ins Claynoks

1

edam

shouts

u0 items, Mr son sox -limed

Nur un. Hone.

coMfithipn show to be given by the Philoptochm Stmlely of

Lee Janson

OPEN DAILY AT

A.M.

Member FDIC

alma wed IMemation so
Votation mem

St. George
'c

OK Dragon

RAND a DUNDEE RIM, PALATINE, ILL.
Far INosonvtiono Call 35,3232

CITY

MOM

WHEELING. ILL. PHONE: 537-Q020

255-7010

SUMER ED.I.C.

..
.41 SAMNA HOUMA

.

MAIN NAMING GAMMA ROARS

"A... Load, Thursday

Hew many day --Mctl;a.enT

NAME

OHM

MILWAUKEE AVENd AT DUNDEE ROAD

followlian

Approx. telvv 1 dotes

up. It's when they step Nadu you that you have to worry.

Send row questions to Le/ Jump', era Day Publication
Moan, Prosper,. Moir 6U<D6.

Robins ot Ammite in I Wrists

nos Henan! and Untnent

Yilh annual KIWI
fathimi %Show and luncheon
held Feb. 21 in the InIdeational Ballroom of she

I Mete. he's sixth grader who likes to tease girls. Lots of
Man do, you know. You may not believe it now, but he'll grow

dixp Into warm water on,roc

Mum,

SI

isanhaw

Hosmtal

E.

me and pulls my hat off. He teases rue all the time. I keep telling
him to mind his own business, but he won't. We a. in the sixth
grade. Do you know what is wrong with him?
Belo Palatine

their stems into water, nothing
surpass. thiantints att. spun

Loom next 'Must She p

Jackson Blvd., Chicago 0160.1.
60104.

thought employers understood that many handicap do not Interfere with your ability to do a job. They don't.
I am fully competent to perform in en area that needs wOrkers,
but personnel directors always seem to have an excuse. I have to
be honest and put my handicap on the medical part of my application. In case something happened to mE At the same time, I

To (Moro cut Sowers that

have willed Wore they get

pthateal Minim IN masts

deerIf Min, II

W diastlity. Feting r II, 1970
Rpaaos

Polon, IlatieliWantans

Restore
flowers

Harper Junior

College.

This wet.. in

est.

The Scrimshaw Chapter o
(Busters. Me., will meet at I{

chairman. The 5544 scholar

of the alcohol.
the eon

evaporation

0111-fashiseed lest'aws overflowing with seaming fruit are

toge,j, with.* of rased of Ike Mid WAWA awl -Maud decorations for a kitchen

Mira Lugosi now tins. in
Mount Prospect with Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Downing. She.
has cemoleted one year in lib.
hisi arts a Harper and has di,
oh ink,. to has n,.,1
aded

donna.

117 S. Main

pi, with

Pains.

ar/F. education scholar:Mir

°Impost], Failure to keep i
tightly stoppered will (tenni

this?

le

end leaves together, leaving
some stems longer than others.

or heal depends on the scares

ter you discontinue the belle

missed an important goal. The

Ph;7nClUstr7r.uit, Mowed

ship is to he used to further he

were before. What could cause

program themes to lit local sit amain% Tv tie in with the calendars of their chartered ins, he said.

the cente9 of elm leaves, as the

will keep well in a light -rev,
torat bottle if stored LH a cool
place. How rapidly it will del,
riorate when exposed to light

wear off in a couple of doss of

awned commissioner. Many
Cuh Scout packs adapt the

lengths of green spool wire lc

completed a nine -week pledge

snub are worse than they

of hell,

strawb erry leaves). Paste

Prospect girls. Min. Chff s Pohl

student sorlet it Harper Ind

Will tincture
Will

shears will help In cutting the

and Miss Tricia Rehm. Both

the paralysis of the. eye muscle
of acmonmodation. should

ability of your in-

green dunks, using the pa.
terns in the sketch. (Pinkie/

pigmated by Mrs. C. B. Shof-

bad my gall bladder re.
moved eight years ago, but the

digestive
testinal

the hew of the flower, pasting
to hold ICI.
4. The leaves are cut from

Prospect Woman's Club,

The blurred vision. due 0

A-Ne, but it might tax the

length of spool wire amund

donna keep for a yearn more?
Dom it came permanent blurring of the vision?
A -As with' most tinctures. it

ridl diem h r to sumplo. the

Most Cub Scout packs will
hold annual program planning
conferences in April to determine their year's program. according to Leslie klilligen,

Anwrim as a cub scout should
come out of his experience a
different ' hoy, or we have

a

would came you to pm a large
dose than intended.

cash scouts.

-The
important thing."
Nfilligan said. "is that a by
who joins the Boy San as of

received

sathusmodic drugs arc helpful.

Q.

Northwest Sulturhen Council,
Boy SUMO of America. have
Messed 12 suggested monthly
program themes that will begin M Slay her 195 Cub Scout
packs and more than 111,923

Academy

leanttion
solution a., as a result

an oft -reputed

stamen through the center of
each blossmn and twist .a

scholar,hip from the Mount

and avoidana of alcohol is the
hat treatment. In some cases.

A-Tlde la

3. Blossoms arc cut from t

wMte duplex. using the pattern
in the sketch. Insert a doubled

Epsilon Alpha Chapter of
Alpha Xi Delta at Wisconsin
Male University in Eau Claire
recently initiated two Mount

A former resale. of Manville

W.G.IRANDSTADT.M.D.
A-Yes, but no reason has as
yet been discovered.

hold.

Initiated

Scholarship winner

Operation is necessary
for gallstone removal
1.) -Whet is mewl by eke'
laystitis with lithiasis? What

,

2. Cover strawberry with
thin layer of paste and dip into
colored sugar. Cut a rain Wm
sketch) from green duple and
dip over the stem. pasting to

THF: STEPS IN making the
strawherrim are,
. Cut one -hall mob strips of
red and mem crepe arms the

fold (See A in sketch,. Wrap
crepe, strips around five -inch
lengths of NO. 7 wire (111.

R.E. Hutchinson. lk,-Yeesirlern

rag Iliertnit

red and the smaller ones green.

entmgh

101 knew it! The stock market is down, and look-LOOK
at the LENGTH of THAT SKIRT!"

27 good, 33 excellent

ball:Men paste over the end.
Make most of the strawberries

W

1100

Sontedov

WERINTETTEN-

Yip

TRITOmm.w.O0p.m..

Clomml on weenes.

to,d .30 A..

ank.%703

p

110 novo PienPro..

1130orn .1200111pin

So you want to
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Northwtol Chapter of Lyric
Opera Guild will he offered xi
vivk picture of bumper
gypsies at ( pm. Fen 10 m the

home of Mrs. Herbert Eng,
berg in long Glove. Mrs. Allen Hopkins. Mount Prospect

book revawer and organist.
will describe "Gymy Culture
and Its Influence on klusic"
with instrumental illustration
by Harvey Aaron. classical
and flamenco guitarist. of Chi.

cap. and Ralph Czerwooky.
violinist. and Mrs. Edmund
Mono% pianist. both of Bar.
rington.

Hopkins' interesst in
gypsy customs sorm piqued hy
trips to the Hungarian hooter
in Austria and to Spain during
Mrs.

groups will he played by Aaron
end frorwonIty, accompaMed

oltyped concept of gypsies as
musical and romantic. w hem m they are people just like the
rest of Los. with the oame diver

sity of mlenis and minpernmerits." 'I hrough her narrarive she will delineate thew in-

dividual ruul mgkinal differHapkino II, presenting Friday1 porgram for die Northwest
Cloopha ..1

r Opera meeting at

l

p.m. in the home of Mrs.

I

ences.

EXAMPLES OF the mnsie
inspired

by thew migratory

man Studios ands performer

steal circles

an El Grifon in Old Town. He
will illustrate the extommrane-

of the Ile -demon Chapter of

Slow typical of the middle
Europctor music will he the
melodies ph, ed by Canyonky, whcoor
with the Sun
an accomplished violinist. "An
earlyretircinent hasenabledmc

io you, six to light hours a

is charged.

Co with my violin."

says

Reservations Mr the pro-

uncle,
Creownky, whose
Richard Caerwonky. wan for

granvmeeting may be mod
calling 438.6269 or 359.1640.

The Chick,. Northwestern
Suburban Alumnae of Chi
Omega will host their annual
"Husband's Night'' on Sim-

ing menu selections. Mimi: diately following dinner. Jerry

day. Feb. 22, al the Pheasant
Run restaurant and theater.
The evening will begin with

Chi Omegas and their hoshands sre urged to call Mrs.

dinner

et

1:111

p in

till

I honer Al,,,, Elkhart Lake.

prewm a nn eill drama ba,.1

holping youngsiers de oelop apprecialion of the the:Mr.

Hill and

m the curr0nl liroado.iv hit
-1776

Ii.,

Wheeling

the

1 ....hip Worn., Republi
can ChM on Cell 29 01 Rolling
I he
turnip. Club.
arnmeoory limeheon
Toth

will begin at

allotith
o 12,0

cockmils. lollovl
luncheon.

NIC11015 and 1101,10 Slay and in

Ind moos.
res. The backgrounds

AS A SIl ISEN I. N Ila.
rand marled training for o ea-

Krauss.

she rm. coached In Kmi Ad.
ler. :LATH.: dire or of the 'ion

Mammy Opr, e many

Adkv weal and she na. one
or the most
erson
alhim don liehod
hodaria
coer vortol
with. liov coo he. lir
mixlm
rmiv. and her...dentlor

ting hundrols of th us anus of
other workers in varied occu-

IscCn described by New York

fTwenty-slx Pacesetters, members of the Wendy Ward Fashion feet, Band al Montgomery
Ward, Randhurst. set an enviable pace when they served moilwkhes, maim, coffee and a maxi
Valentine cake to 200 servicemen at the IWO center atlYliam Field Ill Saturday. wo M the high
school girls, who participated, Rulwrta Grirphow and Rem Marsh. and Mrs. home Nip., dirotor of the Wendy WaH program al Rand..., are shown above with the gigantic cake measuring
42 by 42 inches, decorated M Valentine colors, rebel lovebird, soda gold CI111111.

3

NOW
Limit Six Pair

ercate

511M.

Sufic nomad We non acclaim from wilicnee, and erhcs all oser nine Uniied Mates
and Canada. In the sum er
she leads a suiff..f ir peoplme at

her Summer rat, of

$1.90

COFFEE 2 lb
ONE CAN

Sigma Alpha ioday includes
41111161

Alpha to In held Wedmodas
marling. Feb. HT in the home
of toln. Rick Ilayvood..11,111

chapters scattered around dm

Kings Wall. Palatine. 11,

orily's philanthropic ore
each chapter provide, ....sr
enhip roaming
monlers. Areas of inlerest incliale
winentional developin.t. pub.

Robert ClaPP

Height...All Ile

Mr. Roller! rho& of ArwinedHeights

reeently

wived the fire Warm in the
Pallas /When. awards program
n( Epsilon Sigina A lobo.
(limn Peterson
Palatine.
parliamentarian. presented the
asvars1 at a special ceremony
during a recent chapter meeting.

Mrs. Vend. president of
-

Alpha Nu Chapter. mrnol the
scroII for her outstanding 011ie

trihulion to the growth. mpgrase and community aervisfe of
a pink
chapter.
lady volume

lady volume, at Norilimot
Community iimpeal. a mem.
her ol Ilse State Nominations
Hoard. a member ol the "Go

members

in

fg.,,,

,,,,

% II

PER

Can

chapters. In addition to the so -

speaking
parliamemory
social etiquette. in-

wrior dmorating and hox to

$1.25

conduct meetings.

MIA SIGMA ALPHA
of Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
8 p.m. Wednesday. Ifeb. IN, on
the home of Vim Ned Benson
of Rolling Meadows. Mrs. Ted

Anderson of Palatine will be
co-hrstes, Mr,. Kenton Jens
of At
Heights will
present a program. 'Our 0.vo
Ho

Mrs. lames Ranson of Pala.

For Broke" 1119951111M Club,
a past president of the Unit-

tine was croWned Valemine

Cl Soulluninger Prethylerian
Church and a member of

Valentinch Day in the John
Peigh home in Park Ridge.

Queen" at the box social held

I,

it ill

Ilisenlonver St.. Palatine.

$1 00 ANY PAINT
, 1 OFF
IN STOCK i
'',', 596 ,I, , , ' , , , WITH THIS COUPON ONLY t 5
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resporeibiBle

PANTS
SWEATERS

PARKAS

NO REFUNDS OR EXCHANGES

ELK GROVE VILLAGE SPORTS

-

In Me words

Re 1"""n'th"'Pulji"8inln

end higher

n

narking mace arid Man

÷

110

i

ARLINGTON RD. of
G

T

Fl

1

disorced mother vying

in

ern Wile and does not send ors any column or alimony as suited in

PAIR

sizes 5 to

31$2.20

NOW

SIZES 4 to 18 LIMIT SIX PAIR

LITTLE MISS AND MR. SHOP

tnv,Travng":,
COUPLE

KOTZ SHOES

LYDIA GREY

1

1,6,IS

COFFEE AND A

ARE NAPPY
ABOUT THE

SWEET ROLL

Dap

OW
PAPERTOWELS

AOOMONAL TOWELS
MAY BE PURCHASED
Al LOW PRICE OF 44r

Or

FRAME

TOUP AREA

110TABS

IC DISPLAY

OUR NEW VITT ALUMINUM

MIME WITH THIS COUPON ONLY f,1"IM

19.20-21-22
THURS.FR1.sAT.suN.ONY.FEB
A6A°DAO/6WITH

15-Instmelion

lore 2 PM 259 0555

Illitsineaa Seances

25c

(P.S. ACE NOW HAS LIGHT BULB EXCHANGE SERVICE!

Imo

PEOPLE

$1.00

-

14 Personals

DELAINE'S RESTAURANT,
COUPON °NI"

Introductory

BRIEFS Regularly 89c ea

Dto Mame, M10016.

14leamals

TIGHTS FISHNETS
PANTYHOSE

er we.

.10.W.Pil OE LOUISE. nunonany known psychic. will unse,. the quesrions of Day readers in Mis whom Laren should
Ito writer requesisar
iihnra. hi. names will hen mined
Wrac
Oav l'oblicarion, 722 Conic, SI..

Found -- Collie

INCOME TAX

61 IT

feel the ordy way you on gel this Winded is through legal

menue..1 fowl you awe it to the children to do so. I feel the mule
m^yourober]. u, they Ile land
.goading your health. Confront
t to take legal action. I
take positim action. You can, afford
yam- Me. oar; I go we
do fee/ there wig be o groat change
marrieue :Ind happiness in your ham.

11.1011 and Found

Only 115 To Sell
GIRLS' & WOMENS'

WITH THIS

31 2.40

Elk Grove Village
Ilvar.12.1,r

wo-,91MMI WITH THIS COUPON ONLYR

PON ONLY

T-SHIRTS Regularly $1.25 ea ...NOW

and

LIMIT 3 PER COUPON

$2 to $4 Values

Itr al: ;ZV-

wan'i":Tnn; tldre=htlVrhirion. iryL

I

SAVE ON YOUR

we're

I

49c

Regular 89c

THIS COUPON ONLY

CARTER'S T-SHIRTS & BRIEFS

would hate to take legal proceedings.

I

g

FILLER PAPER

ELK GROVE ACE HARDWARE

I am very demoted to my family and DM working cam houn's

daily to try to cover our hills. but 1 caul woo to make it very
well onjust my moonset, alone. I'm a gentle soul by nature .d

81/2

MUM/MAMMY WITH THIS COUPON ONLY MM

2 LOCATIONS-

,..'i

0
0
LIMIT SIX PAIR
$1

WINTER JACKETS

REG. 49' - LIMIT 1....

oriid?

5

500 Count

2C

Do you sec any change for Me ham for in? Will the burdens
be a little lighter in IWO? Will their lather send us the money he
owes? Will he also relinquish his half of our property to me. as he

WITH THIS COUPON ONLYMAIMMIANI1.

LITTLE MISS AND MR. SHOP

STOP IN OR CALL 437-1010 or 439-5595.
961 Grove Mall - 13
Pork 'N Shop Lone

$12.50

the awn decree.

LK GROVE VILLAGE

CURRENCY EXCHANGE

Regular $17.50

am a young

raise three young children. With

know if I will make it without help.
Their father has remarried 0 young girl and moved to a south-

30% OFF

2 -ROLL PACKAGE
FACIAL TISSUE DUALITY

lose him.

Dear hl r. IN:Louise:
Please help no of your very faithful readers ...

4

WE'LL TAKE CARE OF IT AT A SURPRISINGLY LOW COST.

; ACE/

mrlIcular problem.
I don't Del any move will mower
the next year. Meanwhile. alfeel this wig noolve !Pelf
though I know It's raking lot, depot whet you've been doing all

eine,

Slight Irregulars

GLASGOW'S SHOP
nwrim WITH THIS COUPON ONLY

?.-'

Ihor Thor Wife:

COTTON CREW SOCKS

SPORTCOATS

WITH THIS COUPON ONLY

Hurt Wife. Mount Prospect

p...,.....

ALL BOYS' & MENS'

SWEATERS

,,.

7 1.:',a
--.:'-:M
,,;\

+

4

M/070,VMM%

1

MENS' 8. BOYS'

:

Irg.-

lily husband is having an affair. I love him very much.
Do you we env future Mr us? Du you so, a moot:down Muth.and
would this help our future, I really enjoy your column.

1

i

Dear Mr. Iklomiwr

SHOPPING CENTER

T,071M70P WITH THIS COUPON ONLY570MM2I

20% OFF

DOMWITH THIS COUPON ONLY

FROSTING

I don't feel divorce will solve anything. Nor will running
nom. Stand your gamma. Your husband's ex-wife and her rela.
lives emit break you up if you don let them. Communicate with
'our lowland. I feel If yeoman/ together nothing can hurt you.

very large mortgagg to pay and all the large monthly bills. I don't

Buy First One, Get Second
Same -Price Stick For lc

MEN' SUITS

FEB. 24, 25, 26

Mal

tt.e., in the MO Mock of North Main, Mr

II

--.2h-v- w -.%-

HOCKEY STICKS

ALMOST ALL GARMENTS FAR BELOW COST!

-

Can you Seu a move for us or anything changing in our future.
if there is a krone for us?
Mrs. J.O.
Dew Mrs. JAM

Pros,. (rho. by Le Roy Meyers,

wk. oomph., making a turn.

ts

tbecamm. another kite caten

Charlie nrwli. 11041.1 Gritf,

rme was probably

tree

From $1.00

ALL WEATHER COATS

51

_:

husband refussw to go.

The Chicago Motor Club AAA reminds drivers that the

fora gem, MPit may he Pm- Ian requires them to siereal
changing
directionolest from jonhu
senior when
'uch as, going l'm
mf-

31nT9170M WITH THIS COUPON ONLY

rEj,

GROVE BEAUTY SALON

A LL'

Dear Mr. DeLouism
I need help so very had. 10.3 Mink of anything hut divorce.
My huslemolb ex-wife and her relatives have heen trying to break
us up over since we got married. I want to mow away, but my

Signal when

personality der, ore Lassa as- changing lanes

EVERY REDUCED GARMENT

A9

PER GALLON #.

i reel you Ilan bath been through me adventure. but 1 don't
feel ie. holing one. I definitely feel that you and your Intsbend
.11 moults tomlber.

ELK GROVE VILLAGE SPORTS

WITH THIS COUPON ONLY

TUE. WED. THURS. ONLY

The Lunde Doha Chapter

Dcs

solve tinurs. rr sat .f b 19.20.

THE STORE

ONLYCWWWW69

G' V RAIN

St..

,..................__,.........).,.__.....,..........................,...,...............,

10% OFF
ANY GIFT ITEM IN

COUPON

l WITH THIS COUPON

Thor.

AM, There are four loml

lie
pre

1

HIGH LOW FOOD

Nu Chapter 01 Epsilon Sigma

...ow. and

ly applicants lake 19010 ill Ibis
regent. For moot pooitions.
typis m ist generally he able
lo type at bay .111 to All

COUNTRY MISS

MAXWELL HOUSE

will give its
e lo ionize the 'Spirit 0
29' with iho 'Spirit of tho

Sorority news

5.
Arlington
or 1010

$2.44

SAVE 20c

churlwhich

of ON social inc., of Alpha

Plainfield
Michael

ticrod,
214 N. 1'j Al.. 610001 pros.
peer. Charles P. Nielsen. 292

ability to concentrate in the

THIS FIELD is not without

KOTZ SHOES
I

WITH THIS COUPON ONLY

-This should he an eciting at

'Manor 1110:15" 15 111C theme

Plaines:

advancement possibilities. rom.

Values to $5.99

WALGREEN'S

Award.

01 lure Chapter of United
Clipped Wing,.
Pounded in 1029. Epsilon

19.10

Important aptitudes and
personality trails for this toe.Potion Miliade
demer-

required by employers 11/ Meet
certain standards of typing
speed and accuracy. and mind-

CHILDRENS' - WOMENS'

7 YEAR GUARANTEE

the

EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA

applicants.

JOB applicants are

SLIPPER -SOX
HOUSE SLIPPERS

TRASH CAN
Regular $2.99

We didn't plan on falling in love. but we did_ Do you see a chance
for us? Or will we both way with our present mates?
Please. No Name. Des Plaines

A. Ortscheid.184,, N. Chew scribing, copying andoddITIB nut M.. both of Arlington
job Heights; Kurt F.. Schconeman.
hinm, am of help

---

ADDITIONAL 10% OFF ON

hishiro lmn."

21... timid firmk. pre

of mime of the simpler 011,00

Grove Canonry &change
One Hour Martinjaing Cleaners
Frigidaire Cain laundry
Kara Shoes
Glasgow Shop for Men 1 Boys
Country Miss
II Haven Ire Cream Store Elk Gown Are Hardware
Delaine's Restaurant
V.I. Mi.. Pnd MT Shop
Goodyear Car -care Center
Bit 0' Tropics Per Shop

They were al ready marked down for FINAL clearance

ha, received the Croiro
Circle
,ml 011 he Ton
dem_ w Litt recently :immune,
the Meow for this year was tin
-Soak ... the '7110." said

piha
They are: Gerald R. Daley.
1702 N. Drury In. and Robert

dusting irsioing in °P.

ly mannm and an :Mr:live

WITH THIS COUPON ONLYMWA6h6MADMA6A6A
ONLY 87 PAIR TO SELL

5

pr

Ikar Mr. 001.011riel
I have a problem and don't know where to turn. 1 have proof
my husband has been booing another woman. know two wrongs
don't make h right. Nu I hove been going with ri married nun.

a,

school business training.M,.

in connection with their ream

GROVE VILL GE

EL

Is,,Today

Sevewl j.,,tents, sm.

dents in the Universit of IIBolls Institute of Aviation. arc
.0,, employe,, Pre" among am students who
high school graduate,. High recently earned theiroircraft

midst of distractions. A friend-

SHOPPING CENTER

Tomorrow

ublic and
private schools. Asa .natter 0r

Grove Shoo Repair

20 GAL. CRACK -PROOF

Om warm rurisot.

niglo club mom oral filiall9 to

1 .20. 1

Nee 7

evenin g Misses in

sets.

GIRLS' PRINTED COTTON PANTIES
SIZES 4 to 14

. "greet non,

Lin actiog encroumged her to a

Mc

pations also using typing skills
Join owl mounts.

CARTER'S SPANKY PANTS

001 hit musical "1776" has

pinyrobust

otltdPnc.,such.f1 0011'

ql

r""'""
Licensed pilots
training

obtain

Gm. Beauty Salon

WITH THIS COUPON ONLY

pan of the show.
the

rounding lhers
at pothered
Miladelphia n, Mall the Drooration of independence A

typing kind other clerical work.
thereby limiting somewlun the
mto o nt millions:
Mound as typists. and about 95
ref cent RPC women. 1101 coun-

i

;aphides become an MiegrA

agnane

needed by attending day or

netiesny °"
typists

High Low Foods
Wolgreen Drugs
Elk Grove Ville, Sports Int.
Jewel Tea Company
Lychee Card A Gift Shop
Grove Barber Shop
Elk Gram Post Office
Grove Paint &Wallpaper

Weinman Drags
Elk Grove Villoge Sports Int.
Lyda'. Cant I Gift Shop
Greve Barber Shop
Elk Grove Pao Office
Greve Point 1 Wallpaper
Gmn Currency Endlenge
Gre. Beauty Salon
Ono Hour Moninizing Cleaners
Grove Shoe Repair
Frigidaire Coin laundry
Rom She.
Glasgow Shop for Mang lays
Country MA.
31 Flavors Ire Cream Store Elk Grove Ace Hardware
Hale Miss and Mr. Shop
Delairw's linloortint
Goodyear Car -tan Center
BA Or Tropic Pot Thep.

and accompaniencrus which he

ocreating Me days when

those who are :Me to do the
relatively difficult work in sea typing jobs anti for those
who can do other Zinds of office smirk. Duplicating machines and rubes nychanikil
equipment w,ll probably he
used frequently ,or routine

High Low Foods
Jewel Toe Company

Miss nerand

ollege.

mum.

Z,S

WITH THIS COUPON ONLY

afieoding

1970s. with more than 502110
job ePenioao a year.
Greatest demand will he for

(Imo

LITTLE MISS AND MR. SHOP

ihe Chicapo S1115i0ill

standing of spelling, rocsbu.
limy. punctuation awl gram-

typists.

hors. ri.sat. e,

REGULARLY 90c ea

revs in tITICIZI

for typists arc expected to remain good through all of the

,

training in shorthand also may
advance so kermaraphic or
secretarial week.

ErISIC3Itial:C=-70.7:*--- .'i. 7--='1:ti.7i21Z,Itir.-7.CPW

1 he other boll or the pro.
feature Marlin
gram
boidon, music diroctior and
accompanist. (ammo tor his
appeaance, at Sir Kellys.
Ills Impositions have been
out b, Stew Allen. Tlikc

ickdo tor the lierchcon are

259-6:T9. as
soon w powilde. tickets ate b;
advance reservation only
Sam

choice or lour husband -plea,-

Ft

us.,

available rri.n. the luncheon
eairmun. Sir Donald o roodman. at CI I -412s. isr
1-1005.
Sin. John Das F..

"Don't Drink the Water.'

with a

theme

Broadway hit
91116:

Lester will star in the comedy,

a minute and have a good under-

demand for junior tbeginnerl

Husband's night

Jam,.

bliss

j

themburs of dm Northwest
Chniner and learn more Rh0111

an organisation dediCated to
supponing the Lyric Opera of
Chicago. A nominal guest lee

"Gm, Tolime 0111 lo Influence" with _Tar., a native or Eng-

Actress to present

throughout the
northwest urea and a member

This informal program pw
vides In opportunity to meet

ham ( oro. dM not prevem
him from 'moonlighting" as

opportunities

Employment

1.yric Opera Guild, is the wife
of a noted penraii artist.

ma flamenco rhythms of Soma.

Ilerberl Ertulu, iti Torre lino., 11, William SI. Tharre wr
Arlington Heights, program cairman. di,rrywo the

many years conductor of the
Grant Park Symphony Or -

by Mrs. Fiona,.
chant. A composition of his
Aaron. a native of Now- uncle's is scheduled for the
mite. England. is a teacher of Eyrie Opera Guild program.
classical guitar at Roy Rau.
Alm Florid, active in nue

the '606. Mrs. Hopkins said.
"People usually have o Her-

ElennwavoneireAbt Horny Axon wig orrumpony Mon. Allen

Speed, finger dexterity
keys to job as typist

Lyric Opera Guild previews
gypsy culture, flamenco music
Nlembers and friends of the
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pet
shoiS
Tropical Fish

Complete line of Pet Supplies

;mu

1.

Beg.$3.95$2.22
I "I
33

1

GIVE YOUR
CHILDREN
A REAL
FARM VACATION

Bub WWI,.
rup oini.
, or uslem. Fern II
43115 between

10 PAL

PORTRAIT PAINTING, MURALS.

Boys and gels, 8-17 Real
farm life plus training
in horsemanship. Cover.

vd wagoncamping tripe,
riding,
wimming and

259 WO5Alre,

p

22-Silualions wake -wawa

other supervised WiwirleS
WPITE TOP BROCHURE
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110,000
NO PRE. coil
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Business Swim Diitectog

FEE

2441elp Wanted Mon

or

T

Call Ann Ladd. 28-5240,

MARKETING TRAINEE
$600 TO 1700
NO DEGREE

Consult this daily guide of reliable services,
offered by reputable business people in
your community... CALL ONE NOW!

champing OPP.79..

ITHE DAY DOES ITI

iSis taxies protein; Rtle WV!
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r25074Sgr

PURCHASING ASST.

BARGAIN COUNTER
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Roofing
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WASHINC

DR FRO ESTI

AR. TTS DAY CARE CM.

Sewer 8 Septic Work

1.232

30% Winter Discount
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On Painhes 1. Paper HammS
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100 N. HICKORY RD.
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Flao.
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SLIP COVERS

red

PE25.0NABLE REFERENCES
INSURED CAll 562 19,3

Carpentry -Remodeling

STRIP WAR AND P. IlIf
AND WOOD ElOORS.
HANITURF
CLEANING OT7TDOITIAL AND
ONIMERCT

tt,p ,,stst Less,

EPHRAIM-MB

GERALDINE'S

RIC RMS ROLM., FTC OUP
Win. Pc., PRE IONER FOE

3991

CUSTOM MAD28.1ABRICS

3427

192

CUSTOM MADE
PAPER BAG CO.

RETIRED?

Apply in Person for o Confidential Interview

2:30-5 p.m.

'Mr

Sump Pump

DRAFTSMAN

,

assist

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

peinginp a omtioniaTile

2 4060 et 392 13S1

FREE ESITIMATO

*HONING MACHINE

sow N.M. CenIw

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY
by

State,. Pedmol Warns

Holtman Coast. CO.

HORONCOAT56 SKIRTS

or after 6 PM 027 7403
CALL BUD 259.4016

Colo....

Carper to TM
Pros. 519 W. NW Firs.C2 5 EA,

MCNnfoCALo TA7eEnVC E

DES PLAINES...05W
ROME 01,55E5 HEMMED

Ad.._ III

40 S.....

AP 11..111.25,7439

Area evi /087

CREATIVE

Instructions

COUTURIER

MOO LESSONS

DECORATORS

PLANT

1301 innatice

MAINTENANCE

MU 1-4340

WITH OR WITHOUT
PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

TV Service

c39.8280

$4.00 Hr. + O.T.

Phone], /071
19..6437

DR

REFUELER

Tome. Prepare documentation fer run manuals.

Prof

MEN

394 .5

endlcAN UPHOLSTERING

Vacuum Repair Service

AVIATION

PARKER

CHAS. B. GRAY SALES

Electrical Work
outlets,

re

""

"""''

Masonry
o ably

1S3 'ORR

,d

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOP

56 00 CL 3 2236 or

MEN

-

MEN

-

MEN

all.collers.Deoldrrea

erst

Piano Tuning Services

I

W1NE=gAZNG SOc
Ran 1150

W

Window Well Covers

Day Wont Ads
Engineering Services

Masan
Allnoj,31.:=Iones

Day Want Ads

Machine

/137.511

drat..

ChT7IRItted,...Relcoll/
OMOND' 'T'1GRAr 27 03

255

BY RAY PETERSON

Day Want Ads
Get Results

r

pot to

litszo. O..

0 PE:v.00.M=

Ell...7 a.m.. 3 or..

O MT. PROSPECT

910

Minimum 5650 Plus
. 2 or 3 Bedroom Apt.
Plus Free Utilities

RECEPTIONIST
1400 to Sas°

COST

OPERATORS

Due to not steoety M033.334

ACCOUNT ANT

FULL TIME - Days or Nights

RECEPTIONIST

Photographer's
Studio

5/11 6 65 wpm Ty., S. M.
NO

FACTORY
DAYS OR NIGHTS
No Experience
Age Open
You receive a good salary and excellent
benefits including profit sharing.

Call

I.EF.

leen

Po k

Rd.

On

BOOPISEPING

rims

FaS

greet,

I cm. to 4:30 p.m. Mon. the Fri.

nun via

Coll leen

a

nwan Ads,

Decorator
Assistant

,

are

Irorters

et

IVY.

vo. t le

/4. Nemo

Des

DECORATOR SOFC. b SON

Call 729.600 or 99,7191
Ken Lorson
Associates

6

16

STAFFING NOW

O'HARE OFFICE

semis,

CLIENT

PARKER

c

orders
Girl FrAav 1,7

I

I173.Fmerson

BRANCH MANAGER
gu

k

S.

RESPONSIBLE FOR SALES PRODUCTION
AND OFFICE, WITH EMPHASIS ON SALES.

Energetic; knew office procedures; supervision
Prefer sales background

$2.25 PER'HOUR

CALL OR COME IN

439-8500

Ken Larson 8 Associates
Des Plaines
ONH SAT. AM -GALLANT WE.

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
300N Northwest H. (Rh 536 In

Palatine. III.

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.
711 W. Algonquin Rd,
Arlington Heights
An puoltReclum. employe:

MUST HAVE EXPERIENCE IN SALES
AND/OR THE DATA PROCESSING FIELD.

to

ADVERTISING
AGENCY

"

be a La Salle Gal
.

.

decorate.

PERSONNEL SEC6.12 needs re

HELP ARTISTS WO

01 oiStIWASHIPasemninsOlgen1025.

297-7160

STAFFING

CLERK TYPIST
0Aer

2000 E Devon

437-30,0

itItee

Good At Figures?
free

DES PLAINES
O'Hare Lake Bldg.

1720 Algonquin (62)

people -- veal aim ke
phone.

EMPLOYMENT
I SOYA Free Positions

MT. PROSPECT

nt touch with NY or.

1444 S. Well Rd.
Wheeling

Interior

eeeee d by

SEC.( $550

Coll 537-7100 or apply

r/(it

"FORD"

Plaines

Must Have Own Tranvortation

POW. TOOLS

PERSONNEL,

GENERAL OFFICE. Looking for a
girl la we.. pleasant el..
Able la do is. Spiny. FREE.
Coll Jean Porker. 298.3158 R er

WANTED
SMALL MANUFACTURING COMPANY IS IN NEED
OF CHICAGO BRANCH MANAGER.

La imarelisanne for

BABY DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION
TRAINEE -$530

99,71e1
ciates

6b4LN.... NO FEE Coll lean

DISHWASHING MACHINE

we can taller Rumen...ell haw employment mils enesl.
and bee
lent employes Innelilb inclveluo paid

.

1510 Miner St.

BEGINNER

WOMEN
CLEAN MODERN

Pnlaline

An equal upped., mipToyer

CALL 799-7191

HAVE YOUR PIANO TUNED

i

PAGODA ENG.

1800 W. CENTRA
rimluyet

,

,you omer.salesmen.

E.V. COnSITLIa0T1., Inc

SUBURBAN APT. MANAGER

Window Washing

CT 133.

NT,I

%mai emu

Div. of Addressogr ph.Multigroph Corp.

OVEN EUREKA LUX AND OTHERS

Permanent Waves

BRUNING

5555 W. Toohy Skokie,

233 6600
23 Employment Agennes-Men

Sin

759-57'87

Personnel. 3158 Des Plaines Am.

for Additional Information and a
Confidential Interview.

7,30

TELETYPE CORPORATION

O'Hare Geld

Interviewing At Our Office
.rb S22 807.1

Mon. Evenings

BATIONSOUTLERFFICE

RECONDITIONED VAC'S H00
IS 23 AND UP ABBEY SALES 6
SERVICE AP 1 Skk

wadi Mr Schwartz

WORK DAYS IN OUR

Coll G. Krol at 676-1000, Ext. 5457

Dlaandeveg Rem.
aily 7a$ cgs

.

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY
666-3443

OPER

CUM./RU.0E512,c

SLASONAI TUNE UP SPECIAI

Premium Poy for Overtime
9 Paid Holidays
Pension Pion

APPLY

mot Heights Upb.. IC 9, 3

Lawn Mower Service

MAKING wt..,

INCLUDING:

.

NeCeSSOry

we 0.2 comp,. Manage
c=10,...=RATIONS

Milers

responstrNiesT Assisi in Ilse preparation of all lexeli

of block Amman and machine Task flow Owls. Write
Pm....
esisiins programs. tar and siegve ihe

nicKLARO1 INTERIO RS

SHARON HOFER

.. Fos THE TOOL OND DIE

one System. Appropmarely EMS of . mirk

ak.. Sala,

Yee

McDonald's'

been looking for!

Experience Not

Upholstery

Rheims. Coll CI 3 486

Interior Decorating

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER

enMlov public con

goinu

FEE.

$5.00 AN HOUR

YOU CAN DIG ALL THAT, THEN CALL FRANK,
593.5952

Des Maims

EREE PARKING

5

@ Illinois Bell

EARN UP TO

ORGANIZATION WITH 200 OFFICES COAST TO COAST.

AIRCRAFT

Will Train
FASONAILIE COST. Dressmal

Saturdays, secant
Came In beivreen 2

Across from Randhurst
Wheeling53.

to be grained

fro

.0 Lee SI.

you on the inside neck la a solid career.

ELK GROVE VILLAGE AREA

mot
COMFUTERIEFO

BOYS
115 WS 6 OVER,

The training and experience youll get will put

We offer Meresiing esmaments. steudy ...Meru 334

CHICAGO DISPLAY

bock round

HIGH SCHOOL

Sion in our mciOr call routing offices wiring telephones to If,. giant teMphone switching network.

LOST BE 21 UPSTAIRSI

437 4043

RECEPTION

EXEC. SEC'S -$650
In Me wide open world of communications,

PLUS ALL COMPANY BENEFITS

PAPERHANGING.

66 0 00

le Canna

be

TOOL & DIE MAKERS!

WE DO. CARE IF YOLOREADON PAM

DICKS IMF Sink T

1.05

VDT

S.

60.1 Dempster

25Employment Agenues Women

PARKER

and Wall WaShina
Geese Klem 392 01503

FREE '1711.

ABSOLUTHY

DOCTOR'S

GREAT OPPORTUNITIES

PliF YOU READY,

IF

Ar.tZ
Zah 2.0

Call '726065

GROOVE MN Ng NATIO'S FASTEST GROWING 3.6

min Hpnd.

9

439-8500

JUST SIT BACK IN THE PRIVACY OF YOUR OWN OFFICE AND

Tailoring

in

eb

Ken Lors9.on

THEY KNOCK ON YOUR DOOR!
ETAL DEPARTMEN
FOREMAN

et howls.

Num to IIM a

SIGNODE CORP.

/ NO LEAD CHASING
/ NO DOOR KNOCKING

F.H. BONN
COMPANY

Mbirs. How

$175 WEEK

ib

PA 4-6100

TOM MANNAR D

ON THE JOB TRAINING

SECRETARY

FOR EXPERIENCED

/ NO CAR EXPENSES

KRUG. DECORATING

EXECUTIVE

ASST RECEIVING

*MACHINE OPERATORS

Paid Insurance
Paid Hospililizarion
Paid Holidays
Paid Vocation

An Equal Opportunity Employer

No heavy work. Good

CL 5 3642

From Ground Upl

KNOCKS

An e,olopportuniN employer.

CARTRISEALC

ILLINOIS STATE EMPMLOYMENT OFFICE

116 D SLOW ITI1.11

FEDERAL & STATE
FILINGS

OPPORTUNITY

plenty of opportunity.

FWD" NIL 90

HEY!

-Mond SOPS

TRAINEE --$500+
Learn Travel
Business

430-0023
P

Tues.. Thum ..,3
same,. A.N.a4.

* LATHE OPERATORS

OPERATORS

Pour, 9 A..N31,1

pa

Payer evenirs. 392 3996

Men. Wed. Fri. 7 AM. to

*HARDINGE CHUCKERS

Division of Rex Chainbelb Inc.

ng, Sot your own hours.

Ivan; Tack e=okie

er ho

3040 5. Busse Rd.
ARLINGTON HT.S., ILL.

GENERAL MACHINISTS
GENERAL FACTORY

OPERATORS

Elk Grove Village

1250 Pron Blvd.

SECT $650

School Bus, Inc.

IRWIN

634 Glenn Ave.

'mons and early even

34513

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

1124 El509

P.M. ROUTES

Ave,

Lake

Shopping Center.

help
We need u
us keep the place clean.
You con work lute ober

$8004900 Ivo

RECEPTIONIST

* LAPPING MACHINE

BUTLER

TRAINEE

term Windows

FINE INTEPTOP PAINTING

bone,

SECURITY GUARDS

PERSONNEL
CALL NOW 25177$7
Noah Shore Interiors

RELAXED

A.M. ROUTES

Glenview
(Just west of Glenview Naval Air Mogan)
W.

the Rom Sim. e MI be inlerpiesring °poison,. lac ONE DAV

pal

WW WC, CAI..

Income Tax Service

DRAPERIES, BEDSPREADS

wrens

""=:FrO7TING'

CAW 2S2 vale

SWOOP. PORCHES

IL

Paid Training

An Zompony beneflts including life insurance. kospRolitor,o,
palitt ypeetismone

Overtime Available

AVIATION

WALLPAPERING

Interm

PERSONEXIEVNOX

DRIVERS

CLERKS

PLANT LAY -OUT

RON ROBB 686 7035

100'8 of fabrics
to chameleon+

1 030e

CARPUS SHAMPOOED

Contr..

wort. Raison/We

or step by

AMY

Earn Extra -Gash

*INSPECTORS

W.H. HUTCHINSON & SON

SAMS°

298-2770
LA Salle Peronnel

answer phones

SCHOOL BUS

Good salary and benefits_ regular raises and

's;rsO::Voritussi'at1
Cry

Coll Tom Mannard at 724-6100'

NORTH SUBURBAN AREA

Also Expen Rimpholsiem
NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

MALE

for

Name automate Nem Machine Operators ptS
mamma SurloceorsiCentesimOrndies Operators.
Brawn

bkiesblp copany.

mASALB. TRAINEE

501$ OFF
ON ALL LABOR

PAINTINGS PECORATING

We . 3 number of gr. pb oppoetunities NOW

DAY SHIFT

far you end pm family. Came in and tab wish us,. ilcck
mbal you are look. for.
rney

Roo+S,.

WINTER SALE
RO1AND E. JOHNSON

PARTS CLERK

nnnt, ,

394-5100

See us for lbe best Ieb you're
ei. 1.4 if you, merest.
Premium Pay foe mistime ant steady employment wok

PERMANENT
EMPLOYMENT

Mee port of our Won, We con ollw you a fine rewarding.

AR Shifts Open

AVIATION

Learn To

Give Advice

ARLINGTON HTS.

Call 626-8722

All Crooks Re

BROILERMAN
NIGHTS

5555 W. Touhy Skokie,

bas
tvill noels you ibe flexible oasis., bum" io
meek. adjullers
to Tall ilexa pressmen. If you sue
perlemed, we .orslllike to erielaa iN

l 2nol shift

DOT PAPs -3106

GIRL FRIDAY
GOLF COURSE - $500

Cook County

JOBS?

190 w wotItAdton SI

9 TARING AIDS FOR RFN1

=",;

cle

290-1/70,

TELETYPE CORPORATION

HAVE YOU THOUGHT
ABOUT CHANGING

13c011erentiel krd OS.

DEPT.

plc.

l't7octl7T147o7et'ed.

GRINDERS
MILLING OPERATORS

INSPECTORS

SIGNODE CORP.

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR
MR, BRUNNER

5600 W Roosevelt Rd
Chicago III

POLICE

®Illinois Bell

TODAY!

PRODUCTS CO

SUNBEAM
CORPORATION

20 boor

EXTRA

MAKE

SECRETARIES

ABOUT A BETTER JOB

D.rasiiisa. Iowa a oasac.

3700

(Class A)

537-0737

aicia....00vie.

people

new

656.9922

TALK TO TELETYPE

Manure aademwoaneconatine.

WEBER -STEPHEN

135 W. Fay
Jock Schooley
Addison, III,

MACHINISTS

General Hauling

Dog Service

It IIMAT.

SCREW
PRODUCTS

854-4652

MARKETING TRAINEE

(Top lob tip!)

OPERATORS:

and Icemen

MACHINISTS

met paid maven i w..k Mr timairhs5Meti

etus. otter a complete pack. of p.

Bjornson Bros.

1 3.10

t...A5SES

Des Plaines

Is

d paper hersinp...LE12

LK:CORES PIM

3IAIRS

MARBACH

I

Dancing Schools 8
Supplies

894-4616

MOMMIES! GO
BACK TO WORK!

6130-8:30 a.m.

14,3

DISPATCHER

OM. DECORATING

se Day Want Ads

FILE CLERK
'FTISS

BUILDER DEVELOPER

Eeioloasavainiovionoose

INSPECTOR ANALYST

CLERK

ERICSSON

E

Great

PORCELAIN ENAMEL SHOP
ASSEMBLY & PACKAGING
METAL FABRICATION

tiple spindle equipment.

PSST!

Call between 9 - 5
437-3830

rnon

Page

23Eselopnent Agencies

LANDSCAPER

MACH NE

259-5010

EX -SERVICEMEN

297 319s

Young Married Man

IL 1970

Wednesday, Fehrua

2411elp Wanted Men

2441elp Wanted Men

244telp Ranted Men

Full Time Mon

ELECTRICIANS

high

543-4455

Z" -

CL 9-0495
MIS CALL TODAY

Child Care

CREATIVE ART

'HALL

ROOFING AND MOMS,

Furnace installation

SPECIAL PRICES CAI. AV a..

255-7200

MARBACH SCREW

,., 0 Illinois Bell

PROSPEC r CPTOING C 5 4833

Cement 8 Blacktop

and run Davenpon
ine, Overlime, bonus
and benefits.

656.9922

To 57200 FEE PAID

Floor Refinishing

train

(Top lob tip!)

2 PACE

576 MI6.

HAII. BAR. Bow ria DEN

ach-

PSST!

V2 PRICE SALE

EiRENTOOD

OUR OE.,

operatorsVP

Jack SMonley5

Will

aptitude /) to
chanical
operate Oomnpon Screw
MacAnes ond other mul-

135 w

Resale Merchandise

Catering

mdfrode,

Experienced screw rbrOCb-

CALL ID 3. S353

PAT. S PANTRY

WEDDING._

CUSTOM MADE
PAPER BAG CO.

SEPVICE 6 AFT 613

WILL DELP. AND STACK

70 soon Si Elk Gr VP.
439.0111

For best results

COME IN OR CALL 299-0111

school grads wilh me.

Radio -TV Service
S3

CARLSON PAINT

Earn Higher Pay
Now While You Learn
MACHINE OPERATORS
MATERIAL HANDLERS

2020 S. Mannheim Rd.

You, men wanted to
feorn a ',Nal worldng

OPERATORS

PRODUCTS

136 2676

BUTCH .GU1RES
E Rand Rd. M. ProsPen
253 7230

A

your lorniN.

47tre'd. SI'D.T.7;163F1''
H d oar.
el
Toy

',I

Eull

gockage of paid fringe
benefits foe you Ind

Plumbing a Repain
Foment, el Am,

WELDER NEEDED

COLONIAL CARBON CO.

TRAINEES
(Mechanically Inclined)

2S5 307

DAN KR7SH

Musical Instructions

FIREWOOD

tiovs

O'HARE

Milweekee Ave
d

young mn

Panto yogic point Sam

8 Paid Holidays 3 Increases 1st Year
Sick Pay Policy
Permanent Employment
Major Medical
Liberal Vacation Policy

SCREW MACHINE

Combination order picker and packer. Excellent
oppodunily for ombi-

Ow, all a,a,.a He M'nlieA

Work oft:M4.'
Con won SIS lo,FIS yore=
Coll 420.7534

24-1Ielp Wanted Men

Sono loos.000laeli as.*
mooch soosio.
lasaaas

5555 West Touhy Ave.
Skokie, Ill.

SHIPPING
ROOM

REMODELING

REPAIRS FREE ES
G.

GENERAL AMERICAN
RESEARCH DIVISION

676 TOP ext. 6117

NOWI

We need owe. ow 'E.'

Plastering
EXPERT SAS.,

MENI

647-9000

TELETYPE CORP.

C

Hoe

Appl or Gull

Des Plaines

CUSTOMER SERVICE
5650 TO 1750

6624. 544 7477.2 3241

UNIQUE JOBS FOR
YOUNG MEN WITH
AN ELECTRONIC
BACKGROUND

,-7.441elp Wanted Nen

LOOK AT THESE BENEFITS.

1.4 Help Wanted Men

Firewood

ACCOUNTANT, port km

2720 Des Mai. Ace

2770 ON Plaines Ave
Ms Plaines

24-lielp Ranted Men

359.08.

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY

Tour Ad will ousts., dray in Me
Northwest 130, the TIkrIntolon 0,
be Prospeci Day. rtt1 Th. Des Ploides Doc
free trecn nO.noo Huuspltalrl.!

INSPECTOR

tea ...Ca us.

1550 TO $600

255-7200 oR 296-6640

DAY Want Adk
Sell Things Faster

71:111C'TT:ri

Leod.'711'1's

CREDIT OPERATOR
TRAINEE

CALL

24 Help Wanted Mon

24.Relp Wanted Men

HELP PUPPY

DOCTOR WITH PETS

DEGREE REQUIRED.

Gal Friday -$520
Brighl 6 Shorp
Stud Today,

298-2770
la Salle Personnel

SEND RESUME IN OOMPLETE CONFIDENCE

al tap

Sales

RECEPTIONIST

Mew oeblic ot new desk. Easy
SPORTS ASSOC.

65.30

PERSONNEL

SOY 1243, DAY PURICANONS

'SOL. St

2175 ARLINGTON=SLI16r1INGION HEIGHTS
NX7

207-.35.

o., Maims

"If=1AVI:NG'n

Meet

6

tolk

lo

people all

TZ-13'51t7 litGIV17178'7
OPEN

SKr, FM

BY APPT

,,,,,,,,

-

20-11eloWanted Women

Wednesday. February 18.1970

Page 10

251aplepent Agencies ken
NI S04001 GRADUATF.,PPng

264klp Wanted Wawa

NNW Wanted Wane.

2811e Raked Wong

M80& Waded WORK

28180elTRRIFIFOIRD

I

214101Manteil ROW

Iglu off tr

wort,

or po

Full

ro-Mot
Now ro goo M
AVON Rowena
Ur

GIRL FRIDAY
Personnel Manager Secretory

814./021

RN's & LPN's

''''COr.f;ARMS5 NKR!

27..28

ALLSTATE

MINI SKIRT TRAINEE

1216

Central

E.

STENO

Lo Salle Personnel

1LIZ

Hrs.

EKCO

Sargent -Welch Scientific
EMPLOYMENT

CALL 296 6.1

SERVICE

IN PERSONNEL
P

$500 MONTH

Op

BEAUTICIAN

6 So

E

6

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

ught Nping and a persormble

tirrliS';Z:set

824-8055

girl qualily.F.m.

7300 N. LINDER - SKOKIE

677-0600

267-5300

26-1161Wanted Women

PLASTIC

ro7'""

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

755 2911.

tly

F. H. BONN
COMPANY

Money

$2.00 Per Hour Guaranteed

Talks

During 4 Week Training Period

CALL

week .2.7606.

827-8154

BOOKI.E.
em

BOOKKEEPER
FULL CHARGE

2502

Kelly
Girl

Mole ur Female.

RMUTICIANS
Rollmo

=r,=n7:7n,Zfil
ORAL SURGEON .irea

numes nor ow

3262. or 1.0936 lor mter.

RECEPTIONIST

OPP. 6.
of eltorical

wHEELING FIRM
iv 'E'REE

dla

EEE.7.97

eRW/merr
ond nochaniced gouges.

111 2070 wkdays:

dId

Omm

HELP WANTED -DAYS
IDEAL FOR HOUSEWIFE
on

259-6458

ARLINGTON PARK

GIRL tor WornonJ FRIDAY need

ilelp Manager (who
nowils SO,
ihe P
d
beal men m serwee sales al
mu tuning mals to super
mark.. S. Pad holiday.
Pad MCMS insurance etc Per

.re

1444 0.0111 Road

IS W Corner ol Palolme & Woll Roads)

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

11.

cemoony. well nice people io
..00 0005 rod out. 0.010 0.

m

f

off we throw in a great vacafion plan and

WAITRESSES

NIG.

Apply Monday -Friday, 8 AM - 3 PM. Splurcloy, 9
AM . 12 Noon

PARTTIME

HACKNEY'S in
WHEELING
537 2.

mar.rn,

Des Plaines, Illinois

Counter Girls

)SHARP STENOS:
Why Sit Still When you can move ahead?

3737 Lake Conk

A.M. Castle

Coll 153 6325

Reid.. Clean.
1930 N. Arlington Pp Rd

MEAT WRAPPERS
WANTED FULL TIME

to 3.30
1517 Ellrov,roVDes Moro.

Teletype recognizes latent and pays for ril Especially when it comes to sharp stenos who know
who, it takes 09000 job done.

455-7111, Ext. 223

272-5500

11 000 LIKE freedom, interesting work, challenging
ossignmena, you'll LOVE working at Telelypei

TRI-R VENDING
has Mimed,' openings in

Northfie d Areo
VENDING HOSTESS

COUNTER GIRL

Stun $2.00 per hour
Hours 7 AAA 3PM

$75.00 . 5 clay weeIC

tT4

STENO CLERK

Niles Area

Coll mrs morns.

Start 52.00 per floor
Hours 9 AM 2 PM
Coll Miss Olzak

4111-3450

235-9100

COUNTER GIRL

1444

t''''1:edpoisernf:leffito";:iirlryri7r. C'O'17usn'todintry'or''''

676-1000

for o confidential interview.

TELETYPE CORPORATION

)

$1195

BENDER-RIEGER
BARRINGTON. ILLINOIS
38 t -6000

505 W. Northwest Hwy.

Open Early 9-9; SAT. 9-5 CLOSED SUNDAY

Says,

ONE OWNER TRADES

5555 West Touhy
Skokie, III.
AnErwolOpporrunRy froclwee

Believing

$995

$1895

s'a7oaa' 0411,

:377'477

REAL ESTATE

PEOPLE LOOKING?

POWARD SPROAT L CO

call MAP...en,
3S6.7561

WAGON

895

WE'RE SELLING THESE
BELOW DEALERS COST

$895

Rood

Choice of
Day and Evenings

OPERATORS

START

am II no Be operaror scull es tle stel era rhe hew

anc5 ,v.L vb.

helping made woke Ad, me

'68 IMPALA COUPE

WORK IN THE SUBURBS!

$2.25

-

$2.48

PER HOUR

A HOME,
ROSEMONT

warns to join our roomieh denude..

*0.0

ACCOUNTING CLERKS
PROGRAMMERS SALES
COLLEGE GRADUATES
ADJUSTER TRAINEES

©

Illinois Bell

sled your wolitmlon by ahem, toll 6364432
.n.Fd SSP am COO pm, or Sat. MA am pm.
An Feuer Opporronw Employer

CALL 439-8020

1M. and

661

CALL N C)VV I

More Than 340

.d. SI. 392.1739, MOP..
me RP

Y. INN

Sulialo Group SWAN

1

ne

Power

glide,

Power
Hearer,

$1295

'65 FORD 9 PASS. WAGON

695-3440

CLERK MIST
GENERAL OFFICE
FIGURE CLERKS
NCR OPERATORS
SWITCHBOARD

Come in or salt Jean Tale, 259.7010

LYNN DAVIS
ROE E. Prospect Ave., Mt. Prospect, III.

Chicago OW.. 346.5040

Interviews
go

r:M0=11.0-1

0, Ecprol

.

.

.

CAMARO
.."---MULTIP4131--L17LISTING

CI S.1420

SOUL MATS 8999IC1
254 85.50

Hermr,or,11431,1Mion SOS

DICK WICKSTROM
They're even leaner and meaner
than lost year. We've got all the

cl±_a_s _et ef=tartJe_rwi

I Year Pit Crow

facts Now.
358.2309 benmeen I 5 .8 P

ARL 015. INDUSTRIAL
RESEARCH CENTER.

bdrrn; 1p kitchen 6vIVF,II.r.ce0I

253-5228

I

Call Any MAP
Multiple Listing Realtor

555 Irving Park Road

For Personal Service

529-7070
Roselle, Illinois

ilb0 43,-3390

MANIEstotollimes

PAID VACATION lo VEAR
HOSPITALIZATION
PEOPIT-SPIAPING

FEB. 26TH is the BIG DAY

83,Ind0strialProperty(ToReno

P0,

Day en Bring

Lz=u7,34twiztZrzfras7ECuir
You've got a date with

MRS. DUNNE

FEMALE:

-

VI, Power Steering, Au,
rnirc, Radio N Heater, White, $945

827 5371

i!OR RE:

Pool

KA95

Will Help You

bdrm.

Appl. Pool. 5170. 3.1 4637

$1

Salespeople

82(Wanted to Rent

DES PIAINES Large Oki.

wnrkine rondos...Wt. Memo ese baleen

99

bd.

CL 5 1637 cher Spm

5 Raises lot Year

00000, OSoldIt 000109001 I,

IV'

I

.0

C.

'67 IMPALA 2 DOOR HARD TOP
V8,

BUYING or SELLING

225N. Pd. 106 Rood

MALE:
TYPIST -CLERK
eat, rysing and olencal Jaime mug?. We gal who

Power
glide, Power
Steering Radio 6 Heater,

$695

$395

VS,

White walls. Black Vi,1 Roof

TRANSFERRED?

1964 KARMEN GHIA (VW)

Ill

INC.

96-RealEstate Wanted

$595

NOW F2775

STAPE IL SONS,

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

ITT

8295
1964 DODGE

mr=ello

WORK
NEAR
HOME?

IN CLEAN, EASY
FACTORY WORK

1965 DODGE STATION WAGON

'69 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE

WHY NOT

Will Train You

1966 MUSTANG

1966 DODGE STATION

EXEC CARS -

1964 FORD

5733.CL 3.6724

Personnel Office- 297.5320

'795

&amp&

Coll 41.13.1077.

r

1965 OLDSMOBILE 88

$1495

DEMOS - FACTORY

73-Io Rent Famished AparOnents

MOUNT PROSPECT

,

1967 DODGE DART

DICK WICKSTROM
'THE BOSS.

71 11511.224 Rooms 19 Stare

259-4000

1966 CidEVELLE MALIBU

1968 DODGE MONACO

Seeing Is

5. Ito:LB:41;1100

GIRLS

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

.0 Wolf

Telephone jobo offer o grew swamp

Hours 2AM -530 AM

1965 GTO CPR.

TRULY A vALENTINE!

come

111 Help Wanted Men & Women

Cabinet Wirers
Maintenance Men

...FOR BRIGHT GALS!

vmd menhona ond DEAR

VOLKSWAGEN
NORTH CENTRAL
DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

$1695

only 3 To Choose From

7111$ Old

ALATINEMOLLING MEADOWS

Printed Circuit Board Assemblers

'.*M116

253-3300

00:0 wai

86-ReolEstatel1ouses

kernel. ...eluding ona

ornoreired.Meosssonw boreal!

LUNCHEON SNORT HOURS

L_

Public

for the follomng categories

PROMOTIONS YES1

FLAMING TORCH

$1695

Vacant

Id To Rent Apartments

We Have Immediate Openings For Both
Experienced Or Non -Experienced

Holy Family Hospital
100 N. River Road

`nr

Supply Co.

76 To Ren1Hotmes

21.11elp WantedAen & Women

IN YOUR AREA

SECRETARIES

Orb
1967 PONTIAC CATALINA

ass stV2or 759.1.

2n5 1361

394-2000

--

-$2695

Balance of

50,000 mile,
5 year warranty.

1966 CAPRICE STATION WAGON

Appliance, TEMPS
COURT L SWIMMING PM

HELP

PERSONNEL
SECRETARY

Coll 593 6415 ohm

W. Elk Ga.. 300 5

ITHE HOME
YOU WANT...

hand1Mg a

711 W. Algonquin ad

Admion=;ror0

$1395

The Boss

BUSINESS PRODUCTS

TELLERS

$1795

Sharp

Commercial

STATE BANK

7.,"'"'" "d

TOWERS HOTEL

CL 5 NM

SAXON

at come loin us.

,2

1966 FAIRLANE SQUIRE STATION WAGON

Watch

Residential

297 3550

Tffok about it. II you're not happy where you're

ARLINGTON PARK
51.6000S

Nis

Real Estate

CALL MR GRESS

p,
El

P

T!'"

DRIVE OUT TODAY OR CALL 394-3050

and

Algonquin 8 Meacham Roads
Schaumburg
359-4800

play day.s

439-8500

CLERK

n.

Sorplus

required.
have own transooriptron
commensurate
Salary
with experience. Com
pony paid benefits.

00 1'qe

0,0:

re

Arlington

i.7.1

't

wall Tires.
0

SLATE STERO DUPONT,

arni-hal MiJel Apartments Open Daily

Must

"Factory Air Conditioned", Automotir Transmission, Power Steering, Power Brakes, Radio, white-

$3895

cl

Wheeling

work nights
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

Sr71E'r

O

profit shoring.

CLERK TYPISTS

OPER.

5000,0/shop

me. MI !yam mech. bond

2 yovng ladles with know

dl

110

GENERAL OFFICE

So the first thing we do ro make you happy is
po, you on outstanding stoning salary Then we
givo yOu automatiC inert..., major medkol in.

GENERAL OFFICE

TOWERS HOTEL

oenheck

ledge of variouS off ,ce
duties. Must hove es
perience. Good ISP ng

Mr

Salm household
0,1ances. 2 snow Wes. 6 moor

Immediate opener, for

@N/OTOROLA
LIGHT MACHINE

Boni/

gib

EMPLOYMENT

'hoes the way it is.

POWER TOOLS

q

NO.Gor.

reldwrelop

II

a

APARTMENTS FROM $190 TO $250

At motorist we've always felt Mot people should

537-7100

CHARGER
1968 CORVETTE 427 2 TOPS

VAMewoM, Simulated Woad 3..3

tquippild Idtchens ellh
51555. Ra cooking, 14

53 Oho..

skills

'69

cnpol or. Chicago. Looking

indiriduallt orroirolled

IMMEDIATE OCCIPANCT

* typists
come first. Thar's the way it should be

new

rimeMed

I & 2 BEDROOM, 2 RAIN

* secretaries

It

855 Morse Ave.
Elk Grove Village, Illinois

392-5900

7/3=1,:mn Rd.

"70" FIREBIRD

325 1w1x211..

Consann

IMPORTS, INC.

112 Automobiles For Sak

1969 VOLKSWAGON

SERVICE

* wirers & solderers
* light assembly
* stock packers

Interesting kb working in brand new attractive modern

Sem. WPM.. ee
Hours M30 in 5 Apply m ae
pn

on= nOlitla

do/resume.

HOUSEKEEPING
SUPERVISOR

W9,1

SEE THE ALL NEW

a.

mnieed 2 weeks deleery.
Free animates. Coll 743.5765

-FREE val.-null mooing In Mae

If you canna..

Find your circle

somoce. and merehandiSe discolors_ Then to top

COMPANY

Arling ton 0001/2

orel Rabe Spear

V7,6127

G

-BO. Bmurrini interior, isak plena

at Motorola

PLEASE CALL PERSONNEL

METROPOLITAN PRINTING

washer

=4=7"

story...

$550

'Mpg

439-7600

107 N. Hid., Due-

537 00E0

YANKEE DOODLE

35126 35 Cl 5 359B

the inside

r

CALL MISS ESCHER
None or o1717,7

'68

10006 GUARANTEE FOR 30 DAYS
ON All GOODWILL USED CARS.

Northwest Hwy.

M

h

Immediate openings for full time switchboard
receptionist. Light typing. Permanent, 5 doys a
wool, 13:30 am to 5:00 pm, congenial surroundings All Company benefits

Grigsby -Barton, Inc.
HILL

CARTL0,17,15t

112 Automobiles For Sale

from ow office on

CENTEL
SYSTEM

d

LUTHERAN HOME
& SERVICE
FOR THE AGED

WIGGLES WORTH
em"'

ROUND KING 5I2E BEDSPREAD
MATCHING PILLOWS WILL SAC
DICE 3O2 2576 or 894,7350

MINUTES AWAY

offices. Typing MB 70 NE, SIWtkent ROth 100 not.

COOK & KITCHEN

R

MR

2004 Miner St.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
027-9919
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Pm. mk.

HELP

'ii

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

100000.0 Now $2595

volmo and dross, /ern..

650 191 0173

McDonaldg

SECRETARY

Apply rn Person

44***444.4.1.+4
This Week's Spetialr

Also Available

0004 1407 lap benefits including pet Sharing.

Full Ilms

Twelve/Oaks
BRAND NEW APARTMENTS

PART TIME II A.M. to

drye

central telephone company of Minnie

NEW 8, USED
VOLVO'S

era Gam M. Lamps 3,

IF YOU WANT TO WORK

oh

We can offer permanent employment with es reliant, employe benefits, Including paid vane non.. free insurance programs.

WE SPECIALIZE

ro 50, SAVINGS

GE gdMago
126311

plover 350

WESTINGHOUSE

INSPECTOR

Very Rae Call us for mare

14 -To Rent Apartments

CLEAN PLEASANT WORKING
CONDITIONS

SWITCHBOARD

s. ,o
Mw6
For in. call 453.4.3.

1410 Rent Apartments

,..g for kidies to LIN orders or

for the position of WAITRESS.

Immediate
Ternporory
Office Assignments

Wee. for rneiherm Wo
Me Mb pp for yose.family

Plormalion

we are now interviewing neoL anrartive lodres

LARGEST
SELECTION OF

112Aotcao80es For Sale

RA,

'1737

McOon.s has a lew open

CLERKS

WAITRESSES

v

OTS4ofr

NOW ON DISPLAY

A, Goal Opperron W E6

5,5 5.355

9ro 5

TIGG

MIDWEST'S

539-8363
V DIRK

359.26M

SERVICE
SEW

4

F

SARGENT-WELCH SCIENTIFIC CO.

"'" rtiOT'n

I

SEILING OUT RADOM

NECESSARY

PERSONNEL TRAINEE

Z.7r'u

RUMMAGES.

NO EXPERIENCE

COME IN TO SEE US OR CALL

6 If

dreanah,

aaa.sraa

LIVING, ROOM EURNEIURE

2 AT 3 P.M. WEEKDAYS

BEAUTY

pmel

e

MT PROSPECT

SERVICE

NANCTE.S HOUSE OF

m=tweesemere

IN API INMAN HEIGHT

392-5230

THE KEY TO

41 -Home Furnishingsfumiture

SCHOOL MOM?

PLEASING

CLERK TYPISTS

GENERAL OFFICE

I

'n7rn'or7,:t v:tr,c

259-28/4

Mt Pros.,

267-5300 or 677-0600
a94 5E60
ee

378.0744
21 Help Wonted Men & Women

VANS3'5

RANDHURST CENTER

0V.

358-7245

BOYS & GIRLS

White Collar Girls
.....
...'SA

MODE1 HOME FURNITURE
sold I,orn Imodderrs

Be.,

112Auttenoales For Sole

"'s7:7,77'

",`

C,7063

me,

CARPETING

E

153,1,

3910383

model home. Her. ne. On(

.,

10Ellocibwest

SKOKIE

7300 N. LINDER

Gr:enng

Public Notice

TINY TAIL WAGGERS1

II -Rummage HarageSale

COMPANY CASHIER
RECEPTIONIST

Rort

hd

d, 525, I II
530 29,5.5,17.
gra

FL 8.3933

COME IN AND REGISTER

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

FLEA MARKET SALE

299-5912

btole

51)5 or heft offer

Conroe, Ralph Edge

KIDS BACK IN

FRONT DESK

I

"TOP'C'0=5'ig'NT'41f,D

777 Wheeling2n1telng, Illinois

259-5300, Ext. 37

P

U

Local or Loop

PRODUCTS INC.

d

259.1140

Illinois Bell

or 11. highly d
versilwl maiden In our

No fee

Co11814,7699
E

6561922

=w17

Free brush up practice

EL9,3100

255-1107

ANTIQUES,

No Shorthand

0

THIrtmeFurnishingsfamitsre

l7 -Hoes FuoiskinSfumilOte

ORIENTAL RUG,

no1122020, 00 00 .617,47477.1

Are You A Salesman?

ALL OFFICE SKILLS

CALL Mr. Last
537-1100, ext. 234

KEY PUNCH LEAD OPERATOR

"L':Irivinvi

es0

MANAGER

"NOW & THEN JOB"

Appoint.. mbeduled se your co*.

Arlington

Rd.

An Ecru. Opp...m.2er

$955100 WK.
298-2770

MAKE YOU FEEL LOW
TEMPORARY

A good owns. salary end emelleer Irlago bens& package
it offered

INSURANCE CO.

KEYPUNCH -$525

TO SALES

374

Needed

lo Salle Gal

Ire

OF LIVING
Solve your money problems with a

Otorillond skills and should Moo same semelmlalososerlence
Chicogo
583.5147

Ready fora
great new job?

HIGH COST

TYPISTS

Page 11

42 HootFumishingsfiumitum

CALL 358-0631

ASSISTANT

ALLSTATE has immediate openings on our clerical
000 100

Wednesday, February 18, 1970

Mots, Pets S foultant

34Arts and Antiques

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

r v YY00 $axto 000 Sir,

264Ielp Waded Wen

MONEVEMONEYS MONEYS

21 HellWantediMen I Women

2EiHolp Wanted Women

iikelp 014 01009

Al g
ow, 61 eviel . rarr
svoryer. I 11115 so !rain. 356.10112:

ere. *end. 35..16

B

17d

mol do rm. los... O.K. Coll
after 5 2.-6203.

SR -Mobile Moles

.OPEN SUNDAYS,

11101aCGI

Daily & long Term Leasing

£11111100 III

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
.L 9-4100

.g#

ON

REMY ADO', CAlt

CL 9.4100

,,,,,

,,,,,,,

,, ,,,,,

,,,,,

.

Wednesday. February 18, 1970

26 -Help Wanted Women

Wednesday. February IS, 1970

Page HI

261611Werted Women

2611e10 Wanted Women

25,Wlowed Agencies, Women

Weer

3158

MONEYEMONEYS MONEYS
How to earn a lot of rtT -fowl

TYPISTS
N

965.7070

'''C=CMISS HECHT

ALLSTATE

1327.6.

MINI SKIRT TRAINEE
$95 - 5100 WK.

STENO

La Salle Personnel

1216

26,66661

q

IN PERSONNEL

$500 MONTH

Op

BEAUTICIAN

5

E

by Pn

r

CLERK TYPISTS

GENERAL OFFICE
OF

Coll 824.7699

model homes Heow FYI. Pr1e.

:EftC1'NWAITOU'CI'ICSIS2'5"'"'

MODEL HOME TURN,.

CARPETING

0

4a1;

Public Notice

TINY TAIL WAGGERS1

0304Aro1er 17.

112-Auteardeles ITT Sale

253 9117

392 0583

,.i,
E1

44-Rogs,Pets &Equipment

Illinois Bell

hghly J

site I

"0,,,,,

II,

35 8.724 5

ETHeme rumslengsfunneee

BOYS & GIRLS

Srerno SAVE 1219 on 26"

TV

RUMMAGE SALE

Yoarit

gate secimnol

3

ref 61.10.

flhan Allen hunk Sod comp e
0154 oft

$101.47.5014

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

White Collar Girls

-..-

RANDHURST CENTER

1410 Rent Apartments

MT. PROSPECT

11 000 WANT TO WORK

NEW & USED
VOLVO'S

/n 0601, 2nd Cars

20, to SO, SAVINGS

meat.

player $30

**********94
This Week's Special:

P v 12 Konamon re6440. Wicker

01 ING ICY HER.. i

ers botn M. Lamp

Twelve/Oaks

PARE TIME It AK to
2 gr 3 P.M. WEEKDAYS

5 0273

lemon 526 4730
Poodles AKC Toy Wed lomole.
? mos Also My, toy puppies

'71F"' 'Ir.f147

BRAND NEW APARTMENTS

Un

antic. SHARP

We

9 rsto

ee

.P

WIGGLES WORTH

WI! ternary equipment. while
N red imerio5 eery nice 1765

GASRE HOME
FURNISHINGS

IMPORTS, INC.

14 Opel Caller SPera Wan

4 5nd. Lux., Fa'

04'A'T'CTIXTILOYYS%Str.'S'n'C'
If ICE. 362-2576 or 894.7350

5 days a sueeS

Srsoo now Now $2595

. Sues

horsers ond drapery remnortt

35

b

lunch., 3

HviNG ROOM FURNITURE

S2S

IN

392.5230

THE KEY TO
PLEASING
SERVICE

14 To Rent Apartments

LARGEST
SELECTION OF

WE SPECIALIZE

Coll Croce 439 1008

SCHOOL MOM?

MIDWEST'S
3

112-Aube98les For SW

DARLING MIMED BAUD. moll

Thurs Teh"Ir17. 9 in

Roo.

S50,

ond

539 -8363

ELL,ING, OUT ,T,411,INITURE

E. Northwers

peddirm

coe Mrs or MN -

reakIrom o4n=n ;bed

31 -Rummage &GarageSale

266.1071

0 lo 60, off

I

mcludes

378-0744

'"ntrt,

COME IN AND REGISTER

267-5300 or 677-0600
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

T aies.711746

4THome Eumishingsfumiture

47490e fumishingsEurniture

ORIENTAL RUG.

21.11elp Wanted Men &Women

Local or Loop

SKOKIE

7300 N. LINDER

SERVICE

'°'..1.'1'

777 Whee!!r?ttIdVVtietng, III re

Sargent -Welch Scientific

MONA,

EMPLOYMENT

NANCYrS"7136SE

p

No fee

IT

RECEPTIONIST

qb.

I

Of IWO DINNERS
Allen DooRMF
2207 Scon 5,

825-405e

FL B.3933

I

YOU'RE THE WINNER

Con/no Ralph Edger

KIDS BACK IN

FRONT DESK

;

Page

4140me Furnishings -furniture

AN1.ESI
FLEA MARKET SALE

NO EXPERIENCE REOU WED

releRho. and Few.

Free brush Up practice

PRODUCTS INC.

259-5300, Ext. 37
COMPANY CASHIER

656.9922

ALL OFFICE SKILLS

CALL Mr. Last

EKCO

KEY PUNCH LEAD OPERATOR

.31

MANAGER

"NOW & THEN JOB"
Assomnamon scheduled or your semerience.

Arlington Hts

Rd.

TO SALES

..3200

255 1107

Are You A Salesman?

No Shorthand

TEMPORARY

537 I100, ext. 234

Des Plaines

"TPE'f1=ITIr"

Co, ga!

E

Solve your money problems with

goad saw,00 salory and smoker fame hen.. package

INSURANCE CO.

298-2770

MAKE YOU FEEL LOW

good ITTAO and
ttortry6d skier ond thwart bove toms rscreariolosoedoneo.

Needed

alo Salle .1

OF LIVING

uo.

CALL 358.0631

Ready for a
great new job?

44 -Dogs, POOR Equifoent

30Art9 and Antiques

32 -Miscellaneous MencIrThe

If to, oac, woo ooAiW

HIGH COST

PeawohIe IOTA Oa. in,

21 Help Wante4Wen g Women

11811 Wanted Wore

164814WaTiteTeomen

oitOconn

nel

RN's & LPN's

sto N.G.

261WO Waded 1100

GIRL FRIDAY
Personnel Manager Secretory
ormandine onecannie

home Cal new -

824 4024

Des

KEYPUNCH -$525

I

ASSISTANT
ALLSTATE has immediate openings on our clerical
staff for

Sell fabulous AVON COSMETICS
sonnet

2644Ip Wanted Worm

.2614elp Waled Women

Hi SCHOOL GRADUATE -W.0

Rd ,

26-lielp Wanted Woven

I

26,11elp Wanted Women

19 6.61

-T'1F"

7

729-1800

112 -Automobiles For Sale

112 Automobiles For Sale

BEAUTY
Igghi ivang and a personable
glrl

tea.

824-8055

COME IN TO SEE US OR CALL
h

I

NO EXPERIENCE

SARGENT-WELCH SCIENTIFIC CO.

7300 N. LINDER - SKOKIE

ur.P.00t're't'aX

PLASTIC

WAITRESSES

Xr1

L'":1O'Y't.117. Ularny

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

255 2911

E. H. BONN
COMPANY

Mt Rosso 563 664o

Money

$2.00 Per Hour Guaranteed

Talks

During 4 Week Training Period

''A.IliZonan"17s

CALL

St. Des Plainer

ego. helplul

an
Bkg

°mops.,

BOOKKEEPER
FULL CHARGE

machine

213113

S.., Ril, Meade,. M.P.
full or porrizzny hereto

re=1.,:rOser"ar:OsrON

ORAL SURGEON desires weep.

i.e. No wen

Penis, WII

392 OSP or RS9.0955 lor mt.
view

free insurance programs.

.f.d ...V Pal and

Apply in Person

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

Immediate
Temporary
Office Assignments

"""' t;:i

RECEPTIONIST

HELP
elmaie.

oquiPmem

and mwhanical oauges.

LUTHERAN HOME
& SERVICE
FOR THE AGED

METROPOLITAN PRINTING

107 M. Hickory Ave.

Arlington Heights

HOUSEKEEPING
SUPERVISOR

YANKEE DOODLE

Redone.

tr.,

helpful. Will

GIRL Pr Woman, FRIDAY FeeP

Same typing.

11.

855 Morse Ave.
Elk Grove Village, Illinois

392-5900

TOWERS HOTEL

OPER.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

Mullen, benefits mei ohm
find out Reply re
ARLINGTON PARK
HIT 111.60005

HACKNEY'S in
WHEELING

[

537 2100

S/c/te

POWER TOOLS

Wheeling

1444 S. Wolf Road
(1

W. Corner of Palatine & Wolr Reads)

PERSONNEL
SECRETARY

Apply Monday -Friday, 9 AM
AM . 12 Noon

394-2000

Des Plaines, Illinois

...FOR BRIGHT GALS!

kik a good command ol Me

SHARP STENOS:
VOLKSWAGEN
NORTH CENTRAL
DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

Why Sit Still When you con move ahead?

455.7111, Ext. 223

Teletype recognises talent and pays for it? Espa.
ninny when it comes to sharp stenos who know
what It takes le gel a job done.
11 you LIKE freedom, intereeting work, challenging

nigernents, youll LOVE working at Taisho,

001.8 VENDING
has immediot openings in

North& Id Area
VENDING HOSTESS

STENO CLERK

Sion $2.00 per hour
Hours 7 AN, 3PM

COUNTER GIRL
$7500- 5day Week
Hours 2 AM 5:30 AM

Niles Area
COUNTER GIRL

f.o,ossmay

Cell V. rasan

09y

'St/

Stan $2.00 par hour
Hours 9 AM - 2 PM
Call Miss 0100k

235-9100

Modem office, pleasant surroundings, cooper°.
Cm people to work with. Call us today at
676-1000

for a confidential interview.

TELETYPE CORPORATION
5555 West Touhy
Skokie, III.
An E91.10PRoauniNEmPIWer

Wolf

Rood

,OURI

Mis

which aveciolyes
helidng
coofi
nections ond find phone numbers when a ammo, kn.,

TYPIST -CLERK
Good Nping ond clefaul AIM area moot furl. esil who
won. to join our memo. closicol

Tebialsow lobs offer. greet arms. Maw ssta (Ca.,
we, sir manes, friendly cesserlorn In Memo
working condit1ons,

WORK IN THE SUBURBS!
MALE:

Believing

/11

f. Tomo. WI lames.

FEMALE:

@ Illinois Bell
Goo your qrs.* by phorrs, m11056-9920
Men-Pri 1140 am MOO pro,. Sal. MOO am I r00 pm.

An fowl OPPodu.

CLERK TYPIST

GENERAL OFFICE
FIGURE CLERKS
NCR OPERATORS
SWITCHBOARD

Cone in ar call Jean Yale, 059.7810

LYNN DAVIS

001 E. Prospect Ave., Mt. Prospect, Ill.

Chicago Office 346.5040

1966 CHEVELLE MALIBU

PEOPLE LOOKING?

CO
Appoinanem

110WAIID SPROAT

358.7E.
I

Pep SM. a ma. 292 204N. al,
Arl

Hrs.

a

Choice of
Day and Evenings

$2.25

-

$2.48

PER HOUR

CALL NOW!

bdrm am.

1

V8,

Bedroom API
,mmediore escapees, Rohlwing

CALL 439-8020

Buffalo Grams Sub.

1

DES PLAINES veg. efIaien6V

300V "70'00'47:11.

5165

6000

558.2369 bmween VS 8 P M

so.

elk.

It

MULTIPLE LISTING

'65 FORD 9 PASS. WAGON

Power Stmring, A.

matic, Radio

PHONE: 824-7151

Power

Whitewalls
VS,

1:Cm,EzZarizzzurzrZorm=mr

Hauler, White $945

FEB. 26TH is the BIG DAY

You've got a date with

MOW

ARL. HTS, INDUSTRIAL
& RESEARCH CENTER.

Multiple Listing Realtor

555 Irving Patio Road

For Personal Service

529-7070
Roselle, Illinois

66-RealEgatelieuses
H

B

d hd

.

.

cher 5 . 45.4205.

,OPEN SUNDAYS,
S5500

54126101.

They're even leaner and meaner
than last year. We've got all the
facts Now.

11E10E111

Daily 8 Long Term Leasing

\
TOR RESERVADONS CALL

98181ile Homes

inr

NIL lo Itain. 3515/012:
she,.
eves. weends.5544,510

.

DICK WICKSTROM

Call Any MAP

S160 4 9-3394
nd

SATURDAY

eAltt

Heater, $1295

REAL ESTATE SERVICE

wore./

253-5228

g god A. en+,

eAM tee3OPM

CAMARO
t

q

Ar Ito, meson..., son.,

More Than 340

Power
glide,
Podio g

Steeriwang,

25441.0

20,11,0

TIVggAVUNCH

'TZTIF=C7

DAILY

10AM.rs6PM

65-IndustrialProperg IToRent

Cl S.3420

I

ON MANNHEIM, NORTH OF OAKTON
SUNDAY

827-5572

=1

d

Power

Will Help Too

hden

Ape/ Pon1.3170.394.4.

Pool

glide,

Salespeople

62 -Wanted D Rent

SISO. 392 1239. MOM.

Rd

Day or Evening

NO
PAID VACATION 1st YEAR

BUYING or SELLING
A HOME?

Mk Grose VIRoge

und

Power

'67 IMPALA 2 DOOR HARD TOP

TRANSFERRED?

1 SISS 35M.23.0
ROSEMONT

DODGE in DES PLAINES

Whke walls. Block Vinyl Pool

area. maw:tome. 5175

Pat

IntentleAs

VS,

ISBTalPltOtt Wanted

11 10 Rent Office Spare

Atarcli

$695

3 bedroom. 2 both

745 we, 352

avad

1964 KARM1N GHIA (VW)

$395
'68 IMPALA COUPE

MRS. DUNNE
695.3440

STAPE 8. SONS,
INC.

Marsh 1 Co1153/ 513.54

opolencer.

$595

NOW $2775

h,m em, Cm..., 5,

SUBLET Apr. Ea, ra....2 ladmv.
carpet. Nor:Imola coshing. Pool.

1965 DODGE STATION WAGON

'295
1964 DODGE

CALLS...SO

GIRLS

1966 MUSTANG

*895

'69 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE
Intoeuelas confidential

5236.0. 34724

$795

E.xam0

COFM
14To Till PflErIMERIS

o 1;,,EGrod. S255,

1965 OLDSMOBILE 88

$895

WE'RE SELLING THESE
BELOW DEALERS COST

1964 FORD

r desirable
Ions HIGH

259-4000

Hy,

1967 DODGE DART

1966 DODGE STATION
WAGON

EXEC CARS -

REAL ESTATE

901. 0052 finished Apartments

MOUNT PROSPECT

I

$1895

$1495

DEMOS - FACTORY

le0

n

$995

DICK WICKSTROM
'THE BOSS"
PALATINEIROLLING MEADOWS

5 Raises 1st Year

ACCOUNTING CLERKS
PROGRAMMERS SALES
COLLEGE GRADUATES
ADJUSTER TRAINEES

1968 DODGE MONACO

Seeing Is

SWIMMING KX11
4%00
Busse Rd

144 S

START

As on illmois Bell ogeFolor you'll he Me gal with 1. hood

Smiling voices and auidt man. ore a mot

Says,

TRULY A VALENTINE!

Palm.
OPERATORS

ONE OWNER TRADES

The Boss

THE

YOU WANT...

IN CLEAN, EASY
FACTORY WORK

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
2000

virr

1164ealEstate-Houses

Will Train You

ITT

381-6000

Open Daily 9-9, SAT. 9-5 CLOSED SUNDAY

A.

1141 Rent Apartments

TELLERS

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

Personnel Office 297.5320

272-5500

Ellefo7Des Noe.

BUSINESS PRODUCTS

WORK
NEAR
HOME?

Maintenance Mors

PROMOTIONS - YES!

f417crer

1517

505 W. Northwest Hwy.

Vacant

Commercial

Residential

w

BARRINGTON. ILLINOIS
IBENDER-RIEGER

Real Estate

WHY NOT

Printed Circuit Board Assemblers

$1195

Sheep

16 To Rent Houses

ilenereved. ohm. cornoMor call

A.M. Castle

Ply 3,30

1965 GTO CPE.

SAXON

Ill Help Wanted Men P. Women

Cabinet Wirers

$1695

DRIVE OUT TODAY OR CALL 394-3050

STATE BANK

IN YOUR AREA
for the faomrly categories.

T461. Only 3 To Choose From

NNIIIN

/I-Apts. and bans to Share

SECRETARIES

253-3300

WANTED FULL TIME

Tomo, Pk TundbIoning. Turbo Hydro DM,

Symlus Supply Co. 2.15 Od

5 PM. Saturday, 9

HELP

'2695

$1695

OnW

0

Algonquin 8 Meacham Roads
Schaumburg
359-4800

21 .Help Wanted -Men & Women

:bv

50,000 mile,
5 year warranty.

1966 CAPRICE STATION WAGON

.641 Milky Rand, sum north of Algonquin Rd.
IR, I/71 Lri heautiful Arlingum II ,oIO U,,

er

2,7.35 50

A

geed sbonband and ,aing

MEAT WRAPPERS

have

profit sharing.

We Have Immediate Openings For Both
Experienced Or Non -Experienced

LUNCHEON SHORT HOuRS

Counter Girls

Must

Balance of

1967 PONTIAC CATALINA

5uull..5Corner Cent al

commensurate
with experience. Cons
pony paid benefits.

Think about it. If you're not happy where you're
at come ie. us.

100 N. River Road

CI 5.2..

Aponmems Open Ilsly

I welshed

2 young ladies with know

ledge of various all

off we throw n: a great vacation plan and

4l,

Hts

TX WT1re

surance, and merchandile discount.. Then to op

WAITRESSES

FLAMING TORCH

P

Irnmediale openings for

So, the first thing we do to make you happy is
P./ Yee on outstanding starting salary. Then we
S.. you putarnalic increases, major medical in
11

sehoenbecle,

$1395

IMMEDIATE OCCIPANOT

CALL Me GRESS

Holy Family Hospital

WAITRESSES
NIGHTS
PART I UM

537-7100

266 nu

TOWERS HOTEL

Nice Cando.

GENERAL OFFICE

Mars the way it is.

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.
711 W. Algonquin
Arlinmon Heiolus

buselsold

sm. ores.. morM

Salary

At Meorlo we've always felt that people should
some first. That's the non it should be
and

PLEASE CALL PERSONNEL

MG.... Sale,
neelances.

1 8 0 BEDROOM, 2 BAH

perience. Good typing
Mass
required.
skills
have own transportation

4394500

CLERK

$1795

1966 FAIRLANE SQUIRE STATION WAGON

APARTMENTS FROM 5190 TO 1250

duties.

* typists

work nights

..... mho

10,0,00 00 :10000 co

accopmd

shop, Rolm.

255 3122a. 259 1500

and

matic Transmission, Power Steering, Power Brakes, Radio, whitewall Tires.

$3895

1969 VOLKSWAGON
ems. Call 243.574P

EMPLOYMENT

-5.560

* secretaries

-play days

rraels SO, ol Me rim

wrih.

Interesting jet working in brand new attractive modern

CLERK TYPISTS

LIGHT MACHINE

"Factory Air Conditioned", Auto-

d

51in

ime

SERVICE

* wirers & solderers
* light assembly
* stock packers

GENERAL OFFICE

ARLINGTON PARK

g

TobrIF

-T 6,1410, Equipped ktichom

@MOTOPROLA#)

son

259-6458

COMPANY
I

niowe orgies,

Find your circle

SECRETARY

439-7600

Phone cr apply in person

"`1":.1'.'ic,1:17"

ulds Andy

Beauliful

at Motorola

CALL MISS ESCHER

Grigsby -Barton, Inc.

HELP WANTED -DAYS
IDEAL FOR HOUSEWIFE

central telephone company of Minors

,nos All Company benefits.

an.ellt.receel%':a7:4,ial

CHARGER

h

Immediate openings for full rime swirchboard
receptbnist. light typing. Permanent. 5 days a
week. SAO am to 5:00 pm, congenial surround

Should None some Meneled,

MI Time

Very Ilesible. Coll us for more
informal. 421 1070 widow.

Northwest Hwy.

sc.

t tug- nail to wall cmpeling 01 111105

SWITCHBOARD

COOK & KITCHEN

WHEELING FIRM

CENTEL
SYSTEM

'69

1968 CORVETTE 427 2 TOPS

the inside
story ...

r

INSPECTOR

spore IWe 130 ro $90 per .8.
Tor info co11451 .1990.

hi

Good salary,IonbennOts including profit shaFing.

mathma MY haw
av for youvfoM81

NOW ON DISPLAY
All Pkes Reduced During Our Remodeling

f ronv our of f ice on

offices. Typkg 60 TOTE wpm, shorthand 818 IBA ean.

Rs.

"70" FIREBIRD
,080,1, GUARANTEE FOR 30 DAYS
ON ALL GOODWILL USED CARS.

MINUTES AWAY

We con offer permonens employment with ex
reliant, employe benefits, including Fold coca -

Kelly
Girl

r;'S'i/7:7TOnt

2004 Miner St.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
827-9919
An Equal Opportunity Employer

for the position of WAITRESS.

827-8154

1100x.PER

Dames °Hi,

We are now intaraewing neat, anractive ladies

and

McDonald's

CLERKS

SERVICE

SEW

readier

Also Available

677-0600

267-5300

269619 Wanted Women

sowing

Err --

NECESSARY

PERSONNEL TRAINEE

SEE THE ALL NEW

trs
WESTINGHOUSE

'BOOR. Northwest Hwy.

.L 9-4100

CL 9-4100

Carvalr 3 nosed good sonbee oiler. Call alter

no,

,

shope,

team console

daion,

ABM f..5,43,1089

YOU'RE THE WINNER
OF TWO DINNERS

Ford

Gala..

VB.

P/S,

'64 Come Wagon. 5n, No
roe Go. ao.ition. 5450 or

or offer CL 38500

Pork peps up winter menus

P/13, W/W, p/H, Vinyl roof. Beau.
co, 53195. 259-2970

894.0971

'63 Chevrolet

P.P.
04 Ford GoloaleNL
buckt, ollini.,1zner 5495.

1969 Olds Delia 85. 0/C, P/S.

dr. Go. body,
Va. oil. goz good. 515. Call
1961 Chev. 6.

1966

Adorn Warren
253 Drake Ln

6B 55 390 Chyvelle, A speed,

03 Ford Golan. 500 .1113

roans. 10.1 conelition. Call 351
1,1086,13,1 45

W. Eastman.

i,44.501 El Noy.

.

5. 29,5332

dr Rod. 6
ROSE.

639-3096

52,987.1

DODGE

Coll 629-0394
1963 Impala.
882.3817 after 5 P.10.

KICK UP YOUR HEELS

1969 MUSTANG
FASTBACK

WITH THESE GREAT DEALS AT

""'r $1 79 5

Bravos

YARNALL-TODD CHEVROLET

Olds
440'E. MaitiSt
Barrington
oERnlyABLE and

100

INC.'

1968 CHEVY IMPALA

1967 CHEVY CAPRICE

Intide

door hard.. Raub. LArs-Illaci vinyl oop.

:t===,77,7:::Z

RECOV-

9975

54,910 50

1968 CHEVY BELAIR WAGON

1967 CHEVROLET IMPALA

"*1::.,',=:.;:,,==.!.7: $1895

Ned ,r,111 block winyl

1966 OIDS4118" COUPE
condigo,
with block. y1 ,

ARROW INTERNATIONAL, INC.

1968 CORVETTE CONVERTIBLE

Arrow Building Dept. El

4507 Lorain Avenue

12 &wing

1968 CADILLAC CONVERTIBLE

$3695

-

A delicious dinner that requires
practically no effort

is

available

with a smoked pork shoulder roll

dressed with a cherry and pineapple

Pork chops come in a variety of
cuts --butterfly, Frenched rib, sirloin
chops, shoulder chops or porklets.
You may want to cut a pocket in a

sauce. To complete your menu
combine cauliflower and peas,
serve with buttered rolls and a light
dessert.

Taste combination
that's delightful

9:00 to 9:00
Sat. 9:00 to 5:00
Closed Sunday.

CRANBERRY -ORANGE
PORK CHOPS
0 pork chops I -inch thick, or
8 pork chops'/ -inch thick
1 tablespoon shortening
P cup water

THE FINEST SERVICE "

1 teaspoon salt
1/2 cup sugar

DAY PUBLICATIONS

FOR A COLORFUL dinner serve
pork chops combined with oranges
and cranberries. Another flavor
twist is baking chops German style
with sauerkraut, tomatoes and

source.

Man. Thou Fri.

"On Dundee at 83"

281-0699

onions.

$1975

ern. Deep blue. sharp

"We Buy Used Cars"

$1495

THE ET,i0.:IVE DEALER

Pork is a major dietary source of
the B vitamins, especially riboflavin, niacin and three times more
thiamine than any other food

the sauces.

1968 EL CAMINO

'11 9495

1967 CHEVY IMPALA COUPE

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

--

thick chop for stuffing or prepare a
shoulder blade steak using one of

Motors:

1966 CHEVY CAPRICE WAGON

7777 $1595

IMPORT MOTORS

EV 7504

"."". '"` 9295

9595

1966 CHEVY IMPALKSTATION WAGON

BARRINGTON
a wn<el

$1995

1966 INTERNATIONAL YIP/MALL

v

MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE 11 YEAR CART
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

BC,105. ',MOPS 295-61

"P'

1968 DODGE CORONET

SEETHE 1970

.0,

1968 CHEVY CUSTOM COUPE

AS

$3895

Cleveland. Ohio 41102

VW Moro

Blue

On a winter evening nothing
quite matches the robust aroma of a
pork shoulder roasting or pork
chops simmering.
Today's pork provides more lean
meat per pound and due to modern
farming techniques pork even
contains more protein and less fat.

Shopping Center

Brown chops

in

shortening.

Drain off any fat that collects. Add
2 tablespoons water and sprinkle
salt over chops. Cover and cook
slowly until meat is fork tender,
about I hour. Combine remaining
water. sugar and corn syrup; bring
minute. Add cranto boil; boil
berries; cook until skins pop.
I

1/2 cup light corn syrup
2 cups cranberries
2 tablespoons grated orange rind
I cup orange sections

Add orange rind and sections and
pour over chops IS minutes before
end of cooking time. Serve chops
and fruit sauce on rice. Fruit sauce
Hot, seasoned, cooked rice, if de- may be simmered if a thicker one is
sired
preferred. Yields 4 to 6 servings.

DUSTER HEADQUARTERS
MANY COLORS
TO CHOOSE FROM

OVER 125 BEAUTIFUL 1970's

THIS HOT COMPACT

IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY,

ak HAS A GLOVE BOX --A LARGER
RRIE

YOUR TRADE-IN WILL NEVER BE WORTH MORE

ENGINE. ARM REST, A MUCH LARGER
TRUNK, TORSION BAR SUSPENSION,
LARGER WHEELBASE, LARGE

ABOVE-Cranberry-

TIRES, ETC. ETC. ETC

ONLY

30

BRAND NEW

69'S

pork chops
boast a delightful taste
combination plus an attractive, colorful aporange

LEFT

INCLUDING STATION WAGONS. HURRY!

pearance.

PRICE RANGE

1967 Catalina Convertible
Fun Power Turas° te Finish

1968 Plymouth Road Runner

$395 TO $895

$1795

t'

MANY TO CHOOSE FROM
1966 Mercury

movie wheel. m

/188

1966 Chevelle SS Malibu Cpe

2 Or HT full power cur ron

eed 356 VB bronze fin

1105/rIal.'°w $1395

Finish

9395

'

1965 Dodge 880

LEFT --A favored,
savory flavor of cured
and smoked pork can

German style pork steaks count your pennies for you in this casserole
type meal in one, suggested by the National Live Stock and Meat Board.

1968 Ford 4 Dr. Sdn.

entice your family to

L:r.,:ZPC.X.riwer
I

:r.Lj :n1 VI"

$11,95

$999

the table. The choice of
meat

005011,

the

smoked

butt served
with a sauce -of cherry

1965 Rambler Wagon
:e-gtn,d'r

is

shoulder

and pineapples.

124
1967 Chrysler Newport
fact
finch

air coed omen 9995

1968 Dodge Coronet
4 Door V B OutOMOTIC
Power Steering FoctoryPor
Conditioned
Very Shorn,

$1895

GERMAN STYLE
PORK STEAKS
4 pork shoulder steaks, cut 1/2 inch

thick
1 tablespoon lard or drippings

Brown pork steaks in lard or
drippings. Pour off drippings. Season with salt and pepper. Combine
sauerkraut, tomatoes and onion.

Pour into a 12 by 8 -inch baking
dish. Arrange meat on top of
sauerkraut mixture. Cover tightly
1 can (I pound, 13 ounces) sailer- and bah in a moderate oven (350

1 teaspoon salt
34 teaspoon pepper

degrees) 30 minutes. Remove cover

kratit, drained
1

can

(16

ounces)

tomatoes,

drained
1 teaspoon instant minced onion

and continue baking 30 minutes or
until meat is done. Makes 4,
servings.

SMOKED PORK
SHOULDER ROLL
2 to 3 pound smoked pork shoulder roll
1 can (1 pound 4 ounces) cherry
pie tilling

1 can (84.

ounces) crushed pine-

apple

Place meat on rack in open roast-

ing pan. Do not add water and do
not cover. Roast in a slow. oven
(325 degrees). Allow about 35 min-

utes per pound for roasting. Serve
with Cherry -Pineapple Sauce.

Sauce: Combine pie filling and
pineapple. Heat through. If a thinner consistency is desired, add a
small amount of water.

THE DAY

Page 14
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Wednesday. February 18, 1970

Squash is versatile tablemate

eoier

MONEY SAVING OFFERS

Mu FROM YOUR KROGER

STORE!

isi".

55505 11

CENTER CUT

Iebresry PI, set OttarloOt

PORK CHOPS

is Leal puelleta.

2111:11TakN

CHOICE
TENDUAY

SISuarl Bawl

9

STEAK

SIRLOIN

Several varieties of
squash are available all
winter. And like our

WK., Pull

American

of ways from entree to

Lb.

7.110NE STEM(

PORK STEAK

a. 706

vegetable in a variety

\

Lean Meaty

Shoal intx

PORK CHOPS

ancestors we can use
this native

Loin

L.

29

s

694

Farm Fresh

dessert.

MIXED CHICKEN
Sh Owl Ball

3

illeximder-.3 gineuerrs-3 Wings-G10h includes

RUMP ROAST

ti09

smadi

I

SOLD AS STEAK ONLY!

THIS WEEK
Lb.

3/4 QUART

served in a variety of taste -lemming dishes.

Remove feeder imp and add remaining squab
pieces while processing. When mixture is
smooth. pour into pieshell and decorate rob with

Native to America. squash is a member oldie
gourd family which has a total of 700 species and

pecan halve. Bake 50 to 55 minutes or until a '
silver knife inserted in pie comes ow dean.

triodes pumpkin. muskmelon. watermelon and
cucumber.

Makes one nave inch pie.

multitude of ski,. sires and colors and can be

meal

I medium ohm, endued

cup ring ism.. Put egg, butter and squash into
blender container. ewer and process at Blend
(HO until pureed.
Add remaining ingrulionts. cover and process
until onion is finely chapped. Pour into mold and
bake one hour or until Bee. Unmold 01130 hot
plate, center with broccoli spears and surround
with' buttered trench -cut green beans. Makes six

1 eggs

'I...thirds cup brown stager
2 0,31113 salt

SQUASH SOUP
2 cups raw winter squash cubes
Scups chicken stock

-

z teaspoon groin. nmeg

1

or

No

le, refilg.

fee16

._

Iva

A REAL

March 14,1970
liarch 9 1NI

PLEASURE:

oson to 3511 decrees. An nuts into blends
:cod

.

IS teaspoon mace
34 teaspoon pepper
Put squash and 2 cups of chicken stalk into
blender eisoDiner. cover and process e Blend
(Hit until pureed. Pour into saucepan, add re -

Put eggs. molasses. milk. sue sesonings

reining stock and simmer about 20 minutes.

cup squash cube into blender container.
ando process al Steed MO until squash is

Add remaining ingredients and heat just to boil-

0

k.
6. k.

"

delemake cherry downs on
his birthday. This marvelous
fruit is availahk to us all year
round In canned or frteen
form. 'Iry one or all of the fol!ming c;.y, oat delicious des-

Rementher. when a recipe

ells for prepared cherry pie
filling. other flame. such as
blueberry. peach. etc.. can he
substituted. making each see
(pe quite vseatile. There can
he quite a difference in the
quality of prepared pie filling:

for het mulls buy tmly the
hen. Soma brands are monk
starchy filler with littlefruit.

All of the knowing recipe
nay hc frozen. Be sure to
Deem wrap thoroughly.

FLORENCE'S QUICK
IRTIV.RMILK
COFFEE.
CAKE

lice one

ilk:easiest rec-

ipe I have seen in a lung fime
and very hisiy. too. The crust
doe not contain ny sugar and
Ms made withalietetic fruit
filling in a delicious dessert for
anyone on a low.caloric or
diet. It can be made
with any
any flavor fruit fining
Yield, 2 large coffee cakes
2 cups flour
I cup 11 sticks) margarine

I cup buttermilk
22sounce cans prepared
cherry pie falling for any other
Havoc you with
P111 flour and margarine in
1

wur margarine is cold to start.
Add buttermilk. mix well and
refrigerate
vernight. coywing howl with waxed paperr.
Preheat oven to 350 de-

env, Divide dough into me
portionn. Roll out on floured
pastry cloth or waxed paper to
16
12
by
approximately
inches. Carefully lay dough on

I

22 -ounce can cherry pie

2 kNespooris huller
31 cup sugar
cop flour

1 cup flour

Preheat on
ve Jo 350 de -

Filling

I Tpound can tart red cherries. well drained
of 8 -ounce

non.

2 eggs

red fruit pie filling
down the center of dough.
Fold the sides over. having

Spread ei of hatter in a well
buttered 9-bey-I.3--2-inch halo
ing pan. Batter will be heavy:

3 tablespoons lemon juice
3. lampoon almond flavor-

dough just barely mat in the

spread with a wide spatula.

0011101r. Also ll in upihe narrow

Gently spread contents of a 12 minee can of pie filling on this
batter.

ends envelope style to keep pie
filling franc running our
Bake in a 350 -decree oven

for 50 mimes or until done

Drink

with

confectioners'

sugar icing or sprinkk with
confectioneif
warm or cold.

CHERRY

sugar.

Serve

spread

baking pan. Bake at 350 degrees for about 12 to 15 min-

Gently

sugar and floor, mixing well
WOREUSEI.

CAKE

Picture pretty, yet easy on
the cook, this cake en be
warmor cold. plain or
with whipped cream or
with
ice
wens Delicious weed at
momino brunch, es Well aS
desert for an evening meal.

Yield: One 134,9 -inch eke
I cup butter or marerine
I cup sugar
eggs

h:opium baking powder
trepoina salt

until mixture is crumbly.
Sprinkle over top of tough and
bake in a 350 -degree oven for
45 Minutes or until done. Cool
slightly and cut into square..

CHERRY CHEESE
SQUARES
combination of tart
A
cherries user a buttery nut
155W, topped with a cheese M-

ina Easy to make and one
wee sure you'll all enjoy.
Yield: One 9 -by -9 -Inch eke

trawl

oh

oh

utes or until lightly browned.
Meanwhile, cream cheese
with sugar until light and fluffy. Add remaining ingredients
with the exception of the

rries. Then pour on cheese
'filling and bake at 350 degrees
for another 30 minute or until
lightly browned and cake tests
done. Sprinkle with confectioners' sugar. Cool slightly
before serving.

eSliced blanched almonds.

put through a At Chopper,

.....

CUTS

$109

r'rkb,

EE

KROGER BONUS BUYS
You May Foram Beth Items With a S1.50 Purchase

COCA-COLA

,

1.0411

to cut down 0 tree
THAT SLICES HAMS. ROASTS. TURKEYS, AND OTH-

.

-

16 OZ,
BOTTLES

THIS
TRIM NOT THIS OUT
5111

SAVE 300

56 SIZE

I

88 SIZE

With a 81.50 or Hors Purchase-ple Open

STRAWBERRIES «- 59`

DEAN'S
COTTAGE CHEESE

POTATOES

69°

10

4aimm.4.

FANCY

FRESH CARROTS t:g lic

BANANAS

2 u.-29°

,

I.LB

EE

IIINE'Etto

'

CTN

si11611!

GE

CHEESE-

Everday Deep -Cut Discount Prices
Swanson's - 5 Varieties

FREE xibock

3

CHARACTER DOLL

DOWNY

75

MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE
111 -Os.

%VI

4
mot.

SAFE
GUARD

BIZ

744

19c
Oath

SpiC

Was.

1PIE
SPAN

854

COLLECT A SET OF SIX .4,'=4."27.2,7.11`.=":011,7
,

I

I

TV DINNERS

11 -Ox.
Pkgs.

Pens
2.1.11

Solana SalIanta

ER MEATS THICK OR THIN AS A PROFESSIONAL
MEAT CUTTER'S KNIFE. Stays sharp because 90% of
the 'roar edge" never touches the cutting surface.

Only

1

_LO M-1 TA 31.I_La

chen spread with-well drained

.

BACON

COTTO SALAMI

7.°.' 79a

Pkg.

FOODS NEATLY,'
QUICKLY-EASILY!

cherries, mixing well. When
the crust is removed (rapt the

work out very nicely.

89a """ 69' r:,°: 89'

Strong, sturdy enough

2 tablespoons flow
confectioners' sugar

needy with spatula.
Combine remaining butler,

fruit filling.

VARIETY PAK

ICE -PACKED FROZEN

ing

Preheat oven to 350 degree. Cream butter, add Bohr,
sugar and almonds. When well
mixed press in the bottom of

Now drop remaining batter
by leaspoonsful over the lope(

h.

BOLOGNA

THAT CUTS SOLID,

cream cheese, softened
1 cup sugar
teaspoon
grated find of 1 lemon

beating well after each addi-

pn.

THIS

package

a large cootie filet or baking
f one
Spreparead conieMs
can of

FROZEN FOOD
KNIFE

ed almonds

grew. Cream butter or merge rine with sugar undl fight end
fluffy. Add cogs one at a time.
beating tkettughly aftcb each.
Add baking powder and salt.
Now add flour 1 cup at k time,

$119

WIENERS

RED

THIS EDGE IS A

1 tablespoons sugar
et cup finely chopped blanch-

filling

Y.

Our Yoxer

11.514 sr Wm

in

CUTTER

, cup buffer

2 cups flour

I

a

By Qulkut

per mixing howl and beat et
low gent until mixture looks
like coarse meal. Slake sure

CUBE STEAK

her Ike,

iire::n

4197 DISCOUNT FOOD PRICES

1
KITCHEN

fig point. Garnish generously with croutons

Easy to fix desserts
The legend of Washington

61.19
61.19

Cold, Cool World

and his cherry tree will forever
remind us to serve one of those

i(r)ojer

-

010

-

2

when serving. Makes four to six servings.

norinal.

, gum Iwo

S

,laBa

e

MINH BOWLS Oa

111Io

Ma,h.h Is

SPECIAL
KROGER
OFFER!

, teaspoon salt

is

MIXING

treeing.

3 tablespoons light rum

chop by turning control
loChopthlti and slide switch On and Off (Hi and
OM meekly several time. Empty inio pieholl.

mid

lisndIing

metallic food to on m

meter Ochry... High scaodlah finish stays
*ark., barlqld wills just ands 'n teem

, cup fight cream

a resume] ground ginutger
la teaspoon ground cinnamon
acmes cubed raw winter samish
16 pecan lialves

yr container. coy,

mos strength and easy

wFEx

MAKE

to eight servinggs.

3 efidepoons molasses
Two-thirds cup milk

He:

useful o
..... mot, oled
cramtess. themes -vi 11 .1 .0. Neal
cetrode C
hoe rop.tofird her

La teaspoon peppr

SQUASII PECAN PIE
15 -Inch unbelted pie crust
v a cup peens

'

teple. im in nos low most
Astor,

Heat oven to 350clegnex Heavily grease ask-

ow a.

Money saying

D olignmd for sexy mixing omega and

116 teaspoons salt

molting the squash.

i

Vollrath MIXING BOWLS

2 tablespoons bum,
3 cups cooked cubed squash Minter or sum-

With the aid of an electric blender you can
easily and quickly prepares variety of squash
recipe, m e pie and soup are a joy to make be
cause the blender clime:lies the need for pre-

74.. 89.

596

Chalu Ttiods4111

Solid STAINLESS STEEL

4 epee

grOWashummcrquar.hand is lefi to fully mature
hAltre hamming. Two type, acorn and Mawrnut. arc available ell year.

Oscar Mayer
SMOKIE LINKS

FRYER LEGS
Le.

SQUASH RING

There are two general typos of squeak -sun,
mcr and winter. Summer squash is harvested
while immature and before the stetsand rind an
lough. Winter squash reqtrire twice as long to

99.

El

Family Pak

BOWL
Throughout the winter squash is available in a

6

GROUND ROUND

FACIAL TISSUES

175

SAVE 21c

30C
SAVE II

IMO Oro.

Stk.

COFFEE

$1

$221

@MI

SAVE Its

Everyday Deep -Cut Discount Prices
Weedlike

TOMATO SAUCE
Walls Clood

Un-

TOILET TISSUE

9c

..

SAVE to

1.11511129c
Pest

SAVE In

Assortol Hovers

Regular $3.00 value

JELL-O

SOL

10,

kg.
SAVE Os
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By, George!
ProbeNy IM only people
who

ever

held

:mai. George

anything
Washingion

lowni of

cherry

Athe

America.

And sou have to admit. he

It's cherry time
CI R COMPANY, try
Cherry Swirl. Empty 2 ma.

oath cherry flavored gelatin
into a large hover Add 2 cups
very hot water. Stir until Oatin is dissolved. Then stir in
cop cold water and I tablespoon lemon juice. Chill until

loaned. Gently and meekly

fold into barter. Turn int0
11/2
quart casserole. Set in
hailing
do - name bath and hake

that tree. Maybe if he'd realVal what deleciahle
coo d be made tom cherries
he never would have dune iL
.5 nee February is national
chc ry month. loll get old
Ginn. hack in the mold by

ma into me or name of the
folk wing cherry delights fee
tramming
bitthdaY...
9 wise onl..1 lik
MI
earl stun o
pickier'.ip Whet's earlier
his

your crec.

the
r

hrealchist ... and what's
on griddlecakes. wad.

nes COORIXI cereals or French

man thou cherry sauce

ook 3, cups (No. 21/2
cherrie, 3
Iv cloves and me 2 -inch
tinted red

can
w

cinnamon,fors
bro. in

nic

min-

wered saucepan

m. Renuive from heat and
take oul cinnamon and cloves.

Po r through sieve wr food
mil placed over a aucepan.

home Month thniugh sieve
and set mido. Thoroughly mix
1: hicspoons ewnstarch. 3 ta-

ble.poons sugar and
won salt. Stir in

to

1/4

table.

it ton cold water and one.
hi d cup corn syrup. Make a
smooth past/. Cirtilltildly stir
ink hot cherry minim. Bring
rap dls to a hid!. stirring slowand constantly. Cover end
gently

cot k

Re.

3

mo v from heat and blend in'_
1AI...spoons hotter or merge.
A
leaspoons lemon juju

teaspoon almond extract
- or 3 drops red rood
whinVUL,. Makes about ID
ani

for 35 to 45 minunit a silver knife

375

or

1

Mtshould have cut down

-

Pour cream mistare into
lop Of a double boiler and
place over simmering water.
Cover and rook about 5 to 7
minutes. stirrim 3 to 4 times.
Vigorously stir 3 tablespoon,

slightly
thicker than consistency of
thick. unbeaten egg white.
When gelatin Mixture 01 dk
sired consistency, using a

Woe of casserole. Serve warm
or cold, with or without
whipped cream.

yolks,
miklum into 3
slightly beater Immediately
blend into mixture in double
boiler.
out over simmering
water 3 to 5 minutes. stirring

Ms CHERRY cream fill-

sloWly and constantly st keep

chilled bowl and beater. whin
2 cups chilled whipping cream

George

gelatin

mixture

is

/one cu at a time, until cream
is of medium consistency (piks

softly, With final few strokes
heat

in

cup

1/4

sifted con-

sugar and th
spoon
whipped almond

extract.

tea.
Set

comes oot dean whew imsned

halfway between center

Mg

will

arid

your

really Mkt
Washington% birth-

day cake....
Scald Xa cup cream in topof

nears. Aleanwhile

together
into small saucepan 1/2 cup

nischine cherry syrup an'd

ender,

cherries. Corer. cool
and chill in refrigerator

21/2

tablespoons flour

the gelatin until light and fro-

mir i

oleo without the most
one of all ...cherriesjulfilee.

hem.

a

spatula around inside of pan
end tithe. from nip to bottom.
to

loosen

dessert.

Remove

sides of pan. Dowt reve
dessert from bottom slangpun.
Place on chilled serving plate

and PIP lb
AND WIN) ever gent
enough of Cherry Duff!
cup sugar.
Sift together
cup sifted flour and
tea.

""

D"l "

of

gl""

Few desserts
are better

the

To serw, eareftilly run

maraschino

stirring gently and onstantly.
Cook 3 minutes Remove from

the scalded cream. Bring

ly roll for another time). Art

hours.

chopped

rapidly to boil over dn. hear

Immersing any remainingjel.
jelly roll dices
around the sides of a 10 -inch
tubed springrnim pan. Turn
the gelatin mixture into the
pan, being careful in keepjelly
slices ja place. Set in re.
19Mermor to chill until gelatin
mixture is firm ...m least four

cup

sou

00 2 tablespoons ma

you are ready to MI your cak
COURSE, 110 group
cherry recipes would be eons

Neep cream. Then. gradually

gently together. Cut eight
crosswise slicm, about Vs inch
thick each, rem a jelly roll

range

cup thick

extract.
cream.

end tx teas, soli, Bleed in

halved and pitted dark sweet
heries, mixed with one-third
cup grmulatcd sugar, and fold

Remove from heat and
Nend in I tablespoon butler or
margarine. 2 teaspoons vanilla

water, just until thin filet op-

double boiler over simmering

whipped cream in refrigerator.
Using a
are heater, beat
thy. Spread the whipped cream
over gelatin. add 21/2 cups

mixture poking evenly.

occasionally. bring syrup to

oriling. Boil about 10 minutes
until slightly thiekce Mix in
the drained cherries and heat

in chafing dish over pan of
simmering water for over low
heat) until cherries am thee-

With spoon

healed.

oughts,

Inn'

gently 'eon ennft'ne
occasionally.

When mdY
elmon
Arvid, _dish
wan vanilla ice cream. In
into chilled

small saucepan heat thoroughly two-thirds cup brandy.
Flame and pour over the
cherries. Immediately spoon
naming eherrim aver ke
cream and.ire while still
flaming. Scroct tin to eight.

Sponsor
cooking

Few things are tastier. and the variations are
FOR JUST PLAIN cherry pie Linde 2 CIIIT CHIIIIRRI. sweeten d

milk are cherry mar.

bre

Lin,

Sift 2 imps sifted. ellliehed

der
cup

2

toispinno kiking powteaspoon salt and tr

look, Mix

I egg.

i.c1H, I 'Up

cup milk. and
cups
do ined. chopped cherries to
ing

go mar

thonnighly.

gh

Combine

siirniw jusi c.
dampen flour. !fill

en -wed awdon nom twomI ds full. Bake in hin 1.1011 deNT est
25 lei ere.. kism,

12Io 15 muffin,.
Cherries shme

alone nal. NH. ...a str into

dry ingredients 2 mpg: yolks.
cup milk and 2
tablespoons melted butter ur
margarine. Cardn0Y Hic in
well beaten.

1

mhlesponn

lemon .itiice
which enough cherry juice
as has
been added to mike
a

tempi.. grated lemon nevi.
la
cup Whom 2 ounces,

choPl1/2, P900.3 mo bk., .9'
mos. and

,

cop di ...sr pit.

a. hwy..* dark. sweet

cherries. Set aside.
,
Beat 2 egg whites:mil

HI

time lbere FA, ,t/
see can ,10 with Ma

tea-

spoon salt until frothy. Ciradu-

add 2 iahlmpons
time
per
Brit mill mandril
ale
ally

toile lout.

sugar. Kt teaspoon 1/41t. 2 tahlesmions wickwoiskiag iapioca
2 tablespoons cornstarch in %RIR:LT:III. SIII. %ell. Blend in reservial cherry and strawberry
Stir 1110II sugar dissolves.
Cook over medium heat. inning CIIIIS1,1111/ \ until thick on I
clear. 5 to
minmth. Remove trim heal. Add the drains I
cherries and strawbenies and
ichlespwin lemon juice. Stir i
I

combine. pour into puftry ljnod
pole.
Cover with lop cowl. cut shin
e,cape of mean,.
olg,
md sminkle top with sugar. Bake in ho osen1425 dem., aboi
30 minutes until golden blown Cool betine seming.
CHERRY CHIFFON is great. too. Sollim tablespoon unfit

rtha often

spreospt

ad them

E
w;;thiii.
had coded.

i

.I

wow, ..asp

dish, colt

leg -

thin

dices of

meat simmered in sock. swsoiled with spices and Intrhs

be 512,1.1 for the third conyear by Chkanoland9 Pomona Liquor Stith),
Sunday. March 8 at Stouffer',
was

an-

winced by.lue Lebow. crew
live director of the meanie,
canted INN aticetml
enthusiastic alle111j011 from

consumers. lOod and emitting
specialists. press:mil radio per
sonalines and others It wan
one of the exciting iminnitionid won, is igioded lw the
chain Thai won the mooed Ise

Maul Brand Name Retailer.
of -the Year award.

Lebow said that alltr, 1,111
mid ir structiain
ill he availWin
all
I bunk
Stores Any
mil 21 or oven
1

it eligible to SIIIMil an orin
ninee
recipe Wag a cordial or
for it. prepanition. Qualified

his

meal he drank Nladeira. a pup -

home wononiists at

jibe, ('hers

Fruij co.

in red. white and

is

hru,tt
,, n.,,to, an,
polished with red maras-

This modern adaptation of Canons, one of George WphingtonN

Ion. Combine it with Cherry Mee
loasl

Makes

irptAgleN

six

I package 13 ounces,

brawl

egg award nib
i ;sweet 110 make, fro-

2 A.m... iiirimareh

thee
I !purge soda
I
cup chopped L1/2eny

I teaspoon sugar

Mentschhor cherries

sen sweet cherries. thawed

..spoon French's Al-

1/4

wind Emmet or Sherry Flan
wring
I hoer sponge mike iir 12
holy

now.s

Prepare

mix

custard

tic-

bine cornstarch andar

cream.

Onion Rings
Peas & Potatoes
Cut
Corn
MARY DUNBAR
CHERRY VALLEY

""" '"'"`"° becttd

Emmy sontents of

gravy.

,Lary docinalt, Rol

dish.

of custard
sinewy. Remove from hear add insult ead stir mod dissolve L
Add I iablespoon lemon Mice and I cup drained canned ta

kid vs air Edward Robert
('Bonn Show.
Brooks. Jim Conway

cherries.

Clam I. Chicago
fribuinn
babe! DuBois. Chicago Dails
News: Camille Jibe. Chicago
SietT 'met. and Mar, Schutt.

stirring
,art

boiling.

Broccoli Spears

constantly.
10 to 15

Reduce heat:
minute,.
ntil meat
cooked through. To serve.
plate moil ori
prate hot

ate, ie..trt,.,::tt.b,.ItIi

ere

hl

plaice

Macaroni
Spaghetti

tripes
(jh

IV11IIII

esonsouction

eiiii"l'iZiollSerN

onn..nsnr
eta,

paper.

ma 'out

HUNTS -ITALIAN

two Mal% arranw one on each
sale of hat.
line marasc hino cherries it,

Tomatoes

decorate sides ail cake.

CONTADINA

ti DAILYT1L M101116111

1A0g0 25c

LB.
CASH -SAVING COUPON

SAVE 10'

1

19, !,

16 oz.

SAVE

A

GREEN

i

111,

No Shoppi ng.

With You in Mind

COTTAGE CHEESE

CASH -SAVING COUPON

15c

15`

OSCAR MAYER
PURE BEEF

VIS

1

lb. pkg.
1

85c

win

lb. pkg.

DINING ROOM AND PUB

riTFII 1

G'' e -

r ,/

4

*ACIalA tella
REG. U.S. PAT,

OR.

OF MOUNT PROSPECT

200 E. RAND ROAD

PHONE: 255.8800
(Amp Rom liondhorst Shopping Confer)

8 - 16 go- bottles

ps

- Corn

lb. pkg. ROYAL STRIPES

14V2 0.. pkg.

,,,
,

,o

Frozen

ROYAL GRAHMS

75C

ig lark %

CHERRY VALLEY

-1

..,

'41":

.

79

4:..,

Cake
Mixes
1HIN

C

437-9508

BAR

dal'

IS'

;

IA: LI EU IA OR

111111

IIIMI

1 OC

1=1

79c
29c

Pkg

HUNTS

10`

Tomato Juice

1=11

REG. PRICE 151

1
I

*A,

-e

1 OC

"20' OFF"
DatOranges

1 OC

Fancy

EACH

Tangerines

Keep Learning At Any Age With This
Reference Set From Jewel!
THE ILLUSTRATED

Columbian
Encyclopedia
VOL

COMPLETE 22 -VOLUME SIT
BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED

NO. 6

FULLY INFORMATIVE

ONLY

See 'For Yourself How Pleasant A Jewel Shopping Trip Can Be

REG. PRICE 151

Cream 30,1
Cheese "G
ilti PRICE 12n

Pillsbary
Biscuits',',% I

OC

TRIAL SIZE

Gain

VOL. NO. 1 STILL AVAILABLE AT 49c

(110

atc

Beverages
I V
HILLFARM

AUEFIENT1C AND ACCURATE

REG PRICE 14'

Yumm 1202
CAN

CALIFORNIA

WITH THIS COUPON

1V

Oc

GREEN GIANT

ALL FLAVORS

ON THE PURCHASE OF A

AC

REG. PRICE 13'

.7;

Pork
Beans'

LB.
FFP 2

Fould's
Spaghetti
7P"1

Tcn 58c

ICI

Tomatoes

REG. PRICE 13'

PKG.

onut

CASH

'A: 31c

Product, Ilarket!

411}1)'ras
902.

'47 75c
'L°: 46c
Pudding 0;14i 8c

Rice Pudding
HUNTS -SNACK PACK
Choc. Pudding
DREAM WHIP
Topping

VALUE

iv:

48c
47c

1

REG. PRICE 14'

SIZE

JIFFY

..

tolsiLt IiiiEGII:o.

PKG.

4i:t;z

VINE -RIPENED

Soap

PEPSI-

COLA

a?? Dial

2189c
.,

100Z.

Space Sticks

L CASH -SAVING COUPON

,-

R

WIENERS
1

69c

a1

15 C

Sliced Bacon

L

REG PRICE 13'

15'202

17 48c

WITH THIS COUPON
IT HOOT COUPON t. 1.09

lilt

Beans CAN

SALERNO

IMP

kaz,-- ' -

Green

GRADE A large

FRANKS

,a. ...

BLUEBROOK

GGS

ON A

WI,FLSr

10` Sale!

33C

EOPEN PANTRY

SPECIALTIES

,o,* SAVE
15'
LB P1,0 OF

VALUE

large it small curd

No Dishes.

GOOD 1,1Pll FFP .21.1970

WITH THIS COUPON
WITHOUT COUPON 0131

JEWEL'S HAVING A
WANZER

1970

FIND EXTRA SAVINGS

regill
gal-.
iwolgal vs
..,.

The "Personal Service" Stores

WITH THIS COUPON
WITHOUT COUPON 300

JEWEL CASH -SAVING COUPON

1

331:

Trix

BETTY CROCKER

Chipped Meats

"VIAV ,,,P11Tf

,

39c
37c

1.7 45c

Vc;vnilla

0107AF

t- Pork Sausage Links
'

SPECIALS

1970

err...- SAVE
10'
ON ANT,02=IG OF

VALUECASH

CASH -SAVING COUPON
G OOD THPLI FEB 21

12c
19c

Corn Pops
PILLSBURY -ALL FLAVORS

JEWEL CASH -SAVING COUPON

FL-

to:

Sugar Crisp
CARNATION -CHOCOLATE
Instant Breakfast
7 Minute Rice

WITH THIS COUPON
WITHOUT COUPON 891

18c

1)::

POST

GOOD iNPLI FFB 21

Ball Park Franks

J01

LENTEN

10`

G OOD TWO,/ FEB 21.1970

THIS WEEK
, ,. ;-

- SELF BASTING
Tom Turkeys

CHEF CUT

LBS.

'2::

c

KELLOGGS - SUGAR

Loin Portion

'1?k7 25c

Sauerkraut
GIANT-WHOLEA k
47.70
Mushrooms

A;

No Groceries.

ROAST
PORK LOIN

r

KELLOQGS

Rice
AeP
OGpOl
Jacks

LB.

Can

FRANKS

0 PEN
PANTRY li

PORTION

2E1 oz. 35c

Tomato Sauce

SALE DATES: February 19th thru March 1st.

i

25c

878 445

R"
Both

aerrios

RIB

25`

RUSSO

I ill
in brim wish
red glossy pd. From.dark Mum

PA...MOIR. rilERRV
2

.,
I

1F91,7

.0.

331'1
1 bb'

Dial Soap
Rice Krispies

Pork Loin Roast

C

15c

1v: 34c
74 14c

CREAMETTES

roilmick.

if desired' M91/49. six 1/40Orms.

I

10

let

HtxV.

GOV'T. INSPECTED

18 TO 22

Strawberries
MARY DUNBAR
Cauliflower
RALSTON
Corn Chex

.chino cherries.

cfiL1,1m1 isll,b;rcry

sw.m.evIr

PINK

CHERRY VALLEY- SLICED

t000d

.

and Soap

1-121A

36c
27c

147

18c

94

Salvo Tablets

25c

29

B1RDSEYE

lop stint conketioneW ieing.
Ihdrintir
1)rearalloni
COLONIAL COLIA2PS
ono paper cut acit loin
I
mitelow II
ounce)
mind IP'
InG
nice boat hurtled
French's Onion Gravy 91),.....--mshi mid :bound "pa
01
strip, fir die slupOs.
ranee
shotrY llato r MB- ehin. " lengthwise use looted eal.e.
jio."1;:o.j.
cake into small oblong piece, wijij
inch thick: arrange
6 sebe
labour Its about
pan'
undIn
livillovo sit
cake Pine. or
in Mot
stet along

'47

MRS. PAUL'S

thickcoml.

endnwSrpina
char
ith ...Om! custard.
vinegar. flue
meet ja
gravy miature one hour. Rr Garnish with r 1/2 eller
move au large skillet: hem to !low tiFfy°°°,°19Plkv°9fign.

Cool until mistime begins to thicken. hale .1 000 Mille, .11
or
cup sugar until stiff. and Mid inio
Peer into Piked Nntry shun
gralenn c
cisme, shell
and chill until firm Spread witb hipped cream belOre Foreleg.

Rice Medley

or until done.

'

Pkg.

GREEN GIANT

Groton nick. Prim mks old

vin,

Dor

Lima Beans

ken., from hrit..titir

nen
Food CdilLIFS who will serve

Ellen

MARY DUNBAR

into greased ant
floured I 1-hasI hy-2.inch Wk.
for nitan. Bake .11 350.degrew.

trianglesxhtde

Wri 1/4-1

Peas & Carrots

misuse well Alm web adeli.
non. raid in cherries and pc.

for

small milleCpail. Add chern
Enke.
ItIc.lt
cm-

Detergent
Cold Power

Pkg.

DEMIST

"nT'Line

Drain Ihmed cherriw. saving
juice. SP cherries ase.
sagaom

.miLs ebnLetopeairi

over boiling water umil mixture

sour

C 9C

sof

18c
'AZ 18c

Peas

di light and fIllif. Beat in
cgs.. one at a IMIC: MIS well.
Add sifted ills ingredients al.
w Oh

as

Cut Green Beans

MARY DUNBAR

Cream boner and sugar un-

tern:flinty

Whipped MUM, if tinlml

&tern Me the amid psi,

Cook

Amman. baking powder

LB

CHERRY VALLEY

,tap.
36c
Pkg.

Spanish Rice

I cop sour cream
la tenspoun salt
.5 cup cImpoill pram
3
min, silted all-purpose

CHERRY ;RIFLE

wired gelatin in
cup cold water
5 minutes. Neal .1 egg yids
:Lail add 4) cup migor.
Cherry Mi., and
:open salt.

I

honor the birthday of

tu
2

SRAFFIps

chino cherries.

poured:,

38`

Pkg.

GREEN GIANT

America's first President.

kw to compete in the dramatic
'1/40kthe highlight of
the 91 'eh S event. which will

judge. then will ,eleeilitinl-

Pkg.
tot.

40oz.

Shoestrings

favorite dishes. is sure to delight over2one at saw dinner table

P('':srt

:tn. a Ith.1111:!,!:1are
EL:orc::.
hi

created

46c

ORE-IDA-POTATOES

and WWII with rich genes and

ular wine of the time.
A modem adaptation of our
first president's favorite has
been developed in the R. 1.
French
k test kitchens. and
tha preparations have been
simplified by the use of cube
of on.
steaks anal
ion gram mix
In honor of February's other favorite son. Abraham Lim

it

Beef Dinner

tech mnime punk up of about
ta
ll l+ uhf

t. olattaW

7.:';

BANQUET

p.m. The dinner

bread slims. Often with

Inn.

Entree Chicken

w,
j.en, on.

pj... n
dined at

SWANSON S

prckoaoe
Ici it he known

that

\itPot Roast

lk°: 98c

Pizza w/Sausage

"Miracle Prices"

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

JENOS-3 HALVES

whti,

In spite of this profusion of

OctwinISO 1/2EIAIMIE at the

Mann

betwo was oi straw to hoop
them firm Imig alter summer

Here Are
Just A Few
Of Jewel's

What You Want At Jewel !

his

nod

goad Stow

SEE FOR

You tan Enjoy y Mope of

Like These!

grow an abundance of cherries

nmocan

.

red cherrim. saving Mix. kits 2 lahlespoiscismennarch. 3 hihk.
spoons sugar and ' a wasp., soh. Add I cup elwry jubm grail 1ally and cook slowly until smooth arid thickened. Add I MN,
spoon holler and chenies. Cool.
Line pie pan with pastry. pour in tilling and mwer with tap
Ptah Fluke in very hot even t450ilegiwsi 15 minute, Reduce to
moderate 1350 degrees mil Nike Aim 25 Mows longer.
LOOKING FOR AlFlavor changes rre
Dram one No. 2 can pis chernes mid
package [Ill ounce I
thawed Imam. smiwrries. rimers., the jukes. Combine I cup

,k,,.
.e;-er.-6-eLo'rgliceja',;-,t

.

YOURSELF HOW PLEASANT IT IS TO BE A JEWEL SHOPPER!

Are Filled With Low
"Miracle Prices"

n

'6,,'S'sja:htc4op.
ton Vier since the day a Pole seller named Parson Weems
invented the "chopping down
jot, Noo

eryday With "Miracle Prices"

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

VISIT YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD JEWEL SOON .

Jewel's Shelves

sint

America's ariginid wins/
cordial enuring contest will

Oakbrook

If Meow hake a cherry me. yinie in luck BALL

ITiadit

010
good.lious

By Fran Altman

drained). Intl) chafing dish
Per dirmt heat pour the re.

contest

than pie

Hats off to
February.
favorites

Bing chtrries (about 24S cups
served cherry syrup, Stirring

Save Cash Everyday With "Mir

Detergent
7P"

1 Oc

See For Yourself How P easant A Jewel Shopping Trip Gan Be

THE DAY
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Cook of the Day

Join the growing batch of bread bakers
DO Jere Schnee. -

cup water

If s percentage were taken
of honiemaker who hake their
own hread, the number would
probably he disappointingly
low. Rut once you start it's a
manor of taking time to do it

Les

CHICKEN

greased bark lac Mete

cup light molawes
I mblespoon salt
2 tablespoons Mortming

In covered). Bake at 375, de-

lsneeldon

grees for 25 to 20 minutes.' For

soil crust, huller tops while

I. r cum hot water

5 to 5., cups Pillsbury's
Bohemian rye flour mix
3 tahlewoons mraway seed
or 2 tablespoom grated °nano
pad

Wane ram, Ihm your family will make it imperative for
jou co continue.

SPAGHETTI LOAF
I', cups uncooked sputhen
11 or macaroni

Soften dry past in warm

ell the Day. makes a specialty
of rye bread with caraway
weds. If pm smelled this eons.

sugar, molasses, salt and short-

tar.

I dip ',rake! sham cheese
cup bread crumbs
remPrme salt

fill sugar dissent,. Cool to
lukcwant

sure to get the recipe.

Sac is a Camp Fire leader
for her daughter. Ann, II. who

mono.. pepper
2 tablmpoons each celery,
green pepper, lardey, nalean
phaimio

Mir in Cu., than half 00 the
Bear. then yeast and flavoring.

working on her firemaker

Add almost all the rest of the
flour have some for kneading,
Put on floured surface. my.
Or. let Test ID mimes. Kwead
about ill minutes. Put dough

rank. Slits is also on call as 4

%Mohr, teacher for District
58 elemeneark 11111101, which

timmen-

ithiantgh rewarding.

in greased bowl. cover. and let
rise until double in aim. Punch

ion
SWEDISH RYE BREAD

down. Divide dough into two

I andante dry roast

G cup diced celery
2 tablespoons chopped pan.

First layer:
I envelope =flavored gelatin
44 cop cold water
together. then
solve over hot water.
Soften

Combine dissolved gelatin.
relish, pineapple. walnuts and

kmon juice. Allow to harden.
Combine second hatch of gelatin. mayennaiw, ater, lemon
juice, salt, chicken. celery and

dis-

crushed Merman
Icup broken walnuts
tablespoon lemonjuice

gredients. folding -egg whim
in last. Bake Mr one hour ill a
pan of het water at 250 dm
grecs. Nice to serve with

dressing

chinnead heel,

sham Pau.

-. CHOCOLATE FROSTING
IS dip cocoa
4 tahlmmons cornstarch
IG cups sugar
M teaspoon salt
2 raps milk
I teaspoon butter
2 lempoons vatting

I envelope onflavored gela-

tin
I

Eagle Leads

parsley. Place on top of trot
layer. Make in an eight -inch

Second layer,

Cook spaghetti until tender.
Pour hot tai lk and butter over
egg yolks. Mix with all in-

crerued mushrooms

round bells.

%.

Isp

I 1.pound jar cranberry orange relish
I 9 -ounce can II cup)

3 eggs (separated,

In large hood combine

ening. Add he, water and stir

ing out of the own. you'd he

CRANBERRY
MOLD

I cup milk
4 tablespoons boner

SUE MCGOVNEY, Cook

mo sub knows is

until Munk

rise

, cup dark brown sugar

IT TAKES A LOT OF HAPPY CUSTOMERS TO MAKE US NO. 1 TEST AFTER TEST AFTER TEST!

cup cold water
cup mayonnaise or salad

Mix dry ingredients and add
milk gradually. Cook until

4 cup cold water
3 tablespoons lemon juice
0.5P0011 salt
2 cops iced moked Or can-

'Worth buoying home fur Tar 13 year old Randy. as he

very thick. Wrung constantly.
Remove front heat: add butter

samples a rather lame piece of his motifs cake, aced generously
with a cooked Ming. Also ready for dinner Is a loaf of Sue's caraway me Mead.

and vanilla. Cool thoroughly

ned Mid en

before putting on cake

Others Follow

Tuna and chili
Compare Eagle's Everyday Low Discount Prices!
combine in quick owin

Mexican dish

Eagle Discount

gut

11.1

memoir

111111

JfiRf

1111(

morale

MAP

LIVI IWO

of

ars

Mexican Tuna Chili Pot is easy to fix, easy to
...C.

eat and is a great addition to 1.enten menus.
Her, a spies main
around inspired iss
%slimy denbread

11111:1,merolc Inc Lent or all yea
of Anoice...s twrky

sichonaloc cooking

t.,in the
Chili 111011150 which cm n variety of ingnslents including tuna.
you can make the chili part ahead of time and add the Any

2s,

2-

'

the,

10 Inch Teflon
Hard Coat
Fry Pan
BALED ON FINISH INSIDE AND,w,..,_0

S7nAlivF;TCoto

cornbread crust a) thc him minute. rakes only seconds to prepare it meal-iwone and cooks in Imo Man half an hour. Serve
with. como salad and tress,
for final NIcsieun touch.

14rarn 2 tablespoons of the segetable oil from the tuna into a
4:111Cepall. Add 0111011:111d cook until tender. Add tomatoes. kid -

r:
2:

r

Frey learn. 1011.1 old chili pond,: bring ;or a boil. Reduce heat
and shame Allele unsparing reaping.
Pomo: ma 111oed raiser:Lording to, packed, dimaions.Turn

tuna mimeo: ram s lomat elm:role spoon corn bread mixture
OVVI top
Bake in

which challenged me tO V,
periment nith Bouillahanse
Moms:shawl Fish UN a

Hmoo of the liner protein. as

.!,

well irs minerals and
with a minimum of nun0.iluwc
fear today. fat and cholesterol.
Anhorigh Mae Ore ways to
tell fresh fish. mob as bulging,
bright eyes, rightness of wales

may ',mime

French

packaged.
a

r

;
e

r

fish is cheaper. he sure le en.
amine the modem wrappings.

you in, bus dehydrated
fish.

large pmkages ol Donn
shrimp are a goal IMT. You
only

the

needed and return
(tightly wrapped. 01
.

quaniiiy
the rest
10

your Wever. In order to um
greater variDy. packaged fill-

els may he rawsd in half by
fyour hutches You can saw
packaim half in the
freezer lor future use.
Weight Watcher, urges its
menders le cal fish five times a
walk This, of course. calls for
varied preparation and selecting lean fish such as
ydd

low perch, sole, pickerel and
white fish.
With our frigid weather
Bouillabaisse. which originsod in Manettais. Franco
0

_Sr

acconk

Motor Oil

I dm shrimp

Se Tats

Fillets of fish, Mire, sole
and pike, I pound each
4, eup vegetable oil

8

Gauge

1158

WE BELIEVE

Gumout

WERE

squtsres.

lie* oil m kettle or cam
role and cook onion and garlic
for KO minutes. Add fish and
conk ahoul 10 minutes.
Add shrimp, lobster and remaining is.
Simmer
30 minutes. Remove bay leaf
n d orange rind Wore
saving. You may add I Cep of
dry while wine.
Bon Appetit!

COME AM
SEE Wins

0110--

Vinyl
Garment Bag,
NW,

!PPM CLOSING

9C

54`

Jiffy

t) Drawer Cabinet

-

tiANDI

$266

Iat

Dairy Products
Ice

.

Cream....

Biscuits

$18

1,,r

ob7.

480

.,3'70

d French Dressing

c".4.,

59c

Grade A .1

Turkeys it

$I8

CI;17-1.:S

C

Spread

,,

C

95°Cheese

Grated

79

Orange Juice
,..
Margarine1LO1i

37'

4U1, -,J

eagle

iiya;x6okies

Frozen Foods

Crinkles

Potatoes

Maxim Coffee

Crackers

4 2'

IitidSiie% Quik

29' flutter Cookies

1.;' 2 9'

30'

'1" 1,M1,

°.,

'.:

71`

!Coffee

43' Tomato Sauce

°..

Orange Juice

18' Pink Salmon

';'.; 75' Tomato Juice

(French ;ies
Iiinal Whip

so.

Pineapple Juice

Rich1` Oinicot Nectar
Iiaite.

1

.%, 91`

'--°' 381 Luncheon Meat

'.1' 54'

Strawberries

'1.,' 29° Corned Beef

'':., 60'

Waif::

,z

i

Facial
Tissues

Buggies

280

Prices Are Discounted Except on Fair -Traded and Government Controlled Item

EVERY CAN - EVERY JAR - EVERY PACKAGE IS SINGLE PRICED!

.

35°

DOORS: Mon. - wed. 9 A.m.-a P.m4rhurs.-Fri. 9

A.M.STORE

P.M.

Bread

gu

Raisin
Bread

37c

Health & Beauty Aids
68'

Pepsodent

Tr
Ni

Plastic

,...
,.

59'

44' Chuck Wagon aec

Hormel
Chili

10' Hunt's Tomatoes '°.,' 36'

290
,Lp

...

on l.

Bakery Products

44' White Bread

:

::,

,..

6Y hr eel

22°

"1:: 31' ,j Coffee

(Prune Juice
.

104,

5178

35'
'

Saltine

Crackers

.:', 75'

Iii;;alifaSilbinii. 251

I i(J;;;;;iin

380

' '1"

'," 4 5' Sanka Coffee

Canned Foods

HP oe pi I o. Tgag's

Tr TARTS

'2"

Coffee

4 7'

Di nnerC.:: 33' iriilar

.-e.---,,,;;,;--,

$106

1'7

na

Russet

Oxydol
Detergent

Buy

,,,,....

4 6' instant Coffee

HANOVER PARK

Quality,'
Courtesy And Service!

45' Coffee

58' iirAs;h1;°iii;ii;s7:

DUALITY
NORTHERN Geo

$P8

51' inm Yams

Pancake Syrup

NO I

16`

Beverages

47'

43' (Cut

,111.1,2=

-

5 4'

38' Trash Can Liners
88'

Candy And Cookies

431 Brach's Cherries

41°

.5

,

pancake Miz

64' link° Dressing
6r i66ii"-""
8'

Longhorn Cheese

DISCOUNT SUPERMARKETS

It Takes A Lot 01 Happy customers To Make Us No. I

IOW

Y -Bone

25'

eft

$188
OW MOE

Check & Compare

NotWe Discount Everything

CLEANS CARBURETORS

frond
Piece of orange rind
I beef bouillon cube
Ground pepper
2 cops boiling wafer or consomme or fish stock (made
from heads and tails)
Pick over lobster meal. Cut
pp fish fillets in two-inch

Mix

1559 IRVING PARK RD.

Trouble Trapper

LOW MeV

Ground
Beef

90

--

40'

x

598c

Why Pay More

Margarine

$128

Contac Capsules

T.V.

I bay leaf
2 whole doves
Pinch of saffron
thyme and
M teaspoon

"8110

Romilar CF

2 tablespoons chopped pan
ley

Mouthwash

HOUR RELIEF - COUGH SYRUP

Cepacol Lozenges

39''

Steak

110

Key B

Scope

SCOPE

'zsi

I

\

PEL

Grade A
Fryers

-

iiirdUC;"'":"841

&;;;;i;;ch

Sirloin

Steak

?go

99'

';

Eink'inUsc;;'s

7..' 88' Beef
s DA

_ Tomato Ketchup

12 HOUR COLD RELIEF

480

1030 tomatoes (No.21100)

lire Pressure
THE EAS EST GAUGE TO READ
YET DURABLE METAL CASE

DISTANCE BEAM

31am...ions, chontod fine
I dose garlic, crushed and

710
-

89`

Links

nd

N

79'

79' Sliced Bolo gna 7.7 is'

"99` Sliced Bacon

90

Kited BIM

7, Off

0

$S68

990

Pennzoil

!VT

Metamucil
Laxative

iztalnnlil

1°' Sliced Bacon

iii"LnLitihS'",. 7C i;;;;;d4i;4
Swiss

89C;;1jimaiar
r

Cleanser

Dristan Nasal Mist

2 Cell Chrome

chopped Erne

fishery. Although thmen

may um

as

I tan 10..0

fish

should depend on the name of
the

loaves

ControlSwitch

BOUILLABAINSIE

and baking.

C

On -Off

00111

you sec fit.

whole. fresh fish for muffing

CHOICE: IN fn..

The

?animal. Remember that you
may subtract or add, joss as

in.

Howes., p , hest buy is

famous.

,nor.
33C
box

T.V. Remote

greater the variety of fish. tic
more interesting the Bonilla harm. Pass small. hot cnrsts

as much as nun, lid, amilable

are dem, and

Via

,

0.,
0;;;;giRou

" Bacon

rELtuw

Rolled Roast
.1

Eagle

Rib Roast

69'

55" All Meat Wieners,!: 78'

d"88` Semi -Boneless Hamra,°' Cold Cuts

Rib Steak

NM

Standing

r, r,

Beef Short

Polident Denture
Powder

MINE

.
, 99' Canned
Dam

Pot Roast

Steak

128

880

Cory 2 Cup Server

meal meal for which you

would haw dirndl,

looking for thew signs.

Cup Hanger

Roast

IOW INCE

Jergens
Lotion

MUG TREE - HOLDS UP TO 8 COFFEE MUGS

If the soup is ladled from
tureen and very hot you hove

ro the skirt firmness and elm
ricks of flesh. roday-s houseF,

hest

whet, made in a large quantity.

rr

220

nth

Chuck

Peccpoirant

68

HEAT AND COLD RESISTANT - HEAT RESISTANT HANDLE

lends Itself to, your tastes and

remise esilky and is

j.

Bowl Deodorant

r"1"11

OW Meer

99' Eagle Wieners

Cooked Shrimp

Smoked Butt

Anti.

Wonderful
Hair Spray

480

C

Stay Dry

Just

N711?'0'175771:O*0%VgNIZI

Moth Balls

In ft iaid weather serve
French Bouillabaisse
Recently I overheard a di,
mssion on nutrition and sate.

HEM!

0..

.

NO CLINGING ODOR

425 degree own. 20to 25

By 51argarete Morph)

Filters

BOWL FRESH

I con II porrarh kirk, beam
mpoons chili powder
pole, earn bread Mx

j".:

620

ni

MOST POPULAR ONE INCH SIZES

- FIBERGLASS wITH

oft

C

Furnace

of,/77

NIEXICAN TUNA
POT
112111,R122 2 OR, omen madam in vegetable MI
tablespoons find) whopped radon
I ran 11 purrodi imagoes

Dust Gard

Fish And Chips

Toothpaste

Seltzer

mostx. nergraMarma,

These Are Just A Few 01 Our Everyday Low Meat Prices!

Fish
Sticks

Ultra Brite

Alka-

LBW VIItt

Ja

1.

COMPARE EAGLE LOW PRICES IN EVERY DEPARTMENT
AND WE BELIEVE YOU'LL SAVE ON YOUR WEEKLY FOOD
BILL ... EAGLE BRINGS YOU TRUE DISCOUNT PRICING.

We Discount Everything eir_cee Lavoris
Quality, Courtesy And Service! Bufferin Tablets

ea

1,,,

'1

Dristan

Multiple Vitamins

iiirldixtra-Dry

99'
68'

1:1: 99'

1559 IRVING PARK ROAD
HANDDIER PARK

MI DAb
Weft Way. FebrUary II, 1970
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You can beat those

1300 NORTHWEST HWY.
PALATINE, ILLINOIS

soaring beef prices

With the onl ol heel /nom lo new hoghicomire than
III poi eon highs., this year
man lasaanthormes report

Hen: aa the tali, that will law win, out. knowing Insa
surprise many shoppers. Only shop foodean. economy cuts
22 per eau of all hoof is nano nre only sZives money hut also
rally tender enough
broil, gives more protein, pound for
mast and kirbecue because pound. because these...have
these cuts -- Inaterhutsse. T. teal's, Imarbling, than, say. a
hone. sirloin. standing rib
prime steak. A. less fat

Mat moon, h,,kcw
non :pen. that the, CAN heat
the': spiraling price nirhout
gening Imo a stem

row

irr

and filet -come from the less
exerosed part of
animal

Nalol d.rmer.
InficoI .1,1 Ito Department
ii agnosiOhe
In,,

and so have log connective

sue. Sin. awn are so few Dr

is the omstwer hosell xlm

be,, cup they are ill grot.

for
resporoMle
herbithe

high heel
Sr...deans

or demand -and when every
houswife insisis on them. the

Noe deo:loped

o os

ont goo up!
III I THE remaining 15 per

sunk and loon

or,

at am

Nano., oho

1110

I teaks do mg loan., 1110 most

smderized round steak will of.
and lesture than a costly filet,

THE INSTANT meat ten-

Mg rump roash hee. bonen
iop and eye of round. fuller,

glut:taloa, its key ingnalient

round. and flank steak or Lon -

from the papaya fruit.

esponise ot?, is ammo meal

harder gods and roasts be

Prices higher and higher. files

simply adding WI

on,

teaderieer.

a,

re.ar

papain.

It,, broil. 'OWN the I510n1
1,2111105 for your food del -

Me

Reports from the Adolph,

, ....,,. ....-,

Ihe meat a juicier

so

an

U.S.

expensive -CMS .OF hoof.

STEAK

and pork: marinating.
through the a:Murk:0h usol
take hours -and sometime,.

days-plus many ingredient..., marinate meat io
rhot
special flavor and at:ratan,But the modern near na,,
nade that is available in Nakao-Nal meal wunteo does 0,

110.

95c

rro

y011r rain a pc or pourrn
she sass. -1,s adding ulna.

the in: abode mix nub man,
juice or n h ine or even c ,-nol or !bow pineapple a,

that

Here's a IIe,t Reef Bum chart for rnwishuppers, Khania1 't. the leys expensive cuts that can be
nmrinalcd to ILINIC a, tender and even Inure navomonte than the co., cuts.

%Intl

GRAPEFRUIT

Boos

Kos

Large

40 Size.each

Chicken scaloppme

impressive and inexpensive

Maw oil broiler rack. Mic
to sin inches from heat .ureo
Pail I 1 minutes per side for
rasa 15 minutes per side lot
enalium. os until done

desir-

ed.

..d s,.

across

slices

--,

angl,

`..1

0

California Mandel

,111 IIIL

Iti 11111.11
pr pul tc In

1,1

ON lc,Io Ill,,,1
s.,11 .11
t an, 111,

m

I,

In Iri,,

I

put

,o1
pi

1,I

irr

I

ill In

loll

I

IR III 1. II

Ii

ORANGES
1

lb. Cello Bag

CARROTS

2.s.-77

c

2/29'

Red Delicious

3 lb. 49'

APPLES

hog

Look locator Bonus Special every
week in the Produce Dept.

ihe

68'

WE INVITE YOU TO

LIQUOR

,

1 en
2 aliosposiny 111111,

Vibleek-thar

HUNT'S TOMATO SAUCE
LIBBY TOMATO JUICE

6/16oz.

HI -C ASST. FRUIT DRINKS

1 34

HEINZ KETcHUP

teaspoon pepper
14 cep dry bread crumbs
Pure vegetable oil or bunery flavor t011

Whse-Inmato Same
Place each chicken mcee heaseen two sheels waxed paper,
woh wmw I, side ol none; or ntlling pin handy pound very thin

soto

s000

tonal Infix oriposa smei
In sheik,. Dn! Iva egg aith milk. On neSed paper combine
now, sail mai peppo on scowl sheet of waxed paper place
Mold crumbs. l,alol,ickolioibh their. shaking off exam. then
oi cgs. then in ...Dial,. coaling very nail with crumbs. (loll
as Ink preparing 'tomato -Wine Saxe.
In not cook chicken 000; quickly until golden 00 00011 side

nalsanisl a las anat.,

Arrunge on
philleir: nom some of salav over: nerve rest
separately. Slays Iran servings.

labuto-Wlae Sabre
Combirar 3 Mosinee eons Aural° sauce with chase. IS cup dry
white wing and I
14.0011011 hod, simmer abouI ID minutes.
I

Ps

cludeot

COLA

:.

:..611.

30e.
...

ENRICHED

OFF

FLOUR

Phone 259-5000
Loaded m the

SAVE

0051,50

000.
Ns ot

790;tg

JIFFY

MIXES
Peach

0,

SAVE
17c

890.

p2i!lagi

APPLESAUCE
25 oz
Jar

I

SAVE 10c

BORDEN

Wonderfoil

CHEESE SLICES

27c
24c
24c

ICE CREAM

ALUMINUM

American or Pimento

'29

FOIL

12x25'

/90

WITH THIS
COUPON AND
ANY PURCHASE

ANY PURCHASE

At any Chicago Division

At any Chicago Division

ASP Store thru
February 21, 1970

SAVE 10c

FLOUR

$100
Ouari
iwaCm

69

SAVE 10c

WITH THIS
COUPON AND

WHEATIES
oz Os

JANE PARKER

CHERRY PIE

PRICES EFFECTIVEINAU, CHICAGO DIVISION
A8PSTORESTHRUSATURDAY2-21-71)

p919 -

2 lb
J ar

20c

8 -in, Size
Save
EA.

14c

LADY

SAVE 10c

O'

Save

CHUNK

WISCONSIN

A&P

PRESERVES
Pineapple

Apricot

Mtg.

10c

19c

ANN PAGE

SHARP CHEDDAR CHEESE WEDGER
O

SAVE

or
Can

45c

WITH THIS COUPON
AND ANY PURCHASE

ASP Store thin
February 21, 1970

*1 500 Clow, Division ABP Store
his February 21,1970

SAVE 10c

SAVE 10c

SAVE 50c

SAVE 10c

KITCHEN

Trend

DRY

TRIVETS
With Snack Cheese

Pkg.

45

DETERGENT

*49

33 oz.
plrg.

P

WITH THIS
COUPON AND
ANY PURCHASE
Al any Chicago Division
AM' StOre thru
February 21, 1970

WISH THIS
COUPON AND
ANY PURCHASE
pn

any Chicago Div, Skin
ASP Store thru

February 21, 1970

SAVE 50c

SAVE 10c

11

-crzr

If You Like g&p

You'll Love Plaid Stumps!

WOVal NOVIMS Mag;411 FA Oat .PSAVIOMIANW

ZWits

it sin's Ea=

INSTANT COCOA

Asst. Varieties

$gs. 1) 0

SAVE

3 lb. Bag

VELVEETA

GOLD MEDAL

:

EVERY MON., WED., FRI., 8 SUN.

*USA%

3

COFFEE

HERSHEY

FROZEN

KRAFT

acynavrmoivammuckyvwcycyjmanimer,

ROYAL CROWN

4R d*

a

SHOESTRING POTATOES

Reg nra

25 lb. Beg

I tonna.. 9Ilt

LB.

Golden

A&P

'4 ..

Is cop now

MAP :thine 2.

DELICIOUS APPLES

..

",a

EIGHT O'CLOCK

.B.= 890

,a ox.

-tomato ,111..

2 wlnalrslokkol *000005 spill. skinS and hound

FANCY WASHINGTON

,16,

TURKEY
DRUMSTICKS

991;

COCA-COLA

EA.

10 FOR 59c

01.

BEER

,aloppin,

JUMBO 88 SIZE

4

nvsds hop

111 irr siil Up pill,
aspysi di, vhidon

Hill" I I h l,e shako,
made of Nvialol close', Novo. nub a nine
11

usir

60

NAVEL ORANGES

,

-

33c
CHICKEN OF THE SEA TUNA .0.. 29c
PINK BEAUTY SALMON
,,, ,i. 73c
DOMINO 5 LB. SUGAR
58c
HAWAIIAN PUNCH
au., tin 29c
CLOROX BLEACH
49c
GREEN GIANT NIBLET CORN
22c

BUDWEISER

Ii limed 10711 ha,

us. NI_ o

1

!tau,

the

,.:

PORK &BEANS-

PILLSBURY CAKES MIXES

DEPT. SPECIAL

1..,

gr"

OUR EVERY DAY LOW PRICES

grain %soil, knIO ,o 'bran
30

,,,,,

COMPARE

4"

.ro serve. slice steak in ta,.
diagonal

CALIFORNIA

Red or

ere 2 hIches Mick

tendcrigar and pierce aCCOrtiina to paeaspe

:7

4-7-°

C

B.

..

±.'

1

lue. of dad. sprinkle nob

SUGAR

Asst. Flavors

.

STEAK FOR THE 1,31111
Email, Sieuk 131,1.11',
twat& tap to halms, annul,
sirloin 11l. iv Itundess Ando

prevent wding. bloisten va

BROWN

ICE CREAM

brank, num wrsaiile wipe,

Slash fat edges of steak to

GREEN GIANT

RED LABEL

Trition or iendermas.
Herds one of leanno,,.

Meal landeriter

,, PM

Roand

GMT

r

,,,

Adolph, Seasonal !me.

Shoed

9to 11
Chops

0

'

'1111111I15°°-

SHOULDER
BLADE CUT

BONELESS

'I. Pork Loin

LB.

LAMB CHOPS

CHUCK ROAST

PORK CHOPS

e-----_____,,,,

ante as the anther ones n itliout sacrilichm ariy flavor.

Chicken Scaloppine,
tasty change of pace

79'

lb.

,b.

marinades Il prepare than IN,

lenderi.

SMOKED

/ac

COOKED SALAMI.
SPICED LUNCHEON

..,

you Call make without

metro, renileriier

67°

A

11CM

SIRLOIN TIP
or RUMP ROAST

BUTT

meal price's. aurhorilies adyise
the small housewife to
rhe
less expensive ,,., and use Ole

II 8,0.880 or Oren Rani llse Adolph's kstant Altat redeem or Adolph's 15 Wok NM Mama*

WILSON LEAN TENDER

CERTIFIED

In lotlia, niaket or hall

0 WM.

79c

ry c

BOLOGNA -PICKLE

,

wersrendian Ill, natal."
NU (MN

.1011,3113S (IV

I -I-

HOT DOGS

,

oolt hem.
00.
Mier: or dny of the lemma,
drinks. !hoe are any nor
of deleciehle marinade
mhs

BONELESS

79",

INDIAN RIVER

flavor 10911 10111 'weft, 31,2.1

alsievi of %at, Or oar

lb.

1131,8

111

CORN KING

STRIP STEAK

..

Oal

lb.

ECONOMY BEEF

Jeanneite Frank. author
the nen "Sladern Slcia Cookbook." 0100,, nointers

rEitr"

-BONE STEAK

CHUCK

ib.79

SLICED BACON

1.49.

possible also to add gournar
Ilawr and juicy tender nes. tc
mot the less tender and le, e.

STEAK

ib.79"

TENDERLOIN

pensive tans of moat.

9 NU 'ROHN .

73
ECONOMY BEEF

job in IS min.., n ith
:he
addition of nate, 11 mak, q

nIakItlotutiquels woo..
marinades aid, the
Marinade this. Voir

STEW

LB.

.

GROUND

BEEF

for mukine use of the le,

Ihe tender.

U.S. CHOICE BONELESS

REMOVED

SUPER -RIGHT -CLUB OR

lb.

i

hE R

LEAN

mend another culinary rock

..

STEAK

.'.

I

shrinks loos in cooking.
Food authorities recon,-

lkor)

53C

1st. Blade
Cut

CreaScs the natural moisture holding properties of Me molt

sIRLOINsupERIO8
SIRLOIN
WEDGE
DONE

TEAK,

0001100 derived

the

tou kilchoo reveal Mai the instant meat tenderieer also in-

BEST BEEF BUYS YOU CArNOW BROIL OR OVEN ROAST

T'

U.S. CHOICE CHUCK

'.

,

form. approved In Me Fool
and Drug Admimuration. It
does not eiwain nanwocliou

leo Ireorthe !here's more Id It

veils tuns/ into joie,

'

deriser is a natural foN1 pro0.
uel in a salt -like coot:dime

tip moo or ball tip mash stand.

-i..

'7,

1.:`

looks,, more appealing flay.

all beel'owhich was

0001 01

Ito, dela:Mtn

doesn't realm,

Aral housewives 1,00 ,1,,,
heat surprised to rind that a

good steak flavor. Than cuts
Maude sirloin tip sleak. sirloin

,

wARENOUSE FOOD MARKET

01100 01 beef.

ger 11119 , ors en prancing he
supermarket shelves lets the
housewife hroil the los costly
that
cuo the same way nod get

thru SAT., FEB. 21st

Open 9 to 9

bchimen tender and less tender

seasonal Instant meat tended,

WED., FEB. 18th
'

lan.
Another fact this is surprising la some shoppers: nutritionally there IN nO difference

means they are lower in ea.
Ione, Ira. The seiooned or un-

InATE '

Located in Zayre Stan

ARLINGTON HIS.

S.

..

1818 N. State Rd.

MT. PROSPECT
36 N. Mom

55.

DES PLAINES
815 Lee St.

ELK GROVE
Devon 8 Tonne Rd.

SCHAUMBURG
Higgins Road
8 Rte. 58

ARLINGTON NTS.
1601 W. Campbell

BARRINGTON
300 N. Haugh St.

PALATINE
276 Northwest Hwy.

°

Tbe Oap
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Harper Hawks rip McHenry, 81-76

SHORT RIBS
Wednesday February 18 1970

Br .1 Man Cook
Asst Sports Ed

26 Fatuous Adis.

TONIGHT

OUT OUR WAY

Famous Wrilers

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
OnAwAT

C.7 Tom. oust,

usTsimmisr wE'RE

CO9TP GIVE

in . kt.NIL
501.0
PONE IT Lon,

901-1 OISSO MITMS

SUS90s.

SteStSE Too.,

wIsEm woo osolOTEIS

co, To O707.E.,

FIGURED SOLID ChliT

IS voRicr

SOONIER

FEE,

9

6.00
wrier 907.1R

5
7

DETERMIN
AMON 91.074hekVE TO

Mike Dougim

9

TWIG iD

7 The Courtship of
Eddie s Father
Eddie helps friend
Norman Tinker keep
on a diet.

Show

Ore;='!

26 Sparthh News
32 The Munsters

6406-41

6:10

.

6:30
Urn -Haw
Merle
Haggard,

Room

The Virginian
An Indian fleeing

from white authoruol.ICWIT1-11HOMMITX /101-

6(095T5

11,0re OF VENGEANCE, 00R

M11145.914Ard5 NI, 2..41.
OELOISO Onto", 5?

MINGLE TM
RenciPATOMI
OF WOO.NO

refile

with Shiloh wrens-

OSMAN, M Y PET, moos,: 11100010

1461.00i0rilealSONAN000F

lers on a cattle drive.

ROSINI MAIDN0117.10CLARTAIN PS.

ARRUAL,

.7-1,641-5

AKE

Your
Horoscope

early plan.

are bred and than re-

turned to their original homes to inhabi-

FOR 34 FONESDA V
AQUARIUS Ilan. 21 Feb
19111 you can lake the amok
make pis:, carefully. rot
would he wise to put plum off
completely. Avoid the slip

t..

6145

26

Bob PMIMa

Some,

Mars

6:55

±11 Make sure that you are,

20 '11. College

for the Wanner:non
you seek. Tee may be talkin
yourself into something that h
over rust head.
ARM DMarch 22 Apr I
201 Don't be afraid to meet the

Burnam.,

pared

Perak Clark wetNewley

Anthony
Lou

and

Rawl.
7
Johnny
Show

Cash

Vicki Carr. Jim.
mie Rodgers and lerry Lee Lewis are
sumo.
9
Pro Hockey

The Binds Hawks
vs the Blues in St.

shod.

MCI. Web 211

Music HIM

com es

News

26 Arturo

2

A

orn,

1:30

nrwx

3,2

7

"°"Y-

wnen

2:05

10:30

2

.Merr Griffin

2

Ram:10m
Late Report

2

Dick Cann

aleditation

II NET Puede AF

9

fairs

32 Man MaSokase

Live coy

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

able to turn an ill wind away
frorn you. Ro). to be in.
fluenced by ore outside the

TA Little Sewing
ACROSS
1 Sew loosely
6

(6
ftli

A

erii,
0k..4

amily.

P

44
At

1W1

&

Iii

t ., al.
-

.

...

_

.

CAPTAIN EASY

SAGLITARILM (Nov. 23
Dec, 22, Something of your
YOU'LL BE STAYWO

a impossible for you to ex perience a :min day al this

PLAra

mem'. Email, I Jeer
FLEW 1111-110AM... AiRemE

elle.tC114,1g,MG.

GO WI

V

SCA

AMA.,

GTWW7A'
.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23
lkon't nllow your impulms to he the sole with: elacliuns today lake
rea.

SUBS La

RIG
ORIE
RA77 A N 0
ALE
EU

EMIR
tinyamine

many
menta
meant

2 Fruit drink
&Join with
stitches

A

5

s

A

5

t=e

t=e

PR

4 City in Florida
5 And others
(ab.)

broke the schnol
in the 511 -yard dash by
2 of asecond with a 5.6scramd

R

ea
7 Possessive
pronoun

S5

in a coat
23 To

and-

Embroidery
'10 Glossy coating 25 Challenge
8

15 Bind

11 German

26 Employs

novelist

.N

3.

HI: 2. Werrhaeh. E. 41-10:
Slicer. E. 40-3: LONG

JUMP: I. Hut, P.

191/2: 2,

GEM

511 -YARD DASII: I. Hack-

P. 5.6. 2. Amlerstn. P: 3.
Moy. 0: 880 -YARD RUN: I.

mile run with Ron Frankel second. Allen's time was a 4:36.7.
With the meet score at a safe
68-44, the Knights didn't need
the final mlay points to win the
meet. and they didn't get them.
Despite an exciting racc. Elgym

Mathes,, P. 2:00.4: 2.1.yle.
3. Morrison. P.2:10.2:

POLE VAULT: I. Cashion,
P. 10-6: 2. Carney. P. 9.0: 3.
Oedemata. E. lt,k13110-YARD

RELAY: I. Olin. 1:43.5; 2.
DASH: I. Reese. P. 54.8: 2.
Mathews. P. 511.2; 3. Rune, E:

60 -YARD LOW HURDLES:
I_ Julian. E. 7.t1:
May. E.
7.9:3. Buts P. 8.2:

MILE RUN: I. Allen. P.
4:30 7: 2. Henkel, P. 4:51: 3.
Huckhahn. E: MILE RELAY:
1. Elgin. 3:51.812. Prospect.

5-2

IROSII.SOP11

1 W 0 -MILE

RL N.

SA

0 Lamprey
41 Cease

43 Angry

45 Fervor

Wu RAVE A
DEMANDING JOS,

5,T POMP,

Roy NO MORE SO
044/1 MI SENATORS

AS E. e0aNsioN reets2A

A 000UM0 PRESIDENT

STATESMAN IS A POLITICIAN

HA P01.17MAN MNe RI
MATTA DOWN WI EQUAL

W0015 BELO LIftnianT
FRWL PRESSURE FROM

M.I.D,RECTiONS.

MUM FROM ALL
xemortopes:

rdinal
numbers

45 Slide fastener
47 Plunderer
49 Slip by
53 Fold of cloth
54 Rodent catching dog
55 Measure of
cloth
56 Lines of

junction

19

20

I

O

0

2

Moran

4 24

six of Ow II individual
a

West finally yielded tire
winner's circle for the only

split in the two relays. The
mile relay team alone with two

time in the 8M0 -yard relay only
because of
disqualifimion.

while

settling for

I

Meg

7

2
6

1

4 10
4 16
4 78

33 10 18 76

25

'BilacTernry

41 81
11 76

otherr,
Warrior, extended their
unbeaten streaks to four wins.
Beginning in the long jump

was safely tucked into the win

column. 542.5.

14:44.41.

By Men. however, the

meet

left Duff

Adding icing on the cake.

snared to a 10.8, 10 uphold
his winning tradition. Teammate Tom Zabroske, mean.

though. was Fisher, Pruitt and
Luke Burchard who swept the
pole vault competition. Fisher

while. cantered third place
honors with a leap of 18-541 .

won with 0 leap of 11-6. with
Pruitt mcond at
third with Ill.

event.

Maine's

Warrior (inns Pick claimed
the blue ribbon in the high
jump competition with a jump
of 5-8. Their 1110C
didn't

Ichard

Rounding out the 03.5 total,
the mile relay quartet of Parrotte. Mark Watkins. Duff.
Berg and narrate ripped off a
3:48.5 without (Inc com.
petition Intin Niles.

ME WARRIORS

will

AN EXPERIMENTAL em

probably get their moot swam

try of Iliac Berg, and Glen

test of the young campuign
Saturday when they travel to
the Panther Relays at Proviso
West beginning at II a M

Lee PA'

Perrone came through with a
lint and second in the 4411 -

tenon finished second with a

yard dash in times of :54.8 and

stop there however.

:55.6 rmpectively.

Distance man Steve John,
son flew the mill run in a fine
432.8. IXII wasp ushed by
teammates Tom Damtemann
14:40.71 and Stew Melling

NO RELAY:
60.6;

2.

Stoker. F:3. Battaglia.

P:

Wildcat,
opened their indoor :rack sm.
Wheeling

The

comEast,

a

Maine trio of Jack St. John,

6o -YARD WW HUR-

pet.

Ken Mn..:: and Steve Firkins
swept the two-mile run event.
St. John turned in his fastest
time of the year in breaking the

tape in 9:45 flat. while Keane
was right behind in 9:51. Forkins added a third place point
in 1106.2.
Big Keith Royal took a
ant step in attaining the magic
ai
50 -footer mark in the shot put
ith a heave of 49 270. War-

son at home yesterday. and the
mutt was e 77-31 toms to Cen-

tral Suburban League visitor
Glenbrook South.

The sophomore Cats also
lost. 72.36. to tha Titans. but
the In'hinen looked very prom.

ising in winning a 61-14 decision. The fresh win was remarkable considering that the
District 214 schools. including
Wheeling. only were able to
start practicing Feb.
while
Glenbrook has been working
1

out since after Christmas.

THE WILDCAT varsity
could only manage to pull out
first places in two events. the
long jump and the high jump.
Sophonmre mom Pottle won
the long jump.
teammate
Gary McQueen was the inedalist in the high jump.

teammates

his

eel-ft:mance

with t: third place finish of 42-

SPIRTS

Page 23

4V4.

vrednestisy.

The loss of hurdle specialist
Del Hansen didn't phase West
much as they swept the highs

February IR.
1970

and mobil for the lop two
sixes in the lows. Kevin Terry
grabbed the highs honor in
:06.7 while Mike Pruitt hit

netx in :060 followed

GBS.

W: 2. Poole. W' 3. Heilfuss,
GBS: FOUR -LAP RELAY:
1. Glenbrook South, 2. Wheel.
ing; 4 0 -YARD 13ASII: I,
Breitansin.GBS,2.Hidlehrandt,
W: 3. Hendee, GBS:

Pick

PRUITT REVERSED
things in the lows. kriging Terry. :00.5-:06.6. In the 50 -yard

POLE VAULT: I. Cohan

UM; 2 Chalbeek, GBS:
HIGH -JUMP: I. McQueen.

by

in :07.3.

3

dash. Bob North hroke the
tam in :05.9 with Jim Fisher

Erato:. GUS, 50 -YARD LOW right on his heels at :05.9 plus.'
Bob Lidinski led a Wamor
1 sweep
HURDLES( I k cilly.
in the 880.yard run with

Ron. GE;

3

Olsen.

3V,

a 2:05.1. Tim Watkins and
Frederickson.
MILE RIJN:
Don Anderson followed the
009:2. Johnson. W: 3. Moss
leader across with times of
12
-LAP
RELAY:
OHS:
1:1)6.4 and 2107.1. respectively.

Glenbrook South.

amine Wel long jumper:RR Dull remained in the m neaten
mnks yesterday as he suntan los 19.811 Imp for the Nee ribbon.
the Warriors got a welLtimerved breather in routing Niles East
93.5-14.5. Whom by J. Alan Col:1

FV runs into experienced Addison
Forest View, young track
had the misfortune of
opening
its
10711
seam
against lough Addison Trail
Addison Trail pnwed tl, be
just as n,dea on the loth-aoph
level. crushing the Falcons hy

since the start of January and Alfor was able to overcome
already has had' hree meets. Addinin Trail's various adThe Falcons didn't gart prac
vantages. alike Keen. a senior
ticing until Feb. 2.
or -captain ohms with Bob
In addition. the Blazers had Bell. turned in a sparkling time
the -advantage of the home of 5.6 to win the 5ff yard dash
track. which in this case was
and teammate Howard alt.&
big factor. The track is almost
for second in the evelll
all turns. .an
mach Ken with a 6.0 clocking.

a 77-23 count.

Ilammond's Ille/era who are

amt

yesterday and the host Blaas.
blasted the Falcons 79-21.

it

corrected 10 he

FOREST VIEW

among Me top

Forest Vicu's ether points
came on sceond-place

making
its debut under new coach Bill

teams in the Des Plaines Vol.

hv Ilea in the .88(1 12:14.12

ley Conference, have had Ner .

hlohrmann, was at a definite

Ten, Shakon in Me broad

ty of practice learning how 10

disadvantage in the 5001. Addison Trail has been practicing

negotiate the course.

jump (10.5t el and tin: Danphey in the !ugh imp 15411

Only one Forest View emn-

an& third -place
Risk,

(I

.

Sales

in

finish.. by
the to.mile

5ff yard low hurdles
the mile
15:20.81 and Tom °ender in

AI, tir.43.2:

the spot put 141-10,4

DIM I. Simmun. AT, 0.7;

in

the

ifigt. Dunphey

ADDISON TRAIL'S omen:why was keynoted by three
exceptioml carly.scason per.
iormances. Rich Sinscrson
turned in a 0.7 time in the 511yard high noodles. Dmin
'Thorsen three, the shot 50.4

and Roger Verden sot a field.
housr nvonl of 20-1110 in the
broad jump.

MEET RESULTS

sit shaken in the 50 -

yard him hurdles 17.21. Keen

\ 04111,E(

I

Kus. AT. 6.6: 3. Kmn, FV,
Rouse.

JOEL OLSON picked up
third place 0 aishe, in both the

3.
Dunphcy, FV,
5:2(1.0 MII.E RELAY: 1. Addkon Trail:' Foram View.

TWO-MILE:

I.

SHOT run

I. Thorsen,

Al. 50-4; 2 Kroon. AT, 479.5 ; 1, Dendor. FV.-41-11334.

BROAD JUMP: 1. Verde,
AT. 211-110k; 2. Shako., FV,
19-514; 3. Castillo, Al'. 19-0.
HIGH JUMP: I. Kos, AT,
5-4; 2. Dunphey. FV, 5-0; 3.
Daum, AT, 4-11).

PPD wrestling

team triumphs

Gregory,

The Palatine Park diatrict

2.

wrestling team accred an impressive 41-11 win over the
Jane Adore u entry lust suctk for

LONG JUMP: I. Poole, W; 2.

its third vielory in four

Casa, GBN; 3. Ross, GBN:

HIGH HURDLE -5: I. Reilly, GBS; 2. Ross, GBS: 3. Olson, W; 50 -YARD DASH: 1.
Hendee, GBS; 2. Grey, OBS;
3. Peterson, W; 880 -YARD
RUN: 1. Frake, GBS; 2. Stonebraker, W; 3. Wickstrom,

Trealer, AT,

2

5:17.3;

Deter, W; SHOT
PUT: I. Tenglin, 000.2.00n000. W; 3. Bohn. GBS;
G130;

Gary Reese, Prospect sophomore, war the vanity 440 dash
Yesterday afternoon k helping the Knight to a 60-49 first.meet
win over visiting FJRk, (Photo by Linda Hamilton)

HUR-

AT, 5:05.9:

MEET RESULTS

OEM OMMEME

11114VARD RELAY/
duos
1,48.0; 2. Forest
View, 1:54.1. 440 -YARD RELAY: I. Odorsel AlK. AT. 59.1:
2
Kamm:trek.
613: 3.
Rawlings. Al . 61.4.

Johnson in the mile run.

host school and Crown.

REMO= MEOW

111M-VARO HEN: 1. Cas-

tillo. Al'. 2:13.3: 2. Bell. FV,
2:14.1; 3. Smith. Al .

6.0 MILE RUN: I.

when the 'Cats v.:111 take on the

WEER®
MUM
RE
MEM
OMAR=
WEE
ROME OEM OMEN
OEM REWIRE

EV. and flimsies. AT.er.O.

2

B oth Wheeling relay Marti,
in the 4 -lap relay and the 12-.
lap relay, were unsuccessful in
their bid to take the Titans.
Wheel no's next meet will
he at Bloom -township in Chicago Heights next Saturday

OEM RE

Keen, VV. 5.6; 2. Wel Mock.

50 -YARD LOW

dash.
15

2. Kas Al'. 7.01
Shakon.
FV. 7.2. 50.YARD DASH: I.

DLES: I. Simerson. AT, 6.5:

50 -yard high hurdles. Mel Pe -

19

Form. AI

11:13.113. Sales, EV, 11:29.8.
5 0:1'
R 11
111611
112:12.

Dickoss,

moon was likewise third for
the Wildcats in the 50 -yard

MEM

Matson

0

40

F P TP

Player

50 -yard low hurdles and the

21 ..122

Jul

Teller

7

5

29 23 14 81

the 440.yard run and John

NEE
17

1

Dale Stonebmkr in -the 880 yard ma, Gary Hildebrandt in

I

16

1

Sam Romano in ethe shot put,

(comb. tom)

14

Hynes

0
9
0

F P TP
4

WITHOUT ANY

season on sour note

high jump in his first varisty
meet. Another
sophomore
Wildcat. Bryce Omen finished
second in the two-mile mn.
Other mcond places for
Wheeling were recorded by

.

13

B
10

poition from Niles

Wildcats open track

P aolo was also second in the

7 John (Gaelic)
light
50S& of -home
9 Cotton
33 Before
group (sob.)
bundle
3 Condiment
51 Noah's son
0 G eek war gad 3 Cloth garment
(a,)
1 Useful
3 Point
52 Bitter vetch

EMMEN

Hop-

I.

kins. E. 2121.8: 5. Bonner. P,
125: 7. Schiesser. P. 2.261

B um. P: 3, Wota1, P: HIGH
JUMP:
Wool, P, 5-6: 2.
Mink, E. 5.4:3. Allen. P. 5-2:
e r.

the basement.

11110 -YARD RUN:

DLLS: I. Julian. E. 8.3: 2.

30 Bacchanalian 46 Guido's notes
cry
48 Far
31 Beams of

I

12

4

rior Bill Holm complemenal

1

60.VARD HIGH Hun-

54.8 while Mathews ran second at 587. Bill Allen won the

rxord. The Bulls are third (341 and the Koolkats 11-61 fill

ERNE
vIOR
Et_APEE

2 13

0

2

I

for the ahow spot while 5-2.

3

YARD HASH:
Hisser. E.
0.3: 2. Welch. 0, 3. Cole. E:

10-3

grade basketball league.
East teem sports a

10.3:

4.8: 3. Henderson. E. 4-0: 50 -

teammate Ed Anderson for the

As of Feb. 7. the Knockouts
and Celtics were listed as the
fast place teams M the Wheel-

F..

1032: 3. Larson. P. 1036.4:

Mink. E. IX-1I',;jay,

ing Park District's fifth -sixth

t=>

555
A

SMA's1-'

2. Kunz,

SHOT PUT I Neve. E. 41 -

run. He Just neat out junior

TS

SSE 5
u
-r
TRA 5 0
ARE
-r
R

er.

U

Ern Liquid

12 Rant

44 SSuffix of

m

team

1 Storage place

25 Set of

appellation
40 Anglo-Saxon
slave
42 Body part
43 Nickname for
Eisenhower
and others

CAMPUS CLATTER

Fyne

DOWN

23 Run away
24 South Seas
island group

39 Masculine

yeas

amen
ante

22 Demented

less

VandenBussehe. la 10.5;

llopkins. E.

brother

AMENITY

yet:

19 Ali -

36 Electra's

Answers to
Hideaword

mien

.

14 Dislodge
16 Lament
(Poet.)
18 566 (Roman)

35 Eggs

mmuthIc approach to problems.

myna

theologian

28 Morindin dye
29 Planter
32 Organic
compound
34 Hebrew letter

AMY FROM MIE FLAT:
FLAT

time. A time of _ley.

13 English

artificial teeth
27 Permit

-

adventurous nature may intik.:

headdress

5,

w4til
lk

Sewing need

9 Conceive
11 Asiatic

iv

SCORPIts 10cl. 24 Nov.
221 Coupe/ate with others for

the advent.. ot all conT neS
l.""d
s""Ls'
'''"'t
ofterprise depends 1111011 it.

PAUL

I'.: 0-3: 60 -YARD HIGH
HURDLES I. Ro(tm. E.
.

HIGH JUMP: I. Hopkins.
F. 4.10: 2. Vandonlioffiche I',

ker. P. 10:311.9:

E(. baseball
registration

Answer to Previous Puzzle

wise. tempers Hare.

LIBRA ept. 24 Oct. 231
Keep calm and yore should be

TWO-MILE RUN: I, Kiln-

Prospect. 1:439: 440 -YARD

be wise to take a back seat dur-

Iime.

SOPIIOMORE

JUMP: I. Welch. E. 111.11/21 2.
Henderson. E. 10-5. 1 Scher-

10.0:

MEET' RESULTS

honors. Contenting the suecessfuLstruk for Ma Knights

to

VIRGO (Aug. 24 Sept. 231
Routine activities take up the
daylight hour, Lute evening is
lime for makingilecisions: issues must he decidal
this

gin by a 7,31 count. earning
just three first places in the
rim:.

long jump with a 191/2 leap.
High jumwr John Wein'
cleared the 5-6 mark to win

.ecord

Fite Minutes 10

K.Mghts.

with some of their hetter run nem on the va1 sity. lost to 01-

Hacker

.25

Show
9 News

Louts.

(rush-soph

the Knights. Jim Bum won the

2:10

Tonight Show

7

with Howie Larson third for

that event by two inches.

Show
S

season,

TOM 1 -linker started things
off skittle 10:311.O two mile win

'The

Reese, won the 4.111 dash with a

ing this Jays activities: other

no

LAY: I. Elgin. 4:04.512. Pros -

View

I

with a 10.6 flip.
Another sophomore. Gary

THE BORN LOSER

perimenting. swept

1:52.6t

owed reaponsibility this afters. Children may need your

Keep a fro' Min 0.337.0 8th''
tic temperament. You would

UNDEFEATED

YARD DASH: I. Welch. E.

MORTY MEEKLE

and effort to doomed project.
LEO truly 24
Aug. 23,

with seven and Spore with
tent

THF

Warriors. even with a considcrable erne= of ex-

I. Elgin,
Prospect; 440.

g05.4 mai-yard run win and
Pole vaulter Tom Cashion,
who on,. the event by a foot

-

amazing score of 93.5.14.5.

I

P: MILE RUN: I. Schiller. P.
5:111: 2. Florin. E. 5:21.2: 3.
Piper. P. 5:25.11: MILE RE-

Black'ern.s

X

O

0

SCORE BY HALVES

Maine IBM fieldhouse by an

DLES: I. Rutter, E. 9.3: 2.
Krena. E: 1. VandenBussche.

to nvestigate.

4

W ills

I

54 and Jim Keil deadlockal

were Keith WIN:n.5 with

CANCER Dune 22 July
231 Practicality sleiuld be the
len for new ideas. You mil)
afford to give time. inoney.

Schuster led the bombing with

visiting Niles East squad in the

P;

EEK & MEEK

them.

Janis

P. 11:47.2 SHOT PUT: I. Sorens on. P.40-9, 1 Welt',E. 342, 3. Cowan. P. 32S, SONG

to sec what lies ahead for you.
GEMINI t May
pi 23
lure
21) Prepare to
on unex

it

Joe

points.

211 ForesmIn pays off: hind
sight merely makes you angry
ith yourself. Slake an ;Abet

help: he ready to give

LaGrange.
Head coach

49 win over visitng EJain yesterday as the Knights engaged
in their lira competition of the

opposition leadem. This is a
others

heanstopping outings against
Pnivisu West, Niles North and

POLE VAULT: 1. Jasker,
9-0: 2. Ilk) Cilko. P -Bennett,

II p,

5
7

4

r,

MCHENRY os)

them in their three previous

Woods. P. 11:32.7: 2_ Bergholt. E. 11:4 I .11; 3. Prinslow.

-

tune kw showing
others what you're made of.
TAURUS lApril 21
May

from o defender in last night's 81-76 Hawk lotory :war

enjoyed an =perience vtaterday that eluded

thinclads literally ran over a

points. but was frdlowed
closely by teammates Knopf
and Duffy with eight, Hynes
.101111 Knopf of Mr, dribbles
McHenry.

The Maine West cardiac

meets

pulled ahead in the final lapin
score a 3:51.8 ovM fru five

came of 1.12 Coins
°truancies. Star re.
porter oftheGlohe is

I

Woodbure
Burke
lasporson

HARPER 0311

events

Prospect's varsity indoor
track team stepped out tort (10-

in a maw of terror In,

IS

any

lotals

Oleo

By J. Alan Cook
Amt. Sports Ed.

klymerious NIL
Wong?' San FranciscoY Chinamen is

10:00
News
Yews
News

1

2 14

MW thinclads thump Niles

mom..

32 Debbie Drake

0

Schuster

9 Meek

1110
Is

2

Plryer

Knights win 60-49 track opener

Oige mina!

B athos

rolling again .after McHenry

t'omran

7

Feather

and

bring them to
the US. where they

BUGS BUNNY

emowith gums 1-e.

capture

9

II Bird of the iron

Man
Anne Bancroft
rill. and Arthur hlur-

animals

Paul Harvey

2

their man defense.
The strategy got the Hawks

Behind a balanced attack.
the Hawks (woke ran toe 4025 intermimion advantage.
I

Farm IMunt
12140

9:30

26 'Diday's Racing
Hunters

12:30
5

7

6

into a pick -and -roll offense
when the Seet: also Cent into

1:00

W0101111. II.

5

Chicago Show

Commenh

J. Cobb, Robert Mer-

Seas

7

0:10

32

British
magazine.
joins Jean Lease.
Lands

encounter.

Midnight Regan

32 News

...is'

2

editor of a

32 Of

ge

8:00

Lad'
Lady Alma Birk,

f0

nun /Aral:lig Ir.

9:25

Geography.

Butch discovers a
comet that is mimed
for him.
II The SIIM1M1

MOSnROOrn

Dana

7,

Andrews.
Rhonda Fleming. or.

20 The ForsyteSuga

20 TV College

Professor

for fateful collision.

Dane

7:40

Nanny and Me

7

r3N MR unto IRAG50Y

into a commanding 21 -point
bulge at 34-13, but McHenry
never played dead, and even
made a bid to pull out Me out.
come in the final stages of the

Navy planeMont

,,,,,,'

mot:enc.

minutes, the hot
Hawks ripped off
straight field goals to move

aboard jet liner and

licent hlartin and

4

Knopf

but Glcch ordered his team

Initial 20

Focusing on
motional problems

Phil Silvers.

Ank a.

222

Spore

15 minutm left to Ho TIN
Harper bench also proted in
valuable white not only my
nig the starKrs a chance to
catch thew breath but also
miunteinmg the margin

game down in the second hell.

AT ONE point during the

Movie

Sky.'

,77.

lr

student in Pete Dixon's stns. constantly
mas long.
11 Tooth
Health
32 Tooth or Con.

guestS.

AlleKON. PRIMED Wn14 HAIM,

secre-

Liz krelnlyre ob.
gmetwhenRalph.a

Henson Cargill and
Tammy Wyncttc are

AS 1.

perMnch Show

contest, and coach loll Gelch
emptied his bench.

The Crowded

Ham -

7

the

four minutes tea mined in the

12:00
2

defense,

figure edge over the Scots until

Painting,:

Cron Music

his courage.

.

hank

dale's

32 100

lightning

Hawks maintained a double -

11(35

ing but famous Cu
Mot who .nkeds Io
replenish his writing
reservoir by testing

by miuske to Drys.

takes

a

Hwks for rsboudds Limited
to con Mot most of thewsv
McBsry tried to slow ths

had 001 the lead to 48 37 with

quick fast break and a sticky

32 News Final

i-.Wars m en

6:25bBlShorty is martial

Editorial

ities

11(30

lames Whitmore

HI-

Bared y

2

ROBIN MALON E

High.
Employing

a

5 .y., Came Raft

26 Speak& Movie

7030

5

Dumas Gomez and
Cameron alitehell.

man

II Italian Penoranta

oToo,

Tyroncrower.

kneeing he shot

..hli Ultimo Tan-

2

Slane aft Indian war.

A famous research
scientist is duped into

M15

26Q.

Islounom

m a n -to -man

Social Science.

2

Canadian

ROO

Birth-

20 TV College

Action movie shout

Hawaii Five.0

2

II Kukla, Ems and
011Ie
"011ie s

The Harper Hawks behind
the early Lir:town of starters
Jim Hynes lohn Knopf Erie
SMusor Don Duffy and We
rJ Wadsta. edn to a 19-7 advantage over McHenry College after only three minter,
and then hung on to post 8176 victory last night at Freald

Solar

and their coons to

She Trek

9

11 of
Musk
Pony

8 25
20TV College
Biolor,v

700

News
News
Nevis

2

AKE mon,' minx nu 5

32 Big huller

The smaller and slower
Scots had trouble solving Her
per. ronc defense and
and even
of 9 problem
the

this year.

Wheeling twomIler Bryce Deter passes Dare Gregory of
Glenbrocb South during yesterday's meet. Deter finally lost the
race, however, and Wheeling lost the varsity meet, 77-31. (Pholn
by Ern Snap)

Bob Beg (right) of Forest View nuts shoulder to shoulder with
an Addison Trail opponent dating 880 -yard run yesterday. Bell
finished second and the Falcons lost the meet. 79.21. (Photo by
Mike Imerm)

meets

Bill Conway. Chuck Tuttle,
Fred Barr, Bill Skinner, John
Lonergan. Randy McAlister,
Brian Bauer. Kevin Hewitt.
Bill Countrymen, Bruce DeWyze and To Email all captured firsts

for the Palatine
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MT. PROSPECT

WE FILL Rx INSURANCE AND

SORRY! We .

must limit
"Bonus Buys"
so that all
will share

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS-DREYDEN

wv UNION PLAN PRESCRIPTIONS

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS-NORTHPOINT
NOTE: Most Walgreen stores carry all advertised,
items, unless limited by space or local conditions.

Orange Flavored,100-mg.

FREEWPIalikITreeonfs

100 Tablets

$1 Everyday
Wonderpricel
IN ALL, get

Reg. 796'

Special
Value

STANNOUS
FLUORIDE

59

'Home' brand.

T

'Worthmore'

FAMILY SIZE

VITAMIN 'C'

ICE CREAM
w ph ienntsyaotu bouury

the savings.

"LIK-EM" SALTED

AAA Factory Smokers

Mixed Nuts

CIGARS

Keep-fresh
13-oz. tin.

C

TOOTHPASTE
Helps fight decay!

63/4 -oz.

Pure Kentucky
BLUEGRASS

$1 Value

Quality seed!

Cosmetic

REG. $1.33
2 -LB. pack.

Household Specials
HEAVY DUTY, NON -SLIP VINYL

Vanity

ALKA-SELTZER
LISTERINE

ONUS 117

1pur`
I
Arrid Extra Dry b
p ur
(Limit
one)

ANTISEPTIC -20 -OZ.

ONUS

Gas Line Anti -Freeze

88,
5

ANTI PERSPIRANT SPRAY, 6-0Z.

6

Complexion

Limit

five

SOAP with LANOLIN

(Limit
one)

& Cold
Cream

CAKES
in a

pack

.

97

6

-

OVAL

Long lasting quality! Tenacious
self -vinyl cleats grip your carpet
won't slip. Cleans with a
damp cloth 27 -inches wide!

5
7

(Limit
one)

Pack 36 foil -wrapped Tablets

MEET

ONUS

Magic Grippers

7

61/2"

For
Cars

6 -FT. RUNNER with

HAND
MIRROR

A

Cleans

7`

.

BAGS

66'

Carburetor

50..

Reg. 59°

I

Absorbs
Moisture'

sSuMpOerKVERat'

Tray Table "MEXICAN"

_dia.__

6Y

CHILDREN'S

KING SIZE

16'/2" CHAIR

Roomy 211/2x151/2" tray

88C

Handy
foldaway
legsl

;1\

Red, turquoise,
blue and green
colors! Sturdy

$1

wooden frame

Super Liquor Values
THE GREAT PARTY MIXER'.

.

.

WHITE VELVET

2

VODKA
An Assortment of Handy
CRACKPROOF

TRASH CAN
7-yr. guarantee
against crack-

ing by mfr.!
20 -gallon size.

WONDER

Kitchenware
GADGETS by EKCO

1" 188
BONUS

ur

COUPON

REG. 59c -18 -OZ. DA

4
4

decorator colors!
Carrying handles.

Powerful
'JADE'

12

Founders' Choice Whisky
Park & Tilford 86 -proof blend.

Canada Dry Ginger Ale 6,6g.

159

Fifth
Now

Reg. or Draft BEER
12 -oz.

cans.

C

Six -Pak
(Omit 2 6-paks)

Only...

LAWN CLEAN-UP BAGS
REG. 73c PACK OF 12. Heavy vinyl. Only

SCRATCH PADS

Large 21/2" speaker,
an earphone jack,
plus carry case.
Operates on 9 -volt

battery. Save!

.

53'

.

4.

19

0

RF 77c

1

REG. 9c EACH! White 3x5" size.

WEAREVER PENS
59c Value! Smooth writing BALL POINT!

6x31/2x11/2" size, with telescopic antenna.

.

HAMM'S

-

PERSONAL PORTABLE

MIDWEST.

SANDY SCOT

SCOTCH

QUART

REG. $1.59 Sewing, haircut, manicure & more!

STATE

wag.9 teeic4.

WELCOMES ALL

37 9

SCISSORS of All Kinds!

SOLID

WoZegiteedPi

.

1

9

BANK CARDS

FIFTH

Or WINK. 10 -oz. no-dep. bottles.

FM -AM RADIO

PLANTERS
PEANUT
BUTTER
Limit one,
with coupon good
Feb. 19-20-21.

C

STORAGE
CHEST
Fibreboard, 251/2x
44
131/2x111/2". Bright

80 -proof.

59

2 '60'
R

15 -FT. TROUBLE -LIGHT

88
#2215

4 MIXING

Deluxe 5 -Cell

BOWLS

Flashlight

WITH COVERS

With 5 BATTERIES

Rubber handle, two side outlets! Super Value Buy

Rigid poly.

WHISK BRO OM BUY!

-5 quart capacity sizes.

11/2, 21/2, 4 &

98c Valuil T00% co rn. 10" length with hanger.

S

I

57'

U9

REG.

now at

Pro5pert map

WEATHER
Tonight: Cloudy, chance
of light snow; low 10 to 15.
Tomorrow: Sunny, con -

Telephone

2554400

tinned cold.
0
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Conspiracy 7 lawyer
will speak tonight
Leonard Weinglass, a defense lawyer of the Chicago 7
conspiracy trial, will address
the suburban Sidewalk Acade-

teacher and president of the

my at 8 this evening in the

"Black -White Crisis."

cafeteria of Forest View High
School, Arlington HeighLs.
The meeting will be open to
the public. Tickets will be
available at the door, Mrs.
Julie Sass, academy spokesman, said Wednesday.

Matthew Bonds, a Chicago

Round Table on African American history, will also
speak. His topic will the

WEINGLASS IS under
sentence of contempt of court
for his actions during the conspiracy trial. Because he and
Atty. William A. Kunstler are
involved in appealing con:
tempt citations of the defend-

ants, however, U. S. District
Court Judge Julius J. Hoffman
has ruled that they will not be

contempt of court. They will

jailed until May 4.
Kunstler was sentenced to

years.

four years, 13 days, and
Weinglass almost two years.

Five of the Chicago 7 were
found guilty Wednesday of
crossing state lines to incite

riots. All were acquitted of a
conspiracy charge. All have
also been sentenced to jail for

Important work of his Con -

District

Delegate

John

G.

Woods of Arlington Heights
appearing on the program of
the Wheeling Township Republican Club this evening.

Mrs. Virginia Macdonald of

necessary," said Mrs. Macdo-

four others are moving to the

nald, "because one vital aspect

Coe Building in order to he

of our Con -Con work is to report it adequately to commu-

closer

nity leaders in the northwest

the full convention will he held
beginning next month."

suburbs so there can be devela voter understanding
which will bring about a favorable vote for adoption."

Con -Con delegate from the 3d

MRS. MACDONALD re-

ported

District, plans to return from
Springfield late today so that

from Springfield
Wednesday evening that the

she can take part in the Con Con report before the Republican Club.
The meeting is to be held in

work of the convention has
reached a new intensity this

the American Legion Hall in
Arlington Heights and is open
to the public.

state last week.

WOODS' COMMITTEE is
meeting Friday, uhder the new
four -day week work schedule
adopted by the Constitutional

Convention, too early to permit Woods to return after the
Arlington Heights meeting.

Under

consideration by
Woods committes is the role to

be assigned to township government in the new constitution. Since Woods has had
a leading role in presenting the

for retaining township
government, perhaps with exneed

to

the

Old

following the public
hearings held throughout the
week

"The Con -Con committees
are moving to new headquarters and leaving their quarters
in the State house. Our Bill of
Rights Committee and three or

Leland Hotel as a permanent
location.
Wednesday afternoon Mrs.
Macdonald appeared before

the Con -Con Judicial Committee to discuss the qualifications of magistrates if they
are to be included in the new
judicial article of the Constitution.

Chamber of commerce
forms groups to study
transportation problems
The Mount Prospect Chamber of Commerce formed five
basic committees in their drive

Government

participation --

Virgil Barnett, and Ben Trapani.

panded

portation problem in Mount

felt that he could not afford to
be away from the late Thurs-

day morning at the Mount

Industrial participation -Phil Cushing and Hughes;
Commercial and business participation -- Drakos and Velas-

Prospect State Bank.

co.

Richard 'Hughes, chamber
president, listed the five committees and their membership:

Hughes said that it was primarily an organizational meet-

responsibilities, the
Arlington Heights delegate

day and Friday sessions.

Mrs. Macdonald also finds
it difficult to be away from her
Con -Con Bill of Rights Committee, and she told The Day
late yesterday, "This meeting
has been scheduled for a long
while and is so important that I
am arranging to take part, but

the work of the convention is
now so concentrated that I am

cancelling all of the speaking
engagements

except

those

coming on Saturday and Sunday.

"It is with regret that this is

solve

to

the

mass

trans-

Prospect, at a meeting Mon-

Finance --Harold

Carlson

and Robert Birks; Modes and
Al
Velasco,
routes --Louis
Siech, Nick Drakos and Birks;

Steal snowmobile

Roast Beef on 1065 Oakton.

A snowmobile valued at
$740 was stolen Tuesday night
from the side of the house be-

Blanchard fell victim to a
negro female, about 50 yrs.
old, 5 ft. two inches tall, with
long stringy hair, who entered
Arby's Roast Beef Monday
night and ordered two 15 cent

longing to Harvey Duck, 1013
S. Belmont, Arlington
Heights.
Police said the thieves drag-

ged the snowmobile into the
street and probably used a
truck to haul it away.

ing, with each committee determining the scope of its activities. The next meeting was
tentatively set for March 9.

Cashiers beware -con artist
is making costly visits
Cash register workers beware. There is a change con
artist at work. Ask Jim Blanchard who works at Arby's

drinks.

She presented a $20 bill to
pay for her order. When she
received her change she said

Forest,

1753

Des

Plaines,

served on the trial jury. Observers said she shook visibly
and spoke in a quavering voice
along with the other jury members in Chicago.
The Chicago 7 had been
eight when they were accused
last year of conspiring to cross
state lines to incite riots during

she discovered she did have
some singles.
She asked good-natured Jim

if he had a $10 bill for two $5
bills, and was subsequently
handed a $5 bill and 4 singles.
this
exBlanchard, after

change, lost track of the currency transfers.
The woman, apparently satisfied, left the area, and gracefully walked out of the store.
Blanchard, feeling something to be amiss, counted the
money in his cash register and
found it to be $10 short.

do same. A mistrial was declared in the case of Bobby
Scale, chairman of the Black
Panther Party. The 7's trial

Bonds will be the regularly
featured speaker at the academy session "l'hursday. His talk

will be the next to last in a
series of guest appearances by

leaders of the Negro community in Chicago sponsored by
Educational Laborary, a suburban civic association.

SUBURB

Black smoke came rolling out of the smoke stack Sunday morning at Central School, 3 S. Main
St., Mount Prospect. A passerby called the fire department, which determined that the smoke was
due to a malfunctioning furnace. (Photo by Dan Balm)

Plan commission gives its
ok for Windsor Estates
The Mount Prospect Plan
Commission last night voted to
recommend to the village

SAYS=

board that the final plat of a

A Chicago demonstration Saturday will protest the Conspiracy

7 verdict. Maybe it will lead to another riot trial.

City aware of water
At Tuesday's meeting of the
Village
Prospect
Board, Mayor Robert Teichert

Mount

assured Frank Poznanski, of

when there was a break in a 12 -

inch main of the Citizens Utility Company's water system.
Poznanski requested a fu-

701 Elderberry, that the board
" i s very knowledgeable"
about the trouble that resi-

ture meeting to help improve

dents of the Riverhurst area

so low in the summer that it
will not flush toilets.

have had with their water supply.

He added that the village
manager and other officials
would meet with representatives of Citizens Utility Co.
this week in an attempt to solve
these difficulties.
as
appeared
Poznanski
spokesman for residents in the
two Riverhurst subdivisions,
one bounded by Wheeling Rd.
the

north, Kensington on the
south, and Crabtree and Brentwood on the east.
The south Riverhurst subdivision is the triangle bounded
by Rand Rd., Kensington, and

the Northern Illinois Gas Co.
property east of Eastman Dr.

The 300 homes in the two
subdivision are part of some
3,000 homes that were without

water for hours on Feb.

9,

subdivision for the

Windsor
Estates development annexed
to the Village on Feb. 3 be approved and given R-1 (residential) zoning.

The plat of the subdivision

problem, mayor says

on the west, Euclid on

R

more than three days of deliberation.

SIMON

THE CON -CON Education Committee, of which 4th
District delegates Mrs. Anne
are members, has moved to the

the Democratic National Convention of 1968, and of actually crossing the boundaries to

lasted nearly five months. The

Capitol

Evans of Des Plaines and Dr.
Clyde Parker of Lincolnwood

R

MRS. MARVIN Fritz of jury rendered its decision after

Building, where meetings of

oped

Arlington Heights, the other

Appeal proceedings have already been begun on the contempt and riot charges.

on the verdict when polled

Woods cancels; Mrs. Macdonald
to give Con -Con report tonight
Con Committee on Local
Government will prevent 3d

serve terms ranging from a two
months and a few days to four

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

water service to the Riverhurst
area, where he said pressure is

He asked that the village explore the feasibility of in-

stalling mains to furnish service to the area. Teichert replied that the possibility of
connecting portions of the privately owned Citizens system

-consisting of 86 lots on proper-

ty located south of Golf Rd.
andtvttiS-4:41-invoivnagmlito4-

been brought "beforethe village board before but was not
approved because some of the
lot sizes did not meet the Village requirements and had to
be redrawn.
Philip Koop, representing

the Windsor Estates, developers said that after the plat
was redrawn there were approximately three less lots that

Teichert agreed to a meeting with Riverhurst representatives after meeting with Citi-

a Life Safety Code survey for
Euclid School, 1211 Wheeling
Rd., Mount Prospect. The survey will he completed by July

of Mount

would be checked.

zens officials, and said "We
will augment the system somehow.

I am hopeful that Citi-

zens will be co-operative in
getting a supply."

College parents
to be hosted
Arthur Gaw, 904 W. MilMount Prospect, the
president of the Elmhurst Colburn,

School District 59 Board
executive session, 2123 S.
Arlington Heights Rd.;
7:30 p.m.
Elk Grove Township

Town Board of Auditors,
2400 S. Arlington Heights
Rd.; 8 p.m.

dress the President's Parents'
Reception

at

the

College

Union at 3 p.m. Feb. 22. College President Dr. Donald C.
Kleckner will host the reception for parents of students.

Entertainment will be provided by Leslie MacLean, a
sophomore music major from
Mundelein, Ill.
Another executive officer
of the parent's association is

dences.

a water retention area will be

Koop said they plan to begin developing Windsor Es-

included to be developed in
conjunction with the Kaplan &
Braun developers who own a

portion of land adjacent to
W4ragaisicamitats[mai.:.s45..77---,

r.(xsp said he plans to meet

with the other developers to
negotiate an agreement for the
retention area.
The Kaplan & Braun's sixth

addition final platt of subdivi-

He said the school has 27
classrooms, a library and assembly room. 8 storage rooms
and one equipment room and
for survey purposes was divided into three sections.

FIRST

section

for 420 persons.

The school offices, recreaarea and boiler room
make up the second section
tion

this year and approved and the

giving a capacity of 51)1.

The third section includes
the east classroom section with

a capacity for 632, giving the
entire school structure a total
possible capacity of 36,000

sidewalks

P.B.C.

Harry Bierma Jr., IS E. Willow St., Arlington Heights.

mission agree-

o

tee a con-

sultant to prepare a map or
study of the downtown business district of Mount Prospect to help them in making a
recommendation for reformain

the Vil-

lage's Comprehensive Plan.
area to determine the best zon-

Dist. 59
executive
parley set
An executive session of the
Board of Education of School
District 59 will be held at 7:30

tonight in the hoard room at
2123 S. Arlington Heights
Rd., Arlington Heights.
This session will be discussing personnel. It will not
he open to public or press.

Under the "Open Meeting
Act," personnel [natters are
permitted to he discussed in executive session.

On Monday, Feb. 23, a polcommittee meeting for

icy

District 59's hoard has been
called at 8 p.m. in the hoard
room. The purpose of this
meeting will he to review and

and safety facilities in the Life

to possibly adopt a new policy

Safety Code.

manual for the district. This

Recommendations made by
the architect to meet with Life
Safety Code standards include:
three more drinking fountains;

meeting will be open to public

The possible capacity

and

41444-c[416ViipittmanmiAr,

figures are used to determine fire
protection needs and health

persons.

use bright -colored spray
paints that remain for years
on new
streets.

in-

original structure

1960 and the addition in
1962 and according to state
law the survey must he done

Utility companies that

ceived final approval of the

ing for the property downtown
in connection with the over-all
Village plan.

school which has a capacity

Day

tates immediately after they re-

The commission plans to
study a general layout of the

Scaggs & Assoc. said the orgiinal school structure was built

Gripe
Of The

devel-

the

The property located west
of the fifth addition of Kaplan
and Braun and west of Meier

on the south portion of the

years to comply.

propose

tion of that area

cludes the

school district then has three

B 0 T H SUBDIVISIONS
plaits

sion also received the commission's approval last night.

from Berger, Kelley, Unteen.

lege Parent's Assn., will ad-

Meetings
Tonight

engineering plans are prepared

I, 1973 at an estimated cost of
$15,000.
architect
The
District's

in

lage Feb. 3 and zoned R -I.

opment of single family resi-

life safety code survey
The District 26 School
Board Tuesday night approved

that

Rd., was annexed to the Vil-

THE COMMISSION approved the revised plat with
the stipulation that when the

District 26 board oks

Prospect

to

were shown on the original
plan for the subdivision.

mechanical ventilation for the
(Continued Im page 2)

and press.

District 59 has schools in
Elk Grove Village, Des
Plaines, Mount Prospect and
Arlington Heights.

Court, police officials held parleyon juvenile crime
By Gary Shiffnum

More than 250 suburban
police chiefs and juvenile offi-

cers, court officials and personnel from the Illinois Department of Correction discussed the Cook County Juvenile Court system in an all -day
meeting yesterday at the Holi-

day Inn in Rolling Meadows,
It was the first county -wide
juvenile conference in the his-

Assn. (NWSBA) in its recent
proposal for a completely independent suburban court op-

the practice of station adjust-

"WE HAVE attempted to

sample petitions and other paperwork.
Speakers emphasized that
the changes should help elimi-

eration.

serious cases.

'streamline the system," said
Judge White. "Changes in the

nate some of the problems
surubran policemen had com-

-John P. O'Brien, director

procedure of handling juve-

plained about

Suburban juvenile officers,
confronted by these problems
in the past utilized an ever-in-

of Juvenile Court Services.
--James M. Jordan, superin-

niles should allow the system
to function more smoothly...
there is less chance of dropping the ball someplace along
the line."
Most of the recent changes
involving the preparation and
handling of delinquency petiinvolving
tions for cases
youthful offenders. Technical
aspects of the procedure were
explained to the policemen by
the speakers with the use of

found at least some of the solu-

tant states attorney for the

in the

tions. With the help of all

Juvenile Court.

cases.

agencies involved, we can con-

tinue to make improvements
and if we all do our job right,

--Amalia Pacer, head of the
Juvenile Court complaint divi-

we can help a lot of young

sion.

people."

JUDGE WHITE, host of
the conference, was the opening speaker at the meeting.
Other speakers were:
--Judge John S. Boyle, chief

tendent of the Arthur J. Audy
Home.

--Joseph Guinta, file admin-

istrator for the youth.division
of the Illinois Department of
Correction.
Much of the time at yester-

tory of the court system.
"There is no denying the
fact there have been problems
tit me set-up," said Judge William S. White, presiding judge

judge of the Circuit Court,
-Michael Haneghan, chief
Juvenile Court probation offi-

day's conference was devoted

of the county Juvenile Court

cer.

to explanations and discussion

System. "but we think we have

handling of juvenile

who gave the principal address
at the mid -day luncheon.

--Maurice Dore, chief assis-

of newly adopted procedures

in

the

past.

Court cast., not enough op-

creasing number of "station
adjustments" in dealing with
youthful offenders. In station

portunity to consult with assis-

adjustments, the

tant states attorneys and others
involved in cases and in-

parents, the police and other
concerned parties would gather for a meeting at the police
station in attempt to deal with
the offender without having to
send him to the Juvenile Court,
on a delenquency petition.
The policemen were urged
yesterday, however, to limit

Many past complaints concerned the backlog of Juvenile

adequacies in detention facilities.

PROBLEMS IN the Juvenile Court system with respect
to the suburbs was cited by the

Northwest Suburban Bar

youth,

his

ments, for the most part, to
first-time offenders and

less

included a review of the entire
Juvenile Court operation --past
and present --and two lengthy
question and answer periods.
Northwest suburban policemen appeared generally pleased after the marathon meeting.
meeting.

"It

was

a

for

explained. "The taxpayers should be able to have
confidence in this system,
cher

' THE CONFERENCE also

perience

spent each year in the operation of the Juvenile Court."
Wheeling Chief Marvin Hor-

beneficial
everyone

ex-

in-

volved," said Rolling Meadows Lt. Ralph Rvans. "I think

knowing the money is being
properly spent and they are
being served the best way possible."

"I think it is an excellent
idea to be brought together to
discuss out mutual problem

and possible solutions."
Mount Prospect Chief Newell
Esmond said.

"I think 'we are headed in
direction."

it answered a lot of questions."

the

"We should keep in mind
that millions of dollars arc

Plaines Chief Arthur Hintz

right

commented.

Des
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Pre

Blindmo

CHILDREN MUST be cog
wand for the screening Feb
21 from 9 11 10 m or I 1
pm
St M irk s Lutheran
Chunk at the Plow St on
wino.
Az the time nt registration

the. pin.. will he given a vt
stein n.tdiness won to play

and Mount Prose., Sr Nom

with the Addl.,. to pep.

ono Club
111. I ht Mount Priss,ss

them lor Mt wr.rung
arast of aging is

life safety code survey
(Conflate .1 then Puce I
room:
smoke
recreational
screen doors dividing the first
and second sections: addition-

ion. he would like to get Heel
approval so that the projeculd t
co
go out for bid sometime

al safety valvm. controls and
thermometers on he boiler

The proposal includes four

DINER
Emergency

TEEMS ARE:
lighting lot the

gymnasium and Immo.,
ments in venom ventilation
systems in the school.

The plans will now he sent

to the Cook County superim
andem of schools Mike for
appro.! there MILE then to
6,r final approval.
lo other busines, the archi-

Springfield

reported that the

1

after April I.
classrooms and site work at an
estimated coat of 596.000.

THE Slit work proposed
is the re-routing of an asphalt
driveway. and putting in a fire
plugd to meet Life Safety Code
standards at that iehoold.
Supt. Winston Harwood
said the ohms now include two
movable walls that will he used
between the classrooms so that
they can he used as was large
moms or four regular du

final

propooni nddifir
don to Indian Gime School.
loth hlount Promeet.
are expected to he ready for
plain

,ireS.

presentation to the board within two weeks.
He said that the next meet.

Another possible uxe of the
movable walk would he to um

-I

whir tofu nun plum will be
wen for

visual or hearing problems be
agate the m es and
dean appear
ba normal

AEI
59

hilthen

enter school
and

certiffid
ID Illinois Mate
Department of Public Health
will perform the actual smellAll children evidencing any
difficulty at the screening will
be naked to return at a later
date to be rescreened. If the

James McCabe Renter) of Arlinmois Heights vies endorsed for Wheeling Township Democratic
Committeeman Wednesday evening by the Ynag Democrats of the township. McCabe sm.ks a
new term in the March IY election. From left
directors and officers of the Young Democrats

(anding) Prisca Stiarwalt, Patricia Taylor. secretary; Cherie, Zell, Jr., (sealed!, mieheet Taylor, president; McCabe and Jmeph Paduska, WI of Arlington Heights.

back McCabe's candidacy

Becomes nurse
Heanisch

Wheeling Township Young
Democrats

lion groups and in represent-

bowoung

ing the township in county and
slate party affairs.

unanimously
n- ety
i
ts.: deeply involved
in political activity and to
work toward strengthening the
two party system in Wheeling

Illinois Masonic Medical ('enter's School II Nursing. and
received her diploma at Com.
meneement exercise, in the

committeeman

'fowl ship"

Sentliah Rile Cathedral.
Mary Louise was a member

;he Wheeling Township

of the third class in graduate

a small portion of one of the
roos for storage leaving the
remainder of that room plus
the additional nem, fie clan

under do school's new mimes-

space, he said.

months.

program which enables
candidates to complete their
ter

Nursing

education

in

27

Wednesday

In making the announcemem. Slichael Taylor of Ar111,1011 Heights. president of

mcffithe has been 'Wheeling
'township Democratic corn.
inmeeman since 1967. He IS

Young Democrat, said 1am

now running for a full term in
the election to be held March

pleased dun our endorsement
was unanimous.

primary

17 at

Many of our member, like
miself. joined the college volunteer group that worked for
Jim McCahe when he inn for

the time of the spring
He

is

opposed by

Herman Komman of Ailing.
ton Heights.

during the nars McCabe has
served aa comnitteemen.They
have been prominent in registration drives. political educe.

Prospective teachers will
learn how to interview

It.

REID Rds., Prommit Heght,

Gail Conneley, daughter of

Mr. and Mix. Eugene Con914 S. Maple Dr.,
Miami Prospect, has been

neley.

named to the dean's list at itipon College. Ripon. Wis.
At the end of each semeoter,
students who have earned 3.40
average or better are placed on

Cinter. DoKalb.
'Die program. 01101 10 all
is co-sponsonal le
the Student Education Asstd.

students,

high,

and

elementary

10001

Pnicipating school offi-

c ode:

a

retired

mail clerk fur the

railway
S. Gov-

eminent. died yesterday ut
Americana Nursing Center M
are

three

team all caporal top awanis

Stage Band Festival at Dela-

chit-

dm. Pauline Arvesen of 'Ifimime Wash- Janice Tannest
of klount Prospect and Robert

van. Wis.. on Saturday. It took
first place. "Rest of Cass."

wASN't really

Four manners

up were

named. and Iwo of them were
Prospectors: lin: Johnson and

Dr. C. .A. Christ. sown.
of it:hoots at Lyons
Whool District 103. element:,
r Dr. Paul M. Schilling. sup.
lo Grano Dist. 102. junior
t

I igh: and Dr. Lawrence S. Jen-

est. principal.

Forest View
Arlington
Heights DM. 214. secndary.
11

igh

School.

and the partible acquisition of
a minion of park districi property at Lions Perk.
School hoent member Jack
Ronchello, who heads the long
range planning COMMillee.
said the school hoard has just
about agreol nisei! the /1 -acre
south side propeny on William
St.. that mo originally pmchmed as a school site hut never developed.
He said the
w ill

renimmend to the hoard nem
Tuoday that the park diotrict
he allowed to purchase the
property over a period of years
with

0 M'sibi°
d""
of 020.000
and the

"id "d1
until the purchase is complete.
THE SCII001. district architect Guy S. Fishman told

the committee Jana. that

To be served Friday in Arlington, Prsspect, lolk Grove,

Wheeling, Hersey and Foal
View high whools M District
214,

lone chitin*
oven -fried chicken. fish sanddish

wich. wiener in a bun. Vege.
Wide (one choicer whipped
potatoes, Harvard beets. Salad
(One choiceL fruit juke, tossed
sslad, dole slaw. molded: ramberry, diced pear, orange,

pineapple gram Biscuit and
butler. milk.

Dr. Charles W. Mullenix,

the school district would need
MiLOMUM of 2.15 acres of

ophthalmologist end former
chairman of the Department
of Eye-Ear.Nose-Throat, has

park district prowny to huild
mi Rddilion to lions Park

been elated paident of the
Holy Easily medical -dental

School latiacent to Lions Park.

staff by its 183 members. Oth.
staff officcra elected for
1970 arc Dr. Charles A.
Schell, vice president, and Dr.

Rim:hello

said

they

dis-

cussed the possibility al trailing a portion of the 11 -acre site

lannarea lic=einngthehoscldhoshil

hoard and the park hoard RohLen Jackson. park hoard on:silent. Said the park dionict woo

SPEDUIS

ing over a dead man named

Jkunne Volakakis, Beth Swan-

son, Gary Chupck and John
Allen.
In an Individual
Speech Tournament

Events
at the

were included sold. "This has
to he one of the finest hands in

place

In addition. from the approximately 280 younpters
involver -I

in the entire Delavan

program,

Prospect's

soph-

omore Steve Duke was selected as top individual mustetan. He was awarded the
"OutqandingMooieianAward-

is

proud of you!
WORSTJOKE of The Day:
Ewa detectives were stand-

same time, number of first

and `Big Wow!"

community

and Drama Department look
some top honors at District
femmament at Hersey High

extremely complimentary to
Prospect. Written comments
that we. not necessary but

the country!" "(item hand!"

entire

killed with a golf gun."
Second detective: "Whatk
a golf gun?'
don't
First detective:
know. but it sum made a hole
in Juan

en months m 1969 when the
helmet law no longer misted,
according to Illinois Public

Works Director William
Cellint

place trophiss went to Pros Pm! Ymmg PeoPlc.
For comedy, lint

went to junior itlelissa Gm.
wood; for after diaer sparing, lint place went to Sallomore

THE PROSPER DAY

*Loh Endo, hy .1111
Prospect, ill. 6003.0. Branch 0.

foes:

17

race

Horwath; for
declamation, first

place went to Carol glossa.
These young people will compete in
sational tournanient
at Evanston
two eeks,
Freshman Janis Pearse took

second place with an originel

Available ddssenst peach
,haIvo. tapiewe pudding, apple
p ie . cherry cake. safari

based on his solo performance.

ON TIIE DEBATE learn,

He received a 5100 scholar -

cookies.

ship as well.

Ed Trio and Ron Herman took
second place at the Valentine's

6000S.

60018.

&Ason.... 35 o ats

Satsa

Twel WOO he rmontlo.
Neasstand price.

10

cents

make

Free Service on

ALL PARTS

slowed to

own

decision

mcknerr,ij...Codoni

III.FASIIION WIGS
DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES

ester,

ii

dewreneewood Shopping Center, Niles.

692-4293

Monet tor the,wale snd
the mumemalities Vahm was

the Sac Man, lax fur,
nitnn more and
spending tilteedink
F3 limit creating new ones
of us' Or does II nom
for

Don
Doe. it

onis.

that for which the taxpayer ac =pled
ledit, the end of the person-

tax on both indi
maid and corporation, a lift.
al

estate of some of the heavy real
system of
or
by
t

credit or rebate back to the
muncipalitim and their school

distrits?"
The word is out that we
must retain the personal prop easy tax, rotten as it is." Meek

peripheral

vision

Wh'WnH0E0Nrh.ASKED

before

At

but challenged the General
Assembly to go out and get the

evatvank say. 'Take 10 years!"

we.' He

however, my he
would probably wear a helmet
if he were riding on a cycle.
iew, said
Rather

will be a work Mop session
Di; Williams campaign in the

Sr unusually
arch
development m eye reoearch

northwest

permanent's

(Jean windows
Always be sure you can see
and he seen. advises the Chi.

ago Motor Club -AAA. Never
drive unless all oar windows
ere elcan--imide and out. On
dark days, turn on your driving lights.

campaign plans storkid out

INCOME TAX

sight to the blind,
Physicist Herbert Schimmel

$58 UP

of Albert Einstein College of
Medicine in New York, told
his to 0 recent seminar spon-

No appointment n.easers.

tonal by "Rmearch to Prevent

Or call 338.6671.

Blindness, Inc" He said Mat
miniaturization of equipment

Private Aim.

ly morning and evening -and
certainly at night. Don't Like a

prototype device next year.
"Tests .anti animals should

lights aren't

1971-72", he mid,
come
with ha moo,lllowed by
in 1973.74."
in

Farms retumod same day.
Daily OP. Sat. a Son, 0-9

666 NW Nay. (ate. 14)
PALATINE

3 al. West el Rte. 53
Above Neal iteetty

.,
sllf11stCPPi.

another

del

as
your

-I think the law is in the
perspective now, said
Palatine Chief' Ruben CentIsm
nen He said even with
some people would still not
war the helmets.
When asked if he would
wear aa helmet while riding a
motorcycle, the police chief

terrikhe'nfor%

the cycle, however, Smith said
he would wear a helmet
Five mho police chiefs said

or design features for riding

gassuhrulme"Ma-

major obliganian.

right

For the benefit of new oss.
buyers. the club offers these
tips:

When pluming your pun

chase, consider which needs
and model will fit your needs
in size, height, power, design.
ham to get me on and total cost.
.aim,
Dom the car have the prop a motorcycle firsts Once On

worthyof,

oin1001,,o0s,enlal ,yonuta,crenliloynneti.le Ob.;

pimp,- said Mount prospect
Chief Newell T. Esmond,

for several months? Or a )969

limited time, you can take advantage of an incredible buy on one of these stretchy little modacrylic
wigs that sell for up to $29.95.

It stretches to fit any head size comfortably, can
be shampooed. dried, brushed into a hundred
styles. Never needs re -setting; comes already

shaped and tapered in all the natural shades
including frosteds.

Here's how you get your wig,
1. Open a Savings Account or add to Yoor Pres-

ent ecCount, for $250 and get the wig for
only $6,75.
2. Open a Checking Account for $100 and pt

the wig for only $8.75.
OR 3. Put $1 000 in a Savings Account and GET
THE WIG ABSOLUTELY FREE!

Sound incredible? It is. and that's why we want you
to come see our wigs right away. Hung .. this otters
-swings oat:m an ...omit one war.
too good to last!

PALATINE'S ORIGINAL DRIVE-IN BANK... NOW TWICE AS ORIGINAL!
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John O'Donnell, Hoffman

es and insurance.

MAKE SURE this is the de -

FAN. chief said, "I would
like to see the law reinstated.'
He said helmets are beneficial
for driver and passenger pro -

livered prim, and that it

"HELMETS ARE a safety
device and are used Dr the
safety of the people driving

state and local taxes.

Rolling
said
Meadows acting Police Chief

detailed listing of all items 50
that later you have sufficient
information for coinparison.
nothing--ontil you
Sign

in -

eludes all accessories you plan

m buy. Make certain also that

lasso

Keep a record of the prices
each dealer gives you. Make a

motorcycles,"

LL Ralph Evans. It should be
requirement."
Elk Grove Village Chief
Harry P. Jenkins, would be in
favor of a law requiring the use

have

chase of the automobile. Now.

only. lila person in an accident
did not have a helmet then he

a

complete

with the dealer, have thormighty checked your financ.
tog arrangements and nude

Etutienal
He suggested that insurance
companies provide coverage

certain there art no hidden

to moor who wear helmets.

you get clear answers.

charges. Don't be pressured or

hurried. Ask questions until
Be sure to remember your
financing while you're shop ping. Give this as much
thought as you give to the ac -

should receive nO coverage.

Dec Plaines Chief Arthur

oral selection of the ear, the

Hint. could not be reached for
comment.
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Smith.
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this information available to
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sight to blind

this lovely moclacrylic wig (worth 2995) can be yours now!

again be included by law.
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president

decide on car
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ment of Transportation specify that dealers must supply full
safety information regarding a

may vice
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head of the Geat Books Four
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said helmet, Cala hearing and

characteristics of models they
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the old Illinois law,
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Buy Locally

WITH EACH SYNTHETIC STYLED WIG YOU
RECEIVED A CARRYING CASE AND STYROFOAM HEADI

HOUR& MON. & THURS. 9:30 r09 PAL, TUB, WED., HI.,
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of the Holy Family staff.
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sure
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The day's prospects

One day at a time

\\

How do you do
It can t
help but be a constant prob-

\ \

\

X

commg o way of life I had per
fated a way of martng wrthout
looktng I could enjoy without

You probably have to
lots of money Either
that or long hours nett? the
lem
spend

\

X.

By Ron Swans
It

And what do we get instead '
hear correctly it , the
1

mull What kind of trick II that
to play on a man, The melt

being obvious My eyeball, no

Imagine You tan reach down
to the floor to pick up a pencil.

Mogcr popped. I seldom !wised

I almost cried when I heard

just enjoyed. It was beautiful.
Then, the sad news. Some
flaky guys, someplace, man

Rumors

have held a meeting. I cart hear

office. What difference will it

horn it that the mini is on to

them now. "Ifs time to try

way out. That leaves only two
other possibilities, the midi or
the Maxi. You can bet 1 didn't

something new, It's time to

Make,
IF THINGS work 0111 as 1
expect. as 10110 as the midi is

jump for joy when I realised

real -blooded American men to

my lips any more.

needle. It seems almost brutal,
the way they change the styles
you women mr.
what's

happening.

I

Who cares? You can climb to

Mir, Who cares? You can

on. you'll be off To Me, that
really doesn't make much

kg to the stores. lis time for

sense. But then,) must admit)

time to
change the styles. les time for

open her wallets,

really don't understand theie
things. Guess III Inn it to the

the minim god'

THE MINI sem leknost) be -

They re not dente much to
wm friends

though If they
longer meet mg

had held a
dung, might have been differ
mt. If they had really considered all the consequences. they

wouldn't have done what they

wiggle all over the honk or the

send American women scurry -

`Spring into 1970' with
World Flower Show

guy, who establish style

Aldid.

that, it's probably better

then the mash

By Dolores Haugh

ifs surely better than the
pluesuit.

A bleu of bright, colorful

Not better than the mini,

flowers provided an

though.
which
Or the
rangy should ham been neat.
Any gaol could low that.

Ways to say 'said'

screeched
shuddered
pleaded
breathed

No matter how good your
vocabulary is, you min always
improve E To strengthen your
word pow, you should set up
wordson program. This list of

II

Cd10496fori-

"Remember the good, ole days, a year ago, when we
worried about the economy being 'OVERHEATED?'"

proclaimed
used

too imnstant repetitMn of the

word -said- was built up

they

Isom and girls in a sixth grade
classroom at Maple School in
District 62.
cried
groomed

tabled

grumbkd
declared
laughed
replied
shouted

?Zap publication

exulted
answered
exclaimed
mattered
bellowed
objected

-Honor the orginal dram by .thritsa jcalmoly heroin,

Mein.. 'Aimed.. and intellectual integrity."
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repeated

woke

mimicked

announced
shivered
alneaked
barked
sighed
squawked
cheered

wheezed

greyed
homed
Saved
complimented

mlled
ordered

whined
announced
nodded
testified

remind.'
added

scoffed

growled
mastered

continued
gulped
blabbered

gries,ed

begged

ankind continuos to in-

I hope that President Nixon

its numbers it will
10 meet new chid-

will lake the time to do sow.

Ian 21.81 here in America has
famines and
man not had

lenges. and only if man has the
initiative and drive within
himself will he be creative and
rim to meet his challenge. Pop.

masa
wan

poverny. The solution
found -.individual re-

sponsibility. privam
enterprise. capitalism. Now though.

ulotion control and nvontlial

thing :MOUE pollution that will
keep Mount Prospect and en cry other city in Cl,, United

%atm clean threw. Think
about it. Won't you?
Monique Trinkk

doom will he the only outcome
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mzolEa 1:-8

whited
whimpered

Arit'S R,Rufbae

t2sc,

express

ing bock to the communal system. are vec having moo problems of housing, poverty. starvatian. alums, etc.

of gonrnment. us evidenced
hl' that part of our society al.
the welfare nrcipients.

Mrs. Phil Dowd
alone. Iowa for example. could
adequately feed the entire U.S.

Of course. by the humour:nig
intervention this would never
he permitted. al, point is this,
in thin pmsulation dimussiont
Omen is nothing certain 100111
dle capability of this planet

land perhaps others sae mac
colonimi to sustain human
nfe.

Mt lentos to the Ni-

Will our air
stay clean?

ko man be

signed. bat

homes will be withheld, oat-'
On rawest.

.dteuld be m brief as pos-

Editor:
write to nay how lucky we

sible. nporyinee. q pas.
end should 00 row

I

are to have such a nice canmunity. The northwest arm is
mid to be the went unpolluted
around. but will it stay that
way? Think :Mom it.

en addnos to, phone Number au Eneo authenticity
ram be ch AA,

sera

BREPMOL

them, hoping the wmther
would smy as it was. The only

thing mime about putting all
those long hours in, plus not
having slimier or seeing your
family. would be working in

;Make as

Married men -

1,

30-60 YEARS
learn the facts about

FARMERS NEW

these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.

Thanks again felknva for a
jab well appreciated.
Pal Smock

Answer on Comic her

by Florence Bender. Japanese

driftwood designs and ham!.
Carona wooden decoys never

certs. Thnumhout the dam of.
Ilia shin' local mouth will he

ANNOUNCEMENT
of the scheduled "firsts" was

before seen in this ano will

Datums].

be presented at the show opening March 7.

has entitled its section -Season

groups selected by

The National Musk Educelimed Conference from the
hour corners of the country are
scheduled mit present dee ram-

The Garden Club of Illinois

amphitheatre

floral show this year. Muslim,
is scheduled for McCormick
Plugs in POI.
It is not difficult to reach the
Amphitheatre

Idiocy.

by

Guarded puking is more than
ample.

"Spring into 1970." Be sure
in resolve your tickets early. If
the entire show is one half us
beautiful as the preview party.
it will lea Mosotho' success.

7o7n,?onat.l

ve tan. Pm Peal Estate
o

Ann Sullivan School.
Schoenbeck and Palatine Rds.,
Prospect Heights.
The purpose of the social is
the

s a ru,rick
amr

Cheryl Appleton

Overhrook. Kan.
Cheryl. a von graduate of
Forest View High School. is a

for the club to homme acquainted. with more of the

Pahl& Ann Perkin.

women residing in the area and
to

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph E. Per.

with Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority.
l'utcher is attending Illinois
State Unisersity where he is on

a football scholarship. He attended Kansas State lot way

Don't be misled!

ymrs.

the wedding will lake place
March 7 at St. Raymond's

Catludic Church in
.PonlaeL

There's More to

Nlount

familiariec the arca resi

dents with the club, its mem.
hers, aims and purposes. Be-

Lies of Moan, Prospect an.
nounce the mgagement of
their daughter. Patricia Ann.
to 00.1 Pear Basquer- ean of
3.1r. and Mrs. David J. Ban.
quer. also of Mount Prospect.

evening of playing cards G
planT ned.
h

Heights
Prospect
Woman's Club feels that its organisation ',maids% one of the
heat ways to enter inm community life. to become acmainted

with neighbor, and other arca
rmidents

and

to

cdmtribute

time and money to Me underprivileged and handicapped. A
great deal of satisfaction is defor someone outside your own
immediate

Cub Scouts
sponsor

Both of the couple are grad-

'The 7th Gimlet Juniors of
the Illinois FIXIMII0II of.
'

Miss Perkins is attending Nor.
aJunior College Basque, is
Nebraska G'snleyan Univer-

Women's Clubs held their
winter meeting 'Thursday. Jan.

sity. where he is associated
with Tau Kappa Epsilon fra-

29, 1970. at the Clearbrook
Center, Bolling Meadows.

The clubs participating in

ternity.
A

The meeting were Me Arlington
Heights Juniors, Elk
Grove Juniors. Junior Wom.

December wedding is

planned.

Club of Des Plaines.
Mount Prospect Juniors, Roll.
ing Meadows Juniors and the
Streamwood Juniors.
an's

The guests of the evening
wcre

Mrs.

Myron

Hanley.

IFWC convention chairman
and member of the Arlington
Heights Woman, Club. and
M m. Alvin Weber. I TWC cons

vention treasurer. Mrs. Hun.
Icy talked to the attending mstrim members about the forthcorning Diamond Jubilee eel,tendon at the 7511 Annual
Convention to be held May 5.
6 and 7 m the Sherman House
in Chicago.

Resident receives

award from Ford

Infant Welfare
to gather for

rived from doting something

Juniors report

uates of Pnwpect High kiwi.

Juniors entertain
prospective members

A GOOD INVESTMENT FOR

sides the Coma presentation, an

dinner
CuBeSeent Peek 216. soonawed 'by the Forest View Par-

mTeachers Organiration. h
having its Blue and Gold Din.
nor Friday. Felt 20.
A family -style dinner uill he
served at 7 p.m. at the St. Paul
Lutheran School, INS. School'

Lollipops, Roses
The 50 centers of the Wont -

Halsted 51.

Welfare Society of Chicago
have joined forms for the third
year to proem -Lollipop; and
Bones." a luncheon and lashion show in the International
Ballroom of the Conrad Oil -

Mrs. John Martin of Mount
Prosmet. will include Ethel

tan Hotel on Friday. Feb. SO.

Pettit. Prank FOIltaille. Bar-

Each center is represented
by two module. Representing

Nua gush and Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Harvey. WE. Harvey is
president of the Woman's

the Mount Prospect Center
will he Mrs. Charles Lynch

Sr.

and her daughter Colleen.

Awards will be presented to
the cute MOMS, and a surprise

Pnxieeds will support the
work of the Infant Welfare
Society of Chicago in their
clinim and at the now Child

attraction will be 'Mooed.

and Family Center. I931 N.

en's Auxiliary of the Infant

Special Cana at the lunch -

which was arranged by
Waters.

Mr.

and

Mrs. Pat

O'Brien. Mr. and Mr, Lloyd

Tickets for the affair may be
purchased Rom any member
on the Monint Prospect Comer
or by calling Mrs. RIchincl
Vatic rot 255-2549.

Receive Good Citizen awards

Mit41111k

A VARIETY OF NEW SAVINGS PLANS
THAT OFFER INSURED SAFETY,
HIGHER RETURN AND FLEXIBILITY.

SOHLER
STADELHOFER

HANSUNG

Omer W. Schulte -Mach

Sea Our financial Counnter Today
for the Details

FRIEDRICH
SPIELMANN
BOWER
FABER

k bra row maingr plus nor

talar

EXTRA ORDINARY
VALUES,

PRON.

F

SR aE MIDWISPS LARGEST OLSPIAT Or Oltlettlet MT PIKER

- 5 YEAR EXCHANGE PRIVILIGE -

JOHN LABIAK
I

467,,,on

I

I'

IP'

'

1551WW0100n57,116

rums

W. Scherkenbach
bard for his emcloyer This year and the Ford
Division of Ford Motor Comsuer.

OTHERS

Prices To Fit Every Budget
PERT CUS

TOMIAIT

ties chairman, and Mrs. Joseph Koenen of Arlington

Collector's Club. MD Flor-

Only person, currying camems will be admitted.

entire

The

will be used for this artistic

MOUNT PROSPECT FEDERAL HAS

Renowned 4Huls 4s

preferred risks and entitled

392-1250

Inua3

100 CENTS ON THE DOLLAR,
AND IS ACCESSIBLE, TOO.

SELECT FROM OVER

Malinke prove you are super

TI Mme Wotan* GM*

ists and others. BisqUe birds

Heights Woman's Club
sponsors its evening social at
7:30 pm Tuesday, Feb. 24, al

FAMILY CASH RESERVES
IS ONE THAT'S ALWAYS WORTH

OIL PAINT NG SALE!

PACKAGE

Tile

ckenberg of Palatine. proper.

peel

14 good, 18 excellent

below r.elo or freezing rain end

ART PIECES By Such

Yen me newr.Rw

"I COULDN'T RESIST IT I"

than Rate Alone

2,000 ORIGINAL

and brooder coverages.

go Hortieultrual Society. DAR.
University of Illinois. Shell

Consider in Savings

GIANT STOREWIDE

AUTO INSURANCE

Tamiller of Des Plaines. chairy
man for the Garden Club of /IUnpin exhrbits; Mrs. Homy Ei.

27.mintne film when the Pros -

any four letter or room words mit of

Ipi,

I

ing display as will the Chico-

-The Power of a Woman"
will be shown dramatically in

a

a link prayer Mr

will prepare ire usual outstand-

president. were Mrs. Eugene

In,

door.

PH women sponsor
get -acquainted social

Moor Provo r.11linnir 60056.

repair the break.
I

shuncrbug sessions will he
held fmm 11 a.m. to 111,31,4m.

chased kooky. 52.50 el

Sdro) woo opocolicoor la Iv° Jarmo, ago D. MVO...
1171. Main SI

IIIDEAWORD

poor guys out there trying to

morning

exhibits for the Garden Club of Illinois. Mrs. Eithenthop is wooing
m properties chairman. The show begins March 7 at the Amphitheatre and ends MarchtS.

Engaging ways

versity. where she is associated

ban pretty mugh On those

Sunday

gankn clubs. Sales will benefit
the organizations' individual
and route philanthropic enoleavors. Tickets are 52 if pur-

at the Lincoln Park Comervatory where the preview early tar
the Chicago World's Flower Shaw was hosted by the Chicago
Horticultural Society. Mrs. Eugene Tamillo will coordinate the

wnior at Eastern Illinois Uni

- DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES -

between

Milli-UFA BUG

Gar 0.01 ddmoo.
My boyfriend pot a new Polaroid manna fur Christmas. He's
taken lots of pictures with it. especially at parties. Some of them
are very good. Unfortunately. Mr nw, sonic are very Md.
Nov. my problem. My boyfriend seems to enjoy showing off
Me bad pictures of me to his friends. Hu forges the good ones. He
carrim the bad ones around, sham them off and then says...How

cmcago. mews come or cal!.

slight inconven.
knee far m. whik it must have

Slack'

TICKETS ARE ON sale
now from menthem of ame

RIGHT: Mrs. Harry Eickenbert, former Mount Prospect resident now thing In Palatine admires one of the deep pink amlem

people. I hope they all get caught and thve to thy In new books
for every one they wredt.

ethu. Pere re Ea LICATIONCORP
SOON Dearman st Dent. 2D,

our

ter.
11 wen

a litm that one shoe

They do It became they are sahib. thoughtless, miserable

Thur day. February 19. 1970

Delores Haugh-15moms Minor

suessoscasecacessosoessaussosu PIMIEMIEDOOREEPOOEIE9 tttttttt

Dan Curtis 'hitcher. son of
NI, and NG,. non hitcher of

1

mmtro1161 by a stifling system

is

Student

of NItnint Prospect annt"ttde" the erleMement and
coming wedding of their
daughter. Cheryl Marie. to

On behalf of my husband,
nine children and myself

Tuesday to provide us wkh de-

It

I can't understand why peoNe would do that.

Editor.

to

The Chicago Park District

ning of the shiwe'n opening
sky.

ing to Mrs. 10,11101.

too for mc. and teas a other mople.

well done
would like

Charles

Heights will be among the participants.

nude by show coordinator

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Apple -

thanks to the fellows of Citizens Utility Water Co. who
worked from 3:311 p.m. on
Monday .lentil 1:50 am. on

the

Klehm Morserila of Arlington

herb. will be availabk. accord -

them. That makes the book toeless to mu. and to others who may
want to use it. maybe it Wiser their problem. hut it creates new

MONTH

if man allows himself to he

ready under socialism. called

\

To do OD, they loth pipes from tel book and took them with

and

Prospect

Heghts.
Jill, publicity chairman.

Page 5

Ifs very embarrassing. I've asked him to give me the pictures,
or tear them up, hut he won). I don't know whoa to do.
Nod Always Photogenic
This K a beyrtieed? If you wei this treatment now, just Imagine
who, it will be like idler marriage. If he had any regard for you,
he'd do es you oft. If not, you an do without him.

SLUM

as our government Ina limn.
off its lin, union and is swing-

Letters To
The Editor

sassesethsodlathessOssastissesensegatraceseseeeeesoimes "apes

I

fora job

Editor:
crease irt

.

What I
1 want to complain. I want to Me your cOlUMn to
want 10 complain about is hooks.
Whenl have to write a term paper. or a special romearch paper
library. Lots of
for a class. roc the mhool library or the village
times Mher people have had tot Use them books. Apparently they
decided to study at home, even if they couldn't take the book out.

Thanks workmen

Beware of stifling government

a and Gift Shop of Mount

The

week.

dedicate dm flower at a special
champagne reception the eve-

with Flowers." One of iG
many exhibits will be on Herb
garden suitable for a 10 -fool
ma. Special instructions and.
information regarding the

Amu this doll""

Letters to the Editor
Hundreds of

Dear Lee anson.

commented
noted

0301 REMNG

gone by with
ind living
on this planet. and only in the

Pommies, fences and a riot or colorful tulip., amino, hyacinth, camellias, heather and other
.springtime h.1,0.11111, provided Itie background Mr the "Spring into MO" preview parry. Mrs.
Joseph Kiwown of Arlington Beights, who is serving as publicity chairman for the Chicago World
Flower Show Garden Clah of Illinnh exhibits. was among the most,

BOOKWORM

chimed in

MR. MUM

retorted
Jernanalxi
complained
'mplied
=reamed
stuttered
threatened
called
commanded

Ian

executed by the smtris fore-

by the Burp.: Seed Co. Huge
displays of the new Power am
being planned with a life -sin
name of the senator by scalp or David Laughlin as the fru
cal point. Mr.. Dirksen and
Mrs. Richard Ogilvie will

area gnats inby Robert Wink,

troduced

ME SlanUE WORD

whieNted
-- Marshall Field Ill

most designers. Kellen's Flow.

Among

protested

equealts1

to be used M place ,ffthe

wo

press and flower Mow exhibitors at the Lincoln Park Co-

was elegant.

pronounced
named
claimed

\ordered

Dear Boy. and Girls.

Damn Marigold developed

dens with suuahle landscaping

sponsored by the
Chicago Horticultural Society

Talk with a teacher

speak in detail about the show.

nonymous with springtime
blossomed for members of the

servatory
luncheon

THE

floral extravaganza will be the
introduction of the Everett

Sthdents from the Chicago
Art Institute will be among the
flower show exhibitor. for the
fuel Moe this year.
There will be planned gar-

vGw of the Chicago World's
Flower Show's "Spring into
1970"
Just about every plant my-

DOSONDINNODDWY4214,45,Die,

O

appro.

prime background for do pre-

HIGHLIGHTING

Fink Dembinsky, whose enthusimlic ability is only exended. by his willingness to

161k6e7
et."
SAf

MEM MEAT SPICLILIErg

076'61750
WE EINE

GUMMI.

tUir

FREEZER MEATS INC

BENSENVILLE
ISIS Y/ 0005 PAMIR 1111

-_

111

-.....-

IDISINVIEL, In

"We won't give you a Bum Steer"

Mount Prospect
Federal
Savings and Loan.
Association
15 EAST PROSPECT 'AVE. C11444rook 54400
FrePorking In Our ant ut
Emerson end Prospect Ave.

,

Andrea OM. An Informal

departments and phibmthroples was con hag the club's various
and Mts. mk Niter, presidenL The

&Hot by Ma. Spencer

Feder Ands. am part of the Illinois 7th DLshict of the General
New members are welcome. Interested
Pion of Wometes Clubs.
10875.
Omens imp contact Mm. Spencer sit CL

the

award, each employe must be
exceptionally effective and
make a contribution that goes

pony has rewarded him for his

beyond normal job require mons. Qualities that count
most are initiative, creativity,

work. He is distribution manMrs. fillbert Spencer Heater, vice -president and membership
chairman of the Mount Prospect Junior Woman's Club, served
Clarence Davidezyle and other pros.
coffee nod dessert to Mrs.
pecdve members at a coffee held in the home of Mrs. Anton
question end smear poled explain -

To be considered for

beeRiworked

agar :atksthoef,C,,,tre:gi,D.isnt;ict

of

45 Ford Division employes to
receive the division's second
annual Achievement Award.
It is designed to recognim
employes who have made exceptional contributions to the
division's -success.

judgement, de persuasiyenot,
pendability,
leadership.

cooperation and the ability to
analyze problems.
Scherkenbach, his wife and

children received a one week
paid vacation at a resort They
live at 800 South Maple Drive,
Mount Prospect.

Aa

,
1

st--41

L.

%
r .4

11.

Lc

..,"

I

The ELI Skinner Chapter of the Daughters of the American
Revoludon recently lamented the DAR Good Citizen award to

the state conference to he held In Chocago on March Receiving

.tosd`"kuo.00fromod"..r.'Thwnebeltn".'chosenTh'fo'r.""theirI'deSipe"nder"li*lityh,

Dirk' Wahi'dridYg KP're:.per" r"":fron' tSr'oetent Dkiane'"V Deafk""a'reo,Wh"lFretodrng

service, leadenhip and patriotism. They me chosen by the Godty and ths members of the Seldor due. The RI* sylll *Moored at

Falth Oder), limey

the award me net to nght, back row) Patrtha Given, Arlington

Debra Aniold, Palatine

Den., Augustine Elk Grove and

THE DA1
Thursday February 19 1970
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`Once

a Knight'

Ome a 'Ought

et

ths

of MK yarn happy

nna

Northwest

Delta

SuburIlhn

Alumnae Assn. annual philanthropic dinner dance. it will
be held Feb. 28 at the Arling.
on Heights Elk Club. Them.al

hour will begin at 7
with the buffet dinner at 8 p.m.
Dance music will
provided
by the Jim Destman Orchestra.
The dinner dance is Kappa
Delta's main philanthropic

event of the year. last year's
proceeds were divided among
Countryside Center for the
Klingherg
Handicapped,
School for Me Mentally ly

Larded and to Kapp. Dens.
national philanthropies in
ll
sludIng and to supplrthed
sarch.
dren and orthopedis
This year. in addition to these,
Ka
Delia has decided to
distribute the proceeds equal-

rum el tht. &marshals dug
men Mrs Donald Sinn and
Mr, Allis Starkey The times
is

ME.

Boock. Other chairmen are
man( doer prizes. Miss Nem
Dallis. and raffle, Mil. Russell

Center in Dec Plaines. Non
were, Head Stan, Northwest

Oiler.

Kappa Deltas have worked

for the past month on table
decorations which will be used

all

1000

Vim Kanipek Who resides
in Oak Park, is a graduate of
Calvin College with a major in
economies. He has done fur-

tickets, Mrs. Robert Dallst-

then study at New York In.
North-

of Finance,
University and Investment Bankers' Assn. He is
senior account executive
a

dilute

The dinner dance is open, to
interested persons. For

western

tickets and further information, phone Mrs. Robert
Dallsomm at 392-3139, Mrs.
Frank &sock at 529-9154. or '
any Kappa Delta member.

50

Von Kampen was recently
montated fi nth tames L Pin
nes on the How to Ins.
Show on Channel 26
The Spares in a non -sec tartan, non-poifit organisation
for single, widowed, leplly
separated or divorced aduhs.
and is sponsored by the GI..
brook Ministerial Council.

the (Amnia.

at

Community Chore's
Elm St, Glenview.

Frank

ly to Norkwest Suburban Aid
to the Retarded, Clearbrook
Community Hospital's Pediatric Ward and St. Teresa* MA sloe of Palatine.

730 pm

SUMS Inc

The northwest suburbs pro
sided the climax for the histor-

ducted during the mine hour
in the Arlington Hotel on

belongs," as President Samuel

Fre Men planning to sell my home and move out of sure. I

and fourth Sundays of each
month. Membership consists
of people from all erns of

darned the person I have fallen in love with is married. He said
he wants a divorce. bur doesn't know when it will he initiated. He
60611.1 want ID lose the few material acquisitions hat worked so
herd to acquire.
I've been seeing him for almost two mem and I don't want to
eontinue in this way of life. It offers nothing but heartache. Do
you see us joining forces. or will I Imre the ama?

J.A., Arlington Heights

W. Witwer so aptly described
the situation.
post
hearing,
Listening
Were held Est week from Man-

to Friday from Reckford
and Waukegan in the north to
dy
Peoria and Marion in the eem

tml ands outhern sections of
the state. Con -Cons public
difhearings were held in
ferent locations.

Romantici sm heads
gardeners symphony program
beckons

the rosy blossoms of Hope
welcome

crabapple trees arc

sight to visitors at
Shopping Center's third an noel flower and garden Mul-

Reducing can be fun

val. presented

nose

through

Feb. 22.

The spring.like 'lope cr
with
bapple vies for
yellow daffodils and forsythia.

for SOW' weigh) reducing classes win begin at the Northwest Suburban

The new

YMCA, 300 E. Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines, on Monday and Wednesday, March 2 and 4. M.
Ruth Young :standing), diet consultant for the YMCA, demons.tes to class members how to
change one basic don into 20 different outfit,

white flowering quince. am.
leas. Shadblow Ss:reit:cherries

nod red tulips in the semi.for.
['ht garden" presented by

This is all pad of the seven -week prom. which includes :menu planning, diets, exercise and a
eomphte grooming course. Clam will meet from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. on Monday and Wednesday
morning from 9:35/ M 11,30 a.m. Rahysitting service will be offered in the Wednesday morning
clam. Ladies may enroll hi the program by calling the YMCA at 296-3376 to register or obtain
information.

['herbs Klehm nurserim of
Arlington Heights.
Isandrei
architect at

Lawry
scape

111,

land-

Kiehl..

says. -Any layman could recreate this landscape. four accent plantings
are:
are dramatic.

Begin series of
classes for engaged
couples at hospital
A scrim of classes for engaged coup. will be held at
Hospital.
Park Ridge. starting Monday.
March' -.The fonirspart series

Lutheran

will

be

General

hold on am:cm:ding

Monday evenings at 7:311 p.m.

Participating

in

the

pro-

gram are a physician. a myehiatrist. a social wother. u finuncio! advises and chaplains.
The series is directed by he

hospital's departmem of pastoral care 115 pan of Lutheran

General's community ed.,
Ronal program.
Topics 111 1/0 covered in-

care department at
therm General.
Menu!

13i -

"In response to the demand.
the hospital is now offering the
pre -marital in
six times

each year instead of the pro,

Man four. The course will
also he offered in hloy. July.
Si:plaid. and November."

mid the Rev. Arthur Mack
associate director of the de -

Pant.. of Pastoral cam.

Golden Thimble
to forecast

If you are one of the many
women who love good fabrics
rim,"
in Mar. and are nimble with a needle,
and Adjust...
dam" "The Meaning of Sa ciirse Feb. 27 and 26 ton your
and love i Marriage:. Lem' mlendar now. Ethers Gulden
to Budget in hlarriage" and Thimble Fabric Shoppc at
°Emotional Differences of the Wolf and Clomp McDonald

Theology of Mar"Finding Strengths

clude

Sexes."

A tuition he of 520 per

man

tar

combeirng the gam

grind

our flowers arc
flinvering plants: our
cover

plantings are

.g the more minder."

to gather

Among the dramatic plan -

Campus Life Mothers 'N'
Others Luncheon will be held
Tuesdey. Feb. 2.1. at 12:45
pm. at Scan& House. Central
and Rand Rds, Mount Prospers.

Mm. Arthur I. Melvin of
Oak Brook will be the speaker.

She is the mother of nine chfl.
Men mil is :Weiner to Near
West Suburbans Chicago
Women's
Cluh.
Christian
Mrs. Melvin h the founder and
former president of Errmd
By. Inc. an errand -running

i.. for homemakers.

tin. mentioned by NI r. Eandrei
is a white weeping cherry tree.

is expected to Ml ism:
lore popular. although it is a
wich

relatively .w siamies. She
planter at one corner of the
pool h constructed of railroad
ties and is sepansted from the
garden by a flagstone path.
Benelms around the planter of.
ford visitors a chance 10 rest
and enjoy the ganlen view.

T.nity.four other garden
and flower displays are featured in the Randhurst Festival. including a Flower :Starker where blossoming plants
fresh flowers
bought al 0051.
end

can

be

Campus Life club leaders,
dents

Io

develop

balanced

Chrhtion lives, will report on
on

memo.,

high

echoed

All women interested ni
allund
youth are invited
For additional intonation

Arlington Heigh.: D. Hill Nur'
seri., Palatine: Montgomery
Randhurst. Northern
Illinois Gas Co Glenview;
PhilRobinandAssociams,NlortonGrosiband Rohm Schwakc
Stone Co., Dm Plaines. ore ist
Ward.

presented at the show.

Co Des Pline,. are re,nented at the slum.

2W-51,1

Maine Township High School
South auditorium
11 S. Dee
Rd., Park Ridge.
Pcrry Crofton, conductor of

the orchmtra. will open

the

with Welver's °Euryanthe Overture." a driving.
rhythmic work interrupted by
concert

a beautiful slow middle section
for strings.

To immplete the first half of
Me program. Larry Lemke, an
outstanding young artist from
Evanston, III., will join Crab

Ballroom
dancing
scheduled
Dan and Alice Lowy

Park Rid. will

c

7

Completes! versions of Me
latent

PO\Y

eat

York and finished in Hohemia,
reflects the same sources of i

spiration as tht. revealed in
the famous ''New World Sy.
Phony"
rhc second half of the program will he &Bohn/ to Soho's Fuenh Symphoty.
Tickets are 52 and may he
at the hos office or

LOU\GE
Now

appearing

Take Ill

by contacting NIrs. Richard P.
Sy
Stover at 123-4.139. Student

rz=aa,==,:mfr=

dmimion is SI. and children
under 12 will he admitted free
f accompamml loy an adult.
Golden Agem may secure tckets at the st udent admission
heupon

arlington ark towers

prunenration

is

condors

M.%

144 RAND POOL
WM?"' & PATIO

ORTHO BAG
PRODUCTS!

the As. of Dance bleu. in
They will reach five basic
adding three in four
mriations of each. The lessons
steps,

will include demonstration,
practior and individual help.
The Spares is a notenwtarian.nOn-profit organisation
for single. widowed, legally

10,000 Ft. Bag

Drnted or divorced ablis

Ortho-Gro

and

HERE'S AN EXAMPLE

nponnored hy the (blew

hrnkM

....

43

LAWN FOOD

Cotnc.

EACH

Week -end Super Special
Graceful Make -Believe

TIME TO SAVE TOO!

High school

junior may
attend ISU

Dear Mn. V.
You know yourself that your physical problems come from
your mental attitude toward marriage. You feel a new relationship might he the answer.1 feel that you need time to think. If you

really look the entire picture over in your own mind you'll know
you are priat bored.

A summer opourtunity for
outstanding high school jun-

to perticiPam in a fullfledged ankle mperience will
iors

I feel the best thing would be for you to go to work, either ins
regular job or in some kind of service work such as at one of your
load hospitals or schools, or .daps a care center for the very
young or old. If you Imve your husband Mere will he someone
else, but that won't be the answer. Careful-you're heading Dm
trouble. Count your himskies.

dismissed so that they could have the 0111 of the office. Lb you sea
me being disnassed.br will I keep not job? 1 like my jab, bolt hese

two are making things miserable for ma and very hard to keep
quiet about. hoe to change jobs. I'm in mat.5s.

CARD. Elk Drove

be offered June 15 to Aug..7 at

Illinois Stare
Normal.
pplicants.

University in
who

should

TIRE ARLINGTON

titles in the con toll n
stitution will begin public
hearings on definite proposals
for new

dent of Arlington Heights, and
98.yearmld Albert Voltz of

Heights hearings continued
into the evening and lasted un-

Arlington Heights. who

til midnight.

linois just half a century ago.

NO FULL meeting of the

with a visit to the Museum of
Science & Industry Feb. 21.
The mucum will he open in
the evening to Western Elm.
Mc employes and hell guests.
Other scheduled tours

The emits will

become

I fed you shouldn't say anything. For year own pewee( mind
I recommend you lease this job. feel mull have nu trouble
Reding another one. Look around first. In this particular will
you can be so right road so wrong at the mme time, I feel yen will
in roar suit cad gkilsome of the money hack.

The stridenu will be treated
scodenrs
us regular

Dear Mr. DeLouiset
My wife and I arc goon retiring and are planning to move to
Wisconsin. We contracted to have a home built up them about 18
Will ths ago. and it MD finished yet Will it he finished this year?
Will we be happy in our new home?
G.B.. Des Plaines

high school stride. to be admitted to Illinois State Unites.
shy as full-time students be.
fore

graduation

front

finished sometime early Bela mummer.

ors

I feel you will be happy in your new home, and I feel It will be

Proms..

11110010

State

JOSEPH DE LOUISE. notionally known psycho.. will ans.
we, the questions of Dos readers in this column. Letters should
be signed, bet names Of be omered if the miter requests in
Write to DeLnuise in rare of Ddy Publications. 122 Censer Sr.,
Des Plaines htlele

Tim keno.. Molding fea-

orbs: the Morton Grove ware-

lures a sophisticated sprinkler
system. with an automatic trig -

the north suburban area. and

goring device and Ire rcds.

the Elk Grove Village facility
will Merge Iha rapidly pw.ing
northwest si.iman area.

tont structural materials and
ceilings. The new facility. oparming with fleet of 24 trues
tor trailers and 10 packing

-THE CONSBILLISITIPS
Village. Mount

Elk Grow

Rd., no

Prospect.

trucks. is 0011100101 10 provide

3.25 grade point Derage based

Arlington Heights
and the surrounding area are
nmhile in the
among the
country." said Howard I

on a 4.0 or straight W" hank

Adolph. grumprenident and th-

Mrs.

To be eligible for the honor
it sladeni must carry a
S.25

the

Dm P11111141S1 Tmdy I.. Sooden. 7g,
P

complete packing. mei. and
storage Ma Vi1001 for both resi-

dential and commercial trans -

Award Winning Liquor Stores
.

Lynne S. Hedger, IM6 Lo -

c., senior,

Mount Prospect: Marilyn
1216 Gr00
K. Anderson,
Acres, sophomoric: Kris A.

Grain.
404
in

BRAU

Erner,..
sophomore: Jane J. Allen, ..is
S.

Regular or Draft

,

Hi-Lusi. junior: Marciama:

Willem.1:
Center in West ('pica.

"COOK -OFF"

nx

R.

,lere";;Trg,;;=,=";,:°,'"

1 79

E. Lincoln. junior, Connie
Quade. 615 E. Palatine F
junior: Lem M. Heinemann
445 Comport ...senior.

dinner
will the
1.05. 27 al tbe Arlington 1 owers Hotel where Western Elechie President Hare. Niels'house will be anoat apoiker.

Famous Liquor Stores'

oase of 12

and the Illinois Service Morton, 16 S. William.jurn
Kathleen

LAST 4 DAYS
TO ENTER!

1st GRAND PRIZE

MILLER

High Life

Pros.. Heights: Barhara

ROMMIOle

Case of 11
12sox bodes

Veit ad *aid

HAWAII FOR TWO

No

v.doiLLELLTAL riLooiLs

1955

Deposit

2nd GRAND PRIZE

i"*"ifithl

3rd GRAND PRIZE

WE HAVE

PLUS 10 FINALIST PRIZES

FRESH CUT DAISIES!

$1.50

doz.

The Swine I

Bases Flowers & Gilts Inc'.
Il!
tr

Elm St. & Evergreen Ave., Mt. Prospect
PHONE 259-2110
n. Man. -Sof B a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Yours,

CANADA

FLEUR de LIS
Peppermint

DRY GIN

Schnapps

90 PROOF

Anisette

279

Ask granddad

2 79
Irk

Imported

for a $5,000 loan.

GERANIUM PLANT
IN A WICKER BASKET

seven.hy-sesenhe-livefoot containers. ha 160 -foot long loading dock permits
trucks to be unloaded simulta750

the Chicago area.
Lincoln's two Chicago locaons serve the dmvntown area.
south side and the south sub.

L. Scher -pet, 7 N. Wheeling

world.

ne Co central offices.
ToursCo,schmluled for engi.
fleecing personnel during their
regular working hours indude: Hawthorne !standee-

whod.
Inquiries and requests for
application forms may be obtained from Dean Sanas. Hole

tiers of storage vaults, up to

ing into and out of all parts of

Pear Tree In.. senior: Jams
R. Whittington. 2315 N. Pin,

high

Dear GK.:

space. with ZOsfoot high ceilings to hccomamdste three

permit the company to provide
comprehensive moving and
me to people mom
Mirages

Stelling, 413 E. Euclid,
frmhman: Jan. A. Nelson. 101

phoof the nearby Bell Tele.

university recreational, sports
and cultural activities.
Dean Sands mid it is also
for
well.qualiiied
possible

M1 as 26.000 thuare fret of floor

II

Arlington Heights: Wiliam

sernbly l'Imt in Belvidere: and

and will live in college resiand puticipate in
dence

brick crueture in Elk Grove

de-

company's

E.

The observance of National Greenbrier. junior.
Palatine: Dale A. Blyth.
Engineers' Week will close

regular credits if the student
later mostly at ISU Or may be
fonwrded for consideration to
miver.
any other cone.

the

area are:

cluck:a visit to the 9rs8mi9c
facilities of Argonne National
babordshies: the MetroPhis
em Sanitary District of f ;rm.
r ChicangoneMmmt PM. in
Stickney: the FAA Air Traffic
Control Center near Aurora:
the Chrysler Automobile As-

up to ax semester hinds of

gram.

of

pan

centralization 1.0.6

0919, co.!,

More Man onmfourth of the
student body at 1 oiher COI.
lege. Decorah, Iowa. h. been
named to the dean's list for Inc
fall semester. Honor students
from the northwest suburban

!Montgomery Shops near Aur-

work in general education. according to Or. Theodore
Sends, associare dean and director
ISU honors pro-

Opening of the new facility

of the cithvention.

Convention

all parts of the free world.
The new ultra -modern. all -

ton Grove_

Luther College dean's list
includes area students

list of activities for the week.
The arsivitim will begin

airing Works in Omni;

warehouse operations in
Chicago and another in Mor-

will come early in March will
be to take specific proposals
for a lint reeding to the floor

stiMtional Convent:on in IIConstitutional

aiMn'slorageW.romr-paokiny Mao
and

THE NEXT steps which

helped establish the last Con-

Before the big afternoon
hearings, the village of Arline -

household goods mover: As
such they can provide door..
Moving service for
door
peopt relocaung to and from

moving

convention work week

MinerJuniorHighSchool010'

Indianapolis -based worldwide

dent.

is to be lengthened from threeto
four days. The nine standing

committees in charge of wrtl-

Acro Mayflower Trani( Co..

by Warren R. Welter. meal -

ring a new constilunon.
paThe

Hayes,

Cindy

14 -mar -old

the upper 10 per emu
of their clun. may register for
of

University. Normal 6171,1.

NOW
ONLY

TIME TO CLEAN. .

rn npring pattr, nnd

part, will there he someone else in my life?
What about my health? Will it get better or continue with those
strange symptom that even the doctors don't understand?

1

exhihitions throughout

the Chicago area :Ind taught at

climax

hours.

Elk Gros..
Village. it has limn announced
Park

nausea 01

and speed up the job of pre-

sity.

1/2 PRICE ON

Regular $8.95

material: will he modeled.

Week

the

The theme for National Engineers'Week Feh. 22 through
28 is "Environmental Design
for the 70k."
Western Electric Co. in
I have thought of leaving him many times, hut each time I
Rolling Meadows has selected
chickened out. Moss of our friends think we arc very happy.
m engineers' mtivity comWhat does my future tiold7Will westoy together or pan? If we do
mittee which has scheduled a

Dear Mr. Detouise,
My son own me thoumnds. Will I win the lawsuit against him?
I have been working in this one place for four years.] overheard
mm people plotting to do everything in their power to get me

2r, dB

have presented

Dear Mr. DeLouiss:
It seen I get norm and more depressed with my role each day.
MY husband makes a good salary end keeps my Mow children
and me very comfonable. Oh, yes. we have material thing, but
he end I are not happy. really. Actually 1 don't feel we've ever
really been happy in all our III years

Mrs V.. Mount Prospect

heir mendrernIng uartlu

scrim of eight ballroom dimet
lessons for 'The Spares at
the
Glenview Community
Church. 1000 Elm Sts Ellen view. beginning at 8 p.m. Friday. Felt 27. The lessons will
cost $10 per person and are
open In In
and single
non-members. Couples or individuals may enroll.
She Lowys, who have had
mas years' experience teach
onceancing.

ollns, started

ThemeCi,

Dank while he was in New

196/r.

Cranmer LandEcapino, Inc..

who work directly with stu-

on ?inch I at 3.30 p.m. at the

leaving for another three years.

at the

but

ing the bag 11130311 that continued for more than three

thrs area
Al four Lincoln wars
houses operate as agents of

WHOM u iEhoum an ['Dies

At the close of the weak of

The mote than 75 individuals from the northwest suburbs who spoke at the Arlington Hotel hearing, included

them standing, attended dur-

fun

Public hearings throughout
tee state. delengatas were anxious to retur to Springfield

on for the delegates.

t

durin, the wogs
tht cons

Betaua of thetr_idmi 1000
lion clOse Wall forms of Iron.
portals. they attract eorpo
rue skettroms who move Into

Mon of in fourth multi parsm.
MOE, tri the ( hecago
<caning of a new
anA with

official ConsCon site.

lington Heights gave a recep-

than 500 persons, many of

held

rector of salts for I mcoln

Lincoln Storam and Mov
mg Co hos begun full apes

are had only in Sonnkfuid

and Mn. John Woods of Ar-

Engineer's Week theme
in 'Environmental
design for the 70's'

yosi should beak away for your own good, bull don't see you

ton and the orchmtra in a rendition of the Dvivak Cello

Rd, invites the public to its
Spring Fashion Show in the

couple covers the mom of shop both evenings at
books :L. lectures.
the
Couples pm 'Mere is no charge

may enroll in
Drurse through Men clam-

Campus Life
mothers, guests

not
moody:

The Northwest Symphony
Orchestra wilt prams its third
concert of the current season

place,

each

as

Mew, of

shift bearings at the Arlington
Hotel. The evening before Mr.

In the hearing held before
member, of Con -Con's Local
Government Committee more(

Publi, inform was high at
Dear 1.A.:
1 feel you shouldn't continue seeing him. I feel ifs a waste of
your time, her I feel he hos some kind of emtrta over you. I feel

ton Hughls gar, a lunshson
for President Waiter and the
Ki Con -Con delegates who
came to conduct the double

in

Wednesday, Feb. I1.

vention to the people where it
Dear M r. OeLouise,
tied it's the only recourse. unless you can see nevi hope. Too lam i

They're off and running

Arlington Heights
uhere nro hearing were son
same

ic week of "taking the con.

The Spares meet on the second

Cmk and Lake counties.

Bs Richard Crabb

Page 7

Lincoln storage opens
$350,000 warehouse

Northwest suburbs provide
climax to Con -Con hearings

Tomorrow
Is Today

with Glen. Eamon Wm R

Vol Kampen sstlI
Ralph
present a tRoOreled talk on
Treasury Guernnteed
US
I Income at a meeting of The
Spares Sunday Feb 22 et

n 1.1110 poses under the shoe

chairman

Con -Con diary

Guaranteed Income Spares topic

benefits 9 charities

THE DAY
Thursday February 19 1070

BARBERO
ASTI

SPUMANTI
ND DEP0511

FROM OUR WONDERLAND OF ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS

Lodge Bottle

FRESCA

298

or

COMES A COLOR PARADE OF GLORIOUS, LIFELIKE

5

Spring Tulips and King Alfred Daffodils
III

ALL CREATED TO ADD A "BREATH OF EARLY SPRING"
TO YOUR HOME DECORI.

1/3 OFF OUR
ENTIRE STOCK OF

MASSIVE 11' x 48- MUSKIN

Special...During Feb. Only
LET US CLEAN

OUTERWEAR SWEATERS

RAINWEAR
LONG SLEEVE SPORT AND

''e

II

EXTRA UPRIGHTS FOR AOOPo STRENGT
PLUS BIG 6. TOP SEATS

Complete Package
includes

AT A SAVINGS NOW OF -

and

1507 RAND ROAD

f,*
11 'Pl; 0

1111Iff

Ve.h.p. FILTER
4 -Ft. LADDER

$ 1 9995

PROSPECT HEIGHTS CL 5-6174\
7N. Elmhurst Rd.
STORES
TO
- SERVE

Mt. PROSPECT

20 1 enr,...1, I hoi e

(Cr. 83 AAUP:mold lich.

CL 5-4600

662E. Northwest Hwy.

Norrhut. Snloorhoo nmilter

Olga
fun with
Happenhe Bally!

OLD

16 oz. holies

St. CROIX
Imported

FORD

likes

1rir11(10

00

Y..... HIM
a

ii!

bra

eirk" pthollr

barkeap-

wring.

Elf He'll probably

how about it-when can I pick up the cosh?
And he says that was o great old song they
NR played. All this time you thought he had

o hearing aid-and It really a transistor

radio with an ear plug. So now who do you
turn to for help? Come to us. We won't tune
offices coasts.
He's a kindly sort. Really looks interested in you out. Wi th more than 500
listen
to
(ond
helot
a
lot of people,
what you're saying. He's nodding his head. coast we
Need
money?
That's
what
we're
here for.
Smiling. Even humming. Finally you say

tune you out.

lake advantage of this
PRESEASON ONLY

Swimming Pool Package.

Use Dr lay Away Plan if you wish.

WEBBER PAINT CO.

EASTER DECORATIONS

11 N. Arlington TVA Road

214 N. Denton ArRngton
also at 135 Vine, Park Ridge
diis l n sae.

IWO

299

Ordit Edhead DM/Wm Temrememaltslar tulgleikla Rarrowers

J. T. S.
BROWN
Kentucky Siroight
Bourbon Whiskey
86 Proof

there's talk boot Me
Storer... AND IT'S

10111110.... -

ALE TRUE(

ARLINGTON HTS.

Pik
LIM*

1507 RAND ROAD
CASH AND CARRY SPEdIALE:

S fth

The Saving Is Yours!

Inw paces at Fornoes liquor

sthommaximmeDlosamlim.

Heights' CL 3-5338

RUM

289
filth

See Commercial Credit&
Phone, CL 9.3151

CL-

Straight
Bourbon Whiskey
86 Proof

Loons up to $5,000

Serving Om Community for 45 non

o!?;,

PEBBLE

front the Mimi Douse Collee
fabric
lake-.

CoKe

Quart,

Wall -Tex is

It's

COCA
COLA

6 - 7.5c

(Compare to Moo value)

We Are Now Showing Our Complete Line Of

YOUI

on amnia

SWIMMING POOL

WITH

POOL

? REMOVAL& REHANGING AT YOUR OPTION

.5 YOUR

10c

f CRISPNESS OF TOUR DRAPES

Cet here us holes you can For super
savings on the elutldng you want mod,
Not every style in every size and color

Dr OM, MOON°. MAIL. use

Creations at

AND RENEW THE

* DRAPERY CLEANING SPECIALISTS
* FEATURING DECORATOR FOLD (DRAPES READY TO HANG)

V0447#ale

I

Ewh

KNIT SHIRTS

DES PLAINES

galena V eer

0.0

/98
sa Fhb

119

STORMS

ARLINGTON HIS,
1307 RAND ROAD

CHICA.
CKaO

A0015011
SORMAII0
SOINSTPAkk
MillitOSE PAM/

Mid-Suburban's gymnast
squads in conference Sat.

Demons whip Gren, Cowboy tracksters
AI Eck % Maine East indoor
treat tam heisted anMilar con

and ran op a teern total of 79

George Frayn led the Blue

pima wlule Nov Trier could

and White home as ho Covered

Inita.. from boo Tncr West

only manage 36 and Elk Groat

the DE) longest ram in a time

and Elk Gross,uslsrdatm the

!Mad but 13

saw, m mod ir of thr as
for the Damon,

led as an the

him tlans tam allow M ma.
long snd ol ths

OM 00
SOWS

Eck's

captured

tracksters

nine of the 13 events run in
their Park Ridge fieldhouse.

Lured ten id the roes I I points
by finishing one. two. three for
the home crowd.

pal up a meonel an Ohs high

the solid ssortng cushion

with a 29 point total after the
fininh competition.

11111 OLSEN Lammed Ds

mon domm etas in the

1010

with anMhet Malik limn and
then the home teams..g the
last live events in victorious

Don 5 named all -conference
Sillsiltiall Catholic
The
Hasketkill league has just anmammal ha 106,1970 all

mans and Ma

Notre

School

High

Dame

Notre

playm, Kevin Kachan. Gabe

Reck. and By.

Eaton. loan

on King Were among the 12
1100 010,01 10 the first team.
RUH 110111. the filth ND

norm. was chins, honorable

Conning Montini

Sochi. Montini

Sr.

Ignite mentor. was pleamatly

Shand:0. Bent
Annerino. st. Francis

wurrued with the Mein, of

Blaz, Channel

four of his charge,. and RIM
special note of the fact that

Eaton. No, Dame

RALPH IIINGER. Notre

neser Mime NM any 10a0

1

men on Suburban

landed fo
Liu

Catholic honor lisis. "It is almost impossible ao go live

men from tem. team in the
group." Ringer in
dicated he Mk the voting was
whoa

as Mir as any such selection
could he. ho that Pohl win the
email of many other firm team
chomp.

/linger,

IlssiSIO111.

SO1111

coach Anthony Kawle put the
problem more dirmtls
-If 90 Pohl, plaYed for anY
other team in the conference.

he would have awk it." Ka.
role mid.

le Mincer', n ands." IN, is

P

Jackson. Marion Can:

mention.

iR Ts

Page 8

Don
this

wrestler

Stumpf tea s chosen
week's Athlete of the Weasek for
Ids 23.0 pertbrammee Oda se
pletopped off by his cham-

nship Mooing at the Dktriconees t Maine Slallh. Don

first seed. Don Ilion am. on to
pm Bill Flenrickson oI St. Via 2.14, niimer in the liro
or

round. in the wonals. and
stick lad DeLuca of Horsey

IN, IRS 14

pins to his

Stumpf aeon the District tits
the Cards and placed fourth in
Mat missing
the
dooms:ate_ Last
chance to
season Doti look a third in the
l/istrict. lining out on a
chunce co ma at the Sectionals.

1/10 has hem an MIAMI. pick
ior the three was he has...
nod anrots. 'Nan has racked up

The eyes of :111 area gymnas-

tic, enthusiasts will bc lammed

on the Arlinmon High School
gymnasium tonight. ohere the
undefeated Cardinals take on
the undefeated Hersey linskic, ill what is gasily the most
important now in the Mid-

the stom ol
Don's success this iwson. Ho
Dmlication

is

year)
much strength 01111 1 Was over-

Suhurhan League this 1.011.

Other men tonight include
Wheeling at Pnopeis. Fremd
at Elk Grove. Forest View al
Glenhard Nonh and Conant

BUT THE hag one is most
certainly at Arlington. where
into Numthe winner will
met at
day's confine.
Wheeling in lirst plam.

at Palatine 10 help unscramble

There is little doubt di.

the not of the league stand -

how much this meet cash. Dan
Hersey nml it% line mach. Don

wrestling beginning
smenth
yea. modest Stamm(

grade.

in

mid. -Richard Wilke if Nihau
Junior High School gm ;Mike

John Bnidnan of Arlington

ship.

weekend's work in leading Ar.
lingion lo the NISI. champion.

i

of winning state Don
,destly commented.

would like ]abeamonstate of
course. the a
of all wresder, is to ana downstate."
Ikan, lavorite ,1111Jeela an: all
Sileial Seiellefs. and of
ourse girls. He is a member of

Ihe

as

whin

mai

mound mite. Of course.] real-

g squad with

down to Normal.
think
has a Mimi Sectional and itossilds the
to

anal

ly won't know until we do p,

Don Stumpf

Lincoln met East Nlaine in
its lam scheduled home game

most machahle boys

of the season. Both Lincoln',

EOM klaine it wig, Bob Fearer.

in the A.At' meta. In eighth
grade I son the AAU. Fresh.

ewe

grade

George Kaufman. Nlark Bak.

man year

lost name on the

I

fnohnim level al 133. Soph.
more year WilS 10.5.11 and
1

was 10.4-1, all on

have

I

By Jim Nicodem

seventh

-Ile Oil,
attention and is a
0
well-rounded wrestler. Ile can
wank well oith tbe lens as well
as with the upper region of the

ore

mach Ain
expect
'1111k

high

Don attendee a wrestling Min-

neither coati, Cm, or Don

ic at Arlington taught by Mrmm Card mentor Willie 610lore. Don said. "Nlr. Nleyers
and Sir. Collie really helped
me a lot in perfecting my
mom. 1 hey taught me dedi-

himself will admit it. Arling.
on has a shot at crowning a

DURING JUNIOR

catkin.

nrote champ this year in mes-

LIM,
Athlete
Also mminated
cif the Week were the Homy
MakeMall team fur ik win

eighth

game. 71h grade
Gustafson said,

"We heat them heMrc and we

"Don is just very dedicated
to wrestling and has great
pride in himself.- Although

I

and

MaBefnn werethe ictorious.

body.

last pier
varsity."

nedit.
RF.PORTS
that his entire squad is healthy

and ready

10

go. The only

changes
TOM Li the Card lineup will
Ile
!knife and Mike Imam
on

the trampoline and Bind

Prochaska fore. Jeff McGuire

don't see any prohlein

and Immo. and on the side
horse will he Boylan. Brat
chaska. Pat Brouswau
harry IllOSS1110.

a

with Gary' in any event Ma the
rings where he's going la do c

The high kw team will he
Boylan. (gem. Temko end

somewhat watered down mg

11011 Wilson. On 1hr 1111111,-

aim." said Von Ehers. "Boa
his routine on thetot
shorse

hutd Kill he Sitam. Von Ebers
and Kim Moon_

that

improved.

IFAIKO. WIUMN

and

Boylan will compete 011 lie
Naialicl hers. while Boylan
Wilson. Brian Pascale and

Tom Kennedy rill M entered
on the rings.
commena
WitIllanne's
about the line meet points out
.area hew good these two icann

mined three all-around 01111nue of
1010010. The aanw
lance hoyett. who will com
,. in three events tonight.
lhe Hersey lineup then will
nomist of Mark Hop/0. FarriS.

are in the s,rt. He said. "The
team Mai lines will still M csmIkm, the winner will he mi.

Morava and Ron Rebmann in
In, free exercise: Mora.. l'ar.
in, Ed Ilembd and Kyle Wool.
Midge on the side horse: Mo-

start. out Mr the entire week

on

the

high Mar tonight ve rsu s Wheel ing though. The rings team es
slowed considerably In the

llo

ill going on meta week. now Lind

mimed glondin h graliOe. Ile

will comp. tonight hut

Nouthove,

Suburban

all 10 relays.

.

YN1CA hoy's swim team .got

The Northwest team me.

be& on II* winning track by

B.R. Ryall at homeSaturday It

s w a m p i n g South Chicago
YhICA. 272-95. at South Chicago Saturday.

T b Northwest boys,

coached by John Eliot and as
Our.: Heutkr. WOO 35
M Ihe 41 events. Included in
the 30 wins. were victories in

gular of the young

tranapoline.

Klehr on the parallel

pewits.
the flu bug has 111.1111 unkind
OrylSpeel ahis wswk with two

of school and Olt, mhos
missing m least a day af side
100e.
Hardest hit were side
horseman Jim Wilcox' and
ringman Don Liston. both jam-

ion Roth are good for 6.5.

weak

to beat them again."
optimistic outlook was

shared by the Mk grade players
watching the seventh grade

team during wann-um.
Eighth grade forward. Lar-

ry Monroe sank "I think the
lth graders are doing great,
Ma

rd like to sec them [he

tougher competitkm.
e
/amend] graders are undefeated
for the year.

Cary Ruske and 'lorry.
glelinmr.

et.

The first

basket

game 39

,artei
seconds into the
by Baler For East klaine. This
WilS

1111111001

by

Li

Mud.

swishes later, the period ended
with Lincoln on top. 38125.

John Valentino 04111 feel
well pienta
and ('deb
know what to expect
from him ioniglu although he
is planning on starting Ens
Filling in tOrlighl Will In

Ihtve (Yoppo on side Deno
for Wilcos and John 0.011M1
for Liston on rings. Mike lo.
ran :a ill he

19.114hmdng Mc all-

around job Mr

(DOERS IN tonight'. line
up 1,10 Prospect will be Kurt
Hendershot. Jay Mama mat
01111 111e) ill five csercim
and trampoline: Wold. 11111
1.1117. anal Stem N111111 011 high

hat, I Cowardope Ken Bake,
Co
Ikek on ,ide

horse: Rich Valentino. Ste,
Klingaman and Peae Klein oil

parallel Isar, and "Ariel. IN soaski and ham Valentino oil
ring,

har Wheelam, bulb, dill
mid

long

a

ocason

appointment. Alter

of di,

shing

well holm sum two sears m,
Wheeling
I going Joonhill lau yam: and fell to a onethi, awn Imati
ain
011111 Ulenhard North

Me half with the score 16.16.

Lincoln got off to a good
the third quarter and
before you could my Steve
Spitin

Spielman.

he

had

already

scored a basket. Before long,
1 ille0111 fans found the more

fretmanufacture

it into a basket.

t score came on a
Lincoln's
Jack Keyser.
free throw
A minute later,
for Keyser had
free throw
another di
and

Will

he made it good, pug

4 p.m. It will he the last dual
meet before the Feb. 28 Dis.
trig Preliminaries al George
Williams College.
FIRST PLACE. WINNERS
CADS: f:

80 -yard

medley

r e I a y -Funk. Stark. NI ate.
Koester; Rgyard freestyle.
.Behnke; 20 -yard butterfly-Minn;
40.yard
ireestyle-Behnke; 10 -yard backstroke.
-Funk; 20 -yard breaststroke.
-Stark: 80.yard frecayle relay.
Mate.
-Koester,
Funk,
Behnke.

MIDGETt 160 -yard med-

160.yard individ-

Ceisler.

Gruensvald; 40 -yard freestyle-

-Freeman,

Jump. Eliot; 80-yurd individsal medley-WM Eliot and

-Newcomer: BO -yard individ.
ual medley -Takata, 40 -yard
40 -yard
butterfly -Carstens,

sal medley -Saner, 111 -yard
100 -yard
butterfly -Porter;

Iey

rclay--Gran,

Newcomer. 40 -yard butterflydump; 40 -yard backstroke.
Gran; 160 -yard fret:Style re Welsch,
I a y-Newoomer,
Eliot, Doehler.

backstrokm-Sehnert, 100 -yard
160breaststroke -Buses 160.yard breaststroke -Peterson;
frmatyle relay -Busse, Takata, a yard freestyle relsy-Porter,
Sehnert, Arhart, Freeman.
Gruenwald, Newcomer.

JUNIOR: 1613 -yard medley

PREP: 160.yard medley re.
lay -Takata. BUMe. CeNtent

relay-Larsen, Mention. PorArhart; 40 -yard &acetyl.

INTERMEDIATE:
Ii
yard medley relay-Fitaim.
moos, Kopko, Tull, Farmer;

since a

see,011

oach tow Hughes'

bal.

ow, are coming olf their hest
Mooing id the season.

112.86 against Addis, Trail

Forest Von

Simmlay.

ci the
1001 nark since itaid.J:inuary

has been 0111,i,1111111,

and should haw little !nudge
ith i alenbmal Ninth.

II 11G TIES'

LINEUP

will

Soh Om -

Iidh1

belie

ghin;1. Dick Martin, NO1-111 01111111 Ktin Buckholi in ihc
11

Belgium, Olsen.
Ilnice
N'.m1a1isercise
.11111

Ileac

Pier:. on the side 10001 M
und. Oken
hod and Jeff Brown
:,,at
the
bar; Ber:and Don
g Mal. /dike

',My

011

the trampoline: Bon

ghoul. Olsen. !dike Sullivan
Joe Conran on Mg Non1101

ins. and Moo

Hoglund
and 1 /ben on the rims.

Elk snow relmainded Is
in olds 190,1 110010h ati thy sa11,11. 1,nu,
Manion and

1101hey and A I -a

112

against

Wheeling. to spire an impn-s.
%Mc 128 agamm Palatine last

nek. 1 he (hen:Oleo made
fine shoomg onh,m

tops. Be

Prospect ma, says that Al

feated recurdg but that will be
settled tonight as the Inc men

Mil.. Neal DorAy and Bill

in head to head competition

al, be fighting for the lop

Brown is spoiling for a high
einem the high bar and Mike
Conte b a definite contender

for the dual meet title.

11101% among the nrwlves.

un

The rings look to he one
piece whom there will be pkn.
ty of competition for every go -

though he fell offConteect a
few weeks ago.nt mill

Mon. Elk Grove's gamy Fernandez has to he favored on
the strength of hi% 9.0.plus
scores and his Lecond.in.the
state performance of last

Knights.

MEET

point system vshere the
fiot-place gymnast will receive
minis, second will ,t
nine. third will get eighl.
fourth will get seven. fifth will
get six and so on down to Ilkh
plam earning one point fur the
team.
Ramey
Bracy

svin the meet. hut some feel

gof Elk Grave will pug, -

sowski could more
himithy as could

well

e, whose mom this year

Isis The Huskies have such
dmth that there A little differ

rank him among the hem in the

between their

ARLINGION'S JUNIOR
com,tition. and Chew says
'rerry
Baldoechi and Palatine's Jim
Yaeger :and Pete Rottoff and
Conant hm a good scorer in

MA inn fin

rhe high bar is another
event which Chew figure,

should go the Knights' way fin

fint. "Ron Wold should haw
the inside edge with Oluan of
Elk (nom Morava of Hersey.
ion
Annfield of Conant and
Bob Berglund of Forest View

Forest

all looking good Ms" Chew

View is 44 and in fifth place.

listed Palatine's John Com,
ion as a good het to place also.

unight.

have no trouble anaining a 5-1
maPk.

Prospect coach Rich Clamt
who hoots the state meet next
month. says 1 think Heney
the team fil heat in the confer-.

ence mem They've

h

the
theinselves iluoughout
year." But. he says. he'd 1110101
COMO Atlillg1011 0111 of the
running. 'Arlington Inis the

MD shot at Hersey. Ina I
wouldn't be surprised if Elk
Grove won."
Chew says it's dillicut
the
peck who will do who]

ofthe" that bosh from any 0110

of the mann could place well.

Arlington's
CIIEW
Sony TOO Elmo, and Hersey,

Gary Morava as the 11101 10
twai in free exercise. althmgh
he Ays Von Ehers (last year's
definite
state champion knit definite

advantage Saturday. TresCar dine

report no i.urie or
health problems and Mc lineup

Birthday

will am change from tonight

totSauday. Pros,. will use
Ms two all-around., Weld
Hopefully,.
Don Liston
will be al full strength after
Klingaman.

and

Jim Wilcox
anissing

tonight's n.t with

figure to use about the same
lineup they do tonight.

HOTTEST VALUE AROUNQ!

Thursday,

RADIO

February 19.
19311

2 Diode

$2 22

Girls swamp foes
The

Miburban

N11111,, ,t

Y1ICA
swim team had
an easy time of it' n winning a
dual; mem from mit-manned

SoutftyChica, YMCA, 27550.

'fhe Northwest girls set hey.
oral new records. Cindy Any
310. in the 50.11mantyle
and 34.2 in the 50-Mitterib,
the midget 21111.1mestyle relay

I've smaa him do. M's got to he

FIRST PLACE WINNERS

time of 114 and Ise Doehlerg
1:1133

in

0111-fromyle

the

were all new records.

the lavorne. Hut hes got two

MM.
hmaststroke-Gafrick;
yard
fresatyle relay -Gran.
Lamm. Grunweld, Antonik.

PREPS: 200 -yard medley re-

Basinger. 511 -yard breaststroke
-Gabler: 2011.yard freestyle

JUNIOR& 200 -yard medrelay -Burns. 11itmit,

Icy

mns. Gabler. Takata; 2001
relay-Nfoloney, Takata. 18r -

Geister: 200-yanl individual

s en . %Vheeleri
freestyle -Wheeler:

medley and 1110.Y and breast.
breast.
511-pant free-

wl, Palatine, Common. per.
View's Berglund and per.
haps Pump., Stew Kling:]
man or Pole Klein.
The all Morava should See

Herseps Morava taking his

oe of the

Gary

,al

leaall-aroundem

inhale 11111e.

despite an injury alai,

25 -yard
25 -yard

for a while. The Huskies defito
on
nitely Move 'a
the all-around market withjun.

ior Jeff Farris placing among
the hest in the state also. Boyett

will he the third Iltaskie di

freestyle.

11X1-1'0rd

butterfly -Halvorsen; 50.yard
freestyleLarsen:

style -Gabler;

hmkstrok,Eggern

b.kstroke.Bminger: 200.

25-ya

MO breaststroke -Takata;
yard freestyle relay-Halvon

sem Wheeler, Moloney. Larsen.

100 -yard hut.
tertly-Anderson: 311 -yard

freestyle relay -gums.
Fitssimmom. (Mister. Gabler.

yard

INTERMEJHATES:
yard

has

kept him out of 1111110 events

bard and

MaiS: 20.0 -yard meal My relay -Gran. Larsen. Di

&mina,

Hemphill;

freestyle

and

511 -yard

511 -yard

hut -

frootylc-Ivison:

3 -Way Speakers

$374.95
Value

$20222

$22222

NOW
ONLY

(less Cabinet)

2110 -

ul

100 -yard
100 -yard

hackstroke-Ciabler:

lire.utroke-Dahom
yard

has

AWED 40 Wott Receiver
GARRARD Stereo Changer x Bose
GOODMAN Acoustic Suspension

relay -Gabler.

medley

;1011 y-Antonik: Individual
51Y aid
51kvard

14" COLOR TV

STEREO SYSTEM

Dalton. Hale. Iviann; 50.yard
100 -yard
freestyle-Gekle

medic

ram:

SUPER VALUE,

SAVE $152.73

Cunningham.

relay -Evans.
Mate Duchies

er times." Chew added. Moll
Lance BoNu-

4

Cunningham; 50.yard and
freestyle-Dwahler,
1011.yard
100 -yard individual medley. Maw: 50 -yard backstroke. -

CADETS< 1110 -yard medley

for H.

COMPARES TO $5.95!

lay -Basinger. Takem 6"bkr.

outies. one when 1110
feels maxi and one Mr the oth-

n

SALE

v`ct\c::99e6

the fiu. 'The rest of the Ma.

5 TRANSISTOR

"If there% one weak event
in the conference or even in
the state. Ihiltigh." Chew said.
it's the parallel bars.
hit, like
0111
Mini

mes individually, though. as
:hoer ninference is loaded with

71ashinton's

Page 9

Doyle Bartley.

A? record which will probably
nuance
3-2 tonight. Planned is fourth at 5-3, and night.
Whmling tonightt
against
Glenbard
winless
the 1,Iconx should

club in the state if not in the

Q UL IAMNITTEITDIIE S

Ereandg

teas in the standings with a

N1ceting

Arlington's
Tom
Walthouse. coach of the most successful schnolhoy gymnastics

r"-\

SOME

(Meg Datillo will provide some

the mints than
Mere would he in the

shield end up 6-3.

the

ARLINGTON WILL use
Bob Wilson, Steve Brogdan
and Boylan in the all-around
in an :men, to offset Hersey's

Still,

event and there is more difference be

versus

February 19 - 22 de -

pionship.

John Valentino, hut bath have

Me point system may,

first three or
or four men in an

6.25

a

THURSDAY THRU
SUNDAY SALE!

if

weaken the Huskie bid just a

en. in

earned

Even

miter could lead to second

SAVE NOW IN OUR BIG

March. Prospect, Mike 0,-

Men ill this week. 'rem Her yy comes meady Craig Sal -

that

trampe.

Me

may head Ms dual standings
but one slip from on, top sorn

200 -

fro:style inlay -Dalton,
Gelder. Geisler, Ivison.

111111

high No 11011 Date liNellS1111.

halls

tOACII FREI, ii1100 Of
Lb 000e IOU 100 I 1110-1Ie

Hill IllNone

klallus and Doll Rainer in free

g , lloh Knight. Med woe,
and Jeff iilbeit on side horse:

After forward Larry !donna: for Liras, finished sinking too from the fmg throw
ended.
1110,

qu

SECONI)

quarter

Maine. hut Lincoln
ck I
took over and

kronlorst put one through the
net fin 2 points. he .morc at
the end of the first half ma, in
Lincoln's favor, 30.27. A1111
that's the war the rest ol the

game went. with Lincoln on
mono The final busier ended the
contest 611-11. Lineoln the

WilIllef.

ter

y-Fermen , 100 -yard
frcestyle-Schwarting;
1181.
yard hackstrolte-Tulk 100.
breaststroke -Smoker.

6 0 -yard
fro -style
nilay4Copke. Smoker.
Farmer.

Philbin.

Derr

Hashach, Pal
Barton. C

Brodnan, A

G

EG EGA

72

/17

12
12

65
166
79

198

/01

79

2

04
64

211

62

43

63

5.4
4.8
LO

61

411

64

3.7

11

33

57

1.6

46

34

57

15

14

211

2.3

Footnote, H

2

73

hig and Nand !Rimy on the

Wright. GBN

2

trampoline, lamb. Benny and
11111 SlellOiell on the parallel

A1111600. GBN
H

2

62
62
62
65

simmla should he on for dm in.
teroownship rivalry which
Melee an er diming football
SS SOIL

'The

vi sating Cougar, will

ham loin Rambo as the allmiseld and 1)oyle Bartley the
leading modidual men. Ar.
mlield pull together a nice

high Mr rout, while also
leading on marallel km. Bar.
lee' excels 011 the till, and is

tine Mike Buckley
goes in the free exercise and
goo

trampoline with Steve Gard.
nor In free Ps tnimp mid paral101

her eve,. Mike Sinn

aell on Me tramp with
Bob hingwirth and Todd MillFOR '111E PIRATES, all.
animater Tom Schergem leads
thee- 11. Jim Yeamr and Phle

67
12

Hesch, EG

Meier. FV

12

49

Pinder, F.G
Mundele. A
01100. FV

12

53

12

47
56

11

62
1117

Bauer. FV

43

K leek, Arl.

0

42

Shen% FV
Algaier, Pak

2

78
74
69

Spry, 11

I

fig

5

7

68
67

3

63
62

4

61

3

5.1

7

60

2

57
57

9
9

5.0
4.8
4.8
4.7

911

47

03

1011

19

30

17

23

23
33
33

31

43

24

411

0.3

20

43
32

9.2
7.7
7.7
7.7

44
130
93
07
127

70

2

38

41

16

2

36
39

92
NI
78

20
14

13

37
38

30
20
47

0.1
9.3

II

Kline, Pr.
Meier, FV

11

Meissner. Pr

11.9

117

69

05

Brodnan, Ark
Sodini, GBN

00

Sehnert, Pal.

92
92
92
83
82

21

23
23
35

6.8
6.7
6.7
6.6

15

32

6.6,

79

91

16

25

71

24
27

55

6.3
6.2
7.4

76
74
67

7

23
19

5.1
6.1

61

13

32

5.2

56
56

2
2

34

109'

13

31

64

18

2

29

69

73.

are the Pirate free ex men with

Sodini. GBN
Durso, H

9

20

42

2

5Ales. Pr

O

27
20

Hopkins, EG
Losch, EG
Boyer, EG
Powell, H
Whiteford, C

I

22

87
38
67

tine.

2

6.8
7.0
6.2
6.3
6.2
5.7
5.6
5.2
5.2

Hull, Arl.

35

Rush. Pr

low do the bouncing fur Pala-

7.11

9
6

44

40

I,. Kell Cox and Paul Mallow

Cox. Dave Chance and Mal-

2

81

2.0

2

Pill. W

41

23
2

2

0.1

2_1

4

17

26

2

85

2

17

30

2

5

48
45

511

IX

112

46

2

90
89

20

2

36

6

2

Landman. Pr.
Lloyd, C
Kawell. W
Crabtree. CON

4.7
0.8

Shevell. FV
Groot, W
Crabtree, GBN
Meissner. Pr

20
52

10

5

91

0.2

53

It

2

92

I

ILO
7.7
8.3
'7.5
7.4
7.1

Wickersham. Fr.
Harlon. C
Bauer, FV
Barthule, W

24

02

37
38

2

/.3
2.2

78

52
45

2

82

96

27
24
22

50

47
42

I

2
2

27

10

2

9

4

1.6

12

2

2

8.0
8.7
8.3

0.6

51

oloenik. Fr
Lundstcdt. Pr
White, Pr
MacDonuld. C
Hague. Fr
Huh. A
Ristau, EG
Wickershung Fr
Pooling GBN
Pitt. W
Barthulc. W

12.3

3

2
2
2

27
NI

91

II

23

15

38

MSehnert. Pal.

123
106
104
100

711

12

2
2

11.1

U

411

Gmre. Fr
Lloyd, ('
Kieck. A

8

17.2

15

1.0
1.7

Jacoby,

tonight's iiarallel hor men arc
Al Gillette and Mallow.

11

al
64

26

133

66

with Steve Ilaminds illSO WIW-

har ifs Bob Weber, Gene Shel.
don and John Compton. while

164

7N

Flesch, EG
Pinder. Fad
Mandelc. Ad.
Genre, Fr.
Wood. W

2117

37

Kline, Pr
Heffernan. A

working the horse. On high

72

224
223
86

long, FV
Wright, GIN

2
2

145
109
142

gotthof work the rings well

Bruce Nedra and 13 Huitt

237

54
40
54

24
67

tonight won't he a bottle for
the lint division, hot both

9S

87

M

12

91

Hashach, Pal.
Hague. Fr.

8.6
6.9

202

Alpicr. Pal

Minerals H

241

91

166

84

Kawell. W
Long, FV

246

20.1

75

85

2

2
2

211.5

104

51

42

O

21

70

12
14

2

20

70

15

6

14

40

18

24
29

2

19

47

8

19

21

5.6
4.6
7.7
3.8

81
SO

79

61

55

46
46

Hopkins. EG
Durso, H
Anastasi.CiON
Linalstrom. H
Kolee. Fr.
&dm. Pr
Rucker, Pr,
Rush, Pr.
Panting, GBN
,
Feige, H

Irian, C
Hanks, Fr,
Heffernan, Arl,
Brandi, C
MacDonald, C

2

2
s

Olson

0
9

5

10

56

9
14

2

55
55
55

2

54

2

53

8
10

9

SU

9

0

0

10

2

49

7

4.9
4.0

6
7

42
19

ID
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10

16

6

17

9
5

31

39
27
24

6
6
7
10
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SAVE $40.73
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NOW $1 0222
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a
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110

54
55

2

Rucker. Er
Wood. W

1

FrA AVG

10

Kelm. Fr

er on side horse.

200.yard
fremyle-Smoker;
50 -yard freestyle-Schwarting:
I60.yard individual medley.
.Schwarting; 11.10 -yard hut -

yard

Ifielliion. Dole Wallets and
Iknny In:mantic, In the free
01010, Wayne Olson, David
Saloita and Benny nu the side
hone: Swenson. Iknny and
lately bernande, on the hori
tomil lam; AI Minos. Bill Hel-

around man with Tiro An

started with the tip going to

TOP 50 REDO ENDERS

TOP 50 SCORERS

Jack Maimed:1111,m the rings.
Tim PalatineCamain test

ting Lincoln within a maim 111
East Maine.

NOD-N1-11110AN LEA, E

MID -SUBURBAN [EAGLE

roam, tonight against

1010

Mrs and Itonny. Mandy and

,Tugs time we won't he so
merciful."

East klaine got the tip to
start the game and quickly

DamesNreon on the high bar.
recent bout with the
Ms If lics, healthy; he should
give a fine account Froin For.
Vim/ comes word Mat Jeff

efit a team such as Elk Grove
or Prospect. which figure on
first -place flashes by top men
o their nom scoring power.
ELK GRINK in third

WHEELING 411.1. plait,
MN he going unit Steve 11011

llic hall swished the net as

evidently hoard.

.sllmiti,

Li

l

Fast

mid

Yoar and was ,ncond in the
suite meet lest year. Peaking
gat right, Jay seined a Y. last
Saturday. After Bensen, the

scores. The system should ben-

Forest View 0111 he trsing
For
to ma 1110 w raps on fifth Mace

Fernandez from Grove.

dual 1111301 standings munt half

10 hate

victory O 11111,1,1 them at 5.4.

them (East 'dui.) before by

gym

0'

72

were

the

111C

and both Benny and

ELK GROVE coach Fled

one of only

fill011 Iheis NISI seas, with

line. Me score WM 1 1-1 3. and
that's the Way the first simmer

It14-14

the Want sounded to end

put the Railsplitturs within One

About one minute and two

III

Ninth. The 10101110 0111 111,0

EIGIITII grade team
seemed to catch the seventh
graders' spirit. Before the start
of the 811, grade game. Lincoln's eighth grade mach.
Don Vondran. said. "We bent

coln finally fine it up
But East Maine didn't let t
last. With onc semmd left in
the firsi halb East Maine was
mt in front 16-10.
Shouts of "Shoot. shootr

took advantage of the situmion

AL BLACK came up with
the first Lincoln basket and

ram, 3433

was in East !sta.'s favor. 8.-6.
Late in the smond half. Lincoln fails went wild when Lin-

charged against Lincolns A2
center, Withey. loot Stehle

and quickly made the smre

their

11,0

Nob

the

sance

hare

in

,01,011

while Pnaspect
tile
Pao imam,

Lae meet si Sob
Trier-Nilo. North
mated only a
unlay when

Mathis and Rainer on bight
mimd both tonight and if they
bar. liolthans. Rainer an
don't return for the confer. John Fisher oil trammline:
ence moat on Saturday.
hue :mil Mathis on parallel
and
RAM:ad &or.
Mathis and Rick licig on
RON MILO will not so
the all-around man as he was ring,. Skalds is the all-around

was

Ibis

in tonight-, meet al climb:aid

mile. or better SCOM and will tw

point of bast Maine 1. core
01 the end of the lb, quarter

er wing in Me live's.
I he Walicai'. highest score

man

place or worse for the whole
team. Walthouse has 0 lot at
stake in Saturday's test as his
mare is s.smsfully defending
its state and *intern= cham-

Gail...van. to overlook his

is
the
favorite
the league's coaches to

Ints

Northwest Suburban's boys whip S. Chicago tankers, 272-65
Ile

terdas for Maine

on Oponski has fiend

Lincoln takes two from East Maine

ting. Dam is a Measure to
work with and is one of the

Carl Arnica's, lion admitted.

toll.

Morava, Boyett,
Craig Sjogren and Neil Ovesky
on the rings.
While the Huskies havh

albs onach plodding. "In seventh grade I won the VI
tournament and placed third

and

ma

011101 up 57 suaight dital meet
wins and has IWO consecutive
state chananionshim to its

Menlo, Steve Von F.Imrs

bars: and

Alec slni tin, Mimi, tor Lin was Sig, Spielman, Dave
s. Alan Illmk, Paul Wit nay and John 0111 :en. For

1111-01111S-iellee

nom

raw in the all-around hallowno his period of partial earth,
ipadon due to a shoulder in-

odd

like to ho. All
of the kids look up to him. Ile

are
present], caaining
pt the ('1014wrestlin

has

In the free exercisc for An
1(0,. will he John Boylan,
lnmon

brava. Boy.. Farris and

,

Walthouse, crew

on the side horse.

miser

other

all

par him to compete on the

boost tonight with the 01 11011
of the long.dormant Gary N10-

Convelli on the high ban M.
rave. Doug Hard and John

this mar. mid. "Don

exemplifies
wrestlers

victory ovr

Boy.. Farris and Dm

Arlin,

NISI.

OM Wednesday. Claw dms ex -

their aecand year of ea i ,,,,,,,,
winnamand
ing has become a realtyaArlington. Tom

been

entered in bur of thehaul
six plums
to gm ready for the
permoot where each team

WHEN ASKED ahout his

1110 COOS 10

from

JEFF' FARRIS, who has
been filling in for Morava in
he all-around. will again he

earecr.

of 23 matches
has 14 pins a
Ill far. mil I have nos seen 1110that
111illg nuach hotter ben

Wch,

Gary 5reari 91,10. for his 10-0101 knit
li eI . the Demons captured their second tri

built up a fine record in only

Clenbrook Nonh.
And Hersey will get another

vastly

ago.

is

everything

said

should even it om.-

defense of the Redhird undefeated jayvee squad two snars

chanc

hers "invaded" their practice
floor and gill up large signs in
bright orange. Hersey's color.

non -conference

left knee. not minim to jeo,
wrestling

lam Sunday the team mom-

'FIIE HUSKIES warmed up
this long-awaited affair
with their hest total of the sea
son, 0 138.07. Monday over

football Mr the Cards all four
of his years al Arlington. hut
he was forced to quit
of a torn tissue in hi,
his

Von fibers. II would he the
first championship of any sort
aI the young school. and the
/tinkles wain it.

war

his lunch hour. Don playcil

Weber. Rick Stanciak and mywrmling.
Ile
ef interested
moth"
unight ill the haste
SOLI

West.

"1

aeightlifting
mill maintain,
program at Arlington during

A" Cluh uhich

Dim was

oya. ME. MILE RELAY: I.
Maine Eat, 2. New Trier

the leaders.

de'. The other men to erg for
am Forest View's Berglund

undefeated this

the

ME: larrus. ME; 4. Men-

have a good
battle for the top slots. Pala line's Ed Hitt also has sconict
well and could place among

mat He rost, that a warn

ures his own lay Benson to be

SATURDAY'S

I

may should all

ammo, my ha doom t real],
ho the idea of a sonfmeno

Arlington s John Boylan
Elm has made 3 name for lam
ash
in thr. ell around and
equalling Farboasts

and may have as mmy
three
all-around contestants. Places
in the meet cuunt half and the

.ore. will ht determined by

POLE VAULT: I. Vicart.
ME. 10.01 MILE RUN
Keane ME. 4:27.0: 2. Grimm.

-145 per cent" to "Prayr

Wlsially nominated for his

:and

struable to build mwell up.

ton's Lenerman's Club.
I Mach Jack Catlin who led

,el

O LE& I. Cronin..M 6.3, 2
Kurtathalts. ME: 3 Crossley.
NW: 4. Lichter. F.G.

MEET RESULTS

Ibex

Brad
Rocks of Prospect fo a 43point weekend performance.
Wheeling

over

powered in some of my metch
es_ This summer worked con-

of tob12.t.
tears
abet,

Koinelny. ME. LOW HUE

Larry Bossung of Arlington
and kyle W.Idridhe of Her

once nun taut 1ls won, an
pretty wastsands in the 7 s

Ontrampiaine, Chew fig-

n, Arlingtm and Hersey are
lied for first place with unde-

seesonnver New Trier West and Elk Grine,

a remarkable Meth. record
Ihis,sird enemy:, sea sis

the meg

LONG JUMP: I. Trantin.

Stumpf WON the mains, on

erplin or the 23 maiches he has
wrestled. As a alpha

4 4 11-Y A R D RUN:
Hendricks. ME. 52.8: 2. I;,ap
men, NW:3. Michema. E 4.

500.

side

andfive men in each event

toward the final team stand -

Gym tie to be decided tonight

airtime

lor the ehallIpill11,11111.

Elk Grow who were limiterl to
only a week's practice by MidSuburban league mom. hefom

I.
T NV 0 -MILE RUN:
Frayn. ME. 100.80; 2. Har.

Recker, Notre Dame
King. Nome Dame

ing the end of its SeaS011 11011

Stumpf pinned John Crop-

Vander Ploeg, ME; 4. Oat

:1=0.

Kahan. Notre Dame

stmight

per of Prospes after remiving
a live in 1110 that round as 1110

other four conquest% and close

Pillsbury. NW. HIGH JUMP:
Cnassley. NW. 5fn 2. Vander Plow. ME.

pund neigh elms vin Illre0
ei

880 -YARD RUN:.. Olson.
ME. 1:59.9; 7.. Fitchet NW; 3.

relson. ME; 3. Jensen. ME; 4,

and I weightliftal a Mt."
nearAlthough wrestling

captured the title in the 155-

confenme mmt, loll% around.
Wheeling will be the libel
school with the froshoph
meet at I p.m. and the vanity
at 7 p.m.
Each Ahool will be Mowed

kanagin. EG; 4. hocklin, ME.
Sund50 -YARD DASIII
5.7; 3. Mc Mahon,
der. N.
NW, 3. Michela. EG; 4. Mascatchy, ME.

in the mile rela to add their
fifth victory M a row to their

F

Arlington's Don Stumpf pins
on Athlete of Week medal too
Arlington

then

Demons

Blue

On

111.. mid Won.. Olson at Elk
(Rove Pb, Broussaan and

final st :toes Saturday when the

2 cmmammo mri

a -j 2

spread over Me Gromadiers trf

ALL
CONFERENCE TEAM
Ploy. School
Si
&my. Marmon
Sr.

Acme baptund the nine run to
add the last individual victory
to Maine's total.

NV.

SHOT PUT

`73.11 'PM

sundout lohn

tnd

J1 pointlager, EG. FOUR -LAP RE
mlshe meet
over Me NTW Chavboys, LAY: I. New Trier Will
1:15.8; 2. Maine East.
and a skuonding

CAlTIOLIC

M

By Linda Hamilton
Spans Editor
Gymnastics mosss into in

mg,

or was crease!

xnh 0,3. top

The

lbw.'

Sievers. Holy Cram

DA. U.IFIa`

home Gary E.
n ut mogul to a loss huniks

HIGH HURDLES. Kurtz
halts ME 6 6 2 Cronin ME
3
Lakter EG 4 Cross,/

wrapped up theyay with a win

a mid warn. kith on and off Mc

SUBURBAN

the 440

N

am 1.1101

temp hut than t aptund axn
sir tight saents to hugs to 1 22
point k ewer Non Intl and
a 24 point edge over Ell, Cnov

meeenion to close the dap ME 20 M 2 Meyer ME 3
Mishela EG 4 Lighter EG
&stmt.

tong lump and Mirk Kurt,

Cl 10M9halts
alosksd a 66 seconds an
Dampen ,fled °oh, Ohs high huidlas to gam. Matta
Tn.

EAST STEPPED oft to
triple point grabin llxapnrng
rosethe Ida milt. man 1 la.
Cl.,] Suburban ash al sap

Bob Trani, hit a half Inch
post the 24 foot med. In the

4.2

3.7
1.5
3.5
5,6
3.4
3.0
3.3
2.8
2.8
2.8

3.2
2.4
2,2

CAPITOL CASSETTE

RECORDER

$2 222

COLOR TV ANTENNA
NOW
R$Z 95

VI 222

ALLIED RADIO CORP.
229 W. Rand. (Rte. 12), Mt, Prospect
259-6450
510 -UPS: I*. duo Fri. 9:30 5530

Satarday Yon 5:10

Sunday I l-5

$12.73

\

23-Grelle9nnt Agates -Men
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SALESMEN

.74116p Waned Men

CLASSIFIED

Swims Setatite Dimotom

Production Control
Experienced - $13,500

INDEX

Consult this daily guide of reliable services,
offered by reputable business people in
your community... CALL ONE NOW!

CARLSON PAINT

Warehousing

BROILERMAN
NIGHTS

HortemEaster office 373.6030

YOg Mad M
.

DES. 6 DEV. Mrs -SIMA

59531818

SALES TRAINEES

MALE

THE DAY DOES IT!

tIr.tr'anO7',

INSPECTOR

Earn firtro,Cosh

LA Soils Personnel

Pai d Training

BRICK AND STONE WORK FIRE.

METAL DEPARTMENT
FOREMAN

7I.T..C4StTLL'ETEI'.69%""

11 blk.S

Mold Designing

ORT'All'AT7':' '''824

JOE

7510

..]5,15; offer

Musical Instructions

Catering

FIREWOOD

PIANO A/OR ORGAN LESSONS

HAVING A PARTY?

ALTERADONS

t'nr7.3'110'euale

z77,z7t::7:,

lso Audi., Wised
Coll LE

Coon* Calm, for Wed

SKCIAL,

OUR

Decorators

Cement aBlacktop

Furnace installation

WALLPAPER AND
PAINTING
WALL WASHING -FOR FREE ESTI
297.1195
MATES CALL TODAY

SPEC', PRICES CALI. 8,8285

Child Core

255-7200

Dancing Schoal.8

Bjornson Bros.

Supplies

General Hauling

DOLORES MFRS SCHOOL OF
DANCING ENROLL NOW FOR
CLASSES CL 13500 FL 3 1355

Automobile Service

Reol Estate Mulled.

9

Roofing

ARE HAPPY
ABOUTTHE

30% Winter Discount

Hearing Aids

POOD=C47,51.1.ZER

Mr. Norman Toler

11 -Business Selects

situ'eLatre'M

23.Employment Agencies -Men

Cnacks Repaired
ond a

Home Maintenance

2. 1696

PAINTER OR FIX, MAN

°CNA PROBLEM DOG,

ove the ow
hung on your home with Me
fines. mAnsenaisc bee alum
WHY PAINT,

SUBURBAN APT. MANAGER

WINTER SALE
50, OFF

ROLAND E JOHNSON

1

Mw Expert Reurffiehiory
MANNERS .9 7367

STATISTIC. TYPING.

ne

Draperies

Corpentry-Remodeling

43,9214

SIS.S0 pee choir plus fol.

...spew., plus lob.
100'saf Fabrics
to choose from

.

CARPUS SHAMPOOED

Contractors

STRIP WAX AND BUFF TILE

WALLPAPER.

AND WOOD FLOORS.
EXPERT CARPENTER

NEAT CARPENTER WORK

WINDOWS. PORCHES.
RC WAS ROOm ADD ETC OUR
STAIRS

WINTER RATES APE LOWER TRH

MIMAIFS CALL 394 3431

GERALDINES

NEW WAY PAINTING

Income Tax Service

DRAPW/Es A eEDSPREADS
CUSTOM MADE A NNIRICS

391.34,0

CL

raLl

Bug

t

OLIERioo.INTEDIOR

FF:dwurf

Bel SHOO, REPAIRS

1510 Miner St.

.'n'sh=.1%,o'rrr.hr

Income T... Booldeeepi,

NM INTERIOR PAINTING

Call 35,0561 Rod SWM

THAD 5 HOME IMPROVEMENTS
130

Dressmaking -Sewing
DRESSMAKING instructions.

adde.015, 90,0

federal

6

slaw
I

Pared for both lusi
soma Bach occounun
.e. DI e...nq 392 39

OS.2

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

by
Woltmon Const. Co.

DAY

..2;t;;;;"
Tailoring
"L`r.".:4":;°

eeest.coil 43. SSR6
'Or7crlirO'l DV7arls7nr

PMERHANGING.

weagase sheuu, Censor

Dressrnaling. Hems, Mimeo,
Shp Goren. Mees Pants Cul/.

or eller 614.141, 627 7480

S. Coot Slee.e. Call CL S 3621

255-7200 or 296-6640

DICK% TILE SERVICE

P=IIMATES

Ram Addisions

go

II

Po P

t

CALL 6240460

MIL.. REMODELING
Oath
gammen, L.Ahens.

COUTURIER deagaing and MI'
ma of
lormols. Isndtls

hunt

4=,
Isamu. No mb

ohnop any
359

Mem Mu. n
Me be! 8 omem

11,1 ructions
f

BRIDGE LESSONS

Phooe 255 70,

MMLAREN INTERIORS

FREE ESTIMATES

DRESSMAKING"=ATIONS

SMig

test

3..1045

SNARONAZFR

1645 Oak.

.re

.1.

town Mower Service

OH. Part
knees

Windows
Cemem
free

stIonts

Mologons
Noe Repairs
Tore Trimming

FREE ESTIMATES

CHAS. B. GRAY SALES
A

g

REVERSMASONRY
ALL TYPESFREFESTIMATES

Special vrirem

Gamed Corpenter Contr.
4431 S Rdhrnontl.Chgo

34,0963

Day Want Ads

Window Washing

'3600 r;:2Z7r"re''L

M1

each day...seeking
needed items.

Permanent Waves
LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR

5

Wigs
WIGS OF ALL TYPES

Electrical Work
Dry

296.4538

Piano Tuning Services

Day Want Ads
DACODA

13,661B

Prof. Eng, Consulting,

Machine 04.11. dieN,

HAVE YOUR PLANO TUNED
BY RAY PETERSON

Engineering Services

Elled iuning

Chirzz.sLetr,LtiRne.buM
EDMOND

GRAY

63,4637

raga,. 965.0132.

Day Want Ads
Get Results

'''-

SPIRIT

OF 76

I

WITH A JOB

the

account.

of produegan machine, and
e gebstuenD such

of la.1,

uol roe are looNng for

Emeneare deoresi.

13131

Leonard.
671.13.10

or

TECHNICON CORP.

WINDOW OlEANING 50c
ly 2961450
t

mode to fit ony size or shape

That's why your
little Want Ad will
bring you such

95, lig.

big response.

I

p

entry. A comp/eM
r

I

toll

-

available. Coll 255.24.40. 9 MA

For Lifer.. P.O. Box
46Propectlits.60070
to 9 PM

,00,..,. HICKORY RD.

nol

P.O

plant.

you

711 W. Algonquin Rd.
Arl ing ten Heights

dm

SUNBEAM
CORPORATION
5600 W. Roosevelt Rd.
Chicago, Ill.
an Fowl Opportunw Ernafs,

Ab11111
le to do 1.514 gpino

HELP PUPPY
DOCTOR WITH PETS

Paid Insurance
Paid hospililication
Pad Holidays
Paid Vocation
Modern Clean Plant

is, . 61 s, irs
idii des NP

DRAFTSMAN

634 Glenn Ave.

Wh

,weata

info. a

l' g.'-

Cl SCHOOL GRADUAT" ,,,,l5
p

'',r:%== .,=g: =IL=
TOM MANNARD-

PA 4-6100

07V

V

An Equal Opportunity Employer

We will troin Tool' opercite 00,0, 004 Multilith Machines. No previous experience
reffv,eff.

g

WU C II lea

MOMMIES! GO
BACK TO WORK!

Ai I

,-. growth. For further Mogi Homo retort

DUPLICATING MACHINE OPERATOR

FREE

CARTRISEAL

.6

At011°

a c.,,

61811,071VO4/ .4
1

OK so role Mae out

2,7,5s,
EXECUTIVE

ACORN NEEDS YOU!

CLERICAL -LABOR
Position open at our terminal for individual coP able of
working 001 01 doors toll kinds of weather.

"'"'Pm' ''"'
rd kee

II

CONTINUED GROWTH HAS CREATED
THESE PERMANENT POSITIONS

* INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER

S.dy Work

.....,,,----,--7.-,

A

Good STormnR Par

$175 WEEK
SMn in our major con routing offices
phones to the giant telephone switching network.

The training and experience you91 get will

DRAFTSMEN (Sheet Metal)

II

Union 76 Division: Eastern Reg ion

MIN INTERVIEWS

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road, Palatine, Illinois 60067

tit

.op woo... in

Secure your Name today!
Call Mr. Peter 11110

455-1240

addition ro

...HT...
PM
*49
They AR Iron
Wis Mums.
in

7

Miss Paige

Good salary and benefits, regular' raises and

,

AMPEX

SECRETARY

In the wide open world of communications.

Too on the inside track too solid career.

Compony Pdd Imurowe

2 Weeks Vocation

854-4652

PA ner. . Plaines.

No

OPPORTUNITIES PLUS

Meeficall

INSPECTOR ANALYST

/ 496

GENERAL OFFIC,Looking far o

537-0100
Division of Rea Chainbelt, Inc.

MAIL CLERKS

in.

29,3535

*HONING MACHINE

259-5010

AT UNION 76

Gm N. know men

AnloY

Meol working candiiions and
rh opemioniiy
o moue,
eldwies.

0308500

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

ARLINGTON HTS.

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR
MR. BRUNNER

s

*INSPECTORS

OPERATORS

SIGNODE CORP.

setup. maim... one repoa

Yea may be We incl.,

*MACHINE OPERATORS

OPERATORS
WEBER STEPHEN

SECT $650

*LATHE OPERATORS

* LAPPING MACHINE

COMPLETE ONE OF COMPANY BENEFITS

too large or small 259 0694

Brick, Mow,

*

.

---...;...

PROFESSIONAL

Window Well Covers

537 1244

GET THE

PORCELAIN ENAMEL SHOP
ASSEMBLY & PACKAGING
METAL FABRICATION

MACHINE REPAIR

ADVANCEMENT

A steady flow of
potential buyers is
reading the Want Ads

.

mt,

,].

es ,,,,,Pi.00

*HARDINGE CHUCKERS

d Equal OppoeuAity EmP/oller

Enjoy' lob with a variely of dude.. Learn AP operate various mailng machines.
Also have opening for port time DRIVER who can qualify for a chauffeurs license.

Most be experienced

Takata

ECY V.P need gol w/100 wpm
Di 6
ng
.e.

Overtime Available

666-3443

ideal opporturgly for a retired Postal Employee Is loin our busy mail room staff.

UP/

William

31595 AND UP ABBEY SALES 6

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY
2450 W. Hubiowd

POSTAL CLERK

A mehbyl
Passim. North Aye.

77ado2.

z,71-: --

DAY SHIFT

WO Golf Rd igeolo SW. 5.81
Eno Frnobyee geronce

ACCOUNTANT

If she above posIllon

PECONDIDONED VAC'S HOC,

PERMANENT
EMPLOYMENT

3432 W. Lowrance ass.

save

'I.,

Learn To

al

An Equal OppOrfunlIVEmPleYell

you ore degmed

Lake Ave.
Glenview
Dust west of Glenview Naval Air Station)
W.

Give Advice

'

Chicago, 111.nols

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

OVER EUREKA LUX AND OTHERS

CALL NOW FOR

No ebligailen

E.V. Construction, Inc.

DECORATING

>4
.z404
wo.,,,,,;-ovi,
.- rm.

Roam 1150
221 Non.. lu3oRe St.

Prrootag Dotodn.om.

SIGNODE CORP.
3700

ILLINOIS 65005

wo'A min ma Apply
ddly otou y
Mem luau..

CALL OR COME IN

437 288s

Puling.. Heighmill. 60003

COST

Rea

Call Tom Mannord at 724-6100
or stop by

217 S.ArlImpon Heigh. Rd.

BRANCH MANAGER

a hal/ Toe awaime Ow all

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

SERVICE 359 1544

Masonry

collrs Deolegreei

Rosemont. Mat

so

BOX 1363, DAY PUSLICATIONS

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER

71:1:7n7

656-9922

$540

ELECTRICIANS

DEGREE REQUIRED.

/

(Top bob tip!)

.'

;`,7TM0. ""'""'
HELP ARTISTS

,.1311sheel Equipment Pere Supplier ie Valle era...uu
be a UP Diner who is completelysolm enelmlieble. Reply
/n owe...Tiling wori,d,no complem 'num. let

ELK GROVE VILLAGE AREA

OFFICER

PSST!

MACHINISTS

ARE YOU READY,

WANTED

'

h hou

GRINDERS
MILLING OPERATORS

INSPECTORS

217 S ARLINGTON HEIGHTS...ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

TOSS

WAREHOUSEMEN

which helps

cuuent opening,

MUST HAVE EXPERIENCE IN SALES
AND/OR THE DATA PROCESSING FIELD.

I *e.

AVIATION

RESPONSE

Pro

Vacuum Repair Service

SEASONAL TUNE UP SPECIAL

Rump. Rms.
Erorns

=7,17.1

ton DesPl. 296-4646

to March 7
Goners

Cm aces,.

Rfra

SECT $550

'

n

5,3-5952

Jock Schooley
Addison, III.

24 -Help Planted Men

YOU GET

Big

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT
PARTS SALESMAN

AND OFFICE, WITH EMPHASIS ON SAGS.

SCREW
PRODUCTS

BUTLER

593.6565 or 39,0244

Realtors --Owners
Parch

DECORATORS

Upholstery

Interior Decorating

I.elp plan your morn

AddiiNns
Xeo Eldrms.
Dormers

's741

MONS

REASONABLE COST: Orgasm..
small

Too

3.2 6437

OS RSV

Lorena

CREATIVE

O efinitely the leader In our field.

135 W. Foy

°Illinois Bell

TY Service

MUM 6 DRESES MMED

Uh:ZU7= ;0,n.

Coll AAn lnelft 798-5240,

437 4093

Pos. 612 W. MO Hwy. CL 5-8477

'0E'S P'f.VNE'S'29'9 753:

RON

obiloy 3525 NO EH. Coll loon

Chicago

666-3443

1113% 1243. DAY PURL ICMIONS

SECURITY

PERSONNEL SECM.Joh needs w.

f,A0.4=.:re,..get from the Milwaukee . Western Aye.

SEND RESUME IN COMPLETE CONFIDENCE

543-4455

tCrlll

Good At Figures?

nteresling lobs with friendly people.

Opponmity for real advancement.

296 -

Walls and ROW&

Keden Reiaeling
RECIVOIM Rooms

Coll Ann Ladd.

To Sell Yours, Phone

CALE BUD 259 elle

SHORTEN COATS., SKIRTS

NO FEE

WANT AD!"

N'A

George !Dem 392.8.3
3.92.13S1

and

you

PARTS CLERK

FEE

with a

'":Zt'S'covers:v7E"'

Tile

FILINGS

439.6209 or 439.1

!CRUMP DECORATING
all riu, own inierie

lee

AVIATION

Jaguar XKE

hi

FEDERAL IL STATE

OWN, bm

do

12-Snuations Wanted Women

"I sold my

Hwy. 359 4650

N M.

5

S ,,,,,,. long career with Signode.

RESPONSIBLE FOR SALES PRODUCTION

high

MARBACH

CUSTOM MADE
PAPER BAG CO.

E/e3 Plaines

OPEN SAT. A.M. CALL Al

OA 0 SUMP PUMP

GENERAL

man.
WI

Storm Windows

AIL DRAPERY REPAIRS

Coil of ie. 6PM 3,2 66.2

PORTRAIT PAINTING. MURALS,

benefits
your f

13 ,Employment Agencies Men

North Shore Inter.,

Sump Pump

Drapery Repairs

young

Dockage of maid frinoe

Ken Larson 8, Associates

CALL NOW 251.7767

CLEANING RESIDENDAL AND
COMMERC,L FREE ESTIMATES
CALL 259 MI5.

- 2 Or 3 BedroOm Apt.
Plus Free Utilities

CALL 299-7191

.0.11µNrk Guaranteed

FURNITURE AND UPHOLSTERY

Mies

McDonald's

Elk Grove Village

Neat oral modern working conditions.

'EYOUCrrDO A117-7-707,,7:',.,"Fil'ANK,

liple spindle equipment.

Faeroe.: knew office procedures, supervision
Prefer sales background

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

e G uanOop

Ou

eeslenties

392,6 8

t 439 0706

.

SMALL MANUFACTURING COMPANY IS IN NEED
OF CHICAGO BRANCH MANAGER.

chanical
aptitude
to
operate Davenport Scram
Machines end other mu,

Minimum $650 Plus

ON ALL TABOR

Business Service

do

Interviewing At Our Office

SLIP COVERS

REASONABLE REFERENCES
FULLY INSURED
CALL 362 IWO

Dag Training

L

MEN - MEN - MEN

Coll 392 4750

GROOMING

CUSTOM MADE
PAPER BAG CO.
1250 Pron Blvd.

2252 W. Hubbard

JUST SIT IIACC IN THE PaivaCv OF YOUR OWN cancs AND

school grads with me-

Combination order picker dnd packer. Erfellent
&0 ky to
CE

Nmplognent AgenciesMen

train

Shopping Center.

we may hore wharyou ore looking Tor.

/ NO LEAD CHASING
/ NO DOOR KNOCKING

(Mechanically Inclined)

Will

Across from Randhurst

for you oa your lama, Cam. In and talk* us, wo 11,,,,la

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY

HEY!

TRAINEES

trade.

SHIPPING
ROOM

e57lain the maw. of

future. We eller o coGyleis recto, of arid frIng baiiii

heiw.H.

THEY KNOCK ON YOUR DOOR!

earn a meal working

fore 2 PM 259 0055

E

POODLE

0 Illinois Bell

io

E goal employmem opportunity.

t

PRODUCTS

Sewing Instructions

Slip Covers

et

1

656-9922

1300 Car. Rd.

FASHION SLIPCOVER CO

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

255 2570

...pompom wo would lee

2594787

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

/ NO CAR EXPENSES

Young men wanted to

CL 5 823.2

nape.. axio, ri ion a ran nes, ormaern. it , us

Coll Mr. McGrath 358-52100

n.oa, toa rent so

L""1"51:::

439-8500

S.A.§ b Sundays
Come In *wen 311 S

25-Eneloyment Agencies- Women

,,,I,.tINOIS STAT=MENT OFFICE

.

PSST!
(Top job tip!)

BOYS
115 `IRS. A OVER,

il wo orehmlionhau inclined ond aea willing io hom we
will Heck you Ike lariLle sm.., waness re become hua

COST CLERK

GROOVE WI. THE NATION'S FASTEST GRIMM. .LFS.

15-Instewl6n

384-3528

Ii

bonus

ines. Overtime,
a nd b enefits.

43,0,1

or call Mr. Schwan.

n Estates.

FRIDAY, H1.20

p rt

HIGH SCHOOL

Co.

JOBS?

I

comuma poem. ayailohle. Hospitalize.. NM holidays.

O
,,,grue hArvat wri hr ....mug appAconio foe OMry

MARBACH SCREW
WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

ElkGroye Village

53T-0731

WE HAVE I TON TRUCK
AN
STRONG MEN

Dog Service

LEGAL MEDICAL

Call between 9 - 5
437-3830

AAA -1- FTWarir;or

ap

Sewer 6 Septic Work

..11 I. 5

,,..,,,

Dav

Fab.

GTear wages and benefits.

Furniture Refinishing

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE
A DiNsionol

BARGAIN COUNTER

.

ARt NTS DAY CARFCENTFR

II N. Maury
Minutes Hfigha

ine operators to set up
and r

A

Yedameaberksheol,

I

'orkh: 'dAbek:=U7er':"4

BUILDER DEVELOPER

CL 9-0495

ZSTTeREMI=

Conroe, Did Westgard

Ex,,,,,,,,,

GENERAL MACHINISTS
GENERAL FACTORY

Full Tinle Mon

TRANSPORTATION needed from

Lauritz Jensen

OPERATORS

ASST RECEIVING

LANDSCAPER

5

IBAM maPAI

537 3380

Floor Refinishing

BAR

Cartooning

.13e w

ALL CLOIHING , PRICE

526,996

BLII-EET Ple DE.
PROSPECT CATERING CL 5-4813

gracluge Design

14Penords
Off c

Resale Merchandise

edge

KNOCKS

CLERKS

CALL ED 358 5359

TrIg'fri'DELIVERED

Catering
HALL

Decorating

325 A TON STACKED

WEDDINGS

537-0197

TV SERVICE, REPAIR

SCREW MACHINE

MU 1.4340

1/2 PRICE SALE

In. CI. 3 0353

bUng tayous An
Spoi illustiorems

Pointing

WILL DELIVER AND STACK

SECURITY GUARDS

OPPORTUNITY

Collie

Radio -TV Service
33 50 up 43, 4194 or FL 9 0817

Nk fa, mane,

SERVICE

CHICAGO DISPLAY

Most and Found

Found

PARC., PANTRY

ART

PEOPLE

PLUMBING. HEATING

43.5 2676

School Bus, Inc.

h

MI AAARI.

BUTCH .0111RES
300 E. Rarg,R4.24,104. hem.,

Art Service

3822

Plumbing & Repairs

L Sleeked 530 ton 259 0636

NORTH SUBURBAN AREA

oe.L.

HAVE YOU THOUGHT
ABOUT CHANGING

439.023

K,°;7"

DAN

F.H. BONN
COMPANY

appointment 8. details

"A GOOD PLACE TO WORE"'
400 NO. LARAMIE AT LAKE ST. "1"

Cook County

Welding

haeovfueernrs-

b
205-6640
m4:;,,%nie;:sr".7,-,,n, ror

SIMPSON ELECTRIC CO.

230-5 p.m.

Grimm

all 476,539

ewpaorredsanArgnm

1 24.HelpWaled Men

Full Time

BOYS 12 to 16
Len

aolawrltyne

-

WELDER NEEDED

wo,l, oft., ,ahoo, oter,

30d0 S. Busse Rd.
ARLINGTON HIS. ILL.

ond Punch Mx. Pvnch Duka

Salurdoy Call 824 4548

.............

blks

Ire

Roll, Aldws.

394 18136

CALL ES 9-1121 or apply

.

W of Mr Prospect RC

I Pim.

d

anwdo

Lathe and/or mill Hand
Generol Machinist
0.D. andlor 1.0. Grinder Hand
Tool Steel Heot Treat Operator
Shipping 6 Receiving Clerk

P.M ROUTES

Ooloon

rek

WANTED FOR PERMANENT POSITIONS
WITH EXPANDING MACHINE SHOP

1

6:30-8:31) a.m.

GENERAL AMERICAN
RESEARCH DIVISION

noons

If interested, phone

A.M. ROUTES

14.11elp Wanted Men

You can

on

DRIVERS

240-2770

thl 1:5;7" P.t. fla

AND MORE

Plastering

Masonry

N.

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

647-9000

CALL

.r.,*°'
W.H. HUTCHINSON & SON

as keep he plV,e,le,n.

244e1pWanted Men

359-013SS

wtitah.l

on

Call 626-8722

Apply or Call

8624 5447477 832.3241

oepea

SCHOOL BUS

Employment Apace..

t

.f0

Card of syrnvoffir

Your Ad w.lf aggea. dolly in the
Northwest Day. The ffilmgron Day
The Prosper, buy, ond The Des Plaines Dav
and reach 60,000 House hold,

paceb1;.'7::=h1P"'

ogplIcolions for one or NA,
oeenInns on an atohlithed

90 dom.

394-5100

We need a mon to help

.

Ch,o9o.

255-7200 OR 296-6640

Firewood

PREVENTOR SECURITY CENTER

'Lr=rfilirUr'

MORE

OvadnenNioi

CALL

Carpet Cleaning

Al

ICI

ACCOUNTANT. port Arne, must

RETIRED?

SALES BOYS

Page II

I Thursday, February 19, 1970

24-lielpWarted Mee

h Wanted Nen

r

ass elands..

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY,

Alterations

14

I1l2lx4 ddIilNlewreennfitiaall 2lnndd MAlAb.

StTg'11."hr"=100
1133.7117
It

24-11e1pWanted

MACHINISTS

0344161 bet. 0 6 9P.M.

$10,500

Oe,erob,re,OeeNd.

I

walk. OVEIr

Raw Mat'l Control
DI Os

14-11enellantel Men

II A
'
I
cl
d
Burglar-Flre Systirms, to hornet

In Arlington Neighis

plenty of opportunity.

©

RECEPTIONIST

Medical Editor

Illinois Bell

$400 to $.133

:.

01

0

Egua/ Opporlon, EmPIoYer

Scourridatak.11 NOON
URI Lim

Telephone 1312) 529-7700

Elk Onwe

An Equal Opp..., Employer

An Equal Opportunity Employer

.

ilVAN.
..

ACORN SHEET METAL MFG. CO.

3750 North Acorn Ave.
Franklin Park, M.
An Equal OpportunDy 6nployer

CALL M.7191

'7".717Z

as pm

Or1717.:rt:r-""

Ken Larson 8 Associates
CAREER SPRCLALISTS

IMERIValed Mat
Page 12

1

Clmoloyment Rooms Women

ursday February 19 1970

26lielp Wanted Women

Ind rax 1.01

251mployment Menem, Women
BOO

cl

d

s

a

264Ielp Wanted Women

W

ker

I

Secretary

WHEELING FIRM

298-2770
La Sidle Nesonnel
nea owae

KIDS BACK IN

Ela

1

527 0060

TRAINEE --$500+
Learn Travel
Business
From Ground Up!

CORR TYPO

Pun or P

SECRETARIES

Sorting rale, 5375 per
Plaines orl.

PROMOTIONS - YES!

good shodhond and Pi.
skills, a goad command of Me

INS PLAINES

Photographer's
Studio

Mature

VOLKSWAGEN
NORTH CENTRAL
DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
trar

Wnr
BSA 7i75

.

PART TINT HOUSEKEEPER. De
sun
10 w
Plaines Dad

n'e'r

low
ngs for lostes re MI seders a
re
5
days
is week.
uncMcDonelds
hrinm

2450 W. HUBBARD

STENO

HELP WANTED DAYS
IDEAL FOR HOUSEWIFE

KEYPUNCH -$525

392-5900

ADVERTISING
AGENCY

BOEHMER
HEDLUND

Wall

3,20183

Agency. Won lo,

1244 Dm,:

"FORD"
EMPLOYMENT

100% Free Positions
DES PLAINES

PARKER

259-4000

42Warited To Buy

Counter Girls

O'Hare Lake Bldg.
2900 E. Devon
197-7160

940ogs, Pets & Equipment

539-8363

DES PLAINES OFFICE

MT. PROSPECT

OR GIRLS TO WORK
9:30 AM - 2.30

1720 Algonquin (61)
437,5090
STAFFING

Gal Friday -$520

4 WOMEN

NEEDS

AKC

Tee

WRAPPERS

MEAT

DECORATOR'S., ro Mors

PM. SALARY $2.00

PER HOUR TO

WANLi TN I WO

old & Shoat

START. NO

7 lir 3 III

298-2770
La Salle hrsonnel

T. a
I

PER IENCE

r

EX.

NECESINTER-

SARY. FOR
VIEW CALL MR. ED -

STENO CLERK

WARDS.

297 8760

Interior

678 3450

Decorator
Assistant

WAITRESSES

ore

duties.

START

CARE. SPFCMUSTS

HACKNEY'S
WHEELING
RELAXED

LLL

08-ri

exousf Limber

S600

RD ro

Rogers

or,

=tr.

OPEN Sal

Ready for a

great new job?,

POO.
EVES BY APPI

rode. 307

2110

lice

most

of Me

eeds you to

rime.

Ny

new.;

Illinois Bell

CENTEL
SYSTEM

CALL

Kelly
Girl

Ir.

benefirs.
MAYPERSONNFL. 16 W

Kinney Shoes

IN PERSONNEL

F. H. BONN
COMPANY

ALLSTATE hos inited, e openings on our clerical
stof I for

TYPISTS

$500 MONTH
La Brea applicants a

gut quorry.4.7%...
Cbrago
9 S. Duman

394-0880

60711Dempire,

9660700

372-5300

.14 1950

MINrniNG ir00

Eono

Phone: 353.6300

"1G
GTO

S155

mon..

cwailoyre

March 1. Coll 53,5554.

PALATINE/ROLLING MEADOWS

Seeing Is

253-5228

'INF BOSS"

POINT
you're beoutif ul

,

11-RealEstatellouses

PEOPLE LOOKING?

/ined rain.. wool sob

Twelve/Oaks
BRAND NEW APARTMENTS

2 222 '22tT.Prett.ri Pe=
h. WI wook wow we ma
..... when o ime, ian3

ALLSTATE
INSURANCE CO.
1216 E CentOri

Rd.
Arlington Hts.
An Equal...ow, EmRlDar

9 Passenger Wagon, v., power steering. Power brakes...,

$1795

EXEC CARS

Wells, Erna Clean. Like New, 'mid* and Outside.

4095
'64 PONTIAC TEMPEST LEMANS
MDT H.T. V., 3 Speed Transmissien, Ruder Sean, White
Wells, Radio, Excellent Shape, Peden ler Your Son's Fins
Car.

$958
'68 CHEVELIE SS MALIBU 2-DR.H.T
V.8. Bohm Sean. 4 Speed, Thum Console HAMM Radio,
Red Line Wide Oraly Power Steering, Air Conditioned. Con
Be Seen In Neared Shownxim. Sher.

DEMOS - FACTORY

REAL ESTATE

!

$2395

-

'67 OLDS 98 2 DR., H.T.

WE'RE SELLING THESE
BELOW DEALERS COST

ARLLNGTON XEIG

sai operaier wog be the sex with the heast

Believing
D. W/CKSTRON

$160

71'014=S;11171.3rWii

;

R. RESEARCH CENTER

DANA

0e aerr. Ana,mr

'67 CHEVY BEL AIR

'65 PLYMOUTH FURY III 4 -DOOR

rr

ARL.1-05. INDUSTRI,

HE SIDS

4395

729.1800

The Boss
Says,

IN THE SUBURBS

OPERATORS

..MU

17Zralirobon & other

$2395

example

'68 CHEVROLET IMPALA CONVERT.

hen.

327V-8, Power Steering Drolem. AuMmalie, Pm, Ste,.
...Tape, Radio, New Whin Wells, Showroom New Inside 4

'69 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE

Out INdeight Blue, Gold Seal Wenn,.

TYPIST -CLERK

STAPE IS SONS,

Good Typing and clerical
are a rnoll for Me gal who
wenn rts loin
apnorch clerical staff.

Telephone jobs offer a mem spading salary...4 raise..
lens, mery so months, Friendly coweerkers ht pleasant

wonkl, como., and the famous Reg bond..

©

Call Sruce 4W 1006

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

Power, fano, Air Conditioning, Radio, Vetes, Deluxe

GE garbage dis
1324.291 I

olor console

23

TV,

wee estd sh,,,,Dges 6.6

Top 555 for the experienced.
21 -Help WantedMen & Omen

talielp

COMPTOMETER OPERATORS
Work Monday Due Friday in our modern regional center.
ATTRACTIVE STARTING SMART

OUTVANDING BENEFIT PROGRAM
RAPID PROGRESSION

96 -Real Estate.Wartted

all

3115766

HELP

TRANSFERRED?

mile welt al Northwest Kph

FOR RENTAL

-FREE brdiridurdly conholled heft.
-FREE deal master TV antenna.
-Completely esmipped IdItheas *Rh

Phone. 956-1110

BEN PEKIN CORP.

'67 IMPALA 2 DOOR HARD TOP

BUYING or SELLING
A HOME?

Power

glide,

V.8, Power Steering t Brehm, Cruiwornatis, Wide Ovals,
Radio, Rude Sean, Low Nilm, Sammy
Om.
Cold With Bloch Vinyl Roof.

no95

Power

The Worlds Lagos. Oldsmobile Dealership

Whitewalls

More Than 340

vex

Power Steering,

Auto,

matic, Radio & Heater, White $945

Salespeople

Will Nelp Yoe

/('--

freezer, dishwasher Intl sMir disposer.

-Air conditioning.

MULTIPLE LISTING

for the following categories.
OLD STATE SM. IKNIGNP,

Interviewing, Saturday Feb. 21, 9-2 pm for
year Dvennience

Printed Circuit Board Assembler
iCabinet Wirers
Maintenance Men

rondo.

IMMEMATE OCCUPANCY

mo 392 7587

II 2 REIROOM,
NUN
APARTMENTS FROM $110 70 $250

10 -To Reot MU Space

Coll 593 6415 alter

Rolling Meadows, If.

In

&

tools.

look

merit

ITT

so.,]

mochine

Wall

Rood

An Feud Oppormnin, Employer

Surplus.

Open

daily 6

9 A.M. no 6 P.M. Delone
Sun', Supply Co. 281S Od
Sun.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
.00

Des

,L.romytta,,,wnes{s joie

Call Any MAP

Borgow
TYR. mmh hand,
oround

335

. unda9 from 10 a.m, to 6 p.m. COrner Central
SlIrg:Lonf nA,Irgittlf win ,,R.dh.

Western Electric

IIAL ISTATI 811/1VICI

6.30 pm.

Personnel Office . 297-5320

An equal opporlonity employer

'68 MUSTANG HARDTOP

Power

76 -To Rent Houses

1

©

glide,

FREE gm cooking, 14 ea N. refrigemtire.

IN YOUR AREA

APPLY OR CALL MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

3000 0.11 Reed

Power

'65 FORD 9 PASS. WAGON
'

INFORMATION

BeeMiltd interiors wilh plenty
ol wall end closet space.
-FREE well -to -wall carpeting In rising
coon, dining room Nal bedrooms.
Fr

V8,

VB,

the inside

$2195

'68 IMPALA COUPE

=te'sr',011's,tok(Vin7137orl' $1695

*LI

Wit
-

Watert Men & Women

We Have Immediate Openings For Both
Experienced Or Non -Experienced

10, NIGHT WORK BONUS
Irh HOUR DAY

1,2 and 3 BEDROOMS

story...

430. AO 6 956-1470

4:15,09 pen.

r

From $215
3S0 394.0273

Immediate openings for port time

$2295
'66 TORONADO H.T.
Strato Bench. Interior White in coley Omen Seal, Shand

9 2 13 term. mg.*. Winker

Illinois Bell

NOW $2775

INC.

player 430

..trzozom.,'7ortvg2IT,

Phone 956-2641 or 956-2642

METRO GOLDWYN
MAYER

Clamber, kei

LAKE SHORE 1.1015

8 A.M. TO 3:45 P.M.
BILLER TYPISTS
RECEPTION TYPIST

PROSPECT

central telephone company of Illinois

Immediate
Temporary
Office Assignments

358.9639

RECEPTIONIST

NT.

an 7 PM

Philco

To MOnage

FRONT DESK

WIGGLESWORTH
IMPORTS, INC.

Westgate Apts.

Zrs x'sio2

...FOR BRIGHT GALS!

'66 BUICK LESABRE

Now $2595

834ndustnalProperliffIRenti

134 Rent Furnished Apactronts

5

ROUND KING SID BEDSPREAD
MATCHING PILLOWS WILL SAC
RINCE 3O2.2576
091.50.

-46-5
mane tram. whitewall tins, reale. A Really nice family

d

4

299,953

I

Ina

827-8154

1630 N. Rand Road
Palatine

POLLARD VOLVO

14-10 Rent Apartments

st733:rn

1425 Mil sell an $40 2964660

Talks

WOMAN

CasualC10hing Citi

Mors, Monne.,

GOOntV9D=17600

S160. 439.1394

820-991u
An Equal Opportunity Employer

$2795
'67 PONTIAC GTO

This Week's Special:

14-10 Rent Apartmeots

Mini, tit.

SAXON

SEW

SALES

747o Rent Apartments

eleclnc

eller

leaded with extras end full power, yellow with o black
vinyl nod. Green Seal Werra,.

11-944961.844.44

Ca71 Fre 2gs

DES PIADSEP. 11,1..

Money
GIRL FRIDAY

Deluxe

mme 3100,C11,

26 Help Wanted Women

GOLF COURSE 6500

ono

Adrnieol Color TV. Beau
Colonial cabinor.Doodniondition
437.5564

CLERKS

BUSINESS PRODUCTS

41754500... Er

194.3950
YANKEE DOODIF
°RIVE IN RESTAURANT

4.4-0*4-84-8-0440

Vacant
'67

11t1ots. and Rooms to Shoe

23"

Also Available

297-3550
PERSONNEL

NEW & USED
VOLVO'S

vW 1965 EUS

CL 5 2637airer 3rirm

MRS. DUNNE
6954440

Must have ea

62 Ford Golarne SW Ve Auto

CALL MR GRESS

RECEPTIONIST
meet

Commercial

LARGEST
SELECTION OF

eller 296.3173

FL9 3200

73233Z 2'2"s.

NECESSARY

5 Raises 1st Year

typing
skills
required.
Must
have own transporMtion
Salary
commensurate
with experience. Com
pany paid benefits.

WAITRESSES

Residential

'66 CADILLAC COUPE DEVILLE

MIDWEST'S

834.1635

Real Estate

3261iscelianeous Merchandise

PER HOUR

penance. Goad

Gil 299-7191
Ken L arson
Associates

PAUL RIVARD
1340 Center SI

ITFIAS WHIN DELIVERED

mm= ""' Ton

NO EXPERIENCE

$2.25 - $2.48

(VOLVO

55000

wAN1 To RENTb. 3 weeks.

2 young ladies with know

P.

cor.531,5 2592970

253.3996

ledge of *us office

253-3300

flexible. NO FEE

Sen. al; Lamm

$3395

9WW°4.'RrMinctotirbe'OSui

e, ,

indlwdual Lessons

TURNIP., AND REDDING

MT. PROSPECT

SEM \ ICE

Immediate openings for

FI AMI NG TORCH

NOW 4.15

RUMMAGE SALE

THE KEY TO
PlY,ISI N C

voith a Saddle vinyl real, end matching saddle interior.
Sh mem
W'
Pod ry W
brr

NOw 863

MARTEN DISCOUN,

White Collar Girls

Custom 2 dr. 10, loaded wiM lull power, PN. AM radio, air
sanditioned, pormium whitewall tires, Burnished Bronze

NW , to

GOLF LESSONS

beds WI we beat anv Poe.

E&Rommage &GarageSale

4295

'68 BUICK ELECTRA

beceRenrcondirlon.

SRO BAGS
SSD BAGS

S.33;

GENERAL OFFICE

.6

dNr

935 345.17 bedres sees SI 6S:
5
sers S35; Barren

re6DodgeConmer440

U1150.1952

4 PGA 811301351Reg 31101
9 P.G.A. IRONS Meg. WOW

la

detks up to 50% .ollr trundle
berir SSD; 10 pc. corn. grp

for 611LocoliNow

C93!°7

CALL N OW!

FREE PARKING

stud

Boryer Rens CL .1407

ttn"11

COME IN AND REGISTER

wall

P

Sean, Cruise Connor, Electric Rear window osPotw, ets.
dia, WWs, Chestnut
o Bloch Vinyl Roof Factory War -

11968971

IO N
TOM

SPECIALS
io

3125. arms good. Cog

413.Sparting Coons

Free brush up practice

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

Choice of
Day and Evenings

96 Sporting Goods

GOLF CLUBS A BAGS
NO EXPERIENCE REPOIRED

'69 TORONADO H.T.

62 Olds 05 Slogan Women

61 Chewer., 2 dr. Rodin 6 cyl

ALL OFFICE SKILLS

392-5230

IN CLEAN, EASY
FACTORY WORK

Clewland Ohio

hest Mar 2,6 2515

DIRECTDAME BRANDS

Raised

41,0544

Arrow Osilding Dept. 0

4507 Lo rain Avenue

"NOW & THEN ICIB"

RANDHURST CENTER

Will Train You

ReZ,TcitTee

ARROW INTERNATIONAL, IBC

3,2 7393

call Ant. nteht

TEMPORARY

855 Morse Ave.
Elk Grove Village, Illinois

WHY NOT

3825 Ali 5,439 1089

Fe.ndc 'COL! 79;

,

Dr. HT Heavy 3 speed transmission

$2195

Abe

882.17 otter 5PM

For Free *sombre

TOP COMMISSIONS/AID
Ornaing

2

1008 S Well WI

Encellont

.all

der

RaPab

HE 3755

reo COLBY'S CLEARANCE CEN

of balance rolls. :0 toi6CMS off
metal.. free padding and

YANKEE DOODLE

No fee

Special

'68 OLDS 442

Sso

250 9117

BOYS & GIRLS

Local or Loop

.=

radio factory stereo tape system, preneom
whitewall tires. Factory Warranty.

21 Help Wanted Men & Women

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

ii 60003

m

COMPANY

WORK
NEAR
HOME?

STATE BANK

Public Notice

METROPOLITAN PRINTING

GIRLS

529 INOI

DODGE

cod

a

CARPETING

378.0744

MOUNT PROSPECT

MODEL HOME FURNITURE
Id
buld
d

825.405,

Solve your money problems with a

439-7600

Heights

offers you a
better selection
of better used cars.

1.550 355 3384

823-2157 FOR APP.T.

MAKE YOU FEEL LOW

CALL MISS ESCHER

Ladendorf

66 -Business OpportuMfies

112-Autodies for Sale

ANTIOD,
FLEA MARKET SALE

HIGH COST

Inc

10 7 N. Hickory Ave.

CLERK TYPIST

902-Trucks,Trailers
CL 9-3517

!'oPr'ruls:FE:t..=

AN OYUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Immediate openings far full time switchboard
reseptiania Light Nping. Permanent. 5 days
week, 430 can to 5:00 per, congenial surround

L

ECONOMY

Bea offer 3944092

tEPlItNATP'OU'CrIC,31';:.A*"'

CAREER IN REAL ESTATE.

Wheeling, 11,0,6

777 Wheeling Rood

mgs. All Company benefits.

Legit.'".

WE RAY TOP $$$,
FOR CLEAN USED CARS

BONUS MOTORS 2966121

38 -Arts and Antiques

PRODUCTS INC.

SWITCHBOARD

TELLERS

259-6458

La Salle Personnel

$44.501 El Rey. 7 W. Ewn..,

467-6760

OF LIVING

Grigsby -Barton,
298-2770

101,Automotiles Wanted

ahl

6

h

ROSELLE

Call Min Olzak

YANKEE DOODLE

0 ExPERIENce NEEDED,

'th

k

OR

537-1316

67 FORD ECONO VAN 6 cyl,

EKCO

235-9100

6 ID L

all 6RM

Id

SO

5371100, eat. 234

RECEPTIONIST

1965 0. Pella RE, lac,

C PA firm. Geed Mewing
Ras
pa benefits. Age

CALL Mr. Last

d decoked rem reams.

1,61 Ghey 6 4 d Goad body

3,4 1893 atter 5 RD

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

RECEPTION

Cons RCA TV 325 ea. 3541471

Appantmenrs wheduled at your convenience.

Niles Area

ge

110B or 419 1645

ato

1,67 Volkswagen

'

nel admin... Papaws asa its. spa typing and

Hours AM 540 AM

COUNTER GIRL

INSPECTOR

TRAINEE -$530

ss io

537-0665 OR 172.7227

3S9 1140

CI

Ouroonding apporiumN .
ra assloThe Personnel Mem in all am. ed person-

COUNTER GIRL
$75.00. ado, wee,

VENDING HOSTESS

typing. free novel ben-

Adin9me Rm..

Skokie

Noraibrook
10-9 NO
5 10 rot
Mon Thurs Tr 9

nt Am

hik

Bik

rad
p Ned io sell $6,5
POLWRD VOLVO
814 1950

Executive Office
Space

TRI.R VENDING

Stan $2.00 per hour
Hours 9 AM- 2 PM

BABY DOCTOR'S

100I

as vw 0.0

n Des PI $175

Huge discauMs. 834-7351 dlr,

goad marring salaryand excel!. Iring Medi? package

Should hare some know

CENTER

41,

$30 296-5647

GIRL FRIDAY
Personnel Manager Secretary

is offered.

259-5300, Ext. 37

711 W. Algonquin el

alleme Furnishings -furniture
ORIENTAL RUG,

',Mood Ms and Mould same mime secrelerlal eeparleince,

Hours? AM 3PM

holmes & assoc.

cond bldg

New 395 s.g. latc9ID Dec. ORi

STAT-TYPIST

Northfield Area

439-8500

a

ANCE

537 1930

Ca11820 76,,

UNDBERG HEVI-DUTY

efits $600

52,175a

SERVICE

dicraphone

CLEAN PLEASANT WORKING
CONDITIONS

table by Hanredon Wos $190

112 krunddes For Sale

4346588

swede., et Tracer Ins,

meEYYm
issluding

11 To Rent Storer Office,

55-14usicalloshoments

FOR THE AGED

wen

474lome FurnshmgaTimetute

A

LUTHERAN HOME

occompurried be Wend frMoy Irenefirs.

SI hNOC RAPHER
rportment
I'ui 1 ros ini

hi

IOrn

Littelfusa

steo Wooer hour
OPER.

room

In

velom...M..oldbe...

.....se.. ash sashassind end experience and sword be

hos immediate openings in

Be o secy. Airlines exec
wive. Shorthand oaf

K Ahn

hse

GENERAL OFFICE CLERK TYPISTS

SELLING OUT FURNITURE

Foll Time
end d ning

omen ng lob calls n Wanthand should

PART TIME II A.M. to

McDonald8

TRAVEL

eery.

824-8055

F YOU WANT TO WORK

Al Nome Furmthingsfurmture

HELP

sho.sd

dm hos goad isp m

be or least 90 wynrand VONT

e Adam..

17&

272-5500
82/ 6474 dolt

el

,seed
shedon.g,r9

50505'0 HOUSE OF

SCHOOL MOM?

2 m 3 P.M. WEEKDAYS

RECEPTIONIST

ne

8E11111

ON 0E BOO TRAINING

Des Planes

COMPANY CASHIER

BEAUTICIAN

ri

011loga Pets &Equipment

2611elp Wanted Women

COOK & KITCHEN

tamt

worm

d

EXEC. SEC'S -$650

940

26 Help Wanted Women

95vi

Mow whew

940 lee St

2641elp Warded Welton

21

Fdy

dd

G

EEP

264Ielp Wanted Women

Wanted Women

Pleinet

NIB,. Rd. EY Grays. MO a
souill Imo Ruby Ara
Ern.

or Twelve/Oaks signs.

DRIVE OUT TODAY OR CAll 3044050

1

Arl Ms Rood

black no. of guilts neon

Multiple Listing Realtor

For Personal Service

DICK WICKSTROM

COW
55 Irving Park Rood

529-7070

new roll Way interchange

RAND & CENTRAL ROADS
DES PLAINES, ILL.
ROHS: Monday thru Friday

CALL 439-8020

Roselle, Illineh
9841diellaws

le pays to advernap

with Day Want Ads

64tekilf

new. In park in Elk Grove Twp.
45500

541,2004.

OPEN SUNDAYS

9.00 to 9.00
Sat. 9:00 to 5:00
Closed Sundays

fir

,

-

SHORT

a

e.

-

Thursday, February 19, 1970
`400* PRINCE

LOOKS SAD

TONIGHT

OUT OUR WAY

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

HAS HE GONE
THATS NOTHING! YOU
APE? WHO'S HE SHOULD EN HERE DI
TALKING TOT
THE DAY! HE RARELY

HAR HAR! THATS
OWE OF 114' FUNNIEST
STORIES YOU'VE EVER

ALL OF A

TOLD... HAW-HAW!
I'LL HAFTA REMEMBER THAT OWE:

AND-

a

THAT LAUGHTER IS A WELCOME CHANGE!

PARTY FOR THE COMPANY

PRESIDENT! SO WHAT

HAPPENS? I GAIN

5

J

7
9

Show

11 Frenchman's
World
26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters

APPETITE

',OUR COIN

STUCK IN THE A KARATE

CANDY MACH NE

AT WORK:

Mike Douglas

CHOP!

War.
6:25

Editorial
26 Quiz
2

6:30

GRAMPAW

coe-WL.1

e 1011. WA.

,"

vIVI.L. BURN 1-IIM IN A

to suspend the house
rules.

ROBIN MALONE
A VERY SPECIALPF-1454W
FOR ROBIN MAL01.1, FROM
AN OLD FrIE/40!.

Daniel Boone

2 6 Bob
Sports

LI'L CLUCK . YA

JUST HAVE T'

BE FIRM WITH

-

BUGS

20) Don't take peace on the domestic scene for granted. This

may he a day when you will
havii to work hard to sustain
tranquility.
TAURUS (April 21
May
-

Show

32 News

Famous Writers

7

International

Zone

9

2
5
7

9

Movie
'
"Operation Eich-

mann." Account of

10:00
News
News
News
News

Nazi

the

leader's

postwar life and his
capture by Israelis.
Werner Klemperer.

11 The
American
('ommunity College
"The Student in
Profile."

7

26 A Black's View

2

Late Report

of the News
32
T h e Honeymooners

2

Meditation

7

Reflections

9

Five Minutes to

es t s include

1:00

Of Cabbages and
Kings
1:50

1:55

2:00

10:30
2

Marilyn
Horne
and Totie Fields are

Marks.

5

guests.

cock Presents

Alfred

12:50

20 TV High School
32 Debbie Drake

This Is Tom

9

5

9:30

Story

Leslie Uggams, Joe
Cocker and Guy

Show

44111*-

Comments

nd housekeeper on
the ranch.

JimNabors

12:20
News

12:30

Paul Harvey

Movie

Jones
G

9

9:25

26 Famous Artists;

2

'III

April

-

Perry Mason
11 Our People
26 Tony Quintana

are enemies. Also Pat
eal, who is cook

7:00

brings rewards.

ARIES (March 22

kidnap a Red Chi-

ew. Father and son

6:55

COOKIE JAR

PISCES (Feb. 20
March
21) Take care that in the process of expressing your opinion you don't accidentally betray a confidence. Loyalty

Philbin

Movie
"Storm Center."
A librarian becomes
center of controversy
over censorship and
communism. Bette
Davis, Brian Keith.
5
Midnight Report
7 Chicago Show
2

Paris 7000
interBrennan
venes when a famous
writer attempts to

and Newman's neph-

6:45

11:35

Paintings;
32 100
Great Musk

and

12:00

Douglas, a long -enduring man with
principles;
Paul
Newman, his son,
and Brandon de
Wilde, his grandson,

Canada.

HE'S NOT A

Sisters

Jackie Vernon.

rancher: Melvyn

tured on a film trip to

BUGS BUNNY

HANDS OUT 0' THI..

nger

9

"Hud."

fea-

11:30

32 News Final

son Reilly, the Cli-

nese author.

concerns three generations of Texas

and riding are

32 The Champions

G u est s include
Lee J. Cobb, Buddy
Ebsen, Charles Nel-

8:00

hunting

Pacific Western

Dean Martin

5

sequences

ry Stanton are guests.

Fishing,

tain Division of the

Show

32 Truth or Con-

2

and

"Webs of Steel"
filmed on the MounRailroad.

7

Half a Comedy Hour
Carl Betz and HarLands

Grew Up

9:00

32

32 Of

II The Toy That

and
the

personality changing

War.

Seas

Lom, Wilfred Hyde
White.

drugs.

dians.

26 Today's Racing

fR

"big" man behind a
factory turning out

dog Courage," 1935;
"Law Beyond the
Range," 1935, all
feature Tom McCoy.

Pat Paulsen's

$2 -million
boodle starsSenta

his

Berger, Herbert

5

7:40

Boonesborough foot
race from the In7

FOR FRIDAY

8:30
Dragnet
Sgt. Friday
Gannon trail

"Bang' Bang'

You're Dead " Fran-

is

20 TV College
American Literature from the Civil

ployer in a scheme to
annual

I?

...AN' REMEMBER WHAT YEW
AUNT PETUNIA SAID
ABOUT KEEPiN' YER /

Tpaoynoyf

Cincinnatus hires
a slave from his em-

win the

Your
Horoscope

and

1932; "Ghost Patrol," 1936; "Bull-

persuade Uncle Bill

5

ist

26 Wrestling
32 Big Valley

"End of the Trail,"

wealthy and
permissive parents,

OF A PRINCE.

2 t4

pop group
9 Star Trek
11 Chicago Is
Bob Cromie

A -Way

with

'JA' OEFITTINIC/ 'PE PEI

tic scurrying after a
mysterious courier

11 They Went That -

Family Affair
Buffy and Jody,
inspired by a child
2

ea.,.
FOR
HIMSELF

historian and novel-

7:30
5 Ironside
The unhappy wife
of a bank executive is
seized by kidnappers
in the parking lot of a
restaurant.
7
Bewitched
"Serena Stops the
Show."

ature from the Civil

I

Little Boy Blues, a

26 Ayuda (Help)

11 TV College
American Liter-

Movie

9

responsible for her
father's hiring the

host.

6:15

THREE ROUNDS!

That Girl
Ann is indirectly

11 Speaking Freely
Edwin Newman is
host t o Robert
Graves, British poet,

7

6:00
News
News
News

2

MAYBE ',OURS vst-icivtN'
LIKE TWO BUT YOU'RE
tStJ'YE
EATIN' LIKE THREE!
HAVENT
GOTTA.
GOBBLED AS MUCH
GIVE
SINCE 11-1E DAY
`rOuR.

Pr) 'iou THINK THE
SCALES COULD BE OFF/
I'VE BEEN DOiN' NCRE
WORK THAN A COUPLE
VICE PRESIDENTS
ARRANGIN' A RETIREMENT

TURNS THAT POCKET RADIO

SUDDEN I
OFF- AND IF HE I5NTAR6U4
HEARD HIM No WITH POLITICIANS HE5
LAUGH,
BLASTING THE COMMERCIALS!

WV Iii ' A.L.S..114S _1

Mery Griffin

Show

Hitch-

Tonight Show
Dick Cavett

7

2:30

Live By

Show

EEK & MEEK

MORTY MEEKLE

211 If you have a sound reason

for the action you are about to

GEMINI (May 22

June

-

unspectacular

MUNCH MUNCH

morning may well he followed

MUNCH MONat

21)

A

most

by an exceptionally exciting
progress while you can.

OTLIPIC)

TO EAT A

SIGN.

0

MUNCH MUNCH
KNO-1 MtNal MVO
ANUt401 MUNCH

CANCER (June 22 - July
23) A great deal depends upon

your attitude today. Don't let
others know about it if you feel

Malat MUNat

annoyances with them at this

DOG

/LAUNCH MUNCH

time.

late in the afternoon as a result

YOU HAVE TO

MUNCH MUNCH

afternoon and evening. Make

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23) A
favorable day for all your interests. Achieve high success

HE'S RIG141-....

ROWro,

take, then all should he well.
Try not to annoy another.

CAVALLI

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
THE BORN LOSER

Answer to Previous

What's Missing?

of tactful dealing.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 - Sept. 3)

Make every moment count
during a day which should

ACROSS

take you a few giant steps on
the say to your goal.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23)
An excellent day for the Libra

1 Easy -,

be beaten.

Nov.
221 Be prepared for a battle of
-

wits on one of your favorite
Subjects with one of your fa-

Between(prefix)

Btx
19 Rags

vorite people. Play to win.
23

-

Dec. 22) Exceptional gains to-

CAPTAIN EASY

21 Gaelic

day for the Sagittarius who
manages to keep emotional responses at a minimum. Take a

hint from another.
CAPRICORN (Dec.

OPENS IN PARIS
-

no activity that could conflict
with an opportunity to attain
vital advancement in your
field of work.

OF PUBLICITY,,,

poem
pole
robe
role
rope

romp

bore
bole
berm
lore
lobe
lope
MOM

mope

mole

PUBLIC KNOW YOU ARE
WEARING SUCH A
TREASURE?

ON PRETTY TIGHT

WELL.WA9H, WE'VE TROLLED OUR BAIT ALL
DAY: NOW BACK TO MCKEE'S APARTMENT
AND HOPE OUR FISH BITES:

SECURITY:

115 VALUED AT

BUT THE `OPAL.
SKULL* STEALS
THE SHOW:

*100.000

AR U
L- E T
EST

TU R

S OW E

AL
A
0-S

SN
ET1-1

N1151115

FP

LOOTER71 E L
PLEAT
E

SA ET

28 American

on edge "
20 Tempermental
outbursts

MA, I., TA 4 US Psi at

CAMPUS CLATTER

1

a field
38 Think
39 Measure of

12

41 Seniors (ab.)
42 Corded fabric
44 Closed
46 Feudal

18

49 Hindu queen
53 Native metal
54 Sets of organ
pipes
56 Cover
57 Domestic
slave

32

tenants

WELL, PRESIDENT POMP,
YOURS SEEMS TO BE A
REASONABLE REQUEST!

I, FOR ONE, PROMISE. TO
DO EVERYTHING IN bW
POWER TO PERSUADE

THERE'S A GOOD CHANCE.
YOU WILL OPT MOST
OF WHAT YOU SEEK!

COLLEAGUES TO GRANT

MV LEGISLATIVE
YOUR REQUEST!

OF COURSE,YOU MUST

BUT, WITH COOPERATION

REALIZE THAT SOME
MAY GET TRIMMED

FROM THE MINORITY
WHIP AND THE FLOOR.
LEADER, I SEE NO
REASON WHY YOUR
REQUEST -6,

OFF BEFORE YOU GET

IT! YES, IT WILL
PROBABLY BE CUT!

t
J
sr

A poLrn CIAN'S
POLITICIAN! I ASK
HIM vri PASS -no
BUTTI§R,AND GET

A FILIBUSTER!
O

ME SR

from poiatoes
45 Turkic

statesman

quantity

P

AIRI1.12S11SEY1

30 Genus of
maples
31 Combat

tribesman

46 Meadow

mouse
47 Dry

first-aiders

(coll.)
48
majesty
33 Cupolas
50 Temporary
35 Thigh bones
festival
2297
-of speech
"new" star
cattle 40 Hebrew
Film
51 Roof finials
25 Nautical term
ascetic
32 Evaded
52 Essential being
34 Doctor's - 26 Replace
43 Removes skin 55 Lair
36 State of

paper

1-1

VA

T

24 Possesses

relaxation

MtliEE

1

UN
oNOOL EV El

2

3

4.

5

6

9

37 Seed anew, as

MO

probe
pore

THE NEWS
STORY SAID

WITH A FANFARE.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
19) A longed -for goal should
be achieved as a result of attention to detail this afternoon.
Reap the reward of great care.

PROBLEM

Esr MAGNIFIQUE: SUT ARE YOU
NOT REALLY.
NOT AFRAID TO HAVE 2.E WHOLE SUH,...wE'VE LAID

PRODUCT EXHIBIT

23

Jan. 20) Take care to schedule

Answers to
Hideaword

23 - Lancelot

OHR McKEE
W INDUSTRIES

tvi

0

11 Depots (ab.)

16 "My - are

riNEWMAN
L

DAB A A
MA

4 Nullify

5 Number
6 Rope for
leading a
horse
9 - and ahs
12 Grandparent -al 7 Notion
13 Walk in water 8 Bird homes
9 Hospital
14 Rodent
workers
15 Florida
10 Minute
Indians

enterprises. Headwork in combination with footwork cannot

SAGITTARIUS (Nov

3 Papa and -

Pu'
n

TS E:R
rs-r-7

EATE

easy go
5 Skating on
ice

engaged in buying or selling

SCORPIO (Oct. 24

A S 'TE

58 Rare -

59 Dutch city
60 Was observed
61 Demolish
DOWN

1Throw

2 --and above

13

15

17
19

20

22.

24

25

26

23

28

27

33

30

1

51

52

37

38

39

42

53

29
35

36

46

11

.

14

16

A

10

40

43

147

41

44

45

11149

48

50

-...-.,
55

56

67

59

60

61
I

, 1.

-too

'be

FATHER

Telephone

255-7200

Tonight:

Partly clouds,
In. Tomorrow:
Partly sunny, warmer.
low

near
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GOP candidates will
speak here Monday

4'

Mayor Robert 0. Atcher of

By Richard Crab!)

Schaumburg,

Mount Prospect

is

sched-

uled to become the GOP head-

quarters of Cook County and
Illinois Monday evening.
Most of the candidates
whose names will appear on
the March 17 Republican
primary ballot in Illinois arc
scheduled to speak at a public
meeting at the Mount Prospect
Country Club. Included are

William H. Rentschler, candidate for U. S. Senate; possibly
U. S. Sen. Ralph Smith; Sheriff
Joseph I. Woods, candidate for

president of the ('ook County

Board of Commissioners;

candidate

for

Cook County clerk, and others.

Board of Appeals.

The meeting will open at 8
p.m. Refreshments will he
served following the program

is

in order to give Elk Grove

being sponsored by the Elk
Grove Township Republican

Township citizens the opportunity to visit with the candi-

Organization.

dates.

The

candidates'

night

AMONG COUNTY candidates planning to attend are C.

Bernard Carey, candidate for
Cook County sheriff; James E.
Peterson. candidate for Cook
County
treasurer;
Harvey

Schwartz, candidate for trustee of the Metropolitan Sanitary District. and Peter Piotrowicz. candidate for the

Carl R. Hansen, Elk Grove
Township GOP committeeman said, "If we are going
to get fair representation in
the suburbs, we must elect Republicans to responsible positions in Cook County government.

"We have that opportunity

may he the only opportunity

Febvre, of 1131 Juniper l_n.,
Mount Prospect: and Clarke

Jr., a member of the caucus.

C. Robinson, of 510 Grego
Ct.. Prospect Heights; who

A.C. Nielsen Co., a market research firm.

board vacancies that will he
Forest View High School, Arlington Heights, last night. He said an alleged compromise on the filled from candidates in April

will vie with any other persons

Robinson, also 41, is a
three-year district resident,

Defense Atty. Leonard Weinglass addressed the suburban Sidewalk Academy in the cafeteria of

verdict of the case was a "complete perversion of the Jury process." (Photo by Jac Stafford)

elections.

`No -Conspiracy T lawyer
blasts compromise verdict
-

this morning asking that the

By Dan Ruck
Defense
Atty. Leonard
Weinglass last night lambasted
an alleged compromise by
members of the jury in the Chicago 7 conspiracy trial as a

"complete perversion of the
jury process."
Weinglass spoke before the
suburban Sidewalk Academy

in Forest View High School,
Arlington Heights.
He said a motion would he

entered in U.S. district Court

verdict be set aside. It will take
about five minutes and will he

denied, the civil rights lawyer
forecast.

HE SAID the expected denial and another foreseen on a
motion the defense is to make
on the alleged use of wiretaps
by the prosecution are among
reasons the defense believes it
did not receive a fair trial.

was reported Thursday
morning that members of the
jury agreed to Lind live of the
defendants guilty of crossing
It

state lines to incite riots, and
two innocent. All were found
innocent of conspiracy.
Weinglass

likened the re-

ported negotiations to those of
labor disputes. They didn't resolve their differences, he said,
all they did was trade men.

seven- to call for a special
commission to review the trial
proceedings. "We will abide
by their findings," he said.

liam Kunstler visited their
clients in the Cook County

WEINGLASS

ADDED

Arlington Heights, left Springfield at 4 yesterday afternoon
in order to tell members of the
Wheeling Township Republican Club how the convention
stands on the major issues with
one-third of its work time over.

Mrs. Macdonald had con-

AID TO PRIVATE

tures of revenue article uncer-

SCHOOLS; Major issue, outcome uncertain.

AMENDING
Will he made easier to amend
the constitution.
PROCESS --

VOTING AGE --Will
lowered

but

probably

down to 18.

ANNUAL SESSIONS-The legislature will meet annually under new constitution.

John

-Appointment plan faces uphill battle. Chicago Democrats

the deliberations on local gov-

and

Delegate

ernment, and her report
flected

their combined

reap-

praisal on convention developments. Highlights of Mrs.
Macdonald's report follow:

HOW LONG-The

new

constitution will be completed
in July.
TIME OF VOTE --Likely to

come early in October. Will
not be voted upon at November election.

MANNER OF SUBMISSION-Will be submitted to
people by articles, perhaps as
many as 14 to 16.
GOVERNOR --Will be elected with lieutenant -governor
from same party.

SHORT BALLOT-Will

not be shortened a great deal.
Attorney general and most
state officers will still be elected under new constitution.

TAX CHANGES-Personal property taxes on individuals will be abolished. Sales
taxes on good food and medi-

will go not yet clear.

downstate Republicans
prefer to elect judges.

Caucus to pick
its candidates
The School District 57 General Caucus will hold an open

meeting at 8 p.m. Feb. 25 in
Busse School, 101 N. Owen,
Mount Prospect, to endorse

)4,

Day

HE DISPUTED allegations
that the defense tried to stop or

disrupt the trial. The defense
had a strong case and wanted
to present it, Weinglass said.
Matthew Bonds, Chicago

Roundtable on African -American History, also spoke before
the Sidewalk Academy on the
quality of education in the

metropolis. He said teachers

mine the sex of some teens
at first glance.

should relate more to the needs
and culture of black youth,
and that children of lowerclass neighborhoods should be

R.F.M.

given goals with which they

Not being able to deter-

HE IS EMPLOYED by

but lived in Mount Prospect

Stanely D. Russell Jr.

children attending Euclid Ele-

intend to run for another term.
LEFEBVRE, 41. has been

a resident of the district for
seven years and has one child
attending
Fechanville Ele-

beginning in 1937. He has four

in the Chicago firm of Kirkland. Ellis, Hodson, Chaffetz
and Nlasters.

mentary School. Two others
are students at Hersey High
School.

Church of Nlount

He has been active in Cuh
Scouting, and is a member of

and a member of the church

Prospect

choir.

A graduate of the Univer-

American Bar Associations.
The District 26 caucus is
comprised of 24 members.

pressed the caucus because of
his regular
attendance at
school hoard meetings, ac-

of the Chicago, Illinois and

with representatives from six
I' TA organizations and eight
of the 10 eligible homeowners
associations

Crane will be guest
at Sunday Scout dinner
Rep. Philip NI. Crane, 13th
Illinois district congressman,

Legion post, will he toastmas-

will he the guest of honor Sun-

p.111.

day at

the

annual Scouters

Recognition Dinner of the
Northwest Suburban Council's Sauk Woods District.

The dinner at the Holiday
Inn in Rolling Nleadows, will
recognize the 1969 achievements of the adult Boy Scout

Arlington Heights
and Rolling Meadows, communitiesserved by the district
leaders

in

organization.

William F. Griffith. Arlington Heights businessman and

commander of its American

ment

is

expected

in

early

March.

Chicago Bears will
bawl for Heart Fund
Chicago Bears players dike
Pyle and Ed O'Bradovich will

support of theFebruary Heart
Fund drive.
The football players will
howl against WNIAQ disc
jockeys Hark Edwards of
Mount Prospect and Jim Hill
of Roselle.

will represent the Heart Fund.

Red Rush of Nlount Prospect and announcer for the
White Sox on WNIAQ will be
at Brunswick Recreation Center, 19 W. 445 Roosevelt Rd.,

Lombard. with Bob Elson at
noon tomorrow. The two announcers will he competing

against
Boudreau

Ted Linham, Buffalo

Grove, insurance chairman
for the Heart Fund business division, and George NI.
Rudolphy, Mount Prospect,
associate executive director,
Chicago Heart Association,

announcer
and

Bear

Lou
player

Brian Piccolo.

Rush and Officer Vic will
howl against baseball players

Dizzy Trout and Billy Pierce
Sunday.

1:30

p.m.

at

the

Brunswick Western Bowl, 711
W. 15th St., Chicago Heights.

SIMON

SUBURB
SAYS =
Ace pitcher Denny McLain has lost to a tough team --the
all-American Mafia.

He is a gradute of Harvard
Lass. School. and is a member

sity of Minnesota. with graduate study at Temple University
(Philadelphia), LeFehvre im-

endorsement- will be for one
of the two candidates seeking
to become GOP candidate for
the U.S. Senate. An endorse-

University and the Harvard

has also been involved in the
Junior Achievement program.
.

the primary, the only major

mentary School.
He is an attorney. a partner

ROBINSON HAS been active in church work, as administrator of the church school of
the Community Baptist South

tit e Northwest Suburban
Council of Associations. He

This candidates' night is the

Elk Grove Township group's

first step toward milking endorsements. Since the county
candidates are not opposed in

ter of the event to start at 6
Awards will he made to unit
completing the dis-

leaders

trict's extensive training program by William Stout, training director. Holders of the
Silver Beaver and Wood Badge
will also he honored.

Others on the program are
Ralph H. Clarhour, district
chairman; Torn Hendricks,
new district commissioner;
and Dave Wiszowaty, the district's professional Scouting
executive.

`Get acquainted' meeting
set for Prospect Heights
The Prospect Heights Improvement Assn. will hold a
"get acquainted" meeting for

opportunity to explain the organization's purpose and an-

all Prospect Heights residents
at 7:30 p.m. Feb. 26. in John
Muir School, Drake Terr. and
Oak St., Prospect Heights.
Eight
Prospect
Heights
community organizations will
he represented at the meeting,

Organizations participating
the meeting are: Jaycees;
Lions; Woman's Club. Newcomers; Guys and Dolls; Fire

and each group will have an

swer questions.
in

District: Library Board;

School District 23 and Prospect Heights Old Town Sanitary District, all of Prospect
Heights.
Members of the
park,
school, library and sanitary

Hospital sets
open house

%kill give a brief
ummary of their current and

district boards

uture plans for each district.

Lutheran General Hospital,
Park Ridge. will hold an open
house Sunday, Feb. 22 for students interested in a career in
radiologic technology.
The hospital's school of radiologic tehnology will host
the visitors. 1-5 p.m. at the
School of Health
Sciences
(formerly the School of Nursing building).

Meetings
Tottight
Mount Prospect Plan
Commission public hearing, Village Hall; 8 p.m.

can identify rather than those
of white, middle-class America.

Shriners' Potentate Ball
tomorrow in Chicago

candidates for the April school
board elections.

More than 2,000 members
Three vacancies will occur of Medinah Temple and their
on the school board in April.
guests will be on hand tomorSeven prospective candirow night for Shrinedom's
dates, previously interviewed outstanding social event of the
by the caucus nominating com- year, the annual formal Potenmittee, will appear before the tate's Ball in the International
General Caucus to give five- and Grand Ballrooms of the
minute presentations and Conrad Hilton Hotel.
answer questions.
Tie dinner -dance will honThe exact number of candi- or Walter M. Dill, 526 S. Everdates to be endorsed by the green, Arlington Heights,
General Caucus has not been newly -elected leader of the
set.
21,000 Shriners in the ChiAlso included on the meet- cago area, and Mrs. Dill.
ing's agenda is the election of
Other Medinah officers and
next year's General Caucus officers.

ney.

teacher and president of the

Gripe
Of The

NAMING OF JUDGES-

Woods who could not leave

ferred with

HOME RULE-There will
he an article, but how far it

be

not

Jail Thursday.
The lockup is "not a terribly
comfortable place," Weinglass aid said. It was designed
for 1,900 men and now holds
2,200. Convicts are quartered
in two -man cells so small that
only one can stand inside at a
time, he continued.
Lee Weiner and Abhie

Hoffman appear to he in bad
health, according to the attor-

cine likely to go. Other featain.

of the sentencing of the seven

and lawyers. Weinglass and
fellow defense attorney Wil-

won major Con -Con issues
Mrs. Virginia Macdonald.
3d District delegate to the Constitutional Convention from

He outlined the history of
the conspiracy trial, and told

The attorney also said he
has been authorized by "the

Mrs. Macdonald reports
By Richard Crabh

that he had in mind a blue ribbon commission such as that
which wrote the Daniel Walker Report on the causes and
prevention of violence.

cording to Mrs. C.E. Hefferan

who file for the posts left vacant with expiration of the
terms of Charles Morey and
Neither Morey nor Russell

the northwest suburbs."

bowl at the Rose Bowl, Buffalo
Grove, at 3:30 p.m., Sunday in

The 24 -member caucus of
River Trails School District 26
has endorsed two candidates
front a list of eight persons interviewed, for the two school

Le-

think about the problems in

in 1970, and Monday evening

River Trails Dist. 26
caucus backs 2 for board
They arc Thomas N.

We have, to see some of these
candidates
in
Elk Grove
Township. We should use this
opportunity to let these candidates know what we need and

their wives to be guests of hon-

or include William, C. Mutter,

4f

v.

LaGrange Park, Chief Rabban; Thomas C. Roberts, River Forest, Assistant Rabban;
Walter E. Bischoff, Deerfield,
High Priest and Prophet;

Clare B. Lang, Skokie, OriGuide; William Trubeck, Park Ridge, treasurer;

ental

Carl W. Lutz, Evanston,
Recorder and Ansel B. Pope,

Clarendon Hills, Captain of
the Guard.

Gov. Ogilvie, a member of
Medinah Temple, is expected
to be among the numerous distinguished guests attending the
ball.

Prospect Heights Fire Chief Donald R. Gould (left) displays a
new $1200 inhalator purchased by the donations of Barton Stull

Realty and the Wheeling Township Kiwanis. With Gould are

John Stull and Kiwanis President Clark Holt (right). (Photo by
Le Roy Meyers)
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Village, Citizens utility discuss
alternatives for better service
Village
Vlrgll
Manager
Barnett and other Mount Pros

owners within the Rwerhunt
arca who like some 2 700

Peel officials have met with

homeowners outside the A/alone limits were without water

L.000 gallons.

for hours after a main broke

The second alternative discussed was the interconnecting of the village system with

representatives of Citizens
Utility Co. and discussed three

alternatives by /cinch the ad-

Feb. 9 near Lee and Willow in
Prospect Heights.
Because of the way the Citizens Co water system is con
structed it was necessary. to
shut off a large portion of the

ministration hopese to improve
water service to th 300 henes

within the village limits that
ere served by Citizens Co.

The meeting was held after
en appeal by Frank Pontanski,

of 701 Elderberry. acting as
spokesman for the 100 home.

area that the utility servi.s,
after 2,000,000 gallons of water were lost in an unsu.essful
wharf to maintain pressure
while repairing the break.

Donate $10,000
to Ripon College

cidents which Poznanski laid

Mrs. Roland C. Becker of
119 N. Emerson, Mount

the summer. Mayor Robert

Prospec. has contributed
S10,000 endowment to Ripon
College, Ripon, Wis.,
musk scholarship.

for a

TO Avner other such in-

after pleading guilty to charges

Omens serene pay SI IS per

Memo. now a dose hot
17 involving 21 squad
cars from five area police de-

Aug.

partments.
W.
Francis
Magistrate
Glowacki also ordered than the

that of Citizens, in order to

22 -year old defendant pay for
property damaged in the chow
which hegan in the parking lot
of a Wheeling drive.ler and
ended in a crash at Wolf and
Central Rds.
Galindo, with an attorney at
his side. appeared in Evanston

raise the pressure in the Citiens
Thee third alternative. said
Barnett, was the suggestion
That Citizens take steps on

their own to ',more con-

stant supply of potable water
in this area.

Jury Court. The CUse had hem

transterred there Jaw $ when
the defendant, after several

ing with Citiaglis would be

harm residents.

held.

He said Citizens hit contracted for construction of

design is by Miami Kaplan of Glens lew and she exhibit Is by the Northern Illinois Gas Co as pan of
the Hower end Garden Show at Randhorst which runs through Monday.

the trans. mains of Citizens

reseryks, with a
1.000,000 gallon capacity. and
for another well_

within the village limits.
He said Me Gropers repre-

The day of thc main break,
Citizens
emptied
their

sentatives indicated that the
utility's parent *impiety

1.250.000 gallon reservoir and
lase an additional 150.000 gallons of water while attempting
to muintMn pressure in the system, before they had to turn dr
the system and shut down the
maims on the well in the vicinity of the break.

Schaumburg GOP unit
gives full backing to Smith

.1 will not flush toilets" dining

Barnett said that the first
possible remedy discussed was

Becker.

Connecticut would not be in.
termed in high an arrange -

ollege student who majors in
music.

twrostm probation (cite dm

I 000 gallons and those using

Teichen promised that a meet-

Ben has "pressuw so low that

the nurchme by the village of

The income form the en.

Raul Galindo of Mundelein
as fined 0500 and placid] on

BARNETY SAID be hoped
any Steps taken by the utility
would improve service for ell
3,000 homes, hut added his
as village
manner
anager had to rbe for River -

The Adolf and Ethel Hoff men Music Scholarship has
been named in honor of Mrs.
Becks, parents who were
both active in the music nines
in Chicago, according to Mrs.
downient will provide an
csal scholarship fora Winon

p.

Fined $500 for charges
filed in police chase

In

Mend

SORNRIT SAID that oil loge residents pay 55 cents per

second

earlier continuances.

said yesterday. however, that

"Golly, real lire widen" sass Tony Young, d, 514 W. Green Dr., Wheeling, am of many loud.
lo the gmffred water fountain at the gendhorst Shopping Center In Mount Prospect. The garden

,na
Schaumbum

Township
Republican Organization hen
voted unanimously to recommend to the general member the

less

chary.

serums

were

dropped.

9'WTh'"6"
'''ilh"I'l.d"
was triggered:7"'.
by Galindo's
a
Weed attempt to run down
Wheeling Patrolman Arthur

car that had stopped just south
of the corner.
With their revolvers and

shotgun% drown. police con.
verged on the occupants as
they staggered out of the
vamked auto. They offered no
rsistance.
Galindo was charged with
six violations by Wheeling Police. three hy Des Plaines Police and one each by Mount

organization. The votDf the

gate a disturbance in the park

townsliiids 4t -member GOP
central committee, made up
precinct captains and seen -

ing lot.

board members, was unanimous.

linthisaitte in a sped past. The
patrolman radioed for help is

Both Realschkr and Smith

lo permed the speeding Ma

appeared before the Schaumburg Republicans.
Schaumburg Commime-

Mahn! Pnisonit.Counly Sher-

ow, pouponed smerday when

ilr'l Mi.' and State P.'.
joined in the chase after hear-

Am. Slat. Atty. Gerald Eisen

erg the call fell PIP'innec.

prepare his ease against
It

man Donald Tinton snid...11

is not often that a group of
this size can agree Ill mkt),
didates

before

central

the

$20,000 F.D.I.C. INSURANCE ON DEPOSITS
you wish up to the amount of your deposit. You will have made
yourself an automatic loan which will bear interest at the An.
nual Percentage Rate of 7% simple interest per year on the
Golden Passbook or 73/4% on the 2 -year Certificate, after we
have paid the cheque on our books. Meanwhile your deposit is
continuing to earn 53/4% on the 2 -year Certificate or 5% on
the Golden Passbook, so you are paying, in effect, 2% nes per
year for the money you hove borrowed by wsiting a cheek, and
only as long as you use the money, which can be any term up
to five years, with no principal payments except as you wish, at
no special time. But all the time your savings remain intact!
THERE ARE NO SERVICE CHARGES

group

that

San.

Smith was the helot qualified
and more likely to represent
the Republican viewpoint in
the U.S. Senate."
Sen. Smith has now received
endorsement of three

Me

township organizations in the
northwest suburb. In January
the Wheeling Township GOP
Soup and the Palatine Township Republican Organization
endorsed Smith

The Elk Grove Township
Republican Organization is
holding a candidates night
Feb.

23.

Earns degree
David James McGinnis. son
of Mr. and Mrs. Stephen

McGinnis, 710 Dresser,

Mcunt Prospect recemil a
Bachelor of Ans degree from
the College of Am and Sciences or the University of Nebraska Jan 31.

Deposit 81000 or more in a FIRST ARLINGTON 53/4% 2 -year
GOLDEN CERTIFICA'FE PLUS NO -COS'(' CHEQUES, or 81000
or more in a GOLDEN PASSBOOK PLUS NO -COST CIIEQUES.

(Never any Darr charger)

The 5k4% CERTIFICATES must he purchased in multiples of
81000. The GOLDEN PASSBOOK ACCOUNTS may be added
to in multiples of 8100 at any time.

making additional deposits your savings are still earning the
maximum rate any bank ran pay and enjoying National Bank
Protection plus the added inntrance of 020,000 by Federal

lington, Prospect, Flk Grove.
Wheeling, Fonst View aced
Ilersey high schools in District

Deposit Insurae Corp. No other bank pays more or gives

214.

You save money - time - trouble. When you pay off the loan by

more protectionm. And no other bank provides the "Ex.
ma -Money Credit" of FIRST ARLINGTON TIME ACCOUNTS
PLUS NO -COST CHEQUES, will. a net borrowing rate of 2%,
far less than any cheek -credit or charge plan, or ordinary loan.

Open a FIRST ARLINGTON TIME ACCOUNT PLUS NO -COST CHEQUES in either a 53/4% 2 -year
Certificate or a 5% Golden Pmsbook and start earning the highest rate from the date of deposit. And
know that if you need money all you have to do is write yourself a cheque to make a loon to yourself
at the low cost of 2% (N.) simple interest. It is the ultimate in hank service and is available only at
the First Arlington National Bank.
You get all the other advantages of doing business with the First Arlington National Bank. Six -day

banking in the main bank lobby and at the three drive-in windows at the main bank plus the two
drive in windows at the north facility on North Arlington Heights Road at Miner. ALL of these
services, main bank and all drive-ins, are open 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. each day (including Wednesday) and
to 4 p.m. on Saturday.

'...^5 ...71.5 '``. N..'

Passes state
real estate
brokers exam

To be served Monday in Ar-

Main MR/ lone choice): italinn spaghetti, hamburger in a

bun, Wiener Ina bun. Vegetable (me choice): hash brown
potatoes. buttered green brans.
(one choice))

fruit
juke, teased salad, cote slaw,
pear -collage cheese. molded:
cherry, apricot halves. Italian
bread and butter, milk.
Available desserts grapefruit segments. vanilla pudding, apple puff pastry, choco_late cake, sugar cookies.

the

Pielinn

i

Estate
Corporation in

gatieggageoecomeaggeogySeveageggeOLgeag

One North Dunton
Downtown Arlington Heights
Member F.D.I.C.

Camp Fire Girls in Frilly Frolics

The raiding party reportY

t !nd nme than IMX)

Fri ay, February 20, 1970
race LIEL11111,111

March 2t,.

hall.

No safe numbers
in draft lottery
distinct possi-

!silky that all the numbers in

Id

cording to Mrs. Gertrude Kidinwtor of Selective Ser-

Illinois Selective Service
Director John Hamaek said adter meeting in Washington

with other directors. "I'm
fniid the Defense Department

served family stylo.

The 'Frilly Frolics- will

mon be hue. u fabulous. funny

looking forward to !hair two
big Mph, in the exciting glow

show with more than 20 am
put on by the fanciful Camp
Fire Girls of Blount Priam*

of the footlights.

and Prospect Heights.

reeled by NM. Will Granzin.

The curtain will rise al 8
pm. on Friday. Feb. 27. and

part of the Camp Fire Girls'
celebration of the fishanniversus of their organidation.

Saturday. Fob. Mid SE Pangs
school.. In S. School St..
Mount Prospect. hlembers ill

The

"Frilly Frolics:

levels of ('amp Fire will

any Camp Fire Girl or call
342-8560. Nowak will be

to draft persons between 19
and 26 years old with lottery
numbers from one to 90 in
hlarch

-We 's, got a 101 ill pro,
less making the lottery work
the way the Defense Departmem said it would." Ham inack kid. He said the Seim five Servim Directors "found
we definitely can't make a

he a special feature.
The girls have been winking

used to purchase a display case

hard preparing for the variety

btetY.

t hough many draft

boards are hanl.pressed to fill

draft quoin. Mrs. Kiley said,
the three local boards in the
a maws:. number.
Draft quotas for March are
20 for board 101, 49 for hoard
102 and seven for hoard 11/3,
Airs. Kiley said

st'm surly that men whit
high numbers were given the
impression they were safc
from the draft." Hammack
;said.

all

for the Mount Prospect

funher

For
'

II

'Sr'

1. omme ,,/

C. N. i.

n.

information.
%Id
04/i23. Herman

arca coffee will be held at 10
m. ;Monday. Feb. 23. at the
home of Mrs. Bros Anderson.
7 W. Cedar SL

51m. Ray Warns of the Arlinmon Heights Unger Creek

he pcsior.

ci

Qum., Inn.

serving as arm ormnimtional
chairman. an
rims that this

miming will sank all prom
pcmive members now on chap begin new
chapters.

ter waiting lists

If you would like to attend.
contact Mrs. Warns at 1924000

CONVENIENCE

$5
A MONTH
Man CARTAGE,

Li -

Try Before You Buy
All applies to purchase
if "junior" makes the grade.

Right: "Wouldn't you like to he a cm -cm dancer like me?"

KIMBALL..

mks Lisa Beth Ileidorn, second grade Bluebird, who will he pan

of the mn-mn number "It's a Sin. World" in Ihe "Frilly Fro,

WHITNEY

ice variety slimy to he given by Mount PraSpect and Prospect
Hei.4 Camp Frill Gi19,- (Photos by Eleanor Rives)

STORY & CLARK

.. CABLE ..

WE DESIGN YOUR KITCHEN

YAMAHA

(AND WE DO KNOW HOW)

Mt. Prospect Music Center

WE INSTALL YOUR KITCHEN

Main Sr. (Re. 83) a Busse Av. (South of Central)

CLEAN

(CLEAN, NEAT d FAST)

for details ... call 259-1300
BRING THIS AD FOR FREE GIFT

f-pps

CLEAN

HOMES
HAT'S WHY WE'RE OFFERING
YOU OUR FANTASTIC --

WE FINANCE YOUR KITCHEN
(EAST ON THE BUDGET),

Week end Special

118kerMal/
if!

Prime Rib of Beef

catlAil!.;;IIZEP.R.ETOgr

Name(s) (Print)

FOR

and -Or

Addreae

Enclosed O check for S

I would like to transfer S

(S1000 minimum)

'2.95

AAA carpet

cleaners

Date

Ell Grove Village

Palatine

439-2728

PARK 11DOE

359.6962

825-7544

Open: (non. a fir. 8.8 Toes., Vied. a Thurs. AS
Saturday 9 -Rand feel oar convenimm.

OUR SHOWROOM (only) OPEN SUNDAY 12-4

SAT. & SUN. DINNER

CLEAN 2 ROOMS FOR THE PRICE OF THE LARGER ONE

from

Please telephone me how to do this. My Phone
Signed

SALE

State

Social Security No.

DAILY 9 to 6
FRL 'til 8 - SAT. 'tit Noon

ad.

now is the time,
A special Arlington Heights

Chaplin-

RENT a PIANO or ORGAN

guarantee on anything."

Northwest suhurben area have

h

so.

di -

lake part. A patriotic pageant
made up of many groups will

they said the lop third of tha
lottery numbers. from 245 to

emus.

Would you like tojuin m

antique study group? If

show and arc enthusiastically

3hh. acre safe.

a
statement
they
shouldn't have made.' when

ad

h

coleslaw and doughnuts

Local hoards have meived
an order giving them the right

made

Tickets, available from any
guild member. arc 51.50 for
adults. 75 cents for children fi
to 12 and prokhoolers am 35

The menu wilt consist of
!lobe

For 50 cents one may yam the
fantasy. hut it is suggested that
tickets he olattin*1 inadvance
to he certain of a seet.Conlacl

vice boards 101. 1112 and 1113,
headquartered es Dempster
and 13es Plaines. Des Plaines.

Questers forming

Hobos dine Feb. 27

cages.

Sheheictsholl7nran-

Please Open: (Check One or Both)

City

6 -DAY BANKING

rv:

I

MEAN

the day my money is available to you, and that you will send me a contract
for signature at mete.

township funds con only he

-

CARPETS

for the undersigeed. It is understood this account will cam interest from

I I a g e ' s
historical background your children deserve
to know about asa port of their
own American heritage.

timaceseeauelleIllaaaallaessa as

below. All of the necessary documents can reach you by mail.

LI 5% Golden Passbook Plus No -Cost Cheques
53/4% 2 -Year Golden Certificate Plus No -Cost Cheques

the time to contribute their tad.

at 69 W. Washington St.. ('Si.
at

Ruhloff & Co. Mated

To: First Arlington National Bank
One North Dunton, Downtown Plaza
Arlington Heights, III. 60006

In return it will preserve the
vi

such

funds arc raised that township
funds will he available. These

IT klmnder pager
Magistnne Edam F. Breen
Breen
continued the trial until

boxes throughout the Northwest Suburban area. Use the coupon

ued donation of time and mon-

to
the

fix Plains:

sdel7at'c'd

Convenience Plus! t_le one of our 10,000 helpers - the mail

ON
NATIONAL
BANK

ey.

MOM Mount Prospect Mayor Robert Telellert, accompanied by his wife, vises villb Mrs. Richard
Cnthb at the x1,1001 Prospect Historcal Sudety Tea Sunday, Feb. IS.

Please come visit soon. We are the Full.Service Bank.

AR

your support and your conok

chants. civic and social organirations of Mount Prospect.

Page 3

,ai

the

a

only exist with your Mercy.

residents. local industry. incr.

lenikl'in,d'lkl,ndor94%"17:xnwte'd

lc

Mr. Jilin 111 is working for

is

any other mum except the

IF ONLY every resident inWrested in history could find

A Hobo Dinner is planned
at Our Redeemer Lutheran
Church. Prospect Heights. for
Frahm Feb. 27. from 5:30 to
7:30 p.m. in the fellowship

There

the adoption of the society.a
civic ph ilantluopy in 1970.
The historical society can

Dr., in an unincorporated area

*ff"'d h' Real

Education
Glenview.

As an individual, join: a a
member of a group, encourage

Left: Herbert R. Lewis knew most of the ginits in the automotive industry. His v.1 store of

LSD trial
postponed
to
March 26
The trial r t),,,, e),

:

in

cherteresi organization.

Funds for the numb= of a
museum cannul come from

experience inspired Richard Crabb to write his book °Birth of a Giant." The hook is dedicated to
this living historian, who told stories of his life in the early Wmt and his later contacts with such
great American inventive geniusts as Edison, Fireslone and Ford. Together with Richard Crabh,
he held the attention of the group numbering close to 100. Leeds autographs a program for former
Mount Prospect Mayor C.O. Schhwer.

Police
...k,h..mai,r..n
1sae
)r:e:M
E.Lir°'ioLmrrir:'::"II1":i:::rlt
'"T;cCq''C:'7::::i'':iF118'''nn
:1:9i0: h17 .ets
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society is a nonprofit state -

l

effecncrease.

&wired, hut the event was
mainly staged to make ion
know the lintoricol society
does exist and..s need you.

rr IS ONLY after

special
cookies

"Have a Heart"
which sweetened up the affair.

Dolores HaughAiiiimans Editor

A1

Salad

made

i

and Gih Shop.

THE HEINZ and Shlunidt
hakeries

Membership did

This was nodally the

just outside MoUill Prospect.
.12apitond Didier. 21. of 42%

dle draft lottery will be chosen
before the and of the year, ac-

Menus

I

wurrE

GALINDOS

okl Bmse of BMWS Flower

Read your letter. then denate to the moiety. Donations
are hu doluctibic m the

society.

,,,,,
is, Dar
Oar
Plaines men charged with pos.
kn.'.
''LL'h
"
Elmhn'
Squad cants from Des Plaines. ...t rig, in g raid ,,, It

on a candidate endorsement.

The mmarances of he can-

Mrs. David Krause accepts the copy of the old map of Chicago for the Mood Prmpect Historical Soden, Mrs. Kmuse conducted the program. Mn, Charles Erancek, treasurer, reports that
there were some new memberships and renewals of past memberships. Mrs. Rodney Wilson,
corresponding wernury-puhlicity chairman, and her family misled Ms. Evelyn Seigel, host.
Miff chairman, wilh the refreshments and sale of hooks and tours which 001 also benefit the

Police.

rege,,,, ;tuitional lime

spires others.

monetarily

both

and with pemonal time over

Pmpect. County end State

,,,

the past two yam. His help in.

generously

funds.

also will benefit the society.

On the large serving tattle
gleaming with members' silver
service and candleholders. the
centerpiece
of carnations
snapdragons and m0000 inmuted with a miniature Model
T Ford was a creation of Her-

representative for the Mount
Prospect Historical Society, Is
heading an coensive Fund
drive to collect these needed

/

can motorcar was the consbiped contribution or Richard
Crabb and Herbert R. Lewis.
The sale of Richard's books

Dorothy Arns, member of the
soeiety and owner of the
Mount Prospect Book Nook.

board of directors of the his
torical society, printed the invitations. He has contributed

into a Mount Prospect Police

The entire program dealing
wilh the history of the Arneri-

the donation made by Mr,

lack keeled member of the

sideswiped one car. spun elm.

Sen. Smith g opposed in the
March 17 Renoblican primary

dive out of the path of Cia-

held

and the cooperation of many
Mount Prospect rrambants
the event could not have vow

leanly around and slanted

used for the meintenance of a
permanent mtueum.
Men. Carolyn Krause. 11811

The coffee, cream, napkins
red candle, were contrib.
lions from the Jewel TenCo.
T h e posters distributed
throughout the area were
brightened with huge full-onlor antique motorcars through

Without the hard work of

sou reed onto the shoulder in
an attempt to avoid two Des
Plaines squad cars that had
kneed a roadblock at the in
However, the auto

Hoehn:idur in the parking lot
at Beery-, Drive -1n. 34 N.
Elmhurst Rd., moments after
the officer arrived to investiHochstadter said he had .

presentation
Ian Sunday.
hiShorical

to the nrganizetion it
would immediately be a super
ants

the money far the cookies.

is sent to all the people
who contributed to the tea and

it

Final action on the endorse
meet will comes the March fi
meeting of the township GOP

WITH WRITE -YOUR -OWN -CHECK LOANS
AT 2% ( NET) SIMPLE INTEREST

No need to make application fore loan or even to come to the
bank. With a NO -COST CHEQUE we provide with each TIME
ACCOUNT PLUS NO -COST CHEQUES You may pap anyone

in the chase. but several of the

P. giant "thank you" from
the Mount Prospect Historical

GALINDO'S AUTO stirred up a cloud of dual as

Forest.

5% Golden Passbook oCgiai

SUPPOSE YOU NEED CASH:

charged with 12 violations by
the five departments involved

members of The Scrimshaw
Chaplet. of Qualms donated

file executive board officers

by William Rentschler of Lake

dorsement

IT WORKS THIS WAY:

THE DEFENDANT was

By Dolores Hausa

hunt subdivision. north ort Elmhurst, east on Dundee and
south on Wolf.
Ts altndsideswiped several
moving a
parked vehicles
before the dramatic climax of
!heehaw at Wolf and Central.

One. lRalph Smith (R-Altonl.

committee convinced our en-

NO -COST CHEQUES are also available on the 5% Golden Passbook.

he had decided to pined

Thanks and Keep it up

control at

of

ere point spinning on
the
lawn in front ot Whaling
High School
Coalindo regannd control of
the car and sped west on Hintz.
through side.streets
the Dun -

ship . endorsement of 1.1. S.

#(NO -COST)

continuing need for some of the money deposited. On the
2 -year Certificam you earn the highest rate knowing you can
draw any part at any lime without interrupting your earnings.

a jury Mal. Galindo

quested

FIRST ARLINGTON ;4:4
%
Certificates
53/4

Continuing research now makes it possible for First Arlington
National Bank to issue FIRST ARLINGTON S % GOLDEN
CERTIFICATES PLUS NO -COST CHEQUES, the only system
available for earning the highest possible return on your sayings and leaving it undisturbed when you have a temporary or

re-

oen veered out

The day's prospects

Two thioi-gradeBluebinls, Bridge [aspen Beni and Koren Wolf WOO, get lao-minete amouragernent before rehearsing with the "Boop Boop EsDoop" act of the "Frilly Frolks," a 20-ac1
variety show to be given Feb. 27 and 28 by the Camp Fire Girls of Mount Prospect and Prospect
Heights. Reassuring them are Horizon Club girls, high school freshman Julie Arnold, who vein
help emcee the show, and Kathy Treece of the stage crew.

602 W. Northwest Nvry., Arlington Heights
Were proud to be known as the Fondly Style Restaurant

1628 W. Northwest Highway
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

Established 1939

253.3544

Telephone 259.3205

One day at a time
Bill Rentechler has history
on his side Mao, Rspubliczn

double amputee Harold Pot

worked to sem thr. primer) It

primary candidate for the see
Itn possible the Rspubli
can hierarchy is being too hard

ter damned him m the dm
cmi thus giving Nlohmen two
Rtpublican senators again.

was gettmg to bc
primer. fight A lot of baler

on him. They may not love

TWO YEARS later. Blair
Moody decided to try once
more. He wm hoping to run
against Horner Ferguson.
Michigan's other senator. 1,

ale

latched

their

history.

They

may have forgotten that your
enemy today may be your
friend tomorrowt or vice net'

e

Let me tell you calve,, if it

His name

Democrat, was serving hi, Mat

City r'ouncil when he an.
flounced his candidacy. He
had celled his cohorts on the
council
hunch of jerks."

They had two names ant for

He was an outspoken men.
The establishment Democrts were unhappy_ They
tried to talk Pat McNamara

The party leaders met they
talked about a write-in candidate. They wrung their hands.
'limy decided to solve their dilemma. They embraced Pat

term.
In 1952, Blair Moody ran

for dm full sis.year term. He
had no primary opposition. A

they

talked,

the harder

he dial. Many people mid be

A MAN NAMED Goarge
Romney. then governor of
Slichigan, appointed a rather
obscure young man ttemssi
Robert

Griffith to

replace

kleNanuira for the unespired

Derald

Thu

Maadows

had

their

annual

14th

mcl 7 p.m. services. -The Rev.
George Rice will also speak at
hc evening service.

vice.

On March 8

at

10745 a.m.

the Rev. Walter Frank will
speak, and at 7 pm. to Rey.
Albert J. Bergfalk and the Rev.
Ernest Johnson will speak.

banquet will be held March 14

David W. Breese will conduct
10:45 any service on
he
March 1. The prictos. Russell

High School cafeteria, Euclid
and Walnut Ms., Arlington
Heights. The Rev, Bill Pannell

no fit30 pm at the Arlington

Calendar
of events

I Lkm) know what will hop pen tomorrow. Neither do

(Feb. 03.201

1nn.

tieing senator is no great
thing. Being kind is.

This calendar isms:pared ampublicservice by

the Mount Prospect Chamber or Commerce
Any organization wishing to contribute should
all Mrs. Helen Becker, CL 3.7469 Deadline for
listings is Tuesday of the preceding week.

11-oin Street

SATURDAY
&Realm Heights Over SD Club, Valmninc
Party, Pioneer Park. Arlington Heights, 7:30

Lee Janson
Doing their thing

This is one of those wad
h
all of
s

!

1

moots will he presented.

Women of the Camelot Citizens Assn. of Mount Prospect

evening.
The senior

Scouts are having st "1 tanking
Day" on SYmday---to think

the event are Mn. Slut Edwards and Mrs. Victor Firth.

"Fashions on Canvas- will
be presented at the luncheon fashion show of the Philopniches Society. 01S1. John the

Friday, February 20, 19/0

Baptist Greek Onhodox

John E. Stanton, talon. oncl PnbIttlaa

William J. Kiedalsch, Alttattninc

Church tomorrow at the Slar-

rioll Slotor Hotel. Fashions
arc by the now Smolt Teller

R.E. Hutchinson, l'wn-Prenielear

in the John Hancock center.
C. F. Neu, ?Mama fisia

alttrata Oirrewir

R. N. Puetz,

Explain value
of motor

facilitation
Editor,

Congratulations, The articles Dorothy Oliver wrote in
regards to motor facilitation
were excellent. She must hoar
Mine her homework.

1 enjoyed talking to Dorothy on the phone and to find
that the had a genuine interest

in helping all,,,, children be.
C 011ie

better

co -ordinals -Al

through motor facilitation.
191,0 glad to learn that other
school distrims have motor fa-

cilitation. hut disappointed to
find that they had re -designed
without mother helpers.
Mother helpers are inmonant.
Why?

Each Brentwood mother
has only four or five children
in her group. Can a teacher
with 25 or 3U children watch
each child to we that he is
hopping.
skipping. jumping
sic_ correctly?
2. Brentwood mothers with
their small groups can give individual mention. Can e
leacher always step 25 or 30

hope you will print this ar.
tick and any others that come
to you discouraging drug usage. This important subject

Edition

A remark attributed to Lyle
Lonmie in a recent issue leaves
an erroneous impression about
the Arlington FIciglas Memorial Library. The library

cannot

did not go "hog wild" and

Or worse, sec the country go to
pot? Not me. 1 don, ever want
to eon marijuana legalized and

have es pm tip with ell the pot
puffers loose in society - free to

The book shortage began in

"turn off' the world.

the old building on Belmont.

Have

Book purchases coulthet keep

agement.

but even more in,

portant. a helping hand.
At the age irf five, kids want

to think they are grown up,
hut they are still looking For
that
all-important "motherh
touch." Our Brentwood mothers
provide this
'special
touch."
Stacy lyranowskilMrs.Ronald)

you

ever

elan the anscquences if the

lation because all possible
shelf space was already filled.

would

drug

laws
mean

lifted? This
that ho only

[due you might be free from
the effects of the smoke from

When the new library was

this reckless weed. would he in

planned, Illinois law did not al.
low proceeds of a bond issue to
he spent for books. In any case,
we needed the building first.

Subsequently, the law was
changed. and e soccessful referendum lost year provided
funds for books. We have
bought 13.966 new books

since May I. bringing the collection to 79,768.

your own home (provided you

only let in non-smokers, that
Almost everywhere you go
in public or private, there are
people inuonsideramly smolt.
log. Pm smokers would join all
die circles if given the chance.
Innocent people would get
high just being in the same
room.
Businessmen would
take a dcaffend trip on the way

lathe office, and we could all

The state of the municipal

bond market may slow

us

down later, but Iodate we have
been buying aao books as fast
an the staff can make in.
telligent choices and place orders.

Richard Frisbie
Treasurer

watch

our

country

perish

through hazy cy..

Let's not allow our live to
go up in smoke. Cigarets arc
bad enough to contend with,

without jumping "out of the
fire and into the pot." Do
something constructive NOW
00,1 11.91 ydu might he "coffin? later!

morrianssosesseessmassessueu

Letters To
The Editor

HIDEAWORD
SARNEIC

All Imre, to rho rd,.
lue must Iv steed, bur
flames urff be withheld III,

an rows(

L niters

shank, be af bwer as por-

n*. rInewrinrn

pos-

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these lettere as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.

sible. and should roma",
an address or phone Mon.
ben so their euilleelirnr
ran beelwried.

28 good, 33 excellent

Answer. Comic Page

is II. A local group

miewori

HARPER COLLEGE continues

co

per house this Sun-

day. 1230 to 430 p.m Con.

(artdelegitm John Woods
and Virginia Macdonald will
hold a forum at the college se 2

DON'T FORGET to -sign
up"

tomorrow

for

Nlount

a.m. to

I

pan. at the COCnlilni-

St,, 16 on Aug. I. ,nutt bring a
birth cenificate and should

Booster

have a parent along for a sigma-

Club of the Guardsmen Drum
and Bugle Corps is holding a
"l as Vegas Day and NIle" tomorrow The event starts at I

tore. Fess are 515 for one her
$23 Mr two or more Ens in the
same Mildly. Equipment is fur-

p.m.

at

the Legion hall

at

Douglas and Miner Sts, lll Arlington Heights.
There'll be dart balloons,
bean bags. Coke rings. lollipop
0005. -coon an "adults only'

room which opens at 7 p11
Proceeds will start a fund for

ON 101 101
Dear Lim Janson.

What can kids do who move all the time? Clur family hm
mood eight times in 12 years. 11 isn't anyone's fault. My daddy's

job gin., him inure responsiNfils ill bigger cities. When people
ask nte where my home is.l have to tell them. "I don't know."
I'm finally getting through high school rum. but Foe never
been any place long enough to make real friends. I don't want
sympathy. not 1 mre feel sorry for all the kids who have 10 go
through en ordeal like mine. Don't the menpanies realize what
they [ire doing to families?
Traveling Girl

Any real surover would require an essay. Yes, companies
know. and they're finely becoming isencemed. Some families

A proschool tloon

all to 5-y00r-olds in the ornimanila is being done by
Incidence Deselopment of Pr'

will
perterni the screening prism dare March through 1,, Si.
NI st r
Lutheran Church',
Educational Building on the
smsond

lissom

trance.

Registration

Pine

C. Pack
bolds its Blue ems., .bland,::. limn
aid (told Daum a Wheeling.
4 pna at Si. Alaff

Si. enis this

I

Sinus

trouble N

an

/ /7S. .1/ida

Worn/ P,

r',1

Community Center, 930 a.m.
Buffalo Grove Over 50 Club. Drop in Center,
Ranch Mart Shopping Center, 10130 am. to 3

Arlington Heights Over 50 Llob, slides of

acute stage clears up in seven
to 10 days or programs to
chronic sinusitis.
11 10 helpful from the stand

point of both prevention and
treatment to maintain an iff
Oboe relative humidity of Ell

per cent in the winter .d to
stop smoking.
Noel dewngestants to keep

the poNagcs open will make

(rebound phenomenon) rather
than of the disease and for this
reason these drugs should be
used sparingly.
II -drainage cannot be maintained with nasal decongestants it must hr re-established

surgically. It is wise to avoid
air travel if you have sinusitis
because of the intense pain
changes in air pressure can
sat' blneked dr times.

p.m.

c0104 and gahel4

ApriI25 at as3U p.m There

N.,Menther 15.00

os

le GUITARS -Elm.

er HUMS-Sem

crusade committee chairman.
"No WIC organization or

church 010,901' the

DATES: SAT. and SUN., MAY 2nd & 3rd, 1970
- Starting at 9:00 a.m.

Applications Available Now At
MUSIC CENTER

cru-

Lutheran

firmation all p.m. On Holy

Church, 304 W. Palatine Rd.,

Thunday, March 211. a el. -

Ionia ter the remainder of
Lent am Feb. IS. "Peter",
Feb. 25, `John", March 4,
?Pontius Pilate'. March Ii,
of Cyrenc." and
March 18, "12. Centurion."
"Simon

Westminster Presbyterian
Church. Springfield. Dr. Sweamy is pastor of the Wel.e r Groves Presbyterian

unites God's pceplein the sonO of true unity than this move1llen1ba,o PmYer. Noocewa, B
mory desperately needed for
She muse of Christ and for the

Community Church will observe
Bs 15111 anniversary on Su.
day. March I. at 10 a.m.
Guest speaker will be Dr. Rob-

AFTER CHURCH

HEAD FOR THE EXCITING NEW

NIELSEN'S RESTAURANT'
And Enjoy a Delicious.

Bum received its charter just
a
few days before Rolling
Meadows became a city and.

community. More than 200
members signed the original
church covenam
The church membership to -

11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

OPEN DAILY NON. THURS., FRL,

Also Complete Dinners Served Foam 11 a.m.
FOR PASERVATIONS 827-1819

6475 N. MANNHEIM ROAD. ROSEMONT, to,

(JUST ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF HIGGINS ROAD)

Congregation

Beth

of the Community
Church of Rolling Meadows.
77211Kirchoff Rd.. is sponsor.

lng a spaghetti dinner at h[30
.m. Saturday. Feb. 21. Tickts are S1.50 kir adults and 75

allot at 8 p.m. at the Kingwood Methodist Church. 401

W. Dundee, Buffalo Drone.
For
5423.

information

caU

537-

7100

ado..
Tha Wader'

Nersery Provided for
All Services

Pastors Men A. Local

I
II

1

Arlington Heights

"Where Are
Your Roots?"

all

sspenses to Washington, D.C.,

Limon tas Sunday to the
Christian Science Radio
Series ler same interesting insights
question.

on

"Relevant Christian
Ministry To All People"

'

1 1 W. Olive

Arlington Heights
259.4114

1.::..one. 3 7 -

12_

Lutheran Church

I

CL 3-2407

,g

shops

St. John

=

111.8111eaes,
Evening Services.

hylerion Church are ready 10
take evangelism anionsly on
its own merit."
He indicated those attend.
mg .11 receive special help in
specific areas through a maim
of seven Evangelism wot I,-

in Jm.

Match

10:50

remivad
to this conference Mows that a
ere,grem many people in

end.

I

SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN
CHURCH

100
SOUTH
SCHOOL
STREET

PASTORS

thts

A 2FILE
CINTORD KAUFMANN

MOUNT

incuding:

Pastor

Ii

zz:2TI:niltS"'

1.1 132.3a21.43941,12

PROSPECT

CL 5-0332

820LE

.9,30 nen. WAIT

5,,,,.0.1mnreasckn.
THE

BIBLE

FAITH LUTHERAN CHURCH

SPEAKS

TO YOU

Arlington tits. Ril.-Aelington Heights

*""""."'""
Trini y United Methodist E
E05 W Golf Rd Mount Prospect

'

Sunday Services 800 and 1045 A.M.
s duail - 9.3 0 (all ages) 1045 (ancA 3-71
Numery for Tiny Tots 10[44 A.M.

I

p-7.

schedulxd blob ssm. Festival

...on IT Schrielier

Rev. Harvey R. Nesimon

services will hoot Sand 1111

Stm.kmeyer
Telephone 253-4839
(..

09-8463

The Rcv, Herman I'. Noll .11
efficiate at the Holy Week xer.
vices.

GUEST SHAME
ame gelotions sand.,
Send, Lenten Service 7:30

©

wtreaatuRcm

-1.1,

no N. ELMHURST - MT PROSPECT
JEROME 01,495110, PASTOR

"Reflections"

Church
rummage sale

IlL.

WWI

women 01St Mmk's
Episcopal Church. Barrington

Hills, will hold their annual
rummage sale Saturday, Feb.
28. Hours are from 91,1. to 2
pan. at the church, located on

ing. linens, shoes. accessories
and lingerie will be included in

the sale. A feature attraction
will be the Tret-set room"

which will sell special &Akins, including desigter lash -

First Presbyterian Church
(ORGANIZED 1855)
.

,St.3amc$ Church
841 N. Arlington Hts, Rd.
Arlington Heights,
Illinois

Sunday Masses:
6:45, 8:00, 9:15,
10.30, 11:45, 1.00,

ESE .16,1

ztrs,=;,-Ir.o...

tend.

between Men&

E

atemetemea

day is over 000, and they will
celebrate the 15th birthday
with a rededication service.
Everyone 'is welcome to al -

Toys, books, houscsvareS,
appliances, furniture, cloth-

will hold Friday evening err'

Morning Worship:

conference [Madinat., Sass

at -

WORO

Sunday School:
9:41 A.NI.

P,10Itoloaoll

tho,
The Rev. Henry G. Hein.

The Senior High Fellow-

Easter guilMo.
March 29, 0.00110100 service is

Oaks and Plum Tree Rib.

Judea

First

March II
Telf

27.

Ridge Rd

Services
Friday

SUNDAY BRUNCH
-

All Applications Must Be Entered By Sun., March 15,
1970

in a

was ripe First church in the new

.

9 AM -10 PM, SAT. 9 AM -6 PSA
SUN, 12-5 PM

Born

"The

s1i

Church. Seattle. Wash.. for men homiletics profmsor at
Western Seminary. and au -

Youth sponsor
paghetti dinner

cents for children under
InErytele is welcome to

CHURCH

is Dr. Ralph a Turnbull. pos.
I,1

March 4
THE MIAMI WORD

BAPTIST

Chooah hI 111111.
The other featured speaker

Church born in a barn
marks 15th year
Meadows

February BS
THE InEED WORD

FIRST

at

said.

19411.

munion service will be 017:31

March

"CROSS WORDS AT THE
CROSS ROADS OF LIFE"

127,1arion.122, Plata,
IaS edam:man.

day evening with an address

,Mhion the ICCC

OurmmHeights. 110 Pa,

Rohlw ing Illand East

-It's 00 36 Illinois ...us

Worship services will he
held at a and II a.m. on Palm
Seedily. March 22. and

Prospect

S. Evargnmn. Arlimlon

Church at Chuff Adenrist.

rent war. will open tho specisil

Chumhes.

Tented. servis,
arc being held each Weditesday evening at 7s3U p.m. at
Redeemer

MID -WEEK
LENTEN SERVICES

lahe 19:26.21.

f51 110111,00 in

set at Our Redeemer

Midweek

tatkaEbek

First Church III
Christ. Scientist. of Palatka.

Swearey.

E.

Skmot

1:1:11:

Heights:

hymn. Church for the cum

On Carl McIntire president of the ICCC m000 iso

National
Progressive
Hearin Convention.. livangeliChurches. Chicago.
cal
land Yo th E ('Sri Int sr Church Mini lll les. Brethren
Assemblies. Young 1010 (=Nage and Independent 11011

George

Dr.

,ousness.

ence.

401

titular head Of the United 1.0 -

tory over the enemies of right-

Lenten -Easter services

Bell, pastor of Flossmoor
Churc h.
Co
ummnChurchity

CONTEST AT:
JONES COMMERICAL HIGH SCHOOL - 606 S. State at Harrison

RAY WILKINS

leaders.

non also on the

Christian Science church,

24.

Ploceedh from the dinner
will hewed Mr the group's trip

2011

evening a wesimmster Pres.
hyterian Church with an' address by Dr. George E. Sweltmy. moderator of the General
AmemNy of the United Prcsbyterian Church Dr. Ralph
ri. Turnbull :it Seattle is the
lc:mired sneaker rit id confer.

in the northwest area an: ITO
ClInfeh 01 Christ. Scientist.

by the United Presbyterians in
Springfield Iseh. 22 through

Ill

CadEt

Ray Wilkins
President of I.M.A.

920 E. NW HWY., MT. PROSPECT, ILL.
PHONE 392-S020-21-22

car to Finland. front Spain to
!Mimosa. the sun on March 6
will not go down upon prayer
meetings calling for the pr,.
servation of the Christian
faith, the maintenance of the
freedom 10 worship and vic-

km Baptist General Confer.

Mom than

Med al the Springfield Confem
ewe too. which begins Sunday

verse

and Lose::

the (catered Nathan:Lets sir the
EvannellS111
Illinois Synod
Conference to he etindeCted

evangelist.

7:30 p.m. on Good Enna,.

NEW

new languages. including Hula
in the Congo_ From Madams -

More Own on groups and

The theme for this year is

SOMETHING If

transland into a number of

WMB1 each Satunky alter.
norm at 5 p.m., will be the
mostly pasloos, attended all'
cent planning breakfast. sic.
cording lo Rev. W. N. Daniel.

this

and Father. one Lite.

srai ANEetnhly and d pron.nenl West Coast minister are

Tom Skinner. whose radio
voice and ministry is familiar
to thousands of Chicagoans
who listen to his weekly pro.

Rolling

READIRG

I he programs for 1970 will he

God." Efforts will he made LO o,ifer,',.I hammitY thIn il
bring in many unchurchal this moment. Prayer is the
youth. along with people who 0e07110 1,1E peace a Pan of the
attend churches regularly but armament of every Christian
who need a much of God upon soldier. It brings results."
their lives. Daniel mid.

"Voices of Passion." Sermon

p.m.

Dr. George Swemey

.hip

Station

contains

LI

Scriptures" by Mary
Baker Eddy says. "It should he
iliorough12 understood that all
men haw one Mind. .one 9,01

The eider., of rhe Goff

and Divinity School. Emnnus
Bible School. Judson College.
Inter.Varsity ('1 ll i ll im
lowship. Chicago Council of
Churches. Canqsa Crusado.
Chime, Baptist Assn.. Chris Alen, ComSian Bushes.
05110e of Chicle,. National
Baptist Converitiim id Amer -

over

Other Msg. youth ermine.
barn toollTdou, will he mum.

10111,

ton College. Trinity College

heard

050051 11 1964.

Philippians: -Look not

Irons

the Coliseuni. 15th and S. Wa.

gram

young people have joined the
Nke-ritiers since the program

every man on his man things.

Smdey. April 26. at 3 p.m.
The meetimp will he held in

grew 0110100 rally on

demism with spiritual examination and grow. Some 250

things of sullen."
A Mated pasmge iced from
',Science and Health wtth Key

loll. hlack and whits:evangeli-

FRIDAY
VFW housed Pan 1337, family fah night,
VFW Hall. 5:30 tog p.m.

Parent, Without Partners. coffee and coon.,.
0,1111101 prosdctivc memhers.For. information
call 318.2924.

6 rjyr.

regional
has groups tdenufted with it In
every section of the world. ex cent the Communist countries.
bers,

summer and combines
phytsical development and en-

'fhe responsive reading of
this Sunday's Christian Sci.
e nee I esso nrierinon .

organizations are cooperating
in the
antmde including:
Moody Bible Institute. Whea-

will he

OlymeEks comdi

gitiMo's

Member 14.00

memorganizations.

pot. There will he 0 consniunion and Tenehrae service

ADDED DIVISIONS:

$5.00 May Be Applied To
IMA Membership Within
30 days.

19, at 3 pm.. and continuing
nightly through
Satuniny.

SOLO & BAND COMPETITION

SOLO ENTRY FEE

thine alld

siontide services will continue
thrOugh March IR.

Peul gymnasiu.

the

hut aver3

cals together, 1. the glory of

ner Crusade of (clam Chi.

STATE CHAMPIONSHIP CLASS
Iletioeal

it'll'.

To., 8,1S pay

Lamp Fire Girls, 60th year variety shone, St.

and

help to prevent chronic sinusitis. When the effect of the
drug we
off. an increased
Mocking usually returns. This
is
an effect of the drug

I

Mount Prospect Lind Club. VFW, 7 p.m.

VFW Prospect Post 1337, social meeting, 8

Trophies Will Be Presented
After Each Class 1r Judged
On Set. & Sun., May 00 3

f.,,evago_n-

and mei arc joining Co spon-

Esseadoncers At Mend Prospect, hoard
meeting, Community Prisbyterian Church.
10:300,11. to 3 p m.

Wheeling 'township Wooten% Republican
Orgmimtion, Arlington Height. Savings St

or postai11

nr,t,

rude,' says Daniel. "We're all

Scotland, Pioneer Park, 1.30 a.m. to 3 p.m.

small and others have grown In
be quite large.

Page 5

Sponsorship growing
for Skinner crusade

THURSDAY

Harper College, board meeting. 8 p.m.

drip and sometim. lever. Th

comfortable

School, 8 p
Welcome Wagon Newcomers Club of Mount
Prospect, Mount Prospect Community Center,
8 p.m.
Ladles of the Morse 660, VI,Vir,13

sale, anditerienl,

passages.

more

Randhurst Council of PTA. Lincoln School.

General Cation, School District 57, Busse

in

pain or tenderness in thc re
gion 01 19,, involsed sinus, a

you

P

St, VNtor's Mother's Club, White Elephant

the air spaces in your skull tha
open into Me back pan of you

nasal discharge

&Han Glrh, bored meeting. MO11111 Prospect

I Ihnnn 61105b.

PIANO & ORGAN

It may b
caused by an infection. tech
a head cold or an allergy and i
It greatly aggreveled if Ill
drainage into the nose he
Emma blocked.
The symptoms include
feeling of tidiness in the head

observing the occasion on
Minch 6. Before the turn of the
century [his 1,9 was observed

Cottony Chants Chapter, Swim Adelines,International, St, James United Church of Chrirt.
8:15 pm.

Ilummatum of one or more o
nasal

d of Christian Churches
ellen°, this program to
churches .1 prayer ignerss

Curious. Mount Prospect

WEDNESDAY

cycle touring program which
travels coastcla.coast during

Mind is
lesson -sermon

World Day of Prayer

INN, It Is. Some pereurs may not Bke It at all, but mom colleges
ma urns -nobles tints opined mon control rileks. Usuelly they are
stalled by volonteen form Planned Parenthood. Na only do they
dispense the pill. let
amtracepti t devices.

it?

ell.: groups which arc part of
CONIC of Chicago. Some am

'Shod"
Fralay, Febntary 20. 1970

Conference in
SpringfteM, III., Feb 22 to 24.
Thc United Presbyterians in

Evangelism

business men. There arc 40 W-

ICCC to observe

cage beginning Sunday. April

ILLINOIS Mpc.!1.SSOCIATION

W.G.BRANDSTADT,MO.

presented by thc choir cantata
at the evening service.

al Home. 710 p m.
Suburban Aquarist Society, Mount Prospect
Community Center. 7,30 pm.
IVheeling 'Township Democratic Women's
Auxiliary, 0015 Arlington Heights Rd., Ailing.
ton Heights, 8 an,
Mount Prospect Village Board, Village Hall. 8

Dear Lee Janson.
I'm seniorin hieh school. One of my girlfriends just told me
thai the health service in some colleges will give you a supply of
the pill. even if you aren't married. I Can't believe this is true. Is

FOR ACCORDION, GUITAR, DRUM,

sinusitis

7 p.m service. "Let the Fink
Hear Flo Voice" will be

Corned promote the Tom Skin-

10TH ANNUAL CONTEST

Blocked nose
aggravates

the 10,41 a.m. servi. and the

workshop at the Illinois Synod

Inter.
and CBSIC
national. Glen Ellyn, Ill. Tlw
Northwest CBNIC chmter was
started June I, lust, by a
group of northwest suburben

& HEWS

race L. Fenton., r. will speak at

nt, football one all at Taylor
Upland Ind will
he the subject of one youth

Illinois are sponsoring the
three -di, event and has
scheduled 009,1 DaVellp011
his "Wandering
10 explain
Wheels" bike -riding program.
Devenmt It. .1, all-American in 1951 and 193S. in the
founder and director or the 0 -

NEWS

Sunday, March 22. Dr. Ho-

uoricngs
,micaAgrow
TUESDAY
TOPS el the Ennio, Bank of Rolling Mead-

Sponsor
evangelism
conference

Religion

conference.

ows. 7:30 p.m
Prospective Waist-Aways. Friedrich's Funer-

11W PILL

(0,

DOCTOR SAYS

Sunday, March II through
March 22, every evening exmpt Monday, the Rev. Bill
Holeman, ventriloquist. will
present a conference for the
youth. There will La a nursery
available each evening of the

ton Heights Rd.. AEI ingtOn Heights, rpm.
Robert Frost PTA ca Prospect Heights, p.m,
Arlington Heights Chapter SPERSOSA,
Knights of Columbus Hall. Arlington Heights, 8

please?

mom of the Nielsen Rena.
Rd. about one block south of

Takim their text from Rev.
5:12, the International Cone-

Mount Pursued PrA, comrdinating council,
Admintstration Building, 8 pm.
11101111 Prospect Historical Society, Mount
Pomp, Community Center, 8 p rid
Prospect Chapter De Viola, 1104 S. Arling-

huyer and department man-

ranL located on Mannheim

therm Church. 030 pd.
Townshitillistriet 214, board meeting. All.
minearmon Build., 0 p.m.

Conn.., Center. 8 p.m.

weekly in he main banquet
13erald Bramlett

Fenton Jr, will be the speaker.

gers to evangelize the world in
obedience to Christ', Great
Commission
The
ummisting of
140
constituent sienornine,

will kids adjust to movm easily, and other, do not.1 hope cdlege
will help give you some security. Slay in the .some one, win you,

and

hearing screening program for

Al 7:30 p.m. March 17, Is
end 19 Dr R. Paul Van Gar der will speak, and on Month
20 at 730 p.m. Dr. Horan L.

,Nonhy is the lamb to Re-

Mount Poona, Jayneen, 1,101011 Prospect

a a I.ai

messing

isms administration, and later
earned an 1,1 0* at the Mininervily of
Omaha.
He has
served periods of employment

Randhurst 'Thastrunsteni ChM. St. Mark 16.

Savings A 1 oan. 730 p,m.

will provide music.

amplary Sersices.
Trained technicians

thought

up with the growing popu-

Lions Park. 7:30 to 930. Ad-

4 p.m.

day. Feb. 20. too. Boys n10101 be

Ii. free for youngsters under

al Mc expense of books. The
course of eVellIS was determined by law.

to Earl hlecakel
'The junior high group of
sixth, seventh and eighth graders hat another dance sport fared hy the Mount Prospect
Park IF.
tomorrow at

and tomorrow at t1,30 p.m. at
Prospect High. Tickets. Judy
O'Brien. 29741192.

Guardsmen headgear. Cua

spend all de moneyoo building

dnylttru weekend of fun end
frolic at Citmp Alpine.
Happy birthday tomorrow

St IDES, the %daub. Low

especially the way it is rising
POTTED PEOPLE
Do you want to go to pot?

Church of the Cloud Shepherd
in Prospect Heights ere off to-

about girls in many foreign
commies that help comprite
the %Wahl Assn. 1,1 Girl
Scouts. About 400 aids from
23 troops will gathtir at Nlass
Arthur Junior High gym. 2 to

itity Center. There'll be another registration day next Saw-

and affect, the world.
IM1Irs.1.1anct R Petty

I

children to help one?
3. Best of all Brentwood
mothers give the children individual praise and encour-

over -emphasized,

he

the

Prospect Heights Girl

bouncy comedy.
Too Late," tonight

a

THE PARENT

Thoughts on
Book 'shortage' use. of drugs
is explained
Editor,

high young
Lutheran

people of

Prospect Boys Basebl 9:30

The Cameo Players will
present
7N

Letters to the Editor

Club of Si Mark Lutheran

sod al hour. 6:30alinner. 7:30.

Northwest Milan& Clans Arlington Heights

neapolis, where he was assist.

received a B.S. degree in busi-

Committee regular luncheon

chael Green at the 7 p.m. ser-

Bil, riding es.µItsrn
eUlt.R541.11 program by Oa for

Ova ms.

with The Dayton Co., Min-

west Christian Business Men'a

The Rev, Bill Pannell. wit/
speak at the 100515 service
On March 15. and Pastor Mi-

Tuesday. Feb. 24.
Bremlett's subject will be
for
Real
"OuldiEcattons
Greatness."
Nonhwest CBMC meals

assi Lb 1,1 Forffb

deal sentOc et m ottictr
ismer il I nods Corp in ca
pacify of manufacturer's rep mentalism. awl the Bohop
Clarkson Memorial Hospital,
Omaha. as director of porno'
tel.
NORTI1WEST CLINIC is
a ciliated with ODIC rff Chi.

leen Hansen, organist.

annually. particularly among
womcn's groups. for the purpose of calling on the living
God for recruits and messen-

Country C

Hums Rd All rtan ass in

manag,

rutnoalpe,oarorboucaooteaocuttiodto attend
El-dollen attendcd the Um
lane wish A. I. Imam, do Co.,
vcrsity of Minnesota, where he
will be the speaker at Nardi-

worldwide observance
by Christians in many lands of
the 1970 World Day of Prayer
will feature a program entitled

Rotary ChM, annual dinner. Nordic Hills

High en Suntlay,4 p.09.1100,11
awards and achievement

Church holds a "Hayride in
the Snow" party tomorrow

viding the models. In charge of

- Marshall Field Ill

Married

he groups and organizations
arc 7doing their thing."

will have a "Spring Fling" tomorrow at Arlington Park
Towers. it'll be a luncheon fashion show with Wards 01
Randhurst providing the Nubians end Me association ro-

Map Pub1ication5

YOUNG

'1110

MONDAY
MT TOPS, Mount Prospect Community Co,

TO YOU

Horns

"We may be witnessing the first snowmobile hijacking!"
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LISTENS

BramIsti

will be the speaker the Rev
Bill Holman, ventriloquist,
Anne Criswell, soloat, and Ei-

vice.

THE ANNUAL missions

Jim and Polly Prieto from
he Philippine Islands old Dr.

Politics is a matter of fate.

he

h unman= and Deem Gibson will conduct the7 pm. ser-

missions

conference Sunday. Feb 22.
Harry Conn of Rockford. SI.,
will speak at the 1045 a.m.

1966.

passed away_

Baptist

Enthrall Rd..
Rollin1 Meadows, will begin
hirn.h. 2401

Sen. Griffith defeated G.
Mennen Williams for the full
sis-year term as senator in

Deinuaalic nominee for sena-

out of the race The harder

he an.

was a grcill senator.

1110 PRIMARY ballots
had already been printed.

tor. One man, though.

1966.

again. Before his term expired.

tal.

He was serving on the Detroit

In

he would nut run

donne -led

hoped for primars wig
Alas. it was not to Ire. The
flu turned to pneumonki. iOta
doctor, did all they could, hut
Blair Moody died in the kepi-

Union. He had been on the
Detroit Board of Education.

Blair Moody to till
out Vimdenburg's unexpired'

asetqator

Mince and cocktail his way to a

cnn Sen. Arthur Vandenberg
of Michigan died while in office. G. Mennen Williams, a

named

In 1960. Pat IlleNamera
was elected to his second term

He didn't think much occult!,
and continued a speak and

McNamara. He was the business agent for the Pipefittere

Of six terms as governor. He
appointed a young, somewhat
unknown newspaper reporter

19S4

One day Blair AloodY Was
campaigning in In, Upper
Peninsula. He caught the

Pat

was

ed ssnatur from Michigan m

words o ery spoken

end behold,
maverick de.
cided 10 run against Moody in
the primary election.

sounds somewhat morbid. it is
not intended that Way. These
me Mc facts as they occurred.
In the early 1950s Republi.

That v how a lame to he
that Pat bleNamara ass elect

rough

Workshop
set for
youth

CBMC speaker to tell
greatness qualifications

Annual missions
conference planned

By Ron Swans

Rectory:

Parish Center

CL 3-6305

9:30, 10.45, 12:00

First United
Methodist Church
of Arlington Ileights

302 N. Deign arar n heights
?The Hound of Heaven"
Lenten Worship
1903 E. EUCUD, CL 5-5112
SUNDAY SERVICES: Church School and Warship

Wednesday, rob. 25.
8 pm . Wertminster Choir

,10 Stubborn"

'

9:00 A.M. 10:20 A.M. 11:40 A.M.
Num Can al all %Mats

Hit comedy coming

DP Guild meeting to feature Ed Sauer

An original conicity by Ed
Smey will highlight the Dew
Phtines Theatre (Mild team
hership meeting on Wednen.
day. Fah. 25. DI (Wild Play.
house. 6201, in Des Plaines.

Sauer. 97011 N. Dde Rd..
Des Plainm. formerly a Park
Ridge resident, has been active
he eommunity theater
in

gnu, throughout im 24 con.
soculiw seasons.

He psi completal the role
Velma, in the

. Victor

11170 prosier:1km a -Ha,

.. In

I lac Park"

et the Brad play

wi
roperands

di.

1969.

Ill wmonts. David Ros con.
edy "tom Jone,.." -He is al-

ai the resident director for
Dm Plaines Park District's

Footlighter and Yonne conk
lighterehildren'stheatergroups
and has performed every Job

on and off the stage for De,
Theatre

Plaines

Guild,

in-.

eluding ,,,, nn :,. jg,jdogi.

original onhact play
"Love Carnes to Herbert" will
feature Guild members Jean.
His

irte Carlson of Marton Gram

6lY sheet", Bill L57.5liel.

1760 Evergreen Ln..
Park
Ridge. h president of ,the

Theatre Guild. There will be a
short business meeting at 8:30
p.m. Ref reshmcnis will be

served Marc Me entertain.

'n'01'
Dm Plaines Theatre Guild)
next production of the season
is the suspense thriller "Wait

Shirley Brace. of Mount
Prospect and Nita, Row Until

Can Johnson. Keith Olen,

Marshall Kiwit and Greg
Gale of Des Plaines. Si Sauer
will take one oe the eight rules
in his play.

Goy' cur daily in re-

hearsal under the direcnon of
Kenneth kiaeCowan.
Per

Formwees , IN, drama will
be stamd . Fri., end Saltoa thamgh 2j. at
day,

Following
the
opening
of "Wait
Until
Dark." open n-adings will he
the Playhouse for the 14 roles

in the final production of the

Three plays
for children

"Banana Oil,- "Sr.'s your
old man" and odor rims haataced riposte from the jrad age
will be heard once again this
ksogodo,

gpiththohjo))) "The Wizard

of Oz" and "Cinderella" ath

Wilson's "The Boy Friend."

This rowdy romp, basal on
Henry Fielding's newel Emt
publiehed in 1749, will wind
up
cos 24th corneae*ve
season
wits performances
May 8 to 23. Ed Sen., dime.

mhed.l.d for Pc. ..1.1 al

S k i r t s err, shockingly
slmrt, thens hair,' WM cut in a

he' lie "Ta.,..67 will Ire

day.

Ech.

membership

25.

meeting at Guild Playhouse,
Everyone is invited.

the Milk.. Playhouse Childr..., Theillre, whose. curt.,
production is "Alice in Won&eland.- Perforn:inc.. a t the
playing., located at Golf Rd.
"I'd
"I'd Milwaukee
in Nil"'
Cl 10 am. onno.
weekdays
and at 2 pm. an Wenknildn.

Additional
information
may he obtained fly calk.
258.2170.

style called "windblown" and
boys Slicked their hair with
Vaseline. 11 will all be back in
the amazing satire of the roar.
ing twenties.

The thing 10 Jo for young
loth. then was ELI go off to n
finishing ,..,...1. The
produce yeas Lament :latent:di.

cull' assured a rieh husband.
Ilia cast includes it metaled

about

band called the Beareats, cornposed of Rosanne Petriceci, pig
nosed

is Thomas' Erich!. chnrcoRra.
phy is by Merge Rowan, and

Rossa Daughtry, beam
Kim Sheviak, elarihet) Curl

the assistant director is student
Rex Parvin.

W.nuanderrt.,grai PaulPruett
,C, i,.) dil,,.i nth!

Arlingtonwrirhou,),,,,

season. ''Tom lanes."

happy to give u Hamblen on
the yams" characters he will
be casting during the Minh.,

TIM MONTHLY member- 11130 p.n. in Gold Playhouse.
ship meetings and programs and tickets nhy he reserved
arc always open'. anyone in now hy calliim the NAME,. al
the era interested in comm. 296-1211 henteen noon and 8

Jazz age is back

Aruckend

held at 8 p.m. Monday and
'Donley, March 4 and 10. at

Come Blow Your Horn
by Nell Sintan the lot% run
nut; Now York hit comedy

The produclion dates are
Thursday. Friday and Satur.
day. Felt 19.:0 and 21. at 9
p.m. A special benefit
r-

rey. banjo. 'rho singing dune ing cm: includes Emery Peek.
G. Michael it icdc. Diana Ric -

Page 6

1111 l't ILLICATIONS
i

WeckEnd RinFare

'Come Blow Your Horn.

flight from home restrictions

they me playing opposite each,

end seeks refuge in his elder
brother's sleek bachelor aparo
ment. As the brother, Joseph
Bell repeats the role he per-

other again, this time in Sumo.- Arthur l-ongs 'Never

Edith and Harry Lambert, a
middle-aged couple who find

tale of it father
who wantscomichis sons to settle
is the

Slam Cervino.
!Madly director

mime Trail. helm.. director

1

The characters they play are

.11. American Gin,"...There ks nothing wartlike the Anserken girl when she is all *domed In

STARTS FRIDAY -,EL'

this uptharams family. Hardy,. Ann Sinmns (Connie Day-

of the show in the glamorous production uThe Arne.. Girl" in lee Capades opening Feb. 24th
at Chi.go Stadium for It performances through M.ch 8th.

ON OUR WIDE

ton,

self to believe that fatherhood
is allot. to begin anew for lion.
Other members of the east

will portray the young

to the big brother, bachelorhood, and Elaine Cohen (Pep
gr
Evans) will be seen as his
n
tkoo-bright
next
doer
eighbor.

of this comedy inch. Marcy
Vosburgh and Out Janda as

Thurber Carnival
at Elk Grove High

lamberts' daughter :old
iinny Foster and
Don Vender es the Lambert,'
son-in-law.

clown Rends. Doug Palter -

ACADEMY
AWARDS
MIDNIGHT

RESTAURANT

(Mrs.

seen As

lady determined to put an end

FOR 5
COW PALACE

There are brave drama instructors at Elk Grove High

School. They've *hot lames

Aitlington

i

COWBOY
Dustin HOFFMAN
Jon VOIGHT

Thurber.

BEST PICTURE
OF THE YEAR!

OINNER

WINNER 6

MELEE
lam

ACADEMY AWARDS,

4

LEON BERRY

r(5Ae

O no

AT OUR FRIENDLY ORGAN BAR
TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY,

A

jokel

NIELSEN S 827 1819

A

01

Is

1

RE

WONDERFUL

LAND OF 02
8 color CARTOONS
Ham AT I OD OVER

611

INGRID

WALTER

ONLY PROORAm

GOLDIE

Apprentice

"CACTUS FLOWER"

CHICKEN DINNER

The package will start with
dinner from 7 to 8:30 with the
play curtain at 9.0n Sunday,
dinner will h served at 6 p.m.
and the curtain will be at 530.

Faculty director is Scott Lc.
bin, assisted by student dirt,
Inv Kim Simon. Staging Oak.
cid ma are under Tom Hatcold with soceial lighting efhas Sy Bon Vokum and Tom
Fox
Additional Mmensien
wall he given the plays by di-

TM play about marital
praIRDOniSts, a playwright and
a play critic, has had great sucems. The cast includes Bonney
Came) Bob Johnson, John
LivesilY. Yonime hulthUgh.
Jim Grainge.
Job,
Brodersen

rector Lebink use of organ

matins and reservations call

music played by Jeri De Carlo.

439-7081.

For infor-

end

served FAMILY STYLE
Every Mon , Wed,

Comp

the
fanijng

Enjoyment

[...o./Lielf Eagle

Fri ond Son 1

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
1432 N. Rand Rd., Arlington Heights
394-0765

,

Turn You On

Our Special
Is Special

THE RUMORS

NowApp

Zesty Tasty Ample

to the
late show -

WeekEnd RinFare

P.S. A Hearty Welcome For
All The Gals, Too.
253 RAND RD.
MT PROSPECT
253-3300

PIT 'n PUB

THE

ON RAND RD. - JUST SOUTH OF PALATINE RD.

HERITAGE

EAT - DRINK - MAKE MERRY

439.7050

BERSENTILLL ILL

' KIDS PASCAL

BURGER 49c
I

L1

I

SUPER DUPER

- ICE CREAM

"ALL -YOU -CAN -EAT

W000 DALE, ILL.

VOA

"The Drive -In

Don't Miss Floyd's

with the
Exceptional

. . .

Aged Steaks or Sea Food

Menu!"

SKH=g

FRENCH FRIED

Baked Spareribs
in 'Zesty Barbecue Sauce

COCKTAIL HOUR 4-6

SHRIMP

PIE

400

$1.69

SERVING 4.001

FASHION SHOW Tues. lk Thurs. Noon 'id 1P.M.

,

Tues. limo Sol. to

ihe line:Ouse
SAM PERO

Business Mens Lunch

Complete Dineen

Coffee House

SANDWICH

SERVED W. SPECIALLY PREPARED
CHIPS, SLAW AND OUR DELIGHTFUL SAUCE.

ZINGT DILL PICKLE LEETUCELIOMATO

$1.99

SERVING 11 A.M. - 7 P.M.
Special Childre'ns Prices.
DINE IN COMFORT AT

Dempster & Greenwood/Niles

SCANDA HOUSE OF MT. PROSPECT

10 Northwest Hwy.
alatine, Ill

Mt, Prospect

Plato
259-9550

LUNCHEON
FASHION SNOW

CARRYOUT SERVICE T001

1111 L

EVERY THURSDAY

PHONE

358-1003

537 8866
ligerCH fe, thir,

,afi0

FANTASTIC PITBURGERS
ITALIAN SAUSAGE -ITALIAN BEEF

tiz etaa

BAR -1142 BEEF

The

Zale Rouse
LL

Bring the Family
and watch Jams 10

AROChO:
MOUTH WATERING PIZZA

THE FRIENDLY PLACE
ORDER BY PHONE.
FOOD WILL BE READY

WHEN YOU ARRIVE

PIT' PUB

Plus -

Mon. A Taw

4.1110WIDI'Lsoi"1
.... ....
)
P.H.-11 P.M:

COME AS YOU ARE

Saturday night

CUISINE

4

OPINES

Vocal styling every

MEXICAN:

tr

DRAFT BEERWINE FROM THE IMG.SOFT

make "balloon animals"

OPEN

EDITH JOHNSON

EVERY SUNDAY

4 PM to 8 PM

NOW

Now Featuring

COMBINATION SANDWICHES

k

Swing La the
CLAUDE SCHEINER TRIO

ay, friday and
Saturday Mohr
Mans doily or r1:30 Am.
Saturday.
S pm.

I

EAT -DRINK & MAKE MERRY

Rand & Central/Des. Plaines

ILL.

Far Reservations Mem 312406-3446

600 5. Milwaukee
Wheeling, Ill.

Loose Snoslo

Roast loin of Pork over Dressing
Baked Icelandic Cod
in Lemon Butter Sauce
Swedish Meatballs "Our Recipe"

d'""*".

ROOF 31 NORM OF ROUTE 00. CARIVNifRSVILLE

Z.T.T.171

Featuring SundayTFebriTary22;d-

5960 Touhy Avenue/Niles

Route 25 & Lake Marion Road/
Carpentersville
Roosevelt & Main/Lombard

BAP BO WM
HOT DOGS

"ALL YOU CARE TO EAT"

dining room included in the price of your

Red Balloon

HAMBURGER'

CHAR MOLLEDIOSUNIOUR TASTE

Every Sunday we curve BEEF in our main

The

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, %tunic.

BPATWURST

STEAK
GOLDEN DROWN FRENCH FRIM POTATOES
OUR OWN SPECIAL COLE HAW

Delicious Fried CHICKEN

I t,

ENTERTAINMENT

B'ETS'A"

Pickwick roust

Homemade mention,
with Creole Sauce

OUR FAMOUS PIT 8 PUB

BASKET OF TASTE TEMPTING

Golden Brown SCANDA HOUSE
Chicken

All -U -Can Eat
FRIED

PERCH $1.19

SHOPPING CENTER

MCA l MI H.

Luncheons end Dinners from 11:30 Daily

ye OUBLIC house

a...07E1=206M

FA1

IIARCZAIM
SAUSA4,1EIN

Featuring Sotorc, Feb., my

9.29

Minn

Join
Your Friends
at

a

EVERY MON. IL TUES. NIGHT!

old .voritss...and please umy ...-

lite. And the Pub, Well, stop in soon and hove a
climb with Nat boys in the black bowler hotel We
know you'll enjoy ill

ROOM

Take the
Easy Way Out

WEDNESDAY thru SUNDAY

Salad and Ranch House Toast

twists

in the

GOURMET FOOD LOVER

PIANO COMEDY

Spaghetti and Meatballs

.tirnes in the "parry.doys" of old. The Bawler
boosts
chef who eon odd special
band

BRASS RAIL RESTAURANT 8 SHOW LOUNGE

played Nano for Auk E Leonard,
Shecky Greene, end Henny
Youngman /and he's funny, tool)

SPECIAL!"

a jumping feeling for people with o

swinging Man at the Block Bowler Dining Room
and Pub. located la the Mr Prospect Holidoy Inn,
its rind red deter reminds eve of the good oho

Dining...11aticing...Entertaimnent in the Northwest Suburbs

ENOUGH TO SATISFY ANY

BOB NOLAN

EMS S. Elmhurst Road

DINING ROOM AND PUB
There's

BUSINESS MEN'S LUNCHEON

SlaltErS ANSWER

sours

Page 7

THE BLACK BOWLER

Ulli111/6

RESTAURANT

RESTAURANT OF THE WEEK

DAY PUBLICATIONS

For Resv Phone 259-5000

Gourmet
Dining to

-Al

THE DAY
ry 20, 1070

Fehr

Lore.. 3405 Algonquin Rd Raging Meadows, III

oral

Open 7 days o week hen, 11:00 A.M. to 4:00 A.M.

J.

March 6 through 0,
13
through 15 and 20 through 22,

Aw,

Dancing

Des Plaines

and
indu.

asque

s0.,era

Retake.

Sat. Matinee for Children
The Sorcerer's

MATTHAU BERGMAN HAWN

I Ill AGE

wry Campbell. Jan Peterson,
Terry Renner and Judy

WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

$3.00

COMING SOON

OUt AT

The 15 play. arc Plot ."

by Dan Appel

ONLY
from

.w4e:,zg t4.

3 le THE ...TEE CLOSES A
ISSASMNS UAW POI EMMA

s1tl 10" I

N MANNHEINI PO ROSEMONT, ILL

Stio

THSE

dinner package

a dinneptheater package in
through 02. Curtain time is 8
p.m. on Friday and Saturday'lltc play
Levi. in
sander.
ana L3011,1,
well into rehearsal and is
sheduled far production Frig
TH um5ER CARNIYALdi- day. Saturday and Sunday.

nine players, Dean Bestows,
Jeff McKelvey. Doug Leland.
Scott Marlin, Sone Jarvis.

"a girl could
get lucky"

Masque & Staff
offer theater,

Sarunlay and Sunday, Feb. 20-

II playsinto two

SA, A SUN, MATINEE

WITH

dull winter.
The light. entertaining plays
will be mescote.y the players
of the high
Friday,

acis.

Northwest Suburbs Only
Professional Theatre Presents

$5.95
ENJOY THE LATE SING -A -LONGS

15-

what promises to he one of Else
brighter happenings Clr the

LAST 2 WEEKS

THIS PROGRAM IS RATED X

Carnival" a

with randeons with theater,
h nineav
young
one
for

FOR THE YOUNG PEOPLE

for 1°u1

e

Tact Let."

feathered finery and sparkling Jewels. The ke Capers are joined by the Ice Cadets and ell the stars

69E

NOMINATED

The; ow Palate Restaurant in PoloHne is rioted
for
totem aged prime rib of beef. And, as if
thote noteneugh, they odd the Bill Pierce Trio to
complete u perfect night our. The trio hos a good
beat for listening end doming...tout, stondord,
W. Poo, anything you want to hear! Come
early or late...it's itu. meeting pies in the North wet area...open kiln a.m.

roles. Now

tin Harry cannot thing hint -

AT..

t-7

lead

Hindi

Schroeder

mother trying to keep peace in

THEATRE

SCREEN IN COLOR

REST.411 RANT OE THE WEEK,

Don

and
Dee
played the

"Never Too Late. will he

they are unexpectedly going to
have a baby. Edith is pleased,

tlas'

chased at the box office. Pack
up :ill your cares and.woe. 00
sou go. you'll lave it.

Lyn.

is

tation of "Desk Sr,,'

presented Feb. 20 and 21 at
8:30 p.m. at Piokpect High
School, For ticket information
call 297-6192 or 259-3008.

the

mt.

Outsiente%

\

takes

Baker) will be

Rowader. Ion
Rcrd Kausch.
Tn., OP...
GO6.1.nd

Across 'non. 0 Hare Field

nierlineleel

brother,

national company.
Jane
McDonough

YI

x

younger

NO ONE UNDER 17 YEARS'
OF AGE ADMITTED

I

omne

the

he held in the Helen Brine!
'Cheater in Arlington High
School. Tickets can he par.

RESTAURANT

LNEfeaturing

Harmon Dresner (Buddy), as

formed for two 'kers with the

the Helen

COME TONIGHT TO
THE EXCITING NEW

Menne

competitors than his sons.
Coinplications pile up whop

son as the mayor, Carl Erick eon as ate carpenter sad John
Merinos as the policeman.

this weekend. two veterans of
Cameo Platters. inc. PH41.47
time arc being reunited.
In the group's 1066 presen-

he gets more help from tin

klemorial Scholarship Pro grain.. Flo perintrinnuccs will

will go

As the curtain rises on the
Prospect Nigh School stage

trel, will open at the Country
Club Theatre Wednesday,
),lace), 4. following the cur.
rent production, "A Girl
Could Get Lucky." which
closes Klarch I.

Kay. Ramsey. Michele Id
None. Kaylackson. Sue Palmtier, Rex
Partin. Darrell

I

'The Eleanor

lose Borcia will portray the
choleric father who feels that

formance will he given at 2t311
p.m. Feb. 22. Thu premeds

Dining-Dancing...En ertaininent in the Northwest Suburbs

Silo

children.

BRILLIANT

7

Friday, Febm.ry 20. 1970

lin his business) and to man
end provide him with grand

der. Martin Haeger. Richard
Ron. linHurg Pump- Alan
Hess. Jackie alekldlan. Sue

t-..4
THE. DAY

carefree Casanova

a

from whom a kid -brother
learns to be a successful was.

Play unites veterans

down to be good businessman

. SAME CHEF SINCE :

GROVE MALL

1

255-9181

COME FOR WNC14-11 A.111r
EAT. TILL 2 A.M.
OPEN NOBLY 11U MIDNIGHT, MI

61 N.
,

:

BOOTH WELL

Ca Block Nor, of
Railroad Motion

PArs=4"CO

ey

i
St

ELK GROVE VILLAGE
ON FIELDALE RD,

fht HOFFMAN'
ESTATES

tuNcHES DART

part SATURDAYS

11/4 miles Eon of
Proninmen
an Rte. ZR

PH: 529-88

593-5830

,I

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII111

THE DAY
Fnday February 20 1970

Page 8

THE DAY
Fnday February 20 1970

Keep car windows clean --avoid accidents
To avant Ironic heard. you
RR 10 sec 11.1A otIvom she

Chimed Motor Club -AAA,
and rho only way to see them

la have the windows of your
macro -all around.
This also is helpful to drivers behind' you who may he

Agent dn. more Intelligently
they can see traffic ahead
thrOUgh your windows. This

a dirty windshield There are
plenty of good additives awlable for use both as clewing

and not enough anti freeze in
the windshield wazher rout-

gives them more time to adjust

agent and as anti.Tomge. the

and

them.

anthfreeze may be used safely
down to 20 degrees below zero,

glue an the windshield.

=cording to the motor club.
Never test your washers

points

to a sudden turn or stop situanon, for example.

For cars with windshield
t:rashers, there is no excuse for

BUT Dorn 'make the Mistake of putting too much water

wink drivtngtf there one post

batty that the solution is ton
weak. It may freeze imme.
diately and create a blinding

stir. A mixture of half water
half .windshield washer

The Chicago Motor Club
that "peephole"
driving -driving with only a
ern

and an illegal one in Illinois

taillights turn opals
and all ufindowe. And make
rare your windshield wipers

and Indiana.

are

omall pea of your windshield
cleared -Is an onside prance

BEFORE TAKING your

lights

roar blades ptraoshcally to be

car into traffic. set's the dub,
wipe snow and dirt off head-

to keep in contact with the

effecticely.

Cheek

your

opps

and Nevada; n's called President's Day in Hawaii; and it's
mho observed in the District of
Columbia and Puerto Rico.

Poor George)

If he were alive today, he

station should he able to check
to
on with a pressure

might be man than a little
endued.

On Monday, Feb. G. Post

scale.

********************************3V**)ink************

money -back guarantee!

By Jen Bone

windshield. Any good ',arrive

then

prevents them from dee.
ing

Sunday ISN'T Washington's birthday --honest to George

sure they are grorp and milient and have the proper en -

top shape.
Continued
exposure
to
weather hardens rubber wipers

offices throughout the country

Most calendars IM Feb. 22
ss WohingronT Birthday.
It's a legal holiday in all
states except loom Lowstatm,

WASHINGTON'S
****GEORGE
* *****************************

will handle special deliveries
and dispatch mail, hut there
will be no regular mail delivery to homes or Imminene.

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

State winners will he chosen
April 29. Awards of of
and trophies will be presented
to gate winners at a luncheon

dents were recently awarded
$100 and certificatm of merit
in the Illinois community cols
nee student achievement me

Aail 30.

ognon program.

Businessman judges who sothe Harper winners
were: George C. Beacham. Jr..

are,

Jerry Jenkins,
sophomore, who resides at 32

Iketed

Keswick Rd.. Elk Ciro. Vit.

Rick Friedman. Mn. (had.

Ilene) Taut.

Hang. also a sophomore, 1616
E
Hawthorne. Adington
Heights.

dent and bin. Aviation°

is

will

winners

receive

.Pmedn'ed by

being j"inf

the Continental Illinois No,
donut Bank and Trust Co. of
('heaps far the Illinois Assodation or Community andlun-

re.

0
rough IS.
r Regional
thch
5Nging

7250.

ior Colleges.

How motorists can
reduce air
An excellent way for u motion. according to the Chicago

Minor ('Iub-AAA, is to leap

placed.

all filter in repro intervals as
recommended by the menu-

yourself money and inconven-

-Avoid

ance-and doing your pan toward cleaning up the air by
minimizing the pollutants

-Don't let your car idle un-

see if a thorough tuneup

T ad}aeamenn.

Gude Inspect.% of the mai-

thn

tion.

In fact. he war born on Feb.

the first two digits wcrc Avis-

in 1732. He didn't acad.
22 birthday until
1752, didn't like it, and pre!

his Feb.

vocate of stmng support of the

Medi.
"We helped create Israel
and are obligated to protect
her." MacDougall said in se,

61 arch

Dernocnalic

17th

primary for congressman in
the 13th District, Wednesday
annournal his support for
continued U. S. support of Isreel.

MucDougull

became

the

third of the 13th District can.
diddles running in the March
prinwry
come out for contin ad strong Nunn,. of Israel.

oral northwest suburban meek
ings.

Nevenhelem, Dr. IslacChom
gall is alarmed because
the
accelerating armaments race
with the Untied States and the

X111,

who decided to reform

FRANCE AND TIN.
%witched mile.
dors in December. 1582; the
Catholic °atm of Germany in

IsraelNetherlan%

years' refusal ot ere Arabs to

acca

Not all the world went along
with the Pope.

tact of Israel's vein -

lance. A stronger United Nalions could handlc
a situ Minn and we should he advoeating amendments to the
United Nations
give
it teeth and morn political
power.

1504. and Poland
By 1700. the

America -- including i
gtnin-clmtned over By that

wa rolected by Rahhi Samuel

No oinInr,rmmnF

them to negotiate Seriously.

Teitlehaum. director of the
Northwestern HMO Found.

cm.i.11,1,er.ryjLtnillryenes to the Mid.

NECENJART there
could he direct high level MN

lion, because. Dr. NlacDonpall said. ..of my known ad-

Or call 256-6671.
Private office.
forms returned same dol.
Doily 9.9. Sat. 6 Ion. 9.5
666 NW Hwy. fete 141

in the Mar. Democratic
been an

Thc Wade inutile i+ thc'_U

gees from opprinsion in Fri-

rune. pfitteinilly Hnler Ger-

New school rules paSSed by

Those of us who remember

. the Illinois General Assembly
will take effect Jan. 1,1971.

Day"' as
dieurrent "Vcteruns Day"
Armistice Day with two
eta of silence for pontinennnation of the Nov. 1.

With 100 new plan, public
Illinois will he

schools in
closed
on

1918 signing to end Wald
War 1 ere really going to do
some adjusting.
From

on.

1971

$425°

c't4%.

INCOME TAX
$5 & UP

FOR NAME

Illinois

:4

BRANDB$RA6S00

MEN'S SUITS
at
"SUITS ME"
1264 Northwest Highway, 2 Blocks West
of Downtown Des Plaines in the
Amigo Realty Building.

FRAME

P.M. NB Misr FRI, All Diry SAT.

OPEN

West of Rte. 53
FBI.
bove Neal Realty

SATISFACTION 299-3974 GUARANTEED

SQL

WHY PAY MORE?

a"-

WHAT'S THE GOOD WORD
FROM OUR PERSONAL
LOAN DEPARTMENT?

carburetor gaskets. and
use fuel line connections

collage

real:nor

and

NORTHER, CORNER OF

r=grFuortomur cal FUSHUN, ROAD

voseMS. the Board of Appeals of Oe vi ag. ei mew Proseml Mid

no., rand
Va5Blif05. Oe Board of Appeals of the
of rmuni nose., room
under Case No. 6rmliAmania
perkining
ea men
on office building 136 feel high on the south end dare wentwn
described

Mnn

SIMESEAS. the Board of

em,

tight.

system.

ow tM

h.permanemd lrm arm

dis-

ket for your gas tank cap is

--To minimize evaporation
't gasoline. make sum the go

Ary ORDINANCE GRANIINGTLTIONVONSIOPERTY LOCATED ON ME

memo, presented

is

tributor points.
-Follow the instructions in
your owner's manual con corning care and maintenance
of your cars anti -pollution

ightened.

Notice]

generator or alternator.

our.

end

WHEREAS. Oe ludr
f

I

f

the Pmnderff cod am, al Tres. of rie vim,. el Mount
reviewed we matter herein and hove drmrmined Nor Ihe
tame is foe Me beg internal el.. Warm M roue Proseece
WHEREAS,

Prospect hove

voto.°0:°°.:

STAINLESS

Friday.

Flood

Fourth of July. Thanksgiving.
and Christmas -and these

October.

the birth of lead in 1940. He

benefit of the suffering rim

I).

Day. and Veterans Day.

Gregorian calendar.
And in 1712, Sweden. Engand 'and Me Englfily colonies

Arahs amt lewz

vocay' of a Jewish state for the

I

school children will be having
Veterans Day as a school holiday -eon the fourth Monday in

sure could be brought on the

Union and the United States."
arc said. "but outside powers
cannot impose am settlement.

Monday of October 1001.

BUT WE'RE NOT finished
with calendar reform.

always have ha..
Public Schools will also he
closed for Lincoln's Birthday,
Memorial Day, Columbus

stater in Germany and &vitro -land were using the new

from u facofinding trip to Iz.
me and wad President Nix-

.11,

the
that Gregory had
10
es before.
dropped two
Confusing, isn't it?

holidays will stay what they

brook) returned IR Jays ago

....nit...fly.. or

m be eliminated, rather than

1586.

P ormso 61 DE gall
'rolled that he win the principal
speaker at the Narthwe'ron
Univakity rally Wronging

compel

had grown so that 11 days had

Protatant

Soviet Union supporting op
page fides, He believes that

000n,.,.

HOWEVER -beginning in
1971 --the Lincoln's Birthday
holiday for public school children will come on the first
Monday in February (Feb. II;
Memorial Day holiday will
come on the last Monday in
May (May 311; and Columbus
Day will come on the second

time, the difference between
the Gregorian calendar and
the previous Julian calendir

Catholic countries witched bile by 4.

calendars under Pope Gregory

needed. This chock should in -

-Replan: faulty fuel pump

24 -PC.

Feb. 22.

less)

-Have engine checked lo

carburetor
rocked 'periodically for prop-

--Have

"Song For The Asking", MARE]

fast

necessarilY.

imp pipe:

tow selection - "Baby Driver",
''Why Don't You Write Me".

unnecessary

stoning and stopping.

eming out of your lark ex-

SO% savings! Groove to a super

Under Greg.), the day after Thursday. Oct. 4, 1582 became Friday, Oct. 15. Gregory
also Mopped three days from
the calendar every 400 years,
establishing that years with a
date ending in two zeros would
not be leap years except when

Mater i rally. Gauge
Washington wasn't bore on

Dr. Curtis D SloeDougall

gal

car mroing snootily, roving

band Yours now -ore smash

WASHINGTON'S holiday
problem,' came about (mom or

because of King Henry
VIII and his fondness for
Anne Boleyn some two centuries before which turned
England into Protestant na-

of Evanston, canthilate tn the

Skokie who opposes MacDou-

--Replace the engine oil and

Mi'sser.

is

the length of the Solar year.

-Have roads plop cleaned
and properly gapped or re-

Hem me the club's recommendations for keeping your

Then longmwaited new hit ol-

Britheley

the calendar to conform with

checked

his automoNle in proper me.
cranial condinon.

minute colors. Don't miss out on .60, vulvas!
,jraCr3r. Petites. NoismiaujoilARry style.

day, and banking employes ere
getting Monday off as a Wash-

But the county superintendent of schools' offices will be
closed. -as will other state and
county offices.

feared in celehrme his biraRlay
an the earlier date.

--Have the coaling system
Ion cleanliness and
proper thermostat control.

no help boa air pollu-

chance to get that ski jackef
Copper
coot you've/Med! Fur trinimed and untrimmed
styles tho °recast a great fashOn future fa/
you! In the most favored fabricsOstist upetorthiT

But in Colorado, Lincoln's
birthday is not a banking holi-

A.
:IMAM,Warman
of

pollution

24.97
The sale you've;'been waitihg for! Mono your

is nag a banking holiday in this
state, Lincoln's is.

The state-wide competitionCram

Maro

jud

Frank

lington Heights.

studying dental hygiene.

Bath will compete in

and

Schroeder. D.D.S. all of Ar-

Jenkins n a journalism stu-

19.97

open. Washington's Birthday

nut 0 legal whool holiday in

lage, and Mrs. Patricia Avig-

regularly

Illinois, either. Pubic schools
will be holding regular claims
Monday.

BANKS IN Illinois will be

Wmhingon's

'They

THEIR NEW STEREO LPI
SIMON & GARFUNKEL'S
BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATER

service.

2 Harper students
win merit awards Mac Dougall support for

Two Harper College stu-

BIRTHDAY

And there won't be window

instal, Birthday present.

.**1tyf

2016

Page

BOARD.,

NOW, THEREFORE. IN It ORDAINED er THE RESIDENT AND
TRUSTEES OF THE VILLAGE OF MOUNT PROSPECT:

STEEL

R... ONE. FN. art Orme, being the subien maker of Cab No.

6.601, being legally described as follow.

Specially contoured to give young legs the sleekest and smoothest of outlines. Flattering shades
of off-white, brown, beige, spice, taupe.

FLATWARE
6 place setfiin in "Falco" or
"Ear ly Rose patterns. 6 Sou din.
ner forks, soup
spoons, serrated

MISSES' SUMMER SKIMMER

Parcel

SAVE 497.1

poen,

teo

knives.

Gilt

compare a1.6.97 benaril

11111
Wit°
l'oo.

DONNA DAY

3/8" ELECTRIC

DRILL99
Powerful

1000

rpm

motor,

Drills "S" ficol, 1, wood. 50%

50 -QT.

Color

'oilcloth
Choinvitch broad

trim "Wav/' col.
or, 5-10.

more torque than !V drills,
Polished mirror finish. Inas,
trial rand.

SW INGTOP

our everyday
dirsount price 11.6/

ROTS' OR GIRLS''

20" HI -RISE BIKES

DID YOU KNOW THAT

MISSES' IMPORTED STRETCH SHELLS
Versatile mock turtle or rolled turtle neck styles.
100% nylon. Colors for wring, S.)(1..

Club, has aunts hewstary,

was paralysed Nom the

MISSES' WESTERN JEANS
Authentic styling -slim stove pipe legs, sassy rivet
pockets. Spunky prints' n cotton mill. B.18.

$2

tr:nwb7,7;:. 1,°d1

colors1

3 77(

1/2 GAL. FORMULA 409
LIQUID CLEANER

compote at 3 pr. we

34 BUSHEL LAUNDRY BASKET

Or] 4.14.

OR 10 QT. WASTEBASKET

GIRLS' STRETCH BAN-LON` ANKLETS
wear, smooth Cr. comfort. White. Sizes :0 to 11.

INFANTS' TRAINING PANTS
Thirsty cotton terrycloth or heavyweight interlock
cotton. Whites and pastels. Sizes

LAUNDRY BASKET -so many uses]

Ton big wash lends, store toys or

dn.. wrm

.

d

wRon

tangent la the
wormed Southerly. and haring o rrmr

usef Nosros Wafers armee of roma, knob oleo
TM wet

ASO fee es worm Woe Me Norm Revel the
.1.11 of the Southeast smarm of Section 27.AB
Norm. Rang/tit. eon
o I. Principal IrmiNrm twee

the par,ereqf foiling in a 100 Not strip conneged

Ow

GREAT RAG TIME FUN!
of. gnat pine plus Yleerittomaina-

Boh

Plaines.

Desu

Me

end Bob themes, of WGN Barn Rom, lame, rely pick.

ii4ortng
rvrhi

And boys a dam godtime in the Formal

YOUR
CHOICE

SAVE OVER 50%!

PAPERMATE

FLAIR PEN

FAMOUS GYM -DANDY

PLAY GYM
un.center fachnen 3 rigid
plastic SYMMS. Shady tubular
steel, baked.on glo coat.

SUNDAY BREAKFAST
This Sunday WINO the whole family to breakfast at Me Holiday Inner
Mt. Prosper. %eh Block bowler Restaurant is wolfing to serve you all

your rm.. early morning treats. Come as early as 6 am or wait till

rowdier.. sitar way, im o deism for each member arm. family.

$

''NAME'' CONTEST ON NOW!
GIn the right 'Manx" and win a hoe night out al the Leman em Nr
Lemon Sne....and in.....the management will treat you and another
night out at the lree an therm
to o

I

CARS BY TOPPER

WASTEBASKET -contoured to put
in

a groceful appearance In any

22'

ea.

,Mrs tun instals wet., aren't they/ All you ran moil And Mr. Steak
mammy end
means 1....for hlonterom
nerd, eta. Odd salmi rod ranch house moo so this... and Mort
aparm a meek

reg. 490
Soper -spacial value) Fine quality!

9 colon to choose froml As advertised on T.V!

reed. we. Mr
1970 models! 'Triple
Threat," ''Buglionth,"

"Frantic Ferrari."

DAILY 10-10
SUNDAY 10-6

Pier building shall be equal ,o,he TeigIn of Me fall./ hull,
he

EACH DEPOSITOR INSURED TO $20,000
TsfgB3, T6g3

THE STORY OF EL JAROCHO!
In rostIIH TNHda and her mother opened a small restaurant In
Chicago. they all it "al loos." alter the colorful costumes of

Vensarm. Ilsem germ laved musk, gourmet food, and we. .-

..rah {MI Paid. Gro rrrr M. unney nendnamothey Mend

es root. erd dry did with such notable cowmen as Mr. S Mn.
Neer and.. Stew. ad Ns Mmily. In sevombee el 1067 rola
plats", all de famous wipe, mull.
the
lama. ale.,
Bo

FIRST CARD,

New automobile? ... new baby? ...
income tax? ... home appliances?
if you need quick cash for these or any
of the hundreds of situations that require a little more money ... chances
are we'll say YESI

ALL YOU CAN EAT!

NEW! JOHNNY LIGHTNING.

other ilems. Rugged ninstie.

marm. Heavy dory plastic.

TOWN A COUNTRY,
CHARGE IT
AND OTHER
MEMBERS NAPS ARE ACCEPTED

I

&worm of 105 al fee
N remedy ee.ore

Flexible rubber protects

carpel from waft Many

GIRLS' LINDA LEE PANTIES

Fine gouge of 100% Tegralized, nylon for Jong

YES

RED BALLOON IS FOR THE WHOLE

In the tredition el old... fun, Shakeys Pirsa Parlor in

29...

y designed.

Fastbacks! Flare legs or straight, 100% cotton or
50% polyester '50% cotton. Great colors. 28-36.

ton. Machine washable.

rrminlng

1028 5I

m
The sign is she giant Red balloon an nand Road! Ms the tradeark
to
tell you good dining is inside for Me whole family. The Red Balloon
arch.
PI,
kiddies
with
law.
pdoes
to
has special weats for
rm.
Norms a full emboli and dining menu

MATS

YOUNG MEN'S JEANS

tornirmhed acetate nicoi ororflowery printed mt.

nrm

auto
nearly blinded in an auto

atts'aditarIrrarrin""'Po.t?rne'r''atrIrirOPUire
man,

glitter polo seat. Rear coaster,
hub broke

CAR

Handy pushton with a super
capacity --to stash or store in,
Heavy duly plank, oliranive-

500 cotton. Hi.crew neck. Stripes. solids. 5.XL.

la 11. Ma -

sic when he
He

delMen was
oak.. Pedrms he wormykru
"MaaJo

FRONT "T"

Iran -!reel 50% Monsanto Blue "C" polyester,

,n groovy solids or mine tops. Sizes
nhine

down

FAMILY

MEN'S SHORT SLEEVE KNIT SHIRTS

BOYS' CUSHION -FOOT HOSE
100% cot., Stock up on Ponlf011 and quality!

., up pi=ne eels

a* to walk again

regular 29.99

99'

$1 IT.

....

Golan, of Me swinging trio playing at Henries Golden Bon, Simper

TRASH CAN

SAVE 33% TO 49%!

The West half of the Souneen smadm of Seam Or. Ia..
AS Norm, Range II. f ono. ihn Third Principal Meridian Weep,
Met parr there., I onno
o 100 feat strip conveyed vo the

Mount Prospect State Bank
Busse and Emerson a Mount Proapeehill OGearbrook 9-4000

"HAVE A GREAT WEEKEND,
GANG!"

=Fe

Ndrmr Ofdinonce ma a nue
optima. for a

boggling PerrnIf Pnrs
mowed within ons
SECTION FIVE:
eco

ab

dom to,
rdl
Onance
Ono, be in full force a nd erect Nom

Misr 6

aro. o

and lender* he Mends new and loved ... and opened In

the Doy to a new -nine Our
Pete. A wee whew
member. .. and hope., *111. weer

39 IInd 3onog of me rouge al

Mount Prospect is hereby

now. maw, onero epees aroma.

Villoge Code be opplfeable,

PAULO AND arreadte rro

BANKING CENTER OF THE
NORTHWEST SUBURBS!

day

relem,1170.

Rage a1ll50Ber
Via. greaten

MUM
trorealOW God:WM

Alba

Named in 6.
Arm PRI.1.11ONS.11K,

FP., fiefs., K llA

adTM1rs

SHORT RIBS

Zia roar
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II Washington

oTERR siscp6

5

Hon

N PvANTs AR.

EYPERMSENTRINE

TRIEN, vi NAT
WU NEED S 7,15 RESIDES
say

.

AND MELL

SET TNE

EXPERHAENT

OF G., MILK 60-5TERED
'EUNFLOWER
RVGROUND
EGS ANC, FORTIFIES

IZE7'77,12C-TPS'SVE
CAT AND VOL, LOSE

MORE WEIGHT "TH.
WAATHONER

HAS THIS
PE HIS

I ALWAYS
HEMEL,

THAT

LOSE,

EIGHT WAS
POGGN1

7

TEE PRICE.

*210

IEPRI
S ROUGH"A SLICK A

7 30

Hogan s Heron
The Inroes try

2

Mike Douglas

9

mve Klink from

Show

26 Spanuh News
32 The Monsters

8R0s.

GOY ONT

Week in Review

News
News
News

2

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

a sly officer who has
oght him
"boring" money from
the camp treasury.

6:10

GjLICOT:

20 TV College

I I TV Came

Editorial
26 Quiz
2

WHAT
&SO

The High Chap

"Mi Con. So.

LOCKET'''

11-.1N,G1IE
SAVS 111,

ft

marZr""iggl,
YGYJ

44 -MIKE,';

Meets

II Calorie Kitchen
32 Truth or Con-

7

11 NET Festival

26 A Black's Vim

miere nsovis is eon
cemed with auto racing. Two top ranked

drivers fight to gain

7

Brides
and

Page

to

Rob Philbin

Here Cone the
-Two Worlds:'
Hitch-

Alfred

9

nine

parts

&Ming

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
211 Get things off your mind
and clot in conversation with
a close friend. Don', expect
stranger to put up with arm,

YOUR MEAL'S ON

-

SIRE?

SZE HOLIEE3..,

Conway

Herb takes what
he thinks is an impor.
tarn executive job

withurnajnrairiine.
7

The Brady

Bunch

Peter

gels a
sled head after
owing a little girl

April

Much can be gained
through el -hoeing in busbies,
201

32 Mg valley

from an occident.

5

26 Red

Hut

Inge Report

2

aleditation

9

Naked City

32 Movie

"Walk in

2:50

the

Shadow.'' Fine
courtroom drama as

vey' drowning. Par.

Kevin Grant's
anger builds when
his star fails to appear
on the set.
7 Love, Arnerloo
Style
"Love and the

Married

Man.' "Low

and

hoUncoupled

Couple." .Love and

4:15
News

1200

4:20

Mode
"Bobby Ware is
Missing.' Deds with

"No

Time For
Sergeants."
Andy

Griffith and Myron
McCormick as bayseed induaed into
.ereice and his hay.
ried sergaint. With
Nick Adams and
Don Knons

nerirrirset

ents

down kidnapers.

9

Biography

The Hermitage, one of the nation's most widely
visited national shrines, is nestled in the rolling
middle Tennessee hills. The 625 acres on which the

Hermitage stands were originally purchased by Andrew Jackson in 1804. The first mansion was built in
1819 and was extensively remodeled in 1831 while

The mansion with its beautiful white pillars, its

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 On and on
5 Lasting

forever

12 Purposive
14 Striped
15 Small size of

LIBRA (Sept. 24 Oct. 23)
Cirmensimees involving you

type

are very apt to affect the It
of others.
Don't take action wit haul thinking ahod.
WORPIO (Oct. 24 Nov.

16 Dabble in
17 Communion

use

plat.

19 Japanese

22) Highlen perm.. affaiw

outcast

today. There Is romance in the

SAGITTARIUS (Nov..23
Dec. 721 Sc.:Mess and social

CAPTAIN EASY
Wrinit'S7ANTEr0 TAYR71T.!'n
GOTTA GIVE LANESE GANG A CHANCE!

of social activity. Don't over
do.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb
191 Be encouraged by change.

your social life which I.

well nnticipate desire
chimps on the employmen
wow and Ho:where.

46 Dry, like wine
48 Weasellike
animals

CAMPUS CLATTER

FM.. MASSES.

A11.1, in ME GeRe

rein

sor,
sege

own
crane
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Cane,

rice

30 Girl's name
32 Everything
33 Again
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35 Uncooked
36 Adolescent
year
37 Donated
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intently

TO YOUR RIGHT ME V,

sire

Asia maar
28 Shak.peareon villain

40 Obliterate
42 Facial featUre
43 Forever and

ARSENIC

son

Nevada

3 Make joyful
4 Ceremony
5 Certain

railways (coll.)

6 - without

end
7 Related on
sw'S'ws s side
8 Requite in

kind
9 Burmese

wood %nit°
21 Spinaing toy 10 Devoured
23 Woman's name 11 EzYthoaic
sea god
26 Ancient
13 Literary
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to take advantage of it.

snare

2 Las -,

20 Compass point

air for the Scorpio who wants
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rase

Perpetuity
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can do much to take your mind
off problems you can't remedy
at this time.

Answers to
Hideaword

Answer to Previous Post

odw,erea

VIRGO (Aug. 29. Sept. 231
Concemrale on the outdoors
this Satunlay. Sporting events

in

Here on display arc countless personal items and gifts

Jackson was President.

creaced activity on behalf of
the family as a whole should

i

Nashville, Tennessee

5o10

ty dorgurrnIent for hot results.
1.110 holy 24 Aug. 2311n.

-

The Hermitage

hoy-hunt as his par -

MORTY MEEKLE

CANCER (June 22
July
231 See an end In difficulties
brought about by last week's
Hoeg vital in the activi-

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23

1111110111111111111111111

rick McGoohan.

make sore you knave before
you begin what you mean by

Jan_ .10) Peace and quirt are
the order of the day.especially
if you anticipate a full evemn

a

2:45
2

means a happy Saturday -but

rd 'k." al a Ito Imp

Great Homes of Yesterday
and Today...Featured
each Friday with the Day's
Home Buyer's Guide

and

Blues

Joe
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211 A wccessful Saturday

others work to your advantage
should dory w oh to do so.

Homes

2:35

at this lime. A friend
bringsgood news from afar.

Men.

Great
American

James Masan and ac-

linelienh World

Safely

2:15

pect

make this day important when
Innm the future. Keep

1.

EEK & MEEK

affairs today. Mahe plum for
entertainment at evening after
the job o done.
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May
211 Tour pmfessional life num
open up in ways you little ex-
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Movie
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Inc.'

1.15

New

9

"North by Nonh-

cock Presents

with the rift between
6:55

GANT HEAR A THING WHEN
WEARING THESE EAR. PLUGS!

lAri Nelsen, Adele
Jergens.

5
7

west.-

other pubirrat ,,,,, .

friction

Show

sleep

26 Thom, Amish:

HOW'S THAT
AGAIN,

Mery Griffin

2

nature

among the group.
Richard
Denning.

10:30

Mills.

Granger, Juliet

Icy
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human
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ngem." World pre-
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Sport,
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Day
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when a KAOS agent
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2
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Feather

7
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ARE THEY SWAMIS
PaSSiDENT
POMP?

patchwork

18 Sound -

detecting
devices
22 Pontius
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Os
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O
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26 Never ending
27 At all times
29 Possess

30 Winged
31 Russian river

L

C

plants

cent of great days at the Hermitage.
The Ladies Hermitage Association, which operates

THIS SECTION

the historial landmark, is completing work on the
restoration of a modest church that Jackson helped to
build in 1823.

for your "Great
American Home" from the
northwest suburbs leading
Realtors and Builders

M

S

EEO

A

EE

SR

44 Desire
95 Sigmoid
curves
47 Domestic
felines
49 Curve
50 Eat evening
meal

NIZVERIMBH

Effective Immediately

Bell Federal gives you the

highest savings interest rates allowed by law!

34 Period of time 51 Timetable
39 Peruses
abbreviation
91 Weird
52 Chinese leader
43 One -celled

CHECK

S

ORE REED
LtO
ESNS
EDE SEEN ARASE
24 Mentally
healthy
25 Askew

wide verandas, spacious front hall and graceful spiral
staircase, is a fine example of Pre -Civil War southern
colonial architecture. Paintings, crystal, mirrors,
kitchen utensils, the huge banquet table and Jackson's
bed are all there much as they were when Jackson
lived. The furnishings belonged to the Jackson family.

from around the world belonging to President and
Mrs. Jackson. Jewels, swords, pistols, rifles, miniatures, ruffles and military insignia - all are reminis-

GUARANTEED INTEREST COMPOUNDED

53 Group of
matched pieces

DAILY...PAID QUARTERLYThat's higher than bank interest rates.
Bell Federal is the place to save if you want your savings to earn the full new
maximum rates just approved by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board.
And these new maximums effect other savings, too at Bell Federal. A big 53/4%
on one or two year certificates for $1,000 or more. Golden Bonus 90 -Day Notice
Passbook accounts now earn 514% (on $500 or more). Regular Passbook accounts
earn a full 5%. One year 7./v% certificates available for $100,000 or more. All savings
compounded daily and paid quarterly.
And, so you can keep even more of your savings. Bell Federal offers Tax Deferred
Two to ten year
Savings Plans for up to ten years.
maturities
Up to 10 days free interest because all savings in by the 10th earn from the 1st day of the
5,000 or more month. So hurry to Bell Federal where your money works harder making more money for you.

50 Key fruits -59 French

impressionist

01

55 Opaque

mineral
56 Trap
57 Show dissent
58 Lairs

DOWN
1 Public
storehouse

Barked by over a half billion
dollars in assets. NOW! Savings
insured to 820,000 by Federal

Savings and Loan Insurance

'BELLF

,E ,165

AVI

111.--_,
1111111111'

Bell Federal Savings

a, -,4w

Corp.

'datr-ws.:"
EMBER FEDKR AL HOME LOAN BANK

and Loan Association

Corner of Monroe and Clark, Chicago, Illinois 60603

IleS- 14 V U V BB
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Area growth picture good
through 1985 and beyond
Northern Illinois will stay a
"dynamic" area through 1985
and probably to the year 2000,
a Chicago real estate executive
predicted Feb. 9.

lames C Downs Jr. hoard
chairman of Chicago's Real
Estates Research Corp.. in-

Lamer Park--cenabline of n.e ReIghborthe commthltles, "Reorder` and

In "Bernikk"-looted on Pine Grove Rd. shoot two miles south of Rte. 72
MI,. Rd I Sumter sainictions are found in "Carlisle," with entrance on

Ix one of the fasten gram, resulenual areas to Schaumburg Photo
suggests variety or haws nee. oded sites hoard a urung streets which can be men
'CarlIXIC

lic wee Rd and approximately the three distance south of Rte. 72.

Market not all that tight: developer

eluded this forecast in his look
at the future value and use of
northern Illinois hind during a
Northern Illinois University
conference in IlcKalb, III.

"This is a growth arca." he
raid

With information cone,.
trated ion the city of Chicago
and

ho v.rd noirt6at.e mom,
is tight It in is h chltiiult ti
obtain Ire the indisidual With
pare int
IL, for Mown
pramint hut for the h
buyir with a normal aminintut
cash or with equity in his

or for soma othir dam th II
&prima., ilmod as I id as hi
pais a ell HL ran borrow

monis foraother pop.

.

non [bit N hi in tot
raw home. And besides. thine

i

who pot off buying a new

present hcome.securing a mongage to buy
new one
no

home because they espial in tenni rases to come drew. are
really
kidding themselves.
May, if they wait brill

prohlem at all."
This statement was recently
made hy Al &relic, victhpresident of lancer Corp.. which
He is

enough,

will
put cont. hut

interest

rates

come down
meanwhile home prims are

develop, Carlisle and

inirtaw from 5 to 10 pr Lint
in 1970

Ilindlir and that

iint in.., in

5 pr

t

BP,

5

monger. hos thi.
same ctleet as ba per cent incream in interest. If the price
of that new home increases
only 5 per cent this year, the
family that waits is not
of going
to gain one pinny.
if ino1111100

terest rates do come down."
Amending to Marcher. fam

ilies who have been buying
homes front lancer Corp. in

IWO new subdivisions in
Schaumburg.

ing up"

-Today% home buyer will
probably pay 74a per cent
mongmb in
says Her.
char. "But so wthi, He gum

INDUSTRY
LEADERS
arc estimating that Me cost of

of the game. "The company
takes cam of all the detail in.

homes in the Chicano area will

volved in securing mortgages

on paying 12 to 24 per cent
hose new ea m year after

recent months are way ahmd

Real estat e transfers

coYeo

Cook County Recorder Sidney R. Olsen listed the follow-

& Co., Inc

to

gobs i

t

Schachner. 524.

ing real estate transfers in
M aine and Wheeling town-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS:
S.
Mitchell. Robert C.

035

12. Prim is indicared by Si in
state revenue slams, for each
I Mai in market value.

Mmske to Gary L. Dykes, S.13,

730 S. Highland. Robert M.
Ballinger to Eleanor A. Krue-

Iles Plaines: 358 N.'1 hind

ger. S261 8112 S. Walnut. Ar-

Stanley 1. Lohodainski
Sarni Greco.
1113-15 19-

thur A. monis Jr. to Donald

linwthid St.. John R. Weiss t,
Carl blehm. 511 n2.28 Westin Av.. John F. tondos to Joseph A. Rivelli. 540: 2720 S.
Maple. Gerald J. Rehm co
Ewald A. Kieft. $311: 1776

,frank CS Jon, to
Rocco Seaton, 922; 877 S.
Wolf Rd. William I. R.unkel

H. Mot. 938.50: 1518 F. Sun sat Ilr Frederick
Nemeth
to Relent C. Ewald. 553: 630

S. Chmtnut. Henry T. Ham-

mermn to

elk W. Poo,

to
N.
Brooks. 98.511, 51/7 Braeside.

Richard H. tderryman to Kmnetts 1. Robe, $34.50.

.

Nthtillt Pim., 1624 BarLn. Aldridge Corwin,
tion Cc. Inc. to Thomas E.
Weenie. 549.50.
Prospect

Freights

3 Pro,

pets Dr._ Thomas El. Morrell

to Raymond J. Andrejasich.

OPEN HOUSE
SUNDAY 1 TO 5
760 Devonshire - Des Plaines
I Block South of Algonquin
Off Route 83

built model
from 533.900.
Home buiers may choose
sites in Carlisle. located on the

Rome Sr (Higgins

Rd.)epafn

Schaumburg or they
choose to build and live in

neighboring Renwick. located

immithately east or'Carlisle
with entrance on Plum Grove
Rd.

Pegboard may be the answer
If you're tired uf telling the

*menhir] by rhea sturdiness of

kith to keep then room in good

the hand hself, which alleles

order. perhaps you're using
the wrong :lemma:h. Attrac-

an anaming array of shelves to
Ix added to a child's room.
Woodgrained
Peg -Board

tive easily installed wood grained Peplloard bey Nlarlitc

is the ohvious anmer
keep Mg toys and paraphernalia off
the floor.
I.ike all Menthe plastic-Itnished
pincling. Peg -Board

may he installed over furring
strim or on any surfam with
the use of clips and special ad-

Downs looked et population
growth and the kind of land
mai which will attract people

child to keep his room spotless.

may be damp.wipml clean. 'The
fI
1,
com

estate and said the end of the
-momentary" tight currency
situation could restore real mtate to its previous stale tor
health.

However. be also noted thal
the read estate industry no
longer can afford to build
single family units for the maw
market. Ile said only those

with above average: int:0111th
will he able to purchase si41e

ME REALTOR noted the
NortMveast Illinois Planning

Commimion said Chicago and
ts
surmonding
counties
would grow from 6.220.01,1 in
,',ott to 8.075,000 PePubtion

at-

tracting

in.

,ble than,

for instance.
laundry. said Downs.

benzin: about the future.

DOW NS SAW mobile
community resistance

this

add only another 111 Milesal

commuter accessibilitv to the

lat

Mom. the betray will

mho,

transponation

"Chown. land Use arid
Northern

where Bawd four yeam ago,
in 'February 1966. With good
reason.

spending

Townsend

Stiow. 536.50.

Wheeling: 271 Renee Ter,
John

Ilet

H. DeRyke to

Harry
52.1i 760 S. Wayne. AnSchmelity to

nom.

,:.born, 523.50: 203 Cindy

k.

Geary, PAW.; Vie. Gnalone. Edgebroak: II.

ArnoldJarrett,Jvrre.

Jarrett, thrdogleo, and Herten E. Jones, Des Mines

calm perfornemee are northwest suburban residents (left let right)

Clarence Bolgemann, Barrington; barga. A. Christian, Arlington neigh.; Elicited J. Del Re. Mount Prospect; Carriedna
hoes, Barrington; John I.. Hall, senior vice-president

The group nos honored at the 115-yeuemid real estate fir,
annual sales tare nod dinner at the Harm Country Club.

Med & women reported

and

general who meager, Robert R. Fannon, Barthel., Darold

a

record

grow

volume

5131,711,235 In 1969.

or

more away. like squirrels pith
paring for a lard winter.

der. Toward the end of the

So leis all cheer up Ithough
not too quickly) because eve.

to the Illinois State Bar Assn.,
that in case of injury resulting

ry body is now so glum that we

"AN AIR of possimism pervades the latest Dun dr Bmd-

loans had climed to

froin the use of a previously
Iron 11 I 4-frce. six.year-old
product. it will he difficult to
prow that the injury was due

putting

and

year, the national average raw
on
conventional mongagc
cent.

sky-

gray et., tie Mat camouflages
telephone wire.

the luny law rennin,, this presumption ean he overcome

Thomas A. Kennwly.905 N.

Alople Or., Moiler Prostwel,

Mitchell. Arlington Neigh,.

has been elected eseetdise Mee
president of the Protectress&

as recently elected treasurer
ond n member of the Imurd of

Co., Chicago. Stevens, who
ed the content, in 1999
.. formerly vim' President In
charge of marketing. In Ms
new position, Stese.oillham
administratke

re-

spomihility for NI comp,
01 Men
Ile is iiiso audit,

01 Me Eff (dole

i tovmhiP

directors of I °gm tinier, 'Ispimraphem Inc A number of
110- W est Centml Association,

PrIntim Industry

Illinois.

.1

Chicago 'ii ramp., Asst.
dati^n. and the International

rs.....dtir ...pos.'. As.
sedation. Kennedy hes hem
with Logan Square for 14

A

tends

annual

stoek

holders meeting was held
The Bank & Trust C mem,' of
Arlington Heights. ichruary
10. The growth anal level-

,ment of the hank dud, the
the slockhold. by the men

IN SCHAUMBURG
away from jet Mender, in clear clean air and In
fine community where "your kind of people" ihm. You
can live in the home of your dreams. Brick Ranches
and hi -levels from 533,900.

$12,600
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7.10 and Craig Sjogren topped
all contestants with an 8.65 on
Me flags fora total of 22.90.

ging the

line.

and every announce-

629 for

average of 7.13 to

9.vi1.

Saturday's

Delaney

February 20,

After a brief intermission
the curtain rose on Delaney
and Bonnie and Frithils with
Eric Clanton. It cots all too
apparent, though, that Eric
Clanton. despite being in
the background, still ove

shadowed Delaney and Bonnie. It was his song. 91 Don't

Know Why." that really got
thing going.
THE. HIGHLIGHT of the

Brousseau copped first with en
excellent 800.
Hersey's best performer,

Some balanced scoring for
Maley on the parallel bars
tted Me Huskies the win on
that piece. Farris had a 7.85

on TROPICAL PLANTS
and TROPICAL FISH

the Marian coda.
Although V iator fell to both

By George Hake,

plus, Pet Supplies

Although the St. Vimor
Lions find themselves out of

HARDI-GARDEN

the

lest

Chicagoland

Prep

League basketball championship race, they will have 'Brent
dieet on the outcome this
weekend as they hum St. Mel

CENTER

Fri* night and travel to Alarian Catholic Saturday evering.
As it has been in all of the
sports this year. this 6 the last
CPL basketball race because
the league i, &handing at the

26 W. Golf Rd.
Schaumburg

rural. gosthey produced
pel sound rather Man ilues.
Delaney and Bonnie started
me warm-up group
last year
on the American tom
Nicol

Terrys

hel

Wolf pa ck has apparently.
played itself om of contention.

So o win over either the

against St Niel is the anal home

CHINA

of the season. and hoth
the players and the student
forward to it.
body are

As it was the last time Via.,
played the two squads on the
same weekend, the Lions will

Bavari'n

Yea. absolutely FREE, we will start you out on your own dinner
vice of beautiful crested imported China while you build
ware
up your
your checking or saving, nceounl.
plan works:
Here's how this each

be facing the leagues lop three

scorers. Homo:, the order is
somewhat different.

Tom Pepper of St Mel is

PISCES?

ond place. He has been

ALL THREE ARE good
standing rehounder. The dif-

=aunt or $100 to your checking account. Stamps must

ference

he purchased when you make your deposits. Naturally, a
$SE ramp account deposit or a $200 checking account
&poor entitles you to nvo coupons at 934 each, etc.

serious and studious.
The horoscopes also say you
tend to he somewhat unrealis-

squads

mak Course could be a Ifig
help to you ...make you realis-

tic about your bidden tale.
for speaking effectively, makint

important decisions and coin.

aunt of 20%. Or better yet, start another of. cant

municating your ideas and feel.

5. At any time that you are a member of our FINE CHINA
CLUB you may purchase wkus service pieces in your
pattern.

figs to other people iii ways
that will get you respect, recog.
nit
and tangible rewards.

brother, Pat, and center Blase
'Pignotti. Berg's father is also

(Proleillenal,Inim Canon)

Pisces people do when Me,
took theDaleCarnegle Course?

Swimmingly! Call us for the
compkte facts.

Free Preview Meetings
you can attend,
Sorry only one FREE place setting per family.

WILLE'S CARPET SALON

Registration for the Mount
Prospect Boys Baseball

pro-

Mount Prospect Country Club
Communiry Cener.

Boys who have not teestend in previous years must
bring a birth certificate es
proof of age. Boys9-I6 years
old on or before Aug, I, 1970.
are eligible for teams in the
Branco and Pony leagues, if

100 WEST NORTHWEST HWY.
MOUNT PROSPECT

Dos PNiner

00 NerNwini mstwww

CL S-1600

IN*, kb an, 7:30 sew

.

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL NA MIA

fie

DALE CARNEGIE COURSES

THE BANK
Trust Company of Arlington Heights

OPEN: Monday thin Friday

8to8, &Corday 8

6,

Sunday 9:30 to 1:30
MINTY OF FREE PARKING

mi

WI Mower. sow

WILINGSON HANGS SHOPPING coma SWIM

tibial.

The twin hill will be com.
posed of a donkey basketball
opemr. and a r esublion hanl-

I

coun coma in the windup
event.

THE FIRST hall of the
donkey gam will feature the
Maine (100Ity men against the

high sok:, NI.Cluh. rho sec.nd two periods of the bareback contest will pit the Porn
Pon and ChcerIcading owe&
against the women's ohy,ical
education instructor,

ing list. Parents interested in

managing or coaching should
also come to the registration.

girls and chercleaden. or may
be obtained at the door the
mght of the Jounk header.
Xlaine East High Schad
located on Dempster Av.. just
of the Tri-Shits l uliway.

Arlington% Steve Vno Ebert scored an 8.85 to take first place
in the Mg meet with Hersey law Melo as he helped the Cardinals
deficit his father is Iltakie stored to maintain Arlington's perfect
dual moot record. d'huttis ha .1. Stan 00rkt

Mat sectionals begin
Arlington's mikhuhurban
I e gate wrestling champions
v , hod away with individual
maks by placing seven a its
on

the

and Prospect, Ron The.
obold at 91 pounds: Prosthot's

representative.

Ken Klein. Frenes Jeff Alvis
and Elk Groves Craig khan
at 107, tilenhanfs Don Host,
aw. Frond, Ken Cancels and

all -conference

Forest View was nomad III
the Cardinals with floc men on

Gary Morava of Hersey led
116 team in their mow importent meet of the year, but the
Huskim fellpot .11 short of an

1 he roll ut the .yawl consists:1 of Elk Grove...terry An -

bard North Huh too each and
Conant with one. Wheeling
was the only team without a

SEC EN
ARLINGTON'S
allAl ars were Rich Stanu al; at

Nand, Mike Mem- at

130

the honor quad. followed by
Prospect with four. Palatine.

Douglas to 145.
Don Stumpf at 155. Carl An-

three each. Hersey and filen-

175 and Andy Locken at 185,

137.

Heney's Jim Battaglia al 115:

Scott

Horse, Brad Smith and bor.
est View, Tont Moore at 123:

Elk Grove and Freud with demur at 165. Pete Barth at

undefeated season,

Forest

Illt, Prooket's

peak in final gym win
NISEI R1.1 1-TS0,0.1-.3.7,6 Keller. E. 3.5.

Baia 79 on the ,ids ham.
Elk Came ca,ily heat Fremd

51DV. 110145E, I. Sakats.
EG, 8.0: 2. Olson, EG,
.9: 3. B. Fernandez. EG, 4.45:

.3.

and Forc,t Vim%
land

Pirron

Scott

Scala

Mark Bowe

Palatine's

and

Ron

McAlister at 145,
Glenhard's Stick t toren at

155. Palatine'. ton Walsh at
Bra.
165:
Forst
Brod al 175, forest View's

5. Whiting. F.
.05:6 Fleming. I'. 3.7
5

Mike

at 137: Elk Groieklelffroys.

Dorwy. Eli. 6.7i 4. Ow

him, I..

View x.

and Pnispect, Don Brush at

Al:

. larnandez, EG, 4.8: 5. Stin.

Benny Fernand. posted a

dez. EG.7.11: 2. Swenson. Eli,

Other outstanding storm,

.55 arcrap to Elk &arc's

long. F. 4.05.

conference action, and 10.2
overall. The Viking, wound up

were Benny Fernandez' 8.9 on

ring. F. 4.65: 6, Williams. F,

at 2-7 in league competition.

11.6 on the rings. Landy Farnandei 4.3 III the parallel

all-around man. Benny's total
came on a 4.11 in the Mc or.
ercise. 4A5 un the side horse.

7.55: 3. Stinson. F. 6.85: 4. I..
Fernanden EC. 5.45: 5. Hm-

RINGS: I. H. Fernandez
advanced through
Eli. 8.0: S. Nlahnedahl. EU. IFenn:We, liCi. 7.7 mot week's district meets and
0.10
will compete in the West Ley4. Minion. F. 1,75: 5 Hisid.
den &mime! starting today.
4.75: 6. Baldocchi.F. 4.7

victory over visiting Frcmd
last night.
Grenadiers finished
heir dual meet scason'at 7-2 in
The

ELK CRONE. which will
need all the good individual of

by David Sakata, whn used

the ring, Jack klalmedahl's

hers. Al Mims' 7.95 on the
trampoline

and Wayne 01 -

bar. 20.35 on the side

EG.

4. Perkins. F. 4.1, 5. Stinson.

5 11:1. alellin. F.4.85:4

F. 2.75.

curse

1110H BAR I. B. Fernan-

and 17.15 in the free exercise

3.15.

7.8 on the high bar.7.15 on the

John Walker at 185: and Con-

PARALLEL BARS: I.
Fernandez.. EG. 0.0:

2.

I

.

Sae.

noith. El r. 7.7: 3. H. Fenian.
Eli. 7.15, 4. Williams, E.
st
3.7:.

an, nick Heise, Palatine's
Jell' Frost and Frernd's

Tue.

1110

heavyweight

Ancona. Klein. ABB.

Stirewn. P. 4.55. h.

5.

in

etas,

Marc.
ilueck. Hattaglia,
Stanemk. Bowe
hIcAlister.
Douglas. $110101;Walker and

i

TRAMPOLINE: I. k Mow.

parallel ham and 8.9 on the

E.G. 7.05: 2. Helaa., EG, 7.55:

rings.

Wildcats host Grens;
travel to E. Aurora
The

Wheeling

in which it has won only one of

Wildcats will continue their

it. laistten games. The Gr...

surging

campaign for third place in the
Mid -Suburban League this
evening when they host the
luckless Elk Grove Grenadiem
The Wildcats had their five game winning streak snapped

It week by the gigantic Her-

if Prospect loses both of their
and Wheelremaining
and next week
ing wins tonight and
against Arlington.

diets haveti I really been gm.

ling beat badly, but they just
haven't got the raw talent to
get over Me hump.

1.0011 by bagging 10 of 14
field goal attempts and 21
points.
Rees has been using two dif-

&rent w aning lineups lately
and hewon't make up his mind

lam weekend wie, typkal

until heforo garmtime which

One for mach Bob Rees' club-

one hell use against Wholing.
One a the lineups -with Mark
Hopkins. -is taller. while the
Hoyer--is
Jeff
other --with

two games, against first-divi.
sion tm ms Hersey and Arlineton, and two tough losses. The
Grenadiers were only two
points down in the fourth quer.
ter against Adjust,. before

the conference champs were
able to pull away to a 6050
win.

ONE OE THE reasons for
the sudden Wheeling emer-

spot

gence has been the fine offen-

formance of John Flesch. The

chance to lest itself tomorrow

sive play of junior Mike G r.t.

Elk Grove senior, one of the

The sharpshooter was brought

top players in the MST lemmason, had his best game of the

up over the holidays and has
been one of the top scorers in

IF THERE was a bright
in last weekend's rain
losses, it was the Saturday pen

am mile tniora
REGARDLESS

ink

If Hopkins Marts et center.
Gene Pinder and John Eksch
will be the forwards and Dave

Ristau and Mike Loich the
pads. If Boyer starts at
guard. Pinder will move to
Wheeling will have a real

on roan

REGARDLESS

quicker.

center and loach will take his
foram. post.

SITEF:Fli Sr"

Kanuss Eft:15!:

Lundy Korn:mi. or Mk
Grove charms, direetiom during his routine on the high bar
in last night's gymnintim meet

against Freud,The Gran.

nigh, meeting Tom Kivisto

diem won the meet with

and Aurora Emt at the Tomcat
lair.

Mom)

a

135.00 10.1. (Photo by ;Mike

(M D) or
Bring your EYE PHYSICIAN
OPTOMETRIST S prescriptions to be filled
in the frame of your choice Tram our large
selection AT ONE LOW PRICE

the league since then.

shake off a horrendous slump

officials urge early enrollment

Tickets may he purchased
orior to the event from
NI -Club members. porn pun

trampoline. 20.80 on the high

with uniform, cap, stockings,

as the usual large :UMW may
put some latecomers on a wait-

double

his season's high of 8.0 on the
side horse despite being hampered by a bruised elbow.

J. Pitt and Gary Kawell.
Elk Grove is still trying to

more from the same family.
There will be a second registration next Saturday, Feb. 28,
at the same times, but league

basketball

FLOOR KNERCHE: I.
Brennan, EG. 7.0, I. Walters.

ALL BOYS are =mike'
basehdlls and bats.
The fees will he the same es
in the past, S15 for the first boy

to Corky and Pet,

Von

I.

in every event. The Grenadiers
hit 24.2 on the rings. 23.15 on
the parallel ham. 22.211 on the

individual performances on way to a 135.4081.50. klid.Suburban League

outorcding

within the Mount Prospect
Park District.

in a family and $23 for two
'

hing for Carley in spots. In ad-

He will be starting at guard
tonight along with Kevin Ban
dude. Big Roger Wood will be
in the pivot flanked by seniors

they Ewe in Mount Prospect or

Ends October 10, 1970.

hit for eight poem while sub-

still have a shot at second place

gram will be held tomorrow
from 9 am. to I p.m. at the

SMS W. Higgins Mod

miliree4saliaer ma
NNW Inorace
Multworks, NY an, 7.30 gm.

A big

klarian Catholic.team.

spell like they encountered in
their defeat Ian tirne. even
though the game we quite
close. If they can shoot well.
they could win this game al.,

Buy., H. 7.10:

header will be sponsored by
the Maine East Athktic Boosters this Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
in the Maine East fieWhouse.

give the Knights a run for their

Cullen and got ten points in
the Dot half. Mike Pettenucco

sey Eloskie, and will be trying
to pick up the pietas tonight.
hlathematically. the Wildcats

MP baseball
signup Sat.

ins-WTou,selfl

6. It is possible for you to complete your entire arc 58 fine
china immediately. Just open a new Savings Account
for $500.00 or more or add $500.00 or more to your
PROM savings account 030 you may purchase o cumulate lour place setting of 28 pieces for just $2178
Iplus tax). Plus of maim. your FREE 7 plea place setting.

How did 100,000 other

two
the

supporting cast including his

consists of 4 dinner plate, 4 cops, 4 smears. 4 olad plebs,
4 bread and butter plates, 4 fruit/vegetable dishes and 4
soup dishes worth 937.00.
4. When you have completed the above Alen in our FINE
CHINA CLUB we will add 4 additional pieces so that you
will have r, c,,,plete sets of 7. Should you desire to add an
additional set it may be purchased for $7.00 plus tax, a di.

the

while

per and Hunter. Berg has a fine

will receive a 28 Pam sat al the P.., 0,yarn mwathan

underestimate your own abili.
ties. That's why the Dale Car.

between
is that

Knights rely heavily on Pep-

3. Whim you have purchased 22 stamps 1921.78 plus taxi You

tic. You could. for instance.

I.

they'

the Lions must avoid .0 dry

it can get in tomorrow's

Placed by Marten's Mika Berg,
who was third.

l'eu make a deposit of 025 00 or more to your savings

Folks 01:0 live under the sign
of the fob re said to be quiet.

SIDE HORSE:

Broom., A, 8.90: 2. Wool -

they en break the press with
consistency. and if they ean
t
they
dshooid cweinN,,..iu
/petrlen,.,
against

1

Wilson. A. 7.65, 4. Kennedy,
A, 7.30:5. Orcaky, H. 7.15:6.

basketball
Saturday

6.60; 6. Moore. A, 6.35:

been

guard Brian Carley filial in for

conference meet. got plenty of
them last night. One of the
most impressim 0:0 reeled off

re -

shooters. and Pepper is an out-

LIONS have

H

Donkey

working this vekek on breaking
the M. Mel press, which upset
the Vista offense last game. II

money.
Against

Elk Grove, in its hot dual

er has fallen to third from sec-

2. This molls you in our FINE CHINA CLUB. Then -you
thereafter may purchase a 904 lotus tax) sta.1 Meth time

Watch out for
the hook!

TRAMPOLINE:

FREE EXERCISE: I. Von
Ebert A, 8.85, 2. (tic) Mors,
It and Rebmann, H, 8,40; 4.
Isaacs, A, 7.90, 5. Farris. IL

this weekend,
11114:

I
*men
2 Danl. A ROn

RINGS

Boylan, A, 5.801

MEET RESULTS

also

the performances of his hunch
in the Mt contest. Sophomere

meet of the season, got several

Bill the Imp's top scorer,
while teammate Handy Hun,

1. Simply aid S25 to your savings account or $100 to your
checking account or open a nw savings or checking account
in a like amount. Ina WM willereceive your FREE 3 piece
place setting in your choice of pattern. See the display in
our lobby and you will want to start immediately.

Are you a

Ins

S
h 50 5 Hard H
575 6 Nam r H 5 SO

ris. H.7.85:2. (tie) Morava. H,
and Born. H. 7.4314. Boylan.

brought up sophomore Mark
Dikluzio, who may see some
action in either of the gamm

rove

samples

Knights or the Spartans could
determine the champion. And
for the Lions. the Friday Ham

Steve Curley at the forwards.
Dave Koski° will man the piof for Viator.
Wasielewski is enthused by

fact that he will have senior coCullen back for
captain

X Madge the spot where you

the only ones who .n tote-w
sides St.
who
but

tonight. awning with Cullen
in the backcourt will be Hob
Reck with Mark Keehan and

Another reason for the Via.
to r head ma n\ optimism is the

this last CPL race. St. Mel and
Catholic Le ,titt.,1 f.or,
,I.,1,art.ittarCcii

choose from with prices starting at $4.95

the same squad that started lint
week's encounter will play

hrn.isnitr,geos,Ifihdas,,g,cir the Lion

CARPETING

of

well. Wasielewski

Except for Cul., return,

they lost, the

HOWEVER, THE Lions
on play an imminent role in

100's

mom, Joe Trawinski played

half of last week's contest. but
when he got in, he scored eight
points. Sot three rebounds and

Brogdon

Sam

HIGH BAR: I. Mora., H.

tied for second with
7.45A. Boylan,' came in with a

Cullen was only able to play

A 740 5 Wilson A 710 6
5 601

11

Moan A 67S 4

8.25; 2. Covelli, H. 8.10; 3.
Broad°, A, 7.90:4. Farria, H.
7.25; 5. 'Tempk0. A. 7.05: K

rava

Mole the ball three limes and
rallied the Lions,

ther contest TEl he Lions played
a fine game against St. Ighogh.
natius lost eek, animaperfornce

RETURN
CULLEN'S
should bolster the Vinsor attack which took the Wolfpack
of Ignatius down to the wire.

have

Harrison. An album of this

head coach Ed Wasielewski
will alter
lieve
does not
the Lion, Moo strategy for ei.

end of this year. Next year, the
Lions will play their basketball
in the Suburban Catholic

Faith. Incidentally, acconling
to Eric Chplon, Blind Faith is
now officially dead.
List year. Delaney and Bon-

teams last time they met. Lion

a full game. Cullen has mono
Brad from a bad back which
sidelined him all lint week.

529-6102

k did a European tour along
with Erk Clanton and George

the meet that the :loser would
be Mcellent, the winner sops
nor. There is no better toy to
describe last night's atTeir.

League -leading St. Mel's
invades Lion's den tonight

OFF

1 701 2 l'iloroo

1

PARALLEL BARN I. Far-

for first, and Boyar and Mo-

23 50, Tx WM

total

Fhen
725

8M15

7.25.

Morava's

by

6.75 and 6.50.

an

20%

evening was Bonnie's song.
"That's What My Man's
Foe." She really proved herself with her fine vocalizing.
backOther "friends"
ed up Dclaney and Bonnie ark
Carl Rail, bass: Jim Gordon.
drums: Jim Price. trumpet:
Hilly Keys, sax, a. Bobby
Whitlock. argic The sound

lowed

the. routines. Arlington's Pal

Kyle Wooldridge, had an BM
for second Mace and Boylan)

GO TROPICAL

0

785 4 Hambd FE 680 5
Prochaska A 675 h Farm

Von Ebert Yin again number one here with a 7.90. fol-

was third with a 7.85. Arlin,

They didn't.

Fl 5 55

the winners.

Moore and Tom Sayre of Arlington were third and fourth,
resNctively, with scores of

., judging by the audience's

and not them to steal the show.

COACH
ARLINGTON
Tom Walthouse mid WON

Both Doug Hartl and

the first noticeable had an the
side horse when two Huskies.
Farris and Morava, fell during

1970

reactims. The concert started
with Mason Profit. a Chicago
group, who admitted Mey wet.
only there as a warkup group.

dredge H 865 I Boylan A

John Weaver slipped or their
routines, and the result was a
meager 18.50 to a 21.15 for

THE CARDINALS took

Friday,

rea.

740 for the Cmlinala and
Wilson follow...di .7 10

es

Page 15

at 7,30 pm. in the Audi.-

a

of Hersey nipped Arlington's Kim Moore for fifth.

HOWEVER, AFTER Boy -

tury Productions will from

talented se nior

Morava and teammate

Ron Rebmann tied for second
and
at 8.40, and Card Mike
was next with a 7.90. Jeff Far-

len slumped to his 5.15, team.
mates Tom Kennedy, Bob Wil-

CONBlood anal Renaissance

Chi awheny a joineoar PINE CHINA CLUB,

211 E. Jackson Mya., calosp

Steve Von Ebers of Arlington was the individual winner

pear at the Auditorium at 8:30
p.m. Next Sunday 22nd Cen-

Last

between

The Arlington gymnasium
baked like Champaign's Asimnbly Hall during the state

Mid.Suburban

thing out of Hollywood. The

ap-

of Arlington crept

the Cardinals by a 23.40.23.10

the

THE SCRIPT at the end of
extravaganza was some.

FREE

MID -WEST INSTITUTE

the first event, the free exercise, when Hersey topped

Haney got the potnot back
on thehigh bar however pick
mg up the high team score of
the evening, a 23.6E hlorava x
8.25 led the way, followed by
Dan Covelli's 8,10 and Farris'
7.25 for fourth. Steve Brogdon

Boylan.

in

the

ot

Nerilwrii-Monion Meier:INN

Both ts gave an
dication of things to come in

ment from the scorers' table

The orchestra will perform
Shostakovich Symphon,
Rite

victory.

category when he got a ring

ext of the meet

Lrcgue.

event

the

"TM

But Hersey all-around man
Gary Morava wrapped up that

basketball

Simon and Garfunkel.

tool in due to be released soon.

day.

Slravinsky's
Spring."

aroun d scores

on and Gregg Define turned
the trick for the home Lived
Kennedy , 7 10 Wilsons 7 65
andDahl.% 805 were
enough to give ArlingtOn the

Covelli and Farris with a 7.90,
and Card Joe Tempko finished

place

new songs in the album,

last

avant the rings leading by 85
Of a point not counting the all

and Bonnie concert at the Auditorium seemed a huge sue-

tainment Bonao Tam. a folk
,inger who perform, regularly

night from 030 until

Beatles

It was accomplished by the
narroermt of margins but nee

Triangle Productions will
present Laura Nyro tomorrow
night at 8:30 in the Opera
Home, Next Saturday Les

Hap-

Players

has now been re
Again
leased. It contains songs such

THE ALBUM,

Cardinal, went mto the

By Jim Stuart

A HAY IN THE LIFE:

Ow Cellar will he
Tonight
Iwo groups. 80001 and Buck-

Cameo

. Hall at 8 10 p m Tuesday

may be purchased at the Orchestra Hall box office, 220 S.
Michigan Av.. Chicago.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS:

The

companies and lose the sound

Tickets for these cancans

60056. Tell us and The Day
will ell Miters What's
pening with you.

a solo album out soon

135.

you may have
any
oihject to -What's Happening." bay Po hhcalionS. 117
St.,

put out by teammate record

March 3.
Four Beethoven

weekly listing of activities for
youths and a rundown of the
current music scone. The ac
tivity may he sponsored by a
club, Church, school or park,
or il may be a commercial

S. Main

The halliard String Quanct
will present a program of
Beethoven Quartet, in Ore.-

Also Eric Clanton will have

TRyouRnawDELNERIkawicE

,

/

Eissler on

24 CHICAGO AREA OFFICES

ski patrol

MT PROSPECT

Pete Eissler of 1943 N. SheArlington Heights,
has qualified as a basic patrolman al National Ski Patrol ksting sessions held at the Playboy Club Ski Area
nadoah,

1074 Mt. Prospect Plaza
CHICKEN UNLIMITED Arlington Ho ights 1409 E. Palatine Rd.

259-8250

TELEPHONE 259 9456
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I

BINNIVinted Men

Forest View visits 2nd place Knights 0
Bg lin., Hamilton
and Mike Mom

Knight, staged an almat un
believable comeback bid

Althoukh ot won t count as
mush as thoir lao kncounter
did on Jon. 9, Prospect and
Forest View
bo going all
om to re-establish themselves
tonight when the Falcons invade the Knight tieWhousc at
P.15.
Forest View inflicted its
wrath upon then -unbeaten

Pnapect to knock the KnigNs
out of a lint -place tie with Arlington with a lively 0664 up -

Al THE FND of the third
the home team Falquarter,
ons held a very commanding
56-40 margin, but with fouls

creeping up on both

to mas,

Forest View abandoned an effective full -court press. The
Knights resorted to their now -

Knight. lost to Arlington the
mained tied in league
ran
Vendinreg, until Forest Otto s

second slump of Inc sear hot
and they dropped four more

hnmon last neck and the Pal
kons ye, beaten by onlY one
in their first encoumer tooth

games

the

Prospect has since dropped

just one game, that to a rem,
gent Wheeling club, and has
posted the two highest scores

zone

ever recorded on the
urhan League 102 end 101.

press, and all of o suddm they
were only down hy none. They

The Knights also own a 92mint outing and an 80 -plus

respected

half -court

moved to within three, Men

and Glenbard North They
cont. within two points of Ar

ore.

.t. For. View led. 41.27. at

dropped back to five at the fi-

Me half and the Falcons were
obviously the better team until
the final matter when the

nale.

But tonight. all 'of that will
he thrown aside. Forget the

Forest View bettered its 2-2
record fora while and after the

olnubk weekend to Palatine

net that Fool View hat a

and next Friday versus Mimi.
inn, before taking on Mande-

Ion in the °pent, round of

Zigman's newly i &Suburban

(Norge

e row ne
League champion Arlington
Cardinals will login prepare.
tans for the regionals of the
stale tournament tonight when

th. travel to Ccmmt TO take
the Courgars in an inconvotrential
loop
cage
nonch.

'1 he Cardinals w mimed tip

the league title 1.1 ocok.

nit Foreo View and Elk
(trove on successise nights. to
rtin their conference mark to
perlect 1,g l'ho; have own
lea gue games left. tonight's

the Arlington Regional.

CONANT IS currently
mired in a seventh place tic
with a 4.8 record. Plagued by
injuries all season. Dick Rd lingoes Cougars am still
haunted by amid -year slump
Mkt NOV their title hopes dissolve. When asked if a win
over Arlington would in part
ialvage Me Cougar season.
Redlinger replied. "No. not
really. I think a regional win
would.'
Both coach. would like ht

win

According

tonight.

lington wouk! gin( us great sat-

isfaction bedalled w.ve spent

Ong lame pracncmg

and

don't have much to show for

Zignin would like an Ar.
linmon victory tonight if for
nothing more than to see the
Arlington Will streak remain
intact. ''You hate to lose any
ballguner."

pointed

mu

the

an Card coach. "But I do
want us to prepare for the regional and tonight it doesn't
hna84

if we win or

hoe, but

wellso play. We can aft
ford a loss."

and Glenbard

defensive ace Bob Kline will

cham-

league

kInbcaten

lot

102-63,

weekend.

THERE'S NO way of telling what will happen tonight
to the unpredictable Falcons
their last shot at the
leaguel upper echelon.
Pngspect coach Rill Slayton

get

1101,8) kokohall fan
ith 10 weak Nan can come
out of hiding for while. The
Huskies don't have to play
Wheeling again
three nook,.

for

almost

But
Roger Sicingraber's
club could have a tough battle

on as hands tonight it Palatine. where Me improving Pirates will try to duplicate last
stunning
in over
Frond h1 dumping Hersey.
week's

'r II E

rained

slid -Suburban 1,ag
rccord to 7-5 Imo weekend

their

oith oin over Elk Grote and
a thrilling. Ole
victory
toker

Wheeling.

2 he

nest

Ofefenses

M

Steinaber
g

this one, as
plans lo Nth.

from a man-1.mm to a sone
effort to keen his be men

M

Vuny's

gy mod.

team' completed its dual meet
season last night the way a con-

mantly improving tenm is supposed tog with its season -high
121.00-78.17 Slidmore. M
Suburban
Glen League iictord over
North.

h.

The Falcons. who were r.

'Verdi.: Howl" heriveen Hereiy and Wheeling will Fe

building 411 year alter gradu-

in the first

lot year's line dual meet team.

played NI... 2

game of the Arlington Regional.

But right non; Me Huskies'
only

is heating Pala.

of

me and Ulenharti North nem
eek and finishing with a respectable emlerence record.
Heneg took the Pirates by In
their first meeting. Nit
Meingraher kng taking Mem
-They didn't have Sehnert
dhow the first time we played
them."

he
H

-And with

said.

Alitaier Licit). they have a
good horn line and could give
us some trouble."

ALONG 951111 thoe throe

on the Palatine starting five
will he guards ('hris Andrialla
and Steve Garonne. Garonne

u only g mphonme hut has
looked

good

since

being

brought up to the sanity dam
nooks ago

Palatine's ent. is only 401
m the NISI .,Nit that includes

wins over Fiend and Wheeling md
the Pirates can defi-

nitely he dame...
Steingraber is still unsure of
his starting lineup. although
he w ill definitely go with Andy
Pancrate

at

center.

Stark

Lindstrom and Sant Feige at
the fitments and John Durso
at a guard.

ming Most of thewars olf of

THE QUESTION mark is

Did Neel! or Mark booby
will get the call. Powell jot returned from a layoff due to a

wrist injury. and awarding to
.heingraber he may not he
fully noon:red.

ryat
mean
ram press that the Huskies
also

have Isom wording on

Arnett. GUN. 4.35: 6. Coinnit.
GLIN. 3.5.
RINGS: I_ Brown,
6.3so 2. Berglund.
6.2; 3.
!trousseau. 0136. 5.015: 4. 01son. hV. 5.85: 5. '1
GUN.
UM. 4.55: 6. Ferry.

Knigitt
over Wheeling.

exercise trio of
Counney. Jay Benscn

side hor,. ...I5 on the NM -

Kun Hendershot. Hendershot

amid bar. 6.2 on the parallel

word an excellent 8.5 to win

bars and 6.2 on the rings.

the event. Wheeling's best was
Steve HolthatiC 6.7 third. Beninn had a7.7

(iuy

free

will
orobaply see some changing
fans

carry over to

hopes it

almost

REME.MBERS
nitmarish first

them that they can heat An.
if they'll knock off the

some

plum .

e

ach

Davis. GON. 6.15: 5. (Lrinnit,

match good perform:into by
Ron Mild, Jim 10110 and Steve
Semi*

Word dill his double back
dismount for the rot tme in
competition. and that, along
with his intricate stoics of
maneuvers prodmod itn 0.3

judging. San. .rned :1

6.05

found Bunsen hitting his cosmmar y mark with an 11.55 fir
the win. Wheeling's hoot was

5.

10. 2.9:

Hendershot, P.

5.55; 2.

P.

Rainer. W. 5.6:

3.

Courtney.

4.

rmann. W. 2.7:RINGS: I. Os -

sowkki. P. 7.15: 2. Meg. W,
6.4: 1. Klingaman. P, 60; 4.
Zapfel. 11, 5.75: 5. Mathis....
4.95; 6. Env... 4.45.

3.8:3. Borosak, W.3.2:4. Moran, P, 3.1: 5. 'reicher, P.2.8:

The Knights fell helms

he

211 murk just twice in the mon,
tam

SIDE HORSE I. Berglund,
FV.6.4: Z. Pierce, EV, 6.25;t.
Watson, EV, 5.25: 4. Arnett,

Pete

Klein of Pros.. the

winner with a 7.15. Steve
Klingeman had a
for sm.
and.

THE RIN
item hit hard

TRAMPOLINE: I. Testy,
FV, 6.9, 2. Berglund, EV,
5.85: 3. Conte. FV. 4.11; 4.
Powers, GBN, 4.6; 5. Arnett,
GBN, 3.55; 6. Mitchell. GBN,
3.15.

PAHALLEI. BARS; I.
Brous...au, GEN. 7E5; 2. Sul.
hvan, FV, 7.1, 3. Berglund,
'FV. 6.2: 4. Olsen. FV, 5.4, 5,

I.

and 4.9.

and that came in the final
events. The parallel hos found

2.75.

FREE EXERCISE:

On,

2.915. leimmt. P. 2.0: 6. Salley,
P. I X:

111011 BAR:

by

squad

has

the nu with

had to fill in for the
Valentino, who didn't

teenagloh

n

2.4; SIDE

HORSE: I. Poteracki, W, 4.1:
2. Hoffman. W, 3.3; 3. Racinski. W. 3.1:4. ('ameron. P.

T.

grungra.

her, W, lib 3. Karam.. P.
P.

1.7; TRAMP°.

man had e 6.0.

Wheeling's Rick Hies was
second for Me 'Cats Dal finish

with a 60. Mathis whipped
junior Mike Moran for the

-Kargueas.

P.

3.2.

RINGS:

idl-around honors with a 4.77-

1. Meister. W. 4.8,2. NW Kao

3.75.

gams, P -Olsen, W. 3.6; 4,
MEET RESULTS

Lauritz Jensen

mace installation

r

o

lac

CLASSES CL

3503. PS

3

hloge of M ount Prospecg and

the best ...Ps al

said Village rho

13E,40HT AUTOMOTIVE

s
et MO
armory 553 E. Nonh

RETIRED?

Raw Mat'l Control

fast

ISE 150

No. Ve of

hot el Me West 33...0 Mel of the

SKETS..1. HI,

Third Mincipnl meridian In Cook County. Illinois:

m

hereby directed to tile et the 011ie of d. Recorder of Deeds of Coa

o seethed copy al. ordinance pp., with an a.m. map of
the mrivam onnened.

Mb Ordinance droll he In IA form and affect barn
its pomp, approval, and publication in the manner provided itiV

0

F.H. BONN
COMPANY

PASSED AND APPROVED Phil 17 day of Febrile, IWO.

SLIP COVERS

m

Publhhed in Me

Friday, Fehmory

ORDINANCE NO. 2336

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING MAP 154m THE MOUNT PROSPECT ZONING
ORDINANCE

ion ot the WIloge of Mount Rupee, ..we

WHEREAS, Me Plan Co

r-

0

PSST!

ne

Illinois

II

operators la set up

sment goLe d

NOW, THEREFORE. SE IT ORDAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF

TRUSTEES Of THE VILLAGE OF MOUNT PROSPECT, COOK COUNT, ILLINOIS:

SECTION ONE: Thm Mop
Holm Inern o3 le.

I 5N ol de Zoning Ordinance of ,heMee .1

- Retail and Service Disiricll

aim n.aa.mewl

endsare DMA, ohe following Moanna EmEenr.
am

K Tammq 4S

Counw

=;d:"

rt.t.d....

0(i)

NAM 0
PASSED AND APPROVED,. 17 day of February,
ROMS IL TRICHERT
Village President
ATTE%

Publnhed l IS.

NAY PUBUunata,Irac

U. Graham. P. 2.6.

frlday, PiettruOPRIA

Call MISTRed'Sbnith

DRAPERY RPRAIRS

NEW WAY PAINTING

emodelm

DRESSMAKING Mammon.
bmises
5nds. Men, nem.

Ameohle

gimes{ gener
Good workrnansh

PRODUCTS

PARTS DRIVER
Ford Duller

Jack Schooley

543-4455

Yens 43, SNP or 43.1166

.

227 .070

8.94

174,HZ 74;110'

61PoorUni="'"'
If interested, phone
Mr. Bieber, 296-6040
Between 3 - 6 pm for
oppOinto era & details

CAU.Se 0460

COUTURIER des SI

'' ro.

656.9922

oil. mermen,

No ph

L

small

Inn

3736437

Expel-, carpentry I. utmost nnY

needs Song.50

Ming

modeling and !spar,

REA °NAME
ne 155

.,OST.,,,Dnrre.,755ak,

1;1

Instroctiom

Addition.

Porch

Bdrna.

011.

MEN - MEN - MEN

Minimum 1650 Plus
- 2 or 3 Bedroom Apt.
Plus Free Utilities

Energetic, knowoffice procedures, supMision

Upholstery

1.

r.

Industrial E. Residential

Om, lilmohn Upholstery .83 S
Comp McDonald Rd Pro Hts

akar

obligation

d

tiiiMReOOir'ServOe'

FREE ESTIMATES

'276.1638

WE DON, CARE If

OU'RE
ON APER.
JUST BE 23 UPSTAIRS,

Wi

3 U.

3 3384

CL

WIND=
d

Day Want Ads
Engineering Services

DMA L Mot.,
All types a. fireploCes

vv,11,orm

BY RAY PETERSON

217.0963

Day Want Ads

137-665B

Machine deli, Walling.

Chimneys

pored, Reboilt

EDMONAD''Gter131.4637

Day Want Ads
Get Results

1114 dif lemma! 3a Alb

Call Tom Mannard at 724-6100
or stop by

Excellent COmPoot Void berm. OPSInint
a.

NAVE 'YOUR PIANO TUNED

CL 3 57.64

ELECTRICIANS

1544111fmennol brd doh
All Shifts Open

02 68

75,

ry

I

II

1

oF

SIGNODE CORP

lyre

3700 W

W.H. HUTCHINSON & SON
031

16 Pte.*. ins.60030

Owl inn have

Call 626-8722

A ...plat
I

DACODA ENO.

GRINDERS
MILLING OPERATORS

(Class A)
PO davl.

.505

ly 296.1150

Window Well Covers
Nen

MACHINISTS

.

MACHINISTS

Permonant Waves

Piano Tuning Services

oll eallers. Deal direct

Current Openings

INSPECTORS

593-5952

WeCel sm. dimm

E.V. Construction, Inc.

GROOVE WITH ThIE NATONS FASTEST GROWING SAhES
ORGANIZATION WITH 200 OFFICES, COAS,0 COAST.

d YOU CAN DIG ALL THAT, THEN CALI FRANK,

Se 00 CL

253 4792

E coal employment opportunity.

THEY KNOCK ON YOUR DOOM

LICENSED 13Edll, OPERATOR

g

D efinimly the leader in our field.

JUST SIT .ACK IN THE PRIVACY OF YOUR OWN OFFICE AND

SEASONAL IONE UP SPECIAL

CHAS. B. GRAY SALES

0 ppm-tunny for real advancement.

ARE YOU READY,

DECORATING

11,

N eat old modern working conditions.

/ NO DOOR KNOCKING

.34365 or 3920344

nterestIng jobs with friendly emote.
Greal mines and benefits.

/ NO CAR EXPENSES
/ NO LEAD CHASING

FREE ESTIMATES
C55,55

Masonry

estbratrtst

I

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

HEY!

Electrical Work

Prefer sales bac kg round

Des Plaines'

'1=4,71trocOr
onm SOF ardx Schaumburg

SUBURBAN APT. MANAGER

Call My McGrath 358.5800

ulThole, Coll CI 3 4.65 Pon

Interior Oe(Orating

tomm.

Interviewing At Our Office

Stoo a long career with Durante.

339 00

DECORATORS

Lawn Mower Service

Encl.

Port

vailable. Hmmalieaeon. refe

1916

MM. LESSONS

OcHAFFN INTERIORS

3.41045

3750 North Acorn Ave.
Franklin Park, Ill,

nolo

CREATIVE

DRESSMAAK4GLIERATIONS
SHARON HOOPEND

contlsont overtime

TV

ACORN SHEET METAL MFG. CO.

Lathe and/or /All Hand
General Machinist
O.D. and/or I.D. Grinder Hand
Tool Steel Heal Treat 0
Shipping 6 Receiving Clerk

ile L Carper Co hO
Pros. 511 W. TAV Hoop CL 5 80/

CALIITUD SSP 4016

,00 CiesPI 1184646

21Employment AgencasMen

437 3093

255 034S

Realtors -Owners
!nimployment AgenciesNen

%oilseed Floor.

40 S. Evergreen

MOWN REMODELING

(Top lob tip!)

0 Illinois Bell

nod

455-1240

WANTED FOR PERMANENT POSITIONS
WITH EXPANDING MACHINE SHOP

DICK'S DIE SERVICE

PAPERHANGING.

StaZrre.T:drturns

Secure your future today!
Call Mr. Peter Biel

he

6 PAK. 627 IMO

Tree

.,.,

Deco.,

and Weil Wash,

Porch Repoirs

orMymene

15(0 Miner St.

Yoniltog

George Klein 35.2 0603

ri time marl, 668.3445

DES PLANES 299 0579

DRAFTSMENaaI(Sheet Motel)

437-2555

ono.or P . iv ...

SKIRTS 4 DRESSES HEMMED

,n TIME STUDY and METHODS ANALYSIS

COMPLETE UNE OF COMPANY BENEFITS

FEDERAL 8 STATE
FILINGS

11=7174=CE

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER

Phone for Appointment

Tailoring

REF ESTIMATES

Cl 5 2677

ACORN NEEDS YOU!

PRODUCTION WORKERS

.....

SHORTEN COATSL SKIRTS

259-5010

CONTINUED GROWTH HAS CREATED
THESE PERMANENT POSITIONS

3751:3"

KRUM,. DECORATING

'8'1o,berbusoes

rtherunons.

Oahe. Remodel,

PSST!

s red.

L D SUMP PUMP

397 4080 an 393 1351

Woltmon Cong. Co.

5600 W Roosevelt Rd
Chicago III

Second shift 3 PM to 11:30 PM and third
shift 11:30 PM to 7:30 AM. Light production work in new modern Elk Grove Village facilities. Tap wages. 5 day week.

EMERGENCY SUMPPWAPS
SALES and SERVICE
CL 5 3847

FINE INTERIOR PAINTING

253

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY
by

tt./. 359.5°

130

35. IWO Sump Pump

Reason.,

ured.

ed

Kano Nona 5 IWO

add. b....,

(SIZZ?),

Storm Windows

774.1:1:17"
Dressmaking -Sewing

GENERAL

SUNBEAM
CORPORATION

THAD, HOW IMPROVEMENTS

.4 schual tun h

esondence Remodel
worklim Rooth,
Cabmen Tri

Ken Larson 8 Associates

Krug, P, 3.2; 5. Roth, W, 3.0;

Shop Ai Horne Seroce

CALL NOW 251.7767
North Shore Interiors

ARLINGTON HIS.

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR
MR. BRUNNER

854-4652

mcsanoto teho
1001 of Fabrics
to choose from

eaerim

Income Tax Service

Imam; Tim. 118at.17 ''

MARBACH SCREW

CALL 299-7191

DONALD W. GOODPIAN

Wk. Clerk

,,,ESTIVATTS

Drapery Repeats

[hens. bath

SALES BOYS

of the Kemp a Mount
of the Village of Wow,

ER

GERALDINE'S
DRAPERIES, BEDSPRMS

and run Davenport mach.
Overtime, bor,
and benefits.

bee 26, 1967 mileNn al a

1VHFRFAS, the Plon

Al. Expert Reupkwhtery

E=1.114:1".

CALI 259 3O18

bum Additans

Village of Manoreel: and

4 you loved, heurd

.1 CARPENTER WORK

calomraw 372 SB92

100 N HICKORY RD.

so NO

ma sealer weri.
L

. yoors
xoe rimmed screw mach-

rude in me
e

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

Po

SCREW MACHINE

PRODUCTS CO.

ON ALL LABOR

WALLPAPERING

SONDOWS PORCH,

INSPECTOR ANALYST

437 .214

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

Dielriell of Ted.. Row,
h

Mom

WEBER -STEPHEN

WINTER SALE
50, OFF

h

BILL'S HOME OFPAtRS

827.4175
Oed

H PAW

35.403.

CUSTOM MADE 6 FABRICS

656.9922

DAY PURUCATIONS, INC.

for

....

D AP

TAIRS

ore .313.0ea .nn am man se. paid re mum,
ma. Mod

PORCELAIN ENAMEL SHOP
ASSEMBLY & PACKAGING
METAL FABRICATION

BOX 134S. OM PUIRICA TIONS
217 S. Allinghm

C ..... Repaired
wolipagenng

CAW 562 1.7

Comentry.Remodeling
Contractors

24.8elpWanted Men

ATTEST:

DONALD W. GOODMAN
Menge Clerk

'ea

320 pomn mosmtnams

Home Maintenance

FULLY 0.1SLOED

Draperies

N Hickou

(Top job tip!)

NAyS.

5599PM. ePPOrMoiy lot RwO Mon Stith Nicknames in

be a Self Seiner who a tem., uber and.NNN, Reply

MANNERS 77. 7367

OPERATORS

''w.ATEST

437-2555

Deg Training

257 2252

@Ord6ONELNO-PDENIE

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT
PARTS SALESMAN

mus moMmanINP

393.6100

ICINNATI-FORTS Company

l's now occupying Ilmir new quarters Sc Me Arington Re -

L IA DECORATING

Business Service

No hoax, work. Good

CONTACT NEAREST OFFICE

JANITORS

Must be experienced lift operators - nevv plow.
Phone for Appointment

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

STATISTIC, POING,

An Equal Opportunity Employer

and do general maintenance in modem n.

established Equipment Parts Supplier M Chic

Con 392 1750

s

,: Set year own hours.

$10,500

Nonlwasr Os al Me Northeast W of

Section 21 Tanmhip el No. Range II. East of Me

obi

Worehoust,

We need o ma n to help
keens the place clean.
You can work late &tenon, r end emir even

SIGNODE CORP.
]roanSole

N. 4527 o, 877 tem

GO! A PROLIIM DOG,

LEGAL. MEDICAL.

PA 4-6100

WE'VE DOURIED OUR NM The

years

Top wages in area. Same overtime avaMble.

PAINTING L DECORAH.

Experienced - 513,500
Plus

3,2 7537

537-0737

10.9 1606

":;17O7o.r

McDonald'S

FORK LIFT OPERATORS

ROOFING AND Pf ROFFPNG ALL
WORK GUARANTEED FREEesri

30% Winter Discount

CL 5 8231

GROOMING

OPERATION, BUTLEROFFICE

Production Control

NOW, THEREFOR, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND WARD OF
TRUSTEES OE TIM VIDADF OE MOUNT PROSPECT, COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS

BARGAIN COUNTER

Hearing Aids

POODLE

APPLY

4\:`

-

xperience, Tap
wages in area. Some overtime mailable.

estimates. full insured

2, 2570

W ill Train

TOM MANNARD

WAREHOUSE MEN

(RICSSON
QUALITY DECORATING

*,:d"n6TOZZO'

1355

Shopping Center.

ks.s, no, minimum of

Bjornson Bros.
General Hoofing

Dog Service

story

nu emu of Trumem of Me Village al Mo551

CLOTHING tt PRICE

Roofing

CL 9-0495

Fomiture Refinishing

O'n'irk'nZ Tr:O"N'OT.e'

REFUELER

>14710=eP

1

dahl. P, Glenn, W,40;4, Km
lad, W. 19: 5. Niel Ruth. W,

Dancing Schools&
Supplies

Inc

O'Hare field

moot wv,t:g0.1..1muladkdonlioll 6:eneek:d ham

PARALLEL BARS,
I.
Graham, P. 4,1. 2. Hiel Jung-

Floor Refinishing

nimployment

Ian k, W.
W. 2.0;

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

AVIATION

amt sew whatsoever, until alter: its pans,. approval, publicoliory and

mane it to the nieeh

O, CARE CENTER

ART MO

Across hem Randhurst

543-4455

W ALt wASNING FOR FREE ESTI
MAME CALL TODAY 244.2494

Amman Heighos.111.

PAINTING. MURALS.

259-5710

MARBACH

537

Child Core

255-7200

PLANT LAY -OUT

OVER,

Satualam I. Sondem
Come In between 3 6 5

Davenport Screw
M
Machines and other mob
TOM spindle equipment,

CAtt ED SST SS59

S'FTC't'At l'n2O'tS'C's:tTe'F'n'X05

rn8941-4616

sat

with me-

annual°

135 W. Fay

Resale Merchandise

Decorators

RISTOP PAvING AND GEMENT

rs,

"

nEYSS

Vo PRICE SALE

5/6 290s

WEDDINGS
OUR
SPECIALTY.
KALI BAR BIJOU PER DEM.
PROSPECT CATERING CI
411

634 hOlinet 669PM

21Situations Wanted.Women

LINE: I. Moran. P. T1; 2.
Gram,. P. 2.7 1 Hinkle, W,
2.5: 4.
P, 20; 5. Mi.
2.2: 6. MorittritY.

P ainting 8 °mooning

Cali If 7

DRAFTSMAN

Jack Schanley
Addison, Ill.

TV SERVICE 6 REPAIR

ALL

land hereinafter described has been filed MM.. Village Clerk of Me Via..
the Wage orl
Meant Amend revs.
Mot sold land be annmed

3.60. Roth, W. 9.2.4. Hinkle,
W. 2k: 5. Krug. P. 2.5: Pr.
Richter.

iso Mad!, Wood

Catering

NTOR HOW, CENTER

n

Hinkle, W. 4,11:2. Graham. P.

SEASONED
FIREPLACE WOOD
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axles
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am E. Rand Rd. W. Proem.
3534330
Ask los Manager
PATCHSPANTRY

anedion

Dimness Sevres

PORTRAIT

STRUT
WEST OF ROUTE .3. KNOWN AS 431 L 4214, DEMPSTER STREET
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SERVICE

Young Married Moe
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W.

5. Rainer, W. 405; n, Her -

""

g.

4313 Fa.

RoWtina.111,nots

BOYS

t

SCREW
PRODUCTS

Plumbing 8 Repairs
PLUMBING. HEATING

BUTCH MeGUIRFS

ART

255 382

DAN KRYSH

PIANO 6tOR 01WATI LESSONS

HEAPING AIDS FOR RENT

I' -Fisher.

5.45: 6. Holthaus. W.
PARALLEL
BAILS:
3.85:
I. Klein. P, 7.35: 2. Kling.
an, P. 6.7: 3. Mathis. W.
Or 4. VolOttliflo. P. 4.65:

Del.

9..5monteed.

Hordwood ImMace

people for all

437-3830

READER 8 ADVISOR

oned.

ow on* remodeled

obi, tamed Poonin 35. 650.

Full Time Mon

nra,lon 3714750

grads

chanical

B24 7510

JCR ORTITP.14

Musical Instructions

FIREWOOD

HAVING A PALM

Art Service

LANDSCAPER

rmr

kastnistion

Village President
Borneo,7.4

HEATING &
AIR.CONDITION
EQUIPMENT INSTALLER
394-0894

Coll 437 6130

ROBERT 0.11ICHERT

TRAMPOLINE: I.

Mold Designing

Cement S Blacktop

CMDINANCE NO. 2224

andSECTION THREE

Mathis, W. 4.7: 6. Stringham,

c
ALTERATIONS

FF.:intent

dWett d

I

t

a metal working

school

tie

501 N. Pearl Si,. Rosemont

go.%:::=...,"

SECTION TWO thot rho Wilog CNA of rho Pelage of Mount Pracl
e

Rainer's 5.6 on sem.. 63

3.85.

4.15: 5. Brousseau.
URN. 3.11; 6. Coey. OBN,

0

PRODUCTS CO. INC.

HIGH SCHOOL

'st7.7,'177Myte'r71:

AIRCRAFT

2. Baker. P. 6.4: 3. Cropper. P,

P. 6.2: 4, Rainer. W. 5.8;

79:.11;ZT41'

01,18

391 4.6..

o

Call betwOeen 9 - 5

H

tie map of mhich I .. . te penciled her. end mode a pan
hereof by,. reference, ha and Me some is hereby cinema as We Village al
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1540

ore 2 PM 251-065S
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FREE F:XERCISE: I. Hen -

60k 4. Witten. W. 3.7: 5. Gil hen, W. 1.5:6. Slathis.W, 0.8:

6;

l'O'n'Irt[trtOk4S'

ewm said.

and Lutz a 6.2. The trampoline

76; 1 Martin, EV. 6.35:

noot q

dershol. P. 65: 2, Rens., P.
7.7: .1. Holthaus. W, 6.7; 4.
Nlathis. W. 5.7: 5. Courtney.
P. 5.15: fi. Rainer. W. 4.8;
SIDE HORSE:I. Bock, P.7.4:

[tie/

FREE EXERCISE: I. Be.
land, EV. KO: 2.
FV,

about now."

School Bus, Inc.

trade: Will train high

EXPERT PIASTER,.
RUPODOING

star

TECHNICON CORP.

=4'7'

tonight's match. -Our turn.
oven 1110 way down." Redlinkeep telling
or observed.

7.115:

is

THE IIERSEV

the

games already and the season
starts seeming pretty long

01000 ha'Ig'om

versus Cilhrd
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N.th and

infix IMO. Wheeling got better
on the high her to Don Ratner
scored a 5.8, ho than couldn't

7.35 to win, hut Klongaman

definite factor
M the Regionals.

SLAYTON

l312)
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g

earn

Plastering

Firewood

sit

TRANSPORiff:ztd

INDUSTRIAL MOLDED

(Mechanically Inclined)
Y

eo24.

0

Cook County

49,0923

I

Alterotions

358-2160

TRAINEES

AL TOTAIIONS 6 HEMS

being a factor. you've sot to
remember oeve played 19

the conkrence beftwe the season started."'

twaint1ans Thu

evening. Coach Redlinger was
pleased with the tine team the Cougars displagod

20.3 Air the esent to Wheel-

sowski managed a weakened

a

coaches

picked them to finish high it

Canis undisputed possession
of Mot place. a position they

MIR first on the parallel bars at
7.05 andhhird on Ihe rings

Eaton., GBN 2.7.

he
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DAY..."

Found .. Collie

no, fro dm et work a pole kendow and en. Morino
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3040 S. Busse Rd.
ARLINGTON WS., ILL.

0,1,49,1,60.000 Homehnldst
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veteran Forest Vim, coach
said. "Resides the standing;

Mt. They're good and they're

erds. win losing la Fon.
View. The victory gave the

showing. Prospect sowed a

MEET RESULTS

thinl-place finish. at hest.
711's hard getting players up
al this stage of the season." Me

er pretty well. Mining a lot of
summer hall togeher. md I'm
sure they like nothing more
each other:'
he
Ar.
tthanhemac
h
to

and

on his shots hot week, and it

will

two gam..
"Forst N'icw ho NJ a difficult year." mid Slayton_
-They lost tome gam. they
didn't think they should have

players. "They know each oth-

Glenbard North 011011mador to break in. Britian:au

al. bars.

crown at the start of the yea.
final Menai:Ives lighting fur a

take. much for them lo do it

THE 910p horse victory
went to Howe. Hook with a

Nlike Sullivan's 7.1 on the par.

with 15 last week. and Rucker
cut laze with 45 points in the

tee played them and it wouldn't.

of the meet's six events. with
Frenchy !trousseau being the
tufty

the mind for the rest of MN'S'.
schedule. The Falcons. given0
good shot at the conference

required

a

Mut Me in.idools

134ast and found

repoa Company bone. are

6:30430 a.m.

°MVO 9illone

Elk

he able to handle Me
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MOLD REPAIR MEN

A M ROUTES

CUSTOM MADE
PAPER BAG CO.

The Prosirkel Day, and The Den Plaines Dos
that

All

WANT AD

0

players in the right frame of

LundsteJl hail his hest re
bounding game of the ;mein

experienced.
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DRIVERS
Earn Extra Cash
Prod Framing

Your Ad will ammo. dad, in mg
Northwist her. The Arlimmt Dun

bons m sew
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SECTION ONE:11. ell land and .1., legally described. fauns.the

vrns the 21.35 turned in hy the

IN on the horizontal bar and
635 on the rings. Don't ohy's
6.0 on the trampoline and

weekend of the season and he
had a good game against Prospect in our last pme116 point,
and 14 rebounds) so
going
to start hint
Arneson admits that he,
having trouble golfing his

ARNE.SON IS hoping the
friendly rivalry Forest View
and Prospect have going will
be enough to, stimulate his

breeze

the Falcon senior Nal 11.0 in
the freed xercise. 6.4 on the

on the side horse Jeff Brown,

his host weekend of the season
last week and came up with 19

Athn three moms Cl Eme View
Whitched will get the nod and a,
from Redline. while the fifth they
Ily
ism
II. they
position is up In the air heplay like a goad loam when

/ms's

Mud of Mc hel11010 a fine 6.50.

8.0 In the free exercise and 0.4

gether two real good gem.,"
Ammon said. "It was his hest

smnid mistakes."

wes probably because his wrist

he

line.

court working in its favor this

night for Prospect, Mike

and his coach mid if he continues to improve that much

scoring Brant Barton will be
nexT to junior John Nlacdonold at guard. (Nn the front-

leg

bounding (manot the likes of
the Falcons. Meissner played

factors in addition to the home

IN, 6.15; 3. Olsen. FV.
Trowbridge, GBN, 4.15; 5.

Steingmber hod praise for

ner spots for the champs.
For Conant. four of the
starting spots are set. High.

and

(TIN: NT WILL have two

two of three regulars not even
making it into the meet last

Lindstrom. however. The senior forward had his hest weekend for the season last week.

Husky lack Halt and junior
Mike Mande. will fill the cot.

back

Coll 178-1.337

your family.

255-7200 OR 296-6640

Mry OperatiOns

.THATS THE first

have MN Teiillyothbed to dale.

HORIZONTAL BAR: I.
flown. FY. 7.9, 2. Berglund,

"1 don't Immo if hell be 100
per cent by tournament time"
he mid. "He was a little short

the center slot for the Cards.

being

had been tied for first with the

out of foul
foul trouble. He may

maim his heal all-around

5.2: 6. Arnett. GBN.

the other guard. where either

while 6-7 Bill Kieck will fill

rows any
Paid hene
ona Are
In joining a

that Mospect 001400 more re-

ship journey. Arlington won.
71-50. while Prospect. which

The highest event score
Pnopen could come up with

For. View wore lierglundA

backcourt

the

t 'pro"'ve.n.d 'too tr i a" g'

last night as the host Knights
scored a 12618-80.50 victory

Mill 5.95,
lop scores in each evenifor

in

!nt.eing'enn

time
this season George has put to-

game in the Cards' champion-

they were 9-5 overall.

finished one -Iwo -three ill four

Heffernan

Nisi'

Prospect doily WOO its final
/amnesties meet of the season

Coach (My Hughes' club

with quanerback Hill

team

The two clubs Met earlier

IM,
in fifth phoo in the
NISI. with 0 5-4 record and
FOREST VIEWS Bob Berm
land followed he team's 10110

ace John Boehm will

weekend.

Work after school
sorunioys
Con eorn 315 lo 345 per smelt

SCHOOL BUS

er and pocket Excellent
opponent,/ for ambi
touv young mon Full
package of pawl fringe
benefits for you and

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:
CALL

BOPS 12 to 16

e nun

1,

P.M. ROUTES

The huge junior rebounded in
Muhl,: figures against both
ArlIngton and Conant and
contributed 12 points agoinst
Cougars

SHIPPING
ROOM

Mr

Bauer seems to have nailed

coach Bill Slay,mr, but it wits

obvious from Me 100 gab.

In

down the pivot job off his fine

miseries.

each nMht.

with their regular line up. Juntear

sure to see a lot of action, said

mu interested

center.

...emit by

REGULAR s ru whim is

ure that would be muchovelcomed tonight. Sleirmeralso
sinectl better than 15 points

open

Greg
it Mc forwards
Shmell and Rich Olson at the
guards and George Bauer at
be

NM

ACCOUNTANT pan

Consult this daily guide of reliable services,
offered by reputable business people In
your community... CALL ONE NOM

244619 Ranted Mel

24-Relp Waited Ben

MALE

Cambonation order pick

Meter and Dave Tong Ea

performance

24Be4 Reed Me.

144619 Waded Men

Busingis Settvice Dimetotuj

matting lineup that won at
Conant Saturday mght Wayne

the

rebounds in nee games. a fig-

em Dave Llogri, Shirk Herold and Hoh Wallin

FV hits season high
in final gym meet
Fun
Form

TIM CARD, will

move into Me povot with Casey
Rush rounding nal the starting
five as the ploymaking guard.

i

Hersey hopes to breath
easier versus Palatine
Any

That meons Brnd Rucker
moons to guard with Jeff

Messmer playing in Rocker's
forward position. Dave Landstcdt will again vacate the cm.
ter spot in attempt to give him
more shooting chances. Senior

to

Itedlinmo. -A win over Ar-

keeping has bat noting and
hell rebounding team intact

pions. Prospect dropped a 69S2 decision to the Redbirds in
their only meeting. The
Knights beat Palatine. 85-67,

Arlington puts perfect 12-0
slate on line against Cougars
Ry Jim (Thannell

vall change has Imam %lightly

Fnday February 20 1970

N.

Cicero

Ave.

An Equaloportnaly Employer

Chicago

III

Lake Ave
Glenview
(Just west of Glenview Naval Air Mahon)

c 18
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244Ielp Wanted Men

WELDER NEEDED

?Help Waited Mee

Tab.
We/ding
JD Scott St Elk Gr. Vill.

LINE

JANITOR

PONENTS NECESSARY
4,1`elpg4,11;KENSLIRATE

S.

in

WITH

Elk Greve Village.
Top wages.

Isr 6 2rwl SKIM OPENINGS

NOW

Met Waned Woe

Wattled Women

BABY DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION
TRAINEE -S530

WHEELING FIRM

7r.z7

437-2555

PACKER

MR. 11.

N.M., Elk Grove Village

its:inn:777st:

TRAINEE

You'll be busiest r,,n,oe

LUNCH ROOM

Medic, Hospitalizes., Nig"

HOSTESS

VISION -WRAP

to

COME IN TO SEE US OR CALL

4505 HICKS

"alor

Medical Editor

26110 Wanted Women

PROGRAMMER

"P 9

So

da,
Ask for Gloria Schonken

PALATINE

TRAVEL
EMPLOYMENT

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY

ANALYTICAL

typing. Free gavel ben-

phone

efits. $600.

but we will
Irvin. New of-

666-3443
, rood Ooponunity Frroioyer

and

scale

For

fication analysis at new
international headquarters

COST CLERK

holmes & assoc.

Northbrook,

in

SYR MO

Degree required. prefer
water treatment experience bat will train

ne and shipmeni mimes, *ding loills

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

272-1000

CLERIXTYPIST

$175 WEEK

Chicano

Ctdruicwu

666.3443

ORAL SURGEON desire.

MAINTENANCE MEN

RECEPTIONIST
esperenced

III t End SHIFT (10% BONUS)
For Our Chicago I. Suburban Plant

Ole

package

Photographer's
Gladly

McDonald's

320.w0220 or 359.056 for go,.

UM,. tor rnallsors, we hare

WE NEED YOU NOW!

plan

ped

wig

you

emay

play days

range
Salary
5500 -$575/me.

ADVANCEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES PLuS

SLOAN VALVE COMPANY
CHICAGO, ILL
Melrose Park

4300 W. LANE ST.

8800 W. North Ave.

Urre.

NospirMaarion,

and
Paid

wurdions a

K"C"rE7R"SPEK'I';IVe'

Amible par Worn braIWM W IMMom bo9

Mimes er

preoneu d

sell Po mR

wpwiencod, rre would Me

EMI Two
Ilk Cam I/111ov

ere

°drama, of

eopinIn

25.EInglored Agenda Women

you like 1.5ing

to

Able to do

PERMANENT
EMPLOYMENT

Me

k

Pe", 5

OF 76

Rd

METRO GOLDWYN
MAYER

FRONT DESK
RECEPTIONIST

SECT $550

Overtime Available

372-5300

,*HARDINGE CHUCKERS
* LATHE OPERATORS

STAT-TYPIST
oenence *Eh financlai woe.

*MACHINE OPERATORS
CP A. firm. Good earning

*INSPECTORS

tubs

fringe benefits Ane

467-6760

* LAPPING MACHINE

RECEPTION

*HONING MACHINE

be complereIv Ira'''. I°

OPERATORS

MINUTES AWAY
from our office on
Nodhwest Hroisr

$550
RELAXED
'ro7rO.r

RECEPTIONIST

Modern Clean NOM

ir erer
The pace in rer
and there ir Brie Prossme.
have light 6p1ne, eon' 7'

CARTRISEAL

genial

eves. If you'd like to be saned

',ping and onioY P.' 999

634 °Nen Ans.

Whmling

3374100

Division of Rex Choinbalt,

17ot!

'1=ZOVITEIF "
.pieate
by phone.

Arc0P

Af

on.
'or
SmOSsoo inn. Wm
In Arlinoion Heights
39408130
OS. Donlon
6028 OWISPWer

OM.7S.

Muss gorge

In Arlington Heights
399-0880
OS. Minion
966-0700
AM Dempster

N THE PLUM GROVE
ROLLING MEADOWS
RESIDENTIAL AREA

SI OO

"T,Tcl:ZZO2ZT
Rapidly

AMERICAN LEGION HALL

439-7600

and

WITH A JOB

V -e* e /

A s'r

lusi

ANTIQUES.

FLEA MARKET SALE

8. RESEARCH CENTER.

253-5228

Atrno ph

rms, bdrms.

Underground Parking

sec deporir. 3175

EU 03.

SCHAUMBURG
Priced To Sell

':udtS'm °7Z7,

1 Wm

Elevator
Heated Peal

FFA

253 911/

PHIUPPE BROS.

FL90/00

255 1107

37 -Buts and Manse Supplies

MAKE YOU FEEL LOW
ROUND KING SIZE BEDSPREAD
MATCHING PILLOWS Will SACRIFICE 1.92 2.6 or 894-7350.

TEMPORARY

"NOW & THEN JOB"

259-4000

255. All

hero:

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

0396

Mantel To Ely

DANA

Desirable Location

PALATINE/ROLLING MEADOWS

POINT

Local or Loop

2 young lodes with know-

COME IN AND REGISTER

Enjoy a job with a variety of de./ Learn to operote various mailing machines.

light typing

Also hove opening for pan lime DRIVER who con qualify for a chauffeurs license.

W.P.M.) will
qualify you to
join our staff.
8:30 A.M. 5 P.M
Monday -Friday
$390 - 5433/mo
plus benefits in.
cluding Life and
Medical Insurance and 2

pp'1

Admiral

.....

Cascade

SERVICE
- 8 E. Northwest Hwy
394.5660
Mt. Prospect

Open Ems., SM bY OPP"

WORK
NEAR
HOME?

27461

Wanted -Men & Women

Rased to

ACCOUNTING CLERKS
PROGRAMMERS SALES
COLLEGE GRADUATES
ADJUSTER TRAINEES

FEMALE:
CLERK TYPIST
GENERAL OFFICE
FIGURE CLERKS
NCR OPERATORS

07-3366

359-3170

3100. Call
298.2921

offer

Telephone (312) 529-7700
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Regent Park
Hni9Ms

FOR RENTAL

BEN PEKIN CORP

6 shiris!,

We Have Immediate Openings For Bath
Experienced Or Non -Experienced

SELLdINGe 0, pEGIRNITURE

7:11"4' °IV 777

the inside

11 -Home Formshmgs-furnitme

G 3.5031

in,e4

story...

-Big, Beautiful inierion eith
of reall and closet spore.

""-

mom, dining room Eind bedrooms.

FR. indisidually controlled hest.

HELP

More Than 340

a

Salespeople

Will Help You

-FREE dual moter Yv seems.
Col

k

h

ha

ght

330 290 5647

Printed Circuit Nord Assemblers
Cabinet Wirers
Maintenance Men

.To Rent, Stores, Offices

--Completely equipped kilchens with
FREE gas cooking. IA co. D. refrIgerporr
hem, dbhwesher and sink disposer.

"-fifiZtr-

-Air conditioning.

rho Coll Mr Damen, 2971111

111111E41M OCCUPANCY
024 2911

POsel SYS,

eno .61 301-780.1

I & 3 BEDROOM, 2 MTN
APARTMENTS ROM $91 TO $251

695.3440

we

Day or Evening
Interviews
MODERN PLANT
NO TIME CLOCK TO PUNCH

2000

Wolf

P.d

PROPITSHARING

An Equal OpponongY FIFAIFFI"

An Equol Opthurtuntg Erth,t,

for

Call Any MAP
Multiple Listing Maher

Executive Office
Space

=i:yt,",ri,Z111,7;g. 2=2,t

9S81/07
gift

L ek

block nor. or Higgins near

CALL 439-8020
be. offer 296.254.5

.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Gore, tie Groe %low

Elk Grove Village
1

350.394 0211

ITT

mumpLE usTiNG
11AL ESTATE SIRVICI

ZIt7c1=>

325 Conn trombone like gegr

Personnel Office --2,1-5320

For

BUYING or SELLING
A HOME?

78 -To Rent /Muses

-FREE welgtorwell carpeting In living

IN YOUR AREA

TRANSFERRED?

80 -To Rent Office Space

358-7245

r

253.3696

INFORMATION

6KK

M.!

'

ARLINGTON

mile wen of Nanhorm High

Roadie,"

LYNN DAVIS.

MRS. DUNNE

Dusk.

Silver Teu

Bp

I

Toy

TINY TAIL WAGGERS1

5

755-2031

401 E Prospect Ave., Mt. Prospect, III.
Chicago Office 346-5040

87donenneen

wee1-10 AM

96-Rea0statellanted

orgidaire NM Deluxe elector

Come in or call Jean Yale, 25,7010

CALL NOW!

Gil Rhoads

AKC

KITTENS

SWITCHBOARD

$2.48

love.

FREE
Beau.

for the following categories.

Building Co.

wish

Colonial cabinet.Goodoondiffern.

stare

From $215
owt

Babies. Rom. CL 3.94D7

TV.

INC.

1,2 and 3 BEDROOMS

l'iZTZ.Z77.21t37 -""'
Raned

23" AM.! Color

Choice of
Day and Evenings

Twelve/Oaks
...le
BRAND NEW APARTMENTS
K..'

01$1

WORK IN THE SUBURBS!
wANT TO Rae foe 3 weeks

CILLS SWIM°

STAPE I SONS,

IN ARLINGTON HEIblIT

117 Help Wanted Men & Women

5 Raises 1st Year

Union 76 Division: Eastern Region

Lotdine Mfiropleces. spool

mem Pe a Mom guard Y.

ROOM% CAMERA ond caw

IN CLEAN, EASY
FACTORY WORK

-

AT PLUM GROVE

392-5230

PER HOUR

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road, Palatine, Illinois 60067

359 5353

GIRLS

THREE FOUNTAINS

I

Poodleo ABC. Toy block honcho
$ /1,1m.:1:70,MY peonies

RIR/freer

MALE:

$2.25

Boise

old

yr

rreellunr condigan UM.

START

bring resume.

1

TM ITO

Va Whim Frigidaire

MT PROSPECT

Applancos.
GOWN L SWIMMING POI,
eludes

Moss cropped. Alen.

359.4794

,Ncerr.e....

RANDHURST CENTER

Z ...

speed 0.3 BTU

10

White Collar Girls

237.3550

Will Train You

and

-

REAL ESTATE

PEOPLE LOOKING?

r3121255 -109B

required.
Anus,
Moe own transporto
COrnmensura to
Salary
nith experience. com-

We will train you to operate Onion and Multilith Machines. Na previous experience
required.

cation after a
year Call for

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads

444ogs,Pets A Equipment

t

LAKE SHORE LIVING
IN THE SUBURBS

Furnished Models
open daily 9 to 6
Sunday 11 m 6
or call for apaointrnen1

skills

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

Position open ot our terminal for individual copoble of record keeping as well as
working out of doors in all kinds of weather.

Monde solgr birch hohm Mee

typing

DUPLICATING MACHINE OPERATOR

CLERICAL -LABOR

Gall SwAspsinlmsnl
.1514144

end, 3504326.

ex-

WHY NOT

disposition and

HOglITI'SPROAl L CC

Immediate openings for

Mull hove

you're beautiful

woe pour 8, 7631

No fee

GENERAL OFFICE

6 PM

Westgate Apts.

-11obie

It

0119: II AM.

Open

Luxury Suites

Attention Sailors,
/NEVE GOT WE
CAT THAT EMI

,,,Ivo, your money problems with a

POSTAL CLERK

MAIL CLERKS

358-1800

RENTALS START AT 5205

Phone 394-2577

BUSINESS PRODUCTS

Building, Palatine. A pleasant
voice, friendly

grarel

of Arlington Heights

ZOI.'"73tOnZ:
DIER.E1Arar 1st:

Elk Grove Villoge,limo

HIGH COST

welcome dents
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skills (50
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DAY SHIFT
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1210 Pratt Blvd.
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CALL 358-1800

Des Plaines, Illinois
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Miss Paige
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(experience de-

1657 Shermer Rood
Northbrook. III,
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L=7°'

SKOKIE
7300 N. LINDER
267-5300 or 677-0600
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INSPECTOR
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Purchasing Department

259-5300, Ext. 37

fices in Subur-

IF YOU WANT TO WORK

the right person.

UNDBERG HEVI-DUTY
1950W Hubbard

HAIR STYLIST

413Sportirig Goods

BOEHMER
HEDLUND

666.3443

KIDS BACK IN

MODEL HOME FURNITURE

,

nopy bed

edge of dicta -

clari-

I

Ito.°

COOK & KITCHEN

W.P.M.). Knowl-

CHEMIST

SERVICE

0154 oft

Whoop...
Call depot Mohr

823,157 FOR AP,

TELEDYNE

skills (100

Be a secy. Airlines executive. Shorthond and

wholesale bolo for a" Inter-

11114.10M,

272-5500

or visit our personnel Dep,

700 Nodhwest Hwy.

CL 9 3617

539-8363

STENO

FREDERICK POST

:Tan::171. tt= :07:t

F. H. BONN
COMPANY

7;41:

299-3455

(60-65 W.P.M.),
some legal typing, shorthand

359-5000
25 0 S. HICKS

COMPANY CASHIER

VOLKSWAGEN
NORTH CENTRAL
DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

en during their galetimes.

typing skills

r=r7;

WHITE 3 PC STRAIGHT
SECTION. COUCH, 3123,

N

specilo procedures would he

womon
accurate

EXCEPTIONALLY 100 110055

G71724.7629

CAREER IN REAL ESTATE.

SECRETARY

with
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1.3
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Whininess Opaarleilies

BLUE

I

y
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ORIENTLUG,

CARPETING

'3=,!7Eling"'doU;!1!totian"9'2'5:
437-2011 alter 120 PM

WANTED FULL TIME

young

CALL 299 7191

Public Notice
-

d

MEAT WRAPPERS

Notional Co.
looking for

VISION -WRAP
11113410,11114EINC.

Feday, February 20, 1970

SOLID STATE STERO 11(6110""

BEAUTY

ACCOUNTING CLERK
MINI SKIRT TRAINEE
595 - 0100 WK.

5400 to $433

The successful applicant must be a high school
graduate and hove at least 6 months exparience
on HONEYWELL Tap System and :ling Easy Co-

4111cone hmishegsfumiture

430 Aft 6 9561970

Call 251932S
Reichardt Cloonan
me N. Arlington His. Rd.

d

NANDI'S HOUSE OF

PALATINE

Call 530-6474
For Information

RECEPTIONIST

d

677-0600

267-5300

359-5000

Ch

hew..

o

SEW

nw. sins ht. n ttx.

good thonhond ond 6,30

7300 N. UNDER - SKOKIE

Ask for Gloria Schanken

be onel

2NrEdrOcelV17.1x=

Caropany

Mr. Paul Felts.

204S Oakton

SARGENT-WELCH SCIENTIFIC CO.
Y. 00N1 be,,e

ELK GROVE VILLAGE AREA

41 -Host furnishincsf ureture

47000e Furnislingsfurniture

BEAUTICIAN

439-9590

CLERK TYPISTS

537 0000

AMY PERSONNEL IOW North

N 1p
ALL SHIFTSOPEN

3241iscelrems Merchandise

2 f-feds W

Counter Girls

Pm

824-8055

es'et:e;seile,s1s4e:

Pe

Salary commensurate with experience and excellent growth potential including 100% hiltion
reinthersenthel. Coll, apply, or send resume to

on "Sine" 927-64,4

Ser your own hours S2 MS Per

GIRL FIBDAY

Al world or packaging

PALATINE

264Ielp Wanted Women

SECRETARIES
PROMOTIONS YEE!

Experienced

Nelypine

Cell 259.5237

GOLF COURSE -$500

Phone for Appointment

2646lp Wanted Women

PROOFREADER

INSPECTOR

392.8446

INDIreersiemlEge..

359-5000

26fieLa Wanted Won

sk,11

EXPERIENCED

Ask for Gloria Schanken

SEfeIsWaalof W

2641elp Wanted Women

394-5100

VISION -WRAP
neousunrem sm.

231l.

NO EXPERIENCE NEEIAD1

New, chon
office facilities

...CHINES. RELATED EQUIP

SCHOCK GRADUAN,Mee
experience needed. GM wiM a
with growing., FREE Call Jean

BROILERMAN
NIGHTS

EXPERIENCED IN HIGH SPEED

GHII2tknrooltaa

pAR1 TIME HOUSEKEEPER. De

4390411

MECHANIC

250 S. HICKS

f5Depleyedel elude -Mow

II 0eel

Very good condinon SAS
CL 9,4528

Gene, see. chic.,,..,00

Deo so, 375, Hearne eerie

kg °opine / hend crafted sole

coffee / occasional tables 335
sods. 3.1.3164.

able owns.777-61.1.

for Twelve/Oaks signs.

IS

Tr

DRIVE OUT TODAY OR CM

3$4405;

212

S

ININoulaw

For Penned Service
9141iilelkats

Aye.

537-0665 OR 272-7227
35500

541
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Fnday, February 20, 1970

OPEN SUNDAYS

DAY PUBLICATIONS

The Boss
Says,

Auto Shopping Center

Seeing Is

.101-Autonialies Wanted

WE SPECIALIZE

CHECK WHY

WE PAY TOP $55
FOR CLEAN USED CARS

Over 50 To Choose From

JIM AIKEY FORD

102-Thicks,Traiers

4 wheel
'69 DODGE 3/4 ton
drive snow plow. $3500. Hove.
12 plowing accounts. 827-7504

Is The Best Place To Buy
YOUR NEXT CAR

'58 Chevy panel truck.
$150
259 1639

OPEN SUNDAY
L- _J

1964 Ford 3/4
Ton Pick-up truck.
381 4330

SALE

'67 FORD ECONO VAN, 6 cyl.,

970 emo' s

New tires, Excel. shape,
394 1893 after 5 PM

Galaxie

Ford

door, 6 auto-

4

matic, outstanding
Chevy, 2
matic, SHARP
'64

$195

door, 6 auto$395

DEMOS - FACTORY

door, 6 auto.,
full factory equipment, white
& red interior, very nice $795
'68 Opel Rallye Sports Wgn.
Red with black bucket seats.
'65

Chevy,

2

4 Spd., Luggage rack

V8.

P/S,

sell.

has a cure for

Des Ploines,

BUG FEVER

Dr.

(VOLVO

'6It Volvo 544, 4 spd. AM radio.

'70 Ford Mustang

Beautiful car, new tires, $595
834-1950
POLLARD VOLVO
1968 VOLKSWAGEN

gloss, wheel cover, front bumper

GOOD CONDITION. $1400

guord

299- 3953

offer over 51950. 259.1069

Burgundy Fire, WSW Tires,
P/S, rear window defogger, AM FM

1969 Olds Delta 88. A/C, P/S,

Stereo

1

2

P/B, W/W, R/H. Vinyl roof. Beau.
stick,

'69 FORD LTD
trim, color deyed carpeting, Brough
man Int. black vinyl roof, WSW tires,
reclining pass. seat, P/S, P/Frt. Disc

warning

belts,

snow tires.

439-0544

Station Wagon.

$125. Runs good. Call
894.8971

seat

1-1APPINa

belts,

vinyl

trim, black vinyl roof, WSW

Tires,

body side mldg. P/S,

639-3096

'69 FORD Galaxie 500

radio, priced to sell $695.
POLLARD VOLVO
834-1959
factory

1965 Olds Delta 88,
air., P/B, P/S, P/seats.
537-1346

Outside

mirror,

wheel $3100

Country Sedan 4 Dr. 6 pass. Aztec
Aqua, 8 cyl., 3 way magic doorgate,
pleated all vinyl trim, color keyed
carpeting, bright ect. mldgs. WSW
,Tires, P/tailgate window, luggage
rack P/S,Dlx belts warning light,

IN INE

529-7070

Dap

Roselle, Illinois

Studebaker

Hawk,

under

Best offer. 394-2092.
1967 Volkswagen
Perfect condition

$3315

vvhl. covers.

'67 OLDS "98"

$2195
Brand new. AIR COND. Loaded.
'68 OLDS "98"
$2695
luxuryrh sedan. Loaded with ev

Dr. Convertible, 8 cyl. Lime Gold,
P/Top, Pleated vinyl trim, bright ext.

MUSTANG '66, 8 cyl., automatic.
Power Steering, vinyl top, $1095.
283-0044
'69

Dart GTS.wht. top convert

Dark grn..grn. int., V.8 outo
radio -console, w/w's, pwr. stg

5 yr. 50,000 mi. wornt. 52895
DODGE

ROSELLE

529-9871

'66 Mercury Comet wagon,
owner.

P/S,

radio,

1

automatic

PRICED TO SELL. 966.4720

1964 FORD 6 Pass. wagon, V-8,
stick, P/5,

P/B, good condition.

$550. 255-3384

'69 Camaro S5 396 350 h.p. Tur-

bo hydromatic trans. Positrochon.

Heavy duty electrical
system. Many extras. Mint cond.
Best offer.
358-5123 of ter 6 PM.

mldgs. color keyed crpeting, push
button seat belts, black convertible
top. elec. clock, WSW Tires, body
side mldg. P/S, P/Frt. DISC Brakes, $3150

'69 FORD XL

roof. AIR
'66 FORD

Dr. HT, Sportsroof, 8 cyl. Gulf.
stream Aqua, die cast grille, ret,
headlamps, pleated all vinyl trim,
2

-iii
retire, tinted glass, dlx. belts, warning
lights.

$3735

'69 FORD LTD

2 Dr. HT 8 cyl. Champagne gold,

color deyed carpeting, WSW Tires, ,2900
P/S, whl. covers.

CARS
35 IN STOCK
MACH I MUSTANG
Fire,

428, V-8, Ram

$3295

SHELBY GT COBRA
350, 500, 4 speed, and auto, trans.
Come and see this High Perfor-

1970 BOSS 429's
Drag

Pack,

P/S,

P/B,

Tack 6

$4495

to

pick from.

1970 TORINO COBRA

Stk. #4295A.

$1295

$3596.18

'66 PONTIAC EXECUTIVE
4 door hardtop, power steering and power

'68 ELECTRA

brakes. Radio & heater. Nice at any price. Stk.
#4362A.

4 door hardtop. A fully loaded car with Factory
air, power steering and brakes, windows,
seats, and many extras. Including a vinyl roof.
Stk. #4382A.

$995

$2395

$395

'68 IMPALA

'64 CHEVROLET

Custom 2 door hardtop. V-8 automatic. Power
Steering, vinyl roof. A very nice car for anyone.
Stk. #4358A.

just around the corner. Stk. #4353A.

$1695

$395

'62 FORD

Country Squire Wagon. Automatic transmission,
power steering. Room for the family. Stk.
#P234.

206

$195
'62 TEMPEST
Convertible, automatic transmission, power
steering. A pleasing car for all. Stk. #42228.

'

A

S

Golf 6 cyl. std. trans, radio, heater,

$95

I

'70 Ford Club Wagon
105 WE, White 6 cyl. std.

List 1956

ic=5714ergalligrriCszErCra
FEB. 26TH is the BIG DAY

ban. # 298 List $6526.95 Sale $ 5 795

You've got a date with

. . .

ply 16' Fruehaulf Van OH Door, Dock
Bump Step.

s

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

381-0899

Country

LTD

Squire

I.,

seats.

'68 OLDSMOBILE
Vista Cruiser Station

$2695
Wagon

fully powered. AIR COND., lug
gage rack.
'67 FORD WAGON

$1995

Country Squire with everything
incl. AIR COND.
'66 CHEVROLET

$1495
Platinum Impala with block vinyl
roof. Full power.
'66 FORD LTD

$1295

Dark blue with black vinyl roof.

GT convertable,
power steering, auto.

2

They're even leaner and meaner
than last year. We've got all the

vinyl

roof,

300

si 595

1 owner.

'67 PONT. TEMPEST
Custom 2 dr. hdtp., red
blk. vinyl roof., driven
less than 6000 miles a
year since new, pwr.
stg. & bks.

Copper in color.
'66 MUSTANG
$1395
Yellow fastback with black interi-

matic

transmission, power
steering, power brakes, pow-

er windows, power seat, radio, heater, whitewall tires. A
sharp red one with block top
and black interior.

$2795
Factory air conditioned "98"
convertible with auto. trans.,
,power steering, power
brakes, 6 -way seat. power
windows,
AM/FM
radio,
heater, whitewall tires. A
gold
beauty.
Ready -for spring car.

$2695
'68 BUICK

throughout.

$1395

'69 CORVETTE
dr. hdtp., 358 eng.
stg.,
excellent

2

pwr.
cond.

$4295

'67 PONT. EXEC.
Station wgn., pwr. sty.
tri

Fact.

air,

wood

$1995

.

1/2

ton

utility body.

new car showroom. Full power.

Holiday Coupe with auto.

Diego miles.

1

'65 MUSTANG
V-8, automatic, power
steering, 2+2 GT.

$1199
'68 BONNEVILLE
Brougham, 4 dr. hdtp.,
full
seats,

pwr.:

windows,

vents,

locks,

climatrol air, AM.FM
radio. I owner, driven
less than 15,000 mi. a
year.

power steering, power

$2495
'67 TORONADO
Factory air conditioned hardtop with automatic transmission, power steering,

power brakes, power windows, power seat, tilt wheel,

power antenna, radio, heater, whitewall tires. A luxury
sports cor.

$2695

pick-up,

$895

.6,4t

$1395
Cutlass S. This car belongs in the

'68 OLDSMOBILE
Factory air conditioned "98"

brakes, power windows,
AM/FM radio, heater, whitewall tires. Immaculate

Blue

miles.

$2895

'66 MUSTANG
2 dr. hdtp., v 8, pwr.
stg. & bks. vinyl roof,
owner, Chi. to Son

COND.

'70 MAVERICK
$1895
Showroom new. Less than 5,000

Cruise

Electra "225" convertible
with automatic transmission,

'65 DODGE TRUCK

$1995
88 4 dr. hardtop with AIR COND.

power seat,

Control, door locks, AM/FM
radio, heater, whitewall tires
and many other features.

$1595

Loaded with options,FACT. AIR

$2095

dows,

'68 OLDSMOBILE

dr. hdtp., pwr. sty.

bks.,

30 DAY
EXCHANGE

power brakes, power win-

$1588

Blue nylon interior. Full power.
Total luxury.
'69 THUNDERBIRD
$3395
White with black vinyl roof.

IT'S EASY
TO FIND
U

_

IT'S WORTH
THE TRIP

$2595

'60 T -BIRD
2 dr. hdtp., v -B, auto.,
power, a classic car.

$399
MANY MORE
TO CHOOSE

HEJAL TESTED CARS

100% GUARANTEED

facts Now.

All Expressways Lead to

OLDSMOBILE
GMO HEADQUARTERS

LATTOF
ARLINGTON NTS

IN PARK RIDGE

Daily& Long Term Leasing

/

15 minutes from Arlington
Hgts.

11

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL

"THE EXCLUSIVE DEALER
WITH
THE FINEST SERVICE."

Dart

pass.

10

Wagon. FACT. AIR COND., full
power, power windows, power

'67 CHEVY
$1695
Impala 4 door hardtop. SPECIAL.
'67 FALCON
$1095
2
door Futuro. Clean as a
whittle. Block In color.
'63 CADILLAC
$895
Silver Fleetwood Sedan. AIR, full
power incl. windows & seals.

CAMARO

#2200 # GVW 330 HD V-8 rear
axle, power steering, 8.25.20 10

'68 DODGE

$2095

Big Eng.

From $3689 to $4750
1970 Ford F600

$2195

trim, Firestone 500 tires,

or Full power. Low miles. 4 spd.

Priceand

4 wheels drive with or without, snow
plows, 360, V-8, 4 spd. lock out hubs.
heavy duty. 750x16, 8 ply nylon.

stg.-bks., vinyl roof.

bks.,

'66 OLDSMOBILE

White, 360 V-8, 4 spd. no spin rear
axle, no mar body, guages, big alt.

It PORT MOTORS

$1795

power steering & brakes, radio.

miles.
'67 OLDS

Price $2980.70 Sole Price

BARRINGTON

SKYLARK

Holiday Sport Sedan with

Gran Sport, 2 dr. hdtp.,
full power, air-cond.

like new.
'68 TORINO

Showroom new, automatic, ra.
dio, much more. Yellow. 1,200

1970 Ford 3/4 Ton
SEE THE 1970

'67 BUICK

'67 CHRYSLER
NEWPORT CUST.

'70 VOLKSWAGEN

HD rear springs, LOADED #279. List $2575.

'70 Ford F-350 Tow Truck

MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE 11 YEAR CAR!
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

$2495

$3795
Sedan deVille with everything.
Can't be told from new.
'67 OLDSMOBILE
$1595
Beautiful blue Cutlass S with

PRIVILEGES

40 IN STOCK
'70 Ford F100 Pick Up F100

#322

auto. trans., power steering,

beauty.
'68 CADILLAC

TRUCK SPECIALS

trans. Hi OP Heater,
$3335.23 Sale Price

Squire, 390, pwr. stg. &
bks., air, new tires, low

$3395

4 speed convertible. Spring and summer ore

11011P11.10/W41

5 pass.

Factory air conditioned "98"

honing and full power. White.
'66 PONTIAC
$1095
coupe, full power.
Loaded with accessories. A

ei69HEATED
COMFORT IN
FORD

'68 OLDSMOBILE

'68 FORD WGN.
10 pass. Country

Carolina

`SHOP INDOORS IN

$2795

$749

2 dr. hardtop, air, pwr.

yourself.

terror.

pwr. stg. bks., immac.
cond.

$695

2 door hardtop. 6 automatic. Stk. #4457A.

Factory Air Conditioning,
with automatic trans -1
mission, power steering,
power brakes, radio,
heater, whitewall tires,
luggage rack plus many
extras. White with red in -4

$2099

'68 COUGAR

'64 CHEVROLET

STATION WAGON I

'64 IMPALA
2 dr. hdtp., auto., v-8,

$995

The point isn't even burned oft
the big engine of this magnificent like new Torino. See for

9886

1970 MAVERICK

VOLVO)

4 door Sedan. Automatic, power steering and
power brakes. Very clean & very reasonable.

Ready to Go!!

RPM Tachometer.

255 7200 today.

door automatic, power

'68.BUICK

Wagon with v41, auto.,
power sty. & brakes.

Like new "88" with air condi.

'67 OLDS
4

NEW BUICKS

429, 4V High bucket Seats, Drag
Pock, Argent Styled Wheels, 8000

Ad. Phone

driven.

steering, power brakes, power windows, power seats, factory air conditioning, vinyl roof,
and many extras. A beautiful car in excellent
condition. Stk #4113A.

$$$$

mance Car.

Reach them lost
and easy with a low
cost Day Want

Executive

die cost grille, ret headlamps,
bright ext. mldg. pleated trim,

2740 Indian

Someone else will
be happy to buy any
of the wheel goods
which you no
longer need.

'69 ELECTRA

OF THE WEEK

'68 MONTEGO MX

SAFE DEPENDABLE
USED CARS
'63 OLDSMOBILE

Used Cars

$1995

Falcon 2 door. 6 cylinder stick.

whl..:overs, bright ext. mldgs. 8 cyl
bucket seats, and console, parch.
ment vinyl roof, WSW Tires, P/S,
P/Frt, disc brakes, air cond. selec-

Air, 4 spd. Drag Peck, F.70 Tires.

hardtop, full
power, air-conditioned.

mi.
'65 OLDS DELTA "88"
$1195
New. Green. Full power.
'66 BUICK
$1795
Electra "225". Has everything.
'68 CHEVROLET
$1995
Impala Gold with black vinyl

Ready

3 -SEAT

door,

4

COND. Vinyl roof. LOADED

AM radio. wheel covers.

296-8261

Full

'68 PLYMOUTH
$1595
Gold with vinyl top. Full power.
'67 FORD
$1695
Foirlone XL. 2 door hdtp.

$1599

'68 IMPALA

$2195
LaSabre convertible. Loaded,
green with white top. AIR.
'68 CHRYSLER
$2295
Newport custom coupe. I owner,
fully equipped. Low, low miles.
'66 LINCOLN CONT
$1695
2
door hardtop. FACT
AIR

'69 FORD Galaxie 500

40,000 mis. P/S, A/T, runs well.

cond.

AIR CCNDITIONFD
68 BUICK

,OPEN SUNDAYS

Pay

SPECIAL

deck, wire wheels. Co.

$595
Blue, good looking CO/. Full pwr

555 Irving Park Road

price.

Convert., 289 eng., pwr.
stg. F1 bks., 4 spd., tape

power. Like new.

HERE

dealership, Ray

Olds .. at a super special Ray

$3199

$995

door sedan

extra special

'67 MUSTANG

'66 THUNDERBIRD

4

PRICE
The car that's special in every
respect - color, white vinyl top
and insignia .. the great and
gallant GMO has returned and
awaits your pleasure at a nary

10 passenger Country
Squire, loaded, air.

SOY. LOADED!

Star Chief

2

'59

$2888
'69 FORD WGN.

'63 CHEVY WAGON

P/Frt.

trol
LH
covers.

conditioning.

800 miles. Every optional imagin
able, gold with brown vinyl
roof. Listed at $6528
'67 LINCOLN
$2795
4 door Continental.
Like new.
Dark Green black leather uphol

lieve it? Come see itl
'64 PONTIAC

carpeting, push-button

'69 CHRYS.
NEW YORKER
4 door, full power & air

Executive driven.
'69 OLDS
$3495
DELTA ROYALE. Loaded - executive driven.
'69 TORONADO
$4695

DOWN-TO-EARTH

$799

$2988

$3995

$2195
20,000 actual miles. Don't be-

trim, bright ext. mldg. color keyed

h,

eng., pwr. stg.
brakes, low mi. red.

Luxury sedan loaded. Gold with
block vinyl roof premium tires.

2 Dr. HT. formal roof, 8 cyl. pleated

'63 Chevrolet. 2 dr Radio. 6 cy1.1
stick. $300 or best offer.

'64 VW Bug, Blk. w blk. int. AM

'69 OLDS "98"

DICK WICKSTROM

AUTO

&

miles,

351

Brand New 1910
$100 OVER COST

$945

r

low

'70 MACH I

'69 FORD Galaxie 500

Disc Brakes, AM radio, remote con-

'68 Dodge Coronet 440.
Excellent condition.
Call 358-1952

Power Steering, Auto matic, Radio & Heater, White
walls

ouzo.,

owner,
lean,

1

OLDSMOBILES

V8,

dr.,

4

250

Power

Heater, $1295

HE HIGH
ETFLYING
IS BACK AT A

'67 CORTINA

fact, ordered &
equipped

'65 FORD 9 PASS. WAGON

Exclusive Volvo Dealer
1723 Waukegan Rd.

RD.

'2295

1

FINDYOUR
$3800

$825. Aft. 5, 439-1089

GLENVIEW

$1695

729-1800

Radio,

AM/FM

selectaire,
glass, dlx

V8, Power glide,
Steering, Radio &
Whitewalls

GLENVIEW

brakes rear window defogger, air

6 CYLINDER
ECONOMY LINE

'67 IMPALA 2 DOOR HARD TOP

44414-4144444-44
IMPORTS, INC.

VW 1965 BUS
7 pass.; AM -FM; motor recently
overhauled; clean; $750. Buffalo

1967 Mustang hdtop, exc, cond.
P/S, P/B, V8, like new tires plus

This Week's Special:

WIGGLESWORTH

cond.
tinted
light.

V8, Power glide,
Power
Steering Radio & Heater,
White walls. Black Vinyl Roof

44 -*4 -4 -******4

vinyl roof, cruise-o-matic WSW Tires,
P/5, Radio, wheel covers

2 Dr. H.T.8 cyl. Gulfstrearn Aqua, die
cast grille, ret headlamps, pleated

FORD, GT Cortina, bucket
seats, console shft., excel. shape,

NEW & USED
VOLVO'S

$3800 new Now $2595

$3175

2038 W41-'KEGAN

'68 IMPALA COUPE

bright ext. mldg. color keyed nylon
carpeting, courtesy lights, green

'63 Ford Galaxie 500 V8 Auto merle. Excellent condition Best
offer 296 3173

'67

LARGEST
SELECTION OF

'69 MGC, Red, Under Wmty.

Dr. Hardtop, formal roof, 8 cyl,
Light Ivy Yellow, body side mldg.

5. 299-5332

Grove. 541-1725.

$5465

2

ex

'63 Corvoir 3 speed, good condition, best offer. Call after

Dr.

'70 Ford Galaxie

car. $3195. 259-2970
Camaro, "327"
cellent condition.
253-5489

$3307

'70 Ford Landau

'67 Buick Wildcat convert., low
owner, best
miles, gar. kept,

'69

MIDWEST'S

2 Dr. bright Gold, V-8, shaker head
scoop, P/S, P/B, AM Radio, tinted

FORD

1970 OLDS

NOW $2775

hideaway headlamps, wheel covers, $3050

GLENBROOK

Brand New

Vinyl roof, Turbo-Hydromatic, Power Steering, Wheel covers, White walls tires, Push button radio.
UST $3675.90

clock, bower steering, AM Radio,

CL 3.4718

WITH
THE BIGGEST
REDUCTION
IN THE
HISTORY OF

Dr. Oldsmobile

WE'RE SELLING THESE
BELOW DEALERS COST

$1045

296-6127
600 E. NW. Hwy.

-

EXEC CARS

'69 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE

H.T. Ivy Green Metallic, Body
Side Molding, color keyed carpeting,
foam podded seats, Fiberglass
belted tires, Greets vinyl roof, elec.

2

P/B, One owner. Priced to

'62 Olds F85

'61 Chevy,

DICK WICKSTROM
"THE BOSS"

'70 Ford Torino

112-Automides Fir Sale
1966

Believing

In Quality 2nd Cars

BONUS MOTORS 296.5127

lomat

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
CL 9-4100

CL 9-4100
800 E. Northwest Hwy, Arlington Hts

ON NORTH AVE.

Vs Milt West of Rt. 83
IN VILLA PARK

PHONE 833.7700

530 NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

Corner Northwest Highway,
Greenwood and Busse

Phones: 825-8871
Chicago 774-8177
Mon. -Fri. 9-9

Saturday 9.5
CLOSED SUNDAY

Prooett Dap

WEATHER
Tonight: Partly cloudy,
low near 30. Tomorrow:

Telephone

255-4400

Partly sunny, a little cooler.

Your Home Newspaper
Volume 4, Number 213

Monday, February 23, 1970

hurt in head-on crash

7 teens

Five youths and two girls

Miss Chriss Donahue, 16,
of 945 W. Grant;
Tom Stevens, 16, of 965 W.
Grant;

were in hospitals this morning,

two of them in critical condition, after a head-on auto
crash Saturday night at North-

five Des
Plaines teen-agers riding in
one of the autos. They are:
George Rossman, 17, of
788 Lincoln, driver of the car.

411111111" --

conservation

annual

the

at

Saturday night at Northwest Highway and Central (Photo by Dan
Batas)

partment Saturday night extinguished

fire at Alpine
Apts., 1510 Redwood. Street,
Mount Prospect. The units are
still under construction.
a

Three engines, squad truck,
ladder truck and 25 men
fought for 20 minutes to bring
the fire under control.

The fire extended to three
apartment rooms which were
on top of each other. Cause of
the fire and damage has not
been determined.

Chicago man finds justice can be swift

ment store in Randhurst Shopping Center.

learned

A warrant for the arrest of
Robert C. Roland, 40, on deceptive practice charges, was
obtained by. Mounf Prospect

Circuit Court for sentencing
on three counts of deceptive

Detective Richard Pascoe

pleaded guilty to the Skokie

yesterday morning. It was
served yesterday afternoon,
and a few minutes later Roland

charges in a previous court appearance there.

was on his was to Vandalia
State Penal Farm to begin

"OUR WARRANT was

a

nine -month

sen-

tence.

Pascoe, explaing the reason

for the unusually quick handling of the case, said, "We
that Roland . was
scheduled to appear in Skokie
practice_placed..asainst him by
the Skokie Police. He had

served against Roland and, al -

Rep. Chapman inns honor
Rep. Eugenia Chapman (D -

day by the Independent Voters

Arlington Heights) received
one of 12 "best legislators of
the year" awards made Satur-

of Illinois.
It was the fourth such IVI
award Mrs. Chapman has re -

Vandals down trees
Vandals in Mount Prospect
have discovered a new way of

each. The damaged tree was an

felling a tree that doesn't re-

Creamer was incensed over

quire saw or axe --any make of

the destruction, as was NIrs.
James I.. Gore, of the 16 N.

automobile will do.

ash.

Pine address.

They smashed down two

Creamer also said that last

trees early Thursday morning
on the parkways of homes at
14 and 16 N. Pine, and severely damaged another tree
two doors north.

weekend. street signs valued at
removed or
S 2 0 0 were
knocked down in the area surrounding Prospect High
School.

well IR-Naperville) Anthony
Scariano

(D -Park

Forest).

Harold Kate (D -Glencoe) and
Daniel Pierce (D -Highland
Park). Seven were Democrats

ter a conference with the assistant states attorney, it was decided
to
consolidate our
charge with those against him
in Skokie and still another

He noted that in both cases
the property destroyed was

Works, said that the two
downed saplings were slow
pin
growing four -year -old

paid for from

revenues,
collected in part
tax

probably
from parents of the vandals involved.

ahue,

collided with the west -bound
auto driven' by Serponi when
Serponi started to make a left

are in serious condition a the

that there will he approximate-

a feasibility study of the Salt

ly

Watershed

has

have to be made to handle the
excess till.

addressed

an

who

'

master of
ceremonies for the evening,
served

as

NCCSWCD board members,
and property owners from
north Cook County.
After giving a brief description of the Cook County Forest Preserve District and its
functions, Dunne said, "The
Forest --Preserve District in
Cook County stands as a permanent guardian of nature in a
world of steel and concrete."

IN THE past few years
people have become more critically aware of pollution and
are challenged by what has resulted from carelessness, he
said.

and is expected to be completed this year.

the retention of flood water,
according to Dunne.
A NCCSWCD report states
that the entire Salt Creek Watershed study involves the total
area affected by the creek and

hospital.

Police said charges are still
pending.

solved by the installation of
water retention reservoirs with

a limited number of channel
stabilization projects.

Boards.
Planning Commissions, Highway and Health

hoping to receive some federal
funds for the project. He added

Departments. industry, real tors and developers, as well as

,

3 injured as auto hits tree

ing jointly with the City of

board of directors for 1970.

KEITH A. CHIDLEY of
Palatine

as

Elgin, George Arndt of Barrington Hills. and James Logs-

don of Barrington were

re-

er of an auto lost control of

a tree.

Grove and John Hunt of Bar-

his car, hit a tree, and slid into

the front yard at 305 Main,
Mount Prospect.

-1.he

Forest

Police found 48 cans of beer
the auto. Six cans were
open, and six were empty.

All three were taken to Holy

trict was formed in 1915 and
has purchased additional land
each year since that date, he
said, and they have battled
with other governmental bod-

Barrington.

auto driven by George J. Fet-

were treated for minor injuries

ch°, 17, 2

and released.

The
annual
"Conservationist of the Year" award

reported

that

E. Lincoln, Ben-

and others.
Mrs. C hapman was honored
for her work on education
bills. In her first term in the

Day

Court April 8..

is to appear inyMount Prospect

was presented by A.H. Franzen

of the Goodyear Tire

and Rubber Co. to Roy Klehm
of Arlington Heights of
Klehm's Nursery.

Meetings
,
Tonight

SW:WA:13

School District 59 Pol-

SAYS=

are 15,216 acres of forest pre-

TURNING TO the subject

Fetch.) was charged with
open liquor in a vehicle and
damage to city property. He

SIMON

there are 954,000 square miles

serve land.

Retiring directors are: Ells-

worth Meineke of Schaumburg and Frank Wollney of

Family Hospital where they

Police

in Cook
County, with a population of
more than 6 million people,
of land and that in the northern townships of Barrington.
Palatine. Elk Grove, Schaumburg and Hanover Park there

rington.

in

the

Preserve Dis-

Lincoln, Bensenville, was

icy Committee, 2123 S. ArlingtOn Heights Rd.; 8 p.m.
High School District
2 1 4 , 799 Kensington,
Mount Prospect; 8 p..n.

Chicago police raided a church bingo game. Couldn't those
'gamblers' wait for the track to open'

of flooding and water con-

tion abatement.

re-elected

was

chairman: Faustin Zeller of

ment, he added and can be accomplished through respon-

sources on them.
Dunne said that

B.C.

his organization is now work-

elected; and two new directors
are Tom Hamilton of Elk

Gripe
Of The

open the bottom.

Resource Service Center, said

northbound on Main when he
lost control of the car and it hit

ies to hold onto the forest lands

I

Another speaker, Kenneth
V. Fiske, executive director of
the Northeast Illinois Natural

Three persons were injured
Saturday night when the driv-

and preserve the natural re-

except when

planning wise use of the

land."
The survey is expected to be
completed by June of 1974.

"Eternal vigilance and constant planning," are important
in preserving our environ-

The awards were based on
voting records on 45 selected
issues
including education,
fair housing, state income tax

the bottom of the cereal

in

problem before it occurs.
study in DuPage and that efThe service center will now
forts are being made to begin have the use of a computer at
plans for a survey in that por- the University of Illinois to
tion of the state.
help solve problems dealing
NCCSWCD was active in with the conservation of natugetting the soil survey under- ral resources throughout the
way in Cook County and have area, he said.
stated that a "soil map is an
I n other business the
invaluable tool for Village NCCSWCD elected a new

are

DUNNE SAID they

the individual property owner

not made provisions for such a

the flooding problems. It proposes that the problems be

and five Rep ahlicans.

tor" award. She was honored
earlier for her work in the assembly on consumer legislation, fair housing and pollu-

Barham

Chicago for a plan of flood
mine the most suitable use of prevention for the northwest
the remaining open land in the area when the new runway is
county.
added at O'Hare Airport.
Dunne said that the only
He said the two groups will
county in the state whch has be working jointly to solve the

for recreational use as well as

senville, along with his passengers Rubin Olivarez. 19, 345 S.
Mason, Bensenville, and Rodger l.. Butler, 24. of 225 F.

package,

and

Stevens

acres in Cook County to deter-

The lake, to be located in
Elk Grove, is being planned

interested citizens.

How come the prize is on

The Cook County Board
has recently made budgetary
provision for sharing the cost
of a soil survey of 130,000

of Greater Chicago (NISD),

au-

dience of local government officials including Sen. John
Graham of Barrington (3d
District) Robert 0. Atcher,
the mayor of Schaumburg

Vandals ripped 3 convert-

parking lot in Mount Prospect.

that will have to he moved during the construction of the ba-

been

The planning is being done
through NCCSWCD and the
Metropolitan Sanitary District

sible government officials and

Prospect, and the Maple St.

million yards of earth

sin, and some provisions will

fied through mug shots viewed
by store employees.

ible tops Thursday night at 305
and 118 53:1George St.. Mount

11'4

are under way.

record. was reportedly identi-

3 convertibles
vandalized

servation Dunne reported that

District
(NCCSWCD) Friday night at
the Old Orchard Country Club
in Mount Prospect.

land. who has a previous arrest

freshman" and the best legisla-

turn at the intersection.
Rossman was taken to Holy

completed and plans for a retention basin 470 acres in size

charge that the Niles police
planned to arrest him on."
Sentencing on the consolidated charges from the three
towns was passed a few
utes later by Magistrate \\Mkt
Whiting.
The Mount Prospect deceptive practice charge reportedly
stemmed from a S108.15
check written last Dec. II for a
portable television purchased
at Wards. The check was returned unpaid Feb. II and Ro-

assembly she won the "best

David Creamer, director of
the Department of Public

oaks that cost the village S85

ceived in her three terms in the
Illinois General Assembly.
Other members of the Illinois legislature in the suburbs
honored by the IVI this weekend included Sen. Harris Fa -

on Northwest Hwy. when it

dinner meeting of the North
Cook County Soil and Water

Dunne

serving

Stephen Barham, IS, 1466
Campbell.
Injured in the second car
were:
Robert Serponi, 17, of 1700

Creek

Conservation

The wheels of justice spun
quickly yesterday against a
Chicago man charged with
passing a had check at the
Montgomery Ward depart-

According to police, the
Rossman car was east -bound

Serponi and Miss Conway
are reported in critical condition at Northwest Community
Hospital. Aufman, Miss Don-

Meadows.

Estates Dr., Mount Prospect,

Cook County Board President George W. Dunne spoke

The Mount Prospect tire de-

Family Hospital where he is in
good condition.

Forest Preserve District 'guardian
of nature,' George Dunne declares

-?7:

Fire damages
new building

Miss Barbara Conway, 17,
of 2105 Crane Port, Rolling

Jennet, and

Mount Prospect.
Injured were

11.e'

the driver, and

Tom Aufman. 16, of 1318

west Hwy. and Central Rd. in

Two youths critically injured, four youths in serious condition,
and one youth in good condition was the toll from a two -car crash

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

18 Pages

Officials see need for central unit to direct transit
By Bob Casey

and economically desirable,"
he said.

A Chicago area agency that
would operate all mass transportation facilities, as proposed last week by the Chicago
& North Western Rwy., is seen

by sonie northwest suburban
officials as perhaps an inevi-

THE NORTH WESTERN
doesn't oppose such subsidies,

Provo said, but it cannot survive as a private company
competing with mass transit
that is receivng intensive fed-

The plan offered by Larry S.

eral, state and local aid.
The proposed area -wide
transportation authority "is

Provo, C & NW president,

consistent with what the facts

calls for establishment of a
Chicago area transportation

of transit life will he in the

table necessity.

authority that would own and
operate present Chicago Tran-

sit Authority facilities as well
as suburban bus lines and com-

muter railroads.

"In the 1970s we feel there
will be growing recognition of
the importance of mass transit
in solving such urban problems as housing, employment
and education," Provo said.
"We believe irtherefore that
public subsidies for mass tran-

sit will. increase substantially
in order to further metropolitan programs that are socially

1970's," he said.
"We believe that only
through such an agency,
which would not he oriented to

any one part of the region or
any one form of mass transportation, can the, Chicago
area expect maximum utilization
of existing transportation facilities and still
make the best allocation of
public funds available," Provo
said.

any one of the individual mass
transportation agencies," he
said.

The North Western is ready
to sell its suburban lines and
equipment to such an authority, Provo said, or continue to

ence's
transportation committee, said an area -wide trans-

too great to he raised locally or
even at the state level."
The federal government de-

fines the Chicago metropoli-

"Such an authority would

tan area as the six counties in

also be in the best position to
recognize and judiciously act
upon the fact that the overall
public interest is greater than

northeastern Illinois and the
two northwest Indiana counties of Lake and Porter.

"t think in the long_ run it's

proposal echoes a similar suggestion that has been made by

Dr. John Bailey, director of

Mayor Robert Teichert, whose
village is in desperate need of

additional commuter parking
facilities, said he's not sure

Transit Authority to give it jurisdiction over all forms of

whether the transit authority is
a good idea but added that it
may he necessary.

"With the North Western

mass traosportation in the Chicago metropolitan area.
"We have never really
treated transportation as a sys-

being one of the most success-

tem," Dr. Bailey told The Day

pRospEcT

ful railroads in the commuter
-

THE NORTH WESTERN

Northwestern
University's
Transportation Center. Dr.
Bailey recommends expanding
and restructuring the Chicago

MOUNT

ELK GROVE Village Mayor Jack Pahl, who heads the
Northwest Municipal Confer-

authority," Pahl said.
"The monies required are just

suburban commuter railroads.

judgement on that."

basis.

tan

roads or buses, this is going to
he the normal result."

I'd want a lot more information before I could make a

operate them on a contract

portation authority will he
needed to obtain federal transit funds in the future.
"Federal funding is becoming more and more dependent
on an eight -county metropoli-

probably a good idea," Pahl
said, "but it's not a good idea
to buy up the equipment of

business in the United States,"
Teichert said, "I suspect that if
it is predicting a need for subsidies, then that

necessitates

our taking a look."
Mass transportation may be
a service that demands a monopoly to work well on an area
basis, Teichert said.
"Mass transit is going to be

a government problem," he
said,
"For ground transportation, whether it's rail-

recently.

Public transportation needs have been understated and mass transit
projects neglected, he said.
On expanding the CTA, Dr.
Bailey said, "1 think this

fares and determine schedules
as well as coordinate all other

forms of mass transportation.
Commuter railroads, Dr. Bail-

as

the finest

service in the

country," he said. -The North
Western accomplished this
carefuly planning, by making
I-.

ey said, are facing the fact that
they may not he here 10 years
from now.
State Rep. Eugene Schlickman of Arlington Heights,
who heads the legislature's advisory
committee
to
the
Northeastern Illinois Plan-

substantial

ning Commission, said some
kind of regional transportation authority is probably inevitable.
ichlickman said he does not
think the City of Chicago
would oppose state control of
such an authority if services
could be improved and fiscal
integrity maintained.

suburban service has stimu-

new

private

in-

vestments of more than $59
million and by attempting to
give its customers, more than
25 million riders annually, the
kind of service we believe they
want and need."

"The development of ou,

lated growth in the territory
we serve and has vought credit to the City of Chicago,"
Provo said. "At the same time

we have accomplished what
most transit experts said could
not be done. Our suburban ser-

vice operates at a profit, despite the massive competitve
impact of federally -funded expressways that parallel our

would change the CTA in effect so much that we would

IN PROVO'S statement last
week, the North Western exec-

have an entirely new organiza-

utive explained problems facing the railroad.

The North Western expects
to lose about $365,000 in an-

"In the decat'e of the '60s,

nual revenues as a result of the

the North Western converted a
service
decaying suburban
into what is generzlly regarded

opening of the Jefferson Park
extension of the Kennedy
Expy. rapid transit line.

tion."
HIS

PROPOSAL would
give the expanded authority
power to set commuter train

lines."
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The day's prospects

Toastmasters
to offer youth
leadership course

ite House china
reflects history

An maht week program In
the fund menials of oral aom
mum. Mons led leadership is
tomb Preseuttal by the Rand
horn aattmaretrs Club be

ICI

es

,

sinning Muth 5 at St Mark
Lutheran Church
200
N ills Mount Prospett A

S
7

P

The program is open to all
People of tumor high or high
mhool age in the Mount Pros
pm arta at no cOst
hen Coin president of the
Toastmaster, Club Baal the
youth leadership manse has
dtveloped by Toastmas

By Dolor. Hanel
It to mteremeg in Ms month

of Washington, birthday to
Gamer something new about

MAY WE INVITE YOU TO OUR SPRING

llo Whitt Houle
Almost as Immo.% o the

yrs Intemahomi and oilers

NAM Houses. Mi....sans Hum
sett by each president from the
time of George Washington.
The china used by Washing.
ton was symbolic of a new na.
lion. 1 he white plate was her-

Oung people an opportunity

Thousands of rush.heur commuters were delayed this morning when a malkeekon In the
Chicago & North Western Re. sates caumd a massive traffic jam at Northwest 111/2. and clain St A

Braef autos passes under the gate which In held up by Mount Pressed Patrolman John Lopata
whil Li Fred Hedlund directs kale in the center of the intersection. The gate, were stuck in the
Mom position Mr an hour, beginning shortly before 7 a.m.

Involvement seen as Key
to McDonald Creek work
Involvement of local

goy

ernmeoral bodies and officials

will be an important factor in

Mat Schlickman will hem a
professional

opinion on

possible to determine McDon-

makes beim, making a re -

ald Creek', proper profile for
corrtive channel deepening

Maintenance Fund,

or widening until the Den
Plaines River Channel work is

Irate aid lay tan
dredging 0114 cleaning of
McDonald Creek, Richard

quest tor aid from the Wean,

Schuld, president of the Pros-

who have radon intermt in the
problems of McDomld Creek

pm Old Town Sanitary Distrim. (PH0151)). said Thur,

OTHER AREA legislators

will aim be...m.11m said.
Asa result of the engineer's

day.

He old the engineer for

examinon of

man along with other local leg.

few if any rights -of -ways swIl
he needed because in most of
the areas where the dredgine

David Renner 112 -biotic Pros-

Schuld

areas needing immediate work.

would he done there :we no

saatiid,

hoInes.

Slate Rep. Eugme Schlickman

,4R -Arlington Heights) to dis-

completed. That work is
canceled to he finished within
Iwo year,
Schuld mid that Sclick-

the creek.
he round that sere

PHOTSD examined several
areua along the creek during
the past week and has mmk
certain recommendations for
The engineer will he nice,.
ing in the near future with

wfill" . ire-

the

the portions where work
is needed and there are ho,e.
usually one side of the creek is

Matures includi, State Rep.
pool and Rep. Eugenia ('hap
man ID -Arlington
Heights)
hoveverbally committed
themselves
supporting and
introducing legislation to pro-

THE ENGINEERS survey
was the result of a discussion at

a meeting Feb. 13 of local le,

islaton, municipal and highway officials with John Gilloo
chief of the IllintliSDivision of
Waterway,.
At that meeting Scheid was
appointed to head a committee

tO check trouNe spin on the
creek and obtain any rights -0E
ways that would be needed to
Ming in emergency equipment
for clearing the creek.

could possible he used for
mins (tithe work. he mid.
Another imponant factor

will be getting the Village of
Arlington Heights to become
involved in improving the urea
fanher up the creek from Pros pest Height, he said.

At iVol meeting Gillou said
emergency relief was passible
DEVEIAWERS along the
from the Stream Maintenance
Fund a 5300.000 annual fund pcreek should he responsible Mr
Mrm of retenallotted to the Department at prtwiding not
Public Works and Buildings tion or detention of ground
seater as the property is IraE
for emergency projects.

ways is a pan of this depart.
man and the project requires
the approval of the department
director.
Gilboa said state equipment
couki be used for the work on

Plans for permanent solutions to the flooding along the
creek mak take or e than Ovo
year, according

tin

Gahm.

A. Holman at St. Mork
Church at 253-0631 or
car
253-0632.

Orgnist
a
will

canted with small garlands of
white laurel leaves. The innennost

Profess pal organist lac.
quip Faun will provide enter.
tainment for the next meeting

of the Lyon (.akin Student,

lauched with red. The center
Mm the iusignia of the Society
of the C iocinnati, an organirafon of Revolutionary War of-

Wednesday -February 25th
Thursday -February 26th

ats headed by General
Washington. It consis1/21 of an
eagle clasping an olive branch
suspended by winged fame.

In Our Shoppe at 7:30 P.M.

In Sorority
Univcrsio. Lafaycttc, Ind., to
be admeted into a soninte.
Miss Saltine becamea pledge

A-1 Cab Co. can't get
has an Al 00051 a, Herman
Philippe. who would like toe xpand his cab servies into

off the trains and need a cab."

Mount Prospect with unew
cab company.

He has been trying

Rism e

September, 1969 to obtain a ii Mlese..but his efforts have got-

ten him no farther than the
Mount

Prospect

Police

and

Fire Committee. whom their
Feb. 9 meeting delayed any de-

5554150051105aOrred5000.1150505061

cision until their March meming.

"We would like to man with
five cabs." said Philippe. "But
we can't conic into Mount
Pro ssect because we aren't li.

HE SAID THE cabs would
tentatively he located at the
Chicago & North Western Ry.

we

hicles which serve Palatine
Rolling Meadows.

and

Dolores IlanchWomans Editor

,red

the

A second little girl for Mr.
Pflhin.Rodiskt Murtaughlr.
ore Mount Prospect arrived
Jen. 9 at NorMwest CommuWolghing a
pounds 7 ounces Elizabeth
Lynn has a two.yeamold sister.

e u za ifer. The chiWren's
grandparents are Mr. and Sirs.
Rodger
Slunaugh Sr. of
Greensburg. Pe., and Sirs. David S. Brown of Western

Etkto

Sprinp. M.
James Brian French. 2,1.
has a little sister sit. the or Anal Jae 20 of Tammy Joy.

GoLDEN

General
Cinsndparents are

lington, Prospect, Elk Grove,
Wheeling, Forest %dew and
Hemet' high schools in District
214:

Main dish lone choice): veal

gullet beef he, pion -burger,
Vegetable
lOne choicea ): whipped potatoes, buttered corn. Salad
lena choice): fruit komm tossed

wiener in

bun.

salad, lettuce wedge molded:
respberry. fruit cocktail, lime,

have younplens al one of the
District 214 high schools.
food better check your 'shed.
oleo! The high schools win
open Aug 31 this year. the
earliest school opening lameaMsit
a ivar. District
57 andether grade schami districts in the ssrea haven't
adopted their school culendans
ax yet.

grapefruit and mandarin orange. Rolled wheal muffin and

peanut butter cookies.

tal Woms Auxilnry. The

Mabel]] Lindgren
Services for Elizabeth Lindgren, 82. 01412 N. Emmerson
Lone.Mount Prospect, were

conducted by the Rev. Harry
P. Lundell this morning ai
Oehler Funeral Home in Dm
Plaines. Mrs. Lindgren, who
died Friday at Des Plains
Convalescent Home, was baroin

Mount Vernon Me.

rial Hills in Lemont,
Survivors are three chil-

dren. Virginia Anderton and
Eleanore Lundin of Mount
Prospect and Constance John -

of Detroit, four grandchildren; one great-grandchild; two sisters, Minnie
Erickson of Alma Center,

Wis.. and Selma Ellicksan of
Whitehall, Wis., and three

Mathes. Arthur Erickson of
Alma Center, Wis., Ralph
Erickson of Brill, Wis., and
Harold Erickson of Lewiston,
Mont.

lute George E. Whinenberg.
former police chief, who died
1.0 NEW In. The money will
he deposited in a bank with the

cookbook pit out by the
Northwest Community Hospi-

Pecking met maw during the

dicated. however, that a mid,
den 'Burst of good packing

snow could result in a quick

11115
IS
Brotherhood
Week. Be nice, this week and

Imet" grout to

THE NORTHWEST Suburban Council of Associations,
which is made up of nine
homeowners' groups in Prospect Heights. mmts tonight to

canniest being scheduled.

STIR SOME exciting music.
don't miss the "Sing Out Eros.

terned after

Cook County Sheriffs Police.
Ray will be discussing the

boys' chorus, the sophornom

Si. It sells lia 32.95 and bete -

ous aspects of contract polio-

girls' chorus and the Mello-

fin the auxiliary. which ulti-

ing.

tones. Admission is frcc.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY tomorrow to Budd Wilded

LAST MONTH Miss Larson from Lions Park School
became Mrs. Maws. Congratulations!
The ski program sponsored

THE ROTARY Club of

by Ihe Mount Misspent Perk
District was a complete suc-

Mani Prospert celebrates its
venth aninversary tonight

cess! Sixty-one skiers signed

with a dinner at Nordic Hills

up and went to Me Fox Trail

Country Club. The speaker for
the occasion is D. Arlo Schill.
i ng, president of Naperville

slopes

College.

the

extended the program for two

group at its charter dinner seven years ago.

Marc weeks. An additional

He

addressed

HAVE YOU been to The

Picket Paint Store at 139 W. Thirly-ninc enthusiastic akiers
Prospect A, lately? There's a went along foe the extra sessign behind the counter sny- sions.
ing. ..K cep your wifc out of.
11w Pak District's Sum
trouble. Buy her a couple gal.
Sculpturing Contest. unfortuIons of print!" Tikes!
GESTURE
the nately, was not so staxeisful.
NICE
Mount Prospect Lions Club There just wont any good

Prospect. The
baby

BUFFALO
GlZOVE

are Mr. and Mrs. Darin S.
Brown of Villa Park and Mr.

Mrs. F. W. Strahle of Logans-

port, Ind., and htr. and Mrs.
Arthur Weber of Buckley, in.,
children.

So you lose an alcoholic'?

That is the title of a free
pamphlet wet to anyone who
1,1511elits it by telephoning MR -

2707. announced the Al -Anon

Family Group in Mount Pros.

pat.

Finish that flag
yet, Betsy

"If your life is bound up

Ti1a leaflet explains that the

with an ulteholies. take co teager the pamphlet says.
is hope. It is prac.
Madly certain that you can at
lent OVercomc sonlc of year
own despairs and frustra-

Al -Anon Family Group arc

Anon groups and center, and
"there is a group near you."
In addition to family mcm.
hers who arc affected by the
problem of alcholism. clergy.

The pamphlet
discusses
such subjects as Help Yourself

men. counselors, teachers and
physicians are also encouraged to request the pamphlet.

bow, Die Important Don'ts
d A (Toil May Be Ntvded.

hlount Prospect Newcom-

Mrs. Alfred Wiectolek oaks

ers will have as their Feb.

anyone who wishes to

guest Dr. L. SleDaniel.
psychologist, who will speak

coatnribute to the coming white

On 'The Child's World." He
will (serve time at the end of

bring their donations to her

elephant sale please sill or
home. 801 S. Owen. 257-7921

audience.

Pickle puss

The contemporary design
combines] flowers mansidered

informal with the formality of
the White Home, symbolized
by the American eagle centered

Nene worked kw more than
two and orm-hall years to execute the design. Castleton

not

u

I mos. The Hmalicilt

Van Day Truce and Andre

China produced the finished
service

The French vermeil flatware was onlerml by President

the
design sec, it mar i a, one ,if the
.11

accented with small gold doh.

most airmail. 1 he sic,: mid its.

A service of nem 1.111X1
pines wm commissioned by
President and Mrs. thitherford B. Hayes. United State.

not Ilona, are .4 phi.
is

.del

,nil

lames Monroe. It was also
Al unnw who introduced the
Me of the American Eagle 011
sate china.
Mrs. John I,. Kennedy
the
'President's
selected

I he

,. gold colored.

I he white Ade Is, oftieial
alai of ant, top center ill alai.

Home" design Mr the official
stemware made by Nlorgan.
town Glassware Guthl.
Through the choice of china

flowers and birds were used in

simple design which js
most contempuery. There is
no formal border for this de-

LENOS CHINA again can
chosen by President and ND..

she

Franklin Rommel, It incite,
ed the family coat of arms.
a him eagle v. all Roosevelt

sign and very little gold accent.

This china was produced in
France by Haviland.
Rough
Rider Roosevelt

chine quite formal service.

salad

Woodrow Wilson that the
United States ea.: of age as a
china-producig nation. For
the first time official White
I loose china vas ..61et cd tn,m

Itoas

is

and

nil the time of

um cnter.

plate is slightly walloped with
braided gold trim again on

on service

plates. 'Mew & Co. designers

noses. The outer rim is of royal

Remy of the
claSstOsd art is
hint:trim) andonsecoie.
preserved. 101 patterns reflect

Hue studded with pollsters.
The Trumms 'elected cern-

of the first Inmates.

bit of the personality of each.

/1111

111Homeowners

tier¢ is your
Key to Summer Comfort --

G
001°

A PRE -SEASON SALE

ON LBryant \ GAS
AIR CONDITIONING
APPROXIMATELY

1/2 The Operating Cost of
N.,

\

Any Other

System of
AIR
CONDITIONING

MountProspect's entry in lbe Rename& Flower Show we
subedited by M. Martha Farina who remised a red ribbon fo
the entry. It featured a centerpiece of tiger Hies. podommus

/'

ranunculus acacia and camas. learn. arranged in a wrought Iron

Intern holder. AmMr wine glasses and decanter, cop, napkin
and wrought iron candelabra holding topper candles complete

Nitres

the setting on a yelless cloth.
yasup,.

DRAPERY
SPECIAL!

,,

Complete Installation
Installation

W14E.ELING-

"Ave Monk sandwich,.
again!" Sound Mmiliary Ma

394-1674,

edible decoration?

Brown home economists sup -

pal quelling the outcry with a
pickle. A couple of slices of
pickle, secured with a tooth.
pick atop a run-of-the-mill
sandwich. will intrigue your
child. What could name more
merit to a young mind than an

,

.....0110.16...........11...

RAMP M.DDNALD

REMOVED FOREVER

kr-20%

Servicemen
GAS AIR CONDITIONING

----is..

Free Service on

ALL PARTS

ALL LABOR

OFF

Buy Locally
Lill

during February

VACATION FIESTA...

Per Panel:
Wined

CHECK YOUR NEXT GAS BILL
FOR YOUR COUPON. LET US
VALIDATE IT FOR YOU

y.04

SALES 1.20

4

Li ned,135

Cool Pure Air Process

Before you scan treatments:
Ask Mrs. Chapman who: the
Medical Profession -hos to

by our fully trained

isso dependable that
Northern Illinois Gas Co. will
provide 2 full years of

The meeting will be heldat 8

p.m. Wednsoday. Feb. 25. at
the Mount Prospect Commalily Center. 500 S. Me.Gwun.
All women who have been
residents of Mount Prospect
less than one year are invited
to , Mild. For further informa.
mu
call membership choirma , Mrs. Junes Gram, 3922539, or Mrs. Gordon Doyle,

say about Permanent Hon

&be,

4

Osausl

CALL NOW FOR

MORE INFORMATION
AND AVOID THE
SUMMER HEAT

Removal.

SubwrIption rotes, 35 cents a

10 cents a

Bowers of America sts the main
theme.

%ass,

Sleights

maxem

pinion,

lohnsons broke with

Theon

of arms

!seder wish I .S. to

Milks. There am 5,000 Al'

Rd, A rlington Height, eel. 60005.

sis

in

relatives and friends of oleo.

HEIGHTS

Vane far
Nawsstand price,

tradition selecting because of
Airs. Johnson's interest in the
hemtiticsaion porgram the
official state Flowers and wild

Mr wives. husbands and other

ARLINGTO

woh. name slalwand. Out of
YenILL .1 rely, 817.00 a

gold inlaid an deep hrown. A
hand of 44 oar, on the inner
Mind circle the 1...S coat of

.

THE PPOSPECt DAT

5. Arlinsgton

a pure white background. The
chinu was created by Castle-

er with eneedates of the author's life.

me the grandparents of the

UNWANTED HAIR

Won 217

presidential seal is centered on

So you love an alcoholic

0

"Make the pants first."

She

ms

inanity inscribed on the clouds
surrounding the spread -winged
eagle perched on 0 red. white
and blue shield on the plates'
white center. The edge of the

hite. 'Inc purple hordes

House china collection.

was a china painter and highly
talented artist low her White
I loose service Inc designed a
cornstalk and llamas bonier of

dolph Hearst pubhcasions. It
covers 50 years of (Limeade
and world news events.logeth-

Speaker for Newcomers

DUNDEE D.D.

is

decoration on the rim is of
pure coin gold. The official

Jnhn.

ane of the Mat women to invade the man's world of reporting for the William Ran-

General

and Al's. John A. Rundquet of
Elmwood Park. A gr.,grandmother. Mts. Hannah
Brown. resides in blayWood.

Unum"

Roosevelt Mrs, Benjamin Harrison founded the While

boy

Hospital and is a
brother to Mark. 21/2. kir. and

lava, Kristine, II. and Elise. B.
children's grandparents

The

OtEVO1/416

make a coat last?"

four successive
Thursday evenings. Al the end

charge of $7 or $1 I. depending
on if the skier had
own
eqUipment,
was
required.

t

7 -pound -2 -ounce

This is an autobiography of

woosc JOKE of Mc Day:
"What is the best way to

on

of that time. the park district

meeting

his talk for questions from the

the "Up With

Rook Nook. 119 S Emerson

luncheon

at Lutheran

MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 9:30 to 5:30 8,
THUPEN RS., 8 FRI. EVENINGS TIL 8:30 p.m.

People" groufi.

'the concert will also inelude performances by the
freshman girls. chorus, the

NI

was born Jan.

nom night

kier Id Donald Ray of the

Haviland

lied a gold -bordered service.
The [enter raised medallion

given the second ebIld of Mr. Wm,
Pimem
ondi. by Adele Rogem St.
gad Mrs. William
Strahle

Wounee baby has twuolder sis-

PH 537.72 I n OMON.,

al a choral concert. 7:311. in
Pmspec1/2 I.ittle Thmtm. The
new group. which features a
piano and four guitars. is pat -

book is avaen'ilable al the hospi
tal or M Mount Prospect at the

mately benefits the building
fund of the hospital.

Corner of Wolf and Camp McDonald Rds.
in Wheeling PH: 537-7212

period ael for making the snow
figures. Tom Cooper. director
of the park rhstrict, has in.

interest providing a yearly income o. according kr the nisolattice.t 9funher the advents:mem of police smirk."

every week!

"Calculated Risks" is out and
available! That's dm popular

I

trust fund as a memorial to the

THE FOURTH printing of

butter, milk.
Available desserts: sliced
peaches, lemon plain. strawberry chiffon pie. prune cake,

Obituaries

NI. and

of D10 Plaines. A
great-grandmother. Nits. A
gusto Kempka. livcs in Mount
French

Lil Floros
made in mains up u $5,000

welcomes back
Berry on

Old Orchard Country Club.
Rand and Schoenbeck Reis.,
'Mount Prospect.
Mary Berry, who has been
son than 25
Jonathan Dunn ia ate name mviewine

E.

Brown announce the birth of
their first son. Erik Jahn. on
Jan. 19 at Lutheran Genmal
Hoopilai. The l'P.and-

liam W. French Jr. of Mount
Prospect The 5 -pound -51/2 mime baby girl was horn at

Early opener
late
you

Mr. and Mrs. Demill

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wil-

wood Park and NI.. Mildrril

If maim planning a
shunt, mcation rind

scheduled

Bassinet set

Prospect.

Tone served Fuesday in Ar-

viewclub

Wednesday, Feh. 21, for the

Lutheran

Menus

Proms, Heights Book Re.
Mary

Alts. B. E Kowatewski of Nor-

engineer

Mo day. February 23.1970

p(11259995.0020E9lle.0000EEEPEEE9E9E9P99p9te ..... 219E29 ........

McDonald Creek if approval
das given by William Cellini
irector of Me Department of
Public Works and Building,.
Schuld

Mary Berry
to review
`Honeycomb'

Wain Street

will report to tichlickman so

ea
Page 3

The village ordinance permits only 15 cabs to serve the
mminunity, and this would
have to be amended before
more cabs could be licensed.
The ordinams calls for Z4.
hour service. and no pick ups
outside the village. although
customers can be driven to
other communities.
Philippe said his enmpany
receives numerous phone call,
from Mount Prospect residents. but he has to refer them
to the Mount Prospect Cab
Co. Miaow his cabs arc not licensed for the village.
Philippe has six licenses
which
applies to four ve-

by

To corn plc rim nt the Truman
china the Eisenhowers so -

gold. rvincmd on
field of
white. The slightly walloped
sip: has a mums pole yellow

was designed in America but
ribua

See over 40 outfits in the newest
all
and
patterns
fabrics
made by our experienced
ladies.

CORDIALLY,

Station. "This would he quite
helpful to she people who get

china by "Royal Purple." It
produced

tioning of the eagh Me seal.
The head is turned toward the
olive branch of peace.

President Grant ordered his

France. The motto '11 Mu-

Mount Prospect permit
The N -I cuis Co. of Dilating

today when die White Rouse hosts Asking dignitaries today. The
center Presidential Seal was officially adopted by executive order
of President Harry Truman.

the American eagle in the presidential seal.By executive or d.,. this SlandardiEC71 the posi-

dinner service from Haviland
in Manor and insol an all American &sign of native
Boxers in .soli rd, brims and

don divided was represented in
When the American Showcase exhibited at Rmdhunst die beautiful Lenox White House china was shown. This partiridar setting
wan created in 11/22 for the green and gold state room. It Ls used

again by Lenox. incorporating

arms.

LINCOLN. TINIE of a na-

Organ Club at 8 p.m. Starch a
in the Lyon -Healy Store of the
Randhurst Shopping Center

Ronnie hue Schnitta. 91I S.
Lancaste. Mount Pnospeco
was one..( L.i coeds at Purdue

riin of the Om is

china

d o n -green -bordered

JUST PRIOR to Theodore

dosed with Feder, blue ac-

entertain club

ter break

pnwed. Schuld added.

THE DIVISION of water-

FASHION SHOW

Hoffman at S24-3730 or Mr.

ment of McDonald Creek.

mental bodies. Schuld mid and
PHCf r SD has hem in contact

They have equipment that

Ywng
in participati ng in
the program soy contact Ed

vide funds Mr the improve-

open space, he said.

with Wheeling Township officials who have indicated they
would participate in thc eroi.

lo

atben

closed March

at Pi Beta Phi after a five day
formal rush period over wires-

CELLIN1 IS looking for
participation of heal Amen -

cuss the matter.

effective speaking.
analytical listing and critical
thinking.
learn

to

not without his noted
blush, y voice disapproving of
the inferiority If American.
made china. He had his slam
dinner mrvice made by %dewood in England. It is simple
with a traditional Mader radiacing gold lines a small United
Slates coat of arms tap center
on the border.
but

AM:WE HOKE NH
Betsy Roo, played by Kama Hetet, and Uncle Sue, played by
Linda Urdu, both 6th grade Camp Fire Girls, wD pardelpate
the special patriotic mutat to he featured in the tFrMy Franca"
variety show given by the Camp Fire Chia of Mount Prospect and
Prod.. Height, The show will be presented Feb.27 and Mat St
Paul Lutheran Scbool at 8 p.m. Tickets are SO cents and may he
obtained In advance from say Camp Fire Girl to be lure dieting
a seeker at the dom.

RANDHURST
GEORGIANS CHAPMAN
Registered Nurse
of Illinois
ttaaMambos

392-4975
'

'The only Results

are Happy Ones"

PRIM Chtuteu
1425 E PALATINE MX
ARUNGTON HEIGHTS
NONE

255-2800

BORUCKI HEATING
and AIR CONDITIONING

620 L CENTRAL RD

loworneewood Shopping Center, Niles.

DES PLAINES

692-4293

MOSE

296-6360

///////IIIIIIRMA

One day at a time
Don't build that new ex.
pressway near me. Not real
near. that is. You can bet my

civic association will talk to
my legislator. well never lel
this happen. You just Wail and

By Ron Swans
wants those muds elm by.

Government rood engineers
must be the mon booty men in
the world. They have M drew
plans. They have to hold med.
ings. They have to try to please
everyone. They cannot possi-

they begin. And they still try.

bly win. They know it before

on. Everyone who has an auto

Not too close. though, because
then they pose gra:Mina

Next to kids, autos must he
Memot important thing in the
world. Those autos arc peculiar. They need roads to ton

IN THE COURSE of Me
years. Eve attended a lot of
meetings

about

roads.

One

Thing I could never figure 014

If you had 10 people in the
room, every one was an end.
nmr. If you have 500 people al

Oar pub ti catio
.1honor the ',Waal Jrce in

011,a.r0 jealcarrly

the meeting, every one was an
engineer. Each one knew
where the road should go. Not
too many of them agreed with
each other. though.

i,h0 ix

the pa, 'freedom nndintsllrrmnl intvgrity

I've even had friends who
were road engineer, They are

a ponder breed. Most kept

--Marshall Field III

Heart attack speeds victim
Sears
CATALOG
OUTLET
STORE

Monday. February 23. 1970

William J. Kiedaisch, Alamo:him Edilar

Was

Most road engineers think
people don, know what they
Event. They know

know what they don't wane
They don't
want
pressway
coming

'DOCTOR SAYS

Tretattlettt ot
liver disettse
BRANOSTAIST.M.11.

likv2

How, can

rid of

get

1

them!
A -Pubic lice arc transmitted

by cline ticoonel memo. The
%int way to gm rid of them is to

Dear Mr. Delad,.
The man to whom I am engaged ha. told use that his &sue
impects Mat he may have cancer. Now he refuses to go hack .nil
NIVe
hCealimr he
bed rather nt know. ant upset
because 1 line bin enry much and cannot` stand the mom. 0,1
not knowing him serriein the problem in. What do oat see?
Alice do ym sec 16 getting married. anti if so when?
decide IFI plume a career or study in a certain field. in w tat
I

field do you feel I should conciattrale my energim? Also. ny
fiance. after sew ral job Chang, ha, embarked on a new let you me him :demi:ding in his prewm makavor and lin dly
lying happy ?
Roselle

Deer 011C.:
1 feel, withyour help your fiance
bone

change his mind end go

the doctor for MM. Ile will realim It Is far wane to

stoners the absolute wool ihan to know the mole which IS beide.t anwhere mar as bad m our minds make it.
I do see marriage for you. about a par or a year and a half
may. 1 don't Nel your fiance will ever he completely happy with
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Physicians at Holy Family
Hospital a-mot:nay attach a
wirelem telemetry system to
tempt:rating mobile

Park Ridge. has an cight-bed

moient. The small radio trans nnuer provides the nurses' sta-

CCU area and a 14 -bed sub

lion with a continuous &c

willow,: mit where Pan
patient,

additional

care

ere

receive
before they

ROI

trocanliogram

via

Corona, care units were

0 heart a,

introduced in the curly 191,0s.
Since then specialization has
rapidly increased.

Nurses formed the Amid con Assn. Pr Cardiovascular
Nursing in I90e.

-111c first few dap after the
heart attack are the most mu-

zkil." all SalVadOr Rarrocas,
MO... chairmen of the Se
Almitts Hospital unman,
committee and director of the
nospitafs CCU.
after
Plerniediale care
trthsfer from the CCU and he fare release rnwn the hospital

importmt for planning the
patient, progress. he said.

In the CCU praelieally
erphing is done for the

WILLIAM

Blank,
staff member of Holy Family
and Lutheran General Hospitals and consultant at Northwest Community. mid physicians fof
the coronary care
units
he four northwest
DR.

trom

suburban hospitals have organ-
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ittee to encour

age an interchange of ideas

Holy Family also offers a
mrim of
of 10 seminars to bring
Ilse

arc

in CCU. Once the
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mnity. hut

peventioois thomsu remedy.

DR. PAIL Dudley While.

mode,at
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Reduce wherever possible
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goes and works two jobs and doesn't spend a dime ley anything. I
work anti here haight and paid Liu everything, won, myself.
Recently I met an old boyfriend of mine who at one time I
almost married. I have hem, hearing from hint and atm al this
point thinking of divorce. Go you nee too making the move. ,tadwill
I he lucky enough to get any mortis'out of the None,

they've hired a pgrig of engi-

I

offered by reputable business people in
your community... CALL ONE NOW!

ii

to 15. Petite Jr. sizes 31I to 131.

of roads. Almost everyone
agthes with that. In Springfield

that.

Consult this daily guide of reliable services,

cn
Skl

Wool bonded to acetate tricot. Pomokin, cream and brown. Junior sizes 5

ILLINOIS IS sadly in need

hos-

II -What we Aventyl pills

Dear Mr. Iklandsc:
I have Men married In years and mod of it unhappy. as my

their
Nu stop to think of it. who can
ame them'.

Mans all drawn before they

-Slone" Mout. Prospect
ried. bet I can% hectare tnidlain. I feel your snow% stuns:dime.
bat he will also gene in the armed Mow,

an ex.
through
neighborhood. When

neers to plan some SIDW road&

+NNW one have In
personal contact co get crah

111

44

people

that

LO

Plaid Jumper

them didn't even drink. and
liar.

K.E. Hutchinson,15c-Poswhfisir

N,"

BONANZA SALE

only a few heat their wives or
kick their dogs. That is pecu-

Jolni.E.Stanlon.tdion arorthinthrter

13u4inem Swafice Ulm

csi (.0

Voo Ad will appec daily to

their sense of humor. Some of

Poe 4

,

0
0
0 Tt

into silent hospital world

We cannot
tell a lie...
Quantities
are limited
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Plos.ering
EXPERFRT PLASTERING

MODEBING

Geis,.polth,
Lob too smolt
JOE ORMAN
B24 7510

wmTownIAlo,N0 so,

Monday February 23, 1970
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AMMAN

BROILERMAN
NIGHTS

CHICIGGIALANG

mew of

ilisteertbriet Meomffsf

ette* flre Moe km* et

027 6247

.01* edvaremems

International Rcsonnel

tom to *My gm
ow
&mina riadeelexe.

mobsimes. ***of
OMR

the

law* API

eel lemork5
a* I Me ow

M nem* W ot as ml

teel

se... be)

15 -Instruct*

Call Mr. Fogel. 298-100.
Inhommonal Personnel
1122 OoLtan
Des Noims

ca.
lei HOW*. m
ioreerokeenlon.
ogowr deck

oat% its -41 wm. maw'
el* mweletkbY Sm.

.so*4s,of 1.12

kr

edvancoment'hoin
proressioncaly and ri

noemileary men..

RUSSELL

4.11,0endn. 5

u

Interned

PORTRAIT PANT!, MURALS,

INDEX

HIGH SCHOOL

too and ...Mao of
goads. H.S. grad .aish

so D

lIlt

W2

01.1340

1.3121

Top wages in area. Some overtime availoble.

Warchoosing

Call between 9 - 5
437.3830

El 0,500

Des Maims area

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY

666-3443

191.1022

PARTS DRIVER

HIRING NOW!

McDonald'

CONTRUCTION

MACHINE

EQUIPMENT
PARTS SALESMAN

SCHOOL CUSTODIAN

8274175
CAC

TRAINEE

312M
ACCTO, $8.S
Cos. MONT. TRAINEES

SALESMEN

WO
ALL

.

298-2770

crt'H'cd"cfn ';o7

6. 9131 het

"t'dt'r'rSekisK'd"

EX SERVICEMEN

3

PERSONNEL TRAINEE

3

ne Moe

o

$3.75 car

olOop000bs

R.
Podgarsli Todoy
676-1000 ex, 6117

at

TELETYPE CORP.
5555 W411-eoLV Ave

neflO

JANITOR

.111 h gh

Coll Bob Von
296-1071

MORE

MARKETING TRAINEE
$600 TO $700

Sol, commensurate with experience and no.
oellent grovnh potential including 100% tuition
remburtement. Coll apply. or send resume to

NO DEGREE

in

Northbrook,

Degree required, prefer
woter
treatment extrain

272-1000

CALUfrebt,
1657 Sherrner Rood

296-1071

Northbrook, Ill.

1°11

omenorturino Menem

0,,0000p

ARE NAPPY

ABotirTHE

JANITOR

Smoll modern research company in Elk Grove
Village is seeking a dependobk an far lanitodal and watchman deli. from 11:30 p.m. to

1ogs.

400 Maple Street
Corpentersuille
A26-4851

wm. oe to

MAKE YOU FEEL IOW

"NOW & THEN JOB"

$2.25

a pp't. and

TEMPORARY

cides). Coll for

ALL OFFICE SKILLS

Free brush up practice

bring resume.

CALL N OW I

No fee

Local or Loop

Boise

COME IN AND REGISTER

Cascade

Building Co.

TELEDYNE

White Collar Girls

CALL 299-7191
CAREER SEEC/ALISTS

Rhoads
359 5353
Gil

Frederick Post

RANDHURST CENTER

ore rum occupying Their omo uumiers

Secretary

SECRETARIES
PROMOTIONS .YES,

'a'a'aere'sh:SZSZ and
II

o

GET THE SPIRIT

TRI-R VENDING

e;R.3.

Immediate Openings In

d

PROOFREADER

Snow men in.

LADY PARKER

t=le

VOLKSWAGEN
NORTH CENTRAL
DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

vARS
HOURS FLUDELF

s'S'Oe'St'on

277 ,535

RECEPTIONIST

Northfield Area

Niles Area

VENDING HOSTESS

COUNTER GIRL

Start $2 per hour
Flours 7 AM - 3 PM

Stott 52 per hour
Hours 9 AM - 2 PM

$405 MONTH

272-5500

STAT-TYPIST

OF 76
0051550

Call
Miss Olzak

RESERVATIONS

'cesA44Y

235-9100

HEY!
/ NO LEAD CHASING
/ NO DOOR KNOCKING
ARE YOU READY,

ILISTS11 MORIN THE PRIVACY OF YOUR own OFFICE AND
GROOVE WISIN TNE NAT/ON'S FASTEST GROW!. SALES

tie ming., Re

all
furninhine,

Moton or Basic

e sell worm:

in

MiS5 Paige

comidon.

WITH A JOB

PERMANENT
EMPLOYMENT

dal background 00 ealning
rims

ESSS mo.

needed.
S ree.

COME IN TO SEE US OR CALL

RECEPTIONIST

Medical Editor

Ready for a
great new job?

CREDIT

290.1170

1Of0=r7,=oes

* LAPPING MACHINE

THE SINGER COMPANY, a billion dollar nommol

grown, Hale operarion heated a nonhwesi nob.. of
OhIo,, 05.01.4 egRicant almold Less motedeoon ro
mowom new systems In erne approval ead colionoo

GIRL FRIDAY
GOLF COURSE .0502

RECEPTION

* MACHINE OPERATORS

obe a ro

neu men mat experience and tome
OM* end deal wet at kook RIngiiiicx in

regewobles. An a pan M oar manacremem team you will

PRODUCTION WORKERS

people, Dia Islien Gaped., you ham horn Ankh, for.
Sol., correramerete
eleilap

OILS

Send rmume
HAN Sge.0100.

6

6 sd0OISOI,n,G

* LATHE OPERATORS

1,2 door, wes, of Pre 811

* INSPECTORS

9 5 Dunion

SECRETARY

We hove the 11100

CARTRISEAL

lage facilities. Top wages. 5 day week

SINGER

heal

298.2770
La Salle Personnel
As nse ssoi,

634 Glenn Ave.

537-8100
Division of Rex Chainboll,

Wheeling

tea ke St

Kale WM noodle Ion

298-5051

w

offe

mon

d

FREE PARKING

Please. day work for

MOUNT PROSPECT

O'Hare Office Bldg

record keeping as wen as

working 001 01 doors in all kinds of weather.

You rhauld be capable of both Alpha and Nu-

ARLINGTON PARK
TOWERS HOTEL

Roce Track

Excellent opportunily to work for a modern medium ow someone close to home, offering mper.
working conditions and a liberal employee
benelir prograrn.

new

Mao.

ha West of Arlington

WEST PERSONNEL

required.

meric Keypunching as well as Verifying.

HOUSEKEEPING

RmIld and RN. 53

Om Maim.

3 Blocks S. of Storion

We will train you to operate Zeros and Multilith Machines. No ,evious experience

for two girls ta work in the geypunch section.

STATE BANK

SSSO

O'Hare.

DUPLICATING MACHINE OPERATOR

Our Data Processing Deportment hos openings

hon., h lamming work

Apph,

Salary

Also have opening for pan time 19911/111 who can qualify for o chauffeurs license.

TELLERS

MAIDS

EXEC. SEC'S -5650

00 E.NorthwesPHIghway, 010,0 Ortega, V.

Enjoy o job with a variety of duties. Learn to operate various mailing machines.

Position open at our terminal for individual cap.-.

AIRLINE
he la Mlle Cal

MAIL CLERKS

CLERICAL -LABOR

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

39,10M10

complere salary lino, or roll Mr. R.
L. Sauer Company,

IN 3-4100

Illinois Bell

ele,...:4.non
F. H. BONN
COMPANY

ANYERSONNEL 16 W North

Lk,13,

Yu:r11:nosyr pSeesr: working condirions and exceprz

00 6.6590

CONTACT -$525 mo.

* HARDINGE CHUCKERS

d goad rypIng

H.M. HARPER CO.

0

SEW

ALL PUBLIC

OPERATORS

1.,hd

Contact Miss Byrne

656-9922

358-9639

OPERATORS

MANAGER

ors, ,am

1630 N. Rand Rood
Palatine

for a retired Postal Employee to loin our busy moil room sroff.

SECRETARY
H od Sh
h
nirn uolode tor dean

Ken Larson 6 A,slocioles

POSTAL CLERK
Ideal

,2=1",777;I.'°,;

To Manage

Kinney Shoes

nrr'WrALF:rfr8C'h'1,',

* HONING MACHINE

677-0600

267-5300

SMI GE1312

CALL RW.71E1

AT UNION 76

7300 N. LINDER - SKOKIE

hatol

SALES WOMAN

Arbngssn Ne,g33,111

Overtime Available

I

Casual Clothing Gird.

In Aelingion Heigh.

or.

SARGENT-WELCH SCIENTIFIC CO.
Co

BANK TRAINEE

DAY SHIFT

--wAr7 -

ON THE JOB. TURNING

CPA. finn. Deed earring pay
alas fringe benefits. Age 73

467-6760

$400 to $430

S Dun.

CLERK TYPISTS

Learn Travel
Business
From Ground Up!

F.

.

required t
ccompo y
r on occasonnal irips. Cala

accurate led, read He Me

WE DON'T CARE Pi YOU RE 40 ON PAPER
JUST BE 22 UPSTAIRS.

Phone for Appointment

OU0900lO,O. 5.05051,

in addition to heow crammer

contort you roll tram

ORGANIZATION W1TN 200 OFFICES, COAST TO COAST.

IF YOU CAN DIG ALL THAT, THEN CALL FRANK,
595.5952

CEinOte°:t

INTERIOR
DECORATOR'S
GAL FRIDAY

5555 W. Touhy Skokie, HI.

TRAIN EE --$500

Greer Reveler, end whodole

TELETYPE CORPORATION

g[lEarifinVO PC)1;24E

MT. PROSPECT

392-5230

$125 WEEK

riot nesd. gems. me -

Call G. Krol at 676-1000. Ext. 5457

JANITORS

Call Miss De/ at GL 5-3600
For An Appointment

437-2555
Gee.. 43E -EMS

OF LIVING

START

5 Raise. 1st rear

752-6600

7:30 a.m.

PENNWALT CORP.

WI

HIGH COST

co! Insurance 2
weeks paid vacation after a

:auk help Reep Pe eV.

PLUS ALL COMPANY BENEFITS
INCLUDING:
Premium Pay far Overtime
9 Paid Holidays
Pension Plan

- WATCHMAN

Second shift 3 PM to 11:30 PM and third
shift I WO PM to 7:30 AM. Light produc-

Hills McCanna Div.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

(experience de-

PER HOUR

299-3455

267-5300 or 677-0600

Solve your money problems with a

695-9440

k

ond oto general maintenance la modem new

tion work in new modem Elk Grove Vil-

11-Ifft

173,1012m8M M11

SECT $650

ci

Homy a thane. re theme yow own Men,

THEY KNOCK ON YOUR DOOR!

iraexlm'otr="s'

Accurate lypist 1 or

SKOKIE

7300 N. LINDER

year.
range
Salary
0500 -$575/mo.

IS CLEAN, EASY
FACTORY WORK

Clerk Typist

Sargent -Welch Scientific

Subs,'

bon Bank Building,
Palatine.
8:30 A.M.-5P.M.
Monday -Friday

Life and Medi-

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

510.mo ryoiso is de oAr e1 1i

CLERK TYPIST

Free Coil SHEETS, INC

International Portennel

/ NO CAR EXPENSES
MANUFACTURING

WORK
NEAR
HOME?

fices in

Ken Larson E. Associates

Pei 798.4.172.

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH PRODUCTS

2720 Des Plainet Ave ,
Des Plaines
Coll Bob Von

NOW

PEOPLE

Icedwa commuccot ons rnonu

WHY NOT

MRS. DUNNE

EMUS,

for Addixonol lolormolion and a
Confidential Interview

W.H. HUTCHINSON & SON

Ill.

'C3all La Swot

AND MORE

an. al AnIer,[n

Cook County

Assistant

SECRETARY

WE'VE DOUBLED OUR SIM The GINCANNASSFORn Company

the rigill person.

BUSINESS MENU
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

TalghTantAt PERSONNEL

Cull 626-8722

clari-

peence but will

SG M IL 33

666-3443

fication analysis et new
rnternational headquar
ters

Teletype

GIRLS

purchasing department

Decorator

Tree:7

en.,

train. New of-

2:30-5 p.m.

Interior
26 Help Wanted Women

helpful,

but we will

WILL TRAIN

CHEMIST
and

Coll

phone

keno,.

TRW ELECTRONICS

BUS DRIVER

$5.00 AN HOUR

(Class A)

renew conform, peal loenefa prog.m. 111"'

ANALYTICAL

DOCTOR
FRONT DESK
RECEPTION

BEGINNER TWIST

helpful

edge of diem -

Will Train You

roe will be coninlealy no,el

EARN UP TO

PROGRAMMER

MACHINISTS

Aefflinemn

scale

TOOL & DIE MAKERS!

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY

Terlery==:::

For

FOR EXPERIENCED

90 dam.

BUSINESS MESS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE
2720 Des Plaines Aye.,
Des Plaines

GREAT OPPORTUNITIES

11,0 820000401 applicant must be o high school

many

KEY PUNCH LEAD OPERATOR

skills (100

W.P.M.). Knowl-

ARLINGTON HTS, ILL
439-0923

299-6629

543-4455

mu'

(60-65 W.P.M.),
some legal typing, shorthand

School Bus, Inc.

sIss

P

2450 W. HUBBARD

accurate

OTHER CLERICAL
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

A.M. ROUTES

LADIES

with

typing skills

AMPEX

Poid Training

831

rodinnifrime beneliis i:elve1.11

e.ce'llneree olGra=VIerA

Co.looking

R5,I800

6:30-8:30 a.m.

i''"1"75:175cel

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

437-2555

rot

Coll Mr McGrath 358 5800

Rhone Tar AppointmenT

Earn Extra -Cash

efits. $600.

md

PRODUCTS CO. INC.

2

d joh

toro8

Ave.

Mom

Mr Paul Felts

Elk Grove Village.
Top wages.

Photographer's
Studio

routine.

207-7440

Consistent averme amilable Nespirehretion. Raw he19.9

$650 TO $750

all

holmes & assoc.

on HONEYWELL Tape System and using Easy Coder.

General Mochinisi
0.0. and/or I.D. Grinder Hand
Tool Steel Heat Treat Operator
Shipping It Receiving Clerk

in

0160 sd

greduole ond hove ole,st 6 months experience

Lathe a ndiar 01.11 Hand

office facilities

G

135 W. Fay
Jack Schanley
Adchson, Ill.

ELK GROVE VILLAGE AREA

WANTED FOR PERMANENT POSITIONS
WITH EXPANDING MACHINE SHOP

New, clean

CUSTOMER SERVICE

typing. Free travel ben-

INDUSTRIAL MOLDED

426-A851

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE

SCREW
PRODUCTS

Carpentersville

$550 TO $600

DRIVERS

Him km Campbell

30. S Busse
Be o secy. Airlines exec wive. Shorthand and

400 Maple &met

CORP.

RECEPTIONIST

TRAINEE -$530

MARBACH

Loke

eoWe'L'erceli 'sfor:LnaTila=

wearier end okapi*

mem. Good rysunu sl,es on e,SSUK

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY

SCHOOL BUS

RECEPTION

Call Tom Mannard at 724-6100
or stop by

STENOGRAPHER
Perches', Department

rosoomplorlypoinofm

372-5300 s

y

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!

291/2950

SECRETARY

PRODUCTS

BABY DOCTOR'S

high

=f,77

I= E'S'A'UDINiNT

OlTeTolon a our modem Dora

FEMALE

medication to oni.

LADIES WANTED

392-5900

P.M. ROUTES

TRAVEL

Glenview
(lust west of Glenview Naval Air Station)

358-2160

PENNWALT CORP.

MASS FEEDING

train

Grigsby -Barton, Inc.

BUSINESS
METRO GOLDWYN
MAYER

mak. Light. simple office

0,0,0010 CoMM1Wir

MN. AMIed1221.2175

Arlington Heights

to

15-Emptoyrnent Agencies- Wenn

Hills McCanna Div.
Coll

115

IA whale lamil minds o
Irom tiro doy of work. e ewd

APPLY NOW
START TOMORROW

PARKER

Will

Lat

1

601 gesso& rue*

n.

2 to

y

L

g

SAXON

LADY PARKER

tiple sp,ndle equipment.

3700 W.

MOLD REPAIR MEN

:nntee':11:3=1:

t

P

GAL FRIDAY

.06005 _grads with me
chanical
aptitude
to
operate Davenport Srrow

SIGNODE CORP.

PRODUCTION

no

trade.

Pareialures would

297-3550

an

q

ister

ELECTRICIANS

Arlington HeigMs, Ill. 60005

E3.74 pee Ism'

fee

CREDIT OPERATOR
TRAINEE

MACHINISTS

BOX 1245, DAY PUBLICATIONS
217 S. Arlington Heights Rea

SUPERVISOR

$7,800-$9,600

INSPECTORS

E4 37 per hour

PROGRAMS

GRINDERS
MILLING OPERATORS

AVON
010

I

OR

fobt'r;"of tVIZI

will be tralned to admin-

oSooSsa

area I doy o week. 392 7606

how some knewledge

107 N. Hickory Aee

MoolOnes ond other ,nul

mon-Au-eel %maw A

MANAGEMENT

WEST PERSONNEL

earn a metal working

and full limo om

ci

PM

UNIQUE JOBS FOR
YOUNG MEN WITH
AN ELECTRONIC
BACKGROUND

current (tenni,:

Should

Cell 5394474
for Information

CAM Me SPIECKER

inventory of
medical supplies and
morder when stocks are

cloy to Friday in De Mai,. room

has on ea..., browns WO.'

OFFICE

BILLER TYPISTS
RECEPTION TYPIST

Exciting opportunity for
an animal lover with lite
typing skills. Answer
phone, kxp appoint
ment schedele, and
make out per case
tories You fail! learn to

RECEPTION

Young men wanted

y

E

259 4012

and method...oft

GENERAL

Own khedulel

$135 WEEK -FREE

f

TRAINEES

vriocfn,';u:tTinto on,

k

VETERINARIAN

FASHIONS

(Mechanically Inclined)

oHl employment opportunity.

SHOP

R5C't'iOrXr

.

VitHrt'7Or'st'o'ny awry

La Salle Personnel

D efinnely the leader 10 our field.

a Lunch Room Nome. meet
COO
Peel.. do leak

259-6458

ASSIST

GIRL FRIDAY

$125 WEEK

0 pportunny far real advancement

Clime°

MD W. Hubbard

weyeken=rtIrdow

Fogel, 29E13470

keep

543-4455

II M9 6262,

Cleaning Lady- Own TrOmPortM

KEYPUNCH
OPERATORS

"Fotkr itfoktic

Jack Schanley

N eat and modern working conditions.

E

Ford Dealer

SALES

Shopping Center.

.

C

I

L'e:71:Ine'r'so'n":11nleepr.

La Sails Personnel

298.5051

G real wages and benefits.

18180 Ituted Row
Mature resPon819. w.r.89

HAIR STYLIST

INSPECTOR

HOSTESS

n1:ir=r7::.72n17

940 Lee St. Des Plaines

Ston olono career with Signode.
nteresting jobs with friendly people.

25188 Waled Waxen

PERSONNEL TRAINEE

PRODUCTS

A,,,,, from Randhurst

BES.7I 17

Hodein.Foster office 77,6030

FREE

SECT $550

Sec

MARBACH SCREW

COST CLERK

PERMANENT
PART TIME
Men owored to iow

'F=E7-1=173'E'ER'

Exec

Phone for Appointment

Full Time Mon

Row Mot'I Control

OPERATORS

855 Morse Ave.
Elk Grove Villoge, Illinois

LANDSCAPER

Experienced -$13500

SCREW MACHINE

COMPANY

Must be experienced lift operators - new plant.

259.5787

ar

TECHNICON CORP.

Plus

CALL MI55 ESCHER

ine opeeeners lo set up
and run Davenport Machines. Overtime, bonus
and benefits.

arra Dr. Schwartz

23 Employment Agennes-Men

Production Control

lighi NiAng

do

;a77r1

Experienced screw moch-

Ptirt"irrZY Aat'dors'''
Corwin lemma 31, 5

above posilion
daiam hewers

COMMISSIONS

t

Ogs All Company benefits.

437-2555

3940894
TO COM

LIP

26-lielp Wanted Women

264Ielp Wanted Women

SEIInI1R8IEMB

woo,

'36S0.
Clerks 390 Steoos 3525. Clerk
TYR 3310 Repeat 312S and
'NEED

METROPOLITAN PRINTING

EQUIPMENT INSTALLER
22-Sihntions Wanted Women

receplionist Light Nping. Permanent, 5 days a
week, LIM am to BOO pm, nengeniol surround-.

Able to

NEW OFFICES

If interested, phone
Mr. Bieber, 296-6640
Between 3. 6 pm for
appointment & details

FORK LIFT OPERATORS

115 CRS A OCERI

Wetted Rotten

YANKEE DOODLE

Staff

MO pro 9 8.00 p.

Immediate openings for full time switchboard

BOYS

PEckina

HEATING 6
AIR-CONDITION

Needs Complete

RECEPTIONIST

required

hetle=deut

24-Mlp Wanted Men

CLASSIFIED

Mao o

All

BOOKKEEPING aid needed by

GENERAL °MICE -Looking lor o

SWITCHBOARD

439-7600

SHEETS, INC.

100orB2S.7117

26-11e

LUNCH ROOM

MuST hove minimum of 2 years experience. Top
wages in area Some overtime available.
239-9490

Nen

44:160,1,e,

HI SCHOOL GRADUATE-MR.59

SALES BOYS

Page 7

Monday, Februaryi23. 1970
5.Employment AgentieS. Memo

M & F Builders Supply

which tees tate

DECORATING

Soturdws

Coll 470-753,

WAREHOUSE MEN

HIGH SCHOOL GRAD

lat memo, Are

PHONE 2554200

Thimployment Agenties- Women'

HELP WANTED -DAYS
IDEAL FOR HOUSEWIFE

5600 W. Roosevelt Rd.
Chicago, Ill.
An Mc, OPPornulivEmPlonl

8944616

coma, nod Iwo

1141usiness Moines

244141p WTI Mon

intImMan

SUNBEAM
CORPORATION

cS'on

wrested in heine m
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A visit from George

Monday, February 23, 1970

By Gerry Walsh

heard the crunch of the

I

gravel on my drive, and I wondared who it could be so early
on this frosty February mornrng.When 1 peered through the

Lam fivt,-,704-

through and
saw a familiar
loaking house, so..."
-Welcome. father of my
country-welcomo to mburbit, Ids a great honor." I said.
He glanced at my miniskirt, and her took another,
I

white hair hung down over his
ears and then rolled up.
Perhaps Tom has come
home unexpectedly may col-

-dor

1

thought. Good grief,

this mod and hippy dress has

much lamer look. 'Whet,'

gone too far! What will my
neighbors think^ I gritted my
teeth. I glanced at the eatendar--Feb. 22. Then I knew in-
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steed

toss" he said, "Just pawing

corn ered hat, a long black cape
and high shining boots. His

lege,

him.

open my colonial door,
"11M GFA)RGE Washing -

an who was woaring a tri

ANNAPIRTNA

eduacation! There wasn't any

and strode up my walk, banged
the eagle knocker, glanced up
at my colonial eagle, I threw

icy dirty window panes of my
colonial hay window, I saw a
huge white horse, ridden by a

he whistled, -So this is

things sure have changed,"

-If

I'

P

t, .

ma

.:-1.
;P7, 4/
e (i' , .
L
at
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Ill1(1

II
III
II,

e
'

,71°.
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had known you were
I
Idle
nakede
cake... I stammered. "I mean
cherry pm"
-You have cherry trees
here" asked the great man as
he thing off his cloak, Ruffed

1
I

t-

111/-1'-',_

ravo5s
ivy

sillt 1,411

NA
COttiMi

Succumb to the ancient lure of the East! Its siren song sings al-

It....

-s. wr

silken dresses for day wear. In
addition, a aeries of wear-ev-

crywhem. drneverything An Iron .cod nylon dresses in au.

filmic Indian designs are in.

he said, looking around

clui.kd in the collection for the
woman who wants complete

home

you

at my colonial antiques." No
do
or screamer
"No sir . jug me. Mothers
and wares do all the work

colors, as

wet

vivid prints. Whether
the choice in coloring is bold
and exciting ar soothing and
subdued. the Indian fabrics
fur navel in variations and
have

a

spellbinding

effect.

When translated into western
dims, the
tilt AM extra
ordinary.

BECAUSE OF the unseal
texture of tha Indian cottons
and the harmony with which
the design techniques are applied, the Vivo cotton dresses
and tunics are great worn

A lath cenlery Javanese batik from Ow Metropolitan Museum of An Inspired the design for OM
fabric celled Bangkok, created by Everts...

alone or combined with pants.
Solid colors boast hold bird do
signs embroidered ten the
sleeves. Some of the cottons

have covered fabric buttons.
while othma are foomned will)
traditional Indian. ilver cheins.
muck like cuff links.
Ina day marked by high so-

Pirtle:Mon in tra vel, the d rem
that travels smoothly mitt
rn6B.1.-

now."

1

had

-GE.OliGE WASHINGTON

kbs. all that rivalry and fighting. I cared about my 'err:In-

a

had a visit from the son of
gums

I

eamplyml y Ind

across the puarium.
306e..

fokriri/4VI1;
conirols Jwaly

36%

rich

-Where de your children?
Never in any myself, hut I
guess eve./one does in these
parts. However, I do her
ciate being called 'Father of
the country!".
-They are outside playing;
they

got Lincoln% Birthday

off from school."

NaO.

"THEY -WHAT?" he bet-

VoNrolerN

°AA,A41%

Adele Martin translates the rich designs of India, on Indian -woven
silk, into a marvelously understated shirt dress (above) --perfect to pack
when you jet off to far -away places. Classic in the overall figuration,

lowed.

.

-sorry about that, All.
President. Your birthday fell
on Sunday.- I added, lamely.

ON DISMAY AT

ARLINGTON
FURNITURE

tion. hut most of he pimple

fashinn.wise.

were agaimt it; he went 1,11, in
a somber mood.
I tale sony taw him. I tried
not to stare at his wooden

C,
211-13 S. Arlington His. Rd
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

CL 9.1150

Viva Vivo! Echoing the exquisite wall designs at the Lake Palace,
afloat in Lake Pichola in Udaipur, this designer creates the perfect
summer skimmer, richly embroidered. Tiny mirrors all up and down
the front and 'round the sleeves, embroidered into the design, will
reflect multiple admiring glances! Of Indian cotton, this kurta, or
tunic dress has what it takes to go it alone --and it's stunning combined with a pair of pants. In yellow, pink or blue, it is priced in the

thing.

What could

say?

I

-Wig. in my day things
were better.,.There were no
public
me school
IQ

and no one's

down from a poor

HE PICKED up the rempaper. "Saved you for this?"

end

fascinating

world of these Indian printed

Something ems Is Moot in tu
area nil ar ('aprtean nylao
Thin stripe., of prole and
Siamme pink separWe aide

Young people
out
new decorating concepts

bands of muss green and ,old
Thal create a foil for the mall
walls and peessorirn. The ad
yet sofa is an example of how

An, horn the iniditions of

color

can

become

lb

room's heme by repeating th
hub tones s111 thr run. Both

ihe sofa and other
are by Directional.

yang porple

into each dress.

seeking

omeems-and thiS Mend,
lath° decorating their homes.
'Ioday's thing is to find furnishings than have a breakaway look and

have ,t go.

hasher Nang.

If you like a touch of the

though they are third of fourth

grade level theymay nee
subjects of interyst or him.

one of thew in a tonna! Ntb

Who wants to mad about rah equal aplomb. Sims green a. Nts when he is more interested
good for shiners. II n handvd 1 in a wild horse?

ling --all p anywhere with

make the pink the 11100 impor-

., A sofa in mho could do
other color versions in geld.

plore hooks and num:A/rem

wheat, or mariorld with equal-

How about that!

ly striking odor accents. The
pile of thenig is pired o take
a heating through parties. pis
anal the possibl; Immo patter
of lively len: ifs tidied of RIO

greater depth. A subscript' n
to a periiidical of his own with
continued rtorim may also aid

clean home

in mainiaining his' ntereet.

When an age gap curtails
family reading and an older

per cent Caprolan nylon_ And

child is capable of reading by

it's priced for young hudpts.
tool the 25 by SR inch sin is

himself, try

about 522.511: the six -foot -byeigh i-for-fourtinches sire
about SISrr

nations woman may reach on a
table or desk. Book discussion

placing a book
with an action cover or Mos-

at the dinner table is another

UKLMEL 540-leara Moto -Tool

8:00-6:30
8:00-6:30

Tuesday
Wednesday ----- --8:00-6:30
8:00-6:30
Thursday
8:00-8:00
Friday

HOBBY CORNER

Um. may heighten hi, stature

A reading list hung in his
room at hi, height may give
him importance in ant eyes of
his friends and spark their.
interest too. Encouraghtg his
friends to discus, reading
experiences can he eontagious,
naWiCularly if yin, can guide
the conversadon to funny
literary episodes.
Visiting

children may also find you. as
a pem. more attractive.
Hours of reading enjoyment
slowed will make for precious
memories. The last of children's literature has no age
limit for appreciation.
Take for example "The

Zhe

BRAND NEW -JUST ARRIVED

rie

Ig@Ettril

OMAR MOTTO TOOL

410 tart gond,

.M100.4

CLEARANCE SALE
Vy OFF on Entire
Stock of Hair Goods
16 S. Bothwell

nibs even better by oril
crolling the
speed wit!. inn new SPEED CON.

m°, $32.95

Palatine 359-3396

8:00-2:00

HMO STATE
MOTO SPEED CONTROL

1- NORTHWEST Auat& Scwimecutle,

mona, such on ion mo-

IN
PALATINE
wassw law. a
Km Ca..
359-4525

$16.95

311 Saudi Arington HuItllh tool
Arington Nights

394-1300

rewarding year for your chikl.

Wind in the Willows" which
still imparts its gentle humou
tod,, as it did yesterday.

Wille's

NO
WAITING!
Drive -In Banking Hours

Reading Pat two books a
week can mean a brighter. and

tn the family and perhaps pave
he way to rear mho with
the children's librarian' who
is less busy at that time.

'them are Mu, eonthimiions
to ehoine hoot in 'stoning a

tam splash in the roorn's de-

edition of "Children and
Books." Reading ahead of
your children and understanding their needs is just es
important as balanced meals.

him to the library at night, this.

the trick.
-Stripe Me Pink" has three

cleaning and

a taste for the hem bonks.not
mention the enrichiang ex-

A solinion her may he to In
him tack up his Env., hook fist

vivid hum provide corn.,

Spot

%ciously children will acquire'

If occasionally you will take

it

dot:rinds,:

light touch-ups with rug shampoo on a frequent basis pa a
long way towards a year-round

"The Yearling." or 6Elamhi.".
Jt is amazing how uncon-

A mother may find it exto talk over reading
proNerns with a oPlifial children's Ithrarian at well as familiarizing herself witDsuch
special ads as the "Horn
Book" or Arhuthnot's Imam

dramatic around the house. to

title: "Siript. Ste Pink." Bold
hands of one odor pre.
donsinate. and lesser stripes of

months.

es of Rabin Hood:" Jacob's se-,
leered -Aesop's Fables:"

prism lists for family reading.

in his room. Provide a good
light next to his bed and give
him prmission. like grownups. to read in bed a short
while before going 10 skep.
This any induce him to ex -

111. room carpel C, SiA

Pyle's, "The Merry Achentor-

to a younger member of the

reading can be whetted.
Examine a few of thc books
be is reading. Perhaps even

thin. thin strip of Siamme
pink. A little legerdemain with
dolor matching. hammer. can

It mm surprise WU 10 know

bridged,

reading may be remed with 'such books as

suggest than he join in reading

Iris is not an unusual prob.
ks.. °Lit
or
ways that
child's interest in

nous has illame a"OlVed to join
the muse. Among them is Regal Rugs. who ermitol an area

that about In 000.11, ol din
and grime collo:is on the liV-

When the pp is
family

and ..1 -he Child's Home Library," which contain appro.

iheine. which ..uggob that the
name of the grime is variety un-

with purple and gold and

way al encouraging Independent reading.

pedient

their elders are. trying out new

rug with n moat

Saturday

Highly colored in shades of
pink. like the fabhd city of.lai-

though me is available.
He may even scoff when you

reader he probably never curls

$30 range.

Monday

dames.

up whit a book by himself,

or other activitiel
seem room alluring. And although a .y may he a good
basketball

A new breed ,,r manuhtc.

MCI REINS' Rh

IADIES
loop
yrs eudna Wow

Pamfd ay-

cold

winter
months. MRCISC Ron. bob

a516110

MOUNTNIOSPECT

DRILL PRESS

nondy R" NO drill press. it's perfect for procition

ink dapaker bond is 820,000 by he halal Demi imams Cap: eke
$15.00

------- -----

rho ritative

perience shared m
family
unit.
The Chicago Public Library. 78 E. Washington, Chicago, has availabie free booklets. -Let's Read Together"

quired in school when hockey:

one

are E. Grow, Arlington Nolights, 0:01ind the White Ran) -3924/062

'

ents may assume that his reading is progressing accordingly.
B ut is your child enjoying
what he reads?
Boys particularly lead to
n eglect the reading habits se-

hear abr. this!

Lt

the

youngsiar's reading habits. If
he is don well in school, par-

country nerds is new father. I
must soy good-hye now.
"Say your Farewell Ad dress." I begged.
He did. and I Cried.
-You're a patriot and a
hem, a superhuman being.- 1
culled after him m he galloped
away &wan my
WWI. I NAN SOOVer-00= that I
burst Min song: "Happy Binhday to You;
Birthday to
You...."
Wait 'rill my Cula Scouts

"VAN" of Arluagton

of

As the middle of the school

Fl.b0111115. germ warfare. cols

WIG STYLISTS

styling

term arrives many parents
tend to forget about their

lotion...Cm leaving! What this

TOP
HAIR STYLISTS

and

joyfully

By Mamas. Murphy

he asked sharply. as his penInning eyes glared at me.
"Race riots. injusiice. greed.
moral decay. undeclared Pm

AND

At lower left: Pure pattern, pure pleasure. Vivo's print kurta revels in
vertical design, is a stand -out as it re -iterates the theme of the
multi -curved arches 61 one of the open palaces in Jaipur. Of Indian
cotton in assorted colors and prints, this enchanting little cover-up
will take you to far-off lands as prettily as you please --and will help
you look inscrutable across the morning breakfast table if there's no
flight in your future. Priced at about $16. Adele Martin designs are
available at Muriel Milatly's. Arlington Heights.
marilyn shuman, editor

shapersarc all part of the au -

Ways to entice
boys to read

meth. ...four courage and AObility saved us." I blurted out.
feeling that I should say some.

on Ariington Heights Rd.

it is very 1970 with its long -point shirt collar, pleated patch pockets,
and soft sleeves, neatly cuffed. For a touch of elegance, Indian silver
\ buttons. In assorted colorings, the shirt dress is priced at about $66.

slotted and collared
skimmers and other easy body
tons,

r

fighting rotor,

thirteen ot Mein. worse then

bearing

and throwing a silver dollar

1.
-.'1.

Marlin Indian Mks.
Pocketed Mindy:Ism with,auMende and traditional but.
Adele

prinks' skinnies area park -Op pur, or with wildly messed
far any traveler,
flowers looking as if they had
Shined, laced and touching just been picked ham the near the body lightly. they Move aalg
India,
with the Wearer nod take the these spring drysni, are a para4/01:111 as their province.
dox-soft, yet crisply stated.
'Ile excitement of the silk
ajoa, q Salle of the
Priem is inemPormed in the contrast of India had been put

sinking into the reclining chair

'.

lurringly in these exotic prints, so right for today's wearables.

Vivo No converted unique
cotton prints, some with mio
ror and folklore embroidery.
into a series of small cotton
dresses and "horn:" tionk.st.

in excng
itiout mild

switching on the cob, TV,

block. Sbode is choinpop

VrIti

Y

ginia woman would be caught
-dead doing
all Mbar.

th ins have changed a bit since
1732.."
"Vph." sighed George,

tala,a:o fir

())VAol f r

.

sum have changed: no Vir-

come to my home.

..,i, jH

.

offer wide scope for hoth tn'formal day wear and at-horne

have

'Ni,off e

he

lahas. These feature emboli.
nally dancing
are now part of Aderies,
work and. mirrors
.

"YES, AND I'm honored"

Santa:but I never dreamed our
wry first president would

kit

felt at ease with the great man
now, and I poured him amp of

drewim in caftans and dja-

ples and men and women etem

while Adele Martin turns lo

believe."

plaque-

I

1'u

I

her

Moil.es
India, being a land of extra vagant exotica. Ms also been
the inspiration for at-home

said. "Please be seined. Are

fusion I rambled on. "Saint
Patrick ava, here last year, and

---`---.74:(11/
"1/,;.,
`,.-, 01

lay.

me

their way to the western world.

The quaint and beautiful dm
signs of paislcyed patterns.
miniature portrait prints, to

freedom from care. to

dian printed entrap and nylon
are a boon to travellers. Them

SEEPT HERE. In my me-

'

I

made good money for a 16yearwld--up to $50 a week.
Do. your 16.yearrold make
that much"
Mowing lawns? Certainly
not!"
"Wall, I Mailed earning
money at 16 and went on to
become one of the weaning
men in America. It was: nra
step to becoming president:

Indian printed fabrics. both
silk and cotton, have waded

"You mean you atom and
do the washing and take curt
of the children too? Things

house

flitI

When 1 became a surveyor,

I

you ping to my all night? I
had visions of my humble

'I
1, '

some pretty good maps and got
to explore the wilderness.

g

his lace jabot and laid down his
shining sword. My puppy
howled.

li°4

TV or radio, no cars or orga
nized activities. I did all the

19711,

If you area modern Martha,
'

From land of contrasts-- Indian -design

m instant it must be the great
George! A gorgeous GeOrge
he was, all 6 fat 3 inches Of

He swung from his

Page I1

coo, oleo., colon, memo.
roNn.
ALL WALTON tOUIPMENTMAHWAH RATES

Antique world
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Creative corner

Enter DAY PUBLICATIONS'

Design is where
you find it
By Both Counseyer

find the ones that inspire us,
ideas will often come faster

There comes alit= when a
craft that ik mere handwork is

PLANT AND animal
forms have

but mks. we somehrweex
pora our own personality in

through the woods or jog the
ard and with sketch pa-

. r nd pencil and carefully
copy the patterns of the deli-

necessarily

not

is

.4..1 up in

the imagine -

the flower of a fried roadside
. Re alert to the design of

found in our owiron

pine needles, tree hark, winter

The problem. 01 eourw.
and adapt
aunt.
to discover

Mids. rotting wood, exposed

a to our ownThy sour -

co are emits-, and once we

roots and translucent stones.

Look for animal forms as

Close observation of a string mop.

well as plant forms. Notice the

wings of a fly, the scales of a
.fish. the web of a spider, the
footprints of a rabbit, the leftover bones of a =key.

End cut from a hunch of

asecond-hand hooks on
nybo or biology and discover

the microscopic world of natam. Note the geontetric designs of momte algae, the cellular SITLIBUIre of a leaf. the.

limey of a no,. cell.
WE OFFEN despair of our
man-made environment. but it,
too. can be an exciting source
of design. Most of us are aware

The track of a tire in the now may be the
emir on for a ski sweater dodo,

Parents ask

A word for
Designer Anne Foprly:
you adore bur. nun, you most

adorn ler. There lies the ow

won. following the oomph:
look. boys and girls in Arcotlok Me.' W.connmists have
told me that my
ghoul
e conomies

are

always

not

sound. hut what the Maine
people

done

are

eminenth

sounds

10 1110.1

At potato tucking time. pr
Anwohmk. Arden...re let out

chains, musical

instruments,

oohi-ilight bulbs and keys. Perha

you will appreciate the
Ventral forms of factories and
bridges, the intricacies of ma-

with pumise, to make the piece
brilliant. Miming glue in
acid baths replaced this last

is the Brilliant Period. from

facto.

they woe their children cared
for, hut they also want a little
profit OUT of the deal. have
absolutely no problem getting
good help because I pay .11.
Cu, if you can't afford to pay
well. obviously you have less
1

adequate

people

caring. for

pair hone anal children.'
How about it. legislators?"

Any chance of some holy.
sitting -pay relief for mot.re

Italian designer Emilio Pucci...We arc entering an era of

=Jodi. men and

feminine

women. away from this non me of unisex, which is a fad
ur a gimmick.
Designer Bill Blass: 'Won
arc at their most glamorous as
soldiers. This is the kind of
thinking that will infiltrate
men% wear on a grand sole

ly replaced.
Where did all the cut glass

disappear to. if it was ono so
plenoltd.

would

make 'blanks.. or uncut and
81

different

NELSONS'

v

Chan, of door in home

sigo.

furnishinss. cheap imitations.
pow. glass and higher wages
all brought about the ens of its
popularity. and thus s

f gl

p

shops,

and

which would in sold to thousands of Naming shop cmMewing from One to scventl
cutters. Cutting was
nut limited to factories tind

FLOWER

d.j..

dividuals using homes, Nuns
and basements,

Cards For
Every Occasion
101 W. Palatine Rd.
Palatine, Ill,
Phone 359.1060

Breakage

accounts

for much of the loo hut not all
of it wok this mue.
Fortunately. thousands of
individual,. oda:clots. do ter.
and ratomms found and ohomisled brightly polishel, &f-

shops. but was dime also by in-

GIFT SHOP

denierwn way in your own par n
crall.

BRIEFIN, THE blank was

tly-cut iumw.
As a devotee of the hobby.

elon to the cutter with the pat-

tern already traced. Eillav a
lormal pattern. requiring enli-

1 have spent hundreds of hours

a, mobs, TO. markets. holv

pers. or c fro -hand design ah

rc;eautiful 311*

rwm OS 2241

WIG STUDIO

,rte

INTRODUCTORY OFFER

een

Courtesy Gifts
from The Day's

flORMAFI
coSTICLILS

MERLE

Commune:Nary bersons

Chin -line edam,

For an apoointment

C..ftr have 439-8070E

Vie

the

,lair :1:11iisliitras

...

Hill I

TO IT'S NEW LOCATION,
TO THE SOUTH, ON THE MAIN MALL

reg.

$59.95

NOW

00/

OfighlRit

atoes arc nin onl) helping out

Contest open to

and coning nmitey. hut they
arc also NO 1 carrling on. It

all Northwest

Winner

D LIKE to ,fn 0 word of

more than an hour over coffee.
Men see the wchnical side. the
lath, the ingredients. the satisfaction of accomplishment.
Women usually see just another item to wash or dusk -

Ieurpooly cont 10 the Hil-

oAntique show to seek a
hobby which could produce a
collection made by American
anisans whose craft was sound la non the world over.
Cm glass alas dic answer to

SAT. 9,

me then. and still is. 3511picces

Outdo, I knim many women
who enjoy amnion, their col-

raid -week. Or last day avoid urge to cuddle in a antler. Read a
good book instead.

Inc
What a Measure

lections. But perhaps women
sec more of the esthetic side

time planet, arc such that inner doubts should dissolve and fade

led. has iven.

wito

manly

MACE Ito

1101101 him ill.
suited the( might be tor home

and bah, c, a, , u,

Ability Glass & Mirror

stereo excitement

92.71m

CL 5.8174
POOSPL 1.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): You have a Inc intuitive mind,
Scarp, and first three days of week are excellent for making
major decisions concerning career. Over the weekend avoid
old pal. This person will see
temMation to donhle-deal
through you and perhaps withdraw friendship which you will

OFFER RIP.

2/9/70

II

'MS

FP

SAGITTARIUS [Nov. 22 -

Holy mackerel, Saj.
amour is everywhere in the wok ahead. Just he on guard. lest it
turn on to he the cut-rate variety. A romantic infat.tion at
this lime could rob you of all common sense Be true to the one
merits your love.
CAPRICORN flex. 00 -Jan. let Week excellent for begin.
neap latonic relationship which could be of long standing.

Mind you. Olga said ''platonie." Do not under any circum-

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18h Emotional fulfillment is at
hand. Artaoriu, Al lost. lone play your cards right. that is. Bear
qwen for each king. fork the doors
in mind , hat there ho only
of your castle or
lock or Hearts just may slip in unnoticed.
Pull up the drawbridge. And above all remember Woo art not
wild. Listen to Olga and you'll realize you have a rather good

439-9906 DES PLAINES

OIMItORST .

Repairs
ACCessoties

Mr PROSPECT
662 E

PLANT

Ia

deal.

calls,: 1 do. hut hooselmld help

is the lei.
infofwahle ti. hold
down a full-time jah and do all

the houwork
and ore of
se

children. IOW Mill 10101 time TO

play m ith and be w uh the chilmore

mothers

would mg het. help

*NAli

while

IF YOU THOUGHT
FM IS ALL
BACKGROUND MUSIC...
YOU HAVEN'T HEARD
WEXI.

The Bank & Trust Company

of Adington Heights

358-7722

duration of
There's a
There'

Mitchell's Jewelers

Suddenly Slenda

The Black Fox
Restaurant & Lounge

Make Your Money Work,

14

Sylvia's Flowers

Byhring Jewelers

Nelsons Honors

AI,

4. ./.

....ion eon. work

Hedge those
skirt lengths

The big SWITCH is on!

Northwest Trust
& Saving Bank

Wheeling Trust & Sowing

mission in Calitornia, there

lust A Second

Wills

or

akir

about

Owen Carpet

Mete. mit.,

lengths. this year. the con

As we see it. the Answer M
this day and age of tumoral.
leled fashion freedom should

Roy's Americana

11 South Bunton Sneer!

MO West Northwest Hwy

L.Ner Cleaners

A to Rental
nonYvektfaes. ri Colton

Mr

ex-

citement. Don't rotrict yourself to ode length Jux
g

f

a 4600"

35,45;5

IA THE PEPPERMINT STICK

THE OPTICAL CENTER
IT W. Slade St
Polotrne

FURNITURE, CUT

OPEN DAILY II to 4.30
SUM. BY APPT.

BIG HOUSE ANTIQUES

THE RED GAVEL
-Shoal. a Auction Parise

(13 Elul..reel
Filomogdole
529-2653 or 894-7572

12 NOON te S

O'BYGONEF
ANTIQUES

BINE

BROWSE

WEBER'S ANTIQUES

M.

.1,7n w2;Olut' TS"'''''' in A"". '''

"' ''' 6 C'"'"""'

r

HIDDEN TREASURES

..

.umwasa Aye
Wheeling

maturities.

t

r

PEST. Bt..,
MANOR BLDG. LONG GROVE

°Pen atm,/ T.,
nnpt Non.

1Z...inn
RAM
BARREL

.General Une of Antigun
OPEN MON. Ono SAT.

10:00 a.m. to 4,30
939 -DM
1006 S. Michigan
CHICAGO

Phone 537-1000

ANTIQUES
F410'

Market Sole

Oh Sunday,o ...nth

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK
\111141111(11
Milwaukee Avenue at Dundee Road
Wheeling, IR. Phone:537-0020
Member F.D.I.C.

''':ErirAmn.F74:7:ni'.77.0.0
Beautifully Accented
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92-0383
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253 9117
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.
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with o Flom! Arrangement

Town Hall Lower Level
of Rondhunt

Rts. 11 1 83, Mt. Prom.

HE
HEELING

.

panls

253-4601

1 1 om. to 4:30 p.m.

you did in 1409. Not augment

adrobe with an ankle.
evening o,
length drool
country. or try midmalf ear

SHOPPE

ode LOCAL OEN
ANTIQUES ETCETRA

VamStr1100S:pfECcIrFNUE

THE W19 HUTCH
16S Bothwell

her wear yr., ,sins short m
your

al

5% compounded daily on amounts as small as $25.00 is
still offered through our Golden Passbook.

lisa's Draperies

DECORATORS ANTIQUES

Mt. Prospect
1(8.5 Hardware

olohne, Ill

troversy rages louder thuncve
lirst yearn( du
hecauw,

70s everyone is looking fop
sweetie. new

COUNTRY HERITAGE
ANTIQUES

Prospect Rauh..

51/2% certificates are similarly available with one year
t

,

YE OLD CHINA & MASS

(A NEW SKOP IN

to B P.M
I
1003 ER . McDonald Rd.

advantage.

Every year. us regularly as

the swallow, return In Mut

'MY' HOUSE

ANTIQUES AIM
CREPISNEOGIFTS

'Nan" of Adington
'

Coiffure Elegante
Wig Salon

picked up on your return.

.

"ae:ITh.""'CI.RV6 rr''''.

I

centage should he deductihle.

too...P.S.:

ili
i

534% certificates are now available in amounts of
$1,000 or more with maturities of two to five years. At
the holder's choice, the income may be deferred for tax

then

Many of the airlines will
provide checking facilities for
your overcoat. which can be

,l

,

.

comfortable

,/-,

i,

,

Murphy Carper

Sh.01111 or low together. think
this should he upped 10
8111.1100. or a least a per-

over

vacation.
alternative.

Gri)Ifif

4,,,,

Sisters Wig Shoppe

the

that many men arc
using. Wear a lightweight ouh
lit up north but keep condom

A serpentine.handled decanter. This vow used in some elegant
Pullman dining cars at the beginning of the century.

Merle Nore man

sweater under the ja.cket and a

'warm muffler. Stash these
return, and lightweight for the . away hit the worn trip and be

raw HA,

105B Mt. Proct
v Nora

able by adding over -the -calf
wool socks, a heavy wool

robes, heavy for departure and

you and your !unhand earn

digen

Many pcook flying from
cold climates to warm southern resorts require art ward.

Sunglasses

Harder.

MR Itchy No bahysitter
money is ms deductible unless

discusskm

A tip to beat the cold

,

,;,411,11

working if dug could get more

a

PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 2011 Domestic tranquility is in jeopardy in week ahead, Pisces. However, you can and will overcome
all obstacles if you just
that foxy head of yours. You needn't
be overhearing. you understand. but you don't haw to,he a doormat. either. Remember, doormats am for stomping Ian.

llr1\T'Z;4,

ENTER

47 W. Slade St. Palatine. ass.

Dec.

stances allow it to turn into anything else. For what Cap needs at
this time is a friend. not a lover, The nonsense will come later in
Ile season. Belfire spring.

PTI CAL
CL 5.4600

Taurus.

somly need in months ahead. Tho pal

das.

and took .rgef tdmtg. und
was like a forfeit,. Ilia c ork
ananJdpolrcor, lo 110 Rite

think

You may flirt a 11 file If you imist. but your present arrangement is
already complicated. and nos ense in taking any chances on really fouling up the woGs at this point in the game.

calldea

20% OFF

2015nts
nneunced

cl linallk ma no Ills soma,

dren,
gl

away. Modweek especially favorable for romantic nonsense.

us deep en
and do not he
understanding of the Maud..

me but to my friends. It's been
surprising
find how inter -

other mother, who. like me
ing sa home hecause
they thought that was their

LIBRA (Sem. 23 -Hel. nit °team your drearns. Libra.. this

Rabe. W. Glandes

Drapery Special

days of the week.

If you have creative interests or talents. you should find inspiration running over. You will be most attrutive and vital by

$0.00 Ore WIG LOANING

TUES-FBI. 9.6:30

thirdscapc for love and ro-

first and

mance will he grem between

eomment:

Being a collector myself, end
belonging to the hall Creek

those

Vida,

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Se, 221f Your

Welk Oggie, I might take is
fate *1111 Out

$4495

Suburban women
over 18

sounds althea the good to me.

more than seven years ago, because' I finally had my fill of
to he good--iCa
hearing. 'le
imparted..

Prescriptions AccutaN

N

will bas

F:T=: .H.74

'negf0a Cl:ioepref TITeueTiljay'ji;', '1\71 Luisges
to excess.' Snairt Greeks.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): You art nn the brink of climaxing
arc mot favorable on first three days'
financial coup. The
for this. The remainder of wok will be more or less uneventful.
Tamso start watching those calorie, 140 Baby. or one of these
dys no one will be watching YOU. Remember. spring is closer
than you realize. And you know whem your -fancy dorm when
that time of the year rolls around.

investment club meeting difk
cuss nothing hui cm glass for

I started collecting cut glass

from L'Nor Cleaners
Our Feb.

mercha

Students m ho are picking po-

hobby such as this. even more
so than many women.: had an

glass_

846 S. ELMHURST RD,

Do your drams have that ',DO" look- unruly. um
kepi, Well -Let the Sunshine In- with clean drapes

Were

crops

cued men can become in

mage sales in my search for cut

ANDS-WONG WITH THIS ADI

"INSPECTION TIME"

- July 22), Did you whirl last week.

CANCER (June

Moonchilde Olga hopes so. You owe yourself a bit morn relaxation, :marun and games are often pia,. rejuveneting than a good

synthetic hair pieces.

No purchase
Entry blanks
obtainable
of
participating

plan launched into orbit. And happy landings,

harksk detail

by shows and church rum-

'dotsmn ours to get a agmet

last day of week use that quicksilvey

Close-up of an 11 -inch diameter howl, showing some of Its

and so at home. Combines
the best of human hair and

FOR YOUR HOME

You'll be our guest at a luncheon for two at one of the
Northwest Suburbs leading restaurants.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Temptation in week ahead will
no to fib your way out of an uncomfortable situation. You're
quite nimble when it corium to prevaricating:Gun. Just bear in
mind that a successill' n has to have an excellent memory. On

The ROMAN I can be brushed

our guest for luncheon.

Luncheon For Two

normally do. you know. However, try to keep plans flexible.

100% ITALIAN HUMAN HAIR

Shops

Your chauffeur will ercon you to merchants waiting to
present you with gifts. He will remain at your disposal
while you enjoy an afternoon of shopping, after being

THE SHOP HAS MOVED -

TAURUS (April 20 May 20): Oh Taurus. here we go Mund
the prickly pear again. The week ahead will no doubt be extremely trying. hut in thc float shuffle you'll mike out OK. You

step for speed and economyl.
Hand polishing wm nom- real -

learned in the proVittLIS anicle.

Styling, cutting and
shooing fora hairdo
that flatters,

that modem, ;mild holy with

all

Md. Between one and two Nan-

NEW HAIR STYLES

der to do Mo. the, hail earned
gorng to school in
time nn
Jup

to

The -poitaber" tam wool,
felt and wood wheels. an

These

She

source of material to we in

has.

eneouraganem

thousands of companies manufacturing it during this per.

IS76-1915,

about jumping into any new situation. Observe events, but keep
info to yourself. Be like the sphinx. You will profit in more ways
than one. Last two days of the week are goodies. Fun will dun
you down a new street.

tins and smoothed the larger
am.

WISHING WELL

appeal to you. File them away
and you will have an aweless

aft

next. Ho dkl small and tine cut -

drud glass factorm would he
more correct. Oho period Oaaie is talking about. to we

out on a subeecro nigh,

elegance...

clock mechanism, but have terns of cracked paint and
we noticed the pattern on the weathered ...one
Remember that careful oh hook of our ckmk-radio. our
the grounds.,
servation
prat
hair dryer or our
Makesketches of televn ae- for good design. Make mgcs
rink piano key, ropes and and drawings of the things dna

of school so 11.1 Ilita 0.01 help
dd
as year
Won 1.1.111111 oudetur heipwl
out 1111 potato picking. In or-

Are. Moe other

llepantsuit can he a long jacket costume -a
real contemporary suitwo tunic helted over
long straight pa.. With evening dress so infrmal. these cogumo can go to dinner. small partes or just PTA mectings-en inducement to gel

Your Weekly Horoscope
ARIES (March 21 April 19): Change is everywhere Ari.
However, Olga would suggest that you be extremely [gotta.,

Ximoother' handled the piece

"A popular misconception
concerning the production of
etn glass is that there were

and will continue to do so. And

of muthe

whet

dents ill

(Winery or the unexpected pat -

our

scno of a happy marriage. -

What am the chl

interesting forms of

the lovelies

Vuntld we let students
help with harvesting?
By Casino Baler
er *0.1% Ph.D.

Of the

words, us 1 told you last week.
Here is part too of the wary of
cut glass.

wool knit giVBX coziness plus the suppleness 10
slip under a coat.

Shop in

Go us the library or buy

freedom. was used. A "rough er", using a steel wheel, wen&
the
cutting. A receptacle
above
the
turning wheel
dripped wet sand, and the
combination out the gloat.
Using ,ton, whew, the

After talking with (Oak
Wolfer about his cut glass adlection, I decided to get him
tell you about it in his own

A wool knit pentad, in a bright new color or :a
clean neutral will give good service. from now
through spring. The color supplies the RIR the

01.

w

lowing she craftsman artistic

By Do Junco

just digging in over muchof the country.what do
you do for that match -needed lim you want both
the cheer of spring and alga of immediate =arm
well.

"110
AD 4y

ist and craft... Take a trip

cate veining of a dead leaf. the
tw' ring dormant vine stems,

prosluetion.

nn. It

d in a Wag not sec.

f

Mann P.

always been a
source of inspiration to the art-

niques of neediesork./.Rood
carving. ceramics or jewelry
making mm he Darned

Dmign

The lino pa e

Right about nue, your waiter wardrobe may
be all too tiresomely familiar. Yet with winter

A CHAUFFEUR DRIVEN

than we tan nee them

no longer sathfying. The tech-

the dmign or our craft. it will
simph mechanical re-

WIN
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How cut glass
was made

Tobe says

Pantsuits give lift
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THE DAY
Monday, February 23, 1970

Meet Pat Siebert

Petite powerhouse in politics
Malye Shuman
Pal Siebert dashed into
town slew days ago tospeak to

a committee of Conlon deegala01 Arlington rowers on
what should he done about
county government.
Pat is off and running hard
for the Cook County Board of
Commissioners
As the only women naming

out to improve that pie
She eels an impressive ex ample. She for combined

many women will shrug off the

seats. and 000 Democrat in Se.

don't know how she does iC in -

publican territory, she is very
much M the minority. But
meeting rivociou, Pat one
gels the impression that this is

stead of utilizing their real pm
Icntialities," she raid.
One of Path greatest inter -

just the son of situation She

Her campaign

thrives on Small and slender.

taking shape as she tries to
point out the need for county

smile. she belies the old statement that rymmon's place is in

the home." A powerhouse of
energy horse. she has definite
feelings gbom women who ag,

nix man... limitations.
-MOST IMIMEN

ests

is

county

the Illinois committee of the

she raid. And Put is

will be .1,1 on klarch 17. with

primaryeitizens,"

he general election scheduled

as en officer (lieutenant jg.1

for Nov. 3,

in the WAVES.

In the business world, she
has worked ie. a research co.
sultan librarian, teacher and-

PAT HAS been active in
wrIlliCe Since 1948. when she
organized the 12th Conga-

and HS degrees --phi, an al A_
Penmen acquiring the degrees, she found time to serve

DOWN PILLOWS

Pat has three sans at home.
the youngest in fifth grade. the

just in time

With New Ticking

for Easter!

NOW 9.89

Roy's Americana
BEAUTY SALON

220 N. I:WM.3n N. Arlington Weight, III.

1620 W. Norilomot Noy.
Arlinsten

B W Branch

420 w. Northwest Hwy.

LOCATION

In her free time Pat has led
Greer Book, courses, been ac-

We can do it
for you

Renovated & Sterilized

OUR 2nd

judge.

Mt. Pron., Ill.

250. 020 Ample garbing in Book

given

the

1.968

(

Robert.

so much done uhile raising a
family? 'When the boys were

By Amy Fryman.

moll. la mate the most of

Homemakers

end

Spring is only four weeks

away. Can you last that long?
While waiting for warm
weather, you can get a head
start

now on your house

cicaning and any redecorating
you might like to plan.
If you look at magaeine pie-

tures of beautiful numw-and
what wonon doesn't -and then

wonder why your men holm:
can't look that great. here's a
suggestion that may help you.

are

The easiest way to bring col-

or into a mum. without buying
all new furniture or slipowers.
is by painting the walls. Palm
is inespensive compared to
furniture. carpeting and drop.
cries. And mistakes can amity
he corrected with just another

First. look carefully at those
rooms you like. ary almost a
sure tot that they each have coat.
two pont sten elements: color-elorLais molar that says
DONT BEG otf by saying
something immediately to the you can't afford to 'have it
and
uniquenewsalldone or your husband won't
unusual
furniture arrange- do it. With a roller and la.

ment or cymeatching a.m.

paint any ay

so

woman can do it herself. Sin

BECAUSE OF the space
limitations of thia column, this

week r8 dismias slew color
ideas, and next week I'll dig
eans o icworics
People react directly to color, thrnetimes without even

knowing it. Pmehohmists have
studied Mese reacnonk and in-

dustry has pot mat to uric in
increasing productivity and

NOW THE

WARE-

FOOD LEADER

sales With cola you can
create in atmosphere in mini

how,

healthy

weeks before my lam hefty was
born and while riding herd
n

my two pre-schoolers.
two

painted

long hall,

I

M-

chiding the ceilings. If I can do
d anybody can.
If I've got you interested in

p tiding now. here are so llll
suggestions to give your rooms
a decorating wallop. Pick a

c or you really love. prefer.
hi

a

cheerful one, anti one

thu s already present in your
i

r omoperhan, in n print or fa -

HOUSE
FOODS

IN THE

Mora make
paint just

you

Buy one, and receive the snend of the same
design free! (Second lamp must be same color
as Dim, if available.)

nervous

.11 and live
with the odor fu a while. If
you still don't like it. just cove

it with another,. of mien

Has

anovhere,

ming upstream.

in

any

kind o

1*/e,eed

country in 1938 and became

so. for an epholatered look. fab-

an American citizen five years

ic that means your .spead
may n med. over die head-

later, when he was 21.

board and Mod in glom.

hien career includes a brush
with fabric designing. advertising and a slim cm Seventh
Avenue Met he has described

Rudi Gernreich's early fees,

Add dimension to a flat piece

by gluing on moldleing, music
the or
achieve

mirrored t. Y ou ca
abstract

an

Night calm and each drawer
front another.

row. a red tamp. chest

11

front of an antique gold wall:.
persimmon ceiling with town
beige walls: with Imo of hely
furniture try ms al blue walls

fora fresh look. huckleberr
walls and white woodwork.

reich humeted the most con.
troversial of all contemporary
fashions-, he

and cons of Cashion authorities
cfrom all gaol of rho globe.

IN THE PALI. of .1964.
Rudi Gernreich returned to
shenth

Avenue. where

owed his own sputum cols
ketion with his collection for

the knit milled track to 160
American scene, minus the

Harmon

Knitwear,

world.
Awards and recognition
have come to Rudi Gernreich

year is in shiny crinkled fake
patent leather, familiarly
called the "wet look", with
lots of welt seaming and im.
lin cow that often has the
contrast color in shiny fake
Rate n
the contemporary
nch coat, the nylon lire
.

Nero

as designer. He also designs
and manufactures his own cow
tare collection in California.
The uncombl Mated is the cm

since of Rudi Cerimeiclis de sign. About his own clothes he
says. .1 like an unfinished

look.- About faunion in gen.
eral, -We arc living in a cycle
of shaplessness. I don't believe
there'll be a real change in
fashion without a major w last
or economic change."

WEEKLY FASHIONS SHOWINGS

swimsuits, he received both a
Sports Illustrated award and a

One of the most favored versions of the cvnywear coat this

a

York firm with which he has
long been successfully allied

Fashion shows for
a change of pace

men on every beach in the

timc of day.

he

knits, swimsuits and uncomplicated clothes. He brought
padded bra, and these swim moults, with the giant cutouts
Gernreich invented, have been

weather and works well any

bathing

topless

.W' -which brought the pros

c'a disaster," but on the

doing what he likes to do--

Or for fun - caperithY .
child, room -pinta Men one

Ms' Special Award.
In the Spring of 1964.Gern-

West Coast he settled down to

as

effect by

pawg on par
pe c.o.. again
to toin cove. wiM Mask spray.

Rudi Ceeureteh

Cory American Fashion Crit-

Monday -Black Fox Restaurant. Holiday

That glazed look

Inn. Rolling Meadows -noon.
Golden Eagle, Arlington Heights. 12030 to
2:30c.m _Monday throughliriday.

If you'. looking for gloves
with n new message, try the
shiny crinkled patents. The

Jim Noines Trot. Farm. Barrington Hills.
12:30to2p.m., Moralaythroughliriday.
Tuesday-Ehlen's Green Tree Inn, Ben Neville, 12( IS p.m.

gland leather look A a big
fashion in coats jackets mid

Jim Seines Tn. Farm Dec Monday list

handbag, and is nicely salted
today, popular shorty

nsl

Pickwick House. Palatine. 12 to 2 p.m.

Wellcrry Restaurant, Morton Grove. 12,30

gloves.

Styling is c.ual. young and
very simple, with minute detailing.
tiny covered huttos at Me sale vent.

Came. Restan.U. Des Plaines. 12 to
2

Wednesday -Arc Steak House, Glenview,
12:30p.m.

Seven Maiden Lane
Dundee, III
PH HA 6-3441

Corrado's Restaurant. Adington Heights
1

to 4 p.m.

Uncle Andy's Cow Pal.. Palatine. 12:20

P...

Open Mon thru Sat 8 to 4 30 pm
Sundays 10 to 5 30 pm

Wednesday & Thursday Ethers Golden
Thimble Fabric Shoppe. Wheeling, 7:30 p.m.

Monday -D. House, Hoffman Lodes.

IF VOL: HAVE a Drat

12 tot p.m.
Friday -Arc Steak Horace. Glenview. 12:30

shelf arrangement paint the
wall gold and the shelve. and

Corrado's Restaurant. Arlington Heights.

supports orange le add

12to 3 p.m.. 5to 9 p.m.
Plentywood Farm. Bensenville.

paint
large arm oround II tom of its

12030

colors and then -frame" it

with strips of wall molding.

THEATER MATINEES
Wednesday -Ivanhoe,

This method min also be used
to tie together collection of
small picture. or wall -hung
object, 'In acid architectural

imam to a mom and an im
pression of paneling. mount
white vertical and horizontal
strips of molding to a matador
red wall.
I hope them Idea, have stimOat., your cum imagination.

ARTSHOWS

$150.00 a up

Gold

ASK ABOUT OUR /WY 11.

CALL

Palatine Plaza
Palatine, III. 358.6588

WE INVITE YOU TO

FOR
4.WEER

DELIVERY

Family

ANTIQUE VELVETS

Dinner

A Generous Platter
of

Southern Fried Chicken
Whipped Potatoes and the Vegetable of the Day

1000yds. odds and ends Upholstery Fink

Biscuits with Heated Honey

11.5, Denton
Arlington Heights

4.10 pa.

vory loom ma NAM.

/RM 11030

BONDED PAPAYA

DOUBLE KNIT
100% Texturind Polyester
Machine Washoblo
Tumble Dry
84.77

C

ILI
wen
law

44145 W..

Et

.Klo
is
L----"Ippo
Ilk

Reg $1 99

a

a

Prints 8 Solids
Machone Washable

mi
eAL

rd.

NOW

_SPORT DENIM
I 00. Conon
Sanharind
36" Wide
NOW
Ro. 77c

$1.41 yd

REMNANTS

r wc

washable
06145 Wide
Rag Opt

2/%00

Dinner

A

A

IOW

3405 Algonquin Rood
Rollong Meadovs, Ill

47c yd-

. fob. 23 Ihro Sorb Mar. 1

G. C. MURPHY CO.

SUM BOWIE Man. Mot Fri 900 a.m. too p.m.

was ad Ran raairt pa
.

irv TN!

Ice Cream, Sherbet or Jello

CL 3.5249

Tu.., hi,fn.rt

iffid Sh0Pri,

MURPHY'S
NOW

1 9N

NORTHWEST DAY

Mu lig

60. Wide

Style

yd

,,,

,S,aCco

Chicken

Children's Portions Available

795

,

Open 7 days a week from 11:00 A.M. to 4:00 A.M

Plaid bows
in crisply

1432 N. Rand3R9d4.:0S)r6li5ngton Heights

with

Intraw

WIG PARTIES

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

Vbbed
GUARANTEED

Eagle

GROUP TRIP 10 HAWAII

EVERY MON.. WED. FRI & SUN

jt ;Dap

Country,ideriallery.407N.Vail.Arlington
Heights -Open daily except Alimiloy,1 to.

by reservations.

FEATURE SECTION
EVERY WEDNESDAY

2 p.m.

Old Orchard ['country Clash. Mount Prospect( luncheon 12:30,eurtain 2 p.m.

4,k...ft on Sund, as well,

WE REPRESENT THEM ALL!

Chicago.

Pheasant Run Theater. St. Charles. 2:30

BEEMACK WORLD TRAVEL
3427 Kirchoff Road
Rolling Meadows, III.
PH: 253-4130

oi

Service

NOW /

spray with clear pls. that
lea the deem.hos, through
but ghts a mar -proof finish. Al.

shell and the canvas coat with
brown leather trim.

Custom

17.50 yd. value

alt a patterned
pl tely
paper. Paper table top, Wen

popear bets are: the two-cotor

*fine& Nox..01ouecketo.a4-

BOOK THEM WITH US!

Plain and patterns

THE GERNREICH fashion
story started in Vienna where
Rudi, as a child, became familiar with for au nth salon de
outure. He cainc to this

portant pockets. Other best ev.

Any Tour, Any Trip, Any Place -

WITH A FOOD

217S. Arlington His. Rd.
Arlington Heights, III. 60005
Phone: (312) 255-7200

cept of the everywear coat is
Bally that its a greats
ooking little coat that pats

0INC.

ing color excitement to yo uu

Shop -at-home

DES PLAINES DAY

'ever.Dvearf coat. The con-

Here are other ways or add-

SUBURBS

PROSPECT DAY

Come warmer weather and
he nee for a lighter -weight
nal, many youngsters should
find this need service3 by an

SALE NOW IN PROGRESS

tangerine. Bristol blue. or lem.
nn yellow. But if. Mmie brigh

Reupholstering

ARLINGTON DAY

UNFINISHED
FURNITURE

from many sources. For his

LAMPS & ARTWARE

celadon meet Spanish red

NORTHWEST

thaimai

whole form and philosophy of
current fashion to atop for editorial approval. Ho goes his
own way serenely, often mini-

'Everywear' coat goes
anywhere, i n all weather

rite painting. Don't selffor
safe, dull, pale color. Pie

alh11:11IV

with their ii:ing rooms. because that is
when their family and friends
spend the most time. A mood
of happiness and mod fellow ship can he created there with
upbeat colors that are bright
and cheerful.
mosL

solar.

minds.. kook by ...aria it

Need instant lift
at home? Try color

how has she managed to get

You'll find your
Food Favorites on our "shelves"

nod paha the
tie remainder of the

.hot in a

Potpourri

"Hewas always enthusiastie and cooperative about my
activities." Pat said. -We both
that there was no onc
job Mat anyone
priority
or MI of the home. -

interim mot mportance.

comer drawer fn.*. mail-

was

Mena.

variety of

con

too vitally interested in the

men, to match the roomry

Lucca, Italy, one of the tartest knitting centers In Europe.

menr of Standard Oil of In -

their naptimm," she said

in.

p.m.. Corrado's Restaurant adjacent to the boutique. A special Thursday evening dinner-f.hion show is specifically slanted to the ladies, and
begins at 7(30 p.m. All knits are Imported exclusively for Corradory from

manager of creative services
for the public relations depart.

IL

other ire:amnia also can height -

currently being shown on Monday, Wednesday and Friday from noon to 2

hotrsa week.
Pat was widowed in 1968.
husband.

or atomic it nut

Knits can be worn almost the year around In the Chicago area. Coo
radory Imports, 311 W. Rand Rd, Arlington Heights, is now offering in
their new boutique one of the widest selections of knit apparrel in the
area. Judy Pulver of Des Plaines models a casual knit from a collection

often

are

Rudi Gernreich, though, is

that it

oinfonithed furniture me to paint

to

like

.pretty" and "alluring.' dont
apply, they
troversial.

.

even though she has found herself volunteering about 40

Her

n on -conforming
lyhkh stock adjectivm

I

room divider, and aide thairt
about anything that is not
enflamed
the obvious tninip to do witn

further

are as con emporary as modern an. and because they am

I ellenerec ermpletely. think
unlinished furniare often ful.
fills certain decorating nee. baiter than its thelier cousim. It
can be personotlizth and eastern -

'11M furniture some, in every
conceivable form. in them and
dressen. tables and headboard,

history any

back than Claire McCardell.

something beuer eon he afforded.

am coming alive with milor. An
unfinished piece el (laminae
sive, you the opportunny wham
1l
right color you seek in
tiohle or chest or it can he cow
th p
.
nowryg y
to distribute a highlighting print
throughont 1u0I Mo.°.

Dia-

others 13 and 14. So for the
past few years, she has been
doing only "volunteer' work.

whom he admires deeply. They

to a room
Tacin. for example, rooms

Catholic Women's Clash. She

anguished Service mord of
the Illinois Congress of Parents and reach..

fashion

lex been
interior tlesaCing.
or
the am -child. the
thought of
hudget item. the MIAs until

makes a wry definite coml.-

ers. PTA and the Evanston
was

His fashions art
inspired by Paris or by

Unlinhbed furnitum has to
IoM been Me 'p orrclationi. in

bed in coo., woo

Anything else? Well, there
IS the League of Women Vot-

paign office manager for O.
Kerner, running for county

Tipped Hair?

Norge Colonial Village

ammthly fora sleek, chic look.

on Mental health and has campaigned tirelessly for legislation to aid the emotionally disturbed child.

-in the fall of 1954 -as the can

rive in a raft of cluhs, usually

FEATHER 8,

usually $2.50

nape of the neck. Brush out

of the Interagency Committee

District Young DemoHer educational hackground A unusual: lloth B.A.

THRU FEBRUARY ONLY

ton Heights.
To dupnate abH sample, flat-

sketches Make large, open pin
curls on the cheeks and at the

She was an organizing member

crate.

SPECIAL!!

over, using ...sized roll ea, as Indicated In the

on Children and Youth.

ed on this fall.

of Me ticket." The

tering style, set the hair all

1713 E. Central road, Arline-

Rudi Gernreich is an origisometimes described es
.the kookiest major Anwrican
n al,

designer."

1970 White Home Coda -

re -structuring now, so that it
will be inciuded in the new
constitution which will be vol.

..Adlai Stevenson is at the top

hair style,
created for readers of "She'. by
Beautiful Lady Hair Fashions,

says. she now spends about 10
hours
week (during the im
Motion of special programa.
this ava more likely to be 50

present is

accept
second-class

themselves

MSS

government.

Where will we find her on
the ballot,
"At the bottom," she said.

go anywhere"

ber of the Evanston Tenth
Commission and since 1965
has held one of its committee
chairmenships on which, she

hoots weekly.) She has also
served on the board of the Illinois Youth Commission and

at

rids week we bring you the

PAT WAS a founding mem-

that's Gernreich

BY

her real specialty yet!

women in politic, "There are
so many opportunities! Too

for one of the five suburban

school -oriented.

Btu wait We have,* come to

with running a home in Enos mn and raising a family.
She sees a great future for

opportunity to do something
with, 'that's nice for her. or

with sandy hair and a quick

church -and

countless hours of volunteer
work in many different fields

MADE EASY

for 'She'

political, profeasionel or

`Kooky original--'

BEEEIRATING

Hair styled
especially

Page 15
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RAND & CENTRAL ROADSI
MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

The
I

coat -and -dress

pt g fa di

combo
The

belted coat shmva here Is let.
ed with bmven. black end white

cotta pl. skimmer. Thls ensembk k ham the Spring 1970

colkcaon Brant].

YW--111-1

II V 4.1 LT 14

A .1.-1-112,...7

Hersey rebounds for MSL gym crown
By Linda Hamilton
Spode Editor

three placed in the top eight.

With Hide tee, firm Elk
Grove. Hersey High Schbol
became the winner and new
champion of the NI id-Suburban League - gymnasics cirmail. Saturday night the Husk.
les breemd to the meet title in

epee 4

meet placing second in free ex:
ercise. seventh Min side horse.
ninth on trampolihe second on

high bar and first on parallel
bars.

klurava got a lot of help as

the conference less sit Wheel-

mg, and with Elk Grove pia,

rid and Todd Klehr third on

mg second. the Huskies gained

parallel hers, Kyle Wooldridge

men gave the team
a big WOW with Al MMus dm

lira place in the overall stand-

ma fourth and Ed Hembd

(eating Prompect's Jay Rensen

togs all to themselves with 118
points: Grove had 92.

fifth on side horse and Farris
sixth and Boy. ninth en high

for the first lime. 8.5.0.4. Bill
Ilelbig placed fifth fur the
Gram with Neal Dorsey
bouncing to a seventh. The
thrai
ore
Grams added

-

'Minato., was third with 74

hai.

with Kamen running fourth
is

MIMED

ARI3NGITIN

65., and Palatine a stands-

mg filth with 25.2. Feast

Nlike Isaacs of Arlington was
tied for third with Rebmann at

found Benny Fernandez tak-

-Ism.. A. 8.2: 5. Bens.. P.

ing a third place for eighth

7.85: 6. Hendershot. P. 7.75:

points and Mother Landy tak.
ing a sixth for five points.

7. klallow. Pal. 7.55: 8. Mel
Brennan. Eti--Oben. IN. 7.1:

Fourt Nplace Prospect
found glory in Ron Wokl's

Ill. Hergluml. FE. 7.0:

ad Prospect fourth.
Hersey carnal 1111

!mints
ith the all-around coon, Geary
Morava. Lance Hoye. and Jeff

Ennis pulling 21 points us all

Cardinal Pat grOUSHeall gall
a 4.2 from one judge us he av-

er:and an 8.75 first on side
horse to heat teammate John
Boylan. who had an 8.25. A,

lingo. Larry Boman. was

Rerun's Cr.g Mean. Mare s Miding Rash so tab Midauh-

kegan
outruns
Prospect

10th on the horse with a 5.75.

Hersey opened up a lead
with a 1:2-3 finish on the par.
allel hark although Adington
got more place prints than
Hersey did on the trampoline.

Despite lour first -place per -

WITH TIIE high bar mid
rings miming up. Herm' fig-

for man ....... the Prospect
indoor

track men. 59. :49. z. to the
hat Waukegan Bulldogs FriThe km vim Prospect's first

of the young sem. and kw,
settom 1. 'lliesday with a 6449 win over 'Elgin.

rehielett

Bill All. Make the

Henkel wits runner-up. finishing three seconds after Math-

.,

The two other Knight wins
came in the Wit and the mile
relay Sophomme (iary Reese
breezed to a will in the MO 111
56.8. The mile
team

ompw4

damn

junior. ..Ed Anmini

Cashion.

Bill

Grady and sophomore Paul

memoirs a, he battled for Me No.

PROSPIYAT
CAME
strong in the long jump. the

,turdai

By Mike Imam

ball

Hn, with

a
cap of I4-i
Hacker was third.
Tom K linker grabbed 'sec-

League

the
victory on the

Wildcats' home main
night.

ond el ace in the half -mile in
2:11. heating teammate Al '
Morrison across hr four see:

'the win was Wheeling's
sixh in its last seven MSI.
gnmes and gone the Wildcats
sole possession a third place
in the conference with a 0-5

ands

rmord. 1,Ik Grove, Ern the rah:

Al

Stanowski
Wilson
Totals

the court with a :2 point third
quarter. the Wildcat, out.
scored the (irenadierk 14.3,
'during the first lOur minutes of

Wood add 122nd Gr.t II.

the perioddo go ahead. 37-18.

WHEELING 1741
Player

Groot

the shot with a hems: of 40-11).

league

encounter and remained in the cell, ut 2-11

really rolling from then on .nal
even when he' emptied his

toss 0'3,11.
The pole vault had Dan C,
ney nosing nut Cashiem for
second. Both hays vaulted W.
6, but Carney placed higher on
the basis of fewer misses.

WHEELING'S
pressure
defense forced Elk Grove ter
throw the hall all over the gym
in the first quarter as the Wildcats jumped to a 12-2 lead. The
Grenadiers got a rebound has-

THERE WERE threw other
second-place'linishes by Pros.
putors on Friday. John Wm al's 5.8 was good for scatml in

ket fronullikel..111 10 lie the
game at 2-2. but they. .didn't
score again during the final

high jump while soph-

club.

the

omore . Hacker sprinted -to
runner-up finish in the 511 yard dash, His time was 5.7..l

off of his winning time Tuesday. Rutz copped saiond in the
low hurdle, with a 7.7_

The indoor Knights return
to action tomorrow when they
host

Gknbrook North and

York in a tciangular. Starting
time is 4:30 p.m.

RM baseball

registration

Los& had
Mr Elk Grove.

and the col. e...ntually hallearned to 45-2
tickers juggernaut

John Manning was third with a

colninn. with KOwell leading
the way with 14 points and

was

bench with over six minutes
remaining the Wildcat. re
-

aPinder 10

II

Harthule
Kawell
Bencriseutto
Wood

14

5

11

IP
11

1

1

I

2

3

4

6

2

1

14

0
5

2

Pill

1

2

7

4
12
7

5

2

7

1

I

5

I

5

II

7

3

0
0

2

r

t

2

I

27 20 Id 74

ELK GROTE 1501
Player

F

B

P TP

flinch

4

I

3

9

Pinder
Hopkins

4

2

5

0

fl

I

III

I .osch

5

2

4 12

t

5

3

giStall
Boyer
kligalcour
Totals

7.

2

I

1

0

IN 14 21 50

SCORE BY QUARTP:RS
12 11 2229-74
Elk Grove
213
27-50
Wheeling

Northwest girls sunk
by state's top tankers

Coach'led Ecker's
Enmnwhile.

rattled

oil

10

straight points. Mike limo, hit
a pair of long jump shots and
during die spree and Gary !Co-

well twice rebounded missed
free thniws by teammate Ro.
ger Wood aneroid Mellen back
up for baskets.
Elk (Bore finally settled
down in Ihe second quarter
und started to nuke a game of

it. Lasch and
Jeff tded
Jeff
sunk

The Nonhwest Suburban
YMCA girls swim team sal fend its Nagged defeat of the
smson last Saturday. us the local aquatic queens wely ntlled

En, by the 1969 state champions, H.R. Ryall. 249-97.
The NWS girls were able to
capture only five
vidual

and then
and
two

free

throws and a buckrs and Gene
Pin der scored on a tipt0 close.
0 with 5:05 left
the gip To

In the 9 and

10-yetir-old

bracket. Ann Ili Franc.nu
sprinted home in the 50 -yard
breaststroke in 411.5

for her

well.deserved first. The relay
quertet of Patti I.arsen, Cindy
Antonik, Doom Grunwald.
and Miss Di Francesca regis-

Ir., in the meet. with Prep di'
&inn slur Lec Doehler raking

tered the other top finish in the
Midget division.
Miss Doehler easily won the

in a pair of blue ribbons.

50.yard f rent* in a fine 27.9,

Hob

BARBARA
LARSEN'S
39.2 docking in the 50 -yard
free style earned her the tap:
honors in that Cddel division
race. while .she teamed with
Ginger Moloney,
Rebecca
Wheeler, and Nora Halvorsen
in the 100 yard
and freestyle relay
to earn the
other fir. in

Registration for Inc kollingt in the halt
Meadow, Boy, Baseball pre:am GRENADIERS had
gram w ill be held at th, Roll.
ing
Meadows Community sconce to out the pp to two.
bill Jahn Desch missed a pair: dm eight and umler age grow.
Chu
Saturday ft

lay Jim Snarl

hez,Saiy_lumr,d,ady,..niglhAt.tro

eke on

era in

and Mane right back to cop the
100 -yard individual medley in

1:13.8 for her two first place
finishes in the Prep division.
Sandy Gabler accounted for
the other first in the meet, as
she kicked in ahead of the
competition in the 50 -yard
freestyle on the Junior level.

The Oak Perk YMCA girls
learn will visit the NWS

o

in the

7,

George Williams College
P hol.

Red Rush will
broadcast
WMAQ's Radio

Baseball.

Friday,
Mu. 6, when the Chicago
While Sox meet the Boston

'70 gets

underway

Red Sox at Sarasota. Fla_ in
the first of 13 White Sox exhibition games to be carried on
the station.
Bob Elson and Mount Prospect's Red Rush ham up once

again to broodyn the plarby.
play action (yes Sox fans.

Card hemDe Mandele pulled
down the ost renounds in the
contest with 15. Arlington senior Jack Hull was behind
klandele with nine followed by

%Vold.

P,

II. 8.0:

3.

before bowing. 77-69.
The Tomcats havc lost only
three games all seam and up-

then foul shim by Wood and
Hob Stem put Wheeling. the
short aid of a 4,13 wore and

pear headed for a repeat mid

brought the fans to their feet.
But all -state candidate Tom

the Elite Eight of
tournament. They

the Tomcats a real dogfight.

n'n'iinbi
in andisplayed
'ttettin. runn"
quarter than
and -shoot basketball et its best.

the perksd ended with

the

itiel Boylan.

A. /.11: Ferri- I.1411r.

26-23 load.

I

Actually, Wheeling led for
nmtt °I. the quart" co the
strength of some hGds-up play

Hinkle floor lender Gary Morava won the NISI, nil -around
tide
an excellent 28.85 WW1 for five ogee. Ile earned secend pact in We floor excersise with
8.65, Card Steve ton
P:bers wan that areal with an P.M.

by wards Kevin Harthule and

,,,,, Grant , go,,,, boa.,

work by Roger Wood.
But with the 'Cats ahead 16.
13, suddenly a comlanation of
tile
Tomcats' man-to-man
gran and the roars of the hug:
1101110 crowd got to Ille visillas

haggod five.

MANDELE WAS

with 14 He hit on five of nine

011 the high Thr. Placing sev-

pretty

left-handed hook

Gary Kmell had something
to say about that, however.
muscling

1041 the leugue-leading Mari.
Catholic 60-51 on the Seadans
home court.
The Buns fought hack front
:1 37-15 deficit at the halfway
point and kept chopping down
the Marton lead, hut the mar-

gin was ton much to nvoe
and Marien was able to slomw
play down just enough
beat
the.fired
Viator quintet.

dun-

captain 'Ferry Cullen. The
lanky floorleader was sidelined by .1 main:nee of a back

injury that has given him em-

in., led the Spartans with 15
hopeful Blase PignEnti added
14. while Rick Klurshak came
°IT the bench in Ow third qa,
ter to
an 111 points and
the Marian Catholic squad in

the ken Pat Berg lied nine
prints for MC.

omore center Greg Smith put
a two -pointer moments later
to give the Tomcats :I lead they
WOOD never relinquish.

worm Ds points m u row, an
generally fired up the muad.
Pettenutho added it jumper.
then Koski.: got three more
points. he third penal ended
with MC leading 40-37.
llowever. the lions had tai.
mentum. and KasLie put in

live whits right away mgr

the locker room with

five -

pair (Gm the charity line. then
stole the aill and layed another
two in.

against the 11111, who
Cullen's hallhandling.

were

or, then free renews by Koski,

were

find Pettenum were followed

Hawks
beaten
105-88

KEEHAN GOT a 10-foutby

a

tipin by Kaskie. Irene -

The ores., caused bad poses,

1111,11 added roar More poi.

gelling several

on two line drives. Revh gut
too to close th gap Lo nine
,ints, but this the way it re.

andchileby
kr took full advantage

bmkets as the restilt of is
motions. When the Lions did
get the hall upeourt. their

out like the second had ended.

P. Pa.

The Lions got the fip. missed
two shots. and Marian got
rebound. Steve Carley interemitted a pass as Vim, begun
to musk but Viator missed an-

Pignotti

other pair of shots underneath.

TOTALS
24 12 17
ST. VIATOR 151)

PETEENUZZO GAIT the
ball rolling with another interception, which he gassed on to
Krskie for two points. The two
added two no, throws in the
Mar two minutes, which
Maria offset with one basket.

Then Kaskic took over. He
grabbed, several rebounds and

tremendous 27.point second -half
aided

B
6
5

Hite
1

Hildeman
Klupchak
owski

3

3

4
0

2

0

3

5

5

0

Player

Lech.

0

4

F

P

3

3

Penman,

3

5

4

Kaskie.

9

4
4
0
0

5

Recta

B. Cadet'
Trawinski

TOTALS

3

0

the fourth quarter got under
way. The cards fought back

his own shot and tried again

Murk Harold of Conant. It

and missed. On the play Bar -

11 by Conant and eight by An
The Cougars doubled
We Card total in thc third

hard in the fourth frame by tatlying 18 point, to the Cougars'

on fouled gland& who made

looked bad for the Cards as
they were losing 41-40 with
I XX/ left. Gary Bratko fouled

field goal, :Ind four of eight
free throws. Mak had live

Taking

Barton

bounds,

out

of

passed

ho

ball

the

Lloyd underneath who missed
hisshort jumper but rebounded

Harold. and he missed his shot.

hit another free
ing,
toss afte thee was routed again.

It was rehoundial by Brodnan
with 50 cocoons left.

(none. marking 12 points to

Down 1069 at the end of the

We Redbirds' six. A jumper by
Brodnan and a layup by Kick.

forcing both coaches to rely on
their bench strength.

lint period, the Cards firught
back in the second with two

coupled with two free throws
contributed by Huh and Hef.

WED! 111E score 33-2A
Kieck matched a bucket by

baskets by Kim* and a corner
shot by klandelc to two layups

fornan were the only points the

Lloyd with 1,131 remaining in

but fouled Mandele in
the making. klandele missed

('ards tallied in the think

the pm,. Brodnan then

and Ed

while junior am John Brodnan
was nextin line with 1 1.

CONANT, ON the ether

by Lloyd. That tied the score at
15 -all with 4:41 remaining. In

hand. picked up two buckets
by Barton. one from Macdonald, one ftom Wallin. and a
bucket and mei free throws

the nest three minim the only

point to be scond was a fax
throw by Macdonald. At 1:59
Mon droppml through a lay,

from 1.100.'111m spree gained

nine.

stole

fro.

Barton and
passed to Mandolc who pulled
the

ball

With thre minutes remain ing, Barton dunked a baseline
the

1

F

B

r..PF.

sk:irh'

7

7

3

,05

i

i 12

'0

0

James.

0

18 13 14

THE KNIGHTS tied

62.59 Win.

The Falcons IN throughout
the first half, as they had the
Mot by the two teams met,

II was an especially difficult
game fig the Falcons to lose.
but Friday night Prospect,
sonand-place Knights dropped
visiting Forest View helow We
.500 mark with a hard-fought

hut

from the lane. then went ahead

half the Fakons

owned only a 36.32 advantage

rhIcritesM.6'f7ervead d tu'nd.P'siter 'it'.

after being up by as much as 12
points to being the second
quarters.

scored to put Prima. up, 4037, but Rich Olson and Greg

Slava combined for

Il

2

2

I

Wilson

0
0

t

t.,-wwe

offal one of the mt.., nights

the Panthers had this season.
The Panther, hit ern 25 of 54
from the floor for 46 per amt.
ripped off 48 rebounds. the
Ltnmi,1 jo.nrdeem

of 28

per

,...

,

when Glenbard

for.
sank one

of two fax throws. making the
score 17-16_

AFTER WINNING

the

opening jump in the second
quarter and trading two point
plays with Friond, the Glenbard five pulled nway from the
Vikings for a short period.

With 6120 left M the marker.
Glenberd had moved out to a
26-111 lend for the biggest lead
fur either team in the night.

anima peamaion of the jump

Rick Genre made the basket at

for the Panthers
Gs and after wadnsoved
log baskets.

out to another sizeable lead,
Anastasi swished thmugh two
fickl goals. and Sodini convened a free throw for a4741

c.

After

145 which put the Fremd five
away one full minute
was finally in tentionally fouled by Dan
before

he

f'rabtree. He made both free

lead.

With 1:30 left in the third
stanm. Anastasi made another
of his four baskets that period.
and the PantlGr
was again

at eight points, 50-48.
theN. But as
the period ended
Vikings
outscored Glenbard 6-2 and
the buxom blew with the score

throws follow:lig that foul.

Then Kolge stole the ball
from the Panther, who were
the sho

one.and-one, Freital look the

in

37

to play a close game. From the

three field goals hy Hague. and
Ihrec-pointer by Rick Gaare.
The second gliarter ended
with
b the lust
throe baskets for Glenbard. in-

eluding one with less than M
second, mn the period and the
scorn at half-time showed the
Panthers leading by one at 40-

of how the game would end.
Frand's Hague beat Wright in
the
first two

and passed it to
Kola, who was fouled for the
third time.
Kuhn made both shots with

buck. of the period want lo

less than tomeos remain -

Kolze and Dave Wmkerslum
and Fremd once again pulled

ing anti the ga
ended before
Glenbard could wore again.

.Thecontertunip

even with Glenbard at the 7:09
point.

From that poi., the score
was tied six times until Fremd
grabbed the lead for the final
(Mu at 1:45 to go. A kcy point

GLENBARD NORTH 69
Paulin.
Wright

the quarter came when
Anestasi fouled out. Much of
the slack in the third marker

Crabtree
Sodini

had been taken up by Anestasi,

Totals

in

with 3:47 to go.
Fremd outscored Glenbard
20-11 in the final period. Both
teams took 10 floor shots. but

Player
Kolze

hind the talented Elk Grove
20. Top

period, the score was either

rebounder in the contest wm
Hawk Bob Spore who pulled

tied or the lead changed handS

times with the Panthers
finally leaving the court at the

Glen bard had to compensate
for reduced output by the big

3
3

16 14 16 37

Arlington 144)
F

B

P

0

0
0

0

1

9
0

5

4

5

15

5

3

1

5

1

5

3

1

1/

I

0

0

3

2

also

pulled

down

has

11

than 10-4 in conference play.

Forest View is now 6-7 for
the season and plays Fremd at
home in its final game.
PROSPECT 1621
Player
Rucker
Rush
Walter
Lundstedt
Meissner

f

b
3

3

3

1

0

0

4
0

5

5

4 14

6 12

White
Kline

p
4

1

2
0

I

4

1

0
0

7

0
4

0
10 22 up 37

Sob

seven

rebounds. but traded the lead

in that departnient to junk.

FOREST VIEW 1591

Lundstedt with 14.

Meier of Forest View had
rebounds and contrilnited
heavily to Forest View's early
11

lead with fine floor play and
four field goals in the first peri-

od. Hut Dave Long was the
baleen backbone with nine
field goals on 13 attempts.
I ong scored five baskets
without missing in the first period when he solved the

Knight half -court zone press
by getting loose behind the
zone and under the basket to
make easy little jump.% on a
crosscourt feed.
The win secured semsnd
place in the standings for the
Knights. who could have been
tied and they lost their last two
games and either Hersey or
Wheeling won their last two.

f

Player

Phillip;

3

Bansfield
Long
Olson
Shevell
Meier
Bauer
Totals

0

1

3

4

4

5

5

1

0

fi

II

1

0

5

SCORE BY QUARTERS
Forest View 22
Prospect

11

14

II

12
18

11-39
12-62

Pocket billiards
tournament set

face

mind Cue Club M the Golf

tooter as soon as he was in

ton its tint loss of the cam-

Row Shoppim Center_ Hoff-

range.

paign this week. in the final

man Estates.

PROSPECT TOLL

the one and one and Prospect

held a safe 61-58 lead. Olain
was fouled with 10 second,

wl,lhere You'll/iv*

For your car
your home
your life
and your health

0

5

4

9

5

2

15

3

5

3

4

2

4

4

0

0

1

0

25 19 18 45
FREMD (74)
B

PR

F

I

BIGGEST

MEALTIME BARGAINS
IN TOWN!
INTRODUCING A' BONANZA
'Iri-1111h

BONUS!
Monday - Tuesday - Wednesday

State Farm G all you need
to know about insurance.
Give me a call.

RIB EYE

LUNCH OR

119

9

10

HAROLD E. NEBEL
212 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

PH:

253-5678
Slats Farm

7

8

2

3

5

2

is all you mad

Flegue

8

2
2

5

16

to know about

the Panthers only hit on two

Wickershem

5

2

2

while Eremd made seven.

Hake

0

1

I

1

3

5

MIKE BOLUS, showed the
fans his dribblina talent, near

Game
Wickum
Totals

2
4

0

2

1

1

8

29 16 19 37

2

23 13 18 41

Conant, which handed Arling-

TIIE FALCONS didn't try

Moloanik

enter.

Through the third quarter.
Gimbals! was up to the task.

7

Reeve

but he finally had to depart

the teams returned to the corst
after intermission. however,

REPS

Player
Anestasi

position they were in at the
Weer with 18 points. When

making a jump shot at 7:30.
During the remainder of the

I

to watt for the last shot of the
game. and Olson fired a 20 -

rebound

had led the Panthers inlet the

basket to drop in a layup for
the first of his 25 points. Then
Larry Hanks retaliated by

2

0
0

1

The Schaumburg laymes
will hold their second annual
Pocket Billiards Tournament
at 4 m. Vlach 14 at the Dia.

hall with about :35 left.

end of the court, but after he

center Rill Wright raced to the

IN THE first half, Wright

out the pattern and stole the

mere valuable time.
he
Wright was fooled at the
massed the second shot in his

pulled

the
3:20

but once agam he had

menced. Pm fens crowding the
of
gym mw the first sign

rebounds and made 16 of 23
free throws for 69 peen t.
From the opening shots of
the first period, the team Inked as though they were going

scored

bringing Me hall up court. end
was fouled again. He he had

While bolding the Panthers to
just two poi, on layup by
Wright, and oohing the Glenhard team
into mistakes.
Frond scored 13 pomu on two
charities apiece by Kolze and
substitute
Steve
Wickum.

the

1

in front for good, Kelm took
conool of the game. 1cgurird
doubled

AS TIE final period corn.

nom the floor for 43 per mot.
Unm

North

the end of the

50-54.

Fronal.

in the

cess. He sank both ends of

For Inc third time, Wright

however. At Me 5:10 mark. the
Vikings madc a comeback.

from the ooaking 29 of 67
The

one -point lead

for an ex.

Vikings .Hord d a good night

4

I

1

5
14

Ow shot missed and Meiss.
ner rebounded for the Knights.
dmwing a fuel in the pro-

The load was short-lived.

THE VIKINGS were up to
the task. however. With Mike
Rolle, fourth leading scorer in
the conference, and Randy
leading

leading Scam with 24 points.
half of them coming on a perfect mark from the free throw
line. The senior high jumper

Wayne Meier finally figural

ed an 19
68 per cent.

Hague

Slayton lately, was the game's

cessfully Nailed weirs ahodt a
mMute, then called a time out.
Although It leeks like Ed Handleld (23) of Forest View and Kim Walter of
ere playing
WM
Waher atone, tming
rebound his one missed shot. Jon Meissner 12.21 came up with
the hall and ems fouled late in the first half, (Photo by George Hamilton)

MEISSNER, WHO

after Dave Long's

game and Prospect leading 59511. coach 011Slatyon diremal
Ole Knights to wall. They suc-

ward (hang

In Ender for Me Fremd live
to win the contest, they had to

but the ball rolled off the hoop
and Prospect had a thrce.point

The Falcons didn't make a

four straight free throws after
that. Lundnedi added three in
the period and Brad Rucker
had Iwo with Stu White making the first or the penal.
With about 1110 top in the

0

hard-fought gancieoU.n.tho Vik"

rehounded

been a pleasant surprise for

fouled twice and accounted for

1

I'anlben. dl Itng

Phillips

bun

experienced

Knights last basket at
from the corner, but he was

3

74.11

4

0
0

urrms

the semnd shot and Olson
went in for a lasEditch layup.

quarter in winch it made just
three shot . while missing 13.

margin of victory.

Viking comeback bid stymies
visiting GBN Panthers, 74-69

cis

View's downfall. After missing just three of 13 field goal

10 free thmws provided the

2

logs of Fremd finally oVeranne the bailing Glenbard

later. Lundstedi drew
foul
and made the last point of the
Keith

The final period was Forest

T 11 E KNIGHTS, who
wound up the game with only
about 30 per cent agmuruy
mark from the field. made only
me bucket m the qumrcr. but

KM6HTS

0

Trailing for most of the( rst
three quarters Friday night on

his Mooed shots. Just a second

quarter.

Pam.

1

Teeth
27 15 15 .16
SCORE. BY QUARTERS
East Aurora 26 16 19 16-77
Whceling
23 14 14 18-69

5

It

game of the regular season.
Prospect can finish no worse

layup with 5:05 left

I

0
0

3

I

left, NO he made only half of

field pals and a 4342 lead.
The lead bounced trunk and
forth throughout the third pi.,
nod with Prospect finally
gaining a 5048 margin at the

field

l.._

2

0
0
0

I

101
17 12 20 41
SCORE BY QUARTERS.
Conant
10 11 Ili 99-14
Arlington
8
6 19 2-14

View

14

Stagg

3

ing regulation play with a tie
score d 42. With 20 seconds
Rh and the wore 4342. Con.
ant, Brodnan fouled Limon

gain a big early lead. Forest

score column.

down 18.

three

IS 15 33

1

0

5

I

because the buzzer could not
he heard above the roar of the
crowd. The pun went off end.

attempts in the first quarter to

39,

graduate as he he

the

game at 7:22 of the third qua,
ter when Casey Rush scored

%DEEM: 1:91,
7

Brand)

0

Stipp
Mandele
Kicck
Heffernan
Brodnan
Grant
Bratko

1970

SPrl'toss

31

Mon
Wallin
Whiteford
Harold

5

guard shot and missed and
Heffernan rebounded as the
gun went off. The official

ban League Champions in their
final regular.season game id
the year.

By sI,..i.....nde .1.1aLirlun

-1

0

LloYd

I

4
6

5

SP RTS
Knights land 2nd; edge Falcons,62-59

lloatoght
I

-

Hull

M cissner

0

klacdonald
Barton

corner. The high -scoring

other tough den Friday night
when they ventun, to Arlan In to take on the klid-Subuy.

for the job they turned in. liesides the fact that East Aurora
is one of the hot teams in the
state. the mon -home 1.11.1
advantage- could be applied

2

Dowd

BEPR

Player

Player

scorer was f tweed to use a gun

5

II

I

1.111NANf 1461

But the Cants committed an
fver and back violation to for.

who gave it to ',dnan in the

Monday.
February

R

11

two shots with six seconds left.

poinksand a tie score at 40-40.

rebounded and

'Cots will travel 10 ail -

.

th.1,...17,....tt!tA1.80,,,,

Brodnan fouled Lloyd for his
fifth foul. Lloyd an one of the

Nlandete converted it into two

Brandt

gamest to lrion who fired in a
corner shot. Kieck than Ruled

lair.

opening tip which was conPenther
trolled by Wright

KNOPF LED all honors

'

A lot Of Credit 60. lo go an

briar and his whole ballclub

Brodnan dropped in a Maisel with 10 seconds left. but
there was no foul called for the
necessary three point play Conant took Ike loll in and

elt the hall. With 25 seconds
left, Bradman stole from Bar.
ton and drove ;ft for a layup to
put Arlington ahead, 4241.
With 15 wcontl, left Harald
was fouled and hit one of his
two charity wipers. The second wiz rebounded by Brea°.
Bratko passed to Heffernan

the Cards two point, closer. II d
his fifth and Ina!
Lloyd hit one of Me Iwo
No more scoring took place
until with 4:55 left Barton ,ktosses. but Hutt rebounded
foetal Heffernan. Heffernan Lloyd's second free throw and
.pocketed both ends of the one
and one situation io make Me

court. and it was rebounded by

both free throws to tie the coin
test at 35 -all with 4s27 remain.

Macdonald and Sleek
both fouled out in the fourth,

budcets and three tosses for 13

Also in double figures for the
Wildcats wine Gnarl and arthole with 15 and Kmell with

For Ann.. Kivism.had 21.
Smith 12 and Numnch I I.
Smith added III rebounds Mr

game out of reach.

jor role in the second quorter
as only 19 points were tallied.

nnts. 5447, but still fell short
by 17 in the all -import., final

with his 27 markers, but lean,
mate Don Duffy was close be-

I
I

a

comeback 'Thursday evening
against the tough Joliet
Wolves, losing 105-88.
The Hawks were clearly
outclassed in the first half.
dropping Mhind the host
Wolves, 58-34. The Harper
quintet, however, rallied its
forces in the second 20 minute
period to outwore io oppo-

P
3

by

performance by John Knopf,
fell short in ill bid for a late

tsuss.u"

Dam Id Ad.. the other Via
tor co -cam .6 led the second
half rally and finished the contest with :.
dn high total of
22 point, Maly of his second half hid .ms
one on jump
shots fk:r h feet out. Also
figuring in the scoring for the
Lions were Bob Reck who had
10 points and played well de.
fcnsively
the second half;
Mike Pettenumo, who. in his

The third wiener sternal

tic-

The Harper Hawk, herd -

matted to theend of the game.

Player
NI. Rem

Mike Berg of Marian. who

"velY "I!' '0 -ix'!" beige,

After Still., basket. the
Tomcats went on to outscore
the Wildcats. 12-11, to go Mto

quarter. Rah contributed a

couldn't seem.

Keehan.

fiat was able to open up a rela.

AS11IF. wore indicates. the
livesone played poor
first half, looking ,ornewhat
disorgenigal.
'I he
Marian
press worked effectively

MARIAN

points, and Mark
who had six points.

end of the third period that

THAT' LEAD quickly

shooting was off and they

and for Cullen and got 11

Wheeling did keep the confess close throughout the first
half. and it was not until the

point advantage.

things started in the fourth

enable to break it.

a

29lli AURORA'S big sopht

blems all
Clt llen. however, should be healthy for thc
regionals
wek.

role as sixth man. stepped in at

for

underneath

bucket and then tipping ill
missed Mot to put the game
Wikkat, in front once more at

Lion rally thwarted
by Marion Catholic
points. Aliconference center

oml for ginne scoring honors
.,,, Tb12::.PL'Lnlk4PkEk.' and .:,..Lk
L.,,,,,:ndleZitk.,...Ztts.t.t,;hLt5 114:

by

to send his club ahead by three

A smond-half rally by the
Lions of St. Viator fell short
Saturday night its the lions

AND w.d

'

Wood and a driving layup by
Barthel., brought the Wildcats
Great
the homer.
within three
Ranh*
Wood sank two free throws
KsoelI
as the second ytiarler gill unPill
der way to make the wore 26Wood
East's Paul Numrich
25
lieneriscutto
countered them with a jumper

place finish.

is simund in the league in sear-

.

Mandele rebounded the
and but missed his shot down.

tage 21-17 at half.
Defense again played a ma-

ill tho fulled extent in this al,

with l' found the range along
with Patterson and Nonsrich.
and Kivistoh two free throws
with eight soconds nonaining
in the stanza put the TOM.%
ahead, 6I-51. and practically

who plopped both free throws
through the net to put the

score 35.33.

also

leading scorer for the Redbirds

WM1 1.2.8 left Barton wad
fouled and sank one of ova

largest Cougar lead of the
game a low -scoring 33-23, at
the end of thros.
The
persistent Cardinal
spirit was starting to mount as

and Berton and Kieck both
convened jumpers to set the
score at the Cougars' advan-

3

WHEELING COACH Ted
Scher took a time out at that
point to settle his kith down.
and at the nil of the period a

tend the highest score of the
meet Suture, with a 9.0 first

By Gerstell,.

Heneriscutto hit fn. the nut-

5

left -Prospers R. Weld

out

let

side no out the lead to five, and

10010 team holding a shaky.

HIGH BAR:
40: 2. Morava

The Wildcats then

ranked quintet quite a battle

BUT"THE Wildcats gore

7.05:

mco.nenhecint,ed for the Emt Aunt.

onc last gasp. Groot and Mark

night.

A. 7.2: N. oict R. Valenti..
P.-St...mien. Eli Klein. P.

Boatright and Cliff Patterson

non -conference has-

clinched a share oldie Upstate
E i g h 1 Conference Friday

'

Lions were without the
s of wnior guard and

I

ships on March

(rotas for five points.
Lloyd also figured heavily
in dm rebound department
with 14. Bari. and
each
gulled down five while Bob
Wallin collected four. Junior

kettell game. and the invaders
gave Ernie Kivisto's stem

pearance
the state

Fernandez. ID,. 8.05: 5. B.
7.65:
O.
Fernandez. E(i.
Klinganian. P.
Boykok

ASTIIEY did for half of the

h ome pool MS coming Sam,
day M the final dual cost befere the District Chamntepion-

bagged two field goal. and one

came tune points immediately
after the intainission ass

Mc young men of Wheeling

PARALLEL BARS; I. NI,
ralin. II 4.75: 2. Hoyett. H.
8.55:o Klein. 11. 8.5, 4 1

St. Adel game Friday night. the

7:22 of the period.

with seven, three field goals
and one free throw. Junior
Beard John MacDonuld

Bill Kieck with seven. Rialliird
quarterback Bill Heffernan

Wheeling troubles touted Tomcats

score came from Tom Stinson.
who was Illth on the high bar.
The segues were figured at

2

er hand, low ill fifth straight

gridder

between

all-annind. and Freud',

Coils
Tyler

Jim Marley placed second in

T,11,E, j.; 0=t1, zorMg

fn,

serves came in with the score
i1 r' and they stretched the linil margin ei 24 points.
Wheeling had all II of its
tilamen break into the scoring

at one point and left for the tn.
terrnission lending. 23-15.
Wheeling than rolled up
slecvm and Flew Elk (irove off

disappointing, season, hut this
Gctor Idol obviously not
present Friday night Is it held
the champs to 44 pints,

five -point lead.

1

live buckets and four of five
charily stripers. Dave brig.
figured next for Inc Cougars

44. in one overtime period.

FtIR ITIREST View Red,
Berglund plat:co/WM in Me
all-around with a ninth on ,i.,

hack with a two -pointer for
their odmunage hack rip to lit

night in their hid for an undofooted dale by seventh.plaw
Conant. The Cougars won 46.

enth place in the NISI.. The
Card, led the league with a 120 slate. Conanth defense had

IN the Knights in o fourth -

only with Water craft. hut also
exhibit of snowmobiles and
all -terrain whieles.

The Alid.Suburban League

fourth place in, the high oar.

the

leading scorer. Brant Barton.
Lloyd stink five from the floor
and six from the Into for 16.
Barton collected 14 points on

champion
Arlington herd.
couriers were upset Friday

and enabled Aurora to reel off
eight straight points to take a

Stagg

Grow: to two points in the first
quarter and continued on in a

(ilenloed North

earl . in nom esercisc: and
John Compton with an 8.05

maims] unstopmhle. the re-

Wheeling. The Wildcats Weed

pole vatilt_ Senior Jim Here
long

its

placed fifth and seventh with
an 8.i and a 7A5.181wr Pirate
scorers wore Ed Hunt on the
side horse walla sisth.elace
7.15: Paul Mallow with a seVs

Or WA ihrows And Wood came

Wheeling held rottlml Elk
minvincing 74.50 klid-Sithur-

the

inn, of

Wh eetng
l
melts co l d Grove

half mile. the shot put and the
copped second in

rating in the conference side

horse war, beating teammate Join Boylan for the gold medal

Hacker. lased their W.k,
gan maniere:Erb in 3:2X.

I

got

caller Dew Lloyd and NISI_

fore fie Mr
food ersinghk

enth in the dl -amend, Weld

t_tlyg, Iowa:boo cshirst before cns
tering the main hall, hut maw
high scissors and a steady routine were Pat tirrameank motor inside. will he conthinted not

won the mile in 1:49 Ron

Wheeling

ninth on the trampoline for Mc
',ikons' only other scores.
Cons
two points Callie
1/oyle Bartle,. who
placed ninth on the rings with
7.7. Wheeling girt a point as
Rene Mathis plaeml 10th in

Visitors ei the event will
start their mhsving with the

(411.,

Wok!
placed seventh and Kit:woman

By Bob McDonald

The Cougars held a 4-8
mark going
the game.

Pre, es and MikeConte demi Ids

Center

semson land und water

44)

33611, 4. hada. H. 33.15: 5.
Berglund. FV. 30.00; 6. 1._

14

Exposition

k

lee on the appearance of an

Pommel crovecountry tenm.
that linish.1 third in the slam.

AI.1AROUND: I. Ole -Forest Vim
rave. II. 38.05: 1 Boylan. A. Conant
34.15: 3. It. Eernanik FXi. Wend

horse and a Illth in free es.
Norm Olsen tied for eighth in

huh 6-15 a beginning m

Larson was thin'. Senior Keith
Mathews. alio :done with Lab

7546

The Midwest Boat Show
seheduled tern the Arlington
li a

tape in 0:46.5. Junior Howie

Prospect
Palatine

6.95,

dee. EU. fhmi5:

All -terrain

74
fi516

turd(

Yaeger and Pete seventh. who

the

92

Weaver. 11. --Von Firers,

strength from its Minna. Jim

ercre lit Eugene Brennan. hut

mile. In the two-mile. Knight

6. while

turd

the Fluskiin iota three
places on the high her Ire Ararld Own

118

Elk Grove
Arlington

A, 7.05: 5. Diet Helhig, 14G-Moore. A. 7.45: 7. Dorsey.
7.25, 8. Sayre. A. 7.1:
lIvrava. 0.-4'nEnc.

1001

,i111 only an eight in free ex-

es hi the two-mile run and the

Pete Klein wing tor eighth

Palatine

Homey

F.G. 0.5: 2. Hens.. P. 8.4: 3.

Swenson. F.(11115: 4. ompton. Pal.. 8.05: 5, II. Fernam

iliml in the ant.
elk Grow hada:tried

thirds.
Prospect Root in hest finish-

the Knights placed three
mcn on the parallel tsars with
Steve Kling:m:1 getting .1 7.5
sixth and Rich Valentino and

ninth in the aftargatial.

scorers In decide
m Mther Arlington wo second

seconds. Each Nuad had six

getting a simh.

Arlington',

up to

performances. hut the Knights
seemed to 'have hotter depth.
Although
Waukegan
took
nine firsts. Prospect had nine

gal taking a fifth in free exen
eise and Kim Hendershot

the

only score mame

Itiel TEAMPK

Ossowski, P--Yuger. Pal.. 8.1:
7. Hotthof. Pal. 7,95:8.1_ Fe,
7.75: 9. Bartley.
C. 7.7i
Dating, A.7.65:

Conant cagers shock Arlington

'FF.ANI1OTALS

111A3IMLINE: I. MIN..

Benne fern:gala
nn the
the rings. %.95-8.9. while

111,1011, 1111C.

THE BUI.I.DOGS displayed some fine. individual

Baker. P. 6.2: 4. Berglund. I.V.
615: ID Beaming, A. 5.75,

with CinweN Summit. Junior
bin Mug earned an eighth on

from Greg Datillo. who was

ered their record no a 1.1 stanchion. 'They had opened their

Knights. wm mad for

ural to swan the lead and did
so easily as Sjogren deUaled
Elk

day evening.

RINGO: 1, Sjogren. H.
8.95: 3. H. Fernandez. FL.
8.4: 3. Valcmino. P. 8.35; 4.

19.20:9. Klingamen. P, 26.95:
W. Mathis, W. 26.10.

I.

liembd. H.'7.9: h Huh,. Pal
7.15: 7. :donna. H. 6.25.

JOHN VALENTIN(' got a

II

HORSE:

scerid on trampoline. although disappointing for the

Mini on the rings with an 8.35
with teammate Mike Ossiwyski
earning the fifth spot at 8.1
Junior Ken Baker placed
eighth on side horse with Ben-

1970

7.

!Trousseau. A. 8.75: d. Boylan,

formance.

Monday.
Febtuary 23.

SP/iRTS

SIDE:

a. 8.25: 3. Olson. Eli. 4.2_:.1.
Wooldridge
H.
8.05: 5.

Mire

29.75,

Weld, P. 29.40: B. Boy.. FL

lull one inmor re:won for its

senior had Me highest
more of the Meet and of his
cancer with a 9.0. Bensen's
star

EG.

Fernandez.

MEET RESUI:IN

first place on the high her. The

points anti wm the best team
finish except Mr Weld's per-

Page 16

urban League championship ring routine &sturdy. night. SJogren
and the Huskies took the league by stormovInnM. first the meet
end then the inerall conference title by way of Arlington's third place lin., I Photo, h, Linda Remittent

eighth.
The all-around

10.

View eighth at 11.5. and Palatine and Enand failed to score.

then show Hersey alone in first

in the NISI.. Elk (trove third

Allen were on the

Orme was runner.op with 87
and 'Wheeling was third at
68.5. Conant was fourth al
37.5. Prospect fifth at 23.11e,
my sixth at 215: Glenbard
North seventh at 12. Forest

standings

Arlington secmal for
the first time since to first year

and

day, and Adington was the
winner with 130 points. Elk

noes for the top spot in free ea

place.

'imon

was run in the afternoon Sam,

11W OVERALL madding,

Malmedahl taking fourth and
handy Fernandez taking en

7.35: 9. Boyett. H. 7.115:
Stinson. F. 68:

hialmedahl. ELI. 8.3: 5.

THE FRO01-80141 meet

FRP.F: EXERCISE: I. Von
Ehers. A. 8.95, 2. klorava. H.
8.65: 3. Ric) Rebmann. Fl..

Wheeling had one each.

senior

poline

for 10th place basis_

scorers in the rings with Bemnny
Fernandez taking srsond. Jack

scored two and Eremd and

an

THE GRENADIER tram-

11 points for a first, nine fin
smond. eight for third, seven
for Mu
six for fifth. five for
sixth, four two seventh. three
for eighth, two for nimh, one

well and led after the first two
invnts. taking both gold medals in the free, and ,idc horse.
As expected. Slw Von Ehers
tumbled m an
to heat Mo.

View scored 14 points. Conant

Knights dropped

on the home. Gelling the hall
rolling. Dave Swenson pulled
out a third on the high bar with
an 1.15 with Benny fannedez
fifth at 7.93. dandy and Benny
Femantlez took fourth and
fifth on the parallel bars with
Dun Mcnoien eighth.

Ron Rebmann scone a third in
me exercise,
ram 'oaten
won the rings, Boyen vats se,

'

ee

Wayne Olson grabbed it third

Morava was the star of the

insurance.

SPECIAL DINNER
Tender Mb Eye Steak Baked Potato

50lod Tams Toes)

FAST SERVICE - COME AS YOU ARE NO TIPPING

BONANZA SIRLOIN PITS.
1249 Elmhurst Road. [
Des Plaines, Illinois

ME matmen claim sectional crown
By Jim Stuart

beating Mark Carlson of East
Leyden. 13-5. He lost to Scott
Williams of Crystal Lake, 9-1,
in the final round.

he West Leyden Sectional
Wrestling 1 ournament produced 12 area grapplers who

the I30 -pound division, Maine Ortwerth both will go on to
Eases Jim Ortman downed, Normal in the I55 -pound
Chuck Cress of DeKalb for the class. Stumpf of Arlington

championship.

Demon Dave Maple won

earned a 9-0 whitewash over
Dave Froehlich of East Ley-

SCOTT VERN ER of
Maine East and Ken Klein of

the

state to the state championship

by downing Rick Stanczak of

at Normal Friday and

round, and Ortwerth of Con-

Prospect both advanced in the

Arlington in the final round.
Stanczak lost 16-13 in over-

ant won the consolation round
by decisioning Froehlich, 4-I.

time in perhaps the best match

At 165 pounds,..it was Maine
East's Pete Gross by a 5-3 mar-

earned the right to go downmeet

attar shrittin i out Jerry An-

I07 -pound division after Verner pinned Klein in the championship round and then Klein
clobbered Jeff Alvis of Fremd,
7-I, in the wrestle -back round.
Jim Battaglia of Hersey
gained the downstate berth by
defeating Jerry Evans of De Kalb, 9-6, in the wrestle -back

cona of talk Grove. 8-0. and

of the 115 -pound class. And in

Saiurdas.

Maine East won the team
championship with 60 points
while Elgin and DeKalb tied
for second with 24. Arlington
had 17 points to tie for sixth.

At 08 pounds. Bruce Beam
of Maine \Vest finished second

130 -pound championship

of the- meet in the 13(1 wrestle hack. Palatine's Ron Mc-

den

in

the

championship

gin over Tom Rauschenberger

Alister advanced by way of of Elgin. Gary Eckland of
Maine East won the 17.5-

an overtime wrestle -back . vic-

tory, over Rick Bower of Oak

pound

Park at 145 pounds, 3-2.

Rick Komar of St. Viator and
Komar

DON STUNI PI; arid

Ron

championship
turned

over

around

and

beat Al Patrick of Elgin in the
wrestle -back to earn the right
to advance.
Several other area wrestlers
who made it into the Sectionals

Mark Bowe of Forest View
got by Mike Caldwell of Palatine at 137 before bowing to
Joe Di Prizio of West Leyden
in the second round. Scott
Douglas of Arlington and Tad
DeLuca of Hersey lost in the
second round of the 145 and
155 -pound divisions, respectively.

At 165, Prospect's Tim
LoetTel heat Scott Raven of
Barrington. 6-4, to get into the
second round but then lost to
Toni
Raushenberger,
9-3.
Conant's Warren Kastning

and Palatine's John Keating
were both pinned in the first
round of their 175 -pound
matches.

JOHN WALKER of Forest

cess. Tersey's 98 -pounder Don

Vies(' made it to the semi-finals
of the I85 -pound class by pin-

first round of his pairing, as
did Kevin I.onergan of Palatine at 107 pounds.

KEN GI.UECK of Eremd
lost his first match to Battaglia
of Hersey at 115 pounds, and

Toni Moore of Forest View
lost to Chuck Cress in the second round at 123 after heating

3111-1-11ffirligi.

6-3.

met with somewhat less sucRobinson of Hersey lost in the

Maine West's Bruce Beam had the best of Grenadier Jerry Ancona in the 98 -pound quarter -final
bout and won the match 5-3. Little Beam made the state meet via a 13-S wrestle -back win Saturday.

Pete Morocco of Holy Cross,

ning Mike Petros of DeKalb
and decisioning Jim Franz of
Crystal Lake, but then he lost.
to Tom Hansen of Woodstock,
11-6.

Arlington heavyweight Jeff
Selleck heat Curt Sampson of
Fenton, 3-1. but he was eliminated by John Gann of West
Leyden in the second round.

The Elk Grove Boys BaseLeague has announced
registration plans for the com-

Hersey Hus ies,

ball

ing season.

All boys residing in Elk
Grove Village, or any unincorporated area wholly within
Elk Grove Village, are invited
to participate.

REGISTRATION
WILL
be held from 12:15 p.m. on
Saturday Feb. 21 and Saturday
Feb. 28 at Admiral Byrd,
Salt

Creek schools.

,A boy must be eight years
old by Aug. I. 1070 to be eligible for this season.

Fees will be S12 for the first
boy in a Lundy. S6 for the second boy. and S3 for each addi-

tional family member. A parent must accompany the registrant to the sign in.

By Jim Stuart
Dave Hashach of Palatine
hit four free throws in the last
minute of play Friday night as
the Pirates were able to pull
out a 54-53 win over Hersey inn
an
exciting Mid -Suburban
League game at Palatine.
The Huskies thus tell to

fourth place in the NISI. with a
7-6 record, while Palatine

HERSEY WENT' into the
final period trailing try five

points after a disastrous third

quarter in which the Pirates
outscored them, 14-7. But the
Huskies fought back until they
finally took over the lead with

2:30 to play and set up Hasbach's heroics.

Sectional. Stumpf topped his Cougar foe, 4-1, in the quarter finals and went on to win the
championship. 9-0. Ortwerth earned a state tourney berth on a wrestle -back win, 4-I.

S PzIRTS

(Joins and Mike Richartz put

held at the NTE pool Friday
night and Saturday afternoon.
he Sealions had I60 points
while NTE had 31)1 and NTW

placed seventh with a 1:58.2.

had 21212. Cilenhrook South

Don Netzel seas 12th.

had 141. Niles North had 911'2
and Forest View. the NI id -Suburban champs had 66'2.

Fred Westdale of FV and
Mark Savage of SV waged a

OTHER AREA squads in
Arlington,
which had 54 points, Notre
Dame with 41. Prospect 23'2,
Elk Grove with 11'2 and Hersey with two points.
1 he outstanding area performer in the meet, as he has
the

meet

were

been all season, was Sealion

co -captain Rich Lynch. Lynch
won the 50 -yard freestyle, took
second in the 100 free. anchored the Sealion freestyle relay mm hick was second.
in the 50 -yard freestyle.
I.ynch beat NTE's Steve

Baird. %mho was third in the

state in that event last year.
Lynch's 22.3 clocking in the
preliminaries Friday qualifies
him for high school All-American. Lynch took second to the
blonde -haired Indian in the
100 tree. in which Baird

placed fifth in state last year.
Baird had a 48.7 and l-ynch
had a .49.3.

Bill Geiser. Tom Harrison,
Da v e Takata and Gene

O'Hara gave the Sealions a
fourth place finish in the 200
medley relay with a 1:47.4.
Notre Dame was sixth with a
1:50.2. Jeff Carlborg, Jim Ko-

Hersey 12th.
In the 200 freestyle. Via-

tor's George Halts, kept out of
the

finals by a missed turn,

a leo n John
eighth.Viator

Nlate
freshman

to

Jeff

Kozelkz was 12th and John
Braddy was 1Ith for Notre

Iverson was tenth and ND's

a

1:09.5

in

the

dale took in 2:19.5. Savage was
eighth, Toni Orr of Notre

Dame was tenth and Jeff CarIhOrg of ND was 12th.

Lynch followed by winning
the 50, in which teammate
Steve Salerno was fourth
111

23.2. Both go to the state finals

next week. Scott Patience 01
Forest View was eighth. and
ND's Toni Romano was 12th.
sur-

prising well. While NTE's Peter Agnew had a record -setting

pace, Jeff Thieman of Arlington Was third. Jim Johnson of
EV was filth, and both he and
-Fineman qualified for the state
meet. 'Ferry NIcCue was sixth

for St. Viator.
In the consolation diving finals, Hutchison was eighth for
Prospect ,and teammate Dave
Stitt was 1 I th.

'Him Rowe of Arlington
placed sixth in the 100 butterfly with a 59.0. Halas was
seventh with a 59.6. Westdale
was eighth, Romano 10th and
Braun of Prospect was 121b.

zelka, Tom Romano and Kelly
comprised the foursome.

SALERNO OF Viator led
the area backstrokers with a
1:00.6 time for fourth place.
Sealion Bill Geiser was sev-

IN THE consolation final

enth, while Hase of Prospect
and Dave Toler of Elk Grove

in

the

1970

two teams moat hit tiss 01
Moss
timid goals all mssis
hour the outside but one a las up by \ Igaisi
Henan mm ill plan its hurl
rygulai sin ism) gams nest I [I-

%%cult

I

to

work. Hersey's high sorer tot
the evening with 18 hit ,i 20
footer and a driving las up to

I

da\ at home against Glenbaid
North ['Matins sell navel to
Elk Grose for its finale thy

knot the score, and attar ,i Al..11

and a foul, Don Spry put m the
free throw that put the visitors
on top.
Hersey then suffered a dis-
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Paktum.
Hersey

15 14 14 11 -54
17 14 7 15--53

of traveling. At the tune there
was 1:25 showing on the clock
and 19 seconds later the Husk-

were stung again when
Andy Pancratz fouled Hashach for his filth personal of
ies

the contest.

Hasbach, who netted 26
points to lead all scorers made
both shots of the one -and -one
situation to send the Pirates
hack into a 52-51 lead

game

was

close

halftime
Hersey.

score

was

31 29

51 OF 54 of Palatine s
points came from its front line
of Hashach, Sehnert and Algaier. Sehnert added 12 and
Algaier 13 to Hashach s 26,

with a lone field goal coming

Rich Lynch, St. Viator swimming co -captain, was the meet from sophomore guard Steve
standout at the tough state district meet at New Trier this week- Garoutte.
end. Lynch qualified for high-school All-American as he won
Pancratz and John Durso
the 50 -yard freestyle in 22.3. He also finished second to Steve both had I() points for Hersey
Baird in the 100 free and anchored the Sealions' second -place behind Feige's 18 -point perfreestyle relay. (Photo by George Halts)
formance. Andy also led ev-

N
Ions Pepper of St. Mel, the ( PI 's leading scorer, goes up
against Viator's Mark Iseehan for two points in the third quarter
of Friday's game between the Lions ,Intl the Knights. (Photo by
Bob Priv ratsky)

PL -leading St. Mel ri s ions,
Superior speed arid defense
enabled the league -leading St.

far as pennant hopes were con-

ONE FACTOR that kept

Mel Knights to deal the host
St. Viator Lions a 79-63
drubbing Friday night.

cerned and their fire showed
from the opening tap.

the Lions in the game throughout the early going was the fine

The loss was a disappointing

way for the Lions to close out
Chicagoland Prep League play
at their Arlington Heights
gym. The league is disbanding

Eric Lindblad, Denny Stout,
Toni Rowe and Steve Jurco

placed fifth in the 400 -yard
freestyle, going 4:19.0 in the

and this was the Lions' final

went a 1:49.7. Scott Hase, Jeff

prelims but dropping off to
4:23.0 in the finals. Mate of
Forest View was sixth in

BUT THE defeat was not

John Driscoll and Jeff Iversen placed seventh and eighth
for Viator, while Pete Lemkeit

Huskies coach Rogsr Stein
graher was Mrced to sail
time out with 3:59 left to plus

Andriano

more than a four -point lead al-

Elk Grove 10th, behind the

at the end of this school year

4:23.9.

six btakyts and SU-nail who
didn t plan Oa first 11111c the

by four with a jump shot

3

t

111. 11141 1111) ,t total of

6

I

ter the first fess' minutcs Hie

Cliff Schlak and Jacobsen put

Steve Jurco of Arlington

eighth, Mike Callahn, Ed Ur sell, Bob Massey and Bob Jacobsen got llth for Elk Grove
and Johnson. Kessel, Dean

and Sc lins

Nagle again traded baskets and
Jeff Algaier put Pabulue ahead

The

Wieszcholek were timed in
3:42.0.
Callahan.
Backus,

tied for 11 th.

Hutchison put Prospect

Tini Nagle of Hersey mach it
46-44. But after Hashach and

8

6

throughout the first half smith
neither club able to build up

In the consolation relay finals, Notre Dance was eighth
as Orr,
Kelly, Netzel and

of the medley relay, Arlington
won going for seventh place.

Young, Curt Braun and Craig

Mies field goals but it could
do hub_ to stop the csti crusts
hot outside shooting of Alga's!

I

had to offer in rebuttal and it
was just not enough facing a
three-point deficit.

in

weekend at Hinsdale South.

Rusty Sehnert dumped (ins

in from the line and Hashish

10

An uncontested basket h

The Forest View four -some of
Westdale, Patience, Nlate and

The state meet will be this

the fist hall limiting him to

R

P

8

Mark I.IrldStrOM With toll! seconds to go was all the Huskucs

1.ynch. Salerno, O'Hara and

Rick Fox was 11 th.

I lashash (fossil et testis els

B

more to pretty smell put thy affair on ice.

4(10 -yard

Arlington foursome of Bill
Witcher, Tom), Jinn Kolze and
Jurco which was ninth. Prospect's quartet of Jeff Larson.
House, Fred Engelseon and

I he Hsisys 2-3 ions laid

tered the game. narrommsd thin
Pirate advantage to 43-42

THEN FEIGE

in lout

foul in desperation. But than
picked on the wrong man
Hashach, who popped in tsso

finals.

sixth

Bruce Frase, who had lust en-

bench

the

PALATINE WENT unto a

Jeff Lavin were clocked in
3:26.1, behind NTE 3121.3.
was

game on

PAI 1 [INF (54)
Player
I lasbach
Algaisi

freeze, and with 16 seconds left
the Huskies were lot csil to

freestyle relay, taking second.

Nlark Bailey
3:37.0.

ti oublc

basket was disallowed because

VIATOR PACED the area
quarters

and then two tree throws hs

February 23.

Dame.

dual for seventh in the 200 individual medley, which West -

AREA DIVERS did

.

though by spun much of thy

astrous blow when I ergs hit
again on a nifty drive but the

of EV was 11th and Carlborg
of Notre Dame was 12th.
Jim Campana of Viator
placed sixth in the 100 -yard
breaststroke, hitting a 1:08.4
in the prelims hut dropping off

was

el Sony in rebounds with 10 al-

Monday.

Viator third in district swim

St. Viator led the area's
swimming teams in points as
they finished third behind
Nevi lrier East and New Trier
West at the state district meet

A juniper by Scott i eigs
made the score 43-40 ,us thin
fourth quarter go under ss as

sank a fielder, but a buskst hs

picked up its fifth victory
against eight defeats. Each
team has one game remaining.
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Conant's Ron Ortwerth was another of Cardinal Don Stumpfs victims at 155 in the West Leyden

champion, but Komar won a wrestle -hack to continue in the state meet

Palatine ca ers sur rtse

Set baseball
registration

Clearmont. Rupley and

Both Gary Ecklund and Rick Komar (white shirt) advanced to the state final meet coming up this
weekend as Ecklund bested the St Viator entry Ecklund of Maine Fast was the 175 -pound

home cage test of the season.

totally unexpected. St. Mel has
been playing good ball all year
and went into the game tied for
first place in the CPL with Marian Catholic. The contest was
rated a must for the Knights as

The Knights started the
game in a zone as did the Lions
but soon switched to ti press

which proved to be the undoing of St. Viator. The over-

hustle

of junior guard Bob

Rech. The underrated spark -

plug was all over the court
shadowing the Knights' high
scorers.

all story of the first half was the

excellent pressing of the St.
Mel quintet.
Knight star Tom Pepper

gave his club the early lead
with a short hook but the Lions
fought back to take a 9-8 lead
six minutes later. Hot shooting
by Pepper and teammate Randy Hunter boosted the Knights

back into the lead, and at the
first buzzer they were up, 20-9.

The Lions managed to close
the gap in period two to a certain extent, but once again the

St. Mel defense plagued Lion
point -getters. A paid of free

throws by Mike Pettenuzzo
pulled the Lions to within six,

The third stanza was all St
Mel as the Knights broadened
their advantage to 16, 60-44

The Lions had moved into a
press of their own early in the

second half, but St. Mel was

t

ree

substitution

midway

through the quarter and the
I ions started to cone hack,
but time expired before St VIator couk1 cut too deeply into
the St Mel lead
Pepper was the games high

breaking it for easy buckets In
the meantime, the Knight
press was still causing the
Lions all kinds of grief.

scorer with 22 points Hunter
was next with 21 wink Rech

THE ST. MEL boys also

Others in double figures for

kept tough Dave Kaskie, the
top St. Viator rebounder, off
the boards in the second half

was high for the I ions with I6

the l ions were Mark Keehan
with 14, Pettenurro with 12
and Kaskie with 12

The fine center was limited to a

single retrive is the final two

31-25, midway through the

quarters.

quarter, but St. Mel pulled

Player

St. Viator played St. Mel to
a stand-off in the fourth period. The Knight coach began

Hunter

8

5

Pepper

8

6

Green

4 21
4 22

5

5

I

away to an 11 -point halftime
advantage, 42-31.

F

5

I

Wright

2

I

0

2

2

I

2

0

4

0

0

I

0

0

2

0

2

Nlahome
Sanders

Aguirre
Kolovitz
locals

P IP
15

I
I

30

0
0

1

I

19 14 79

SI. VIA I ()R (63)
Player
Rech
Cullen

S Carley
Pettenuzzo
Keenan
Kask le

SI. MEL (79)
B

Woods

B Carley
Totals

F P1P
0 4 16
I
0 2 2
I
0 2 2
4 4 3d2

B

8

6

6,
2

28

2
1

0

4 14
4 13
0

4

7 19 63

SCORE BY QUARTERS
St Mel
20 22 18 19--78
St Viator
9 22 13 19--63

ica o astor ma!
By Bob Casey
Sidewalk
Academy will
present the last in a series of six
when

Father

George

ments. pastor of the Holy Angels

Church

people are saying," she said.

funds are used to pay lecture

"We only hear the rhetoric.

fees of the speakers. Money re-

resident.

Sometimes when you're in an
audience there's a different atmosphere. The whole context
of the thing comes across."

maining will be turned over to

"We feel people have a right

of local families that have been
displaced from substandard
housing she said.
According to Mrs. Rita

sible citizens,- NI rs. Sass said.

Gara of NAW, about 53,00(1
in motel bills still has to he

forces in the social, political,
educational and religious systems perpetuate poverty and

Mrs. Julie
Sass, a staff member of Educational Laboratories, the five
programs to date have at-

Cle-

Chicago,

to

tracted more than 1,200 per-

speaks on "Revolution in the
Church- at Forest View High
School in Arlington Heights.

to sit down and listen to all

sons.

sides and then make up their

The
Sidewalk Academy
programs, which have featured Conspiracy 7 defense attorney Leonard Weinglass,

tended to serve as a platform

in

controversial

suburbs can
make up their own minds on

THE PROGRAMS have all
had question and answer periods, she said, which allows for

important issues of the day,

dialog between the speakers

NIrs. Sass said.

and the audience.

people

in

the

are

"Nlany times through the

Admission to the program

Educational
Laboratories, a not -for-profit

communications media we get
a
polarized view of what

has been $2 for adults and $1

sponsored

speakers,
by

Tonight: Partly cloudy,
low mid 20s. Tomorrow:

sion -making processes."

--"To create an awareness
of minority cultures."

Other objectives of the pro-

THE SIDEWALK Academy uses Forest View at no

--"To understand that some

racism

and

resist

Jenness,

change.

change and that these systems
exist in a state of dynamic tension."
--"To examine strategies by
which we can help effect social
change geared to new values."

THE SIDEWALK Academy programs are being put on
by the four -month -old Educational Laboratories organization "to enable residents,

oratories would have to pay
rent if it charged admission.

charge, according to Dr. Larry

while other forces drive for

said.

policies and now charges

non-profit groups for use of facilities when those groups
charge admission to their
functions.
Under any future agreements for the use of the school.
Jenness said. Educational lab-

school's

high

the

Jenness said the district's
are encouraged to

principal. Educational Laboratories signed an agreement

schools

with District 214 providing for
free use of the school facilities

munity groups to use school
facilities when they are avail-

for six programs, Jenness said.

able.
Other groups using
Forest
View include two

In

the past. not -for-profit

groups were not charged for
use of, school facilities, he said.
The district has since changed

make it possible for local com-

churches, community theater
organizations and recreational
groups. he said.

Pro5pert Dap

e

WEATHER

of communication and deci-

grams, she said are:

paid. There are no families living in motels now, NIrs. Gara

for students. NI rs. Sass said the

its

the city and the suburbs to discover their structures. systems

the agony of the struggle for
social justice of the poor and
the blacks and the relation of
this to our calling as respon-

an Elk Grove Village community group, to pay motel hills

other."

where all sides of controversial
issues can be presented so that

--"To gain skill in analyzing

educators, students and community leaders to understand

Neighbors, at Work INAW),

minds," she said. "We don't
advocate one position or an-

THE PR(XRAMS are in-

Black Panther leader Bobby
Rush. Chicago priest Father
Francis X. Lawlor and other

series s ea er

corporation headed by Clyde
Brooks, an Elk Grove Village
According

pr o g r a m s Thursday night

ca e

al

e

Telephone

255-4400

Partly cloudy, colder.
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tonspiracy 6' have fresh
haircuts, Woods tells GOP
was not given a haircut he

By Richard Crabb

cause

Sheriff Joe Woods ordered
and carried out hair -cutting
for the Conspiracy Seven "in
the interest of sanitary living
in the Cook County Jail."
County Clerk Edward Barrett, 70, and holder of the office for 16 years, is physically
incapable of responding to the
challenges of public debate al-

conforms

he

to

the

jail's "sanitary" requirements.

"We cut thier hair for sanitary reasons and not for hureasons."
plained.
man

Woods

ex-

Mayor Atcher who is not
opposed

primary

in the March 17
made clear what

Illinois. As vou heard earlier
from one ot\he other candidates, our comity clerk lives in
Palm Springs. Calif.

they break down frequently in
Republican precincts. The Schaumburg candidate

that he would continue

said

throughout the campaign to

"HERE IS A MAN who
has used every trick in the deck
to repress Republicans. It is

challenge the Democratic incumbent to appear with him in
television debates which. At-

time for a change. It is time to

cher said,

clean

up

the Cook County

Clerk's office," said Atcher.
Atcher gave numerous ex-

the

broadcasting

companies would be happy to
present.

"HE WON'T appear with

would be the major issues in amples of what he called queshis campaign to win the coun- liorfable practices carried out
ty clerk's office away from by the Cook county clerk's of-

me on even one such a pro-

Democrat Edward J. Barrett.

fice

this race cannot speak. How

Night held in the Mount Pros-

"I am running againsi a
man who doesn't even live in

County Club Monday

Cook County or the State of

ership. "Have you CVCF
of a voting machine breaking
down in a heavily Democratic
precinct? Neither have I, but

ready being pressed by GOP
County cti4--1, ezmuidate Robert 0. Atcher of Schaumburg.

These were just two of

a

number of disclosures made at
the Republican Candidates
pect

evening. The event was sponsored by the Elk Grove Township Republican Organization.

Barren's

under

leadheard

gram. because my opponent in

long as it been since you elec-

tion jukes in

this

audience

instructions
from our present county clerk.
have

received

This is why he lives in California. The Democrats will keep
him hidden.''
William H. Rentschler, who
is running in the March 17 Republican primary for the U. S.

f

the large crowd in
Mount Prospect. "The Conspiracy Trial is over, as you
doubtless know, and the deers, told

Grove Village.
It was a quiet day until her
telephone buzzed and a Day
Publications
reporter
in -

of the Mount Prospect Park
District approved by referendum Feb. 22, 1969 for par:.

Of the $335,000 estimaed
for Kopp Park, 5223.255 has
been committed by contract
and of the $540,000 for I.ions
Park, $515,951 has been con-

land purchase and park devel-

tracted.

opment, reports that

$1,747,555 has been comwith
contract
by
mitted
$652,445 uncommitted and
$44,483 expended in payments
as of Jan. 31.

For land purchase at .South
Park $550,000 was estimated

and committed and the total
$322,864 for West Park has
been committed.
Park development at South
Park is estimated at 5278.000

and at West Park $153.000.
Neither are committed.

test.

Smith and the people have
William H. Rentschler." said
the Lake Forest candidate.

I

li

"-am

in Arlington Heights, her
whole day changed on Mon-

St.

day.

"When
ceiver.

I

I hung up the redidn't know how to

react, so I called everybody.
This is the first time I have won

anything."

mitted.

chauffeur -driven

Of $100,000 estimated for
new equipment, $20,994 is
committed.
Administrative expenses for
the referendum and bond issue

$25,000 was estimated and

$25,000 committed with an
expenditure of $20,481.

Weiner,

John

Froines

and

Thomas Hayden after they
had

been

barbered

in

the

jail. Woods held the pictures

up for the audience to see,
but said that he would not
release them to the press or
television.

of the

group -and

balding-.

Gripe
Of The

limousine

will pull in her driveway to escort her to merchants waiting
with gifts for the winner.

Luncheon for the two will
be provided at one of the lead-

ing restaurants in the Northwest suburbs. Her husband
will be unable to attend because like all husbands he has a

full-time job which keeps him

very busy, said Mrs. Mathy.
The lucky guest who will accompany her is Mrs. Ruth
Havrila of 1015 Maple Lane in
Elk Grove Village.

Day
Children who tell you at
breakfast Monday morning
bring to school --assigned, of
course, on Friday afternoon.
B.J.

Meetings
Tonight
Mount Prospect 'V illagc
Board special meeting, N illage Hall; 8 p.m.

School District 57, 701
W. Gregory; 8 p.m.
Wheeling
Township
Community Health Board,
Wheeling Township Town

Hall, 1818 E. Northwest
Hwy., Arlington Heights; 9
p.m.

Bigamist-a man who keeptitwo himself.

Mrs. Mathy is The Day's
first winner and not the last.
The contest is open to all

Trustees of Schools for
Wheeling Township, 6 W.
Busse, Mount Prospect; 8

Northwest suburban women
over 18. Entry blanks are ob-

p.m.
Grievance

tainable with no purchase nec-

Committee, Harper Col-

essary

chants.

at

participating mer-

Sheriff Joe Woods (right) of Oak Park as he prepared in Mount

Prospect Monday evening to show pictures of six of the "Conspiracy Seven" after they had been given haircuts at the Cook
County Jail. Woods who is running for president of the Cook
County. Board. was one of an impressive list of state and county
primary candidates to appear in the northwest suburbs last even -

Special meeting
set to discuss
water problems

what they're supposed to

On March 4 at 9:30 a.m.,
her exciting day will begin. A

engineering
and professional services is allotted for $75,000 with that total committed.

en of Rennie Davis. Jerry Rubin, Abbie Hoffman, Lee

blank recently in a box at Murphy's Carpet at 17 S. Dunton

For miscellaneous park development $69,000 has been
estimated and $54,000 com-

Architectural,

Woods had just received bethe Mount
Prospect meeting pictures tak-

fore coming to

David Dellinger, the eldest

Just by dropping an entry

$1,747,555 committed
for park improvements
A financial progress report
on the $2.4 million bond issue

formed her that she was the
first winner of its "She" con-

in the

Sen. Smith can defeat Democratic canidate, Adlai Stevenson, in November.
"I am the only candidate in
the U. S. Senate race that is
completely unshackled. Mayor Daley has his Young Adlai.
Gov. Ogilvie has his Sen.

County jail."

Monday mornings are usually gloomy. But, yesterday it
was bright for Mrs. John Ma thy of 999 Maple Lane in Elk

is

race because he does not think

fendants are now my guests -your guests-- in the Cook

Elk Grove Village woman
first 'She' contest winner

Ralph

Sen.

Smith, said that he

s.

W(X)DS,
CANDIDATE
for the presidency of the Cook
County Board of Commission-

With her two schnauzers Lisa (left) and Sassy (right) Mrs. John Mathy of 999 Maple Ln. in Elk
Grove Village smiles after receiving news that she is the first winner of The Day Publications
"She" contest.
,

against

Senate

The Nlount Prospect Village Board of Trustees will

village.

Ogilvie and Senator Charles

(DAN' P1 concerning the possibility of these communities ohtaming a permanent water supply from Lake NI ichigan.

Percy in recognition of the re cent anti -pollution campaign
conducted by the students at
the school.

The campaign was spoil seventh grade
journalism class. Letters along
cored

by the

with petitions signed by the
students were sent to several
government officials. During
the campaign the halls of the

Explosion extinguishes home fire

County sheriff; Carl R. Hansen of Mount Prospect, Elk Grove
Township Republican Committeeman; and Bernard Lee, president of the Elk Grove Township Republican Club.

schotil were lined with posters

that read. "Roses are red, violets are blue: the sky is black
because of you": "Once upon
a time there was a Sun": and
"If you want to live. help fight

air and water pollution," and
other anti -pollution slogans.

THE JOE RNALISNI class
received various press releases

from President Nixon and an
engraved

which reads,
"Your thoughtful message
strengthens
my
conviction
note

that America will seize with
courage and success the challenges that lie ahead. The note said that although
he was unable to send a person-

al reply to the correspondence

Flammable liquids touched
off a minor explosion resulting
in a small fire Monday night in
at
an apartment basement
1062 Boxwood Dr., Mount

Simone was cleaning his mo-

torcycle with flammable liquids when either the furnace or
water heater went on and
caused a small explosion.

Fireman said that the fire

Prospect.

from the students, he appreciated the "confidence and understanding"
they
have
shown.

firemen
were called, but the fire. was

that followed the explosion
melted the solder from the

GOVERNOR
OGILVIE
stated in his letter, "Your interest in the conservation of

out when they arrived.

copper. hot water pipe causing

our state's natural resources is

the water from the heater to

indeed encouraging as it is
only through the efforts of stu-

Mount

Procedures

District 57's Lincoln Junior
High School in Mount Prospect
received letters from
President Nixon. Governor

to the Des Plaines -Arlington
H eight s -Mount ProspectPalatine Water Commission

didate for Cook County. clerk; Barnard Carey, candidate for Cook

Nixon, Ogilvie, Percy laud
students' fight on pollution

hold a special meeting tonight
at 8 p.m. in the Village Hall to
discuss water problems in the

Village
Manager
Virgil
Barnett said among the topics
to be discussed is the proposal

ing. From left are: James Peterson, GOP candidate for Cook
County treasurer; Mayor Robert 0. Atcher of Schaumburg, can

Prospect

lege, Palatine; 8 p.m.

Firemen reported that John

extinguish the flaMes.

dents

like you who will

be-

come concerned citizens in later life, that together we can try
to solve out state's problems."
The letter has been framed

and will be hung in the trophy

case in the lobby of Lincoln
School.

Ehe note from Sen. Percy
stated that he was impress
ed with the campaign and

he would continue the fight
igainst pollution in Illinois.

(,orrection
A story in The Day yesterday

about

a

two -car

crash Saturday night at
Northwest Hwy. and Central Rd. in Mount Prospect

incorrectly identified one
of the passengers, a boy,
Chriss Donahue, 16, of 965

W. Grant, Des Plaines, as
"Miss" Chriss Donahue.
Chriss's family assures
The Day that Christopher,

who prefers to be called
Chriss, is indeed a boy. The
Day regrets the error.

THE DAY
Tuesday February 24 1970

Pose 2

Future of 80 homes uncertain
as pipeline issue nears deadline
By Ben f tart.
larch I &editna n less

I he

Mtn tw,akusaa but Ritherd
Hendricks prudent of the
Fairview Gardens Civic Asodation. said Saturday he does
not know what the future

hokls fora leas, 80 homes in
the subdivision, whose storm
water pipes are scheduled.° be
disconnectcd by court order.

legal ,onnotion, to the
t try meets but me U ION
point and thendure tem the
of

ruNtilt

moon,

Be

Before the court order was
said

issued.

Hendrick%

the

Hen

Maks Irmo and Son, will not
he
redly icapowahle Ater

mine where

spectors'

the illegal

con.

!sections had been made.

Hendricks said that a list of
RO homes was compiled, but hc
added that there might he

more where the N1SD was not

alknved acuss by the individ-

R. J. Bitten and Som, builder

gal homeowner to make a test.

dis-

waled that at least 80 homes
were connected to minion
sewer lin. without kISD peC
miss. Judge Lope's order did

Samuel Lawton 10 give them
legal advice concerning the

would ct
os Mon $375 pea

disconnect order. the SO home.

ohtained from local plumbers,
Hendricks mkt

The order was the result of a

.distance

lain at
trom the 11011,0.

home. according to eStillta,

or they discovered that storm

owners tin the list were invited
to list week% meeting.
Some 60 mrstms respondml

water connections from homes

to the

the subdivision had been
connected to sanitary sewers

invitatitm, mid Hen.

that many of the tarot alto

dricks. and Lawton told them

hunt yenned lo approve the
hiring of Linton and who arc

within the subdivision in violalion of the law.
'Mow sanitary sewers conmet with 11SD interceptor
sewers outside the euhdivision

possible future action on the
disconnect order was 53.000
of 550 pan homeowner. Only

mit instituted by the 050 ofin

limits. and during Reriods of
heavy rains the storm water
overfilled sanitary sewers to
tha point where a number of
basemen. in the suhdivision
were flooding.

11111 IRONIC angle kl the
mnilary me,. said Hendricks.
is that mast of the back up has
and in homes that have

that his minimum fee to pursue

15 perams voted to have Law
ton emceed.

Although the court order
was AVRed R1110. and Son,
that the company had until
lime 15 to SCV00 the con nections. Hendricks empire sized that the order also set
Munch I as the final date by

lin,

Defense organiadimt.

Purim and that

llie C011000 wilt inchak
struction
home fire safety.
tornado preprednea.
and
how Its cope with emergencies
caused by severe mow and ice
storm or high wrods.

Mat

it

all

sl.

possible legal

tempts men,, mak 10 &lay
the coon onler helnre Staren
I. it may he too lute to gainer,

not o ne of those affected by the
court orde.. As president tit" the

Fire Dept D. Lawrenw

modi
0mtion version of the sours,
Ix: given during a threeday period cn March for
a

111

eighth

grade

pupile

Paul's Lutheran

Si.

at

civic
lie 01iI.1 he A
concerned
nod Mann tMar homes
that ary affected. tml pumled
by those who voted not to hire

an Jour,

ski. golf'
gear staleiJ
Ski and golf equipment valued at 5315 was stolen dun,
the weekend front a storage
area helonging to Ralph NI.

locb. 1.15 Moo In.,

Des

Plaines.

Police mid there mere

School.

Mount Prospect

jockey Stark Edward, of Mount Prospect: Bear player Mike Pyle; and WMAQ d0c jockey Jim
Hill of Roselle. The jockeys howled against the football play.. with money donated by spectator,
Koine to the Hear! Elmo

6 arrested for narcotics
violations; 2 more sought
arrested six persons in the past

While Hendrick' home

and Roy alartin of the Civil

on

to bowl at the Brunewiek Rose Bowl et Buffalo Grove yesterday for the benefit of the
Latham Heart Assn. are from Leto thaw° hear Mahan player Ed O'Bradorich: WMAQ disc'

conect by the lane 15 dead.
linen that Judge Lope shoe..
Hendrick, and others bear

dale.

according to Mount Prospect

course

Pre p ari ng

Arlington Hem, police

10

no

signs of forced entry.

Vain Sweet

week on narcotics violations.
and two more are being
sought.

Arlington

Heights mathstrate James Maher and Paul A.
O'Malley hatted the warrants

for their arrest. Judge Maher
issued the first two warrants.
and Judge O'Malley hoed the
hot four.
Neil J. Ackert. 1005 ('or
ronwood, !clown Prtopect

of exempt narcotics. He said
exempt narcotia means a per.
am is only allowed to hay 4
ounces of narcotic drugs with-

homes ond also domed with

in a 411.houryperiod.

unlawful possession of norms,

Van Rauhe said certain
in mr.
chasers of exempt
were taking more than the law

an.

Earlier tho week. John G.
Wallor. 21, of Crystal Lake,
and James R. alichalowski.
73. of Cary nun arrested an
smiler charms

tedes Saturday at his

home cm thou chaes of unlawful prvemionSilomireotie,.
f)n Ed, 19.
Ann E

ta,

Chi
Bears. ,vill he speaking here in ili1001 IWO ...Ms.

Prospect. and Gory Childers.
outstanding booster of the orgonirvtion.

Hazer get tickets now it yo're
interested in seek. him!
Pyle will he the featured

ST. }PARK Lutheran,
Church. seeking to make the

speaker at the Father and Son

hot possible use of its new

Banquet

Youth Building. is making
plans thr senior citizens to use

at

the

Peace

Re-

formed Chun. at Meier and
Golf Rds. March
'rickets
arc 53 each, available at Kets
fer's Pharmacy. 5 W. Prospect
Av..

tool Van Driers Drug

Store. 100 E Northwest Flay
Only 200 seats are
Hurry.

BOY SCOUT Troop

51,

still aglow after its suceesslul
Bean Dinner on Feb 7. ,ends

big `thank you" to then m,
munity for its support of the
event!

1101,17 MISS the big Camp

Fire Girl Variety Show, -Fril
ly Frolics." wetting up Fridth

the

building. too. Tomorrow
ot 9:30 a.m.. there'll

IQ Jun Rom

These sx narcoth arrests

stem in kid

once

are Mr tants and

are

available

him, any Camp Hie Girl. or
in,,,.

is

Nader's appear

sponsored

by

the

Harper College Colonel Arts

rate patriotic pageant 'rickets,
Eunice (hanain.

Cl.

Committee. He's appearing at
Frond becanee it has a large
auditorium which probably
will he needed. Nadtasssuhjem
will he ..Consumer Problems
Corp Orate

nd

Responsi-

bility." Cost of tickets. availahM
the door: 51.50 fen

3-168R.

to72-1630.

Ilefon: starting the slate tax

adults. 75 cents for students.

ics" will buy a display case for
the children's section of the library. This will be in memory

IF YOU'RE ;Moot to start
working on your Illinois state

of Bertha baud. founder 0.1
Camp Fire Girls in Mount

Pcome tax form, you might be
interested in knowing Our

Phillip Lmson. nt, Forest
I.n.. Elk (wove Village. has
taken out a nomina ling pet

,teal will have. in the pear ru-

ti la and ill be running lor
threes,ar tent, ten the April 11

that l feel would he of help.'

2222 that the district has Mut
nue.

have some definite ideas

daughter, who attend Ropley
Schad. :\ salesman of heavy
construction equipment. lo
ram has lived in [Norio 5i
since IMO.

HE HAS a bachelor, den dm the -risei rho of

host...heeling. Forest l taw
tut plenty high sehtmls in

ion'i'''PT:.

chili, chetNehurge

km. Vegetable

tone choim

to

Roxbury

rlinuton. Prospect, Elk

our in

masyear term.
N candidate at, Ile for the
ix o -year term is Paul tr. Nenhauser 1821 Magnolia.
Mount Prospect
Ho. ever. the
following
candid., have annramred

Me for threear

try ot, Mrs. Judy Zan...,y

Fo he eased Wednesday in

tbeh

Rill 59, April election_ Three
of them AM serve that year
terms. 1 he fourth will Bern a

plans

Menus
lanitn:;,,i

VOTERS 1111.1. elect four
Nehool board members in NS -

Saladtaunds.

Dr..

Des

111411-M"

Joseph Couna, Hen

Our hearing aid RENTAL PLAN offers the sensible way to find out what kind of help a hearing
aid candor you - withtna ene,jor vApenclintre! Wear a new MAICO aid ler 30days at a moderate

rental charge. IF YOU DECIDE TO KEEP THE AID, THE FULL RENTAL COST IS AP.
PLIED TO THE PURCHASE PRICE. If not, your only investment i, the rental charge, and
there is no farther obligor/on. Call today.hd
STEMinformation.
ROBERT O

AND ASSOCIATES

MAICO HEARING AID CENTER
109 S. Main (Rt. 83) Mt. Prospect 392-4750
LOCATIONS IN: HIGHLAND PARIMOAR PARM.AIIRORAeHROOME

Special Servid for Sher.ins -Hord liorifs, Test 8 Dessenstristien

washrootto and
other areas of the school
building.
Hersey High School. Wheeling High and !totem Vie.
have designated moulting:woo
on school property. Elk Grove
High has an opal campus.

Mt al peaches Hard roll and
Miner milk.

said he had not yet made a de-

ce,

baked

oust:int blue-

-m.1.e brownie.

cision to un. and Mrs. Irene
alayernick. 270 Harmony.
Elk Grove Village, who is not
mooing herself but .
three
petitions "ha fricnits.

that

Mate

conseision.
nt he

N. he would Ilk the district
policy to read -no smoking..

survey parents Oil 1110.0110

0

lollipop-

Proceeds of the show will

represent Infant Welfare in the
special May competition.

benefit

eampaniment of Les Waverly
were Mrs. Roger Eggert and

Judges included Peg Zwc.
ckcr. Chicago Doily News
fashion editor: Barbara Varro,

Family Center which rewives
half of its total operating costs
from the SerVi of r10 Infant

"Moines Nelson of Arlington

Chicago

fashion

Welfare Society of Chicago

Among the models parading
the runway to the meladie ac-

Heights,

Courtney

Lazenby

Son -Times

minor. Marilyn Silo. Chicago

the

new Child and

and its suburban chapati.

the anneal Lollipops and Roces men!

ihelping

IC
Mame. R.1,111,1111.01, totter

al 6 ,

sumer
parole

Problems

ten

Itesponsibitio."

ot the Dun

and otter ran min, but Ms

wall N. the huot me Aar otaha
mud, of the St Stator

organisation

do fah

hlontlor

through hi.. by Orly Publico.
lion, Inc.. 11> S. Man. Stoom

P.., III 601.

Corn
at

ol.
S. Mlinglon
Arlinvionliiriqhlr.
60003
and 712
PIO... III.

lie. 217

pm. 31iimAli, at Frond High
School. the Harper College

00016.

cultural arts committee. is
moosorirtg Natler, appearmee. The college has is
20 leading citizens from communities in the Harper district

.00.1.101: as umn .

Mated

mum u.s. nou
veoh 10.00
N

to a reception and dinner at the
college prior to Nader's ,

Out el

tom. moo o

ewurontl mic.

mon..

eiN

10

rents

S

p m Mors
aic m the Redl ion

Auer

Ind onwnof dr. woman

an
and
nib, in °haus

in

ilk r

Ihar meet, w ill he loot d
r

primartl,
as
studs group &yen to the ho.

I

Room rl the ohm 1
1-

Quoter, +sets out antiques

ton Chapter or the power,

Nimbi,. Iona

Ralph Nader, author. law-

21

Questers to have auction

tonight in the chapelmuditoMira of Luthenin General
Hospital, Park Ridge.

ealarshee

0".

Tuesday February 24 1970
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the

will be present at 11:30 p.m.

Whitt bleplont Silent
to
and Mr,
Miller

willr cliou,
ies in
whoh women m to den, ol
old, and en ti aid ,ne et
.

Wdh,m a tll War
tut th it nom
t don its atm, tor
sn
tits itation
hum, dam to
Mrs

doh pramdtnt

the

pm an
or pear to the

shoot alb,

Wa Mod I

moot, on I hundm Cloth

&pin 1100,11. h

ms m m t titstrebit

ere ded

p)

1

a -kind moqu e. She pl in 1.

°

Yours for a feathery, flowery spring

pearanc. AdroikNion for the
Inhere is

1.111 for adults and
cents for students.

ber of class actions I the 'factions") against

Ch.. Pfizer &Co., Inc., American Cyanamid Company, Bristol -Myer, Company.
Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation,
Squibb decch-Nut, Inc. and The Upjohn
Company, alleging that Mom companies
violated the antitrust laws in the sale of
certain of their broad spectrum antibiotic

further alld
ege that as a

to determine whether a pro-

posed compromise and settlement ef all
the actions should he approved by the

Court under Rule 23(e) of the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure. If so approved,
all the settled actions will be dismissed on
the merits m against all defendants with
prejudice.
The terms of the proposed compromise

and settlement are contained (II in a proposal of the defendants (dated February

RnlBne Mandate., III

declared
uccess.

1200 members and guests for their support of the new Child and

Rocks."
May designed to increaro understanding of alcoholism.

York, New York. The purpose of the

Algonmm Rand

event,

thc prac-

Y011 CLIO

-Lady on

ginning on March 24, 1970, at 10 o'clock
in the morning in Room 110 of the United
States Court Home, Foley Square, New

VWX4

hostesees

Family Center at 1931 N Halm. Chicago which bandits from

on alenholism

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that
hearing will be held before Mc Court hr

ii0aCkIsk

e,

Me, film °atom past presalent of the Mount Prospect

Play Jinn:sex

cluding individual consumers.

Located in the

served

throughout the clay -long

Chapter of Infant Welfare greeted Mn. Paul Harvey, president
of the %omen s Auxiliary of Intone Welfare Society of Chicago
Mt, Harvey was particularly happy exprevong her thanks to the

Prospect High request bemuse
contained tut
educate tine students
or, ihe evils of smoking.

fendants, while denying liability, offered
$100 million in settlement of all claims by
three groups of purclusers, one group in-

Phone 259-5000

also

1.1 application tit the problem as condoning it." said

ir

paid prices higher than Mey otlenvise
would ham paid. Early last ymr, the IN

EVERY MON , WED., FRI , 8 SUN.

Prospect was raffle co-chai,
man with Mrs. John Timon.
Members of local chapters

rvehhuher. scolding Camillo
Stamm said he rejected the

trict of New York ("roc Court", u num-

6,0

from North Shore Chapters,
Were selected by a panel of
judges. First place winner will

John Oom also of Meant

attending

requited of stu-

A PARES) and a student

result purchaser, of such products have

data dZIWA

"II is the first time that the

By

an

Rives

frills, feathers
and flowers --- Bud's what
mring feshions arc made of.

The assonment of luscious
taring and summer fabrics at

chase.

created through
the professional genius of Gildos Monteleone. who assists in
the shop and will Mon hand to

SPRINKLED throughout
the show will be several 9Gil-

offer guidatrve.td direction to
adventurous seammows who
want to create their men sot..

Ethers Golden Ibmble Fab-

all --- without charge --- the

imaginatively combined in

ric Shoppc is lovely to behold,
as arc
beautiful and clever

evenings of Feb. 25 and 26 at
7:30 p.m in the shop at Camp

fresh new spectrum of ideas to

creations the girls at Ethel's

Mac1),... Lid
when Ethel

have whipped up on their smemg nwchines.

You're Mailed to see

t110112

and Wolf Rd,

Glaser presents
her fashion show of latest par-

terns ad gay feminine fahrics

a

try on your home sewing ma-

do on

11 you arc one of the rapidly

growing number ofdnthusiaa
tic stitchers who find pleasure

sewing their own cloth.

is

FASHIONS FOR both
juvenile and adult modeb were
supplied by Saks Fifth Avenue
with Miss Nem Peon as corn mentator. Three models, all

for

checked

he

both requested Hat the board

There are pending m the United
States Disoiet Court for the Southern Dis-

hearing

Mrs. John Martin of Mount

Prospect with Mrs. William
Karnmann and Mrs. Robe.
welcomingstr

entire Infant Welfare program
bloused under one roof in an
sea where the need is greatest." said Mrs. Harvey.

fished in 1911. Its basic goal is
the demonstration and supe r on of comprehensive
health care for expectant

Estee Lauder.

Magnus formed the celebrities
committee. Mrs.

fine.

St.

Child Development Center.

Society of Chicago was mob.

smoking areas and teacher supery
and that parental

Notice of Proposed Compromise
to Consumers of Certain
Broad Spectrum Antibiotics

is

Hoes%

the Alice Wood Station and

Paul

THE INFANT WELFARE

Flourishes.

products. It

alb

Association

Prospect. Mrs. Carl F. Owen
and son Christopher of Pala.

Today fashion editor Mr Van
W La Grange, Mrs. Carolyn
Pappas of Elizabeth Arden.
and Mn. William Lessrnenn of

existing smoking ants. and

LEGAL NOTICE,

Richard C Pettinato. 503 W.
Noyes. Arlington Height, and
Rohs, (' Winkle. 680 A Vermin. Ct. Elk (Move Village.

Busse. Mount Prospect. who

Jeans:pear

Elementary

Elizabeth and Child and P.Mly Center. The latter combines

indli House of the Drake Ho-

smoking areas.

A member of the Moot

Holmes, Barrington Seniors,
Lynch and
Mrs. Charles
Mount
daughter.
Colleen,

the

Harvey. actress
Barbara Roth. now starring in
"Forty Carats," and Frank
Fontaine, appearing at dos Ca.

pomd that student %mein:
school suspensions for smoking. that the board review the

for the hoard to take as stand on
smoking in the schools. name -

Schools in Mount Num..

Nickolas 10Inkn. 27:

hory. pineapple arm, lime.
Available

Forest View

Fern I), Elk (hove Village:

mac %ay molded: rasp-

40110

to,ed

Brentwood. Einstein. Devon.
Mire. and High Ridge Knolls
Schools in De, Plains: low in
Arlington Heights: and Jay.
Frost Holmes. Dentosta, any

have

and

is accomplished through the

guests.

band,

Mn. Jay Ross of Arlington Heights, publicity chairman, and Mrs. Chart. Paula of the Mount
Prospect Chapter of Infant Welfare, servo as h.lesses at the annual Lollipops and Roses luncheon and fashion show held Feb. 20 al the Conrad HIM. Hotel, Chicago. Mrs. Robert Trouchm,
current president of the Mount Prospect chapter, along with several members from her chapter
md others from Ole Arlington Heights, Palatine and Barrington chapter, teem antor.g those

the Barrington Juniors. Mrs.
Richard C. Wagner and Anne

education through support of

Among them were her hat-

against
backing

Clearmoie Circle. Elk tirov

,
'HON. nominating petition, have hem, taken out by. Edwin Kodalis. 504

. 0 pl.. s .111
choice. foil mice.

Schools in Elk Grove Villa,

policy

a

infants old pre
children in dam depressed areas of the city. This

and Mn Dealer Lassabv of

school

Harvey, mesh
dent greeted the .sembly Mtraducing the noted

dents whom smoke al school

Costello pushed last night

some, will speak on iCo

Creek

is

rom the public on the matter." Costello added. He pny

smokers in

whose term also expires, saki

Salt

'THE REAL problem

fmaking

student

yer, and crusader for the eon -

and

Friday.
Mrs. Paul

whether or not the board runs
the school district or someone
elude. and the hoard sets the
policy.' he said.
He said the board in estabfshing smoking areas was
ondoning a habit which the
government and medical WM
ass haw declared Iseardous

81

Plaines.

Mrs Sherrie Hildebrandt. tO)

Will a Hearing Aid Help You?
Be positive . Be Sure

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!

supervision and materials used
both in aintaitiling smoking

INCUNIBENT
HARRY
Peterson of Elk Grove Villa,

Hopkins.

at the Conrad Hilton Hanel

erty to have a mgareue

mothers

professional skills of the health
leant and includes primary
prevention, diagnostic sets
vices. treatment and family

ter. of Infant Welfare Society

"The truth is that you can

±11.

by, Grant Wood. Clearmont.
Byrd. Cook, (drove. Lively.

Blue, green and white crepe
pap. roses bloomed for mem.
WS and gu.ts of the 50 chap-

dents caused traffic problema
Crossing streets from school
property to non -school prop-

establish

lingion Heights Coun March

mind about running again.
District 59 has Ridge. Rap.

the

arena he allowed because Sus

Hard to act on Costello's suggestion to get cost figures 00

The six am to appear in Ar-

S. had not to made up his

on

stomped

to health.

am and patrolling

By Dolores Haugh

hoards and school principals
past argument that smoking

boasted because he wantsl the

Mo.

Elk Grove Village. whose
terms expire, have announced
that they will not seek re
election.

WORM' JOKE of The Day.
ABM: 'What's a Minnie
Ha Ha?"

lode Joke."

ARONSON SAID he

lingt on Heights, Rolling
Mead.. and Mount Pas-

e patOw mars." said

Lawson. "I feel that I am
knowledgeable in the pods -

ears ago!

N

the

Nilo were negative on the b ac. Mrs. Leah Cummins. Ray
Erickson, and krchard Bachhuber voted affirmatively.

allowed from the 20 drug.
Sleras that he went to in Ar.

Incumbents Charles Stan
aky and Albert Domenico of

nun Bull attendant. GRA. Its
lure Teachers of Americo :111(I
Variety Show.
Mere dsisters." Dixie, I
received the DAR award as a
Kelvyn Park High School seyior in Chicago many. noms

Allan:

made on record, of purchasers

.11ccative I have attended
regular school hoard meetings

actes include clays hoard,
Student Council. Elotly
mental. office guide. Clam -

Wendy: "An Indian maid -

in-

restigraiim Arlington Heigh.

tot

Pnweeds Irn. "Frilly Frol-

an

0Vt..0 the

alonday through Friday. the
phone network A part of the
taxpayer
program
of the Department of ReVentre
1 he 1011-1Ne number
NM-

from

Another candidatc-the
club -has annomanQ his entry
in District 5e's holly contested
.e for the school board.

able from 0:30 am. 10 5 p.m.

110

The show h. about 2011 local

ma

The. ervice is free and is avail-

form. he sure you've figured
lay plans for Moue activities. 0011, federal room! The firs,
Ally000 who would like to he figure nested on the Illinois
in oil the planning should try return is the federal adjusted
he present_ It any should
arms income.
need transponation. call Mc
Congratulations to Dixie L.
church oflIce. el 3.0631.
-Whiting of 211 N. Main Si..
alount Poopeet! She recently
MAKE PLANS now to received the Daughters of the
spend Thursday evening at American Revolution Good
Frond High School! Ralph Chia. pin. This award is
Natter. the outspoken champ prewnted by the DAR for out.
of the consumer, will be speak- standing contribution in deing at the school. 111011 S.
pendability. leadervhip. se
Quentin Rd., Palatine. at g vice and patriotism. Dixids

and Saturday. Fob. 2 7 and 2 1.

simple piano solo to an elabo.

can he called for informed,

heNa meeting at the building lo

Pm.
Actually,

girls in it There are
of numbers ---

there is a toll -free number that

keep

7th candidate announces
entry into Dist. 59 race

ale, 35. is Me hoher oft
15-nomh-old son oral out

Lit Flortm
kInc Pyle. center for the

Detective Ronald Van Raalte

Jensen. 48, WI arm -numb At
Minion Heights. gotten J.
Blake. 30, 502 Greenwood.
Northbrook: and LER& R. Feb
rvr. 22. 115 S. Rohlwing Rd.,
Palatine were arrested at their

election.

Center of attention

to

failed last night in a hoard vole
of 3 10,1 with Arthur Aronson.
hoard president. passing.
Member, Frank Bergen.
Richard Stamm, and Jack Cos.

dir

alien. with the onler

phoneof disconnecting and installing Nemo pomp. at a later

e.o.m.," with emphasis this
year wowing more on home
pmforedne, than Mrinerly.

adimtion
ult education
.emerpency pre-

Sons permission lo Never the
Lamm:clime.. believe that the
NISI) will not :oh for an

relief from Skim for the ex.

Ibe four class sessions. beginning March 5. will be held
on four mccessive "[borscht,
at 7311 p.m.. tit the Rundhuro
'I own Hall.
Instruction will he given by
Moritz. Fireman Frank Barra.

tin hold an

not going to give Mutat and

Ilium written permission to
disconnect dm storm water

hold preparedness class
agai

undentood

which homeownent could give

Civil defense unit will
The Mount Prospect Civil
nse
organ
will

HE SAlla 111

inicryection of Dale end

smoke, on school property

onto the

stornt

student

Mayfair.
A itmtian

water lines were clistaected.
the ant of a sumpmn mum
and piping to discharge the

from SO homes in the subdivis
non. a 291 home area in east-

rn hlount Prospect

the

001 00501VC who would be responsible for the coil of am alernate remedy after the storm

AFTER TIIE executive
council of the Fairview Gar de. Civic Association author -

Costello

smokes at
Prospect High School will eat
be "fenced in" m proposed at
The

Lollipop Sweet charity
a flowery success

Prosp.0 'Youth Commission,

by K,(., Radtke

r,

investigations.

comma illegal storm water
connections to aletropolitm
Sanitary District of Greater
Chicago INISD1 sanitary line

lent Hendricks to hire Any.

p

5'

hl nett I Iper the mutt 01ekr1
tot any illegal mannuations
that ore still maintained.
Although testimony from

the 050. based on their in

JUDGE JOHN J. Lupe isto

TO

MSD ran dye tests to deter-

sued the order Feb. 3 directing
of the subdivision.

1( I ORION,

Dist. 214 won't
restrict smokers
to school property

1969, as mofied
P100 May 9. 1969); (71

a "proposed
of A,4 ,00
filed
by the State of Alabama and many other
(then Alabama Plan": submitted to
the Coun i chambers and to defendant,

in August 1969, and filed with the Clerk,
certain pages having been substituted. on

January 20, 19701; 131 M an "Escrow
Agreement
101,4 0,
approved by order of the
Court
October 20, 1969); IN
in a document entitled "Election by Defendants to Proceed with a Modified Plan

of Allocation'. (filed on October
Odom"( 20,
1969); and (51 in an "Addendum"
on January 20. 1970) to
"Election°
document just described. Copies of these

ihitta

five papers are on file with the Court and

and satisfaction

comes arc available for examination in

Golf dollars. don't miss the

Room 508 of the Court House, Room 508
being a part of the Clerk's office. Plans of
acre also filed by the State of
Connecticut and other,. by Mc County of
Connecticut
Los Anodes, by the City of Philadelphia

Golden

.

Anima the models donning
hoidens by Saks Fifth A, en tie
ware 11.yeursold Colleen and
Mr mothry. Mei. Charles
Lynch of Minim Prospect.
Colleen attends % estbrook
She pose, with bright

led it,,, ballons,
color
which carried out
scheme in bouquets of Loll,
pop, and Ruses. irholos by

green

Dolores Ilaughl

fashion
Thimbleh
show or trah fanciful idea, fin

spring and summer.

and oil., by the City and Counts of San
France ..
the Committee of Counsel
in the ....1 etrdateO wholesaMr-caroler

COMMUNITY

:

class action, and by the State of Vermont.

Copies of these plans arc also available

CONCERTS

for emermation in Room 5011 of the Court
House.

The payments in compromim of pha
actions,

set forth in Exhibit

.

to °Elec-

tion by Defendants to Proceed with a
Modified Plan of All.a.itice (the paper

deseril,

En CLINI,
LI

next above

re

further adia 11
fees and

BUY YOUR MEMBERSHIPS NOW!
(Available only until Mar. 14)

in the paragraph
Let to eduction for
.11

r:

TRENCH COATS,
TAILORED OF
KRINKLE PATENT,
AVAILABLE IN

so opens, and for

NAVY, CINNAMON,

1970 - 71 FALL - WINTER SEASON
At MAIN EAST H. S. AUDITORIUM

aim allowed hy the
Court) en samosa tor plaintiffs in the
actions. Thme amount, must be divided
lwith the Court's approval among all the
am reprematml in Me actions including those of individual mnsumen.

7.1

16.
BAYANIHAN

According to notices already given with
the Court's approval, each state and they

PHILIPPINE DANCERS
LEE EVANS TRIO

governmental entity participating in the
settlement is authorized to use for the
henekt of its citizens in such manner
directed hy the Court whatever money is
recovered on account of claims of con-

RED, WHITE, 8 LIME

r

'500°
Sixes 6 in 16

NEW YORK PRO-MUSICA
411r CONCERT TO BE SELECTED.

sumers represented in it, action who failed

to Me an individual claim by August 16,
1969.

At the heating on March 24, MG any
member of any class repre,ented in the

ENTIRE SERIES 510 per person

mlions may appear and present any proper
argument and evidence, bul no person not
a named party will he heard and no papers

will be received unless notice of intention
to appear and copies of such papers are

PARK RIDGE

led with the Clerk of the Coun on or

before March IA. 1970.

Dated: February 16.1970
Clerk of the

Slake

District Court for theUnited
Southern

Ste If 'olt:lsll:'YNoar;

For handful night's rest luxuriating In nylon tricot, Ethers
Golden llthoble someb this al3piek pemoir set modeled by
Cindy Wroble, a freshmen at Wheeling High School. Lavishly
trimmed In pink =Amu, lingerie lace and satin ribbon, ire
made from McCall's Pattern 2177. The shop carries luxury hog-

ede fabrics and Mow in addition to Id consoled Hoe of other
' fishnet. (Fashion photon by Emma Rives)

Soldered with flown; bead to foot, Is Wheeling High School
sophomore Dabble Hildebrandt as she models this slack midriff
rid maxi-cmt assemble, a profusion of Nam and violets on st
white background Mode of wadable cotton coop; the midriff
and sleeks are Simplicity Pattern 8665; Ole maid -coat Is Slm.
petty's 8662. The latent In spring Whams and fabrics wgl be
shown at 160 Golden Thitak's Widen show at 7:30 p.m. Feb.
25 and 26, at Waif and Camp McDonald Red No admission
charge.

Mrs. Chester Hillman - 823-2938

DES PLAIN ES
Mrs. Clarence Falstad - 827-8542

MORTON GROVE
Mrs. Andrew Socha - 965-6616

28 S. DUNTON COURT
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CI. 3-1766

44 W. PALATINE ROAD
PAIAT1NE

R 473SO

One day at a time

Neuses wins 150 lb. class

By Ron Swans

Harper 150 pound wrestler
Tom Neuses won his division

the Hawks finished in

as

Its athlette .ms an ususlly
Ian They invite controserstal
eakers to program, It atess
ad out in some trailers and
high school building They ere

want some more

fast becoming a major force tn

on a sheet of paper to a voting
booth. YES or NO.

On March 21

tell

you 11

diem whether or not they can

re money You do it
by potting an X in a square
have

your community Thetr foal

minium and Roselle Rds
They give you a tom When
they II give you
you finish
It
juice You II need it after
you see that faculty di.tng

need some more book, They
do They II tell you they need
more equipment They do
They II tell you that more atu
no muter
dents will an

mom

what happens They wrl I
waste some money at

serves many peOpie that you

won't bother to go to the polk
That's a foregone conclusion.

If the group you belong to
wok a program, they'll do h.
They'll bring slick pictures.
fancy duns and a book full&
facts. When they're through,

and

They'll gripe about taxes at

you'll think Harper is the meet

their bridge table on election
night. That's a foregone coo-'
elusion, too.

knportant place in the world.
Maybe it is.

ty dining room is furnished in
outlandish colors. They have a
very diversified program. It

MOST ELIGIBLE voters

know. They need money.

What is
is

and who art

'it"

Harper

College

'Mier' includes

you. Your
money runs it You voted

place looks like? Drive out any

Meet taxes in 1965. The boned
lays it's not enough. They

Sunday (until March 151 benom 1 and 4 p.m. Ifs at AI -

Do you wonder whet

rho

Poem parody

Lee Janson

LISTENS

Talk with a teacher
By Father Colton

What good luck! A nun

Dear Mn. Calton.
The youngsters have fallen
in love with a book called
"What Good Luck, What Bad
Luck!" by Roney Charlip and
have done a take -off on il

Map Publication5

What good luck! Another
man came to us and brought us
home.

By John Hooesko

askedif they could
which theyked

share with you.

vIlouor the original dream ln'nlamaPalaudr keroixe
Mr pout, freedom and inirgermal logrerify.-

What good luck! A boy
showed me the way to a party.

Mary Tafekki

What bad luck!The boy said
go the rest of the way yourself.

What good luck! I found

What bad luck! There was
nothing in the box.
What good lack! I found a

MarMall Meld 111
Page 4

had broken leg.

By Cheryl Arnold

etter.

Tuesday, February 24, 1970

What bad luck! The letter

WHAT HAPPENED TO HIM,

C.F. Nateeldrentiatim Dirtolor

Whet good luck!

R. N. Peen, rirrnlegen l3irt I

I

got

o

What good luck! My dad
What had luck! It

Letters to the Editor

busted

What good luck! There was

Kenn Anderson

What bad luck! There was
nothing inside.

Mau good luck!

Trustees of Harper College

trustees.

and heard the proposal of the

faculty to arbitrate all differnces that may arise between
the
faculty. administratitm

and board in case of an im-

was therefore astounded to
see the board arbitrarily reject
the proposal.
II

appears to no that had

this procure
ed
been

in exis-

tence over one year ago. the

board would not ho forced to
waste our tax dollarsl earmarked for educational pur-

poses, onostly legil procedures

fuss

litigation

sun

presently pending.
The grievance MIMMilleC of
the Faculty Senate Ian cloned

bode of the faculty as their
voice) has been inaling since
October.

1968.

to settle

a

grievance procedure with the
board of legate.. This proce-

dure would enable

the

in-

stitution to arrive at PIP 50111fiun to serious problems. It is
an aompled manner of solvg
must
any dispute in obtaining
settlement Seeking agramient

11.0

been accepted by the hoard of

fhe grievance committee of
the Faculty Senate haat:tad in
prod faith, having changed
their policy. hopefully to make

passe. This seemed to melt, he
o fair.
and inexpensive way unsettle disputs.
I

proficiency.

pnoedures to dale have not

l'hey

hay

and m aeadendcians. The latter was presented to the grievance committee of the hoard.
A motion was made by lames

Hammitt to aceept the grievance policy without arNnation. The faulty has been
reasonable and made its feeling. wry clear that since many
hour, have been spent since
1968 in attempting to resolve
this problem. this would he the

timl meeting.
With this in mind, the board
of trustee. passed on Ilammill's motion. aim to two.
with one abstention. Only two

hoard members. John Haas
and Larry Moms, were senate this vital need in terms
of the faculty, students and the
institution.

Eduottion is a big business
of which the end product is the

woman -will

entrants, .cluding two liar,

Judging will he based on the
sludents' progrem toward their
career goals, their panicipadon and leadership in college

receive

a

Schmid.

chairmen of the Illinois State

$250

each.

program.activitiaa and community
liekn

What good luckIl got out of

and critical think., by the

iv

stimulation and growth or the
minds of our youth. Educators
have a serious commitment in
this area. As citisens. we can
only measure this by acknowl-

head the panel. Serving with
'FT mill be
nDuPage County Circuit Cart
judge, and Donald C. Kleckner, Ph D.. president of Elmhurst College.

Jerry Jenkins. Elk Grove
Village, and Mn. Patricia
Avigliano, Arlington Heights,
both
Harper sophomores,
were recently chosen campus
winners in the achievement

program. They received 8100
and cenificates of merit. Their
next step is district cornpetition.

The district judging will beheld March 9 at Elmhurst Col.
loge Winners --a man and a

What had lack! They had to
walk five miles for it

What oard luck! They got

thara and otaakad a tan,
What bad luck! They fell off
din mil,
What good kcal They had a

collar.

What bad luck! It belonged
to SOMMIlla.

What good luck! lie follow.
Nme home.

en the doctor.
What good luck! I got u lulYOM.

What bud luck! I got a shot.
What goad luck! It dude

1

edging a MliM111 and constnial
operation working rowansthi,

By Greg Coburn

What good luck!

I

met a

KW.

What had luck! The boy
What plod luck! The boy

came to visit.
What had luck! He hadlo go
in a few minutes.
What good luck! He invited
ms
his birthday party.
Doug Biddison

Collegesor

N

MR. MUM

fraternities

What good luck! We arc going fishing.

mother. btu 111 have to find some way to tell her. Can a 15 -year.
old guy explain to his mother how she looks?

Junior
Only Rabe extreme:I don dIplemoladly.Otherwhe silence k

By Craig Weber

has (11a pending law suit. ale
re for
dust
131 two in-

What good luck! We got out

cumbentends
al the present time
running unemnonted for re.

Make as many four loiter or mom words out 01
these letters as you con. In addition. find the wood
using all seven of these letters,

lac hoard meetings in learn
what is happening to their lax
olleer.

NI, Robert 1 Wilson 3r.

the

Pledges front the northwest
suburbs were: Terrence Keith

Hilty, 1311 S. Chestnut Av.,
Arlington Heights, Kappa Sig -

ma, and Robert Edwin Gill,
1598 Dunbar Rd.. Palatine,

freestyle

relays

within one point of tieing the
wore The Prep Relay went to
B . R. Ryall, giving them an
eight -point Iced; then NWS
took the Junior Relay, bringing them to within one point

"r141 railaNTERMEDIATE
Free Relay, the final race
would decide who won the

mem, and in a heartbreakingly

close roe IL R. Ryall touched
NWS

out

everyone

and

thought NWS had lost. The
stroke judge ruled, however.
that B. R. Ryall had behi disqualified on 0 turn. and NWS
h ad won the lam and the meta.

Going To

woe push
record to do their hest
The records sot were: Cadet
Medley Relay Funk. Stark,

Mate, Koester Mal 113.01,

Cadet 25-ol. Freestyle - Tom
B ehnke loam and pool 13.31;
Cold 50 -yd. Freestyle Iom

THEATRE
From

Presents ,

Intermediate
Relay
Medley

I :03.7),

(pool
200 -yd,

"a girl could -

get lucky"
THEATRE

by Don Appel

ONLY

from
WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

$3.00

Sat./Ono. ter Children
The Sorcerer's

Apprentice

Now

arlingtIon Var1

Call

517p

of

c>wers

med.

The Warriors had to mule
fora tie for the runner-up posi-

tion behind the host school.
Amidst
comPetitio.
fro.

lta Stodge

event.

ME WARRIORS trailed
by a point going into the mile
relay and appeared 10 have
third place and it ,hare of the
meet trophy on the legs of scu-

ba- flash Mark Henkes. One
of the judges. however. chum -

with brushing anrunner

disquali.

and

Sal
Proviso West, meanwhile.
got the third instead. and
bailed out the victory with
their 3,point total. Maine
West and York knotted for the
Inacksmt slot with
points
while Niles North ran right behind with 32.
Maine East performed to
Eatune of 29 with Proviso

sixth with fit Thomon

and Lyons of LaGrange deadlocked ter the
totals of 14 while Moline
and Naperville drew for ninth

SP/ RTS

with II. Maine South finished
Ilia with four and one-half
points while Palatine round.'

Tuesday,
Febmary 24,

12 mann with two

out the
points.

1070

top six positions.

7ekend

relay in a unreel 1:35.I.ThoE

in the

dvely. The times were the hest

nn was Maine, equaliser in

by the dm, this semon. but

thindentical time for a share of

mark of :51.5 by .7 of a second.
Maine East's Jim Olson
dominated the 8110yanl run in

dtdn t compare with Proviso

Head

coach

Joe

clutch performer Steve Mel Niles North's Steve Rose
aria through with fifth
was virtually unbeatable in the place ribbon in the 1320-yurd
hurdle commtition. capturing run in 331.1. Maine Fast's
in hoth events. Maine's Bomb Grimm finished third in
Del Hansen shadowed Rose in

bon by only .2 in 7.7.
Row took no chances in rho
lows. shattering the The mark

of 7.1 with his 7.0. The shot
compelltion

put

was

oto.

Maine Purl soured to 21-716
for honors. Duff had to settle
for a third with his' ump of 21.

capturing the gold medal in
Intl

330-yard and 440 yard dash..

95

93

205
211

82 122
69 109

Koko. Fr

13

PO

2117

80
62

Rucker. Pr
Wright. GBN

13

WI
72

2

311

47

59

95
75

56

91

44

12

71

Pane:non 14

I3
II

3

76
70
69

3

71

3

9.1

114

8.9
7.N

71

5.1

42

68

4.0

43

66

3.9

91

3.2

59

60

5

15

21

3.0
2.4

17

51

3

67
73
53
52

56
35

77
78

the freshmm B am and ht

Hoch. EG

3

66

74

proved to he the difference ill

Pinder, EG
Meissner. Pr
Llovd. C
Olson, I.V
mre,

3

57

59

52
22
39

I3

55
55

25

31

42

3

88

30

2

61

62

17

IS

42

99

52

57

115

21

67
32
83
34

took a 6046 decision from
sophomore, and
Grorsdier frrshman A
stood followoi mit with an esiting 46-42 win over the
Wildcats freshA team.
Wheeling,.
the

WHEELING ROLLED to

Hob Prince was the high
scorer for Elk Grove with 19
points, six of them in the

the game. 'The Grenadiers held

the Wildnas close the rest of
the way Nit culdn't overcome
the early deficit.

In the second half. however,

three more victorim on the

its of Niles East in the first

Wheeling had ti 24-14 edge in
the third quarter an 17-0 bulge
the fourth period.

IOW( leVCIS.

In the freshman A .gone,
17-5 firstProspect eel
ompult itself
quarter edge
to victory. 1.orest View nar-

test, 70366 md the won the
The Wildcats had a halenc.' scoring attack with

A battle, 55-46.
andthe freshnem 13 nffair. 56 freshman

Dare Giles getting 17 points,
scored 14 and teammate ?dark
Cireenberg added 10.

Coach Larry Peddy's Ciro
opener sophomore team broke
open a close game in the second quarter to raek up its al.: tory. Elk Grove led by just 9-7
after the opening period. but it

outscored Wheeling hy a 209
margin in the second period
and the Wildcats never caught

Ito Jeff Sronkoski took ticeo

overcome its early lapse.
gob Zimmanek paced Pros.
pun to the freshmm A

triumph with 17 points and

Bill Syfert 16 and Tony Sehuld

12. Elk Grove's Pal Holmes

nnved the gap to nine at halftime hot never wm able to

FOREST VIEW stayed
with Prospect's sophs thr

teammate 'red Mathews added

quarter, trailing only 15-12.
but the Knights soim pulled

kr. however. look

away. The alums ran to a 19-5
advantage in the second quarter tool won going away in the
'
second half.
Promovt used substitutes
freely but still Sad three men in
double figures with Curt Man.

12. Forest View's Tom Muel.
scoring

honors with 19 tallies.

IROSPECT pulled away
gradually on the way to win ning the freshman B game.

The Knights got

ning bagging 17. Andy Wan

points
from 'font Bergen and 10 from
Craig
Kovar, while John
Rcbde was high for Tersest

12 and tack Brink 10 The hest

View with 10.

16

9

51

II

27

42

56

0.8
0.8

41

1.6
U.4

39
36
J65

60

03

42
70
51

4.3
9.8
9.7

30

10.3

9.4
9.2

38

05

52

17

Sehnert. Pal
Lundmeth. Pr

7

46
49

33
25

47
50

02

28

39

39

19

36

II

44

146

I

30

22
32

'I

46
46
42

10.0
8.3

7.9
7.7

Hag,. Fr
White, Pr
MacDonald. ('
Wickersham. le

1

EG

13

it

Huh. A
Pauline. CiliN

13

Herthule, W
Pin, W

11

Kline, Pr
B auer, IV
Heffernan, A

40
44

133

37

96
87
85

36
25
35
22

37

17

35

42

52

15

25
53

31

72

2U
21

:3

)2

66

18

3

32
28
32
02

77

18

78

25

96
49

16

23
37
58
73

31

49

93
89
75
35

6

27
23

7

26

1

19

2

Il

IJ

30
26
23

Sales, Pr

II

24

Hopkins, EG

le

22

11

18

12

20

I
/

I
I

Hanks, In.

27

t

Rush, Pr
Jacoby, H
Sodini. GBN
Durso. H
Lusch, EG
Boyer, EG
C

II
25

116

36

2 -32

70
36
46

5

28

7

13

61

211
1.9

3

I

19.6
82
NI
77
69
57

I3

Molognik. Fr

272
255
248
246
232
203

2,1

Shevell, Ed

Crabtree. CHIN

sweep over Forest View with

Bob

1

Groot. W

tied at the -MA -mission. 24,24,

11.0 Knights demolished the
Falcons in the sophomore con-

3

A

Underclass Knight
hoopers sweep Falcons
Prospect, vomitus of varsity

ed up a 46-39 triumph.

3

FrKieck.

S.6

75
78
75

12-7 flesh in the gamequartethat

sophomores

9,6

93

The Grenadiers trailed, 15-29,
going into the final stanza, but
they rallied for a 17-7 linal-perkmd bulge to pull it out.

Grove's

20,9

54
53

40

25
23

22

In

Bob

Proviso's Al Letterer was
untouchable in the mile posting a winning 4:21.3 clocking.
Demon John Keane manages'
the runner-up spot in 4:25.11
the
Warrior Steve Johnson
was pushed back to fourth in
4:30.2. his best showing of the

Maine Wet will be repro
named by Skip

Parent end

siii,am

away

Iarry Rierwiith. Kuntze. Don
Hudson and Russ Zap swam

One Kuntth in the BMW
Swimming competition March
7. The two emerged froin a dig

Host

fish Evanston district to earn

mad wnh 193.

200 -yard medley rclay in

With 13 tmams in the rum
Pete Anderson's
nire.
tankers combined efforts for
probably their best showing of
the year. Maine finished the
regular season with a dismal

time of 1:49., Evanston led

With only the top two quall
fiery able to 0400000, Parent
slipped in for a pea of seconds
in the 400 -yard freestyle and

the 200 -yard individual Mai-

ley with times of 406.8 and
2:07,5, respectively.

KUNTZE, MEANWHILE
led the field in the 100 -yard
breaststroke in 1:04.9, .6 of a
second ahead of his closest

Evanston

with honors with 31/2 poinh
while Oak Park grabbed sec.

2-5 conference mark and a 5.6
duel meet record.

to fifth place finish in the
a

the field in a time of 1:43.9.
SOPH
DAVE Denman
sparkled for West in the 200Yard freestyle M
Dell.
man, however, was eked

horn the state ranks with a
third. Teammate Tom Peter-

RON DAYITT'S

Maine
East squad, meanwhile, settled

fora sixth place overall with
their total of 78 poi..
The hoes dominated the
ti

son ranked ninth with a 203.5.
Parent had to take the back.
seal only to Randall Whit
church of Evanston in the
300.yard
individual
sad-

ley. Whitchurca posted a 2:07
net in leading the puck. West's

99

7.1
7.1

93

6.6

8
9;
XJ

82
6:5
1

6.1

XD

7.5
5.4
6.2
4.8
5.6
4.7
6.4
3,9

75
7,

68
61

54
47

Statistks Unavailable

Boson, rnnsvhile. nicked u
a ninth

West's freshman Larry

ins, 19E.

Zage. Alaine's only entrant
in the 50 -yard freestyle. touch
cd in :24.5 for sixth place hon-

ors. Diver Terry Alutyja performed to the tune of 301.2
points, hut could only crack a
filth place finish: Demon Mike

340.

however,

Nara

to

326.4 for fourth place honors.
EAST'S

BOB

Gender placed ninth and I Inn
respectively with lbws of
:54.3 and :55.4.

Wed.an

warn to a sixth in the 100yard
butterfly
in
1:03.4
while
West's Hudson ranked 10th in
103.5. Demon Frank Morgan

Bienvinh was an impressive
eighth in the 100 -yard back.
sFronk in 1:04.3 while East's
Frank Arvidson finished in

his winning 1:04.9.

1:07.8 for 12th.
Only Emnston's

seven seconds faster than Oak

Evanston

4130yaM

freestyle relay team skimmed

the distance in 1:24E, a full

George

Park's 312.8. West's entry of

Keenan stopped Parent from

Jack Branding. Ear., Gyss-

taking the tog snot in the
4W .yard freestyle. Keenan

ler

churned the distance in only

3:34.7,

4,02.4 for the blue ribbon.
Maine East got I Ith and 12th
ht the persons of Roger Erick-

son (4,33.3) and Bob Barrie
(4:35.7), respectively.

was edged from the running el.

KUNTZ

WAS

unlock

though he posted a 33 net in
the '100 -yard freestyle. War-

able in the 100-yerd breast-

riots Gary Laney !ad Scott

stroke.

His limes

were

el

and Parent were edged
from advancing with a third in

5.3. 5. Be.a TH. 5.11; 330
YARD DASH: I. Krainik.

MW, 36.9; 2. Klein. NI, 36.9;
3. Bass. TH. 37.6; 4. Hank..
MW. 37.9; 5. Lyons. MS.38.2;
ME. I:59.11; 2. &yrs. Y.
2:01.11 3. Frihart, I.T. 2:01.3;
4. Rain. PW, 202.11; 5. Edge.
combe.

1:25.8: 2, Epstein. NN.
3.
Abbott. NAP,
I:26.2; 4. Baludleth Pal.
1:25.9,

Hendricks.

5

ME.

4.10 -YARD 05911: I Kral,
MW. 511.8 tbreaks old
Palatine);

TRAM TOTALS: I. Proviso Who. .14:2- Biel Maine
West and York. 32: 4, Niles
North, 32: 5. Maine East, 29:
6. Proviso East, 20, 7. Mel
'Thonon. and Lyons. 14; 9.
Me) Moline and Naperville,
11; I I. Maine South, 49i. 12,
Palatine,'_.

2 -MILE RUN: I. Rupert,
PW, 9:27.6: 2. Si. John, MW.
9:36.31 3. Mitchell, NAP,
9:47.2_:4. Komr, MW, 9:411.5,
3. Harrelson, ME, 9:502.

60 -YARD HIGH HUR.

DIM: 1 Rasa NN. 7.5; 2.

SHOT PUT: I. Brsuchantp,
MOL 57-34.1 (breaks old
record of 54-5 by Brian Block
of Maine East); 2. Dlugas, Y.
53: 3, Wright. TH. 524:4 ; 4.
Rentsch, Y. 52-3; 5. Trenaka.
LT. 51-91/4;
I.

Kiel Maine West. 1:35.1 and
Thor.; 3. Niles North.
1:35.3:4. York. 1:359; 5_ Proviso East,
I:36.1, IIIGH
JUMP: 1. Murphy, PE 6-116

Books old mark of 6.1

660.
Peterson.

mark of 51.5 by flainuleth of

MEET RESULTS

880 -YARD RELAY:

202.1;

PW,

YARD RUN: I.

1:27.1:

by

Wilhoit.

2.

PW.

51.9: 3. Libby. NN, 52.5: 4.
Pyle, NAP, 527: 5. Joseph.
52.11,

LONG JUMP:

Trantin,

1

ME, 2_1-761:2. Smith. PE. 7.1-

4: 3. Duff, MW. 21-7_:4. Berl,
MS. 20,0; 5. Meyer. 511i. 20
9, POLE VAULT: I. Hansen,
NAP, 13, 2. Diedricks, Y. 131
3.

Platy. Y.

IS: 4. ()Word,

TH. 12:5. Krebm, PW, 12:

MILE RUN:

Lower,

I.

PW. 4:21.3; 2 Keane. N1E,
4:25.0: 1. Wilkerson, MOL,
4. Johnson,
MW,
4:302; 5. Niekols. Y. 4:311.5;

4:28.1..

MILE RELAY:

I.

Niles

North, 3:311.7: 2. Maine East.
3:30.5: 3.
Proviso West.
i:30.7: 4. Lyons Township
3:35.4; 5_ Met Maine South
and York. 3;36.1.

National
boaters test
set Mar. 15
Boaters who wish to deter-

mine has ouch they know
about their hobby will have the

opportunity on Sunday

Bump of Moline,: 2. Statrek,
PW, 641; 3. Klinger. Y. 5 -It);
4. Granahan, Y. 5,10; 5. Si-

Alarch IS. at 3:30 p.m. when
the NBC television network
will prow. a wnimwl homing

baski, MS, 5-8:

test.

Schoettle, E., :23.4: 2. Denton,

E. :233.
Dieing:

I.

Simpson.

I encourage all boaters to
take this test." Ken Gruen,
weld of the Illinois Department of Conservation's boat.
section said. "Many boaters arc unaware of how little
inc

E.

39530; 2. Buckley. OP, 353.5;
1.
1 00-Y r d Butterfly:
Houser, OP, :5,7; 2. Wise, E.
573; 100 -Yard efeestyle: I.
Sehootie. 1, :50.8; 2. Denton,
E, :51.3:
100 -Yard Badotroko I.
Whitchurch, E, :54.2; 2.
Stemple, 0, :56.2: 100 -Yard
Bresalshokei I. Kuntz, 51W,
2.
Holguin. OP.
I:04.9.
1:05.5:

MEET RSSULTS

mph. PE. 5.6; 4. Wimel, MOI-

137.0:

1320 YARD RUN: 1. Bar,

the top of the list in both the
preliminaries and the finals.
Kuntm churned to a 1:05.2 in
the warm. before registering
The

SO -YARD DASH: 1. Case,
Y, 5.4; 2. Anise. I.T. 3.6; 3. Jo -

The proceedings net the
stage for the mile relay, won by
Niles North in 3:30.7.

Parent, Kuntze represent MW in swim fi nals
meet. winnim to events and
competition.
sending no less than 4 indivi.
Dvcrall. Pete Ander:00.
Warriors made their presence .duals and two relays to the
state finals
felt, grubbing third place MnThe Warriors' quartet of
ors lean.. with 154 points.

5.
Melling. MW.
3:21.1: IM.YARD IOW HURDLES: 1. Rose, NN.
Ibreaks old mark of 7.1 by
Mobley of Proviso East% 2.
Case. Y. 7.1; 3, Barnett, PE.
7.4; 4, Welsch, Lt, 7.4: 5. Cronin. ME. 7.4;

3:17.2:

season.

Hanson. MW. 7.7. 3. Barnett,
PE, 8.0: , Enke. LT, 8.11plus;
5. KortzhalE, ME, 8.11 plus:

8.1

6.4
6.4
6.3
6.3
6.2

reit. NAP. 3:13.1. 2. Math le, PW, 3:15.2; 3. Grimm.
ME. 3:16.7; 4. Adana, PW.

880.YARD RUN: I. Olson,

FG FGA eT FTA AVG TP

walked off with a pair of vi.

Wheeling jumped mit

of

however.

four for their only pointsof the
game.

Traitn

wallas shorodistance runner.

TOP 50 SCORERS

13

ocking the old

440,

was in great form for the mect.

5110 -SUBURBAN LEAGUE

13
13

performance

WESTS JEFF [NIT led the
MW in the longjump event until the tlerformera went ion the
final lap In his final attempt.

Jerry Krainik. Jobst's

ELK GROVE didn't make
its move until lie fourthy tar
ter of Sct freshman A game.

Me only one of the three to win
a match. Alfie heed Ken Krav,

By J. Alan Cook
Asst. name/ Ed.

1iI:,
:1' Minn.
Inc

tI

onds off the pace.

3:16.7.

the highs. losing die blue rib-

peated his strong

a time of 1:59 fiat. His doses,
competitor was two
sec-

Jobst's

mark of 9:27.6.

brea

got tin: points in the last peri-

od and Scott Dorsey flaw!

,

so first pkce points.

WokingAdy Ruherrs meet-

North quarter. RiO O'Leary

-Nix weekend and both schools

running mate Hanka finished
fourth in :37.9. Krainik m-

back with a fie in the 800 -yard

ners.

mU Elk Grove

320.

in the event with times
a 4:36.1 and 0615.5. respec-

ins hone, with 15 tor the o in

Wnechn

In

field in a time of :36.9 while

THE WARRIORS came

squared offour four hasketM111
aan es on the lower class levels

formance.

165-

weekend,

Northowa nark second and

Feige, II
Anastasi. GUN
Kawell. W
Long. FV
Algaier, Pal.
Meyer. Fv
Mandeb:. A

Friday, completed a baskeMall

his next

Consistent Jack St. John and

W

and junior varsity games on

lost

stand.. No tone throwing lees
than 51 feet qualified for the

Hashed.. Pal.
Barton, C
u raninite. A

The jayvee um., was ane
fora half with the two teams

bet was elimi

ing event. the two-mile run.

beam beginning with the open-

Phu.

Fume View could do was
Steve Blake, 11,point Nr-

10-6.

°rr7hIn
eAat ttCa

-Fom Nem. of Harper Junior College was the Region IV
champion at 150 pounds es the Hawk muscleman competed in
the National Junior CMIege Athletic Associatioe wrestling

HIE WARRIORS were on

Gren, Wildcat lower
level cagers split

then evened the series when
the Wildcat fntsh II tom rack -

South.

mtrzez11.1:,==valig4g

embryonic and unblemished
record in tact Saturday at the
fifth annual PrOMS0 West in.

three lust out in the Glenbrook

berths et the finals at Hinsdale

Take

eJ

an easy 65616 victory over Elk
Grove on the jayvee level and

by Mark Tiffany of Waukrs

:Peering

L469.

other

Randy Wroble were
and
squashed Saturday when all

led whist he was decisioned

OR

Lanauer, Farmer. Smoker

the majority of the afternoon,
finally yielding on n disputed
disqualification in the final

Elk

pounder Wroble was pinned
by Dave Kox of Rockford in
first round and was elimi-

NORWAY SWEDEN 8 DENMARK
DEPARTING JUNE 4, 1970

JUNIOR 113&14 Yr DM)
200 -yd. MON,. Relay - Larsot, Peterson. Porter, Arbon
2:02A; 200 -yd. Freestyle Mike Freeman 2:12.3; 200.yd.
Individual Aledley Dave Lao

115Juncr) 200 -yd. Individual
medley . Rick Schwening
2:107, 100.yd. Freestyle -Phil
Nychay 56.4, 100 -yard Back.
stroke.Rick Schwarting 1:03.7,
200 -yd, Freatyle Relay -Tull,

Warntio held a dim lead for

tories.

Dec state tournament Ode
hopes of Wheeling wrestlers
Al Stavros, Gary Schweitzer

Fi ally.n Wildcat

LOU\GE

INTERMEDIATE

-

The Manta Wed varsity

2:18.71; Internam. 100.yd.

wrestle -back round. (iary la
decision to
ovenirne.
Mark Gahm of N ilcs West.

-1

PREP 111&12 Yr &ell 100Greg New comer 1:04.6:
yd, Fnmstyle

tracksitirs were barely edged in
their efforts 10 keep their

Backstroke - Rick Schwaning

eago, who was also last year's
Mite champion at 130. In the

VISIT 8 COUNTRIES IN EUROPE
DEPARTING JULY 30,

2:16.1;

1:14.6; 200 -yd. Freestyle Rc.

West 'bumped' into 2nd at Proviso Invite

-

SCHWEITZER WAN defated
his firshround match

Jumbo 747 Jet!

Gary

Stark 211E 100yd. Freestyle
Relay - Funk, Mate, Koester,
Behnke, I:07.6;
MIDGEr 191410 Yr old)

Beam 26.7). Junior 200 -yd.

The Wheeling High School

Professional The

Brea.troke

Dochler,.

-

for band trip

Northwest Suburbs Only

25- yJ

Nlidget
50 -yd. Backstroke - Tom Gran

gen.

roar

Backstroke - Mark Funk 193;

lay - Sehnert, Porter, Arhart,
Freeman I 470;

Eliot.

Mike Freeman 57.B; 100.yd
Breaststroke - Dave Sehnert

Behnke item 35.41;

Dons Parker of North Chi-

PO\Y

Mate 18.6, SO -yd. Freestyle
Tom Behnke 35.4; 25 -yd.

Cie is

Page 5

by eventual 130.pound winner

at the

-

.en 2:416. 100 -yd. Freestyle -

.

Adams of
Waukegan by: an 11.1 score.

Fly with us aboard the

Yr and under)

50 -yd. Backstroke -Tom Gran
363; 50 -yd, Breaststroke !dike Walsh 45.8; 200 -yd.
Freestyle Relay
Stewart,

pool and 4 team as both Mann

Wto

Mono students are selling
chocolate pee. turtle candies
for SI a hos

matches in the tourney.

in every n of their races.
I
There wire 15 reconls set

in. when

They're off and running

john
Stauftenberg
Freeburg and Don htebener. .
all dropped their tint -round
Brum.

es a resell oneirst place finishes

round.

Europe This Year?

second round

East

nab.

crash with my bike.

instrumental league is completing candy sale this week
to raise funds for the marching
band's late June trip to Winne peg, Canada.

In

101110 of the mates most highly
regarded cinder squad, the

The NWS Cadets displayed
Ore greatest division strength

Stavros at 123 pounds was

Candy sale
to raise funds

CADET

100-nl, Medley Relay - Funk,
Stark, Mat, Koester, 1/1321:
35 -yd. Freestyle Tom Behnke
15.3: 25 -yd. Butterfly
Russ

toner

South Sectmnal and failed to
advance to the downstate ft-

Answer on Coma Page

election.

It was hoped that the chrysags would have been bonen.
but instead the ogle.: appears
o have reached a point of no
return. The college should he
n institution whose members
work hand in hand 10 have a
well integrated school opeo
Eon. It is unfortunate that
more citizens do not attend

Nernst place B. R. Ryall teem,
177-171, in the most exciting
mat of the season. The upset
puts NWS in a three-way lie
for first place with 13 R. Ryall.
end West Suburban.
The NWS boys were trailing
the strong B. R. Ryall team all
the way until the final five
emits -the freestyle relays. At
this point they won the Cadet

grapplers
end season

LOGAIFE

of school arty.
What had luck! We gm in a

MEET RESULTS
1ST PLACE

coached by John Eliot, upset

Wheeling

12 good. 17 excellent

decision. Within the next
eight weeks Harper College

Northwest Suburban

chay, Philbin imam 1:52.01.

What had luck! Everytima

tad

The

YMCA Boys Swim Teem,

Sehm.r'"F-

frog hunting.

ped away.

Hormr 150 pounder Ray
Vtths opened third place in
that division by winning his
rant two notches. dropping

Rick Schwarting (pool
All lepers to the editor most be signed. but names will
be waltheid upon peahen Legere Mould Sr .1, brief as
jeossibk. dad should contain an
Pe, Phk.
eaten or phone number so their authentivity ton
check-

but haws elm

the

Haw k . Tom Wahlund

Page

-

What good luck! We wen

board is at a env/woods of a vi;

when ht. dropped ea 92 mesh

Mike Freeman
(team 2:12.51; Intermediate
2130.yn. Individual NI alley

gm home.

we went to catch a frog it hop-

and match by Tim . ail at Du

Freonyle

nor

See tyrotr.goestions

TA140G- biRD5

What bad luck! We didn't

dm both sides of the story
should Ire heard. The college

$5.95

naes of 441 men pledged fly
thenuniversity's fraternities.

Beta Theta Pi.

My mother bought a pantsuit. On same mothers. something

Hideaword

catch any fhb.
What good luck! We didn't

has a monopoly of all wisdom.
It is only reasonabk to :mono

The Interfraternity Counil
of Miami University. Oxford,
announced

Dear Lee Janson.

By Jeff Reed

pmgmm to

Students pledge

has

WAY OUT PANTSUIT

ser-

gain more public recognition
ofjunior colleges and their au.

Ohio,

mother unbar happened. Also tell your employer you've told your
mother.

hurt to much.

an arbitrary attitude in this
n euter. rather than icing the
issue squarely. The liras of
communication have hen
broken dowo No one group

noted In

Dif 5,140ME WORM

['online.' Bank. Chicago.

.

It WY earth die donee. If you decide uthenche a& your

ed

cc.

ia

Sealed

like that looks OK. but not on mine. 1 don't want to hurl my

Whet bad luck: It was to go

south the sign
T5.111151511Iing
Ea..'
lion and Rehabilitation, will Assn. of Community and Jun.

Bard

What good luck! It had a

school early.

The otIle,m hoard ha,. taken

A threednember panel has
been named to judge district

Mrs.

development lvf individuality

made

Two Harper students in
achievement contest
per College students in the
statewide junior college stu,
dent achievement recognition

What good kick! It rolled
back to us
By Todd Libman

a gas station.

moved away.

'

What had luck! It bit me.

rolled down the hill.

Calls Harper Board attitude arbitrary
promotes

What good luck! 1 found a
dog.

with his dog.

got an-pm.s.daaa

other letter.
What bad luck! I lost it.
By alike Carat:do

What good luck! My dad
What had luck! The tire

Editors
1 was present at the 'oh. 12
meeting of the Board of

I

again.

mended it.

I

What good luck! It has a
picture of a little boy playing

have a boyfriend, and I don't need anything like this happening
to me. What do you think?

a

fixed it.

hoot I've been tobysitting for

From what I know of hint. l don't think it will. hid 1 don't
know if I can take a chance. I like rho alb. I nod the money. I

What good luck! The party
was for him.

in the tim.

have any words on it.

handle it, I'm senior in higi

several families, but one especia . during the last several years.
'They have altvay. linen very nice is 1110. and they pay int/well.
The hushaml is young and dicks ook mg. Ile has al war heon e
perfect gentAnon when he picks
Wt, ie up or take. me home. Al ways. that is. um i last week.
we pulled up at my house he
grabbed lilt, ,11,i12,1 me Li him. trfed to kiss me and hold nu: close.

What hid hold There was
agars

By

bike.
What bad luck! It had a hole

What had luck!, didn't get
anything in it
What good luck! I found a
cant
What bad luck! It didn't

What bad luck! Everyone

What good lucid I got a let-

R.E.Machinuture,PreAdrni

pnnent.

Dear too Janson,
Something happened the other night. and !don't know how to

Chucky Cerniglia

By Joey Lang

William J. Kiedaisehokromming Editor

got a

I

What good luck!! found the

was ripped up.

John E. Stanton, fentor and Entigiber

What good luck!

I kicked Me dom latch with my Mot and the door opened. I told
him I'd Omani if he didn't lei me go. He lecame very apologenc
and begged me lo forgive him. -It will never happen again:. he

was gone from the party.

neat 5 0

but he was trounced in hrt sec

closing the gap and coming to

TO YOU

helped me.

What bad luck! The ma

match by was of a pin In 546

111X1' Midget

"I told you, if we hung in there, the headband would
come back!"

good all over, and so will they.

weekend

NWS boys pull major upset

on

your cale dnar. Drag youleelf
to the polls and put your "X"
where it belongs. You'll feel

Dm, Schott at 177 pounds
shut out In, Bust round oppo

hawk. 3.1, in Me finals. Black-

kids and adults and education

They do. They'll tell you they
nod some more teathea
They do, They'll tell you they

Don

and 70
shutouh and Ilan went on M
down Steve Cross of Black-

So, you few people who
worry about such things as
21

AT 118 POUNDS Hawk
1 yoeh won hn lint

fifth place to in the National
or Collage Athena ,M40
canon on
over the

tory matches necks

That's comforting these days.

should mark March

the semi final match and then
a i a n: n g the consolation
ch onmonship 12 6

Neese, won two prelim

They Most big organ.Harper.
lions do They seem to spend
most of it effectively, though.

THEY'LL TELL you they
need some more buildings.

hook was the loam champion
with 93 points

401/ -hard Freolyle: I. KeeState Qualifiers
ne, E, 9:02.4:, 2. Parent. MW,
4:06.8; 200 -Yard Individual
260 -Yard Medley Relay: I. Medley. I. Whitchurch, E.
Evanston, 1:43.9; Oak Park, 2:053; 2. Parent, MW, 2:07.5:
400 -Yard Freestyle Relay:
146.1; 200 -Yard Freestyle: I.
Keenan, E, 1;52.4; 2. Price, E, I. Evenstoe 3:25.6: 2. Oak
1:56.6; 50.Yard Freestyle I. Perk, 3:32.11.

they do
boats.

know

about

their

`SUCH ITEMS as rules of
the road. water skiing. buoy
systemn. safety equipment and
pOtennially dangerous
sit.
edam are included in the

test," Gruenewald mkt
He added that boaters who
want u copy of the official test

forms may write to: Boating
Sation. State Office Building,
Room

mant

106,

of

Illinois Depart.

Conservation,
Springfield. 62706.

"There will be no charge
made for the form." Greene weld said. "The experienced
as well as the beginning boater

out learn from thispel."

Page 6
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Tuesday February 24 1970

laminas Seitvice

Elk Grove High honor roll
The Elk Grove High School
Junior honor rolls
for the 196510 second otuater
lor

SwyriLnW,,,,Stephen

of the first semester have been
announced.
Students attaining senior
hono rs have obtained a 4.5 In,
maga based on fwe point aystam. They are:

Students named to the run
tor honor roll have obtained a
four -point average. They are

SENIOR:
Clifford Albert. toy Jean
Anderson, Carolyn Banns.
Christine Beck, Sheilah Bernerd, Virginia Bonovich.
Jeff Boyer, Brenda Bragg,
Kevin Byrne, Cecilia Carroll,
Chris Carroll, lames Dean.
Kathryn Dolby, Sandra Du,
March, Pat Foklund, Charles
Edwards, Stephanie Fancy.

Augustine, Gary Bailey, Ste-

SENIORS:
Linda Abernathy. Swan Alswore, Jaen Antomh, Denise
yen Becker.

Wendy Berns. Debra Berthold, Robmt Roche), Douglas
Brantner, Michelle Brennen
James Camphouse,
Mike Cavanagh,

Vicki Ember.

If Well.
Richard Hilblom Robert Hil-

at lordak.

Reake. Nancy Roberts, GM

Donna

Sronkoski,

Eileen

Claudia

Jeanne

Westerberg. Jeff
Pamela Willies.,

Williams,
Jeffrey WoloshYn.

Linda
Christine BrinkWilliam
Buchholz.
Bishop.

James Cooney, Susan Dean.

John Deering, William Lk.

Fernandez, Donald Fierier.
Ellen Gianaris.

Jackson. Roberta Jay, Diane
K inn.

Diana Neubert. Jim Baingee.

Roaann Pndule,

bridle Pima, Islmk
gee. Garr Proehl.
N owak.

GaPilch
James

Diane Rmmussen, Ewes
Sealy. Carol Shepardson, Su-

BARRIS WINSTONE,

-Dumas
Andette.
Bonnie Basel, Dean Bea mimes, Thomas Baumarark.
Richard Berry,
Stephen
Boggs,
William Browning,
Carmen Cabrera. Mary Camp bell, Becky Cantrell.

James Leo Abb. lobs Ant,
menko. Barbara Bassford, Ks-

He men.

THOMAS CARROLL.

Dame Gnitsch, Kathy Gersten,

0

Janice Lunak.

Reed. Donald Reny, Sandra
Ricks, Susan Ross, Michael
Semple.

Pa-

Petersen,

CORINNE
Richard

REEISER,
Rucinski,
Scott

tom
Sieheri
Michael Schonbrun, Robert Schwan..
Smith. Ronald Solana Jeffrey Kathy
Severna,
}Cathleen
Sronkoaki, John Warring, Ka- Mee

len Winia, Ernest Woollard.
.SHMEN:

Richard Andrews, Jerry
Anmsch, Elizabeth Bongo,

Gale Braun, Randall Callard,
Mary Cutts.
Diamond,

Beverly

Fink. Lynn Fitzgerald. Gale
Erencione,

Susan

Gentles°,

Wallace CIA.

KATHY CLAMP, Douglas
Grillaert, Rick Hawing. Mary
Hamilton,
Alyson
Jean Herigodt.

Muria

Carol Hugh., Vicki Jacobsen. Richard Jacobson. Debra
Jarosch, Joseph Kirby, Glenn

Koorhm.
David
Lackland, James
Lafayette, Joyce Lehner, Gary

Marlin, Nancy Maus, Eileen
Maxwell.

MICHAEL

MCVEIGH,

Debra Nowak, Mark Okuma,
Barbara
',anorak. Suzanne
Pollack, Robert Prince.
Therese

Rattner.
Linda
Sealy. Raymond Sittig. Mi-

chael Sronkoski, Linda Lou

4

Linda Shama, Anne Sittig,
Gary Sobieski, Sandra SMnowski, Diane Stefano,. Dan
StallOmn, Linda Swan.

Linda Toslik, Harry Varney, Kathleen Watts, Whoaboh W.ebe, Judith Wilcox,
Christine

Winkates,

Ramskis,

Call SH MIS

an, Robin nlreieh, ThOilms
Anthony -I- ri ngali.

Ginger Tun. Brad Ullrich,
Walsh, William

Carpentry -Remodeling
Contractor,
AI

r

Hogan

::ZIgNws1.co°771::ght:'

Born,

Aadrew

REPAWS

Coll 230.0.1 Rad..

GENERAL

addek.gaim..

FILINGS
39.4., or 301 1361

Dennis Byrne.

Ogilvie and Powell.

to

linois" and the signaler. of

Nekim.,

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

orcreMes

lames Cavanmgh, Maria
Clan, Carrie Creed:, lack
Denny, Sandra Orrin.
Edward Eldred, Genevieve
Eldridge, Diana French, Marlette Fruiti. Susan Goerger,
Ramona Goleta
Donna
Gordon,
Gail
Gramm, Spencer Huebner,

The reverse side contains
enlarged maps of the Chicago
and East St. Louis metropolitan areas as well as individual
maps of Rock Island -Moline,
Champaign -Urbana Bloominglon-Normal, Peoria, Deem
tur,
Danville,
Kankakee,
Quincy, Rockford and

Springfield."

aZ,du=s

Coot Sleese,

a 52077

sos

ane,

CALL

SIf you

...Repairs

Bk,

2..16

9

IC

Aire. Po

Date SMAISING EN=RATIONS

491,

Olo 5 .f.1 Sun.
12 0,211.11.

ePPoatmem

so.on
20.03

As

i17

Zn'Its'Arg:n'o'rePt."'AfTlt'A..
CUSTOM UPHOISIERY

EPO

SERVICE 359 1544

Wallpapering

scadsSOM.°

!omit Add

Wolipo

Real. rs-Owners
Addition.

Porch

taro sewn.

Maw.
o

rr.)
CO 01

0)
0) 4.1
0) Ts)

4. 0

00

Ertel

on. von

fem.

Rumpus Ran

Saran rre,m

wnm
Cement

go,gsgem,, sos

n

AMU.

Electrical Work

Interior Decorating
MrELARN INTERIORS

we oars moors. Lemons°
Engineering Services
DACODA NG

437.58

Ow

T

P

lseilP Wan yaw room 1645 Ook.
ton DerPl. 2.746.40

all callers, D. dire.

Firewood

INIHEDAY

s.khreond. Choc,

Day Want Ads

2

k NO, /2 neck 36 SON

SON, 31.7477. 832-3241

CALL NOW FOR
FREE ESTIMATES 296-1690

Permanent Waves
LICENSED BEAUTY OPEPATO

'XL
Piano Tuning Services

sAvEhtug sots

°More.. Commis, Com.
247-0063

D °FLORAE.

var. 253479x.

C

E.V. Construction, Inc.

B

WANE, IDS

259,5787
R

dh

t

0

D NIS
IPOUG
COGS TNPLL

McDonald's
BUT TRI5 TIME
MALL, AND GO
f
WITS

HANDY NOTEBOOK COPIER!

threcming notebook binder. A
piece of carbon paper would be

handy for the purpose. PARCWanly if it is smooth and fresh
and stays in Place as Y. write.
Today's fun. project is a solution.
With apiece of thin cardboard
or heavy construction paper.
a

sheet of carbon paper you can
make a special copying insert for

392.6017
NAVE YOUR PIANO TUNED
BY Wra PETERSON

Exp. Am, repe,..0132

Med

the notebook. Bound into the
book by means of the binder

Wings, just as the pages are, it

alays be ready When you
want to make a copy of your

Or.

ol

constructiortpaper slightly Itirger
than a notebook sheet aed
in Figure

N eat and modern working conditions.

0 ppOrtYllii, for real advoncemont.

anginal writing.

out the center as

for

the

Overtime Available

* HONING MACHINE
OPERATORS

* LAPPING MACHINE
OPERATORS

* MACHINE

E

OPERATORS

per Four

nirre

Punch holes for the binder rings.

Oparaler
Saes perlima

Over the opening`n the caul -

Current oomr,o,
C

board, mount a pie of carbon

INSPECTORS

MACHINISTS

paper (Figure 21, using Ithesewers tape to hold it. Your copying unit is then ready for use.
Simply attach it to the Mi.
rings with the plain side facing
up toward you (Figure R. Turn
e sheet of notebook paper over
so it rests against the plain side
of the carbon paper and write on
it. The carbon paper will transfer
your writing to the sheet of MR -

GRINDERS
MILLING OPERATORS

Also Day .1 1111...mt .

APPLY NOW
START TOMORROW

Call Tom Mansard at 724-6100
or stop by

Hills McCanna Div.
PENNWALT CORP.
rIl100,M,errrte,Sntlet

fellow student.

TOMORROW: Garden contest!
Chance to win "Talking Globe"!

* HARDINGE CHUCKERS
* LATHE OPERATORS

* INSPECTORS
ELECTRICIANS

book paper beneath it.

and want to make a copy for a

D eliMtely the lender in our field.

MontAuTrol Opmstor A

I.

This copying unit is especially
handy if you are taking notes or
copying something in the library

DAY SHIFT

G rear wages and benefits.

SHOP

PERMANENT
EMPLOYMENT

on or long career with Sigoode.

5

otmetlina lobs with friendly people.

MACHINE

Young Hobby Club

somc trans.:mar peg am,

PRODUCTS CO. INC.

Mr Paul Felts.

LASUGTOO*.
Nis
PIG 00195

Sometimes it is desirable to
make a carbon copy of the
things you write in your
50t

358-21'60

INDUSTRIAL MOLDED
Wary commensurate with experience and e
cell.. growth potential including 100% to
reimbursernent, Call, apply, or send resume to

666-3443

PEGG., ALLEYPIG

Window Washing

.9

der.

".

By Capp}, Dick

PROLLSSIONAL
WINDOW GLEANING

Tire

WNW:Maw dim..

me Ammon rood

BRIDGE LESSONS

rmiewene

brie Trimming
Gannon

2.71.

pa,d haspaalisarion

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY

(fan u pie. of cardboerd or

FREE ESTIMATES
.3-0565 or 3.0244

Instructions

gaoling
Modernizing
Shalrenen

Rd

full
for

on HONEYWELL Tape System and using Easy Co-

1.

W.IltrIskard

aionMN
OUR SPECIALIT

Hb.

Aber WAR,

f

MOLD REPAIR MEN

The successful applicant must be o high school
graduate and hove or least 6 months experience

or cell mr.

Mlington Heigh,

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

mud hol,doy

Shopping Center.

°
10

PROGRAMMER

Comb berwe. S. 5

711 W Algonquin Rd

Call Mr. PACOrOLL 3585800

JUST BE 2.1.7eSTAIRS,

BOYS

Saturdays

amen.: ...rime ems., LLospnelizuhon. Pogl hWassys
A,...dern in. in Hoffman Mares.

520,5252

ELK GROVE VILLAGE AREA

kin lune

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

CREATIVE
11595 AND IIP ABBEY SALLS

Lothe pad/or Mill Hand
General Machinist
O.D. and/or I.D. Grinder Hand
Tool Steel Heat Treat Operator
Shipping & Receiving Clerk

WZ DO. CAN A YOU 17 TILLON PAPER

Os YRS.+ OYER/

439-8500

Vertu upsRepair Service

DECORATORS

WANTED FOR PERMANENT POSITIONS
WITH EXPANDING MACHINE SHOP

IF YOU CAN DIG ALL 5001 THEN CALL FRANK

HIGH SCHOOL
Ckl OR COME

AMEICAN UPHOLSTERING

Open 9 to g weekdays

3.4043

LADIES ond eAldree's clorkes al.

JUST SIT RACR IN T. PRIVACY OP YOUR OWN MAKE AND
GROOVE WITH THE NATION'S FASTEST GROWING SALES
ORGANIZATION WITH 2,20 orricEs. COAST TO COAST.

01,AV, BEBE.

BENEFICIAL
TAX SERVICES, INC.

7077

THEY KNOCK ON TOUR DOOR!

PENNWALT COUP

TNE

bring faun od

R. ONA.OST Mourn.

ARE YOU READM

Hills McCanna Div.

AG BEEN

ofdarce,f

CALL RN 0460

mor

,

or ere. P.M...7.740

ss oo

wry - overeM

;ens

PAPERHANGING.

derleama Re eons nee. -

Roon,Addoone

/ NO CAR EXPENSES
I NO LEAD CHASING
/ NO DOOR KNOCKING

Pros 5/ 2 W NW H.,. ELS.n
A

rase w iivaixad

666-3443

HEY!

CORP.

Mark Trail
CUSIOM uPHOLSIMI Turniree.
I uck c boas:

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTV

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH PRODUCTS

A
g

uPholifem CM CL 3.41103 pros

SERVICE

wove evo484

talent.. produchon ex

on. 372TG

Coll Me Fogel. 298.4470

- WATCHMAN

Coll Min Del at GL 5-3600
For An Appointment

or Brock

EASIER!

p bet story

INCOME TAX

JANITOR

COST CLERK

riot end watch or/ duties from 11:30 ,ns. to

AND FOR THE

QUICKER,

Arlington Heights,. 60005

730 am.

ACCOUNTANT

EaP.iA

bl

BOX 1245, DAY PUBLICATIONS

Small modern research company as Elk Grove
Village la meldne a dependable mon for ionqa-

BUSINESSMAN

GET RESULTS,
Walls and Flows

sms

COMPUTERIZED
FEDERAL & STATE

maHit mum...

by
Waltman Cond. Co.

,

CALLAGHAN,

Wen0.6 5M1wmeo Center

Rees. 436 620Y 6,439 11.

s%c"r
S=inlino

1657 5herrser Rood
orthbrook, III

SUPERVISOR

COST

rc.=

2115. Arlington Heights Rd.

426.4851

SERVICE MAN TR.

nseAM1A

W.H. HUTCHINSON 8 SON

FOR THE

rlrelplul

et Sall Mane, who ft ...MY Ia. Mel
own handwriiing providing ca.. resume sec,

Call 626-8722

PRODUCTION

PERSONNEL
TRAINEE

DICK'S 11LE SERVICE

DECORATING

Mmes...

The map cover contains

"Welcome

SNOLL2.1IC2C2VTING

RUSSELL

che

Excel. company paid Ione. program.

Coq Bob Yen
2961071

staw-s9o.

CONSTRUCTION
EQUIPMENT
PARTS SALESMAN
tOrkstr4P=Pt:L;L°;:t:

Pal bsel shdi.

154 different.. 3rd shift

400 Maple Street
Corponiersollo

WANT ADS

emAar

FEDERAL & STATE

Mem." Cellirs said, "should
addiWis their requests
requestsf to the

Bowlds, Armor Brock, Victoria Brzycki, David Hymn

up Da. eeening. 392.3.6

Dressmaking -Sewing

have

of
Il-

WMP.Mg

2720 Des Plaines Ave.,
Des Plaines

c'arx,V2 t

DAY

SEEIPAINTS MOST ROOMS

era
'

SHAPONTO°4°R

greeting
the New

Federal a

23 Employment ATearieS-Men

PROBLEM

HOUSEWIFE,

Tailoring

Tile

copies of the map =ilea to

a

DRUM. PD.

'ascii..

MASS FEEDING

COMPANY REP, TR.

Netaaoao,a.PAieeeme

0.6SCO

ALL DRAPERY REPAIRS

Iftiee

CI.3.31142

o oh.

g6D

,e Mar I.e./gm Neb.

Drapery Repoin

ham, East St. Louis, Paris, Peoria, Dixon, Ottawa, Elgin and
Chicago.

with

Po

Tee a Rm..,

CM obey 6PN 392 811..

fices of the division of highways in Carbondale, Effing-

gether

SAL.and MINIM

90 dors.

272-1000

SOLVER"
EMERGENCY SIAN PIMPS

will train

ar mo

og.gIng

437-2555

(Cla s A)

trbuteaiment

Defiance

Samp Pump

METEOR INTERIOR

rur=O,We'ata

Nevi

m

IS A REAL

TILING. CL 3111at

RICrS DECORATING
aeatdm

Catenals.lrm

map arc available al inform.
lion desks in the state capitol
and Slain Office Building, at
the Highway Administration
Office Building, all in
Springfield, and at district of-

color photo of an expressWay
interchange in Chicago to-

el. g

p

GERALDINE'S

Reny

CAE. NOW 251-7767
Noah Shore Interiors
WAD'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS

WALLPAPERING

Income The Service

DEC
PORCHES.

Day°, N.61,1 359.1906

Glom Afryl, Mike Bach.,

JAMES

CLEANING RrSiDENTIAL AND

Mechanical Engin....

"THE DAY

Gooronleed

437.9214

EQUIPMENT INSTALLER

MACHINISTS

III.

mbhhed

BUSINESS MONS
CLEARING HOUSE
O'HARE
DESIGN DRAFTING

Phone for Appointment

/37.034

bbsI

rhe

Second shift 3 PM to 11:30 PM and third
shill 11:30 PM to 7:30 AM. Light production work in new modern Elk Grove VB.
Inge facilities. Top wages. 5 day week.

1001 5 Arl NIA Rd

Sood P

S.p .m. Ser.
Sturm Windows

COMMER,C,I,A=IMAITS

0
C/)

M Ch.. from

AND WOOD FLOORS

DRAPERY M1

zsti,errlo

1001 el Fabrics

FURNITURE AND UPHOLSTERY

rector William F. Cellini has

10

Free mi...

AND...1

BOYS 12.6

clea-

and

die right green.

appoiniment& details

0..1 be rIghr in.iguol,

:;:,r317::;cptrrn'

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

5PPA.

eraseedyeav wshy,

, en

PRODUCTION WORKERS

Need Extra Money'

Northbrook,

in

%voter

Mr Bieber, 296.60A0
Between 3 6 pen for

Geed all around lob wie pion

or

394-0894

in.rested, phone

22 -Situations Wanted Women

IS.

Call 4.7539

Nrpral137i

"Z7-r;'sIst:ir"

II -Business Services

Alto Exp. Reupholster,/

PAINTING & MCORATIM

SALES BOYS

boy, a
,raff
320 00 o week wa

I o,e 2 PM 259 0655

SO, OFF
ON All LABOR

ROLAND E JOHNSON

peers 392 ma

DRIP s

InebbeCzd.
Caliini said copies of the

"Persons wishing

limping

299.4517 or 827

6 AA. PM Sar.

ALL

TRAINEES

M1at is willing xo pw

N A AS DECORATING

State Capitol, or the Division

Patricia Banach, Daniel Beal,
Patrick Beck, Georgia Bono-

Puinring s

WHY PAINT El

Appt necessary. 332 E. Honh

MGM,

2913-2170
la 5011e Personnel

Slip Covers

30% Winner Discount

392

Mika

437-2555

Degree required. prefer

$1.A7RrZ=Or"

WINTER SALE

able

STAIRS WINDOWS

Cm

toR

SLIP COVERS

1111.MONT AuTOMOTIM

NEAT CARPENTER

ACCTG. 20.5 - 314M

lo.s

bonds.

R=B'L°E F'LL;TREITC'ES
FULLY INSURED
CALL 302 Wm

GROOMING
299 1.

CAR

$650 TO $750

POODLE

Colby Rosa, Susan Scherra. John Schoen, Richard
Schulla, Mark Siragusa, Jack -

of Highways. 2300 S. 31st St.,
both in Springfield addresses
with 62706 zipeode."

vich,
Paula

POODLE A SCHNAUZER
2270

TRAINEE

B0.11/00. pore

384-3528

CL 9-0495

437-2555

international hoadquar

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Home Maintenance

Phone for APP eintme n'

in
Elk Grove Village.
Tap wages.

ANALYTICAL

iers
SALES

drea.

New, clean

rs... analysis at new

Vs PRICE SALE

Must be experience lift operators - new pla
Some ovenime available
Top wages in a

HEATING A
AAR CONOITON

soole

,P

FORK LIFT OPERATORS

off ice facilities

CHEMIST

HIRING NOW!

Au CSOMME

Decorators

D A. Service

ins and ...wog of

SALESMEN

naming ad

asaa

992-4750

ald Rogers.

Thompson, Sandra Titschler,

CALL ED 358-5350

Main, Mt. Pro..

9 35. FL ,.,ms

be able m handle Mir
picking, padling..106

TECHNICON CORP.

543-4455

For

Resole Merchandise

repaired

671
(312,
come ea

Jack Schelde,

296 1071

Sewers Septic Work

FILERS SCHOOL Or
ENROLL NOW FOR

emESLL cr.

ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 DES PLAINES
O'HARE

WAREHOUSE MEN
ust hove rmromum of 2 years experience.
ages in area Some Overtime available.

Is Apt ihe

Addisan. PI

135W f oy

Cell Bob Van

ROOFING AND REROFFiNG AIL
WORK GUARANTEED FRE

Lauritz Jensen

Experienced screw mac,
me operators to set up
and run flagenpon machines. Overtime, bonus
and benefits.

pee

154nstiuction

BELTONE27,27,11.2120S

OPERATORS

O'HARE

14 -Personals

NI

Phone for Appointment

BUSINESS MENS
CLEARING HOUSE

Hearing Aids

Dancing Scheel. &
Supplies

N. You
inieremd in Mining e

JANITOR

SCREW MACHINE

5600 W. Roosevelt Rd.

Cbcogo, III.

fiii

PRODUCTS

296.1043

Roofing

10O

cm, paid

Personnel

$550 TO $600

Mery Weenerrey Then.

CL 5 8232

'i"t'br'r'r!aCrQerTc7.

&a&i:

'waved in being p
M a gen6eue..1

2141elp Wanted Men

ORGAN tESSONS

.?tt.°1'21PRINIGTET.1'

a,

Robert

le Smith.
Joanne Steen. Jeffrey Stew -

,OR

WARING Al. FOR PENT

35.505 Ita 7rk
A 10UP.M.
Automobile Serowe

I

RASP.,

PAINTING, MAASS

mucous A. rev In

MARBACH SCREW

CREDIT OPERATOR
TRAINEE

BARGAIN COUNTER

mown.

Rebman, Glenn Reich, Ron-

Secretary o State, Room 115,

SOPHOMORES:

HAND

AN HIS DAY Cr...CENTER

DANCING

Ssedoy

Shelley

Zirlin.

SWINVI
BUFFET Pkg. MAL.

RAIEOWSKY,

Weber, Marianne Tundt.

Carl

Musical Instructions

gel.

Reymond

EL'ALL Fl8°Z13"" "

S

Child Core

DOLORES

Fri

Som.

SERPME A REP.

Pori", est-ms.s.

RICHARD IMAR11NEK,
Lynn McGuire, Diane May nets, Mrsk !Widen, Joann

Robert
Phillips.
Lynda
Piehl.
Catherine Pilewski,
Brian Powell, Sara Powell,
Yvonne Powers.

PARKER

General Hauling

Fro

Pamela Miller.
Sharon Morris. Marc Mydill, Laura Notion. Donna Glen

Help Wonted
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One of two COES.

mr. PrOlgeon.

Free brush up practice

296-6611

297-3550
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Salve your money problems with o

Sas.. APA ra Noun

Day or Evening
IMerviews

299-3455
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rnals Ugh, simple attire

$125 WEEK

dryer

ALL OFFICE SKILLS

Daily 7,45 to MIS
Mon. Menings nil 7:30

.OHS.0,2

Accurate TYPE. for
purchOSing deporlm ern.

DECORATORMOK..,S606

Give Advice

wESIINGHOUSF we.,

MAKE YOU FEEL LOW

CLERK -TYPISTS

low. Later you
will Ise trai., to administer medication to an,

O'HARE OPNCE

31 -Rummage &BarageSale

GENERAL OFFICE

1720 Algonquin (62)

CLERK TYPIST

259-4000

435.3232

EMPLOYMENT

779.1000

WE SPECIALIZE

3111.2..0

vote pony Blik1.1.537

OF LIVING

SECRETARIES

wriring
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v

all r.9

emir.

Westinghouse double oven Idea

rcords- when stocks ore

ALL PUBLIC
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PALATINE OrrICE

CALL 358-1800

1713001L;11mn Rd

62 -Wanted To Buy

79Po rm. escol. asnd- Nom

"NOW & THEN JOB"

School Bus, Inc.

TALL MISS DAY

routine,

7,-1344.773.001,1

259 0988 eller 6 p

Real Estate Salesmen

DNS a IOU bonus for 3rd shill and an
au piratic increase alter 45 days.

1 so :soap Punk

hmo/.1

and

supplies

ROWSE% CAMERA and <ow

EXPERIENCED

5 Raises 1st Year

STATE BANK

KEYPUNCH
OPERATORS

WEEKDAYS BEFORE 5 PM

IMPORTS, INC.

MODEt HOME FURNITURE

537-0996

TEMPORARY

MOUNT PROSPECT

430.0923

mem schedule, and
make out pet case
to des. EtEat, will learn to
eve to y of
x an

Illinois Bell

DOCTOR WITH PETS

aPPoinf-

WIGGLESWORTH

"Hobie cat MOBILE

smiting salary of 5122.00 per week

A ice

Clerk Typist

on min, looc mall lite
wping skill,. Answer

medical

Ready for a

101 GIRLS MOND

logy

rip

White Collar Girls

TYPIST

VETERINARIAN

CALL 358-0631

WANT TO RENT for 3 weal.

Po id ins ilerag

ASSIST

Staff
NEW OFFICES

1800 E

WE'VE GOT THE
CAT THAT FLIES

6,3 6415 Al 630 so rn

MAN OR MAN 6 W.

Des Plaines

MIDWEST EXCLUSIVE
THE ALL NEW

11250 537,8874

SECTIONAt.Wg1,,71.125

'65 Chevy step von. 10 11

3040 S. Busse Rd
ARLINGTON HOS., ILL.

1 u30

Ca11814 7599

BLUE 6 WHITE 3 PC SARIN.

Attention Sailors,

II

PAID VACATION Isi YEAR

BEAUTICIAN

NANC47.1dathE

h CL 3-9461

31-Boets and Monne Supaies

PER HOUR

695-3440

TELLERS

2'.30-5 p.m.

ar., be basins message Wk.

WO

ORIENTAL RUG.

272-5500

296.2251, E.. 361

We have 1st A. 3rd shit positions Far
key pouch operators with al least
year alpha. numeric, and verifying
work experience. We offer an excellent

$2.25

467.6760

Cook County

o

TOO E. Toulty

HIGH COST

START

P.M. ROUTES

ci

girl to work in preasom efface.

KEY PUNCH
Operators

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

6:30-8:30 a.m.

e

b 9*

SW, Per.
Parker, ON 240,
unnel, 31SO Row REL. Del

SYMONS MFG. COMPANY

A.M. ROUTES
oeloWl

In

C011358,9.

214Ielp Wantedalen & Women

Excellent oppormnity to work for a modern me.
diem aim company close so home, °flaring sup
ior working conditions and a liborol employee
beneflt program.

MIDWEST'S
LARGEST
SELECTION OF
NEW 8 USED
VOLVO'S

Eltisiness Opportunities

Looking forareally good place to work? Call.

MRS. DUNNE

DRIVERS
Corn FarrCash

YANKEE DOODLE
DRIVE IN RESTAURANT

in addition , hemer

Learn To

benefirs Age 7,

fringe

Plus

SCHOOL BUS

NO EXPERIENCE NESPEN

INTERIOR
DECORATOR'S
GAL FRIDAY

merle Keypunching as wall as Verifying.

For

munel,Frolay.000A.M. SP m
Sorurday..A.M..9 NOON

Hi school To some college

C.P.A. firm. Good stank, pay

FEMALE

LADIES WANTED

BABY DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION
TRAINEE -$530

Plains,

NI Grow 1111age

439.2100

WHY NOT

298-2770
La Sell. Personnel

DAUM INTERVIEWS

GENERAL OFFICE -Lording far

STAT-TYPIST

To Manage
Casual Clothing Circle
fmerienced Paced

353 8000

SOLD STATE SOFRO MN.,

You should he capable of both Alpha and Nu

IN CLEAN, EASY
FACTORY WORK

ro we rk PART TIME for account

ed c

Medical,
Noduct Purxhose Docoom

user

5400 to 5433

9 5 124O3O"K'or'''"1.:4-0800

I.

(VOLVO

Will Train Poo

36, 4.0, Ex, 220

BOOKKEEPER

Medical Editor

Miss Paige.

OPPORTUNITIES PLUS

Euclid and Rte. 53

Plaines Mhos 297 1111

NI

imenerlimelt open man, Accounis Po,.
mem. Along wish a good Miterm,. '99
We offer Top
applicants pesuming good I iguru.
ruin ,430 PM
salary and rem hinge Somata
POO11011.

WORK
NEAR
HOME?

par'rldin000nc172rIZZcyPrn7,11.
834.1986

111,511 user sr,.

Our Oato Processing Department Mg openings

assoc.

4 door A0

"300° Gd

VOLKSWAGEN
NORTH CENTRAL
DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

for two aidsto work in the keypunch section.

le

eon

CL 5-6964

0250

included, Coll CL

rem nd GL 3 3710

HOUSEKEEPING

t

SEP p b

CLERKS

GIRLS

CASHIER GENERAL OFFICE

mewls. mai No new harem

o's71O7'.'

asiry...00e mom rnnn. pan.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

1925 Busse Rd.
per

'"""n"dc5r(KB"'

Goma,' ,r sole. 3, ha, en°.

SECRETARIES

414Iome fummlmgcfandure
AFGHAN, for sole Mohoge

H.P. Kohler fro, th

Gorier:

Coll 399 MN

Em

tion0t:',e1e0

297-7440

235-9100

FOR THE AGED
D

ably

a rapt

holmes &

Heath

'CI1014'11To"'; M7189

pony 2.7 317O or 541 10,

Coll Mr Campbell

Scott 30W stereo amp

817-4081

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

8, SERVICE

Ken Larson 8 Associates

111

Me iob

rbl

PROMOTIONS - YESI

LOCATED IN ELK GROVE VILLAGE

LUTHERAN HOME

CALL 2.9.7191
o week. PAr. Prospect Oon

Addison, Ill.

stomensation.

Miss 0Ixak

HELP

NO FEE

Ile

T

Start S2 per hour
Hours 9 AM - 2 PM

39d 0.120

Free.Coll 41:8"Er'eW4C':

135 W. Foy
Jack Schooley

COUNTER GIRL

Mart S2 per hour

Call

Phone. 397-2700

tan

VENDING HOSTESS

1307 Rand Read
Arlington Heights

Corner ca,/bed Ye/end

COOK & KITCHEN

Decorator
Assistant

MARBACH
SCREW
PRODUCTS

Niles Area

Hours 7 AM 3 PM

Page 9

112 bloodies For Sale

Sears sibmoire record Nara 4
sped GE, working cond

Loreot onol Co Rosemont lo

Nonhf raid Area

GIRL FRIDAY

Interior

tiple spindle eguipmeM

e.

381.3838

439-4540

1345 Ooklen

Tuesday February 24 1970

;5541ea:el holneneds

CL 3-694.

Immediate Openings In

013

3,2.8666

SECRETARY

for Doctors am. in sanno

will

MISS DAY.
439.3232

INTER'P'SATIONAL PERSONNEL

to
chanical
aptitude
operate Dovenpart Screw
Machines and other mul-

LAB TECHNICIAN 6
GE,MAL ORRICE WORK

CASHIER
9.30 am to 6'00 pm
5 days a week

HAIR STYLIST

DOCTOR'S
FRONT DESK
RECEPTION

A

PART TIME

PROOFREADER

4441egs Pets & *pant

32411del1was liodadise

32-Matellaneour Merchandne

Secretary

TRI-R VENDING

EULL TIME

HOURS FLEXIBLE

YW i WADS

BEGINNER TYPIST

whorl grads with

300 PM .700PM

SE

(Mechanically Inclined)

trade.

PART TIME
30 PM to 6 30PAA

1Hbro Wonted Ylomen

ER Help Wanted Women

164Ielp Wanted Women

ER Nelp Wanted Women

26 Help Wanted Women

26-1511p Wagtail Women

2SHelp Wanted Women

or

1009 S. ArlIngton Hu. Rd.

Arlington Heighb

MEOW!
r
)

MIMS DS

Daily 8 Long Term Leasing
OR RESERVAT.NS CALL

800 CNorthwest Hwy.
CL 94100

CL 9-4100
sal

It

SHORT RIBS
Page 10
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HAPPENED lb YOU

6:00
News
News
News

5
7

WHAPPA YOU MEAN WE'RE READY TO
PUT HIS HEAP ON NOW, bRAMPAWT1OLl
SAID WE WERE GONNA MAKE A GIANT
SNOWMAN! LIFT ME UP AGAIN 50 I
CAN PILE SOME MORE ONTDP-HIS BODY AIN'T ANYWHERE
NEAR FINISHED YET

MAYBE HIS

GAINED
THREE
BUsTER1 is -/Duia
REDUCING WINK- THE
MORE

WHAT'S THE VERDICT,

NEXT BEST THING TO MuNDS
A DULL KNIFE F OR

16 IT ONE MORE OF LIFE'S MISFIRES

Gordon Hawkins,

co-authors of "The
Honest Policeman's

Mike Douglas

9

YOU COULD SUE!

AIN'T, BLIT..

of
11 University
Chicago Roundtable
Norval Morris and

TONIGHT
2

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

9

Show

BUT WHY NOT

GO
BACK -To THE

Guests include Pat

HEALTH FARM AND.
REALLY THREATEN

Rm.? EITHER HE
GIVES -70u `ADLitz
MONEY BACK OR YOU

Boone and the Irish

M ikva are guests
7:30

Rovers.

2

11 Italian

Pan -

mans

MAKE HIM DRINK A
aUG HIMSELF,'

32 The Munsters
6:15
11 TV College
Psychology.
26 Spanish Shorts
2

6:25
Editorial

26 Quiz
6:30
2
tifIHATs
INHUMAN

Flare

Movie

Musical -comedy
special starring Andy

puNISHmENT.
Z..
a...

0,146,r,..,:dr...

I

Guide to Crime Control" and Rep Abner

Red

Guests are Mickey
Rooney and Tiny
Tim.
5 Julia
Julia's neighbor
suspects her husband's relationship
with Julia is more
than neighborly.
7 Movie
"Quarantined."
between
Conflict
members of a famous
medical family is

overshadowed by a

Williams. Guests include Burt Bacharach, Diahann Car-

threatened cholera
epidemic in their
family -owned clinic.
11 Adventure

ciano.

Breed."

5

world of the Anglo-

1 Dream of

Jeannie

Tony is involved

with

another of
NASA's top-secret
projects.
7 Mod Squad
A young postulant
nun is a witness to a
murder and finds her

Your
Horoscope

SELLIN' PENCILS AIN'T

[I'LL. ENCOURAGE TH'

CLUCK AN' BUY ONE
FROM HIM: WONDER
WHERE
0
HE 157

FOR WEDNESDAY

HEY, SYLVESTER,
I WANNA BUY

SORRY I CAN'T ACCOMMODATE

YOU! I'M ON MY LUNCH

ONE 0' YER
PENCILS! WHERE

PISCES (Feb. 20 - March
21) Open straightforward action gains you more than pretense. Keep a check on mate-

HERE!
C--

rial possessions or you may
lose a valuable.

PE1401.5

ARIES (March 22 - April
20) Anyone with whom you
come into contact this afternoon must he treated with kid
gloves. Small arguments can
be productive.
TAURUS (April 21 - May
21) Stick close to familiar rou-

MORTY MEEKLE

GEMINI (May 22 June
21) Respond to any questions
-

AAR. FITTS.

forte

se-

t, NO. 4 rM G VS N. CA

11

remarks.

CAPTAIN EASY
Y' 'MINK LAMPE AND HIS
JEWEL THIEVES MAy BE

WATCHING THE PLACE

RIGHT NOW, EASYf

COULD BE,BUT
PONT' GO RUBBERNECKING AROUND,.

GEE,
I HOPE

CAN GO WRONG! THEY ISON'T

FORE THEY EVEN HAVE
A CHANCE TO SNAP Ar

NOTHING

HAVE TIME TO CRACK THE SAFE

GOBS
WRONG'.

C'MONI
THERE'S A
TAXI I

-

yourself ready for quick ac-

Q,4

tion.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
19) Accept rewards modestly
if you would have others eager

to see that you receive more

M.

benefits in the near future.

loge
foil
fail
flog
flea

ogle

9

1:00
.9

the dangers of environmental pollution
and an examination

class girl rising to

wealth via wit and
looks, and discovers
too late that a gang-

of what the Nixon
administration
doing to combat it.

.

"The Damned

Don't Cry." Joan
Crawford is a lower-

America's youth of

smoking, betting, etc. George

For Blacks Only
Movie

7

awarness among

ing,

ster's moll has no
right to love and happiness.
1:20
7 Reflections

is

11 French Chef
20 TV High School
26 Curley
Barrix

2

2:10
Late Report

2

2:15
Meditation

9

Five Minutes to

Show

32 Debbie Drake
2

ball

5

Purdue at Minnesota.
32 Big Valley

7
9

10:00
News
News
News
News

3:05
Live By

11 Ski School

.

mos virmi
Mg=
DMA mnom
mummomm
MEMU
IUM0112l01

'7111-60%1

BEFORE WE GET BACK:

ARE YOU SUREYOU

I

ASSIGNMENT, MISTER
SMARKEYS

9
/I

I

*iv

THE FRENCH RIVIERA
HASN'T REQUESTED ANY
CORPSMEN, A$ YET

OOM
OMOM
UDRUU
mommmoma
mcp
mmn
mnainourg
ummom muofft
mum MCIO
DOOMOODM RIMMEIM
Dnmo UMMIMPMLIM
moan QMilal HNRO
MUM! OtaU

agreement
10 Shouts
12 Miss Adams'

27 Epochs

29 Trace anew
nickname
33 Anoints
worship
(archaic)
16 Lawyer (ab.) 13 Disperse
18 Short -napped 34 Organs most
17 Boy's name
fabric
necessary for
19 Chum
21 Endured
life
20 Foot part
35 Male child
22 Consume food 23 Ensign
25 Ocean vessel's 37 Withdraw
23 Wagers
docking place 38 Idolizes
24 Fillip
26 Stable
3 14
6
12
5
28 Courtesy title
30 Sea eagle
11
12
13
31 Golf device
14
5
32 Wife of Aegir
(myth.)
16
17 18
33 Turns aside
36 Wheys of milk 20
21
22
39 Geraint's wife
-124
40 Fish eggs
a
26
27
42 Communists
28
29
44 Rot flax
1

45 Too

50 All
WON'T CONSIDER ANY OTHER

3 Meatless
4 Pillar
5 Compass point
6 Conternptive
exclamation
7 Indonesian of
Mindanao
8 Torn
9 Diplomatic

53 Greek goddess
of the moon
54 Bellowed
55 Worms
56 Attire
DOWN
1 Mountain in
Idaho
2 Puffs up

39 Expunge
41 European

stream
43 Plant ovules
48 Scottish
sheepfold
49 Insurance
(ab.)
51 Slight bow
52 Pitch
7

8

9

0

19

23

31

46 Pedal digit
47 Visigoth king

CAMPUS CLATTER

goal

golf
gale
agile

STOP CREPE -HANGING: WHAT

WE DON'T WANT THEM
GETTING SUSPICIOUS BETHE BAIT1

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23
Jan. 20) You may have to sustain a shock to the security of
your private life. If so, keep

loaf

Peppard, Mary Tyler
Moore.
9 Alfred
Hitchcock Presents
11 NET Festival
Features Bach's
preludes and fugues
by world-famous pianist Glenn Gould.
26 Purdue Basket-

14 Raved
15 Subordinate
place of

evening.

life
Iogia

26 Famous Artists;

6 Select
company
11 Oxidizing
enzyme
13 Juvenal's

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov.

file
foal
floe
flag

eryone stops drink-

ACROSS
1 Devices for

22) A day which could be con-

leaf

12:30
Everyman
News

CBS News Spe-

look at the growing

THE BORN LOSER

their own battles at this time.

FOLIAGE

Joan Crawford and
Cliff Robertson.
5 Midnight Report
7 Chkago Show

Walter Cronkite is
anchorman for a

Medley

LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct 23)
Forces left and right may be
placing you in the uncomfortable middle. Let others fight

Answers to
Hideaword

already married.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

a loved one is concerned.

enjoy afternoon activities to
the full. Relax completely at

discover he is mentally disturbed and

cial

fects the population

6:55
20 The American
Community College

ringing

lieve all you hear.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22) A morning of tension
may leave you too keyed'up to

12:00
Movie
"Autumn
Leaves."
Middleaged typist marries
younger man only to
2

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

This is not the time for Virgo
to indulge in criticism of an other's work, especially where

Control an inclination to be-

Paintings;
Great Music

Paul Harvey

2

GAVAL1--t

volved. Be discreet.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23)

overheard

11:35

32 100

a

.require that you become in-

riously

11:30

32 News Final

JOKE.

business, circumstances may

fusing were you to take

11 The Forsyte Sap
32 The Baron

Wril4ANC111-11ER

as calmly as you can. This is no

other may he none of your

Bill Lowry hosts
the special which focuses on employment
opportunities in Indiana.
7 Marcus Welby,
M.D.
Dr. Kiley becomes

TCMORROW

standing.

time to he taken aback by an other's lack of diplomacy.
CANCER (June 22 - July
23) Morning hours are best for
routine matters. An opportunity for social advancement
reappears dueing afternoon or
evening; grasp it.
LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23)
Though the situation with an-

passion for lowbrow

EEK & MEEK

SECRETARY':
" ITS LONG
DISTANCEFlZPA FARIS,

misunder-

avoid

waitress. Laurence
Harvey and Kim Novak.

IV. BE BACX

tine. New contacts may not
prove as helpful as you had

hoped;

9:00
2 Opportunity
Line

9:30

"What's So Bad

bird is infected with a
rare virus which
gives people a feeling
of euphoria and wellbeing. The toucan in-

7:00
5 Debbie Reynolds
Show.
Debbie and Charlotte are upset because their husbands
refuse to include
them in discussion
about stock investments.
9 Star Trek

IN

tury doctor and his

5

Good?" A toucan

Famous Writers

ARE YA 7

proposed highway.

9:25

of Manhattan and ev-

MUCH BUT IT'S BETTER
THAN PLAIN MOOCHIN'.

ly in the path of the

Novel
Bondage."
about early 20th cen-

Comments

The
"Boating
3'rand Canyon."

Philbin

"Of Human

slept that sits square-

32

8:00
Movie

Seas

6:45

house where Abraham Lincoln once

thors of the '60s who
are no longer With us'
32 News

20 TV College
American Literature from the Civil

About Feeling

Tonight Show
Dick Cavett
Show
9 Movie
5

7

hosts a look at au-

sequences
7:40

26 Today's Racing
32 Of Lands and

Show

the hospital.
Perry Mason
11 Chicago Festival
Cromie
Robert

32 Truth or Con-

5

Mery Griffin

2

9

Indian is examined.
Ortega
Pan -Am Show

killer.

10:30

and J.J.
J J , seeking to
stop construction of
a crosstown freeway
finds a decrepit

husky oilfield worker

26 Victor

War.

mooners

The Governor

2

The Honey-

32

who panics at the
prospect of surgery
and runs away from

half -

life in danger when
she is stalked by the

2 6 Bob
Sports

BUGS BUNNY

The

of the News

involved with a

The Unhappy

roll and Jose Feli-

ROBIN MALONE

Skelton

Show

26 A Black's View

8:25

20 TV College
Social science.
8:30

33

34

36

n

0
0

4
47
53

48

49

37

42

41

38

43
46

50

51

52

54
IMNIM

56
24

......... -

on ue as is a

'Cr

out utos

1

Spring Auto Spree brings you news of the new

Everyone likes fondue. For three new ways to

cars and tells you where to buy them. See Page 9.

serve it see the food section starting on Page 27

Proigna map

WEATHER
Tonight: Partly cloudy,
low around 20. Tomorrow:
Partly cloudy, little change
in temperature.

Telephone

255-4400

Your Home Newspaper
Volume 4, Number 215.

Wednesday, February 25, 1970

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

36 Pages

Forum will present both
sides in `Conspiracy 7'trial
By Richard Crabb

Citizens of the northwest
suburbs will have a chance to

get a balanced report tomorrow night on the controversial
trial of the "Conspiracy 7".
The

Township

Wheeling

Republican Organization will
sponsor a Community Events
Forum at 7:30 p.m. at Miner
Junior High School in Arlington Heights. Representatives
of the prosecution (U.S. government), the defense and the
Illinois Bar Assn. will take
pan.
The general public from the
northwest suburbs is invited.
During an audience forum
panelists will discuss questions

A flutter of wings, a charge,
and a peck (left) characterize

from the floor. There will he

suburbs have already had di-

Woods reported that one of the

no admission charge.
Presiding will be Richard A.

defendants had to he hand-

Cowen of Arlington Heights,
Wheeling Township Rep..oli-

rect reports on the trial and the
handling of the defendents.
The day after the trial ended a
defense laywer, Leonard

can committeman.

Weinglass,

CONFIRMATION
from
all participants will he announced by Cowen Wednesday. The government's views
on the historic trial will be
presented by one of the major
participants in the prosecution
of the case, Richard Schultz.
Schultz was assistant govern-

Forest

THE COMMUNITY Cur-

View High School in Arlington Heights, calling the trail

rent Events Forum is being offered Thursday evening to provide an opportunity to hear all
sides of the trial.

spoke

at

result a "complete perversion
of the jury process."
On Monday evening Sheriff

ment Tuesday, Cowen said,

dy the defendants have been
placed at

the Cook County

Jail, told a Republican candi-

date's night crowd in Mount
Prospect that Warden Win-

trial, which ended a week ago

ston Moore of his staff had or-

with the conviction and sen-

dered haircuts for six of the
seven in order to conform to
the sanitary rules of the jail.

Dist. 57 rejects change
in 1st school day date

the not too cordial greeting ac-

corded to most visitors of the
roost and the two new eggs in
the garage of the home of Ed-

ward M. MacNak, of 389
Westgate, Des Plaines. Even

the family at times is rudely
met by the father and mother

The

District

57

School

of the two eggs. Above Barney Board rejected a proposal last
(left) and his "wife" Salty night that would set Aug. 31 as
(right) watch clunerawoman the first day of school for the
hittoVe) INS She climbs tipletietr -1970-77tediontittitr titninytead
the newly laid eggs.
set the opening date for Sept. 8.

As other expectant fathers
often do, Barney the pigeon,

two years Barney has lived in

garage -roosting pet of the Ed-

the garage, Barney was mated.

ward NI. MacNak family of

His first wife proved unloyal

389 Westgate, Des Plaines, is

and flew away to other climes.
The second wife was killed by a
cat. Now Barney and Salty are

anxiously awaiting the birth,
or rather the hatching of his
two offspring from their eggs

TWICE BEFORE in

the

like any other happily wedded

Barney has been with the
MacNak family for two years.
The mother, Salty, has been

couple.

with the family for one year according to 11 -year -old Guy
MacNak.

other eggs. When word got

originally
caught six pigeons including
Barney under the old Weller
Creek bridge at Golf and Wolf
Rds., Des Plaines. He took
said

he

them home and made a home
for them in the garage.

one or two miles a day and
while one is gone the other one
sets.

mates, and living a good life

in the loft of the garage.

Guy

both taking turns sitting on the
nest. According to Guy, each
bird leaves the garage through
a broken window for flights of

Guy told The Day that last
year at this time, Salty laid two

out, however, many interested

children and adults came to
view the new arrivals. Eventually this created family prob-

lems, and Guy said the two
eggs were kicked from the nest
and found on the garage floor.
This year, as in last year,
Guy said, the two parents take
turns caring for the young,

THE PIGEONS, almost the

size of hawks, protect their
young from persons and other
animals by swooping down at

the intruders into their privacy. Three family cats are "petrified" by the pigeons, Guy reported.

Floros who opposed the early
opening said he had received
more than 30 calls from residents objecting to the adoption

adopted by the High School

Harold Mazurek, 500 S.
Pine, Mount Prospect said he

was met

has two children in the dis-

Board

meeting it

Dist. 57 pre-school
program fees set
Fees for the District 57 pre-

parents have indicated they are
interested in the program.
Based on an average of 20 stu-

school summer school program were set at $25 for residents and $40 for non-resi-

dents per class and a cost of
$500 for operating each class.
the district should break even
on the program.
The classroom cost are estimated at $400 for teacher salary and $100 for materials.
Sahlberg said he expects to
have five classes and the locations will be determined by the
areas most convenient to the

dents by the school board last
night.
Supt. Eric Sahlberg said because the district does not retration believes the program
should be self-sustaining the

the bird to roost on his head
when he poses like a scarecrow, with his hair ruffled and

fees were raised.

He said there arc approximately

142

children

whose

students.

Head-on crash

The summer school fee for
grades one through 8 is $5.
The cost of operating summer
school courses for these stu-

Robert Serponi, 17. of 1700
Estates Dr., Mount Prospect.

dents is supplemented by state
aid.

one of 7 persons injured in a
head on collision in Mount

HiLusi, Mount Prospect, told the
village board last night that
300 persons had signed petiJoseph Grittani,

310

tions demanding improvements at Central Rd. and
Northwest Hwy., where a

Mount Prospect youth was fatally injured Satin -day night.

Grittani, a former village
trustee, asked the trustees if
"anything is being done,"
about the intersection where
the two major highwasy cross
and traffic feeds in from Prospect Av. and Hi-Lusi.
He said the petition would
be presented at the village

controls that meet state war-

set for Saturday morning.
The youth, Robert Serponi,

rants (standards).

17, of 1700 Estates Dr., died
last night in Northwest Community Hospital. He was the
driver of a westbound car that
collided head-on with a car
eastbound
on
Northwest
Hwy., as he started to make a
left turn from Northwest Hwy.
onto Central.
Serponi's companion, Miss
Barbara Conway, 17, of 2105
Crane Ct., was critically injured.

tions on study suggestions that

FOUR OF five Des Plaines
high school students in the
eastbound auto, one a girl,
were seriously injured. The
driver, George Rossman, 17,
of 788 Lincoln, sustained minor injuries.
The Northwest Hwy. -Central intersection was one of
two singled out in the preliminary traffic study report made

require immediate action, as
well as additional traffic problems that require study, said

for Mount Prospect, by a St.
Louis traffic engineering firm,
as not having traffic lighting

board meeting next Tuesday.

TRUSTEE Donald Furst,
chairman of a special committee appointed to review a
traffic study report made Feb.
14, and make recommenda-

The survey noted that there
were no overhead lights at the

intersection, and pointed out
that both eastbound and westbound motorists on Northwest
Hwy. must rely on poorly
placed
traffic lights, one
"near" right and one "far"
left, on the wide intersection to

already made vacation
plans for the first week in Sep-

collisions.
Other members of the committee are Village Manager

presented such newsmakers as

the Rev. Paul Lindstrom and
Sherman Skolnik. Our Wheel-

means taking sides on the issues involved. Rather, owing
to the widespread interest in
this trial, we have scheduled

ing

this event as a public service.
"After listening to attor-

the Students for a Democratic
Society (SDSI". Cowen said.

Virgil Barnett and 0. Trumen
Gustus of the village safety

The kites are in the air --a sure sign that spring is near.

MAZUREK SAID many of
his neighbors also object to the
early starting date.
Other reasons that were giv-

en for opposing the calendar
were the extremely hot weather at that time of year, and that
the parochial school children
did not start until 10 days later,

but the main reason was the
shortening of the summer vacation.

A POLL taken by the PTA
of 56 residents contacted, 30
opposed the calendar. 19 favored it and 7 had no opinion.
Superintendent Eric Sahlberg said that to meet with the
state requirement for
I80
school days, the live days lost
by opening school Sept. 8 will
have to he made up some time
during the year.
He proposed that school he

in session on Ike. 23 and the
other four days be made up
during Spring vacation.

HE SAID it is important
that school be out by June 12
because many of the teachers
attend summer school and the
courses star: about the s...on.1
week of June.

The hoard will vote on the
final 1970-71 school year calendar after receiving specific
recommendations from Sahlberg that will meet with all requirments, and set down specifically all vacation days.

Wheeling independent
Dems endorse Koeneman
Wheeling Township Independent Democrats endorsed

Herman F. Koeneman of Arlington Heights for Wheeling
Township Democratic committeeman Tuesday evening.
Koeneman is running
against
incumbent, James
McCabe of Arlington Heights,
in the township party election
which is held in connection
with the primary March 17.

Paul Achenhach of Arlington Heights. speaking for the
Independent Democrats, said,
"We are
pleased
with
kocricm,tn's platform. We feel
he can give the Democrats the
knowledge,
leadership and
energy to revitalize the Demo-

he felt it was a matter that required immediate action, noting that discussions about the
perils of the intersections and
their remedies hive been underway for "three years."

in
Wheeling
cratic
Party
Township.
advocates
"Koeneman
open door policy for all voters,
and this is one of the many reasons we are supportine him for
township committeeman." ex
plained Achenhach.

Meetings
Mount Prospect Public
Health and Safety Commission, Village Hall; 8 p.m.

School District 57 General Caucus, Busse School,
101 N. Owen; 8 p.m.

Rep. Chapman to hold
another 'Listening Post'
Rep. Eugenia Chapman of
Arlington Heights will hold
another of thg
nior7 po ;t"

prdgrol- d

ter--). row,

at 16 Princeton C't. in Arlington Heights.

Rep. Chapman has held a
number of these community
discussion programs on key
questions facing the northwest
suburbs beginning last .year.

This is the first one held in the

evening so that men may at1..r,d and take part.
Rep. (Thai,,;1.ds suggest, that

those wishing to attend call in
advance so that the seating arrangement can be planned. in

advance. Her number is 3927957.

"We hope those people
unable to attend the. morning
session, of "listening post"
that we have been holding will
take advantage of this more
convenient hour.
"Our listening post programs in the past have focused
on health and welfare needs in

ers in the accident, which occurred at Norhtwest Hwy. and
Central Rd.

the suburbs, low cost housing
and related subjects. During
the last part of the meetings,
discussion has been open and
many topics have been consid-

Serponi's passenger Barbara Conway, 17, was reported
in serious condition at the hos-

ered.

Vandals shoot
car windows

Police said charges are still

pending.

%.74ktaKiriNIMMINIVIMIN

Vandals shot out the rear
windows of two autos last

'4

4
I -

night in the Randhurst parking
lot, Mount Prospect.
Police said the windows
appeared as though the dam-

age was done by a pellet or

commission.

Trustee Lloyd Norris said

cans for Freedom (YAH and

SUBU
SAYS

Hospital.
Serponi was one of the driv-

Day,./.1

Township
Republican
Club staged a debate between
members of the Young Ameri-

SIMON

day in Northwest Community

7

"This is not the first time."
said Cowen, "that the Wheeling Township
Republicans
have presented programs on
controversial subjects. In the
recent past our platform has

"In sponsoring this tufum,
Republican Party
of
Wheeling Township is by no

Prospect Saturday died yester-

Gripe
Of The ,(r,

point on the matter.

the

pital: The five youths in the
alert them to traffic move- other car were reported in
good condition.
ments.
MOST ACCIDENTS at the
intersection, the report said,
involved left turning autos, resulting in head-on or rear -end

linois State Bar Assn., it should
be possible for all of us to gain
a balanced and informed view-

tember.

at Gregory School showed that

Guy also said he is in the ceive state aid and the adminis-

his committee has a meeting

of the calendar.
One resident was present at
the Board meeting to voice his
objection.

District 214, for the purpose of
setting uniform dates throughout the districts.
When the proposal was introduced at the Feb. 2 School

Improvements at Central victim, 17, dies
and Northwest Hwy. asked
By Ben Clarke

has

BOARD MEMBER Leo

proximately June 11, 1971.
The calendar proposing the
Aug. 31 opening was presented to the board for consideration after it had been

process of teaching Barney a
trick. Guy said he is teaching

arms outstretched.

trict's schools and their family

of the board members who said they thought
school should not be opened until after Labor Day.

and the closing date for ap-

Barney's pacing maternity
ward on pigeon toes

with strong opposition from
several

In making the announce-

Joseph Woods, in whose custo-

ment prosecutor during the
tencing of five delendents.
Audiences in the northwest

cuffed in order to carry out the
haircutting order.

neys from both sides of the
case and the head of the Il-

Snaps on still new gar-

ment that pull out of the
material.

BB which shattered the window.

*mos

G.D.
1111111111111111111111111111111111116

Rep. Eugenia Chapman (right) of Arlington Heights planning the "listening post" program to
be held at 16 Princeton Court in Arlington Heights Thursday evening. Mrs. Alice Braun (left) and
Mrs. Thomas C. Dabovich, both of Arlington Heights, are meeting with Mrs. Chapman.

The cars belonged to Kenineth Whitlow, 1610 E. Euclid.

Prospect Heights, and Mary

E. Koleno, 4506 W. Ponca,
McHenry.
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Head-on
collision
injures 5

Harper president explains need
for additional taxes for college
Koh. L ihti

premilent ot

Pulliam Ramer Harper Col
lege Spoke &tore rho
on limghts Chamber of Can
moo_ Board of Directors hat

night expiation, the and for
addax:nal taw, toLos.gas for an

and up
era! operating
keep and maintenance of the

dam would eau, seve.re nit

1
The inorease 1r. Mud"
!Tambora has off set th budgat
since salaries represent 70 per

bass In building and other ad

lit of the total budget end

to maintain tho facilities He
said failure to part tic 'Heron

dim now, were answered,rennue, known
They are.
1. The assessed valuation of

college.

In a referendum. to be voted
on March 21. the college is m-

ounting a tax rate increase of
12 cents in the Educational

the college district is growing
tester than the number of Students.

Hind and fin cents in the

2. The current enrollment is

Building (maintenance) Fund.
Lahti said. "We are currently borrowing 310.000
Iron, the educational fund just

30 per cent higher than the
original projected rate, which
is what thy existing tax rate is
NI S. on,

currently

backs,

complain:, to Hirai -RI 214 on
the use of its school facilities
ler spatches by Black Panther
Bony

leaders received

little

0111st:tenon Mond.. night.

In a letter to tabard mom
Mes. H. A. Cavanagh. 1128

Hawaii lat. Buffalo Grove.
:Aced the hoard to pass a rem-

woral a copy or Cavanagh, letter lo the Black Panther Party.

Mrs.

the

Leah

Commit..

mender, read the hater as ems,
respondence
uttier.
The
hoard generally.seemed to, be

lotion -forbidding the use id'. of the opinion that it was um
public school buildings...as a late to rehash a recent debate
ton. Mr communist, Black on the rental of school facil.
Panthers or any other groups
advocating lawicunno and
mbwrsion."

110 hoard decided to for-

kin.
Cavanagh requested a reply

to his letter. He to Gov.Richthat
he mailed wipes to

Dist. 214 rejects 5 bids
for science equipment
Six District 214 hoard mem.m have rejected nave menu -

hits

on

science

equipment because the specifi-

cations were found to be um
dear and that bids exceeded
the budget.
The equipment is needed for
labs at Forest View High
School.
Remodeling
costs
were Midget.] 01 027,0501.

charge
being re.

as

These bids were rewind:

this would he an
$800.000 lom of revenue based

Franklin.Lee
Co.
It ierni
531.091.211; Taylor Slanufac-

tering Co. 031.225: I. Petersmall Scat339.408: and

aan Co. 535,417:
IiM

American Seating Cu (Skirt. 340.734.
The hoard was asked to
ccra the Peterson bid Immune

the company he traditionally

...There

is no bid here be.

.:ewe we're just spending
5.27,000 and taking Peterson,"
Bergen
Stamm.

soak

seconded

hy

her.

on a current charge -back sys-

A11 -five persons were taken
-with

tem with high school distriols

to

supplying them students.

years ago to support a smaller

Students in thc Harper (Ad-

Hee District pay 38 a credit
how now, but this will in
to $12 over the cost

is
wink. Mann IstandMg), director of businem affairs al Hamer College, explain, while showlag slides of the college, to the Arlington Heights Chamber of Commerce Board of Directors the

is not convinced of a

party." Cavanagh wrote 'Me
that the communists are ',al
io a foreign (taker end are
dedicated to the destruction of
the United Stain as a free republic. I would he happy to appear before the hoard
present massive document:to,

hmb Boa. President Ertward L. Mills; Executive Director, Harold Beth Day reporter, Rick mei,
Lewis; Harper College President Robert Lahti, and Chamber of Commerce Director John Behlion
-

BY Jokeurta W40180
A
four.township mental
hoall' 'genus is necessary to
asordinate mental
health
planning among Clearbrook
Center. the Northino Mental

sits from the four townships.
chools. physicians local governments. churches and the
mental health clinic.
Die survey suggested that
the co-ordinator become tae

health Clinic and St. Alcxim

cat anis, director or the hair
township mental health age,

fiim."
The hoard recently asked its
attorneys to review district

That is the Lane:16,4(n 01 a
Moves taken by I lermm
Smith
Associates. hospital

w hen it becomes active.
AISC1 suggested that
ineetings of onusMite sponsom

policy on rental of school facites, but no changes have

consultants. on hehalf of the
deo:agencies.

he held

The

four. townslaim

.ffenus

tuthortn on holism), deal
opmont wall disaux tht It lit

E low td .ardor nom
Loma hoot., to thssuhurlw II
I mom of Now t ommu
nuns Ina
tonight u ha
Southminstu tlnthd PnAlw
anon Church Drktkn PI ind
Central Rd. in Arlington;
Heights.
Katz. professor

and Hersey high schools in
District 214:

roast beef, harken

in a hon.

wiener in

Vegetable

sponsoments
ring agencies

and mine, should he developed in or
der to reecist local. state and
lederal monies Mr operations
and conoluction m well as !lunation of
four4invimhip
mental

health

:gamey.

agency shtold he made up of

nisi program for taking over

Decency)

quested.

klotorede

organ

the 01.111.,1 S111,1nisan

inmedirte obits:fins of

Dr. Defer. comulhor of the

existing agencies and mg:mi-

speakers. four tapes and a eiga,

Vocational

.:Atom to participate in the
planning end services: to inform the pohlie of mental re

ref lighter core stolen seem.

1110

limn Toe midi. and
from

the

Wheeling

.

31001,

1 icatm

Dwight Wain. said
an agreemem old kw to he

woes. buffered spinach_ Salad

an

lone choir. fruit juice. loosed
Glad. coleslaw. molded: cherm, fruit cocktail, orange sunset. Prone muffin and butter,
milk,

signed by the three spin ,rim:,,
agencies. a mental health all thorny would have to he
formed and a menial health co -

Available dozier.: plum,
.trasvherry gclatin. cream pry.
applemoce
ak. chocolate

ordinator hired.

cookies.

mental body 6 irli remesentry

The ttryntal heatth ahnity
would cOnSi, , LL go. ei-

Rehabilitatitm.

Onwpect.

AI Gass of the Yorthweo
Alcatel Health Chide mid ii
would le wise to 111,1 verk
soon with the mho phis
mhips to discuss the means

,ii),Ltre funds to pay a coot.

co-rdinate

and

encourage

ardation needs: to estaldish

0111

al

coals

a

longing m Shirtey Judd. 21.1
1310

Rand Rd..

Iles

will talk on the esthetics of
11 d

1

modentte-income

housing. the elect it can haw
on local la* mructures and the
methods of integrating it with
existing housing.
New Communities. accord -

St.. Des Plain-,
Police

said

housing

:Mu 0. in

bat

wind

1365

burglars

prim.

10

re-

moved stolen items with their
bank. and there wat no sign of
Ilircul entry.

rhe I tons poi k IDA turned
Jos ,: the oppoi wilily to boo
come 1. sepraid independent
organi.tion
parent -teacher
last 'Thursday night.
Attendance at the PTA

voted to separate from the na-

tional and hlale olganization.
Thirty-sis voted to remain t
part of the large leIA. In order
to sever the connection. two.

WICKES

chial end prince whoa!, will
hold a public hewing at 9.m.
Mach 7, at Arlington Park
Toweis. Arlington ficighti

their position On this question.
The commission ham re.

The hearing according to
Eugene Schlickman IR Arlington Heights). commission
chairman, will be fifth in a

Dotriet 214 board members
will hold a breakfast meeting
tomorrow at 710 .
nr
Wheeling High School to discuss the ramifications of modular scheduling.
Om school hen been operating a modulated" flexible
schedule for the past two years.

The Wheeling faculty hes

it lien, school officials and
other groups, as well m individuita to testify regarding
quested that groups planning
to have representatives at the
meetng send Doers
Match

inn
of such

Commission's

Administrative Office. 173 W.
hladisun St., Chicago. 60610..
prior to that dale.

Clith holds a White F.lephant
Role M the school's Red lion
p.m.
Room tomorrow at
1

Items will he sold hy silent auction. al he guest speaker will be

Mrs. Sam Miller, a punter.
who will discuss ways to disMay and use antigen.

told

you Omer
Student: "You did.
s:MI it was 11 to 0."

You

me -president

Ingo.,
in

heniOr
charge id

been named a winner of a ums
pony prmident's citation lor

Prudential's Mid -America opemtiom. said that this is the
eighth war in which the Pala-

vice workshops.

lack Costello. board member, asked the board to look
closely at Ow scheduling proposal because it is -.mid,.
erahly the most important
thing to wow before the board

outst.ding accomplishment,

tine district Mb ken awarded
this horns.

Thiel. (TU.
manager of the office said. he
will accept the award at a me.

Frederic 1

cial dinner to be held in the
near future. which will In to -

1110 Slid-Anierimi regional
sittiee. Chicago. was

home

tended by top Prudential coot-

awarded the klub:nu:it presi.
dent, troplik tor the lath 011.
seem.,
as the leading rc-

nuns.

,111a1

:onong Ow, in

--.pony's Idnited Stab.
the
operations_

Cond.
klotorists

thould

h

s

held Sunday. May 3. officials
recently announck.
John Upton. direelOrof
governmental religious and
project development. said spe-

c...mots will helm': a performai,.e by the University of
Illinois jart hand alld a dedication iswe of the college liter-

adjust

suys 11. ChicaP
Club -AAA. They are: traffic
conditions, road conditions,
Bather conditions. degree of

bility (day or night). and
Me mechanical condition of

long-range questions. such as
what happens if the student is

ary magazine. the Halcyon.

gm aim, now

Bonds for sale

continue to take
difficull as opposed to easy
students

SUbjeCIS?

SCh001

Dedication ortemonies fur
trtacnt,

Harper College campus will he

since I've been on it." Costello
was elected last April and is up
for re-election this year.

their driving to five condi-

Mut car.

set May 3

trading samba, and in-ser-

On Monday. klatch 9. High
School District 214 will offer
for sale 93 million to school

12,11611.114.,

lion adequate? others perhpas
an interim step!

building bonds.

for your Ilivothe engineer!

As a result. the I.10110 Park

FOLKS IN TIIE Prospect

ic Shoppe at Wolf and Camp
klcDonald Rd. tonight and to
morrow evening. 7:30 pan.
Completed versions of the lat.

Heights area will have a great

est hi spring patterns and mate-

learn exiles
who" and "what's what- tomorrow evening! the Pnw-

rials will he modeled. It, free.

port Ileights Improvement
Assn. will he holding a "get acquaint." meeting et 7:30

1ROSPE.CT Heights
Woman's Club will be hearing'
shot pollution and conservation
Charles Yager

will remain intact.

"Whoever

William

Harper
dedication

IS National Engineers' Week. Hake a cherry pie

THERE'S A GAT spring

mna,.

Teacher:

1.0111Ye and study rooms for
their isa..n individual pursuits.
Board action will betaken at
an adjourned hoard meeting 8
p.m.. March 2 at the Administration Center.

cluding five pare -professionals.
resource room equip ma. computer time, con

ence.Florida

235 N. Northwest Hwy., has

'

Fuld their eltsa wriod eills
her and part' remaining

full implementation of a flexible modulw scheduling as
year. Cost of the program bas
been limited to 015,000 in-

Representatives from Homey High School and Elk Grove High School recently returned from
the sixth annual counselors' conference at Florida Prmbyterian College. Floyd B. Hillman (Mr
right) MIS college counselor. and Vincent Carioli (far left) MILS guidance °mime!or, are shown
0. to r.) with Miss Bomiie Me -Dunkin Oak Park and Rini- For. High School, James A. Alexander, Jr., Highland Park High School. and 9000 Sman-Anne Shannon. admissions counselor at
Presbyterian College. 'thirteen guidance counselors from wren rises attended the confers

Prudenlial Insurance
CO. Palatine district office. at

Lil Florm
Student:
H-

yalla alloys students to spend

requested district approval for

Prudential office wins honor

of courhe!

ik

tonight.
the. Hell discuss 'Sleds

klan's Environment Has on Diens" The club
will he meeting at the home of
Mrs. Phillip Dormes. 409 W.
and

IsileAnkowNecrt.c.mi.",:.

SAL STARTS FEB 26th

Pre -finished

Mr MARCH.,

Ready to use

em. will all he present.

Newcomer. will find the meet ng
invaluable. Oldlimers
would enjoy being hroughi op
to date on what organizations
arc doing now.

A flagpole ism W.:toned in
April omit the Promem
Heights swimming Pont, The
gunlen group of the Woman's

tinkle an open meeting tonight
at Rome School at 8 p.m.
They'll be scheming candidates
bendorse for the April school
oard election. There'll be
three vacancies hi SW

pear. give five-minute ores.tenons and answer yesti
Then the committee will vrte
and choose candidate, The
public is invited.

service agency.

NEW & USED

VIA1 OR'S

ST.

BEG.

SUMMER SAND

CHAMPION ELM

$332 .811 $39
SAVE 60c

SAVE Sic

111. MEG. $7 49
SAVE 61 a0

$6.99 line of accessories for
$6.99 that professional touch

/ill

359-4191

STREAMWOOD

5 pm to 9 pm Mondays thru Fridays
10 to 5 SatUrdays; 11 to 3 Sundays.

3/ 4 Nilo west olloiTiogtoo Road

on lieStroot (U.S. 20)
CUMINN R BUROING SUPPLIkS C!NINA

$37

CARBONS
IS THE PLACE

TO SAVE
35% TO 50% SAVINGS

for write,

'

ON WALL ACCESSORIES!

MANY ONE -OF -A -KIND!
A superb C011ection of pictures, mirrors, console sets, pic-

ture frames, plaques, sconces, clocks, oil paintings. Find
showroom samples, our own display pieces, reproduc-

tions, too. So wide a selection, we've taken additional
space adjacent to the escalator on the lower level. Following is just a sampling.

From

95

FRAMED PICTURES
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.

Group of 300 miniotures
Group of 200 miniatures
Group of 50 pictures
Group of 100 pictures
Group of 100 pictures
Group of 50 pictures
Group of 35 pictures
Group of 25 pictures
6 modern and contemporary framed
genuine oil paintings
50 Fine An reproductions

'L'ataITYWArg:gll'O'NTO"
3 PAEALS BABY -PLUS SNACKS
CAPTAINS'S COCKYAIL PARTY

SCULPTURED

6C 1;'' $119
r

NI other's

'4- SUNWARD

SUSPENDED CEILING

K -LYNN AUTO FINDING SERVICE

wtsitsr
al he Day:
:leacher tin chemistry
dm, -What is the lormula

Departs Every Saturday Through April 4th
Cruise the Caribbean on the new

OWENS-CORNING FIBERGLAS.

RANDHURST

James Graves. 392-2539.

7 DAYS

$A49

$6.99 Wickes has a complete

PEBBLE WHITE

the Continuality
p.m.
Dr.
L.

IsIclkniel. psychologist, will
meak. More info from him.

NANTUCKET MAPLE

OILED CROWN WALNUT

Ideal for low head morn
eilings. Insulates as it
beaufifies. Scrubbable.
A factory wiementetive
will he in our store Sot,
Feb oath

tonight at

Center.X

SAN JUAN
ST THOMAS

COLONIAL HICKORY
SAGE GREEN HICKORY

MOUNT PROSPEC"CS

Newcomers are incasing

CRUISE

PANELS

IT'S FREE!

area

CARIBBEAN

$3.39
FULL

Ihe

with red, white and blue Ilewvem mixed with evergreens. In
addition. the doh plans to
maintain the spot, sort of per peitial care. Nice projeml

General Caucus Committee

Candid:um who have pretheusly been Interviewed by

77

we only list for your shopping
convenience... we are only a

.

Also, the doh is doing a
dandy job of working together
with the Praineel Heights
lhtrk District on a beautification projeer.

CM1011., Committee will ap-

.

call Cl. 3-3459.

ChM will beautify

MAHOGANYRLA

For SELLER: Coil ash list your car for sale for a service charir.

series throughout the state to
provide opportunity for organ -

S('11001.000300000030000030000157

WE DO NOT BUYOR SELL

FREEI

The Elementary and Seem,
dory Nonpublic Schools Study
Commission created by the II.
tutuis Levislmure to study the
question tit state aid to paro-

fashion show scholuled al
lethel, Golden Thimble Fab-

'

SERVICE

Hours:

to prom nt

Nonpublic schools study
commission hearing set

more votes would have ken

brary Board. Park Board.
School Board. Sanitary Dig-

UP, OrCii,:p

CALL.

shushes Ind other ow in im

umbhl Is scheduled
report of
-mini
on, denng thy pest six months
and an outliny of forum plans

dirs./.101,

klarimi. 8 p.m. If interested.

es Exclusdre Hifi
First flualoy! 'No!Secon
S Natural Wpod Grain

we do it all

industries

haw halmvote thusly. Eleven

The lances. 1.ions, Woman, ('litho Newcomers. calm
and Dolls. Tire District. li-

a Wu

Why spend money
and time on phone
calls and chasing --

moms Iron, lk 3

thirds of Mom pro., would

Urals Tarr. :mil Oak St. All of
the community organizations
will be represented and will be
explaining their purposes and

It

.

Ps ...clang

Keretko sold

lb. iircarnotion board of

Decide to stay

P.M. At John Muir

1

1

1111.11dk

A1111.111.111

benne (um 101111.1.

opmsn

Page

Dist. 214 to air
ramifications of
modular scheduling

The

opportunity to

ATTENTION "AUTO -BUYERS"!

WE LIST DEALERS &
PRIVATE AUTOS FOR
SALE IN THE AREA

which
support

THE DAY
Wednesday February 25 1970

Main Street

answering questions.

AUTO FINDING

t anonunims

from the

in

the local miltorlain area. Kis
retkc led Me grytall 1, neg.-

Plaines.,

: :Timm! and state hmilth plan -

letardation programs.

we as cem a

day inorning from an auto

The auto wi, mirk.] as

nine ageoeilk and to winkle
programs ler capital support
tor lulur mental health and

Pennon. 111. 60136 Branch al.
217 S. Arlinphm Heights

A siereo tape player. two

liaison with the metropolitan.

New

his ntod
ua sone.

lecture at the University of Illinois.
Chainpaign.Urnana,

meeting kw In. 'thirty-nine

Published1Ana,
to aside. bY kr Ern'

Community School Se
Wheeling :mil the lkimmin
'

For additional information,
those interested may contact
V. 467 Cedar
Mrs. Phil R.
I.n., Elk Groat Village. 954-

ME rmoS,ECT DAY

auto by hand

Lom, soon 01 Ms mitt II sosts
of M1111010, hod for dyad

the United States and destroying Western civilization by de.
moralizing its youth.

-,

Thieres

with dm old at 101101 d hmsma
hinds

educ alien and scasenoty

a John Hitch!

is

lions for staff imons. Ind to

practicing physician.

a

11738.

Society.sponsored
tion.

casywise boar. ii Add.
I

training is part of the Commas

Committees. has
hen scheduled Mr
.m_ Fri-

and

day. March 13. at the nick Reedy Auditorium, 7N015
York Rd.. Bensenville.
lhe public is invited.
A donation of 31.50 in Wean., or $2 at the door. is re-

The

two bodies. a meinhmslup and

redo (Movement to Restore

night
Health 11.61 lam
spokesmen from Palatine and

three:Tenon's. heard the i e '91..'ll'thl ...s..'
.. ....

hew clinic. whipped ,

agree

will dkuss his holier that sea

area: to make future:audio: to

AT A SIEETING of the
inWheeling .,amm .actual

:curt:sent:dives
.
..

choices

on a rookie w hit

said working
among lite three

The

book ..To Deceive the Elm.

art tIhti

will In ilmilopcil

of arab-

Mg to spokesman Willi:tint:is
retke a. a notrtil.pront corporation ,,,,
last year to build

co

A lecture on -St. Semi-

Palatine: 1,11010, Wheeling:
Flgin Staie litesphal. Ham

Townships.
.

bun.

isf

in

Maly and Insanity" by Dr.
John H. Dolor. monsored by
the Greater Chicago NIMO-

1110 agency mold he: to Minis
on the mental beulth and mental retardation navels of the

Schaumbuig and Ell Grow

To Be served Thursday
A r I I is g I o si . Premed. Elk
Grove, Wheeling, Forest View

0

12,

Motorede sets talk on sex
education, sensitivity

Arlington Freights:
(,rganitalivn.
the lbagisrtie Leaming t unia .A1
lington ilemluot Loth City.

0 ly 01 arc Wheeling. Palatine.

tone

area (Michael. 14. 1.aura.

Car additional tax money to keep the college rm., Looking on ert (from WO acting and Mary Ellen. 6.

4 -township mental health
unit needed, survey shows

connection between tbc Black
Panthers and the communist

dish

Hospital where Annul, Mrs.
Fn.eman and the three chit-

Prot...It Robert 0 Eat.

nald01111,11100111t

In the event anyone on thy

Alain

Community

Northwest

four year, lie said.

and Ogilvie and Ray Page 11 I inois superintendent of public

that oMer menufacturin have

that items would he delctml on
the 1dd to keep the coo at the
budgeted figure.
Member Frank Ilergen and
Richard Stamm proposed the
rejection.

ion v.1111 his 1100 vierad
across into the westbound land
and hit the auto driven by Mrs.
Elizabeth Freeman. 41, of 145
Arlington Rd.. Hoffman Es.
latcs. Three of her children

he said,

fund rate was designed five

Evanston

Noses

1124

was otbound on Doll Rd just
psvnb the Syygyn inter

create an increase in outwits.
With out -of -district students
now paying $26 a credit hour.

Community College in the fall
of 1970.
5. Thc existing building tax

heen accepted despite the fact

board he preferred the Peterson equipment because it ma
superior to either low bidder.
BI view the Gem and' aylor
bids co very much inferior 10
L. Peterson." he said. adding

40

Community Colic,. said Lth
It could take 1 000 studann
away from Harper, although
local enrollment would still

been proposed.

placed lower bids.
Roy !slitter of thcl0VHSseidepartment
told the

drimn bs Frederick Anted

NEW Mane Nibs

IHIS.

ceind from Alaine and Niles
Townships for those now attending Harper but who will
enroll In rho new MaincNiles

board

night on Golf Rd east of See
gen Rd arlingien Heights
Polo seal that the auto

th. protected 10000 to 12 000
onrollment
1973

which rented rooms at Fora, instruction.
View High School for speaker
Bobby Rush curly this month.
It was slam to 1 a.m. when

a oo c ir hod on crash Iasi

hulloes and nee (=Into for

Protest of Bobby Rush speech
leaves Dist. 214 unmoved
A But lalo (hove resident

F rva Parsons was insured su

eampus provlded by tAmting

ante average faoulto GIs, is
IN A MRITTAN statement 19 pm cent higher than xas
Lonurning that mfarendurn planned for in 196e
Ma muter, to why enter.,
4 The loss of 9800 000 of

Moderate income housing
for suburbs to be aired

IALSO -ROUND TRIP JET TO: HAWAII 5310

15 assorted battery wall docks

WAYNE GRIFFIN TRAVEL, INC.
Ian.Onu Num

akto

ItliSr;EaTZ7,:,17.0005

Fart ahlreent
3.1.1Mawana

Please awl inlonnalion on the loll

Sm. teat. 1 am

approx. Trove char -

255-7010

6.178

4.00
5.00
10.00
15.00
20.00
40.00
to 65.00
10.00
to 50.00

3E0

9.98

Reg. 19.98
Hog. 24.90
Reg. 34.98
Reg. 75.00
to 100.00
Reg. 19.98
to 100.00

3.00
6.00
12.00
8.00

Reg. 12.98
Reg. 19.98
Reg. 12.98

ACCESSORIES

18 assorted ban, wall cocks

STORE HOURS

1.00
2.00

FRAMED MIRRORS, ACCESSORIES
Reg. 4.98

Group of 100 miniature mirrors
Group of 20 framed mirrors
Group of 10 framed mirrors
Group of 12 console mirrors

MEXICO $190 JAMAICA $214 NASSAU $184

Misr

1.98
3.9a
4.98

12 console rubles
I2 prs. sconces

12 wrought metal floral plaques
Large assortment of showroom sompkw.
oneaf-okind clocks, plaques,
sconces, mirrors

Reg. 24.98
Reg. 34.98
Rag. 12.95
Reg. 7.98 pr.
Reg. 24.98

Va off

Vesallon
NAME

Ste ER
COY

NIONf-

,1P

Choose n then charge it at Carsons Randhorm
Elmhurst and Rand Roods in Mt. Prospect
Shop Monday through Friday 1000 to 9:300
Saturday 9:3010 5:30.

14.00
113.00

8.00
4.00
15.00

z

One day at a time
-lon4 hairs in ooe of the depart-

they decided

verb

ntenti would ham to cut their

would be Fired. That's quite

long hair. Companies are, too.
You can Imagine bow unhappy some of the vice presidents

hair. Personnel pained the
word to the trio's supervisor. A

serious.

week went by, and nothing

owl days later with their hair

ace when they see some of their

happened.

COL The third waited.
At the end of the week, odd

junior executives.

SUPERVISOR told

A good friend of mine
works for one of these Oalfilti.
Sometimes we talk of the
strange things that happen. t a
big corporation.
It's the personnel department that has to keeps!' those

personnel that the trio decided

they would rot cut their hair.
The supervisor agreed with
them. Personnel was aghast.
They decided to take matters
in their own hands.

On the following day, the

not

they

to,

Two of than showed up arr-

matt out wrs t/Jled into personnel. He was told that he was

Civil Liberties Union or tak-

wasn't much future there for
him. k
Funny
thing.
Personnel
called another guy into the of-

company orders." They didn't

fice the other day. They told
him that they thought his appearance wm too immature.

say the orders were to have his

They- suggested that, maybe,

hair cut.

he ought to let his brush cut

being given two weeks notice

"for failure to comply with

nel and told that they would

to personnel that three

have to have their hair cut. of

three were called in to person-

MAYBE HIS WIFE work8,
or maybe he lust didn't care.
He talked about going to the

PLAIN

SUPER SAVE
SPECIALS

ANTIQUE
SMOKE

VEIN

OVERALL SIZE Wx7.

i.

Height 6'9"

"."

SAW KIT

You don't have to be frstrated to work In personnel,

40%

GOLD

POWER
Foyer

Arrow, new building features wall
panels and doors constructed of real Red.

wood plywood. They ore the atm. etch,
anode Redwood pawl, msped.

flred
ed in mony of the countries finest homes.

LiviegReern

COMPLETE KIT

Letters To The Editor

I

Mrs. Janet S. Petty

who, ceremonies were performed in Virginia City, Nev.,
to please drop us a line. All

AN ODOR IGNORED
to apparent that our
American society very odor
eorrieious. We spend millions
to is

will receive a personal reply
and a memento of the ocrs-

etc.,

about "being close," take
rate lessons and be willing to
low friends and jobs just to inform some poor halitosisite of
MS had breath.
Single men

Paged

want ,

Wednesday, February 25,1970

and

women

doesn't care about looks or
personality). How then can
such a could -be -fragrant group
hardly
SMOKE, There's

se odor worse than a smoke endowed person in the vicinity. Breath, body and clothes
reek of a nauseating stench.
Even the fresh air gds up and
leaves the room.

No wonder Johnny can't
if teacher just returned

from the smog orate. He can't
stand to get close enough for
help. No wonder Susie doesn't
get that second kiss ---with her
wear lips, she was lucky to get
the first.
And then there's poor cigar faced pop who can't get within
five feet of his family. Are you
in this picture? If so, what are
you going to do about it? Stink
or swim? You can only swim if
you drown that pack of 20 foul

John E. Stanton, Editor end Publisher
William J. Kiedaisch, Menacing Editor

C.F. Nan, eldrerlMing Director

R.E.Itutehinson, ViraPresident

R. N. Pura, Circulation Ditetv,

bought from and donated to
the Valentine Day Bake Sale
which was held to benefit the
Arlington High School Choralien' European singing tour
this summer.

Our heartfelt thanks go to
Bob Goebbert of Bob's Market
at

19 E. Miner, for letting us

hold our bake sale in his More.
0 u r most appreciative

thanks to Lorraine Lamberty
who wrote such a wonderful
article in the Feb. 13 Ailing.
on Day and to Frances Allmon for arranging its publication in time to give us the publicity we needed.
All the Charalier5

STIFFEL

new homeowner to do scroll work,

notching. ripping, circle cutting
and rnore.

to

RANDHURST

CARSONS IS THE PLACE TO SAVE
SHOE
CLEARANCE!

7.99
REG. 20.00 to 35.00. Shoes,
shoes, and more shoes! Save

up to

Virginia City

brown, navy, bone, and other

Seek couples
Editor:

27.01!

fall shades.

Through your "Letters to
the Editor" column, will year
us

find

NEED PANELING?
CHECK THESE VALUES!

With Free Case

married in

Far!

help
help

YOU SAVE $80.00

/Z,../ig Saw Kit

"Do you MIND! The 'no-knock' provision is NOT in
effect around here!"

Designer shoes
from our famous salon, for day
or evening wear. Calfskin, fabrics, some reptile prints, all in
latest fashion colors - black,

please
pale

sawdust ejection system. 10 amp motor,

accurate controls, blade guard. C. 21/4" deep
at 90'; I T/a" at 450,

An excellent stoner kit for the

Editor:
This is an open letter of
thanks to the many fftends of
young people who baked for.

catch a mate (who, of course,

read

Loaded with power and all the Features yea

-- Marshall Field III

any

Complete Kit includes 2.5 amp.
single speed jig saw. rip fence,
and circle cutting guide, 2 metal
and 4 wood cutting blade, plus
sCurdy

molded

carrying

'I

L

SUPER SPECIAL
PRE -FINISHED PHILIPPINE MAHOGANY

Get complete kit including lig
Saw, Rip fence, 6 Blades and
Cosa

88
Reg.

Special introductory Offer

$26.50

Were $18.95

SPECIAL
PURCHASE

$1488

JUST IN

These quality stools ore 30"
high, hove bucket back Jr. o
backrest afford& extro comfort. Frame mode of heovy
Ye" Tubular Steel in
bloce
k enamel 1 in ish. Seat
Poly.foom padded covered

w.

side handles

$1288

Gold and Pumpkin. Indira,
ally "atoned.

HILL-BEHAN TAKES
THE HIGH PRICE OUT
OF HAND-HEWN
WOOD BEAM
REPRODUCTIONS

TAKE ALONG ONLY
Trimmed for your
convenience to
Our Selected
Economy Grade

fight

49c
Maw.

Full 11/32" Thick

Per

Pathetic waled all rested um,
errpodenel el Mask rile.

shoot

My, finished In 811....,1 old
*swell HasitesseMsShasie

The idea was conceived
Li, the residents of this Histor-

is

k.Pagft temuns

sidered

only

$1 59

$149

Delivered Price $1.89 Pe.

:111.7Zasoss

Swery

ar

3 I in. Nell.

Hideaword

$16':

1811 s189!

:;:077.1W

SHELVING SPECIAL
dwee

purchase,refinished y:fie

huge,onugrc,h,aes

frvs.t,esuoa.1

ya

shnd

elving For ,ur living room, den. bedroom or stud, here's

7

r

All shelves ore made al top Duality Looms, facto, iinhhed like
,I.azirntoz,, 0111,1 oth:,,,,..th.tot.,Dse Lustre hardware le demon the wail

`°,2 2°T,e

SAVINGS OF 40% TO 50% OFF
OUR REGULAR P REFINISHED PRICES
02.39 en.
03.10 eo.

8"536"

11,48.

vacuumed. for spills pick up, wash off, put bock.

ever

I 0,413-

12,36'

$3.00 ea.
$3.59 en.

Shelving Hardware
Avoiloble in Danish Walnut, Gold and Alpine White Finish,
Shelf 55
87.140.
ft
10c
8.irtch
704

bow sal..

TRUCKLOAD SALE! FLOOR TILE

ON DISPLAY AT

Eight

ONLY

Same tow Prim. If you, ',slaking as

1 20

40

160

It

3 00

5

ARMSTRONG BRUSII.ON MASTIC
C
250 Sq. Ft.

tiling your Roseman or Rumpus Room,
See our tile selection Refer* You Intyl

on Minton Might. Rd.

3h

Ft.,.

New Venoms Include 3 Embossed Tiles-

FURNITURE

1

2 M.... ....... 004

15c

all new decorator patterns Oar vinyl

floor tile n12,12,1/16" tick. American
mode. all First Quality. Factory Waxed.

ARLINGTON
'PLASNIGI

esa

Each

Ix. $7'0
sac 061!

WALNUT MI17.0110

translucent Vinyl. Carneniem

so

sr?
'Er!
s£1!!

ear $61,!

V7=t71,4111.01110

sibilities) Stoiaresistont, colorfast, un.of I ected by
mildew A snap to install with Oxite's Porta-Tile
ethod. Most tiles lie loose, stay put even when

B

=4....

4.8

11.30.1A

Now you can hove beautiful corpeted floors in your
kitchen, bath, family mom, basement, den. bedroom
Full range of decorator colors! Unlimited design pos-

CASH IL CARRY

anywhere else.

ONLY

10.inch
12.inch

715

80c

na'ansr,n771::,t17*wit M

Me

fie

Indi.doelly

4":::1

Oen on roam Feuer
211.13 S. Arlington Has. Rd

gib

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

In addition, find the word
using all seven of these

dab

I.

MID

CL 94150

letters.

1111111

28 good, 35 excellent
Fags

Tiles

4ALVA3/4"
1st quality, 10,000 piers,
available now at this
low, low price.

all pans of the country.
We know this is an unusual
request, but to our knowledge
the planned Anniversary Celebration is unusual in that it has

Makers many fourletter
or more words out of
these letters as you can.

Carpet 39c

PLASTERBOARD

Now

51.00

sr!
sr!

..d

MAP18 81.811.88071.8

'41°.

imitation beams you

Sae SIZE Available ie
10.,11',
Lengths

FIR PLYWOOD

but we have lost track

.... 4.8

can install yourself in minutes.

Pc.

of many who have moved to

1:17171714NITMAXIJOANT

timber beams to ,tar fondly
room living roes m, study or
den with these new light.

$349

versary CelebratiOn for

"'""C"'
$3°.! 1=11480.

1.'171L'IVIXTMA1404/411......x
'2"
7
pc

Add the charm of Weathered

r,ei..

Virginia City has planned a
mammoth Wedding Anni-

$399

IMPORTED RUSTIC WALNUT

channel design vinyl.

2x4 STUDS

This year, the Township of

because

,o.,, $4r

Avoiloble in block, Avocado,

ried in Virginia City. Nev.,

ic Ghost Town

NOW ONLY

swivel seat. Wrap oround

cortes!. New double insulated tool
has a onventent 2.prng plug. Com
pact Lightweight yet packs the power to
handle heavier duty jobs Hos removable

Includes Free Carrying Case

ASPEN
CHIP
BOARD

HARDBOARD
PANELING

CLOSE OUT

forward -with Trigger speed

SPECIAL

MIRABORD
WOODGRAIN

BAR STOOL SPECIAL

SUPER STRONG 1/2" DRILL
With Free Case
P lit
Operates from 0-300 tem in

endure still honoring their ma,
ital vows?

PrefinTsheel 299

Neium cal

case.

Sanded face, made with exterior
grade blue. A line backer board
for paneling jobs.

might be among
your readers who were mar-

never before been attempted

u h sow
textur and factory
in moder
The panel face
ditionol treatment,
treated with stain and preserve.. s, Na
ore required. For ultimate strength and rigidity, t reel gable
and structural components ore all of Ar w's heavy -duly Neel
with exclusive Perreoplat finish in Sandalwood, red
guaranteed rust 'misfires
i

$1195°

'

You're welcome

search for the right scent to

HILL-BEHAN
SPECIAL

Father Paul Mienecke, pastor
St. Mary's in the Mountains
P.O. Box Is
Virsinia City, Nev. 89440

ability crusade.
It's unthinkable to smell
like people. We have to worry

$199"

-Honor 'hearts., dream by always freleeelV keelgels
Ike wee. freedom and intellertuol integrity:"

Edward S. Colletti
Justice of the Peace

all to help in the accept-

PRICE

J

sion.

hours
using mouthwashes, sprays.
deodorano. soaps. colognes,
any

FACTORY LIST

As Law As

MODEL 0744

,

who knows of such couples

of dollars and

Dip Pub1ication5

many couples have returned
to renew memories of the day
they exchanged their vows.
Thus, Virginia City decided to
do something on a commu-

many letters from your readers. It gives people the opportunity to share their informa- nity -wide basis in their honor.
tion and views with others. I,
We therefore ask, if among
hope you will find this topic your readers there are any
Uhl f print
111 sir
d
pl
Y

COLORFUL SQUARES 12.0 12"

3488

Thoughts on problem of pullution

bow nice 11 is of you to print so

io Storage horse.

and P

but it helps.
ing case and rip fence

I first of all want en tall you

HERE IT IS!
NelArrow California Redwood Lawn

The

Big P/e" sow with carry.

weer:

I SHED

SPECIAL
SAVE

MIRROR SQUARES

.SKa SA W.

ing his case to court. Actually,
he didn't do anything. He just
left. I guess he thought there

grow in.

vice presidents happy. One day
e
president passed the
wordvic

10 A.M. to 2 P.M.
"a*"=.17:::"`
.

By Ron Swans

only

Schools aren't the
places having trouble

SR

OPEN SUNDAY

"

MIL WAIL A SAL 5.5.

HILL-BEHAN

HILL-BEHAN

HILL-BEHAN

9700111VMM PARK

see, SEATON AYE

Ill N. MORRIS

Schiller Park

ottemoette 22222 4140

Choose c then charge it at 5M -sons Rondhuist: Elmhurst and Rind Roods in Mt Prospect.
Shop Monday through Friday 10:00 to 9:30; Saturday 9:30 to 5:30.

MUM MA MOI116/14950
Oen Walt A.M.3130 PAL
Alee.8,11ton.loes 'Me PAL

leek, MAYAN&

Chkege

X03.4160

OpeoLINIMEA-Mi PAL

Mese. AT.. het. MI TPA.
bode, MAALSPAS

Mendelele,
S66.5300

MM Wig Vt..: Fa

WIM

Schiller Pork !Moe Ave.

Arlingfee Heights and Hanover Park

I

OPEN SUNDAY

10 A.M. to 2 F.29.

HILL-BEHAN'
01. Arflegtoe MN. EA

Arlingto Heights

HILL-BEHAN
Rt. 20,

CI MOST

CL B-4910
aPm

tar'

...A/WM PAL

18.11111,1117

Perk

HILL-BEHAN
5 S. York Rd.
Soesenvillo

PO 04800
tea.

t use PAL

44:11-13.

fala AA =P.
AM O. .101.
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Tomorrow

Public hearings show people expect
Con -Con to deal with pollution control
the Con o on Hill ol Ruhr,
Committee. Mrs. Macdonald
Something new has been troy find herself specializing
edded to Con -Con and the in this new assignment lo inpublic hearings in places like clude constourional guarantees on ensnron meal control.
Arlington Heights did it.
Taking Con -Con dirttly to

By Richard Cobb

the people added one new di.
ntension that seems certain to
registmed in the new constitution.

Thinl District Tklegate Virginia hlacdonald of Arlington

an

WITH: HER open slams

background, Mrs. Maalomld
has for a long while been deep-

-THE. PUBLIC hearings
throughout Me state produced
one unexpected result. Al eve-

ry hearing held from Muniun
in southern Illinois to Chicago

henstimony made h dear
that the people 051111 the new

consliiiiiion to deal with pollu-

tin cotrol.

comas

which he was elected. 'the a.
me is potentially explosive.

W0.1111+11 III II, 5011 senion
pass a deficiency approproo
lion to permit delegates. to

NOthing soma likely to Iv

work as many of 115 dap.

southarn 0000 Swum, 110111

done about h this week_

Min may go before the min-

President Samuel W. Witwer
told Con -Con officials at the
end of lust week that some impre r tont areas thr constitutional revision had tan yet
hien covered by pioptools.
Nothing sets done during
the past week, the ohm in the

0

Sr Irish International Mr

linos tan O'Hare Internallonnl currier, recommends inn seasons

for vartiriviing in Ireland. Many Americans visii the Emerald
Isle between Mos and Sepieniner, the peak toirrisueaso. From
Octolser no April air fares arr. lower arid hotels charge es. Irish

International offer, tort When fratow 12 boropean coming.
For Drum:union on Ireland
seheddes, tour be..
dun. details of ....huh write IMO Mmager-North Amer.
ica, Irish lournaiional
564 Eifth sae., New York, N.Y.

-

19036,

Amusement

calendar
SIOVIES
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ARLINGION THEA !RI-.

Evergreen,

welling road show"
two wee ago. and schethiled
puhlic hearing. in six additional dowse; le amen.o
lbc ha -wings will he held on
from
the sante date. klarch

SEVENTH
MEETING. until 5 p.m. and into 7 to III
17.19]14--111 Con -Con p.m. They will he held in
Midget comminyv presented a Champaign.lirhum. End St.
hidged of 51.202.0011 !hat af- Louis. Alton. Rock Island.
M, Quincy rind in rtilk
o hours of debate was SIAM,,
of 05 to
euinnic southern Illinois. ps.
.doped by a
silly Cairo.
with four delegates missing.
1,i:h.

Moo din:tined at Ow Itith
The butIndt provides for

I

meeting was the plan 10 hold

I

to

days of work rather than 100

110 lonnal sessions of the

discussing the pollution See,
lion Hunt Arlington Heights to

whether James E. Gieraeh of
Oak lawn is or is roa a dele-

originally project.' The N.J.

sennon either the lied week in
alarch Ivkire Easter or the

Pavia rind from Rockford to
Waukegan expel the -rights"

gate in good standing.

provided for operation of the
convontioti in the Enabling tel

first week of April Billowing

by about SI I 5.1010.

delegates an opponunity
minsith voter. in their distrien
iimm the key issues that

people

of the citizens of Illinois to include the right to have clean
water and. ir."
1 he pollunan control pro
posals have dean assigned to

61/

1,711---160

the

vention at ihe comnatex of the
whole session March 4.

life of the convention. to re-

Mt minimum the

15.

lismodye Constitutional Conveniiim re
It provides Ihr speaks! in ihe pressen: from
Can
C'onunitten
lieu- import:oil cities. pawed by in
cloning the governor
the

ronment.

300 proposals before the Constitutional Convention. Vol

ING, leh

come hehe
CoonCon
mint:maim

tenant governor from the same
poliiical party. The prop.

There arc now more dun

MEET -

EIGHTEENTH

likely to

The first the

ly concerned allow the accumulation of filth in our envi-

Heights explains it this way:

Recognie, Dublin

solve he sticky question

THE MATTElt

ine.

re-

ferred io the nilex cormnithe
before Christmas. (iienteh is
charged with having not e
sided la the ',mil Nis!! let

get alsoeigls
exc
theaougint

51 1.1.10111.

Prmidern Witwer conKo
one with leaders iii hs legorra

nee. asking Harr rhe 01121.

East er 1h wick will

corm,

CO11,1111011 tiCito ,1-.11i1311,.

-471,6)14NY.--\;At4r`'

Arlington

nh he
p
m
,kars. SOIND pt

Dear Mr. Delmise:
ark a recent divorcee and fortunately hove custody of mYson.

I

would it he wise for me to sell my holm and reeve to another
ato I cannot reconcile myself to remaining in this particular
one niter 15 years of marriage. AIM, du you see 00 getting
rearrio) again? My main concern is for my lay and having a
good father for him.

Elk Grow Village hospit.
cians.

Dent Drs. ('.R.:feel

leave town right now. I do fed you going as, in about o sem
and a half when n new cycle or ROW/ life will aegin for you. week
very good with the changes in stare for you.

Deer 30 Delamise:

vionotioa"'

year.

SHOULD A disaster main

Recently we haven't bun getting along. I've
tried to help
male thin,' better, but
rem sure slues responding. rd like 10
know ill should keep on trying or um I wasting my time?

the adjoining physical therapy
demannient can be converted
to treat many more patients.
Expansion plans include d
substamiully enlarged enter.
goner area needed lo meet rapidly inereasinunviiireinents.

Also, my purenn have been talking 11110111 moving. I'd like to

kmo if my family h going tonove in the near future.
Wondering. Rolling Mud ors
pent Wondering:
17aring for semease is never r waste of time. Conlin,. curio&
oWeVet, I do feel a change for yea, romance.wIre, probably in
ntvut :1 year whim I feel your family inuring.

/ear hl r. Delhuhe:
1116 mot year ha. been our worst year in all our married life.
's brought Meknes, unemployment. disappointment. you nuns

cy

id we had it. What has 19711 in store for us?
SS.. Des Plaines
Nor S.S.:
I do feel the misfortune continuing for another three or roar
months, but then I feel it chenge fee the holler coining one right

jurim sustained in serious automohile accidents. corm. broken hones an sudden uncon.

after the other.

odiousness. For medical insur-

itup coneentniting no your weds and etsneetWele on your
husband,. If you go with this other me the ouleome will not be
any better, and mini* worse. VIIIAW got eVerylhing rise ---you
must wait and work for I.e. will come, and it will he worth
W111111111 for. Let your hottend know you need him mot he will

Rliescwit

gTnnd,

Gra co

JOSEPH DE LOU/SE. nationally known pod.. will ans.
wer she question If Day readers in rids column. Loners should
be signed. Ma names will be inniried if the writer osmium fir.
Weir e So DrLasise in rare of Day Publiralians. 722 Centre SL.
Des Plaines 600/6.

0103

What you should know
about mechanic's liens

the nmount spent on iennis.nc.

cording io Hen Pearson Arch-

tuners. And the sport's popularity should get .: giant boom
in 1472. who, archer will he
an Olknmic gold medal Huns
far he liras time.

1

'IT.' tired minor emegories
of accidents in plenowe boating are ',molting. which costs
the moo lives. lires and ex.

i

t

Captain

Williae Warm. surseying department head el hlarine (11fice.Appleton LK Cos. which

with the same effect 0 a con-

learn

According to the Illinois

It ens. a property owner should
require a sworn statement

State Bar Ann- most people

from the contractor giving the

hommiwner

Lame and Small, Needs For All!

24 HOUR SERVICE

YOUR CHOICE!

COMPLETE SERVICE

ON ALL MAKES
21's'aTron:'
Sonomn
Dahlberg

n"i=
Fidelity
IIdioers,

HOUSEHOLD

YOUR CHOICE!

Smart 3speed hand mom .71

chrom b

1

beater

Choose:

ejector: Lightweight steam/
dry iron. all -fabric. Chrome
Plated 2 slim toaster with

Annotate. Chrome toaster.

HolyEnd

broiler, hoenrosistant handles.

y

10

lb. roaster:

3-Ib.

Dutch anew 2i3 M. bowl set
nub double hailer: 1 cup
percolator: lAgt. dishpan: 4.
qt. coo. pot: I qt. cov. sauce p.m ,50.. 10. and P z -qt.
pot set 4 -of. basin.

Ilietas

1

1.69 velum! Chanty from: fold.
ing Eng site be table or no
cad with casters:
stool,

conithetor presents his hill for

ham casual table, pima tray.

payment this should be accom.

cost of their labor and mate-

ponied hy wain:01mm all sub.
waiving
their
rights 1.0 any liens in Cannalion with the work thin was
done. Th. properly owner can
contractor's
mimpare
the
sworn statement to the waivers
10 he sure that all liens have

rials.

III the kw, way of saying
If not paid for his ser-

hire.

vices, his lien mold interfere
with the sale or transfer of the
properly,

A ,,,,, THIN to the
primary contractor - the one

(31011!Your

392-4750
09 S. Moin MT. PROSPECT

their contracts. 'Then. when the

the

IN

leundry met bed tray. rrrr i r

names and addrinsm of ull suli-

et 10 your properly WV 010
to a lien, or claim,

that a laborer is worthy of his

HELPERS

ro protect himself against

conirneti. and amounts of

against the ppeny
ro
for

ENAMELWARE

APPLIANCES

FREE LOANERS

tractor, kn,

ration, addition or improve.
ltitend

the roost
property dimmers rind
csi
jUirr.N. according

Sleek, Helpful Beauties!

REPAIR

which coin

which result in the how
number of personal

you don't know the meaning
of the legal term ..mmhanich
lien." now is a good time to

who make any substantial rte.

HEARING AID

Boat inishilux

owed siond home arms

Ns and hack, rm. 0245 $199

treatment in

an emergency room mosi take
place within 24 hours alike in -

Dry or on,. of illess.

-LIKE THE emergency
room in any hospital. there arc
it lot of people who come here

dr Al

whom you hire to do the work
certain
subcontramors
-whom he hire to pnwide lahor
or materials also could qualify
for a mechenic's lien if nil
paid for their services.
In the east of the con.

night

-Wise people have o family
physician: but if they can't get
in touch with hi rh fin advice.
then nod certainly rather
im.
have them come 0111Se
meeliaie ireutment than risk in.
feet i on or other
tmplientions. We're here 24

solid Aok pine arm: .,red

wing, mu 0259

kw

them."

MADGE TALMADGE
Intk wm
and,Ans ca

Hospital officials indicate
that emergency room mists remain surprisingly love even
physically

he

bi $1 99

present

and

available al all time: and ex -

equipment ma he

pensisvv

ready for use at any moment.
Even with high overhead
Keior. they said an average

AMANDA FEMNICK

rim*

fully otthulvered

styling. log.

3 will tour with
college band

1901

Luther

College

Concen

Band

Mr ittillE

Bond

lour March 13 to 24.

from the

$199

11

An appearance at Philhar.
monic Hall in Lincoln Cooler
in New Yoik will highlight the

filitit

ELIZA MONROE
high nark somianached

members

pillow arm ovling no 5235

1101-1hWeS1 suburbs

$199

L. and Thomm W.

are: Poi

Holman.

I11

rington: Awe

Beverly.

Har-

430
Middlesex Ct.. Buffalo Grove.
:old Katherine NI. Pined.
20112 Bonita Av.. Mount ProsBattey.

W$11.41

Peei

The 72.memher group from

Loam College in Decorah.

the recorder or liens
which might he filed m a result
recent improvements.

is oig

to
Oal

though its .011ent mem now

been waived as to amounts due

sure there are no liens SW

$199

j
4-401P,"
,11mstia aiMilryr

hours a My just to care for

or requmted.
Before buying properly. the
1SBA said. a person should
check with
attorney to he
With

DOLLY MADISON

to." NI rs Coghurn said.

11110111 core.

days he may file a claim for
lien with the courtly recorder

prospective

Nlanufae

Equipment

ance purpom

"

ABIGAIL ADAMS

patient 0 St. Alexius is billed
less ihan 525 for emergency

jar

If you ore u hommiwner or

kt,

mately S50 million on equipmon in 14]11.
than mice

is technically an injury or

illness that requires immediate
medical attention.
Emergenices include in-

Concerned. Roselle

111:15 pm.: Sunday. 7:30 p.m.

Will Nand approsi-

prints, even quilts, many Zepel' protected. the fabric floridizer that
resists spills and stains. Choice of Maple nr Pine finishes
and atohentic box pled! ski is
for the final touch.

According to MIN. Slade

Dew Concerned,

Midnight
The Dulwich Horror and God Fragive, I
Dual: Daily and umkend: 3ttp.
OASIS 0111,10014 I HEATRE.
%igen aruElle Dumb* Horror: Daily and weekend, 6 p.nt.
THEATRE
COUNTRY CIOR1 HEATRE. NM W. Rand. Mount Prospect.
A GIN Could Get Ludy: Daily. 0:30 mind Saturday. 7:30 and

AAA -

Since people who love the warmth and charm of Colonial Furniture don't always agree on the same
styling, we've chosen our 6 most popular styles and reduced them to one special sale price. And
you can be sure of quality construction throughout because each piece is made with kiln
dried hardwood frames, bouncy spring bases and self covered platforms. Choose
from hundreds of decorator coordinated fabrics including homespuns,

Coeburn. R.N.. emergency
room supervisor. an emergen-

el c?

CoCowhm.
53 0121110:111
THEATRE. 10. 12 and Hicks Rd.. Palatine.

millarn

e time. An adjacent o utpatient deportment can accommodate four more Pa-

tient,.

nt y girlfriend and I he been going together for al ninst

Will my husband e,er express his desires to me? I have met a
wry nine. at trami, e mar:who is fun to he with and whom I feel 1
nnull love if given India chance. Wi II I settle my di Derenms with
Flu. husband. or do you see a ponible future for me with someone

weekends. rE:40 and 10 p.m.

eight

Sale199 each

and

when they don't really need

Hider: Dad, aml weekends. b. 8 and 10 pan.

Amerien's

registered nurses

parartedical personnel. Five
patients may he orated at any

you shouldn't be running away. 1 don.. feel you should

vonian.1 need ',is.. attention :MI 1110 knowledge 1101 Ent want -

MEADOWS / !TEA IRE. 3210 Kirchoff Rd.. Rolling Mmdows.

Robin Hood
is at it again

SAVE MO TO 560 00 QUALITY COLONIAL AND WE'LL CUSTOM COVER IT TO YOUR CHOICE

alh Emergency room is staffed
around -the -clock with physi-

of duty, not love, and just about every.
dung Inalcrial s woman mold ask 16r. Honevei like .y other

urn:kends. 1.05. 1 25. 7:40.4 III p.m.
PROSPECI 1111E:VIRE. IN S. Slain. Mort Prospect.
Sweet Charity: Daily and weekends, and U:25 p.m.
P:\spect.rEa
RDHURST
CINEMA. Randliorst Shopping Center. N1011111

Ramon. :old The Dunsuich Horror: Daily

Colonial Sok Scoop!

of an ice skate.

children COMA: Wed

MOUNT PROSPIS1 CINENIA. 827 E. Rand. Mount PnrsBelch Crealdy and 1110 Mundane,. Kid: 1Kily and weekends.
1410 5:45. 7:15 :old 1.1p.m.
PIC KWI( 0 1 11E41'9E. 5 S. Prtupect. Park Ridge.
Romeo and Joliel nod The Lion In Whiter: Daily. 7 and 0:20

fill

I

./

PENE

d

weed through its doors.
Eight -year -old Jeff Siemplinaci of Bensenville became
the 50,011010 patient during
the week of Feb. In. He had
cut his vain on the sharp point

I

Funny Girl: Daily and w eekends. 4:15. 7:15 and 10:05 p.m.

d0

Although the St Al xiu
Hosp.1 cmeraancy roorn has

I

CATI
IHEA I RE. I In W. Main. Barrington.
repli.: nob. K p.m.: Weekends. 7:15 and 4:30 p.m.
0501.E MOE THEA I RE. U210 Milwaukee. Nibs.
Easy Rider: Dads and wrtkenik. 4:15. 6:15. 9:15 and III:50

Mn

15 Today

Dear 3.1r. Delmorw:
have been married for 12 years and can honrtly say that I
want for noihing securitywise. hut feel as if this is my how
band, only way of moving himself a num. have duce 111110

Oliver, Oath. x p.m.: Friday. S:15 p.m.: Saturday and Sand..
1:30. 4:45 and P15 pan

ery

give

dr smilax in

Heights.

archers

Emergency
cases taken
at any time

Con -Con Diary

if 1
NEVE MCFADDEN
WW. four passenger

Iowa. will give concerts in
Iowa.
Wisconsin. nook

cansr. ,11',911-..$ "$199

Virginia. New York and
Maryland during the 12.day
lour. which begins at Ana.
ottka, Iowa and concludes at
Oimwa.

I

II

actor. Me lien mains! the

NOME CALLS YORSHUI.INS

underwrites pleasuri hoot and

property owner logs without

nub in LLLLLLLLLL

further notion for two years- If.

within four ninths following
completion of his work, he also

NOW:

files

a -claim for lien" with

the county recorder. his lien
will be good against a third
Under Illinois law, all liens

spire

provement.

FRAMED

PAINTINGS
1

I

sive raps odua Sion.

I

set

in wood framer.

4 different sires.

1St
Velont

1

ALL STORES OPEN

MOUNT PROSPECT
201 W. RAND ROAD AT ELMHURST

-

255-7700

Across from Randhurst

AVOCADO HEX
PANTRYWARE

10 AM to 10 PM

\ SUNDAY 10AM TO GPM
1I7CHARGE IT
1111 A.s ,.1111,1,

SPEAKING, a subcontractor who has
not been paid for his labor or
materials supplied to the contractor has 50 days following
completion of his work to notify the property owner of the

GENERALLY

lithographed roMel. A. 4 -pc.

r:austaTI.ferCW. Cate 'tar;

Imor

with locking cover.

Mete U ae,

Pl..m.11111111111111111r1IPPPI

med. available to Kok however. For example, he might
file suit against the owner with
whom he held the contract.

How to get your teen alter
off your telephone
Get her one of her ow,
She'll love the gift. It's like giving your
self a gilt, too.

non-payment. If he Jon this

While

shopping, visit our
SNACK BAR. Have a snack,

lunch or supper... or one of
our superb desserts!

ARI1

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

We reserve the

right to limit
quantities.

the property owner must silb.
tract from his payment to the
contractor the amount due to
the subcontractor and pay this
to him or set it aside. lf, after
giving node, the subcon-

tractor it net pitiewithin 10

5$ OWE 6,6,a1 Skoppe

SLEEPERS, SOFAS, ENO AND COFFEE TABLES, STAND AND TABLE
LAMPS, CHAIRS, ROCKERS, DINING ROOM SETS, PICTURES, WALL
HANGINGS, AND ACCESSORIES.

The

forewho does not file suit
closna lien during that period
still .may have other legal N.

White with avocado on

Beautiful. inospen-

within two years of

eompletion of thr property im-

1.69 VALUES! Traditional Style!

Elegant At A Price!

:

Big Sasi, lie

EDDY.

CENTEL
SYSTEM

central telephone company of Illinois

Hours:

Mon. Thurs. and Fri. 9:30-9:30
stn., Wed., and Sat. 9:30-6:00
Sundays 11:00-5:00

PH: 259-5660

A.

LAY -A -WAY
Small

posit Will Hold Your

Mannino

a
Hew Homo or
Aparlintn.11 Will Hold Your

Outdraw, For Teal

BUDGET TERMS
LYNELL'S BUDGET TERMS

WITHIN 50 MILE

AS USUAL OR USE YOUR
MIDWEST BANK CARD.

RADIUS OF
(ROLLING MEADOWS

FREE DEUVERY

*ran
olae

Psamdeued

FRES, PINT of

'

item,/

ICE CREAM

MT PROSPECT
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, - DREYDEN

&of WE FILL Rx INSURANCE AND

must limit

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS NORTHPOINT

UNION PLAN PRESCRIPTIONS

when you buy 5 Pints at
our $1 00 Wenderpnad

SOPPY, We

Bonus Buys

items unless binned by spite or DM CORlitill.t

the savings

..41111111.

BOTTLE

ONUS 1

s

$1

In All, GET

so that all
NOTE Most Wulyreen stores tarry all adrartited will share

500

TABLETS

VS_- ASPIRIN

A

U5P

an_

Pure 5 Grain 'Worthmore SPECIAL

AQUA NET
HAIR SPRAY

A

:

13-0Z
CAN
(Limit 1)

Platinum Plus
Gillette Blades

i

FOLDING COT

C

Dispenser
of FIVE
Double -Edge
(Elmo 1)

Charge

WITH I.INCH THICK MATTRESS

with new

Lightweight but
sturdy aluminum

frame, &ft
long, 24% wide

ALLERGY

Bank
Card!

ORLON

BED PILLOWS

REG. $9iI

DIAL SOAP Az:)
Complexion size

Midwest

F

D

C

0
R

Non,

Mildew and moth proof
Light
and

97

fluffy
Saw!

is v.

21!

'n

SPECIALS' Are a Fine Smoke!
CORONADO

CORONADO
CIGARS

oc.

BOX
OF
Pads

BAMBOO Multi Purpose

OF

LAUNDRY

I2
r

WEAREVER

PADS

Zodiac Pens

Plain white, 3x5 size
Pack

50aa

0,

sturdy weave

194

Choice of
shades

$1 00
VALUEI

Industry shifts gears for the Seventies

REG

$2,91

2

-3

8 ,,
7

INCOME TAX
B1/2X11". Tax saygi 95

ELECTRIC

I

COUPON

ALARM CLOCK
'Lux' has one-year guarantee!
Sweep second handl
Plain, easy -to -read
U-1. listed.

iW11

by Richard Crabb
'Luxury' Candy Busker

LASS YOUR

PEANUT
BRITTLE
OR BUTTER
TOFFEE PEANUTS
12.ounce,
or 16 -oz.
buckets.
Choice

67,

Chocolate
BRIDGE
MIX
ONE -

Old Style
TWICE -BREWED BEER
12 -ounce

o-

deposit bottles.

6 -Pak

POUND

poly
bagful,

10-Yr. Old BRANDY

Handy Set of 3

Never
Clean
Your
Teilet

2i19c

SAUCE PANS
1/2-guart, 1 -quart end !ifs -quart sizes.

Nwl

El,SF

Again!

Porcelain enameled
colors. Clean easyl

eitsaissg,'

COUPON

I
TOMATO JUICE
"LIBBY'S"

Quality P.S.C. Candy

C. Da Silva, from Portugal 80 -pr. 5th_

D' Size BATTERIES

131/244. on, with coupon good
Feb. 26-27-28 only. (limit Iwo)

LUSTRE -LAST

WITH IRON 100 s 2 29

222 Pages of Information!

'Acme' brand, with
coupon good Feb. 2627-28. (Limit two)

LIPSTICKS

$2 94
Value!

--J.-

WONDER

VITAMINS

i4 high, mea

w riting
ballpoint

ing aids, latest

Evening In Paris

100 tabs

Choose your "sign",

tax forms, tool..

One -A -Day
MULTIPLE

17 diameter

Smooth

of 12,
only

WONDER

1;4

69

BASKET

SCRATCH

II

'Ll1=7

DA

"TOIL.EASr AUTOMATIC

et

7 -PIECE

CLEANER

SALAD SET

Tie water
blue. 12.8 -oz.

'

9

"FALCRAFT" COLORFUL EMBOSSED PLASTIC

TOILET BOWL
Deodorizes tool

1

Regular /1"!

9" bowl, four 5"
serving bowls, a
salad fork & spoon.

7.1f

41.111111110,

)/4'.
ziti

,

Imported SCOTCH
KING WILLIAM smooth 86 -proof. 5th

Quart

(Lim.

6-paks)

3 98
--98

By the end of the
self-propelled

to be in use.

But the workhorse for cars and
small trucks will be an improved
internal combustion engine consuming improved types of gasolines
derived largely from petroleum.

BY THE TIME the decade of the
70$ is half over, the internal corn -

Gin
Distilled
London
dry.

19

the

referred to as the "car," will be pollution free and more numerous, but
in most instances will be powered
by some form of an internal corn hotbox motor.
We will know much more about
turbine, electric and steam power in
cars. Some of them, especially the
turbine in larger vehicles, are likely

Kerby Havoc

wir

1970s

vehicle, commonly

A

ti

bustion motors used in new cars
will be free of air pollution hazards.
This process is already further
along than the public is aware.

The motor of a 1970 car is releasing into the air less than half the

contamination that came from a
similar 1960 motor. By the

mid -1970s more efficient motors
and better fuels will enable cars to
deliver better performance than
1960 cars with 90 to 95 per cent of
the exhaust pollution eliminated.

This is the 75th year of the mo-

torcar in the United States. The
first development which alerted the

American public to the coming of
the motorcar occurred 75 years ago

this fall. The events took place in
Chicago and its northern suburbs.

TWICE IN Nov., 1895, Henry
H. Kohlsaat, publisher of the Chicago Times -Herald, and his newspaper sponsored a public competition between self-propelled road
vehicles. The first involved two ve-

hicles, a Duryea and a Benz, on

Nov. 2.
The second game came on
Thanksgiving Day with six vehicles

in the contest. The first was from
Jackson Park in Chicago to Waukegan. The second was from Jackson

Park to Evanston. These were the
first such events to take place on
the North American continent.
Continued on following Fuze

Edited by Frances Altman

Take advantages of safety features

THE DAY
Wednesday February 25 1970

Page 10

Industry shifts gears
These Chicago races receiv-

ed national attention and led
directly to the holding of the
second public competition in
New York City the following
Memorial Day. By that time

first two motorcar componies ht the U.S. were pro-

advantages still bob the way

THE INTERNAL mm -

for quick application of ad -

this country precipdMed by
De car had began

BY 1.0 Mere were 50 or
Mom companies making out.

stantly been improved and

Hartford, Conn., wee the
Motor City, producing half of
WI the cars produced in the U.

S. The first motorcar had not
yet been made in Detroit.

Perhaps strangest of all w.

dm fact that more than twothirds of those cars were either

bustion motor in 1894.

in Bombay. India. and in doing
no became to 1892 the first
lie expotl a motorcar from the

U. S. Olds also made electric
can before turning his attention

entirety tu

gaeolinte

powered tin in 1901.
Henry Ford considerod both
steam and electric power for

cars before he tinned to in
combustion motors. On
aro occasion he had a long talk
with Thomas A. Edison, father

of the electric) age, and got
nom Edison a directive to con-

tinue his work with the

gasolinered in

com-

motor. Edison regniaed that electric bat.
tedes could not provide e.
astion

Rough energy to make the car
practical.

them in Plymouths for

ore by ...tomer, The per-

formance oar good. hut the
company could not hring the
cost of its turbine down th
point where it could compete
with the internal combustion

turbines

power units M

as

TURBINES ARE currently
in aircraft and ships.
Grnatelli boo built a turbine
used

Still. the turbine motor appears to have the best chance

engine for

of any of the challengers m
come into. at least. supplealurntal
use and deduce o

rmost

eumplete dependence
the internal combustion

on

This is the 75th year of den motorcar In the United States.
Mil, of the fins motoreass appear Jed ss good in new such as
ailed 1907 RellvRoyee Silver Gk..

motor in cars and trucks by
1479.

has a pan in this unfolding
drama. Andy ttranatelli of
STP game. whose business
headquarittrs and that of the
STP Corporation are locum!
in Des Plaine,. is one or the
nati o' leading aolhoritics
on tbens the of turbine motors
in racing cars.
Although disclaiming any

interest in designing or making
turbine motors Mr ears or
trucks. Granatelli has spent
research
his

n connection with

gars.

it would mem that turbine
engine is most hkely to be used

It is admittedly a long engin-

vantage that stands in the way

ding step to develop a rue

of electric or steam cars. The

Mlle

engine

small

enough

for use in a family NIL hut
potential
attractive to
ill.:

sufficiently

is

rib

Atlantic.

Chief advantages Of the
turbine engine are its mom of!Went use of fuel and isfewer

rtnitrliZerTi:ant's..itirr 1114
10 he given up in developing
one small enough for a ear.

FREDDIE FORD

be done to guarantee fewer m.
cidents.

Members of the Chicago
Automobile Trade Assn. are
inviting all Automobile Show

lake the entire family to the
Auto Show and enjoy suck tro
ten-Ato
us Freddie a
member of the Ford team. Ile
Is made of l'ord Division parts

visitors to come to their showrooms for further inspection
perhaps lestidriving
cars they see at the show.
and

such as Mos.ng gm caps for
knees and a pair of engine oil

There are literally hundreds
ot combinations of selections

IN THE OLDS area will be
Mari -Lou hl Donald. of Toronto, a model narrator. Mari -

pans for feet. The second -generation robot oho
questions.

for any one model and also

Lou ban scone remarkable cm -

many appearance choices that

&anal, including bring Cu radon free -foil m.chutist
champion and a veteran of
more than 750 hail...She is

enable them otorist to prat .
Really cusiom-hilor his car.
On hand, over nit more

present gasoline stations end
Wages amid take carc of the
needs of a turbine engine

Looking perhaps 05 yww,
into the hum. them are more
Minibilitim for replacing the
Mternal combustion motor to
thc handy car. Some enginee. think the photo eleeIrk cell can he advanced to the
point where ears could secure
. imponant part of their
power from daylight.

the problems of shielding radio

horn deeply silent on

Wive materials will advance
to the point that atomic power
can he used
Ina family car.

have

constant danger. While there

in can and trucks. He is ex-

ho working on turbines for

have been many immove.
ments in handling electri-

pected to release a statement

both earsand trucks_

city and steam. the mane die.

current view on the use of

later this month giving his

ALL IN ALL, if there is

Reliable
Construction

vehicles, dream Mei
and import cars. And many

ROOM
ADDITIONS

Styled for the ladies

=7.7=

The driver's seat, once reprded en the preserve of the
American male, is now more

OTHERS BELIEVE that

The only thing on which

Vie alt

I

SI sie IMO

licensed women drivers.

21c10 799

WiTh'iL

2469

;al-

,k&P.

Take Advantage of our

2249

Across the nation 41 per cent
M the drivers today are wom-

SUBJECT TO LOCAL CODES
PRICES INCLUDE COMPLETE EXTERIOR FINISHED
PLUS INTERIOR FINISHING MATERIAL PACKAGE

RELIABLE
CONSTRUCTION

RELIABLE

CONSTRUCTION

Name

tomrly
but hove
a bg my in the choice
of the
eonveyance.

smolt
familia and
middiesaged camer women.

Stele

714 E. Northwest Hwy., Mount Prospect

of ncw model cart-exerting a
ovo-fold pressure because they

re

Phone

including a go-go dance on
turntable with one of the divi-

00 U.. passenger cars, im-

sale

The buses wilLoperate at 15 minute intervals
p.m. on weekends. During the
from 11 a.m. to
weekdays. hlondey through Friday. they will op
p.m.
crate at 30 minute intervals front 6 to
Pickup locations for all dates include the fol.

Visitors to the American
Pavilion. the focal
point of the American Motors

Trailways Hun Depot. 20 East Randolph St.
Randolph
Greyhound Bus Depot, Clark

exhibit area. will he treated ea a
demonstration of a Unigtle

Sts.

audio.visual technique called
Cinillosion. The technique
creates an illusion in which

St.

LaSalle Stn. Station, Van Buren and LaSalle
Union Station, Cand and Adams Sts.
NorthwesternStation, Canal and Madison Sta,
buses will unload on the west side of the
amphitheatre and reload at the same location for
return trip to the Loop.

live narrator seems to Immune
put of the motion picture
screen behind hirn. Among the
illusions is unc in which a man
in a thicket seat floats in mid -

and is taken on a thrilling
magic carpet ride

with

Again this mar the Police
Canine Corm will perform for
Can
in an area in Donomn

position room in the Amphi-

Automl
Am'

Mackinac Island fudge is on

offered by the Chevrolet Division of General
Nlotors from five loop locations.

AGAIN THIS YEAR the
division will give away a Ch.
vyle every day of the show. A
dream cur in miniature. it is
built on bpeenr chassis and

Hall.

Chicago

apin this year the popular

75 cents for children 12 and under.
Free bus services to the Show will again be

sion's new models.

women who do a lot of highway driving tend toward the
larger cars- Thus the commending voice of the woman,
Irmo teen-ager upwards, has
bun heard by the car
and by the men who sell and

ports, dream cars, rementional
and commercial vehicles, dim

years ahead.

frequent rive -minute routines

Older single women and

mid'

uhibil

The Chicago Automobile Slaw 110W in progress at the International Amphitheatre is open
from II a.m. to 11 p.m. every day through Sunday. March 1. Admixxion is 51.50 for Woks and

Slate University who will do

those with grown familim. and

by

another

the Meister Bran Corp. Smaller booths contain model cam
stereo tapes and players and

Auto Show times

respective sport and pose
photos and give auto-

for

fiechoers arc well aware
M thes facts. Any doubts you

Wow in the International
phitheatre. There is hardly a
ar, in the wide artry or some

For FREE ESTIMATES, Phone 253-4141

Buffalo professional eMven.
They'll answer questions in

And you can he sure the

the appointments of the 1970
models on view at the 03d An-

Department,

Foe elmnge oft:airman old
time beer garden is operated by

Claude Kitty, and 0J. Simpson.
fonner All-Arneriarn
football great now with the

Motors

Javelins

not only select thmr own car.

he reckoned with by designers

msy ha, will be of

gnaw
Village

Valis., Camaro,.

where visitors can obtain in urination regarding licenses
and road conditions.

Police

Illinois secretary of state

powered by a gasoline engine

third tel all Mustangs, Dart.
Cougar., Firebird,: and Barra.
codas sold are reiguered
women. Generally speaking.
the young, single career girls
go for mete sporty compacts
with bucket seats. Other =onoy-priced ears with bench type
seats are the Moice of women

en.

They are add ving force to

PRE -SPRING LOWER PRICES
MANY OTHER SIZES TO CHOOSE FROM

eveyone is agreed is that the

self-pnmelled road ach tele,
small enough lot individual
Jun. is still in its infancy, The
ear will beommc more int.
portant to Americans in the

frequently oeeupted bye wpman. In Illinois, for example,
merest re more than 2.5million

trt mIAeaMa AVINAM

utsnussous(

AMIN

111111111.

SO
E AUTOMOTIVE
men have label. 1970 as the
year of the small car. Industry
figures show that to ably one.

staff mans

the Blackhawk's Stan Mikita.
The Chevrolet division is
also on the sport trail with
Olymoic ski chamoi. lean

graphs. Visitors to the Chevy
area.) also M entertained by
the ?cheerleaders", a lively
group of coeds horn Michigan

mrachure jump.
Lincoln-alcrcury goes the
sport route to the hilt with papWar
announcer Howie
Roberts interviewing such no utiles at Hari Siam 0000 Hay
guariarhask Byron Nelson.

DATSUN

hasn't a number of items la
lure the ay drivel.

pic 'track star Jesse Owens and

the irxhibit oho narrates film
footage showing her wing -

side attractions make for fine
ntlemoon or evening for every
mernbor of the family.
Games, prism. magicians.
comedians. police dog d000.

exhibits depicting
the pans and progress of the
animated

Chicago

to

,walking and making an free -foil

11

former golf great; Cale Yarbrough. champion racing driver tout many othem including
filch local standouts as Olym-

also e rodeo champion and a
profinsional scuba diver. Al

Wand

mations. trainer of wild birds

at big savings

of prey, celebrities-almost cv.
uy exhibit area hes something
special in an effort to lure you
10 spend a little time in the

the

M floor space, are mare than
5W vehicles-U.S. passenger
cars commercial and fie. o-

same aware industry Ind

Chrysler. is still convincol
that a turbine motor for the
family rar as pout le ant is
com'nine its unearth in this
field. General Motor.. Ford

He bet eve )het the turbine
engine may he adapted Mr on

millions on turbine engine

1h pawlr unit Mme family
our by the end of the 1970s,
It would have :mother ad -

search on both sides of the

THE NORTHWEST suburbs

:Important change in

seaun a lacing car.

mild run and its boiler was

to be produced, causing a

continually m you drive.,

Than or half million square feet

welting penod before the car

Electric batteries limited

Do you use your interior
and exterior rear-view mirrors

mere living for less!

turbine engines Mr the family
ear, but both are known to he
inscsting heavily
research
for turbine engines for buses
and heavy trucks. English and
French engineers am know to

the range of cars. Steam had

about new and previously cstablished standards
Do vou fasten your seat belt

Unless drivers use the safety

features hunt into their cam
says the motor club, little can

AND RECREATION ROOMS

motor.

ONE OF THEM worked so
well that he sold it to a firm

Do you make sure Mat ell
'doors tire locked from the inside before you drivel

Celebrities, magicians and games
await Auto Show fans

your win

shield washer reeurvoir fill
cleaning aohnion a
anti-heene in winter months?

Chrmobile. In the 1950s the

P

switched to the internal com-

club suggests that motor -ins
ask themselves these questions

Do y ou

Do you um Your 1010 sag'
ernnuY time you .9. 9f
change laes?

ROOM ADDITIONS

some other power unit for the

machines.

feshioned from his initials)
deveMped steam ears berme he

lanes?

,

service ears. be they the small

Five hundred vehicles are now on display at the Chicago Auto Show in the
Internationsd Amphitheatre, Such displays as this of Oatxun's new 510 station

th.

Chevrolet offers films

ex-

theatre chain. Experienced
handlers will put the finely
trained
German Shepherd

It4ZY
sus

sporty or economy variety or
The larger and more luxurious

the southermnost

Chevrolet regional and zone

crn Talking Pictures Services.

offices throughout thu United

Inc.. located in mom major
cities.
Co -sponsored by Chum.,
let's sports departmenr and

Stales tam have available free-

dogs through exciting maneuvers in tracking down and apprehend., 100 breakers.
Donovan Hall has a number
of spicial exhibits including

loan eapics of a film featuring
the official 19h9 all -America
football team oelected by col-

the Police Mobile Cruiser. a

um color film may he bum

trailer conotining a dozen or so

owned through offices of Mud-

wagon are typical of the attractive settings designed to exhibit every me. 19701Me.

Eastman.Kodak. the film inaction highlights of

eludes

lege coaches.

Other copies of the 25 -min-

each player during the last sm.
ant as well mcommenn by the
players and their coaches.

Tour Europe in your own Mercedes-Benz

-411111Mak,
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The Buick leSahre has a wafer more °mans" o look for lo70
with major front end shanges non front fend(' tees nos hood
now toe and hcadiwins moved outboard Lembo and LsSahrs
Custom models have too -barrelled 350-oubta melt N N Lope,

. . .

met it award
Tbx C hnskr I hmouth DI
spoon at f hrwkr Motor,
C orp has received the Amen can Vocational Assn. 1969
Award of Merit for sponsoring

oho. melt for rxxol n coal anti four hariallid 150 cubic inob fur
ponnum TsSatirs ASS is squippsd viith Minks ASS subte Inch

125010 provide., the tiff

$CUDDER
BUICK
'67 OLDS

(with 10 gallon minimum purchase)
'1295

di gall.

$1900

'66 PONTIAC EXECUTIVE

en tinge.

a a ct

S

'395

(with 10 gallon minimum purchase)
$195

'62 TEMPEST

MIDWEST EXCLUSIVE
THE ALL NEW

stewing. A derma ear bat Stl. 0000..

$95

1800 E

ca.

ITE

Poem ler the fawn SW

+44144-4

Ito

$395

erSat

NEW & USED
VOLVO'S

n

Mersedui-Buns automobiles am built to last for many years. But,
like all fine pieces of machinery, a Mercedes-Benz should hoe regular
and proper maintenance. 'Hu best place to obtain this service, of course.

When you order through Mark Motors, you are starting a long-

is at your local Mercedes.Benz dealership.

We take lenticular pride in making your visit to

to 5600 un this item alone!

the factory a most memorable and enjoyable occa-

Who Is Eligible?

major European cities

He has specially trained mechanics and nationwide facilities to back him up.
Get to loam Mark Motors today. Tell him you're
interested in the European Delivery Program and
you'd like to test-drive a Mercedes -Beni.
And if we at Mercedes -Rena of North America

sion.

You can pick up your Mereellehifleill in many
But Fog adios, of wham you mak to op t Mor
.edam Bona reprewntaltsx 0011 isquitnt Ifin with

can bc of any assistance. plume don't hesitate to

the oper Mon of you.. tr

drop use line.
We look forward to helping increase, in any way

we can. the enjoyment you'll have in driving your
oven custom-built Mercedes-Benz.

Factory Warranty

Special Offer Available in Your Area Only at:

'64 CHEVROLET

'62 FORD

We recommend you pick it up al the special Tourist Delivery
Center in Sturtgan-Sindelfingen. Germany - right at the Mercedes Beim assembly plant. This will save you the extra charge kir delivery
toanother city.

'Full Servicing at Mark Motors

EVERREADY 2 -CELL

'64 CHEVROLET

$1695

term rclotionship.

Tourists - Diplomas - Military Personnel - oven Communes

'995

'68 IMPALA

des under expert supervision.

Getting Your Car in Europe.

Corponitions
As a rule, the tuyer must take delivery of his cm in Europe

OR

0,

LARGEST
SELECTION OF

baluivVolvonseler

n Mercedes -Bens!

mare enjoyaNc.

Having your own car in Europe means you won't have to spend
money on train. plane and taxi farts. Or rent a car - you can save up

Ms VATS.

WIGGLISWORTH
1A1PORTS, INC

Leave it in any of 03 major European cities with a professional
automobile forwarding agent meommended by Mark MMors or return
ir to the factory in Stuttgart. It will then he shipped to the U.S. with other
new Mercedes-Benz can - miliaing the special factory shipping (=ai-

Your savings over U.S. het prices - even after awing return shipment. U.S. customs duty. excise tan, etc. - will range anywhere from
about 1600 to MO on the most popular sedans - up to S6,000 on the

Why? You will be paying the low. Guinan factory price. Mark

Suburbs

.$2395

MIDWEST'S

After driving your Mercedehfien. in Europe. there are two simple
ways ° ship t1 to the United Stalest

How Much Will You Save?

Motor:, simply acts as the factory's agent.

42e,

fur

Shipping It Home

Also. your dealer knows all the ins and outs of the European Dego-

Grand Mercedes NEP

ONE DOZEN GRADE "A" LARGE

.5717W;802re earn' 0r0"°'0000.0.1.

(VOLVO

lllt

Heart of the
Western

$AVE
'69 ELECTRA

68 ELECTRA

Mark Motors KNOWS Mercedes-Benz and he's the one who can
give you all 010 fault on optional equipment end color availability of the
pankuler models you're intereaced in. And hell give you a thorough
demonstration drive - ler you see how it feels to be behind the wheel of

., Program - and has traveled in Europe himself. He can help make
both your European car purchase and your motoring trip in Eumpe

Haien., in locating malfu 0 -

live motivation desired
such a project

You Can Order at Mark Motors.

Every year more and more Americans are discovering the pure enjoyof touring Europe in their own Mercedes-Benz. And, at Me same

tion. Read on and we how simple it is.

XX

Trouble Shooting Contest.

dons in 0 modern automobile.
This promical loaning pus
wholarships. tools. num v
live components and other
$wards worth
more then

The European Delivery Program.
jime, they make substantial savings by taking advantage of the European Delivery Program. This ad tells you how racy it is to use the
program. Mark Motors can. of course. give you more detailed informa-

for regular first as standard off, optional tom barrelled 150.

the National Plym,wth

The educational progn m
includes realistic learning ex

and save substantially too!

Introducing

hnsler mut
ecen es '69

LUNAR

P Stir OIL CO

Upon

will have
warren*,

WE HONOR ALL
MIDWEST BANK CARDS

home your Mercedes-Bem
12 months or 12.000 mile factory

'cu. -Tang
a

MARK MOTORS INC
Authorized Mercedes-Benz Dealer
2020 E. Northwest Hwy.

rderai""---

-

111116.,

Arlington Heights, Ill.

MARK MOTORS INC.

I am interestod r per overseas delivery program and without
any obilgatlan, please send me brochures, prices, and more
information.

In Cooperation with

MERCEDES - BENZ

I

2020 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

CL 9-4455

FOR

SUPER SERVICE STATION
Algonquin and Busse Roads, Arlington Heights III.
OPEN 24 HOURS

Page II

or chongor

engineers have constantly tried
to advantageously change to

ysler Corporation built
several turbine motom and

Okhrnohle and REO (name

drer to fasten thole mat belts+

THE DAY
Wednesday February 25 1970

aaa

seems on the edge of further
important adv.ces,
For half a century now

steam or electric powered
Ransom E Olds of Lanstng,
Mich., who created both

saved and Intones reduced If

loves and reduce Injuries

ditional power by merely press Mg down on a single pedal-the

gm accelerator. The efficiency
of the gasoline motor has con-

safety standards But says the

habits can't be legislated. the

bunion motor. never highly

change of human existence in

ask your passenger or chit-

parking places

Many safety features built
into cars work automatically
for both drivers and passengem This helps save ntang

forms of power.

doting autos and the vast

But asks the motor club
how many more hoes could be

Motor Club -AAA, tall doves would use tEl the
many drivers are not taking safety features built into their
full advantage of the safety cars?
fmtures built into their cars.
OBSERVING that driving/

to wide spread use of these

efficient. has the advantages
of en imommat, coon, rotative
low engine cost and a capacity,

the

Few car owners will deny
the benefits of federal auto
Chicago

(Continued from cover)

titularly before pulling out

every lime you dram? Do you

-

Name

Address

of North America, Inc.

City

Mercetles.BownOSE, a 5 -passenger, fuel -injected
performance sedan for about ;7,700.

Store

Telephone

Zip

THE DAY
Wednesday February 25 1970

THE DAY
Wednesday February 25 1970
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Tomorrow is Corvette day
The newest mask! of
Chvrokt s bend ntling Co,
salt
on

vette sports ear will

m Chevrolet deale hips
Thundas Feb ZEi
Thu new Corvette has

wider uheacc ill engines and

numerous exterior and inten
or rstimmsnts and aumn of

lead en son Stinsra modals
with
stul runforeul litter
him hods s Lon,rtible and
the
ible

unique

ssmi conshrt

with remiss roan
tool panel siamons and n.ar

Ulell,

wmidi Tinted wind

mini

lotoms fdd
Lep at minion to the tront

do.
linguished by an entirely' new
fronhend

is

appearance

treatment

I.

to

fernier aneen-

h

vertical team, grille that has
nearly three inches more forward thrust than last ymrs.

Not :ally are the new Cou.
the sgsmy

gars Mnger. but

'1.4'.

lender.

hahmel

rte

Tht, tie wider and In nt

IN k01,1110N to me ink
ntsnor option is in.

amines

trodmod

continue

black. parchment. blue.
hnown. green. black hounds tooth and ginner houndstooth.

lets with bright accents.

!minded in Corvettes ad

hilly smshro-

mae
Fors insmission tad Pow
traation rear ales now Imo=
g inderd Ctit.116 features

Turbo lisdrt m marblema
with

A SPECIAL hish-domsd

adroit door In

do or lush, ,stem for
5, nett,

,

126N COOK ST
BARRINGTON
981 OBOO

toryoutput 454

new

tine.

plus the high -perform -

ance
tures

Eliminator which Ma spoilersspoilersImth front and

cubic Inch engine includes
aluminum celoider heads, ape.
eial camshaft with mechanical

19711 Bud, at the t huayr Ainom. ode hht x Lan I, sonsid
ered an auto show by themselves,. with all -new styling in the

Skylark and GS intermediates. a wholly new luxury station
wagon in the upper series. d hind -tow and Ng, engine ,nto-

A new grille and front render louver, enhance the dramatic styling of the Corvette. But 16 long
d oping hood and short rmr deck with flared spoiler is din continued. Conch., will go on display
ot Chevrolet dealers tomorrow.

been designed by American
Seating Co.. Grand Rapids,
'41 Mich.. to reduce collision inJunes to automobile emu-

S att., Opur

puDs

Developed from the Miele
type crash restraining equip-

andteethe

f ta, ir and ths AR
t4Luba inhh

che firmed
ment employed
forces in fighter -type aircraft.

Mil the device consists of an

F In

end:blocking

Oa

amine

aith three ,peed tumid um,

mos, MIssishilt

and tour

Ireirtimisinn

used

Search of styli, emphasis find Buick
Riviera, Electra. Wildcat and LeSahre models with significant

COMPLETE TUNE.UPS BRAKES
MUFFLERS AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION SERVICE

a.

11

1001 South Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

-1-add

Tester: who have driven thommds of Whale American Sealing Company's inertia -red

plify the serviceability of 1070 Knicks. The semimmbility of
Buick i,nimenn panel components has hewn increased by as

limes gravity. thereby restrain.

cross strap on Me harness.

ing the driver from pitching

The design is adaptable for
neither original equipment al.

ready on the road. To secure
the erson. automotive safety

fonvard. The harnem AM, to
hstand a load of over two
Inn.
The design and method
of nmunting makes toe of a
slight yield of the harness and

engineer* devised a simple

null of the at fit absorb and

mallet, or automobiles

sembly of nylon sin, to fit

Amon the peak forces that oc-

noff the shoulders and ,teross

cur in a crash -

harness is Winched to a

reel. =Milted above and be hind the person's head. which

Forty-one per cent of the

In the event of sudden impact.

..gives" with his normal rnodons and takes up slack by
means of a self -rewinding

103 million licensed drivers in
the U. S. are wornen--the h1
thenctae rear. In
the
were 15 million women

drum.

and demi-

The inmrommenz centers

On the 1070 models they
a.y1 done it again. The latest

piston. which is much simpler
and has fewer parts. The new
brake now h. only taw piston
:End one seal where the old
brake had four of each. In ad.

power Mint disc brakes. or-

d111011. the area of the single

al a an tin, pr wid im-

piston is less than the con-

moved mrformance and anethird greater braka prmsurc.

bitted arc of rim pistons in the
old design.

the

research

,inent of in,,seel braking

However. in the event of
sudden impact. the and in.

drivers and 47 million male

nattily locks on any derwletal.
imp fone greater than onohall

the

drivers. Thites

moss,

of backs, driven ,

Mercedes-Benz introduces

bar- new model coupe

ALL BUICK intermediate and regular -sire modria have side
impact bars in doors and rear -quarter panels, a safety feature
introdumd on Buicks last year.

For the first time in many years. Buick has a luxury Estate

caused by
ggninst the
ground fog. as well as blinding
snow or rainstorms. by making
cenain their vehicles are
equipped with adequate Sahlis

ten,' killer. especially in the

01,1s.

truck. driven In
drive,,

YOU!
TIRES BATTERIES PARTS SERVICE

FREE SUNDAY PAPER
with 10 goh, got or mom

if driving or clean after 64101

highway svithous ¶000 ling in

stiles,
A

his eyes. The newmt designs by

Unity ,able the log lamp lens
to provide a Ili,, oval pattern

Divi-

Chrysler -Plymouth

sion', sryrn-specialty-per
Hann-

the

cuda. is an enlitely new car ft.
1970.

The option availability and'
level of performanm exceed
anything in PlyinouthA his-.
gory for this two -door model in
hardtop and converdhle body
vtyThc

Barracuda is
well.imegnited specialty car.

$2295

unique mrburetor feature developed by Buick engineers to provide quicker starts. particularly at extrente temperatures.

el

a

steeply

raked

DISTINCTIVE INTERIOR styling is evident in all
versions.
three
Barracuda
Standard Barracuda interior

nalraints. molded door and
quarter trim panels, new safe
-

ty-designed flood -lighted instrument panel and wood

grain steering wheel.

SIM

'66 miler

61.5

'66"e3ii;eLlr

8 OLDSMOBILE
elide

C

SAFE DEPENDABLE or
USED CARS

nee..

$2795
'68 OLDSMOBILE

;2695
`SHOP INDOORS IN

'68 OLDSMOBILE

a HEATED COMFORT

SUN It CANS

tiny electrolytic cell
bout the ii7C of navy bean

an solve the auto mane
nance dilemma for individual
ar owners and small vehicle
loss.
TM dm device is known as
n E-Celi, and it ha, been
id ely used in systeno for jet

retail Maill,anCe for about
hree years. During the pert
mr. Bhagat -Berman Corp..
Santa Monica. has developed
systems

to

automate

the

mimenance or mustruction
equipment.

RECENTLY the company

Exclusive import

introduced a service compute r
for automobile, and it is
franpresently developing
chises to market thew
throughout the United Slams.
The service computer is
known as the Sentry.7. and 6
lie tinder an automobile dash-

hoanl. In operation. the small
analog computer does three
jobs:

in

66 Folio

It draws current from the

ere, andmany am.
ew

$2695
'67 TORONADO

6 wee etAllaN
C0110.

The all new 1970 Volvo 1800E ran now he seen exclusively in
Chimenhind tit WIRintsworth Imports in daenvicw.

paw. bral.es. pave

170,1leirino Cohig

// Somehow we knew a long
time ago that they would

1
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TRUCK SPECIALS

505/01.454,1001.

40 IN STOCK
70 Fard FIGS

operation. and it fecords .conds of engine starting time.
When these three elements.

1!1,()lpfi'TRACIP

11A14711:

weighted :warding to importance.inla up to a priodeter-

1;;;;Aefft100

mined total, a warning light indicates that the vehicle should

02575

70 Ford Club Wgn

he serviced.

15
11

FOR PERSONAL

N US

SO

MARV'S

cF

UNION 76
216 S. Arlington Heights Rd. Arlington Heights

CL 3-9799

30 DAY
EXCHANGE
PRIVILEGES

do it. They did.

battery to log calendar
days it counts hours of engine
can

bold,

windshields, concealed wipers and
declua

'67 pogo

de

Names
$who
2895

sent mu spccial VerXiiirli for
two kinds of buyers Exterior
styling on all three types of

Phone 253-9700
week

Nrril 350 fir use with regular pool,.
All V. engine, will have a new climatic, choke control, a

Two new concepts. the 'Cads
scrim and Gran Coupe, repre-

includes new high -back bucket scats with integrated head

Open 7 days

available on all Skylarks and a new option for 19711 Is a four-

Tiny cell
solves dilemma

put the light beams on the

304 S. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights
Jin. Peters

4

35 IN STOCK
14,111 mustang

Minimum overall height.

FEATURING OLDSMOBILE

b.,

mono

racy theme, long bloats, short

Arlington Heights GULF Service

CUTLASS

other features.

read signs. find street names or
addresses or to signal for help.

The oil in your automobile
nay he din' after 1,1001 mil.

Berracudas features

FREE TRADING STAMPS

'68 OLDSMOBILE

without

liegiC

COMPLETE UNE OF
FAMOUS GULF PRODUCTS

Of THE WEEK

a

Racy theme

TO SERVE

Another version of the engine powers the GS 45s. and with
I option makes the 05 455 Buickb top-perftirmance car
for 19711. The St,: I option includes faclory.inmalled special
canohaft, positisydraction rear axle. dual eshmst mmem and
Stage

SPECIAL

candlepower of illumination

blanket that is almost impossible for a motorist to see
Through. However. fog lamps

form,. entry.

OLD

add to the new appearance.

times of emergency. Modern
spotlights can be rotated a full
360 degrees to direct 50.000

a fog. or had storm. forms a

Newest ear from Mercedes -Bore is this two -door hardtop for 1970. Called the 250 Coupe, the
car is powered by a 157 horsepower overhead camshaft engine and has a top,peed of 115 miles ,r
hour. The Coupe shares fully independent suspension and fourwhml dire brakes with all other
MerredewBenr models.

"r0d!,, G 0 inn

Ready

In addition to Mg lamps, a

in any direction to light up the
surrounding arca. Without
leaving the car Cr opening a
window. motorist can use his
to
spotlight
auto -mounted

rill see , over.

OLDSMOBILES

riper 16E660, vat

Used Cars

light, and a new rear wheel ,ening ,vers. first time on Riviera.

headlights bemuse their lenses
have a sharp cut-off at the upper edge. igeVenting any light
beano from reflecting hack
into the uto.

tion. the saferovise motorist
has fop lights, and possibly
spotlight. mounted on his ear

the -road

NOW OPEN

1110ag

n

sunlight mounted on a car can
puns an invaluable aid in

You seldotum

2295

fact, ordered
equipped

$100 OVER COST

which nukes both edges of a
two-lane road visihle fora considerable distance M front of
he auto. Such fog lamps are
more effective than ordinary

spring and fall.
The real danger of fog is the
blinding reflection of headlights on the hundreds of thousands of water droplets. When
confronted with such a condi-

rendy for us, according io
Robert 0. latgei of Unity
Manufacring Co.. Chicago.

392-5353

111E 1970 RIVIERA. Buick', popular 1.1ferma in the personal. luxury -car field, has evolutionary styling refinements. A longer hood profile. a stylish grille of vertical -line design. thed head-

protect motorist
year-round problem in coastal
areas. inland
driver, aim
should he prepared for this po.

rects brake prissurc to where it
is needed more. Thus, for bard
stops there in more brakingel.
fort directed to the front

Northwest Suburbs'finest rent a cars

6 CYLINDER
ECONOMY LINE

'68 OLDSMOBILE

EVEN W1111 headlights on
low beam. the reflected light in

827-7188

1970 OLDS

257:1
Brand New 1970
Oleter

Fog lights

i,. While ground fog

proportioning valve now di-

@Rolling Meadows

Brand New

PRICE

nod INIPROVED owe -Mond 350-etthic-inch V. eng, is

professional
fog lights.

©Des Plaines

09 feed landau

DOWN-TO-EARTH

which glow red and night when the lights um on. are mourned
vertimlly in the rear fenders.

Buick'. new 455,hic-inch Vdt engine. standard to Riviera.

tailored to flared fender list m mending into the roof.

left front seat..

bi,ion with Buick's Nuke -

Ranr NORTHWEST

BUG FEVER

63107

Ncw front -and rear.end realm, create. a distinctive 19711
look for the luxury Octant serie, which has .Minn the most
remarkaNe growth of all scrim in the Buick line over the past
several year. New has, and bumper blend smoothly with the
new grille and headlamps, ran, wider am.. Back-up lump,

Electra and Wildcat. is available On uomc LeSahre model, find
power, the new Estate Wagon. Peak torque has hen in
to
510 pounds feet and the engine genera, 3711 hone war.

Dramatic new myli, of 19711 Buick Skylark and (iS models

he

Normal hiking requires
power to he equal for from and
rear brakes. hut the new sing,
pistan disc Mike
coo,-

Butdgea
Cat

has a cure for

1

IS BACK AT A

ter cable cannoxions. air-conditioning mild hymn which can be
connected quickly and ;I steering column denied to reduce

includes lengthened 11110614 with shortened rear decks: subtle.
horizontal hodymment line, flowmg immvanl From wheel open.
rings: front-end treatinent with a diminc tive grille for arch series
and horixontal tail lamps sepa rated by a moth rnamive hunt,

11

Buick improves brakes
on the development of a single

70 feed Mono,

$5465
70 Ford Bolas.°

much as 5.1 pertent with 111.10V:dings such msnaNin speedome-

the time requi, to replace directional signal .itches.

Ladies move up

does tit it muss cloths cause chest discomfort, as could a single fixed shoulder srap.

One area in which Buick en.
ei news take particular pride is

Dr. Oldsmobile
83050
1.1

55 ii.on in ill upper
Ilia mu x.atI n. _wadable nith tau or
three seats. has a 124 -inch wheelaise and a powcrod hy the new
455-mthic-inch engine.

STYLING AND engineering changes have limn made to sim-

taws repo that the comfort Is Mandl, The equipment is not objectin,ble to frame, and

in

ARLINGTON CITGO SERVICE

memaaion.

Motorbts can
can he protected

Get Your Car Ready For Spring

We have Trailer Rental

Auto shew. *igen

appearance changes created From nu* grille, bumpers and ma-

conjunction with a comfortable lap and shoulder barn,.

the occupant's head

nuor
shin, let ms, %intim
hot

comes hack 10 rest against a

the lop of the occupant.
to 'this
in

lb prevent whiplash during

WE CAN
CITGO

reef'

a belt Wilileeted to the reel
mounted on the In behind
the occupant and In the hay
nen locks and restrains the
person from pitching forward.

'pied mum tr insmimio
optical 11
The higi piton
nulard
46.i. Hunt Sham
with the lour spud m mu d

Phone 437-9724

ing wide attention and a host of mechanical improvements
111e 1,70 Iluicks already have won the greatest public acuqnance in Buick's history, with sales during the introductory period
setting all-time monthly, records for October and November.

Safety harness draws
design from Air Force

idencation
Inds tad nm inse ,iipment
Ind
th, nos A I
111, enmne

Al end ,rd rynsei cam It

/

dual

hope

400.

lire

be

Styling sparks Buick line

power range is from 300 to

wits

A

ablr hardtop

the

ME =VC DEALER
NE FINEST SERVICE

sea trate Gallon tort, lei,

041 sub,
tie

ide,fitd

hood mount, scoops funnel
ins ur mirth to own snorkel
air demur. Bulek s brand
new 455 euhla inch four bar
relied I X in the standard en

power

ill %

sonrinuessick
in,11 loth, 1st

THE II YEAR CAM

IMPORT MOTORS

quickly

feted Is m option A black vi
nyl roof soser is iv til ibk. is t

eunserubla

unpile, in On Ft, 10 4A

BARRINGTON

ibla 61 irmov Mle hardtop is of

I ism headhhht
hid
position
trimn,v,d
um hulloed

The Elininator has special

SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

top or die Corvote convert

THE HIGH
FLYING

both het Noe series and the
more richl, appoi nted NR -7

im

,su.m
salt Mamma diss brakes it ill
lour n lowls rigid 01 wsldi.d
stapansum

70 Ford Tennv

Buick s G, 455 with the
5, I option, A their top -per
forma, ear for 1970 and is

molder the standard folding

Rine

A unique sat, device his

MODELS ON DISPLAY

Other fellows ire lull lade

mststant brake lines

nyniinnin

Finn models

SEETHE 1970

1909

wwmng light and corrosion

ith farm!

hardtop nn, L....riinin

cubeh

sid firminal energizer
battery introduiad m mid

Ben

pendant

mow engine,

mgr.

VOLVO

saneed Lhasa design rataitud
from the pnvious modhl is the

ladder wmframe deal minter
cylindsr brake 'mum with

sarpen,

sut

v.

power .150 ens, and two new
higher di.placenwnt 454 cubic
inch engines. Overall Rorie.

taillights

speed

hood is includhd with high out
put engines

It includes leather

lights. There are new body till
Twin

passion ruin

not trim stslins. and eclairs

ur o
emnpment Snmns
tional V -Its ix a new 370 horse.

Corvette's mar identity. contoning new high visibility tail
and backup lights. 'Dare ore
ncw rectangular exhaust OM-

rs:

inehm

Ind to it whist ophnins, phis
new front and ro,ide marker
moldinm,

, 11,0 Mtn ON II 0 I tom

tr mammon is mad

New EMMA. ,ods batons
ineluds improta 9 indshuld
utpar Loud pant! tiptritton
improved hood It, king Its

Knape

197(1

at

the
OLSYINC U1SRING
new
pre
Mont cad 1,
anion caw grille .Law fill

10,110 ar lin,

Cougar for

remains

Whealb Ise

YR

stand ird for all windows

lull width wr tpround bump
Pareu, mil turn mi.',

Sporty Cougar goes longer

model
prtAious
ma -eased one
hesdroom
nick in the tome and 12
mehes In the sonserliNe

ad loan, ponel Ind wood grain
umnis on ilma and sonsols

or

El t ado' is an experimental modification of the 1970 ( auger In keep, with Cnugar
sport, personal car theme LI r Ito features I fastback .94-th, first on a r ougar-and rakohlt
dented wind., and back window which enhance the low deck line of the var.

Lor,..16.r ham musnor
and mint inKrior &man
Mogi
is -tamed however

wag.

14

ANSA

faun

70 toldF.350ea

Cora. in now - pick up your FREE copy of
Jima, 70 Road 8. Track - and read all
about the new Datson 240.0. It will be in

t'a4Vc'm

our showroom soon.

OLDSMOBILE

BARRINGTON
MOTOR SALES
SALES & SERVICE
136 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

381-6663

BARRINGTON, ILL

OPEN TO 9 P.M. DAILY

GMO HEADQUARTERS

IN PARK RIDGE
31110A11114-Wfift NIGHWAA

C7re=randlte"
Phon v 82$-8071
Chicago 774-8177
Mon..61.9.9
Saturday 0-S
CLOSED SUNDAY

> HEJAL TESTED CARS
100% GUARANTEED
All huresswari dad te

JIM
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AIKEY

°';'114,20

15 rainyn from kiln..

FORD
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4495
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arm
single ra sal. ha beef
model. It is Longer. wider. Los
er and hes %elder heom her re
treads than the
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ornorron Chevrolet showroom, will feature the new Camaro Sport Coupe. This year the
complete!, new Camaro design concept combine, prestige styling with remarkably responsive
mrformance handling. lb distinctive long hood, new from end and swept -back roof and rear deck
sts ling are only a fry of the many new features.

Restyling marks Fury
elide. Road Runner and COX,

ry Brougham package.

aho introduce a new engine

Plymouth, In -car inter
mediate line. which includes
Belvedere. Satellite, Spun Sat-

receives exterior and interior
improvements.
Mid -size performance mod-

els. Road Runner and GTX:
introduce more options to salay the special interests riperformance enthusiasts. They
option. The 4-10-cubirinch
six-harrel high compression
enpue. mod 10 340 horse-

Maxi driving
a problem
Rewignizing the plight

mask:owed swan.

of

romemnes mmbdesmn et aumobiles. the Chicago Motor
Club -AAA offers some advice.
Entering and leaving the car
can he the anknard momeno.
The trick Nur
the maw coal
slightly and back boo ihe seal.
Then tuck the legs around un-

Jr the steering column. arranging the coat SO that it lir
00 either Wale of co.

This ...11 keep the coat off
the noes

front

:pnam

and.:

the

odds

awny front the brake and gas

the

in

The procedure for getting

designed

improved

Mobil

EQUIPMENT

Northpoint Service Station
Rand Rd. 8 Arlington Ills. Rd.
Neor Northpoint Shopping Center - Adington Heights.

394-0170

1.114811

011 sonl nun

15

tatn.
n. on
irs
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inooi.ia nil enerbi Rs lha r001

0105 to tmte.vu I1 ge.mTITY
and durability Rear
von E. modified and rear

V It,
you Niskar

low stand

read hilt,

pry qualities ot C loom
tmprotod Mr es.
th1Mitmore !roomers handling
1 root do brakes are man

such as the sitleguard

door

The 1070 Marquis. Montemy and Marauder, introduced
last you as COmpletely new
roodeh, retain their strong

marks position in

the

me.

ilium -priced field.

New from and rear end de-

signs give the cam a crisp.
clean appearance. The Mm.

Emily Thesrifice in fuel eon
only.

Ouster 340 is p,nvRod by the light -weight

ry Maniere). and Monterey
Custom have an extruded

cubirinch fourbanel engine

aluminum grille with horizonml
accent,. Marquis and
Marauder models haw a new
die -east grille with horizontal

as standard equipmenr along
with a new fully synchronized

fl or. rmounted

three -speed

manual transmission. .An int-

and eonc.led head-

proved firm -speed manual and
automatic an
available.

quiz extend 1110 11111 width of

The Valian
urdoor sedan received styling and firm

reys have a similar appearance

lamps. Rear lights on the Mar-

the massive bumper. Monte-

with twin horroontal
oe:lies, while alaraudos
retain their
earms1 sod

changes. These include a new

_-

cubic -inch

six is standard
equipment and the 225 cubic -

stronger. Cumber adding to the
soundness of the ear.

Elegance is

iSOILLIOnt

and

ovCr

25

square feet more of sound to-

sulaiion mmrial.
Chrysler's Three Hundred
model offem a 440.cubic-inch.
four -barrel

V-8

ermine.

Its

standard equipment includes
fthertdms-belted

tire,. Cloy.

star's new wide stance and
rubber tidy mounts and sus-

1968 CORVETTE CONVERTIBLE

$1695

Dodge is presenting an all-

exhibi. the Chicago Automobilc Show now at the
[creational Amphitheatre. seaunes rho division's new 1971
vans and wagons. three special
show coo, the full 19711 car

model lineup. spurts celehrider and television and motion
picture personalities.
The new 11 eom and
wagons. which will not he seen
in dealer showrooms any-

where until April, make their
&hot the show.
P

THE THREE SPECIAL
show can making their C'hi-

op, debut aro

the

Super

Charger. which evolved from
the previous Top -Leo Chargear and Charger INHonat the
Mink C'halicrupw. feazuring

who wogs Roar. Mao.

door londles and none sem tdm
panerns. Other nolinvorthy
items are 35 pounds
addi-

and Mosier..

tional soundproofing material
in Slarquis models, optional
electric rear window defroster
and optional Traction Lek

An 011 -mm 351.cubic-inch-displacement V41 engine. developed with the latest computerized technology and assembled on

Externally adjustable headlamps on Ford. Torino. Mustang.
Maverick and Thunderbird make it onneasmary to remove the
headlamp rims to adjusi the beams.

On the
the same models, standard front and rear side marker
in from and red in rem. (lash with the turn signals
to provide side visibility of the driver's intention to turn.
lamps.

'Cuda series offers big power

rear axle.

New shock absorbers that

utilio inert noon go to re -

are the

plan air pockets faunal in eon -

Every Plymouth high -per-

ventional types are standardpattern
on all models. They contribute
sulniantially to a smoother

tior.once engine is available in
the 'Cada series. Standard en.
gine is the high-pertOrmance

human. 34U four -barrel. the
4E1 four -barrel. the 4411 sixbarrel and the "king". a naut.

more conwolhal ride.
tngines are available in
390.cubic-inch and 429-cr
hicanch configurations, in twobanal and fourbarrol vet

383

four -barrel tuda

imam -performance 426 eight.
barrel hemi.

3113.

Optional

high -per-

All 'Codas have standard cads Gran Coupe have the TIM
heavy duty suspension pack- cubic -inch V-11 as standard
ages with horsy duty I I -inch and the 225 cubic -inch six-cyl-

hider. the 3113 two -barrel and
the MD limy -barrel as optional
Oh. Barracuda and Barra- I power plants.

brakes.

dons.

Fly with the new. Torino Squire featuring an all new design for 1910 and 8E-1 mirk feet atone space.

Warning to women drivers

loll model clad in a mink hikink and the Yellow Jacket.
restyle,'

from a Challenger
convenible into a two -seat
roadster type vehicle with roll
bar. Hemi engine and shaker
hood.

RAO woo

$1975

11 hinter

will also be exhibited.
Racing films shown on mar
projection units will provide
trines

addinona enteriainment.

Dr -Oldsmobile, Meridional aulomiMveseffintist credited with
-inventing" Oldsmobile's engine performance options, will be
featured at the Olds exhibit throughout the Chicago Automobile
Show al the International Amphitheatre. In real life, the doctor is
Rohm-CDs:is. a Chicago actor. With him is Ruse Lewis, a malodor
at the Olds exhibit.

apecielly.equrnecd.

$1975

sal

mch ohjecis have hen Ammo

Trucks exhibited too!

offal

friement
nd or even an important party. Yrill nuy even
be chided by some as being a
fuss-hunon-or overcautious.
mind. Think of yourN

dresser.
.

self first.:nd apoksgire later.

KEEP YOUR tank full and
your ear in top sham Stay rrn
well -lighted rrril, and asoirl

bad norghhorhood3 even

Ito trigger an attack.

you , ,,

Should

a

ear block

11011

ly

fm help. but stay

along, preferably One traimd

in the

to p11111,1 you. Or take a eah.

If all else fails, don't tone.

heing rialoned. shone 1050

Scream your head off.

ERSATILTIT 01."110E

ill

the sleek styling hp,

when l,ure pecking or .

modern truck is the theme ol

of rho

[rucks. will also he

locking the car. Try tie mrk in

the 00dhte Trneh mod roNrea1100:11 schcilc exhibit.

212.101-

ge 1111 e,11,,,, tin or
on

see 1-lighwal

tareer.

11181dielnieg

II

`alp,' dinsdY nroi 011115 tho
NT I van, and
plavamteig

will haw

rustrl help. Be nob ic
look in us the ear before oner
ing11.1ay .social attention to
tloor of the 12-ar pas NIIIIrCr

9 a.m. 1,1e 01 them will he
llumia
mlodinn T Trevor

27 Winnelogo Motor Home.

can gel

IF toil

,amPer eomenrOn unit. three
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112, 1110del of
11.1011
awl 200

1 110 ifilde.

DM,
11001...11,o.
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teeming

Issir, package hi as

dressed

Th.

SINCE'
THE DAYS OF BONNIE
AND CLYDE, the Mount
Prospect State Bank has financed more new cars than
any other bank in the area.

THE 'TRUCK EXHIBIT

ahil-

tho

out ,,,,, a loitoong about.
walk mst your car until son

full lineup of recreational vehicles including: a
W-2011 camper special wish
FlunIsman camper.
0-100
camper special with Hunt-

sman churls mounted camper.

0-200 men cab ailh Winnebago cenena :Mare with the
I ra, co canine: comers,

NO W...see
the full

line of

70 models at your favorite
dealer...and for fast approv-

high-per-

THE /1 2.141 WAY TO GO!

a nibble. the' Hornet can be
for sporty appeal
Rebel Machine is an110

al Or 1570 addition. Powered
by a
340-horepow
the Nlachine features as
V-8, the
ndard a functional hood

at low bank rates...ask
for Mount Prospect State
al

Bank financing!

hood-mounred Inchometcr, power disc brakes and
fo r -speed transmioion with

Hum floor 10:11

In addition, the Al,/ lineup
includes

seven

Ambassador

m dcla six Rebel models, two
In Hin models and the AMX

ALSO

to.

WHOLESALE SPECIALS

1969 MUSTANG
FASTBACK

handling riding workinul Pick
your power from a many 4 or

wagon Mai sleepy 3.

6.cpMeer up to 193 hp Yd.

145 bp. ala la 235 hp. V -II.

51595

929500

INC.'

ciDISCOVER

DISCOVER
INTERNATIONAL
SCOUT®
Algoma..rs' choice for

sports car.

YARNALL-TODD CHEVROLET
Wheeling

ing suggestions o Melt nap
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Fallon moves into the 1970 market with proven features of
fuel economy, roomy interior and durable performance.

vious size. The result is u neater. more convenient and more

feature Dodge% siring of performance cam. plus Buddy
Baker's racing Charger DayIona and Bill Tanner's drag

1968 CADILLAC CONVERTIBLE
NY roof
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A THREE-WAY locking steering column on all models except Ealwon is designed to deter or thefts by locking !he igninon.
the ininsmission linkage and the steering wheel with the ignition

Standard tires on Ford, Torinos. Mustangs and Thunderbirds
will last longer. have greater resislance to puncture and provide
better traction. Radial-ply lint, are on all 1970 Thunderbirds and
fiberglass beltoxl Mm -ply tires are siandard on all Fords. Torinos

The Scat City dispaly will

5555
we. Noto

Maverick. introduced in April as the fast ear of the 70s.
remeins Ford Division's simple machine with very few changes.
Mavericks carry a three-way locking steering column and side
marker lights which flash with the turn signals.

1970.

15.009 mink interior, and a le -

vinal roof

1967 CHEVY CAPRICE
door hard, norulw R1ad. mock

Poww slide. Poor sod,

with upbeat stripes and houndstooth checks.

The cars have Iwo --inch
wider sear -backs. mon: 01ro
hatable arnuois. pull -type

Dodge sneak previews
1971 vans and wagons

1961 CHEVY IMPALA

$3895

black 2021 tope black

New steering wheels on Ford, Torino. Museum and Thunderbird modek are saminival in design for easier driver entry and
exit and better visibility of the instrument cluster.
On all models except Falcon. odometers are tamperThsistant
and non -revering

SEVERAL NEW security. comfort. convenience and per-

system as stodard and wider front seats also are among the changes fof IWO. The
hoe 43Y -cubic -inch engine provides more don enough power For any °cool°,
including the towing of a trailer for the family vardion. There are nine Marquis
and
Brougham model, offered in 1970, including the Marquis Brougham
hardtop (aboveb

1967 CHEVROLET IMPALA
1011/1

opEnEd thsrEbt making it Easier to get into and out 01 On back

formance features am included in Ford Division's 51 models fur

3lercuo's Marquis line for MO. New grille and Willer, treatment. new upgrades]
and package, an
not rear wind, defroster. a fresh now air ventilation

1968 CHEVY GRAM WAGON
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not hock 1111.1n, an automatic...8s isIsastd stkn ttihtr door is
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Interior and exterior design refinements, several new comfort und convenience
feature, mechanical improvements and a host of new OptifillS highlight Lincoln-

for Car Shoppers
at Yarnall-Todd!
1968 DODGE CORONET

smooth shilung
An 3110 111111 oleoe for the two door slots loehl,nnlabLL

MORE QUIET -car luxury is offered in the standard -size
Mama ng comes on stronger and spun ier than eVier with design

nwruppearance. The ETO Brougham features a new, more formal
grille. new raw and side ornamentation and new exterior colors

For the mrformancr bulls all four sped manual trans
missions lento, 1100 competition Hunt Shifter known for for

Ford. The entire Ford line presents a more formal appearance
wiih new grilles, ornamentation and rear -end design.

changes. honer engines, Might -Grabber colors and interiors
Ford DIvisimis ThooderhIrd for 1970 features a three section,
extruded aluminum grille and longer, lower hood for r time fi1r-

Al I BUCKET seats offered on Ford Ehmsion ear, slie
high book design The higher soil ticks insorporatE Integral
head restraints and provide idded comfort

optional.

"It's Always
Smooth Sailin'

sharp

eyosdhwdLmp

1970 Mustangs and Tonna Tiu engns ie conga. relatisel)
lightstaght and delnes sxcEllent performann and economy

inch six and the 3IR V-8 are

pension system isolaiors.

00

seLL president and Ford Division general min Igo And To
dim w UM most dramatiodly designed ear
Thunderbird also h an all new look with a bold front and
doisn soh longer tansies hood z fonsard thunting grille and

the auto indoor, s most Weaned production line is °naiad on

A new Ihrorpoint Uni-Lock Safely Harness lap and shoulder
belt system. available on all cars except Mavericks. Fakons and
convertibles. permits from seal an .0 -huckle-up" task,.
The separate buckle for the shoulder belt has been eliminated.
and the three remaining front seat buckles are only half the pre-
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speed

scsunts Isatures
181 1970 model yet r net, be the first year in whish the sale,
It intbrmediate sire Lan Latch or surpass sales in the standard
pude, Did lohn Naughton Ford Motor Co
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new

emirs Mfterent twin ans sar

Restyling is the Mg wary in
PI, mouth's Rim° Eury, which
expands to include four -door
5-slan and four -door bardtoP
models in addition io the sport
and rorrna1 two -dour models.
the S.23 and the high parrot.awe GT and an torsional luau-

Wednesday Fehmxry

New Camaro goes on sale tomorrow

THE DAY
Wednesday February 25 1970

i'a$1 795

INTERNATIONAL

TRAVELALL,
Ger lho hin buy on Um bia
deo 9

Hard or salt dop body styles.

Plus ovary ix, option you

Hoy these can lasff

can Mink 01

Your Day & Night Truck Service Center...

Bravos
Olds
440 E. MOM'

Barrington

Phone 537-7000

GILMORE INTERNATIONAL, INC.
45 EAST PALATINE RD. WHEELING, ILL

CALL TODAY: Local: 537-8484 or Chicago: 774-9229

Open Day it Night! 8 am 3i/ Midnight Mondays thou Fridays!
(Across from Pol-Waukee Airport)

DV 1441111 -

EACH DEPOSITOR INSURED T0520000

and tows a tons, Engines prom

l
/

Mount Prospect State Bank
Busse a. Ernerson
Mount Prospect. itt
ckeedoroos 9-4000
".1^,,o,.-py,I.V.-, Lo.p..I.^

BANKING CENTER OF THE
NORTHWEST SUBURBS,

Interiors go
fashion conscious
Like Paris and New York.
Detroit is making fashion news
this year -with exciting new
tcrior schemes for the 1970car
:models.

The motor capital, fashion
forecast Is

for uphohlery in

bold new colors and patterns,
carpeting
color -coordinated
and interior appointments and
plush but durable MMic rang
ing from vinyl to a velvet -111w
nylon.

Interiors on the 1970 models arc a for cry from those of

only a generation ago when

tliareV'

restyled 1970 Firebird Trans Am combines high perform
POntille Motor Divinon's compietely
Air
mice wilb a distinctive appearance. This muscle car A powered by o 345 horsepower Rani
engine teamed with a four -speed floor shift transmission, variable ratio power steering and power
disc brakes. It is easily recognized by ih special striping, a rearward Ming hood scoop, spoilers up

compartment air and. on the front fenders and a fall
front and on each wheel opening, engine
width spoiler across the rear deck.

Pontiac Firebird makes debut
Pontiac Motor Diviston's
new 1970 Firebird is now rook.
ing in two styles, its public de Ina at rho Chicago Aato Show.

styling. in addition to the Erprit and Formula 400. the
Firebird line-up includes a

The Esprit features a 350cubic -inch engine lurked m
transHydra -matt
Turbo

Am.

mission. -FE; exterior is Castilian bronze with a black vinyl

roof that blends with a saffilk
knit vinyl &room interior.
This car also has wire wheel
covers. variable ratio muer
steering and power front that
brakes.

The polar white Formula
400 has a black interior. Formula steering wheel. air conditioning arid the rally gauge

cluster and clock instrument
panel.

standard model and the Trans

In addition to the Firehirds.
division's International
Amphitheater display area will
feature Iwo customized Pon.
sive

dacs. the Cielo del Sol and the
La Vinta.

THE PLATINUM -COL.
ORED Cie& del Sol a specially customired Grand Prix, farrum an eleetricallympenned
sun roof. a customized rem

window with o formal roof.

spmial rear end treatment. an
all -loather in error and a 455

high-performance
cuhie-inch Mur.barrel

Pontius

V.11 engine Mat gcnetages 330

horsepower. Other equipment
includes a Turbo Hydramatic
transmozon, variable ratio
power steering. power front
disc brake,a tilt slurring
heel and pnwer windows.

Before you go ear shopping.
stop al your bank one arrange
fit.- a car loan, advisen officials

From ilh new front F.ndum
bumper that wraps around
large single headlamps to its

nt the Bank and Trust ('ore-

any of Arlington

completely. Other features inched* (our bucket
type grille openings, large
doom that climmate quarter
and

sem-fastback

Heights.

Together with an experienced

lam officer yet r can quickly
work

tire

out

approximate

amount on which you'll want

recessed rear lieen,e plate. the
Firebird has been restyled

windows

is Italian for Ma Offil,
Highlights of the 1.a Vim,.
a special Judge model, are an
exterior of peerless:in orbit
orange with complimentary
stripes Mended with no inten-

or featuring untie carpeting
and black patent vinyl -high buck bucket was with huilt-in

scathe.

La Vilna has a Ram Air IV

370 horse engine
power and a four -speed floorMounter transmission. La \Slimeaning The Victor in Ital.
rated

ion.io

also

at

h o o d -mounted
the

pre -approval.

comb all kinds of places for
ideas for new -looking fabrics.
They read Ins,on mammines,

tachometer.

rally gauge cluster

cluck instrument peel
white lettered tires.

and
and

Loan
at Y.).,
charges well not start until )100
has the car.

hobogram of its kind. is open to
I I

through I5 Years of

age. who build and race grayay -propelled con in competition around the world.
More than S I RI.000 in bonds
pritt. Having mtsh available and scholarships are awarded
will also nein for you e certain annuelly by Chevrolet to kcal
nspect from automotive deal- dimity winners and all-Ameri.
urn finalists,

With a Pre -Approved Loan
indethe car shopper can
pendent and shop for the hot

year, is now standard.

All Mark Illh are equipped with Michelin steel.belted radial

moulalds

which

tires famous fur their superior traclion and road.holding capabili-

the sun, imItraviolet rays. In

ties and carry a 40.1100 mile warranty.

ether nods, fabrics arc shipped

A/Writg reallifeh are still the long.hood, short -deck
combination with hold Mrward-thrusting grille and simulated
span tire carrier. This styling, together with minimum of ex-

tO Ani0000 and Flividd to undergo actual heat end moisture
punishment, and arc placed in
taxicab, police cars and heavy

terior ornamentation, gives the Mark 111 individuality.

ting.

Smb snappy houndstooth checks n lime in Food Division's 1970 Mustang
Grande -bring the automotive industry into the world of high tall fashion. Shown
here on rd.ffing's new high -kick buck. wary (and in marching fabric on this
model's new -for -fall jumpsuit), the houndstmth fabrics are available in Neck,
blue, green, ginger and vermilion ...Grande and other Mustang hardtop buyer:
The
can order matching vinyl roofs in black -blue or black -green houncbtooth.

lithe fabrics pass these tots,

they are fitted to mock car
seats and finally offered for
management approval.

rim a Junior Mho

se .

honors and rewards the
MaAnw,

nal iuns outstanding high

Oldsmobile previews 15,
escapes ordinary theme

school senior girls. Scholar ships and bands earth more

each )car in Mad and state

The newed 01ffirnobile Is the elegant 1979 Cuirass supreme Denbo, Coupe, a dffihictive tar
designed to oreener growlnp e.t.a. demand for sporty luxury in a perseonlized kind of automo-

bile. II Is Identified by Its ma rust Ibte, body slum Memel ornamentation end ultra -luxurious
interim.
with four dual -throat
Oldsmohile, litter display Scheduled for &Mimi productors and an atuminum intake
ot the h2d annual Chicago An- Lion initially, the tar is making
maffidd and a low -profile 435!mobile Sham fearur. an un- its public &hut at the Chicago
euhic-inch 'formed° V -ti with
usual "escape from the online- Auto Show.
well
dual cooling lam.
Oldsmobile's exhibit
ry" theme

line.

termediaMdzed yrs:laity ear

olso include four walk-through
encloser.. that incorporate
special lighting effews to B-

350."

Inminme color antitrim co.-

1470 -model

Oldsmobiles include a new in.
eetled

the

.

Anti -theft
system is

working.'

19701EF
VViigigER

'65 OLDSMOBILE
4 ria, DYNAMIC ett. WO*.

TWO SPECIAL show cars
at Oldsare attracting it.
inoltile's exhibit. One of th.o
is

a cuLIUM Rpm. Hard -

Elsewher. a cutaway en-

Oldsmobiles.

in the

19711

cyl,

smaoncked

Shus

Roll. Kaden and Opel GT is

wagon.

the 67-horsepnwer1.1 SR with
bon:non.
rain

car.2-tffil

power. eanzin-head. 1.9 -liter
US engine has 9.0 -to- I commission ratio. 115S-cubicinch displacement and single
Iwo -barrel carburetor.
0 P P.
automatic

S THREE.speed
transmission

n.

year crmlinues as
reduced
an OptiOn on all Kadett and
GT models powsTed lay' the

Seven new emerior body
avd4able for the

colms it

GT.. Other colon are Flame
Red.

Amec

resulted

in

all -firm
bales

Chrome

Copper Bronze and
Rallye Orange.

Other new Aaiun9 include
new seat -hen retracton. new
trim. new coin
buckskin
hooks. new simulated NacE.
leather steering wheelon Rallye

and GT models. new ignitionwarning Mom. larger license.

Isms. has been given a number
of refinement, for 1970. The

GT is the sporty, two-passen-

ger Permed coupe with

rodynamic styling, long, sloping hood and shortened rear
deck.
(1T has a wheelbase of 95.7

inches and an over-all height
of 411.2 inches and is powemd
by the 1.1 -liter SR (67 horse -

Power). with the 19 5 1102
horsepower) an option.

PHONE 253'.
t STANDAR,

mow

NORTHWEST STANDARD
AMERICAN OIL CLUB

TUNE-UPS - SNOW PLOWING
COMPLETE CAR CARE

Comer of State Rd. L NM. Hwy.

horsepower engin..

Opel ride and handling have

Gold.

T II E OPEL GT, inDeduced in th U.S. only last
March (1969) in limited num-

60004 GERARD SUBLETIR

ARUNGTON HEIGHTS,

Wee -sized Mew.. ad

which propels the ear at speeds

in mix, of 190 mph.
ALTHOUGH 'DIE rotary
piston eng,ne design has been

common knowledge for more
than a decade. the blercedes
Benz version has created
great deal of excitement he
cause it is the Tel truly high

power o

multi-chambereo

powerplani of this type to ap-

For more than a decade the motor industry has resmrehed the rotary piston engine. Om of the
newest sentttions bull according to the Wankel principle is the Mercedes -Pena C -III, its guilty kg doors reminiscent of racing cars of the 1950s.

in public. The 3.64iter
335 NW horsepower engine
accelerate

the

0.41X1

five -speed,

4.9 seconds.
I I

is

according to Me lc.
0st racing ormciples It 0 raidS,

synch-mind

a limited -slip
differential
Chaxsis and suspension de.

transmit,: with

sign also have a racing flavor,
being areil to those found on
what a presently the fastest

sign n if icnt chassis cum -

of closed wheel sports cars. the

opine is a rower. and development car. Six ham been
built and are being tested on

Can.Ani or Group 7 racers. A
deeffisilled frame. min sidemounted fiat Pink, and
framermiegiated roll bar are

pone.,

Stop by our sports department and see this

ROAD HUGGING SENSATION

At present the C-11 I is clam

tho

mad but thew are no

plans in race or produce the car

ingly popular W' machines,
will he on hand at Me Olds display. Portrayed by Robert
Theis, a Chicago actor, Dr.
Olds will discuss the W.30 and
available

en

Oldsmobile's

respectively.

Cadillac
Four major technical devel.

Three experimental engines
will comprise an unusual product display at the Olds exhibit.

open is for 1970-a new ale,

"70" FIREBIRD

ille ermines include a 455-

ing

cubic -inch turho-charged V,t1

NOW ON DISPLAY

with aluminurn block aral
heads, a 389 -cubic -inch VII

history of significant conoibe.
Pon, to automotive tech -

SEE THE ALL NEW

a rum steering knuckle, a mw

engine and a new signal Mradio --add

to

Cadillac's

nology.

ON AU GOODWIll USED CARS.
All Prints Reduced Outing Our Remodeling

are Med Car Driveln Suqr Mort

1968 CORVETTE 427 2 TOPS

1969 VOLKSWAGON

$1795
'69 PICKUP

applique with moldin. on the

change M Boning -gear ratio.

plate lights, rwcyling for in tenor urns.

venting the division's increas-

4-4-0 and Cutlass iS. made!,

femur. found

19111 models. and two colors-GT Chanreuse and Sunburst
Yellow -are exclusive for Opel

front and rear side -marker
lights and optional wood-gmin

reeord.breaking Kaden

Sfructurally. the C -I

i"on;
n."tri
special disionations to point
up the many built-in safety

ing column, ignition switch

over.

four -cylinder. in -line.
bead -valve engine with

I compression ratin:65.11.ch.
ic-inch displacement and two
.inure -bane) airhuretors us
ing regular Mel.
Mandad engine for the (iM

119s

I

e o.nd car from 0-60 Mph.

r.etintroioprrat 'Jr Teti :417

um,' transmission.

t. of wider wheels amp a

1.9.111e0 US engine and power

engine operation and extends
engine life.
Dr. Oldsmobile, the Ration-

W-31 performance packs'a

systems. All 1970cars have the

1.1-1,7 engine sr an.
bard on all but Rallye and GT
has horsepower increased to
61 up from 60 last tear. It is a
The

PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE brakes with front discs are in of the., 10 models and the cludial with the 0 -and 10E -

this year. 1100 system improves

Hardtop Coupe. has been outwith clear

car. also a Cutlass Supreme

ham improved for 1970 by the

by Buick -Opel dcalew.

say no." said Hein.: Hoppe,

can

of his year, compared to last

Mot interior. The seeond show

kluides .r9.. tlx I !Cadet,
display a var,eery 01 ailing refinements and engine and meMonica! improvements for

GI --and three engines.

but ahead of the rear
axle) for optimum stability and
weight distribution. and uses a

urbanist credited with in-

shield wipers and a full complement of new comfort and convenience features. Model rmeup consists of a two -door hanilop

Opel Kadetts feature styling variety

GM Rally. Kaden and Opel

main. (the engine is behind

al

and a four -door sedan (above).

velopment vehicle. there were
so many requests tu hring it to
the U. S. that we just couldn't

pear

',Coupe with a golden green
exterior finish and white lea -

100%. GUARANTEE FOR 30 DAYS

'69 CAMARO SUPER SPORT

m,-tions.

one inch to 127 inches resulting in substantially greater interior
romaines.s. 'the prestige motorcar loan a strong kinship to lb
predecessors with a striking grille theme and undenbited 01e -

and distributed through more
than 1.900 !Mick -Opel deal's lowers. They Mclude
fre.priced wagon and Inimstpriced .r in the U S.
There Ore six models. the
yarr-immloor sesem
clan. deluxe wagon. sport not
don. super &Au. spur coupe.

gine will demonstrate the one.
&ion of the positive valve rotator system that Oldsmobile in.
'reduced in all its V -It engines

National ntomohile Theft
Bureau figures show a'_3 per
cent reduction in thefts of
1969 GM cars in the first half

system which locks the steer-

$2775

hination, safety features and
comfort and convenience

construction, optional sure track brake system, four new &MOUT
paints, new kronor trim schemes,concented headlamps and wind-

9T.

The chief technical feature
is its threecham.
engine,
ber mmry piston
which k not much bigger than

sands of new drivers.

pence. If has wide,- front and not trends, new body on harm

11Kost Mon. al to previous models, wheelbase has been increased

Kadens and rho Opt G
their hig brother. are manioc-comprmsion mi... operating
aired by General MOW.. in on premium fuel.
10E -horse The optional
Europe. imported by Buick

praise from the world's affi

of the C-1 I

The

Lhicoin Continental for 19711 ho been completely Maigned
for the Pot time in nearly. decade, While outside dimensions are

Features on Opals include
improved flow -through ventit
lotion system. new ignition
system. new mil lamm.

an officer of Slercedes Benz.

ers to high school and college
eoelt
driving Wattling
I.
assist in ihe
Year
opment of hundreds of thou -

'69 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE

The Continental offers a fall wunpleineal of new options including the St. -Track Braking System which help, prevent prolonged rear wheel lockup during maximum braking effon. Other
now option, include a power Inekoplease group, automatic front
wet -hack release. new "MoondusC pains with a lustrous finish
and golden undertone. electric rear window defroster and new
FM/AM stereo radio.

"Although the C-111 is still

aided by Chevrolet and pusager can are furnished by
parucuming chevrolet deal -

A new -15.5 cubic -inch V-8 engine rated 21 360 horsepower is standard on all 1970 Pontiac
Bon evilles. This luso, ear also has a new appearance front and rear, including a new distinctive
grille, hood and fenders.

with least noise. vibration and harshness.'
Standard power mon is the 460.euhic.inch V.g and SelectShig
transmission.
Stan.

the car bat has received more

classified as a research and de-

EXEC CARS -

sively in all systens to provide the hist all around functional

The Marcia -Boor C-111.

Movies, slide films, leach guides. student booklet,
and classroom sharp am Pro-

DEMOS - FACTORY

Instrument panel IS 1.111 new with a full complement of engine
gauges instead of miming lights.
Lincoln's excellent ride and handling if further enhoncod with
new budy-frame otratraction. flak:signed front suspension and
coil -link rear suspension. Computer txhnology eras used exten-

phitheatre.

era'

'MI( 8055"

THE STANDARD interior Pint package is available in
choice of knit body -cloth and vinyl, or brocade and vinyl, each
offered in fisc. colors. Twin front lounge seats with center armrest and provision for individual adjustment are now available.
The richness and luxury of real leather smiting Berke. are also
continued for 1970.

makes American debut
car Auto Show new in pug
ma at the Internatitmal Am-

DICK WICKOROM

performing

and ready response under all driving conditions, comm from
461hcobic-inch engine that is coupled with a threespeed automatic SelcctSbift transmission.
The Lincoln Continental has been redesigned M keeping with
the Continental tradition of luxury and performance.,
A new die-cast grille with concealed headlamps highlights Me'
exterior. The car has full -width rear lighting. Longer wheelbase
and wider tread make the interior substantially larger.

Mercedes-Benz C-111

pageants and the national
cols

purcluise your new or used car

ENGINE POWER, sufficient to operate all
allpower -drive accessories and options, yet leave enough for

tome/ire puss than any other
automobile in recent history,
is making its debut at the Chh

than S30(1.000 are presented

will he considered and when
approved will enahle you to

when the driver's door is opened.

shoppers wouparing small. tens
port and economy can.

jumpsuit and blouse are made from McCall's Step -by -Step Pattern #0_1E1,

Without red Ive the loan

WE'RE SELLING THESE
BELOW DEALERS COST

Then: are extensive interior changes. including amine walnut trim on the instrummt pawl, steering wheel and door panels
Added convenience features include power scot controls rclo.

duty trucks for un the job tes-

hlilltum

hy. in its 33d year und the old industry-smrnsored youth

gum for 1470, with important we standard features and mod.
est design inadifications.
1110 Surc.'back anti-skid rear braking system, optional him

repeatedly ,pilled on seal fab-

Chevrolet backs
youth programs
of youngsters and
adults throughout the United
Stales participate ash tort In
such major youth activities
sponsored hy (larmrlet arid its
dealers. the Soap Box Dttby.
the Junior Miss Pageant and
driver training,
Chevrolet's Soap Box Der.

THE CONTINENTAL Mark III continues its cleasfr Ile.

grease and Natick are

chometer"

A410111nliVe interior design -

Optional on all two -door models for 1970, except the Mark III
on which it is standard equipment, is the automatic front scat back ntleg.W. The device outomati.11y releases both front wetbacks when either Muir is opened, making rear seat entrance or
exit much easier.

Mustard, ketchup..000 pol-

Designed upholstery is now ex-

comNnations.

te

THE FABRICS undergo up
50 tests which measure
aging snagging. man strength
elasticity and inaisture absorption.
to

rics and the effects carefully
checked. Fabric also undergo
up to 200 hours in the 'Ta-

Customers can even order
matching vinyl roofs in color

Other features common to the entire line include side marker
lights that Dash with turn simads and a tamper-resistam odium,

and increase soil resistance.

RYE INSTANCE this year
the Ford Division stone offers
309 choices of color, fabrics
and combinations of fabrics.
tremely popular -bold checks,
striped color combinations
and bright tartan plaids all
in a wide selection of colors.

new power teams. and have an impressive array of standard can'venence, comfort and wfety Waage,. Thew ow highlighted by
the easier -to -use I h ree.point seat shoulder belt system. three-way
lucking steering column. fiberglass bias -belted rime Dom -through
ventilution systems and oval steering wheel.

are reconstructed; yams am
changed to increase durability, fabrim am rev/oven to
eliminate snagging, and both
add are coated to add Indy

ish,

rated M the armrests and a newtimodelay map light swirCh Ultra

automatically illuminates the Dm sea arm for brief period

All 1970 Lincoln-Mercury models feature new styling and

tile suppliers.
most promising of them

is equipped with a

Arrange loan
before shopping

UNDER THE HOOD is
400

cubic -inch engine. Ciel del Sol

customers had just root nterior
color selections, brown or
black.

visit furniture and department
stores and review hundreds of
new fabrics submitted by tex-

For 1970, Lincoln-Mercury is presenting 39 completely nar
models that provide the broadest market coverage in the history
of the division. Paced by an expanded line of all -new Monique
and Cyclones, the overall offering ranges from the sports special
Cougar, to the classic Mark III and includes the first completely
redesigned Lincoln Cominetal in nearly a decade_

1966 FAIRLANE SQUIRE STATION WAGON

in.. $1895

PROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCE

REPAIR PARTS

Meat., whiowom. smotomd wood SI..

1966 MERCEDES 200 "0"
Burgundy with Leather Won.

1967 PONTIAC CATALINA
err who wall bob Only 3 To Choose From

1968 RAMBLER AMERICAN

And While You Are Here Enter Our 70 SPORTS HOLIDAY

FREE ADVICE
ON YOUR
MECHANICA

572% certificates are similarly available with one year

PROBLEMS

5% compounded daily on amounts as small as $25.00 is
still offered through our Golden Passbook.

maturities.

N

AUTO WASH

Heater. taw Mileage.

555 Irving Park Road

900 W. Euclid Arlington Heights

529-7070

PH: 259-1420

Roselle, Illinois

Auto Wada daily to 5:15 pm &Sun.' to 3 pm
Station Opens: 6:30 to I1 pm, Man Him Fri,

BARRINGTON, ILL.
136 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
OPEN TO 9 P.M. DAILY
381-6663

505 W. Northwest Hwy.

381-6000

Open Doily 9-9, SAT. 9-5 CLOSED SUNDAY

See them both February 26-27-28

advantage.

AVAILABLE
4 Dr. Seda

5%% certificates are now available in amounts of
$1j000 or more with maturities of two to five years. At
the holder's choice, the income may be deferred for tax

alma ar m PM Sot. A Sun.

HEELING
\1111440111/7

TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK
Milwaukee Avenue at Dundee Road
Wheeling, Ill. Phone: 537-0020

Member ERIC.

DRAWING. Win one of 3,145 prizes including 10 sports
vacation trips for two - anywhere in the world!

ILL -

The Day's prospects

THE DAY
Wednesday February 25 1970
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Friends in need are friends indeed
Batas Hough

Lights are glistening and sparkling

this week at the International Am
phitheatre,, reflecting the faces of

Tho neck marks Om 141h
anniversary of thi. Mount

thousands of auto fans attending the

Prospect Nurses Club

Automobile Show where
acres of the world's finest motor
vehicles are on display This year the

Since no founding Fah 24
1956 the organization has

Chicago

31

contributed in many wsM to
Inuarment of oor toMMU

industry has outdone itself, present

mg a circus atmosphere of pretty
girls, magic acts and the mightest
cagines ever developed

ai'Om of the most outst mdtnk
ihtevcment, of the group is

T. sleek bullet ,be

Mn Gilbert Basnik at 392

The money for the lending
closet and also that used for

and weekends

Mtilifiers thus many smaller
items such as bed tray tables

aysarded to local students is
mainly raised through the

baby scales diabetic scales and
bedpan,
The lastnt purchase of

clubs annual luncheon and

equipment included an adult
wheelchair two vommod. a

nano of a knifing closet pro

hospital bed with side rails and

acting distrthution el less hos

two pair, of crutches The cost
of this additional equipment

Prospect ,sidants

INC I LNDIN( cloud he
gin with only 10 paves of

buggy dominates lord s exhibit

meat are always welcome
These can be items purchased
and no longer needed

the establichmant and Mainte-

q W tquipithnt M Mount
96.

equipment It now boasts near
ly 100 its
including four
hospital bedsms 16 walkers nine
commode,
16
canes
19
of pairs of
wheelchairs
ucatches three cold vapor hu

several

nursing

scholarships

fashion chow

THE LENDING closet hat

n ¶125 bringing the tout
tapendaure on the leaden

supplied needed acme to over
1200 residents in the past
.d stands ready to serve
you upon request when acct
dent or illness strikes
There Is no obligation con

closes to S1 515

nected with the loan of this

Donation, of hospital equip

equipment

merely a call

to

1619

days

or Mn Hew

Alain at 392 1619 evenings
Membership in the Name

Club In open to all RNs
Mount Prospect Contact Mn
Charles Urbane at 392 8624
for further Information

When you need hospital
equipment in a hurry let the
Mount Prospect Nun. Club
help you When the none
sponsor a fund raising event
plan to reciprocate and help
them

Congratulations 1114s of
Mount Prospect on your 14
years of community MM.=

Efep up Me good work

Phil Austin was the guest
artist at the Meeeu Prospect
Art League at their last meet
hug held at the Mount Prospect

A cavalcade of cars

Community Center He rises
amtercolor as Ms favorite me

Photos
by Rick Lewis

Take peck et Volkswagen From any angle.

versatility and spontaneity He
constantly do® new sketches
of a painting until the right re suit is achieved. He has been
selected for n numbeeof exhibitions Including the Illinois
State Fair Professional Show,

lissMk Mark and Torn salisla

Watercolor PM -Milton and the

American Watercolor Society
Exhibition in New York. The
Art League mmts the first
Tuesday of each month. Call
394-0635 for further Information.

000000 naaaisestiseosartirbseseaskaaaaaaaael

the Mount Prospect Camp
accessorima
take -me -home

Oidnres Hugh., anians Editor W Tnesday. F binary 25. 1970
gellilileeeng 0 0 0 0 9 One Ogee 011111ageire

lk

new

The SLAVIIIB

s

car

the

AL AL AL AL AL IL IL IL IL AL AL AL AL AL AL IL IL AL AL AL

AP.

P At

1111111r

Atli

lei

1 ilia

seamstressm in prep-

al& trill

-

just to emphasize the point: you can't

4

a

DKr 110.00, Manic Kw,

Poor r,

/295
1195

pect and be the proud

Fire.

V41,4e Vinyl Tap*

custom war Meson

1595

9395

Char -

Mrs.

NA VVE KA TANYA Hon %AO Club girls enjoyed a social

served tit noon with luncheon went to the

Bowl in Des

tic: proceeds of the affair
ill he used for financial] sups
port and scholmships for mdInge students. one of the Mos
ion' philanthropies,

Flows. Pat Hauslein and Nancy Fbroc. who sang and played
guitars. A Loll -WTI Stick dem-

ffE)

onstration was performed by
Jill Jamison, Catherine Lindberg,

Dyanne

Suckow

and

Several

members

were

aworded 10-yem mernbaship
pins recently. and others weerecognized

for

for Petite Figures!

Student chosen
to get award

Exciting, "Total Wardrobe" concepts
in our new two and three-piece ensembles for

Donna Bedsworth, dough.

Mr of Mr. and Mrs. William

Plaines for dessert.

Mg. Rmervations may Alenmde
ut

mcnt was provided by Corot

Cynthia Marshall.

evening Feb 6 The girls an.
Allen. ways and means en- at Landers in Elk Grove Vilchairmen. Cocktails will Sc loge for dner.
Slip,They then
and the fashion show follow

where 001 05jmori For cheer:oleic and doughnuts. Emeriain-

having

he -

longed to the Camp Fire Girls
for seven years. During the
ementonial the gifig Sang song

Bedmairth, 901 E Council
Mount Prospect,
sen-

Petites! Dresses with Jackets,

Tr..

ior majoring in fashion mer-

Vests or Coats in a galaxy of Spring styles!
Come in, see them all!

chandising at Stout State University in Menomonie. Wis.,
has been chosen to receive
the university's Medallion Award.

for area Girl Scouts

the

wel-

hands

1966 PONTIAC LE MANS
finish wah

akar Vnri Top. A Shiningry.

The party is a put of the winter
activities scheduled for Junior

level Girl Scouts. Their next
event will take place March 14

A.

Low Miles.

9495

1966 MUSTANG

9795

Perk Vinyl run.

Alpine While Finish wish Blue Interior.

$995

left

A. 3 -pc. Bonded Linen Suit

1966 BUICK ELECTRA

9295

1964 T -BIRD

Enlongated, double-breasted jacket

6 was saws, seat

Block Vinyl Top, Block Vinyl Custom In

with matching elasticized waist skirt.
A long sleeve, tie -neck blouse completes the picture. In Navy with Red/
Blue Print blouse. Sizes 5-13.

9595

1965 PONTIAC LE MANS

0010 Beau,

9395

Whim Finish well Burgundy !Mario,. Be

ira Own

Many more Top Values!

)
m.

'20
$995
Girl Scouts Julie
Brown and Smah Widninthe
were among about 500 girls
who participated in the annual
Junior

Skate and Swim Party given at

the Northwest Suburban "le..

B.

Coat 'n Dress Ensemble
The two-tone A -Line linen dress is
topped with a pin -dot sleeveless coat
with fitted waistline. In Navy with
White pin -dots. Sizes 5-13.

'23

Service units 410, 411 and

BUICK

N.G.

412, encompassing 24 troops
from Mount Prospect and Arlington Heights, participated.

From The

g

i

received the

Fountain Room of the Mount
Prospect Community Center.

at Lincoln Junior High.

Yo

S

cently

lessner re -

rig. Power Ears, a 'Abe P.m WA
Parer WindowA fon, Ne Condi.

et

Rand Road in Mt. Pros-

Rolling Meadows Shopping Center

of Lori
Cleveland and Laura Tomer

$1395

thew Stho

p. Soca,

any trail, lane, highway, street
pressway to 801 East

Bluebirds and their fathers
held Moir annual snow days
Jan. 24 Under the Imdership
of Earl Nesbitt the girls and
dads played several outdoor

1967 BUICK SPECIAL

1967 OLDSMOBILE 88
Mar, roc', Air Conde... Pomr

1968 OLDSMOBILE 98

ex-

they have passed

comed

1967 CHEVY CAMARO

1967 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN

1968 BUICK LeSABRE

Gold finish with Big. Vinyl Top, Block

L

and brought back mcmories
from each level of the Camp
Eire program through which

Mn. Dean Gored

That's why they've donned the TOP Hats!

$1695

Block Buckets, Burgundy

.

gram.

RAND"!

1967 BUICK ELECTRA

B ig seller in Chicago land. Simply fallow

Mrs. Richard

Keith Vernon and Mrs. Phillip

by calling Mos. Phillip Al
437-2847.

Club lending closet.

Mrs. Basnick and Mrs. *141.
are co-chairmen handling the
operation of the lending pro-

trade and you can't TOP
the service at
"BUICK ON

/895
cegasioning, puus

E

hy

Nurses'

TOP the deal, you can't TOP the

1595
Vinyl Tow

RD

promised

Mount Prospect through the

games and Mon retims1 ro the

An exciting fun -filled after-

Skate -swim

all of in TOP fashion in their advertising

1967 BUICK WILDCAT

1968 BUICK ELECTRA

1968 BUICK RIVIERA

In the car!
In the deal!
an' the service!

Ethel of Ethers Golden
'thimble Fabric Shop,. What
the well droned warm whir-

tricts. Me Potawatomi name

bonne will hewearing this ittacni"hront7ors 'ahn 77dista.nTdihn;
modelswi he demonstrated by Wok Monte, mi... Lessner
Mrs. Richard IlerkOrs: recommended by her
shire. Mrs. Liilhen Spencer. district and Inter selected by
Mrs. Gene No. Mrs. William numbers of the Chicago
Gastineau.
Mrs.
Richard Council. She received her
Patchin and Mrs. Ronald dawinti
,th,,eicaa;nual council

noon A

free of charge to reside. of

an the skating rink at the 'Y.'

Home of the Big Toppers!

B uick, home of the TOP

theSheraton (Mare Motel.
PE
the shine will

A TOP sellin', TOP savin' TOP lookin' crew to go with' the TOP
sellin, TOP savin, TOP lookin' big car! Yes folks, the TOP
brass of John Mufich Buick has decided to TOP it

TOP Lookin` too!

arcs o

111011

116

be

TOP Selling
TOP Saving

Gel a line on the TOP
headliner in a small
car too! Opel by Buick
from John Mufich

for the his evem
March 14 at the Bops Rail of

oration

Rob Journell

AND!"

Coming soon is the main
fund -raising event of the mar.
a
lunchourfashion
scion

Tashism at your Fingertips."
stressing Ilse fun and prosjunior of home .1.,111,.. The
Juniors are proving to he en-

1111Si, 1PT
1111111

1ry 0111

dame these dam. The Clu.
February program ounisted
of a fashion sbow featuring
&At made and modeled by

Members of the committee felt
this would be more Ln keeping
with the general use of Indian
names anmng Camp Fire dis-

was used 46 years ago by the

Sewing is the fashion
for MP Juniors
Mount arts
Junwr Club.
women are very much M sod-

or

chose a

name Feb. 26, .Polawatomi."

WEIR

of hmpital muipment vailoble

Wohelo
Fire District

Furry finery

demonstrate a few of the pieces

-
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coral... CYO,. rs

cuddly
this
model.

need

crutches they can be fun Cathy

the Aril. Guild of Chicago

Crowds rimier around Mer.

When you don't

dhim, because of to spaide

N

owner of a number

FASHION FLOOR

one deal tool

First in Savings

801 EAST RAND ROAD * 394-2200

Demons trample Wheeling, 86-23
doh her Hu only Whack,

Marne East opened M big

W 46 s 2 Costa.. OF 3

unontent hp um,
Olson , rain mid the, aim

Peterson

led 7 ono two home hnish

su m 77 IN

:AU nine
the Ion. tow F
me promts th ;la two mil*.

St writes, colt um ind the 4

Cronin NIL 1
AIL
SO
ARD 06511

run ts Lek &Pince nun Inel,

down of the Ina potnt mde re

bind

gimped alt to tumid

I wan le Id 0 Bob lmnlin

metal cleats had ben h erd m

the let race of the ...mg the
host Demon. al AI hat lied
oh Mood op an nryto,00 46

With Me

dl three Op spots to held the

3 outcry over the W dots,[

la

am total to 17

am to Ms Mame solumn

ROM %NOS WIN in

the

hick bchind Mart Kurth

1

I,,

high hurdle win to climb lo
p 1,m adaa der dm !mirth
locordad mut
IN. lam undar 01 fin mew
hoc ma =portant onls
unst

a

111 01 SON Okhlishted
the Rica and Whitt lotion ts ha

hods; Inc 01 the Ica nab.
nik,

m ten o v

he

around the P trk Rake
acs lna clockmg ol 4:23.6 to

Nato the cast'' .clory over

I, :win, place, show finish

Wheeling team which has had
just one week's practicsolue
Nlid.Suhurban League result

for Eck's squad in the classic
evenOnt.

ly Al Stovrus. Sam Ito rn

Jon

n

Stamm

inance.ted

to an

sob

I

I -foot limil in

!Milli.. of Maine East begins to spread rank Me field in the early stag, or the mile ram as he
posted 3 4:13.6 effort against Wheeling yesard,.

the

SPIRTS

Loafer.. And mem ,ester-

1-ehruary 25.

The victory evened Forest
View's record to 1-1 for the
mason. The Falcons dropped
their opener at Addison 'Dail

19711

mem starting itt 7 Pall. Minor-

door wawa. in rang ot nit a d-

'-We're going to 310ss him,
a great coach." neretitsi
101111:
reflections of

mAnhi.
,fill'the

him

a special Wan willl kids." said
ms
reed edach Chink Lawyer.

TKO Hameln, were direct.! et %fame We. head
track ..ch.101,

a /10 has

announced that he will he leiv-

ing Nis Mick post after them-

ministration position
dean of oys:

as

I

he

JARS' WAS the r10,110 dnal that 0 would he hardeng et

ii1010 without the .nder se aum in succeeding. mars. ail er

last week. and Mithrmann was
pleased with the improvement
his tom made yesterday.

ME 100580.1 ME MILE

yland

IN

ME

111111

a

11 RI

ELK GROVE is

plied third in the Mid-SuNtr-

Eon,

xcellent.

think by NI,

I

oe'll hose a fine track team."
klohrmann's happiness is

IF WE 11.611 performed
Ihe.ame way last week ,,
oould have scored 26 mote

understand. Vst.
deo, represent.' half

kod

to

the total the varsity 0011 all last

points against Addison Trail."
the Forest Vfinv 1.100011
-We showed considerable in,
pnwcment against Niles and

otti.:11 didn't
last
,Illy 71.34.

um swept

Ihe

N I C,

oachin g
career began at 15,1,, II1_

r

Mike Keen. Terry
kon and Howard klosek in the

Shakon, Rochelle and Mock
took the four.lap nee.nothe

50-yinol dash: Ray Peters. Ray
Rochelle and dim Reel
the
440: end Kevin Sarni. Al

combination of Keen

Hell. Peter, and Kevin Cant-

Ike Guinn in

khan.

r.un: Meow, should reg.
eel 10110n]111.0 ,01/11. pos.
fide

to aw

delayingtheir

wimmer enjoyment.

a

101e

.onsenntion

department
pokomman aolvised this week.

in

1970.

ANni;

20.000 haw been returned.

"Nlany boaters Mil 10 regis-

or their cralt early :Ind spoil
heir scetion plans by having
die. tr Kenn certificates of
*Lind..." Ken Oruenewald of
he
Illinois Department of

'M'E HAVE improved out
system Cur pr.:ening these,
Mops and can handle then
efficiently."
weld laid.

5-6 me s nri
ift II
Inn haw landed a 7-3 and

gable

I IL record overthe law two

ro the 11.E1 cooefung chore, 2:

awistain

talents

produced

not

ail

12-0 Mae
and 2 second straight lent
championship.

1111,1, Cre, -Nlipp,1" to a
!nark during the 1911111)1,2 emnimign 1. came back
ison:11,1,...1...12-3 shoeing the fill.

Player
Pancrata. H
Hashach. Pal
Hague. 1,r

H

1:
31
3
3

.15

13,

23

119
114

3

Pinder. Eli
Lundsledt, Pr
Lloyd. C

3

Wood. W
Game. 1.
Kawell. W

5

108

5

1

3

103

2

101

4
6

7.4

3

97

s

7.4

2

3

96
0

7.4
6.9
6.1
7.7

,

Kiosk. AX11 -r

2

2

Spry. 11

2

Berm. ('
Wickersham. Er
Kline. Pr
Meier. EV

Ilarryle. W

3

0

Manner. Pr
Sodini. (MN
Anasiasi. (MN

Drury H
Shenerl. Pul

9

4.9

3

It
0

3

61

R

l

8
9

31i

X

4.4

56

10
9

4.2

SI

I I

36
36

'7

3.6

9

35
34
32

6

3.2
2.8
2.7
2.7

7

44

10

47

16

10

3

41
41

3

35

Phillips. ITV
Brandi. C

0

Molusnik. Er

3

I

i

5.4
3.4
0.4
3.7
3.4
5.5
6.2
3.4
3.2
2.9

9

Frog. H
Mon. C

3

4.fs

tempting to rebuild the Card
track dynasty !his wry,
TM Carolina! lineup will
feature seven morning lettermen. ;minding crowcountry
standout Icon Butler. Joining
Ruder will be seniors Fred
Hardt. Sam Witt.Gary Radek man. Gary Brallio. John Curtin and Gary Wegner.
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4.8
4.7
4.9
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11:..1141.1.11 which bung,

himself_

00E11 in Pontiac. Ilk. 101,

'Thoonship High School and
then went on a four-year stint
with the Navy. He returned lo
assent his PIA degree from

011. ('[liege :Lad .mtintied
his

gelher

0iother conliathee chantpiornhip would certainly illake
Joh0% exit moa. 001101111,01

**MI, pow season !Memnon
nould .1110
Ilinting on
Li

SAMOORE WAS not opt.
mistic in his cans outlook.
and blamed the "lack of depth

and the lock of kids to handle

the events" 0 the key lacers
in the Card decline. "It'll be
interesting in see what our kids

con do." Samson; said. "But
I'm nut sure if the attitude to
excel is there'

As of now. the Card thin clads will .consist of largely a
senior group. with a scattered

amount of sophomores lid
juniors left lo fill the rest of
the lineup. Butler and junior

York timk

of four
Nana in the long jump while
Prospect was shut out both

Jobe now plans No .1110nd a

course in administration dna
inn the night .hool ,,,, gran.

He is cunently carting 1,4
hour aver his neater, load
but is inn immediately seeking
a Phil.

-You can't each 2

sport

1,1

While the chill onderman
I,* wminne his role as

plans

heod tteshman Mothall mum
tor thecanse the season isn't as

long., ho also will take a writ*
121: examination in
effort to
quality as
moistens! strer.
least

I

co.

won t

pleiely ono of track." Jot, .planted.

ne. chance to pick up
win minther sis coin. today
w hen the Warriors nice New
'Trier Wes; at the Nen 'Tr
.01 1..1,0,1102 Ihe Maine
tracksters

have

silt'

Mom

heeded hs Pro.. W. at the
Panther Relays.

Thi, yew. yliolnce

Boat

Mat. and marine 22, coon.
den Kim over hot, Ire:
.clubled at any

hicago slam

it 11111, Man:1111-15

iron Arlington Park lithilm
Lon
renter in Ailingto3
Ho4gha.

I he Mow will oisit its door,
r

I

p

...m.

%co:kends .eld
woskilay,. eyeept Me

%larch 6 omning at a n 111.
Chning hour each ohm is II

'

there and in the shot pia. Prospect finally got a half -point out

of the high hurdle, when John

Iwo. a fine

Wood tied for fourth with an

record tho willill11:111. while 1
think we have a eronger wank
we don't are it wra
Elk
Groves
allarotind

dropped to a 3.0 In his third

men nil! he Benny EcrnanLindy bernandee and
Mark Danner. The inn of the
nanond
nu will hale Clem

the 511 -yard dash. Hacker had
set a school record mth a 5.6 in
1M:sumo:event jar a week ago.

S010/11101.

wcond In tie rde

4/PMURE

MIKE

ribly be sewn down by Ras

(110011111d and Mark (Money

demon and Wegner.

will
figure in Mc lineup.
with Cleveland particirnh
in either the quarter or aing
lf
mile and Chidley in the shot

liarh will six some pole
1,1111 and hurdles action. while

icarmnate Witt will take the
long jump Both thew MO experienced tracks[
placed
I
111
10 final conference
meet Iasi year. as Witt took
third in the long jump and

and disc even.
events.
Juniors Mike York,
Juni.
T011111110. and Jim thin

11111

twill

11100 key nal. hi this yar%
0111.1. i0 !he talent.1 trio will
take part in the half mile pour -

py.

3.

11.11E4111E1 I. Hell, EV.
2:10.7; 7. Minerherg, NE: 3.
Smellier,

eighth

annual AAU

Senior Power Lin Championships and Co hInChicagoland
Physique Contest will he held
0 the Leming Tosser YMCA
in Niles this Sunday at

I

p.m.

Thu competitions are open
to all amateur athletes in Illinois All entre., however.

must

Fe

registered

itli the

lllll Athlwu Union.
TROPHIES MILL be

wanted for first. 00111d and
third places in the eight weight
lining classes, and a .11.4

Lifter" and team trophy will
he given.

The awards for the hl r. Chi-

440 -YARD DAMIs I. 100,
VV. M1.2: 7 Rochelle. EV: 3

Red EV.

of the Village Green Golf
Clnh of the Mount Prospect
Park District is scheduled fur
8 p.m. Friday at he Mount
Prospect Country Club.
Films of the 1969 Masters

Thum:Intent will he Mown.
and an expanded tournament
schedule will be announced by
club president Ken Willer.

MEMBERSHIP

IS
will
open for both new and renewal

I
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3. Short. NE. 1111.F. RCN: I.
Sarni. FV. 5:17:1 Schen:mkt,
IV: 3. (Winn. IA'. 5111.E RE-

1

20-2.2. Belt. 115'; 3. Stifle, NE

POLE VAIL, I.

hlenk.

Portman. NE. 45.7
;
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Rehm:in. ITV: Gnun[, IA.

...unmet NIVing.

CROSS-COUNTRY
sm.
cialist Keith klathews won the
two-mile run with a 2:06.2 and

Gm
imistirt
Michelin in

Grenadiers finished third in a

who was competing in his first
varsity meet. toucher won the
60.yard high hurdle with 11.11,
finished second in the 60.yard
low hurdles with 7.9, and took
thinl in the loo jump with 111.

Michelle in the long jump 1 19-

wad

6I, Torn Patinella in the pole

Dziem in the two-mile.

"We looked at his times
Irom last year and from last

THE GRENADIERS got

meet agtonst Maine
ast and New I ner West.

Biangular

till INGER. ONE of the
Sliol.Suhurhan Leintuc's hetur
crom.country runners in the
lull, missed the Crown meet
because
of a hoot with !he flu.
au

le r did get a big boost nut of
sophomore

Frank

'Faucher,

s

msid and decidsd to

bring

up.

Wendler said_

pie.

1c

Larry Cyder in the mile and

and he ear score

Bill Buehhols in the two-mile.

sity

level

'1 1ihinl-place winner, were Ten

mune points for us."

Elk Grove also got firstplace finishes from Bill Tows
M the shot put (44-71. Mike

ry Summers in the high jurnp.
Dan Digangi in the pole

Mark Lich. M both the high

v.1119-61, Pat Dunning in the
mile run 15:00.91 and Tom Zitk
fra in the IWO-Tile .11

rut:

finish.

from

J.

Rather!. C. 39-0. LONG

JUMP: I. Michelle. ELI, 19.61
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AE2 dollar fee will be collected at the door for those in
terestol in viewing the con,

PIRTS

Fehruury 25,
19]0

III Jim Sluart

weekend

ing the sochd hour following

Golfe's. duffers and those
just interested art invited to at -

told,

Rout C
0
3
Tau
cher, El. 18-1. HIGH JUMP:
I. Rout, C, S.4; 2. Fisher. C.
5-2; 3. Summers, EG, 4-10.
POI.E VAULT: I. Pstindla,
EG. 9-6; 2. Walker, C. 9.6; 3.
2

EG,

Dl

60.1(ARD HIGH HUH INES: I. Toucher, El. 8.0; 2.
Hawn C, 8.1; I. Itichler, EG.
50 -YARD 0,59111I.
Prehn, C, 5.8; 2. Ray. C, 3.81;
3. Oberlin.
C. 5.91: MO YARD RELAY: 1. Crown.
1:14.11. 2. Elk Grove, 1:17.4.

1141.1/MILE RUN:
I.
Why... Ck 2:15.2; 2. Kalisch.

Ihe Illinim State Etyma:Le-

d. lournammt opens

this

it

take

56.07, 3. Seneca. C, 1:01 GM -

YARD IOW HURDLES: 1.
Fawn, C, 7.8; 2. Toucher, EG,
7.903. I,ichter, EG, 8.2.

MILE RUN: I. Dunning,
EG, 5:14.9: 2. Cyder, EG,
5:02 3; 3. Melly, C. 5112.41

MILE RELAY:

I.

Crown,

2:40.11; 2. Elk Ciro.. 2:48.5.
'IWO-MILE: 1. Ziffra, EG,
1E14.0:
11:45.8:

2. Buchholz.
3.
Orem,

EG.
EG.

12:04.7.

simple fact that the Red Devils

will have more entries than

ant and Elgin Larkin.

anyone else will OW them u
seemingly insurmountable ad-

MERSEY AND Arlington
both said over 130 in their

vantage.

great duel last week that has lu

BARFLY
HINSDALE
heat Hersey for first place at

4C11001.

nilis

Prompt.. is the slate's sixth
hest team end Furest View.
though run in the classwith the
top

another

three.

nevertheless

has

rough

Waukegan

In-

tine and he able to get about 0
7.6. and then not even get pen

each

WANT

AD!

have the numbers.
Needess to say. the coaches

points in a
in

FAMIlY

will prohMly lose many

"Ifs just not fair fora kid to
work for four years on a rou.

participants

aDAY

enniestat. along the way who
could hero nulled at least the
lower places Hersey may kive
the talent, but Hinsdale will

dietnction of Ming only the
mcond team in1411
Illnois is
11Each Wlde. will advance

LAUNCH

vitational, but now the Husk.

of the teams involved in the
unfortunate situation are not
rynicularly happy about tMir

to have sawed

ished ante in the cordemnce
nteel 011 00lke1111 ell.. Sid
D1111111.,
eke the rest or

the

consistently scored over 100
and would he the minder one
outfit in a majority of the other
districts. linripect holds the

uth and the Werth. fin-

for High
Reaching

ksignments.

the Di
coach T

Results!

quid Arlington
Walthouw.

men! to the sectionals as x[11

shouldn't he much of a threat
Mr the district title.
Tickets for the meet me 51
lair students end 51.50 for

all-around men. And
Pith the competition at Hersco
il1 pretty ohvie ng that
vete outstanding gymnasts

-THERE'S NO reason why
they call split up the Hersey
and Mundelein Districts with

will have 10 WM,. 1110 rest of
the tournament lawn the side-

her, who "add qualify lor the

eich." Walthouse went on.
''Eery school in both of them
a within half an hour of each
oth.. so geography a sure no
prohlem.'
Allthe cigiches agreed on
that last point. -the many of

es but can't go because

1130 schools Ore Wow and there

111001 Is knocked mit in the

wa. really no need to hunch.

line, while many 11101ii, 0,-

adults.

00111 100 competitive

10 llll

St. James. St.
Obeli split

districts will muse up.
111e,
of Md. from
state

split two mnior high basketball

Jistril t"

game, in the Northom Catholic Athletic Conference last

pect

2 Truer halance of good Wane

many fine teams into one small

mol 111C

0.1,11. Rich Chev of Pros.

',emend speaking. the

in Mus*:

Sunday..

top kid, mill

Si Hubert looped the eighth
grade division. 52-48. but Ht.
James crushed the It. Hubert

disheartening lor the Aids who
don't make it through the dis-

they ate the top kids

Ga
Hughes of Forest
View' who mays.: only one or

3

LINES

5 DAYS

ONLY
Sj

3.90

too of his boys advance to the

ht 11

trict to we poorer routines in

pointed o t that
this unfairness doesn't exist in
ether sports.
Sectionals.

ds: date meet and wonder shy

Elk

ndlbe

Will host

Li

iomornoe night conof Addison 'trail.

sisting

all

South Ming able to provide
much competition Mr the ho,
school.
The

LAX,

(irons. who finished

League conference meet. are a

line team and deserve heavy
representation 0 the Sae' iil
al,. hut with the current setup
they

certainly gm

a

better

Jake than their NISI. peers.

And Wheeling. which has
mI cleared 100 yet this season.
got a real tweak in Ming sem to

the Mundelein District. The
could concei.hly

Wildcats

We hope not. But if you are, why not trade it? Come in and see us
about an auto loan; bank financing is less expensive than any other
type of financing. And after all, lemons belong in your refrigerator
not on your driveway!

Monday - Tuesday - Wednesday

SB

119

SPECIAL DIN'
Tender Rib Eye Mebk Baked Potato

Roselle State Bank & Trust Company
toe East !mina 11Ell Rosa / Roslic Iiiinis fat"

salad Teem Toast
FAST SERVICE - COME AS YOU ARE

advance ono, kids then some

of the better teen..

RUT BOTH Wheeling and

A

t.
tax

Ins

"Why should our area have

.1141111_

Chew of Prospect and Don
Von Elms of Hersey were also
unhappy about the deal. woe
the Huskies having by far the
most to lose"
"It's 3 shame somehing like
this has to happen when it
the state meet on the line in this

lose people along the way

schools.

meet too."

goad fortune in the pairings b
the

state's

lop -rated

leant.

Hinsdale Central. The Red
1)evils will be able to waltz

255-4°
or

ability of the teims involved
and no geographical suit.

District. They can't afford 10

The cla.ic benefactor of

Phone

suffer himause we have built

up a dynasty in gymnastics?"
mks Ilughm who suggests
that the first bash for dividing
the teams into districts be the

pete in tough Sectionals. the
Wildcats going to Forest Vim
with the Herkev winners and
the Grenadiers traveling to
Addison With such powers us
Evanston and all the Niles

Ike M1011 at Prospect. As
one
c
put
"Hinsdale could have 01111C guys fall

1249 Elmhurst Road.
Des Plaines, Illinois

neighbors. -

Elk Grow will haw to com-

hoeveryon

BONANZA SIMMS PITS.

though they're both in thu
sante conference and arc close

could so easily be avoided."
said ('hew. "Hersey's putting

.

through their District and Sic dory! and
venin an ad.
vancing virtual
with a Hinsdale uniform o

NO TIPPING

N1711KR SPORTS make a

real effort to mix their stomp
teams into differkm di lll Mts."
he said. ..Evanston and New
rim East arc never in the
same swimming district al-

1

second in the Mid -Suburban

BONUS!

9 P.M.

C. 2.15 2. 3. She:unhorse, C
2:19.1; 440 -YARD DASH: I.
Roy, C. 55 4,2 Mat hella. F.G.
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Huskies and Cardinals
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and think respectively in II-
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Diedrich,

1

12 4 Taylor Y 106
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places in each event, and the

is hr Iiir the Hersey Dis.
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..of all tint, in the state.

ban League. along with klaine
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Day .sports essay
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applicant. Applications with
the meeting.
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Y
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-
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I ale Park with only !dame

door facilities at Wheeling and
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York
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1
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Wednesday,

Greg
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ing out since MK I Ill Ihe in-
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.1405l Muscular Man" will he

hurdles ail

S1107
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KNond-place
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incr.. of the Central Subur-

1 where

r mile and highjunmeveith.
The Cards have ken stark-

cagoland Physique Contest
will also sere offie trophy 01-1,.
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3 46 7

Prospect
1 51 2

HIGH JUMP
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4 56 6 MILE RELAY
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dm, kids Lir, then: and the,
arent "

and

Horsey high schools and are
anxi ,,,, sly
awaitiry tomorrows hig
tiunoure laeled Pros,. and rremd
"the wean to 11011". and indicated the Knights owned the
hest chem, in the comfere nce.
They have had three meets so
filr. winning one and losing

Mott
dash.

"We needed help on Me van

the

*locks

011111
NI ah

4

Llk Coo11 was hurt by his loss
because he was expected to nu
well under 2:10 in the 880 and
a Crown runner won,the eyed
with a 2:15.2.
Elk Grove coach Jim Wend -

emanos

boati, names and
lnm
rine engin.. snowmobile.. ;Mvehicles.

1

567 3 CO, GBN 568 4

chell GBN 450 4 Henkel

Gren thinclads crowned, 61-44

nide]. will include Maturejo
terrain

Sh

Elk
t rono.
0.11000,
without star 880yeal man Jim
°ringer. damped r 01-44
non.conterence track decision
to Crown in the Grenadiers'
fieldhouse yesterday.
The met ono the second of
the season Or Elk Grove. The

enough for 3 wen. wa
place in

d same 3.6 won the everd
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I
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Manning P 569
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MPPD schedules golf meeting Friday
The 1070 kick-off meeting

EV.
I.
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Foe, View
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Warriors in the mew
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Tony knot on the
trampoline: Mike
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Live By
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A CAPIIVa

May
2111:Mr:It give in to temptation
to move too oulekly away from
projects iecently completed.
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

THE BORN LOSER

ACROSS

influence coming from afar

1 Skiing at-

CI

could help you consideraMy at
this time. Make certain distant

Placid, N.Y.

5 Skiing at -

relatives kn,nv of the onnent

Valley, Idaho

PrOP9M

8 Bob-race

VIRGO (Ana. 29 - Sept. 231
An interesting tun. of events
man Jamul, from the pursuit of
your personal inn:lush. Develop new methods of operation
quickly.
LIBRA ISept. 24 Oet..23(

12 So be it!
13 Eggs
14 Delayed
15 Makes soggy

16 Rough surface
on fabric

Haste makes waste. Take the

social

17

tournament

20 Feminine
name
22 eohalmorpintee,
Chlorine, for

CAPTAIN EASY
"Zsir.7,1151!4n..

DOWN
1 Young woman

RAM GULLY

°

29 Lifvfleligyh(tnmaic)
OP PANS AUP

nOuNfL.4

31 Hostelries
32 Turkish

regiment

dr

frenzy (var.)
3 Military cap
4 Banners
5 Melodies
6 Grapelike

Bet' of neck

8 Zigzag ski
race
9 Samoan kilts
(comp. word)
E.Greteekr.lettate
tre

2241 7(R7. as a
cask
25 Shakespear -

27 Come in

cluded here for Vin au
Poivre Sioocc (nippy
with Dijon mustard
and
pepper)
and

Chccse-Mush room
Sauce (rich and mel-

ture is liquefied.

low).

When ready to serve pour mixture into saucepan; stir in corn-

RAN

starch. Heal, stirring, until mixture
comes to a boil. Reduce heat; cook

0e R
S
A
C ENT
SELENE ROARED
SSE
IoRESS

can character
26 Local flora
and fauna

For hostesses who
like to serve several
sauces. recipes are in-

paste, onion, parsley, lemon juice,
peanut oil, salt, pepper, sugar, paprika and garlic. Whirl just until mix-

2 In murderous, EN

26Existmce

adven-

I

One flavored with wine...

minute longer. Serve hot with

beef fondue. Makes 11/2 cups.

VIN AU POIVRE SAUCE

41 Breakfast di
with eggs
43 Glut
45 Jewish sacred

Dissolve bouillon cubes in boilMelt margarine in a
saucepan. Blend in flour. Cook,
stirring, until thick and bubbly, I to
2 minutes. Remove from heat.
Gradually stir in dissolved bouillon,
mustard and black pepper. Bring to
a boil, stirring constantly. Stir in
wine. Serve hot with beef fondue.
ing water.

2 beef bouillon cubes
1 cup boiling water
Y. cup (1/2 stick)

292S Towardobjects
the
46 Word written
sheltered side
on
30 Negative vote
Belshamar's
32 School subject
wall (Bib.)
35 Fork prong
47 Son of Isaac
36 Throb
38 Minute portion 48 Exist
(B )
49 Presidential
3 oMfasttline
nickname
nickname
51 Fish eggs

has its DAY

3 tablespoons flour
2 teaspoons Dijon -style mustard
Y. teaspoon coarse freshly ground
black pepper
2 tablespoons dry red wine

Makes I Si cups.
rf

33 Earor34

Answers to
Hideaword
SAPLING
LAPSING

span

scup
slang

sPanS
Pam

meg

sad

pang

spin
snag

spinal ping

wggg pail

mad , plain
plan
pina
paling

Slag

slap
slang
sail

slain

spinal gain

I

bird (var.)

(ab.)
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for)

35 Three, at Ca ds
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rr Sce friends sal evening.
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CAPRICORN (Dec. 23
mt. 201 Avert diflicuhice on
In employment scene by saying what you have to wy with
he utmost of tae1 and diplo-

cling

Grandparental

18 -

ts ea

'

Winter Olympics

a

in the blender.

Y. teaspoon paprika
Ya teaspoon minced garlic
1 teaspoon cornstarch
In a blender combine tomato,
green pepper, cucumber, tomato

-

to yourmif until you are
that all will work out
outas

(garlic. parsley, lemon
juice, paprike) pureed

Y. teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon pepper
Va teaspoon sugar

CANCER (June 22
July
231 Keep plans for the future
you

tables (tomatoes, cucumbers. onions, green
pepper) and seasonings

I tablespoon lemon juice
I tablespoon peanut oil

with great cam( today.

given over lo

the same name. Hot
Gazpacho Sauce is a
combination of vege-

cup tomato paste

I tablespoon finely chopped pars-

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

rred by error. Handle all
business or personal matters

SAGI1TARIUS (Nov. 23
Dec. 201 Take cart of routine
hams during morning NNE.
Afternoon and vening may he

Sauce inspired by the
famed Spanish soup of

ley

June

Mom devices.

be used, but endless
variety is supplied by
the selection of sauces.

ber-

0

2in An1Speed is of no use at all dB

stability on rho employment
scene. Slick strictly to your

Featured here is
zesty Hot Gazpacho

for the

most talked -about recipes. Different meats lamb, chicken, pork,
veal and seafoods-can

Y. cup finely diced peeled cucum-

mt, It= gz

C

from an undercurrent of in-

GAZPACHO SAUCE

hostesses vie

2 tablespoons finely chopped onion
(TAU< ABOUT

thoe you need to cheek over
Minor details of the present
moject Efore going on.
SCORPIO IOa. 24 Nov.
221 Avoid problems resulting

Then dip
into a hot
sauce...
Va

TAURUS (April 21

anticipate. Seek expert
amnions,
LEO ibily 24 - Aug. 231sAn

fondue-ing has such
universal appeal.
Fondue cookery, .has

3. cup peeled diced tomato
1/2 cup finely diced green peper

MORTY MEEKLE

other. Lend help readily.

GEMINI 16120 22

ish sauce. That's why

swept the country and

EEK & MEEK

April

-

2111 Rewm ds at evening for the

ingenuity to think of
serving it with a Span-

Act

medium).

1:30

e

dish they called Fondue Bourguignonne.
But it took American

(3 minutes for rare, 5 minutes for

26 A Black's View
32

common
pot
and
changed it to cubes of
beef dipped in hot oil, a

meat to desired degree of doneness

Olga Ands.

of the News

France borrowed the

idea of dunking in a

fork and dip in oil. (Second fork for
eating Fondue is suggested.) Cook

Rellstctio.

II World Po.

Switzerland gave the
world Cheese Fondue.

a

iv -

ginia Alayn, Edmond
O'Brien and Dane
Clerk.

or cold meat will spatter).
Fill fondue pot 35 full with
Planters Peanut Oil. Heat on burner

Serve each guest some meat and
variety of sauces. Have each
guest spear meal with long handled

a mum of

murder and

Nora
Naughton

stand.

ing for inisang frknd

32 Debbie Drake

Ammo Menden
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Hitch.

cock Pres.,
7:00

b's deaf-mute rein.
lives for an coarsen-

Smith and Kenny
Rogers and the First

Edition,
9 Alfred
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refuse

Music Halt
Eddy Arnold wel-

Guests include
6:55

4

Private

McCombridge guest -

Moyle

meats
or seafood
By

of range to 425 degrees or until a
small piece of bread browns in I
minute. Set stand in center of table
and light canned heat cooking fuel.
Carefully transfer fondue pot to

12,55
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BUGS BUNNY
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20 lire Foisyle Sago

sequences
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Trim all fat from sirloin steak or
tenderized round steak and cut
meat into I -inch cubes. Dry meat
and hold at room temperature (wet

32 News

II Yoga for Health
32 Truth or Con-
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Wandra Hendrix.
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gang

from Australia
7
Nanny wnd the

wooREASON

SUCce.siati,Ifilon

YOUR...7r. ccer

unsavory

an

Wei1L HOPE

32 Newsi Final

joins a
newspaper editor in
his campaign togavc
local waters from industrial pollution.

Ymft.

6:30
Hee-Haw

32 Man in a Suitcase

Bronson
Bronson

Pequeno

7 Zoom 222
2

gm Stevens.

Then. Cease

5

The Clampetb act
homesick for the hills
and move into a lag
Mn
the back-

Edited.

2

Bing Crmbv and In

Hawaii Five43
A scientific genius
disappears from a
government lab in
Washington,

Social Science.

5

rsntal lug -rd war

2

Coronel."

6:15
11 Italian Panorama

banged couples Pa

900

011ie

ejy ese

jar oi a bitterly

Moto,

IF Kukla, Fran and

Movie

Man on Ft,. A
voting boy in thumb

20 TV College

Star Trek

9

6:10

20 TV College

9

lire ho. Mend photo

Jane

ANYTHING

Show

e25

(mayhem

Guestainclude

-EAT

AFT. TAKING
OUR GudtiRd_r

MO PP POSEVEN

Mike Douglas

9

NOT 3UPPOSED

7 DOWN!

600
7

fah.
12 Big Valley

7

y's fond of fondue

gag'
nail
aping
anil
align
lain
lisp

+SU

CAMPUS CLATTER

White ant

39 Keen

enjoyment
40 Rare gas

41 Canaanitish
month
42 Iowa city
44 Feign
48 Claret, for

butance
50 Bowlike curve
52 Greek war god

53 Allied by
1111Abtre

55 Feminine
nickname
56 Denomination
57 Evening

(contr.)

N

T7'.77T1

Or, a cheese and

mushroom combination
CHEESE -MUSHROOM SAUCE
I tablespoon peanut oil
El cup very finely chopped mushrooms
2 packages (3 ounces each) cream
heese, softened

I garlic clove, crushed
V. teaspoon salt Generous dash
hite pepper

Y. cup hot water
,

Heat peanut oil in a small skillet.
Add mushrooms; saute until lightly
browned, about 3 minutes; set
aside.

In a small bowl combine cream

-el

cheese, garlic, salt and pepper,'Heat

to blend thoroughly. MN in Parmesan cheese, parsley and sauteed

V. cup grated Parmesan cheese

mushrooms. Blend in hot water.

1 tablespoon finely chopped pars-

Serve with beef fondue. Makes 134

),

4T

cups.

IPA
hI

V?

24.

Uj° *WIC*
*\aluftWO-

1300 NORTHWEST HWY
PALATINE, ILLINOIS
Located In Zayre Store

WED., FEB. 11th

THE DAT
Wednesday February 25 PPG
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Open 9 to 9

Dress apples in gowns
of vanilla pastry

WAREHOUSEo D

AR K E T

Perhaps it was Eve's eMberramment in the Garden of

I egg

Eden That prompted an AtisIrian Hausfran to envelop am

2 tempoons milk or water
I stick butter, very cold

plea in "dressing gowns."

Raspberry Jam

As a child.

1

.AcPfel

often mused
im Sehlt0was

ler into dough and work in

accord-

with your hands quickly. Use a

rock,- and when my mother
permitted to

98

SIRLOIN
U.S. CHOICE

U.S. CHOICE

$109

TIP ROAST

lb

THE BEST GROUND
BEEF IN TOWN!
,w,,%c,r0'00
,,
58, Boron Squares

U.S. CHOICE

Ground Beef

lb.

WHOLE BEEF

Ground Chuck

lb.

830 r7. 8101

Ground Round

lb.

930

RUMP ROAST

65c

lb

APPLES IN
DRESSING GOWNS
4
large Rome Beauty or
Wines. apples

9

BONELESS ECONOMY

STRIP STEAK
U.S. CHOICE SIRLOIN

refrigerator.

overlooked too thin a scup or
meatless meal, and desserts
oddly named provoked conversation and lilted our spirits.

-

98'

CUBE STEAK

by calling Me his tilde apple.

2 cups flour

Wash
move core.

Are Filled With Low
"Miracle Prices"

top a whole clove

for 40 ninon...sir until golden
brown. Scow warm with moil -

Venlig Snow
I egg

Campbell's Soup can 17`
BEAN AND BACON
Campbell's Soup iT17- 14'
GREAT AMERICAN
19c
Tomato Soup
Con
VAN CAMP'S
Tic
Pork & Beans
Con
VAN CAMP'S
16oz
Red Beans
Con
18'

teaspoons vannla

In nastkon howl heat egg
and sumo HI1 cornstarch over
this and 1,111illtle heating.

boil and

gradoally pour over Rgg mixall the timc. Re.
ture. he
aim mixture to saucepan and

about
Roll out dough
1/4 -inch thick and cut into 4
squirm. Pgre each apple on a
square. Fill hole in apple with
raspberry jam. Fold the four
comers over apple and real

Reinow

from

,aitilla.

stoye

over applm and refrigerate rnatinder sl .ant. ourmedmiel,

Plaw apples on greased Haring

Mon. Mush with egg yolk and

APPIAN WAY

12la or, 39c

Pizza Mix

Iss

Pkg.

650

lb 65`

°'

Ground Chili Mont lb. 58' Coma Beef Rounds

.1

ng A SteakSale

IVs been a long time since
you've seen such an attractive price on Jewel's U.S.D.A.

Noodle Dinner
Rice Provence

BOUT

5-'38c

Chili with Beans

15C.17' 31

Derby Tamales

2- c
13,0.3
Con

lb. 890

While they lost!

Stop in today - take your

meat at Jewel's attractive sale
prices. What family doesn't en My the taste of a thick 'n juicy

ALPO

Beef Chunks
ALPO
Liver Chunks
ALPO
of Veal

Round St etlk_°

alt

390
690

lb bag

FRESH MUSHROOMS

Corned Beef Hash
UNDERWOOD
Deviled Ham

LOOK For Bonus Specials

b.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE - TAILESS

Porterhouse

Bonus Special

You have to save at Warehouse Foods

COMPARE

COFFEE

OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICES!
Skippy Peanut Butter 12 oz. or

41'

Raggedy Ann Red Salmon No. 1

990

Scott Asst. Toilet Tissue

14'

Bounty Jumb. Asst. Towels

330

Alpo Dog Food 14-1/2 oz.

25`

Budget gourmet dish

'n1b.$1 93

Sphad orange poi crust is a

Gold Medal Flour 5 lb. bag

54'

Betty Crocker Asst. Reg. Cake Mixes

330
350

POTATO
CHIPS

C

Country Delight Waffles

ly thought of for economical
family meals. Don', forget.
however, that some of the S.
nest gourmet dishes are made

with budget hod, the less ex-

puha cuts which ham,

deliciously tender when given
long. moist cooking. Properly

I tablmpoon shortening

heef cuts give other meat .1
competition when it Hamm to

I clove garlic, mMeal
&ounce can tom. sauce
leaps orange sections

!noun meat duals en la tit
Mk. in hoi shortening 11d

2 tablespoon, sugar

cook NI minims !lour to to
NIIICe orange vat n+ 11,
and grated rind mer mat
Sprinkle with ma. so k, sal

960
780

PABST

BLUE RIBBON

1.25

BEER

18c.

6/12 oz.

Ilavor.

Fora dinner wits a South
American flavor. serve slices
RISpieed Orange Na Roast on
nee to which ClIallIllt is arkled.

SPICED ORANGE
POT ROAST .
4 to 5 pounds beef Muck
roast

5/2E Ce5577.bia 61S- otulce
9oxe et efoffor

89c

17'
10'

000. we'll send

'Or sofa as lout Itazi£ pate* {mpg E.VRAI
Glk'Gf SIZE CRESr

seal you ezahlia,

Sesame srre, aft 401

Wou, grtoJo b.

MARGARINE
1

par favorite sine, aniilsenel yew

FS F,..'1

BWE BONNET

1..1.1 Y

Fr

I

t 1111

I

I

I

Y.

...tam m P401,

I

tablespoon ruled wane'

rind

I, teaspoons salt
, teaspoon nutmeg
, teaspoon cinnamon
H teaspoon cloves
dash of pepper
orange slices and wedges for

"

onion and girlie, coot pal
.

L'6Naurlic
WayMAN

book tun C/6164FT.

"at

y..-acsr

pm.*
axe dolor. dude?* GesraRaRe
yet
deflon.
'Fri, your teltold, and also D00844 Dali.AR
CER7750174" r# tietaaaareb/e aaTrwi! to CRt37Axd 0 Da,LARS,

,Q4e,

Pa Roe aw,
Iliap/eag../4,/ticUhesoa 5.317.55.
'Mew! 'Usti se hard andersfamd P"

'IP:

Spread

V.

"

`0",1:

ga"la"aLEY
bressing

?4: 45c

Vinegar

inArge
CARNATION

Coffeemate
DRIP GRIND
Folger Coffee
DRIP GRIND
Royal Jewel Coffee
SANKA

Instant Coffee
SWISS MISS

Instant Cocoa
ROYAL JEWEL
Tea Bags

14
1.0

Sugar
Salt

ob;

.

S

S SI

.

00

30 OZ.
CAN

ICI

I

REG. PRICE TY

PRICE 36'

11

"'" 924c
Bas

JEWEL MAID

IMP

SELF RISING

111

Pillsbury Flour
Cake Flour

Produce Market!
NM IMF

Ifil

CRISP

51b.39c
Rog

Flour

LB.

IMF

29c

,

Wondra

LBts109
Sirloin Tip oos

RU.S.D.A. CHOICE

KSOELITOAGSGIL-K

sib 65c
Bag

Bo:

BLUEBERRY

46`

Blueberry Pop Tarts

- ICEBERG

Head Lettuce

Boa

LOG CABIN

Syrup

BII

heoKOLAking

5"N100

6
Navel Oranges

CALIFORNIA - 88 SIZE

EACH

21`

THE ILLUSTRATED

erence Set From Jewel!

Columbian
Encyclopedia
CoMPLErs 22 -VOLUME SET
ISFAurIFULLy ILLUSTRATED

FULLY INFORMATIVE
AUTHENTIC AND ACCURATE

VOL.
NO.
ONLY

k

ICanM. 40c

t

C

Oil
Oil

L

41c

2r 53c

s

8B71' 43c
DREAM WHIP

Topping

BB:: 79,

SEMI SWEET

Nestles Morsels
eGOrn

Starch

64 26`
166Ib.

BONUS SPECIAL

17c,

GOOD THRU
MARCH 4

GREEN GIANT

Peas
1702.
CAN

VOL. NO. 1 STILL AVAILABLE AT 49c

See For Yourself How Pleasant A Jewel Shopping Trip Can Be fl)

i6.0

ShorteningCRISC°

HEADS

3520,1`

MRS. BUTTERWORTH

Syrup

Keep earning At Any Age With This

Sliced Beef
2 LB $ 1
28
TUB

ry

Peaches

\

GOLD MEDAL -SHAKER

Gravy and
4---"-*'

GOOD THRU
MARCH 4

SLICED OR HALVES

'

- ROLLED

24c

7,orb.

GAUCHO

"1.

19 c

21,

Feb 28, 1970
Good only

a 'S.

BONELESS

78c
99c

Env

GOOD THRU
MARCH 4th

.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

$1$1

266%

Btl.

MARY DUNBAR

a 26c
'7.7. 89c

This Coupon
Expires

Food

ft HS

34c
72c

Sandwich Spread V 29c

at
Warehouse

Diet or Reg.

BONUS SPECIAL

Pork 11001

Cane SugarTy1.ro 29c

Liquid Detergent

Bd.

num v1AREG.

34C

3ic
Pt.9c
4
Bar.

ELI-iiirSauce

Rump Roast

8137.

onnaise

IKIVer.

rover and cook slog'. mail
meat 0 tender. about me
hours. (Amish as &slat]
Yields .1, to eight mush,

RCA LED

41c

Btl.

LB.

PICK UP SPECIAL REFUND
COUPON AT JEWEL.

French Dressing

z

French Dressing

nos

20c

JorG5
j c

Butter Chips
HUNT'S
Tomato Catsup

'WISHBONE

MORTON

8/16 oz. Bott.

-Minute Steaks

19C
2266Ql64c

VLASIC

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

TUBE

r la

90.
.
J

Sweet Pickles

k

DOMINO

THRILL

lb. pkg.

COLA

69'

altalisk IF deslud
'

For those ofyou who didn't
understand ourTVcommercial
we repeat our"Crest Double Dollars"
offer in black and white.
"Sardis 8fe haft fro. three FAMI-Y

Bonus Special

Bonus Special

PEPSI -

, cup finely chopped on-

prepared. marry of the budget etauunish, if desind

:7" /you 41. ....44...Vareit-Lbum,

Bonus Special

y4

189

OZ

HELLMAN'S

19'.

C Orange Juice 6 oz.

slowly cooking thrifty beef
chuck with oranges. tomatoes
and interesting spices until
fork tender.
Beef chuek mods are usual-

48'

FROZEN FOODS

Coffee Rich Pints

Toothpaste
5

,1*

70

Land -O -Lake Butter 1 lb. Sqs.

Banquet Pot Pies
Beef, Turkey, Chicken 8 oz.

served in Brazil. Its, made by

Large Bo

Kraft Velveeta 2 lb. loaf

ON-COR 2 lb. Asst. Suppers
Beef, Turkey, Salisbury Steak

budget gourmet dish serval
similar m Me famous roasts

Bonus Special

FRITO LAY

Pillsbury or Ballard Biscuits

Rant enough for informal dinner partirs.

Eti6o:.

KRAFT

BONELESS -

Crest

Pr/
This spiced orange pot roast has a real South
American flavor. Handsomely garnished, it's ele-

41

DAIRY

Stea

23`

GOOD THRU
MARCH 4

nir

MAIL 1

11`

Mrs. Grass Noodles 1 lb. bog

BONE -IN

200

FOLGER'S

SMUCKER S

AUNT JANE'S

tz 25c

Vienna Sausage

ores23c
23c
Grape Jelly
o'll
Strawberry
Jar
31c
Apricot Preserves ,r2. 39c
YUMMY JELLY

Honey
LIBBY
Sweet Relish

Strip

2C!aaoz

8 oz.

JEWEL MAID

Can

HORMEL

Poor

Campbell's Tomato Soup No. 1

Can

26c

YUMMY

Pkg.

LIBBY

1.4:2;

Dog Yummies

USD.A. CHOICE

26 c

C.

HARTZ

2124 ear. 56C

Beef Stew

APPLES

43C
'2:..26 c

Starkist Tuna

Sirloin Stea

Can

LIBBY

YELLOW ONIONS

"Miracle Prices"

Jewel steak?

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

,7,7: 34c

Macaronios

JONATHAN

BANANAS

Just A Few
Of Jewel's

choice of some very tasty cuts of

FRANCO AMERICAN

GOLDEN RIPE

ere Are

CHUNK - LIGHT

KRAFT -WITH CHICKEN
BETTY CROCKER

lb

Sio!1)

8 oz.

This

shraild make two cops.
Spoon as mochas you desire

corners and any open spaces.

...

15 oz.

slowly In. to a Mal..'AP
umst;tml,.

"

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

CREAM OF CHICKEN

2 cum milk

Bring milk It

Save Cash Everyday With "Miracle Prices"

of your family.

2 tablesprmns urger
2 teaspoons cornstarch

pare and re-

qt)

Choice Sirloin Steak! It's a perfect opportunity for you to turn
on the tastes of every member

Like These!

la sauce.

tartmoof if necessary.
Form into a hall Let nest in
hit

Jewel's Shelves

ing gown I. Bake al .175 degrees

and 001AR:rand stir. Shave but-

ingly. Seeing me in my bathrobe my father would oblige

While joking at the table..

1 13

T-BONE STEAK

dress

I

"

TURN ON TASTES

Ithat's the button of the dress-

tempo. vanilla

Into bowl sift flour and hiking powder together. Make a
well and add sugar, egg. milk

prepared this dessert.

ins. at

I teaspoon baking powder
Pa cup saga

By Mug:mete Murphy

about

U.S. CHOICE

Save Cash Everyday With "Mir

thrro SAT , FEB. 14th

19c

REG. PRICE 25'

See For Yourself How Pleasant A Jewel Shopping Trip Can Be

THE HAS

SHOPPER TESTS PROVE SAVINGS UP TO 15% AND MORE ON YOUR WEEKLY FOOD BILL!

Wednesday February 25 IWO
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Cold, Cool World

Little touches add sparkle

e",0\
re.

Now is a good time to go
through all the recipes you

have been clipping and pick'
out those thin you really want
to try.Throw out thaw that no
longer appeal m you and at.
ypc and Inc) Mc away in parr
recipe him those that have he
come family favorites.
A wader writea this wages.
Maim "If you have several fa.
vorite recipes MMt you wish to
protect from spattering, cover
them wish dear adhesive.
backed paper. This also keeps

hereis another one

I

that is timmeonsunting and al.

war. ruins nfi nails and man,
cure. Spray your seorchtal pan
W1111.111,ell cleaner and lo ma

for 20 to 511 mina. for according to manufacturers' direetions). Rinse out. If the pan
is not complemly clean. roped t

proems CAUMON! HE aure
to rfad then anufactuters'fii.

maim...rerun,

past. homemade or bikery --. that doon't immediately semhe mouth to warring.
Favorite raisin bwuds rang: front fluffy raisin
mania to flaky raisin scones. from feathery textured raisin potam or oatmeal loaves Merl., miofit
Sweet rich dough, are used to make

I teaspoon ended lemon peel

Swedish ma I ing

pow Mends. rm, rh helswen the linger. until

things with handmigers."
Hen ts L beet 'M mushroom
chopped steak variation
help others "annac" dad and
husband with kitchen talent,.

Montanan is finely divided and missal with the
but wrdamons nutmeg. ginger, sdiron and do man:diem, .m1,1 Motes eggs. milk and raimace are also harmonious in raisin dough,. A
m Sur milt t111111 blended.
new star on the bread baking hori/an the out,Soma, into well -gnaw) large muffin cum
bination
chomolate amt raishts
mffin, nitwit 2, to 1
in diatomer tor tivestunce
moan! cups. Fill mats
Ian and no, breads. It is superb
pro
MR
In ihis recipe selection miniature ones cake, ful td. Raisin FEMME! billing on op
hatter.

are made ,tith rich muffin batter sa hied with,
wire through with a knife.
Savona llll rya'
owing tilling.
Mike Not OATEN P25 deg
20 to 2, mi
RAISIN PEANUT COFFEE CAKEIEIN
w.. Serb: hot. Makes sewnremqit, eight cotta.akes
Rich. dunk seed's, raisins arc Ileekml
throughout the tlolfs lemon accented dough ,n
Raisin Peanut Filllom Blend together
cup
well as the Ilavownne peanut butter tilling. Use peanut hutter.2 tablespoons white or brown sugchunk Ayle peanut hotter if pat liks 5 little arn oro chopwd or whole raisin. mid I [able spoon melted huger. If mixture iscold or too stiff
earl easily. 11E111 A few minute. over low 1.1
er hot water

This Betty uses
low-cost fruit

grated

Parmesan

Three pickle. 1.01e just like
that Grandina made.
only they are a dowel up gersion of Me start...bought pick-

2 teaspoons sugar

those

Its naps,. an

les. Sc ea, to make: you'll

If teaspoon celery seed'
M teaspoon whim pepper
iv teaspoon dry maraud

really be amazed at how quickly they disappear.

VIM: 3 quarts
3 quart jam oafish i.e Annie

to dill pick.

MOB

'I lempom P.nka
I cline garlic
Combine 01 the above io.
in your electric
blender. Twirl until mixture is
gm:clients

3 and ane-third cur sow
Is tap vinwar

well Hendon! and Ithe.
When
marinating

1.5 cups water

tables. simply cover with a lib.

2 learptmns celery seed

end Lmount of drehing and

Combine .. Igor. vinegar.
water and . A ry seed. Ruing to

a boil and ..:,'k until sugar is
Drain pickle jars
and slice pickles either lengthwise°, crotswise. Return picklen to jars; pour sugar-vincgar
dissolved.

marinate

fir

cold

awe
seswal

For warm vegetables. spoon

I

mixture into each jar and let

or 2 tablespoon. of droning

stand Cl team 24 hours below

DOI the vegetables and IONE

serving.

goals'. Carrots. 111011C01k brute

This nippy dressing is de.

ete.. will not work.
Many time, it is the little ancompanimems that turn an ordinary meal inn, estraurdinary

licious used tm a 1u:unlade for
cooked vegetables. either cold

VARIATION: Use 2 table -

following wrath

your refrigerator. always on

spoons of Parmesan Dressing.
7 tablespoons of saner cream
and 2 tablespoons of Prepared

would fit into this wtegory.
They arc all nice 10 haw on
hand. each adding its own

hand when wu ncsA it.
Yield: approximalely I I a cups

Iliweradish Sauce_ Otis well
and serve over 3 combination

lam.

Tile

PARMESAN DRERSISM

or hot or an a salad dressing.
Simple to make, it will keep in

I cup mid roll

ham and Osks cheese julienne
silad.

one -add cop rine,

PROSPECT HEIGHTS SHOPPING CENTER
RT. 83-ELMHURST RD. Va MILE NO. OF RANDHURST

I

It L

Mno

t

MIA Inns

the

aml oratme. are on the list of
Pse these
tor an apple and mange betty
that'll inspire call. lit we
economical

Traditional!, a "betty

is a

teaspmm PePPEP

FROM $1

haled pudding made with Myrs

of Ink btawred Mead

crumb, sugar and spices and
served hot with a hard sauce or

yrcam. When made with up)
les and hrown sugar_
s
mlled a -brown betty.'

APPLE AND ORANGE
BETnt
55 cup melted
butler or
margarine
I quart lightly toasted (1/2 inch) bread cubes
I teaspoon cinnamon
teaspoon salt

I cop hone. sugar

2 Hopi chapped fresh appleepeel If preferred
I I 1-ooncei ran or I moo

scannas

to

apple

mixture.

Place half the toasted Mead
cubes in a greased 11,-outtril
baking dish. tap with half the

$1.69

apple mixture.
Repeat layers, using all the

mooed bread cubes and fruit
mixture. Combine lemon juice
and mange juice: pour ov er
pudding. Scatter nod errant,
over lop. Cov and bake in o
3504h:ere.:

oveer

n Sr 30 min

ides. Remove cover and eon

awe bile ingjor another
minutes or until lopping

I5
is

b awn
Serve with sour or whipped

cream and garnish with

re

ierved orange sections. Makes
rig lo. eight aerving,

Canned Picnic

'Er

Smoked Butt

99' Sliced Bacon

Fish And Chips

; sire

r

Rolled Roasfnnr

HUBER WISCONSIN BEER

OLD STYLE LAGER

aloe

r99'
1/2 GALLON

Reg.

$7.69$6.99

Phone 259-5000
Lmated in the

ifctuaAk zwg.
3ee5 Algonquin amid

Whoa Mande, Ill

47' Gouda Cheese

'....

58' Instant Coffee

,.

88' Butter -Nut ieffee',, sr

'.'

II' iii;ii;;:ii.TCoffee '2"

7:,' 60' American Cheese'',',' 59' Ilasiaaianka

Buy

Ke
eneii

v pool wet.

.'"°'

'1°'

',",

iiiPPiesauce

$1.05

6.12 as. Cans

7 -UP

77' Beef Stew Meat -..-84'

Corned Beef -0.- =99' Beef ihOrt Ribs"" r39'
2 69'
Eagle iiieners
All Meat Wieners;,; 78` Beef Liver

Fryer Breasts

^

al 69'

Steaks " ""E'

39'
'

Fryer ildgi;;"'",r0 63' Fryer
EVERYDAY-.

400

-ov-ss'

79' Chicken Lifers

79` Sliced Bologna

PorkwSteak

Towels

COTT

EAATIT

ASS TO CO OR

Bathroom
Tissue

87'
39'

1,.;a4;;;;Napkins
,r1;139

'1°5

e.::

I iii;i Margarine,. 39` jinsl: Breakfast"," 47`
Frozen Foods
Dole Drink
- 34'
A ITATo

PETATES

Noodles

Chun King
Chop Suey

79c

Green Beans

42' Carnation Slender

86'

20' Gatorade

32'

rileetabfes -11 738' ileMOniuicTue-

Fabric

Km 110111

Tomato
Ketchup

31'

330

Softener

42'

INiblets Corn
ICauliflowerssa

47'

Why Pay More

ioeSleS"-m-

'Z 16'

30' Soy Sauce

21'

a 38' IPreserves

38'

,Cinnamon Loaf

53'

32'

Iiiinnge

23' ISliced Dills

32'

Juice

U 5 NO I QUALITY NORTHERN GROWN

Russet

Potatoes
ifi'b 670
bog

:GoldenQu'""

SIZE A

I isA

Bananas L. /Cv

STORE HOURS: Mon. - Wed. 9 A.M.-8
Sat. 9 A.M.-6 P.M. Son. 10 A.M.-SP.M.

8-16 ex. Returnable Bottles

&dot dam
EVERY MON., WED., FRI., & SUN.

Beverages

'::: 63' Cream Cheese

48'

Ocean Perch

6415CUt;--

BURKE 8 BARRY

Kleenex

la°41e

':,:' 42'

Chicken Stew

These Are Just A Few 01 Our Everyday Low Meat Prices!

89` Fifth

WE INVITE YOU TO

FOR

,, 74' iltsiESundaes

iii;aii;;ii;

I

cdv.t.

",,,' 42'

/Potatoesnw"

on dos.,

heard

:.; 36'

59' Iced Cookies

:

28' Butter

9:r.1:17:71=Z7171e'u.T: 71/17Te'nlerenTnVe=

inches in diameter. Moil ot
ties 1 to 4 inches from emote
of heat about 5 minutes ,err

:

Eggs

Beef with Gravy':,.' 61' Longhorn Cheese

Grade A
Turkeys

ANA, MN. OW v.. Oww too Mee muv TEN TN ETTNEETY

I cup whipped cream

nish. Add wmaining orange

'°"°'" Sirloin
Steak

95' Busters

:AMY

Reserve half of nuPlootans
for topping. Coarsely chop re-

n, ...limn

Drinde huller over tous led
bread cubes: toss to blend.
Combine cinnamon. salt and
sugar; add to amt.. Reserve a
few orange sections for gar-

ut,lega

ji;;;;;-- ----

menbrmnaw. drained

*mad nt ind inn oor remit oor

lower. During January. apples

Sticks

''',

"

w HITE

21' Ake Cream

'',..'

IlinionT''

Fish

NW WAGS

re cup chopped ant.
, eon sweet pickle relish
Lf cup milk

"'. 21'

4 Sweet Peas

C

r

are Limb., made
plentiful 1110E1E. Primp wilt he

try

pottails mound bed,

BLENDED WHISKY

hudgcl

Grade A
Fryers

Steak

$2 . 69
79C
6-12 ea, Pop Top Cons
s ban Is

re

i1;ead

15° Cheese

°.

LargeRADE

to'

Ground
Beef

Swiss

Case 24-12 no. Pts.

1 Illasponn baton mot
tap on
tops
soft
top mitlutm
load crumb.

145 SikeiBL.S.

I6eeiileans
Niblets Corn

oar ...
naeStanding
Rib Roast

COM!,

thnigh. )lakes h seivinm.

in

Mtt'M

Bacon

k(

',,Z 69`

Pick -A -Mix Candy,. 47'

Eagle

ern

'

until mnshrooms

TPA 1111111

880

as

lil;hocz;iates
_

Ste

MAWR, '

mushrooms
to 2 minutm before end of cooking tirne. Broil

1

Coffee'63"1; 495svEgyuv
gouank aal

55'

Nabisco Cookies

chuck ne naiad
I cop wheat germ
on 13 or 4 moues, sliced

over burgers

I pis Hun

29'

CHOPPED STEAKS

side. depending
doneness.
Spoon shred

..panes IINTEITT

Rye°Bread

Candy And Cookies

C

an excellent dish for
eight watchers Nhel l lserved

BEEF 'N' MCS IRO()

a

I ape" beaten
I
talempoon Worcestershire sauce
In Magoon. mot

ho can resist an ap
ple and orange BEM

under ths

UUf

BALI HAI

MeShape into a panics. Motu -I

so nit.

1WgieBreai
.,
Wheat
Bread

MILF

maining mushrooms. con,
Nine chopped mushrooms est
ingethems.
o

mLm ods dms p

Chips

SALES DATES:

dal daughter -did ansdaa

and

Potato

White Brea

Feb. 25, 26, 27 8 28

PHONE 255 7000

into mat:imam

with, .. peach
cheese salad_

Bakery Products

..... temaststostto st.

with ground hcef. A ncanhy
hmineas enem. anginal. reported that his weemb eytt-

I

IIR

hours. Remove waked vegewiles with D slotted spon :o
your
range aitraciivel
on
serving tray. sprinkle with
ch,spped pardeS and serve.

sets sprouts and asparagus are
delicious with this: garnish
with parsley.

the price turn. many youthtal

ch.. Hungarian soiree cake. WON. and
Cinnamon and raisins are a steady immune.

cup

HEIGHTS.BftrLIOUORS

homemakers

crunch.
2 cops sifted Hour
3 teaspoons bekIng powder

hay leaf. peppercorns and othSr spices. A large bouquet Prni consisting of carrots. celery.

is

dime

13111. PICKENS

Chuck-

'Fincbthint. tap nigh
I ten ahoppid IMO or seedless mita..
Raisin PLonot Pillion
Reolt Roar with baking powfict.salt and sugar. kild slum twine and lemon peel. Cut in with

ch CITIVTIC raisin hreads as hot cross bun, pin-

a tarps enough site that your
hale and spice will fit. Mine
is atoms one
and ,me -half
inches in thaw:lei. just large
enough to hold garlic buds.

A low of meat and an mean

2 eggs

and

sparkle when served.

Ground
beef
magic

t a cup shortening thalf butter or warpage)

wry neatly

stew. 515..

Mulct sure that the tea hall is of

are rtn tips and

mays unnsiderLs1 it a dreary job

soh
ateaspoon
csun sugar

over the side of the
kettle. The flavors will wine
through nicely, and you can
bang it

quickly whin you are through.

would like to share with you.
'rhe job I dislike mt is cleanill, .1 scorched pins) have al-

Who doesn't love ntisin areal' It's hard io
think of any kind al raisin nasal -- quick or

pleat way of doing this is !opus
your herbs and seasonings in a
large -sac tea ball. Cline it and

ily." Thank you. Mrs. S. W.
Wicks.

Mouth-watering
raisin cakelets

in cheesecloM, to. The Am-

remove them from the sauce,

'Arnold. Palatine.

Raisins, peanuts and a touch of lemon go to make these Coffee Cakelets
a warm and welcome treat.

coating chicken with seasoned
flour. bread crums, corn flake
crumbs. etc..
e a elastic hag.
You earl see when the chicken
is coated and you needn't wor.
ry aboat the hag tearing should
it become moist.
Often you read in a recipe to
make a bouquet garni wrapped

from smearking, and
they can hr wiped clean earthem

While s

'toil roptsm UP"

HERE IS another when

lode relator

By (f

inAn

Sauce

Swift ring

71'

Kraft Dressing

36'

Dressing',.'Kraft 56'

Bathroom Tissueo; '39`

Fabric Finish

We Discount Everything

eise

Quality, Courtesy And Service!

58'

Eagle Gelatinna

8'

Health & Beauly Aids

hum.Eris 9 A.M., P.M.
STOVES NoTEAATTT oEuT suNDATS

25'

Gleem II

"

78,

RELIEF

Bromo Seltzer

z7 995

ibis formula 44`.' '1"

.........--

PEBBLEFORD

1/2 GALLON GIN BARCLAYS

Listerine Lozenges .62

Straight Bourbon Whiskey

Reg. $7.49 $6.99

NAIR DIRAY

'2.89

AdornTaw

Touch-ToVZ hire
A110101. DEODORANT
T

Fifth

We Reserve the Right

to Limit Quantities and
Correct hinters Erma

POTT LITE RUM
Imported
Reg. $7.79 k5 Gallon

DISCOUNT SUPERMARKETS

$6.99
SINGLE ITEM PRICING IS MORE PROOF OF EAGLE LEADERSHIP!

84'

sl"
1559 Irving Park Rd.
Hanover Park

0_

STOCK UP NOW... during

THE DAY
Wedneedey, February 25, 1970

Pegs 32

Color

U.S.D.A. CHOICE TENDERAY

OSCAR MAYER

CHUCK ROAST

SLICED BACON

CENTER
CUT

MIXED CHICKEN

and

Ada.-

3

spark
LEFT

4

OR

FRESH WHOLE
SAVE-

Carnival

--

Forequarters -3 Hindquarters -3 Wings-Giblets Included

FRYERS

PACKAGE, CAN
OR CASE

Pineapple Bowl

we
11
fa .1.

%won..

Casdakt Itan

SALE-A-BRATION!

Tim eeeeee

KROGER

KROGER

Vegetables

FRENCH

FRIES

French Crain leans,
Peas and Carrots,
and Earn

BELOW-Pineapple
Goddess Sold

WILYWhale
PtatsMt
eeeeee

MB. PEG,

10-01. PEGS.

Lb

S

Salads arc brightening up

menus sits

lot

...

of color

sparkle and imagination. And
golden canned pineapple with

Iht WM, diesuition has all
theo. good things and more. Its
relreshing
is equally at

honks in delicate fruited mim

ado er

spicy

tossed

finance. Salads of any rote
any W11 henetit from this
wrsatile.
fruit.

readilk

6

for

.)k

F.
Spare Rills

SAVE 25c

arailahle

Maar Yarn

Oscar ziaz,z,nr

BOLOGNA

SAUSAGE

78.

SAVE 4c

491

,

99e

1'704

r res nett Braolei

44%1..0

Perch Steaks

eeee

SHRIMP

;1:

the sweet and lovely

LAI

side. take fresh or frown fruits.
canned pineapple slices and

'

I

cottage cheme to arrange in in -

dividual luncheon salads. Line
your prettiest howl With crisp

,ileir

lettuce sett tee with cottage
I hat arrange 111C1011
hanilnit Oliatt and pino

cheese.

I I

apple around Ihy cheese. And

to show that ifs me all mea.s and light. there's a well
seasoned dressing rosy with
clamp and spiked with horseradish. A perfect entree salad
ro serve with hot rolls for the

7

EE

1,
w

ladies

MIST -0 -GOLD

CASE

ORANGE JUICE t%

Of 48

,,,

S4 12

SAVE ON CANNED GOODS!

Fora mon:sophisticated approach. here, n superb 10....1
sided .11 pineapple chunks and
romaie. The snap -dishing
dressinng

chopped chives and parsley

with WM- or.m and mayonnaise. To keep the greens
and canned pineapple in the
crisp condition they dmerve.
wart

4r

Apple

Ill led minute to

toss w ith the Jawing. Plenty
of charucta
this creation
fie thebest of
smog.

genial link miser.
CARNI, Al.
PINEAPPLE
BOWL

I'r
muted
cottage dome.
Drain pineapple and arrange
mu slices on melt salad. MIN:

spoons finely chopped fresh

bananas and arrange with nick

Slake: Wont lir sops.

Arrange this favorite fruit
and cheese .mbination

on around

individual salads ot toss c topithe his a buffet howl.

klakes five servings.

it

I

putted 4, ounce) we

pineepple diem
Rom
Dreming
Crisp salad greens
i,. obits collage cheese

2 hams
Measure

Rosy

salad.

on

Pineapple

Dr essing.

Ro.,

Blend together
cup strip
from pineapple.
cup Toter
, tempoims kornstach.
Simmer over
heat. sarring. .mil clear and thickened.

Rom

2

pineapple and use in making
Roy Pineapple Dressing. Arrange crisp greens in five indi-

viad salad howls. lop with

Blend in 1 r cup lemon Mice

tess,on seasoned salt
Maspoon

EACI I prepared
mustard. horseradish and sup ar.
paprika. 2 tablespoons salad oil, r cup calsup or chili sauce and 2 table -

Egg plant takes
on glamor in
this casserole
liggplaur niel.e.,, doliciou, c,,

I

2 Tablespoons finely

mint. if available. Refrigerate.
Mix well before using.

dropped rymley
1 cup dairy sour cream
te rap mayonnaise

PINEAPPLE
C:0)1)L0a maim
SALAD

Pineapple Dresden:

about live mintes, cool.

cups mini. hall Of MAWS,
fresh or frown

tlEV.-02
Pkg

I

I, i+ glamorous

selfs

Drain
from pineapple and blend oh
vinegar. mustardo salt aml eye

dremieg is a takeoff on
Francisco,

fatuous

('

Textile,
II-puund 4,-ounec) man
1

pineapple chunks
2 tablespoons tarragon wine
sInegar

I lempoon dry mustard
Ls teaspuon salt
'a leaspoem pepper

a room! anchovies
2 lahlmpiions
pd Olives

guano wisp drilled r -

per. kfash anchovies Add to
masoning, along with chives
and musky. Combine
'op
sour cream and mayonnaise
Cover and chill.
When read) to serve. too
chilled Ntlied greens with well
drained

v.v.

pineapple

PANCAKES

lightly to blend.
Makes sis to eight serving,.

ee9y4MXIMdege/FeedemiNrsooNt & 't07

.

114. 39;

JENO'S SAUSAGE

CHOP SUEY

110.kc;490t

rleY

Gorge

PIZZA

?sr

SWANSON

TOMATOES

Instant Breakfast

3

.

lbs.

BANQUET

BANQUET

POT PIES

Cookin' Bags

DINNERS
rYL,

CASE OF 34-$6.72

Red Rip

69'

Lb
Bag

APPLES

79c

11 Os

.

.

.

99'

Bag

2

38

Can

Arr., halt no eggplant slim, in 11/2 -won casserole. Pour
on hall the soup mixturc. frypcal.
Bake;t .1511 degree, tar 45 minutes. Basile oecaxionally. Remove tkont oven. Tellt tempi:ramie up to 425 dears... Top one -

plant with clime strip, Bake IS minutes MOM. Garniah with
croutons. Mak., six servings.

II

$ 12 9
SAVE
20c

DISCOUNT
PRICE

CASE OF 12-14.56-SAVE 51.33

Make Miring o Pleasure

VOLLRATH MIXING BOWLS
WAFFLES

Showers

(Special Oroup menus)
Open Daily at t 1:30 A.M.

St. George are the Dragon
RAND a DUNDEE NOS., PALATINE, ILL.
For ROMItiOnS Call 358-3232

4,':12C
Case of 44 15.76 - Save $1.44

Parties Are Our Pleasure!)

Anniversaries/Birthdays
Bar Mitzvahs
Bowling Banquets
Business/Club Meetings

three minutes.
',rain. Cook onion. goon pepper. garlic. oregano and thyme in
hotter until tender. Add soup and wore, Hear.

FOR

EVERYDAY

IF.'

ry 1.

Private Facilities For

(WI. eggplan, in honing salted water

PURPLE PLUMS

Lb.

EVERYDAY DISCOUNT PRICES

IATHROOM TISSUE

LADY SCOTT

ELM TREE

WHITE
A BREAD

cau l°

1LI Levee

mi

at..
J,

121/4.0.

3c

EVERYDAY DISCOUNT PRICES

,IPGDDKITCHEN
CUTTER

SHE OF IS

Pkg.

1/4 Quart Bowl 696

silt

emend

HI -C DRINKS

1.14?

St !tra.'...'

49
'4' 49e

4t

BIRDS EYE

COOL 'N CREAMY PUDDING

Slut

Yntrilliilkftrse.tch, Omelets

17Pkg.
1/2.0.

REGULAR
S3.00
VALUE

C

4

APPLE PIES

Save So

eeeee 1.0.Chicken

41.06

.

Can

00

TUNA

37C

Can

Sava 10

KRAFT

EVERYDAY DISCOUNT PRICES

MACARONI DINNER

28'

.

.

Ng,

Itir

Ore. 011111

PORK 'N BEANS

10c

16,/aClu

I

Ed.,

TOILET TISSUE

Rgc

Llere J. Nude

49°

'L.'

SARA
LEE
getter Pain Coffee GEM

SAVE $0.

STOUFFERS Fine Foods

kt.r.

11/2 QUART BOWL

, nla

SAVE

DISCOUNT
PRICE

I

57c
12 oz

IVORY

EV ERYDAY

Frozen Foods mean Less Work, More Fun, Less Cost!

Save 10c

Liquid Datarsant

ONLY

/103

.

19 On

CHEER

Pack

Chef Pierre Pies

84C

netergeet

2.11011

tempos. oregano

cop baiter or rownorine
I eon tilt., onnend condensed limmui soup
I cup water
2 or 2 Slomizeila cheese sake. en. IN strips
rawem

Avondale 27 Or Col

(ROGE R

A

A

diva,-enehed

f

FOR

VAC PAC COFFEE

Eggplant ism., to work withfjust spike this recipe with green
pepper. onion arid Moiratella chmme for additional flavor.

leaspoun thyme

FOR

GREEN BEANS

III

GOOD F00DDRINK

cesphsol. peeled and eat In ',-inch slices
I worm. chanted
I pre. pepper. slivered

SAUCE

YELLOW CORN

'

6

Jonathan

41,!,

79'

SOLID STAINLESS STEEL

lid an 11411d11.MO: dish. However. the sporty American Tray uses

I

I

FOR

;11

a condom, .111.1 ono for the sauce rind a hodgepodge neme.
Baked !Eggplant Prosencalc---although thew is little French as-

BAKED IIGGPI.ANE
PlUIVENCALP:

PEAS

APPLE

Kroger French LW 16 Oz Can

BANQUET

CASE OF 24-54.32

OR

'Ar

I

ist

SWEET

BEEF'N GRAVY '4.73s

Or. Pkg

Teen -Rite Pizza

chunks.

Sown on dreming and tom

..

21c

Cheese. and Sausage

//V
MA Ty
a
...ammenartnnann 0x9113hd,'5

,,l, and tenall, is thought 01

sociated oath it

I

Macaroni & Cheese

140, C...

%roger Cream Style or Whole Bernet 16 Oz Con

Strawberry

ran coal met -apple gives you
a choice of shapes. MIL Ch M,.
dies,.chunks. tidbits or

crushed pineapple to fit your
Wad plans. Ilk o nit. con-

Cherry
Pineapple

Orthord Prn1a

Avondale label
1602 Cans

MORTON FRUIT & CREAM PIES

combine, anchovies.

I Roll

.

Pack

Asserted
3 Ox

JELL -0
Pkg.

Save

29'
loc

Pig

Beechnut Maned

BABY FOOD

....

Ora Oz

tor

30'
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Blueberries turn bread to cake

Ham, and bean
bake --a dish
that can't miss

slices of bread with melted but-

Everybody knows there's
something special about blueberries. Here's a fruit that does

cinnamon.

Layer buttered bread with
blueberry pie filling, beginning and ending With bread
slices. (It will be necessary to
cut slices of bread to fit pan).
Chill for several hours.

for everything it comes in con
tact with.
Blueberries make muffins
moist, pies perfect, pudding
pretty. They give pancakes

pemomlity. They bring smiles
to the faces of tots and nostalto the hearts of
gi

Few lament their lack of knowledge of the hem. One who did
was poet Ogden Nash who confessed in rhyme that 111 can't WI
stringbcan from a mybean or men a girl bean Boma boy ben."
Most concern is with the temptations of bean taste rather than
its sex. Therefore. highly lamentable is a spoiled poi of beam. Like
The bride who succeeds in burning water. there are cooks with
knock for spoiling any heap recipe.

Invertpan on

Now it seems. they abo
make bread into cake. As
New England trick that simply
needs rediscovering.
In the old days, women
baked Mead at home and mu -

riga in the taste.and-budget department is a Barham, green salad.

to

ally a lot at a time.

HAM 'N' BEAN RAKE

blueberry bread puddings be same the choicest one, of all.
01 all the blueberry Mead
pudding, perhaps the most
beautiful and interesting is the
one that makes a loaf cake out

I (Mord ran baked beans
I I8-oz.1 can lomato sauce'
I K lb. cooked Mm slice
2 tablespoons brown sow

Cook bacon until crisp, crumble. Saute pepper and onion in
bacon fat until tender. In a 2-yuart casserole combine bacon.

01.10

tendent of Documents U.S.
Government Printing Oftice.
Washington. D.C. 20402, and
ask for "Seafood Slimmers."
Fishery Market Development
Scrim No. 71149.49-2:7k

FASHIONED

CAKE
(I pound) loaf firm -type
white bread, cone trimmed
1

mon

Dash pepper

brad iceburg lettuce
I cup spinach

Blueberries transform bread into cake when
put together in this delightful old-fashioned rec-

K cup Mopped mink,
Drain eu.an.chick pees. Slim onion into rings. Combine

ipe.

salad 011. vinegar. salt. pepper. mustard. oregano and garlic pow.
der: shake well.
Pour over garhunm-chick peas and onion rings. cover dish and
refrigerate several hours or overnight.
When ready to serve. wash and tear lettuce and spinach, cumhine with parsley. Pour dressing over all and lose well. Makes 4-8

Weight Watchers Interned..
al. Write Stay Slim, Team

the pan. Brush both sides of

Austin, Tex, 711701.

Iladi pepper
I tablesomin lemon juice
3 10 4 tablespoons cooking
Chopped

One with wheat germ; an

added nutritional boaslso
has an egg sauce for more nil-

fresh

or dried

pinky
Combine

,..1

cup

wheat

Parke and Wildlife Derain m. John H. Reagan Bldg..

grelients mem shortening

chopped

1.1511 CAKF,S WITH
EGG SAUCE.

and parsley. Mix well. Divide
into sin equal portions. Shape

Melt

clip wheat germ. dish.

350-Mch patties. Coat
outside of pattim with reserved

pepper. NI ix well. Mir in milk

wheat germ. Fry pilule n hot

Cot* over medi,. heal until

oil over moderate hmt, a to 11
minutes per ride, or until lighb

mixture thickens. Stir
Mandy. Fold chopped am
into sauce. Hem .1boroughly.
Spoon ever fisb takes. klakea
about 2ln cups mum.

I

I potinc112 mod cooked cod

or ay w hile fah, flaked
Stmps beatenlied potatoes
egg. b
...

cup finely chopped on.

ion or sliced green onion

ri mason, dry mustard

moon

ly browned. Scree with Egg
Same. Garnish with choppal
parsley. Slakes ids hers ingh

in

5th
RIBS

79,..

ROASTS

1st thru 3rd

SOON

A&P

NAVEL

IS

POTATOES

320.100Av.
90

151/2 oz.

STYLE

n90

VINE RIPE FRESH

Pkgs.

sauce.

RUSSET

10 LB. BAG

10 FOR WC

saucepan.

Worcestershire

SIE&

NORTHERN

ED

10MATOES

r

801.

oz.

Caramel

pkg.

rCONTADINA

*Spice

*Fudge

Back

i

the

Roaringk

when chiffon
drams were all the rage. Oil km pie made its debut. Al-

though riot of all sorts ban
burin dashed favorites Ibr cen-

turies .chiflon pie won't -in.
1921. when a

ventedprofessional

lady,

eahling

Ault for a novelty item to in
come bakery auk, hit 1111011

thick-

--perfect for summer night re
freihmeats under the stars.
Fresh blueberries in the lane

gelatin until
med.
Prepare topping mis ac-

give you one mom way to serve
then e scrumptious berries
while the season lasts.

cording to paw dirmtions.

Strnwherries. best loved of
all berries. combine with
strawberry flavor gelatin 10
make Tranwendental Strawberry the. One lane will tell

thickened gelatin. Spoon into
pie shell: chill until almom
firm.

11440, extendm be

blemure one and one-third
imps and blend into the

into

Nleanwhile. add almond esSt and
tract to reserved gelatin

atillly beaten egg whites into

wand the limits ot ordinary ex-

in
chill until thickened.
bluelierrio, spread over tilling

fruit-I/mom'

gelatin
M
11101-, 1 he re,ulting panel fluff

mien.. Iced coffee, anyone?

and chill until firm Garnish

the world like
chiffon. Ai least. hit mother

BLUE:BERM' GLACE PIE

with remaining a -hipped lopping and almonds. Idesired.

the

idea

of

incorporating

basked

for

so. and named the pie

for the fabric.

cord gm, Ilmer gelatin

fabric chilion hit
dJuring i he years. the pie
has steadily grown in favor.
Today. just :is many new Mem
other than the origi na I silk are
Med to make chill on. in.
egg
other
Phan
whites are used le give emirfun'
pies their delicate. miry
texture.
Blueberry Owe Pie is made
with .1011-0 Concord Grape
the

Gelatin and whipped topping
pie -

sugar

salt
11/2 cups boiling water
hl .pro
lemon juice
2
10

upteasoon

I .V00, whipped topping
mix
I baked U-ineh pie shell
, teaspoon almond extract
I cup fie.. blueberries or I
cup drained canned or thamol

'1R

cup

I

Pickles rate high
in Vitmin A

prepared

whipped

decrease

Dissolve gelatin, sugar arid
nall in boiling water. Add lamude.. Set aside M cup nein-

Dicsolve gelatin and sugar
in boiling water. Add cokl weter. Chill until thickened; then
Chill until
mid Mick.

lie mixture. Chill remaining

very Mick. Beat with elecyjc

youngster's appetite for supk
per, as do sugawbawd

Peeled
Pear
Shaped

NOODLES
Broad
Medium
Fine

28 oz.
Can

100

tieetcia),k, boo.
_

REG. U.S. PAT, OFF.

ti vi 'l'or
with.

r

ANN PAGE

OF MOUNT PROSPECT

200 E. RAND ROAD

MEAT LOAF

SWISS STEAK
Ot.
Jar

ITALIAN

Shop AAP where Plaid Stamps
are Issued with your food purchasesour way of saying "Thank You"
for shopping AAP.

A&P

GRATED\

SAVE 20c
MAXWELL HOUSE

PARMESAN

COFFEE
Lib.

4D)

MACARONI

ROMANO-PARMESAN

OR

SAVE 20c

CHEESE

3 lb.

3 oz.

Ctn.

Size

S

With this rots an and any nurthern al any
.ChitanaPivision AAP Store thra N13.211,1.70

SAVE 25c
FAB
KnB

si24

With this /amen andany earthman, any
nem Division ;MP 9rnrsitheu Pak. II, 1910

SAVE 6c

PHONE: 255-8800

IciT

3 Cans 700

SAVE 10c

JELLO
Wah Min caution and any purchase sad one
Chimma Division ASP Sten rhos Fsh.28, IVO

7:

SWEETsSOUR leitt

DRESSING

SPAGHETTI

4 A:a: 38(

6

OVEN BIM

SALAD

SAVE 5c

;1?)

6 ENV

CONTADINA

544
ELBOW

SA E 6c

BR

Po -CF

FRESCA DIET DRINK

1 lb.
Pkgs

MA 91

With this coupon ander., northern many
ChleanablvislanAAP grnra Ihru R6.21,1910

DINING ROOM ANIAPUB

CUmbers and actually have a
higher Vitamin A content than

dill. are not likely to curb -

ANN PAGE

2C8nor:

Vcb; 424

Mark %min

according to experts
at Ma Brown pickle company,
at

the parent vegetable.
Being naturally digestible,
pickle snacks, .both sweet and

4.1)

alr

INStANT

SULTANA

MARGARINE

Sometiines mothers have to

Alain all the vitamins of mi-

For

k

S

SAVE 5c

svhirmed topping.

I cup strawberrim, sliced
lopping or whipped cream
f baked 9-Mch pie shell,
cooled

frozen blueberries;
sugar to 19 cup

Blend in prepared whipped
lopping. Pour filling 4110 pie
shell. Chill 11111i1 firm-four
perm gar hours or more. If desirml.
nish with additional

snack time when cand lir. cake
or cookies arc in demand.
Allow youngsters access to
chilled pickles as a snack food.

I

3

in am --

wallow three minutm.

STRAWBERRY PIE
I package (3 mine,/ strawbmry nmot gelatin
lo cup sugar
I cup boiling water
ir cup cold water

For

TOMATOES

be a wee bit vicky . pnamotc
nutritional food, especially at

I package IS 01111[1:11) Cow
1,

Though rho popularity of

mix fora party perfect

Sven that

light

691

sorra,

COCA-COLA
TAB DIET DRINK

COOKBOOK SAUCES

Pealed

mixer or nuary heater no.

nay .nd

KtURN

12 oz. Can

100

TOMATOES

used equally as well to make a picture -perfect pie
just like this one featuring Jell -o Concord Grape
Gelatin.
slightly

0
S
6r
VizG
Bfs!

TOMATO PASTE 1L):.

No Dishes.
available nearly all year. Frozen fruits can be

CANNEDYUKON

CLUB

TOMATO PRODUCTS

4

.11

White

NO.

11

Pkg.

Thanks to modern conveniences and methods
of storage Presto strawberries and blueberries are

evils

1601.

MIX 8". Li

No Shopping.

so

CHEF

JIFFY

No Groceries.

co tam

&EDDA

31

Cons

BROWNIE

19

jw.oPrat.kk":::::

'4.8'MDP

tAIX
*DM wit" fitOwi1Y1116
.white

4,

28 1970

APPLES
DELI CIOUS

caw *DM

Cans

FUDGE

t

OR88 EA. POTATOES

Add flouri sak. paprikit and
and

4th

,peel i

RIBS 99c lb.

2 hard -cooked eggs.
butter

4

.

CHUCK

"ZeOliCETTS"

GROUND
CHUCK

sae

germ and all remaining in-

A party -perfect pie for your table

RIB BSEI4A;

EGG SAUCE
la cup butter or margarine
1., imp undfied flour
K teasomn sub
1. tempom paprika
Dash white pepper
2 Ilan, milk
teaspoon Worcestershire
I

1/2 teaspimn salt

all

meals.

serving,

I two blueberry pie Mann
Linea 9.-by.5.by.3-inch loaf
pan whit folk allowing an excess to hang owe the edge of

Fish cakes with an extra
A new recipe tor fief cakes
is always handy for those who
wish to Macrae the Lenten pcrind with occasional meatless

a.

BONELESS

brochure containing nine testa
seafood diMes, four from

K teaspoon ground einna-

I temp nonnull

CHOli

',r41114

Texas went, to help dieters
too and has prepared a free

1/2 cup (I dick) melted butter or margarine

I pound can garbanzo-chick peas
1 medium onion
cup salad oil

LB.

variety as well as nourishment.
Send 25 cents to the Superb .

BLUEBERRY BREAD -

GARBANZO
GREEN SALAD

16 to 19 lb

PORK LOIN SLICED -9 to 11 CHOPS

serving and offering a Selk of

don% have to bake the bread.

Remove excess fat from ham slice.Cut slice into serving pima,
stand on top or beans. partially pressing into beans. Sprinkle ham
with brown sager.
Bake at 330 degrees for I hour. baste ham occasionally with
same horn beans. Makes 5-6 servings.

PORTION

with your

from fir to 310 calories per

of the bread. Of course. you

green pepper. onions baked beans and 101111110 5:111M.

aw

BUTT

Seafood
menus
offered
assist you

SHANK
PORTION

mar -around seafood menus.
two booklets are being offered
from government agencies.
-Seafood Slimmers" contains 22 recipes containing

BREAD puddings were a
challenge to the ingenuity of
the lady of the house. The

2slices bacon
1 medium green pepper, cut into chunks
2 medium onions, Out into chimps

platter.

mum.

matter of fact. the ?now" is
relative. Actually, it an old

will find difficult to ruin Another recipe to raise the cook's prea-

a

Carefully remove foil and cut
pudding into slices. Serve with
tick cream or warm custard

olNos.

Here is a ham 'n' bean bake recipe even an inexperienced cook

FULLY
COOKED

ter or margarine mixed with

all sorts of wonderful dlings

By AILEEN CLAIRE

44 teaspoon dry imolai.
K teaspoon dried crushed oregano km.
K leaspoin garlic powder

Better Mea s Are Made Wit "Super -Right Meats

SAVE 25c

(Across bent Rundhowt Shopping C

r'

ARLINGTON HTS.
1818 N State Rd

MT. PROSPECT
36 N Main St.

DES PLAINES
815 Lae St.

ELK GROVE
Devon 8 Tonne Rd.

SCHAUMBURG
Higgins Road

Rte 58

ARLINGTON HTS.
1601 W. Campbell

BARRINGTON
300 N. Hough St.

PALATINE
276 Northwest Hwy.

et"

I NTRODUCES
si

ounidal

211

Here's what you get with the Rallye 350
... at a surprisingly low price!
350 -cu. -in. Rocket V-8 H.C., 4 -bbl.

Engine Special Sebring Yellow
paint with sport stripes (on sides
and rear) New urethane -coated

bumpers Blacked -out grille
Fiberglass hood with functional air

scoops, wide paint patches, and
chromed hood tie -downs Rear

See It Now At
Ladendorf Olds!

nl

bumper specially notched for flared

dual exhausts The special FE2
suspension with front and rear stabilizer bars Wide -oval G70 x 14"

.

bias -belted blackwall tires mounted

on Sebring Yellow super stock
wheels Four -spoke custom -sport

steering wheel with grained vinyl.
non -slip grip Two sports -styled
outside mirrors, left side with remote control Special Rallye 350
decals on both rear -quarter panels

3.23:1 rear axle ratio Rallye 350
option is available on three Olds
models - F-85 Sports Coupe and
Cutlass S Holiday or Sports Coupe.

of

It's the one car designed special for
you! Special color; special white
vinyl top! Special insignia. Plus
loads of big extras!

.111MMEll

The Worlds Largest Oldsmobile Dealership
......

r

It\ \ _
I

14:,

mom

\
WW1 IL

Nu

Rand & Central Road
PHONE 827-3111

.

pry

Des Plaines, Illinois

Hours: Monday thru Friday 9:00 to 9:00 Saturday 9:00 to 5:00 Closed Sundays

k

WEATHER

Telephone

Tonight: Cloudy, warmer,
chance of snow, low near
Tomorrow:
Partly
20.

255-4400

cloudy, colder.

Your Home Newspaper
Volume 4, Number 216

Thursday, February 26, 1970

8Iew sstand Price 10 Cents
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District 57 general caucus
endorses 5 of 6 nominees

The School District 57
General Caucus voted last

night to endorse as candidates

for the April School Board
election five of the six nomi-

tation of their purpose for
seeking election to the School
Board and their qualifications,
the candidates were questioned briefly by Robert

nees named by the Caucus
nominating committee to vie
for the three vacancies which
will occur at election time.

Novy, chairman of the nomi-

Included in the nominees
endorsed are: incumbent
Board president, Harrison

years and hoard president for
the past year said his main

Hanson, 500 S. William St.;
Mrs. Bernice McCarthy, 612

was that, "Board experience
would be very helpful to meet

S. George; George R. Foster,
605 E. Prospect; Peter W.
Dudrow, 1408 W. Busse Av.:
and Harold J. Predovich, 9 IO
Country l.n., all of Mount

the problems of the next three
years."

Prospect.

The 35 Caucus delegates
who cast ballots were allowed
to vote for as many candidates

nating committee!

Allinson who has been on
the

School

Board for three

purpose fur seeking re-election

HE SAID 1W would like to
see more continuity on the
District 57 Board and that experience and familiarity with
the operations of the district

of votes to he endorsed.

dards of District 57 schools.

parent and faculty demands

Foster, the candidate who
has lived the shortest time in
the district said he had notified the caucus at election
time last year but was unable

also being important.

MRS. MCCARTHY who
teaches at St. Raymond's
Catholic School, in Mount
Prospect said she believes she
can contribute to the board as
"a teacher, an educator and a
mother of five boys."
She said she has had more

than eight years teaching experience which included 2
years of teaching retarded and

emotionally handicapped children.

Having her children in
non-public schools would not
be a factor that would

influence her decision as a
District 57 School Board
member, Mrs. McCarthy told
the Caucus.

are extremely important.

as they wanted and each candi-

date had to receive a majority

more student participation and

With a background as a consultant for several large school
districts, Dudrow outlined

CANDIDATES
OTHER
were questioned by the cau-

cus concerning the matter
of their children attending

EACH NOMINEE was interviewed previously by the nominating committee and submitted a completed questionnaire
sent to them by that committee
before appearing before the

that he believed were major

vation shows that the growth
of student populations and

that the children attended the
non-public schools for religious reasons only and it did

caucus.

school facilities have been major factors, with integration,

not

After a five minute presen-

issues concerning education in
the 1960's.
He said that a general obser-

schools rather
than District 57 schools.

parochial

In each case the answer was

to meet the one year residency
requirement to run.

HE HAS BEEN a district
for 15 months and
said he believes basically in
the "Golden Rule" and is running for the hoard because he
resident

is interested in the community.

He said that ii doesn't matter
what community it is. a person
is responsible to serve his community as best he can.

II year
manager for
United Airlines said he bePredovich,

dmploye

as

an

a

lieves his background as an
educator for the airlines in de-

veloping programs for them
and working with associations
and unions can help him contribute to the district.
HE 5,411) TUIAt'Ill:RS
should be ensured of freedom

in any way affect their

to use materials and methods
they believe beneficial to their
classrooms and the students

should he taught the fundamentals of thinking.
When they get out of school
they should be independent
acting and thinking people.
Predovich said.

THE SIXTH nominee Eu-

gene A. Bradtke. 1210 W.
LonnqUist HIsd.. Mount Prospect did not receive a majority

of votes from the delegates
and was not able to be endorsed.

Another prospective candidate interviewed by the nominating committee but not
present at the meeting of the
general caucus is R. Bruce
Longman, 211 S. Hi Lusi,
Mount Prospect who accord-

ing to Novy had missed the
meeting due to a misunderstanding of the procedures of
the caucus.

Nominating petitions will he
circulated and filed by the cau-

cus for each candidate endorsed.

Laurie Hysel is shown as .Amanda, the mother in Tennesee Williams' "Glass Menagerie" in this
scene with Toni, played by Joe Ilammund. The production will open at 8 tonight at Forest View
High School. Director Charles Wilde has made this play distinctly different by interchanging his
actors with various characters. For instance Laurie plays the daughter on another night. Other
interchangeable actors arc Patti Murray, Pam Oeudiner, John Wegner and Steve I irszt. 1 he play
will repeat tomorrow at I p.m. matinee and at 8 p.m. 'rickets may he pun based at the door.

SIMON
SUBURB)
SAYS

opinion of the academic Stan -

College prof joins race

for Harper board posts

Want to give your spirits a boost --look at the spring

it(,a

logs.

Harper College
featured on TV
Harper College will he featured tonight in a television
series. "The American Community College" broadcast at
10 p.m. on W1-1AV Channel
I

Joseph C. Morton

Mrs. Frederick Nicklas
HE CHOSE to seek election
as a Harper trustee, he empha-

as candidates for the Harper

about " a dollar's
for a dollar's ex-

College Board of Trustees.

Joseph C. Morton, an Arlington Heights resident who
Northteaches history at
eastern Illinois State College,
entered the race against incumbents, LeRoi E. Hutchings and Mrs. Frederick Oessalyn) Nicklas.

Morton, 37, has four children, ages 4 to 14. He has lived

in Arlington Heights for 21/2
years, residing at 316 W. Fremont.

"1 THINK governing hoards
at some colleges have proved
frequently,"
a
weakness
Morton said.
"I think there is some room

on college governing boards
for divergent views. There is
room for professionals. I deal
day to day with college problems, I see scores of students, I

have contact with the adminis-

tration, and

I

am a faculty

member."

Morton said he has noted
nationally a taxpayer's revolt
against increased expenditures

for college, and, specifically,
the Harper upcoming referendum.

He said he favors the Harper refdrendum "vehemently."

Meetings

sized,
cerned

because he was con-

p.m.

Harper College Board,
Algonquin & Roselle Wis.,
Palatine; 8 p.m.

Teachers Association.
HIS WIFE, Deanne, is
membership chairman for the

worth
penditure."
A parent with a high school

North School PTA.
Hutchings, a Mount Pros-

age son who will soon be enter-

ing college, and!it might he

gineer, was elected to a twoyear term in 1968. Mrs. Nick-

Harper," Morton expressed a

las,

strong belief in Harper as a
"quality institution" which

long active in community education, has served on the Harper board since 1965 when the
first group of trustees were

can he of great benefit to the
community and which the
community can support.
Morton holds
bachelor,

pect resident and chemical en-

an

Inverness

housewife

three-year term. Petitions for

from the University of Maryland. He is a ruling elder at
Southminster United Presbyterian Church, Arlington

other

Heights. His memberships in-

clude the Arlington Heights
Boys'

Baseball

Association

another telecast of the 10 series program next I uesday au

room and lounge. the counseling office and community

20.

Personalities from the college and the northwest suburban community include James
Harvey, Harper vice president
of student aftairs: Fred A.
Vaisvil. director of student
;rids and placement: Ed Fisk:J.
counselor: John Bowen. Bow en's
Hardware.
Arlington

Heights: and. Matt Cockrell.
Cockrell Coffee Service. ,Arlington Heights.
The

30 -minute

program

6:55 p.m. on WXX\V Channel
Subject of both broadcasts is
-File Community College

Student: Focus on Service to
the Student."
The series was produced tinder a federal grant awarded to

the Chicago City College "TV
College." Films were made
on -location at community colleges across the country.
Remaining segments of the
series are shown twice weekly

through Apr. 14 at 0:55
Tuesdays over WXXVW Channel 2)) and 10 p.m. Thursdays

persons

interested

Charges of failure to reduce
to avoid an accident
were placed yesterday against

George Rossman, 17 of 788
Lincoln, Des Plaines who was
the driver of one of the autos
involved in a head-on crash
late Saturday at Northwest

Hwy. and Central

Rd.

in

Mount Prospect.

WHEN C'ONTAC ILO b

hoard of education.
Schitlhatier.
Joseph

"mum" on when and if they
wuteld lilt petitions.

40.

Ra

Erickson of Arlington

Heights and Frank Bergen and

Jack Costello. both of Mount
Prospect. ha ye the option 01

Gripe
Of The
Day
Finding that the store
which is selling Easter egg
dyes and Valentines no

longer has mittens in my
children's sizes because
"we're getting in our
spring merchandise." J.B.

over W-FINV Channel II.

auto, Robert Serponi, 17, of
1700 Estates Dr., Mount Pros-

pect, died in Northwest Community Hospital late Tuesday

from injuries suffered in the
accident. Rossman and five
passengers in the autos were
also injured in the crash.

Rossman is to appear in
Mount Prospect Traffic Court
April 15. An inquest into Serponi's death was ordered but

the date has not yet been set.

Bergen said he "has not set de-

cided." Costello said he had
made zi decision. but did not
is ish to announce it until pending business commitments are
settled.

Bergen was elected to the
high school board in 1967
Costello Wa', elected last April
utter being appointed to fill a
one-year

vacancy

the lather of
ehddrell
Schiffhauer said he was running because he has children
in the system, has been attend-

ing board meetings iegulath,
and wanted to he a participant
rather than an observe!
"1 haven't tied .any issues
You've always got the pioh-

'ems of a new school and financing. and more and mot r

He attended giaduate SLh001 at

thi, L iiiNcisit of Buffalo
rt_sidt_nt
of
Arlington
Hcighis Ion

51 2

vcars

Schuff-

hauru has wised the Ivy Hill
Homeowners Assn as schoot
board repiesentativc
He also served as treasurer

tai the Rand Junior High Parent [cachets Assn and an WIof the Si

LLI

flub

Edna s Mens

He s curicnilv on jury duty
I he Schiffhauer family lives at
;07 1-

Dist

knobloll Di
214 petitions may be

filed through March 20 The
election us Apt!! 11

Classified
advertising
pays off

the

Welwyn As

Des

Plaines,

southeast

knows that He is a Day news paperboy who has put his em -

service for about a half hour

plow to woik for him
Last week Dick Puett, cir-

mishap.

Co. spokesman said the homes
affected were in the area north

of Golf, south of Lincoln, east

of Elmhurst Rd. and west of
School.

The spokesman said

culation director gave each of

carrier boys a three -line
classified want at Many let
then patents have the opportunity to advertise household
goods for sale
has

A Commonwealth Edison

the

southwest of Busse Rd. and Algonquin containing 14 two -bedroom apartments each. Work on the
project was stopped in 1963, and litigation to determine whether the buildings would be demolished or if construction would be resumed and by whom dragged on through the Cook County

blackout occurred when a
12,000 volt phase wire accidently came in contact with a
grounding cable while the
lines were being worked on by

Circuit. Court from 1964 until last year. The plans call for a small retention basin, and other
apartment buildings are planned for the 13.5 acre building site. Time estimated to complete the

an electrical company doing
the work for Edison on a con-

buildings is estimated at nine months or more. (Phot by Jac Stafford)

tract basis.

construction. The project, part of which is seen in the background, consists of four buildings

Joseph Schiffhauer

Advertising pays
Mark Handler 12, of 2012

morning atter a
power line was shorted out in a

Peter C. Retten, Mount Prospect's director of building and zolling, views latest plans for Tally Ho apartments, viewed in the background, whose construction is to be resumed "sometime in
March" according to a spokesman for J. M. Brickman Mid -West Corp., which is directing the

41111i

tesulting

Iron] a resignation.

yesterday

Chief Newell Esmond explained yesterday that police

scene.

has taken out petition papers

portion of Mount
Prosr :I...lost their electrical

west Hwy. onto Central.

-.P.

hoard in April. 1967 said hr

About 800 homes in

poni who was attempting to
make a left turn from North-

411111116.1.-

the

Blackout hits
800 homes for
30 minutes

Police said Rossman's auto
was eastbound on Northwest.
Hwy. when it slammed into the
westbound car driven by Ser-

and view photos of the crash

to

"MY BACKGROL ND in

Harper business office through
March 20.
The trustee election will be
held Saturday, April 1 I.

injured passengers and witness

elected

personnel should he hcfpful
Schiffhauer added. He is manager of general employment
for United Air Lille`,
Schiffhauer has a Bachelor
of Science Degree from C anisius College. Buffalo N

seeking a position on the college board may be filed at the

to allow time to speak to the

Erickson.

wage negotiations with teachers." the candidate said

in

had delayed placing of charges

t hree - ear

the Day last Sunday the three
hoard members were relatively

Youth charged
in fatal crash
speed

another

filing a petition for election to
the District 214 high school

hopes to acquaint viewer with filed his petition in 5:3)) a.m.
the background and future of yesterday.
student personnel programs in
The three incumbents rethe comprehensive commu- main uncommitted on whithnity college.
er thenwill seek re-election
Harper will he featured in April I.

Scenes from the Harper
campus in Palatine will include the College Center game

seeking
term.

has beaten three incumbents in

elected.
The candidates are seeking a

master, and doctorate degrees

The driver of the second
Mount Prospect Board
of Appeals, Village Hall; 8

and the North School Parent

An Arlington Heights resident who would rat her be a
participant than an observer

I

meeting rooms.

LeRoi E. Hutchings

A college professor and two
incumbents were the first persons to file petitions yesterday

I.

'Airline employment chief
files for Dist. 214 board

Not Mark His ad said,
Wanted
Subscriptions for

Des Plaines Day and Chicago
Daily News Guaranteed door
knob delivery
Call
2966880 '
As a result he has seven new

subscribers Day want ads get
results It you don't believe it,

just ask Mark Handler, budding businessman

THE DAY
Thursday February 26 1970

Page 2

by Ben Clarke

Lake -Cook (County Line) Rd.
communities,

N ods representative to the weto -commission of Des mines,
Arlington
Heights, Mount
Prospect and Palatine

shortage

whose water
considered fat

more critical than that of the
DAMP communities.
THEIR PLAN calls for
cast -Ming pipeline along
County Line Rd. to the rightofway of the Chicago North

MAW.; received the blessinp of the Mount Prospect

Village Board Tuesday night
participatton in a meeting
with Tree Towns Teammatetoes yesterday, to discuss oblain, water direct from Lake
Michigan in view of the rapidMay
ly dechning
water table.
Robert Teichen co

Western Railway

LI.S. 15

(River Rd.) and Central in Des

670 feet, and wm expected to

Plaines.

At this point a wren treatmerit plant would Ix built. It

continue to go down 20 feet
Per Y.. Siam 98a fret it loo
Loved to be the deepest Mel

would he located on the Mary-

practicable

site,

no

km water to the DAMP cam'amities, the other to the Tree
Towns group.

Teem, from the U.S. Corps of

obWin the feeling of theylle
an on t s possi it that

aem

District 30 of Toastmasters
International will hold their
annual speech contest Saturday evening at inc Rolling
Meadows Holiday Inn.
Six District 30 Toastmasters
Clubs to be represented at the
panted
ArlinNon 1087.
Des Plaines 1.15, Mount

Ben Baldwin will be the
guest caller when the Bucks
and Does squar dance on Saturday. Feb.
the Denim
Mer Junior HIM School,

to

'They made the shift over
to the sin gle secret ballot in

be

Willer

plan bas been

supply,

the

jot paoisn
change, but

gemmlly acknowledged that
declintal.

sf

there are woe indications!.
support of ton, .frowts has
creased."

einiugh a OM venture would

RIGHT TO BEAR ARIES

he the most economically Wasib!. Plan.

ea. up 101 inipOrtairil vote in
the Bill of Righla Committee.
Mrs.
Virginia Macdonald
voted in favor of retaining the

Teem wanted some sort of in-

dication of the Mount Pros -

o 10 hear arms- provision

prowl of the Palatine hoard.
The Arlington Heights
istration is expected to favor

NW Villxge Bona's cooling on

in themes.. constitution.
7Gun control can he in
sting. by the legislature if the

the joint plan over one of
imp it alone" later
the

struction indicate that there
would be considerable savings

the m..

Studies on Me 1.1 of con.

for DANIP towns to join the
Tree Towm communitim and

Su-

prom
order entered in
May. 1967 and to boom
fective March I, 1970, 3,200

following their time schedule.

cubic feet per mood of water
could he diverted from Lake
Michigan and its watershed

communities

for apportionmeot by the state

proceeding on their own.

well supply

is

have had Owing. part yet.
Repairs at Lions Park Pool.
preparation of a Park District

definite when the remainder of

the collections will he in. IN

amount wet. have to Imt until the 1969 rat revenues arm

for the district to he issuing
warrants at this time consid.

in.

ohm the added expenses they

United Air Lines will

Master Plan expanded rm..
progrous and puram.
log a truck, for the district were
ing
all included
in
the
ex-

penditures far

per cent ad Hata mid
he has received an indication
from one bank in the arm that

levied approximately
53E000 fowhe fiscal year end.
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Boeing 727 and 737 aircraft.

July In in Marking lot at the
Rol Balloon Rmauran, 55 E.
Des Plain.. They are
John A. Redo, 20, of NM S.

first plenary session of the convention, Dr. Charles Jarvis,

Dr. Jarvo

nfrol of both ths Ftspubliem

Bs Richard Loibb

nary to drafting a proposal on
the key issue to be placed before the entire convention early in March.
On Tuesday at the week's

ise-

playing the Cleveland Indians.

Spon-

$42"

Pttrr.,

mokies,

in

sored by the Women's Guild
of the church. the menu will

4.

pa

his coaches and Cub players,

During the time the Mr is
in Phoenix, the Cubs will he

As,

diced

cocktail party with Damao,

Redeemer Lutheran Church

The

strawberry.

park.

ner llainOrriWi night at (Mr
Prospect Heights.

100.1 salad, rash dish,

molded:

milk.
Available desserts:
fruit
cocktail. tapioca pudding.
pumpkin pie. ehosrolate
marble cake, honey drop

March 14 to March 22. Cost is
$338 per person This includes
box seat tickets to six prom, a

gines of its entire fleet of

commodations and all bus
transportation
from
the
Double Tree Hotel to the hell

THERE'S A big Hobo Din-

THE WHEELING Town info Republican Orgmization
munity Forum Program. The

are

Club'. tour to Arizona front

drama prognm

from the current Broadway hit

392-

viting area folks to a new Com-

The Cu. and American
Airtime

an at Rolling Green Country
Club. Sulie Harald presented

:Mrs. Leslie Galley a 299-1274

lent out letters last weck in

in sesame seed hon.

tunitY u,i ask M.o.. Sou,ule
could be an exciting evening!
like it could he an exciting
evenng!
19)1

.half hours, three limes
k, at the Prospect Heights
Community Church.
To register youngsters, call

Helen Kneel./ at
171.

wienereak

of the ''Chicago 7' trial will
he a guest There'll be imp,ak
so in eight days of Arizona

10th anniversary with a lunch-

Lark District residents only.

Main dish (one choice):
macarni and cheese with egg
in . him. Vegetable
choke)) whipped pot
tatoin, buttered carrots.
Salad tone choice): fruit

iron April 25 through Sept. 6
from 6 a.m. to I p.m. on Sam,

This is for Mount Prospect

14:

(one

afternoon the Whorling 'Township Womocs Republican Club celebrated its

day. 6 a.m. to noon on Sunday.

Wheeling, Eores1 View and
term high schools
District

CUB
BASEBALL
fans
have a great opportunity to

prim', on March 7. Reserved
sorting tows will to in effect

selecte

Ogle. Prospect, Elk Grove

Ron Herman.

and down P.M. M. 350

total atmospheric

"Although at craft contrib.
me loss than one per ant of

THE NOM ON the mut in
E. Bill of Rights ( ommItto.
which Mr. Al Monald n
ptchnumember. La. 0.5

3 candidates on ballot
for District 21 board

company will oodifY Iles on -

Four draw jail
for narcotics sale
Four

Ham said the Park District

may purchase the warrants.

A 53 million program to re.
dun smoke from jet engines
was announced yesterday by

'

up to a4

fit.: comas that it is clear such
a course needs to Ise edam,
The right to hear arns is spar

fight jet engine pollution

Ipassibly am Des Plainest

The got ...non iso,

The Park Board authorized
the interest rate on the bonds

the wand amount sheen in the tern picture.] he S3 MI111011conversinn lathe entEssnekedevlem will
begin this spring.

rote!. and then having them

meted M May ad it is mit

with enough revenue to
pperate the district through
August 1970.
Ham smd the last tremurers
report showed that the district
had approximately 53.000 left
in their account and that

United Air lEnes Boeing 727 tab.° actinism, with anti-P.11MM, elniew soma

m contraste with waiting un.
the practical limit of DAMP

Warrants ITAWs1 to provide
tent

!

.0N THE IXINTNARY

It was for this reason that

515,000 in Tax Anticipation

You'd better gm with it if
ou
n golfer wlm wants to
reserve a sorting Mc on Satunlays or Sundays during the
Mount Pmpect Park District
self lotion. An application

o

they haw now

interest in party work has nut

savings

Park board oks purchase
of $15,000 in tax warrants
The Prospect Heights puck
Board O Commissioners has
authorized the Park District
Atty. John Haas to issue

The Day last evening.

live plans to run an independent pipeline to the lake for a

would back

In accordar. with a

:Schedule caller

them choice," Mn. Emns told

WHILE THE DAMP cons.

DAMP animals,.

and United Mainline 2610.

pailicipation by doing away
with separate ballots for the
parfie, regniri, ppetars, voters torquest a party ballot of

mission had developed lento -

presented to the Palatine and
Arlington
Heights
village
oards, and met with the ap-

Prospect
Randhu.
1500.
3631, United Airlines 1511

'We can wooly simplify
our voting procedures,
crease public interest in primary elections and step up voter

solution.

the water supply problem.

ne joint

saint ballot in primaries.

the DAMP commission to be
the hem
most economical

under which the
DAMP and Tree -towns cont.
mnsion would work jointly on

Speech contest

new state constitution permit a

slated to am our,b 1978.
An alternative said but
is
drill 1/11-0, 1101. hut he
said that this is not believed by

1TEPE WAS and,. m

agreementos

which

Peet wntcr supply wool,

pipelines... cozy-

The water commission of
Tree Towns (Elmhurst, Villa
Park and Lombard) has had
permission for 10 year, said
to Mod
Lee Michigan opposite the

Wednoday to urge that the

the NM water. Me Moon Ews-

at

Al th point there would be
asp wt

from

delepte
District, ap-

Con -Con

from the 4th
peared before the convention's
Eegisla t rye Committee

Teepe pointed out that in

northwest corner of River and
Central Rds.

ourselves,"

Plums,

the
i7O3 the wamr tabie
Mount Prosom area was at

vole Academy

this
"has our blessings. Mt we Nil.

Mrs Anne Evans et Des

requirement of the DAMP
communitim to 1980.

then along

that right-of-way to

premed hen
of the
board when he said that Tope

board) are not ready

is

Br Richard lrabb

among its municipalities and
political subdivisions.
IN JULY, 1967 the DAMP
commission requaed
orris
cation of 35.9 cubic feet per
second water diversion from
Lake Michigm, the estimated

to Obtain lake water for their
Robert Tecpc, Mount Pros-

Rep. Crane completes 1st
100 days as congressman

Keep primary ballot '
secret: Mrs. Evans

DAMP, Tree Town talk
on water okd by village

THE DAN
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ROAST BE

ARLINGTON HIS.
1307 RAND ROAD
CASH AND CARRY SPECIAL.

ARLINGTON HIS.
1307 RAND ROAD
CHICAGO

gootSON
CICERO
toNagen
FOREsThOut

(MOOSE PAW

One day at a time
dichnents

first. at the Sidewalk Academy. Bonnie Yates sang prettily. Finally, Leonard Weinglass. Practically all of the
crowd gave him a standing
ovation. He wore a green suit,
a bright shin. He had a flower-

do?

Out our way, the two top
...arm were holding a gymn.dm meet at the high school. At

another high school, Leonard
Weinglass, Conspiracy 7 De-

fence Attorney, was to sp.&
At the same time, Hied" am
being shown on TV. What

wmtcd to go. She opted for
Weinglass. "After all," she aplained, "if he's going to jail
for two years. you won't be
able to hear him then"

"off the cuff." His voice ems

penny her in any direction she

the defendants. Kunstler and
Weinglass were to have be,en
assistants.

Garry's stay in the hospital

cafeteria was filled. "Not ea
many people as they had for

the trial until the lawyer was
mobile again.
Weinglass talked about the

trial. He acknowledged mistakes. He pointed out mink.,
of the prosecution and of the

yes," she giggled.
I like athletics, so does else. I

like movies, so does she. But

defense.

Marshall Field III
Thursday. February 26. 1970

Page,'

your special antiquated object

tany outstanding features.
Show time March I I and 12
Is from I I a.m.to 930 p.m.;

evaluated.

Much 13 from 11 am. to 5

duce -day event with emphasis
on The restoration of oil point-

Are you tired of amine
home?

R. N. Porta, fire frIntion Direr

C. F. Nat 4,6.o -thing Dirri-sir

Centa and wIll ineorporne

Are you an anteater?

HE. Hutchinson. Fri ii.therident

William J. Kieriaiseh, Monet. Editor

Hideaword

IF YOU'RE CONFUSED
ABOUT HOW TO SAVE

LAVCEEN

"Show and Tell" unions
will be held throughout the

an-

If the answer is a hearty
"yes," then contact a member
of the Mount Prospect Wornares.Club and purchase tick-

pm. Over 25 registered
Ape dealers will display their
wares. Glassware, old clock..
prints. dolls, guns, china, sit-

their Sixth Annual AnMoe Fair,
The event is solodukd for
the
March I I. 12 and 13
Mount Prospect Community
et

p world. Shc ins happy with her
'choice.
So wn 1.

Then he spoke seriously again

By Dolores Haugh

John E. Stanton. Eddie- ,rod Publisher

more than that, she likes to
know what's going on in the

In federal court, the judge
picks the jury. WeingJath de scription of the was hilanou

ty. He explained the origin of
the conspiracy law and how it

I

eked daughter about he wooing. "Very good, very good."
she said. I asked her if she
thought she had made the
right choice. "Oh, yes, oh,

that the judge refused to dehy

Then he searched his memo-

Bobby Rosh," Sae said sadly.

ON THE WAY home

prevented that. You'll recall

serious and please.. He would
answer questions at the end.

SO OFF WE went. The'

and weariness of it all.
Weinglass said he needed
nu Jon. He
did
sey
thetigh, that he didn't molly
want the two -yew vacation the
judge was giving him. That one
begins in May, in prison.

Fair time for Antiquers-1970

Hanoi do at 1,01throm bt dee ptenIth Acquif
thr per 's freedom and totelkreed Peke!.

ants, the plans for the future,
the jail conditions, the prosecutors and the judge, the work

eight

lawyer, Garry, wm to have
been the chief lawyer for all

He started off with a funny'
about having to go to jail. The
crowd laughed with him. The
photographers
went
click,
click, click and click again. He
explained that he had no prepared speech. and would talk

the

HE EXPLAINED, in con -

actly the blue suit, rep tie and
neat haircut known to lawyers
in Me suburbs.

would have to make the duision. We had agreed to =cow

against

siderable detail, about the law yers preparing the ease. I had
not known that Bobby Seale's

ed tie and long hair. Not a-

daughter

of the banter in the courtroom
the provocation of the defend

Act He talked about the In

They had other speakers

was head scratcher What to

choice to make,
H i g h school

was tied to the Civil Rights

Guess they couldn t get the
word out enough m advance

It was a dilemma It was a

difficult dawn to make It

The day's prospects

Ottp Publicationo

By Ron Swans

inn. repormg of antique fur-

Letters to the Editor
the suburban community at
large. I hope this letter will
stimulate more action than

THERE WILL BE a "Bring

chairmen of the event, feel that

Your Antique To the Fair"
booth where you can have

"this show will be the biggest

and best yet offered to the

local students. donations to the

and 13. Se you there?

have read with real merit.

whom must haw lasted 10 to they are emerging adults.
15 minutes.
They did calm down after
the finst Tye minutes of the
My first impulse was to get movie, but during the musical

This afternoon I decided to
treat myself to a Matinee at the

A call for even
better understanding'

Arlington fheatre The arrival
of several busloads of high
school students raised some
doubt in my mind as to how afternoon this
would he. The noise and con peaceful

Editor,
I would like to begin my dishy saying I really feel
lorry for you. E .1. You've spoken out and in doing so ha ve
alienated yourself from the xilem majority, which. accord -

Before the while men does
any name calling he had hexer
check his own all -white neighborhood and sec who is mak-

Mg to our President, is -the"
social group to be a member
of. I hope you can withstand
the consequences. You claim

you. E..7.. for your omnipotent
as of judgment of treason Mk acts by individuals (Dr.
Hurst). I agree that it is really
shocking to sec
public co

you're

fight back.
ask? Am you

going to

Apinst what, I
druid Bobby Rush and his
kind will move into, your
neighborhood?
I'm so glad that them resides

in the great northwist suburbs
who can judge which
person represents the true
American. When was the last
tune you yew your fag.
Are you really that treed of
your fellow man that you need
Nue-uniformed body guards
aCCOrepany you en your
daily stroll? Incidentally no
policeman sacrifice, his life. A
policeman accept, his job with

clear knowledge of the dmprs to be encountered.

You seem to think that we

outside the door."

I'm honored to commend

tributing to a school thm in
tends to tram a young Negro
army of protesters. But why
don't you look in the news -

Pan.. EJ.1
It was the white middle clas,s
college students who disrupted

campus, conventions and urban selling. Add the Univerilly of Illinois. Champaign. 01
your list of colleges training
protate.. There were amun d
50100 (police estimate) au -

den.. staff and faculty out of
30.000 that make
the °Meanly. that marchal against
the war Nieman., during the
first Moratorium.
You say you large foreign

would have fewer riots if there

war fewer Bobby Rush. or

ta, ill the respective coon -

Dr. Hursts. Why not just nth Ty those poor ignorant people
by giving them nothing to riot
about rather than try to suppress them with a blue-ure.
formed army of occupation?
You ask why the polio, an
in heal l.black schools. I ask

tries. Has it ever occurred to
you to read of the dis.
crimination practiced agairm
the early Irish immigrants in
this the "land of the free and
the home of the brne",
You claim to be an Americn. You probably am by rea

why the police are in Arline

son of global location.. are
Or. Hurst and Bobby Rush.
How about me? Sure I'm

Forest

View.

E'en.

Palatine and Wheeling Higl
Schools. Looks like your "in,et suburban parent,"
tmd
par.

You

asksohow

many "cops"

ever get a salary near Dr.
Hurst's. I'd guess very No.

Why has our social

system

made law enforcement such

degrading job? Did you, E.J..
support the recent suburban
epidemic of "blue flu," or did
you decry the irresponsibility

of certain civil servmts who
endangered the public' n their
pest for a decent salary?

Reader likes
Janson column

proud to claim I'm an American. However, I hope your
version oft sin pledge of allegiance does not include they
country right or wrong."
Your prayer is Mot under.
standing among Americans.
That should he no problem if
you coffer dl those who
think differently than you.
atheists included!
Signed. a white middle-class
suburban youth
WG

Squares slate
dance Feb. 28

joy reading Lee Jansen. It's
the type of column that once

The Palatine Squares will
hold dance Feb 28, 8
11:30 p.m at the Boy Scans
f America Building, 1622 N.
Roth Rd, Arlington kleights.

you reed it, you lane for

The caller will he Jim Steward

Editor:
Just wanted to toll you! en-

everyday.

it

`Oliver" --a worthwhile movie
according to the academy. alto the hehavior and training of though I question its rating of
my charges,. but I thought I .G"1 there was noise, whistling and generally disturbing
My thought is ---are we
being too permissive? I was

disappntd with the behavior of ours young adults-. I

am sure any one of their per have then had they
Iighu, nu fit for heal. no fee

Edina,

We see in your paper that
money collected at the Sidewalk discussions will not go to
the speakers but to pay for the
motel bills of displaced SpanOh -Americans.

Then we read that 'honor-

ariums" or -honoraria" are
given

actions.

to

the

speakers

ill

amount which are "private
matter" between the promotors of the Sidewalk di.
eussions and Be speakers.

What is the difference be-

meen an honorarium to a
weaker and a contribution to
his cause? An honorarium to
Bobby Rush in our hook is a
comibution to the Black Pao
there whose Illinois head he is.

for cuatodial service and the been there.
I overheard an adult ;lawn
public was asked to pay $2151
for studentst with the under - complaining to the nonage-

left. BUT-is the
the speakers The public who manapnent to blame? Is it
w

standing no money went to pay

paid the money should have necessary to segregate this
thy right to know how it was group from the rest of society?
spent and in detail.
Shouldn't a public state -

Should not the management be

able to admit anyone...I any
ment of income and outgo he age-confident that their bemade by these public spirited Nivior will not disturb the rest
promoters? If none is made of the patrons?
PARENTS-'Mom
cenainly their purpose and
and
methods wouW come under Dae--do you know how
YOUR children behave when
sonie degree of suspicion.
After all how much did Bob - in public? Arc you sure that
by Rush gel and Weinglass? they represent your family as
to?
And each of the others? And you would want them
how much was charged to ex - TEACHERS -are you really
Tense when there was no cs- adding to their "odium" to al-

AftitiED

NOW WAS Bobby Kush
paid Sr honorarium of
1500. or more, or las? And

FOR A TOUCH OF SPRING

FRESH CUT DAISIES
$1,,S0
Busses Mowers & Gicin Inc.
Save SOON YOUR NOW. SHOW TOMS HOE

IWO llywnwen Ave Ns hewed

FOR COUNSEL COME TO
SAVERS' PLACE TODAY

11THE
044.,

Mount Prospect
Federal
Savings and Loan
Association

Van Metre is assistent administrator of finance for the
Illinois State Toll Highway
Authority. His appointment
ems announced by George W.

Gut:ries, executive administrator of the Illinois tollway,
and Franklin V. Summers,
president of the IBTTA,

CL 5-6400

15 E. Prospect Ave.

the prommers of she
discussions were subsidized by
they
a public facility. inn
paid no rental, no fee for

S'ate

sZni Pr="s'o=es

it,;,(F),TeTTIi:'.L. 16c

The 11:30 a.m nuptial mass
was conducted at St. Patrick 01
Catholic
Heatherdowns

Church in Toledo by Father

;,q..

en-

semble consisting of an
ded:. with beaded neckline and
double breasted coat. The
12,11022

silk ensemble. A-nd

Register for pre-school
vision and hearing tests

in Glick of Ch.ay... Charles
Reeves of Elk (troy, Village

WON HER wedding gown,
the bride chow deluidered ivory satin. it English net bodice

ant Michael Malec of Tomo.
Donald S, ith. cousin of the
Sidman II
bride. and James

Hwhittled with Alenetin lace.

cummerbunds.

serval at

Mr. authenticity

still the mest gender el the

r

school

11.

Musk n ;might,

"Sabrina"

I
monk

including

the screening uM be

ANY

TINNY Elm

CUOMO

IRMA
MOOS ROY

GAMIER

VA 4 x 11

II: 0.

pect Heights.

is necessary lor all
siren to register so ties may ht
assigned definite times to at
tend the screening program

7....

11

..

lit will he held from
Registratn
9 a.m.
4 p.m. Monday
Starch .7. at the River Trails
Junior High School. 1000
Wolf Rd.. !Ottani Prospect.

PURPOSE of Ms
ing
iSA0 locate the prett
school age children with Ton
screen

special educational
services because of any limhaneeding

thins

CAROM

/5.87

CHARTER OAK

know how he should we or

A RECEPTION was held
fu: 300 guests at the Hill Crest
Hotel in Toledo. For their
honeymoon. the omits/Ws
spent a week at Ocho-Itio's in

vhoelotr..h.e.;anulyhr

visual or hearing problems because tiesyes and eat appear
to he oral. Thus. it is very

Jamaica. They now rmule in

wise to have the vision arid
hearing of pre.school il220 01111.

Schaumburg. III.
'The bride intended the University of Tolido and was em.
ployed es a private secretary
for Midland Ross of Ohio he
groom. a 1466 graduate of

tlren checked.

Technicims,

WITH EACH SYNTHETIC STYLED WIG YOU
RECEIVED A CARRYING CASE AND STYROFOAM HEAD!

serceningAll children cyidencmg any difficulty at theycrivn-

tended Northland College and

Creighton University in Om-

ing will he asked 111 return at a

Inver date to he rescreened. If
the difficulty persists. the par-

Mrs. Gerry L. Zmudlu,

Des Plaines, Ilk

PHONE 298-2299
RS

a GROS. 9.0 TO 0 IAA, TUB, WED.,
.

SAT91we-5 PAI.

doughnuts. all servcd family
style.

Tickets arc now available
nom Ins build mt-mh, tor

On ths mom Jame seamhobo

the

made bad

toll

he

honx

Istliw

nd

whoolers to take advantage of
this

pre-sehool

vision

and

hearing
reeving
which is offend
ethnic service.

pnigram
free

Fashion careers booklet available

Depwiment ooh Public Health.
yyll
minima
the
actual

Ton. View High School. at-

invite all parents of pre-

2t.

and

recilied by the Illinois State

ems will he mos-sled to take
the Child for complete diag-

For today's fat hion-minded
girl, career opportunities in
the major fields of the fashion
industry have never rata non

jot general fashion categories:
design. an. styling. writing. re-

exciting and .ried. according

manufacturing. The guide disu sse 6 important pall-

to a neve booklet. "Seventeen
Guide to Comers in Fashion."

tail

store
magazines.

merchandising.
modeling
and

licimons and mistaken.. for
11102e jobi.

The booklet describes in de-

Thinking Day Thespians

tail the more than 40 types of
jobs available in the eight ma -

signer ora textile designer. Sits.
can work as a fashion reporter

public relations writer. art di

rector or fashion illustrator
Perhaps her ultimate dream is

the hectic hut glamorous life
id a nehhin model.
1300k1012121121 25 cents from

Seventeen

A girl with a flair for lashion can become a fashion dc

Magane
Pork
Guide

Av.. Nero
Booklets. 320
York. N.Y. 110122.

S1 10 kw adult shrithem 6 to

75 ants and pnuhool
hthInn N tune.

I_

lunar

return soon

odes mix s til ths dolmen
al
tL
Mrs lohn I gimme
nn_3

I/

HARDWOOD PLYWOODS
WALNUT -BIRCH -OAK -MAHOGANY Va"

10'

3/4"

silt

HERITAGE WALNUT
0. Quality)
4 x 7 $5.10
4x8

ROYAL ELM

Plastic Decorative Panels
Spindle Flee Components

can Doelitri

1.82

4x7

"J.OlP

4

1.40.

WIGS

Oho,

itimic examination.
Shooan FL, of
SI.IDES
Scol District
River

x7s7.56 Each
"4 x 8$8.64 Each

SEE OUR

a

tg
A

7

retwwwitteetweweastowAtt...tr...,

DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES
1593 Ellinwoul St. (Northwest Hwy. &River Rd.)

trained

Registration for the pre-school vision and heating screening will be held Monday, March 2,
from a.m. to .1 pos. at Riser Trails J unior High School, 1000 Wolf Rd. in Mount Prospect. Four yearoild Christopher Shame:mi. mother holds Nei while he k absorbed in the Metres shown by
Joao xand. Children 3 through years will he included in the testing only if they are
:6,1tool....,n

1/4" 4

$16.64

4x8

BONUS

child does not

D & E Antique BIRCH

SWINGER

NIIKAKIN

-

Bible visual or hearing prob
!ems and to identify children

1/4- 4.a $14.94

GOLD LABEL
GIORS
GIOVANNI
SAINIINA

at

Lutheran Church nt
Wolf and Euclid Rds in line.

NEW DIMENSION"V"OAI(

Finished

Moldings
to match your
paneling.

DELUXE WALNUT

SAVE 20%

'jun. ttret:ru7litcs!Zt!

Pre -

(GOLD LABEL)

COPPER

heath%

Cirthe

nuptial Mom.

aha Neh. He is employed as a
senior computer progratnnier
for .american Cleaning Equipinent Co.

and

three through sin yeacy.

Because

Inn

ship b dl

$21 PAIR

All Hardware

u

7 10 p m m the shuttle elloe

CAFE DOORS

WELDWOOD

JUST

Heghts, Kee Her
Null p mow n soon

Hobo Dina,
Frei n Fit 27 horn a ell to

Spring
We boy Newspapers
Highest Prices for

viskm

screening program on Monday. March 9. and Tuesday

Guild to serve Hobo Dinner
Prospect

ner'Pldin7Gutt'srd'et

School Di
Lltt mcooperation with the Illinois State Depanment of Public Health and
the Illinois Society for the Pre-

vention of Mind:less amain.
that they will conduct pre-

Mess with beaded bodice and

James P. Brogan.

'The mother of the bride

be el. ed

824-3175

with rhinestone hutems.
Serving the groom as his
hew man was William Pionke
of Rolling Mows. Groomsmen and ushers Were George
Mills of Mount Pr ...rect. hlar-

or. Bridesmaids were ChriRe
ineand Molly Blake of Toledo
and Peggy Wray id Holland.
The bridal attendants were
gowned identically in ivory
door -length domes, designed
with silk faille skirts and elany
lam bodice. nipped in at the
waist with mom green satin

100% RANEKALON
MODACRVDC

This Wash end Weer Wia Is

Scrap Mptol Co
1274 Rond Rd.

Mount Prospect.

The Women's Guild of Our
Redeemer Lutheran Church.

an address or oltue tote -

MAINE

double breasted coat enhanced

30" 36" 48"

runes

ALUMINUM
ZINC
LEAD

Mrs. klathew I,. Zmudka of

Ithio, served as matron of hon-

CEILING TILE
t's/Di'in 131/2c

Thursday, F hruary 26.1970

3A " PLYWOOD CIRCLES

name ell be ethhrld upon regent L
should Dr as brief at pun
ahlr. pprwriarn.
passel,. and should contain

For

groom's mother chose a pale

Pamela Ross of Holimd.

OH hum to ter tdtrur 011331 he sled. bet

Clean
up

James Blake of Toledo. Ohio.
became the wife of orry Laurence Zmudka. son of Mr. and

bridal ensemble. She carried ti
bouquet of white roses.

OPEN SUNDAYS!

The Editor

Ion

wore a shell pink knit

French illusion appliqued in
Alencon lace completml her

ENDS FEB. 28th

Letters To

On the day ashcan:LI to
love. PM. la-St. Valentine's
Day-Deborah Ann Blake.
doughtier of Mr. and Isle

chapel train fell gracefully
from the bath waistline. and :3
formal length m antilla veil in

no public concern? After all

BRASS

Week End 4".1,3
Special!

choose.

REPEAT

end Art and Ruth Loam" will
be the round dance leaders.

ings plans from which to

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE.... 9 A.M. TO 3 P.M.

why is this a private matter of

Dolores Haligh-Womans F.ditur

There are eight types of sav-

Robert E. Van Metre of

low this sort of behavior?
A Concdmed Parent

wnse?

6% on savers certificates.

9033 Copilot Dr., Des Plain..
in an unincorporated arca of
Maine township, h. been appobted to membership on the
Fironce conamilee of the In
Mutational Bridge. Tunnel S.
Turnpike Assn.
IIBTT.D.
Washington, D.0

lime are the rcd ham. An -

ripe FaireDys: Muth II. 12

and the PTAs of River Trails

Valentine bride for Gerry Zmudka

Our savers are warming up to

Appointed
to turnpike
association

$1.25 ash will

emplary &mime (SLIDES)

portions ill happened to be

my money back 11 hare supervised grammar and junior high
excursions with much doubt as

How much
did sidewalk
speakers get

ing it unsafe to "dare to step

ancestors. E.J., hit it has never
occurred to you to read the Ni-

ton.

an

should give them s chance -

at

The Suburban low Incidence Development of Ex-

MOUNT PROSPECT FEDERAL'S
SAVINGS SPECIALIST CAN HELP

Answer on Comic Page

fusion of where to sit and with

Ticket

Page 5

--with Flexibility

some "Letters to the Editor" I

others supported on the Mate
federation level.
entitle you entry to the show
for all three days.

your antique collecting spirits a MI.

20 good, 26 excellent

Editor.
Although 1 addles, this letter to "Dear Editor" I speak to

tamed throughout the show at

the Heart Assn. and American
Cancer Society. plus many

Proceeds horn the Antique
Pair will benefithhe club's philanthropies. In the past these
have included scholarships for

lettere.

How well do your children behave?

MEALS WILL ALSO he

for veterans at Great Liken
Naval Hospital. donations to

Charlm Smith and
Mrs. George Hietanet coMn,.

Woman's Club, as she pours for Mrs. Craig Ohen. The three-day

--with High Return

In addition. find the word
using all seven of these

at 255-6066.

vet, pewter-the list is endless:

Plan to attend for there are hits of femur. planned to give
eikletXxo-nr.re

hoary, a cloven television eels

nominal ntiCes.

"Tlm Slob Anneal Antique Fair will suit you to a "tea".
pr diets Mrs. E. 11. Robinson, treasurer of the Moo. Prmpect

--With Security

Mount Prospect Public Li-

Mra Harold Beek may be
contacted for hafts. Call her

nit um and caning of furnkture.

event will begin March i I. Mrs. Robinson and Mrs Olsen are
wearing dremes of by -gone days to mark the special occasion.

Make as many four tenor
or more words out of
these letters as you can.

northwest suburban urea"

erILI 111UFFV1EVAIIS
soma& !tromp
8" es

9.6"."."""

MT. PROSPECT 514 E. NW. HWY.
No

CL 5-7141

Thinking Day Thespians of Troop 790 prepare for their grand
entrance he the program. Mrs. Julia Elson Auld Mrs Judy Muller
are the leaders of the troop. Girl scouts throughout the Mount
Heights areas will be Siting Orden for
Prospect
cooldes,

eb. 27 though March B. If you no sot
Febrospect

the GUI Scout Condi, Va

con tacted, all

Gid Scout thmughout the nation designated George W.hington's Birthday a their official
"thinking day." Over 400 girls observed this occasion Sunday at MacArthur And. High in
Prospect Heigh. Special round the world skit were presented, with 23 troops from the Prospect
Heights wee parlidpatIng. On Thinking Day, scouts of the worid are remembered end honored.

Troop 763 led by Mrs. Cary Pratt and Mrs. Mary Forges, chose the Netherlands es their
Won of scoots to "think" about. Dressed in white Dutch rep and crepe paper apnea of blue,
Colleen Hanington wed Mame McPermott were among the girls presorting neegs and duxes
entire to their chosen comtry.

THE DAY

Thursday Fekuary 26 1970
THE DAY
Thursday. February 26, 1970

Page 6

Patriotism's dead? Not in classes
at Christian Liberty Academy

Youth Symphony
opens applications

.

The

Metropolitan

direction of Mary K.
Rose, is accepting applictons for membership for the

are Beverly Carrick, Franca,
Theresa and Katherine Leon-

1970-71 season.

ard.

the

Auditions will be schedided

't

4

A series of Coke parties is
being sponsored by the Nod,
west Panhellenic Council to
exMain mroddes, finances
,pg.
and rush to high school junior s.""
and senior girls. At a recent
High
session at Arlington

Draper, 10002 S. Bell Av.,
Chicago 60643, telephone PR
9-2139.
Membership is open to students from junior high school

Schod, deft In dght) M.
Carolyn Swett of North-

through .1Iege within a radi.
mat 75 miles. The orchestra is

D

.

'

one of the finest youth orchcs-

ern University Mitred

km in the country, and those
applying must have adequate
advancement, although or-

Marcia Pederson, Margaret
Hennrs, Celeste Landon, AdrHeather
ienne Vol and
Baird.

chestras experience is not nee.'
emery.

'Likening. a ride to Cleveland while Jahn Darn, Carson's vice-president of sales promotion
and advertising looks on are teen hoard members Nancy Halvah, Mount Prospect, Regina Doyle,
Joyce Stant, LaGrange, and Nancy talk, Downers (:rove. The girls were guests recently at an
outing sponsored by Carson's and Babble Brook Co.

Fifth Wheelers schedule
handwriting analysis

The

orchestra

to

of allegiance to the American

public.

Spangled Banner I feel so sorry

lute standards of

truth end

for the people who emit believe in Christ. Where would

"The only adequate answer
in in truly Christian education,

history with hh seventh -grade
elms, use similar questiona in
his discussions. "Name the
chief figure M the Great

he had

now represents the 13th Con.
gressional Disoicti.
"I personally believe,'" says

Lindstrom, "that a Christian

GIANT STOREWIDE
OIL PAINTING SALE!

traditional educational symem
is
ad
superior to the government -controlled educetion.
al system, which is in fix convulsive process of collapse.
"The reason for the collapse

is Met the study of Western
Christian civilization from a

Astrologer and handwriting
analyst Julia Mathieu will be

Circus on Sunday. March S.

play for young and old. "Dirty

Sign up at meetings or by call-

Old Man.' at the March 15

the main attraction at this Sun-

ing 384-7915. Admission far

day% meeting of the Fifth

Fifth Wheelers will he at a dis-

Wheelers. an organiration for
widowed, divorced or legally

counted price. Members end
their families will gather at

separated individuals.

Trinity Church till a.m

meeting at the church.
For further information
about the association. call 3635753, 259-1834 or 392.6529.

Entries are being accepted
for the second Hobby and
Craft Fair in the Hillside
Shopping Center on Saturday.

Scholarship
deadline
March 1

Feb. 28, and Sur., March I.

SOWER
STADELHOMR
HANSUNO

All types of hobbies and crafts

FRIEDRICH

ilisation which produced our

will be exhibited and sold to
the public from ID a.m. as 6

SPIRMANN

independent republic.

Mrs. Mathieu will present

in

talk and moire handwriting

the parking lot. the car pool
will leave at 11:15 A.M. to

samples Sunday at 7:45 p.m. in

nuke the noon shomime.

the social room at Trinity Lutheran Church.
Algonquin

&soiling Mara]

14

at

is

Thunderbird lanes. Rand and
Central. Mount Prospect, at
,aan. Call 827-3730 or

and Wolf Rds.. Des Plaines.

Samples of minim Fifth
monhers' writing
has been snit to Mrs. Mathieu
for her analysis as part of her
Wheelers

367-5776 for arrangements.
The Waukegan Community

Thome Group will present a

presentation ''From the Stan
Your Pen." Mrs. Mathieu is
also a writer and evening

THE GROUP'S family sm.
tivity for March is the Shrine

Appoint
associate
director

all -

Beethoven concert at Simpson

Hall, Field Museum. at 2:311
p.m. Sunday, March I.

The program will include

Miss Florence Edgeworth.
R. N. of Evanston, has joined
the professio.I MTh" of Holy
Family Hospital as associate
director of nursing service.

A native of Chicago, Min

is the deadline far

applying fur the three 5500
scholarships to be given by the

the first movements of Fleriho.
ven's First Symphony. the sec -

old and third movements of
Beethoven's
Eighth
Symphony. Beethoven's Second

Piano Concerto and the cam plate work of Beethoven's
Fifth Symphony.

with

no

center

located

is

Local artists

entered

tolled plaques. Des Plaines.
nd Paul A. Schroeder. bas rc-

scholarships can he obtained
from high school guidon.,
counselors or from the sane

tef plaques, Mount Prospect.
Further information may he

league office at the hospital.

Pandortl at 592.2577, or 1.1 r.
vsg, OR 2-5821.

scholarships are being offered.

Edgeworth graduated from St.

PPearing

Take III

POTTED

ARTIFICIAL

This

mum. She also served as a
member of the hoard of dirk,
tors of Mercy Ho pit

HEADQUARTERS For
cago Park District and under
The Bride
Hassler, consists of talented

of orange colored
berries and muhicolored foliage....

venpon. Iowa.btu ny
She holds a masse

i

degree M nursing miss. Id

IM MO 111k

1114

ms

psis,. atilt 0
-.Dimon ohm ind dmirs
to turthar Mum

inistration from thy

land and
and
and to out it r orshm,

Bcforc coming to Hills tot u
ly, Do was medical surto, oor
Cl Sr branch, Howe
in

rnymiarshm
Admission to

Evanston.

to mold

the

4 -ft.

It moy be the "con.
versalion piece" of
you: hors decoon-

it

city of lowu graduek .runlet,

boastful

toll Isle-Jilie plant is
loaded antra clusters

Regular

toncr

fro old the puhlit :.:coned

System of

NN
LOOK AT THESE COUPON SUPER SPECIALS! `....
"..
w
`....
.....,

bra -CQUPONI,
CASITE
M

TUNE-UP

sICITOR
tePrjr valves

urn

Does more

lDwer

PRESENTS SPECIAL PAINTS

ALERT HOMEMAKERS ARE USING
NEW AND VIVID COLOR TO

DECORATE AND ENJOY...
COLORS TO MAKE A ROOM HAPPEN!

))7I N 1,322 COLORS!
COORS TO MAKE A ROOM NAppgr,ll

k()o

Drtior

We're Closing Oul Our Auloniotive Dew.
Come On In And Save! Save! Save!
a -COUPON

CASITE
MOTOR HONEY
allete noisy engines
Stops oil pumping or

5 LB.

double your money bac
Reg 87c

Reg.

BAG
Coupon

590

33;

with

C001,

While Ouantity0 Lasts

only 0519

OD rrk VD, V

[.........,.s
We Ara! Now Showing Our Complete Line Of

ASTER DECORATIONS
HAIM IRE COMMINITT FOR it HMO

214 N. Ponsm. Arlington Heights
CL 3.5238
Also of Ile aloe, Panic Alin,

-taught in addition to history

ithrough men. We teach

grfourth -through
ade classes --are
subjects

eighth separate

TEXTBOOKS ARE carefully chosen, and reflect the
emphasis on America's founding. ...Some of the texts the

publk schools al, using today." said Lin.trom. "don't
even mention Patrick Henry

or Nathan ilale.
A brochure the .ademy
distributes eriticins "Ismer.
education."

balling it
"'politically oriented to pro.
du sg within the student an am
ceptanee of the philosophy
and character of. ocialism.
sive

"Arc the children lin

the

public schools) studying such
trivia as hint the pioneer women made linsey-woolsey clothing?" asks the brochure. "Or

are they learning about the
French and Indian wars. the
Boston Tea Party. the Emancipation Proclamation?'"

I like basketball pale, skiing, bowling and other sports. My
mother has dm:ideal she does too. She says there's nothing wrong

with our going together, end that I'm selEsh if I won't allow h.
My boyfriend thinks she's nuts.
Girl With High School Mom
Your toyfrim d's dose no right. (7mon. Mom, yndee n Mg girl
mar. Act Ilk one. Lel your daughter enjoy her own friends. Of
di the Mines I ever heard!
WILD MOVIES

Sear T., Tam.,

Movim arc getting me down. Igo mile often. and I usually

take date. Even if you know what the picture's shout. you don't
know what you'll sm. I'm no prodc. but still embarrass easily.
Usually. I'm glad ifs dark so my date can't me me get red in the
face. After the movie. I don't know what to say about the picture
I

of his providence with an
his.

because Fm still embarrassed. Any suggestions'?

tory with this as our founda.
At The Christian Liberty A.demy In Prospect Heights, teacher Roland Refine dGensses colonial history with some of his students, telling them Mel the American Revolution woo not a popular
one and was not waged by the masses. "Those of us who are for constitutional government," sold
Ronne, "do not constitute a majority. But minorities determine the foundation of history." Strong
emphasis on patriotism and American heroes is part of the spirit of the academy. Al compulsory
chapel, patriotk hymns such as "God PAess America" are sung

Auden, students of Dr. Philip Bennett this year, arc gmling a chronological look at
the basic economics of th cap-

&fin system contrasted with
the socialist system.'

Ninth -end tenth -graders in

his clam he saw have been
disco -seine the principles of In-

dividual liberty and freedom
with thine of totalitarian goyernment.
Book reports by his students
included such choices as -The
Communist Manifesto: "I

Saw Poland Betrayed." and
tu
1 -low We Live." It hook Motu

law of o .onotoles

Lyons, who reviewed that one.
discussed the laws with much
detail. describing Them in her
non words. Her paper. like the
other book reports Relinett re ccived, wip perfectly prepared -neatly typed, with 110
spelling fir punctuation spars
Academy rules suggest that
teachers take off Win On tests
and homework where -MIprom English" :s used.
Second, third, and fourth
is
homework
"offerocs."
cidentally, when students have
failed to complete homework
ausignms by the stipulainst
date. will resultet in an aultnatm onc,lay suspension from the

IN. ESSAYS

lion.
Perhaps leen

Red Face
Barber% es-

VIPs Ilk as 114 you'd better get tried to N. If you sec enough

say sums up the spirit of the

*term youll go Rom red, 10 pink to white. By then yam date
will prob., go front while to pink 0 red. So it mres.

school...1 am ever so proud to

be an American." she wrote.

.Senel loiro epoi, lug!,
117 .1

CHRISTIAN

1.111b11111

NINTH -GRADER

Carol

1111,11-

-rRvouRr.EwDELJVERifsERmE

HEADQUARTERS Fre,

The Bride

CHICKEN UNLIMITED Arlington Heights 1409E Palatine Rd 259-8250

Sat. Feb. 28, 8:30 to 5:00

IN OUR LUMBER DEPT.

)

A trained factory represen-

tative will show you how

and brooder eater..

Makes you renew tell to us
first

to use the fabulous Roxite
decorator products to the

Farmers
Insurance Group

best advantage.

JOHN LABIAK
392-1250

Complete Insta lotion

1068 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

by our fully trained

T,Ge

too

osite Decorator Panels, Now, in one

3.

free Service on

Its almost that simple to install

ALL PARTS

session. you Ian told a room muster or muss sit accent panel ...sell,

01

ALL LABOR

and quickly. Matching ateeItansion spies...mato rit most ceilings.

5,11,ICK ex STONED PANELING

The panels come In a number of sixes and finishes, and the choice of

-...

patterns makes R passible to complement almost any decor. Nada of high

quality plastic. the &nets ere practical& well as earnests From
simulated impugn, iron lef the book of canoed wood, there is a design to

VACATION FIESTA...

reflect your individual good taste.

CHECK YOUR NEXT GAS BILL
FOR YOUR COUPON. LET US

Anyone who can drive a nad can install Roxite Inside

it serves as en accent wall for room dividers and
planters and for fireplace exterior decorator Outside
Comte brick or atone panels may be applied
as wall siding

VALIDATE IT FOR YOU

CALL NOW FOR

and AIR CONDITIONING

:lawmr weed shwolno eon., 911.0

\

Otov hol.11,11101,

Sat. 8 to 6
Son. 9:30 to 1(30

Mali.. prove you ore super
preferred risky and entitled
te big tor. 'odour plus now

CONDITIONING

'BORUCKI HEATING

1o

offense results to expulsion.

t,,,,zrzze-41,

MORE INFORMATION
AND AVOID THE
SUMMER HEAT

an,orl

cographcd and collected into a
small booklet). students have
discussed their impressions of
some American heroes and of

Northern Illinois Gas Co. will
provide 1 full years of
....ow..

Lei

Minn h Wine Pre,. r. Winn,

cademy. A ffth homework

AUTO INSURANCE

decorator panels
allon-Own-band
4400 N. HARLEM AVE.
I

At. Northwest Hwy
631-2B00
Suburbs 125.3131

692-4293
Stop in for Oiron'llatn DoloroHneColor Neale

God, we believe he does determine the course of history, and
he does this within De bounds

FARMERS NEW

Buy Locally

I WILD BIRD SEED 11

transportation and.
clothing. history is that and
NM alone at the Christian Liberty Academy.
Geography and economies-

30-60 YEARS

Servicemen
.....
w... GAS AIR CONDITIONING
..... m so dependable that

1/9
rt. fter5 17M tig a -a -4,211,1a

feel that history b something
medal,
Believing in a sovereign

gkd there with geography or

/earn the facts about

......

yellh61

OU PO N

fe-,

AIR

\

he

told students, "and give a brief
chwacter description_
?Being a Christian inmitution, ' says Reline, kw

PACKAGE

Many wrire flower, with
Nts el green 1e
rage in a liazing haMet

Complet

Awakening in Amcri...

dinner once and it was fun. but I don't Want a steady diet of ibis.

Monied men
between

AIR CONDITIONING

DAISIES

99

my is the teaching of history.
Usually called social studies
in the public schools, and min-

lit

DOUBLE DATE WITH MOM
Deer Lee Anson.
Maybe you won't believe my story but it's true. I live with my
mother, who is divorced. I'm a high school senior. We gee along
well, except for one thing. My mother has been going with the
same man for six months. He's OK. and I enjoy him. My mother
Ins now decided that we should double.date on the weekends.
My boyfriend and I. and my mother and hob friend did go to

I to 11

They no longer have an

bryont -\ GAS

Any Other

rees
ongs

IMSVTI6

tradition.

a

Ni

NOTICEABLY different et
the Christian Liberty. Acade-

HOURS:

f

ON

al home. in the chtirch.-andIl

Mon. thru Fri.

11111111//

Here is your
Key to Summer Comfort --

right,

a Christian patriotic cultural

1/2 The Operating Cost of

While Present
Ouantities Lam I

VISTA

%kW

"America the beautiful k

Students in the public
schools have been deprived of

APPROXIMATELY

ONLY

SIMONIZCOUPOW

created the wonderful umiety
in which they live.

A PRE -SEASON SALE

Nem' s a Colorful Special

NOW $ 95

FOR YOUNG AMERICANS
AND THOSE WHO THINK YOUNG ...

students who no longer understand and who no longer he
ish those elements which

I color

.

6.95 value.

WITH COLORS

\

with a sun burst el new blossoms in
variety el Moltke Wants:

of our

schaole

land, over the past 30 to 40
years. have been graduating

understanding of the logic. or
of the spirit or rationale which

.waWI CARCIli

You'll find a breath -taking panorama

chmtra, sponsored by the Chi -

min

Nationwide Art Centute

Of Artificial Flowers ..

Xavier College. She has had
etffenaive experience in both
nursing practice and adminis-

the direction of MIS.Pamoy

J

- 5 TSAR EXCHANGE PRIVILEGE -

Come Visit Our Wonderland

PODOCARPUS

The ('ity-wide Youth Or-

Ni SEN S OTHERS

arlington ark towers

POOL
& PATIO

the past 40 years. by those
who nre responsible for gov-

'et the

EXPERT CUSTOM FRAMING

rnT.V.7,:=1,=,%=,,271ig'77L"

i'i;Z) RAND
ISIS gr

ROWER
FABER
NE,1DGRADIN

HI NM MIDWEST'S LARGEST DISPLAY OF ORIGINAL ART PROsi

MPMehae6, test -paced

Christian perspective has been
progressively removed, over

ernment -controlled education.
it was a Christian civ-

Prices To Fit Every Budget

sow

Innined by calling Mts. H.

gD.

It'

arc

to go into a health profession.

nursing. medical technology. physical therapy, oc
cupational therapy and radiohigic technology.
This is the lourth year the

VALUES!

set

Wolf Rd. and Harrison St. in
Hillside, directly net to ('on Ws) FRP),

lest papier mache pinatas.
Nei Plaines: Mitchell E. Idec.

eine,

terrorrned Artists

EXTRA ORDINARY

orships are awardol to arm
high Mho, Seniors who plan

mil work. pharmacy. in

ART PIECES By Such

admissirin

Bob Raymund, woodcarving,
Arlington Heights. Elisabeth

The scholarships um open
to students planning a career
in
hospital administration.
hospital accounting, dine
moligal records, medics1

2,000 ORIGINAL

.

General Hospital. -RD mho!.

Application blanks for the

Thee City.Wide Youth Or.

chats will praent an

I

Service Leave of Lutheran

Youth
Orchestra
in concert

school instructor.

March

p.m.
chThh
ge

SELECT FROM OVER

can go to any church. I can

subject their total lives to abso-

ed by Dr. Philip Crane (who

craft fair
entries open

that we are not like Russia. We

Academy M Prospect Heights,

ster Academy, which was head-

Hobby and

wrote William A. Hank "is

"ALL IS not well within

students begin their day with'
the pledge of allegiance to
both the Christian and the
American flag. and sing a pa.
triotic hymn,
Headmaster of the Acade.
my is The Rev. Paul Lind-

of students at The Westmin-

MeMbers include Gary Barnett, Rolling Meadows, Becky

am

disfigured fly those who fail to

PREVIOUSLY,

//I I I

I

But at the Christian Liberty

been agiStant director andelean

g

.11.6 =eon that

proud to be an American,"

wc.hip the true God. I can say
the Pledges to thr Flags.
'Whenever I hear the Star

school two years ago.

Wh"fing.
March 5; Barrington,
Merck
II; Hersey, March 12; Rot.
View, March II, and Elk
Grove, March lo.

LaSalle St., Chicago.
Northwest suburban area

our beloved constitutional re-

lion caused. him to open the

Co..

rehearses

For most children, school
starts with saying the pledge

tradi, whose beliefs in strong
tionally -oriented educe -

Coke parties will be held at

Sunday afternoons from 2 to
4:30 p.m. at the YMCA. 19 S.

is the basis of our nation and
our republic fonn of govern -

Flag.

Coke parties

from the applications during
the month of April, 1970. Ap.
plication blanks may be oh Mined from Mrs. Arthur

,e

By Jan Bane

Dietrich, Wheeling, and Step -I
tra Eisen from Northfield.
Members from Buffalo Grove

Youth

Symphony Orchestra, nodh

Page 7

MOO SOUK
M

nem

as

Meng

Owed Soodors

Brick Colors

tone Colors

Antigua Red
Colonial White

Georgian While Marble

Palos Ball

Sloan, Bland

Taira Red

100 W NORTHWEST HWY.
MOUNT PROSPECT
CL 5-1600

Warriors get back on track at New Trier
The

By'. AIM Cook

NEW TRIER dominstpd

son and Bob Lidinsky ran sec.

Ana, Sports Ed.

the 50 -yard dash compelltION

and and third in 116.1 and

capturing the top three

2:163, respectively.lions.

Maine

West

Gary Imamon's palwin-

varsity

track., renewed their win-

ning time was 5.8.

ning halm yesterday by giving

The Warriors had 110 mmpetition in the pole vault and
high jump events which were
forfeited by the Indians. While
a low ceiling prevented the
varsity pole vaultem from performing..th the freshmen and

New Trier West. a thorough
trouncing, 79-30. The meet
was held at New Trier EMI be.
cause of a lack Ma facility.

Fast'strack was not much
of a help, though. The hard comcnt-like oval is not geared for

JEFF DUFF controlled the
longp.imp event with a leap of

17.10, while Tom Zabroske
completed a 1-2 finish with a

mark of 17-7. In the shot put
event. Maine's Keith Royal
and Bill Bolin had to take the
lavkseat to Indian leek Cage

sophomore squads were able to

who pushed it 47- I . Royal was

spikes and the bankal turns
made for hazardous footing.

jump.
Speed marvel Jerry Krainik

second wnh a heave of 45-1
while Holm was in at 43-3.

The conditions were the same

assumed a new role as a memher of the /1110-mrd run. Krai-

the Maine West four -lap

for both squads, though,

so

while most of ilw Waniors
never came close to challenging their best marks of the season, they still managed tp win
handily.

111E MEET gave

nik topped the field in 2:12.4
while teammates Don Ander.

relay Ram WaS ldgCd by Svc

seconds while the mile relay
squad was nipped by .5.

head

in the two-mile competition.

the trio

PearcyWilh
5th

Duntemann 61:56.51 was Steve
Melling 14:58.61 and Tim Wat-

MW by Forfeit n50 -YARD
I.

kins (5:01.2).

RUN:
2412.4;

2.

does

Krainik, MW.
Anderson. MW.

1970

p

girls'

Countryside

Ind 11,11,1.1 NI, Fri,, we, 7M30.

II igh School
willCoaches Association
1111 noi,

will hold hs seventh annual
coaching clinic on Saturday.
March 7. Anyone interested in
attending the meeting
at
Deerfield High School may do

so. and Prpect High School
head coach Larry Pohlman
urges fathers who intend to
coach little league ball to
come.

The clinic is an all -day af-

1-.11r end will begin at 8

I

he ahle to pick .0141m.1
hope would help

5 L1.111

with registration and sporting
goods exhibitions. After a wet
coming speech by Me princiTel of Deerfield High School.
Ted Repsholdt. the clinic will
be taken up with specelas on

pointers
them."

buscliall fundamentals.

xtrS A good kickoff for a
getting ready to
coach a little "Ill,coaches
leag
team,"
said Pohlman.
gentleman

Hawk cagers
terminate
season
Harper's Hawks closed out
:their basketball season Mon 'do night with an 81-79 loss to
'Triton College in the National
:Junior College Athletic Asso
!dation Sectional 1Fournement
Geld at Amundsen.
Harper. without the services
of high -.scoring forward Soon
$ibhernsork found itself down

The Mid -Suburban League
standings practically look like
the state rankings with Pros finished fourth in
the
the MSL, still holding down
the number six rating in Illinois. Hersey and Arlington,
the conference's number one

THE HERSEY District will

L

hoax, horizontal bar. parallel
bars, still rings and free ex.
ercise.

Prospect star Jay Boners
pat the final draw on the

trampoline, and that should
practically msure hill a win on

Undo
Stahnke Freestyle Relay: 1.
Sue Winslow. Linda .Stahnke.
Cheri !trench and Darcy Dec.
3.

and. 1011
Sue.
-yd. Individual Med-

IMIDGEES. hledley Relay:

butterfly: 2. Kathy Wolfe: 3.

Spices.. 511 -yd. free: . Tam-

hack s r ro Ire: 1. Colleen
Mcfiiveny: n Sue Enunder.

I. Cindy Wolfe: 3.
Gretchen Fricke 50-v1. butterfly: I. Siohhan [latterly:
Cathy Howlmd. 50,1.

backstroke: 1_ Gretchen

Sue Winslow. Danielle Moran.). Danny Dee and Cheri
Brunch. 25 -yd. fre.tyle: I.

Fricke: 2. Chula Blair.

Linda Stahnke.

terfly: I. Ducey Dec: 2. Troy

Kim Holcombe, 1. Marie Sri mom. Freestyle Relay: I.

Hibbs. 25 -yd. backstroke: 2

Cherie

Sue Winslw: 1. Tracy Hibbs.

Gretchen Fricke. and Siohhan
Rafferty.

but.

freestyle:
2.
Cheri
Branch. 25 -yd. breaststroke: 2.
50 -yd.

Rondo.. 50,1

I.

Icy:

I.
nn Bettie. Chula
KimA Holcombe. and Marie

Medley:

25 -yd.

Colleen McGiven. loan Gres
d, Dana Joseph. and Kathy
Wolfe. 50 -yd. freestyle: I.
Dana leseplo 3. Carol Howl-'

1011 -

frimstyle. 2. Kathy
!OM. 50 -yd. breastsmars

Dana Joseph: 3. Sue !Render.
Freestyle Relay: I. Beth Ambrose, Kathy
Blair. ['aro]
Howlmd. and Dana Joseph.

yd. Remote: 1. Siobhan Raifcrty. 5o >N

breaststroke,

2.

Blair. Cindy Wolfe.

PREPS. kledley Relay:

2.

JUNIORS. Medley H des)
I. Denise Rafferty. Kay Cu.
Kay Nielsen. and pat
0-y d. Decay et I.
Denise Rafferty: 3. Tr amy
Dutton. 200.yd. lndivi dual
Medlcy7
Corbett 2.

ben.

Valataro. 20!

talk by Jim Phipps of birlm
West High. the mach of the

mine old routine.-

THE KNIGHT coach

is

Pohlman is especially inter-

for dispensing

an in having coaches from

the ante that Reds his kids

such information as he played
owe yams of professional ball.

school team attend. -The kids

one year with Cincinnati and

nand to learn the right my to

another swill the 1 Wins.
"I really hope some of these
interested fathers will come
over. They'll cover a wide

do things before they get to m

high school. Jun having

in

played cm a team doesn't help
us much."

The Pnispers varsity coh
riding his

mint

\3x11

i

I

n

Immo to i
OW num

du. hub anti

um. and ohm
usaihint punt
Pithlm in
its
mu IL is on 16

r, into Oa
of

mil

range of topics at this meetine." said Pohlman

IR. C Imbtand North Hith
bootie ish
hi. Mc first 10
ilk

and

mishint

Komi...,

tlIpIL

0111

Follimmg
talk

ha

Erna
one

Hob Ward who will

Muni.

mixsnt
b mint pr
thin Wan md
of m dins n dillsrant
pr is

hitt ink land immtds do

h.. Is mien slam

amnion followsd

I,

not iust ths

ik on satshint & O
1I tar
Mc

conference in. with 7,95's
behind

nm

mid morning Lott.
ndl moms Pohlmin s
re hildink

A BUFFET lunch will be
I

pionship Road. and a or... ration to Cliff Pierce, couch of
the 1969
state champion
Schurz baseball le nni will he
After that and a panel

After Dr. Spackman's talk,

tit mission on hams a mit,

talk on inffelding techniques.

ADMISSION TO the clinic
is 55, but that nicludes the
and membership in
the Illinois High School Baseluncheo

ball Coach. Asmiciation. The
Association holds monthly
February
meetingsmg

Rid and t spmal on nannies
sondmonink md nbandit hl
ink flu.
ill hi. knurl Its
Dr Rolurt %Nam. the
tr mum at Soutiumn Ilhn

neon.

Dr headsman is

ths Immix tor flu. St
Browns test ha has w rot.
Noral hinds on it nom, Ind

threuch

mem hoe, and pill

thenthank nilh Repko

n
M.11.111 toum mint

land

onds out

i

100 -yd.

Caryl Cannia
yd. freestyle: I. Ka y Corbett;
SadY
breastistroke: I. Silo Stahnke;
freestyle:

2. Caryl Can., Freestyle
lay: I. Pat Vatalaro. Kay NielSue

Andy Sue Hibbs. and

in :mother district.
Hersey fans will be looldos to their ow nnnnn Weaver for sense

MORAVA, WHO was lint

points on the trampoline Saturday night Weaver find for third

spot and will lead the Knight into the district competition.

last week. and Farris, who finishd fourth, appear to be
shoe -ins to advance Btu Bo yeti. who came in eighth, will
Prot to meet the challenge of

(Photos by Linda 'remittent

Prospect's Stem Klingaman.

place in the conference meet hot Saturday, Inn the first -placer in

of Prospect
meet is not in the 'limey 1,ktriC1. Jay
who w. second in the state Ian year, is back to try for the DM

ninth -place
Wheeling.
the

INTERMEDIATES. Medley Relay 1. Chris Pedersen,
Carla Corn -wen. Denise Moron.. and (bade limarus.

Kim Corbett. 200 -yd. Iniflvid,
ual hledley: I. Pattie Laranis.
100 -yd. butterfly:
Barb Ko.
lin. 11/1) -yd. thalstruket
Barb Kolin; 2. Carla Gor1
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SP/uRTS

Thursday.
February 26,

nos dour

orbnhi inducts, dnIls ind

rm noon tram member
mums
Dorlald ihkh &Seel lo
I

in Rd north
toand on hit mass north

Ind on W

Dionclit

fell just two points short.
49

t7

Triton's 37, but it just wasn't

S

per squad with 22 points and
/0 rebounds m he closed mut
his season in style. Steady Don

Duffy had 19 points and led

I. Kim

Norm Olsen of Forest View,
Bill Anderson of Conant and
A DRAWING was held ao
detrmine the order of the
reset
sr per
otih the result that mch leant

dersen, Sheila Rafferty, Kim
Corbett and Sue Chips.
The girls' second victory
w. even by u bigger inern.
heath
as they trounced the
Chicago team 236.105.

FIRST PLACE winners in
Cadet

division

include

Cheri Branch, Danielle Morando. Tracy HIM, and Darcy Dee, who teamed together
in both the medley relay. and

the freestyle relay in win for
Countryside.
Individually,
Dan, Dec and Tracy Hibbs
cached

sco red themselves a
third first place too.
The Prep division boasts of

the grcaust amount of first
place winners. as the Medley
Relay of Colleen McGiveny,
Joan Grady. Kathy Wolfe. and
Beth Ambrose scored first, end
also the freestyle relay bag out

South Chicago. composed of
Kathy Blair. Laura Clot feller.
Sue Emnder, and Carol Howland.
In
individual competition. Miss Howland, Miss

pie

will go gnon tho

The Day will observe
park
all-CSL release date DP
matmen win
The IntenSuburban Associ-

Mon, .the governing body of
high school athletics in public
which includes the
Central Suburban League and
leagues,

the

Mid -Suburban

League.

slam in its by-laws that the
ontotl,mnfer.
names of allktar or
he re.
ence team, are
leased to the public until the
Wednesday following the fiml
game of the season.
Although another

news.

paper has knowingly broken
this rule and printed the Cein
.1 Suburban League All.

Conference B.kethall Team,
Day Publications has chosen
to folknv the original release
dale.

After consultatim with
Imgue chairman lames Mani ger of Niles West High School

Wednesday as prescribed by
Inter -Suburban

Whittier didn't score, but Mae Shot's had two goals and Jeff

vin Tolliver and Dime's Tom -

lewd° of larkm.
ARLING1ON appears

to

haven winner on the side horse'
where Cards Pat Rousseau

and Boylan wen: lira and second. respectively. at the continence. Brouneau had an out-

standing mom of 8.75 and
Boylan was not too far behind
wit a
Hersey is nu slouch on the
horse, either, capturing
fourth. Otto and seventh in the

big litiskie victory Saturday
night. Kiwi Wooldridge led the

Hersey trio with an Itti5.
Rived by Ed Ilembd and then
Morava. Berglund of Forest

Todd
Huskies a
Wheeling.
and

Will he lint Wilcox. Howard
Beck. Ken Baker. Klingamm
and Weld ut Prospect: Ii P,

Wilson and Brad Prochaska of Arlington: Boyell
and Farris of Hersey. Olson.
Doug

Watson.

Bruce

and

Pierce of Fonm View: Ander.

sot Todd Miller and John
klayer of Conanat. and Frishie
and Kcn Anderson of Larkin.

Wheeling nuc

rs.rd.'
Re-

on the high bar by Wold.

sweep

1-2-3

at

'T`T,7,

the

ercise will be loaded with talent because the top six finishmeet
ers fmrn the

View: Anderson, Steve Gard.

will be competing at Hersey.

Prospect teammate Mike Ossow ski and Conant" best individual. Doyle Bartley,

VON MRS (STEVE, was
the individual winner itt Wheel'

Conant; and Frisbie. Newby
and Dennis Topolewski of
Larkin.

HINSDALE CENTRAL is
in a weak District and then

mann, who have Men conduct-

goes tq

in, see -mw battle all season
at

that great Huskie-Cardinal
dual who scored an 8.0 to give
the Cards the meet by .I1 of a
point.

ner and Stem Peterson of

are Morava and Ron RM.

ins with an 8.95.Next in line

AND WHO at Hersey will
ever forget Arlington's Greg
Distill, the final contestant in

and Guy Courtney of Pm see.; Dick Martin of Forest

Hersey and who placed

second and third in Wheeling.

Mike Isaacs of Arlington
tied with Rebmann for third

weak Sectional. so
the Red Devils look now like
a heavy favm ite to dethrone
Arlington as state champions.
But before it's all over no
less than three teams from this

one Hersey District -Hersey.

The ring competition will
also failure Farris. Morava.
Boyett and Neil Ovesky of

and gives the Cardinals a line

B enno and Kan Hendershot

have something to say about

Hersey; K1ingaman, WO. and

of Prospect are also standouts

that.

complement to Von Ebcm.

Arlington and Prow:et-may

tion.

0 IDElt P -BAR entries include Farris of Hersey'. Wald
of Prospect: Olson. Berglund.
Jim Conroy and Mike Sullivan
of toren View; Broad m, Wil.

son and Chuck Herchline of
Arlingten: Annfield, Ander.
son and John Mayer of Con -

IkeaAHingtode Steve Yew Ebel,: will be the hoe exercise Sevarlte in Saturday's Hersey DIMicl of
the sate promstics tournament on the strength of his 8.95 performance in the conference meet.
Vrin nem is the defending state champion in the event.

Wheeling lands 2d at Bloom
Wheeling, indoor track
trawled to Chicago
Heights Saturday to take on
team

Bloom

and

Crown

in

trimgolar meet and was
trounced by the hint Trojans.
111.22. Crown finished third
with lo points.

timk second in the mile run
with a 4,511.4.

Hildebrandt sou third in the
50.yard dash with 5.8. only .1
second off the pace. Wildcat
Mark Frystak was likewise
third in the 880 -yard run with

IIIE 1111.M'AT thinclads
go to Maine East this after

4.58.4: 3, Melly, C. 5:19.7:

noon fora dual meet and no.
turn home Thursday for a In

22.11-1, 2. &ma. B. 19-1 Ph:
Bryan. B. 51SHOT PUT:

angular

with

Crystal

Lake

and Fremd. Both meets will
begin at 4:30 p.m.

decrihed Bloom as one of

track teams in the

hest

sophonor.

e. The

were also outstanding. finishing with 1111 points to 35 for
Wheeling and 211 for Crsvn.

THE ONLY Wheeling varsity first place was earned In
who ran
Inter n the two-mile us win
that event by X. I smonds.

Frank

Savage.

Gary

Hildelsrmdt of
Wheeling was hand in the
330 -yard run with a 10,2. and
his teanunate John Johnson

JOEI. OLSON of Wheeling
had a 9.0 in the 60 -yard high
hurdles that was good for
foursb plum. and Hildebrandt

60 -YARD HIGH HURDLES: I. Fawn, C. 0.1.

ane 128.2.
The Wildcat mile relay team

2. Steley. B. 11050:

with a
011:49.0.
At the sophomore level,

H. 111:510

the III day'to

will he held front 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. al City Rolling Meadows

Boys

Registration

Baseball.

Church_
accomminieal
Bits, nrsio

Can

by a parent m gum Man Fur.

Save as never before on

matches.

They were Dan klyuka. 123.
Glen Oland. 145. Gary boa

2705: 2. Cyphers, B. 2:08.5: 3.
Frystak. W, 27122,

2.

hloore,

POLE S SC LT: I. Sarros,
H. 13.0:2. Barwig. B. I LO: 60-

VARD LOW Ill:RIMS-Sr I.
Murray. B. 7.3: 2. Memel. B.
7.871. Utignsing.

7N7SIII.E.

660 -YARD RUN: I. Johnson,

B.

1:26, 1 Nation.

B.

1721.4: 3_ Roy, C. 1:27.5: 4
Hildebrandt, W. 1:28.2: 880-

VARD RELAV: I. B. 1:00.6.
2 C. I:41.5;

an 11:05.5.

Final RAMS signup Sat.
Saturday is

411-10:

Stor50-YARDOASH:
my. B. 5.7:'_- Nloore. B. 5.8:3.

Demising. 11. 8.0 3, Mann&
B. .1:4.0Ison.W. 9.0:1190 MILE: I. Savage. W. 10:41.9:

finished SCCOMI behind Bloom

Dave Poole picked up a first
for Wheeling in Me high
it jump
Bryce
with a leap of 5.6
Deter won the nvo-mile with

61.r. 2. Scheidlec.

Hildebrandt W. 5.11: BID
YARD RUN: I. Mores, B,

MEET RESULTS

was fourth in the h60 -yard run

LONG JUMP: I. Foster, B.

I

a 2:12.2.

Wildcat mach Jerry Par-

as he came up with m
cos

of Hersey, Klingaman, Wold

Praspect also has a respect-

register for kolleig meadows

Those MO are by far the

John Valentino is also a
standout on the ring as is his

Frisbie. doe Abramson
e nd Mike Cheperka of Larkin.
The final event, the free ex-

able trio on the parallel bars
with Klingaman, Pew Klein
and Rich Valentino. And Arlington's Boylan could easily
come in rte In riel. of the ac-

utak 9.0. But he will have his
hands full Saturday with Morave. who didn't miss by much
best in the district on the
bin outstanding purred
should also IN turned in

would

and

final dm.

the

Also entered on the 110,e

Klehr gam the

Morava led the way with an
8.75 sand he will get an added
boost. as if he needed it, at the
district when he gen the honor
of performing his magic in the

View could also make a splash
here.

and

don, Wilson and Boylan of
Adington: Bnyett and Farris

thee information may be ob
mined from Ray Petters.,
4307 Linden In.
Fathers, remember to offer
ur help. Many men are

netted as umpir.. managers,

400 -YARD DASH: I. Kennedy. S. 52.5: 2. Seisms, C,
59.2, 3. Blechman, YY, 56 4;
3N -YARD RUN: I. hlurrey,
B. 374: 2. Hildebrandt. W,
19.22:3. Moore. B. 39.3:
51111.E. RCN: I. Ward. B.
W.
0
Johnson,

1:' :'7.4;

coaches and ground crew.

Ask your rich uncle
for a $5,000 loan.

165 and Fred Salyers. henry
weight.

for the Des Plain. club were
Brut:elm:m.70.11m McQuire.

ation.

77. Kcn Tekicla, 98, Dave
Lundahl. 107. Ernie Wick
sham. 113, and John Mimetic

from Greece

130,

The Des Plains boys have
quadrangular scheduled ai

Palatine High School Satur

EXTRA -THICK WHITE

Other Gunn
day morning at
entered M the meet arc Holum,
Junior High Jack London

SHAG RUGS

Junior High and the Palatine
Park District.

as seen in the latest Decorating Magazines

Mike Pyle
will speak

at banquet

SEVEN JUNIOR girls accounted for six first places in

The annual Community Fe
thm-Son Sports Banquet will
be held March 13 at 7 p.m. at
the Peace Refomed Church,
Gotland S. Meier Rds., Mount

He'll tell you
how he hit it big.
3x5
4x6
5x7
6x9

$22.00 9 x 12
$36.00 8 x 10
$50.00 10 x 4
$74.00 12 x 16

$150.00
$125.00
$200.00
$280.00

Pr

Guest speaker will be Mike
Pyle, star center for the Chi-

football team.
Mayor Robe. Teichert of
Mount Prospect will give special comments. Harold Wood house is toastmaster, and Dr.
Armando Perez and Allen Rur
ter are co-chairmen of the
cago

ribbons for the team, Pat Vale-

Scott Whinier to) of the Arlington Motes, gen off slap shot

and Mike Sinnott of Conant and Charles Marko, Ke-

conference

on the man as are Oben and
Berglund of Forest View.
Also tumbling will he Brea -

WINNING BY decision,

ASSOCi-

to else score first in the
freestyle relay. Kay COOett
grabbed two additional blue

Saturday In Pm Wee competition at the Polar Dona in Dundee.

ion r high

rii.ents

yd. bremt, and also a second in
the 50 -yd. butterfly.

one in individual events,

byof Forest View, Dan Gard -

IF HERSEY hes an edge on

Four of the boys won hy pins

has decided to wait and release
the results of the league
coaches' balloting nest
the

Larkin.

The Du Plaints Park Dis-

all but two of

and David Kennedy. acting
athletic director of Maine
West High School, The Day

Midget division are Gretchen
Fricke, Charles Blair, Cindy
Wolfe. and Cathy Howland in
the freestyle relay: with Gretchen Fricke also grabbing an
additional first in the I.M.
Mass Siobhan Rafferty same
through with 13 points for the
Countryside team, grabbing
two firsts: 50 -yd. free, and 56

laro and Tracy Dutton

are Doug Boni of Hersey.
Guy Courtiay and Runt Hen,
&idiot of Prospect Don Tos-

the

that piece Saturday night.

Frishic and Bob Newby of

View; Anderson of Conant;

the still rings cub an 8.95 at
have to rate as a hvorite on

kir High in Elk Grove. 43-13.
The Ds, Plaines squad won

ning the medley relay. Mks

K
Knopf
wns good from the free
throw line with eight of I I.
Scott Schuster was the sec
end leading rebounder in the
gone with I I.
Triton had balanced scoring

persons of King ,Moore and
Tom Sayre as Whir Huskies
with Morava and the Falcons
with Mrse Come
Behind that group of seven

Hersey senior Craig Sjogren

man and Weld of Prospect; Olson. Berglund and Jeff Brown
of Forest Vie.: Andcnun and

Tim Annfield of Conant; and

Don Liston of Prospect: Boylan, Brodgan, Wilson and Tom
Kennedy of Arlington; Olson,
Berglund and Brown of Forest

kowski and Jack Wiley of

Steve lamp. Jim Lutz. Klima -

ways by &kali. (Move bin-

Cannis and Miss Nielsen got
again, this time with
Peat
Pat Vatalam. and Pat Walker,

in a long time with lg.

the district.
The Cardinals also have fine
performers on the tramp in the

THE BEST score of the

3.

their age group, with KayCorbeg, Caryl Cannis, Andy Sue
Hibbs, and Kay Nielsen win-

the genie in rebounds with 12
nobs. The third Hawk in
double scoring figures IVY,
hot -handed John Knopf. what
had one of his lowest scoring

at

pect. who took seventh.
Also entered in the allaround arc Steve Broaden and
Bob Wilson of Arlington.

1970

2.
Pattie LaChris Pedersen.
Freeistyle Relay: I. Chris Pe-

the

finisher

Other altaround performers who appear headed
for a sectional berth arc John
Boylan of Arlington. second in
the cod irence meet behind
Morava: Bob Berglund of Forest Vie, fifth in the conference: and Ron Wald of Prs

0.65

200.yd. freestyle. 1.
Sheila
Rafferty: 2. Sue Chips. 100.yd.
freestyle:
Sheila Rafferty; 2.,

zarus;

the New York Yankees, will
served at noon, sponsored by
7 -Up. At prim "The Chum -

oned with, since the Grens are

nil& 2. Andy Sue Hibbs; 3.

sea
sen,

11

Grove won't have to be reck-

wrfly: I, Denise Rafferty: 3.
She Stahnkc. 100 -yd. backs,

Kay Nielsen.

he

and Landy Fer111111111a of Elk

bre.tstroke:

Tony Rubel, former star of

pions.

Marled a comeback march that

o:ints in the second period to

plus three

the conference and now Benny

bol-

risen's 8.4. mat both

will probably make it OM of

from Hersey. Choy Morava,
Jeff Farris and Limey flown
all finished in the top eight at

Enander. and Miss Wolfe each
scored an additional first
plam.
The blue ribbon stars in the

Warne Johnson IdarkJerseil of the Arlington HeigIMJaveees
Pee Wee hockey team lunges after puck while trying to keep
Hoffman Fatates player out of die running. The Hoffman team
on, 7.3, while nutshoolIng the Arlington Per Wees, 3611, Satsudsy at the Polar Dome in Dundee.

sey and Stew Von Ebers of Arlington tied for third at the

Pinta for first place, nine for

Corbett: 2. Sue Chips. 106yd.

Hockey teams in full swing

quite enough.
Big Bob Spore led the Har-

JOHN WEAVER of Her-

sconnd, eight for third, seven
fin Ranh and so on damn
one point fir 10th.
There ism excellent chmcc
that the six to advance in the
all-around could include three

100 -yd.

msen. 50-y d. freestyle:

conditioning 01 baseball play.

Summer League stale chant -

Caryl Cannis.

Also swinging on the high
bar will he Wilson. Dresden
and lee Temko of Arlington:

kl haw when Moray., Boyett

al -around men.

Hibbs,

this .ent.

handed Benny Fernandez his
first setback of the season on

seem to face little trouble.

in each event will advance to
the Sectional at Forest View
March 5.6 as will the best six

Tracy

Larkin.

Eberx club has to be the overwhelming choim on the paral-

all-around
men. The top eight performers

meefie.. (Photos by J. Alan ( ook)

As a leant the Huskies
seem to have a definite edge in

of Elk Grove. but with Mitxm
gone the Knight senior would

111E MEET will be run

Team serves will
awarded on the basis of

ant: and Friable, and Les Pas.

the high bar. Own Don Von

viewers.

la an unusual role. Maine's top long jumper Jeff Duff toed his lock at high jumping yesterday al
New Trier Fast Duff proved that he May be a valale asset IP C011[11 Joe Jobs. in smceeding

Dm Covell, Farris and Boyett
of Hersey and Boylan of Anlin.

that piece. Bensen lost his first
match of the last Saturday season at Wheeling to Al MitSCRS

for quite a spectacle for the

04-30 at the end of the font
pelf, but the Hawks weren't
gouts to go rolled and with
5:4R to go in the game, they

4 little tougher tonight, howay... they meet an explosive
illekolm X squad.

10111110,

schools will be pm -funning at
Hersey, and that should make

116.

I

tils ass.,

tuns. The Warriors will have it

March 14 at Prospect.

second and third,
cur
respectively. in the state.
So three of the state's top six

Coaches' clinic features Tony Kubek

x 111

with four men in double fig-

a

currentlyber two temns, am

my Reign. 100.yd. Individual

CADETS. hledley Relay: I.

address.

HARPER SCORED

that the later the performance,
the more advantageous it is for
the individual.
The order of the events has
been changed from the natal
dual meet setup, that new order being trampoline. side

q

portent, score winning 237MEET RESULTS

for

are available through the International Kennel Club, 116
Exchange Building. Union
Stock Yank. Chicago, 00609.

100. Forest View, Prima&
Conant and Elgin Larkin in

Starting time at Hersey will

be7 p.m. The district is the
first step in the state tournament that will conclude with
the crowning of a champion

and last on another, It is egreed

the 12, and with the extremely
tough competition there h will
be the last chance for fans to
some of these fine athletes,
since many will be eliminsted
the
Saturday from the rest

allowed five entries in each

JVCI. Indian Bound,. and
Me ether over South Chirsigo.
In the
Indian Boundry
meet, the girls fared very well,
more than doubling their op -

Con.. have been mneunced.

proficient
youthful judge
Training films and guidelines

Ara gymnastics fans who
want to see this increasingly
popular sport al its hat will
have that opportunity Satinday night when Hersey High
School plays host to Arling.

be without doubt the best of

m= meet. with each team

YNICA swim mum ha been
mything but idle these ['1st
weak, scoring two big wins:

Completing She beton Imager. Warrior Tom Pabroske putts
over to the side after banding off to leammate Glen Perrone
during fum-lati id., event. 'The hIstine elndermen Met the event,

THE CONTEST' will he a
to
r(00: the most

District

Indian Boundry, S. Chicago

et

regulations for the contest may
be obtained from the same

test

Illinois

Countryside Y torpedoes

the IMO internationd Dog
Slum Junior Dog Judgins

have a keen interest in dogs as
pets, projects or hobbies.

12

MW. I1802: 2. Johnson, MW,
IRMA: 3. Temkin, MW.

Thursday.
February 26.

Entry terms and rules and

The

of

Tournements.

2 -MILE RUN: I. St. John,

Announce rules
for dog show

4-H. Girl Scout. Boy Scout
and other youth groups that

2:41.2.

one

West Invitational. Their slate
very impressive comidering
the top-nutch
competition

I. Hansen. MW. 6.9; 2. Tmry,
MW. 7.1 plus: 3. Stromberg,
NTIV, 7.2: LOW HURDLES:
I. Munson, MW. 6.5, 2 Pruitt,

SP/IRTS

national Dog Show. which will
be held April 4-5 ai Chicago's
International Amphitheatre
The contest is open to all

I.

By Jim Stuart

event

Page 8

,

4 LAP RELAY:

NTW. 1:14.4; 2. MW, 1:19.2;
440 -YARD DASH: I. Henhem. MW, 56.11: 2, Heyman,

SHOT PUT: I. Cage, NTW,
47-17 2. Royal, MW. 45-I; 3.
Holm MW. 42-2; MILE:
Dunternan, MW, 4756.5; 2.
6: J. Was Melling. MW,
kith, MW, 5:01.2; MILE RELAY: I. NTW, 2:40.7; 2. MW,

include a second
finish at the Proviso

The

April 5. is pan of 0v Inter-

"Si1

I.

not

place

11:04.6: HIGH HURDLES:

times of 7.1 plus and h.7,

mheduled

Duff,
MW, 17-101/4: 2. Zabrathe,
MW, 17.7; J. Davis, MTV,

MW by forfeit, HIGH JUMP:

NTW, 57.1;

THE VICTORY increneed
Maine's seasonal
of to an
impressive 6-0 mark which

Hurdler specialist Del Han son proved he win hack in top
!Orin with it pair of firsts in the

tent.

contest.

MW.

58.2:

LONG JUMP:

ifer, NTW, 5.8 plus; 3. Klein

NTW. 60; POLE. VAULT:

11:04.h.

ernian. ournestants and speck-

Thc

SO -YARD DASH: 1. hemon, NTW, 5,8 plus, 2. Stand.

Lidlnsky,

3.

swept the ent

harrier running. Hansen was
clocked in no in the highland
6.5 in the IOW, Teammates
Kevin Terry and Alike Pruitt
finished second in the highs
and lines, respectively. with

Rules and reined°. for

2:163;

much like lest week% craniu-

Firkins was right behind in

was the winner via fifth place
prise in Sunday's Antioch 885
Civic Club's Ice Derby,
Competition began at 6 am.
and continued until 4 p.m. for
the acme 2500 plus ice fish-

2116.1:

MEET RESL1LTS

St. John breaking the tape
in 10:02 fiat Johnson was second across in 10748.6 while

Gil Pearly of Elk Grove

MW, 6.7,3. Stromberg.NTW.
6.8,

of milers, however, took the
top slots. Led by junior Tom

but Oajoined by regular miler
Save Johnson and Steve For.
kins.

at Antioch

teammate Dave Berg settled
for second in 58.2. Jobst's trio

which includes all of the
Maine schools. Saturday.

sistent Jack St. John remained

couch Joe

first

was

The Warriors will again be
put to a supreme test when
they travel to Maine South for
the big District 207 meet

periment in each event. Con-

head

Henke,

Six gym teams converge at Hersey district

they have fared.

couch Joe Joint a chance to ex-

Warrior

Mark

across the finish line In the
MO -yard dash in 56.8 while

Berg, MW,

3.

...mil

each

The high scorers in the In Gardner
Gardner had one for the Arlington entry. The Arlington teams .Sue Chips, age bracket were
Chris Pdersen.
have played 15 games; nod the Pee Wee team mks three league
Denise Morando, and Carla
gamof leffstartIng with the Dtmdee VFW this weekend.
Gormsen.

Bears

eent.

FIBER RUGS 100% WOOL

MT. PROSPECT vAGW.D... HSRDWARE

ORDERS TAKEN NOW
FOR SPRING DELIVERY

Driegs Drug Store in Mount!

253-4601

1,91199-

See Commercial Credit
LOOM

101 WEST PROSPER AVENUE

Tickets are available at Keefer's Drug Store and Van

Prospect Donations are 53 per

Mike Pyle

HAND WOVEN LONG

Yai II gel a real education. Like why didn't you save your
money when you had your paper route? And if you'd
invested wisely you'd have it mode now. You can do
without this kind of help. You want action. So come and
see Its With more than 500 off ices coast ro coast we help
to lot of people. And if the financial genius wants to know
where you got all the dough, tell him you own a piece of
an oil well. Need money? That's what we're here for.

up to $S,000

s

11 N. Arlington lies. Road

Phone: CL 9A151

FisMIOWNenS 1ND MOR1G6G85 AVAILABLE

21.Employment AgenciesNen

THE DAY
Thunday Febmary 26 1970

Page 10

PERSONNEL
TRAINEE

laminas Seitvice Dutedotuj

0

TRY

Consult this daily guide of reliable services,
offered by reputable business people in

Tomorrow
Is Today

McCartney. Do you believe be is dead?
Mrs. D.C., Mount Prospect

Your Ad will opoeor daily in the

"Vali 25S72a0

Sosnetime ago misplaced my wedding ring and it ha me
worried. Will I ever find it? Do you see =wool often for me
and my family,
1

Mrs. B.W . Mount Prospect

0

FIREWOOD

Deer Mrs. KW.:
I we you w.f.g a wedding ring, so I feel you win or perhaps

Dear Mr. DeLouisei
In May last year my husband walked out on me, our roniage,
our children and the baby I was six months pregnant with. Sine
then things have been pretty bad financially, since ha doesn't
support us well, as well as companionship -wise for both my children and me My children are now 0, nand four months IM 25.

0

*

m.

ALTERATIONS

.

Catering

HAVING A PART,

Do you see any hope of my hushand's return, or do you see any

other romances and mania. in my future? Also do you roe ire
end my children remaining in the home we're now living at or do
you see a move la relatiw-s2 Do you seen man older than) in my
future, someone also who's been hun and has children,
Mrs. R.K Rolling Meadows

One Mn R.N.:
I feel you'll be leaving this hoe. eventually. I feel ymill have

a proNem with expels.. I do fed romance for you, but also
trouble wiln your husband. I see you working and feel this will
solve some of your problems, I definitely see an older num with

chBdren in your (inure. I fed good with him and feel he N .

.dost.ding pers..

v

r-

sir

M 1.11 PooP.

Art Service

0

ART

TO

tem.. Dinar.

OUR

SPECIALTY

BAR. BUFFET Mg DEAL.
PROSPECT CATERING CL 5 41,

Cement 0 Blacktop

end ether serwces

us mid ell be cared.] feel he's
going through ch.ga now that con be conceive fee hire. I feel

Dancing Schools..
Supplies

Coll 392.1750

to

extend

the

school year. They are com.
posed of educators, studenis
end lay citizens.

The Committee's purpose
was extended to include the
possibies of a longer school
day. Inntar quaners. and other
aspects of broadening learning
mperiences.

Oveflo mc

FM, INSuOED

.

which have already met once
community
esoures;
curriculum - scheduling . staffing; extracurricuMrs physical
facilities, human factors: and
'institutional implications.
Herber!

C.

Laubcnstein,

a.. chairman of the uommunity

On Pa... s

able. Alla s
goners. 392.9 aS

It! r

'

-

Public High
School for Metropolitan Stud die

Chicago

MAPERY h

NEITHER SPEAKER has
Each subcommittee member will select his area of special interest and individual as
signet ents will be discussed.

LaubensWin said he will ask
the Committee of 75 executive
group (subcommittee chain

men) for help in determining,
the areas relative to commu-

mtThe
urriculum.sched.I
subcommitteei
cling -staffing
will be reviewing proposals foil

j

three trimesters of 16 weeks
each. and 12 -month sChooll
year, and an extended school
day andfor school year. Don -I
ald Pyle, chairman said.

52.225E

you ham, nerd

II

cdr

mP4F- *wawa

Storm Windows
THAD'S HOME /MPROVEMENTS

WALLPAPERING

ESTIMATE

rag a TILING. CL

P

H«Y.

111%1

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

o

I

s

CUSTOM OA, 6 FARMS

EMERGENCY SUMP PUMPS

D6 D SUMP PUMP

kke

757;05'

Coll 25,9 0561 Red Smolt

e"peronce.Rentadel

GENERAL

Pa eel

Ibnuln wants.

FREE ESTIMATES

PROGRAMMER

tam. Oen /CI,. [My Mb
lierdions. 217

COMPUTERIZED
FEDERAL 8 STATE

25

.9

r.

Perth RePuiry

ro

Free tsronows
CALI R24 GIP

formals. bridals.
Alterations. Near
torenn. 255.03M

of soils.

Repent Additions

S

Arl

MAKING
MACHINE

ase.

no seal:sow. Benefits includ,

considered.

General Electric N well know for its. line benefit
pions and its competitive wage rotes_ Previous
experience will be considered when determining
the start, rotes far' heat lobs

297-3550
SAXON BUSINESS PRODUCTS, INC.

CAR

res. panel,
doors
roc
office Isom.%
actor.. No Oh ma small.

roams

byfit Mir od MTh you.

AMERICAN UPHOLSTERING

Vacuum Repair Service

CREATIVE

DRESSMAAK,r,A,..K5LTERATIONS
SHARON HOFER

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY

CALL PUD 59,0 16

BENEFICIAL
TAP( SERVICES, INC

51595 AND VP ABBEY SALES 6

9 wideloys

'114.1085

than

15

GBRrn

s is o,

DECORATORS

1 Sm.

specific realms talking to our

139.8280

for Me horn* ar off, well the
L

Residential

lomat F. Lindows14390100

FREE ESTIMATES

Rd

Wigs

S93.6.55 or 39,0244

Arl.
2S9.7493

WIGS OP ALL MI115

Cot

Barb 529-8074 Schoornburg.

Rel. Styled 6 Said

Instructions

Electrical Work

BRIDGE LESSONS

Window Washing

0 A D DECORATING

All fem. Classes arranged to

P"'

PROFESSIONAL

WINDOW CLEANING 504

r-

I

Comma

Special winter dim. to

id

1

Constrit6ion, Inc
see.

4BI S. Rarnand.
21,0963

Day Want Ads

Permanent Waves

d

Engineering Semmes
DACODA ENG

LICENSED OMAR OPERATOR

137-66S8

5600 CL 3-2236 or

all collets Deal.,

Is.1

00

doR

FREE ESTI/PAM . 2961638

PARKLAREN INTERIORS

w

free estimates. No obligoNsn

4. 0

G

Interior Decorating
awed 21hr Ye, No rob

°

Firewood
Seosoned Oalr stock
2
to ks
stacli 516 032
4624; 544 747.622

CL 13364

Piano Tuning Services

SAVEIM SOLES
IN1HE

AD

Wallpapering

OD South

C)

FAMILY
WANT

SERVICE 359.1544

ShapPOP

SP.8437

DAY

DAY

WAN ADS

/ NO DOOR KNOCKING

Ned

Williams

392.64117

HAVE HOUR PLANO TUNED

BY RAH AMASON

Expert 'lining a impoir.9610112.

.

only ,46 1450

THEY KNOCK ON YOUR DUCard

Rolling Meadows, Illinois

MS SIT BACK IN -ref PRIVACYOr YOUR OWN OFFICE AND
GROOVE WITH THE NATION'S FASTEST GROWING SP.

394-1212
4.oememe

IF YOU CAN DIG ALL THAT, THEN CALL FRANK,

5,52

eif Doe I [MO IF YOU RE

TROUBLE

296-1043
ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, III.

Convert usable
but
unneeded
items into ready
cash

with a far

reaching Want Ad
in The Day. Phone
255-7200 or 2966640 to start your
Superific Quick
Cash -Making
Machinel

MECHANICAL
DRAWING

Deer,

gineeriPg.

.CYHARE

Northbrook, Ill

conducted between

too

5 -Employment Agencies- Women

Good At Figures?

am,

634 wainn es..

Wheeling

Division of Rex Choinbelt, Inc.
101 G,1BLS NEFilm..

.

.

le. hPrng 1.41.
.

MAINTENANCE MECHANICS
...
* UP TO 3 WEEKS PAID VACATION

* AMPLE PARKING

* COMPANY PAID LUNCH & BREAK PERIODS

* LUNCH ROOM FACILITIES

* HOSPITALIZATION

PART TIME DAY JANITOR

APPLY TODAY...YOU JUST MIGHT STAY!

Grom Pad.. Lrle Insurance

WNN, Procieloncl.156ry Noma.
Mock Perms Plan
Pion

Pension

INTERVIEWING DAILY 8 AM

-

F:7, '04117:"".

Juw

atat'

Dory

"

Apply in Person to 48145 ALKE

K
1155 OAKTON' Sr.

mart
.

DES PLAINES

RESERVATIONS

5405 MONTH

4 PM, SATURDAY BY APPOINTMENT

689-1200

d.

"1-1 On7
i

ENGINEERING AGENCY
2720 DES PLAINES

16575. Shermer Road

* MANY COMPANY PAID BENEFITS

enbnVe

296.1043

* LATHE OPERATORS

* 9 PAID HOLIDAYS

Free1.11A

in

272-1000

* HARDINGE CHUCKERS

* TOP WAGES

COMPANY EMPLOYEE BENEFIT.

awls, in speciol msg.'
all Ms while training

CALLED SURER

*MACHINE OPERATORS

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH PRODUCTS

Fiord Yoonan

au II

OFFICER

OPERATORS

WE OFFER

$500 FREE

Pard

nai"=, in
era.

SECURITY

Industrial Experience in Mechanical and Maintenance Work. Shift work required.

FULL TIME NIGHT JANITOR

gmes 04 you learn

mod., fnan Maim. m

end Vac, of work Includes

Call Miss Del at GL 5-3600
For An Appointment

ASSISTANT MEN'S WEAR MGR.

detailing ond layout.

543.4455

CARTRISEAL

ond 4:00 pm. Mondoy through Friday, or by

WE NEED

- WATCHMAN

7:30 a.m.

emotions. Advt..

Jack Schooley

* LAPPING MACHINE

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ON PAPER

Small modern research company M Elk Grove
Village is seeking o dependable man for janitorial and watch .orl duties from 11130 p.m. to

Pareanal 'Noble
break armlenecks,
and Improre monuf

PHYSICAL TESTING

UPSTAIR.

MST BE 2

JANITOR

TECHNICIAN

1500 Hicks Road

ARE YOU READY,

ORGANIENTLON WITH ROO OFFICES COAST TO COAST.

POO

PRODUCTS

ELECTRIC

GENERAL

/ NO CAP EXPENSES
I NO LEAD CHASING

soolTsoTrill

C.,1 CL 31865 Pr.

LAB
MARBACH SCREW

* INSPECTORS

HEY!

PRODUCTION

be

543-4455

s

OPERATORS

Wallinopenns

3 -Employment AgenciesMen

BETTER

KNOWN

for experienced mochene op
We have
g meodowa metal ShoP.
erators or our
Candidates with varied machine operation
esperience. and with knowledge of bluepnnt

reading and the use of micrometers will

Headguarlefil. Dr

r

b

DAY SHIFT

666-3443
Overtime Available

o or OA 4-1730

Dos Nei.

°earthme
and benefits.

* HONING MACHINE

no MORE CALL NOW
AO
298-2770

ran Upholstery 083
ire. Hag,.

For ese. ui 55 00 lawn Mar
ran dedurobte, No uom. eon.

Ahone 2, 7077

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY

Machine Operators

135 W. Foy
Jack Schooley
Addison, Ill.

OPERATORS

Ave.

PERMANENT
EMPLOYMENT

Chicago, III.

TRAINEE

Lake

ine operators to se. up
and run Pompon mach

.00 W. Roosevelt Rd.

1-111

tre392-40r,""'

AS A

SERVICE

RbASONAMT COST Orossmok
ng He
o,
o oirwaisom

- IRWIN INMAJOILING
Eamments. Locke, on. hank

0)

SCREW
PRODUCTS

Experienced screw mach-

Mr. Paul Eel's.

SERVICE TECHNICIANS

PAPERHANGING

INCOME TAX

Alen's vows Culls
es Coll CL 5 26/7
COLYTURIER dep..° and MEL

03-4

SCREW MACHINE

Glenview
(last west of Glenview Naval Air Station)

Salary commensurate with experience and excellent growth potential including 100%t
reimbursement. Coll, apply, or seed resume ID

Ad...60005

43/ 4093

p o stery

Tod

CD 01

SIGNODE CORP.
W.

ines.

SUNBEAM
CORPORATION

HIRING NOW!

ST2 W NW hihry CL 5.8/77

CO CD

MARBACH

der.

,

ouslibed

eyespKonolly

FREE PARKING

Is, lb)

operate Do.nport Screw

711 W. Algonquin Rd.
Arlington Heights

3700

The successful opplica eat most be a high school
graduate and have at leas. 6 months experience
n HONEYWELL Tope System and using Easy Co-

854-4652

0595

CL

ROO Lee SE
Do

.;;;;;"

CALL CM COM. IN

Coll Tom Monnard at 724-6100
-r stop by

ELK GROVE VILLAGE AREA

1657 Shermer Rood
Northbrook, Illmois

1^

La Salle Personnel

1125S.Ad.

sities. other high school dis-'
Aids (transfers), public librar-,

QUICK
CAM -

DICK'S 11LE SERVICE

Millner said, "we will circulate individually M our own

these institutions as applicable
to their study: elementary districts, colleges and univer-

Culato6'

INSPECTOR ANALYST

too
ACCTO $8.5 - 514M
ALL
Cos MNT TRAINEES
FIELD re 59004.. Merfi Ron.

Dressmaking -Sewing

5.111.11CM
Hallman W.
32.7201

DEFINED

RIFIC

Tile

Hoffman hr
5294,00

MEMBERS

Ford Dealer

SALES

FILINGS

"SINCE WE have' two'slie
toy
two touchers, and two
part
in our group," Me..

The interfacing subcommittee, led by Gene Artemenko.i
changed its name to the mare
.delinifive 'Institutional ims
plications" group.

SUPER-

FEDERAL 8 STATE

'

meting.

HOUSES RAISER

DESIGN T. DRAFTING

Arc ouocroy occroios

Ra. Mom

mittee, led by Mrs. Joyce Mil leer, has decided to use a per.
nand contact approach.

Wirt 214 administralOr to
speak al one subcommittee

PARTS. DRIVER

824.8509

cob1olMTdPM 39241192.

there will be some available

poinne illois

Doniely Rood

272 1000

Tofiodng
Drapery Repairs

Woltrnon Const. Co.

Fun"
She said she will ask Pis.

E

CALL JOHN ABEIR

DRAPERIES E BEDsPREADS

ing

o

759 rasp

Saetp Pump

RICE'S DECORATING

Income Tax Service

GERALDINE'S

CUSTOM CRAFTED
CARPENTRY

Ms, park districts, and municl.

EUGENE SACKETT,

Z...B1,1174

CALL 259 3010

II

CALL NOW 251.7267
North Shore Interiors

4314214
AM

NTIAL AND

CCrjr57E'ga*L=E

.1 will also be checking outside resources with District 25.

earn a roe. 'working
trade. Will train high
school grads wills meagar.e to
chanical

Machines and other multiple spindle equipment.

ELECTRICIANS

228ituagoos Wanted -Women

CARPETS SHAMPOOED
STA. WA% AND PUFF TILE
AND WOOD FLOORS
TURNIILIEF AND UP 'ULSTER.

dents..

been confirmed, however.

PAINTING s. DECORATING

rM

inventory of equipment. main and outside resources
am five categories the sub will study in meet-

spaced' Best added.
The human factors subcom-

dinator, and Arthur Lch, of

100's of rubrics
to choose from
5. At Home Se nom

ROLAND E JOHNSON

REAL ESTATE. buildings

They arm Warren Collier,
Dist. 214 vocational, technical
und business education coop

Also Sage, Reupholstery

Rana,

NORTH WEST SUBURBAN

pressure originates and clic extent of utilisation of pin:senilecilities.

11 is possible some schoola will
top Out others sooner and

FR SURER

FULL BASEMENT

ON ALL LABOR

30% Winter Discount

392 8891

Draperies

Best said.

GRINDERS
MILLING OPERATORS

WEBER MARKING
SYSTEMS, INC.

PRODUCTS CO. INC.

MILINGTON HEIGHTS
SCHOOL DIST 2.S
301 VI Sourh St
CL 3 6100 Err 227

21-88abonsWantedWen

2V...g3MTdB'.1B

curricular events, Sackett said.
Three objectives were defined by members of the physi-

rasources group. has invited
two educators to speak at the
next meeting, March 3.

lam`

he

committee members was assigned a particular activity to
fully develop, such as drama,
intramural sports a. clubs.

hods,

rfity 83,7023

WINTER SALE

299 1696

%TA =

hope to take a complete in.
ventory of existing district facilities. They will also determine where the enrollment

INSPECTORS

Young men wonted to

419-8100

"p Coven

CALL 562

BAMONT AvIONOTIVE

Years

TRAINEES

(Mechanically Inclined)

INDUSTRIAL MOLDED

SO, OFF

GROOMING

upholstery Coll 359.2515

AO

ACCOUNTANT

r SCHOOL CUSTODIAN

Iltionem Serkes

SLIP COVERS

head of the marecurricular aciivities group, said each of his

THE SUBCOMMITTEES

Cl 9_0495

Home MaintenanCe

255 2570

cid facilities group. chairman
Harold Rom said. Members

McDonalcfg
COST

Current Openings

MACHINISTS

358-2160
Tore 2 PM 7, 0655

384-3528

POODLE

sPM

Northbrook, III

Net and modern working conditions.

foIN Po. .Pi.n441511

Bole family Including Insure.. wreaTion accumulorion
uvist helkWys ene aro. stse,so

DRAFTSMAN

':FERE*NAC'E

dos

r

827-4175,

Automobile Service

Carpentry -Remodeling
Contractors

School sessions of throe and

rs. company hero. ore

Lauritz Jensen

SMONE HE=DS

358.4505 Ice 7 6 10 P M

Plans set for study
of extended school year

1657 Shermer Road

E gaol 'employment opportunity.

irons 1.44. day of aurY,

Sepik Work

919 94

,e'd"arWo'n'o's'

Dee

four months each will also be
investigated in terms of extra-

Sewer

Decorators

Write to DeLtatise in cane eat Day Publirarions. 722 Center
Des Plaines 10016.

ntAreStifig lobs ester Menai', Peelaie

G reat wages and benefits.

MOLD REPAIR MEN

151mInction

ROOFING AND PERCHING ALL

or

d 255 11.3.5

S.Arlinscon N.. Rd

Auto Painting

are

Painting 8. Perorating

Shopping Cm.,

D 'finitely the leader in our field.

Roofing

CL 5 82,

Across from Randhursi

272-1000

CORP.

BARGAIN COUNTER

ell

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

yea weal remain with him.

working groups of the I.,crict
214 Committee of 75 which
originally seined as a broad

m

259-9787

ARE NTS DAY CARE CENTER

Inc

Day

I

0 pponunity for real radvoncement.

MASS FEEDING

10AM rociPM
P

mill train

Stan o long career with Signode.

CALL OR VISIT

WE HAVE 1 ION TRUCK
AN 2 STRONGMEN

Child Core

SERVICE
A Myna.,

Desolate, Arlington Heights
Dear Desdate:
I do feel that your husband

paid benefit program.

Call 626-8722

ALL CLOTHING , PRICE

3'3

undo;

Cu9114.0m,

W.H. HUTCHINSON & SON

o

d

'Ar:aZ4V;rdr2S'

CREATIVE ART

company

Need Extra Money???

General Hauling

255-7200

I feel they are sell In the home and I feel you'll End them, if
no. haven't already by the lime thh Is hi Fie.
JOSEPH DE LOUISE, nationally known psychic, will answer the daemons of day readers in aria column. Lettere should
be signed, but names will be emitted jr the writer requests It.

SUPERVISOR

1/2 PRICE SALE

g em 259 8198

re Mono. FL 8 4541

Ock Wesiowd

central telephone company of illinare

TAX ACCOUNTANT

Resole Merchandise

ItANo
yr

P. 'TIM /018.604

Ill.

the right person.

IScclIffere.ol Srd shift.

CALL OD 358 5359

v

Northbrook,

in

5 YRS O OYU,

Sh, is Open

TV SERVICE. REPAIR

Mosicol Instructions

Pundit. Refinishing
S

C

5

HALL.

Poces

work since September because of a severe heart attack and have
mason to believe my husband is now being unfaithful to Mc.

214 subcorm
minces assigned the task of
studying means to mtend
opportunities
educational
have laid plans and invital

Scam

or

ters

...is but

04 ddledentiol 1nd shib.

PRODUCTION

Radio -TV Service

Masonry

BOYS

fication Onoiysis of new
international headgoar.

Coll Ed Semis

(Class A)

827 4637

GRAY

HIGH SCHOOL
clori-

For on oppo...^,

Remal plan 392 4750
EDMOND

and

Degree required. prefer
ex.
water weatment

137-9724

PORTRAIT PAINTING. MURMS.

7F1,1CAIZS*ML'Fr8=3""

WEDDINGS

Mew

MACHINISTS

FEDERAL SAVINGS

BRICK AND STONE WORK. FIRE

Dear Mr. DeLouise:
My hushaad is an alcoholic and has been in the hospital twice
with Ors. The last 0. was in September. and now he hastenedto
dank again. Do you see me living out the rev of my life with
my husband and if MI, will he ever change? I have been out Of

Six District

CL 3.5954

Furnace installation

PATCH S PANTRY

SERVICE

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

394-0894

14-Pelson:es

Portrbir Painting

BUTCH MeGUIFIES

827.9919
An Equal Opportunity Employer

666-3443

scale

For

CENTEL
SYSTEM

0.765

/nevem

Floor Refinishing

24S0 W. NulMard

PLUMBING. HEATING

4.37 3380

CHEMIST

2004 Miner St.

255-9000

HEATING 8.
AIR -CONDITION

11011 mon mho Met lady To Golden Eagle Feb 13 6 a... Ter

Plumbing g Repairs

REVERS MASONRY
ALL TYPESFREF ESTIMATES
5.37.1244

300 E Rand Rd. Mt Prospect
233.7230
Ask go, Nonage,

1650 Old Deerfield Rd

Ma Mg to Wgran during

Ca./1173SO

755 2872

DAN IKRYSH

'5.'2';1°O?NDOELIVERED

Catering

Dear Mr. DeLouise.
I have lost a pair of expensive cuff -links that my brother gave
me for my NrIliday. I discovered them missing last night. Are
they still in the house or did somebody take them?
1.E.- Mount Prospect

Masonry

CHERRY ELECTRICAL
PRODUCT, CORP.

t14107g /TV'AN'Er'rarg'e's'n

lAc

EQUIPMENT INSTAL.

Call LE 7 4494

525A TON STACKED
526 2996

JANITORS

odd am caber hWee hen

BOYS 1,0 le

pro 259 1307

FIREPLACE wOoo
WRIDFLIVER AND STACK

2963146

So

COST CLERK

col

831-2100'

DES PLAINES, 111,1-

;IZI

SEASONED

oXl*o

STOCKMEN

USE IAYWANTADS

ORT=L m.7110

/CM

CHAS. B. GRAY SALES

3,61111,

Arlington Heights, 111. 60005

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY

2441elp Wanted Men

TR'FrOy==°

Spelred 330 an 250.0628

already have found your ring. I do see a move for you but feel it
will be some time away yet.

217 E Arlington Heights Rd.

Torapilaliaaron

131.ost ad Found

SEASONAL TUNE. SPECIAL

'''"'"ary

machines

2.55.E9G2

25366.4

town Mower Service

REMAURAirl
602 W No Mwest H9or
RAPP

work with duplicating

CUSTODIAN

3-Cemeterles 8 lots

SP 5 2466

Firewood

Apo, n ',arson

Inter -Company Madman to

e.

ANALYTICAL

tery 5500

;Alterations

ratableRePIE

THE BANK
A TRUST CO.
OF ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS

PARKER

10115911M0821

Dear Mr. Dam.,

salami., who r compleiely sober and

255-7200 or 296-6640

and reach 60 000 Households

with me of Me Beatles brought on by a marriage break-up.

call

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

FOR WANT ADS
PHONE

The Prospect Dee end The Des Plaines Day

SALES

COORDINATOR

isemseciin e.

BOX 1245, DAY PUBLICATIONS

let ran= NI 7 ra.

Northwest Day. The /v.v. Day

Dear Mrs D.C.:
I feel that Paul is alive and veal. However, I doled a tragedy

group

FULL TIME

'Yon ch. v. Ws era
mrify in et now

255-7200 oR 296-6640

4rowItsdria

ACCOUNTANT

CENTRAL TELEPHONE

COMPANY

Page II

/19 9.90

MOM VEY .940"....
Wwwelawniw.

CALL

study

F BmIders Supply

OUR

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS DIRECTORY:

speakers to :exist them.
The
subcommittees

SOW 8900 mo

Thursday February 26 1970

,24461p Wasted Men

I

Tefelp Wanted Men

kUCTI
EQUIPMENT
PARTS SALESMAN

HIGH SCHOOL GRAD
to do M., eV., rig

bled Men

2,4460

24 Kelp Waked Men

n

your community.-.. CALL ONE NOW!

Dear Mr. DeLooisei
I have two daughters who are fans of the Beetle P ul

Melo Wanted Men

Nide Wanted Men

WILL TRAIN
room office 11 you con do Idly

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.
P.O. Box 133, North Chicago, III. 60064
*nuns 41 (Skokie Higtway-115 miles South of Buckley Road)
an equal opportunity employer

Jaee0

Zan
Miss DuCge
9

S.

In Arlington Heigh,
Dunne

mow

Page 12

Thursday, February 26, 1970

2S-Emp6wnent Apocies keen i 2SImpleynent

2SETopient Armes- Wow,

26-Ik Waled Wont

Agencies- Wane

RECEPTIONIST

SECT $550
greenng people -

BOOKKEEPER
to work PART TIME for account -

1450 to Start

RAPP5RESTAILILANT

602W Neefhwest Hwy Arl Ho

2.53.8P30

PERMANENT CLERK

t`;".P":17ee't
Ken Larson 3 Associates

RECEPTIONIST

CAREER SPECIALISTS

Staffing New Plush

Inornsplitre openiegs for full tinie switchboard
peon's,. Tigre' 1io,n0. Permanents., days cr
week, 13:30 ern to 900 pen, congenial surwund-

7Irc`.

iegs. All Company benefits.

RECEPTION $500

Coll Peg - 298-2770

439-7600

GIRL FRIDAY

DOCTOR'S

RECEPTION

FRONT DESK
RECEPTION

117 E. P
358

COMPANY
855 Morse Ave.
Elk Grove Village, Illinois

holmes &

be o La .11e Cm/

9 5 Donton

39443880

merle Keypunching as well as Verifying.

CORPORATION

Excellent oppodunity to work far a modern

125 Oakton Des Plaines

me

LIBRARY

NEW OFFICES

200 E. iouhy

Des Plaines

RECEPTION

TRAINEE -5530
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDEDI

Solve your money problems with

"NOW & THEN JOB"

e Free brush up practice

Secretary

No fee

Local or Loop

A3O-5522

COME IN AND REGISTER

C. AM Campbell

Experienced

297-7140

RENTAL AGENT

MOMMIES! GO
BACK TO WORK!

HOURS...LE

.5 Oak.

Go.

.139-1540

o r NREEERA. Exo *** ......

PART TIME

LAIT TECHNICIAN 6

RAN DHURST CENTER

G ENERAL OFFICE WORK
IT
D
I

TYPIST

Bcg.

29/-3.535

INTERIOR
DECORATOR'S

Elk ;et-Villa:el Selary' opeo

GAL FRIDAY

CALL MISS DAY

WOMEN
Part Tone
I 1-5

439.3232

in nadir. to Mary cu

WEEKDAYS BEFORE 5 PPC

No Sun. or Holidays
BONANZA SIRLOIN PIT
De
PI
437-8313

AD AGENCY
FACTORY HELP.

SETTEE!.

Protopak Eng. Corp.

297.7160

MT. PROSPECT
720 Algonquin (62)

7-50"

STAFFIN44
DECORATOR'S OFC la 3606

PART TIME
2.30 P.M. to 930 P M
3:20 P.M. io 7:00 P

TELETYPE
OPERATORS

lipla lypino

&minding medical clinic
EP
Drew
tallasm

consider...X*11i

.9

we Lwye opening: for
relief coveters in our

to fleE

ment office for details.

omen

9.30 om to 6-00 p-

2.°^011005reurel tuft,.

5 days a week

2013.131G01.8.0.

Lake el, of old esiablislied
1307 Rand Rood

...keeper OM 1. a sown
boordfieceptiorWi.
WENT SERVICE

Arlington Heights
394-0420

Ifinpise02137

Telephone (312)3117,0

©

212-1000

MID SOUTHERN TOYOTA

LOCATED IN ELK GROVE VILLAGE

S500

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
CLERKS

SPORTS ASSOC

PERSONNEL
Meet L talk

ro

people

oil

OPEN

SAB7in BY APPY.

t

MANAGER FOR rAl

Mr 292 0036

1,5 roc.,Pideris OA so Budge

Mi.

8274082

CAME HOME

""-n".

AKG 375 8 305 425.427.

!ORR

A

D. -n-1,

able CL 5 0735

elle/LAI ter 6.253.3737

BUY DIRECT NAME BRANDS

Mitmer Mee.

060 VW. with Modem

mvsuusoWns

bed

ro

350.

1

h

g

350; riglei couches 375, Boa

mite,,

SEES.

12271=eep Dos.
matt

COLLO,

I

Ir. old.

EOR*C'SETTITLI'S'BICARS

BONUS MOTORS 2,6 6127

3163; 10 .1. mown
woo 335; Hollywood beds
y is Bea

340.We la

co.

FURNITURE AND BEDDING

51695

Goa

:2E7aE7.71:a:4'ed'.'3731ZP$

Tiny

Sss Baby g

Mock

Tay

.C

P..

Allm, 6 PM 8244.2

AEC, 3150 J92 3787

36. SALE BARN. Nwes

153 1010 Trailers & Calipers

216.35110

399-0231

TYPEWRITER

ETECTRIC

SMC

Residential

Commercial

ROUND KING SIZE BEDSPREAD

FULL TIME

Seeing Is

255 0030

DICK WICKSTROM

Vacant

,

"1,

MATCHING PILLOWS W. SACRIFICE 392 2376 or 8.7350
50E10

Believing

Real Estate

527-2224

RECEIVABLE
KNOWLEDGE

ROAD SALESMAN

J 1 0.3pons Cars

Poor deheem. B27.57713

Rd.!

SALES SECRETARY

FULL OR PARTTIME
DWI OR EVE

6

nu

kee

The Boss
Says,

each column 6275. Pl.se eon

mi. opals al M. 6803undee

000,04 pp, pm

PART TIME

WITH ACCOUNTS

on Opel Rallye Sporn Woo
h black bucliet mon

Rd

A.. Wheeling. On Ri. 211 43.

SHIPPING CLERK

OPENING SOON

full factory equipment wh

21295 439 5693

Gulb

Mane old school desks. 33
Tkale. 537-352a.

am. cond..

on. 53750 3. 6195

isioblielsed Firm.

CASK 360.1800

PIE.

3.5.Call

55-Mus0al Instruments

II lone Funisnagsigicidtg

PALATINE ONICE

door. 6

o mo .

AKC

11

Id Ct., 4

Mole.

Poodle,

Donde sold birch bob,' :he.

25971269

Real Estate Salesmen

RAND AT THOMAS
ARLINGTON NTS

Illinois Bell

LIR!

Map.

11150 537.5372
4.6 Mumang. 6 cyl. SOM

-.Chevy nee voo t90.

827-1385

EXPERIENCED

dr

BOal

CI

Ade.

9-.6.108.

YIRG .

i159

2 SOM. me, Corn*. b.
[WILL 34091

21 Help Wanted Men 8, Women

NEW RESTAURANT

I

27 Help Wald Men & Women

I 27 Help Wanted Men & Women

DEMOS - FACTORY

J7J/2:2--

EXEC CARS

STATE STERO IKNIGHTI

-

WE'RE SELLING THESE
BELOW DEALERS COST
704lo0nslioarallousekeening

71.10 Rent Apartments

7-110 lent Apartments

Phone 253-7710

MANAGERS

71-0.pts.ael Rooms 50 16910

PROSPECT

gixigtetIgItel

82Wanted to Rent

&talk

Garage Wanted

PALATINE/ROLLING MMDOWS

255 5591

COulxi 6 SWIMMING POOL.
1444 S

RETAIL

Looking For!

WANT TO RENE nice
p

Adnyrol

10

speed 4500

Immediate openings for part time

.. Top OE for the experienced Pori Tirne Shift 400 to 9 p.m.

Work Monday thru Friday non, modem regional center.

CLERKS

OUTSTANDING BENEFIT PROGRAM
RAPID PROGRESSION

1.6 NIGHT WORK BONUS

7. HOUR DAT
APPLY OR CALL MONDAY THOU FRIDAY
'

KEY PUNCH
TRAINEES
Train on our evening shift from 4-9p.m.
mon attractive calory plus 10%
night bonus.
Upon successful completion of train.
log (approximately 12 weeks), switch

%our fullsime 7Vs how dayshifs

Interviewing, Saturday Feb. 28, 9-2 pm far your
convenience.

s Wet

HELP

IN YOUR AREA

Des Plaines 3. Oxford Rd

'IM g

e Printed Circuit Board Assemblers'

cauch/bed wn, MI,
r a. 139E9261

pony. 227.2179 or 5/1 1056

ITT

Rolling Meadows, III.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
W. Rood
An Equal apponnnW FroPIotter

3195

bedroom
nlainesTrWer
opt
0112 monk
onion,
Mor, I. Co11527-5854

Mooing: 473 pool table 6 bench
rack: 7500 BTU mecond., 011,

2548850

h

'69 PICKUP
6

A

epl

.

Sp

M

no,. All ramplemly sounder.,

carpeted, 3195.394-3571

oec

Personnel Office- /97-5310

WI k

bed

136-RealEstate-Houses

P

cyl

stia

shin.

node $1895

I

;0,:=

Wm, ,ePt,
02.0110

Awl Mt

MUNDELEIN

Overlooking Coen, Club.

0.4 Elec. range. .4,,
Copper... GE. 0160, Eel.I
wow, len hand door. Wett.:

2 bedrooms. Stove ond

window Mr cond. mat andree
water calm.. eS6.177

CALL 362-0204

'

90 not TYTO r".

394 2225

or

CI.

Y-0100

DICK WICKSTROM

From $215
o

week -10 A Mc. til

Do,

17 -To Rent, 110,16 091055

612.2078

Located on %NUM RO,
A

1374998

pl

1,2 and 3 BEDROOMS

west 1492.

Npewriterr HO racing seh rob.

253 8680

p

4 NORM RANCH CHOICE MI
PROSPECT LOCATION 501 W
Coll

Corner

'65 OLDSMOBILE

3

toT

B27..62

for the following categories.

or eo

:drilehte'o'kk:Vcli=

3185. 294.3571

door knob deSverv.

Seam SlIverlone record PM, 4
speed. GM ...mtuund. SO

$2295

IlindustrialProperty (ToRent)

530O 611-7665

PaloMN

Phone 956.1641 00 9562642

LAKE SHORE LIVING
IN THE SUBURBS

projector 2200- 253-8106

p

3800 Golf Road

An eciuol. opportunity ernphoyer

'69 CAMARO SUPER SPORT

Mt Pre.

We Have Immediate Openings For Both
Experienced Or Non -Experienced

_-)UNBELIEVABLEHK._

!

11.10 Rent Houses
bd

,.1,1.d,r;_e.:78,.,itng 31135 3543568

e Cabinet Wirers

8 A.M. TO 3,45 P.M.

Western Electric.

.
filler WI

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

5325 255 B9311

POINT
you're beautiful

A"'"AZ;Votr"

Immediate Opening For 6

$2775

4

MAIN. 29,60.l 209 4166

DANA

75-10 Rent Apartments

DRAPERY DEPARTMENT

WIEBOLDT'S

or

3

Westgate Apts.

ARLINGTON .1011.
BTU

OPENINGS IN:

NOW OPEN AT WESTERN ELECTRIC

3150, .9.3961

NOWA. ORROAT 6 CO

139 ODD

3358.784M 3

nal end excellent PPOPeee ben,"

PLEASING
SERVICE

BuLa

OPPORTUNITY

Fes 541-1811

-THE KEY TO

central telephone company of Illinois

Buick. LeSahre.

I

537.0534

sbols 5

LOm004

In °uglily 2nd Cots

Vibe Imorcond .800 CI- 2-40.

,102.Trucks.Traiiers

e

'"'"1224RIEN OISCOUNT
old

mos.

10

WE SPECIALIZE

Sleep

3..3273

gxxx ge Mal. Used 3

729.1800

Con

SOLo

48-Sper7ing Goods

.992. TVG clot.. LL 2-10 G..

IMPORTS, INC.

7lL000l0000 51.1050,10

111 Automobiles Wanted

dnir. rrn sets. desks , M
off: 10 pc. corn. grp. Sit N

31Wmornage &GarageSale

32 Miscellaneous Merchandise

WIGGLES WORTH

new

bralies ondzegfzore. 4325

155-25,6

N FroPI

.py,,u

1800 E
4++++.4-444-44

wow. ronvonnt wow Mow

HOSPITALIZATION
PROEIT.SHARINO

6^ ium arrow., %Row,

MIDWEST EXCLUSIVE
THE ALL NEW

ehr ellen! sons Ow

Umbrello Mathes 3.32.

310

CL Se114.5

6B Olds Cutlass. 4 dr.. See,
voL P/5. PIA one ow.
10°'
mileage, eel. co. 537.79.

5P

ors from

Cull of ter

310-

end

n

rin

3,2 "r"Yet

'69 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE
27 .Help Wonted Men & Women

applicants poss... wed Sgso weft* W. offer Toe
Sol., and any Mow Meese. H.e,sinMn.voeM
439-1100

MIDWEST'S
LARGEST
SELECTION OF
NEW 8. USED
VOLVO'S

31.1.3SM-0300

EliggIrCVSTORE

Haifa.
35 m p h Contact Mit

"P'Alr0VE:C7IFOFTIE'OR''

IN 3-4100

CALL CL 9-2933

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

...tax Mrsersordy o00 0000 Accounts freyel% Mewl.
ment. Ake. wilb good backeyound in. wee.
dmire

1925 Busse Rd.

430 5 30 S

Ow

8200 L... Aye

00 6.6000

The Job You've Been

2004 Miner St.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
827-9919
An Equal Opportunity Employer

(VOLVO)

92-8719

2034 to 50, SAVINGS

To

8949238

EVENINGS

LIVING ROOM FURNITURE

ALL TOP SALARIES

455-8500

1500

$200

ASK FOR KEN

UrscStrx ST
SKOKIE. ILI-

lvdedi Coll CL 31680

MT

Also Available

$650

RECEPTIONIST

Um_ nam aolisher-325
Coll 299-0253

10750 Grand Ave.
Franklin Pork

NO EXPERIENCE

$520

of bp Soler

H.M. HARPER CO.

orollable,

1657 S. Simmer Hood
nonhbrook, ID

u ATTRACTIVE STARTING SALARY

Wel busy V P

Rugg.

Iletenil num*. (Recklers don

PART TIME

COMPTOMETER OPERATORS

SECRETARY

Contact Miss Byrne

Day or Evening
Interviews

ovra erow Wail, end deuce! skills needed

CULLIGAN, INC.

An Equal Opportun, EmPlifie

$615

TRAPPE,

W

oft

674-1210

Eloby bed410 Pool table 30.3.
For

Philippe Ilres. Realty

Call Ed Surek

NECESSARY

PAYROLL

II Ed

Ca pet

66 -Business Opportunities

MRS. DUNNE
09844 0

women. banns sdraws, urost Morrow and lireWM,:so

telephone/telegraph de-

CASHIER
°IMRE OFFICE

employer.

Cop,. in to our employ,

T.%

Walsh youonlf wiM these qualifications, Men come gee us! We're an equal oppodun.

portment.
MISS DAY.
439-3233

we,

'..001.BriT'SMARANGE CENTER,

CALL N OWI

Pol. benefits include.e cobweb on premises. paid holidays,

Operator

27111p Wanted Men & Women

FULL FIME

STAFFING NEW

wow have.

For More Informant,

TELEPHONE

Seem, office.

W
Bo

Co.., Work Trainees

EMPLOYMENT

O'Hare Lake Bldg.
2400 E Devon

MI

61

CL911,14

Up

TYPIST - CLERK

4s Z. %Wow Hwy

100% Free Positions
DES PLAINES

ne or ow...iv n onw ice in 8.F...if,

Mop.

02.0 peeVe

Apply today or ask for Mrs. T. Santoro.

A

S

299-4446

or,ls who get Om calls Mnienen or find pbone nun..,o when a directory
need good selephone role. Me own., m

with a fast moving automotive distributor.
We hove a great opportunity in our soles
deportment for an expelienced Ii
clerk with good typing ability.

o v rim

5 RaiSeS 1 st Year

27 -Help WanteAtenl. Women

voull be veined for interesting rad. weak Mat is as important
temptone

TYPIST

Excellent opportunity to work and grow

arlit

592-6415

QUALITY CUSTOM
PAINTING
L.,,,u
shodinsi
Punel Poe..
7./ liis
3.93.n9
Cua.r70.R.

Apollo
Office Equipment

The way ro buy she hex r.s for
Me keno money. luel one of Me

SECRETARY

MAN OR MAN& WIFE

DICTAPHONE

259.3800

"FORD"

606-3443

CALL 350631

MAIL CLERK

Excellent salary and company benefits.

5.03 pm FM,

$2.25
PER HOUR

DRILL PRESS

02.140.15, AFT 5 PM
d.

878'n 777-Itt$

39280.

11.

'64 OLDSMOBILE

ggeridxXxxx

obelly ond dmire ro do so.

CLERK TYPISTS

NC, PACKAGING

0 am

2450 W. HUBBARD

N

BENCH

OR STANDING MODEL
4

A7M47357ern.

SECRETARIES

FILE CLERK

WANTED

Complem double bed, 320

SE.

MT. PROSPECT

381 31330

42 Wanted 10 101

co

czynnTits

CLEARANCE SALE

5370996

START

amen. some as ...Lem jobs elsewhere. you'll get alse, /aux here if you. god Me

YOU

392-5230

MOBILE MARINE

Will Train You

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY

56office Fornituieonices

Hanle Cat7

394.2889

NECESSARY
diewhom

302 Nt. P/5
001m. block nen roof. OW 5

CAT THAT FLIES

NO EXPERIENCE

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERK TYPIST ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
ADJUSTMENT CLERK

%ors
ows n telephone opera
memo, autumn. op ..... r or a Typist
clerk at 1111.s hell. you. ger Ms. raises your firs
an SW. aro mime ealari.

NEEDS

White Collar Girls

2.5122,er 6 PM.
969 MUSTANG

Inen. 21751 296 5621 of E

Call 956-1110

PAtT;;;V.
N252.,

CULLIGAN

For Weekends

PROotRFASER

est 'Hie., 5 w,

W Anderson
6313 N. Dryden

Doy of.

WORK
NEAR
HOME?

r.4;e:71,71.;

1. A RAISE
2. A RAISE
3. A RAISE

Frederick Post

wicase 125

OF IWO DINNERS

37 -Boats and Maine Supplies

WHY NOT

PRODUCTS

TELEDYNE

ALL OFFICE SKILLS

. WRRT R9.- 4 3344' a

MUM THE VANN.

GIRLS

STENOGRAPHER
Purchasing Department

259-4000

why your first year
will be more rewarding
at Illinois Bell

TEMPORARY
26-lielp Waned Women

Sion $2 per hour
Hours 9 AM - 2 PM

Taal! eq. plea.0 working condlilans end am.. cont.

299-3455

71300 miles, nod. O. DM

i

BUSINESS

3040 5 Busse Rd.

MAKE YOU FEEL LOW

26.Help Wanted Women

ik tosocall stair

SAXON

Three good reasons

OF LIVING

Olds Curium S 106% NT. aub
trans. P/S. P/B. rod. 1.00wer

Phone OW -6344

235-9100

STATE BANK

422 6703

podded bor Pooh 350

AcCuecfie Typist for

CALL 290.7191

1747

1,64 ford 6 PaTT moBoo

corron435. 392-5663

McDonald's

else oplftude Tar derwl.

La Salle Personnel

' aBfiErS4ACIZSW'

COUNTER GIRL

Start $2 per hour
Hours 7 AM - 3 PM

lowlnaling mark

MOUNT PROSPECT

297-3550

School Bus, Inc.

HIGH COST

.D2474
'68 frrebod 400. 4 SPd.

'SpalinVcrOodli1Z7,T.rul:
cove HAG CARPET 5435 so
T'46LTION PLUSH 33 95 LH yd

tontivot benerm

439-0,2 1

2e48770

fiXrci'X"

er

is

purchasing department.

940 Lee St. Des Plaines

VENDING HOSTESS

cok eller on Pape...

CALL MR. SPIECKER

RECEPTIONIST

"LT,-

Raodburst Shop,

IN CLEAN, EASY
FACTORY WORK

ARLINGTON FITS., ILL

3125 and

Receoi

Clerk Typist

236.2251, Ext. 361

$425 to 5475
Tyo 5110

Niles Area

mow.. VOW Axis ox electric gam..

Cook County

SYMONS MFG. COMPANY

Staff

BABY DOCTOR'S

w

-

Looking for a really good place to work? Colt

Needs Complete

soorr

-"°

MODEL HOME FURNITURE

CARPET CLOSEOUT

724-6006

Northfield Area

TELLERS
to:dling

2:30-5 p.m.
I

Des Plaines

6:30-8:30 a.m.

ior working conditions and a liberal employee

the now Feelde
Des Plaines

GENERAL
OFFICE

P.M. ROUTES

14.',41:91r3AMeLP0'.LP'ISIUG

carapaces

Call
Miss Olzak

A.M. ROUTES

dium size company close to home, offering super-

La Salle Personnel
940 Lee St

Call 579 6474
For Information

Earn Extra -Cosh

benefit erogrom.

298.2770

lonch man Poem. /mot

DRIVERS

-

827.6967

LEAN PL.BANT WORKING

Immediate Openings In

%

ie. xxxitk plank Must hove men

Arlington Heights
Federal Sayings

SCHOOL BUS

You should be capable of both Mahe sod Nu

2.-13811 ear GAR

GREAT '67 GTO WI, seek. P.M

38 I.2990

ttexitte. de light work In C.a.

255-9000

FEMALE

-

EXEC. SEC'S -$650

Naar I. .4

,

Paid Troming

SECY $650

E. Michell

703. OMbom

CALM! ou. bowleg machine

AR Ego, Op...nay Employer

Contact Mr. Franzen

for two girls to work in the keypunch section.

3-53.

TeMP.
04,00,2000 'on. 00,015006.
mu+

59 Boick.150-

OF TWO DINNERS

TRI-R VENDING

lust drop .by

Out Dato Processing Deporrment has openings

394.2666

1121iittedies For Sale

tion. 3250. 392.2112

YOU'RE THE WINN.

concl.n 320.

FREDERICK POST
700 Northwest Hwy.

LUNCH ROOM

!Ion netr31370kez7..

2531081

7.56-1244. 772-0W

wed,

R y 7WE

5,150

r1:5O"7"1;..1.4","4.":"Lx!

de,

'EERIE{

CUSTOM pointing, complete cua

HOSTESS

LG. and Ma 53

296-1142

pick,

299-3455

for

New 122 Koy 12 string guitar,

25.8.

SCHOOL MOM?

2 or 3 P.M. WEEKDAYS

TELEDYNE

SECRETARY

TOWERS HOTEL

Er

poLi

p

'11

FOR THE AGED

"THE CHOPPER SHOP"

F YOU WANT DS/ WORK

ino duriN3 Mak inch wen.

112-AatmoNN FP Sail

1114lotaTeles aTI Sonars

crib, Id.

ooby Furneure,

cone

55.11e6allectoments

'

PART TIME 11 A.M. to
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tot

32-Misc6laneous Me

Excellent condmon $200

KIDS BACK IN

Zr"r7w"

ACCOUNTING CLERK

359712.2. EN. 220

ARLINGTON PAI,

-

-

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

assoc.

HELP PUPPY
DOCTOR WITH PETS

In ezlingron Nei°,

510

COME IN OR CALL MR. SHIRK

to

Paige

nine Rd.

oft.)).

working with figures -and if you would like to
ein 0 fosrgrowing con,
pony in meresting ond
challenging work

CONTACT $525 mo.

Phone. 391-2700

2.,37nr.

WARD, CAMERA ond

or visitour carson.elDeP3.

for

oll far an oppoin Poe n

'fashion for you S530 mo

room

Er SERVICE

HARPER COLLEGE

HOUSE, EPING

If you hove o flair

ALL PUBLIC

100,

An hamming pub. mercer

Moine

LUTHERAN HOME

(

CLBk.

METROPOLITAN PRINTING

'"A"

t."7S:COV47'n'e'r m'kr:

dunes Dement ohnorehete

Insurance

Reliance

A:70UNTIN5

96

297 Tsas

and

CALL MISS ESCHER

La Salle Personnel
the nosy people

IVY,

ACCESSORIES, INC.

Bo,

32

ACCOUNTING CLERK desiring to
step up to bookkeeper.

keeping eiperience desirable

SUPERIOR
CONCRETE

678-3373

And mane moo,' am.

Fr:norm
Suchen

Waded Waren

2

HELP

and Calculator
Work

Typing

CALL .9,7191

Large Nation.al Ca.

COOK & KITCHEN

TEMPORARY CLERK

SWITCHBOARD

La Salle Exclusive!

ON THE JO. MINING
if you Me Folk. to rmaRlo

ANC

Work

. 297-3525.

e

TRAINEE --$500+
Learn Trovel
Business
From Ground Up!

Ze.

CASHIER GENERAL OFFICE

Calculator

and

25.11elp Wanted Weien

Gnaw Mr mothers. We ba.
Me lob Po lor you -family

446-12211

392-5033

OFFICE MANAGER

Typing
Free

26 -Help Wanted Wotan

shop Full or pad time. We train.

A0e II in 95'Or
Roll

26-lielp Wanted Women

2641e1p Wanted Women

SEWING MACHINE OPERATOR

Ogg DRIVER

REAL ESTATE

moray
also be

is

64Ielp Wanted Women

eelimence

Just aywo.1611. for an poll.

ton lab

26161o1E2841'1mm

1p Wanted Women

2

Heights.

AIN A 1M
05 no 2594901

15

11

Park Ridge, 227,500. Mtge 6441/2
N

FOR RENTAL '
INFORMATION
Phone: 956.1110

BEN PEKIN CORP.

Vented to Rest

pII.3
Itsnint,

hi, o

w,twei bay

cond! k 'Powder 'Crio
Rosemont area No chrldren or

Reis CuileA.Mni

555 Irving Park Road

119 -Real Estee-Bus.Froperly
h

2

car

Onlone
Re-

do.. K, quick mde. 839,900..
1121.51.

529-7070
Roselle, Illinois

CLOSED SUNDAYS

-

,

a

SHORT RIBS
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FONIGHT

OUT OUR WAY

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

I JUST HADA7H000HT,
/I JUST HADA THOUGHT: I'LL BET
ANYTHING THIS IS TH' WAY BUTLERS TOO, IF THE SON WERE
CAME INTO BEN'-SOME KIP NAMED A GENTLEMAN SUCH
NONSENSE WOULDN'T
JAMES HAD A MARRIED SISTER
ENTER HIS MIND BEWHO ALWAYS BORROWED STUFF .
CAUSE I -ED OPEN THE
AND HIS MA MUSTA SAD, 'CAN'T
POOR. WITHOUT BEING
YOU SEE HER ARMS ARE FULL?
ASKED!
OPEN THE POOR, -MMES.,*

GOTTA ADMIT IT
TwIGGS THIS REDUCING

GAME HAS ME BEAT, I

GOT ROLINVEL) EN THE
MACHINE, WORN OUT BY
EXERCISES AND GAGGED

7

9
Mike
Show

so.,ENTIPC

BY A DIET DRINK! SO
NOW I'M THREE

APPQOAC H ?

to

and Smokey Robin-

9

The Black Hawks
the

vs.

Flyers
Philadelphia.

11 TV College
American Liter-

ature from the Civil

5

6:25

Editorial
26 Quiz
2

Family Affair

hater.

ARV S NEVER 5HOOL-P

5

W115RE 15 MIKE

msf Fz%pers

Daniel Boone
A young man

one of the men who
I

'

burned his home and

killed his parents 15
years ago.

Pat Paulsen's

7

guest.

26 Today's Racing
Lands

and

FOR FRIDAY

6:45

BUGS BUNNY
I BEG YOU, SIRE, RELEASE1
ME FROM THE
TEDIUM OF This
HMMM!
ODIOUS TASK!

I WAS.\ OKAY, DRY

MEANT
FOR

BETTER

YER HANDS
AN' FOLLER
r

MEL)----

THINGS!

PISCES (Feb. 20 -March
21) --Keep productivity high

YOU ARE A

(PARAGON OF .
PERSPICACITY, A
STURDY OAK IN
THE FOREST OF
GENEROSITY!

West," 1936: "Forty
Thieves," 1944, and
"Santa Fe Marshal,"
1939, 'features William Boyd.
32 Truth or Con-

more for yourself materially
than you anticipated. Others

K

are cooperative.
ARIES (March 22 -April 20)-

- An excellent evening for a
family gathering. Good news
makes this an especially exciting time for younger family

2 16
by WO..
'rw. &of

211 --Try to make your plans
work out to the satisfaction of

past.

Paul Harvey

sudden maturity in

Famous Writers

the face of tragedy in
a
New England
Hope

Lee

26 A Black's View

Phillip. Lloyd No-

of the News
T h e Honey32
mooners

This is Tom

7

Jones

humorous look at a
half century of Hol-

BarbaraMcNair,

2

lywood motion pic-

Dick Shawn, the Ace

Show

tures.

Trucking Company

5

Guests include

5

Interniitional

Movie

"The Charge at
Feather River." Average Western with
Guy Madison and
Frank Lovejoy.
1:00
Of Cabbages and
Kings

town. Lana Turner,

and Edie Adams in a

12i20
News

7

11 The
American
Community College
"Focus on Service
to the Student."

Lange,

9

9

10:00
News
News
News
News

7
9

Chicago Show

12:50

9:30

Twilight Zone
20 TV High School
32 Debbie Drake
9

5

Midnight Report

Zone

Comments

2

5

7

12:30

9:25

8:00

lan.

overcome his bloody

32 News

Movie

1:40
2

Late Report

2

Meditation

7

2:00
Reflections

9

Five Minutes to

1:45

10:30

Mery Griffin

2:45

Tonight Show

Live By

MORTY MEEKLE

everyone involved. Don't he

I HEAR THAT RICH
MR. LOT ABLICKS
Fry
HIS UT TLE
130v "A NEW

too concerned with self.
GEMINI (May 22 -June
2I) --Make the right decision at
the right time and moderation

I JUST CHANGED MY
NAME i0 ELIZABETH

YES... HE Fes' IGHT

FISHING OBTFITI

4-SRSbAJALLY I

ONASSIS!

HIM A 1200; A
REEL, AND LAKE
SUPER1012/

Ca) SECOND --146(X114T

THINK 'FReAk-Y.
sours SOu !SETTER'

JACe,-,FUN-k- TAYLOR

1

11110K 'HITLER: SATS
YOU BETTER!

should serve you well. Otherwise, you may
missed a play.

fine you've

CANCER (Jun 22 -July 23)-

-All activities are favored at

PM

ND

1.44

lby

Pe

-2 z c

this time. Don't he surprised if
you are forced to go against the

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

will of the majority.
LEo (July 24 -Aug. 23) --All
signs point to a successful day
for Leo. Don't
be
disappointed, however, if it isn't
the banner day you've been led
to expect.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 23)-Take positive action imme-

diately if you would insure attaining your goal in the near
future. This is no time for de-

-4,At _14

THE BORN LOSER
rOooFouiv ITr 'Oa* tftiSIANO

ACROSS
1 Badminton

WHEN I ADDRESS YOU!

LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23)-Take advantage of a midmorning opportunity for gain
and you should he able to take
the lead all the way around by
evening.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.
22) -Good beginnings make

this a day to remember. Take
care, however, that you don't
delay getting started in the

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 221 -Make Every effort
to improve conditions on the
employment scene. You can
help another keep emotionally
calm.

CAPRICORN

(Dec.

CAPTAIN EASY
OKAY, mR.TLIBBE, I'LL. BE ON THE
PLANE FOR NEW YORK BY 10:15!
GOOD LUCK WITH YOUR PLAN FOR
TRAPPING LAPIPE'S GANG'.

23-

20) -You must strike
while the iron is hot if you expect to get ahead with a new
idea. Others may he thinking
Jan.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.
19) --Demonstrate your ability
to work and play on an individual level. Teamwork is not as

Answers to
Hideaword
ENCLAVE

VALENCE
cave
clean
cane

clan
cale
cleave
vale
veal
venal

vane
navel
nave
neve
lean
lace
lane
leave

lance
lane
leaven
elan
even
cave
ales
-acne
ancle

IT'S NOT WI PLAN: EASY CAN TAKE
FULL CREDIT,,,,IF IT WORKS'.
al

THANKS,
WASH, 01.2
BUDDY. YOU

ARE ALL
HEART!

WELL, HERE GOE9! WE'LL CIRCLE
BACK TO mcKEES PLACE,,. AND
WATCH TO SEE IF THOSE JEWEL.
SHARKS RISE TO THE BAIT:

DOWN
1 Title
gadget
2 Epochal
4 Baseball glove 3 Telegraphic
8 Volley messages
12 Exist
4 Ship's spars
13 Afresh
14 Tropical plant 5 Arrow poison
6 Fragile
15 Sickness
7 Number
(med.)
8 Entices
16 Spanish
9 Singing voice
damsels
1 0 Temporary
18 Chose for
grant
office
as much
20 Short jackets 17 Not
Peruser
21 Aeriform fuel 1
9 India's 22 Epochs
system
24 "Old salts"
2 3 Bird
26 Path (dial.)
2
4 Detectives
27 Months (ab.)
(slang)
30 Click -beetle
32 Next to
34 Photographic

device
35 Presser
36 Bud's sibling

of the same thing.

important as usual today.

0101©M ©ice©

MIMI1211D

C1125110

lays.

morning.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Sports

371slorse god
'
Cl

MO a, NIA laa2i/A Kag US Pat Oil

CAMPUS CLATTER

39 Prejudice
40 Biblical
garden
41 Legal point
42 Oar fulcrum
in boat's
gunwale
45 Gushed forth
49 Act of pardon
51 Australian
ostrich
52 Angered
53 Entrance to
a mine
54 Tear
55 Corn bread
56 Hardy heroine
57 Female saint
(ab.)

12

13

15

16

18

©no© LITE22 MORI
P121111111Z1g1 DIET

ROM

of

IMICIIMICIE1

UMMIN
MUM
OMO DRUM UOMM

UNIZIMUIRM
InalglIDE1
ClERIM
10gMMIM
mumg

MOR DOMM

DIMIUM U00 UUMO
MAD© MINIM MMMM
25 Kirghiz

in baseball
.mountains
40 Nullify
26 Barter
41 Undersized
27 Clergymen
.cattle
28 Theaters in
42 Journey
ancient Greece 43 Demigod
29 Weights of
44 Portent
India
46 Peas (Fr.)
31 Eats away
47 Exude
33 Solemn
38 K nd of pitch
5

6

48 Deceive
50 Was seated
8

7

9

10

11

27

28

29

47

48

14
17

19
21

22
24

25

23

26

30

31

32

34

33

35

36

37

38

39

....

42

43

Gun-

sl inger trying to

Show

7:40

"The

EEK & MEEK

members.

TAURUS (April 21 -May

steal top secret papers for delivery to

-3 2

6:55

With Don Rickles

fighter."
Gregory
Peck stars as a gun-

an unfriendly power.
11 Our People
26 Tony Quintana

20 TV College
American Literature from the Civil

Movie

2

Margret and Bob
Newhart.
7 Paris 7000
Brennan becoMes
a suspect in a plot to

sequences

26 Famous Artists;
7:00
I)on Adams Spec i a 1 --Hooray for
Hollywood

12:00

Guests are Ann -

"Heart of the

Part I, "Peyton
Place." Story of adolescents, their growing pains, crossing of
social harriers and

Philbin

2

today and you could insure

Dean Martin

5

11 They Went That -

Thailand is the
subject of a film trip.

26
Bob
Sports

11:35

32 100
Paintings;
Great Music

9:00

toy salesman into a
little boy.

2

Four
I lerescepe

11:30

32 News Final

26 Elias Diaz Perez

War.

Seas

tat

"Dancing
Mothers."
32 The Champions
release

Show

Bewitched
Tabitha changes a

7

Half a Comedy Hour
Joey Heatherton is

32 Of

Joyce star in the 1927

owners.

A -Way

identifies a trapper as

HAVE IZELOA5E19 HER .1

Clara Bow, Alice

and

Show

captain is a woman-

CM -17 OF 11WMION OR PDT:. ON WITH THE .5HOW,57E6FIZIED.
SHE 15 YR1.31-Y A WORK OF
WHEN PO WE GET -10 PAY OUR

11 The Toy That
Grew Up

cars and then collect
rewards from the

he will be dead before
the evening ends.

team because the new

ROBIN MALONE

ies. James Stewart,
Janet Leigh and Robert Ryan.

man who warns him

Buffy is fired from
the Tigers' stickball

WHY A407 HERE. GET GRAY

erbound in the Rock-

dogs out of parked

6:30
2

people weath-

Gannon track a pair
of thieves who steal

7:30
5 Ironside
Ironside receives a
phone call from a

War.

8:30
Dragnet
Sgt. Friday

Characte1

of group of

study

32 Big Valley

11 Chicago Is
Robert
Cromie
welcomes
Nathan
Morris, proprietor of
"Plants Alive," a
plantorium in Harper Court.
26 Ayuda (Help)

6:15

"The Naked

Spur "

own country.
26
L a Tramenda
Corte

at

Cavett

Show
9 Movie

Pahlavi talks about
the problems of the
Middle East and his

school reunion
Pro Hockey

Douglas

Dick

7

son and the Miracles
11 Speaking Freely
Iranian Shah Reza

have

$360 in a class account for a high

Stiller and Meara
and Bobby Vinton.
11 Frenchman's
World
26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters

wHEc2Sts sloUR-

That Girl
Ann learns she is

supposed

Guest s include

MY WRIT BUSTER,

ROUNDS HEAVIER!

6:00
News
News
News

2
5

I'M ON THE LEAN AN' MEAN
SIDE, BUSTER BUT THEY
TELL ME PUSHIN' BACK FROM THE TABLE IS THE
KEY EXERCISE'

'7

44

45

46

49

51

52

53

55

56

54
,

57

I

en ouse un__a a area a
By Jan Bone

Visitors are invited Sunday
to

high schools and watch classes
in session.

the state to grant aid to the
non-public schools. The archdiocese is backing a purchase of -services plan in which state
funds would pay for the teaching of secular subjects such as
science, math, foreign language, or physical education.

See photo

on Page 2
pen House Sunday, sponsored by the Chicago Arch diocese, is planned to demonstrate the teaching of secular
subjects. It is part of a program
designed to encourage legisla-

months ago, when a U.S. District Court decided 2-1 to dis-

The theme of Open House

miss a suit alleging that pur-

we're asking you to buy."
In The Day area, the following elementary schools will be
taking part in the program.

Sunday is, "Come, see what

chase -of -services violated the

First and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States
Constitution.
HOWEVER, the Pennsylvania case will be taken to the
United States Supreme Court,
and is expected to be heard by

A bill advocating this passed

them next fall.
Non-Catholic

the Illinois House of Representatives last spring, but was

Stephen

St

MEADOWS:
ROLLING
St. Colette, 3900 S. Pheasant

1270

Dr., 12-2 p.m.

quin, 2-4 p.m.
WHEELINGliarSt.

Rd., 1:30-3 p.m.

High schools in The Day

Grove Blvd., 1-3 p.m.

area which are holding Sunday

open houses are Notre Dame
High School, 7655 Dempster,
Niles, 1-3 p.m.; Sacred Heart
of Mary High School, 2800
Central Rd., Rolling Meadows, 1-4 p.m.; and St. Viator
High School, 1213 E. Oakton,

PALATINE: St. Theresa,
445 N. Benton St., 12:30 to 3
p.m.; St. Thomas of Villanova,
1141 E. Anderson Dr., to 3
I

p.m.

Rd., Sunday between 2-3:30
p.m.

PROSPECT
HEIGHTS:
St. Alphonsus 1iguori, 411 N.
Wheeling Rd., 1:30-3:30 p.m.

DES PLAINES: St. Mary,
1455 Prairie Av., 1-3 p.m; St.

Tonight: Partly cloudy,
Tomorrow:
15-20.

low

Heights,

Arlington
p.m.

Protpert ;Dap

WEATHER

Joseph

the Worker, 171 W. Dundee

ELK GROVE VILLAGE:
Queen of the Rosary, 680 Elk

9-11:30 a.m. or 1-2:30 p.m. St.
Raymond, 300 S. Elmhurst

Mitchell Av., 12:45-2:50 p.m.

Protomartyr,

Prospect Av., 1.30-3.30 p.m,
St. Zachary, 567 W. Algon-

Prairie

MOUNT PROSPECT: St.
Emily, 1400 E. Central Rd.,
No open house Sunday. Instead, the public is invited on
Monday, March 2, between

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS:
St. James. 821 N. Arlington
Heights Rd., 2-4:30 p.m. Our
Lady of the Wayside, 432 S.

"neighbors"

1,

View P.O., 1-2:30 v.m.
HOFFMAN ESTATES: St.
Hubert, 170 Flagstaff Ln.,
1:30-3 p.m.

school programs, and to observe teachers and children.

purchase -of -services plan was
declared constitutional three

the demonstration.
CATHOLICS ARE urging

Mary, RFE No.

schools to visit classes Sunday,
to ask questions about the

In Pennsylvania, a similar

All Catholic schools in Illinois will be open as part of

tour Catholic grade and

BUFFALO GROVE

are invited by the parochial

killed by the Senate Education
Committee.

tors to vote for state aid to nonpublic schools.

olic sc_ _oo_s

it

12:30-3

Telephone

2554400

Partly sunny, little change
in temperature.

Your Home Netcspaper
New sstand Price 10 Cents
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Crowd hails prosecution
in 'Conspiracy 7' trial
prosecution,"

By Richard Crab!)

said

Ronald

Witt m eyer of Arlington

Heights, program chairman of
There were two kinds of applause from the audience that the GOP organization.
gathered in Arlington Heights
RICHARD
SCHULTZ.
last night to hear an unprecedented public explanation of chief of the criminal division
the issues and conduct of the of the U.S. District Attorney's
"Conspiracy 7" trial just con- Office in Chicago. who carried
much of the courtroom recluded in Chicago.
The forum, bringing togeth- sponsibilities for the proseer lawyers from both the gov- cution in the historic trial, deernment prosecution and the scribed the government's view
defense, was sponsored at Min-

of the case.

Judson H. Miner, president
er Junior High School by the
Wheeling Township Republi- of the Chicago Council of
can Organization as a public lAwOrs'aitio had a minor role
in the defense case, discussed
service.
"This is the first time that the trial from the point of view
the government has appeared of the dctendents.
at a public forum of this type to
explain its conduct-ed. the trail

"I'm not saying another word until you take me off that diet," seems to be the attitude of Susy, a
10 -year -old female cat whose owner, Mrs. William (Fran) Weiland, of 1724 Morse Av., Des
Plaines, claims that Susy can talk. Susy, who is on a strict diet, would only comment "meow"
Friday when visited by a Day reporter and photographer. (Photo by Connie Blanchette)

A talking cat? Yep!.
Very plainly says 'meow'
Being put on a diet against

her will could make any female peevish.
She might not even feel like
talking.

And that's just what happened to Susy. a 10 -year -old
female cat, according to her
owner, Mrs. William (Fran)
Weiland of 1724 Morse Av..
Des Plaines.

SUSI' IX)ES talk when
she's feeling like it. says Mrs.
Weiland. and has a vocabulary
of two words --"Hello" and

plained. "She's kind of temperamental this morning (Fri

Lake water discussion set
Robert Teepe, Mount Prospect's representative

to the

Towns have made application
to the Illinois Division of Wa-

Des Plaines, Arlington, terways for a portion of the
Heights, Mount Prospect and
Palatine water Commission

(DAMP) said last night that

the members of DAMP had
been asked to meet with mem-

bers of a similar commission
from Tree Twons (Elmhurst,
Villa Park and Lombard) for
possible joint action in obtaining Lake Michigan water by
direct pipeline.
Teepe said that a joint meeting held Wednesday night was
a "get acquainted" session,
and he expected more fruitful

results from their next joint
meeting Tuesday, at 8 p.m. at
the Elmhurst City Hall.

Both DAMP and

Tree

ter allotted Illinois by a 1967
U. S. Supreme Court decree.
The decree is take effect
March 1.

Chamber unit
to plan budget
The budget committee of
the Mount Prospect Chamber
of Commerce will meet Saturday to plan the 1970 budget for
Chamber of Commerce activities.

The largest expenditure for
this year will be the Fourth of
July parade, sponsored annually by the Chamber of

Commerce, said Mathew

Correction
The number of students

at Harper College

3,200 cubic feet per second diversion of Lake Michigan wa-

is in-

creasing faster than the assessed valuation of the College District.
In an article Wednesday
concerning the Harper tax
referendum The- Day had
the above phrase reversed.
We regret the error.
V-

District 57 caucus
Wednesday night, expertly answered questions at a press
conference last night on local
and national educational prob-

'the matter with "Hello"? She
just looked at me and walked

Pryan, executive secretary.
Pryan said the Parade Committee headed by Terry Frakes
has been working on plans for
the biggest parade that Mount
Prospect has ever had.
The committee will be con-

tacting various organizations
and businesses in the community to ask them to participate
with a float or some other program, he said.

According to Mrs. Weiland,
she first noticed Susy talking
about four N-.irs ago. Many
people are skeptical, but she
says that a milkman and some
neighbors have heard the cat's
words.

So that the feline's talk may
be heard by others. Mrs. Weiland has a tape recorder set up
in the living room. On Friday
she had trouble getting a tape

to play for the reporter and
photographer.

SUSI' CAME to look at the
Day reporter on Friday, give a
faint "meow" and a few sniffs,
then left the room, evidently
feeling no more need for communication.
The diet, prescribed to correct digestion problems for
Susy, is hard on the large part -

Persian calico cat, her owner
said.

"She's supposed

By Ben Clarke

School

away."

"But Doctor Wright put her
on this diet, so she's not feeling
good." Mrs. Weiland ex-

4 of 5 District 57
candidates answer
quieries at parley
Four of the five candidates
selected by Mount Prospect's

day). She said 'Hi' mournfully
to me. and I asked her, 'What'

to

have

lems.

The fifth candidate for the
three vacancies that will occur

on the hoard in April is current District 57 hoard presiHarrison

dent

Hanson. He

was sepresenting the district
at a Northwest Educational
Cooperative and could not attend.

THE TWO candidates, who
have children attending or
about to attend Catholic paro-

chial schools in Mount Prospect, were asked how they felt
about federal aid to non-public

to Canada and Scotland

Mrs. Bernice McCarthy, of
612 S. George, a teacher at St.
Raymond's, and a former principal and curriculum director
in another locality, said "Five
years ago I would have said,
'No', but now I have to be for

edge. the first applause the
government had received in
connection with the "Con-

spiracy 7" case since the trial

Democratic Convention and

audience.

began four months ago.
Miner said the got eminent

were denied the request by the
federal Secret Service that had
the responsibility for safety of
the vice president of the U.S.
and three other presidential
candidates and their families.

members

of

the

showed strong sympathies for
the defendants. and its mem-

was fortunate to have "had a
very

jury-. The defense lawyer said
the difficulty at the Chicago
convention stemmed largely
Miner said that he thought
from the fact that there were so
many disappointed people in Judge Julius Hoffman was an
Chicago who had campaigned unfortunate choice for the
for Sen. McCarthy and Sen. judge and that a younger perKennedy. Miner said he son might have conducted the

,t

.

THE LARGER segment of
the audience was clearly sym-

pathetic to the government's
effort to convict the defendants of coming to Chicago to
incite disorders. staying until
the deadline of 10 p.m.

judge

receptive

and

thought the City of Chicago.

lems.

lington Heights audience that
applauded him vigorously that

Democratic convention overreacted and in so doing precipitated the crisis.

Schultz explained that the
constitutionality of the new

it was. to the best of his know I-

SCHULTZ EXPLAINED

soluurz mu) the Ar-

part of a school curriculum)
was a worthwhile objective of
federal aid.
ON THE SUBJECT of curriculum enrichment or the in 011 page 2)

of overthrowing the government is protected under the
free speech amendment, but

A draft -age friend wants to know why they don't add another

sign to those carried by modern-day suffragettes. He thinks
"Ban the Bra" and "Equal Rights for Women" should he joined
by -Draft Us, Ton."

By Jan Bone

THIRD ON the ballot will

It's Ladies First! in the District 59 race for the school
hoard.
Mrs. Sharrie Hildebrandt,

69 Clearmont, Elk Grove 'illage, will he listed as number
one on the ballot for the April
II school board election.
Following her will he Mrs.
Judith Zanca,
Des Plaines.

81

Roxbury,

he

Dr. Erwin

S.

Poklacki,

1223 S. Fernandez, Arlington
Heights, followed by Edwin J.
Kudalis. 504

S.

Busse Rd.,

Mount Prospect.
Since all lour candidates arrived at District 59 headquarters Wednesday before the official 8.30 a.m. tiling time,
they were considered to have
arrived simultaneously.

was at his establishment, he
said. "If you use your imagination, it may seem that some animals may make sounds which
resemble humans,"
Mrs. Weiland said, "Dr.

Wright told me that he never
' heard a cat talk. I said I never
'
did either-before Susy."
y.

the decision to prosecute
the "Conspiracy 7" was not
made in Washington. hut in

Legal adviser Frank Hines,
on hand for just such an eventuality, placed four slips of paper into a bowl ---then each
candidate drew the number
that indicated his or her position on the ballot.
LATER IN THE day,
Nickolas C, Kostos, 27I Fern
Dr., Elk Grove Village, filed
his petition to be the fifth candidate on the ballot.

serve for three years.

They will also choose one
candidate to serve for a twoyear term.

of "purchasing services," as

she noted the closing of 15

PAUL G. Neuhauser, 1821
Magnolia, Mount Prospect, an
incumbent, is the only candidate to have filed for the twoyear term.

schools in the area where nuns
from the order of Our Lady of
Mercy had been faculty members.

Other District 59 residents
have taken out nominating pe-

choice, in that the parochial

but had not yet

titions,

I

spoonful every day."
"Many people say that their
animals do talk," reported Dr.
Thompson Wright of Wright's
Animal Hospital, Des Plaines.
Susy had not spoke when she

the law.

All of these are running for
three-year terms. Voters will
elect three hoard members to

She said in the teaching of

MRS. MCCARTHY em-

guilty of inciting disregard of

adies first' in Dist. 59
race for school board

secular subjects it was a matter

phasized that this arrangement
would still allow a freedom of

inciting people to riot is not.
The defendants were found

Chicago, Schutlz reported.

it."

food every other day.: said

federal law has been carried to
the appeals court and found by
three judges to "appear on its
face to he constitutional."

THE ISSUE of free speech
was never involved. Advocacy

non-public schools has been
Harold J. Predovich. of 910
Country 1.n., said he believed
on the basis of economics, federal aid was a necessity, hut he
advocated careful legislation
to avoid aid to What he termed
institutions
"quasi -schools,"
formed mainly for the purpose
of obtaining such aid.
He said he felt the maintenance of individual religions
(where religious' training is

trial without so many prob-

its police and the leaders of the

countries where national aid to
practiced successfully.

parade permits to march to the
where
the
Amphitheater

p.m.

SAYS =
as

that

bers began to leave before 9

SIMON
SUM I113

schools could still incorporate
their religious instruction in
classroom work. She pointed

schools.

only one tablespoonful of cat

Mrs. Weiland, "But I can't
stand it; she looks at me and
begs. So give her a table-

Although the large audience was orderly and intense

the dissenters asked for

in its following of the deliberations. it was clearly split into
two camps. A strong minority,
made up generally of younger

re-

turned them or officially en-

Gripe
Of The

tered the race. Final day of filing will be March 20.

Day

Low

Schools in District 59 are

Grads school anu nigh
school districts that schedule winter institutes on different days --meaning that

working mothers have to
stay home twice.
D.B.

MISMINISSIMUtar

Lucky winner Mrs. Sherrie L. Hildebrandt, 69 Clearmont Dr.; Elk Grove Village, has drawn
top spot on the ballot for District 59's school board election. Dr. Erwin S. Poklacki, 1223 S.
Fernandez, Arlington Heights, who drew third place on the ballot, talks over the lottery. New legal
rules call for lottery when candidates show up simultaneously to file. Six persons so far are naming
in the
contested board race.
.

in

Arlington,

Frost,

Dempster, Forest View Elementary, Holmes, and Jay in
Mount Prospect, Devonshire,
Einstein, High Ridge Knolls,
and Brentwood in Des Plaines;
and Grove, Grant Wood,

Rupley, Salt Creek, Lively,
Cook, Byrd, Hopkins, Cleatmont, and Ridge in Elk Grove
Village.

THE DA Y

Fairview Gardens taking
second street lighting poll

ME DAY
Fliday, February 27, 1970

Page 2

HOURS:

Industry is the enemy, Nader
tells audience at Fremd High
ey Oliver Brown

ing the air and water with their
coal -burning generators

"It's not the hippies, the
yippies or the discents who
w e responsible

for the prob-

Inns of today.

Ids industry

Mat sells like a friendly neighher and then turns around and

Vies to poison us with poll,
lion," mid Ralph N500,, au-

tor.

lawyer

crusader,

and

then said. "You could refuse
to pay bills, because when you
pay for one service and receive
mother which is air and water
pollution, les a form of breech

of contract and grounds for a

I, MC'

rrahing through town M put
out a river."
Nader left no corner of in.
dustry untouched as he proceded to attack the food inMonies and stated that most

and consumer

nr SEEMS that the only

gredients that go into them you

High

we), the overage person can
fight the pollution of industry
today is to war a gas mask or
refuse to inhale," said Nader,
..and mither is very pee-

would never eat mother hot

Fremd

at

School last night.
Many years of investigative

work and the publications of
his best seller "Unsafe At Any
Speed." established Nader es
the number one enemy of the
Detroit auto makers and won
him enough support to continas his work in other areas.
According to Nader. indowry offers you merchandise
to buy and then turns around
pollutes the air and water..
Nader accused
Commonof potionp
wealth Edison

The comparison of 'crime

PARKING

100 WEST NORTHWEST HWY.
MOUNT PROSPECT

get anything clone we need a
vocal majority.

NADER ADDED that every year the nutrition value in

lower as industry tries to cut
s. "Keeping alive today is
atribute to the resiliency of the
human body that it can stand

into it. "The city of Buffalo

such ignorance," said Nailer.
The problems of consumer

Vice President Agnew as the

home.

don. Getting, mnding ovm
live speaker can get a standing

solve a local issue, fight it at
home, and when it's a national

of human envoem
0000000 al condi.

issue contact your congressm and let them know what
you think. "As long as people

dons -good
receival
der.

both a national and local level
added Nader. When they in-

WE MAY

SAVES ILLINOIS TAXPAYERS $905,500 ..1. Peter W. Dudrow. of

said

world of work."
Sa,i, that null every child

sibilities whiten, the demoteo school level.

go on to

added

that the pre and Nth

and

grades were a proper level for
students who might find a.m.cemful career in e skilkd
trade, to be mimed to the ellinvolved hs other than
ml
college bawd occupations.
01.1),O. R. Foster. of 605 E.
Prospect, by training an elec.

None of the modidates appeered to favor institution of a
strict merit system for the
evaluation of nrachers as a
basis

salary

increases.

Dudrow in s,i, "How do
you quality what

teacher

a

dom." to essence echoed the
expiessions of Mrs. Mc Canhy. aster said she felt tt
was the responsibility of a
teacher to brim out the best in

trteal engineor, said ha felt that
a sense of appreciation for am

Riede, ,hoold be fostered be-

fore students reach Mc high

VANTAGE OZite
carpool by

GIFFEN

PREDOVICH spoke of the

figures quoted by Commowealth Edison on Nov.

QUESTIONNAIRFS were sent to the 293
honzranyners in Me stabdivl-

BEFORE THE present.
lion to the village board by

sections and nu new eablas
would
bas.hav be run to the
middle of block

Hendricks, the matter wee discussed at a meeting of the public works committee of the

The additional cost to the

annexed

was

to

Mount Pros e

Mount Prospect village board.
At that time, Chairman
Lloyd Norris suggested to
Hendricks and his officers that
another poll he taken of Fairview Gardens homeowners, attempting to get an opinion
from all of the homeowners.
Norris pointed out that 145
favorable notes out of 293
homes did not represent a matorny. although of those rest -

c:

Pueblo

crewan I.er R. Hayes. who
ninths in North

spentmeleven

Korean prisons, will tell about
his experiences al K pm.
March 2 at Prrapect High

School, MI W. Kensington,
Mount Prospect.
The speech entitled "no-

memr the Puchlo'' wall be
sponsored by the Northwest
Suburban TRAIN !To Restore

American

would retailiate apinst his
North Korean captors...even
if the retaliation meant my life

in the process."
"One direct consequence of
our policy of appeasement re gutting the 11.5.9. Pueblo Ot,
aimed April IS 1909 when

and others

Maria Street

Pueblo had hem sacrificirl.

Obituaries

American

military involvement in so, ma, foreign

NYLON POLYESTER ACRILIC

nations.

died

Prospect,

yesterday at

MODACRILLIC ZEKROME

Holy Family Hospital in Des
Plaines.

She is survived by u brother,

Lit Flonrs
v,

On Sunday afternoon. a
oi Dona.
young man na med Sct
hue become. an Edgle S cout.

I

Scott is well known and well

lilted in the nimmunity. He's
regarded as an all.Americentype boy who cools hard. finishes what he marts. is super
enthusiastic and sine. easily.
He'll be getting his award
while on crutches. the result of

se

United Meth,

surprise to

and effort in

has been active in
scouting Horce
Tropp 23 a, muml leader, son-

ion patrol leader and junior
assistant seournmster. He also

a den chief with WI.
Wks dens in Cub Pack 151.

served

He is a member of the Order of

the Arrow, Lakin, Lodge.
The special Troop 23 Eagk
Court of Honor program is set
for Sundry, 3 p.,11. at the
Community Cecter. Anyone
who knows Stott is welcome,
as well as all former Eagle

Scott Donahue

Knee 9030 a.m. and

p.m.
certificate to
I

a

in

Prospect

There'll be a ceramic and
hobby exhibit at the Mount

Hance taken, aid I ones

Prospmt Holiday Inn on Rood
on Sunday afternoon.

214

will be for sale. There's a 50 -

Heights.

paign for mate out sponwrol
by the Illinois Catholic Con.

The event runs from I I a.m. to

The public, as well as publiweducation leaders in the
mmmunity, has been invited

sod30 om. with phut dog lunch

to attend the clmses at St. Ray -

d gams and prim for every
age. There'll be a cane toss.
dart balloon, fish pond, Tipthr-Cat, lollipop tree, a white
elephant booth. a cakewalk,

mond 1,002 to L30 p.m. and
at SL Alphonsus from 1,30 to

330 pm. Al St. Emy,
hold an
open house will be
on
Monday, and visitors will be
welcome any time during the
day,

THOSE LIVEWIRE set,-

-the open house is to call a,

iors, the Extensioncers. are off

tendon to the financial alight

and lintdteidM,Rff'" "y tot

I u be served Mond, to Ar
Inston Prospect Elk Grove

p.m. at River Trails Junior
THERE'LL BE school this High on Wolf Rd. Technicians
at
Sunday for youngsters at St. will be doing Me is
Raymond School in Mount Grace Lutheran Church Wolf
Prospect and M. Alpha:nos and Euclid. The service is free

ference.

THE MOUNT PROSPECT
second
Boys Baseball has

sec the play "A Girl Could Get
Lucky.

Monday between 9 a.m. and 4

5306.

the -Time Mr Action" eam-

the oasis.

PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION

nee.0 of his conviction
that more Ameritiarts most IV-

Lee R. Hares

DO IT YOURSELF

Hayes dem:Films hingelf as

WORST JOKE of The Day:

loci "A man fell from a 10.
tory building without getting
tot."

Mom 'How comer

marvelous heritage until l tem-

porarily I. it."
HE SAID, -.We remain free
only as long a, we are willing
to defend tour fri.vdom."
"Yet today. instead of ad-

hering to what we know. is
right we scorn all too willing to
appease our enemies, conspromise our standards and
even send aid 10 the Comma-

Slum dish tone shows) pork
hun

ma bun eget Mk tons
hhotem ulopped pat to. sp
plm mu. Salad tont Lh011.t)
111111 pill. 10,0 s
Kok
pinkappli. rsd
thn

Hayes said he prayed while

in prison that U. S.

inoldsd nsple.rn
extrun pint mph C. inkin

Lotto. hn.

milk
Akdilabk

waked

ILLINOIS]
from

Mr min, whom

their prated mr in a narking

Mrs. Slryna Stevens wa, in

oh alley. side street. or (MSC.

itired holm accident and taken
to I utheran General Hospital
Mere she was treated for

way. and very the a ill the
person who hit the car lease
heir of
oat the wind-

in advance at

y calling

Mg to Northwest Suburban

Tickets at 52 each will also
he available as the hall the

night of the speech until

cam, of the

hall

is

minor injuries and released.

Mrs. Rose Sferens left

hind of the auto they lut.

255-

.

Mn,. Rose R. fin:mils. .15.
,f 1254 Cora. Des Plaines.
annot, however. be counted
, one leeving the scene after
qgq,,,,,,osiota
Police said MP, Stevens
ping her auto. alone

the

al. down an alley

the auto.
Mrs. Rom Stevene

FIR SA11). "I joined the
society because it is the most
effective organization works
leg to oppose the dangers we
few and to offer a pmitive pro gram for all concerned Americans."

"My year of captivity will
have been worth every minute
if I can help to restore Ameris

verly P1.. Mount Prospect. has
been named chief engineer for
new $2102 million Chicago Re.
gincry.

To h. sign, Mondm to

FT°L

L

MarAnhur and Soo %Ohms
motor high +amok on Mimi
baked

bums dulled pukhes Look..
IA

"Hew

light fall suit."

and construction cfiginccr at
the Beaumont. lea.. refinery
and as project engineer in Chi -

fices, PIP 5. Arlington Height.
Rd., Arlington M.N.., III. SODOs,
and 222 Center. Oat Plaines al.
MOM.

mon U.S. watt ,one, O1200 o

Mor,H.m . flx

flk

policy. Once this
Pueblos,

no

o

OCIUrstry-m?la.
Seennd slats postage paid m
mount prospect,111.60056.

three -to -five

of

noun

eiinfenciim

toe

&tine °bleeds,

V.F.W. leaders will am
pear before the House Committee On Veterans Affairs to
prevent their organization's
legislative program for i9711.
with mom
d Plan

00 a,.

more

in addition. he mid. each
impowement finnedhy Rid inra funds mos Impart of mc-

ei Mr

inn of highways

INCOME TAX

al its

BA.. arca the plan CA
Being MI l000l is rho 1,1 CA h iihe

No opmintsent necesso
Or colt 308-6611.

in Washing Co.Cm

annual VI1N.
gas and Banquet held

honor m,. g g.,....,.to
who

served

the

in

r howo Awe I ranspormiiim

armed

p,r.,,,,, ,,,r, to.

oily Mott
il

8.
raining March 1re

$5 & UP

Private office.
Forms returned same day.
Daily e,s. Sat, L Sun. 2.5
6. N WINEHwy. (Rte. 141
PALAT

rhg gajimgl wanner of 1 is,
D_F.W..s Voice of DeMOI.T,
Contest will be announced at

3 131. West of Rte. 53

Above Neal Realty

the banquet.

I.SAVE50
BUY NOW,

COME IN

SAVE

TOPPERSngFASHIONS, LTD.

SUITS

FROM

Enrolled
Thomas Bialcmk, S. Ed.
ward St., Mount Prsopect. is
currently enrolled in the Howl
and Restaurant alanagement
Department of Stout State
University, Menomonie, Wis.
I

$39.00

ii

DONT MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY

Come and choose from 5,000 of the
world's finest imported fabrics, end
get measured for suits, dresses,

$50 UCH

II'

smn jackets, topcoats and shirts,
EVERYBODY

Member of Better Business Bureau (11K01

The progrem leads to a B.S.
degree in hotel and restaurant
management

For Appointment, Call Mr. L. Peter
ARLINGTON PARK TOWERS HOTEL, Tel

h0111b,rs

A

39]2000

C

'no -win'

Your Choice
NOW ONLY

friends and in fins no more
C0,11,11UniSt threat tO US."

A-1Y

CHANGE. OF TOLLS

$1.49

and up

PLUS lc -buys the wild bird seed!

State Toll Highway Authority at its regular
the AuthontY
meeting of January 29. 19.
shall, on or Mom April 1, 1970, but M no

PURPLE MARTIN HOUSE

1,

This notice is in conformity with Section II (C) of the
(III. Rev. Mats. 1967,
COhrgaapn ,,icA1g t creating the
Para

$2488

Purple Martins can eat
2,000 mosquitos a doyput one op early!
VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS ARE HERE
PEAT POTS AVAILABLE, TOO.

FIREPLACE LOGS AVAILABLE NOW

ADLAI
ADLAI E. STEVENSON

III

Carts OpliOnal
Isle
tunes lac clues AUTOMATICALLY. Magna ty
anoy
it. mond in qt razi apt M
Tuning Imps
4ation
M 0 on am)
channel r vc, urne Thew otMr ad
y
menne
It slum al. a d
plea me COMMat na-lo thrilling pa lure depth an, bent, ilo eh On primes
unit IF Stag plu Auto
endtnd Ow es to a th on,JT roll 1.11
ure end Remit ^Whiner Mr ,ad AC
r optimum putlormincts
malic
and holing dommilinilits Oplisnal lone Boni OIL earls pr n1. womb 1101 room
roommnbetts oremny meet theee out tan lino Annual air nuts as a table

mooct Cnoose Iran 10150 populu styles -A Contemporary -m lel MOP I
Metatarransan -model M116 C Colonial narks 6110

HARDI-GARDENS CENTER
PHONE: 529-6102
26 W. Golf Road
Schaumburg

lAttiltitistas
II eallikaso Mai

am a iann

t

(c).

Treasurer, State of Miami. and
Ex officio Treasurer of The Illinois
State Toll Highway Authority

$44850

B
BIRD FEEDERS

Attivossitot

tt110.. "AD

to

members

accom.

is

more

months.

Nesq,and Nice, 10 coat

in the conference

hold meetings at the village
level betOre the nest NWSIC
to gain village opinion
on the proposed
ofrimJins,
study autl the
method
rimming.
The NWNIC plans to firm a

plished. there will he no more

intersection with Willow Road.

S.

Sul:nap.. rotes, 35 <mit

realityWuggeed that each

canist principlm to our Motel,

and Class g - a Class I vehicle with two axle trailer; a 45c
toll for each vehicle in Class 5 .- any vehicle with 5 axles;
,vehicle with 6
a 55c toll Mr each vehicle in Class 6
and Class 9 - any vehicle with marl than 6 axles
and
and special or unusual vehicles not classified above on the
TriKtate Route of the Northern Illinois Toll Highway at its

Pismo, tit P0056. Bran. of-

Continuous en -operative pubettstpersting
l
0,16
local government, in
planning and building high-

...id

CUSTOM TAILORED CLOTHES

1

ihroupM1 fridoy. by Sty SUM'

most residents. senior citizens.
Le and stuindustry. e,
dens.
FU

divioun of highs., engage in

cage.

Miele with 3 axles;
all for each vehicle in Class 3 - a Class vehicle with one axle trailer; 35c
and Class
toll for each vehicle in Class 4 - a venicle with 4 axles;

THE PROSPECT OAT

cordereme

Oswald joined the firm in
1949 as a management trainee.
He has served as maintenance

event less than 30 days from the date of this publication.
commence the collection of a 20c toll for each vehicle in
taxis. station wagons,
Class 1 - automobiles, motoroyles.
ambulances. single unit locks and tractors and any and all
other motor vehicles having two mles and 4 or less tires: a
25c toll for each vehicle in Class 21- medium trucks, buses
and other vehicles having two axle and 6 tires; and a 30c

21

the

conference to give closed
briefings to those V.F.W.

MONO fiONG

Union Oil Co. of California's

that

charged with driving 010 fast
for conditions and is to appear
in Do Plaines ( out -Soil 6.

Sot. Feb. 28th 8 Sun. March 1st

Chief engineer

5

was

Sale for 2 Days Only!

es-

ceeded.

forms of transportation.
The resolution included Me

forces sill conclude the min -

note iill the parked car saying
that she was the one who hit

Pursuant to a resolution adopted by the Illinois

lemon cm on pus thtrrs cake
ghogolate chip toolne

Hot dog or rniolt

you loll find many complaints
hat someone in an auto not

south of Campbell when she
was dime:tend by a Sehisle in
the alley and hit a parked ear.

Stevens.

NOTICE FOR THE

Ind buttar

&suns

Department-

Policerts

w,s. masstransit and Mrminals and parking facilities. Be
effordinaled with land tlevelopment and provide for the
"to. from. within and through
the area with the maximum of
me and comfort and safety."
The study would determine
the transportation needs of

Mats have been invited to the

ad -

the 16 nunnher communities.
Based on latest figures this
would weal 534.625.
The goal of such action
would he to curardinate trans pulsation within the confer entre area into a network that
svould combine streets. high -

movement of people md goods

minimally. and military oM-

legislative,

full -lime

a

The resolution mid the con-

Upchurch told the Lain fedthat for the state hi obtain federal Mil on road improvement
projects it is required that the

Prominent

that

bet

.

tube
n

the John Birch Society.

"a former average American
who did nil appreciate our

no hash whack. in Distrikt

stab! huhu.. m

le aware of the threats to
reedom. Hayes mid he deoiled against re -enlisting in
the Navy and instead joined

or

Park

in

Menus

a signature. More info. 392- tiny for Me screening S this

Mrs. Marion Domhile, 204 N.
Fairview. Jack Dawson is the

to Ihe Ice Cimades tomorrow
for a noon show. They're gn
for
ing by bus and will
a snack on the way home at

ore having a

prove age

They're holding classes for
Open Hoist: Sunday as pan of

bake sale, helium balloons. Do
go! Fun fain are always fun!

Cemetery

our enemies and stmolcan isqs

10

Funeral

Oehler

Sweetheart Night at Old Orchard Country Glob tomorrow. They'll have dinner and

birth
cent athnission fee.
between 9 and 16
Prospect Heights parents
by Aug. I Fos, are $15 for one can have the sight and hearing
boy. 023 for two or more in the of their pre.schoolers chocked
same family. Bring a parent for on March 9 and 10. RegistraBring

Fairview School and Central
Junior High. He is Me son of

row at Lincoln Junior High.

Rid,

interoted, get over 11:15 a.m. to 5. All origin.'
morrow. Ifinterested,
to the Community Center be- pieces of so being exhibited

School

ITN A "FUN IN. tomor.

Maine

Rd.

Scouts of Troop 23.
honor nuIs
Scott.
dent at St. Vidor High School.
having previously attended

w outmaster of Scotes tromp.

at

COUPLES
4ist
110M Trinity

learn that Scott Donahue 001
he recognized for his leadership,

Visitation will he until
tonight

whose policies mil pr -

grams continually strengthen

Home in Dm Plaines Set vim
wiII he conducted by the Rev.
suitc aid to nonipublic schools.
The theme is -Come and sta." Allen H. Fodder Inman Ow at
1130 p.m. at Emmanuel Luwho sve want you to
theran Church in Da Plaines.
The schooh 0011 he
or
Burial will be in. Town of
der to show the
ality of the
service °Herod.

a skiing accident.

ITS NOT a

of the Catholic schools ;mitts
encourage public support for

it

Dr. Alfred of Chicago.

byobtain

51.50 each

with her passenger Myrm R.

K. G. Oswald. 306 S. Wa-

Hayes mid. -I believe that
our heritage is being deliberately subverted by men who
ela at to oppose commenism

of 205 N. Russel St., Mount

A new Eagle

can he

at

Committee.
10b0
Wheeling. Mann( Prospect.

why the United Stares signed a
1111ra confession tog. the crew
released and the reason for

Esther L Muldonhaucr, UP.

Tickets to hear Lee

UPON Hen releme Hayes

academic standpoint.

ESthOr MOIdenhMer

n
part of a nationwide network
of Imal groups formed 10 examine the purposes and eonduct of U.S. foreign policy.

Mid -Winter

If you ever gei ii chance to
the repo
do the Des

Plaines

I. TRAIN Commts
i

V.F.W.

Honest motorist
still,, gets ticket
ce

TRAIN

said /Idiot out to, learn why the

Conference of National offserrs and Depotinent Com-

'NWISIC area. The repot, no

Mrence belies., thew routes
will hoc ompadhle with other

in the area.

munityy

annual

ns

would rahoperate in a strain)
evaluation of mammas
social and engineering factors
effecting highways and mato

Wars will he among the I- rangier, March 7-10 in Wash.
linois delegation attending the Mom D.C.

Actiritim Committee
of Me Veteran, of Fore,

Menu:In:Mon whom'
mY.

proviso

Mitchell. 280 N
Westgate, Slount Prosper, a
member of the National CornHarold

beauty fora Itfetune.

he mid.

_..

diary lams anti inters

residents that S50 now is worth

9044 and 394-31116 or by writ-

of continuity" that
I

methsst is arrived at by dividslditional mst of con crate poles and underground
wiring over that of wooden
poles and overhead wiring 434.75 -by 103 or the number
of hornes in the subdivision.
Meanwhile Hendricks and
his workers hope to convince

lithe sante North Koreans
shot down an unarmed Navy
plane. killing 31 of our meth

Independence
Novel Committee.

din. with appropriate au,

:=-Tztr.=,7. Mount Prospect man to attend
mid -winter VFW conference

Former Pueblo crewman
to talk at Prospect High
Former

direction. separated Ty a In

hones L McCabe (center) was emtnned earlier thh week by the Wheeling Township Demo,.
ic Organization and will he honored
a benefit campaign cocktail party Sunday in Arlington
Heigh. Donald L. Norman, left, who made the motion to endorse is
of the Sunday
benefit. Pate Haney Knott is chairman of the finance committee in the McCabe campaign. The
cocktail pant for McCabe will be held in the Knott home in Adineton Heights.

Grove Village, presented a
study report on the tremportetion needs for the

in the arterial plan.
The seven are Dundee Rd..
Golf Rd. tEvanston-Elgin

I FIR ROUTES selected for

lights would be only at inter-

21

for

co-ordinator

NWMC and mayor of Elk

person he hiissi to conduct a
survey. the funding for dine or and survey expenses for a
year to come from a 10 cents
per capita levy from each of

the arterial plan are to have
two imiin travel lanes in cash

cost to the village, according

lack

portation

ommended

from Other subdivisions where

kirk are already installed.

Study), the arterial routes
being developed in the process;
D. Pahl, trans -

by

Edd. Iliggins Rd.. Busse Rd.
Mouth of Golf Rd.,. Rand Rd..
Algonquin ad. and Palatine

for Me newer lighting plan

crete poles.

wiring used eiSI,
where in the village. has hisin
considered by the civic newel-

INDUEITRIEIRINC.

a child. he he gifted or clas,
as of average ability from an

school level_

"thread

Mr

monthly

resoledun approved inelusion of seven area highways

loge board have expressed the
opinion that if residents of
Fairview Gardens wrae A.
lowed the more modern street
lighting, it would set a pre cedent and result in demands

hanging the streets.

overhead

Choose from Quality

he

continuing

..,'

Some members of the nil -

ry vapor lamps on arms over-

sion 145 homeowners voted in
favor of the underground plan.
Seventy.five opposed it.
The possilhlity or some type
of street lighting for FM-

Come in and see for yourself

In other words, the addi-

The Northwest Municipal
Conference last week hoard
Trues Upchurch of the Illinois
Division of Highways discms
future plans for improvement
or the arterial highways in the
northwe, suburten arca. and

ems

presented to the village board.
it was referred to committee to
await further consideration.

the least amount of trenching
for this type of system -for the

Gardens

nen of life's problems and pos-

were wooden utility poles and
overhead wiring used.

ACCORDINGLY,
wino
the lighting plan was liter

pole per home for the underground wiring Men with con-

W H 61 N

WITH OUR PRICES ON

of 1114 per month,

By Ben Ciente

able to 75 opposed.

n1969, would be 11.55 per

1968. shortly after .Fairview

young
taught "how

village

Hear highway
future plans

dents who returned questiones the vote wm 145 isaar-

POSITIONING of under ground wired lights in Fair view Gardens would require

concrete

25

ad= since the summer of

thought the junior high school
grades .ere rem, too soon to
ntroduce students to "the

should

FLOOR YOU

to
Mould he
thing" and directed toward an
appreciation of the broad ga-

1408 W. Busse Av.. said he

Catholic element, and high schools Mroughout Illinois will
bold open house Sunday and invite nowc Mho. "neighbors"
to watch dram in secular subjects. 'The open house is pan of a
demonstration planned to persuade Illinois legislaton to give
school, Plea favored by the 151.0.
mere Me or over
Archdiocese, purchnserahservicm, would use state funds in pay
for tuichl, of secular subjects. Signs like this meat St. Timm
of Villanova in Palatine are part of the project.

felt

he

with a monthly charge to the

to

provide

intersectiOns.
with standard 175 watt manna-

CARPETING AND SELECTIONS

down to its roots M the de
said
mhool
rade. He

the 25 poles and lights.
This compares, according
to Commonwealth Edison,

would

view (Mile, different from
the wood. utility pole and

college training

from

Company, is an initial cost of
515,212 for installation, with
continuing monthly cost to the
village 0)5152.75 boo mainte)
name and energy charges for

tional

for lighting of

Nafor Na'

a standing
ovation when he was done.

lowsl

THE COST as computed by
the Commonwealth Edisrat

al chtrge to residents foe the
underground wiring plan. In
poles, about 25 feet in height,

don is no problem. any Orem
ovation," Nader said.
Pollution. auto safely. canttory conditions it food in dowries. raMulance chasing
lawyers and any other aspect

tion to the village board last
month of the "cam" for the
underground wiring pl.,

There would be no addition-

ing and gets a standing ovm

troduction at ;motional trains
ing at the elementary school

Plus*600.000 BUILDING COST

Bon to be answered by Mount
Prospect's Fairview Gardens
subdivision.
President
Richard Hendricksrand the executive coon-

entertainer in the
United States at present." Eves
rywhere he goes he says flora -

'P.o.e.,' Dom Pave I

Minim Cost Pm Student)

Strea lighting with wooden
utility poles and overhead wk.
ing, or concrete poles and underground wiring is the qum-

biggest

rights have to be fought on

Hendricks made a pores enta-

uing their efforts to get an poll
from all residens in the subdivision. on the plan for waferground wiring. -a plan that
would cost about 550 per

CL 5-1600

4 of 5 District 57
candidates answer
quieries at parley

ANNUALLY

By Ben Clarke

oil of the Fairview Gardens
Civic Ammiation are cotin.

NADER ALSO described

As another example of the
mtneme problem of polltuion
Nader used Lake Eric and the
Buffalo River which empties

THIS NON -1,051.10 SCHOOL

-

FREE

FLOOR

just a means to let the mablishment evade a grave problem. "Nixon, silera majority
is a farce," said Nader. "To

is."

BEST FRIEND

PLENTY
OF

SECOND

in the Streets' and the problem
of pollution and consumer
rights, according to Nader, arc

dog unless you were a maSOM

TAXPAYERS

(470 Pupils x 5660

SALON

sit home and watch Johnny

the foods sold gets lower and

has proclaimed the river m a
fire hazard:" said Nailer. "and
once it did
catch fire.] wonder
what was going through the
fireman's minds as they were

CARPETING

Carson every night, nothing
will be done."

prepared moats and breads are

not fit to be sold. "If you could
sm die way the majority of the
hot dogs are made and the in-

Man. duo Pri.
8 to 8
Sot. 8 to 6
Sun. 9:30 to 1:30

Page 3

Fnday February 27 1970

One day at a time
Will it be all nght if 1 m
not home tonight dear' my

Until
trig

By Ron Swans

listened that morn

I

never really

I

known dot
the mend

realized

do= I

what went on in the comma
no]

ode asked

Sum where are you go

found out that

had dropped out and which

grade teacher
spend all bat tune

ones made the honor roll
Probably it was no real our
posse but I also found out

1

teaching second graders

There will

use I responded
It s neighborhood bridge
night 111 probabh be late

SOMEONE had it on good
authority that the racetrack

found, for attendance at the

she said

would sue for night raw foe

gas canon goes In a mile away

the full season

we the ow morning. Has
"Gee.
she mid.

I

govemment by
wreekkm everyone's health.

asked.

"Wonderful." she mid.

I

Howard and Maple Ms

ler had a baby and which faint
ly had just broken up

elothing
and canned good, drive which
is to be called
Operation
Pick Up

sponsoring

the

DISCOVERED which
kids in the neighborhood had

One other thing jolted me.
III bee she never made seven

measles, flu, brokep legs, acne
and braces on their teeth. I also

wicW before.
MI in ell, it mesquite= eve -

ohm Weep on the couch at
home.

words out of
Make as many four letter or m
these letters as you can. In addition.ore find the wind

"Now, fellers - how many of you know the score from
'Student Prince'?"

Friday, February 27, 1970
Anwar on Comic Page
t

n

Pictiderir

you will provide equal time.
space and location. for a dif-

O'Donnell is not very familiar
with the musical. "Wmt Side

ference of opinion with one of
your -reporters " My reaction
is to the critical report of Catherine O'Donnell in het
e nalys, of the musical cur.

SwrY"; that can be the only exon for some of her misplanation
taken
of the St. Via tor production of that musical.

rawly being presented by
combination of Sacred Heart
of Mary and St. Viator sm.
dew -West Side Story..
My credentials to present
my observations are admittedly as an amateur playgoer.

It

that

Catherine

would
have had to quickly disappear
remained

they

She felt that the direction
"slipshod" because the
ender Maria comes on hush
an
and strident in her opening

in some other Oct before the

that is
way the play-

of. or in the path of the. curtain.
That
done because of the

house lights come rip

exactly

the

es

it

marks the end of Act OYs.

the .y fall in front

Unf ortunately

wright. Jerome Robbins.

crowd of gang menMers

wanted Maria to act. In the

stage and so Mat the audience

and as one who has seen both
casts present 'West Side Sto-

script she is described as "an
excited. enthoskatic. obedient

can sec the action as .11 as

ry." Also,

child mixed with the temper,
stubborn strength and aware
ness of a woman." Her opening dialogue is marked with
-masperated" emotions and
many exclamation marks at

my appraisal is
based upon a desire to he logic-

al. ordained and mindful of the

fact this production is the effort of amanun.

In my judgment the performance by both ams are just

about equal. and in some instances superior 10 thing ova
hem seen in the fine performw es given by the casts of oth-

er musicals in past mom. TO
my the results did nor -grab"
the audience B.

I

believe. the

result of purely personal. but
not out
reaction. I my
without equivocmion. the au
dience reponse and commen

during and after a perform
completely amtradic
Catherine O'Donnell's criti.

awe

I agree the apartment scene

could have been handled differently. Nevertheless. is does
contribute To the .thry continuity. blare importantly. re-

the ends of sentences.
Catherine
O'Donnell

is

audiencm can see it being done

thendore contesting the way
the
playwright wrote his
script. Stamm's dinction is
not at fault here. Funhermere
this criticism is also unjust to

but only if they arc purposely
looking for id 1 hey,are not
supposed to pay am attention
to it. Mrs. O'Donnell violated
that principle. The play is not
going on during a blackout.

plays

hlaa:
isonmany

'Dien Mrs. O'Donnell stated

that -he- young anon were

Mann Mae: Catherine

caanted man, he would not risk

O'Donnell has had Naar er.
ardency. as an actress and a

pture just to go hack to his

critic for on Eastern news.
paper Woe joining The Day.
We have every confidence in
her ability to do reviews for us

formers are novice mateurs.
they present an excellent evm
inns% entertainment.
Hoe

and resat, her upiporH,

and bad at Ow same me, as
stipulated

in

your

report.

sounds like ill-conceived and
erratic mooning to me.

I have no idea what Catherine O'Donnell% credentials
are to present himself as a professional drama critic and as a
spokesman for your nett/s-

pa. r. Oct opinions.

in

are obviously those

of biased person. with an ax

to grind and whose under Wending of what these young
people are doing is m confused

as other pronouncements the

Ica voiced in the past_ Her
strange ombinan of contradictions couched in tern,
of compliment and criticism
am most diffi.lt an comprehend as those of a qualified
observer.

In conclusion, Jim thernt
his associates, and all of the
players are
to be complimented for handling and

presenting an amateur produ.
lion of a play that is a real chal.
lenge to professionals in a most
excellent manner.
Please, in the future, do not
foist onto your readers the re-

utions and opinions of members of year staff who are so
panelnot
qualified to
themselves as experts.

W. C. Ayhvard

OUR

INTEREST
IN YOUR SAVINGS
BEEN
NEVER
HAS
HIGHER!

Evidently Mr, °Donnell

team

memin Fox

interest

rates

ever at the

Ming.. 1.'0. ...TT
be

85.000 Winne. 90 MY
maturity

In..
sad
Automallestly

OWN.. of Deposit

something about our society-

out.*

Prospect in the recent survey
=dueled by the Jaycees.
In that survey. only 10 per
cent of the repondents indicated they favor buildings as
the one He board aptall

it on TV and read about it in
books. So they're in bed to.

HOC Cert.. $5.000
Wean= I mar mat.

Certificate It Dowlt

Certificate of Deposit

PNE tharterly

fly !Merest pied monthly

r-

We at Viator% have worked
to

make

Catherine O'Donnell realizes
that On her return to our auditorium.
Arnold Rathrnann
Assistant Technical Director

mountry,rat,

Attn: tea E. Lavoie, ore preside/6 6 rasher

Name sea teleiMone comber

ed articles and monographs on
the Pocrapcly people of Guate-

mala and other works on anthropological
.

the

b,

the synagogue.

Fri ay, Feb. 27. al 8:30 p.m.
The choir will chant ha litur.

graduating class will be special
A
win

v...

continthroughmit the day. led by

services

be

Rabbi Mark Shapiro will
speak and will Cantorste in the
ssrvice
HaroW

by Cno

Sabbath morning worship
will be at 11:15 a.m. tomor-

Ullett. 9256
Hamlin Ave.. Des Plaines will
Mn1 . 'Bernard

celebrate his Bar Mitzvah at
the Sabbath Mincha service.
s5:Ind15541.'s,"0',,,ILL:ti:Wor111,he.dea.livehred,.

Orders can he placed by conmeting the office 1297-2006).

in song
On Sunday, March I, the
byterian Church of ArlinatOn
Heights will resent a "Worship in Music at both the 9:30
and I I ant hours.

This will be a uniqlse and

4,,t*

ner9d9

BANK

NIELSEN'S

OF DES PLAINES, ILL.
CORNER LEE AND PRAIRIE

N .4.e tDem lhuw..

choir,
soloists, ensemble and conga-

Coimiton

RESTAURANT'

sung

by

umes.

the

galion. The sermon will con.
sin of parts of Brahms' "Requiem: Other musical selectios will include "Alleluia"
Randal American composer

And Enjoy a Delicious,

SUNDAY BRUNCH

Harden and Mrs. Margaret

Also Complete Dinners Served From 11 a.m.
FOR RESERVATIONS 8E7-1819

6475 N. MANNHEIM ROAD - ROSEMONT, IU..
(JUST ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF HIGGINS ROAD)

Christian min-

snlinndis:rsclendootinha,cahuela

an adult

Northwest CBMC meets everpIT.uesdame y,,,f7Lnoi,,,,,mLuonr.ttl1

....minim

Rd.

imani

Red Garter night
Red Garter
held March 7 in

Colette's

ttie church holl. Tickets arc S3
per couplA and only 300 tickess will bat sold. Call Father

Munaugh. 255-9222 for tickets.

A banjo hand will prink,

Elect

the music Inc the old fashioned
sing along

St. John
Pea

'Dv Simihminster United
PreLhluenao Church of
ling
Heights moldy elect-

Pastor
437.322d 139.0

unnd,,_
March
THE FOURTH WORD

CHURCH

THE SIXTH WORD

John IMPO

10.50
"Mewl, Diecand

Nursery Provided for
All Services

72d year. the collepe has On -

Pastor: Albert A. tocchi
CL 3-2407

Listn his Sunday to

i

theChristiani

for some interthis

It's on 36 Illinois Metions
,ncludient
600 rn.calla
meoss

Pa°

..

Much It

9,45 A.M.
Morning Worship:

year lib... arts millege sponaxed by the Evangelical Free

"HIGHWAY SAFETY
AND CHRISTIAN
CONCERN."

Marsh 11
IMF HMI WORD
John IMM

Sunday School:

Evening Services:
7:00

rolled 750 students frOgl all
over the 1:n1.Si:in, and Ha erat forrign counlrim

men. thm

I

'The 45 -member tour hand
was selected from thong-mem
her Trinity Concert Band
Trinity College is a fimr-

esting insights on
question.

I""-SIZ:r

sound

may

BAPTIST ;

.4nitedb..ies7,4isllystiromor t,tmelkin-

chinch afnn.rira. ,c

MID -WEEK
LENTEN SERVICES

.

FIRST

as part of the program. For ea rimy. a few vocal numbers
w It an dsaz: 77 n,ihm,, eutz

Series

Lutheran Church

Jehovah' a Witne

"CROSS WORDS AT THE
CROSS ROADS OF LIFE"

hotrumental m

Cession Science Rodin

board
members

'It

,brriaoss..qiiula.nbeol ,:mh,,a,

:r.rion...

.r

work carried an in 21)3 coma

tiom for this tour have been ar-

St. Colette sets
Night will

amide

Lithuulit CIA

'

concern for the spiritual wee
fare of others. the preaching

in the fifth chapter of Revelelion,
Smaller

Slat Ptaut,

of heir worship the

doormodom ministry.
as an
Guarliardo c

Planned.it

..blook..souitzf.rezr. All

St.

"

iel:a wen
the
'inUCCOLe FP' 170'th:wit mi
de

center

angel. ...IV."'

I

"Relevant Christian
Ministry To All People"

1211 W. Campbell
Arlington Heights
Phone: 3921712

1 1 1 W. Olive

Arlington Heights
259-4114

iFAITH LUTHERAN CHURCH
IA

431 S. Arlington Hts. Rd. -Arlington Heigh.

Sunday Services 8:00 and 10:45 A.M.
Sunda, School - 9:39 tall ages) 10:45 (ages 3-7)
Nursery for Tim Tots 10:45 A.M.
Pa slot,.

sear

en WATT

Vernon R. Sehrieber
L. Itssid 253.4039Stokiney

114010

Telephone

r°w board "Yttbe"
and
r.

BIBLE

SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN

SPEARS

TO YOU

raw fimethma.
New elders are Mrs. C. H.

nDIRTIFWEVI°

Bowen, M., G. I- Howard.

Dr. J. C. Morton. R. 1_ Sack,
H. M,Wth.itlereyr.. N. M. Lat.
C McMillan and C. R.
tot.

T

'N.Tedii1JEKINI

Ors NOSS, PASTOR.

0451005

IJI

STREET

E A EMU
CLIFFORD 440F61655

2,..ILIPT,

671

MOUNT

.....:5['hoo e 30 e 'Fic°4 '

°The Tables of
'The
The Establishment"

Deacons include G. L. Gut E.

t,m, d

r, nett alonaita no .10

year terms.

`Salt' is
Lenten topic

Soloist will be Mrs. Jane
and.s Mrs,
Downhano the
Gorr
Florence Calahan,

don A. Palmer is the director
of music.
Both service are open to the
Cubic, The First Presbyterian

Church is located at 302 N.

Dun., Arlington Heights.

Ci. 5 0332

First Presbyterian Church

Abeel Evangelism"

(ORGANIZED 1855)

$t3amo Church
841 N. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights,
Illinois

302 N. Dovs=ncurn Heights
dill

030 ors 11100 a.m.

'Worship In Music

Sunday Masses.
6:45, 8:00, 9:15,
10:30, 11:45, 1:00,

Synciel Lenten Wonhip
ednesdays, 11:00 PM Special Mule

March Mh 'Ihe false Mend"

A special Lenten service en-

titled "Sall" will be given at 8
p.m. Wednesday, March 4, at
Grace Evangelical Lutheran
Church, 1010 E E did, P

Rectory:

Parish Center

CL 3-6305

9:30, 10:45, 12:00

peer Heights.

Randall

Stanley Glenna

PROSPECT

Evening Service
ing

D. Wallen and R. W. Collins.

mod. Tn.. scree for three-

SOUTH
SCHOOL

CHURCH

300D N. ELMHURST - MT PROSPECT

"'h.'

frusta% are J. M. Brooks.
I., A. Byerhof. R. L Dcgener.
R. E. Karcher, G.1., McClurg.
R. F. Miller and R. W. Burn -

39

THE

trusts. Thew Its leaders will

the

Thompson, "Palm
by Cesar Franck and
"God of All Nations" by L.

11 a.m. to 1 p.m.

linguistic

standing the Prsssstres of Our

talks, skits aItohe discussions, all

milling the saints home and the
new song of heaven... remand

D. R. Stoll. G. M. Wood, W

wProerssehnipt

chancel choir of the First Pres-

HEAD FOR THE EXCITING NEW

roes all His subject will he 'With-

Kingsborough. J. W. Rhind.

ventio sessions will be held in
Jerusalem, and will include sppearanee,
Abbe Elam
Moishe Doyen and Mrs. Golds

Meir.

and

topics.

lick., B. R. Hodgin. P.

Israel. The con-

AFTER CHURCH

NATIONAL

he
T he

Nations." `For All
Stunts" end the Ortimlop.
A mite Poem deneting MY
second coming of Christ,

church in many of its
administrative, social and reli-

milminime

being

TELEPHONE 827-4411

c.7:tateb

L

-

FIRST

FIRS NATIONAL BANK OF DES PLAINES
013 Lee Street Des Piones.111. 60016

41/2% Savings Account (no minunurn)
5% to 53/4% First Monthly Income Cheek ran plans)
5% to 53/4% Certificates al Deposit (all glass)
71/2% Certificates of Deposit (5100.000 minimum. 1 year maturity)

cone

promises, but we do not corn promise with quality. We hope

ris and the problems that go
with them. They contribute
nothing and do much to destroy the residential flavor of

Anthropological
Assn., Pi Gamma Mu and Pi
Kappa Delta_ He has publishAmerican

parts of Me order of service

Send data on savings mounts checked below

very hard on this play. We
had

Adult students
to be honored
for achievement

'SOMETHING
NEW
-f

°

fashioned.

have

eistic Serie. of Amcri., the

meaningful service, with ell

Mrs. O'Donnell is a bit old-

by

Hc is a member of the I.ing-

,

Autornalically

i

Universal Judgment.
Iily,1 be,fiztuut. Theli,ech:pii.r,r,

shy of Washington.

Dr. Malin Mayers

.

vent. in

Inter est

=inimum

th7r

elhe

inns professor at Inc Univ..

of American Rabbis' first con.

1

astwig
cood

at

iCt 7)9:

ry

.

of directors. He was also a vis-

proval of the Roman Cathotic
Chinch it remains independent of the hierarchy.

51,0e0

01,000nunknum 90 ate
lamest pakt

=WM

weity

510r'mturD.000 Mahn=

become used to that. they see

Perhaps

TodaY the order exists nominally, and while is hss the up-

directed by award winnerDticiees the
in
George C. Stoney. Admission
Rabbi Shapiro will
is free.
attend the Central Conference

pm aNN,M

pected chaos, but instead there
was silence. This sagaem

-within two years kids have

filch or the pirates of Barbary:

Rabbi Shapiro

by the Bahaa Communities of

714%
bore We., lemma

Dr. Mayers came to When.
tess in 1965, after 13 years in

gleel ritual.
During Sabbath morning
prayers Saturday. Feb. 28, at
930 a.m., the religious school

in the Bristol Theater at Arlinglon Heights High School.
502 W. Euclid Av.
The film was produced and

kids whistled and catcalled
wildly every time a couple on
stage kissed. Thu year I heard
very few whistles (about bob
During the bed scene I ex-

and Cross -Cultural Communication."

fall.w inter semester of the Adult Education
Institute of Jewish Studies.

28. The 8 p.m. showing

d-

whe.drs twsfhtwhe uhiaon.d,..ine,Lu,doin..g,,,a

similar

tut' "rJir° or SiB.Tthi,

14:

ambles selected from mem-

will
mho rim will ha toucanSabbath
held... at 8,30 p.m.. 901

ALL ACCOUNTS INSURED BY FDIC UP TO 8E0.000

in-

n

oi,f Lh.e.yeeair alothe.c..:1,1deagiencian

at

Christian
luncheon Tuesday. March

The ortkr hy then contained
both Catholic and Protestant
inembership. The Knights of
St. John observed the rules of

"A New Wind.- a 50-mim

return your stamp.

e

social science 'honor society.
end was namedjunior teacher

sspeaks tonight

the savings plan you like best. We'll even

P r7tnh'r'e'

the Northwest
Men's
Business

speaker

clinics 'for the
Baptist
churches Willis. with the I k
linois Baptist Stale Mn.

Baha's
ponsors film

over. Then mail the coupon for details on

i

r. Pi Gamma Mu. national

sponsored

savings plans described below. Look them

Cc'

Wheaton College. will be th,

due' g family sabboth services

from Chicago to

Sunday, March 15. at 3 p.m_

I

,Thcna,tcdP I e,ahsre.G.ho d

ssail

Mr1111 In WO.

finally granted

Clinks Sinutko, district s.
pervisor of lehowth's Witnesses in the Mideast. will deaddress
liver he highlight

iron

SheShepherd

them permission to locate at

King Charles

Rd., Des Plaines, will present
cenifiernes of achievement lo
44 adult students who have

conduct

I

Director of Me honors program al Wheaton since 1967,
Dr. Mayers is faculty sponsor

Ur.

'

Fred Neff and family, 2993
Curtis, and Mr. and Mn!. Dennis Pavia, 400 W.risaly.

Christian Soilless" sty Sulli-

ve un-

ad

Rabbi Jay Kamen will offiat the "commencement"

Cairo will

will

Di the order hecame a

Maine Tom nship Jewish
Congregation. 8800 Ballard

Workers from 34 Baptist av

pay-off applies to a number of different

B
I f'Tt

we Dr. and Mrs. Cecil E.
815 Oakton, Mark
BMW, 588.13es Plaines Av.:
Fisher,

seer. toil that the

swing m

ibear.Ing on

caw he

Guatemala with the Wycliffe
Bible Translators. He was .a
field worker, field director and
a member of Wycliffe, board

program.

National Bank of Des Plaines. This bigger

with a gospot mee,p,
n

v71

field three times agginM the in-

sociations

" A N1,rgyhtiymFa...

Marvin K. Mayer,
chairman of the department of
sociology and anthropology at

mem. in the indoctrmation

First

Tellini;' by Beethoven, "Fin-

gram.

He will spmk on "Business

Two years ago we did °Mu-

proved Tuesday. night.
Many of moved to.Mount
Posespt to escape the high

I

Among those expected to at

Highland

Theater,
7The
90rtha,n1rAtaurdo,conZica,tor.

ems .s Our Goa"
'Um. Jay of Mash Desiring"

Page 5

SpringMld this week for
training in new methods of
church work in the 1970, .the order of St. Augussine. but
were
not
the Protestants
Harold King and Kenneth
bound 10 celilmcy. The duly of
Neibel coordinate the lasedMimi teams. Others attend- each knight was to take the

sic Man." At a matinee the

what?

I

former

runt.% n.c.n-,

the

again from Rhodes in IMO.

sk. missions, Minch
and administration John Per,
Cwhendale
Sunday
kins.
school director for the Illinois

bank

SI.

end suburban areas, the March

gethering will be held in the

r.1...rlernwas driven from Pa-

school, church trainin, mu-

Birthday. The audience was
mostly kids, but nothing hap -

gether-cso

and

true guide in a world of changing morals," he said.

the Chicago

in

kscal pro-

military institution with the

More than 250 team mernbees from all over Illinois
spent two days in orientation
M new approaches to Sunday

Your savings will now earn the highest

is

trary io the, opt mom expressed
by the residents of Mount

residents oppose a structure of
this kind,
Sincerely,
Leo Floras

In

e. Hoffman Estates.

that scene was not changed for
the matinee on
Lincoln's

believe the ration of the
Village Board in approving a
10.story building for Rend harm is a backward ssep for
Mount Prospect. It uses con-

find the vast majority of the

was

Baptist.

the

high schools

cen . rh,g
linen:of:7,dr oil fl
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principles will prove to be

oth.my

usiness Men to hear
d",.;:r ;11t7gAt'7'.';'e OMMUMC a tlon expert

Buffalo Gro, and Bill Milli.

I might point MI Net Mrs.

1

the community.
I urge you to reconsider
your action. I urge you to
sample public opinion before
you proceed. I believe you will

sick and assisting pilgrims.

Crystal Lakcl R. Janes, Des
Plaines; rove Stanley Dill.

O'Donnell seems to be a nd.
tinnily on this point. Few
people complain about it. And

Mayor Robert Teichert
Village Hall
112 E. Northwest Hwy.
Moen, Prospect, Ill.
Dear Mr. Mayor:

seph's priory. Cicero.

ing are !Sirs Arlen Fourks and
Mrs. Delores
Underwood.

not.

Objection
raised to
10 -story building

e4lled Mothers of St. Jolla or
Hospitallus. Their duties perrained to oolitic the mlor and

Baptist Mate Assn.. led specialfrom Southern Baptist

house for his papal.. Like it
or no, that is the most likely
way people in slums doss at
night. We try to he realisde.

&mew and was o drama

monks who rinided Mere were

fcw members of the order r,
siding in ['Lark County. Investiture TOOk 01:144 at Si lo-

crags Baptist associations went

Mrs. O'Donnell felt that the
apartment scan which opera
with Tony and Maria in bed is
rdisuisteful" because Tony
has no shirt on. But Tony Ls a

to her.

Malta. He becomes one of I hd

John

ben from churches
Valley and Metropolitan Chi-

people

terribly unfair

think that

cognizing the fact the per-

Thom same players can he mail

Furthermore she
hop get up diming a blackout.
A blackout suspends all play
play is halted so
that sees
he changed. If
Mrs. O'Donnell noticed we often put scenery in Pont of the
curtain during blackouts. The
possible.

Sandy Stavropoulos. who

cling form Amalfi. The int,.

free of
charge. We feel that the effort
is
necessary because Bible

The Trinity College Band
..comincg.1.4.1=ka,in.dn.the rc- shored ndb Jehovah's Wit direction of
aacr months el se grottoes
novanion will he used almost
of music, will appear in son.
SOME Or THE more fa- continually for religious ancdmilancrisLIceeriTonhcs to.c.bevpren,scAnret.
vertirnons6.0....
Church rifscLrliorfona,H7eirit,
of
m

russlem by merchants tone
nsstery was dedicated to

-

NEWS
& virEws,

invested

was

Twenty -threw

cause they think Bless. Had
they

6911.

recently with membership in
the Sovereign Order of Si
John of Jerusalem. Knights of

approaches

properly instructed in
surge technique" because the
vo `dead" boys got up before
the curtain was cornidetely
closed. They did, hut only be-

Religion

827-2211. 297-5086 or 82/ -

r.

not

seems

Anyone wishing to partick

founded to a monastery in le -

Study new

Readers see musical differently
Editor:

bytcrian Church.

Edward -I. Hill of Rolling

back to 104/1, when it

Letters to the Editor
Editor:
As an editorial policy I hope

pate by donating canned goods
or good used clothing may call

The Knights of mat. le J
,s,, known order which dazes

R. N. Poet, I weir.. Our r

C.F. Na

On Sunday, March I. Dmcons Donald igorklund and
Arnie IConmo will definer en
informative menage reprd-

Meadows

using all seven of these letters.
7.4 excellent. 18 good

R.E. Mitchinson. I

Scripture sets theme
of Trinity concert

which are the particular mire

Rolling Meadows man
invested in Knights

Marshall Held III

illiarn J. Kiedaisch, f 'moony falone

Chicago: Beacon
House and Association House.
sion concems of the First Press

1

ies wee
r conducted

Trinity College Bead

home in

pbedged Or called in. Items may
also be dropped off at fin
church.

but over 219 700 000
hours were devoted to helping
Biers who were not tehovah
Witnesses through the min
i.try lest year Each week near
ly
100 000 home Bible stud
able

voup aill attend the first of in
i971) convenuons on these

The toms collected wig be
taken to two neighborhood

mg Up donations previously

RITCARE

-Honor thr.origlital dream by alluda national,. Lupton,
the priper'sfreelltan and intelkenia I integrity."

Pahl"

son

will be several cars on hand to
drive around Des Plaines pick-

Witnesses
set assembly
on 'Sacrifices'
Jehovah, Witnesses in the
Des Plaines eongregation will
have their schedules changed
for the weekend of hlarch 13
to IS The load religious

newness of their dedication.
given Minns the Lenten see

Wen 2 and 4:30 p.m., there

Hideaword

Pubticatton5

John E. Stanton. halihr

pledges to the congregation at
this time to emphssize flu se

is

local

there are some good pork bey.

(mond out which kids in college were on pot. which ones

Undoubtedly. I thould have

Peer 4

a

(

mg the clothing drive protect
at both worship services Ilw
youth group will distribute

moan Church of Da Plaines

which unmarried high schoo-

I know now that beef istco
high at the market but that

I

the water and that this was part
AVM.

need.

The Junior High Youth Fel

lowship of the First Prerb,

On Sunday, March 15. be-

of communist plot to take

was the evenbtar 1

a

who knows what will happen
next,

I found out that there were
going to be more fluoride in

forgot to NW.

be

zoning meeting because if the

But breakfast wet right on
was your scorer 1 Wed.

Youth Fellowship
organizes clothing,
canned goods drive

Trinity United Methodist

The director of the service,

Art Gorman of the Church
Folk Music Center at Grace

605 W. Golf Rd. Mount Prospect

Lutheran Church of Chicago,
will be assisted by four youth
guitarists from the congrega-

Dr. Robert E. Matthew.
392.6346
Rev. Hammy R. Neuman
629-8463

lion. Several youth from the
seventh. eighth And
grade
confirmation

ninth

class.
will Loyaarticipate. Guitarists
are
arr Brendan, JoEllen
Creation, Mark Loydgeff and
Linda Deja.

amide Se.viw R Churth Scheel 000 i 1400

Nen, IT
61411,601ces

anwawdM

"Shouting Won The
Rev, Neuman

Doe
Pao p.

First United
Methodist Church
of Arlington Heights

4

1903E EUCLID CL 5 5112

SUNDAY SERVICES Church School and Worship

9:00A61.10E0A.M 1140AM.
Nun, Caw at cd1 Sew.

iiI

The day's prospects
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Phi Mus celebrate 118th birthday

Daisies do tell
of spring fashions
By Dolores Haugh

Care Center the members are

working on amorous,

Denies do tell

<Male a half
standing events

Thn all of Wilms

fun

feholou, food

Ma for members of the

Saks Fifth Avenue lies
include wide price range of
ensemble, plus posh, furs M

and them guests

world renowned designers
Memlrers are contributing
stamp books fora large sariwts

A dam theme will prevail

throughout the him.. Ind
fashion stow /Oar. 14 et the.
Azlington Towers
lnder the hipi.ninion of
chairman Marion Daher of
the Mount Prospect Child Da

of door pre. A special ward
rob, totalmg $250 and a mink
boa will be among those given
at the coot The wardrobe will
he of the winner s choice as a

Piciateis wig benefit
organisation

and

phdan

PH clubwomen focus
on creative thinking
;
,

"Lady. Your Mind is Show.

Mroughout the WWI,. Her

This is the title of the pro-

common sense approach to
solving appeals to

not
necessarily to teach some new

gram to be presented he /Cads-

problemo n the home as well as

Walsh. lecturer in me-

in business. A 15 -year charier

thing but to exhort and put to
work that which is already am
comulared and merely coke athweth.
all women. she predicn
that familiarity with und pram

leen

t, eine thinking, at the March 4
meeting
of the prospect
Heights Woman's Club at Old

:

member of the Institute nn
thinking. innther of
five. grandmother of IS. she

C 'Cmune

Orchard (-Worry Club. Remo

last your brushed tip on /Nensi-

rations for the 1 r a.m. meeting
should be in no later than

tivitg training"

Schmidt. 259-1810.
Originator. organizer and

press

March 2 with Mrs. Ihmald

ro

teacher of meads,: thinking

;

mid prohlem solving courses
f or the District MI Confirming

r Education Program in Elm:. hunk Mrs. Walsh
lectures
and conducts

management

seminars 00 the subject

Mrs.

without change. Goal is nothing more than a dream -if you
mre enough. you an ado it."
believes

that

many

women spend their entire lot,

without giving expression to
their potential and often to the

Hair takes top priority

lD

Hairdos are looking ury-lo
e.

intr.

Walsh. -Mere is no growth

She

opknots.

1 he topknot itself actually

can land any place from the
innvn ctrl the head to the nape

of the neck. according to the
Fehruan Seventeen. the bum
requirement

shiny

lour

the, shoulder knph or lonp
to. whkh itstwisted into the
Anon"

for

a
.mall -healed.
sleek look.
'I he hasic topknot weep. all

hair high on the croon. 1. int.
cetch

a manta. atop own

heath he

from the

waist

hrushing hair !toward. then
straighten up. gathering all
hair in one plum. Smooth

skim. hack and front. and se.

cure with u ...red elastic
hand. Brush tail smooth and
hold It with one hand;tai'st
looselt. Put the other hand,
indcs linmr in Iran of the
hand and warp the twn!isttd tail mound 0. marina goofy with
your free lingers. Slip hairpins
ckwe to the honom 10 11AI
around. uck ends under the
haw of the knot and pin_ Seeuie
milk sirsller
pins.

SOFTEN A topknot with
lamp and sonic

the barest

fragile tendrils. Curl the tenMils with electric roller.

0000. He, technique

tics of the

PDONT BE afraid to exyourself."

rest, energy that is within

A 1,1i no.t Menace. he
shaped like a bow. Loop half
the ponytail under and pin: repeat. sersoing ends over the
first pin. Wrap with manmade
braids or a ribbon.
Stage a sid.hosa hr hrush.

technique

sour ticket La, Plan on an
avant springum, luncheon

half and pin. Now !mist the
other and repeat.raPtionping it

in Me opposite direc.
Temper your topknot to
twirl. lief ore catching the puny
tail. make a half-mch pan at
each eye level and poll the hair

al

that midpoint. Hokl

the wrapped portion: pin sm
mrely. Now take hair left out
of ponytail and curl into hamcy ringlets with electric roll ors.

Camp Fire Frolic tonight

Burn intuit Co

Achinemeni an ants were
to

chairmen.

Mark

P.trak

iur Woman'. Ch. hos collected over 21 pounds of Cancelled stamps to contribute to
the 1.113FRI SI program.
Monty
for the
used to purchase
used

Sybil Cope

this program

include the Mount Prospect
Siete bank. Rep. Dave Reg' office and the Golden
Hour Club of Me Community
Preshoterarn Church.

Mrs. Gunman.. who bas

trimmed thousands of the

anxious to collect
more in order to top lot year's
stamps.

1

you can contribute ordinary.

Ism Kahl. Jim Kellner. John
Rover. Mike Schwager. Craig
Patine. Dave Brucki. Sieve
Brucki. bike Smite. Andrew
Smith LimAmmo. Phil Leaenv, Larry McNally and Dan
Drain.

John Skowron and John
Pmehot mere adlanced from
the Cub Scout pack inn, the

bliss Sybil Cope will drama-

background includes studies at

the Northwestern School of

peel Community Center. 6011

work.

Speech. newscasting with Ra-

dio Station WNYC in New
York Coy and Link Theater

See -Gwen.

M iss

Cope

dramatiani

people --- their rises, loses...
bitions end frustrations. Her

4 he Home Life department

Thc

E.P1erlininceh'4 ileaMa'n'eps:
citing afternoon for all who an
tend.

Thc Mount Prospect Worn-

Anthony Canoed and Mrs.

for the three large Christina
ever g re e its in downtown
Mount Prospect. To support
Project CONCERN, nation.
wide General Federation of

Gene Boba. reports on its aedailies since the beginning of
the club year as follows:
A layette was delivered 00
the first baby born in 1970 at
Northwest Community Hospiter, Sharon Mario Damascus,
Food andclothing were colraised

through the sale of notepaper

to purchme a new boiler for
OM Indian Center. Committee
Members, through
Project
Santa. sponsored by the Chisago Tribune, purchased and
mailed a gift to a child of a aldier stationed in Vietnam.

The Mors! Prospect An

Afirerman Watercolor Society.

Springfield .An bluseum and
tM Spanish International Pavilion.In 1909 he received an
award howl Watercolor USA.

mrs Club this year will chance

a Ws to the World Flay. and
Garden Show at the International Amphitheatre. jhe
bus will leave 510.0y. March
0. at 9:10 a.m. from Si. Mark

Lutheran Church. I, obtain
Fes tickets at 51.75 per permit
and show tickets at S2 per per-

son, contact kiln. J, W. Vince
ar CL 3-3608.

Dudek.

too

the

Noennahs

1 ht annual ,,,,, th. pro
Wt. mom the. opportunnt
ral. MOM, in Ihur troops lor
tampon. trips
and spec.
Scout axons 1 ha go J for this

star w ah boat, per Uri
Girl Ssout
ot North
nest

.k

Nrs.

ounts

I/1512 suburban job and
owns and mrinas
anna mei c
ote in \ ma
which art

mnotairml 10 the prolm 01

Right amount

graduated

Polaml,

from

he London
Borough Polytechnic where

fine a. under
Romberg. Tiverton and
so died

Brandt. He has exhibited
actions at Northern Illinois
Gas Co, Illinois Bell Tele-

phone Co. and Sears. Roe-

buck duo. among others.
He has

hibitions at

the

r, Butterfield Co., Club
and Northern Illinois Gas Co.
The meeting is open to the

public to become better acquainted with Me league and
its programs.

ing throughout the lc...F.
established camp program in
the summer.

C.kie sales

dents on every box they sen.

Girl Scouts would like to

take milers and my thank you
for supposing the 1970 cookie

sale. If a Girl Scout dow not
also benefit

Jaye amping in this area thrall
levels. Each troop earns 5

contact you, please notify your
cookie chairman, Alm. V.
Claming. at 203-3010.

Vagabonds make
California date
agabond Air Trascl Club
hai. set Jun, 20 a, the dare for
their mot/1,n nicht to Son f on
ow, Ind Las .4s boor

mtt
sarnt in ...ht.,
Due to the addition of 75

floe

deposit

sponse was so good at the rt
and

fall to Ex, 70 in Japan

The department solicited
volunteers from the general
membership to help with the
current Doreict 57 preochool
vision and hearing tests.

Two project of this depart.
ment are coming up, making
E.ter baskets for Dixon Stem
School and planting flats of
aping flowers in downtow
Mount Prospect.

Authors at open house
"Nine local authors will be the guests of hohor
at the Second Anniversary Open House Sunday,
March I. at the Mount Prospect Book Nook. 119
S. Emerson.
The authors include Bruce Ladd,Charles Yaeger, Richard Bueschell, Stella Peaner, Charlotte

Erickson, Richard Crabb. Paul Schreivola, Dolores Haugh and Fern Schneider.

level n to have your teenagerturn

on his radio.

Also. Mrs. Larry Underwood. MOM, Prospect. social
service chairman, Mo. F. NI.
Kenney.

Arlington He

assistant

social service. end

Mrs. Robert Back. Adana..
Heights. yearbook.

Northwest Community H,pi
tad in Arlington Heights

Sororityp lansSpring Happening
A Sming Happening will be
the theme of too fashion show
to be presented M Marson de
Romayne to the members and
guests of the Northw.t Subur

Heights is in charge of dour
mum
Members at the club cob
Will be madding the manna

ban Alumnae Club of Alpha

Mrs Das. Porno Mrs David

Gamma Delta at Pioneer Park
field house at 8 p m March 1
The purpose of this evening is

to thank members for
ante in tultann,113.0,;,,,:,,,0,,,,:

:,';',1; 8r. STI;1. year

festoons are Mn lamesSmith

Park Ridge Alumnae Chap-

to of Sigma Alpha Iota MU

tine b social chairman and her

hold a Mint meeting with
Gamma Chapter of the Ameri-

H Perna of Ere Grove Vdlage,

Airs.

score

Lunclal.

Seaurntimg. and Mrs. lama
Smith. Alrs. a G. Loew and
Mn.. J. C. Solana all of
Maim Prospect. Mrs. Kyle
Campbell of Arlington

Mrs
Mrs
lames Holder For more ,efor
motion call Mrs Gary Sams at
Mns

259 1885

can Conscoatore in Chicago

at I arm March.. Airs. Wiliam Wilkins of
N. Kg I

1

il worth in Mount Prospect

Election of officers for
1970.71 will be held. and the

Cantina Chapter pledge will
provide the program with thd,
required pledge musicale.

For more -reformation con-

caning, Park Ridge Cap
he the halm. and Mnwill
ter or this mening. earl Mrs.
Farlin Canfield will be co- r$,$,$$
PNenon 7$5,397.
riCatem,

1 on

=non contact Tom W. a
192 1220 or stop ho Suite 105
0090 E
Northwest 001

Mount Pros,.

tion Show Vagabond is eon

og

up
For

/

Spring

is often lagged
as a alogen or
motto Neck phrased. are Intended to

We buy Newspapers

Huth., Prices for

$

COPPER
BRASS
ALUMINUM

$

ZINC

$
$

1 Repeated Phrase

S

$
$

sum the confidence of the people
The Name of thrs Funeral Home repre
sent* ears of tankful and repeated
oe nu, to the people of our communicer
It en a Name to Remember

Lauterburg &
Oehler
FUNERAL$.

noon r unman cern sonar -a -a.

a
lf Coat, 0( Respected Seance
rin 1.

.Tht 17

menial, nu xst-Slin MOWN art in Mann

TIVe

annual Fashion Show to be

given by Sr Emily, Catholic
Woogoo

Club March 7.
Cocktails at 11,30 am and
luncheon at I pm. will be fob

IC

lowed by the show, with fish ions provided by the Clothes
Horse Boutique in Arlington

on your grass brings out the earTle;

Park Towers.
Proceeds will be used for the

School. 'Tickets

trade it? Come in and see us
expensive than any other
belong in your refrigerator,
ayl

-

benefit of St. Emy's
too Catholic
available

by calling 092-6999 or 3.2273.

Mount

Pr.,. women

Mrs.

Donald

SPREAD cr ARCM/A/D/

Froehlichee,

prim chairmare Mrs. Roman
Skoczek. door prices and able
prizes,
and
Mrs. Williarn
Borgstrom, program cover.
Mrs. Richard Thompson is
ways and means chairman,

cangenerl

so#bwi(s000sq fl) $395100 # 640695
(It's easy with Klehro's broadcast spreader )
Drove op Stamm

d Mn,. Richard Lap.

inski is her co-cheirman and is
in charge of the program.

e.ssesiters.
Samba le ge

Sam* faa0le5

/Ton lake Pogrom, re take gems," says Mts. Roman %math to Mrs.
William Q, Loam&
Ir. WPM sod Mrs. Method Thoommon (top IMO, as the three women work on the deg -Motions
for
the Gingham and Gems. fashion show and lunchem to be even by the M. Emily's
0 Women's Club on March 7, The show at Me Arilngleo Park Towers nth feature &MomCatkin
by the
Clothes Hare Boutique. To reserve iirkels mill 3924999 or 3942271

Mom* rim Wk Mega. Ileieletalth.
Aabia..Ih k 4.17411110

Michael Schuler

William MIMEO and

Sigma Alpha Iota to hold
joint meeting in Chicago

Mrs. David Clifford errs'scommittee consists of (Ira E.

Chttord Mr, R 1 Anderson

ma

The open house will be from Ito 5 arm. All
authors mentioned have had special autograph
perties conducted by shop owner Dorothy Arm.

A good way to test the noise

ram,

.y s camp. and community
They also support nearly 100
toy CUM in local hospital pc
diarec wards tneluding one at

the Beanie and Pon

Scouts in making ornaments

Women's Clubs project, memhers made penny -day jars to
he kept at home.

mlatioiri and wood paneli,
can give rooms extra priva,

Ar m mon Heights.
mendations chairman.

.lading S1000 for the current
academic tear The sorority
encourages high ,holasuc
ocher tat by prannting nil
on scholarship charms to col

Local chapters soon0 u z,
tonnes to meet the need, ot to.

Future club plans include

u 6a1 Madrid For furthoinfor

cent Sportsmen s

Wood Council. wall

Heights telephone Mrs lens
Jana Athngton Heights publicity and Mrs lack Cushing

awarded over 530000 in
scholarships and grants in

the purchas, ot m airsraft and
flights during the 1u
and
Jon

Ikea., Me membership re

agers. According to the Amer -

membership

the Phi Mu Foundation as

hb

trip to Mormars Bas lamaica

Altar round imp

ing is up to par -especially O
they have rock and roll reen-

Way

Mrs R L Stauder Arlington

Donng the past II yeam

refundable

Ian members the club is pro ...sting with plans for a hilt 4

hreh will cost slut nambcs

T

home is in for noise
trouble unless the soundproofnew

CHAIRMEN ARE Mn
C harles

members achieving
straight A averages
In 1961 Phi Mu adopted

when a mem,r has the

`Gingham and Gems'

Scouts

1,

ee

urer

at

legion

" Clean

cago Purch.c Award. He has
had ene.man shows at WinLincolnwood, Oakbrook Thei-

the cookie sole. These camp
sites are used for troop camp-

tie!
I

Test for noise
stni,nfer"hoz

Morton Grose reamer, treas-

Plu Mu mm founded

Wesleyan College in Macon

chapters

cooking pack the cheese inm or individual membership in
the
measun. cup Floe the club Min be Waned for
oun es will fill
one cult $100 deposit paxabh $10
measure
down and fire de.sits at Sly

and the Artist Guild of Chinetka Public Libra, Ranh of

atm/ Adm.. Hrsgrou Mrs. G Wegkeeerica senice mit

Mown Heights vice Ineu
debt and Ms John Goleta

non

Mete and aIumnac

of shredded ch.. lot thread of the moah A familt

a Shoe pro ate collector award
botp_411

serving on the committee for
this event are Mts. Frak ha at, fieket chairman, Mrs. Eugene Callahan, owl/airman;

peeled tomorrow nishi.lkkets are 50 mats.

'

St. Emily women present

department assisted
and Brownie

(lid

en.% Damascus.

Dame one of 20 arse to be presented. The performance will be re.

Nob. sandssatIr

LEAD

of Me Nlount Miasma Junior
Woman's Club, led by Mrs.

daughter of NI, and ...Aris-

Ten*hi's the big night when the Campfire Girls of Model Prmpt. and Prospect Heights present //Frilly Frolics'. at 8 p.m. al St.
Paul School, Mount Prospect. Cathy Stearns, junior high Campfire Girl brushes up on her routines m a performer In the Jam

made

Boy Scout troop.

League will feature artist Stan
Dudek at its 8 p.m. meeting

March 3 at the Mount Pros -

tise the //Life of Coco Chanel" for the Mount Prospect
Woman's Club at I p.m.
brooch 3 at the Mount Pros.

Club department
lists activities

funds

gond

pent Community Center.

at 392-3892.

and

presented

grooming and neat appearance
badges
,take thihowsid.

Stan Dudek guests
at Art League

shah man, announces

le eta d

of coakies

nuTt,15,11, tourate measure

foreign or commemorative
cancelled stamps. contact her

the ends now and swing them
up. heck and into the cotter of

volunteers and the gots am

showing of the film "Time and tore by gynecologen Dr. Leon
the McGill.

darski. Jim Common. Ed Bao
mann. Ed Conlon. Tint Sarno
son and David Eil.n.
Ed Boutet. advancement

ytail, hold one so pion straight
up from your head, and wrap
the other halt around the ho-

head

ered April 15 to 22. Plans Ibve
been made ho the 4611 adult

in the parish center nigh the P. Lao or SPaell and a Ito

med 24 of its members.

that the Mount Prospect Jun.

to

8. and the cook.... deliv-

mady to offer the foe varieties

and Gold Dinner. St. Raemood Cub Sawn Pack hen-

Charles Gunman,.

in

cookie mle, Feb. 07 to March

An informative evening has country of the Nonhwest
heat planned by the St. Cecilia sw,,,,aa, uarie wf eh,
Altar Guild at 9 p.m. March 4

At its recent annual Blue

Stamp
collector

stamps

Cedette and Senior Scouts are
taking orders for the 1970

Views Film

nn Grenzeier. Richard Who

siamp

It u Cod Scout cookie time!
Approximately 100100 Junior.

Mrs. W Dale Romesburg Ar

cookie chairman Arlomion Heigh., Ms. W Meenno, comm.ally cookie chairman Mount Prospers.

Girl Scout cookie

St. Cecilia Guild

given

Mean. Then halve the pore

Spray the second tad and put
fingers halfway between otro
end hand and ends. Bring hair
amard the front and over the
wrapped portion. Mn it to your

a. I rolessmnol t, omen (rub Meetings to organ,
sommures
and nacre are
being cultliatedinl
en eont Monad to sprout a sure.
will not be sold at
tlit door woo rem morons in es wen as pssible.

Cub Pack 55 honors members

ingfUl productive dars.

total of 27 p.n.. She Ms
only until April to do it. If

of it, pin all ends under.

om,

end mint

by filling it with more mean-

Mrs.

nthnetcal HeigA4 Mrs. M Kuehl council cookie chairman
Elk Grove 'liege Mrs 1/ Chuang consonants cookie chair

labs Dant give me enur answer true are the words being
sung In Fashion Show r had nn Marlon Baker She has been
sorting for months on Me ereni sponsored by the Sloan t Prospect
Bo

P

Left to right Mn 1 Bower servke mit cookie cbehanen
Mount Prospect Ms R hone stoke unit cookie chairman

Two Women" through

milk and medicine far tuing on hair anneal to a pin hercula children. Generous

poinl shove Ow car.1 o make
the knot, gather hair and twist
half toward the temple. Wme
it under and aniund the other

11.

ROSS tttttttt 2 ........

creative thinking and problem
solving
will increase their
as of living a richer life

members with college deco

at the meeting for 1970-71 are
Mrs I F Khmers, president

It'sm

nob testoons that arc destined
,dower throughout the sea

of

Arlington Heights Mn A W
Green of Barrington is co Prospect 259 9535 or Ms 1
F
Keen= of Arlington
Heights 2594514
New offices to be installed

Dania, do tell and themes
sag, tho
toda, J1 get

is

and loan fund to assist Phi Mu

Mn Charles Way of Mount

1410

Clubwomen to hear
`Life of Chanel'

the

home of Mrs R 0 Hauschild,
hostess For reservations mil,

Friday. February 27. 1970

pyeaaaa a ,,,,,,,,, 02202022220022 son vv

$50 MO to date

supper at 630 pm tn

Tickeu are available from
members or by calling Betty
Balmo, at 192 1100 or 439

(4E\'T
Dolores HaughWomans Editor

year

MEMBERBthroughout rhe
country mark Founders Day

to the woronty age to Phi
Mus Alpha Mernonal Fund
Over $10000 is awarded an
nually from the scholarship

day March 5 with a Wind,

Tom Gasparatto is chairing
the door price COMMIE.

ww.

some

Protect HOPE as a nauonal
philanthroPic enale. Coon
b000ns supporting the hosia
tal ship total more than

Taman Mount Prospect are
the panhelleme delete..

I 18th atom

Locally the day will be observed a day later ort Thurs-

the

Page 6

of the beaureful donations rex creed from mambo, and local marelmnts Feb 27 is dm deadline for
donors of door pnotis 211d berm Ming used a, Loon.

e organized throughout the
country PhoMus 1110 chapter wm mstalled late in 1969
and four colonies await quell
fication for installation the

votary of the founding of

ea

111.1111themo-

Alumnae wIB thin Plea Mm
across the country March 4 in

by contnbuting pennies equal

L .PV,!N WA
..."( SUM broWdelf

Toisi rix/pareeto door pore Marna. and &ON 11241105, ticket chairman exclaim over

Ga an March 4 1852 Colle

their soronty

threiPies

THE FASHIONS will bra ho

Moom Prospect Runnels and
Professional 0 omen Club

etrolfro

dm of out

Mn F E Wader! Arline
Members of Northam. Suburban Chapter of PM Mu ton Heights and Mn Wayne
celebrating the

Sal. Certificate will be green

to

Page 7

THE DAY
Fnday February 27 1970
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Harper grievance procedure
arbitration issue still deadlocked

Tomorrow
Is Today

By K. C. Radtke

trator, drafted the procedure
from steps proposed by limper

The Harper College vie, personnel and mhos eke,
thee procedure committee was
able to agree on the nature of a
grievance and how to air it last
night, but continued to be

deadlocked on the matter of

arbitration.
neat NIT 1,01 oui.:
Will my husbands proseni condition gm worse? Will our mar -

dam be avid noon away? Is there another man in my life that

"Is there any possibility of
deciding the question of arbiNation by arbitration?" nailty member Thom. McCabe

ight when Hamill refused to
Maass Caroll's arbinedien

dem. Larry Moats, trustee,

from the California college

sided

system.

McCabe.

THE CARROLL gropossl
calls for unresolved grimnce
to be taken before the danterica, Arbitration Associ-

Milton Hansen,
.
John Upton and Schauertrultee,
administrators, remainded silent
during the bickering. Moan actually lit the fires

ation. Schauer's draft offered

when

the unsatisfied aggrieved party

Grievance Appeal Committee

with

Carroll

composed of faculty members.

The difference bow., the

ulty on the merits or demerits
of arbitration.

Dear Eneetheim

"No." retorted James Ham.
ill. trustee.

two recent drafts is identical to
the gap separating the facility

TIIAT SOMEONE could

and trustees from corning M

be from the American Ass001-

my agreement.
Carroll's proposed calls for
amide arbitration -a faculty
netessity. Sehauer's proposal

Item the grievance within the

Ault of University Professors
(AAUP), Carroll and McCabe
mid imploringly.
Shit Hamill mould not hear
of it, even though the AAUP

Harper family -w hoed re-

seem to have he respect of

quirement.

most of the Mem and ad-

I feel your husband's condition will get better and I ohm feel
year relationship with your husband will improve. I do see mu
other man near you, but I feel nothing of a permanent mere
coming from this.
Dear Mr.
Conld you tell me the name of IN: man I am going to marry or
at loot his initials? Will you also try to tell me a liltk about him?

1.K.. Arlington Heights
Dear LK.:
I am getting the Initial "H. for his first name. 1 feel he will be

CHAOS ERUPTED in the
last half hour of the Rolling.
Hamill, dead set against out-

side arbitration of any son,
was unwilling to accept an arbilretion clause ineerted by
faculty member Michael Carroll into the recently formulated premiums.Clarenee Shauer. adminis-

witsithe person who works with he, mind.

Der Mr. Delnuise:

this not in love or even troy concerned about the other
pant -and felt io exert would he "settling." false and wrong. Am

rds.

I

By Richard Cribb

wrong in hoping for a happy, secure marriage-,
u.T.. Des Plaines

done on fewer election detel

Sen. John A. Graham (R.3,1

Dear v.T.,
IFS you= right The family lifers for you. But I feel pounce
Reeking perfection in a mate. It just doesif exist, and if it del.
think perfmtion would be a terriNe thing to live with, day in red
Any aut. Happiness in marriage is never insi
Ifs the reins of
long gears of adjusting to each other and sharing joy, and problem. I do reel you'll find the right man, but it wool be foss yes..

by ea wt.

Disiriell of Barrington hu
been electol chairman of the
i111,01121111
Illinois Elmtion
Laws Commission of the Illinois General Assembly at an
organiaational
Springfield.

meeting

in

Graham follows Sm. Daniel Dougherty DJ -Chicago,
head of the commission. Elect-

bear kir. Delouise:

ed vim chairman was Rep.

I am having an awful time gening ahead of the "Pee emr bills
on dine" game. I lry. :mho far I have paid them with no problem
camel the I worry every month how vie aregoing bade
pay thou

Alan

R.

tit -Ke-

Johnston

nilworth,. Rep. Daniel Pierce
11bilighlan0 Park; was named

'and eat Ie.. far we have managed. hie 100ave had
and would like to know will I ever ha peace of mind

Graham's task is especially
important in view of the job of

re -codifying the state Denim

Mn. C. Puma.. Heights

laws under which the obsolete

elemion lave will he mourn
mended for repeal, valid login Dear Moo
I feel Ifs your personality io worry. 'Deem& of people in Mon reviewed and recom.
.0k subirrhan arm me not paying heir hills every month. You mended for amendments
n re, and 1 feel you will continue to do six so why worry? I dual where needed and the recomfeel you should those righl now. I do see a chap, is year hot. mendation of new election leg.
blown.
`band's Mb. but I don't belt la the inunediste Mere.

Dear Mr. OcIouise:
kly husleind was offered another job and is thinking about

changing multi.. Do you think it will he of more value and
worth changing?
Am o. our daughter is married and has two children. She

obso-

lete legislation is of such proportions that this step alone
will likoy reduce the stale elmd on mak by 511 per cent.

thinks of es when she wants us to bainxii. She has changed so and
is not wry thoughlful of tn. Do you see a change in her?She acts
as if she eould care less abet us.

Anxious. Arlington Heights

Der Analoust
I do feel a change for your husband and I feel good with IL I

also feel your dangler am dam, belie mum She haw nl014
mewing to do line.

the new GrahamCOMMi001.011
heel

rowndifyin job

tile

somewhat
complete.

is

Than 50 per cent

Sen. Graham also has an.
other objective which he hope
to advance along with Me re.
codifying assignment. Gra.
ham has for a long whik bee,
deeply concerned with Me

Graham hope
dhow

.

TILE BARRINGTON son-

ma PAD out that on qu''
drennial years (the one that
gently

have

is working nn
plification of election promdues also. Graham's commission hope ro co-operate with
Co. Con in this matter.

difficult task of consolidating
1ection dates," Graham told
Day 'extend,.
Graham bas called a meeting of his election cmmission
for March 31 at bidew objece
for 1970 will
developed and committee mean.
nut. nude within the group.
This is the second comm.-

CORDIALS

Complete Seledion of

FINE WINES

& CHAMPAGNES

STILL

WINE

$198

COCA-COLA
16 OZ.
PACV

GIN or VODKA

$319

FULL QUART

I

morial Scholarship Fund. Or
possibly

memorides

I

MARY ANN
CHAMPAGNE
Champagne Is, Extra :try

abetted by
performances
the nostalgia evoked

of

by the carefree ragtime ricky

'emu's F,F.S,FFP-

inside the college and not pass
to an uansider."
he buck

'Ha's EERSiS sr"

Hamill cried.

SAID
ar
really preferred to he loll out
of

"R"ess

ovgw area saw imtii tits

Sahsfattion Guaranteed

But in the next breh
Hamboordmakill suggested that a

ing a final decision on a hairy

Bring your EYE PHYSICIANS IM D) or
OPTOMETRIST S prescriptions to be Idled

recidenblatsc7i trusrteeparhus"a
"long -ranee interest of the

in the Irame of your choice from our law
selection AT ONE LOW PRICE

community.
him

THE FROTHY MUSICAL
spoof was perfectly scales to
the tiny stage and intimate
house of the high school tlth.
oar. It was a production can.
cawed and executed with infinite loving care Costumes

supplied gay snots of color.
Mencry, deceptivelY simple.
utilized heads, scrims and col li ht to cite added allure.
The entire cast performed with
en effervescent eclat.
Accompaniment was by The
&arca. basx. hthjo. two
woodwind., piano and drums.
fogged out in their 1927 fine-

tative will NOT be in our

24 CHICAGO AREA OFFICES

$279
FIFTH

Pink or Spar -I

Barham
uncannily per-

wrote

this chilband-

proper bearing

imp.-

and

cable French event.
The aging fathers of the tie
marline leads. Richard Ross

and Martin Heger were not
always cimfortable in their

THIS WILL tic Connolly's
first

epengrance

on

Were

FIFTH

Greg Gale of Deo Plaines.
plays Thin Hendrix. a GommVillage

wich

photographer
and the .ighilew girl's hus-

ingenuity against thc desperate
schemes of three thugs who ill -

Plaines

and

Mn. H.

The Happy

STRAIGHT

98

BOURBON
WHISKEY

FIFTH

" " 1 04

CANS

EACH

and

klerton Staley.

1707 W. Frenioni.

alatine.
Staley is also produe ion coordinator kw
Until

[lark" and

member of the

hoed of diwoors and mechairman

bership

tor

Mrs. Staley Muth)

ASSORTED FLAVORS

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF WILLIAMS LOW, LOW CASE PRICES

the
assis-

OPEN 24 HOURS

WE HONOR AU

The title of hiount Prospect
CAME, Players' current come-

dy belie reality: it 10 too late
to see "Ilb, Never Ton Late:.

and 21. with curtain time al
II:30 p.m. at (iuild Playhouse.

ty Roat, the arrognnl leading

620 Lee St.. Des Plaines.110k-

Mag.

ets
do

10 pan., Thursday. 7:30 p.m.. and Friday, 10

husband with a dour humor
Mar fined his Pfigrim.father
Ammeter. He wee a gruff. gray

with eight comer. all

of

Kick Janda ermited a. Chap.
Charley. Ile shouted
a hit too much, hut hi, Mime
we excellent and his deadpan

carpenter
contractor.
making his role a real cameo.

If things slowed a bit in the reactions were funnb.
third et blue to multiple en.
Marcy b whargh was tre.
:10.0trams. exit applause.
l,. mend en in what could have
and lonsmendwying by

dons wore very Wen Done

shuts they never grotInd to a
halt. And for this :done Venviss deserves many pleidin.

IN THE ROLE

the

m iddl owed mother-m.1w.
Dee Moue. Wr,
cal warmth to her scene,
the midst or a family of sell'.

f

that

Reader's

I

Diget

Nan .LII undistinguish.1 role
... thad of the spoiled married
daughtel

never

Don Shrueder played her

In of

to her

momenN of high hilarity.
die

provided

inuch

of the

tockground Mr Me humor 01
Its fellow actors. Older actors
mighr

her peruser
achievements. audihility with envy

Don Yoder made a hand some family friend. and John
MeTigue handled well his first
role --. that of a amp_

ERICKSON'S
JEANNIE
costumes fit every character.

dye Officer Mc lg. .,C,:1.

tion. ounsistent character. and

verton police Moulder patch.

f pa

th

z P.M.

10 A M

7 P.M.

f

DOUG PAITERSON was
a comic smash as the myopic
Mayor Crane. Ile was bigger
than lite and turner than
-1.augh In: humbling into

IN WISHING WELL PLAZA

ever exposed to public view.
And Tom Swingleb sound effects were both authentic and
on.fue. However. there wm
no sunlight during daylight
scenes und no lamplight dur-

846 0 E lm
Des Plain

PHONE; 439-9906

Rd,
eshurst

wg the evening. Pb, gelid,
as too dim.

Carl Erickson, set was an
excellent reproduction or lackluster 19.10 decor. including
funny little archways. var-

*11

nished dote and the evert

DONNA DAY

preent hay window. All that
was missing was an esierior
Me

('anon Players have given
their audiences an excellent
production. notable lin con.

CLOWN FOR THE KIDS

sistent excellence in casting. in
pacing and in
ery other
phase of stae.mraft.ev from pro -

gems to hard props.

.end the Ins ones, Han m rt. bear.
Jet tee e ;ex ea tie. ed
iet
et.

Herb Braden

Her is where

on bding

areas. nod on hello re him br eel

MEET ZAPPII
se a new fella who's full of

introduce

THEATRE

1FHSATRS

BEST PICTURE
OF THE YEAR!

kg<

STARTS FRIDAY '92..2'
ON OUR WIDE
A

BRILLIANT

WINNER 6

Jones

to I pm and .peeilassermuni

BIGGEST MEALTIME BARGAINS

PROGRAM RATED G

ACADEMY AWARDS!

day thru F.iday in... lounge Spegiallee. arises ancooldoils fremAD

1!

IN TOWN!

General Audience

NOW AT "HAPPY MEDIUM THEATER"
y ants id a bit mow. some of Muonak,,,,,

INTRODUCING A BONANZA BONUS!

FRIDAY

gasn

like plays will love this one, It will lanng bo,kold area
humorous side

end ihe
fora process. Pius, she Happy Medium boom cocktails

and cigar.... in your rat during

tie

once Thal,s honer

more t..man,111d.e.

All the Fish You Can Eat.
COMING

A "THANK YOU"'IS DUE
A

weekdays

, 1.00
Saturday & Sunday

ONE WEEK ONLY
STARTS FRIDAY MARCH 6th
Kirk

Deborah

Raye

KIITNY CRUDER

nainment was

LUNCH
or
DINNER

$1.90

Plus

COMING
EXCLUSIVESHOWING

"CACTUS
On Nola Mew-Route M

FLOWER"

HANG
YOUR
HAT

TOAST FRENCH FRIES

COLE SLAW
COME AS YOU ARE FAST SERVICE- NO TIPPING

ON THE WIND
Weekdays .30, 9:10
Saturday & Sunday
ISO, 6:30, 921S

fell

rig.

and

es cy

t.

Gm of 00, nen. itenel Equipment
Imar than rot

e

-W whinge, and lie eigieb....he
thr hslisve.h reeks le
Saline Jahn)
'avedar

INCLUDES

Wall Disney's

THE ARRANGEMENT

FOR AN EXTENDED
ENGAGEMENT

Waist ureter!.

for Cosmetic Case & Wiglet

MONDAY, MARCH 2nd

and mfonnohon eachweek. nes.. symbeleltapene, mended.
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On. Weenesd

-REES"°WI"Gs FREE DRAWING
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ARLINGTON HIS

1:30-4,45-13,00

DANA

FREE GIFTS FOR EVERYONE!

free coffee - free donuts

SAT, SUN. WED.
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Wishing Well
Wig Studio
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props. Venus Miller should be

credited for one of the rm.,
fish sandwich.

a Katherine Cornell.

D

214,11 le

AND THE

In addition to the other hand
horrendous

'ho men took the trouble to

shouting clear emincia.

0111

primly she gave the phis

cast as Mike Tolman.

Sob. mid, nemill 16th

More than six months of re
tharch and study went into the
preparation of the series.

the area.

Dins rosier brought he.
lievable small-nen warmth to
her role 00 Miss Dee's friend
and confidant. Her sly flashes
of humor and earthy observe -

Sgt Carlin. and Gerald

FrI., Ma

Theresa's Boutique

smoking habits?

tually every theater mum in

quenides as a friendly del. -

'Under the Yurn-Yam Tree

WIG & MAKE-UP SHOW
GIVEN BY:

ier or harder to change your

hathtub and clothes close with
equal aplomb. Like Miss dosNoah he has increased his talems by unceasing work in vir.

nee and ever-present stoper
centCar Erickson was 100 per

FINAL WEEK

eine. F.reitAllalr

FIRST

do you smoke? and. Does the
world around you make it eas-

in conjunction with the television series or at any other
time. may obtein a copy by
writing the Ammicun Cancer

unmet:lel fatherhood.
Al the dumb

yeas, annual Co productiou.
Director Tom Ventriss set a
rapid pace ter his players. giv-

,,, y

.

WON'T YOU JOIN US FOR OUR

effens of smoking arc'? Why

Anyone interested in taking
rhe Smokerb Self -Test. either

From his warped work
Sheet to hid hard-bitten

srrved by calling the box office, ',MT CI I. Mucci] coon

!Poll Murphy of Dos Plaines.

The four.part um will conccm thete topics, Do you wum
to change your smoking
habits? What do you think the

Wednesday.

much to the evening's hilarity
with his horrified reactions to

(S2.50 and 51.25 Err
on Fridays) may he re-

I1

Sole ends March 16th

out charge.

day, 10 p.m.: Tuesday. 7 p.m.:

unusually well-done vomedy
for all iime . or Combt until

much -needed touch of him...
ily.

RONALD MILLS, 569 Ise.

programs

foud

1

at the following times: Mon-

end's productions missed some

tires of proclaiming. klost im-

Mr three con.
SeelitiVe Friday and Saturday
nights. March 6. ]. 13. 14. 20

half-hour

Society, Northwest Suburban
Unit, I N. Broadway. Des
Plaines. or phoning 827.0011.
The tests will he mailed with.

ing habits and gain insight into
their problem.
The programs will be shown

of them wmare. Once lie
warmed up, he contributed

Thane who missed last week.

oriented

Wheeling, has the role or Har-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
MIDWEST BANK CARDS

es-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

FASHIONS ON DISPLAY FROM 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.

Reis.

SHELKOP
TV

700 E. Northwest Hwy

`Never Too Late' hilarious success

th

'Wait Uniil Dark" will be

-

sonal case histories and inter -

set and is handling special ef.

IVIcagnmsronirANNUAL SALE

SHELKOP
TV

kidnaps.

`Why do you smoke?' TV series

once.

source teacher tier the blind al
Wheeling High School. is
Yersing es [ethnical adviser
and assisting Karol Verson
with her role.

Ridge in 1964.65. he appeared
DPTG', production of

ANNUAL SALE

frustrated man who finds un.
dersianding in the
mhe

Lorraine Howe and Sarah Irvin. It A in "three-quarter round."

pasienced by one person only

seekers. Miss Dee
revealed ion Miler cipicity
tai

While teaching speech and
drama at Maine East in Park

a

Sound is credited to Bob Jagert and the set was consthicted by Bill Schumacher from the design of

(makhu
ol ans
deranding of smoking and its
elfects. It will also present per-

birth and death. can be

Wood Dale has deigned the

a

The other am -heavies" in
"Wait Until Dark" will
played by Vince Connolly of

Algonquin and Busse Roads, Arlington Heights III

every casl and Nicksiage

Joules 00, and sight gags

4

MITI. and Paul Hawkins ol
Peters.

upon returning to this arca in
196X. he dire:hal the opening
show of he 23d season. -Any
He is currently
We
leaching drama M Glenbrook
North High School.
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Springfield Tern. Des Plaines.
an eighth grader an Dempster
Junior High Schad. takes the
role of Gloria. a neighbor's
little girl who. as a shopping helper to the blind Suzy. gets
involved in the scary preced-

Kant! Verson. 8149 Davis.
Niles. plays the starring role of
giro
Hendrix. a lovely blind
girl who pits her courage and

was last sem

Nletgnosnaoir.

!ding. is Murray Schisgat.

"Die Tiger." the 110, of

Holly. Set is by Susanne and Richard Hants, lighting by Rance Jolmson and Dan McNally.

lady Brockhurst.dwitohbo
High School, Ed Arlin-""n
Ivy and
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McMilk" "'"'" Brian Goedkc did a fantastiPi"n""
h" Gaic features callus mooth 'lob with lights.
and COSILIIIIC with a primly

til Dark."

O Murder.' in

Moine err
mithar0ed

dour

the

kling gm itndr.

COLD DUCK

Considering the debilitated
condition of the electrical relic

SAVE Yd $150

vein.

ON FRIDAY. FEB. 27, the Helm will dim on the Mtge of Tent Junior High School in Roselle,
the curtain will rise on "The Dark at the 'Top of the Stairs." The play by William Inge wit be
direeted by resident Vic Simone. Shawn in a happy scene above are Tom Swingle of Elk Grove
Village and Lynn Jessen of Arlington Heights. The play will continue through Saturday, Fah. 28.
Curtain A at 8,30 p,m. Coundem backstagejohs are being done under the careful eyes or costume
mistress, Pat Lenneke, makeup by Norma Simone, properties by Louise Parenti, set furniture by El

motive in her iiMrprealion of

in the Guild's "mire production this war. "Who% Afraid
of Virginia Weilf?"

Merch goose.pimpling
stage thriller called "Wait Un-

view.
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direction of 1(.1-0meth R. Me,
Cowan. 609 Greendale. Glen-
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statements,
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regular
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doing this. she gave the young
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ment of awareness which. like
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very pleasant and his dramatic
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tickets for Me Friday. March
6. error -marlin of "Four For

"Botticelli."
by
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McNally, says much in few
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pense and shock with "Dial M
for Minder" in 1952 and

(with 10 gallon minimum purchase)

short,

;in.lt,heg,,ir,l,frnierldsm(Mic.hdto la
Kay)
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son of Chicago.

THE PLAYS include two

'"mc
"' dance
Timothy work.I.,Maria,
cellent song
and

house in Des Plaines during

1961,

Parvin, Dick Rausch and Alan
Hess) never neglected to grin,

and

Rieder's range we a bit Emit-

kling of an eye.
"Four For Tonight" is
being directed by Arnold Nei -

bare Connor

former and watcher alike. In

Frederick Knott. who

ONE DOZEN GRADE "A" LARGE

ROMANTIC LEADS
Emery Peek and O. Michael
Rieder generated an elmric
Cement with their conbasting hot compatible char-

characterizations in the twin-

Bar.

Theatre president

lage

friends (Darrel! Rowed, Rex

experience to be hared by per-

proved himself a master of SUS-

EGG

all

Thriller next
for presentation at Guild Play-
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above

end

It. The series was produced by
t It g
National Educatio
'I elevision Network and final
nanced wills a 5200.000 grant

1074 Mt. Prospect Plaza
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Table
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charming.

with actors speaking and mov-

rary theaterr according to Vil-

crew member a feeling for trot
the
atm as it can and should I,
as a sop to the e. 11111 00 an

as Mignonette

FIFTH

hem French
mnse of the word: alluring.
the

will he aired on WTTW-TV.
Channel f I. Mara I through

A real rarity in
lainment has hem scheduled
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ing in chorus in some parls.
than changing to individual

bold find a particular app.'
in this evening of emempo-

do his or her own thing, bur the
rest of the time they worked in
complete ensemble. The boy.

obi ions. Ilea Lowering
on
achieve:m.1 lies in having gis-

MT. PROSPECT
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be
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woman

a

title

the

Young people interested in
and directions being
taken by new playwrights

belaboring

an the Guild
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neath the froo-frou there was

ot, The style is surrealistic.

N

men and women in their attempts to explain their smok-

Mrs. Veil

LIMIT

Dianne Rieder set the tone of
the show. Some of her capers
were intentionally silly, but be-

length trilogy. -America Kn-

alk1011 SI.. A rl i ngton Heights.

IT WAS Me chorus though.
Mat gave -The Boyfriend'. rte
drive and sparkle. Each mem.
her had at least one chance.

views with several "average"

skiddoor

Due too change the Owens.
Coming Fiberglas Represen-

Dubonnet.

"Why You Smoke." a five.

Doughtry called out, "...and a
one and a Iwo and a 23

Ham.

Madame

terview." by Teon-Clande Van
!talk taken from his full-

"Four IMr
onight." The
show will be produced March
6. 7. arid 14 in Schemer at St.
Viator High School. 1213

R

purl Ielevision series on the
reasons why people smoke.

Russell

she last in her possemion.

s(

As

The play expeeted to Ca 5e

the mom interest will be 'In-

midwinter production. a qurtet off modern one -act
under

Tad Opella changed from

1.yovon ne

ovenure

apartment in search of 0 rich
M she doesn't even know

$319 CARTON

to garcon so effectively that it was difficult to be
sure the same actor wee playing both roles.

Dixieland jazz.
musical moved swiftly and the
afternoon was over almost before it had begun.

better momenta.

Thad for an excellent produe-

ry, they began the
when boon player

.de her Greenwich Village

MATEUS

CHEATEAU

past an

was

it

Whatever its origins. it persisted throughout a delightful
afternoon of musical theater.

Senate Mr a longer period.

CIGARETTES

played

tipsy tunes.

the IS senetois who have
served coniinomisly in the

plus deposit

FIFTH

LONDON DRY

fon' the Helene Bristol Me.

Graham was chmed to he
Illinois senate in 1958 :in) is
now serving his 12th year in
the body. There are only
of

100's $3.29 CTN.
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Naturally Bottle Fermented As All Deaf

MATEUS

tone that derived from the mention, a benefit perforthance

s em b I y 's Commissit .
Technological Homes. -I hi,
body is also engaged in mpe;tolly imponam work Me

NO

24 =Is $398 79Clhe
FULL CASE (plus deposit)

WIWI

Won of the legislature of which
Son. Graham is chairman. He
is serving his second
chairman of the Geier: I V-
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Al.)TTE

BEER

BEER

Perhaps it was an emotional

BOARD MEMBERS al
poly six :wirr mor.'nfin.' portal of
have a vested interest,-' h
Lem these
The Constitutional Convention

roles, although each had his

manic.

"We met to resolve issues

'Thebon.,

When the curtain opened. it
wes to bright, upbeat chons
of "The Boyfriend." The pee
never flagged. The Bearcals

leres of tempo. Technique or'

to

of election dater nt thinmis
the, more brillomm eon

SUNSET

8

dubtion of "The Boyfriend"
had about it a quality itnItha
Bible
assets in the usual

three open house sessions.
Each Sunday through

hring
major rmorganizaimn
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OLD STYLE

embers want arbitration In-

it Was a happy accident. the.
Adington High School pro-.

to go to he
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(plus deposit)

ne Trod planned it that way err

Close to thousand visitors
05W conic to the Palatine col !egg Campos during the first

Hamill shouted.
Moms disagnmd vehemmrare evenly divisible by four).
the citiaens of Illinois fre17.

840 S. ELMNURST RD. in WISHING WELL PLAZA

24 :grgs $398

Whether Director Lymon-

Janes.

du...stems of Day readers in this earemn. Letters should
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num. will he nthined oof.
1,00,10
w Ithl wnisn
thre
On Public -.ions, 722 Center St..
Der Mawr, 00010

I

Sen. Dougherty reported to

-

great multiplicity or

JOSENI lout ((WISE. 411110111110 known psychic. will one

WILLIAMS

REMOVING 11IE

According to Carroll and
McCabe et lest 100 faculty

A different kind of Mate
is offered by Village
Theatre of Arlington geisha

order to panoke of all events.

matters of local interest with
visng constituents.

'WE NIUST address our4 on Saturday, February 28,
selves to this important and as stated in our ad on Wed.

secretary

alma the hills2 Also. my hmband mos to change joFn arid move
to another state. What do yrn see for him?

A VOLCANO of opinions
flowed from either side Ian

Election Laws
Commission

I am 23 rind uncertain of the life 1 plan for myselE Although I
haw a good joh with the promise of a successful career. I feel my
real promise ma woman is in inerryi, and raising Emily. I am
religions person and leave no opportunity unfulfilled in trying
hi find whin I lichee -A bet Mr me. Although I have had propm-

Mom or the facuhy."

cluded in any grievance proce-

Visitors should plan to arrive no later than 2:30 pm. in

The community leaders will
ha provided with a special
room where they can discuss

ministrators.

Graham heads

live feet 10 or II leer all and nn he slim side. Ile will be

"Along term intermt that
the that of adminis

suggested that someone from
h, the outside be invited
to speak to the truss s. and fac-

Need when the seven members
present reached an impulse.

By Herb Braden

imps, tpecial student rate for
the opening performance of it,

running continuously.

ing its fourth open house Sun-

and

willbeofa permanent nature? If so. have I already met him?
Uncertain. Rolling Meadows

oqihr

12 10 pm -430
m Guided tours and film
nom each community within
the junior college district dm- lore...ions start at I pin..
day.

`4 for Tonight' next
for Village Theatre

Arlington High's
`Boyfriend' delightful

Harper College will host ,March IS the campus will be

mayors and village presidents :open from

href

dures.

THE DAY
Fnday Febmery 27 1970

Harpers 4th open house Sunday

BONANZA SIRLOIN PITS
STORE HOURS:

R A.M. to 9 P.M.

1249 Elmhurst Road.
Des Plaines, Illinois

COME HUNGRY!
Your appetite for Indian lakes1 A public country club wiMaut
the high pfices1 All you can eat at their Sunday Buffet in &looming.

dale. Hee WI 1ed movh.voorwina prime - ape bout, tale:nom
thm the endless table of hot dishes, mixers, luscious (ruin, dessem, and beverages you wane Don't miss o single tanmlising mom,
come hungry. Senfed ham noon ti

pm

ow

"HAVE A GREAT WEEK -END!"

THE DAY
Friday, February 27, 1970

RESTAURANT OF THE WEEK:

Thurber Carnival is intoxicating

DAY PUBLICATIONS

WeekEnd

DE LAINE'S RESTAURANT
Would yell believe a 5 page menu, BY true at
great place
Delaine's In the Elk Greve At
for shoppers as well es open for elegant evening

k

dining. The restaurant is net oven a month old
and already is a hugh eu«essl The *sonata ore
young and try to put their youthful spirit into the

Dining...Dancing...Entertainment in the Northwest Suburbs

food and atmosphere. Stop in and say hell.

IL

COME TONIGHT TO
THE EXCITING NEW

Gourmet
Dining to
Turn You On

CHICKEN DINNER
served FAMILY STYLE

RESTAURANT

ENJOY THE LATE SING-A.LONGS

AT OUR FRIENDLY ORGAN BAR
TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY!

NIELSEN'S 827-1819

al

Every Mon., Wed.,
Fri. and Sun.!

Across from O'Hare Field
r.A75 N. MANNHEIM RD. ROSEMONT.

Now Appearing.. THE RUMORS...in the

BRASS RAIL RESTAURANT 8 SHOW LOUNGE

Location:3405 Alg nquin Rd., Rolling Meadow., id

CD I ci

Entertainment
Dancing
Complete Dinners
All Banquet Facilities
Open to the Public year around

Mixed Drinks 50'

Bottled Beer 35'

&Wets

W WED., FRI. & SAT. NITE W

ROCK -N -ROLL by
N

ot Yom

IIY

()unclog

ColoPtete

I

???

593-5830

Our Delicious Buffet

1"mettt

Come in and submit a name for
our group. The winner receives a

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

"S e :So
OWN

/i0118Rent

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

GROVE MALL

.6:rot

onigieita

is

QIoldelf

&19k

AT
THE

Open7daysaweekfromil 00AM 1e900AM

5-2025CI

CLUE"

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

Ner.west's only Profession. Theetre

394

LUNCHEON
FASHION SHOW

PIZZA!

ale Rouse

FISH -FRY!"

CALL

laland

WITH SALAD, RANCH HOUSE TOAST, IL POTATO

5

interpretation.

Opening March 4th
len Pelt,. Stott Merlon IMlk I eland and Teri Danner In Mnrd Dance I art 1 of 'MEDD, IL

I 110.1, AI hdd at h lk t rot Itch hchuol last weekend

dents

Dean

Bastouncs

and

Campbell. Dean was
mpetent enOugh to handle
the role ill WOW :Willy With
iis many cher:Icier
s.
Versatility. 1011fider.change
and a

Construction
permit asked

i In° o.rn

ESTATES
LUNCHES DAILY
EXCEPT SATURDAYS

A miles East of
Barrington Rd.
on Rte. 72

201 W

Join
Your Friends
at

WilICZAXS

BOB NOLAN

'The Drive -In

PIANO COMEDY

WEDNESDAY thru SUNDAY

Zesty Tasty Ample

BASKET OF TASTE TEMPTING

OUR FAMOUS PIT & PUB

FRENCH FRIED

STEAK

SHRIMP

SANDWICH

CHIPS, SLAW AND OUR DELIGHTFUL SAUCE

ENOUGH TO SATISFY ANY

SUIMI

allINMI0081%

'AY

Des Main.

SAT & SUN MATINEE

865 S. Elmhurst Read

n

by Neil Simon

FOR CHILDREN

2PM

41 p4,61"14

SHOW TIME - Tuesday thru Friday - 8 30 p m

Saturday - - 7:30 and 10:50 p.m.

-The Sorcerer. Appyentive"

Sunday - - - 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday Matinee - - 2:00 a.m.

frd AjMa4i'

111.,

Deluxe Combination Dinners
FEATURING:

ROAST TOP OF SIRLOIN

62706. prior

Mount Prospect State Bank

BONELESS BREAST OF CHICKEN

BUS. and Emerson Meant Prospect. itt ccearbroolt fl -4c00

FILET

OF JUMBO PERCH
.

ITALIAN PEPPER STEAK
Special Dinners Include Appetizer Snack
Tnay, Tossed Sokol Greens, Potato., Ice

=x1

RR

RESTAURANT OE THE WEEK:
DAY/PUBLICATIONS

WeekEnd mare

Hain=
Yeousuctowe
439-7050

Coact) lac inn

Pirkwirk 1 oust

THE FLAMING TORCH
Had a real vent the other night and dined at the
Flaming To,. (Try their House Specialty: Shish,

kabob. You're in for o really enjoyable eV*,
with a happy surprise et Me slayer and coo,

Wier. The seryd. was excellent, the food del.
tom, ond .e portions large Inc you hong. diners.
Welds our pear fin thins. 10 cense toe this fine
progressive restaurant maims...

FASHION SHOW Toni & Thom Noon ril 2 P M

TOMATO

Mus.c of

Pal tin

"elte'0

FANTASTIC PITSURGERS
ITALIAN SAUSAGE -ITALIAN BEEF

at 6004

BAR -B -E) BEEF

afifi'

411

COMBINATION SANDWICHES

f«,1
600 5. Milwaukee
Wheeling, III.

4 PM to 8 PM
Bring the Family
and watch Jerre '0
mak. "balloon animals"

PHONE

537 8866

WHEN YOU ARRIVE

for a

discover

Feast from the Sea

Golden Brown Shrimp
Butter Baked Cod
Butter Fried Perch

fRIA

"HAPPY

CHM t 618Y1
1101SENta ILL

HOUR"!

MOUTH WATERING PIZZA

Mondays the Endoys

DRAFT BEER. WINE FROM THE XFG.SOFT
DRINKS

Don't Miss Floyd's . . .
Aged Steaks or Sea Food

COME AS YOU ARE
THE FRIENDLY PLACE
ORDER BY PHONE
FOOD WILL BE READY

Scanda House Friday

ILEA({;AA

JOIN ME FOE

EVERY SUNDAY

Come to

255-7200

III

This Weekend

STEAK SANDWICH
POLISH SAUSAGE
SAUSAGE
OALIAN BEEF
BRATWURST

FPIFS

taw Sn«b

358-1003

Ate

with the
Exceptional
Menu!"

HOT DOGS

CALL

Coreplete Dinners

10 Non we et Hwy

SAUSAGE.INN

Av ot

FOR DINING GUIDE ADVERTISING

COCKTAIL HOUR 4 6

AA.

OUR OWN SPECIAL COLESLAW

ONG,' DIU PICKLES LETTUCE

PINPUB

-

Cream Cake Roll, Dinner Rolls A Beverage

ihe

PT OULSERVICE TOOT

233-3300

r'eAtcdmi

SAM FERO

to the
late show -

played piano for look E. Leonard,
Sheeky Greene, and Denny
Youngman. band he's funny, tool)

MT PROSPECT

°tie

(Luncheon 8 Matinee, $4.95)

Monroe

Springfield,
to March 1

EAT - DRINK - MAKE MERRY

PH: 529-8840

CUM ANSWER

239 RAND RD.

',se'
.440'eb

Persons favoring or opposins the prosed construction
nmy write to John C. 0011100,.
Water,* Engineer,

PIT 'n PUB%

SERVED WITH SPECIALLY PREPARED

P.S. A Hearty Welcome For
All The Gals, Too.

"COME BLOW
YOUR HORN"

Mary

Dining...Dancing...Entertainment in the Northwest Suburbs

766-1010
IN HOFFMAN

V

Presents

PARTLY RESPONSIBLE
for this unpin:Mon win stu-

right

ON FIELDALE RD

1

,

,

The Northwest Suburbs ONLY
Professional Theatre

In

relinquished to the audience.

eyery Friday and

GOURMET FOOD LOVER

countrytheatre
club

Men CaMPRell nod
Nektons pia ups but had k
beth

Scutt mom Says

subtext. applies here_ Director
Lehin, knowing that the text is
something that can be read

EDITH JOHNSON

Is Special

rt'neao Ste O5:mt:

her% incompirshle wit and
satire. The rule. text versus

mwDOwm

Openseoily

has

A stAvewful production of

CL 5-2441

with

Grove

"Thurber Carnival" would
depend lerprly upon its director. It is a composite of Thur.

61E1 Yr No,

SCHEINER TRIO

BUSINESS MEN'S LUNCHEON

production. Elk
scored spin.

saw socasted

I

wind and sometimes difficult

performed as a forensic

be

WAYNE

THE CLAUDE

Our Special

don.

role,. What

"Thurber Carnival," an un-

exercise.

ON RAND RD. - JUST SOUTH OF PALATINE RD.

Featuring rias

AMERICAS FAVORITE FAM/LYRESTAURANTS

McILcivey dental more physi-

BANNING CENTER OF TOE
NORTHWEST SLIDUROSI

PERFECT

'GEORGETOWN SQUARE
SHOPPING

i

tslmrprem landlrLiPk.'es.'hieerol"tin:

EVERY THURSDAY

'1.69

ntetbIrs' ''s'po"n

Likin well belanad can
an R. do.at. tn. amid hi,. insludas AR McKelsty Doug

slap of sat sways Mr a concon

YOU

1432 N. Rand Rd 0,tngton Heights

Fridays.

throughout the whok produa

audanu.

"SEE

784 S. Milwaukee Wheeling, III.

Every Wednesday - Be different, enjoy fish
with us on Wednesdays instead of the usual

that do not deduce frorq the

ing monologue dtsplayed his
Ada, for clear and ts.StsSCS

this

nLim the

Northern Illinois Gas Co.
hes Applied to the Illinois divi.

Luncheons Now Served on
Tuesdays and Thursdays

COME IN AND LOUNGE BY OUR FIREPLAC

'

Thee am minor erlatirm

enough to be fairly appraised.
Director Lebin could have
picked up the pace*
mare

thoughSe's Deani MB oP Zvi i' rte:m'' open'A' -

lines were spoken se. if n. id

in the

team. but the roles owe not

rain under and across Salt

d. PAL N 1/ NA Sunday.. mv

"ALL -YOU -CAN -EAT

to beams. be.. 1

would like to offer a few as-

1

play that reads well
does bennceestarily playwell.
This piece of literoture is

Creek south of Rolling Maid -

MEET INN NACU'

In doing

is

Dec ot the

Fineman

noted as a ',keel

Tree.

LIAMIGNINIS NEW

actor

rhl ics'arn Pt bus L ' e' 'Thuoudr bi n's The

reel challenge. -Thurber Car-

Free night for 2 at The Lemon

537 9500

trvpretation

do IN. porkpies play. his

ival'

SINCE THE goal of every

imigss along with Scotts m

uctions. I can understand why he would choose to

solation permit to install

MONDAYS

acBdoiaeT,nee.14aut..hi,nrt

tions of today's society, it was
expressed in "The Last FlOWer" played by Scott Martin.
Considerable credit goes to
Ldsin for employing projected

lo run -Mr -words- lc a I involvement, through
o o-closeiy4ogether.
Doug more eye contact end greater
Leland should have toned voice volume.
down 1100 over.acting to Be
I wouW likemseeJan Peter.
mom convincing. whereas Jolt son end Judy Retake in larger
tendency

this high iichool production, I
felt snmething that too many
profewiunal productions Loki
IM aura of Contagions energy

RAND RD. MT. PROSPECT

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

Cocktail Hour 4-7

the.,

seen may of Le.

ventional

COUNTRY CLUB

LemonTee

NOW OPEN

Mary and the cast ensemble.
this'sconent of the production
Ii co p I.

Jarvis. Jan Peterson, Terry
Renner and Judy Retake.

technical appltration, well balanced staging and how. con-

rd

CD r

.:711'rAr;

NEW

With ample suppon from

torium on Feb. 20,21 and 22.

Thurber had a mesaudience Bon-

for hls

casing the trials and tribula-

the evening.

Elk Grove High School audi-

If
sage

home, creatively exposed
its subtext 0,0,110 excellent

OPEN

THE

,L00(.)006

it,hgemeouf-

dance marked Dan's per-

The Elk Grove High School
Drama Department, under the
direction of Scott Lebin.
presented its winter play.
'Thurber Carnival." at the

at

°""

For Resv. Phone 259-5000

By Tan PetrosIno

WITH

LEON BERRY

Pelle

430 telpm
4574.1 P mot

ke bud' moat

Private Banquet Rooms for Groups of 10 to 160

ENTERTAINMENT

255-9181

:'J

ILL
!

For Reservations Phone 3124264446

reentry

eteso.liere

I

metleble Banquet Imbues for
II
or lame sroupa
On the premtseS
silt rho], a boll

k '

(CHILDREN UNDER TEN EVEN LESS)

DINE IN COMFORT AT SCANDA HOUSE
POISON

tow.

5

time shop end dopier of mow
LU

ROUTE 31 NORTH OF ROUTE 72 CARPENTERSVILLE

COME FOR LUNCH -11 A.M.

refresh..

where template dinner. incud.

"47:4,,V,"""7Ft7s,r-,...,

Ample Padang

OPEN NITELY nu MIDNIGHT, FELL SAT. TILL 2 A.M.

A

Celecrrla,V.14;:erllie

atollderete one. For year dded
r. sockGde md gene. me

Luncheons and Dinners from 11 30 Dally

Wednesday, Thunday Friday Saturday

-

d

" "4.
CO

P

2599550

Scanda Howse

ftifti

,,smorgasbords

4.0.$.
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SHORT RIBS

#
Fnday February 27 1970

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
laaTZT,.
NEPHEW NOW

HS NIECE.

REOUiRESREMENT

CONTROLMEASU
ScIEIPC

IF I NAP

WOULP
NEU LIKE

os %TOR MTN. BALANCED

RELATIVES

TO STEP LIKE THAT
I WOOLF,
IHn,

AGANGT NORMAL- ONLY

REOLIIREMENTS: OP I EVER
MENTION THE LECTURE I
GAVE ON NLITRSON

ADMIT ITT

OFFICEMY ?

MO THEY., BE

THE MORLO NEVIC,
CONGRE SS

ASP CbOLM
HEKNOWASI

M ke Douglas

9

Guests art Adele

CONTROL.

-MEN

Johns,
Este Sands and John
vy Mathis.
26 Spanish News
32 The Mounters
6:10
20 TV College
Social Science.
Rogers

UNCLE

AN

SPEAK
ON

THRIFT:
YES, SIRE.

St.

Hogam's Heroes
Hogan and a caba

5

Name of the

Dan Farrell must
turd out who is mak-

ing huge profits by

The Ghost and

Mrs. Muir
the
Chief infiltrate a Ro-

man swan, bath to
find out how top.-

114E' AV.,

lire!

An army lieuten-

ant reveals his intent tu bring IL HEM.

Cher on a longstanding desertion charge.
7 The Flying Non

FOR CNA 10$10REP

GOES' -MP NER.
HANDSOME

6,0011

Playboy -gambler
mE5 coME HERE AND LET
YOU

Carlo, Ramirez finds
out that the young
orphan he's been
supporting is really a
beautiful 19-year-oW
Korean gel.

16 Today's Rectos
Leads and

3.1 Of
Sow

The

Your

Horoscope

bique are visited.

BUGS BUNNY

6045

THAT'S ROCCOE'S
REPORT CARD!

7VAZW

Feb.i 20 March
211 The more reasonable you
are in demands upon younger
family members. the more
-

GAVE IT TO YOU

FIRST 70 SHOW

WHAT COULD HAVE)/
HAPPENED.

likely you arc to gel cooper.
201 Any plus of a social nature should he fulfilkd with

ever. not to co. op personal
TAURUS (April 21 - May
211 Betrepthm-averQe prospects for Ihe Taurus who HID
his appetite in all things today.
Let moderation guide your actions.
GEMINI Slay 22 -tuna

Ronnie Crawford
threatens toforeclose

Atf

great success. Take care. how-

'oath and the paten ab legacy is a drama
about a French Ca median family tarn
Mmrt bY ()ash= separatMg
ism.
32
Valley
9:00
5

Tile Brady

Roach
Desi

Aran Jr.

awns es Cindy acci-

dentelly gins away
her sister's diary.

MORTY MEEKLE

erg Rossen.
1I$35

10:00
News
News
News
News

7

and Almon Sheen
guest -star as a father-

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1970

News

7

Monk

ha members are do Centime, of survivors of an atom.

howl attack. Robert
Vaughn.
1:03

Mery Griffin

9

Croode Circle

2
7

McHale's Navy
Reflections

9

Naked City

2

late Report

Tonight Mum

Dick

Great Homes of Yesterday
and Today...Featured
each Friday with the Day's
Home Buyer's Guide

1$20

Careen

Show
9 Movie

"King
Mines.

Homes

Gen-

-Teen-age

10:30

2

Great
American

moan.- Tribe kerns

Solomon's
Sweeping

2:35

spectacle of African
hunt for missing exOmer, with Stewart
Deborah
Granger,

2:50

Kerr and Richard
Carlson leading afart on search for
f a m ed diamond
mines.

2:55
2

Meditation

9

3:35
News

9

Movie

A multimedia

look at Bach's pre lodes and fugues.
26 Red Hot sad

Franklin D. Roosevelt, four times President of the United

"Come Next

Arkanws
beautifully interpreted by
acting.
intelligent
Spring."

Amoicane

B lues

ith Ann Sheridan

32 Movie

.1114

-the

Shooting."
miner stumbles

Steve Cochran
inure

tow nuts
to
maketheir farmgo.

and

oto
An a mystery in-

volving the supposed

death of his partners
end disappearance of

poor act to ICavin

his brother. Millie
Perkins. lack Nich-

Grantl picture.

olson.

ROOSEVELT'S
LITTLE WHITE HOUSE
Warm Springs, Georgia

3140

11 NET Festival

andoon team who

bring mere don

9

1,00

of the News
T
Honey
3
moomm Ile

Bracken's World

Jack Albertson

MI the Lucky Lind.

leLeirra

Hite.

II NET Playbowie
Second in a series
of plays about lien

Show

April

-

when he falls in love
with one of their

7:00

32 News Final

5
7

Greek community

Plat Conway

ItRB

leads to disaster.
32 Debbie Drake

Show

Joshua nearly

Femme, Writers

Sophia Loren, Rob-

Lana Tomer. Hope
Lange, Lloyd Nola.
Here Conte the
causes a war with the

26 Famous Artists,

an

automobile for one
ot' Jonahs friends

troubles they have,

Brides

6,55

Feather
Refinancing

26 A Blacks View

Bob PhIlblui bet ween today's

06

FOR SATURDAY

lion from them.
ARIES (March 22

Kalahari

desert and Mourn-

9:30

9

girls.
9 Alfred
cock Presents

12:30
Moyle
becomes queen of
Westphalia during
the days of the
French Revolution,

11 Bird of the Iron

sequences

mmmunity and the

States, lived in many sumptuous residences, including the ancestral home at Hyde Park and the White House in Washington,
but in building for himself the kind of home he wanted, he built a
very modest place.

The little White house is located on a beautiful site on the slopes
of Pine Mountain. It is an impressive home, but is small, with
comfort and utility stressed.

goal

9

Views

0

5:35
Biography

PLAN

MOOR

EEK & MEEK
BECAUSE

21) You cm get plans of yea

Surors

TAROS
.A L_OTOF

terday eff to a Seine um I.,

51 ft

POLL!

day -hut Only if all looks Me

Original plans were altered by Mr. Roosevelt to remove
features he considered too elaborate, and the Little White

same to you 110W lb then.

CANCER (June 22

-

July
Preadult $
Braoom

23/ Keup to a single line of
thought and activity. Tu go off

on a tangent now could he to
forfeit all gains made to this

LEO iluly 24 Aug. 231
Atudyte schemes carefully before choosing the coo you will
entertain seriously. A good
time for Me wary oppromh.
(Aug. 24 . Sept. 231
01111
Though you have raison to I.
hopeful where the future is

calfa-L-1

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Navigators
ACROSS

_ the Red

5 John -

8 Capt. Jam.

you can chew and have spoiled
your hances.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 , N..
221 Look facts namely in Me

12 One (comb.

if you would he able to
work with then. successfully.
Otherwise all is false
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23
face

-

Dee. 22: The false faces of
he

CAPTAIN EASY

friends.

CAPRICORN IDM. 23

-

Jan. 201 Promote pet schemes

CLEAR VIEW

e

at this time. You may have
... little chance in the near future
to do things your own way.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb.
191 Be prepared for an emer.
gency during morning hours.
-

-

'

You can up your efficiency
rating tremendously by your
reaCliOn 10 CriSeS.
$

Answers to
Hideaword

fate

race
rice
rare

rite
react

crate

CAMPUS CI AtTER

ERRATIC

YOUR 30.. ALL
HAVE WHEN THE,

tear
tare
tier
tire
aCIT
aCCr

irate
iter

House, with three bedrooms. has only an entry, a combination
living and dining room, a kitchen and a spacious sun deck.

AVE THE BALL,

LOAN AISORAN,

25 THAT ble
THEY SIGNAL
1-41Edi

PLATS

The site was selected by Mr. Roosevelt personally during his
early stays at Warm Springs. and even before he built his house
there, he used it for picnics. It is in a natural setting and Mr.

IIIIIIIIIIIII

Roosevelt permitted only essential landscaping.

A

NO1 THAT

Now Tear

REACT TO WPM FIRST
ROE ON TV

parrot
54 Catch sight of
DOWN
1 F eminine
appellation
2 Wander

(comb. form)
35 Supervisors
37 Swerve
38 Evergreens
39 Through
40 Steps in a

AR

N

LA

0

A

B
O

R

dr,to0
N

A S

36 Man from

Kabul
37 Purchaser
23 Biblical name 39 Metal fastener
24 Roster
25 Hiker's food
bag
26 Concerns
27 Ancient

Phoenician
city

for your "Great
American Home" from the
northwest suburbs leading
Realtors and Builders

NS

,s0Eallseta
REM
Em
!RED .,QS ON
T
RI
,ONE TEsS ST
20 Breakfas
viand
22 Lubricators

THIS SECTION

TA

SE
A S

CHECK

13 A L
A LO

$

53 New Zealand

form)
13 Hostelry
Ferrous
14 Amorous stare 3 material
15 Ferdinand
4 Force
brook
ost.if Ulysses56 Small
Collection
ismshout ethics sayings of
19 Aquatic
7 Creators of
mammals
peers
21 English wine
8
Cottager
measures
9 Monster
(ab.)
10 Swan genus
22 Wind
11 Lock openers
intrument
16-Vegas,
23 Iroquoian
Nevada
Indian
25 Mirth
29 Beetle
30 Valleys (poet.)
31 American
humorist
32 Siouan Indian
33 1VIanif.t
34 Across

CIRRATE

cart
caret
ems
crier
cater
cite
cmmr
trace
trice

Mos' Peoseall $

A

or you may find that
that
you have ruin off mom than

awey information meant for

S Amara

Answer to Previous Puzzle

THE BORN LOSER

LIBRA (Sept. 24 Oct. 23)
Execute weekend plans

i"10 ifiv.ng

Seaelery's

Bedroom

geration 10 Cloud your judgment.

allowed

naPara

I.

MML

conarned. don't allow exag-

your enemies must nor

I

Roo,-

point.

olhrr robin 01,01,.

5

5

Movie

webui IA than tent

Great Musk

Comments

II Calorie Kitchen
32 Truth or Con-

Part 2, -Peyton
Piece." About the
life of people ier
smell New England

e

In the greater runtimes(

12:15
PMMIngsi
32 100

9(25

2

2

Chloe° Show

7

Re aching 'lune ramilset

Paul Harvey

32

seaman's home.

0,eo

the High Chap-

arnd

f',,,

HINBASIO HERE fone,nir
ter Al.RSEE MB, MOM

PISCES

that Mrs. Muir
hold n variety show
to raise funds for a

cret information is
being leaked to
KAOS,
F Yc$11 NAVE MY Att.1H6cooMs

Gregg in

Capt.

Murray

Ken

with

noNs

oa. e u er's

Robert Aida and Dan
O'Herlihy.
5 Midnight Report

Love and the Mar

riage Counselor",

Game

7

6:30
Get Smart
Smart and

and

Baron

rid Jim Backus.
9 Perry Massa
32 News

Steck and Suzanne
Pleshette.

Editorial
26 rind
2

5

a glamorous actress
with an empty life
With Juanita Moore

Allied agents in the

tended roundup of

pat tents. Robert

Psychrts

ROBIN MALONE

Love and the Good
with
Samaritan
Sandy

drugs
needed by hospital

6:15

YOU SEW FOR ME. SIR .

Lana Turner
Life
a girl who becomes

ref singer teem up m
an effort to foil Ma
for Hochssetter's inarea.

!Marton

Las

and

Love

of

Vegas with Edward

weakening

It TV College

2

2

MI*

DAY PUBLI(

11.00
Moyle

7 UM, Alnedean

Everett Horton

730
2

Show

ONE WEIGHT

WBO MENILNIE

Week In Review

News
News
News

2
$

IF HES AN

um VAS BUSTER WE16.

9

600
7

1$100 sal

SheTrek
II Washington

TONIGHT

KNIGHT
SEND ME
4.1440 SLEW T1E PRA,6EW

$41.$PC

the
highest savings interest rates allowed by law!
Effective Immediately Bell Federal gives you

/

40 Chair.

41 Former Irish
capital
42 Maple genus
43 Russian
council
44 Harvest

28 12 months

45 Sol

30 Orphan calf

48 Mi. West

GUARANTEED INTEREST COMPOUNDED
DAILY...PAID QUARTERLY That's higherthan bank interest rates.

Bell Federal is the place to save if you want your savings to earn the full new
maximum rates just approved by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board.
And these new maximums affect other savings, too, at Bell Federal. A big 511%
on one to ten year certificates for $1,000 or more. Golden Bonus 90 -Day Notice
Passbook accounts now earn 5J4% (on $500 or more). Regular Passbook accounts
earn a full 5%. One year 71/2% certificates available for $100,000 or more. All savings
compounded daily and paid quarterly.
And, so you can keep even more of your savings, Bell Federal otters Tax Deferred
Savings
Plans for up to ten years.
Two to ten year
maturities
Up to 10 days free interest because all savings in by the 10th earn from the 1st day of the
month. So hurry to Bell Federal where your money works harder making more money for you.
$5,000 or more

.ri.

43Peruvian
coin
46 Apiece
47 Roald

Backed by over a half billion
dollars in assets. NOW! Savings

r

insured to $20,000 by Federal

49Flatsurface

Sayings and Loan Insurance

50 Eccentric

Corp.

wheel
5I And others
(ab.)
52Mountainpool

...;:$5,05$

MEMBER FEDERAL HOME LOAN RAMIE

neAvot

Bell Federal Savings
- and Loan Association

Corner of Monroe and Clark, Chicago, Illinois 60603

B
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New Riviera Holmes model
most exciting
horn.

ever

singleetory

All

designed.

am light and airy, bedre ituenl.atrke.alnit'eter
ten Henry

has taken particular pains to
make certain there is abundant
closet space.

A warm. deep slate for de.
Agree quarry tile) entry wetcomes you to Me heart of this
home. Ahead is the living
moan. to the left is the family

THE KITCHEN M this

area composed of the kitchen
breakfast area land a lap

home features all any homemaker needs to prepare a
snack or a sevenooune gourmet dinner. There is a gas or

closed laundry room), family

room a. dining room and to
the right in complete privacy
are the four bedrooms.
This floor plan allows some

electric eye -level double oven

and range (with built-in hood

members of the family to be
sleeping While others are engaged in any recreational ac.
There is more than

fan), a dishwasher, a disposal,

a double sink, Yorktown° or
1XL custom cabinets, Formica

counter tops. and a vinyl as-

.

2310squarelivid feet of livingerea,
plus the basement and at

floor.
Homemakers
have commented on the easy
workability of this kitchen and
bestos

=bed two -car garage.

volume of 57.689.650.00.
The report represented a

5

per cent increase over 19611.
The 43 -soar -old firm is a full
servie real es taw office transacting residential. commgrcial
and invesarnena sales and kming. Properly
Management

A. Kehrer. neponed 51.700,000.
in sales volume in 1969. The

chided in this release.

Sale..

fur

THE FIRM attributes

its

continued annyth 10 oi cansident marketing program and
highly trained professional
sales personnel. The modern
advertising program includes
a
monthly residenaial
here.chum

entialed "Homes lee
Living." which is ism of the
National klulti-List Service.

The nationwide marketing and

referral system Inn 235 affli-

19711.
The increasing
number f income -producing
properties in the Nonhwesa
Suburbs will have tremendous

impaca rn this division of the
Kunkel organinuion.
William L. Kunkel. presi-

dent untie Ncmhwest Subur.
Ian Real Estate firm hearing
his name. reporled that the
largest an,woh in 1969 was in
residential home sales. This

matter. throughout the

a results of the expanded
awaslike facilitim in Des Plaines

Rohert Ca 1 perils, director

and the continued grown) of

iate

of the rwidentral divriion. ate-

the

cowpony

nix

office,

watched while laundry is being
done -thus freeing more at the
homemakers' time:
The -fully paneled family
room is accented by an option al raised.hearth fireplace. And
the prospective owners have
their choice of paneling, regu-

own full bath. The three family
Ndroomsare
conveniently
ermined around the hall bath.
These bedrooms
all have
double closets. The hall Nithi,
iinicite in that its twin vas 1i
mencparmed by a door. thus
ening iwo people privacy or in

Rid= H. Martin
119681

mildewed

for

sale,

in Nospect Heights at 215
So,

Elmhurst Rd. at Euclid,

ammo tnim
I hare seen the Northwest

submits from Park Ridge to
Baningnin grow and prom.r
for 43 years. Real eilale 11.
never been more reputable as

an investmena. With O'Hare
Field and thc commerce a.
round it growing aa
Fenno tic pace, compared with most
are
of the countjy. we can
lookas tee the .70s with much
confidence old inond ago
rolimisns-

stallation of sewer and water
lines parallel to and a half mile

moll of Golf Rd. front Plum
Grove to Rowlle Rd.
Of the eight hide submitted.
5245,020. was
the loped

Gown. wt fora some

Mony lorasl large

X 2W lot

$3.000

$30,900

Tfcm. Inc. 01 Ctn..,

3270.000 with an alternate of
5294.566, henry Cenntseehla
Sewer and WaterCo. of Lyons.
III.. 5303.132.2n with an alter-

donsm

gggg-

toe vial
vice-presin of Hollywood Builders. the builders
and developers of Stancbridge
ton

Hill Apartments in
hat announced that
final

preparaticms

for

the

grand opening, scheduled for
April I. 1970. are proceeding.
Rental of the 513.000.000

586 -unit apothem complex
will he eounlinated by Helene
C. Milenhach. Helene OMICS
to Hollyemod Builders after a
hale, of real estate badness..

f
"""'iv".
Sewer and Water Cana( Glen -She h
view. 52...52 with an alter- of Raalmark Ldl la firm that

nab. of 5314.411,developed the

Co. of klehose Park. An alter-

a., a Keefe Co Inc of Chimen 0327,373 with an idler-

nate hid submitted by Amici

nide of 5335.64M Rowan Con.

eago areal and mint recently

f

Mount Prospect, S350.024.60

with an alternate of

arailing Co. Inc. of Rolling
Meadows. 9249.654.30 with
an alternate at 5260169.60.
ALI. BIDS were referred ate

the engineering firm of Barton-Aschman of Chicago for
review.

The hoard voted unanimously to authorize hlayor

Me was vice-presidem of Cur an fiadd Manay.ernena Co,
where she manamd Lakeside
Square Apartments. North
Easagnual Shores and Tamer
Park Aparaments.

Stonebridge Hill will le one
of the nunt advanced planned
apanmenn ammonia= in the
Chicago area. The Y-shapco

Robert 0. Atcher to award the
contract as soon as he reedym
a recommendation from Bar.
ton-Aschman
lion can begin
sible.

Harvey

Branigar Jr..

W.

chairman ofthe hoard of The
Bramgar Organtaation, lee.,
subsidiary of Union Camp
Corp., announced the election

M Maynard 0. Hcstrom as
president and chief operating
°Blur of the 5 laycnr-olal land
development company.
Hestrom has been vim -pres-

ident of the company since
1955, and he has been with
Branigar since 1946 when he
begun as a real estate radesmaii.
N n w 51. Ilestrom's ex-

perience in real imam:mil land
development spano a 25 -year
period. He was. imtrumental in
the company's decision to dc.

rel., lake RaJaonc nmr

-Palatie -

Reedshurg. Wic.. a man-made

-Palatine-

Br,, 2 mare Conch
Mih full Bowmen, }Vs Car Comes And

lake which was add out in

custom aura

1965 after three years of mar-

3 Bedrooms. 3. Car Geroge

keting by Branigar.

roses!Call How!

Mementos Make Saner Yokm M

$33,300

you can at

-Rolling Meadows per sham a Bedroom Ranch --9 Cor

$32,900

FHA
LOW

down
PaYment

dome.. bleu) women, Cm
Wem tor/ limu At
$41,900

PETERS
company
REALTORS

Mr

Multiple Living lerviat

Model homes op. daily Yid dusk Carlisle
is on the east side of Roselle Road, two

miles south of Higgins Road (Rte. 72)

IN SCHAUMBURG

VA

Also announced was the ap-

pointment of James M. Reed
as

executive vice.president
and Eimer Swanson Jr. we vie/ president and marketing dime -

tor for land development projects and local reels state operations. Reed wa
formerly
viceipresidertt

and our,

and Swanson was vice -press
dent pf Branigar Lake Proper.
ties. 0 whollcowned Branigar
subsidiary- Both new positions
were creared to provide mom
effective direction of company
operations in its present rapid
expansion.

dwellers the utmost privacy.
and each apartment has an
angled balcony that There
apacious grounds. There is

THE COMPANY was
founded in 1913 by the late
Harvey W. Branigar Sr. and

259-1500

since 1946 bas been headed by
Harvey W. Branigar Jr.
president. Branigar is now

lancet?

ohairman of

coPpolzation
Phone:- 894-1500
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Indoor -mu -deer careating

hardboard panels in eye -catchMg colors can set the. tage for
any ro om setting, from chiral-

migood
ng, although a wide variety

rangement.

cal to modern.'

To avoid monotony. Cl,'
recommends avoiding
use of the same paneling on all
four -walls.

alone' services. Concord recommends that a good library
textbook an home decorating

spell out the fundamentals. Industry saurus, such as
the
Masonitc Corporation.
also offer literature on the huh.
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Kurd surface on
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ish

that

an iient
barn-

resembles

A pod sinning point for a
basement recreation mom is
selection of an nuraclivc, du.
rabk and easy -to -maintain
wall covering an go -up own
nark concrete. Many new texwoodgrain hardboard wall panels offer twine.
henerThan-cver selection of
tured and

sice:Tio:In

nr;ar:tni.,

more ouccessful when finished
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ning.
The Strawbridge 11111 c

is

on the Chicago Northwest side

by Bari IL Rubin of Werth le dogma. Rubin in a graduate of

that

the Chicago Institute of Design. which svas formerly ate
Bauhaus of Germany. and is
the only zwo.tine recipient cif
the Glidden Paint Award for

security of apartment living.
Rom for rho one -bedroom

pidly in the pal ihree plan
with mina volume in excess of
57 million in 1969. Its land development
liVilierr have ex.
panded to the point where new
developmento an:underway co
in the planning slam in Il-

linois. Wisconsin. Pennsylvania. Georgia. Arizona and

Flrida. Apple Canyon Lake.
'_x110 -ace man-made private -lake development near

planned

is

liar

people

wattling the convenience and

unias are 5210. Mr the twohcdroom unit, S265 and the
Penthouses will molt tie DIM

that Tbc Branigar

The company is also dew,

ring The Winding of FehOil
''rock, a private 3finetcre pos.
ige
near

lam 11inile
developnven
St. Charles. III. Cont.

Netion of all Emilia= here, including a private recreation
miner. is due in 1971.

Branigar:Ilanagement
Sarvicco Division has also cm.
panded rapidly and now open
an, six gulf Celine, in the Chi-

cago arm. It also

Galena. III., and Port Antigua.
pimtc hommite development in the Florida Kemal

Look, a rmora
raven ranch
ranch
in Tucson. Aria.. resort intik
Bahamas and is soon to take
over management and opet-

which have been undenvvy for
Ohs past year and a half. It is
expected that both of them de-

velopments will he apprmiotately 75 per cent sold out by
the end of 1970.

mion of Evergreen Valley.
turgurt utsrldominium comics
now under witoiroction in
Main
Negotiations are also
hong compleml for operation
and management of a large
state park.

Knightsbridge area
will
Planning

pay for water
Commission

Chairman Richard Regan told

the Hoffman Estates Village
board ?Monday that if the

lla,

is

to furnish water and

sewer for the Knightsbradge
subdivision being built
Schaumburg. north of the

entablished separately:.
action was taken.

restdents of Hoffman Estates.

No

hints Bell TelephoneCo. lo al low the placement of two portelephone

eselmane

buildings on their property lo.

crated at a. near Jones and
!Haim ktn. to man July 15r
1970 and terminate December
11, 1972.

Robert T. Vain., rdsio
man of the Zoning Boad of
'The
Appeals, told the b

for water and sewer. Al that
ten the board deferred any

cial use for the portable ex.

Knightbridge wits also told
the village may not be able to

lages charge one and one-half
times the rate to outsiders using their sewer and water. Wa-

low end seta rata Mould be

PrOfemional

for -

Rollo' Kenneth

of Park Ridge.
E d u a a 1 i 0 it Coarsen ('one
mince of the Residential Division of the Notional Institute

granting of a teMporarY
change IN:tidings will allow the
orderly development of the

pirmancat telephone building
41 this location.

it will also allow the tole.
phone service to the came.clay to progress and keep's..
with the rapid development of
the region in which it will
serve^

-r
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Itonmeamre-loot complex near

will provide lour guides at the
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Doris
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stud Or

good opportuiet
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AllICliCan Chapter, Interne-

they ens modem,

,

CO11,1 AL,:
clow-up glance
11011 that sidewalk superi men
dents lune, get.'

al

tMmd Real Estate Federation:
Roar Es.
A noncan Institute
tate Appel
American
Society of Reap Blatt: Comm
odors:
Executive
Officers

on Me

IllfOrillati011

deld

trim is:nail:chic Dona the Bud
den' Assn. of (Imago. 220
1.,nolle So.. Chicago M11 11.1

Council Institute of Real Fa Idallagementi Naaional
Instiline of Farm and Land.
grukeum National Institute

c,

soune-Snek and game midlevel with Mree bed.
big kitchen o nice family room and aa

'corns,

mad it you'll colt MIME JOHNSTON, she'll be gta
ruff you oil plume them My own, would like $34,300
be hell listen In an offer

PLEASE HUr RY!

III'

idle

ARLINGTON f GHTS
COUNTRY S.. PING

of Real listen Woke.: Society of Industrie! Realtors
and Women's Council,
The 1970 COIllaligge appoinanenas of Nortinvest Sub-

One sure way to pa wet
cold air roam entering a km,'
ing drafts iran
all
Mid c.

urban Board of Realtors mon,

Pm an:: R.I. Jack V. KelArlington

Heights.
Committee;

Realtor Arthur W. PipcnhaPlaines.
Com
gen of Des
venlion Committee; Realtor
M. Edward Smith of Des
Plains. Cummins,: on Educe lion and Comminee on Board

Real estate
transfers
real

estate

transfers in

Maine end Wheeling loon ships fur the week ending Feb.

It. Price is indicated hy SI in
stale revenue stamps for eac h
$1,000 in market value.
Des ['Eine, 491 Prairie

Av., Arthur T. rime= to Ili.
kilns Boutougourix. 524: 50
Lyman. Michael McCormack
to James n. Gannon. $36.501

1606 Oakwood Av.. Walter A.

MeGarvey to Ralph M. Fish.
$39.

Arlington Heights: 616 W.,
Hints Rd., Raymond P. Aber.), to The Kroger Co.. Inc..

Ohio, MAO; 703 W. Ten gleamed Dd. Berkley Square
CO...Mines B. Smith, $41; 12

N. Windsor Dr. James G.
Fetich to Roy R. Kristoff°,

Mdrome Inio,lern hot ow,.
Downmuchk. Inc. has orranged fon a rgor,g, loan in
the amount of 050,000 to ftmince an office building under
construction al MOO E. Higgins Rd. in Elk Grove Village.
Luke 'Thornton. vice-president of Chicago's largest more-

gage banking firm, mid she
grm of the mortgage Ls 25
ran.

In a recent survey on what
the average homeowner Ns.

ACIA

(110

Professional

Management Assoeiales. Inc.
in Oak Brook. the three-story
structure will house deluxe
medical and office stales The
first floor has been leased to
the O'Hare 1 ndusarial
for medical office purpose,.
The project will offer 91war

ofmeed Parking.
'The. building. dsmigned h.
and
Pyskueek
architects

tor is the Onalenck Quinn
Comdrimoon
Dc,
Plainer.

is

r1.01111.1410

Rosmninkel of Chiaago.
selieduled

lot

Me

1970

ot

rearing of the

hielso.nd heating panel,
alto oindou,...iigge, the I
E.

Connor IIy e,ating J cut t....,
warmth. the h,nehoard

meikill o t r.

complaints- according . the

at

Chicago Better Heating -Cooling Council.

floors mom effectively.

CALL BOB AYRES

the family was trying to sleep.

One way to solve this problem, says the council, is to install hydro is (modern hot water) healing. In hydronic sys

term. hot water is circulated
through small tubes to baseboard heating panels in each
room of the house. Since

Fedia Jr., $30.50.
Mount Prospect: 1115

doesn't require fans r
to spread the heat.

per In., Rudolph F. Shannon
to United Stases Pipe &

hydronies

Foundry Co.. V/

COMfOD

the system

is

oiet.era

In addition to quiet heal,
provides

Drntlihnot

uniform

PP

OUR STAFF OF FULL TIME SALESPEOPLE
Ruth Wendt

SPECIAL YAM

CUSTOM QUALITY

lkorgiful beller4ban.nnw home will,

thew,me time. wan, the
room.dining rmm

fontily40ed

Lads..

bwln on tae
bedmonw .

Many gripes centered on

cially irksome at nIght when

Over hall an acre el playground For the kids wik pool,
Boy house, swing set ond sandbox. 3 BEDROOM
RICK RANCH...with lirst Roar lonely room plus pad
Pled rocroom in lull basement. Wolk ns grade school
peasemior
irec al fresh air and many extras. April
assumable low Merest loon.
$31,900

room. Bemwe the hawboard
panels am near the nem On 010
cold °Inside walls. they Creala
a barri against the cold and,

noises"
Created
9roaring
when Ile thermostat called for
heat. Thu seemed to be espe-

-

nom liewing4

completion m

be contras
conas

LI..

parking and 40.000 square foot

likes about his heating system,
llOiSt ranked high on the -list of

Thom. J. McCook to Frank

1116 N. Douglas,

Sponsored by O'Hare Can -

Silent heat for majority

literally waled
It
light, it is ex tremely qu

son. 554;

New York City. Decibel sound
rrNil'elgYI7e:I.
Me noriteit diti. tollowed by
Imago and hoi Angelei

(ir).'sfs'711.,?::71 intlgi a
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will he serving also on
ca of Me
the Association's

of

live Ammrding 10 a Mody by

We want to make
you teesat home.

hvir,

tap.x:141rd

mental relations and policy.
Realtor Port pointed out
thin many cef the Realtors
named 10 NOMA cominilleCE
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sional standards, gon-
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Building under construction

Chicago second

.

of Real Ee Brokers. and

Convention Commit.,

Iltir room iota better Man atennee-a peach. in Mel.

HOOP,. "I rat. nantling. to was used effectiely also to amen

.

.

offices

and, bath and a lame

minded

antra

Heatures Mei make limn o tom, Mm ,araa
*erns, ruiner
fulls wall may hreIcre

Ken Wink

Doti Ellis

Bob Ayres

Bob Yeoman

Myrle Johnston

urm., beak Wool tingeing gsrouplIalg. De.
ghtful,g[Ten
rg
pood.e. 'Paneled
orrs
eon. smetem, dl

Emery McIntyre, Sales Mgr. Dorothy McIntyre, Sec'y.

569,500 Call MURIEL MAITLAND

CALL US FOR PROFESSIONAL
AND PERSONALIZED
REAL ESTATE SERVICE

Ted Wrobel, Vice Pres.

mem

d45,900 Call BOB WALTERS

$5a75
DER SO. H.

norw'gt=ho
call

782675

Clime & Saorhse
20 E. Northwest H

Arlington
Heights

392 1855

Offices Ss

east pm

BAIRD

meow

Ve.sitoixeh

27 Chicago & Suburban

Offices Is

Amamiw

ASK

veal

boa&WARIER

.1

high sarrol girl, emu, the whitlow,. All arrollqical
ad.
recessed lighting
mu and a carpeted fluor complete the main element. id Hie
but the fornkhIngs help "make'

need., end on suitable selection of 1.an00. surfaces end home furcam,. stylish
elhhia... A good lla.igg point is the walls -in

Take a clam of students and
teachers lo a tAllIrgglell011 Nile,

Executive

pmts. as in kit foreground. Decorative gager mobiles, Malt, I,

A trarc har,ernerkt can become a thitig of beauty by the appa,
lo Ihr
canon ot initrrior rItAriraling

students
Builders' Assn. offers
JJ
field trips to construction! sites

educalion. license law public
relation, research. profes-

Mg

of thc Knightsbridge subdivision appeared
before the village board mking

action and
cod the request
to the planning commission.

Conunittec

Mae.

wild. vernal witch Nigel and
other mrly-flowering shrubs,
Trimming thew helbre Noom

Better Program to help

Cook County Recorder Sidmy R. Olsen lined the follow -

The humid granted a lerni
porary special use to the U-

in kW

Churchill subdivision on Ilig.
gins Rd. mtei should he higher than those estahltshed for

conducted

is

PIMP,.

an he done now.

,dontouch

Nit do

a

a

Igsmoradra arc hvo projects

Assn.

John 0. hIcCahe of

Prune now

our citim and towns, real estaac

'lacing personallynt coordinated

subsidiary of Union Camp.
The company No grown ra-

Standards:
M. Gran

tin

Raton

solve the major =diem of

Nen shixtld move to Iv one of
the moo exciting communities

the massive ceral lobby

thin Counts Conine,. of the
Residential Divisitm of the

Mount

panection against the danger
of lire from wind-blown sixtrki
and
horning brands. "flp

will remove Mk years. flowers.

Conimittee

and the Distrim of Columbia.
and emphasized that file work

'fcc77it'rc7cor6arra...':it'u7s'Irr11

ainnd

on Multiple lasting Polk, and

of Farm and laced Brokers and
the Convention ('ram

aspinai

h

Martin of Des 1Ittines. Educe-

He noted that they are front
*Tomes. Puerto gig°. Canada

He

shingles -those weighing 2,0

AREAS OE CONCERN of

Helene C. Milcnbach

talents. = expansive penthouse
designed for corporate use :mil

commitices this

Shingles fight
threat of fire

cl:SLin:er

Jurisdiction: 'twilit., 0,111111

National Insiatoe of Real EsMk Brokers.
Realtor John W. Reddy of
Des Plains,. Hoard of Gownnors of Our National Institute

of attractively styled tile pat eon will do as Molly_ ('on rod believes.

Cord

For the family that prefers

art use its own imagiemim,
rather than rely on profes.

selection for floor coy -

the committee,. include the msociation's broad Make Amer.

god rm. for a haselki11

Union Camp furnish water.
REGAN SAID, ..Most vil-

Corp. purchased approximately 75 per cent of Branigar coman
pany stock. Al that time it was

otoniaation had

laces, exotic woodman and

gained loom r.aasuvl Itt,hung
Ileum:,

than* its Committees.

odd and a lOolnall grid.

Several month, ago Npre-

down

Mont

of its

tional

is a .15 -acre park that will have
picnic
barbecue01,11

-

La -

real estale, since mom of the
(minimum maiviay of the Na-

room, lennis and shuffleboard
COLLIAS and an olympkwyle
swimming pool. Contiguous to
ahe Sumehridge Hill property

&Wpm&
DECOR,
TING of the model anat.,

fora

of these likil and WOrtlen el MI loth.: progress of organiNd

a central recreation building
that is the focal point for a
Health Club with men's and
women% saunas.
billiard

mentatives

LOW

101 N. Arlington Hts. Rd., Arlington Heights
Member MAP.

was

second -home market.

away from jet thunder. in clear. clean ail
a fine community whore "your kind
of people' five. You can live in the home of
your droams. Brick 811 -levels and Colonials
from 044.300.

re Sch. WM Shopping

Ida

move inao the now.hooming

ond

.ono. Family Room, Yonne bensem

apartment

also involved in the company's

$23,900

-Arlington Heights -

allow

Branigar names officers

ahat construe.
soon as pos.

.

buildings

Rtl,

Realtor

Orange. Ill.. newly installed
president ol the 91,1x
he National Assn. of Real Estate Board, today announces'
the appointmena of 57X persons who will semi in members

the

you could hire ma
better home in the
peaceful rolling
countryside, wouldn't you
and your family be happier.
more content?

Palatine - Plum Grove
Ansa

president of Gant K. Newberg
Construction Co. in Chicago.
has been elected a director of

Stonebridge Hill all set
for grand opening April 1

concept of conwiling tapartincna huildingEinto condominiums in the Chi-

353,Th7.60, Santucci Contrmtion Co. of Skokie,

559,900

La.. executive vice-

.

ties.
Bids sa cra opened at
Village
day's Schuambure
Hoard meeting for the im

C learbrook Plumbing C'o. of

a Brirrn Ror,c, WM. fug

Robert T. Luedking. 746 N.

from the
variety is selecinn of furnishing, wall hanggs and what rice oratom call
"eyewash:. Carpets, walls and
ceiling treatment may he first
01433, but dressing the room
with atric discards normally
results in an unsatisfactory ar-

he cam

AttraLto, marbletont. sue

members for this year

home, the Biarritz, at Riviera Homes In Arlington Heights.

Aldridge Construeflon Co. has Introduced an Improved ranch

Beverly

maten cis

NAREB names committee

4

Low bid of $245,000
for new pipeline

of S376.441.

rmon, 2 awn zm car Gomm Oa

and good baste )n the selection
tlf the re
six sides -Boor.

Chicago nm.opohtan are,,

S368.577.50 with an alternate

solid Sad a BedrorrAr, verm wak rva

ritemher cif the family. This is

Elected director

WIIA1 WILL separate the
outstanding recriation ruom

ject.

lieves, is in building a family
recreation room that will he a
source of pleasure lo every

1711 general contractors in the

all.lots have underground

the amounts of their bids were:

- Palatine -

have

'The challenge. Concord be-

A

3 HE OTHER bidders and

aPPros. 3 Acres

materials

Men greatly simplifial."

Builders' Association of
Chicago. trade association of

nate based on the use of venal pipe throughout.

- Palatine -

line new techniques for

eltect a dressing area in the
Indianan.
Aseram lot sires included
the 548,5110 prim of this
home am 70 feet hy 140 feet

of nimrele sewer pipe ands
water pipe arid all alter-

s

Musonite Corp. "Thee amateur
can do a fint-clam job with the
modern
building materials
available today. largely M -

ceiling and the lien well,

NM, the first based on the use

&mama Aid Mad* comp On Mel.
OW X MP PA
$24,500

Ay. John Concord. home improve in en t consultant for

rest of the home. visitnie be.
come even
inpressed
with the Biarritz's unique

Each bidder amain ed two

Bdrrn Pamir Mar bI

tant as it has been in the past,"

chiefly a rimier of plan ing

as 5252.876.75.

*. right

-Ingenuity is not as impor-

wing. where the bedrooms art
complmely secluded from the

gt-,,,tged try the D. L. Amici

Pinrang
-Palatine-

by this advice from a national
design consultant.

Themaster bedroom has

Ihe

stall has been doubled

a

laundry up and down stain.
Not only that, meals can be

two long double Pacts, spa ram dressing alcove and its

The direcum of the corn Kunkel organization. Harold

once and for all that lugging of

floor plan.

1970.

Commercial -Investment Din.
sion of our busing., is now an.

project might still paralyze a
few would -he home handy others will he cheered

Walking into the opposite

with inflation predictions for

conainues to grow with the

large scale home improvement

rooms look 01110 the deep back
yard arca.

strucaion. Nit about abreast

for

Just off the breakfast area is
a defied laundry area that endsrooms

AN ELONGATED living

per ant nn 6 per cent rate in
197n. 'I'his is something Ins
than the incrmsc in new con-

mercial-investment

while the thought of such a

inconvenient layout.

room forms an L with the for
nuI dining room. Both these

Loeffler predicted that the average sales prim of suburban
single-family homes will prob.
ably continue Ire grow at a -I

Volume, a department which

s
baser/tint
rebraelion Wain oda aC
1.4 Hot Occupies thousands
of futilities every year. And

thew

Ralph H. Martin, vial -pros- counted for MO transactions
Went and sales manager of. and a dollar volume of
Wm. L Kunkel & Co., Reel- 55.600.000: the acreage sale
lore.announced remntly that was 531.100 compared with
Kunkel's sales lor the year 529.650 for a year earlier.

ending November 30. 1969
were the highest in the his.
loge of the company. with a

Mmitrninng

into

lar hardwood floors or ranch
plank flooring.

Kunkel says 1969 sales
were highest in history
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to involve the whole fiat:Lel,

emphasizes light and air
The Biarritz is one of Me

THE DOS

Recreation room a project

THE DAY
Fnday February 27 1970

BAIRD & WARNER
WO

know now

SIde you

Visiting Japanese eager
for partnership with U.S.

Business
Today

By toanmarie Wermes
people to

n

people approach a hvevors
Enda, February 27 1970
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before we can has e

counks
said Nor

to -Loom, rapport

man Sackhom thurman cot

Area men
on the move

the board

Strum ind Drum

of

177 Hmt( Rd Wheelim

Sackheim h. sponsored
visit to this cavalry
for Kate Horiuchi, 24, and
more recently he made ar.
one -yea r

!easement for a three.year
employe, Eddie Wakayama,
32, to move here from Japan.
Eddie is import manager and
purchasing agent Sackheim
was recently appointed to
Wheeling's
mission.

Industrial

Can-

Sackheim and his son Ron,
who a president of Strum and
Drum. import musical instruments from Japan and

with a telex machine are in
constant communication with
instrument factories and their
own offices 4) that country.

EDDIE, HIMSELF here
less than two weeks, is making
arrangements for his wife
Shuko and 4.year old daughter
Yumiko to come to live in his

Jew L. Pritchett was named
vice president and general
manager of the Holloway
H ouse frozen foods di, ision of

t. John R. Thomgon Co.,
Chicago -based
fwd -sea ice
firm that disMbuta frozen

food nationally and operates
or franchises over 100 rest.,
Is from coast to mast ineluding the Henrici's Red
Balloon, Little Red Hen, Onon

and

Holloway

House

chain. Announcement of the
election was made by John W.
Teel, president of Thompson.

tome.d with the Thoong
son company for 12 yeah,

Pritchery ha held a number of
positions in the
Home division.

Holloway

Wheeling apartment in June.

Allen J. Mohnen has been
appointed tahnical s
manager hr Weber Marking

Shuko will Min Eddie in study.
ing
English
Arlington
Heights night school.

Arlington
Heigh.. Formerly Vettnical
assistant -sale, Dchnert A now

Eddie has oho enrolled in
Harrier College night school

Systems, Inc.,

responsiNe for technical se rvices relating to both graphic

and say, be want, to become a
college graduate. He intends to
penicipate in sports in Wheel-

(ail

Grand Rapids district inclunen

moulds...learn Mkhigan.

bear and drink bur Is pen of
chart diet

Ma
mite pat

An mookition of Anterken
Stencil Cu.. Deriver.

also

of Johnnie

lie

solely from studying it. with
out an opportunity to play or

Ai

talk lo anyone :Anna it first."

mesas

Richa
rd Nam Prue

4601001Ba
"

Rd., Wheeling, adios. an G.
Nue instrument for Kate Mar-

`

4to''

By Gm,e Halm
The basketball ruder for St
Viator this week reads more
like a Nwpital checklist than
anything else as the !Monk.-

Horittehi takes lesson. Both
work at Strum and Drum, 177
Hintz Rd., Wheeling.

suc h

fering family can avail itself of
sonic expert aashitanceilesigned
to reduce the overall strain of
relocation.
SUCH AID is provided by a

Oes Planes raid= Ian
Anderson has been appointed
dye

"r T."

horn,

cked

accident prevention and a hos-

uomputinformation smtems

a nationwide network of
thaa

anti

icady to lend un experienaid

value. proximity to
schools and churches.
Sim of community and
sale

commuting distance are con

the Attends conference
ails.
..Fih511"."1".
on accommodations

hospital. Anderson held a similar position at Flint
this

R. C. Cmcia, innkeeper of
the Holoolay Inn at Rolling

Meadows.

is

in

Memphis.

Tenn., to participate in ante.

Symons acquires Rapid
Construction Equipment

commodations industry conference sponsored by Holiday
Inns. Inc. More than 300 innkeepers from Holiday Inns

across the nation are attending.

ons product line for the four

kind of home. land. taxes. re-

pival security force. A ect...1
now
so.rd

for the federal government

Robert E. Tosby, group vice
president of Symons Mfg.
Company in Des Plaines, has
announced
rued that Rapid ConEquipment Inc. of
Cincinnati. Ohio. is now an
operating division of Symons.
Rapid was formerly the
leading distributor of the Sym-

on the kind of neighborhood
and home you hope to find.
Clients are asked about their

out the United Stales. The new
division will meiMain its head.
quarters at 5031 HCIMI Ave.
Symons sells rents, end Mrs
vices a complete line of prod -

GIs designed to meet the re.
quirements of modern con curie technology. The enter.
prise manufactures and ills.
tributes to concrete construe:

state area neighboring Cincin. tors reusable, prefabricated
nati. Rapid joins 21 dis- concrete forming equipment
tribution centers in the Sym- that speeds construction work
ors organization that are tome -lime completion and re strategically located through. duces material and labOr

"With travel and tourism
reaching an all.time high, and
almost daily technological advances being made in the food
and lodging industry, a motel

or hotel nvinager cannot Imp
pace without periodic re-evaluation and education." Conch

said. "The Holiday inn, system provide.s the opportunity
for updating our ideas and
methods through these annual
converence sessions."

PM is inciaaslogly a
mein nn the move." said

Coscia. "witch is reflected in

Ihe

Memphis

conference

theme 'The Going Fling'."
uDERING THE 71ffs the

beommodatio, ;rnny will
e (reit with a greater chat.

Named
finance
manager

sidereal.

toureatient. so

vial and media mails,

matching the client and the
Willer :Mailable. In theory. at
Icast. this
winnowing
m mow vows time and trituble
when you mrive to inspect the

Thoth. J. Hollonan has boon
named manager of Public 0
name Corp.. 1622
Northwest Ilxs it won an-

a today In K. . l'ary
mond
vice president and math,
supervisor
aryttnent

Anicrial

tit

Public giname
sodomy

of

In-

a

sub-

AilleriCiiii

In -

is

new manager joined
March. 1969. at a not
in Livonia. Stich.

her

review

ins yourself mai Mb .vivie

Grim from viewing the erfect house that tuna out to lv

March of the Cont.
modity Eduentio.1 Club of

in a district where the schools
run triple shifts or wane other
hazard exists.
HOMELOCATING
voce
don't stop with the
search for the lidtahle house
'they also arrange Realtor's
appointments. arrange boa
lel accommodations and even

Chicago meeting will bc held
in the usual place, the hlidland

sr

handle packing and moving
arrangements when the deck
siOn is mode.

Howl Adams war LaSalle.
March 3.7:30p.m. to MAIL
I he evening will he devoted
to the discussion und analysis
of the hirimis futon,.

Int Penn. an tim. on Me,

month: ettlittoditim will lx
the moderator. leading with
the disetthion of the nterenn,
futures.

tile

If you like. they will take on

the job of disposing of the
home want leaving. mann-

followed

be

grans. 311yer. potato, etc.

ome-ocling services are paid by the broker

do It. And ove a buck to

hot.
Thou, re., Well take
al on lair published prices

pmparim him aim.e
las return before Iebran
Lit

le.

Sevin, dollar have eh
only Mama too have us

Nur tax return
earl) No sir. 7. nut of
early.
ten of our sot
gel
lex refund, Not
sic
fund, hut try Inc/test

rible retie, bused on the
the

Lowest oihible tax based
on Me information they

S

suPP0.
We gualantee that. too.

handling the sale of the home

COMMODITY

such a representative cosh the
client nothing. So if you must

EDUCATIONAL

to he purchased. the meat

If you've gni a refund

ming. the sooner you

a Marine mmentred and
accepted by The 1111.011
KC0011uC Ser,fe.

honeontal bar Tony KUM On
the trampoline, Rick Dan caster on the parallel bars and

Gary Yen, on the ring.
LAST NIGHT'S meet was
in a vinuod deadlock after four

Elk Greve almost pilled off

a sunder 2 1 sweep in the
trampohne bat
but Mame Shells
1

Steve Olson

Mesas won the esent aot 8l

Bill thin

wluk taamm otes

tad Ncal Dom, took third
and fourth. respectively.
Benn y Fernandez was
crowned the district all.
around champion. The Elk

Grow senior added scores of

0001rilLy. We will

PY tiny nmaltio and in-

terest oncurred if we don't

mat our pamnows,

Nut cor,ule,

10 Mc H,,oiss

to

eat.

Tax

.miry fatale
t new

Aain
cant

he Miter n
ed

only

fa= of 9.,.,one taxes. and
whit

Inr

n

'is fist.

elhehest

..

ire

Our ; ear. aou Aside.a
So
Paters c on your sid S.
pena M...

fro,

....t,

tior

hate,

Mk aim to your Rae.

ServMs offm
before 51M. February 14,
halo

1970.

Me sooner mu get

tams,

730 PM to 1.0 PM
IEHE13111:196161,

O.

..,,i01;112f.11;

oil lie,

!hip we SI2 per year plus a pall
o

7,47:7;:?.7'°`"`ton prepared ha your home by appointment - at low,
published prices.

to the reeetinlir

PHONE 749-3916

Adingron HNahh

4394250

FREE EXERCISE:

minor mishap during pmetiCt:
this week, hut he. fortunately.
will be ahle to riot',onight.
IT IS HARD t Loop Cuo
lea's out of the lineup though.
as s,homore guard grim
Carley will step in for Cullen

second -leading scorch aver-

tonight.

THF. LAST TIME the two
squads met. the Lions onindly
Inohed the invading Dinneen
as they played some of their

By 'om Rowe
end Jim Stuart

,lured ace so Dr end .

Wesickwski'shenchstrength

has ham reduced by the fat
that Pettenuao and Carley,
his bat subs are in the line.
up_ Joe Trawinski, however, is

77

SIDE HORSE

Arlingtan

and

Wheeling

will square off tonight on the
Mid -Suburban

final

including impressive
victones over Forest View and
Prospect. Their sole defeat was
games

hinue

a 57.51 heartbreaker to &toff.

every porno ibis season and ha,
vet to wrier an incur.. which

at loll

Gems ineredible emaidermg

teaM last waken.,
!he ( 'note, 48.46 I, itunph

Inch...corn mainstay in head
Coach (ieorge Zignimis

the Redbirds
dyad
31 12-1. hut eitablisbed
otn attitude whielt nifty he
le ttt t C t M.
TIIE
got toll to

up.

co and one tot the most deadly
worms around. Imo his defense

has kept hini on the bench
mcemiy,

the Lions' hick no Mr this Gatoo will be the other forward.
mg the past lbw weeks. He can

1001.1. hut often ham oil to
his

1.111111:11M

Anti

CLaWell-

mato on rebounding and de-

fen,

By Linda Hamilton
Sports Edible

set

renaloilly

fire Cardinal starters
have plawd key role, in this
All

successfill season

EG, 8.65; 2. Poser, MS. 8.25;
3, Paster, AT, 7.45; 4, Sake,.

Helbig, EG, 7.95; 4, Downy.
EG, 7.05; 5, Aiani, LP. 6.65;

ED. 6.85, 5, Jackson, MW.

6. Fmk AT. 6,5: 7. Crosby.

6.6, 6. Peterson. MS. 6.45; 7.
Bendel, LP. 6.2, IL Own, AT,

MS.6.25; 6, Kurtz. MW. 6.1k

40 S. Evennew
AdIngtort height,
259.7493

Harold's

been

doing a god job for us lately
les the Jun g:tme of the sea -

and Conant High's Cougars arc looking for revenge
according to coach Dick Red.

"You km. Prospect heat
us 101-61 last time." mid Red linger, insinuating that his

team was pi, to try to mac a
different ballpme out of the
Knights' visit tonight.

CONANT HAS good rew
optimistic alter
saddling Arlington with Be
first conference loss of theme:on Iasi Friday night. Although it was a low-woring af.
son to

be

didn't try any stall tactics. The
Arlington's
front line as the Cardinals
didn't go to substitutes against
the seventh team in the league.
The Cougars won that game
by by points in overtime after
=Owing Arlington to make a
10.point deficit.

bell against Prospect we can
said Redheat them, to
Gach will
lingar.The Con
use the same quintet that beat
the Cardinals last week with
high -scoring Brant Barton and
John Macdonald at goads

with John Whiteford. Doe
Lloyd and Dave Mon at the

AS FOR the Knights, coach
Bill
Slayton's highworing
outfit is all ready to go. Tough
practices have been the rule all
aeon,

starling combination he tried
last Friday with Jeff Meissner
and Casey Rush at the giants.

Eames, MS 645 I lines AT
6.3: 7. Wiser. MW. 5.8; 8.
Bauman, MS. 5.65;
ALL-AROUND: I. B. Per -

index, EG. 34.6; 2. Honey,
PARALLEL BARS: I. Par-

6.150

ay. MW. 7.6; 2. itiel L. Ferands. EG. Shute. MS, 7.5,0_

HORIZONTAL RAM 1.
Swenson. EG, 7.9; 2. ',array,

B. Fernand., EG. 7.45;

5.

MS. 31.1.: 3. L. Fernandez,
EG. 27.95; 4. caw. AT. 26.85;
5. Larson, LP, 23.7: 6, Demore. EG. 22,6.

_Ada

Brunigar Organization,
has a new pub -grille
called '1' he Pub anal several imInc..

Dam Swenson of Elk Grove seems Inward the 11Gr after MsmonnlIng from the high her in last

ideal's Marini meet. Sweasno tank tint in the Hen. and the Grenadiers took the team tide over
five other schools (Photos by Mho Invent)

in its, othershers

halliamdling and caul
had has helped keep the Card
quintet together during sticky
sinotions. Ilefferan's tine
control and expert imidershp
has been a major factor in the

Redhird's ows,

his own

Player since the oh:tonere of

Mike Mandele and Fell
K leek. have both hem to -tot
offingave and &M ono. assets.
Mandelc holds 0 respectable

Allen.

1.6 rehowth, average coni.

been

pared to Kieck's 7.7. hut 0.7

each

...trawl, on

specialty.
Probabls the

smut,

Inoue,

great

Steve

Card lohn Branham
linodnan,

a

hall -

junior and

presently fourth in the eontr.:nee riming Men. holds an exellent 1,1 point, tor name
high game. of 28

SIAITON SCOLTED the
Hawks

last Saturday

night

against Glenbrook North and
came :sway with the feeling

!bat Maine South "Call just
walk out onto menour and

K leek holds a slight advitmge

in Mr Goring column as be
owns a 113 average to Man00-3

senior

hock

Slayton will me the same ranked.

Williams at Me guards_

The Maine South boys are
no strangers to tournament

wins anal Knt of ihn 11110
the Eau
Christmas
Tournament this season. But
Slayton feels they can In had.

Ecker.

"Inn he has a ',more to settle
this time. dad he's
old a not competitive kid x ho

to,

Fhb. time Wood anal all

note, cic monletely heollthy.
anal

they'll:kc neser loco;

er. lust week at East Atin,r t
they had the highly -regarded

romans ,Ili rip. before finally succumbing. 77-ti9

Forest View had

a

rough

table him to one of the women
in the conference

hiskethall levels winning only
one of eight games against Arlington and Conant.
I ho only victory of the

AFTER FRIDAY'S mm um with Wheeling. the Cards
will TOW into the Arlinton
Regional with a game against
Mundelein Tuesday waning.
If they win the encounter. they
play again Wednesday
night against the winner of tlx

will

extremely important.
-IT know lot mon, about
our chances in that regional sad
we can nuwi is one it will give
us quite a hit of momentum Mr

the tournament.'

THE FIRST time the two
clubs met, the Cards handed
the Wildcats a 76.50 shellacking on the Wheeling sawn. But
that was nen a legitimate test.
because the',a ace center,
re

..ophomore and junior waits

on the lower levels
was scored by the limit0

-

that will be new to them injuntor

Mike (inn. who was

moved up tnlh varsity in midi
semon and has given the Wild.

hth the outside punch they
previously lacked.
Feder has changed his star t
ins
lineup wane. hat for
tonight's sane, substituting
Slink Beneriscutto !Orlon Pitt
.01 one of the
forward spots.
Gary KaWCII and Kevin Barthole will round 011I
lirst
unit.

and

Barthule's outside shood,
could well he the key to the at
fair. After: disappointing film
half of the semmn. Kevin has
come un lately and was very
ingtruksive in the East Aurora

pan.end the loss to Hersey.

THE IWO Gann an: hada'.
Grunt brackets in die Arlington Regional. and so tonight's
game could IN:A.000 IG a pre -

view of the finals of that tour nuy. Of course. teams like Her -

see). Riad and Palatine have
other ideas

fifurth-quarter hinge to pull

ocr helped the Couprs wipe
out a Forest View and fine performances by into
Hill

Rob:m=020 pointo and Bob
Kasper 114 paints).
Forest View had some hot -

gunner heroics of its own in
Me fewh A gmne against Arlington. hut Me Fitlams' 21I-5

edge in the quarter left them
thra patinas sham of victory.
Lou Leuuzi was high non Mr

the lost, with 10 and Tom
:dueller had 12
ahang
wuse against Conant

falli, 1=29 to the

oup.

Arlington sko went On

with 14 point,.

Conant. The Falcon sophomores were completely out-

Cardinals and 73-23

points.

then on. Rick Hoyt was the
high scorer for limmt View

FOREST VIEWS jayvees
lost a pi
hennhreaken. 52Co to Arlington and 57-50 10
classed.

for the liners with

Falcon. trailed only 5-33
ing into the 5.1 Ma117.a hut
were initshmal 17-111 from

team.
rebounded for ft
.16-11 win
witch e. Conmt alto
losing to Arlington, 5.1-36.
I,

the fourth quarter, whm the
Cardinals outscorml the Fat
mat. by a 20-6 C01191. John
Rohde was in double figures

Me gosh: contest The

the ['Logan. 52-37.

finish no higher than
the conference and no lower
than fouith. hut the Vats still
sonsider tonight's contest as

had jugt

thallium,.

the

to the ['ann.'s. 5.1-S

Whaling meanwhe.
aloen
can

Roger Wood

on

I he lialeon Inn!: A team hat

St. Vialtr.Palaline comm.

BESIDES WOOD. oloc

Cards will see another Ow

FV underclassmen 1-7
weekend

Bob Norlander and Mike Mevins in the front line with h

i more on Mon.

helping at all." said

inwy prow :IS hit blocked
slGs and great relvainding

Prospect is now assured of
Ira., don of second
place. 09
Slayton is son.
it

Grit

Hutt.

Holes superb defensive etlort,
have kepi the Cards Awed in

Wildcat coach Ted Eeker. -If

scoring Mike Bonk and Jim

took him tot after the
half hawse he wan%

"I

Rounding out the lineup is
hig

ter the Arlington pme." ai

sole

turned
at a foot injury and
was qui=te ineffective.

delek 12.u,

bounding, good mion coatbinatbn of Greg Schmelar,

starting five has made it must meet
Maine
through the week Unscathed. South, a team which is state -

Aut. Spina Ed.

Fsm tnder ED

The

beat us." South uses a good re-

but this week's work centre., ..

By J. Alan Cook

L

Tally Ho. one el six Chi ago -arcs mums operated by

from the jayvees and has
pi e.= SlayMn in melt..

h. been even tougher. Two day night, gont-killing role in
players have ban out. Kim the Cc .. on Regional of the
Walter aid(hris Sal., but the state tourGment. I la Knights

West

1

715 4 Wskup Af 675

Ho Country Club,

Tally

Arlington's two hig middle
A.

an extremely slow start at the and 29 in holiday t0111.1111:111
beginning of the year hut haw
a.
turned the tahles
Mk NM
BROISNAN HAS wamml
half of the season, winning six with flashy guard Bill Heffer-

ad
and so have (Bob) Wallin and Dave Lundstedt
ILidIBrandkm well !musing a Rucker at the forwards and
lot of substitution." Redlinger Bob Kline playing center. Tall
Terry Rohan has been moved
said.

linger.

Rrnandea

golf and swimming facility on
Rt. .15 between Half Day and
Mundelein, hit announced it
will remain memi-private club
for the 1970 smson.
Those who join Tally Ito as
19711 members betn: March
15 will enjoy rates identical to
those in affect in tuM. The
rate, will incr.. after that
date. however.

with

out of their last sewn kin nan out in front. Hefhrnans

front line.
"(Mark)

Moms

PG h t 2 Olson MS R0 1

Olson

I

I

B

I

I.

gel hurl.

Keehn. oho has played in

h,

to, 0-

RINGS

RE, 905 2 Mahnedahl EG

Tally Ho Club
to remain
semi -private

ready in case anyone should

boot of the season. with both
squads holding great anticipant tin 0 high-spirited, highension to:Rpm°.
l'hough the Carat, clinched
ID NISI. sr own with a win
against Elk Grove two week,
ago, their undefeated slate a,
blemished by a limal up Con -

:Mark Keehan. ',Gemini,

Dancaster MW 5 7

Whee ling out to even score with Cards

mendable job in replacing Mc
prosm with cinch game.
Junior Mrward Mike Pent: 1111/20 will amine Steve Catley% lorward spot opposite

bkm basketball of the year.
With a healthy starting five.

Lion: leading rehtondet and
categories.

1

1970

the game might have bon won
aasily. hut the Pioneers may he
ble to give the thaw problems

aging over ten a paint. in both

Bass AT 7 6 Martin MS:
62 7 Renck LP 60 8

MEET RESULTS
SECTIONAL QUALIFIERS

Second -place Knights set
sights on host Cougars

If we play these= typed

SPECIAL, DINERS CLUB EXECUTIVE SERVICE, Your income

1125 S. Adinuton Heights Rd.

Bob Rah, Cullen's back court partner. also suffered a

0,1- 10 rebound.. a game dor

Cougars beat

Mice Uncle Son uses

belts..

mnter Dave Kaskie. The
blonde 6-5 pier tinan it, the

ocreaton.

to the

fair. Redlinger says ha team

find cm the esoct

amount no, llienwail
ILIIBeril i lone,
giant computers to check

sege,

Rounding out the sinning
five lor Viet, tonight will in

AE 6l

TRAMPOLINE

parallel bars with 7.6.
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IT Kam,

Mal Solomon

EG 59

on the

Forney

MS 7 , 1 Walker MS 71 4
Gillespie MW 725 5 Tagp
MS 72 6 Gregor, AT 6R5
7 B fernandsx EG 6 75 S

Hurl

mone MS 72 1 Bass AT
7 0 4 Baldwin AT 66 5
Huristons MS 65 6 Met
Sadler LP B I smindsr EG
625 8 Ittel Fox AT Walters

into 'CC

ad with an 8 0 Grenadr Al

5.1 on the mile horse, 6,75 on
events. with Elk Grove total- Is high bar, 7,45 on the paral.
ing 75.5 points and Maine. lel bars and 6.25 in the free ex.
South 75, but the Grenadiers ercisc to his outstanding 9,05
rin team then divided the is- ring mark.
sue.g Benny Fernandez turned
in a tremendous 905, Jack
OTHER DISTRICT kings
Malmedahl a 7,7 and Lundy were Elk Grow's Brennan in
Fernand. u 7.15 to cam 28 the free exec.;. with 7.75: Elk
team points for the host Grove's 01,0, on the side
horse with 8.65. Elk Grow's
S mon the
bar with
7.9, Elk Grove's Mils. an the

Thotc, why 9 .sso pan

awe oou conoclew game'mat=

If yerMin owe additional

CLUB OF CHICAGO

ADVERTISERS:

For more information phone
The Rays Mr. Mokela 255-7200

um, kind of cornpulel510
prepme mut return...with

Mal beaptiMI heek.

arum

You can obtain position on this page for
advertisement and reach the Northwest suburban mow five and business man.

Okay.

fill other its love the

Since

scum the terrain.
It couldn't hun.

lastminute rush?

inftwmation they supply.
WeguaGntec Mak

ing with yet
jiltano group of
agents to lineup
toer.

to

ree, Mine In Rd Mao
"*

every roar, we uue the

hility of tom ligaments.
Carley will probably not
stan tonight unless the special ist gives him the okay. but he
will not know until loto this af.

Kahan has he,. averaging

Ihitg

do:

hone specialist on thc prod-

oil

Also on the injury list.

though a
oinks of the wounded. it senior
forward Steve Carley. who
his knee. Carley incurred
the injury during practice
WhInesday. and although

fteattfymt ylav to do what you've olway s said you'regoing

Aren't ma always tell-

'poi,
net

HAVE YOUR INCOME TAX RHURN PREPARED NOW

COM ttttt flity

Catholic.
Cullen is deftnitely out tit
tonight's contest with DeSales,
hit Wastelewski is not Mr,
whether the
playtourney

prepa rahon

The

klarian

/MERE TM

on your incorne tax

,Min

Niel inal
al

ON YOUR

Wel giveyousl off

slot

only r

maker ;ant leading scorer will
be able to clay in the regional

PREPARATION

dro

:Omen, Midwestern

By viewing only properties
that meet all your stipulations.
you avoid tlie temptation that

Milwaukee

artatiliq
BINIIICIAIVSERVICES 91prAW
aggh

.

Natal,

from

the season. He
half last Friday al
did not play at all

I

WITH 'Gila information in

move

parl a ill salmi half of

krelilr
I

lenge than ever before," he Modesto. you may want to
said. 7to pnwide enjoyable. send out an advance party to
comfonable ludging and good
food, at an economical price.

still wain, word from

tonight. He has done a comDAS

plenty to worry about. 'terry
guard and ethcaplain 'terry
Cullen bus ham lighting oo nscurring bwk injury Mr the ma-

litelittitili

L'hicago's

needs and hopes in terms of the

Eunippedr with

.1
"'he. 6.mr'.Ilospttasnitnrid
Park Ridge. Ile will develop

to

longrange Henning, marketing and financial studies fas
one client firms as well as

comparatively new relong-al mate
service.
the
distance

caned with the regional than
the De.les comm. And with

WASIKLEWSIO

major cities, plus a anti
of ugents spotted in all parts
of the country. With both. the

way

Right now. Lan head coach
Ed Wusielewski
realm eon-

ings.

IN HER free time she like,
to shop for clothes, go to the

LETS ASSUME you want
to move from Chicago to Sall
Francisco. You call the ('hi.
ago office of the service
you've chosen. lt sends you a
lengthy questionnaire and material describing its methods
You fill MR MC
giving all possible actail

DeSales

will no effect the league mind-

ations.

procedure is the same.

Francis

the injurY hst he's laol. hes he-

basically the same dung

in

St.

tonight to wrap up Ink final
Chicagoland Pr. League sea-

ginning to worry. The final
CPI. haute with the Pioneers

the Nagoya cake doing

duc, the kind of stress that

one

Wakayama,

here from ha native Japan,
plays the guitar while Kate

also

a new nest in some ills-

to

el

LEFT -Eddie

country April 25 she will work

movies and visit
museums.
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one home and installing it in
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most of us can do without.
This is true even if the fami-

Kriemelmeyer,

on and 12 men to the Addi-

"Japan is full of energy to
be a partner of the USA." she
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that country had government
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"The wise people were re hellions Old had a revolution

methods.
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all over Me world. Many items good import-export business.
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and Sack helm said that in de"Young people in my colotpartment store displays, big try are crazy about the young American flags are prominent. no generation's way of living
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many hippies in =pan, said the
In Japan cars are drives on Intekical "Hair' is very poph
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the steering apparmus is on the
IT IS still the custom for
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Grove takes own gym district; West 5th

to the

The fresh B teattlearned the
lone Forest Vier, win by jumping OM to a _1 20 halftime
lead and then playing 011 even
terms the rest of the way. The
Falcons had a Mewed attack

A LAST -PERIOD lapse hy
the Falcons also cost them the
jayvee pm: against Cona nt. A
5-1g cdoe
t ho loorth quar-

Arlingtim by .10 and Conant
by 01,

(;ellinger to speak at
RM baseball meeting
Terry Gelling,. varsity
baseball coach at In rand High
School will In the featured
speaker at the Rolling Mead -

ows Buys Baseball March 2
meeting.

in the win. with Joe O'Brien

e

previously

conducted baseball clinics for
Palatine and Rolling Medows

team until disaster struck

legion baseball

little

.M1 area.
His cNrience gam hack ta
when he was an outstanding
minor league pitching paw-

ned, but an arm injury gar.
wiled what promised 10 he a

has

hugging nine points and Mike
hale getting eight.
Forest View was stayito
cluse to Arlington's Mash
o

The lolcuns wre never in
either s,homore game. losing

leap..

Ile

strummed in the formation of
in

the north -

brilliant career.

ALL FATHERS and sons
are invited to this meeting..
be held et the Western Electric

Co 3800 Golf Rd., Rolling
Meadtrys at 7:30 p.m.

ts South; could decideCSL c hamp
WHILE THE Warriors will
be trying to hand Maine South

its second league loss, Niles
The fact that the Maine West will be putting an identiWest varsity cagers will finish cal 12-1 slate on the line
M the third slot in the Central against Deerfield.
Suburban League standings no
If both of the leaders finish

matter what happens tonight the season with victoria, the
at Maine South certainly does league will have cmchmth
not mem the Warriors have pions, but if either falters, it
nothing to lose.
Guld mean the title.
For one thing, West will be
Maine South appears to
party responsible for deter- have the tougher challenge as
mining whether either co -lead- coach Bernie Brady's Hawks
er Maine South or Niles West, just managed to creep past the
can walk off with sole posses- upsct-minded Westerners, 73 anon R the league trophy.
66, in Met( first meeting,

THE TEAMS battledon

evert terms for more than three

quarters before South's Bob
Norlander exploded for 12 final period points while West
was in the midst of a six-rninute field goal drought.
Greg Schmelzer (6-6), Mike

Nevins (6-0). and Norlandst
(6.4) were the big guns for the
Hawks, as expected. The into
poured in a total of 57 points
while grabbing 19 of the
team's 21 rebounds.

On West's side of the legend, 64 center Fred Horn led
with 23 while 64
the eta

teammate

Dennis

Willison

chipped in wall 16. Six -four
junior gunner Tom Kummer
was held to 10 points, six helm
ha
its average.

Hag . Kummer and Horn led
nine, respectively.
Also, while this game termi-

=la the regular season for

t i ttt n t

both clubs, a win will certainly
team's momentum
mmarethe
the post season state tournament.

Each club is capable of run-

more

ning up the score, but the story

head coach Gmton Freeman

BOTH TEAMS display pergood -shot offenses
while either can break the contest open with ameoun g game.

of the outcome should lie in
the rebound department.
Schmelzer controlled the
boards for the Hawks in their
C11110110ter

with

14

bracket, the possibility of a

Wat in bounds with II and third nanfrontation

NOTHING WOULD
satisfying

he
to Warrior

than a win tonight and a repeat
performance in the champion-

ship bout of the Conant Regional.

With both teams in different

between

the two area rival, a rely pity
Able. The barriered road for
top -seeded Maine South begins against Prospect of the

South bout. The Falcons are
currently rating on firth in the
MSL while Glenbrools, of the
has yet to find the win
column.

The

MAINE WEST, second

Knights have clinched second
place behind the champion

seeded in the regional, faces
host Conant in the opener

Mid -Suburban

League.

Arlington Cardinals and are
known tor im explosive run.
ning game that has already netted them two century -plus
point games.

If the Hawks get by Pros.
pect, they will lace the winner
of the Foram ViewGlenbreek

from which the winner will advance to meet either Maine
East or Glenbrook North.
If both South and West UM
qgive the opening round and the

uaner finals, a third showNu for

down will ensue, this

the regional crown.
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the 50 )ard dash baths min
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the season with a 5 g
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tint place mbbons last night An
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win of the campaign

and no

and Al Morrison For Arlin,
ton SLott Ttubsr Jim DeWitt
NJ Scott Mudge carnal run-

Fred Harth in lath the high
and low hurdles. Scott Butler
'n
the mdc run and Gary
Bratko in the pole salt. The
Cardinal 90 relay team also
took a first.
THE 0311,1(1's. Bill Allen

Mt vane timing
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finishes In the BOO win Keith
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( trils
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John Alanning won the 440 as
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her

five.

Don

Rogers.

Ron Ilankel. Sem Buller. Sloe Chaster and :Al Morrison renewed an old crass -country DM
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and
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Thus, after winning its first

ssimming meet to he held 1.riday night and Samaras alternoon ai
%midi High
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South will he team,. Lanc.

area. In hum released by MiIllinois Swimming Anoci
pion. 14nch's 22.4 in the din trim finals lust SiturJay at

011111/0. who won the tough
1:1A1.7

thing as he impwssed the judg-

clocking in the 1111hyard
breaststroke. a time that puts

p enough to get himself a fifth

Nim. Trier rank him second

him near the top in that event.

downstate.

Lynch.

vapain.

Sebum!.

Scalions

standing competitor inn the

hoot View sophomore Jim
Johnson showni the crowd al
Now"Trier that Pm isn't every.

Jim Johnson made it as did
Mike Sejo of Maine East.
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DESPITE WEAVING good
basketball for McCklland, the
Blue Dcmom are in the midst
M a four -game losing streak as
they hit the tail end of the sea-

before the one-two teams in
and
La
the WSC, York

son by facing the three lop

Grange.
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and Mark Lambert of IMP
dale t entn.I. who won Ills
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e final Imp, lor the Arling-
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stilt ainund. hut tailor their,
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Il

11. lhohe who saw

dm action in the initial

Bill Knapik won a spot in
the starting lineup with tine
performances against R -B and

mons and the Trojans.
Bondeson.

11-0 Imp. 110 tied teammate Soh Mange in height, but had

a

mantle. the kids starlet! hangInk their heads. and hes then
lost lithium leant, thes shiuld
lune beaten.
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Wheso on
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in Me high -711's into
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in the

sham to wind m with a Mal
rayon!:
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this pm

final gams of Ilic season at the

Herr' mmnanum.
The Huskies, if they win.
can tie Wheeling for glint

Neingraber is still unsure of
his starting lineup fortonight.
mainly because he is having
guard troubles. The front line

lire the final NMI -Suisun

is wt. ugh Andy Pawn. at

is 7.6.

taking

Blink."

center alitl Mark

I inuldrom
and scon I ...won dm wings

BIT A'S the guards it could

IT WOULD appear that the
Huskies might be might looktog ahead km their regional
opener with Wheeling, and no
one could blame them much
for that because it just may he
the outstanding contest of the
tounuty.
But Hersey coach Roger

he any eamhination of Dick

..Sleingraker say's it ain't so:
big,. Nett, in shooting free 61 tokl the kids it wield be 0

lest week at Palatine stemmed

"I 1511k all they need is to

p into a game and hit about
is ins row to boost their sonriders c 0 ." Arneson said.
"Whim you start mining for
awhile it hurts your con lidence. snd confidence and

concentration are two

the

Powell. John Durso and Mark

Jacoby. and Steingraher will
prokibly stay with the two
who can get hot. Bruce Frase
worked into the rotation dun
Mg the week. too. and should
heir Mme .11011.

hluch of Herwv's troubles
from the fact hut none of the

RJ mike Imre.
(With Norm Jones' Pula.
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h
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Palatine, slow start coon;

even if theyrupoei the Pirates.

really to surprising. Jones had

only mu
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he had 10 ..speriment with seri,
eral different amthinations

111K TWO teams have tak
On olT in diflerent directions
since
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Christmas

break.

Palatine pored a shoddy 241
mark at one time but has rche he finally hit the key in
hounded 10 play winning ball middanuary.
N
that low point.
HAT'S WHEN the PGrove, in contrast..
boasted its record to 4-4 with nito promoted Steve Gam
an first -round win in the Mn- mune. one of the Mgr.'s top'
comb Holiday Triumament woren on the sophomore len
and seemed to Pon the way to el. up to dig wind). liphe 6.2
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goal ill .500 se, guard
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the
SUn. BIM that dream has van- scoring chin., hut
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6.1.110

Hinkle hard, were aide

Palatine ripens its past -sari

Houm box office.

Dase Long and either (ieorge
Bauer, Keith Phillips or Ed
nandield. Arneson will decide
akin he finds cm more about

week

nere

we

et

low

GLENBARD

NORTH.

with a macrame record of
1-10k is thstly improved after a
1004111

01

being the

league

doormat. Hill Wright at soma

and Don .Ames Pi at guanl
give the Panthers a good inside -outside combination that
at times has been pretty tough.
When the teams met for the

first lite, Glenhard gave the

ri one w los

t.

k

topmdsly lor the Pilaus' ic

The top three son,

KUM. From Alters and Gun-

ter.- hy Simon and Garfunkel:

ther Schuller,

-Thank You." by Sy and the
Family the
and
'Who
Stopped the Rain." by Cre-

surgentb-has

Gamut: and

Chris Andriano at the wards.
Alpier and Busy Sehnert
at the forwards and Dale Flaw
bah at curia. Hasbach leads

Grow. Jones tech his team has

the league in wining with a
211.9 avenme.

WE WIN and Frond
and Conant hoc tonight:
Jonas .4 "then we'll finish

(ilk Grote will 105(041,
have John Flesch, Eugene Pinder. Mike Loseh and Dave Ris-

ahead of both Frcmd and Co,
ant. the other .we 211 Wheals
in the league. They wets both

tau in the starting lineup with

either Mark Hopkns
con
or Jeff
Boyer rounding
the den-
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KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

OFFICE MANAGER

Se440/02

NURSING CENTER

CLERK -TYPISTS
.y/. You wor be able la type and handle ...MEW office duties.

GENERAL OFFICE

OF WHEATON

Phone Diana Parks for Complete Derails
296-6611

Cook County

ACCESSORIES, INC.

School Bus, Inc.
3040 S. Busse Rd.
ARLINGTON NTS., ILL

A3.0923

Litton Medical Products, o major manufacturer
of electronic supplies To hospttals needs skill.
ed individuals to Jill existing openings ex our
company. If you can handle one of these
posMons.
yours. We wech

why your first year
will be more rewarding
at Illinois Bell

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERK

1. A RAISE
2. A RAISE
3. A RAISE

Tight ,ping
-accounts payable experience desirable
tap
xceitem
haling

Good ste

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR
-Keypunch and verify
-Alpholnumeric 029
Minimum of 6 ma pap.

COST ACCOUNTING CLERK
-10 key adding machine and calculator
-Minimum of
yrs. experience in accounting
or related area
-High figure alifithde
1

Rreollr,

risers daNIWkelher yesere a telephone operator. caraway anima
maw or o typist
Oath at Illinois Bell.
RN Pow raises your funt o.. Since our starling salaries are
about Ms same as equivalent Oho elsewhere. well gm ahead faster Imre if you've gal Me

ability and dm... se.
iwa.mow

If things work out, we're going to try our best

'T'IgNET;r1V;71497ertel

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS

Call Peg - 298-2770

Our Data Processing Department has openings
for two girls to work in the keypunch section.

the new people
WO Lee St. Des Plaines

to bold onto youmens will pay for your vacotion,
and should it become necessary, your hospital.

ization expenses. Wage raises are based on
merit so ifs up to you Please stop In or call
the personnel office right away.

296-4488
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Baby.. for

I
Wild 5 day
week. No house wad. Mt Pros.

Mel

Excellent opportunily to work for a modem medium .ixe company close to home, offering superior working condilions and a liberal employee
benefit program.

p.1.361.3468 °her 6.

Looking for a really good place to work? Coll:

Pbene.

Lee typing a the only skill

SYMONS MFG. COMPANY

An Interesting public contact
position for you $350

port ern.

616-1218
C

Wr. .1S,O

Mi" Pelee
In Arlington Heights
393.0009

x t,' or
iPjF6P32

200 E. Touhy
P

s", pOoRr

.Hill tram.

Des Plaines
296-2251, Ext. 361

people es Rem,
. many el our

Gels Ado get Ne coll. ihrevek at and OWN numbs,. mean o &wary leff weaable,
need good
p
newx.N . WSW tollston.tke Wenn, hely owele

You should be capable of both Alpha and No
DOCTOR'S
FRONT DESK
RECEPTION

te..neft:41a.awodd,r,11.ahizz :71.it.n,cplo.del.ctIzeZvel tuition aid, and

Yong be trainr
fa

Good typing chili. and clerical skills needed

stop in or coil:

Personnel Deportment 29644428

rpl Litton Medical Products
wt. /Muth. n, hot., DWI..

.515 E. Touhy Ave.

Des Plaines;III.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

©

Rd.

Des Plaines, Illinois 60018

Three good reasons

CLERICAL

.10 key adding machine

STENOGRAPHER
Purchasing Department

Mt Prospect

0111M110. -

A.M. ROUTES

2,30-5 p.m.

1 70 0 South

EPlaScrtct.,Iriuc-

P.M. ROUTES

SUPERIOR
CONCRETE

""°-

eewrN

Po'id Training

LINDBERG HEVI-DUTY

EXECC POO

to /We over ore

MT. PROSPECT

392.5230

PRODUCTS

DRIVERS

di
Needs immeately

igi aunew

RANDHURST CENTER

A tie ,o6 YO2

FEMALE

Large National Co.

Mc.

INCaxnOnAlO

BUSINESS

SCHOOL BUS

678-3373

394.0880

yw will be coraPN.,

White Collar Girls

SAXON

APPLY IN PERSON OR

2450 W. HUBBARD

DAY OR NIGHT SHIFT

COME IN AND REGISTER

Good

297-3550

olift flexible Company paid hospi191.

Fringe Benefits

La Salle Personnel

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ability.

CALL MR. SPIECKER

ARLINGTON PARK
TOWERS HOTEL

ill

o ASSEMBLERS

E1011611rdEafffl-VOEVEg

one

in Adngton eee,
9 S Damon

WELDER -BURNERS

Saturday interviews arranged for your convenience.
316 W. University Drive Arlington Industrial Park)
Arlington Heights, Ill.

ce

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERK TYPIST ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
ADJUSTMENT CLERK

RN's

NO EXPERIENCE NHDEDI

DRILL PRESS OPERATORS

APPLY IN PERSON OR PHONE 394-4450 FOR APPOINTMENT

Des Haines, III.

Local or Loop

ARLINGTON PARK
TOWERS HOTEL
Euclid and RN 53

Airport °Nis.

BORING MILL OPERATORS

No fee

RITZENTHALER BUS LINES

Excellent Salary (Taps In Du Page)

394 0080

Denton

Staffing New Plush

E

ALL OFFICE SKILLS

Free brush up practice

NURSES AIDES ORDERLIES

once. and think you we MN
clang well with people. you

BABY DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION
TRAINEE -5530

is on the way and it must be manned. If
you're interested in working in the plant

50 HOUR WORK WEEK

rpi Litton Medical ProduCts

call.

Co.
117 E Palatine Rd.
358-6510

MAIDS
HOUSEKEEPING

typing. have a neat el.w.

we elpy

"NOW & THEN JOB"

K:30-8:30 a.m.

MATERIAL HANDLERS

stop in or call:

Insurance

But we still need your help --new eguiprent

WELDER

A blow Indusbin Group, Proles, Division
Emerson

CAREER SPECIALISTS

TEMPORARY

Rill

AIL GON

Immediate Openings-Permanent Positions
Full and Part Time

yea can de lite

room office.

MAKE YOU FEEL LOW
doe your money problems with a

f th

PI

NOW HIRING

ed

MILLING MACHINE HANDS

y

h

WILL TRAIN

RECEPTION. $500

Personnel Department 296-4488

Tony EsPea.

PARKER

,1
Ken Larson9,71 A ssooates

WE'RE GAINING

of tomorrow, today --then give use call and
we'll talk it over.

k

50 girls who drive for us. Local routes available.
paid training.

MAIDS

No anew NO

INTERIOR
DECORATOR'S
GAL FRIDAY

QOgs

TA.

$405 MONTH

CALL

but will train

owe it so younel

attitude

.

P.O. Box 133, North Chicago, III 60064
Route 41 (Skokie Highway-1 Pa miles South of Buckley Road)
an equal opportunity employer

WIRERS & SOLDERERS

AUTOMATIC PAY INCREASES
HOURS: TOO A.M. - 3:30 P.M.

and Calculator
Work

Reliance

Z7;35

ed. aes pe

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.

WELDER

Ilh tdff

HOUSEKEEPING

ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLERS

Me right person.
pechop
anywhere

ABSOLUTELY'HREF

p phone answereig

oleading manufacturer of complex
electronic X.ray equipment is expanding SO
rapidly that the fallowing positions must be

IVY

RESERVATIONS

689-1200

Prof exray

,Ily

d

* HOSPITALIZATION

INTERVIEWING DAILY 8 AM - 4 PM, SATURDAY BY APPOINTMENT

FACTORY EMPLOYMENT

259-4000

392-9300

del

SECRETARY

REAL ESTATE

Degree required, prefer
water treatment ex -

yEbr

11 lea

RECEPTIONIST

STATE BANK

SCHOOL BUS DRIVING

acne

* COMPANY PAID LUNCH & BREAK PERIODS

Skokie, Ill.
MOUNT PROSPECT

HIGH COST

Call 665-4330

APPLY TODAY...YOU JUST MIGHT STAY!

WITH NO LA OFFS AND
AN EXCELL
T CHANCE
FOR ADVANCEMENT

5555 West Touhy

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

* UP TO 3 WEEKS PAID VACATION

MANY COMPANY PAID BENEFITS

Ave.

international headquarters. in Northbrook. I.

Mote,

.

e offer you job security plus these benefits

PERSONNEL
TRAINEE

n

.

DRILL PRESS OPERATORS

OR

PACKAGIIIIG CO.
GUARDHOUSE

WIneve P

.

fora confidential interview.

TELETYPE CORPORATION

GIRL FRIDAY

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

ON THE JOB TRAINING

MAINTENANCE MEN

ADVANCE
Yo30 W.

9800-9900

WE OFFER

APPLY

INDUSTRIAL SECURITY

urn 0A 4 1730

Industrial Experience in Mechanical and Maintenance Work. Shift work required.

MILLING MACHINE SET-UP

rni

U

Phone 359 34SR

cos* Mo. max

TRAINEE --$500+
Loam Travel
Business
From Ground Up!

died now:

twance. Ewe P120. Day Pub
earms

MAINTENANCE MECHANICS

Glenview
(Just west of Glenview Naval Air Station)
W.

LUTHERAN HOME
& SERVICE
FOR THE AGED

Ronolhoru ShopPirn9 CH°

SIGNODE CORP.
3700

TEMPORARY CLERK

assoc.

CAREER SPECIALISTS

Y

OF LIVING

holmes &

.

* LUNCH ROOM FACILITIES

wend

FULL BASEMENT

Ad.

.

676-1000
ma

nod

ir

Phan. 392-2700

CALA Wg.71,1

.

orrl

Or stop by

w bens.) APR.,.

exceptionally

GRINDERS
MILLING OPERATORS

OoSS

17.1188ness Services

DESIGN

WE NEED

/

waive

255-9000

Full Time

FREE.

Opportunity for real advancement.
SURGE

Or

new Hdp HON o

$425 to $475

634 Glenn Ave.

Neat and modern working conditions.

COME INOR CALL MR, CHIRPE

GIRL FRIDAY

RECEPTIONIST

1657 S Shedd, Road

Poblir

7300 N LINDER
SKOKIE
267-5300 or 677-0600

Work

M

ADS

LIBRARY

Modem office, pleasant surroundings, cooperative people to work with. Call us radoy at

va

SECRETARY

HELP

ALL PUBLIC

'YWA

TELLERS,

-en

Typing

CONTACT $525 mo.

Additional Informotion ands
Confidential Interview.

If you LIKE freedom, Interesting work, challenging
assignment, you'll LOVE working of Teletype'

,

PERMANENT CLERK
Typing end Cokulotor

WI 3SM

Northbrook, III.

Definitely the leader in our field.

035.3732

COOK & KITCHEN

SECT $650

* INSPECTORS

359200, EH 220

IN 3-4100

KEY PUNCH LEAD OPERATOR

coal

Arlington Heights
Federal Savings

CALL MISS DAY

Love/

TELETYPE CORPORATION
Interesting jobs with friendly people.

Villo99.

MISS DAY.

wee

439.3232

S
Start a long career with Signade.

il%nste'Vdoeti So'aary

SECT $550

* LATHE OPERATORS

Telelype recognizes talent and pays for al Especially when it comes to sharp stenos who know
what it wake. to get a lab done.

HARPER COLLEGE

YO 6-6000

WEEKDAYS BEFORE 5 PM

II 4375920

MASS FEEDING

ElimploymentAgencies. Wane

Idled,

terminology

d

* HARDINGE CHUCKERS

Call G. Krol at 676-1005, Ext. 5457

Why Sit Still When you con move ahead?

Sargent -Welch Scientific

RECEPTION

Premium Pay for Overtime
9 Paid Holidays
Pension Plan

SHARP STENOS:

Morton Grow

666-3443

* MACHINE OPERATORS

INCLUDING:

lllirais

956 /770

EN Grove Dillow

Meow

250 W. Hubbard

OPERATORS

PLUS ALL COMPANY BENEFITS

SUPERVISOR

rope

roll

CASHIER
GENERA). OFFICE

rile

Iypleq

v

Coll

9

I

BENEFITS

* LAPPING MACHINE

rreody enswymeni and

I

An Equal Ojeweunie endow,
Ell:

Protopak Eng. Corp.

OPERATORS

CALL 259-9200, Exi 58

ELECTRIC

P

540 re 550 week
259 874A

76611204

H.M. HARPER CO.

3:00 PM f..,upm

LIGHT PACKAGING
GOOD STARTING SALARY
CO PAID HOSPITALIZATION

LINDBERG NEVI -DUTY

k

M1

lost Fund.

PART TIME
2.30 P.M.to 6.30

FACTORY HELP.

* HONING MACHINE
piserrerIO

for you-lamlly

zn:.7,7:=°"-"

`;,,',",'03

I

Coin soup pleasure walking wadable and escellent corn Pony benella InchudIng cafeteria an prersiae pald hada,

considerG student Call:

DAY SHIFT

$5.00 AN HOUR
s

381.3038

TYPIST

EARN UP TO
LAB

GENERAL

394-3434
lvf

Overtime Available

considered.
General Electric is well know for its fine benefit

the stoning rates for the se jobs

Superific Quick
Cash -Making

TELETYPE CORP.
5555 West Touhy Ave.
Skokie, Ill.

Born,

Call

COST CLERK

PERMANENT
EMPLOYMENT

FOR EXPERIENCED

isr

ctZ:Irsnrc717::./.1r7rtZt7aan

Arlington Hts Area

wEo

GREAT OPPORTUNITIES
676.1000 est. 61

experience, and with knowledge of blueprint
reading and the use of micrometer, will be

con

For Model Apt, R. Offices

A 'rodeo! a

DES PLAINES

'

'T)3717

PART TIME
LAB TECHNICIAN
GENERAL Of NCB INOW

for Doolles office in

QEANING WOMAN

'BOX 1245, DAY PUBLICATIONS
217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights, III. 60005

IF YOU CAN DIG ALL THAT, THEN CALL FRANK,

K mart

Hope

4394510

ST

mons
i

Contact Miss Byrne

Apply in'Person to MRS. ALKE

1155 OAKTON

RIk Grove

Experienced

Call 956-1110

THEY KNOCK ON YOUR DOORI

SAXON BUSINESS PRODUCTS, INC.

HOORR FLWied

2345 Oukton

ph

Me
ho

SECRETARY

/ NO CAP EXPENSES
/ NO LEAD CHASING

53-5,52

Sociality Reinstated tor Rehire
Nmpnollambn

WANT

No Sun or Holidays

BOOKKEEPER

shwa.F;

Ad

do lable Coll wok.

RAM -F. DAYS

For Weekends

tuSt SII LACK IN THE PRIVACY OF YOUR OWN OFFICE AND
GROOVE WITH rld NATION'S FASTEST GROWING SALES
ORGANUATION W. ROO OFFICES, COAST TO COAST.

CALL JOHN ABEIR

5

RENTAL AGENT

ARE YOU READY?

aim., paid...rents. wcww .0 riaws. minhrer-

g.

2641e1p Wanted Women

28-11elp Warted Women

Moue, woman rood. for chi/d
en wh le parents ore vacown
ing Ref IT7

WI/1

iron FlembN bows Permanent

ris

HEY!
/ NO DOOR KNOCKING

Poked ...once ow caw weoinenc, neenlial ler wally edlwrgrwringwvwcompw....ww,
wnsernerd

P'

PROOFREADER

BONANZA SIRLOIN PIT
Des Plaines
437.8313

EQUIPMENT
PARTS SALESMAN

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH PRODUCTS

ws Fow theY.

Let kV

N

Call Miss Del at GL 5-3600
For An Appointment

SERVICE TECHNICIANS

UNIQUE JOBS FOR
YOUNG MEN WITH
AN ELECTRONIC
BACKGROUND

WOMEN
Pori Time it

,,..mu
up . bookkeeper

step

Page 21

26-lielp Ranted Women

ACCOUNTING CLERK desiring N

.fa' f'

SCI-10:ZT,

Fnxay Febniory 27 1970

25-lielp Wiled Were

28Help Railed Women

2611ele Wanted Women

AVON

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

C1'.TdIOD

25341000

ss 02

weekdays

PART TIME DAY JANITOR 1.,

can

eke.

weemeetal

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
FEDERAL SAVINGS

FULL TIME NIGHT JANITOR

2E8elp Warded Women

call for odd

7 30 a m

5600W. Roosevelt Rd.
Chicago,
An E
OoporinoiNEPNY.

255-9000

24RelWalte9 Men

yeek hoso tot one mold

Hal and watch pH duties from 11,30 pm to

8544652

for
oopodunW
Wonderful
rellred bulldIng tradesman

El. 3-1054

east dewy.-

ty,,
Small modern research company In Elk Grow
Village Is seeking a dependable man for lanith

"47g:or"' ", r" ""

::ii

244Ielp Ranted kles

SCHOOL CUSTODIAN

- WATCHMAN

JANITOR

Mini he experienced In curfew plain and laym.it Inwethen

CUSTODIAN

THE BANK

wIll nolo

MornIn91
EIRM delivery work.

GU Stg 4340

112441ttlatld Mal

L4KNp Waited Men

INSPECTOR ANALYST

Wanted Per katuWay WPA

Call Mn Cornell

If Inter

2,..000

MON 50100i SOY

FULL TIME

Work after school L Refereed

ilit$ P.M MO

Me

MOOT l5

114Ielp Wanted Mu

Illinois Bell

Mee your application by phone: Call 6669022

Newel.i onoiffam. lot, gam -lien.

Pirtf .1 A.1.311K,S 117
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FIlday February 27 1970
H

2

,26iev wanted women

omen

26.11e1pWantedWeare

214Ielp Wanted -Men & Women

SELLINO OUT FURNITURE

FULL TIME

who

gr

ohs, lrMNI

ad1

si

t

we

CALL 358 0631

CASHIER

CLERK TYPISTS

1307 Rand Road

Gar

SARGENT-WELCH SCIENTIFIC CO.

gSai

910

N

Immediate Openings in

CLERK TYPISTS

COUNTER GIRL
Start $2 per hour
Hours 9 AM 2 PM

WM

/

VA 7 6584

emii Antonin

N I. of. $10;

Sikh

10rCall

ff.

SP
32 Miscellaneous Merchandi

Baby bod.310.
310. Umbrella claihes
Af remount CI.3.7539

criA

Ime

now dew,. TN

Cenh

Ogle, hao carpels as

LIVING ROOM EURNIIURk
096

330 Baby

42W anted To Buy

o7

TELEPHONE

Coll Ed Su rbk

bench

teble .567 3529

CULLIGAN, INC.

1657 S. Sherrner Road
Northbrook,

'69 ELECTRAS

Pella

TYPEWRITER .ELICTRIC

21 Help Wanted Men & Women

by

rasa. BIN Aukdaad
- 1203. 153.8106

An go, Ossernoner Empldvr

NEW RESTAURANT
RAND AUTIOMAS
AIRS

Reel H

Apr

Immediate openings for full Vol. switchboard
receptionist. Light typing. Permanent. 5 days a
week 8r30
lo 600 pm. crmgeniol surround.
Ines All Compom benefits.

CALL MISS ESCHER

you have o Noir for
working with figures -and if you would lido to
a fast grow' g co
pony in t ..... ing ond
challenging work
If

-

-

CALL CL 9.2933

filler All acres.
24.4243

52295
Apollo
Office Equipment

824-2175

aro.

r

'68 OPEL KADEITE

Vag

ISO ST

674 1210

I6 BusinessOpportomties

ii

Old Fuglah Sheep Dag. 1

2038 WAUKEGAN

0 Good con

lion. Pee R. SS 00

L ago

GLENVIEW

CI91.

PART TIME

$1695

o n., arable www

El.r

G.E.

hanel dew. West
uNr. linMes

FM .11

ool

h

.635

1495

Mack

AMASS Nem Focr

Mole

21 Help Wanted Men & Women

Residential

253.7710

16=g.

BENSENVILLE, ILL.

19 To Rent Apartments

74 -To

Rent Apartments

CAMARO'

Vacant

Stop by our sports deportment and

14 To Rent Apartments

,

10110.2

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
... Top $$$ for the experienced. Part time Shift 4:00 to 9 p.m.

AITRACTIV0 STARTING SALARY
OUTSTANDING DENFTIT PROGRAM
RAPID PROGRES5.14

101, NIGHT WORK BONUS

7. HOUR DAY
APPLY OR CALL MONDAY THOU FRIDAY'

KEY PUNCH
TRAINEES

ler,

I

Polorline

2

war lid

tschm.

apt.

vs

es.

A

MIliimen=rseravew---

le werrol

'"

1"1r.

PALATINERCILLING MEADOWS

BS

II

NAPD

DESIGN BY
SCHOLZ

DANA

Children 6 pm 3185 359.3562

00Ar

MUSTANG

A MOM RANCH
PROSPIC1
a

so

CHOICE 031.
LOCATION am W.

Top -Rated

132500 Col
CL

16,10 Rent Houses

POINT

geel

COMMIE

aaanr

'69 VOLKSWAGEN KOMBI

cA PA bar. 214
ocallan.
park. pool. 501$

LANE SHOPE !WING

IN THE!, BUMS

11.

la

V 8, ooro pons lull pow,

mediate or

RAI

Rernr..
crlion. walk
3

'67 PONT. TEMPEST

h. train
Pers. RN. 010
394.7325 or CI 5 0100.

tin.

1111,

6.12 2078

.11 her,.

1.pdroom. 2 bath brick

$1345
'67 PONTIAC VENTURA
HARDTOP COUPE

BUS

ring. send
S1995

Neal 1, 2, 3 bedroom
Luxury Rental Apts.
Right in the Village
of Arlington Heights

Used Cars
'66 CHEVROLET IMPALA

$3095

age. Neel

the Country Club set

Late Model
'67 FORD GALAXIE 500

baths. full Wm:. 2
69

Sr36110
r. Proven, Duplex

le

'69 PONTIAC CATAUNA

wheals 6 shoppingAlid 3011.
43T.5040

Woods

$1995

$1595

'68 PONTIAC EXECUTIVE

'67 PONTIAC GTO

:Ls

Own Your Own

once al

See them both February 26-27-28

HAWTHORNE

And While You Are Here Enter Our 70 SPORTS HOLIDAY

HOUSE

."

$2295
'30 PRO WON
aan

DRAWING. Win one of 3,145 prizes including 10 sports
vacation trips for two - anywhere in the world!

$2095

n

week

ID

Located on Algquonin RN.
10....mila ar: al Ra. S3

. MI

0,,a tn. nor

rloT

Dusk.

RENTALS START AT $205
Sore. mailable immediately

Rolling Meadows,

\

3513.112110

FOR RENTAL

(or

on

255 1948

appoimment

12, SI

BEN PEKIN CORP

THREE FOUNTAINS
AT PLUM GROVE

No pos.'s.

ARLINGTON NTS.

Pontiac
famous for

CL 9-4100

bdrns brick ranch.

'66 OLDSMOBILE TORONAD

1845

1)00121CH5 MOIIIIE1111313

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

119.RealEstate818.Preeerty

rid

INFORMATION
Rand Rd. la Wind.. Or.. Llghl

titZMITIG1:4"

mite west al hoOrms. High

Phone 394-2577

fricorfain

NO RENTAL CAN COMPARE

82 Wanted to Int

F1,..ShEd mod.. open
Open Daily, 1 1 Ahl 6 NA

oft 5 pm 259 4901

$1195

$1445

68 MONTEGO 313

From $215

'66 VOLKSWAGEN

'67 CHRYSLER NEWPORT
HARDTOP COUPE

/1 To Rent, Stores, Offices

1,2 and 3 BEDROOMS

$1595
FASTBACK COUPE

77

'68 PLYMOUTH FURY III

$1395
'66 MERCURY COLONY PARK

ews.,

HARDTOP COUPE

87.Cerdo1iliw

'"61Urr=0T'r

night bonus.
Upon successful completion of troinin4 (approximately 12 weeks), switch
to our full -Nate 71/2 hour doe shift

Phone 956-2641 er 9564642

33749

garden apartmen,=ne,

8 A.M. TO 3:45 P.M.

An equal opportunity employer

6 SAT ONLY

ass

COURT 6 SWIMMING
INA S Bome Rd A3AAIDD

ruble

at on attractive salary pl. 10%

3800 Golf Road

II
.TOG,OG,

TEN

Train on our evening shift from 4.9 p.m.

Interviewing,
Interviewing Saturday Feb.28, 9:2 pm for your'

<4011m.

86 RealEstatellooses

FOUNTAINS

arms. shops. S. paris air

Looking For!

Immediate Opening For 6

T-37

500

F3 IndustrralProperty (ToRent)

invites you to join

Work Monday that Friday in our modem regional renter

"

,

THREE

439

Windsor

COMPTOMETER OPERATORS

MANS

'OR CHRYSLER

ins

Immediate openings for part time

2 -DR. HARDTOP

'05 PONTIAC

117 IMP

Des PI: 2 bete.. Apr. in 3 flat

NOW OPEN AT WESTERN ELECTRIC

The New 1970

wsw

this

\vi

RESIDENTIAL ARI

.14 To Rent Aperbunts

Ad

AlE1111°

'66 PORD WGN

82 -Wanted to Rent

IN 'I -TI PLUM OR,

ITT

401

CLOSED SUNDAYS

Pontiac Announces

NEW VO333

001

The Job You've Been

I36 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
OPEN TO 9 P.M. DAILY
381.6663

po

nu 01 Gros e

Cabinet Wirers

elp Wanted Men & Women

Roselle, Illinois

BARRINGTON, ILL.

:I

167 TAIRLANF

70 Rooms BoantHousekeepIng

eludes
11

529-7070

*13.3

HELP

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

013

SIORS

L3

for the followong categorres

455-8500

555 Irving Park Road

378-1416

Commercial

Printed Circuit Board Assembler,

11 -Help Wanted,Men & Women

SUNG

995

Z.=

MOTOR SALES

meybe low

'67

ROAD HUGGING SENSATION

==i

0,

SALES & SERVICE

We Hove Immediate Openings For Both
Experienced Or Non -Experienced
IN YOUR AREA

DICK WICKSTROM

BARRINGTON

ifaa

5

595-0250

Real Estate

ALL TOP SALARIES

Phone

$1895

'67

FULL TIME

I 25 Oakton Des Pio in es

Ilot,

. .

See it today at

111,

CARRY ALL

CALL MR. BELL

KC 2150 3,7 3727

ROAD SALESMAN

CORPORATION

and a new interior .

'ea CIWYT

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND
APPOINTMENT -

solid sta. Arn10r0 mien lune

helm 9S6-1777

RECEIVABLE

leo Poodle.

$1350

125 W. GRAND AT YORK

Co... MS

CaliCk 35091

Coll 269 0252

owybe Ion

'69 TORINO GT

$100
Saturday 9-5

5,1r

VeD, low Mileage

I

59 BUICK

CLOSED SUNDAY

Jeer DYNAMIC U. Ammons

'69 PICKUP
9
6,1.
arena.

'175

e backed by a TAINTS MILIIONS DOLLAR CORP

.5..

------- $2295
'65 OLDSMOBILE

KNOWLEDGE

,

'69 CAMARO SUPER SPORT

'65 GRAN SPORT

'62 CHEVROLET

Phones: 825-8871
Chicago 770-8177

NEEDS IT

Sa6 Asir. wswe.drial 03.

mach.315. SW charger

PART TIME

MID SOUTHERN TOYOTA

JUNBELIEVABLEnk_

WAGONEER

$995

$1100

SHIPPING -CLERK

WITH ACCOUNTS

Apply todoy or ask for Mrs. 0:Samar°.

'2775

$1250

NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

f MONEY MAKING OPPORTUNITY
`REVOLUTIONARY NEW PRODUCT
^ EVERY AUTO SERVICE STATION 8 GARAGE

LLE .nle. 10 mos
aid
rebraken. good .1. .0.11
A papers. S150. CL 3.0024

Mays figure ',kegs. Geed an

Dae. 297.2179w 511.1056

SALES SECRETARY

Excellent salary and company benefits.

LIST 23672.00

1970 'JEEP'

RD.

a

GMO HEADQUARTERS

JOIN THE AUTO INDUSTRY

359.3273

264

0reesenohle,

855 Morse Ave.
Elk Grove Village, Illinois

10750 Grand Ave.
Franklin Park

'69 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE

FORD

'66 PONTIAC EXECUTIVE

c,230

female 130%

rand SR

speed Dd. wonH

Fee

.

&AO

GLENBROOK

OLDSMOBILE

BR Business Opportunities

or just drop -by.

COMPANY

Excellent opportunity ha work and grow
with o fast moving automotive distributor.
We have o great opportunity in our sales
deportment. for an experienced file
clerk with good typing ability.

THE FINEST SERVICE."

1/91.3e2A.

S Terms available

padded bar mots S50
Plane VA 6344

Corner anueNbed w/ved

296.1112

FILE CLERK

WE'RE SELLING THESE
BELOW DEALERS COST

'69 TOYOTA

SW..43.50A

your home.

able CL 5 0/35

Pere

-

Contort Mr. Franzen

METROPOLITAN PRINTING

$1295

'68 IMPALA

3 Free insiallation
.1.5ee large samples

DONOR VE.

-

1723= Rd.

EXEC CARS -

$2195

..295A

IN PARK RIDGE

-

IMPORTS, INC

hooded tor wilh Focto

alerona

2 Her, duly carper,

FULL ORPART TIME.

call for on appointee,

439-7600

SW.

'68 OLDSMOBILE

CLEARANCE SALE

ARLINGTON

CLERKS

el I 1.10PrIco

ar wan.

power 13,65 Very elm,awn m

1. Closing no, stock
ARC 375 3. SIAS. 1.2,01.

ST4047iWoMery cfCraintrin
200 Earl °Wilma.

OPENING SOON

'67 OLDS

Elsedonn 6 ming Me.

11-011ice Furniture,Oerices

S3 w

appim. possess. good hgure aptitude. We offer len

RECEPTIONIST

door hardtop. A la

$1900

449511. Pets & Erpopent

Nam old school desks

ACCOUNTING

381.0899
"TOE Ell.4.1.D.,SIVE DEALER

DEMOS - FACTORY

°

Gular.

40% - 60% OFF

3 641; al

Ca

mem Along whh a mod background in Mir grecs by

Pelahne,rwesnml
Telephone amsz,l'on

Falk

STERO

MAN OR MAN 8 WI

SWITCHBOARD

WIGGLESWORTH

'68 ELECTRA

CARPETING
Sow

Peyton. immediately open in our Account, Pal.. open -

439-2100

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

'69 A.C11 1

TURNIP..

O. fa

union

1800 E

one -

SP.

clms 2S3 A ASS

STATE

CLERKS

IMPORT MOTORS

CARDEN°.

and amPfor 53B.
2504.75

A

portment.
Corne in 10 Our employ.
i5eRt office for demib.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

OUR LOTS

Kra, 362 OA)

PIA

telephone/talesman de-

LOCATED IN ELK GROVE VILLAGE

MIDWEST EXCLUSIVE
THE ALL NEW

DICK WICKSTROM
'THE BOSS"

272-1000

our

in

824 00'45. AST

drill mess NI Mr S150

separare SP SRAM

OPERATORS

We have openings for

SuburDs

Believing

****** *****

BARRINGTON

CARS 8 SERVICE

For m6ro information

TELETYPE

Vhstur

Seeing Is

CLEAROUT
WITH
THE BIGGEST
REDUCTION
IN THE
HISTORY OF

ot
nrtofTro

BUsIBE

on.

Excellent
352.2119
.

Feared bearer Fur cow. Cod
3750. URN,
300.

-.cal

11

$CUDDER

.50 E/ Rey. 7 SV. EcolTnan.

bs SAyINGS

70.s

724-60b6

LARGEST

SELECTION OF
NEW & USED
VOLVO'S

MODELS ON DISPLAY.
THE 11 YEAR CART
SEE AND TEST DRIVE
IT TODAY AT

MUST

h.

aMani

rd: NYLON PLUSH S3

RAY OLDSMOBILE
BARRINGTON IMPORTS
WIGGLESWORTH VOLVO
BARRINGTON MOTORS JEEP
BONUS MOTORS
BARRINGTON MOTORS DATSON

"REMEMBER YOU SAW IT IN THE DAY"

traidirienal

sre

The Boss
Says,

WE

LATTOF CHEVROLET
SCUDDER BUICK

se

0'4

MIDWEST'S

MORTON PONTIAC

577.

brow, gwod condiga.

EARLY AMERICAN

DICTAPHONE

TYPIST

relief operators

Delivery

Tree

',MUT

t'AlMeET

MAIL CLERK
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
8 E. Noghwesi

MODEL HOME EURNIKLIR2

sets Nemo rel.

f"-"'?

(VOLVO
SEE THE 1970

WICKSTROM CHEVROLET
GLENBROOK FORD
YARNALL TODD

oSunAL 040119

C

M.

of

lr Clamor

knhaowlnge.ge

wanh e40r 006 1

Oil

MUFICH BUICK

"°-

turn. ow.

0
*Alter

04116

554,1usicalInstnenents

cool

number...SW.0056

Shd.
Fri

235-9100

1925 Busse Rd.

CL 5 MN

SECRETARIES

h

DEB

Ewa. ng table

Ilene

SYce

rand 5r. 7 $5 3903052

Donors Arl

YOU

TRI-R VENDING

Call
Miss Olzak

urn

Mon's

12neorsAnwnican

Lou

NEEDS

U

Niles Area

darner

Spading Goods

181 IWO oft 5 nOom dealer

CULLIGAN

2125

,11

5159 12 per hour
Hours 7 AM - 3 PM

0

Go d

11

Page 23

SHOP THESE LEADING
DEALERS IN THE
GREAT NORTHWEST
SUBURBAN AREA

239 Ages

Pedal. G.F Deism dish wads
seIon

Customer Service

677-0600

m. sr

16.

candil ion 220ha40,r.

som equips ao. 910 Rem..

3900420

7300 N. LINDER - SKOKIE

-VENDING HOSTESS

Mohros

ieb. 28 .

Sale:

Fnday February 27 1970

"'"

'd""

4

el

sat,onrdB

II Rummage &CarogeSale

Arlington Heights

Northfield Area

47 Home Fumnlengtinnitute

5 days a, eek

gnelin

COME IN TO SEE US OR CALL

267-5300'

Nome to.ro.onwp,

12-Mmellaneout Merchandme

32.18scell0eots leerdweRse

WE

2

Sales

Servo". and
Salostarnon

1.0 Imo, wave an, 2 car
61509. 869 3951 ell. 6
C:17,1NOMODIFR

;LEEDS

0,, R.5 IAL6666wo, Oen, RI.
ONE

ceged 1611.

Wics. far

I.

704 iWAIALIOAN M.
GLEPMEW
72ISISIO
laeNys
m
ihr

ee:/1 loCagen.'"12:

3.1 Kik 139,300.
133-3130

A

loct;

666 E. Northwest Hwy.

rlington aghts

'

CLOSED SUN s AY

112-Altembiles For Sale

,1114stemilles Weikel

1964 Red Volvo 122 S Good
condition, snow tiros $750
392.11% aft 6 30 p m

WE PAY TOP US
FOR CLEAN USED CARS
I

BONUS MOTORS 296-6127

111 -Motorcycles ad Scooters

0

1962 Dodge Dart, 4 door, A/T,

Exc cond $1400

Cl 5-6965

%UR

CUSTOM painting, complete cus-

SOLES

tomizing and molding All work

GREAT '67 GTO hdtp, stick, pwr
disc , pos truck, radio
Days
439.2070 Mr. Sellers, aft. 7

DAM

368-2474.

741-9487

QUALITY CUSTOM
PAINTING

1969

Harley-Davidson
350
Sprint. Low miles. Call 439-6074
after 6 P.M.

255.7200
ADS
Of
296- 6640

Lacing
Webbing

112 -Automobiles For Sale

'68 CHEV. station wagon, 9 pass
cond. $1695.
before 6 P.M.

Call

CI

$450
537-78.12

Jeep:

4

'67 Volvo 2 dr, 4 spd,

'63 Korman Ghia, excellent
condition $750 or best offer

TW 4 9325

358-6218

'61 Cadillac Full power Needs
on transmission
Best
work
offer After 6 253-3737

1968 Pontiac Tempest Custom,
2 dr, Cordova top, excel cond,
V-8, auto trans , P/S, radio,

Olds Cutlass S 1969, HT, auto
trans., P/S, P/B, radio, approx
7000 miles, excel. cond., $2000

253-8811 ext CAR

or best offer,

low mi. $2750,255-1126

381-2990

I work '51 Ford body, brgnd new

Buick LeSabre, 4 dr hdtp
New tires A 1 Wildcat eng $250

1964

Country Squire 9

' customized mt 825-6181 7-12PM

pass wagon Excellent condition
,P/S $600 724-8577

,'68 Firebird 400, 4 spd, rhony

A/T,

P/B,

P/S,

exc.

condition

'61 Chevy, 4 door, 6 auto
matk, outstanding
$195

'69 Corvette L 88 Coupe, loaded

'64

259-4773

'63 Ford, 6, auto, $150. '66 Fill
GI 500, V8, auto, like new. '65
Chvy wag, 6, auto $895. Must

1965 FORD, 2-dr. sedan, 6 cyl.,
auto. trans., P/S, like new tires &

1964 Ford 6 pass. wagon V-8,

sell due to illness. 299.2572

394.2666

'4 Spd., Luggage rack

cond.,

excel.

600 E. NW. Hwy.

'66 Corvette, bronze 327, headlike new shocks & brakes.

Des Plaines

ers,

$600.

Must sell. 394-1149, Steve,

4

'63 Chevy BelAir. White. 283
eng. Tape player. Call aft. 6 PM.'

"It's Always
Smooth Sailin'

$250 392-4326

Volkswagon - good for
building Dune Buggy. Best offer.
1961

Camper Special 1969 Trovelall;
A/T, A/C, P/S, P/B, W/W, V-8, 2

392.8719

tanks. $3750. 392.6495

Camper. rent trailer-exc. cond.quipped -canopy -sleeps 5-'

Cougar '67 2 dr. V-8, std., 3 spd.
Wide oval radials. Exc. cond.
21400. 394-0309

$450.92.3898

for Car Shoppers
at Yarnell -Todd!

II Somehow we knew a long
time agp that they would

dolt. They did. II

S.

At

;7-rtior 117A13 1"s3r,.,,; FOFS ISO COI ,;.1

4

OADtetTRACK

1968 CORVETTE CONVERTIBLE

1968 CHEVY IMPALA

$3895

2 tops. 4 speed. A real sharp

OSA Mahn Ers, Moslem ei Rinaldo Can Anis

4 door. Hardtop. Blue with blue interior.

'111.tir7.

$1595

9 passenger. Roof rack. Air conditioned.
power. Medium green

V8. Power g' .1e Power steering. Power brakes.
White

walls.

Radio,

4

$1695

speed. Deep blue. Sharp

with

black

$1695

and runs like new

Full

$$$$

ALSO

1966 BUICK WILDCAT

1968 EL CAMINO

heater.

Gold

1964 PONTIAC CONVERTIBLE
Green with white top. Looks

$1495

2 door hardtop. Danube blue. Black vinyl top.

Come in now - pick up your FREE copy of
January '70 Road & Track - and read all
about the new Datsun 240-Z. It will be in

1968 IMPALA CONVERTIBLE
speed.
vinyl top

1966 CHEVY CAPRICE WAGON

1967 CHEVY CAPRICE

,2-...,±7 2

$3695

4

$1895

er brakes

1968 CADILLAC CONVERTIBLE
power. Gold with black

vinyl roof

Sunny yellow. Roof rack. V13. Automatic transmission. Power steering. Pow-

4 door hardtop. Red with black vinyl top & block
interior.
Factory
air.
Full
power
$ 1 695

Amon 24(4'150 Ikp 24 lira si

Full

1968 CHEVY BELAIR WAGON

1967 CHEVROLET IMPALA

41111.1111116

V8.
Pow-

Automatic transmission. Power steering.
er
brakes. Radio.
Heater
White walls
$1975

1968 DODGE CORONET
Gold with black vinyl top. V-8
Automatic transmission

4

WHOLESALE SPECIALS

door hardtop. Blue with black vinyl top.
air.
Full
power.

Factory

$1975

$1595

FROM

our showroom soon.

9:00 to 9:00
Sat. 9:00 to 5:00
Closed Sunday.

MOTOR SALES
SALES & SERVICE
136 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

$4900 TO $295"

Hours:
Mon. Thru Fri.

BARRINGTON

YARNALL-TODD CHEVROLET INV"'

"On Dundee at 83"

BARRINGTON, ILL.

OPEN TO 9 P.M. DAILY

81-6663

$1045

296-6127

plow. 394.1148, Steve.

muffler,

$395

'65 Chevy, 2 door, 6 au,
to
full factory equipment, whit*
& red interior, very nice..$295
118 Opel Rollye Sports Wgn.
Red with black bucket seats.

'64 Willys Jeep, 4 wheel' drive
with power take off unit and

537-0534

Chevy, 2 door, 6 auto-

matic, SHARP

stick, P/5, P/B, excellent cond.,
.$525. 255-3384

'66 laSabre Buick
Best offer.

1966 Mustang. 6 cyl. Stick shift.

Over 50 To Choose From

I

;extras. 641-3684 or 299-6455

Cl. 3-4286 oft. 5 P.M.

$995. Call

months old, just like new. Asking
$200 & take over remaining'
payments. Call 593-6415 dft.,
5;30 p.m.

Ford

In Qtialdy 2nd Cart

'59 VW Gd body Motor needs

1969 Rood Runner. Fully equip.
'P/DB, P/S. Exc. cond. Low miles.

$1250. 537-8872

yellow, black vinyl roof. Only 5

Best offer.
358.5123 after 6 PM.

P/S, P/B, R/H $200
Coll 537.7038

67 Ford 2 dr. sedan 289 V-8,

1969 MUSTANG - 302-A/T, P/S

'69 COmaro SS 396 350 h.p. Turbo hydromatic trans. Positraclion.
Heavy duty
electrical

,'63 Mercury Wagon Ail/cond

824 1468

en steering wheel. Many extras..

WE SPECIAUZE'

"67 Kormonn Ghia, Bermuda
'beige Under 16,000 mi Radio
W/W Mint cond $1800 CL 3 7054
'61

'69 MGB Roadster. Radio. Wood-

'59 Buick $50
Transportation
Coll 827.0692

A/T, P/S, radio 5350.
392-3258

103 -Auto Trailers &Cespers

fully

359.4796

1124stionbiles FIN Sale

'66 Corvette, 4 -speed, $2375,
l'59 Mercedes "220", $300
299.2572

Dodge Polar° - 68 Air/C P/H PJS
R/H Low mileage, $2,100 Call 8
AM-2PM. VA7.2907,

'63 Chev. 9 pass. wagon, V-8

wheel*
drive. R/H, overdrive, snow plow
$1295.439-5693
Universol

1960 VW, with headers, like new(

Fnday, February 27, 1970

112-Artomobiles For Sale

'64 OLDSMOBILE
VISTA CRUISER $400
CALL 766-4354

'65 Chevy step van. 10 ft.

'65

894.9238

EVENINGS

112 -Alit addes For Sale

brakes and much more $325

system. Many extras. Mint cond,

ASK FOR KEN

auto. irons., P/S, P/B,.
392-8065

3-8641

Panel Painting
Candy Colors

fogging

102.Trucks,Trailers

'69 Ford Van. 6 cyl. stick. Good

Shading

.1124stemobles For Sale

Olds Cut's, 4 dr, Sad:

'68

one owner, lose
8 cyl., P/S,
mileage, end., cond 537-7954 -

for
guaranteed!
Call evenings

;

'69 Ford Country Squire Wagon;
irons , air cond
390, auto
P/disc brakes, P/S, AM -FM Ran
duo 766.1344,773.0844
P/S $195

"THE CHOPPER SHOP"

Page 24

112-Artomsbies Fff Sale

B

Sit-

John Mufich

I

A

Ole

Joe Mitchel

Jim Koclanis

A

Rob Joumell

Dennis Malec

Steve Be

Phone 537-7000

A

\A-

lAto

411,-

ink if.4-

Wheeling

ilk

Warren Karlsen

strum

51.. 41-

410

Ed Claussen

William Hoffman

Byron Crowell

Bob Bayne

Ida

A TOP sellin', TOP savin' TOP lookin' crew to go with the TOP
sellin', TOP savin', TOP lookin' big car! Yes folks, the TOP
brass at John Mufich Buick has decided to TOP it

rP

all of in TOP fashion in their advertising
just to emphasize the point: you can't
TOP the deal, you can't TOP the
trade and you can't TOP

the service at
"BUICK ON
N,

Lookin' too!
A/ 81

UICK ON RAND!"
Home of the Big Toppers!

1967 BUICK WILDCAT

Door hardtop, Factory Air Conditioning. Charcoal Finish, Black Vinyl In-

1967 CHEVY CAMARO

4

Hardtop, Autornatic Transmission, Power Steering, Power Brakes,
Burgundy with Black Vinyl Interior.

Automatic Transmission, 327 V8, Metallic Blue Finish, Clean Car.

$2595

1967 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN

1967 BUICK SPECIAL

Power Steering, Power Brakes, Auto-

2

$2895

1967 OLDSMOBILE 88

Door Hardtop, Automatic Transmission, Power Steering, Power Brakes,
Factory Air Conditioning, Runs on Regular Gas, Burgundy Finish with Dark Vinyl
Top, Black Vinyl Custom Interior.

4 Door, Factory Air Conditioning, Power
Steering, Power Brakes, Automatic
Transmission, Green Metallic Finish with
Dark Vinyl Top.

$2295

1967 BUICK ELECTRA
Door Hardtop, Factory Air Conditioning, Power Windows, Power Seats,
Gold Finish with Black Vinyl Top, Block
interior, Runs Well.

-1

$2195

1968 OLDSMOBILE 98
tioning, Power Seat, Power Windows,
Olive Finish with White Vinyl Top, White
Custom Interior. A BetqQ.

EUCLID RD.

$1395

$1795

1966 PONTIAC LE MANS
2 Door Sport Coupe, Automatic Transmission, Power Steering, Power Brakes,
Black Buckets, Burgundy Finish with
Black Vinyl Top. A Shining Beauty.

$2595

Door Hardtop, Automatic Transmission, Power Steering, Power Brakes,

Alpine White Finish with Blue Interior.
low Miles.

2 Door Hardtop, 6 Cylinder, Stick Shift,
Gold Finish, Many Economical Miles
Left.

Buick, home of the TOP

iSi.

Big seller in Chicago land. Simply follow

any trail, lane, highway, street or expressway to 801 East

Z

CENTRAL RD.

p

''IsiGOLF

$1295

one deal tool

BUICK

RD.

V

pect and be the proud

tioning, Glacier
Classic Beauty.

White,

Two -Tone.

A

1965 PONTIAC LE MANS
4 Door Sedan, VB, automatic Trans-

$1395

mission, Power Steering, Power Brakes,
White Finish with Burgundy Interior. Extra Clean.

$995

MUFICH

OPEL

Mt. Prospect

i +.
N

40,-'.........c.;;-...,,
.

$1595

1964 T=BIRD

John

I

to
,..1

th

g

Rand Road in Mt. Pros-

owner of a number

0

IY

$995

Many more Top Values!

g

4ii,.

so

$1495

1966 BUICK ELECTRA
2 Door Sport Coupe, 6 Way Power Seat,
Power Windows, Silver Mist Finish with
Black Vinyl Top, Block Vinyl Custom Interior.

car too! Opel by Buick

from John Mufich

$1395

1966 MUSTANG

Automatic Transmission, Power Steering, Power Brakes, 6 Way Power Seat,
Power Windows, Factory Air Condi-

2 Door Hardtop, Factory Air Condi-

headliner in a small

matic Transmission, Rack, 10 Passenger,
Aqua Mist Finish.

1968 BUICK LeSABRE

4

Get a line on the TOP

$1695

1968 BUICK RIVIERA

4

IMP

Door

Factory Air Conditioning, Blue Buckets,
Console, Metallic Blue Finish with Dark
Vinyl Top.

an' the service!

That's why they've donned the TOP Hats!

1968 BUICK ELECTRA
2

terior.

In the car!
In the deal!

RAND"!

il

First in Savings

801 EAST RAND ROAD

* 394-2200

First is Deals

